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Foreword
Some years ago, when writing a dissertation on Bernard Lonergan’s thought, I often wished I had an aid to mitigate
continual and tiresome combing through indexes and bibliographies to find data on particular terms and phrases. What kind
of vade mecum did I wish to have? While not everything wished for, the answer is GoTap.
GoTap answers these requirements: (1) comprehensiveness; (2) data in Lonergan’s own words; and (3) a format that
takes account of the intrinsically synthetic character of his thought. Let me explain the three.
(1) Comprehensiveness. The indexes of the published works and other sources enabled me to create a preliminary list of
GoTap entries. In virtually every case, the data required to complete each entry suggested further entries and subentries. Despite having to keep it to publishable length, I believe GoTap’s present degree of comprehensiveness will enable the user to
find in entries and crossentries, and in the primary sources they reference, a reasonably comprehensive account of Lonergan’s philosophic terms and phrases. One hopes that, at most, important omissions are few.
(2) Lonergan’s own words. Although I explain a good number of terms and phrases, they remain interpretations. In most
cases, to orient the reader, I add to Lonergan’s own words only context and minimal explanation. I wrote a small number of
other entries (cosmology, for example) because the vast amount of data, and limited space, required a synthetic overview.
Many entries are simply quotes from Lonergan.
(3) Lonergan’s synthesis. The alphabetic order of a glossary immediately disorders the systematic sequence of Lonergan’s
thought. The only practical way, however flawed, to reconnect the natural sequence of his synthesis is through crossreferences; and they are legion in GoTap. In some cases the order of subentries is not alphabetic but systematic; these are clearly
noted. I have included an illustration of how one might pursue comprehensive data on a main entry. See the section In Pursuit of Comprehensive Data.
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USING GOTAP
The user should soon get used to the various typefaces and terms that denote discrete elements of the glossary. Parts of typical entries (edited and modified for this ilustration) are annotated in italic.
CHANGE: Passing from potency [see POTENCY/POTENTIAL] to ACT. See intra Notion of

The term “see intra” denotes a crossreference within the present main entry or another of its subentries.
AND METAPHYSICS.

See METAPHYSICAL–ARGUMENTS FROM CHANGE; METAPHYSICS–ELEMENTS OF-AND CHANGE

There are two crossreferences separated by a semicolon. The first denotes under “metaphysical” the subentry “arguments from change.” The
second denotes the subsubentry “and change” in the subentry “elements of” under the main entry “metaphysics.” The first subentry is always italic, the second always regular type, the third italic, etc.: e.g., RELATIVITY–THEORY OF-SPECIAL-AND CAUSALITY
AND REAL RELATIONS.

See RELATION(S)–OF EQUALITY, –COMPONENTS OF

Two subentries, “of equality” and “components of,” are referenced under RELATIONS.
And faculty psychology. See FACULTY PSYCHOLOGY, –AND SCIENCE
This subsubentry has two crossreferences separated by a comma. The first denotes the main entry. The second denotes a subentry of the same
main entry.
AND THE THING.

See intra Notion of, Knowing

There are two references intra, i.e., within the present entry. Discrete references intra are capitalized and separated by a comma. Such references are also found within entries: e.g., under ART the subentry AND EXPERIENCE. “The process of EXPRESSION or objectification involves not only psychic distance [see intra And psychic distance] but also an idealization of the purely experiential pattern [see intra Definition of-and patternexperiential].” (TE 216.) Note as well that EXPRESSION is highlighted to denote a crossentry.
The user will also note that some common words, while they don’t require definition, are nonetheless relevant to a number of other
entries. For example:
ANTICIPATION: See also inter alia ABSTRACTION–ENRICHING/IMPOVERISHING-MOMENTS IN (3)-FIRST ■ ALREADY-OUT-THERE-NOW-REAL–AND BODY VS THING ■ ANALOGY OF …–MATTERSIGNIFICANCE OF

■ ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–AND HEURISTIC ANTICIPATION/ASSUMPTION ■ BELIEF–TRUE-PROCESS OF-(2) REFLECTIVE UNDERSTANDING ■ COGNITION,

COGNITIONAL–PROCESS-AND FACT ■ CORRELATION(S)–AND SCIENTIFIC UNDERSTANDING ■ DESIRE TO KNOW–PROVISIONALLY RESTRICTED ■ DIALECTIC(S)–HEGELIAN VS LONERGANIAN ■
DREAM(S)–AND SELF-TRANSCENDENCE ■ ESSENTIALISM ■ EXTROVERSION–OF ANIMALS ■ FACT ■ HEURISTIC STRUCTURE ■ IMAGE–AND SELF-APPROPRIATION ■ IMAGINATION–AND METAPHYSICAL ELEMENTS

■ INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–INVERSE ■ LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–CLASSICAL-ABSTRACT (4 ELEMENTS)-(1) ■ LIVING–AND PERCEPTION ■ MEMORY–OF INDIVIDUAL/GROUP ■ META-

PHYSICAL–EQUIVALENCE-RULES OF (3)-(2) ■ METAPHYSICS–AS HEURISTIC ■ METHOD(S)–AND METAPHYSICS ■ METHOD(S)–THE FOUR-AND SYSTEM ■ NOTION(S)–HEURISTIC ■ ORIENTATION–
COGNITIONAL VS THAT OF ORDINARY LIVING ■ PROCESS–IDEAL/TYPICAL

■ PSYCHOLOGICAL–PRESENT ■ QUESTION(S)–RESTRICTIVE ■ REVISION–AND EMPIRICAL SCIENCE ■ SCIENCE(S)– CLASSICAL

■ SCIENTIFIC–OBSERVATION ■ SENSATION–VS PERCEPTION

The following section—In Pursuit of Comprehensive Data—illustrates various ways the user can advance from a particular entry
and its crossreferences to the pursuit of whatever degree of comprehensiveness one chooses. Note as well that primary and secondary
sources referenced in the entries are found in the bibliography.
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In Pursuit of Comprehensive Data [a work in progress!]
The preface notes that GoTap handles the intrinsically synthetic character of Lonergan’s thought by dividing into subentries the
data on main entries such as COGNITION, COGNITION. And these contain crossentries. By this means, the user can pursue comprehensive data
on elements of Lonergan’s thought. Consulting the entry COGNITION, COGNITION and from its 100+ subentries choosing –OPERATIONS will inform you that the cognitional operations are EXPERIENCE; INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING; JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT; JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE; DELIBERATION;
DECISION. Under EXPERIENCE, rather than any of its 60 subentries as examples, I have selected some of the crossentries they contain. Under
INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING, I chose some subentries (it has 204) and from their crossentries some which, when consulted, will lead to other entries and/or subentries. Larger uppercase bold type denotes an entry, and smaller uppercase type denotes a subentry.
COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS
EXPERIENCE
CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(1) EMPIRICAL
DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS
DATA–OF SENSE
-AND CONDITIONS FOR AFFIRMATION
-AND SCIENTIFIC UNDERSTANDING

IMMEDIACY
MEDIATION–OF IMMEDIACY
REALISM–AS IMMEDIATE
PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE
PRESENTATIONS
INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING
–ACCUMULATION OF
-AS VIEWPOINT

–AND A PRIORI SYNTHESIS
–AND DEDUCTION
DEDUCTION–AND A PRIORI SYNTHESIS
–DEVALUATED
FREQUENCY–AND INTELLIGIBILITY
–DEVELOPMENT OF
-AND CONCEPTS
-COMMONSENSE

COMMON SENSE–DEVELOPMENT OF
-SCHOLARLY
-SYSTEMATIC

–FUNCTION OF
EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND INVERSE INSIGHT
–INVERSE
-AND EVIL

EVIL–AND INVERSE INSIGHT
JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT
–A PRIORI CONDITIONS FOR (4)
–AND VIRTUALLY UNCONDITIONED
UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY–ILLUSTRATION OF
–CONCRETE
JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE
–AND AUTHENTICITY
AUTHENTICITY–AND JUDGMENTS OF VALUE
–AND SELF-TRANSCENDENCE
–COMPONENTS OF (3)
–OBJECTIVE OR SUBJECTIVE
–TRUE
-VS JUDGMENT OF FACT

VALUE(S)–APPREHENSION OF
-GIVEN IN FEELING

DELIBERATION

–QUESTIONS FOR
DECISION

–AND FREEDOM
FREEDOM, ELEMENTS OF (4)–(4) DECISION
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vs imaginary in space and time
See Space and Time-concrete vs
imaginary
CONCRETENESS

See metaphysical-equivalence-rules of
(3)-(1) of concreteness, see also
metaphysics-elements of-concreteness
of, 206
CONDITION(S), 206

and affirmation of insight, 206
and conditiones materiae
See conditiones materiae
and objectivity
See objectivity-components of (3)
and prediction
See law(s), law(s) of ...-classical-and
conditional predictions (3
elements)
and scheme of recurrence, 206
and self-affirmation
See self ...-affirmation of the knowerconditions for
diverging series of
See nonsystematic-in diverging series
of conditions
for virtually unconditioned
See unconditioned, virtually-and
sufficient evidence
of invulnerable insight
See insight and understandingreflective-and virtually
unconditioned
of possibility of judgment
See unconditioned, virtually-and
sufficient evidence
scattering of
See nonsystematic-in diverging series
of conditions-and events
CONDITIONED, 206

and unconditioned
See act-intelligibility of
element in judgment
See unconditioned, virtually
series of schemes of recurrence
See notion of …-scheme of
recurrence-conditioned series of
CONDITIONES MATERIAE, 207
CONFINEMENT

See metaphysics-method of-(3) and
confinement, 207
CONFLICT, 207

and dialectic
See dialectic(s)-and conflict
and method/GEM
See Dialectic (functional specialty)
and position/counterposition
See position and counterposition-and
dialectic
and system

See system(s)-conflicting
existential, 207
and egoism
See egoist
and objectivity
See objectivity-problem of-(3) the
cognitional problem of fact
and self-appropriation
See self-appropriation-and
existential conflict
and Welt
See real, the real-not-real for me
within consciousness
See position and counterposition-and
dialectic
CONFRONTATION

See knowing-as confrontation, 207
CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES, 207

act, 208
vs central
and finality
See finality-is it potency or form or
act?
and imagination
See imagination-and metaphysical
elements
as metaphysical elements
See metaphysical-elements
distinction of, 208
form, 208
and mass
See mass-and conjugate form
as principle of differentiation
See probability-and certainty
vs Aristotle’s
vs central
See central (substantial)
constitutive causes-form-vs
conjugate
illustration of
See central (substantial) constitutive
causes-illustration of
potency, 208
and coincidental manifold
See manifold(s)-coincidental-and
conjugate potency
vs central
See central (substantial)
constitutive causes-potency
unity of
See metaphysics-elements of-unity of
CONJUGATE POTENCY, FORM, ACT

See conjugate (accidental) constitutive
causes, 209
CONJUGATE(S), 209

act
See conjugate (accidental)
constitutive causes-act
and accidents, 209
and events

See event(s)-definition of
and things
See abstract-applied to concrete-in
things
experiential, 209
explanatory/pure, 209
and duration
See duration(s)-as
experiential/pure conjugates
form
See conjugate (accidental)
constitutive causes-form
knowledge of
See complementarity-of questions for
intelligence/reflection
potency
See conjugate (accidental)
constitutive causes-potency
pure/explanatory, 209
vs central, 209
CONSCIENCE, 209

and authenticity, 209
and decision
See freedom, elements of (4)
and ethics
See ethics-content of vs dynamism of
moral conscience
and judgment(s) of value
See judgment(s) of value-and
conscience
and self-transcendence, 209
bad
See freedom-and fourth level of
intentionality
consciousness as, 210
depends on, 210
dynamism of, 210
happy or unhappy, 210
obeying
See moral-imperative-vs Freud
peaceful or uneasy, 210
uneasy as criterion
See bias-individual
CONSCIOUSNESS, 210

and description/explanation
See description-and explanation-on
the basis of sense/consciousness
artistic element in, 210
as conscience
See conscience-consciousness as
as knowledge, 210
classical, 211
data of
See data of consciousness
definition of, 211
differentiated
See consciousness, differentiated
duality of

See consciousness, intentional-vs
sensitive
dynamic
See cognition, cognitional-structuredynamism of
finality of
See finality-conscious
from the side of the subject/object, 211
intellectual, 211
intentional
See consciousness, intentional
levels of
See consciousness, intentional-levels
of (5)
mythic
See consciousness, intentional-mythic
nonintentional
See interpersonal relations
notion of
See consciousness, intentional-notion
of
polymorphism of
See consciousness, intentionalpolymorphism of human
rational
See consciousness, intentional-levels
of (5)-(3) rational
rational selfSee consciousness, intentional-levels
of (5)-(4) rational self- (6
elements)
sensitive, 211
spontaneity of
See spontaneity-and sensitive
consciousness
vs intellectual
See consciousness, intentional-vs
sensitive
tension of, 211
undifferentiated
See consciousness, undifferentiated
within, 211
CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED, 211

and common sense, 211
and critical exigence
See interiority-and critical exigence
and cultural development, 211
and primitive language
See language-early
and realms of meaning, 211
artistically, 211
development of, 211
moments in (10)
fully, 212
and common sense
history of, 213
age of common sense and theory
age of interiority
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age of myth
interiorly, 214
linguistically, 214
modern philosophic, 214
post-systematic, 214
religiously, 215
scholarly, 215
and the historian
See historian-and scholarly
differentiation of consciousness
scientifically, 215
systematically, 215
theoretically, 215
types of (10), 215
unity of, 216
CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL, 216

a fourfold experience, 216
and data of philosophy, 216
and desire to know
See desire to know-as conscious
and introspection, 216
and method/GEM
See GEM-as heightening of
consciousness
and self-presence, 216
and I
and levels of consciousness
and the object
and the reality of insight
and stages of meaning
See meaning-stages of
and the object, 217
and transcendental method
See GEM
as cognitional event, 217
as conscience, 217
as intentional, 217
and apprehension of values
and feelings
and philosophy
and question of God
heightening of
and knowledge
and method/GEM
See GEM-as heightening of
consciousness
knowledge of
normative structure of
violation of
operations of
See cognition, cognitionaloperations
as perception, 218
commonsense, 218
conflict within
See position and counterposition-and
dialectic
confrontational element of, 218

continuity and unity of, 218
data of
See data of consciousness
differentiated
See consciousness, differentiated
differentiations of
See consciousness, differentiated
empirical, 218
extroverted, 218
heightening of, 218
historical, 218
historical differentiations of
See consciousness, differentiatedhistory of
intellectual/intelligent, 218
intelligent and rational
See reasonableness-intelligence and
interiorly differentiated
See consciousness, differentiatedinteriorly
just experience, 218
levels of (5), 218
(1) empirical
(2) intellectual
and wonder
(3) rational
(4) rational self- (6 elements)
(1) and affectivity
(2) and heuristic structure of
knowing
See object(s)-of will
(3) and successive
transformation/enlargements of
consciousness
(4) and the concrete
See object(s)-of will
(5) appropriation of
See conversion-moral
(6) flight from
and freedom
See limit(s)/limitation-of
effective freedom
and necessity/contingence
See necessity-and contingence
and obligation
See obligation
and persons
See person(s)-and fourth level of
intentionality
and repentance
examining one’s own
See deliberation-questions for,
see also conscience
(5) fifth?
and achievement
and functional specialties
See functional specialties-and
levels of consciousness
and revision
See cognition, cognitional-

structure-revision of
and self-presence
and sources of meaning
See meaning-sources of
and sublation
and transcendental notions
See notions, transcendental
as related
See cognition, cognitional-terms
and relations, basic nest of
moral, 220
mystical
See state(s)-nonintentional
mythic, 220
and distinctions
See distinction(s)-and mythic
consciousness
and metaphysics
See myth-and metaphysicsopposed/dialectically related
and psychic operator
See psychic-operator-in mythic
consciousness
infantile and demonic aspects
notion of, 220
operations of
See cognition, cognitional-operations
polymorphism of human, 220
and cognition
and dialectic
and metalanguage
and metaphysics
and patterns of experience
and philosophies
and philosophy
and position/counterposition
and self-understanding
and the bias of common sense
and the terms knowledge, reality,
objectivity
as key to philosophy
rational, 221
rational self-, 221
religious/transcendent, 221
scholarly
See consciousness, differentiatedscholarly
scientific
See consciousness, differentiatedscientifically
spontaneities of, 221
structure of, 221
successive enlargements of, 221
symbolic, pathology of, 221
systematic
See consciousness, differentiatedsystematically
theoretical
See consciousness, differentiatedtheoretically

troubled, 222
undifferentiated
See consciousness, undifferentiated
unity of, 222
vs animal
See patterns of experience-biological
vs sensitive, 222
CONSCIOUSNESS, UNDIFFERENTIATED, 222

and common sense, 222
and language
and later stages of meaning, 222
languages of, 222
CONSENT

See assent, 222
CONSTITUTIVE, 222

causes
See central (substantial) constitutive
causes, see also conjugate
(accidental) constitutive causes
function of meaning
See meaning-functions of (4)-(3)
constitutive
CONSTRAINT, 222

and society, 222
external, 223
CONTENT(S), 223

and meaning, 223
of act vs act
See act-vs content of act
of concept
See intending-modes of
of judgments of fact/value
See judgment(s) of value-vs judgment
of fact, see also judgment(s) of
fact-elements of content
of spheres of being
See being-spheres of, distinct
CONTEXT(S), 223

actual, 223
and hermeneutical circle, 223
and relevance, 223
and systematic exigence
See systematic-exigence
cognitional
See cognition, cognitional-context
formal, 223
in history
See historical-context
in interpretation
See interpretation-sketch of method
for-(4) hypothetical expressions
logical, 223
lower and upper
See interiority-world of-verification
in, see also knowing-and selfappropriation-lower/upper
contexts
material, 224
metaphysical, 224
of judgment, 224

of value
See judgment(s) of value-contexts
of, different
of meaning, 224
ongoing, 224
prior, 224
subsequent, 224
upper
See interiority-world of-verification in
CONTINGENCE, 224

and freedom
See freedom-root of
and necessity
See necessity-and contingence
and root of freedom
See freedom-root of
Aristotle on
See proper names-Aristotle,
Aristotelian-worldview
of act
and will
See intelligibility-of contingent act
of actuality, 224
(1) in being
(2) in being known
(3) in being willed
of freedom
See freedom-as contingent
of obligation, 225
of occurrence
See occurrence-contingence of
of universe of proportionate being
See being-universe of-and
contingence
of willing
See willing-contingence of
CONTINGENT, 225

intelligibility
See intelligibility-of contingent act
CONTINUITY, 225

and method/GEM, function of
See GEM-functions of (12)-(5)
continuous
factors of, 225
CONTINUUM, 225

abstraction from, 225
and empirical residue, 225
intelligibility of
See classical and statistical comparedinquiry-elements of (4)-(3)
limits of
See intelligibility-material-vs
spiritual
CONTRADICTION, 225

and dialectic
See contradictories/contraries
and philosophy
See philosophy, philosophies-

contradictory
and self-affirmation
See self ...-affirmation of the knowerand contradiction
principle of
See principle(s)-first-noncontradiction
selfSee judgment(s)-as related-(3) to
reflective understanding
CONTRADICTORIES/CONTRARIES, 225
CONTROL, 225

of apprehensions
See dream(s)-function of-and its
flexibility
of human affairs
See Emergent Probability-and human
affairs-control of
of interpretation
See interpretation-control of
of judgment
See scientific-writing vs philosophic
of living, 225
of meaning
See meaning-control of
of neural over psychic
See censor, censorship-and neuraldemand functions-psychic control
over
of one’s history, 225
of psychic over neural
See censor, censorship-and neuraldemand functions-psychic control
over-inverse of
of sensitive living/experience, 225
over sense and image, 226
pragmatic, 226
selfSee self …-control
through science
See canon(s)-of empirical/scientific
method-(2) of operations-(3)
CONVERGENCE, 226

and advance of science, 226
and data
See data-convergence of
and probability, 226
and truth
See truth(s), the true-convergence of
probability on
on limits
See data-convergence of, see also
probability-and limits
CONVERSION, 226

absence of, 226
affective, 226
and authentic subjectivity, 226
and breakdown
See breakdown-and conversions
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and community
See community-conversion and
and decision, 226
and decline
See decline-and conversion
and dialectic
See dialectic(s)-and conversion
and hermeneutics
See hermeneutic(s)-and conversion
and interpretation, 226
and liberty
See liberty-vertical-exercise of-and
conversion
and love
See love-and conversion
and myth, 227
and objectivity, 227
and pluralism
See pluralism-and conversions
and positions/counterpositions, 227
and principles, 227
and research, 227
and self-transcendence
See self ...-transcendence-and
conversion
and sublation, 227
and the historian
See historian-and conversion
and truth, 227
as change of direction, 227
as foundational reality, 227
as lived, 227
as personal, 227
authentic or inauthentic, 227
intellectual, 227
and interpretation
and the historian
See historian-and conversion
as learning process
manifestation of
sublation of
manifestation of in method, 228
moral, 228
and bias
and change of criterion of decision
and objectivity
and positions/counterpositions
and proof
sublates intellectual
objectification of, 228
priority in, 228
psychic, 229
religious, 230
sublates moral
to phantasm
See phantasm/fantasm-conversion to
vs proof
See proof

COOPERATION, 230

and community
See community-as cooperative
and institutions
See institutions-and cooperation,
roles, tasks
CORRELATION(S), 230

and canon of selection
See canon(s)-of empirical/scientific
method-(1) of selection
and classical laws
See law(s), law(s) of ...-classicalsystematic unification of
and classification
See method, classical-heuristic
principles of
and conjugates
See conjugate(s)-experiential, explanatory/pure
and cultural types
See culture, cultural-types of (3)
and duration
See duration(s)-and experience, -as
experiential/pure conjugates
and emergence
See emergence-fact of
and empirical science, 231
and method, classical
See method, classical-heuristic
principles of
and method, genetic
See method, genetic-and higher
system, -general notions (7)-(6)
and philosophy of …
See philosophy of …-foundations of
a-basic correlations
and psyche
See psychic-schemes of recurrence
and relation
See relation(s)
and scientific understanding, 231
and space/time
See Space and Time-and
experience/experienced, -concrete
vs imaginary
and study of human nature, 231
explanatory
See conjugate (accidental)
constitutive causes-form
of being and intelligence, 231
of correlations
See law(s), law(s) of ...-classicalsystematic unification of
of duration and experience
See duration(s)-and experience
CORRESPONDENCE, 231

and analogy
See analogy of …-common sense
and development
See development-principle(s) of (7)-

(2)
and expression
See knowledge-and expression
and genus
See genus-explanatory-is the concept
correct?
and neural demand functions
See censor, censorship-and neuraldemand functions-psychic control
over-inverse of
and sciences
See science(s)-empirical-as distinct
and autonomous
and the real
See real, the real-correspondence of
mental with
and truth
See truth(s), the true-confrontation vs
identity as
principle of
See development-principle(s) of (7)(2)
COSMOLOGY, 232
COSMOPOLIS, 233

and dialectical analysis, 233
and force, 233
and groups, 233
chief characteristic of, 233
properties of (4), 234
(1) prevents general bias
(2) implements inoperative ideas
(3) speaks the simple truth
and debunks myths
(4) critiques history
synthetic view, 235
COUNTERPOSITION

See position and counterpositioncounterposition, 235
CRITERION, CRITERIA, 235

and conscience
See bias-individual
and decision
See conversion-moral-and change of
criterion of decision
and interpretation
See interpretation-truth of
and judgment of value
See judgment(s) of value-criterion of
and senses
See sense(s)-as criterion of
science/mathematics/metaphysics
of indubitability
See method(s)-of universal doubtindubitability, consequences of (9)
of mathematics
See sense(s)-and judgment
of the real
See real, the real-reason, sense as
criteria of
of truth

See truth(s), the true-criteria of
CRITICAL, 235

and dialectic
See dialectic(s)-principle of, cardinal
and historical investigation
See history-Copernican revolution in
and historical understanding
See history-critical-process from data
to facts in
and intellect
See intellect-agent-as spirit of
wonder, inquiry, critical reflection
and method/GEM, function of
See GEM–functions of (12)-(2)
critical
and sciences
See science(s)-critical and normative
and sources
See meaning-sources of
and transcendent knowledge
See knowledge-transcendent-and
critical questions
exigence
See interiority-and critical exigence
ground of common sense and theory
See interiority-as foundation
history
See history-critical, -as precritical
human sciences
See science(s)-human-as critical
metaphysics
See metaphysics-critical
method
See method(s)-critical
object
See being-as object, final, see also
intellect-object of
philosophy
See Insight (the book)-as critical
point in philosophy
See phantasm/fantasm-as intellectual
object-and critical point in
philosophy
problem, 235
procedures
See procedure(s)-critical/constructive
question
See question(s)-critical
rationality
See judgment(s)-as related-(3) to
reflective understanding
realism
See realism-critical
reflection
See rationality-reflective
viewpoint
See dialectic(s)-and the critical
viewpoint
vs empirical in human science, 236
and dialectic

CRITICISM, 236

and common sense
See common sense-eclecticism of
and cosmopolis
See cosmopolis-properties of (4)-(4)
critiques history
and ethics
See ethics-method of metaphysics and
and GEM
See GEM-functions of (12)-(03)
dialectical
and inquiry
See inquiry-and criticism
and interpretation
See canon(s)-of methodical
hermeneutics-(3) of successive
approximations
and reversal of decline
See decline-cycle of, longer-reversal
historical
See historical-criticism
inner and outer, 236
of economy
See economy-radical criticism of
of human sciences, 236
external
internal
radical internal
of mistaken beliefs
See belief-mistaken
practicality’s incapacity for
See common sense-bias of, general
principle(s) of (4), 237
selfSee self ...-criticism
textual
See exegesis
tool of
See ressentiment
CULTURE, CULTURAL, 237

advance of
See notions, transcendental-and
cultural advance
and cycles of decline
See decline-cycle of, longer
and immediate/mediate operations
See mediation-notion of
and meaning, 237
of smile in
and the historian
See historian-and analogy-and the
social/cultural
breakdown of
See social-decline
change, 238
and categories/transcendentals
development of
See development-cultural
dialectic of

See dialectic(s)-of culture
dynamism of
See notions, transcendental-and
cultural advance
function of, 238
goals
See historian-and social/cultural
goals
higher/lower, 238
notion of, 238
types of (3), 238
values
See value(s)-scale of-(3) cultural
view of, 238
classicist/normative
mistaken
See classicism-and mistaken views
of culture
modern/empirical
pluralist
CUMULATIVE, 239

and method/GEM, 239
decline
See decline-cumulative
expansion of science
See canon(s)-of empirical/scientific
method-(2) of operations-(1)
insight as
See insight and understandingaccumulation of
knowledge as
See knowing-cycles of
progress
See progress-and insight into insight
verification in empirical science
See canon(s)-of empirical/scientific
method-(2) of operations-(4)
CYCLE(S)/CIRCLE(S), 239

and schemes of recurrence
See recurrence, scheme(s) of-flexible
circles of
hermeneutical
See hermeneutical circle
in finality
See finality-cycles in
of cognitional development
See operator(s)-of cognitional
development-is question
of decline
See decline-cycle of, longer, -cycle of,
shorter
of knowing
See knowing-cycles of
DARWIN, DARWINISM

See proper names-Darwin, Darwinian,
239
DATA, 239

analogy of insight to
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See analogy of…-form to potency
and conjugatges
See conjugate(s)-experiential, explanatory/pure
and fact
See fact-vs data
and finality, 239
and insight
See insight and understanding-and
experience, see also particular(s)insight into-data and
and notion of thing
See thing(s)-notion of
and science, 239
as given
See given, the
as intelligible
See intelligibility-immanent
as residual
See given, the-as residual
concrete and individual
See conjugate(s)-experiential, explanatory/pure
continuous and discontinuous, 239
convergence of, 239
description of
See description-and explanation-of
data
determinateness of, 240
equality of, 240
explanation of
See description-and explanation-of
data
form grasped in
See abstractionenriching/impoverishing-moments
in (3)-second
from formulation to, 240
given
See given, the
haziness of, 240
historical
See historical-data
immanent intelligibility of, 240
obscurantism towards, 240
of consciousness
See data of consciousness
of philosophy, 240
and intentional consciousness
See consciousness, intentional-and
data of philosophy
of sense, 240
and conditions for affirmation
and scientific understanding
immanent intelligibility of
provoke inquiry
reversal to, 241
unified by insight

See insight and understanding-and
experience
DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS, 241

and image/phantasm, 241
and system, 241
empirical
formal
terms and relations of
referential
and consciousness
as basis of explanation, 242
verification of, 242
DECISION, 242

and active meaning, 242
and alternatives, 242
and authenticity
See authenticity-and existential
decision
and consciousness
See consciousness, intentional-levels
of (5)-(4) rational self- (6
elements)
and conversion
See conversion-moral
and courses of action, 242
and freedom
See freedom, elements of (4)-(4)
decision
and judgment compared, 242
and practical reflection
See freedom, elements of (4)-(3)
practical reflection
and reflective evaluation, 243
and alternatives
and responsibility, 243
as distinct from knowing
See knowing-vs doing
existential
See authenticity-and existential
decision
to believe
See belief-true-process of-(4)
decision
DECLINE, 243

and belief
See belief-progress, decline, and
and bias, 243
major
minor
and conversion, 243
and determinism, 244
and egoism
See egoism-and decline
and insight, 244
and repentance, 244
basis of, 244
civilization in, 244
cumulative, 244
and alienation
See alienation-basic form of

and insight into oversight
and meaning
and social situation
See social-situation-and
intelligibility
cycle of, longer, 244
alternatives
and dialectic, distorted
process
consequences (3)
reversal
and culture
cycle of, shorter, 246
growth and
See judgment(s) of value-and
continuous growth
of good of order
See egoism-and good of order
principle of, 246
progress and
See dialectic(s)-of progress, decline,
and recovery/redemption
DEDUCTION, 246

abstract, 246
vs concrete
and a priori syntheses, 246
and inference
See inference-deductive
and method in ethics
See ethics-method of metaphysics and
and method in metaphysics, 247
and scientific progress, 247
and worldview, 247
in empirical science and common sense,
247
in the general case impossible, 247
transcendental, 247
DEFINITION(S), 247

and ‘etc.’, 247
and analytic principles
See principle(s)-analytic
and analytic propositions
See proposition(s)-analytic
and cognitional process
See cognition, cognitional-processand formulation
and common matter, 248
and conception
See concept(s), conception(s)-and
definitions
and divisions, 248
and essence, 248
and insight
See insight and understanding-and
definitions
and intellectual emanation
See emanation-intellectual
and science
See science(s)-and definitions
and simple inner word

See word-inner-simple
and Socrates
See proper names-Socrates-and
definitions
essential, 248
explanatory, 248
genesis of, moments in (4), 248
implicit, 248
nominal, 248
of art
See art-definition of
of material
See material-explanation/definition of
of model
See model-definition of
of object
See object(s)-definition of
of probability
See probability-definition of
of truth
See truth(s), the true-definition of
stages of (3), 248
(1) initial
(2) intermediate
(3) final
types of, 248
explanatory/essential
implicit
nominal
vs explanatory
quidditative
universal, 249
DELIBERATION, 250

about value, 250
and liberty, 250
and question of God, 250
as operation, 250
questions for, 250
and authenticity/hypocrisy
and question of God
See question of God, the-forms of
(4)-(3)
DEMONSTRATION, 251
DENOMINATION, 251

and metaphysical elements/equivalence,
251
extrinsic/intrinsic, 251
DESCRIPTION, 251

and Aristotle’s categories
See proper names-Aristotle,
Aristotelian-categories
and common sense
See cognition, cognitionaloperations-and common sense
and explanation, 251
and being
See metaphysics-and being-as
described/explained
and scientific thought
and self-affirmation

See self ...-affirmation of the
knower-description and
explanation
and things
See quoad se, see also quoad nos
as viewpoints
See viewpoint(s)-explanatory vs
descriptive
in metaphysics
See metaphysics-and descriptive
relations (4)
in relations
See metaphysics-as explanatory,
see also scientific-explanation
interpretation in
See canon(s)-of empirical/scientific
method-(5), -of methodical
hermeneutics-(2)
of data
complementarity of statistical and
classical in
See classical and statistical
compared-description,
scientific, -explanation
of same object
on the basis of sense/consciousness
See data of consciousness-as basis
of explanation
transposition from d. to e
See metaphysical-equivalence-and
transposition
two types
See self ...-affirmation of the
knower-description and
explanation of-two types
and ideal types
See ideal(s)-types-and description
and knowledge
See metaphysics-and descriptive
knowledge
and metaphysics
See metaphysics-and being-as
described/explained, -as
knowledge-explanatory
and reality
See ideal(s)-types-and the historian
and relations
See metaphysics-and descriptive
relations (4)
and science
See science(s)-as descriptive
and space, time
See notion of …-concrete Space or
Time (descriptive)
and the knower, 252
and verification, 252
as intermediary, 252
as unchanging

See deduction-in empirical science
and common sense
ordinary, 252
prescientific
See classical and statistical compareddescription, prescientific
relativism of
See viewpoint(s)-explanatory vs
descriptive
DESIGN, UNIVERSAL

See Emergent Probability-as universal
design, 252
DESIRE, 252

and the good
See good, the-and desire, see also
value(s)
for authenticity
See principle(s)-moral
for self-transcendence
See conversion-religious-sublates
moral
other/alien
See dialectic(s)-Hegelian vs
Lonerganian-source of differences
sensitive
See ethics-precepts of
to know
See desire to know
to live, 253
to see God
See argument for God’s existence,
Lonergan’s-and natural desire to
see God
to understand, 253
DESIRE TO KNOW, 253

as conscious, 253
as desire, 253
as immanent source of transcendence,
253
disorder in
as operator, 254
as pure notion of being, 254
detached, 254
disinterested, 254
dynamism of, 254
God
See argument for God’s existence,
Lonergan’s-and natural desire to
see God
object of
See being-as object, final, see also
intellect-object of
objective of, 254
provisionally restricted, 254
pure, 254
restraint on
See egoism, see also egoist
unrestricted, 254
vs attached and interested sensitivity,
254
DETACHMENT, 254
DETERMINATION(S), 254

analogical, 255
and relativity
See relativity-and primary vs
secondary determinations
metaphysical, 255
of natural mode, 255
vs heuristic structures, 255
DETERMINISM, 255

a normative structure, 253
and eros of mind
See scientific-observation-and eros of
mind/spirit
and horizon
See horizon(s)-and desire to know
and inquiry
See inquiry-and pure desire to know
and likes/dislikes, 253
and logic, 253
and method/GEM
See method(s)-and desire to know,
pure
and openness
See openness-and pure desire to know
and questions
See question(s)-and desire to know
and subjectivity/objectivity
See objectivity-vs subjectivity
and the good
See good, the-and desire-to know
and universal willingness, 253
and wonder, 253
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and decline
See decline-and determinism
and finality
See finality-and determinism
and freedom
See will-indeterminacy of
and Freud
See proper names-Freud, Sigmundand determinism
and statistical knowledge, 255
and statistical law, 255
mechanist, 255
and Galileo
See proper names-Galileoworldview-and mechanist
determinism
and imagination
See imagination-and mechanist
determinism
of events
See frequency-and intelligibility
scientist, mediating insight, and, 255
and ideal case

vs indeterminism, 255
vs statistical knowledge, 255
DEVELOPMENT, 256

affective
See feelings-development of
and Emergent Probability
See Emergent Probability-generalized
and events
See event(s)-and development
and judgment(s) of value
See judgment(s) of value-and
development
and method, genetic
See method, genetic-and organic
development
and method/GEM
See cognition, cognitional-terms and
relations, basic nest ofdifferentiated
and operators
See operator(s)-and development
and position/counterposition
See position and counterpositionposition-invites development
and scientific measurement
See measurement-and development
cognitional
See cognition, cognitionaldevelopment
communal
See community
cultural, 256
and differentiated consciousness
consciousness, differentiated-and
cultural development
degrees of (4)
stages of
and bias
See bias-and social
progress/decline
and stratification/alienation
dialectical
See subject, the-dramatic-dialectic of
field of operation of, 256
metaphysical
scientific
flexibility of, 257
general direction of, 257
genetic
See method, genetic
historical
See historical-development
human
See human-development
levels of, 257
mathematical, circuit of
See circuit(s)-of mathematical and
scientific developments
mode of operation of, 257
moral

See conversion-moral
notion of, 257
and depth psychology
illustration of
of common sense
See common sense-development of
of differentiated consciousness
See consciousness, differentiateddevelopment of
of ethics
See ethics-development of
of expression
See expression-and sequencedevelopment of
of feelings
See feelings-development of
of historian
See historian-development of
of intellect
See human-development-intellectual
of knowledge
See cognition, cognitional-terms and
relations, basic nest ofdifferentiated
of language, 258
and knowledge
of scholarship
See scholarship-development of
of science
See science(s)-development of
of understanding
See insight and understandingdevelopment of
of world order
See Emergent Probability-and world
order-as explanatory of (6)-(6)
organic, 258
principal illustration of, 258
principle(s) of (7), 258
(1) emergence
(2) correspondence
dynamic
(3) finality
(4) development itself
(5) explanatory differentiation
(6) flexibility, minor
(7) flexibility, major
major vs minor
psychic
See psychic-development
scientific, circuit of
See circuit(s)-of mathematical and
scientific developments
social
See social-development
DIAGRAM, 259

and insight (Aristotle)
See proper names-AristotleAristotelian-diagram and insight
DIALECTIC (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY), 259

and heuristic structures
See heuristic structure-and dialectic
and limitations of the treatise
See treatise-limits of-(4) and
dialectical method
and method/GEM
implementation of
and method/GEM, 260
generalized
See dialectic(s)-and method/GEM
and method/GEM
implementation of
in the converted
and method/GEM
implementation of
in the unconverted
and method/GEM
implementation of
ways of (7)
and method/GEM
implementation of
ways of (7)
as concrete
and method/GEM
in ethics
and method/GEM
in treatise
See treatise-and dialectical method
and method/GEM
objectification of subjectivity in
See subjectivity-objectification of
materials of
See dialectic(s)-structure of-materials
(6)
position/counterposition in
See position and counterposition-and
dialectic
task(s) of, 260
DIALECTIC(S), 260

aim of, 261
and comprehensive viewpoint, 261
and conflict, 261
and conversion, 261
and difference
See difference(s)-dialectical
and feeling
See feelings-and dialectic
and heuristic structures
See history-critical-process from data
to facts in-heuristic
and horizon
horizon(s)-opposed, dialectically
and human sciences
See science(s)-human-and dialectic,
see also critical-vs empirical in
human science-and dialectic
and meaning
See meaning-dialectical factor in
and metaphysics, method of
See metaphysics-method of-and

dialectic
and metaphysics/myth
See myth-and metaphysicsopposed/dialectically related
and method/GEM, 261
and persons
See person(s)-and dialectic
and polymorphism of consciousness
See consciousness, intentionalpolymorphism of human-and
dialectic
and the critical viewpoint, 261
and universal viewpoint
See universal viewpoint-and dialectic
as method
See Dialectic (functional specialty)
as tool
See differentiation(s)-of dialectic as
tool
distorted
See decline-cycle of, longer-and
dialectic, distorted
functional specialty
See Dialectic (functional specialty)
Hegelian vs Lonerganian, 261
source of differences
materials of, 262
metaphysics as
See metaphysics-as dialectic
normative, 262
notion of
See notion of …-dialectic
of community, 262
of contradictories
See contradictories/contraries
of decline
See decline-cycle of, longer-and
dialectic, distorted
of human situation
See integration(s)-in human
development-as demanded in
human situation
of methods, 262
of philosophies, 262
of position/counterposition
See position and counterpositiondialectic of
of progress, decline, and
recovery/redemption, 263
and belief
See belief-progress, decline, and
process/problem
solution
summary
of sin
See bias-and social progress/decline
of the Subject
See Subject, the-dramatic-dialectic of

principle of, cardinal, 263
problem of
See horizon(s)-opposed, dialectically
structure of, 263
materials (6)
(1) assembly
(2) completion
(3) comparison
(4) reduction
(5) classification
(6) selection
operators
DIALECTICAL, 264

analysis, 264
and cosmopolis
See cosmopolis-and dialectical
analysis
and problem of evil
See sin-reign of-and dialectical
analysis
and method/GEM
See GEM-functions of (12)-(03)
dialectical
development of intellect
See Subject, the-dramatic-dialectic of
difference
See difference(s)-dialectical
formulation of insight
See canon(s)-of methodical
hermeneutics-(2) of explanation
materialism, 264
method
See Dialectic (functional specialty)
principle
See principle(s)-dialectical
tension in the subject, 264
DIALOGUE, 264
DIFFERENCE(S), 264

and explanations of our universe, 264
and imagination
See imagination-and specific/genetic
difference
and modes of intending
See intending-modes of-fundamental
difference among
and species
See being-notion of-genus or species
or difference?
concrete
See metaphysical-equivalence-rules
of-(1) concreteness
cultural
See culture, cultural-types of (3)
dialectical, 265
empirical and individual, 265
in horizon
See horizon(s)-differences in-genetic
individual, 265
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of events
See frequency-and intelligibility
of historical knowledge
See perspectivism
of intelligibility
See intelligibility-differences of
of philosophies
See dialectic(s)-of philosophies
random
See event(s)-determinate e. and
random differences
specific
See being-notion of-genus or species
or difference?
DIFFERENTIATION(S), 265

and development
See development-levels of, principle(s) of (7)-(5) explanatory
differentiation
and growth of child, 265
and systematic meaning
See consciousness, differentiateddevelopment of-moments in (10)(5)
explanatory
See development-principle(s) of (7)(5) explanatory differentiation
illustrated
See consciousness, differentiatedtypes of (10)
neural
See psychic-development-and neural
of beings
See genus/genera and species, see
also thing(s)-kinds of
of common sense
See common sense-as variable, see
also consciousness, differentiatedand common sense
of consciousness
See consciousness, differentiateddevelopment of-moments in (10), types of (10)
of dialectic as tool
See dialectic(s)-Hegelian vs
Lonerganian-source of differences
of documents, 265
of expressions
See language-differentiation of
of finality
See finality-differentiation of
of knowledge
See knowledge-differentiation of, see
also metaphysics-and all other
departments
of language
See language-differentiation of
of measurement

See measurement-species of
of operations
See cognition, cognitional-terms and
relations, basic nest ofdifferentiated
of persona and ego
See ego-differentiation of persona
and
of protean notion of being
See canon(s)-of methodical
hermeneutics-(2) of explanation
of sciences
See science(s)-the various
of social classes
See social-development-bias of
of symbols
See symbol(s)-differentiation of
of things
See genus/genera and species, see
also thing(s)-kinds of
of world process
See Emergent Probability-as
universal design-consequent
properties of (12)-(6)
organic
See development-organic, principle(s) of-(5) explanatory
differentiation
personal, 266
principle of
See probability-and certainty
psychic
See psychic-development-and
differentiation
DISCOVERY, 266

and cumulative series of insights
See insight and understandingcumulative series of
and method/GEM
See GEM-conceived concretely
and scientific progress, 266
existential
See judgment(s) of value-components
of (3)-(3)
experimental technique of
See law(s), law(s) of ...-classicalabstract (4 elements)-(2)
in scientific method, 266
insight as
See insight and understanding-as
discovery
of GEM
See GEM-discovery of
of language
See language-early
of mind
See mind-Greek discovery of
of self
See self ...-discovery
of values

See value(s)-scale of-(4)
personal/existential
statistical
See heuristic structure-classicaldistinctive features of (10)-(9)
way of
See order-of discovery
DISCURSIVE, 266
DISORDER, 266

as evil
See evil-and inverse insight
in desire to know
See desire to know-as immanent
source of transcendence-disorder
in
psychic, and insight
See insight and understanding-and
psychoneuroses
DISTINCTION(S), 266

adequate real, 267
and mythic consciousness, 267
and primitivism
See primitive(s)-mind
between essence and existence
See existence-and essence-real
distinction of
between spheres of being
See being-spheres of, distinct
classes of, 267
conceptual, 267
major or adequate
minor or inadequate
divisions of, 267
inadequate minor real, 267
inadequate real, 267
logical, 267
major real, 267
metaphysical, 267
minor real, 267
mixed, 267
nominal, 267
notional, 267
of central (substantial) constitutive
causes
See conjugate (accidental)
constitutive causes-distinction of
of conjugate (accidental) constitutive
causes
See conjugate (accidental)
constitutive causes-distinction of
of domains
See knowledge-domains of, distinct
of functional specialties
See functional specialties-distinction
and division of
of metaphysical elements
See metaphysics-elements ofdistinction of
of reason, 267
of relation from its base, 267

of sciences
See science(s)-distinction of
problematic, 267
rational, 267
real, 267
adequate
inadequate
minor
major
minor
Scotist
See proper names-Scotus, John Dunsformal distinction of
verbal, 268
virtual, 268
with foundation in reality, 268
DISVALUES, 268
DIVISIONS, 268
DOCTRINES (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY), 268
DOING AND MAKING, 268

and choice
See ethics-precepts of
and good of order, 268
and knowing, 268
and ethics
See ethics-and structure of
knowing and doing
and the moral imperative, 268
and the possibility of ethics, 269
and the self-developing subject, 269
structure of, 269
and ethics
See ethics-and structure of
knowing and doing
DOMAIN(S)

See knowledge-domains of, distinct, 269
DOUBT, 269

and Descartes
See method(s)-of universal doubt-and
Descartes
and judgment of fact
See method(s)-of universal doubtindubitability, consequences of (9)(1)
and metaphysics
See method(s)-of universal doubt
and suppositions
See method(s)-of universal doubtindubitability, consequences of (9)(4)
methodic
See method(s)-of universal doubt
universal
See method(s)-of universal doubt
DRAMATIC, 269

bias
See bias-dramatic
pattern of experience
See patterns of experience-dramatic
subject/actor

See subject, the-dramatic
DREAM(S), 269

affects in
See affect(s)-in dreams
and insight, 269
and neural demand functions
See censor, censorship-and neuraldemand functions
and psychic conversion
See conversion-psychic
and self-transcendence, 269
and waking consciousness
See consciousness-waking, and
dreams
and wish fulfilment, 270
basic meaning of, 270
existential approach to, 270
function of, 270
and its flexibility
and wish fulfilment
and latent content
and screening memories
of night and morning, 271
and art
See art-prelude to discussion of
and self-transcendence
symbols in
See symbol(s)-and dreams
DRIFTER, 271

and liberty
See liberty-vertical
and self-transcendence, 271
DUALISM, 271
DUALITY, 271

Cartesian
See proper names-Descartes,
Cartesian-and duality
classical/statistical
See classical and statistical comparedduality of
in counterpositions
See position and counterpositioncounterposition-duality of
of consciousness
See consciousness, intentional-vs
sensitive
of intersubjectivity/social order
See community-tension(s) in
of knowing
See existence-vs nature of knowledge
of realism
See realism-duality of
of wisdom
See wisdom-as intellectual habit
Platonic
See proper names–Plato, Platonic,
Platonist-and knowledge
DURATION(S), 271

and experience, 271
and extension, 272
as experiential
apprehension of, 272
and apparent simultaneity
simultaneous
as experiential/pure conjugates, 272
concrete vs abstract
See Space and Time-immanent
intelligibility of-abstract
length of, 273
DYNAMIC, 273

aspect of knowing
See self-appropriation-process of-(1)
the pattern
consciousness
See cognition, cognitionaloperations-pattern of
context
See consciousness, differentiateddevelopment of-moments in (10)(7)
correspondence, principle of
See development-principle(s) of (7)(2) correspondence
exigence
See ethics-precepts of, see also
object(s)-of will
integration
See integration(s)-higher, -higherstatic vs dynamic
orientation
See finality-and potency, see also
orientation-of cognitional process
pattern of operations
See cognition, cognitionaloperations-pattern of
state of being in love
See love-being in
states
See judgment(s) of fact-concreteconditions for possible (4)corollary
structure
See structure(s)-dynamic
system, 273
unity
See unity-dynamic, see also
Functional Specialties-dynamic
unity of
unity of the subject
See human-development, laws of (4)(2) integration, see also logic-ideal
of
viewpoint
See viewpoint(s)-dynamic vs static,
see also philosophy of God-static
vs dynamic viewpoint in
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DYNAMISM, 273

and transcendental notions
See notions, transcendental-dynamism
of
in higher integrations
See integration(s)-higher
isomorphic d. of mind and proportionate
being
See ethics-method of metaphysics and
of cognitional activity
See cognition, cognitionaloperations-pattern of
of conscience
See conscience-dynamism of, see also
ethics-content of vs dynamism of
moral conscience
of consciousness
See cognition, cognitionaloperations-pattern of, -structuredynamism of
of culture
See notions, transcendental-and
cultural advance
of desire to know
See desire to know-dynamism of
of finality
See finality-features of (9)-(1)
dynamic
of good
See good, the-dynamism of
of human affairs
See classical and statistical comparedlaws-in human affairs
of inquiry
See being-intention of
of intending
See notions, transcendental-dynamism
of
of knowing
See knowing-dynamism of
of structure
See freedom-essential-vs effective
of the real
See real, the real-as dynamic
of transcendental notions
See notions, transcendental-dynamism
of
of universe
See finality-features of-(1) dynamic
ECONOMICS, 273
ECONOMY, 274

and Emergent Probability
See Emergent Probability-and
capitalism
and precepts
See precept(s)-and nineteenth-century
economics
breakdown of
See breakdown-in

civilization/economy/polity/social
order
iron laws of, 274
radical criticism of, 274
EDUCATION, 274

and feeling, 274
and humanism, 274
and myth
See myth-and metaphysics-and
human development
and philosophy, 274
philosophy of
See philosophy of education
EFFECT

See denomination-extrinsic/intrinsic, see
also human-development, laws of (4)(1) effect, 274
EFFECTIVE/EFFICIENT

See meaning-functions of (4)effective/efficient, 274
EGO, 274

and dramatic bias
See bias-dramatic-(5) common
problem
and dreams
See dream(s)-function of-and its
flexibility-and wish fulfilment, see
also affect(s)-in dreams
and scotosis
See scotosis, scotoma-and
performance
and superego, 274
differentiation of persona and, 274
transcendental
See subject, the-unity of-and
transcendental ego
EGOISM, 275

abolishment of, 275
and altruism, 275
and bias
See bias-individual
and decline, 275
and good of order, 275
and intellectual process
See intellectual-process-and egoism
and intelligence vs spontaneity, 275
group
See bias-group
individual
See bias-individual
EGOIST, 275
EMANATION, 276

intellectual, 276
intelligible, 276
and the will
of concept/word
of love
EMERGENCE, 276

and development
See development-principle(s) of (7)-

(1) emergence
and genetic method, 276
fact of, 276
of free act
See free-act-emergence of
of higher viewpoint(s)
See viewpoint(s)-higher-emergence
of
of insight, 276
of method
See consciousness, differentiateddevelopment of-moments in (10)(7)
of theory
See language-technical
of wonder
See wonder-emergence of
principle of
See development-principle(s) of (7)(1) emergence
prototype of, 276
EMERGENT PROBABILITY, 276

and absolute numbers, 277
and abstract system, 277
and Aristotle
See proper names-Aristotle,
Aristotelian-and Emergent
Probability
and capitalism, 277
and chance variation, 277
and Darwin, 277
and development, 277
and evolution, 277
and human affairs, 277
control of
and inverse insight, 277
and liberation
See liberation-and Emergent
Probability
and long intervals of time, 277
and postulates (4), 277
and selection, 278
and spatial distribution, 278
and world order, 278
as explanatory of (6)
(1) spatial distribution
(2) absolute numbers
(3) long intervals of time
(4) selection
(5) stability
(6) development
revision of account
See revision-of account of world
order
as universal design, 279
consequent properties of (12)
essentials of (9)
essentials of, 280
extension of, 280
fundamental element of, 280

general notion of, 280
generalized, 280
in human history, 280
intelligibility immanent in, 281
intelligible vs intelligent and
See classical and statistical comparedlaws-in human affairs
notion of, 281
of schemes of recurrence
See recurrence, scheme(s) ofprobability of
of things (4 postulates), 281
(1) logical
(2) probability
(3) evolutionary
and possible science
(4) sequential
vs Darwinism, 282
world process and, 282
EMOTION, 282

in art
See art-and emotion
EMPIRICAL, 282

and verification
See data of consciousness-verification
of
consciousness
See consciousness, intentional-levels
of (5)-(1) empirical
difference
See difference(s)-empirical and
individual
human sciences
See science(s)-human-empirical
method
See method(s)-empirical, see also
GEM
presentations
See presentations-empirical
principle
See principle(s)-empirical
questions
See question(s)-empirical
residue
See residue(s)-empirical
science
See science(s)-empirical
view/notion of culture
See culture, cultural-view ofmodern/empirical
vs critical
See critical-vs empirical in human
science
EMPIRICISM/EMPIRICIST, 282

and cognitional theory
See cognition, cognitional-theoryLonergan vs relativism (11
elements)
and fact, 283
and idealism

See idealism-from empiricism to
and instrumental acts of meaning, 283
ostensive
and myth on objectivity, 283
and terms of meaning
See idealism-and terms of meaning
as horizon
See idealism-as horizon
phenomenology as, 283
EMPTY HEAD, PRINCIPLE OF

See principle(s) of …-empty head, 283
ENCIRCLEMENT

See metaphysics-method of-(2) and
encirclement/envelopment, 283
END

See finality, 283
ENERGEIA, 283
ENERGY, 283

and prime potency
See potency/potential-prime-and
energy
notion of, 283
ENTELECHY, 284
ENVELOPMENT

See metaphysics-method of-(2) and
encirclement/envelopment, 284
EPISTEMOLOGY, 284

and interpretation
See interpretation-problem of-and
confusing epistemologies
and proof of God’s existence
See argument for God’s existenceand epistemological problem
and reshaping of senses
See pattern-alien vs pure
and transcendental method
See GEM-functions of (12)-(4)
systematic
cognitional theory, metaphysics, and,
284
grounds of, 284
of confrontation
See knowing-as confrontation
why is doing that knowing?, 284
EQUALITY

See notion of …-equality, 284
EQUILIBRIUM, 284
EQUIVALENCE, 284

and invariance
See method, classical
metaphysical
See metaphysical-equivalence
principle of, 284
EROS OF MIND/SPIRIT

See scientific-observation-and eros of
mind/spirit, 284
ERROR, 284

and belief

See belief-mistaken, -universal
and relativism
See cognition, cognitional-theoryLonergan vs relativism (11
elements)-(11)
and truth, 284
and world mediated by meaning, 284
root of all
See transcendental-illusion
scientific
See collaboration-excludes scientific
error
trial and in empirical method
See classical and statistical comparedinquiry-anticipation in
ESSENCE, 284

abstract, 285
and accident
See accident(s)-as essence (qualified)
and being, 285
and definition, 285
and essentialism
See essentialism
and existence
See existence-and essence
and form, matter, 285
and formal cause
See effect-formal and formal cause
and metaphysical elements
See metaphysics-elements of-and
essence
and metaphysics
See metaphysics-and essence
and nothing
See being-and nothing
and reality
See essentialism
composition of, 285
conceived e. as spiritual, 285
finite, 285
and system
See system(s)-and higher
viewpoints
in a qualified sense, 285
in logical and metaphysical senses, 285
intuition of
See intuition(s)-philosophic
knowledge of, 285
particular, 285
ESSENTIALISM, 286

See liberation-problem of ethical
method
See ethics-method of metaphysics and
ethics
order, emergence of
See universe-intelligibility of-and
methods (4)
precepts
See ethics-precepts of
ETHICS, 286

and ‘ought’, 286
and cognitional theory, 286
and concrete universal, 287
and deductivism, 287
and finality, 287
and good of order, 287
and intelligible order, 287
and judgment(s) of value
See judgment(s) of value-not
infallible
and liberation
See liberation-problem of ethical
and metaphysics, 287
and methods, 287
and structure of knowing and doing, 287
and the aesthetic
See position and counterposition-and
the ethical
and virtually unconditioned, 287
content of vs dynamism of moral
conscience, 287
development of, 287
and the irrational
See irrational-and development of
ethics
existential, 287
legalism and relativism in, 287
method of metaphysics and, 287
positions and counterpositions in
See position and counterposition-and
the ethical
positive and negative, 288
possibility of, 288
precepts of, 288
questions for, 288
relativism vs legalism in, 288
Spinoza’s
See proper names-Spinoza, Benedict
de-and ethics
EVALUATION

and closed conceptualism, 286
and existentialism, 286
static, 286
ETERNITY, 286
ETHICAL, 286

development
See ethics-development of
liberation, problem of
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See decision-and reflective evaluation,
288
EVENT(S), 288

and certainty
See probability-and certainty
and conditional predictions
See law(s), law(s) of ...-classical-and
conditional predictions (3

elements)-(1)
and conjugates
See conjugate(s)-explanatory/pure,
see also complementarity-of
questions for intelligence/reflection
and development, 289
and formulations, 289
and frequency
See probability-definition of
and law, 289
and statistical theory
See statistical-theory-(1) events
and universal design
See Emergent Probability-as
universal design-essentials of (9)
conditions for
See nonsystematic-in diverging series
of conditions-and events
definition of, 289
determinate e. and random differences
See frequency-and intelligibility
EVIDENCE, 289

and bias, dramatic
See bias-dramatic-(6) piece of
evidence
and reflective act
See insight and understandingreflective
and truth
See truth(s), the true-distinct from
evidence
and virtually unconditioned
See unconditioned, virtually-and
sufficient evidence
and word
See word-and grasp of evidence
for freedom
See freedom-evidence for
for interpretation
See criticism-principle(s) of-(4) goal
of truth
for judgment, 289
for knowledge
See consciousness, intentional-as
intentional-heightening of-and
knowledge
for metaphysics
See metaphysics-evidence for
historical
See historical-evidence
sufficient
See judgment(s) of fact-evidence for
weighing the
See judgment(s)-as related-(3) to
reflective understanding
EVIL, 289

and inverse insight, 289
and potentiality, 289
as disorder, 290
fact of, 290

in universe
See sin-physical
love of
See love-of evil
moral
See sin-moral
of sin
See sin-basic, -moral, -physical
problem of, 290
rationalization of
See rationalization-and love of evil
EVOLUTION, 290

and Emergent Probability
See Emergent Probability-and
evolution
immanent intelligibility of
See Emergent Probabilityintelligibility immanent in
indifference of
See question of God, the-and moral
enterprise
of things
See Emergent Probability-of things (4
postulates)
EXCLUDED MIDDLE, PRINCIPLE OF

See principle(s)-first-excluded middle,
290
EXEGESIS, 290

and basic exegetical operations, 290
and hermeneutics
See hermeneutic(s)-and exegesis
and the historian
See historian-and exegete
EXIGENCE, EXIGENCY, 290

critical
See interiority-and critical exigence
methodological
See GEM-and self-appropriation
rational
See necessity-and contingence
systematic
See systematic-exigence
transcendent
See inquiry-and transcendent
exigence
EXIST, 290
EXISTENCE, 290

act of
See act-of existence, proper
and being, 290
and deductivist method in metaphysics
See ethics-method of metaphysics and
and essence, 290
and analytic propositions
See language-and analytic
propositions
and understanding/judgment
real distinction of
and Existenz
See Existenz, see also philosophy of

God-and Existenz
and judgments
See judgment(s)-as related-(3) to
reflective understanding
and notion of being
See being-notion of
and occurrence
See occurrence-and existence
and things
See thing(s)-as existing
as nonsystematic
See nonsystematic-existence as
explanation of
See fact-mere matter of-and no
explanation, see also occurrence-as
matter of fact
for empirical science, 291
human as development
See human-development
intentional, 291
and perfection
is central act
See central (substantial) constitutive
causes-act
known by verification
See knowledge-of the real, see also
judgment(s) of fact-being known in
level of
See judgment(s) of fact-being known
in
natural vs intentional, 291
of God
See philosophy of God, see also
argument for God’s existence, see
also argument for God’s existence,
Lonergan’s
question(s) of, 291
thought prescinds from, 291
vs nature of knowledge
See knowledge-nature of
EXISTENTIAL, 291

analytic propositions as
See principle(s)-analytic-as
existential
and mathematical judgments
See mathematical-formalizations
and method/GEM
See GEM-and the existential subject
approach to dreams
See dream(s)-existential approach to
autonomy
See autonomy-existential
concerns, 291
conflict
See conflict-existential
decision
See authenticity-and existential
decision
discovery of self
See self ...-discovery

ethics
See ethics-existential
history
See history-as existential
judgment
See judgment(s) of fact-concrete
level of consciousness
See consciousness, intentional-levels
of (5)-(4) rational self- (6
elements)
meaning of word in Insight
See Insight (the book)-meaning of
‘existential’ in
problem
See self-appropriation-and ideal of
knowledge
psychology, 292
stance and liberty
See liberty-horizontal
subject
See Subject, the-existential
terms
See principle(s)-analytic-as
existential
EXISTENTIALISM, 292

and authenticity/inauthenticity, 292
and empiricism/phenomenology
See empiricism/empiricistphenomenology as
and essentialism
See essentialism-and existentialism
and human development
See human-development-and
existentialism
and mathematical logic, 292
and subjectivity/objectivity, 292
as restricted to per se, 292
EXISTENZ, 293

and philosophy of God
See philosophy of God-and Existenz
EXPERIENCE, 293

aesthetic
See patterns of experience-aesthetic
and a priori
See being-concept of
and appropriation of truth
See truth(s), the true-appropriation
of-a threefold problem
and art
See art-and experience
and belief, 293
and concept of being
See being-concept of
and consciousness
See consciousness, intentional-a
fourfold experience
and expression
See knowledge-and expression-(1)

and experience
and fact
See fact-concrete
and inquiry
See inquiry-and experience
and insight
See insight and understanding-and
experience
and intelligibility of space and time
See Space and Time-immanent
intelligibility of-experienced not
imagined
and judgment, 293
and levels of cognition
See cognition, cognitional-levels of, operations-applying intentional to
conscious
and notion of being, 293
and potency, 293
and the good, 293
and the question of God
See experience, religious, see also
question of God, the
artistic
See art-and experience
data of
See data-of sense, see also data of
consciousness
from formulation to the given, 293
historical
See historical-experience
immediate
See immediacy-world of
internal and external
See data-of sense, see also data of
consciousness
of cognitional operations
See cognition, cognitionaloperations-applying intentional to
conscious
of duration
See duration(s)-and experience
of love
See love-being in
of oneself
See self ...-experience
of time
See Time-experience of
pattern(s) of
See patterns of experience
privacy of
See intersubjectivity-and privacy
religious
See experience, religious
sense
See data-of sense, see also data of
consciousness
verification of, 293
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EXPERIENCE, RELIGIOUS, 294

and categories, 294
and consciousness, 294
and love
See love-and religious experience
and philosophy of God
See philosophy of God-and religious
experience
and question of God
See question of God, the-forms of (4)(4)
expression of, 294
not solitary, 294
objectifications of, 294
EXPERIENTIAL, 294

conjugates
See conjugate(s)-experiential
objectivity
See objectivity-components of (3)-(3)
experiential
operator
See operator(s)-sensitive
pattern, 294
EXPLANATION, 294

and data of consciousness
See data of consciousness-as basis of
explanation
and feeling
See feelings-and explanation
and judgment
See judgment(s)-as related-(2) to
questions
and mere matters of fact
See fact-mere matter of-and no
explanation
and questions, 295
and self-appropriation
See science(s)-as explanatory
and the historian
See historian-and explanation
and the material
See material-explanation/definition of
based on consciousness or sense
See data of consciousness-as basis of
explanation
canon of
See canon(s)-of empirical/scientific
method-(5) of complete
explanation, -of methodical
hermeneutics-(2) of explanation
classical/statistical
See classical and statistical comparedexplanation
description and
See description-and explanation
historical
See historical-explanation
level of, 295
metaphysical

See metaphysics-as knowledgeexplanatory vs descriptive
of existence and occurrence
See fact-mere matter of-and no
explanation, see also occurrence-as
matter of fact
relations of scientific and metaphysical
e.
See metaphysics-as explanatory, see
also scientific-explanation
scientific
See scientific-explanation
two kinds of
See data of consciousness-as basis of
explanation
EXPLANATORY, 295

account of this universe
See Emergent Probability-and world
order-as explanatory of (6)
concepts vs heuristic
See concept(s), conception(s)heuristic-vs explanatory
conjugates
See conjugate(s)-explanatory/pure
definitions vs nominal
See definition(s)-types of-nominal-vs
explanatory, -explanatory/essential
differentiation
See development-principle(s) of (7)(5)
Emergent Probability as
See Emergent Probability-and world
order-as explanatory of (6)
formulation
See metaphysical-equivalence-rules
of (3)-(2)
genera and species
See genus-explanatory
history
See history-as precritical
interpretation as
See canon(s)-of methodical
hermeneutics-(2) of explanation
knowing, account of
See self ...-affirmation of the knower
knowledge
See metaphysics-as knowledgeexplanatory vs descriptive
metaphysics as
See metaphysics-as knowledgeexplanatory vs descriptive
relations
See relation(s)-explanatory
science
See science(s)-as descriptive, -as
explanatory
selfSee argument for God’s existence,
Lonergan’s-and idea of being-God
the

self-knowledge
See image-and explanatory selfknowledge
statistical law as
See law(s), law(s) of ...-statisticalgeneral form of-and number
syllogism
See syllogism-scientific
system, limits of
See cognition, cognitional-theoryLonergan vs relativism (11
elements)
unification/organization
See insight and understanding-and a
priori synthesis
viewpoint
See viewpoint(s)-explanatory vs
descriptive
EXPRESSION, 295

adequacy of, 296
and art, 296
and experience
See knowledge-and expression-(1)
and experience
and falsity/truth, 296
and position/counterposition
See position and counterpositiontruth, expression, and
and imagination
See imagination-and expression
and interpretation
See heuristic structure-for
interpretation-upper blade-and
totality of expressions
and judgment
See knowledge-and expression-(3)
and judgment
and knowledge
See knowledge-and expression
and language
See language-early, -knowledge,
expression, and
and learning, 296
and meaning
See meaning-and expression
and mental acts
See mental-acts-and new linguistic
usage
and propositions, 296
distinct from
as abstract/concrete
and psychic flow, 296
and question of God
See question of God, the-and
expression
and sequence, 297
development of
and truth, 297
and understanding, 297
as object of

as proceeding from
and universal viewpoint
See universal viewpoint-and
expression
and wisdom
See GEM-as wisdom
artistic
See particular(s)-insight into-and
expression
as instrumental acts
See meaning-acts of-(5) instrumental
automatisms in, 297
characteristic patterns in, 297
commonsense, 297
components of, 297
(1) systematic
(2) genetic
(3) incidental
development of, 297
differentiation of
See language-differentiation of
externalizes
See meaning-acts of-instrumental
genetic sequence in, 297
hypothetical
See interpretation-sketch of method
for-(4) hypothetical expressions
invariant, 297
levels of, 297
linguistic
See linguistic(s)-expression
modes of
See heuristic structure-for
interpretation-upper blade-and
totality of expressions
mythic vs developed
See myth-and metaphor
nonsystematic, 298
of concept
See concept(s), conception(s)expression of
of feeling
See language-literary
of historical knowledge
See historical-knowledge
of ideal
See ideal(s)-general theorem
of insight, 298
of interiority
See language-technical-and
expression of interiority
of religious experience
See experience, religious-expression
of
particular
See particular(s)-and
relative/invariant expression, insight into-and expression
pluralism of, 298
position and counterposition in

See position and counterpositiontruth, expression, and
problem of
See myth-and allegory
relative, 298
scientific, 298
sensible
See language-early, -knowledge,
expression, and
totality of
See heuristic structure-for
interpretation-upper blade-and
totality of expressions
types of, 298
EXTENSION(S), 298

and duration
See duration(s)-and extension
as experiential/pure conjugates
See duration(s)-as experiential/pure
conjugates
EXTERNAL, 298
EXTRAPOLATION, 298

from proportionate to transcendent being
See argument for God’s existence,
Lonergan’s-argument-and
extrapolation/verification
horizontal and vertical, 298
in science
See canon(s)-of empirical/scientific
method-(2) of operations-(3), -of
methodical hermeneutics-(4)
of meaning
See criticism-principle(s) of (4)-(2)
EXTROVERSION, 299

and intentional consciousness
See consciousness, intentionalextroverted
and objectivity
See objectivity-extroversion as
of animals, 299
FACT, 299

ambivalence of human, social, 299
and absolute
See absolute-and fact
and cognitional process
See cognition, cognitional-processand fact
and empirical science, 299
and empiricism
See empiricism/empiricist-and fact
and Hegel
See proper names-Hegel, Hegelianhis system
and metaphysics
See metaphysics-and fact
and necessity
See necessity-and fact
and objectivity

See objectivity-problem of-(3) the
cognitional problem of fact
and the relativist
See cognition, cognitional-theoryLonergan vs relativism (11
elements)-(11)
and virtually unconditioned, 299
cognitional
See cognition, cognitional-processand fact
concrete, 300
contingent
See necessity-and contingence
false, 300
historical
See historical-facts and data
intelligibility of, 300
judgment of
See judgment(s) of fact
mere matter of, 300
and individuation
See difference(s)-empirical and
individual, -and explanations of
our universe
and indubitability
See method(s)-of universal doubtindubitability, consequences of
(9)
and no explanation
and occurrence
See occurrence-as matter of fact
necessary
See necessity-and contingence
openness as
See openness-three factors-(1) as fact
questions of
See proper names-Aristotle,
Aristotelian-questions (4 kinds)
self-affirmation as
See self ...-affirmation of the knoweras fact
vs data, 300
FACULTY PSYCHOLOGY, 301

and art
See art-prelude to discussion of
and cognitional theory
See intentionality analysis-and
cognitional theory
and differentiated consciousness, 301
and habits of speculative intellect
See habit(s)-of speculative intellect
and intentionality analysis
See intentionality analysis-and faculty
psychology
and interiority, 301
and material/formal objects
See intentionality analysis-and
cognitional theory
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and priority (in intellect and will), 301
and priority (of metaphysics)
See intentionality analysis-and
priority of metaphysics
and science, 301
and speculative intellect
See habit(s)-of speculative intellect,
see also intentionality analysisand speculative vs practical
intellect
and the basic discipline
See intentionality analysis-and
cognitional theory
and the will
See freedom, elements of (4)
and transposition to transcendental
notions
See intentionality analysis-and
priority of metaphysics
and turn to the subject
See intentionality analysis-and turn to
the Subject
FALLACY

See insight and understanding-vs
concept, 301
FALSE/FALSITY, 301

and expression
See expression-and falsity/truth
and judgment
See judgment(s) of fact-true and false
and knowledge, 302
belief/believer
See belief-false
fact
See fact-false
notions of method
See method(s)-notion of-false
FANTASM

See phantasm/fantasm, 302
FEEDBACK, 302

linguistic, 302
and development of language
FEELINGS, 302

aberrations of, 302
and apprehension of values, 302
and art
See art-and feelings
and dialectic, 302
and education
See education-and feeling
and explanation, 302
and heart’s reasons, 302
and images, 303
and intersubjectivity, 303
and liberty
See liberty-and feelings
and literary language
See language-literary

and meaning
See meaning-and feelings
and nonintentional states, trends, and
goals, 303
and self-knowledge
See self ...-knowledge-and feelings
and self-transcendence
See self ...-transcendence-affective
and symbols, 303
and systematic language
See language-technical-and
systematic meaning
and theory, 303
and total manifold
See universe-order of-and the total
manifold-and feelings
and values, 303
and words, 303
as intentional response, 303
as non-pejorative
See human-development, laws of (4)(2) integration
as related to objects, values, etc., 303
communication of, 304
community of, and fellow f., 304
development of, 304
expression of
See language-literary
fellow f., 304
origin of, 304
vs the good
See good, the-vs feelings, sentiments
FIELD (AND SUBJECT), 304

specialization
See functional specialties-and
field/subject specialization
transcendental, 304
FINALITY, 304

and data
See data-and finality
and determinism, 304
and development
See development-principle(s) of (7)(3) finality
and ethics
See ethics-and finality
and God
See philosophy of God-and God-and
finality
and immanent intelligibility, 304
and intelligence
See intelligence-and finality
and intention of being, 305
and knowing, 305
and metaphysics, 305
and notion of being, 305
and possibility, 305
realized
and potency, 305
and schemes of resurrence, 305

and some counterpositions, 305
and the incomplete, 306
and wonder
See concept(s), conception(s)-as part
of process
as operator, 306
as real
See data-and finality
cycles in, 306
differentiation of, 306
directed, 306
distinct from Aristotle’s final causality,
306
dynamic, 306
essential meaning of, 306
features of (9), 306
(1) dynamic
(2) directed
(3) not deductivist
(4) not determinate
(5) realized possibility
(6) realistic
(7) universal
(8) nuanced
(9) flexible
flexible, 307
horizontal, 307
is it potency or form or act?, 307
not deductivist, 307
not determinate, 307
notion of
See notion of …-finality
of intellect
See intellect-finality of
of practical insight, 307
of the universe
See universe-finality of
principle of
See development-principle(s) offinality
realistic, 307
types of, 307
universal, 307
vertical, 307
(1) instrumental
(2) dispositive
(3) material
(4) obediential
vertical and horizontal, 307
vs classical teleology, 308
FINITE, 308

and range of questions
See question(s)-range of
essence
See essence-finite
limit to our knowing
See question(s)-and being
FIRST PRINCIPLES

See principle(s)-first, 308
FLEXIBILITY, 308

of development
See development-principle(s) of (7)(6) flexibility, minor, -(7)
flexibility, major
of dreams
See dream(s)-function of-and its
flexibility
of finality
See finality-features of (9)-(9)
flexible
of genetic sequence
See Emergent Probability-generalized
of human living
See subject, the-dramatic-elements
in-flexibility
of neural and psychic
See dream(s)-function of-and its
flexibility
of principle of correspondence
See development-principle(s) of (7)(2) correspondence
of schemes of recurrence
See recurrence, scheme(s) of-flexible
circles of
of the Subject
See subject, the-dramatic-elements
in-flexibility
FLIGHT, 308

from anxiety
See consciousness, intentionalmythic-infantile and demonic
aspects
from insight/understanding
See insight and understanding-flight
from
from rational self-consciousness
See consciousness, intentional-levels
of (5)-(4) rational self- (6
elements)-flight from
FORM, 308

accidental
See conjugate (accidental)
constitutive causes-form-vs
Aristotle’s
and abstraction
See abstraction-of form/species
and act, 308
and action
See action-and form
and analogy
See analogy of …-form to matter, form to potency
and definition, 308
and essence
See essence-and form, matter, see also
denomination-extrinsic/intrinsic
and experience
See willing-will, willingness, and w.
as potency-form-act
and humanity

See humanity-central form of
and image
See phantasm/fantasm-insight into
and insight
See conceiving
and intelligibility
See intelligibility-of contingent act
and knowing
See being-proportionate-and
knowing-form
and laws
See law(s), law(s) of ...-and form
and matter
See form-as answer to why, see also
form–substantial
and metaphysics
See form-known in science not in
metaphysics, see also metaphysicsas invariant form
and potency, 309
analogy of
See analogy of …-form to potency
and science
See scientific-explanation-and central
form, see also science(s)knowledge of form in
and the known
See known-and form
and the spiritual, 309
and willing
See willing-will, willingness, and
willing as potency-form-act
Aristotle’s accidental
See conjugate (accidental)
constitutive causes-form-vs
aristotle’s
as answer to why, 309
as cause, 309
as cognitional, 309
as mediator, 309
assimilated in knowing, 309
central
See central (substantial) constitutive
causes-form
commanding
See consciousness, differentiatedartistically
conjugate
See conjugate (accidental)
constitutive causes-form
grasped in data
See abstractionenriching/impoverishing-moments
in (3)-second
human central, 309
invariant
See metaphysics-as invariant form
Kantian a priori and

See a priori-Kant’s-and form
known in science not in metaphysics,
309
Plato’s
See proper names-Plato, Platonic,
Platonist-and forms
proportion of matter and
See proportion-of matter to form
substantial, 309
FORMAL/FORMALLY, 310

cause
See cause(s)-formal
constituent of community
See meaning-common-and ontology
context
See context(s)-formal
distinction
See proper names-Scotus, John Dunsformal distinction of
effect
See denomination-extrinsic/intrinsic
element
See mathematical-formalizationsformal element
evidence
See historical-evidence-formal
inference
See inference-formal
intelligibility
See intelligibility-differences offormal
meaning
See meaning-acts of-(2) formal, common-formal, -terms of-(3)
formal
object
See intentionality analysis-and
cognitional theory
one
See one-natural or formal
proposition
See proposition(s)-universal
relations
See relation(s)-formal
system
See system(s)-formal
unconditioned
See philosophy of God-and God-as
formally unconditioned
FORMULATION, 310

abstract
See law(s), law(s) of ...-classicalabstract (4 elements)-(3)
and cognitional process
See cognition, cognitional-processand formulation
and data
See data-from formulation to
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and experience
See verification
and insight
See particular(s)-insight into-and
general formulation
and intellectual development
See operator(s)-of cognitional
development-is question
and science
See classical and statistical comparedformulation, see also verificationof formulations
and verification
See verification-of formulation
as hypothetical, 310
complementarity of statistical and
classical
See classical and statistical comparedformulation
dialectical alternatives of
See canon(s)-of methodical
hermeneutics-(2) of explanation
explanatory
See metaphysical-equivalence-rules
of (3)-(2)
insight and, 310
of meaning
See meaning-formulation of
of phenomenology
See phenomenologist
pure
See interpretation-sketch of method
for-(3) pure formulations
questions and, 310
reversal of to data
See verification-of formulations
vs artistic expression
See particular(s)-insight into-and
expression
FOUNDATION(S), 310

Hume on
See objectivity-extroversion as
in a methodological context
See Foundations (functional
specialty)
interiority as
See interiority-as foundation
of a genus
See genus-foundations of
of a philosophy of
See philosophy of …-foundations of a
of logic
See logic-foundations of
of metaphysics
See metaphysics-method of-(3) and
confinement-as foundational
of self-affirmation
See self ...-affirmation of the knower-

foundations of
of statistical science
See statistical-science-foundations of
FOUNDATIONAL, 311

and method/GEM
See GEM-functions of (12)-(7)
foundational
methodology, 311
and metaphysics
reality
See reality-foundational
FOUNDATIONALISM, 311
FOUNDATIONS (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY), 311

and interiority
See interiority-as foundation
as a set of premises/propositions, 312
FRAME(S) OF REFERENCE, 312

and space/time
See Space and Time-for us
empirical residue, insight and, 312
normal/abnormal, 312
personal, 312
public, 312
vs personal
special, 312
mathematical vs physical
transformation between, 312
FRAMEWORK, 313

for collaborative creativity
see collaboration
of inquiring and critical intelligence
see collaboration
FREE, 313

act, 313
emergence of
choice, 313
essentially/effectively
See freedom-essential, -effective
images
See cognition, cognitional-levels ofschema
intellectual development
See judgment(s) of fact-concreteconditions for possible (4)-(2)
will, 313
act of
and personal responsibility
FREEDOM, 314

and art
See art-and freedom
and authenticity, 314
and belief
See belief-freedom and necessity in
and coincidental manifolds, 314
and determinism
See will-indeterminacy of
and external constraint, 314
and fourth level of intentionality, 314
and higher integration, 314
and moral impotence

See moral-impotence, see also
tension(s)-from moral impotence
and responsibility, 314
and statistical residues, 314
as contingent, 314
effective, 314
and breakdown
See breakdown-psychological
and moral impotence
See moral-impotence
conditions of (4)
inconsistency in
limitations of
See limit(s)/limitation-of effective
freedom
vs essential
elements of
See freedom, elements of (4)
essential, 315
and breakdown
See breakdown-psychological
conditions of
vs effective
evidence for, 315
horizontal
See liberty-horizontal
not arbitrary
See will-act of-not arbitrary
notion of
See notion of …-freedom
of consciousness
See sin-as aberration
root of, 315
vertical
See liberty-vertical
vs necessity in belief
See belief-freedom and necessity in
FREEDOM, ELEMENTS OF (4), 316

(1) underlying sensitive flow, 316
corollary
(2) practical insight, 316
corollary
(3) practical reflection, 316
corollaries (6)
(4) decision, 317
corollaries (4)
summary, 317
FREQUENCY, 317

and intelligibility, 317
and probability, 317
and the preconceptual
divergence of
See nonsystematic-divergence of
actual frequencies
random oscillation of, 318
types of (4), 318
(1) absolute
(2) actual
(3) ideal
(4) relative actual

FULFILMENT, 318

affective
See community-as cooperative-and
human good
and judgment(s) of fact
See judgment(s) of fact-a priori
conditions for (4)
and judgment(s) of value
See judgment(s) of valuefulfilment/loss and
of self-transcendence
See love-being in
wish
See dream(s)-function of-and its
flexibility-and wish fulfilment
FUNCTION, 318

indeterminate
See anticipation-in
prescientific/scientific thought
neural
See censor, censorship-and neuraldemand functions
of agent intellect
See intellect-agent-and phantasm
of art
See communication-and art vs
phenomenology
of culture
See culture, cultural-function of
of dreams
See dream(s)-function of
of good of order
See good, the-of order-and choice
of humor/satire
See humor/satire
of image
See image-heuristic vs representative
function of
of inverse insight
See Emergent Probability-and inverse
insight
of meaning
See meaning-functions of (4)
of philosophy
See philosophy/philosophies-function
of
of predicates
See language-and the Subject’s world
of reason
See reason(s)-function of
of reflective insight
See insight and understandingreflective-function of
of religion
See religion
of syllogism
See syllogism-function of
of transcendental method
See GEM-functions of (12)
FUNCTIONAL SPECIALIZATION(S), 319

and scientific investigation, 319
FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES, 319

advantage of, 319
and field/subject specialization, 319
and levels of consciousness, 319
and scholarship
See scholarship-and human studies
contribution of each, 320
major
minor
curb totalitarian ambitions, 320
distinction and division of, 320
(1) not simply for convenience
(2) different tasks exist
(3) to curb totalitarian ambitions
(4) to resist excessive demands
dynamic unity of, 320
first phase
second phase
interdependence of, 321
first phase
second phase
openness of, 321
separate stages of
See functional specialization(s)
GEM, 321

and authentic subjectivity, 321
and cognitional operations
See cognition, cognitional-terms and
relations, basic nest ofdifferentiated
and cognitional theory
See cognition, cognitional-theory-and
philosophy
and collaboration
See method(s)-and collaboration
and conversion
See conversion-manifestation of in
method
and data of consciousness
See data of consciousness
and development of knowledge
See cognition, cognitional-terms and
relations, basic nest ofdifferentiated
and dialectic
See dialectic(s)-and method/GEM
and induction vs deduction
See induction/inductive-vs deduction
in L’s method
and Insight
See Insight (the book)-as methodical
and intentionality analysis
See intentionality analysis-and GEM
and interiority, 321
and logical/nonlogical operations, 321
and moral principles
See principle(s)-moral

and philosophy
See foundational-methodology, see
also cognition, cognitional-theoryand philosophy
and position/counterposition, 322
and question of God
See question of God, the-and
method/GEM
and science, 322
function of
unified
and self-appropriation, 322
and the a priori
See a priori-heuristic structures
and the existential subject, 322
and transcendental precepts, 322
as heightening of consciousness, 322
as heuristic structure, 322
as transcultural, 322
as wisdom, 322
basic terms and relations of
See cognition, cognitional-terms and
relations, basic nest ofdifferentiated
categories of
See category, categories-general, special
conceived concretely, 323
discovery of, 323
functional specialties of
See functional specialties
functions of (12), 323
(01) normative
(02) critical
(03) dialectical
(04) systematic
(05) continuous
(06) heuristic
(07) foundational
(08-102) theological
(11) unifies science
implementation of, 324
and dialectic
See Dialectic (functional
specialty)-and methodimplementation of
and statistical method
See Emergent Probability-and
abstract system
integration in, 325
not authoritarian, 325
not infallible, 325
not rules, 325
opposition to, 325
revision of, 325
GENERAL, 325

bias
See bias-general, see also common
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sense-bias of, general
cases, 325
categories
See category, categories-general
context
See belief-general context of, see also
cognition, cognitional-context
form of …, 325
history
See history-general
law
See law(s), law(s) of ...-and relations
notion of …, 325
research
See Research (functional specialty)general
rules and the Subject, 326
transcendent knowledge
See knowledge-transcendent-general
understanding vs special
See science(s)-knowledge of form in
GENERALIST, THE, 326

and understanding
See generalization-and understanding
as mediator, 326
as thematizer, 326
GENERALIZATION, 326

and analogy, 326
and language
See language-early-(2) generalization
and understanding, 326
and problem of induction
and the generalizer
in genesis of language
See language-early-(2) generalization
of common sense, 326
of science
See science(s)-generalizations of
GENERALIZED EMPIRICAL METHOD (GEM)

See GEM, 326
GENETIC, 326

and meaning
See meaning-genetic sequence in
concepts
See recurrence, scheme(s) ofintersubjective
difference
See horizon(s)-differences in-genetic,
see also imagination-and
specific/genetic difference
expression
See expression-and sequence, components of-(2) genetic
method
See method, genetic
See method, genetic-and higher
system-as operator, -general
notions (7)-(6)

sequence
See expression-and sequence, see
also meaning-genetic sequence in
GENUINENESS, 327

law of
See human-development, laws of (4)(4) genuineness
sanction of
See method, genetic-sanction of
genuineness
GENUS, 327

and notion of being
See being-notion of-and genus
and species
See genus/genera and species
as principle of limitation
See potency/potential-prime
explanatory, 327
and conjugate potency
See science(s)-empirical-as distinct
and autonomous-and higher
viewpoints
and insight
and law
and potency-form-act
and question of fact
humanity as
See system(s)-higher-humanity
source of
is the concept correct?
is the concept verifiable?
possibility of
See notion of …-explanatory genus
revision of
See revision-of affirmation on
genera and species
foundations of, 328
genera litteraria
See expression-and sequence
vs being, 328
vs notion of
See being-notion of-genus or
species or difference?
GENUS/GENERA AND SPECIES, 328

and difference
See being-notion of-genus or species
or difference?
and higher viewpoints, 328
and imagination
See image-heuristic vs
representative function of-in
sciences-as distinct, -as
transitional in
and notion of being
See being-notion of-genus or species
or difference?
and things
See genus-explanatory
explanatory
See genus-explanatory

humanity as both
See humanity-as genus and species,
see also system(s)-higherhumanity source of
GIFT

See openness-three factors-(3) as gift,
328
GIVEN, THE, 328

and experience
See experience-from formulation to
the given
and imagined
See imagination-and the given
as given, 329
and inverse insight
See insight and understandinginverse-abstraction and
as residual/diffuse, 329
as unquestionable, 329
not the real, 329
GOD, 329

argument for existence of
See argument for God’s existence, see
also argument for God’s
existence, Lonergan’s
philosophy of
See philosophy of God
question of
See question of God, the
GÖDEL’S THEOREM

See cognition, cognitional-and Gödel’s
theorem, 329
GOING FORWARD, 329
GOOD, THE, 329

and being, 329
and desire, 329
to know
and experience
See experience-and the good
and insight, 329
and intellect
See intellect-good of
and metaphysics
See metaphysics-and the good
and methods
See method(s)-the four-and the good
and moral self-transcendence, 330
and system, 330
and the concrete, 330
and total manifold
See universe-order of-and the total
manifold
and truth
See notions, transcendentalgoodness/value
and unity
See being-idea of-and the good,
intelligibility, unity
as moving system, 330
as object

See value(s)-apprehension of
as system, higher, 330
as terminal value
See value(s)-terminal
aspects of, 330
dynamism of, 330
elementary, 330
human
See human-good
intelligibility of
See value(s)-and the good
levels of (3), 330
(1) elementary
(2) order
(3) value
notion of
notions, transcendentalgoodness/value
of intellect
See intellect-good of
of order, 330
and ‘if-then’ relationships
and choice
and community
See community-and good of order
and doing/making
See doing and making-and good of
order
and egoism
See egoism-and good of order
and ethics
See ethics-development of
and flow of benefits
See doing and making-and good of
order
and human living
and institutions
and satisfactions
and society
and the good person
as dynamic system
as personal value
elements of (5)
immanent
present function of
of the universe
See universe-intelligibility of-and
methods (4)
of value, 332
ontology of, 332
orientation and
See orientation-and the good/value
particular, 332
recurrence of
See recurrence-of particular goods
potential
See universe-order of-and the total
manifold-and potential good
structure of
See human-good-structure of

transcendental concept of, 332
transcendental notion of
See notions, transcendentalgoodness/value
truth as
See truth(s), the true-as good
vs feelings, sentiments, 332
will
See will-good
GOODNESS/VALUE

See notions, transcendentalgoodness/value, 332
GROUND(S)/GROUNDED, 332

for an uneasy conscience
See bias-individual
of absolute objectivity
See objectivity-components of (3)-(1)
absolute
of all higher aspiration
See openness-three factors-the three
factors related
of belief
See belief-mistaken-elimination of
of common sense/theory
See interiority-as foundation
of conflict
See Functional Specialties-openness
of
of degrees of certitude
See certitude, certainty-degrees of
of disagreements/agreements
See principle(s)-moral
of division of relations
See relativity-and primary vs
secondary determinations
of dynamic images
See living-and necessity of images,
symbols
of empirical science
See hypothesis-and intelligibility, see
also necessity-and possibility
of epistemology
See epistemology-why is doing that
knowing?
of finality
See finality-is it potency or form or
act?
of free act
See I-as ground of free act
of free choice
See free-choice
of historical investigation
See action-individual and group
of human intelligence
See being-intention of
of intellectual light
See intellect-agent
of intelligent inquiry/critical reflection

See desire to know-as pure notion of
being
of interiority
See interiority-as foundation
of judgment
See judgment(s) of fact-concreteconditions for possible (4)
of L’s philosophy
See ontological-and isomorphism
of limitation
See potency/potential-prime
of logic
See desire to know-and logic
of materiality
See material-explanation/definition of
of meaning
See meaning-universe of, total
of metaphysics
See metaphysics-and all other
departments-(1) underlies
of methods
See method(s)-the four-grounds of
of methods of sciences
See cognition, cognitional-theory-and
philosophy
of notion of being
See being-notion of-origin of L’s
of philosopher’s reasonableness
See reasonableness-of
scientist/philosopher
of possibility
See being-concept of
of potential good
See argument for God’s existence,
Lonergan’s-argument-and
unrestricted act of understandingand the empirical residue
of questioning
See notions, transcendental-ground
questioning
of realms of meaning
See cognition, cognitional-theory-and
philosophy
of Realpolitik
See fact-false
of religious experience
See experience, religious-and
consciousness
of schemes of recurrence
See method, genetic-and higher
system
of self-transcendence
See self ...-transcendence-and
conversion
of thesis/antithesis
See consciousness, intentionalpolymorphism of human
of true propositions
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See metaphysical-equivalence-and
true propositions-and scientist,
metaphysician
of universe
See question of God, the-and moral
enterprise
of word, inner
See word-inner-as intelligible
sufficient
See sufficient-grounds
GROUNDWORK, 333
GROUP(S), 333

activity, 333
and cosmopolis
See cosmopolis-properties of (4)-(3)
speaks the simple truth
and intersubjectivity
See community-tension(s) in
and the human good
See human-good-structure of
bias
See bias-group
egoism
See bias-group
intelligibility of
See intelligibility-of individual/group
memory
See memory-of individual/group
theory
See mathematical-operations,
numbers, rules
HABIT(S), 333

and human development
See human-development, laws of (4)(3) limitation and transcendence
and judgment
See judgment(s)-habitual
cognitional
See insight and understandinghabitual, see also judgment(s)habitual
of intellect
See wisdom-as intellectual habit
of speculative intellect, 334
of willing
See willing-habit of
HALF-WAY HOUSE

See idealism-as halfway house, see also
realism-duality of, 334
HERE AND NOW, 334
HERMENEUTIC(S), 334

and conversion, 334
and dialectic, 334
and exegesis, 334
and history, 334
and interpretation, 334
and linguistic analysts, 334
and meaning, 334

and problem of modernity, 334
and questions
See context(s)-and relevance
and Research (functional specialty)
See Research (functional specialty)and hermeneutics
as basic to human sciences, 335
evaluative, 335
intellectual, 335
materials for, 335
methodical, 335
of suspicion/of recovery, 335
structure, 335
HERMENEUTICAL CIRCLE, 334

context of
See context(s)-and hermeneutical
circle
solution, 334
HEURISTIC, 336

and method/GEM, function of
See GEM-functions of (12)-(6)
heuristic
anticipation
See law(s), law(s) of ...-classicalabstract (4 elements)-(1)
anticipation/assumption, fundamental
See argument for God’s existence,
Lonergan’s-and heuristic
anticipation/assumption
assumption in Emergent Probability
See Emergent Probability-of things (4
postulates)-(4) sequential
assumption in genetic method, 336
character of intelligence, 336
concepts
See concept(s), conception(s)heuristic
image
See image-heuristic vs representative
function of
in history
See ideal(s)-types, see also historycritical-process from data to facts
in-heuristic
metaphysics as
See metaphysics-as integral heuristic
structure
method
See method(s)-heuristic
notions
See notion(s)-heuristic
premise, 336
principles and classical method
See method, classical-heuristic
principles of
procedures
See procedure(s)-heuristic
questions
See historian-nine heuristic questions
for

quiddity as
See quiddity-as dummy term
structure
See heuristic structure
symbolism (mathematical) as
See mathematics-and symbolism
theorem
See classical and statistical comparedheuristic theorem
x
See x (heuristic)
HEURISTIC STRUCTURE, 336

and dialectic, 336
and science/mathematics, 336
and the indeterminate function, 337
as a apriori
See a priori-heuristic structures
classical, 337
distinctive features of
See classical and statistical
compared-heuristic structuresdistinctive features of (10)
cognition as
See cognition, cognitional-process-as
heuristic structure
content of, 337
for interpretation, 337
lower blade
upper blade
and totality of expressions
and totality of meanings
illustration of
See illustration-of heuristic structure
integral
See metaphysics-stages/forms ofexplicit (8 elements)
integral h. s. of proportionate being, 338
metaphysics as
See metaphysics-as integral heuristic
structure
method (GEM) as
See GEM-as heuristic structure
of empirical method
See classical and statistical comparedheuristic structures
of knowledge
See knowledge-heuristic structure of
question as
See question(s)-as heuristic structure
statistical, 338
vs classical
See classical and statistical
compared-heuristic structures
HISTORIAN, 338

and a particular history, 338
and analogy, 338
and science/miracles
and the present
and the social/cultural
and belief, 339

and bias, 339
and causes, 339
and conversion, 339
and cumulative series of insights
See insight and understandingcumulative series of-in the
historian
and dialectic, 339
and exegete, 339
and explanation, 339
and ideal types
See ideal(s)-types-and the historian
and judgment by others, 339
and laws, 339
and method/GEM
See History (functional specialty)
and narrative view, 339
and perspectivism
See perspectivism-and individualism
of historian
and philosophy, 340
and projection
See viewpoint(s)-explanatory vs
descriptive-and anthropomorphic
projection, -and subjective
projection
and reconstruction
See Interpretation (functional
specialty)-and reconstruction
and scholarly differentiation of
consciousness, 340
and self-understanding, 340
and social/cultural goals, 340
and theory of history, 340
and time, 340
and value, 340
and value judgments, 340
and verification, 340
authority of, 340
constructive activity of, 340
detachment of, 341
development of, 341
horizon of, 341
illusions of, 341
individuality of
See perspectivism-and individuality
of historian
interpretive powers of, 341
nine heuristic questions for, 341
preconceptions of, 341
presuppositions of, 342
questions of
See question(s)-of historians
self-revelation of, 342
tasks of, 342
HISTORICAL, 342

consciousness
See consciousness, intentionalhistorical
context, 342

criticism, 342
cycle of decline
See decline-cycle of, shorter
data, 342
development, 342
differentiations of consciousness
See consciousness, differentiatedhistory of
evidence, 342
actual
formal
potential
experience, 343
explanation, 343
and language
See language-of historical
explanation
facts, 343
distinct from data
understanding of
and two inquiries
Zusammenhang of
imagination, 343
inquiry, 343
and philosophy
See philosophy, philosophies-and
history
conditions of
intelligence, question for, 344
intelligibility, 344
interpretation, 344
meeting the problem of
problem of
sources of
investigation, 344
and individual/group action
See action-individual and group
and individual/group memory
See memory-of individual/group
and intentional acts
See cognition, cognitionaloperations-applying intentional
to conscious-and historical
investigation
critical procedures in
See history-Copernican revolution
in
field of
See psychological-present
judgment, 344
knowledge, 345
and communication
See Communication(s) (functional
specialty)-and history
and h. experience
difference from science and
philosophy
See perspectivism

extension of common sense
spiral advance in
method
See method(s)-historical
narrative
See history-an art?
philosophy
See philosophy, philosophies-and
history
process
See history-critical-process from data
to facts in
questions, 345
reality, 345
relativism, 345
religion, 345
sense, 345
shift to interiority
See interiority-shift to, historical
understanding
See history-critical-process from data
to facts in
HISTORICITY, 346

and fifth basic precept
See transcendental-preceptsacknowledge your historicity!
and transcendental precepts
See transcendental-preceptsacknowledge your historicity!
and understanding, 346
of humanity, 346
theoretical premises of, 346
HISTORY, 346

an art?, 346
and cosmopolis
See cosmopolis-properties of (4)-(4)
critiques history
and Emergent Probability
See Emergent Probability-in human
history
and group memory, 346
and hermeneutics
See hermeneutic(s)-and history
and philosophy
See philosophy, philosophies-and
history
and psychology/sociology
See science(s)-human-and
history/historian
and science, 346
human
See science(s)-human-and
history/historian
natural
See science(s)-natural-and history
and subjective bias
See historian-and bias
and time, 346
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and truth, 346
and values, 347
as autonomous, 347
as constructive, 347
as existential, 347
as functional specialty
See History (functional specialty)
as going forward, 347
as moral, 347
as ongoing process, 347
as precritical, 347
as re-enacting the past, 347
as scientific, 347
basic, 348
circuits of
See Emergent Probability-in human
history, see also classical and
statistical compared-laws-in human
affairs
contexts in
See historical-context
Copernican revolution in, 348
critical, 348
and classicist assumptions
and groups
See group(s)-activity
and sources
as objective knowledge
of the second degree
process from data to facts in
constructive
critical
ecstatic
heuristic
selective
understanding of
dialectics of
See dialectic(s)-of history
Emergent Probability in human
See Emergent Probability-in human
history
evidence in
See historical-evidence
general, 349
human
See Emergent Probability-in human
history, see also classical and
statistical compared-laws-in human
affairs
interpretation of
See historical-interpretation
objects of
See science(s)-human-and
history/historian, -natural-and
history
of philosophy
See self-appropriation-historical
component of

one’s own
See control-of one’s history
presuppositionless, 349
relativity of, 350
scissors and paste, 350
special, 350
structure of
See dialectic(s)-of progress, decline,
and recovery/redemption
study of, 350
that is written about, 350
theory/theories of, 350
practical
verification in, 350
vs science, 350
and discovery
written/written about, 351
HISTORY (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY), 351
HOLY, 351
HORIZON(S), 351

and achievement
See achievement-and personal
horizon
and desire to know, 351
and feelings
See love-falling in
and freedom
See liberty-horizontal, -vertical
and historian
See historian-horizon of
and interpretation
See interpretation-and understandingoneself
and liberty, 351
and mental acts
See mental-acts-occur in genetically
distinct horizons
and philosophy of education
See philosophy of education-and
horizon of educationalist
and proof
See argument for God’s existence,
Lonergan’s-argument-and
unrestricted act of understandingand the nonsystematic
and question of God, 351
and realms of meaning
See meaning-realm(s) of-and horizon
and research
See Research (functional specialty)special-and horizon
and values, 351
and wisdom, 351
conversion and, 352
differences in, 352
complementary
dialectical
genetic
empiricism as
See idealism-as horizon

idealism as
See idealism-as horizon
objectification of, 352
of educationalist
See philosophy of education-and
horizon of educationalist
of historian
See historian-horizon of
of metaphysics, 352
opposed, dialectically, 352
personal, 353
possibility of, 353
(1) sensitive
(2) intellectual
(3) rational
(4) moral
scholarly
See scholar, scholarly-horizon
steps to, 353
structure of, 353
HOW DO I FEEL?, 353
HUMAN, 353

achievement, limit of, 353
affairs, 353
classical and statistical laws in
See classical and statistical
compared-laws-in human affairs
dynamism in
See classical and statistical
compared-laws-in human affairs
Emergent Probability and
See Emergent Probability-and
human affairs
schemes of recurrence in
See Emergent Probability-and
human affairs
body, 354
communication
See communication-and common
sense
culture
See culture, cultural
development, 354
and choice
and extrapolation
See extrapolation-horizontal and
vertical
and myth/metaphysics
See myth-and metaphysics-and
human development
and self-control
See self ...-control
and self-knowledge
See self ...-knowledge-and human
development
downward/upward
ethical
See ethics-development of
intellectual
and common sense

See common sense-as
intellectual-development
and higher integrations
See development-notion of, see
also integration(s)-in human
development, see also
integrator-of intellectual
development
and law of effect
and law of genuineness
and law of integration
and law of limitation and
transcendence
and self-knowledge
See self …-knowledge-and
metaphysics
and tension
See insight and understandingtension(s) preceding
and universe of being
See humanity-and universe of
being
as dialectical
See subject, the-dramaticdialectic of
of will
See will-development of
problem of, main
problem of, real
sustained
See integration(s)-in human
development-as demanded in
human situation
upward
development, laws of (4), 355
(1) effect
(2) integration
(3) limitation and transcendence
(4) genuineness
error
See error
fact
See fact-ambivalence of human,
social
form, central
See form-human central
genuineness, 356
good, 356
and community
See community-as cooperative-and
human good
and task(s)
See community-as cooperative
notion of
structure of
knowing
See knowing
knowledge
See knowledge
liberation

See liberation
living, 356
and functional specialization
and good of order
See good, the-of order-and human
living
and images
See image-and self-appropriation
and knowledge
See knowledge-and human living
and meaning
See meaning-and human living
and patterns of experience
See patterns of experiencedramatic
and symbols
See symbol(s)-and human living
art of
See patterns of experiencedramatic, see also art-of living
as self-expresssive
control of
See transposition-from selfknowledge/metaphysics to
images, see also
limit(s)/limitation-of effective
freedom
flexibility of
See subject, the-dramatic-elements
in-flexibility
higher integration in
See integration(s)-in human
development-as demanded in
human situation
orientation of
See scientific-observation
sensitive
See control-of sensitive
living/experience
mind
See mind
nature, 357
and cognitional theory
See cognition, cognitional-theoryrevision of
and correlations
See correlation(s)-and study of
human nature
and cosmopolis
See cosmopolis-properties of (4)(3) speaks the simple truth
and deliberation/choice
See consciousness-tension of
and spirit
as immutable
See data of consciousness-as basis
of explanation
person, 357

unity of
sciences
See science(s)-human
spirit, 357
spontaneity
See spontaneity-and intersubjectivity
studies, 357
and culture
and dialectic
and functional specialization
and ideological intrusion
and scholarship
See scholarship-and human studies
subject
See subject, the
HUMANITY, 357

and animality, 357
and bias
See bias
and dialectic
See integration(s)-in human
development-as demanded in
human situation
and God
See philosophy of God-and religious
experience
and order of the universe
See universe-order of-humanity’s
entry into
as abstract, 358
as being in process
See human-development
as compound-in-tension, 358
as concept, 358
as dramatic
See patterns of experience-dramatic
as dynamic system, 358
as genus and species, 358
as polymorphic
See consciousness, intentionalpolymorphism of human
as source of higher systems
See system(s)-higher-humanity
source of
central form of, 358
circuits in history of
See history-circuits of
development of
See human-development
finality in
See finality-vertical and horizontal
liberation of
See liberation
science of
See science(s)-human
spontaneity of
See spontaneity-and intersubjectivity
tensions in
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See insight and understandingtension(s) preceding
unity of, 358
HUMOR/SATIRE, 358

and positions/ counterpositions
See position and counterposition-and
the ethical
context, 358
possible functions of, 359
significance of, 359
HYLEMORPHISM (HYLOMORPHISM), 359
HYPOTHESIS, 359

and belief
See belief-and science
and explanation
See data of consciousness-as basis of
explanation, see also descriptionand explanation-on the basis of
sense/consciousness
and expression
See interpretation-sketch of method
for-(4) hypothetical expressions
and formulation
See formulation-as hypothetical
and ideal types, models
See ideal(s)-types-and hypotheses
and insight, 359
and intelligibility, 359
and interpretation
See interpretation-sketch of method
for-(4) hypothetical expressions
and methodology
See Emergent Probability-of things (4
postulates)-(4) sequential
and spheres of being
See being-spheres of, distinct
and theory
See judgment(s)-probable/scientific
classical and statistical
See classical and statistical comparedverification-of hypotheses
cognitional theory as
See cognition, cognitional-theory-as
hypothetical
general/particular, 360
in natural science, 360
in scientific development, 360
HYPOTHETICAL, 360

analytic propositions as
See proposition(s)-analytic-as
hypothetical
and interpretation
See interpretation-sketch of method
for-(4) hypothetical expressions
cognitional theory as
See cognition, cognitional-theory-as
hypothetical
expression

See interpretation-sketch of method
for-(4) hypothetical expressions
formulation
See formulation-as hypothetical
insight
See analysis-metaphysical-(2) and the
explanatory viewpoint
possibility as
See hypothesis-and intelligibility
reduction and elimination of
See data of consciousness-as basis of
explanation
system as
See system(s)-as hypothetical
I, 360

and freedom
See breakdown-psychological
and it, 361
and my world, 361
and self-presence
See consciousness, intentional-and
self-presence-and I
and thou, 361
and prior we
transformed into we
as ground of free act
See free-choice
as knower
See subject, the-as knower
as transcendental ego
See Subject, the-unity of-and
transcendental ego
as whole
See metaphysical-issues (3)-(2)
that understands
See metaphysical-issues (3)-(2)
IDEA(S), 361

absolute
See being-and Absolute Idea
as object of thought
See word-inner-general notion of (7
elements)-(4)
clear and distinct, 361
Hegel’s absolute
See proper names-Hegel, Hegelianand Absolute Idea
in invention/practical arts, 362
not innate, 362
of being
See being-idea of
of order
See viewpoint-of order
transcendent
See argument for God’s existence,
Lonergan’s-argument-and
extrapolation/verification
what is sought by inquiry, 362
IDEAL(S), 362

and alienation, 362
a case in point

and the Subject
See Subject, the-turn/shift to-as shift
of ideals
basis of society
See community-as basis of society
case
See classical and statistical comparedscience, see also law(s), law(s) of
...-and ideal cases
constructs, and stages of meaning
See meaning-stages of
formulation of, 362
frequency, 362
general theorem, 363
logical
See logic-ideal of
norm, 363
of common sense
See common sense-ideal of
of history
See history-general, presuppositionless
of knowledge, 363
of pure reason, 363
of science
See science(s)-ideal of
of scientific explanation
See classical and statistical comparedexplanation-scientific, ideal of
problem, 363
process
See process-ideal/typical
types, 363
and description
and hypotheses
and mathematics
and the historian
and Toynbee
See proper names-Toynbee,
Arnold-and ideal types
grand scale
IDEALISM, 364

and cognitional myth, 364
and terms of meaning, 364
and the real, 364
and third level of cognition, 364
as complication
See proper names-Collingwood, RGidealism in
as halfway house, 364
as horizon, 364
from empiricism to, 364
from i. to realism, 364
in Collingwood
See proper names-Collingwood, RGidealism in
moral, 364
IDENTIFICATION

See truth(s), the true-appropriation of(2) identification, 364

IDENTITY, 364

and experience of time
See now
compared, principle of
See principle(s) of …-compared
identity
of action and passion
See action-identity of a. and passion
of color with seeing
See intelligibility-of phantasm/image
of knowing and knowing being
See knowing-and being
of the Subject
See Subject, the-unity of-and
transcendental ego
of understander and understood, 364
principle of
See principle(s)-first-identity
IDEOLOGY, 365

and alienation
See alienation-and ideology
and cultural decline
See bias-group-and development
and group egoism
See bias-group-and development
and interpretation, 365
and self-transcendence
See self ...-transcendence-and
ideology
and sin
See sin-and ideology, see also biasand social progress/decline-minor
and social progress/decline
See bias-and social progress/declinemajor
basic form of
See alienation-basic form of
ILLUMINATION

See intellect-agent-as illuminating
phantasm, 365
ILLUSTRATION, 365

of central (substantial) constitutive
causes
See central (substantial) constitutive
causes-illustration of
of concept
See abstraction-conception and
of concrete judgment of fact
See judgment(s) of fact-concrete
of conjugate (accidental) constitutive
causes
See central (substantial) constitutive
causes-illustration of
of development
See development-notion ofillustration of
of heuristic structure, 365
of higher viewpoint, 365
of ideal of knowledge
See knowledge-ideal of-from

philosophy, -from science
of isomorphism, 365
of judgment, 365
of meaning vs language
See phenomenology-of a smile-and
meaning vs language
of metaphysical analysis
See analysis-metaphysical-illustration
of
of metaphysical transformation
See metaphysics-and all other
departments-(3) transformsillustration
of position/counterposition
See proper names-Descartes, Reneand duality
of probability
See statistical-and indeterminacy
of schemes of recurrence
See recurrence, scheme(s) of-and
generalized equilibria
of scientific syllogism
See syllogism-scientific-and special
relativity, see also transformationinvariance under inertial
of virtually unconditioned
See unconditioned, virtuallyillustration of
IMAGE, 366

ambiguity of, 366
and agent intellect
See intellect-agent-and phantasm
and cognitional process, 366
and concept, 366
and concrete living
See living-and necessity of images,
symbols
and explanatory self-knowledge, 366
and form
See phantasm/fantasm-insight into
and geometry
See abstraction-degrees of (3)-(2)
from sensible qualities
and insight
See phantasm/fantasm-insight into, as intellectual object
and must
See must
and self-appropriation, 366
and the developing Subject, 366
and the given
See imagination-and the given
and thing itself, 366
and verification, 366
as coincidental manifold, 366
as image, symbol, sign, 366
in metaphysics
See imagination-and metaphysical

elements
in mystery/myth
in religion
representative vs symbolic
See synthesis-imaginative vs
systematic unification
as language, 367
as object
See phantasm/fantasm-as intellectual
object
as principle of continuity/efficacy, 367
between surmise and question
See historical-intelligence, question
for
control of
See control-over sense and image
free
See cognition, cognitional-levels ofschema
heuristic vs representative function of,
367
in mathematics
See mathematics-and symbolism
in sciences
as distinct
as transitional in
in living
See living-and necessity of images,
symbols
in question of God, 368
meaning of, 368
repression/inhibition of
See censor, censorship-and neuraldemand functions-inhibition of
symbolic, 368
unverifiable, 368
vs concept, 368
IMAGINATION, 368

and abstraction
See abstraction-degrees of (3)-(2), (3), -objective
and classical scientific thought, 368
and concepts, 368
and conceptualism/naïve realism, 368
and expression, 368
and geometry
See abstraction-degrees of (3)-(2)
from sensible qualities
and inderterminism, 369
and infallibility of insight
See infallibility-of insight-and
imagination
and inhibition
See censor, censorship-and neuraldemand functions-inhibition of
and insight
See insight and understanding-and
imagination

l

and mechanist determinism, 369
and metaphysical elements, 369
and patterns of experience
See patterns of experience-dramaticand imagination
and Relativity, 369
and specific/genetic difference, 369
and synthesis
See synthesis-imaginative vs
systematic unification
and the given, 369
and the object, 369
final
limited
terminal
and the thing itself
See image-and thing itself
and vitalism, 370
common sense vs science and
See knowledge-domains of, distinct
historical
See historical-imagination
in dramatic pattern of experience
See patterns of experience-dramaticand imagination
operation of, 370
representative or creative
See intending-modes of
space, time, and
See Space and Time-concrete vs
imaginary
synthetic
See synthesis-imaginative vs
systematic unification
IMMANENCE

See knowing-as immanent, 370
IMMANENT, 370

intelligibility
See intelligibility-immanent
knowing as
See knowing-as immanent
law
See self ...-affirmation of the knoweras immanent law
norms
See objectivity-vs subjectivity
IMMATERIALITY, 370

and idea of being
See argument for God’s existence,
Lonergan’s-argument-and idea of
being
and insight
See -nsight and understanding-as
material/immaterial
and intelligibility, 370
and truth
See truth(s), the true-confrontation vs
identity as

of intellect, 370
of knowing, 370
vs sensation
of sensation, 370
of soul
See soul
IMMEDIACY, 370

and meaning, 370
and realism
See realism-as immediate
mediated
See mediation-of immediacy
of operations
See mediation-notion of
world of, 371
IMPERATIVE, 371

moral
See moral-imperative
transcendental
See transcendental-precepts
IMPLEMENTATION, 371

and cosmopolis
See cosmopolis-properties of (4)-(2)
implements inoperative ideas
and critical science
See science(s)-human-as critical
and dialectic
See Dialectic (functional specialty)and method-implementation of
and general bias, 371
and liberty
See liberty-as principle of progress
and metaphysics
See metaphysics-stages/forms ofexplicit (8 elements)
and self-understanding
See critical-vs empirical in human
science, see also decline
collaboration and
See method(s)-and collaboration
of critical method
See method(s)-critical, see also
interpretation-sketch of method for
of GEM
See GEM-implementation of
of group advantage
See dialectic(s)-of progress, decline,
and recovery/redemptionprocess/problem
of timely/fruitful ideas
See decline-cycle of, longer-process
IMPOSSIBILITY, 371

and abstraction
See abstractionpossibility/impossibility of
and apprehension
See possibility-apprehension of p.
and impossibility
and deduction
See deduction-in the general case

impossible
and possibility
See possibility-and impossibility
and unintelligibility
See being-concept of
of revising cognitional theory
See cognition, cognitional-theoryrevision of
IMPOTENCE

See moral-impotence, 371
IN A QUALIFIED SENSE, 371
IN SOME MEASURE, 371
INAUTHENTIC, INAUTHENTICITY, 371

and language/tradtion
See language-and tradition
vs authenticity
See authenticity-vs inauthenticity
withdrawal from
See withdrawal-from inauthenticity
INCONSISTENCY, 371
INDETERMINACY, 371

and classical law
See law(s), law(s) of ...-classicalindeterminacy of
and finality
See development-principle(s) of (7)(3) finality
and imagination
See imagination-and inderterminism
and matter
See matter-prime
and nonsystematic
See canon(s)-of empirical/scientific
method-(6) of statistical residueselements of
and probability
See probability-and indeterminacy
and statistical
See statistical-axiomatic structure of
and statistical law/investigation
See law(s), law(s) of ...-statistical-and
indeterminacy
of abstract laws
See law(s), law(s) of ...-abstractindeterminacy of
of will
See will-indeterminacy of
vs determinacy
See determinism-vs indeterminism
INDIVIDUAL, 372

action
See action-individual and group
and community
See community-orientation-and the
individual
bias
See bias-individual
data
See conjugate(s)-experiential, explanatory/pure

difference
See difference(s)-empirical and
individual, -and explanations of
our universe
intelligibility of
See intelligibility-of individual/group
matter
See matter-and intelligibility
memory
See memory-of individual/group
things
See thing(s)-individuality of
INDIVIDUALITY, 372

and empirical difference
See difference(s)-empirical and
individual
of central potency, form
See central (substantial) constitutive
causes-potency, -form
of creative work
See art-and the universal
of empirical residue
See central (substantial) constitutive
causes-potency-and individuality
of empirical residue
of historian
See perspectivism-and individuality
of historian
INDIVIDUATION

See difference(s)-empirical and
individual, 372
INDUCTION/INDUCTIVE, 372

problem of, 372
vs deduction in L’s method, 372
INFALLIBILITY, 372

absolute of
See absolute-of infallibility
and certainty
See certitude, certainty-degrees of
and GEM
See GEM-not infallible
of insight, 372
and imagination
of intellect
See demonstration
of judgment
See certitude, certainty-degrees of,
see also judgment(s) of value-not
infallible
INFERENCE, 373

a posteriori, 373
a priori, 373
and belief
See belief-and inference
concrete from classical laws, 373
and process
See process-ideal/typical
constructive, 373
deductive, 373
and mathematical judgment

See mathematical-judgments-and
deductive inference
and virtually unconditioned
form of
formal, 373
practical vs anticipatory, 373
scientific, 373
vs judgment, 373
INFINITY, 373

and judgment
See judgment(s) of fact-and syllogism
and scientific progress
See progress-scientific, see also
canon(s)-of empirical/scientific
method-(1) of selection
of integers, understanding, 373
of intellect in act
See intellect-potential of
INFRASTRUCTURE AND SUPRASTRUCTURE, 374
INHIBITION, 374

and dramatic bias
See scotosis, scotoma-and
performance
and memory
See memory-screened
of affects
See affect(s)-inhibition of
of image/imagination
See censor, censorship-and neuraldemand functions-inhibition of
INQUIRY, 374

and canons
See canon(s)
and data of sense
See data-of sense-provoke inquiry
and egoism
See egoism
and Emergent Probabilty
See Emergent Probability-of things (4
postulates)
and experience, 374
and historical facts
See historical-facts-understanding ofand two inquiries
and idea
See idea(s)-what is sought by inquiry
and insight, 374
and wonder
and levels of cognition
See cognition, cognitional-levels ofschema
and metaphysics
See metaphysics-and all other
departments-(1) underlies
and method/GEM
See GEM-functions of (12)-(06)
heuristic
and nonsystematic

See nonsystematic-and successive
levels of scientific inquiry
and perception
See Subject, the-unity of
and pure desire to know, 374
and question of God
See question of God, the-and inquiry
and the given
See given, the
and transcendent exigence, 374
and wonder, 375
as absorbing, 375
as anticipation of knowing
See anticipation-and notion of being,
see also intelligibility-anticipation
of
as presupposition, 375
classical
See classical and statistical comparedinquiry
dynamism of
See heuristic structure-and
science/mathematics
historical
See historical-inquiry
methods of
See method(s)-the four
movements in
See abstraction-classical and
statistical modes of
object of
See presentations-empirical
restraint on
See egoism, see also obscurantism
spirit of
See spirit-of inquiry
statistical
See classical and statistical comparedinquiry
tension of, 375
INSIGHT (THE BOOK), 375

and dialectical tension in the subject,
375
and mathematics/physics, 375
and metaphysics
See metaphysics-ontologically vs
epistemologically structured
and moving viewpoint, 376
and nature of knowledge
See knowledge-nature of
and probability
See probability-theory of
and self-appropriation
See self-appropriation-and the book
Insight
and the modes of scientific thought, 376
imagination in science
mathematical/scientific precision

lii

mathematics/physics
as comprehensive, 376
as critical, 376
as methodical, 376
coherence of, 376
goal of, 376
and the specialist
meaning of ‘existential’ in, 377
metalogical vs logical in, 377
pedagogy of, 377
relevance of mathematics/physics in,
377
summary of, 377
viewpoint of, 377
INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING, 377

aberration of, 378
abstraction in
See abstraction-and insight
accumulation of, 378
as viewpoint(s)
See truth(s), the true-appropriation
of-a threefold problem-(1)
learning
spontaneous
willingness parallel to
See willingness-and habitual
accumulation of insights
act of as passion
See passion-and act of understanding
as
act of vs content of act, 378
analogous
See metaphysics-and essence
and a priori synthesis, 378
and deduction
See deduction-and a priori
syntheses
and already out there now real
See already-out-there-now-real-and
understanding
and art
See art-insight in
and common sense, 378
and communication
See communication-and
understanding
and concept/word, 378
and definitions, 378
and dreams
See dream(s)-and insight
and empirical residue, 378
and frames of reference
See frame(s) of referenceempirical residue, insight and
and essence, abstract
See essence-abstract
and experience, 378
and expression

See expression-and understanding
and form
See conceiving, see also
intelligibility-of contingent act
and formulation
See formulation-insight and
and generalization
See generalization-and understanding
and hypothesis
See hypothesis-and insight
and imagination, 378
and inquiry
See inquiry-and insight
and intelligibility, 379
and interpretation
See interpretation-and understanding
and Kant
See a priori-Kant’s-vs
Aristotle/Aquinas
and language
See definition(s)-types of-nominal-vs
explanatory
and laws
See law(s), law(s) of ...-application of
and insight
and nonsystematic
See nonsystematic-processunderstanding of
and one/many, 379
and ordinary/continuous time, 379
and oversight
See oversight
and particular
See particular(s)-insight into
and patterns of experience
See patterns of experienceintellectual-and spiral ascent of
understanding
and possibility
See possibility-and insight
and preconscious, 379
and psychic disorder, 379
and psychoneuroses, 379
and relations, 379
and spatial/nonspatial, 379
and system
See system(s)-higher-humanity
source of, see also method(s)-the
four-and system
and the good/value
See good, the-and insight
and truth, 379
and will
See will-can prevent understanding
and wonder, 379
as creative and constructive
See inference-practical vs
anticipatory
as discovery, 379
as hypothesis

See hypothesis-and insight
as material/immaterial, 379
as mediator
See formulation-insight and
as proper act of soul, 380
as simple and obvious
See meaning-as simple and obvious
coherence of
See coherence-of insights
correct, 380
cumulative series of, 380
in the historian
definition, 380
development of, 380
and concepts
commonsense
scholarly
systematic
direct, 381
and empirical residue
See intelligibility-material-vs
spiritual
vs reflective
elements of, 381
summary
emergence of
See emergence-of insight
expression of
See expression-of insight
flight from, 381
habitual, 381
historical
See historian-development of
hypothetical
See analysis-metaphysical-(2) and the
explanatory viewpoint
in act, 381
infallibility of
See infallibility-of insight
infinity of integers
See infinity-of integers,
understanding
into insight, 381
and metaphysics
See metaphysics-and insight into
insight
into particular
See particular(s)-insight into
into phantasm
See phantasm/fantasm-insight into
introspective
See consciousness, intentional-as
cognitional event
inverse, 381
abstraction and
and empirical residue
and intellectual experience
and evil
See evil-and inverse insight
and probability

devaluated
See frequency-and intelligibility
function of
See Emergent Probability-and
inverse insight
illustration of
invulnerable, 383
knowing as, 383
mathematical
See mathematical-and scientific
insights
mediating
See determinism-scientist, mediating
insight, and
of integers
See infinity-of integers,
understanding
perverse
See fact-false
practical, 383
and ethics
See ethics-questions for
and freedom
See freedom, elements of (4)-(2)
practical insight
finality of
See finality-of practical insight
reflective, 383
and affirmation
and judgment
See judgment(s)-as related-(3) to
reflective understanding
and syllogism
See syllogism-function of
and virtually unconditioned
function of
general form of
scholarly, 384
scientific
See mathematical-and scientific
insights, see also correlation(s)and scientific understanding
spiral ascent of
See patterns of experienceintellectual-and spiral ascent of
understanding
systematic, 384
tension(s) preceding
See inquiry-tension of
terms, relations, and
See term(s)-and relations
the thing
See thing(s)-notion of
two kinds, 384
understanding, 384
and metaphysics
See metaphysics-and insight into
insight
and progress
See progress-and insight into

insight
and verification
See verification-of philosophy and
metaphysics
unification by
universal aspect of, 384
unrestricted act of
See argument for God’s existence,
Lonergan’s-argument-and
unrestricted act of understanding
verification of
See hypothesis-and insight
vs concept, 384
and metaphysics
vs mystery
See mystery-vs understanding
vs sensation
See sensation-vs insight
vulnerable/invulnerable, 385
INSTITUTIONS, 385

and cooperation, roles, tasks, 385
and good of order
See good, the-of order-and
institutions
social
See good, the-of order, see also
value(s)-scale of-(2) social
INTEGRAL HEURISTIC STRUCTURE OF PROPORTIONATE
BEING

See metaphysics-as integral heuristic
structure, 385
INTEGRATION(S), 385

and cosmology
See cosmology
and development
See development-mode of operation
of, -principle(s) of (7)
and dialectic
See dialectic(s)-and method/GEM
and energy
See energy-notion of
and finality
See finality-as operator, -vertical and
horizontal
and freedom
See freedom-and coincidental
manifolds, -essential
and image
See image-and self-appropriation, -as
image, symbol, sign-in
mystery/myth
and method/GEM
See GEM-integration in
and system, 385
common sense vs theoretical, 385
higher, 385
and ethical liberation
See integration(s)-in human
development-as demanded in

human situation
and freedom
See freedom-and coincidental
manifolds
and manifolds
See manifold(s)-coincidental-and
higher integrations
and statistical residues
as integrator vs operator
as operator
See operator(s)-higher integrations
as
in humanity
psychic
See psychic-development-and
higher integration
science as
static vs dynamic
in human development, 386
and dynamic system
and feelings
See human-development, laws of
(4)-(2) integration
and formulation
See operator(s)-of cognitional
development-is question
and freedom
See freedom-and coincidental
manifolds
as demanded in human situation
intellectual
See human-developmentintellectual
psychic
See psychic-development-and
higher integration
in human living, 386
in humanity’s concrete being, 386
in philosophy
See human-development-problem of,
main, -problem of, real
law of
See human-development, laws of
metaphysical
See metaphysical-arguments from
change, -integration
of sciences
See metaphysics-and all other
departments
principle of
See dialectic(s)-and method/GEM
psychic
See psychic-development-and
integration, -and higher integration
sensitive
See operator(s)-of cognitional
development-and sensitive
integration, see also sensitive-and

liv

intellectual-integration of
sensitive/intellectual and mystery/myth
See mystery-and intellectual/sensitive
integration
INTEGRATOR, 386

and method, genetic
See method, genetic-and higher
system-as integrator
and operator in higher system, 387
higher system as
See method, genetic-and higher
system, -and higher system-as
integrator
of intellectual development, 387
INTELLECT, 387

agent, 387
and act of understanding
and phantasm
and possible intellect
as illuminating phantasm
as natural potency
as spirit of wonder, inquiry, critical
reflection
experienced
vs possible intellect
and assent
See assent
and being
See knowing-and being
and will
See will-and intellect
as discursive
See discursive
development of
See human-development-intellectual
finality of, 388
good of, 388
in act, 388
infallibility of
See infallibility-of insight
infinity/omnipotence of, 388
knowledge of, 388
object of, 388
phantasm as
See phantasm/fantasm-as
intellectual object
openness of
See mystery
opposed views of
See knowing-and the
positions/counterpositions
passivity of, 389
possible, 389
and agent intellect
and immateriality
See immateriality-of knowing-vs
sensation
as potency, natural

as potency, passive
understanding its nature
potential of, 389
practical, 389
and intentionality analysis
See intentionality analysis-and
speculative vs practical intellect
priority of
See faculty psychology
pure, 389
range of, 389
speculative, 389
structure of
See cognition, cognitional-structure
Thomas Aquinas and
See Thomas Aquinas-and intellect
INTELLECTUAL, 389

and schemes of recurrence
See conjugate (accidental)
constitutive causes-act
appetite
See will-a rational appetite
common sense as
See common sense-as intellectual
consciousness
See consciousness-intellectual
desire
See scientific-observation-and eros of
mind/spirit
development
See human-development-intellectual
emanation
See emanation-intellectual
light
See light of intellect
memory
See memory-sensitive vs intellectual
nature, 389
actuation of
and communication
and subsistence
pattern of experience
See patterns of experience-intellectual
process, 390
and egoism
self-transcendence
See self ...-transcendence-intellectual
INTELLECTUALISM, INTELLECTUALIST, 390

and faculty psychology
See faculty psychology
and order of universe
See universe-process of-and
conceptualist vs intellectualist
INTELLIGENCE, 390

and development
See human-development-intellectual
and finality, 390
and intelligibility
See intelligibility-and intelligence
and reasonableness

See reasonableness-intelligence and
as knowledge
See objectivity-extroversion as
detached and disinterested
See decline-cycle of, longer-processconsequences (3)-(2), -(3)
development of
See development-levels of
heuristic character of
See heuristic-character of intelligence
intellect as, 390
practical, 390
questions for, 390
and question of God
See question of God, the-forms of
(4)-(1)
vs questions for reflection
See reflection/reflective-questions
for-vs questions for intelligence,
see also complementarity-of
questions for
intelligence/reflection
spontaneity vs, 390
surrender of to practicality
See decline-cycle of, longer-processconsequences (3)
vs intelligibility
See intelligibility-vs intelligence
INTELLIGENT, 391

transition from intelligible to, 391
vs intelligible
See classical and statistical comparedlaws-in human affairs
vs intelligible process, 391
INTELLIGERE, 391
INTELLIGIBILITY, 391

abstract, 391
incomplete
of Space and Time
See Space and Time-immanent
intelligibility of
actual, 391
and abstraction
See abstraction-intelligibility and
and argument for God’s existence
See argument for God’s existence,
Lonergan’s-and
probability/intelligibility
and being, 391
and concepts, multiple, 391
and empirical residue, 391
and fact
See fact-intelligibility of
and frequency
See frequency-and intelligibility
and hypothesis
See hypothesis-and intelligibility
and idea of being, 391
and immateriality
See immateriality-and intelligibility

and insight, 391
and intelligence, 391
and metaphysics, 391
act
form
potency
and nonsystematic
See nonsystematic-processunderstanding of
and probability, 392
and question of God
See horizon(s)-and question of God
and sin
See sin-and intelligibility
and social situation
See social-situation-and intelligibility
and the good
See value(s)-and the good
and transcendent exigence, 392
and unity
See unity-transcendental notion of
anticipation of, 392
and empirical residue
and inverse insight
as formal cause
See cause(s)-formal
as hypothetical
See hypothesis-and intelligibility
complete
See real, the real-intelligibility ofcomplete
defects of, 392
denial of, 392
differences of, 393
actual
formal
potential
formal, 393
formal contingence of
See freedom-root of
historical
See historical-intelligibility
immanent, 393
and finality
See finality-and immanent
intelligibility
and higher systems
of data
See canon(s)-of empirical/scientific
method-(3) of relevance
of data of sense
See data-of sense-immanent
intelligibility of
of Emergent Probability
See Emergent Probabilityintelligibility immanent in
of empirical residue
of finality
See finality-and immanent
intelligibility

of Space and Time
See Space and Time-immanent
intelligibility of
vs projected
in act
See intellect-in act
incomplete, 393
intrinsic, 393
kinds of, 393
material, 393
and empirical residue
incomplete
vs spiritual
of being
See being-idea of
of contingent act, 394
of essence, 394
of events
See frequency-and intelligibility
of extrinsic causality, 394
of fact
See fact-intelligibility of
of form, 394
of frequency
See frequency-and intelligibility
of individual/group, 394
of inner word
See word-inner-intelligibility of
of matter, 394
of nonsystematic process
See nonsystematic-processintelligibility of
of phantasm/image, 394
of potency, 394
of presentations, 394
of procession of inner word
See word-inner-intelligibility of
of relations
See insight and understanding-and
relations
of Space
See Space and Time-immanent
intelligibility of-abstract
of the good
See value(s)-and the good
of the real
See real, the real-intelligibility of
of the universe
See universe-intelligibility of, process of-intelligibility of
potential, 394
projected, 394
scientific vs historical
See scientific-intelligibility, see also
historical-intelligibility
spiritual, 394
and empirical residue
incomplete

statistical
See universe-intelligibility of-and
methods (4)-(2) statistical
transcendental concept of, 394
vs intelligence, 395
INTELLIGIBLE(S), 395

and being
See intelligibility-and being
and form
See intelligibility-of contingent act
and intelligent in act
See intellect-in act
component of material things
See analogy of …-matter
emanation
See emanation-intelligible
good vs object of desire
See value(s)-and the good
improper, 395
in act
See intellect-in act
in itself/in the other
See intelligibility-of contingent act,
see also argument for God’s
existence, Lonergan’s-and
probability/intelligibility
in potency
See intellect-in act
potentially, formally, actually
See intelligibility-differences of
prior/posterior
See abstraction-order of
process
See Emergent Probability-intelligible
vs intelligent and
reality as
See real, the real-intelligibility of
species
See phantasm/fantasm-and species
impressa
to intelligent
See intelligent-transition from
intelligible to
two meanings of, 395
unity
See unity-transcendental notion of
vs intelligent
See word-inner-intelligibility of-vs
natural process
INTENDING, 395

and attainment
See horizon(s)-and question of God
and consciousness
See consciousness, intentional-and
self-presence-and the object
and heuristic function of transcendental
method
See GEM-functions of (12)-(6)

lvi

heuristic
as radical
See notions, transcendental
being
See being-intention of
dynamism of
See notions, transcendental-dynamism
of
modes of, 395
fundamental difference among
objects, 395
psychological sense of, 396
value
See deliberation-about value
INTENTIO INTENDENS/INTENTA

See being-intention of-intended
intention, 396
INTENTION OF BEING

See being-intention of, 396
INTENTIONAL, 396

acts
See cognition, cognitionaloperations-applying intentional to
conscious
consciousness
See consciousness, intentional
existence
See existence-intentional
operations
See cognition, cognitionaloperations-applying intentional to
conscious
response
See response-intentional
vs natural existence
See existence-intentional-and
perfection
INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS, 396

and cognitional theory, 396
and faculty psychology, 396
and GEM, 396
and Husserl
See proper names-Husserl, Edmundand intentionality analysis
and priority of metaphysics, 396
and speculative vs practical intellect,
396
and turn to the Subject, 397
and various isms, 397
and verification, 397
INTERIORITY, 397

age of
See consciousness, differentiatedhistory of-age of interiority
and analogy
See analogy of …-the Subject
and consciousness
See consciousness, differentiated-

interiorly
and critical exigence, 397
and faculty psychology
See faculty psychology-and
interiority
and generalized empirical method
(GEM)
See GEM-as wisdom, -and selfappropriation
and meaning
See meaning-realm(s) of-(3)
interiority, -stages of-(3) interiority
and self-transcendence
See self ...-transcendence-revealing
the Subject
and transcendental notions
See notions, transcendental-and
interiority
appropriation of, 397
as basis of ongoing systems, 397
as foundation, 397
as process
See self-appropriation
expression of
See language-technical-and
expression of interiority
religious
See experience, religious
shift to, historical, 397
viewpoint of
See viewpoint(s)-of interiority
withdrawal into, 398
and return
world of, 398
and mental acts
and operators
See consciousness, differentiatedfully, see also self ...-affirmation
of the knower
entry into
and appropriation of
language of
verification in
INTERIORLY DIFFERENTIATED CONSCIOUSNESS

See consciousness, differentiatedinteriorly, 398
INTERNAL, 398
INTERNAL DETERMINATION

See determination(s), 398
INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS, 398
INTERPRETATION, 399

and ‘reading into’, 399
and common sense, 399
and context, 399
and control of meaning, 399
and conversion
See conversion-and interpretation
and criteria of truth
See truth(s), the true-criteria of
and criticism

See canon(s)-of methodical
hermeneutics-(3) of successive
approximations
and documents
See canon(s)-of methodical
hermeneutics-(3) of successive
approximations
and expression, 399
and hermeneutics
See hermeneutic(s)-and
interpretation
and horizon, 399
and human sciences, 399
and hypothesis, 399
and ideology
See ideology-and interpretation
and inverse insight
See canon(s)-of methodical
hermeneutics-(5) of residues
and logic
See logic-and development of
knowledge
and nonsystematic
See canon(s)-of methodical
hermeneutics-(3) of successive
approximations, -(5) of residues
and protean notion of being
See being-protean notion of
and reconstruction
See Interpretation (functional
specialty)-and reconstruction
and research, 399
and residues
See canon(s)-of methodical
hermeneutics-(5) of residues
and scissors-action
See heuristic structure-for
interpretation
and self-knowledge, 399
and the ‘out there’, 400
and the controversialist, 399
and the historian
See historian-interpretive powers of
and the interpreter, 399
mediation of
and transposition, 400
and understanding, 400
oneself
the author
the thing
the words
and universal viewpoint
See universal viewpoint
as explanatory
See canon(s)-of methodical
hermeneutics-(2) of explanationand nonexplanatory meaning
as hypothetical, 401
canons of
See canon(s)-of methodical

hermeneutics
collaboration in, 401
commonsense
See expression-commonsense
context in, 401
control of, 401
(1) expressions
(2) formulations
(3) assumptions
correct, 401
counterposition in, 401
description and explanation in
See canon(s)-of empirical/scientific
method-(5) of complete
explanation, -of methodical
hermeneutics-(2) of explanation
evidence for
See criticism-principle(s) of-(4) goal
of truth
explanatory of non-explanatory meaning
See canon(s)-of methodical
hermeneutics-(2) of explanation
heuristic structure for
See heuristic structure-for
interpretation
historical
See historical-interpretation
in author’s own terms, 401
intuitionism in
See principle(s) of ...-empty head
mediation of, 401
method for, 401
of nonexplanatory meaning
See canon(s)-of methodical
hermeneutics-(2) of explanation
of philosophies
See philosophy, philosophiesinterpretation of
of symbols, 401
positivistic, 401
problem of, 402
and confusing epistemologies
and expression
and human sciences
and modernity
See hermeneutic(s)-and problem of
modernity
and reflective interpretation
relativity of
and simple interpretation
and world/historical consciousness
basic
relativism in, 403
scientific vs literary, 403
sign/image as
See image-heuristic vs representative
function of-in sciences
sketch of method for, 403
(1) envisage the materials
(2) immanent sources of meaning

(3) pure formulations
(4) hypothetical expressions
(5) control
sources of
See historical-interpretation-sources
of
subjective, 404
systems of in psychology, 404
truth of, 404
proximate criterion
remote criterion
verification of
See heuristic structure-for
interpretation-upper blade
INTERPRETATION (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY), 404

and control of meaning, 405
and reconstruction, 405
summary of, 405
INTERSUBJECTIVITY, 405

and communication
See meaning-intersubjective
and community
See community-and intersubjectivity
and embodiment of meaning
See meaning-intersubjective
and feeling
See feelings-community of, and fellow
f.
and good of order
See good, the-of order-elements of
(5)
and privacy, 405
and schemes of recurrence
See recurrence, scheme(s) ofintersubjective
and social order
See community-and intersubjectivity
and spontaneity
See spontaneity-and intersubjectivity
and the Subject/group
See community-tension(s) in, see also
general-rules and the Subject
as carrier of the word
See meaning-carriers of-language
vs monadic theory of humanity, 405
INTROSPECTION, 405

and intentional consciousness
See consciousness, intentional-as
cognitional event
in Aquinas/Aristotle
See proper names-Aristotle,
Aristotelian-introspection in
in Augustine
See proper names-Augustine,
Augustinian-introspection in
INTUITION(S), 406

and mathematics
See mathematics-and intuitionists

for Husserl
See proper names-Husserl, Edmundintuition in
for Kant
See proper names-Kant, Kantianintuition in
of existence
See proper names-Scotus, John Dunsintuition in
philosophic, 406
INTUITIONISM

See principle(s) of ...-empty head, 406
INVARIANCE, 406

and abstract propositions
See expression-and propositionsdistinct from, see also Space and
Time-immanent intelligibility ofabstract
and equivalence
See method, classical
and expression
See expression-invariant and relative
and formulating spacetime intelligibility
See Space and Time-immanent
intelligibility of-invariance in
formulation of
and measurement
See measurement-invariance in
and metaphysics
See metaphysics-as invariant form
and pattern
See pattern-invariant
and science, 406
and scientific investigation
See revision-of account of world
order
and the treatise
See treatise-and invariance
anticipation of, 406
and Newtonian dynamics
and special relativity
as postulate, 407
in expressions
See expression-invariance in, invariant and relative
in laws of physics, 407
in order of the universe
See worldview(s)-Lonergan’sinvariance in
in structure of cognitional process
See cognition, cognitional-structureinvariance in
notion of
See notion of …-invariance
rods, clocks, and
See measurement-rods, clocks, andand invariance
spatio-temporal

lviii

See Space and Time-invariant
interval of
under inertial transformations
See transformation-invariance under
inertial
INVESTIGATION

See inquiry, see also procedure(s), 407
IRRATIONAL, 407

and counterpositions
See Subject, the-dramatic-dialectic of
and development of ethics, 407
and judgment
See judgment(s)-as related-(3) to
reflective understanding
and sin, 407
in social situation
See social-situation-and
positions/counterposition
numbers
See insight and understandinginverse-illustration of
vs rational
See rationality-and irrationality
IRRELEVANT

See relevance/relevant-and irrelevant,
407
IRRESPONSIBILITY, 407
IS IT SO?, 407
IS IT TRULY WORTHWHILE?, 407
ISOMORPHIC

See structure(s)-isomorphic, 408
ISOMORPHISM, 408

and ontology
See ontological-and isomorphism
illustration of
See illustration-of isomorphism
of cognitional and ontological terms
See GEM-functions of (12)-(4)
systematic
of conditions of knowing and meaning,
408
of dynamisms of mind and proportionate
being
See ethics-method of metaphysics and
of knowing and known
See knowing-and knownisomorphism of
of knowledge and expression
See knowledge-and expression
of structures of cognitional process and
the universe
See knowing-and knownisomorphism of
of Thomist and scientific thought
See Thomas Aquinas-his thought and
science, isomorphism of
principle of
See principle(s) of …-isomorphism

JUDGMENT(S), 408

and alternatives, 408
and decision compared
See decision-and judgment compared
and objectivity
See objectivity-components of (3)-(1)
absolute
and personal commitment, 408
and philosophic writing
See scientific-writing vs philosophic
and senses
See sense(s)-and judgment
and synthesis
See judgment(s) of fact-as positing
synthesis
and the object, 408
final
terminal
as related, 408
(1) to propositions
(2) to questions
(3) to reflective understanding
(4) to the person judging
coherence of, 409
commonsense, 409
concrete, 409
Hegelian
See proper names-Hegel,
Hegelian-and judgment
of fact
See judgment(s) of fact-concrete
context of
See context(s)-of judgment
correct, 409
criteria of, 409
general form of, 409
habitual, 409
and insight
See judgment(s) of fact-habits of
and insight
historical
See historical-judgment
illustration of
See illustration-of judgment
infallibility of
See certitude, certainty-degrees of
mathematical
See mathematical-judgments
necessity of, rational
See because
notion of, 409
determination of
objective
See objectivity-vs subjectivity
past, and orientation
See orientation-of past judgments
probable/scientific, 410
subjective vs objective
See objectivity-vs subjectivity
totality of correct, 410

possible
See judgment(s) of fact-strategic of
various philosophies
universal and necessary, 410
and expression
See particular(s)-and
relative/invariant expressionobjectivity of
JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT, 410

a priori conditions for (4), 410
and absolute
See absolute-and judgment
and assent of belief compared
See belief-assent of and judgment
and belief, 411
and certitude, 411
and decision compared
See decision-and judgment compared
and developing intelligence, 411
and doubt
See method(s)-of universal doubtindubitability, consequences of (9)(1)
and formal inference
See inference-deductive-form of
and interpretation
See interpretation-truth of
and mathematics
See mathematics-and judgment of
existence
and necessity
See necessity-of judgment
and objectivity
See objectivity-components of (3)-(1)
absolute
and Plato
See proper names-Plato, Platonic,
Platonist-and judgment
and probability
See verification-of
probability/probability of
verification
and propositions, 411
and questions, 411
and reflective understanding, 411
and relativity, 411
and relevant/pertinent questions, 411
and subjectivity vs objectivity
See objectivity-vs subjectivity
and syllogism, 411
and the real, 412
and virtually unconditioned
See unconditioned, virtuallyillustration of
as affirmation of propositions
See proposition(s)-and judgment
as defining objectivity
See objectivity-and judgment
as full act of meaning
See meaning-acts of-(3) full

as level of cognitional process
See judgment(s)
as positing synthesis, 412
and proper/borrowed content
being known in, 412
commonsense
See judgment(s)-commonsense
concrete, 412
and transition from analytic
propositions to analytic principles
and universal doubt
See method(s)-of universal doubtindubitability, consequences of
(9)
conditions for actual
conditions for possible (4)
illustration of
See unconditioned, virtuallyillustration of
rules for
self-affirmation and
vs comprehensive
conditioned element in
See unconditioned, virtually
content of, 414
context of
See context(s)-of judgment
control of
See scientific-writing vs philosophic
elements of content, 414
borrowed
direct
indirect
final
proper
evidence for, 414
existential, 414
groundedness of, 414
habits of and insight, 414
historical
See historical-judgment
infallibility of
See certitude, certainty-degrees of
mathematical
See mathematical-judgments
of correctness of insights, 414
possibility of, 414
privileged
See self ...-affirmation of the knowera privileged judgment
probable, 414
prospective, 414
rash, 414
rational
See judgment(s)-as related-(3) to
reflective understanding
responsibility for, 415
revision of
See cognition, cognitional-structurerevision of

rules for, 415
strategic of various philosophies, 415
totality of possible, 415
true and false, 415
vs judgment of value
See judgment(s) of value-vs judgment
of fact
JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE, 415

and authenticity
See authenticity-and judgments of
value
and conscience, 415
and continuous growth, 415
and decision compared
See decision-and judgment compared
and development, 415
and method/GEM, 415
and moral person, 416
and self-transcendence, 416
and the historian
See historian-and value judgments
and vertical liberty, 416
components of (3), 416
content of
See content(s)-of judgments of
fact/value
contexts of, different, 416
criterion of, 416
foundations of, 416
fulfilment/loss and, 416
not infallible, 416
objective or subjective, 417
presuppositions in, 417
simple and comparitive, 417
true, 417
vs judgment of fact, 417
KANTIAN

See proper names-Kant, Kantian, 417
KNOWER, 417

and description
See description-and the knower
and known
See identity-of knower and known
and necessity
See necessity-and the knower
and the Subject
See subject, the-as knower
self-affirmation of
See self ...-affirmation of the knower
KNOWING, 417

a thing
See law(s), law(s) of ...-scientific
actual vs possible achievement of, 417
and being, 417
and doing/making
See doing and making
and form
See form-assimilated in knowing

and intention of being
See finality-and intention of being
and isomorphism, 417
and known, 417
complementarity of
See classical and statistical
compared-complementarity ofin knowing, -in known
isomorphism of
and Spinoza
See proper names-Spinoza,
Benedict de-and isomorphism
of knowing and known
and truth
See truth(s), the true-and
isomorphism of knowing and
known
and looking
See taking a good look, see also
already-out-there-now-real
and metaphysics
See metaphysics-and knowing
and nature
See nature-and knowing
and object(s), 418
final
terminal
and objectivity
See objectivity-problem of-(2) the
notion of knowing
and propositions
See proposition(s)-and knowing,
objectivity, reality
and questions
See question(s)-and knowing
and reality
See knowledge of-the real
and self-appropriation, 418
lower/upper contexts
and self-presence, 418
as looking
See taking a good look
and self-transcendence
See self …-transcendence-cognitional
and the positions/counterpositions, 418
and the unconditioned
See unconditioned, virtually
and truth
See judgment(s) of fact-a priori
conditions for (4)
as confrontation
See taking a good look
as identity
See truth(s), the true-confrontation vs
identity as
as immanent, 418
as natural
See act-knowing in
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as perfection, 418
as potency, form, act
See act-knowing in
as understanding
See insight and understandingknowing as
by assimilation, 419
change
See change-knowing
compound, 419
contents of, 419
cycles of, 419
divine, 419
duality of
See existence-vs nature of knowledge
dynamism of
See self-appropriation-process of-(1)
the pattern
elementary, 419
explanatory account of
See self ...-affirmation of the knower
finality of
See finality-and knowing
horizon of
See mental-acts-occur in genetically
distinct horizons
immateriality of
See immateriality-of knowing
in act
See act-knowing in
object of
See being-as object, final, see also
intellect-object of
précis of, 419
process of, 419
proportionate being
See being-proportionate-and knowing
range of
See question(s)-range of
related terms
See self-appropriation-process of
structure of, 419
and ethics
See ethics-and structure of
knowing and doing
value
See value(s)-apprehension of
vs doing, 420
why is doing that knowing?
See epistemology-why is doing that
knowing?
KNOWLEDGE, 420

analogous
See metaphysics-and essence
analysis of, scientific, 420
and being
See knowing-and being
and belief

See belief-and knowledge
and causes, 420
and expression, 420
(1) and experience
(2) and understanding
(3) and judgment
and language
See expression-and language
gulf between
ideal of
See self-appropriation-and ideal of
knowledge-and expression
and human living, 420
and interest
See horizon(s)
and language
See language-knowledge, expression,
and
and love
See love-and knowledge
and philosophy, 421
and questions
See question(s)-and knowledge
and realism
See realism-critical, -naive
and self-referential problem
See position and counterpositionposition-and self-referential
problem
and value
See value(s)-apprehension of
as looking
See taking a good look
as perfection
See knowing-as perfection
by confrontation
See taking a good look, see also
truth(s), the true-confrontation vs
identity as
by identity
See truth(s), the true-confrontation vs
identity as
by immateriality, 421
commonsense, 421
departments of
See metaphysics-and all other
departments
descriptive
See metaphysics-as knowledgeexplanatory vs descriptive
development of, 421
differentiation of, 421
direct and indirect
See analogy of …-matter
domains of, distinct, 421
significance of distinction
(1) ignoring it
(2) denying it
(3) accepting it
and imagination

See imagination-commonsense
vs science and
evidence for account of
See consciousness, intentional-as
intentional-heightening of-and
knowledge
explanatory
See metaphysics-as knowledgeexplanatory vs descriptive
false
See false/falsity-and knowledge
habitual
See phantasm/fantasm-and habitual
knowledge
heuristic structure of, 422
historical
See historical-knowledge
ideal of, 422
and analysis
See analysis-and ideal of
knowledge
and self-appropriation
See self-appropriation-and ideal of
knowledge
and system
See system(s)-and ideal of
knowledge
from philosophy
from science
See system(s)-and ideal of
knowledge
immanently generated
See belief-true-process of-(5) act of
believing
intelligence as
See objectivity-extroversion as
metaphysics as
See metaphysics-as knowledge
nature of, 422
object of, 422
objective reality of, 422
of conjugates
See complementarity-of questions for
intelligence/reflection
of essence
See essence-knowledge of
of evil
See evil
of knowledge, 422
of particular/singular/contingent
See abstraction-and universal vs
particular
of the real, 422
as real
of universal in instance
See abstraction-and universal vs
particular
origins of, 423
Platonist view
See proper names-Plato, Platonic,

Platonist-and knowledge
possibility of, 423
prescientific and scientific, 423
scientific, 423
analysis of
of form
See form-known in science not in
metaphysics
seeking, 423
selfSee self …-knowledge
sense
See sense(s)-knowledge
social character of
See belief-and appropriation of
heritage
sociology of, 423
specialized, 423
and common sense
See common sense-bias of, general
theories of
See positions and counterpositions
transcendent, 423
and critical questions
and positivism
See positivism, positivist-and
transcendent knowledge
general
possibility of
special
two opposed views of
See taking a good look, see also
knowing-as perfection
two types of, 424
vs object of thought
See existence-and being
KNOWN, 424

and complementarity
See classical and statistical comparedcomplementarity of-in known
and contingence of actuality
See contingence-of actuality-(2) in
being known
and existence
See verification-and the real
and form, 424
and knowledge
See judgment(s) of fact-a priori
conditions for (4)
and potency
See potency/potential-to know, to be
known
and revision
See revision-of known vs revision of
knowing
and truth
See judgment(s) of fact-a priori
conditions for (4)
as out there
See already-out-there-now-real, see

also realism-naïve
as structured
See metaphysics-as heuristic, -as
integral heuristic structure
being as
See judgment(s) of fact-being known
in
classical, statistical, and the
See classical and statistical comparedcomplementarity of-in known
knowing and
See knowing-and known,
isomorphism of, see also identityof knower and known
unknown, 424
and mystery
See mystery-and the known
unknown
LANGUAGE, 424

and analytic propositions, 424
and hermeneutics
See hermeneutic(s)-and linguistic
analysts
and interiority
See interiority-world of-language of
and learning
See expression-and learning
and meaning
See meaning-and language
and mental acts
See mental-acts-and new linguistic
usage
and new usage
See mental-acts-and new linguistic
usage
and realms of meaning
See meaning-realms of
and reductionism
See reductionism-and language
and the Subject’s world, 424
and tradition, 425
and undifferentiated consciousness
See consciousness, undifferentiatedand common sense-and language
and worlds of meaning
See meaning-worlds of-and language
as expression, 425
common sense
See common sense-language of
development of, 425
differentiation of, 425
early, 425
(1) indicative signification
(2) generalization
(3) development of
image as
See image-as language
insight into

See definition(s)-types of-nominal-vs
explanatory
knowledge, expression, and, 425
literary, 425
mathematical, 426
metalanguage
See metalanguage
of historical explanation, 426
ordinary, 426
and common sense
See common sense-language ofordinary
and the historian
learning multitudinous
meaningfulness of
words of
philosophical, 426
vs scientific
See scientific-language vs
philosophic
specialization/differentiation of, 426
technical, 426
and expression of interiority
and magic
and systematic meaning
transcultural
See image-as language
understanding of
See definition(s)-types of-nominal-vs
explanatory
universal
See universal viewpoint-vs universal
language
use of, 427
LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ..., 427

abstract, 427
indeterminacy of
and cognition
See cognition, cognitional-and law
and Emergent Probability, 427
and events, 427
and existential decision
See authenticity-and existential
decision
and explanatory genus
See genus-explanatory-and law
and form, 427
and good of order
See good, the-of order-and ‘if-then’
relationships
and ideal cases, 428
and probability, 428
and necessity
See necessity-and laws of
probability
and relations, 428
and scheme of recurrence, 428
and science, 428
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and self-affirmation
See self ...-affirmation of the knoweras immanent law
and system
See canon(s)-of empirical/scientific
method-(2) of operations-(6)
and the historian
See historian-and laws
application of and insight
See inference-concrete from classical
laws
cause of
See word-inner-intelligibility of
classical, 428
a closed structure
abstract (4 elements)
and system
See system(s)-abstract-and
classical principles/laws
and conditional predictions (3
elements)
and Galileo
See proper names-Galileoworldview-and classical law
and probability
See intelligibility-and probability
inferences from
See inference-concrete from
classical laws
systematic unification of
verification of
See classical and statistical
compared-verification
effect
See human-development, laws of (4)(1) effect
explanatory significance of, 431
genuineness
See human-development, laws of (4)(4) genuineness
human development
See human-development, laws of (4)
immanent
See self ...-affirmation of the knoweras immanent law
in cognitional process, 430
integration
See human-development, laws of (4)(2) integration
invariance in
See invariance-in laws of physics
limitation and transcendence
See human-development, laws of (4)(3) limitation and transcendence
matter
See material-vs spiritual-and law
natural, 430
nature, 430

necessary and universal, 430
physics
See physics-laws of
scientific, 430
spiritual
See material-vs spiritual-and law
statistical, 430
and determinism
See determinism-vs statistical
knowledge, see also Insight (the
book)-and mathematics/physics
and Galileo
See proper names-Galileoworldview-and statistical law
and indeterminacy
and the uncertainty principle
axiomatic structure of
general form of
and number
verification of
See classical and statistical
compared-verification
symbols
See language-literary
understanding of and things, 431
universal, 431
vs system, 431
LEARNING, 431

and appropriating truth
See truth(s), the true-appropriation
of-a threefold problem-(1) learning
and conversion
See conversion-and interpretation
and effective freedom
See freedom-effective-conditions of
(4)-(3)
and expression
See expression-and learning
and identification
See truth(s), the true-appropriation
of-a threefold problem-(2)
identification
and metaphysics
See metaphysics-stages/forms ofexplicit (8 elements)
and questions
See question(s)-and learning
and world process
See finality-features of (9)-(7)
universal
collaboration in
See collaboration-of common sense
in understanding words, 431
limits of, 431
possibility of
See insight and understandinghabitual
self-correcting process of, 431
and hermeneutic circle
See hermeneutical circle-solution

and interpreter vs controversialist
and probable judgments
See truth(s), the true-convergence
of probability on
and research
limits of
spiral ascent of
See patterns of experienceintellectual-and spiral ascent of
understanding
spontaneous process of
See question(s)-and learning
thoroughly
See patterns of experienceintellectual-and spiral ascent of
understanding
LEVEL(S), 432

and questions
See question(s)-classes and types of
and self-appropriation
See self-appropriation-and presence
descriptive
See quoad nos, see also descriptionand explanation
empirical
See consciousness, intentional-levels
of (5)-(1) empirical
explanatory
See quoad se, see also descriptionand explanation
intellectual
See consciousness, intentional-levels
of (5)-(2) intellectual
moral
See consciousness, intentional-levels
of (5)-(4) rational self- (6
elements)
of cognition
See cognition, cognitional-levels of
of consciousness
See consciousness, intentional-levels
of (5)
of decision
See cognition, cognitional-levels of
of development
See development-levels of
of existence
See judgment(s) of fact-being known
in
of experience
See cognition, cognitional-levels of
of explanation
See explanation-level of
of expression
See expression-levels of, -and
sequence
of imagination
See imagination
of inner word
See word-inner-simple, -compound

of judgment
See cognition, cognitional-levels of
of our times, 432
of scientific inquiry
See nonsystematic-and successive
levels of scientific inquiry
of the good
See good, the-levels of (3)
of understanding
See cognition, cognitional-levels of
of words
See analysis-metaphysical-(2) and the
explanatory viewpoint
rational
See consciousness, intentional-levels
of (5)-(3) rational
rational selfSee consciousness, intentional-levels
of (5)-(4) rational self- (6
elements)
transcendence
See consciousness, intentional-levels
of (5)-(5) fifth?
LIBERATION, 432

aesthetic, 432
and Emergent Probability, 432
from confusion, 433
from myth/magic
See language-technical-and magic
from naïve realism/conceptualism
See conversion-intellectual
of language
See meaning-and language
problem of ethical, 433
is independent
is not a correct theory
is not primarily social
is permanent
is radical
is real
solution to
LIBERTY, 434

and art
See art-summary remarks
and community, 434
and deliberation
See deliberation-and liberty
and feelings, 434
and horizon
See horizon(s)-and liberty
and self-determination, 434
as principle of progress, 434
exercise of, 434
horizontal, 434
exercise of
substance of, 434
vertical, 434
and judgment(s) of value
See judgment(s) of value-and
vertical liberty

exercise of
and conversion
LIGHT OF INTELLECT, 435

and being
See being-intention of-intending
intention
and phantasm
See intellect-agent-as illuminating
phantasm
as origin of wonder
See being-intention of-intending
intention
LIMIT(S)/LIMITATION, 435

and being
See being-as object, final, -notion ofand genus
and certitude
See certitude, certainty-and limiting
structures
and finality
See development-principle(s) of (7)(3) finality, see also finality-as
operator
and potency
See potency/potential-prime
and probability
See probability-and limits
and structure
See certitude, certainty-and limiting
structures
and transcendence
See human-development, laws of (4)(3) limitation and transcendence
convergence of data on
See data-convergence of
convergence of probability on
See probability-and limits
empirical residue as
See argument for God’s existence,
Lonergan’s-and
probability/intelligibility
ideal
See abstraction-classical and
statistical modes of-as
complementary, see also
development-cultural-degrees of
(4)
mathematical
See mathematical-limit
of common sense
See common sense-limits of
of context
See context(s)-actual, –and
hermeneutical circle, -and
relevance, -prior
of continuum
See intelligibility-material-vs
spiritual

of desire to know
See desire to know-objective of, see
also horizon(s)-and desire to know
of effective freedom, 435
of empirical science
See progress-scientific
of explanatory system
See cognition, cognitional-theoryLonergan vs relativism (11
elements)
of human achievement
See human-achievement, limit of
of imagination
See imagination-and the objectlimited
of intellect
See intellect-object of
of mythic consciousness
See primitive(s)-mind
of questions
See question(s)-limits of
of self-correcting process of learning
See learning-self-correcting process
of-limits of
of treatise
See treatise-limits of
principle of
See potency/potential-prime
quantitative
See mass-and energy
to Emergent Probability
See Emergent Probability-and world
order
to full knowledge
See classical and statistical comparedscience
to going beyond
See argument for God’s existence,
Lonergan’s-and idea of being-is
absolutely transcendent
LINGUISTIC(S), 436

analysis
See analysis-linguistic
and performative meaning, 436
argument, 436
categories
See historical-knowledge-and h.
experience
differentiation of consciousness
See consciousness, differentiatedlinguistically
expression, 436
feedback
See feedback-linguistic
meaning
See meaning-linguistic
object
See object(s)-senses of-linguistic
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process
See feedback-linguistic-and
development of language
usage
See mental-acts-and new linguistic
usage
LIVING, 436

an art
See art-of living
and art
See art-and concrete potentiality, definition of
and necessity of images, symbols, 436
and perception, 436
cannot be postponed, 436
ethical
See ethics-existential
human
See human-living, -studies
objectification of, 436
ordinary, 437
practical/concrete
See apprehension-and appreciation of
art, -artistic
problem of
See Emergent Probabilityfundamental element of
sensitive
See control-of sensitive
living/experience
LOGIC, 437

abstract
See proof
analogy and, 437
and accidents
See accident(s)-in logic
and analysis
See metaphysical-equivalence-rules
of (3)-(3)
and common sense
See common sense-and logic
and context
See context(s)-logical, -of judgment
and control of meaning
See meaning-stages of-(2) theory, control of, see also treatise-limits
of
and deduction, understanding, 437
and desire to know
See desire to know-and logic
and development of knowledge, 437
and development, notion of
See development-notion of
and distinction
See distinction(s)-logical
and essence
See essence-in logical and
metaphysical senses

and GEM
See GEM-and logical/nonlogical
operations
and laws of thought, 437
and mental acts
See interiority-world of-and mental
acts
and metaphysics
See metaphysics-and logic, -and
grammar, logic
and method/GEM, 437
and moving system
See system(s)-moving/on the moveand logic
and operations
See GEM-and logical/nonlogical
operations
and positivism
See positivism, positivist-logical
and proof
See proof
and reason
See reason(s)-in logic
and revision
See revision-and logic/dialectic
and science, 438
and successive sciences
and symbols, 438
and system
See system(s)-and logic, -logical, moving/on the move-and logic
and theory
See meaning-stages of-(2) theory
and transposition
See scientific-writing vs philosophic
and treatise, 438
as ideal
See subject, the-turn/shift to-as shift
of ideals
as science, 438
as technique, 438
common sense and, 438
discourse, symbol, and, 438
foundations of, 438
from l. to method
See method(s)-shift from logic to
grammar, and analysis, 438
ideal of, 438
and dialectic
See revision-and logic/dialectic
in classicism
See proof
in dialectic (Hegel vs L)
See dialectic(s)-Hegelian vs
Lonerganian
interpretation and, 438
mathematics and, 438
mediation and
See generalist
metaphysics, and analysis, 439

of image
See image-meaning of
of Insight
See Insight (the book)-summary of
operations, field of, 439
principles of
See principle(s)-first
shift from to method
See method(s)-shift from logic to
symbolic, 439
vs pedagogy and dialectic in Insight
See Insight (the book)-pedagogy of
LONERGAN, BERNARD, 439
LONERGANIAN, 439

categories, 439
dialectic vs Hegelian
See dialectic(s)-Hegelian vs
Lonerganian
LOOK, TAKING A GOOD

See taking a good look, 439
LOVE, 439

and beloved in the lover
See will-procession in
and conversion, 439
and feeling, 439
and I, thou, we, 439
and knowledge, 439
and cognition
k. precedes
minor exception
and religious experience, 440
and self-transcendence
See self ...-transcendence-and love
and silence, 440
and transcendental notions
See notions, transcendental-and love
and will
See will-procession in, see also
emanation-intelligible-and the will
as revealed, 440
being in, 440
falling in, 440
kinds of, 440
of evil, 440
and bias
See bias-and love of evil
and rationalization
See rationalization-and love of evil
self-sacrificing, 440
unassailable fact of, 440
LOWER BLADE

See heuristic structure-for
interpretation-lower blade, 440
MAGIC

See myth-and magic, 440
MAKING

See doing and making, 440
MAN

See humanity, 440
MANIFOLD(S), 440

and courses of action
See freedom-essential
and development
See development
and feelings
See universe-order of-and the total
manifold-and feelings
and finality
See development-principle(s) of-(3)
finality, see also finality-features
of (9)
coincidental, 440
and conjugate potency
See science(s)-empirical-as distinct
and autonomous-and higher
viewpoints
and freedom
See freedom-and coincidental
manifolds
and higher integrations
and higher system
and schemes of recurrence
See recurrence, scheme(s) of
and the good
and the systematic
and things
See emergent probability-and
things
and unity
See universe-unity of
image as
See image-heuristic vs
representative function of-in
sciences-as distinct
nonsystematic, 441
total, 441
MASS, 441

and conjugate form, 441
and energy, 441
notion of, 441
MATERIAL, 441

and intelligibility
See intelligibility-material
and understanding
See insight and understanding-as
material/immaterial
causality
See cause(s)-material
context
See context(s)-material
explanation/definition of, 441
multiplication
See one and many-and material
multiplication
vs spiritual, 442
and law
ambiguity of
MATERIALISM/MATERIALIST, 442

and analogy
See analogy of …-matter

and idealism/realism
See idealism-as halfway house
and matter/the real
See material-explanation/definition of
dialectical
See dialectical-materialism
MATHEMATICAL, 442

abstraction
See abstraction-mathematical
analogy and metaphysics, 442
and scientific insights, 443
and scientific thought, 443
development
See circuit(s)-of mathematical and
scientific developments
formalizations, 443
actual element
formal element
material element
frames of reference
See frame(s) of reference-specialmathematical vs physical
judgments, 443
and analytic propositions
and checking
and deductive inference
language
See language-mathematical
limit, 443
logic, 444
matter, 444
operations, numbers, rules, 444
sphere of being, 444
surd, 444
thought, 444
viewpoint
See viewpoint(s)-highermathematical
MATHEMATICS, 444

and abstraction
See abstraction-degrees of (3)-(2)
from sensible qualities
and empirical residue
See residue(s)-empirical
and Gödel’s theorem
See cognition, cognitional-and
Gödel’s theorem
and heuristic structure
See heuristic structure-and
science/mathematics
and immanent circuit, 444
and implicit definitions
See definition(s)-types of-implicit
and insight
See mathematical-and scientific
insights
and Insight (the book)
See Insight (the book)-and

mathematics/physics
and intuitionists, 444
and judgment of existence, 445
and logic
See logic-mathematics and
and probability
See probability-and mathematics
and science
See science(s)-and mathematics
and symbolism, 445
(1) and solutions
(2) as heuristic
(3) as suggestive
(4) as invariant
(5) and next stage
and treatise
See treatise-limits of-(2) and
mathematics
conceptualist vs intellectualist in, 445
criteria of
See sense(s)-and judgment
foundations of, 445
group theory in
See mathematical-operations,
numbers, rules
higher viewpoints in
See viewpoint(s)-highermathematical
ideal of
See ideal(s)-types-and mathematics
limits of
See mathematical-limit
material and formal elements in
See mathematical-formalizations
non-necessity in, 446
scissors-like action in
See scissors-like action-in
mathematics
vs common sense, 446
vs science
See circuit(s)-of mathematical and
scientific developments
MATHESIS

See mathematics-conceptualist vs
intellectualist in, 446
MATTER, 446

abstraction and
See abstraction-apprehensive, degrees of, -physical, possibility/impossibility of
analogy of
See analogy of …-matter
and form
See form-as answer to why, substantial
and insight, 446
and intelligibility, 446
and materialism
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See material-explanation/definition of
and movement, 446
and sensation, 446
as cause, 446
common/individual
See phantasm/fantasm-insight intoand common/individual matter
explanation/definition of
See material-explanation/definition of
mathematical
See mathematical-matter
parts of
See analogy of …-matter
prime, 446
sensible vs intelligible, 446
MEANING, 446

active, 446
acts of, 447
(1) potential
(2) formal
(3) full
(4) constitutive/effective
as performative
(5) instrumental
and empiricism
See empiricism/empiricist-and
instrumental acts of meaning
ostensive
See empiricism/empiricist-and
instrumental acts of meaningostensive
vs principal
principal
ancient modes of, 447
and art, 447
and being, 447
and community, 447
and content
See content(s)-and meaning
and culture
See culture, cultural-and meaning
and expression, 447
as instrument of
dialectical factor in
elemental
See art-and elemental meaning
levels of
See expression-levels of
literal
performative
recurrent gap between
See criticism-principle(s) of (4)-(3)
and feelings, 447
and hermeneutics
See hermeneutic(s)-and meaning
and human living, 448
symbols, signs, and
See representation-vs presentation-

and human living
and inner word
See word-inner
and interpretation
See interpretation-sketch of method
for-(5) control
and isomorphism
See isomorphism-of conditions of
knowing and meaning
and language, 448
and meant, 448
and myth/magic, 448
in first stage
and tradition, 448
and words, 448
as cognitive, 448
as communicative, 448
as constitutive, 448
as effective, 448
as efficient, 448
as out there
See already-out-there-now-real
as simple and obvious, 448
carriers of, 448
art
See art-as carrier of meaning
human lives/deeds
intersubjectivity
language
symbol
See symbol(s)-meaning of
changes of, 449
common, 449
actual
and ontology
contraction of
formal
potential
realized
commonsense
See treatise-and invariance
constitutive, 449
context of
See context(s)-of meaning
control of, 449
and human living
See transposition-from selfknowledge/metaphysics to
images, see also
limit(s)/limitation-of effective
freedom
and myth/magic
metaphysical equivalence and
See metaphysical-equivalencesignificance of-control of
meaning
most venerable
reflexive techniques for
core of, 450
(1) sources of meaning

(2) acts of meaning
(3) terms of meaning
(4) the core of meaning
dialectical factor in, 450
effective, 450
elemental, 450
and art
See art-and elemental meaning
elements of, 450
(1) sources
(2) acts
(3) terms
embodied, 450
extrapolation of
See criticism-principle(s) of (4)-(2)
formulation of, 450
functions of (4), 450
(1) cognitive
(2) effective/efficient
(3) constitutive
(4) communicative
and ontology
genetic sequence in, 451
incarnate, 451
intersubjective, 451
inward/outward, 451
liberation of, 451
linguistic, 451
nonexplanatory
See canon(s)-of methodical
hermeneutics-(2) of explanationand nonexplanatory meaning
nonsystematic in field of
See expression-nonsystematic
obvious
See knowledge-and expression-gulf
between
of a text
See exegesis
of image
See image-meaning of
of meaning, 451
of object
See object(s)-meanings of (2)
of objectivity
See objectivity-meanings of
of smile
See culture, cultural-and meaning-of
smile in
ontology of, 451
and common meaning
ordinary
See language-ordinary
outward, 451
performative, 451
potential, 451
realm(s) of, 452
(1) common sense
(2) theory
(3) interiority

(4) transcendence
(5) scholarship
(6) art
and differentiated consciousness
See consciousness, differentiatedfully
and function of philosophy
religious
See experience, religious
rules of, 452
sources of, 452
categorial
immanent
transcendental
stages of, 452
(1) common sense
(2) theory
(3) interiority
and undifferentiated consciousness
See consciousness,
undifferentiated-and later stages
of meaning
stating of
See exegesis
symbolic
See symbol(s)-meaning of
systematic, 453
empirical system
formal system
language of
See language-technical-and
systematic meaning
referential system
terms of, 453
(1) partial
(2) rules of
(3) formal
(4) full
all-inclusive
and acts
and idealism
See idealism-and terms of meaning
and virtually unconditioned
existential
See principle(s)-analytic
universe of, total, 454
world mediated by
See world-mediated by meaning
worlds of, 454
(1) immediacy
See immediacy-world of
(2) common sense
See common sense-world of
(3) theory
See theory, theories-world of
(4) interiority
See interiority-world of
(5) transcendence
See transcendence-world of
and language

MEANINGFULNESS

See language-ordinary-meaningfulness
of, 454
MEASUREMENT, 454

absolute in, 454
and development, 454
and frames of reference
See frame(s) of referencenormal/abnormal
and higher sciences, 455
and length, 455
and relations of things to one another,
455
and simultaneity, 455
and size, 455
and special relativity, 455
and reference frames
normal/abnormal
distinguished from size and length, 456
general notion of, 456
invariance in, 456
nonsystematic in
See nonsystematic-and measurement
rods, clocks, and, 456
and invariance
revision of basic contexts (3
elements)
summary
species of, 457
standard units of, 457
MECHANICS

See energy-and mechanics, 457
MECHANISM, MECHANIST

See determinism-mechanist, 457
MEDIATION, 457

and insight
See determinism-scientist, mediating
insight, and
and lower/higher cultures, 458
from alienation to
See human-development-problem of,
real
intelligent
See generalist, the-as mediator
logical
See generalist, the-as mediator
mutual, 458
mutual self-, 458
notion of, 458
of immediacy, 458
of insight in statistical science
See determinism-vs statistical
knowledge
of the interpreter
See interpretation-and the interpretermediation of
of tradition
See Communication(s) (functional

specialty)
self-, 458
specific, 458
MEMORY, 458

and dreams
See dream(s)-function of-and
screening memories
and form/habit
See phantasm/fantasm-and species
impressa
and history
See history-and group memory
ferrets out instances, 458
in Augustine vs Aquinas
See proper names-Augustine,
Augustinian-memory in
of individual/group, 458
screened, 459
sensitive vs intellectual, 459
MENTAL, 459

acts, 459
and linguistic expression
See linguistic(s)-expression
and metalanguage
See metalanguage
and new linguistic usage
as logical first
See interiority-world of-and mental
acts
as private
See language-ordinary
occur in genetically distinct horizons
talk about
not opposed to real, 459
METALANGUAGE, 459

and philosophy
See consciousness, intentionalpolymorphism of human-and
philosophy
METALOGICAL

See Insight (the book)-metalogical vs
logical in, 459
METAPHILOSOPHY, 459
METAPHOR

See myth-and metaphor, 459
METAPHYSICAL, 459

abstraction
See abstraction-degrees of (3)-(3)
from all matter, -order of
analysis
See analysis-metaphysical
arguments from change, 460
context
See context(s)-metaphysical
determination
See determination(s)-metaphyscial
development
See metaphysics-development of
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distinctions
See distinction(s)-metaphysical
elements
See metaphysics-elements of
equivalence, 460
a case in point
See effect-formal and formal cause
and extrinsic denomination
See denominationextrinsic/intrinsic
and science
and transposition
and true propositions
and scientist, metaphysician
inverse aspect of
of empirical residue
See potency/potential-prime-and
empirical residue
rules of (3)
(1) concreteness
(2) explanatory formulation
(3) structural transposition
significance of
control of meaning
essence
See essence-in logical and
metaphysical senses
field of operation
See development-field of operation
of-metaphysical
integration, 461
issues (3), 462
method
See metaphysics-method of
object
See object(s)-senses of-metaphysical
positions
See method(s)-and metaphysics
principles
See central (substantial) constitutive
causes, see also conjugate
(accidental) constitutive causes
pseudoSee genus/genera and species-and
higher viewpoints
psychology
See faculty psychology
sausage machine
See conceptualism, conceptualist-vs
critical realism
structure
See metaphysics-as heuristic
substance
See substance-metaphysical vs
predicamental
unification, 462
vs gnoseological causality
See argument for God’s existence,

Lonergan’s-argument-general
character of
vs pseudometaphysical mythmaking,
462
METAPHYSICS, 462

abstract
See deduction-abstract
and accidents
See accident(s)-in metaphysics
and affirmation
See self …-affirmation
and agent
See object(s)-senses of-metaphysical
and all other departments, 462
(1) underlies
(2) penetrates
(3) transforms
illustration
(4) unifies
and analogy, 463
and anticipation
See notion(s)-heuristic
and attributes, 463
and being, 463
absolute
See absolute-being-and
metaphysics
as described/explained
and cognitional analysis, 463
and descriptive knowledge, 463
and descriptive relations (4), 463
(1) implicit
(2) general
(3) mediated
(4) intellectual
and dialectic
See myth-and metaphysicsopposed/dialectically related
and doubt
See method(s)-of universal doubt
and epistemology, 464
and equivalence
See metaphysical-equivalence
and essence, 464
and ethics
See ethics-and metaphysics
and explanation, 464
See scientific-explanation
and fact, 464
and form
See form-known in science not in
metaphysics
and grammar, logic, 464
and image/imagination
See imagination-and metaphysical
elements
and insight into insight, 464
and intelligibility
See intelligibility-and metaphysics
and intentional consciousness

See consciousness, intentionalpolymorphism of human-and
metaphysics
and intentionality analysis
See intentionality analysis-and
priority of metaphysics
and isomorphism, 464
and knowing, 464
form
See form-known in science not in
metaphysics
and logic, 465
and method
See method(s)-and metaphysics
and mystery, myth
See myth-and metaphysics
and necessity
See metaphysical-arguments from
change
and objects vs operations
See foundational-methodology-and
metaphysics
and ontology, 465
and physics
See metaphysical-arguments from
change
and propositions, 465
and qualities, 465
and questions
See question(s)-and metaphysics
and science, 465
and self-appropriation
See self-appropriation-and
metaphysics
and self-knowledge
See self ...-knowledge-and
metaphysics
and shift from logic to method
See method(s)-shift from logic to
and synthesis, 465
and the good, 465
and the metaphysician
See metaphysical-equivalence-inverse
aspect of
and the Subject
See Subject, the-and explicit
metaphysics
and the total question, 465
and transcendental method
See GEM-functions of (12)-(3)
dialectical
and transposition
See transposition-from selfknowledge/metaphysics to images
and wisdom
See GEM-as wisdom
and wonder, 465
as a matter of fact
See metaphysical-arguments from
change

as basic discipline
See intentionality analysis-and
cognitional theory
as dialectic, 465
as explanatory, 466
as factual, 466
as foundational
See foundational-methodology-and
metaphysics
as heuristic, 466
as highest viewpoint, 466
as horizon
See horizon(s)-of metaphysics
as integral heuristic structure, 466
as invariant form, 466
as knowledge, 466
as whole in (not of)
explanatory vs descriptive
as principle of transformation, 467
as science, 467
as synthesis, 467
as whole, 467
central, 467
concern of, 467
conjugate, 467
context of
See context(s)-metaphysical
deductivist
See deduction-abstract
defined, 467
description in, 467
development of, 467
elements of, 467
and change
and essence
and imagination
See imagination-and metaphysical
elements
and true propositions
cognitional or ontological
concreteness of
distinction of
in relation to theories
unity of
evidence for, 468
explanation in, 469
explicit, 469
general understanding is
See form-known in science not in
metaphysics
ground of, 469
implicit/latent, 469
method of, 469
(1) and breakthrough
(2) and encirclement/envelopment
(3) and confinement
as foundational
and dialectic
and disputes
and method of ethics

See ethics-method of metaphysics
and ethics
and pedagogy
and science
See method(s)-of science(s)
goal of
methods of, other, 471
commonsense eclecticism
See common sense-eclecticism of
deductivism
See deduction-abstract
empiricism
See empiricism/empiricist
Hegelian dialectic
See dialectic(s)-Hegelian vs
Lonerganian, see also logic-in
dialectic (Hegel vs L)
scientific
See method(s)-of science(s)
universal doubt
See method(s)-of universal doubt
notion of
See notion of …-metaphysics
of all possible worlds
See deduction-abstract
of knowing, 471
of person
See person(s)-constitution of finite
of proportionate being, 471
ontologically vs epistemologically
structured, 471
priority of
See intentionality analysis-and
priority of metaphysics
problematic, 471
relations of, 471
revision of, 471
stability of, 471
stages/forms of, 471
explicit (8 elements)
development of
summary
latent (implicit)
distortion of
problematic
symbolic image in
See imagination-and metaphysical
elements
unicity of, 473
verification of
See verification-of philosophy and
metaphysics
METHOD IN THEOLOGY (LONERGAN), 473
METHOD(S), 473

and authentic subjectivity
See GEM-and authentic subjectivity
and collaboration, 473
and conversion

See conversion-manifestation of in
method
and Descartes
See proper names-Descartes, Reneand duality
and desire to know, pure, 473
and historians
See History (functional specialty)
and integration
See GEM-integration in
and interpretation
See interpretation-sketch of method
for
and logic
See logic-and method
and metaphysics, 474
and results, 474
and the transcultural
See GEM-as transcultural
and the unification of sciences
See GEM-and unified science
and theoretical developments
See languagespecialization/differentiation of
and transcendental precepts
See GEM-and transcendental
precepts
and wisdom
See GEM-as wisdom
approaches to (3), 474
as exploitation of conscious intending
See GEM-functions of (12)-(6)
heuristic
basic idea of, 474
classical
See method, classical
conceived concretely
See GEM-conceived concretely
critical, 474
and the notion of God
function of
See GEM-functions of (12)-(2)
critical
deduction in, 474
deductive
See deduction-abstract
dialectic of
See dialectic(s)-of methods
dialectical
See method, dialectical
discovery of
See GEM-discovery of
emergence of
See consciousness, differentiateddevelopment of-moments in (10)(7)
empirical, 475
and higher viewpoint
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heuristic structures of
See heuristic structure-classical, statistical
functions of
See GEM-functions of (12)
generalized empirical (GEM)
See GEM
generalized sense, 475
genetic
See method, genetic
heuristic
See heuristic structure-classical, statistical
historical, 475
in natural science, 475
not authoritarian
See GEM-not authoritarian
not infallible
See GEM-not infallible
not rules
See GEM-not rules
notion of, 475
false
of common sense, 475
of ethics
See ethics-method of metaphysics and
ethics
of metaphysics
See metaphysics-method of
of science(s), 475
and cognitional theory
See functional specialization(s)and scientific investigation
and discovery
See discovery-in scientific method
and various philosophies
vs of philosophy
generalized/specialized
of universal doubt, 476
and Descartes
indubitability, consequences of (9)
opposed
See GEM-opposition to
pedagogical
See Insight (the book)-pedagogy of
revision of
See GEM-revision of
scissors action in
See scissors-like action
shift from logic to, 477
special
See GEM-functions of (12)-(1)
normative
specialized sense, 478
statistical
See method, statistical
the four, 478
and inquiry

and order of universe
See universe-intelligibility of-and
methods (4)
and system
basic condition
and the good
contrasts of
grounds of
unity of
transcendental, 478
use of, 478
METHOD, CLASSICAL, 478

and interpretation
See heuristic structure-for
interpretation
and order of universe
See universe-intelligibility of-and
methods (4)
and statistical compared
See classical and statistical comparedinquiry, -procedures
contrasted with others
See method(s)-the four-contrasts of
heuristic assumption of, 478
heuristic principles of, 478
METHOD, CRITICAL

See method(s)-critical, 479
METHOD, DIALECTICAL, 479

and order of universe
See universe-intelligibility of-and
methods (4)
and system
See method(s)-the four-and system
contrasted with others
See method(s)-the four-contrasts of
in ethics
See universe-intelligibility of-and
methods (4)-(4) dialectical
METHOD, EMPIRICAL

See method(s)-empirical, 479
METHOD, GENETIC, 479

and emergence
See emergence-fact of
and higher system, 479
as integrator
as operator
and limitations of the treatise
See treatise-limits of-(3) and genetic
method
and order of universe
See universe-intelligibility of-and
methods (4)
and organic development, 479
and physiology, 480
and thing for us/in itself, 480
contrasted with others
See method(s)-the four-contrasts of
general notions (7), 480
heuristic assumption of
See heuristic-assumption in genetic

method
in ethics
See universe-intelligibility of-and
methods (4)-(3) genetic
in study of development, 480
sanction of genuineness, 480
scissors-action in, 480
summary, 480
METHOD, SCIENTIFIC, 481
METHOD, STATISTICAL, 481

and classical compared
See classical and statistical comparedcomplementarity of, -heuristic
structures, -inquiry, -laws, procedures, -verification
and coincidental aggregates
See aggregate(s)-coincidental-and
statistical method
and order of universe
See universe-intelligibility of-and
methods (4)
and process
See process-ideal/typical
and uncertainty principle
See principle(s)-uncertainty
contrasted with others
See method(s)-the four-contrasts of
in ethics
See universe-intelligibility of-and
methods (4)-(2) statistical
METHODIC/METHODICAL, 481

philosophy
See Insight (the book)-as methodical,
see also philosophy, philosophiesmethodically restricted
METHODOLOGICAL, 481

exigence
See GEM-and self-appropriation
foundations
See foundational-methodology
hermeneutics
See canon(s)-of methodical
hermeneutics
issue, fundamental
See belief-and collaborationfundamental issue
positions
See clarification by contrast
precepts
See Functional Specialties-distinction
and division of-(1) not simply for
convenience
MIND, 481

and method/GEM
See GEM, see also method(s)
Greek discovery of, 481
and poetry
See poetry-and discovery of mind
ongoing discovery of, 482
primitive

See primitive(s)-mind
MIRACLE

See historian-and analogy-and
science/miracles, 482
MODE(S), 482

of abstraction
See abstraction-classical and
statistical modes of
of cognition, 482
of expression
See meaning-genetic sequence in
of intending
See intending-modes of
of scientific thought
See Insight (the book)-and the modes
of scientific thought
of theory
See meaning-stages of-(2) theory
MODEL, 482

and communication(s)
See Communication(s) (functional
specialty)-use of models in
and extroversion
See proper names-Scotus, John Dunsand objective knowing
and general/special categories, 482
and hypotheses
See hypothesis-and ideal types,
models
and objectivity
See proper names-Scotus, John Dunsand objective knowing
and terms, 482
definition of, 482
ideal
See ideal(s)-types
of change, 482
utility of, 483
MODERN, MODERNITY, 483

and hermeneutics
See hermeneutic(s)-and problem of
modernity
and interpretation
See historical-interpretation-problem
of
control of meaning
See meaning-control of
culture
See culture, cultural-view ofmodern/empirical
mathematics, 483
philosophy, 483
scholarship
See scholarship-modern
science, 483
view of culture
See culture, cultural-view ofmodern/empirical
MODERNIST, 483
MORAL, 483

and question of God
See question of God, the-forms of (4)
conscience
See conscience, see also ethicscontent of vs dynamism of moral
conscience
consciousness, 483
conversion
See conversion-moral
development
See ethics-development of
drifter
See drifter-and self-transcendence
enterprise
See question of God, the-and moral
enterprise
evil
See sin-moral
feelings, 483
history as
See history-as moral
idealism
See idealism-moral
imperative, 483
and doing/making
See doing and making-and the
moral imperative
and the will
See willing-and the moral
imperative
concrete
vs Freud
vs Kant
impotence, 484
tension(s) from
See tension(s)-from moral
impotence
precepts
See ethics-precepts of
principles
See principle(s)-moral
renunciation
See self ...-consistency-escape from (3
elements)
self-transcendence
See self …-transcendence-moral
sin
See sin-moral
truth
See expression-and falsity/truth
values
See value(s)
MOTION, 484

and action/passion
See action-identity of a. and passion
and nature
See nature
and proof of God’s existence, 484

and time
See Time-and motion/movement
Aristotle’s
See proper names-Aristotle,
Aristotelian-motion in
local
See movement-local
MOVEMENT, 484

analytic/synthetic, 484
and complete/incomplete acts
See act-of what is complete (actus
perfecti), -of what is incomplete
(actus imperfecti)
and inquiry
See abstraction-classical and
statistical modes of
and matter
See matter-and movement
and nature
See nature
and scholastic ideal of science, 484
and thought (Aristotle)
See proper names-Aristotle,
Aristotelian-on movement and
thought
and time
See Time-and motion/movement
as kinesis and energeia
See energeia
as pati (passion)
See action-identity of a. and passion
as sensible object, 485
from my world to universe of being
See I-and my world
from potency to act
See act-knowing in
local, 485
of body
See patterns of experience-notion of
potency to
See potency/potential-to movement
principles of, 485
synthetic, 485
terms of
See cognition, cognitional-terms and
relations, basic nest of
to higher viewpoints
See viewpoint(s)-higher-mounting to
to states and probabilities
See probability-states and
MUST, 485
MYSTERY, 485

aberration of
See image-as image, symbol, sign-in
mystery/myth
and image, symbol
See image-as image, symbol, sign-in
mystery/myth
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and intellectual/sensitive integration,
485
and metaphysics
See myth-and metaphysics
and myth
See image-as image, symbol, sign-in
mystery/myth
and notion of being, 485
and the known unknown, 485
orientation into, 485
sex as, 485
transcendent, 485
vs understanding, 485
world of sense as
See movement-as sensible object
MYSTICAL

See patterns of experience-mystical, 485
MYTH, 485

ancient
See mind-Greek discovery of
and allegory, 485
and blended functions of meaning, 486
and causality
See viewpoint(s)-explanatory vs
descriptive-and anthropomorphic
projection
and consciousness
See consciousness, intentional-mythic
and conversion
See conversion-and myth
and cosmopolis
See cosmopolis-properties of (4)-(3)
speaks the simple truth-and
debunks myths
and education, 486
and expression
See expression-mythic vs developed
and intellectual/sensitive integration
See mystery-and intellectual/sensitive
integration
and magic, 486
and meaning
See meaning-and myth/magic
and metaphor, 486
and metaphysics, 486
and human development
opposed/dialectically related
and mystery, 487
and primitives, 487
and reductionism
See reductionism-and myth
and totalitarianism, 487
as explanation
See viewpoint(s)-explanatory vs
descriptive-and anthropomorphic
projection
as story, 487
as symbolic apprehension

See apprehension-symbolic
cognitional
See world(s)-mediated by meaningand cognitional myth
overcoming, 487
NAÏVE REALISM

See realism-naive, 487
NATURAL, 487

desire to see God
See argument for God’s existence,
Lonergan’s-and natural desire to
see God
determination
See determination(s)-of natural mode
development
See Emergent Probability
existence vs intentional
See existence-intentional-vs natural
knowing as
See act-knowing in
law
See law, law of …-natural
process
See law(s), law(s) of ...-nature
science
See science(s)-natural
theology
See philosophy of God
NATURE, 487

and art
See art-and nature
and heuristic structure
See heuristic structure-classical, statistical
and knowing, 487
and potency
See potency/potential-natural
as essence
See essence
bifurcation of, 488
human
See human-nature
of …, 488
of knowledge
See knowledge-nature of
NECESSARY, 488

and contingent
See necessity-and contingence
being
See ontological-argument, see also
philosophy of God-and God-as
necessary being
judgments
See judgment(s)-universal and
necessary
laws
See proper names-Galileo-worldview
principles
See principle(s)-necessary and selfevident

truth
See principle(s)-first, see also
deduction-abstract
NECESSITY, 488

absolute, 488
and contingence, 488
conditional
in Aristotle
See proper names-Aristotle,
Aristotelian-and contingence
and fact, 489
and freedom in belief
See belief-freedom and necessity in
and laws of probability, 489
and obligation
See obligation
and possibility, 489
and science, 489
and the knower, 489
and virtually unconditioned, 489
apprehension of, 489
change, metaphysics, and
See metaphysical-arguments from
change
conditional, 489
and the sceptic
insight and, 490
Kant and
See proper names-Kant, Kantian-and
necessity
of judgment, 490
of phantasm
See phantasm/fantasm-and habitual
knowledge, -as intellectual object
of word/verbum
See word-inner-necessity of
NEURAL, 490

and psyche
See psychic-development-and neural
demand functions
See censor, censorship-and neuraldemand functions
development/potentiality/differentiation
See psychic-development-and neural
NIHILISM, 490
NONCONTRADICTION, PRINCIPLE OF

See principle(s)-first-noncontradiction,
490
NONINTENTIONAL, 490

consciousness
See interpersonal relations
response
See feelings-and non-intentional
states, trends, and goals, see also
state(s)-nonintentional
states, trends, and goals
See feelings-and non-intentional
states, trends, and goals, see also
state(s)-nonintentional
NONSENSE, 490

and common sense, 490
and theory, 490
common, 490
NONSYSTEMATIC, 490

aggregates
See aggregates-nonsystematic
and documents
See interpretation-and nonsystematic
and indeterminacy
See canon(s)-of empirical/scientific
method-(6) of statistical residueselements of
and interpretation
See interpretation-and the
nonsystematic
and measurement, 490
and philosophy of God
See argument for God’s existence,
Lonergan’s-argument-and
unrestricted act of understandingand the nonsystematic
and prediction, 491
and probability
See probability-and nonsystematic
and psyche
See psychic-and nonsystematicc
and successive levels of scientific
inquiry, 491
as womb of novelty
See systematic-process-vs
nonsystematic-corollaries (5)-(1)
and novelty
divergence of actual frequencies, 491
existence as, 491
expression
See expression-nonsystematic
in diverging series of conditions, 491
and deduction
See deduction-in the general case
impossible
and events
in field of meaning/expression
See expression-nonsystematic
in relations, 491
insight and intelligibility in, 492
occurrence
See nonsystematic-divergence of
actual frequencies
on levels of psyche, 492
process, 492
as irreversible
basic situation of
intelligibility of
and mathematical limit
See mathematical-limit
and number
and representative sample
See notion of …-representative
sample
basic problem

See classical and statistical
compared-inquiry-basic
problem of
classical and statistical inquiry
conclusion
notion of
See notion of …-nonsystematic
process
of the universe
See universe-process of-systematic
and nonsystematic
understanding of
vs systematic
See systematic-process-vs
nonsystematic
vs systematic
See systematic-vs nonsystematic
NORMAL, 493

and/or abnormal, 493
NORMATIVE, 493

and method/GEM, function of
See GEM–functions of (12)-(1)
normative
criticism
See science(s)-human-as critical
dialectic
See dialectic(s)-Hegelian vs
Lonerganian, -normative
method as
See cumulative-and method, see also
GEM-and the existential subject
objectivity
See objectivity-components of (3)-(2)
normative
pattern of operations
See cognition, cognitionaloperations-pattern of
science
See science(s)-human-as critical, see
also critical-vs empirical in human
science
structure, 493
of conscious and intentional acts
See continuity-factors of
of desire to know
See desire to know-a normative
structure, -and logic
of intentional consciousness
See consciousness, intentional-as
intentional-normative structure
of
of intentional operations
See cognition, cognitionalstructure
view of culture
See culture, cultural-view ofclassicist/normative
NORMS, 493

absolute
See absolute-norms
cultural
See culture, cultural-view ofmodern/empirical
heuristic
See physics-problem peculiar to
ideal
See chance-and probability
immanent
See objectivity-vs subjectivity
objective
See subjectivism
of cognition
See consciousness, intentional-a
fourfold experience
of common sense, 493
of sciences
See GEM-functions of (12)-(7)
foundational, -(11) unifies science
NOTHING

See notion …-of nothing, 493
NOTION, 495
NOTION OF …, 493

‘body’, 494
abstraction, 493
beauty
See notions, transcendental-beauty
being
See being-notion of
change
See change-notion of
choice
See choice
concrete Space or Time (descriptive),
494
consciousness
See consciousness, intentional-notion
of
culture
See culture, cultural-view of
development
See development-notion of
dialectic, 494
Emergent Probability
See Emergent Probability-general
notion of
empirical residue, 494
energy
See energy-notion of
equality, 494
explanatory genus, 494
finality, 494
freedom, 494
God
See philosophy of God-and God-as
primary being
good/goodness/value
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See notions, transcendentalgoodness/value
heuristic structure
See heuristic structure
human good
See human-good
implicit definition
See definition(s)-implicit
invariance, 494
inverse insight
See insight and understanding-inverse
judgment
See judgment(s)-notion of
knowing
See objectivity-problem of-(2) the
notion of knowing
limit (mathematical)
See mathematical-limit
mass
See mass-notion of
measurement
See measurement-rods, clocks, andrevision of basic contexts (3
elements)-(2)
mediation
See mediation-notion of
metaphysics, 495
and principle of transformation
See metaphysics-as principle of
transformation
method
See method(s)-notion of
nonsystematic process, 495
nothing, 495
notion
See notion(s)
objectivity
See objectivity-notion of, principal
patterns of experience
See patterns of experience-notion of
probability
See probability
pure reason/intellect
See decision-and responsibility
representative sample, 495
scheme of recurrence, 495
science, 495
classical/empirical
See cause(s)-and modern science
species, 495
successive higher viewpoints
See viewpoint(s)-higher
system, 496
systematic process, 496
the grounded
See reasonableness-and notion of
being
thing

See thing(s)-notion of
transcendence
See transcendence
truth
See notions, transcendental-truth
unity
See unity-transcendental notion of
value
See notions, transcendentalgoodness/value
will
See will-notion of
NOTION(S), 496

heuristic, 496
supreme
See being-as supreme heuristic
notion
transcendental
See notions, transcendental
NOTIONAL

See apprehension-notional, see also
distinction(s)-notional, 496
NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL, 496

and categorial determinations, 496
and community
See community-orientation-and the
individual
and compound object, 496
and concepts
See concept(s), conception(s)transcendental
and cultural advance, 496
and interiority, 497
and love, 497
and obscurantism, 497
and questions, 497
and transcendent mystery, 497
as a priori, 497
as active potencies
See faculty psychology-and
interiority
as capacity for self-transcendence, 497
as concrete, 497
beauty, 497
and artistically differentiated
consciousness
pursued in art
being, 497
divine as objective, 497
dynamism of, 497
and compound knowing
goodness/value, 497
beyond criticism
pursued in morals
ground questioning, 498
not abstract, 498
objectification of
See concept(s), conception(s)transcendental
relations among, 498

truth, 498
unity (intelligible)
See unity-transcendental notion of
value, 498
NOW

See psychological-present, 498
NUMBER, 498

absolute
See Emergent Probability-and world
order-as explanatory of (6)-(2), general notion of
and distribution of data
See law(s), law(s) of ...-statisticalgeneral form of-and number
and higher viewpoint
See viewpoint(s)-higher-formulation
of
and mathematical limit
See mathematical-limit
and measurement
See measurement-and length, -rods,
clocks, and
and nonsystematic process
See nonsystematic-processintelligibility of-and number
and occurrence
See occurrence-as matter of fact
and probability
See law(s), law(s) of ...-and
probability, see also probabilityand possibility
and schemes of recurrence
See recurrence, scheme(s) ofconditioned series of
in world order
See Emergent Probability-and world
order-as explanatory of (6)-(2)
irrational
See insight and understandinginverse-illustration of
principle of
See one-predicamental
sufficient
See supposition/suppose-of sufficient
numbers/intervals of time
OBJECT(S), 498

and abstraction
See abstraction-apprehensive, formative
and acts, potencies, essences (Aristotle),
498
and being, 499
and feelings
See feelings-as related to objects,
values, etc.
and imagination
See imagination-and the object
and inner word
See word-inner
and intellectual light, 499

and knowing
See knowing-and object(s)
and methodological exigence
See GEM-and self-appropriation
and problem of transcendence
See objectivity-notion of, principalproperties of (6)-(6)
and self-appropriation
See self-appropriation-and objects
and self-presence
See consciousness, intentional-and
self-presence-and the object
and subject
See I-and it
and systematic exigence
See systematic-exigence
Aristotle’s approach to, 499
as immediate
See immediacy-world of
classes of, 499
cognitional, 499
common sense as
See common sense-as object
compound, 499
definition of, 499
description and explanation of
See description-and explanation-of
same object
elementary and compound, 499
final, 499
of imagination
See imagination-and the objectfinal
of judgment
See judgment(s)-and the objectfinal
for Plato
See proper names-Plato, Platonic,
Platonist-and the object
formal
See intentionality analysis-and
cognitional theory
image/phantasm as
See phantasm/fantasm-as intellectual
object
intending
See intending-objects
limited/unlimited, 499
material
See intentionality analysis-and
cognitional theory
meanings of (2), 499
of appetite, 499
of description and explanation
See description-and explanation-of
same object
of desire, 500
of desire to know
See being-as object, final, see also
intellect-object of

of experience
See data-of sense, see also data of
consciousness
of inquiry and reflection
See being-as object, final, see also
intellect-object of
of insight
See being-as object, final, see also
intellect-object of
of intellect
See intellect-object of, see also
phantasm/fantasm-as intellectual
object
of knowledge
See knowledge-object of
of sense, 500
of thought, 500
and existence
See existence-thought prescinds
from
as universal
of true propositions
See metaphysical-equivalence-and
true propositions, see also
metaphysics-elements of-and true
propositions
of will, 500
senses of, 500
critical
See knowledge-object of
linguistic
metaphysical
agent
final
See imagination-and the objectfinal, see also judgment(s)and the object-final
terminal
See imagination-and the objectterminal, see also
judgment(s)-and the objectterminal
terminal, 500
of imagination
See imagination-and the objectterminal
of judgment
See judgment(s)-and the objectterminal
the good as
See value(s)-apprehension of
OBJECTIFICATION, 500

and foundations
See conversion-as foundational
reality
and transcendental concepts
See concept(s), conception(s)transcendental

in art
See art-objectification in
in dialectical method
See subjectivity-objectification of
of absolute space and time
See Space and Time-absoluteobjectification of
of cognitional operations
See cognition, cognitionaloperations-applying intentional to
conscious
of conversion
See conversion-as foundational
reality
of horizon
See horizon(s)-objectification of
of living
See living-objectification of
of method
See GEM-functions of (12)-(4)
of religious experience
See experience, religiousobjectifications of
of self/subject and operations
See Subject, the-objectification of-and
operations, see also I
of space/time
See Space and Time-absoluteobjectification of
of subjectivity
See subjectivity-objectification of
of transcendental notons/concepts
See concept(s), conception(s)transcendental
OBJECTIVE, 501

judgment of value as
See judgment(s) of value-objective or
subjective
of desire to know
See desire to know-objective of
process
See good, the-of order-and choice
OBJECTIVITY, 501

absolute, 501
and abstraction
See abstraction-objective
and authentic subjectivity
See authenticity-and subjectivity
and cognitional theory
See cognition, cognitional-and
objectivity
and common sense, 501
and conversion
See conversion-and objectivity
and Descartes
See proper names-Descartes, Reneand duality
and existentialism
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See existentialism-and
subjectivity/objectivity
and expression
See particular(s)-and
relative/invariant expressionobjectivity of
and history
See history-critical-as objective
knowledge
and imaginable
See image-unverifiable
and isomorphism
See isomorphism-of conditions of
knowing and meaning, see also
knowing-and known-isomorphism
of
and judgment, 501
and knowing, 501
and logical proof
See proof
and notion of thing
See thing(s)-notion of-as
objective/subjective
and propositions
See proposition(s)-and knowing,
objectivity, reality
and self-transcendence
See conversion-and objectivity
and some counterpositions, 501
and taking a good look
See taking a good look-and
objectivity
components of (3), 501
(1) absolute
(2) normative
(3) experiential
empiricist view of
See empiricism/empiricist-and myth
on objectivity
experiential, 502
extroversion as, 502
four senses of, 502
meanings of, 502
normative, 502
notion of, principal, 502
and common sense
and taking a good look
See taking a good look-and
objectivity
properties of (6)
of possibility
See act-and potency
problem of, 503
(1) the starting point
(2) the notion of knowing
change
See change-knowing
(3) the cognitional problem of fact

vs subjectivity, 503
OBLIGATION, 503
OBSCURANTISM, 504

radical
See notions, transcendental-and
cultural advance
OCCURRENCE, 504

and existence, 504
as conjugate act, 504
as matter of fact, 504
contingence of, 504
defined, 504
nonsystematic
See nonsystematic-divergence of
actual frequencies
questions about, 504
random
See nonsystematic-divergence of
actual frequencies
systematic
See nonsystematic-divergence of
actual frequencies, see also
probability-definition of
ONE, 504

and being, 504
natural or formal, 504
predicamental, 505
transcendental, 505
ONE AND MANY, 505

and being, 505
and material multiplication, 505
and unity of order
See order-unity of
ONTOLOGICAL, 505

and cognitional, 505
and isomorphism, 505
argument, 505
all forms fallacious
constitution, 505
structure, 506
truth
See truth(s), the true-ontology of
vs cognitional and elements of
metaphysics
See metaphysics-ontologically vs
epistemologically structured
ONTOLOGY, 506

of meaning
See meaning-ontology of
of the good
See good, the-ontology of
of truth
See truth(s), the true-ontology of
OPENNESS, 506

and development
See judgment(s) of value-and
development, -contexts of, different
and horizon
See horizon(s)-differences indialectical

and pure desire to know, 506
and the pure desire to know
basic orientation
as operator
See operator(s)-of cognitional
development
of empirical method
See classical and statistical comparedinquiry-anticipation in-corollaries
(2)
of functional specialties
See functional specialties-openness of
of human inquiry, radical
See intelligibility-and transcendent
exigence
of intellect
See mystery
three factors, 506
(1) as fact
(2) as achievement
(3) as gift
the three factors related
OPERATION(S), 507

and achievement
See consciousness, intentional-levels
of (5)-and achievement
and development
See development-mode of operation
of
and exegesis
See exegesis-and basic exegetical
operations
and imagination
See imagination-operation of
and operator
See operator(s)-and operations as
grouped
and rules
See viewpoint(s)-higher-formulation
of
and systematic meaning
See meaning-systematic
and the Subject
See consciousness, intentional-as
cognitional event
and will
See will-and term of operation, see also
willing-as operation
canon of
See canon(s)-of empirical/scientific
method-(2) of operations
cognitional
See cognition, cognitional-operations
deliberation as
See deliberation-as operation
differentiation of
See cognition, cognitional-terms and
relations, basic nest ofdifferentiated
immediate/mediate

See mediation-notion of
intentionality of
See data of consciousness-and
system-referential
logical and non-logical
See GEM-and logical/nonlogical
operations
mathematical
See mathematical-operations,
numbers, rules
pattern of
See cognition, cognitionaloperations-pattern of
vs objects
See intentionality analysis-and
cognitional theory
OPERATOR(S), 507

and development, 507
and immediate/mediate operations
See mediation-notion of
and interpersonal relations
See interpersonal relations
and method, genetic
See method, genetic-and higher
system-as operator
and operations as grouped, 507
and systematic meaning
See meaning-systematic
and world of interiority
See consciousness, differentiatedfully, see also self ...-affirmation of
the knower
finality as
See finality-as operator
guided by ‘if-then’ relationships
See good, the-of order-and ‘if-then’
relationships
higher integrations as
See method, genetic-and higher
system-as operator
in genetic development
See method, genetic-and higher
system-as operator
in psychic development
See psychic-development-and higher
integration
intentionality of
See data of consciousness-and
system-referential
of cognitional development, 508
and sensitive integration
is desire to know
is question
psychic
See psychic-operator
sensitive, 508
Subject as
See Subject, the-as operator
symbolic
See interpersonal relations

OPPOSITION/OPPOSED, 508

and alienation
See ideal(s)-general theorem
and context
See context(s)-formal
and dialectic
See dialectic(s)-and conflict, see also
contradictories/contraries
and GEM
See GEM-opposition to
and interpretation
See canon(s)-of methodical
hermeneutics-(1) of relevance
and myth/metaphysics
See myth-and metaphysicsopposed/dialectically related
and objectivity
See objectivity-problem of-(2) the
notion of knowing
group
See dialectic(s)-of community
horizons
See horizon(s)-opposed, dialectically
of mental/real
See mental-not opposed to real
philosophic
See philosophy, philosophies-opposed
views of intellect
See knowing-and the
positions/counterpositions
views of knowing
See taking a good look, see also
knowing-as perfection
ORDER, 509

and functional specialties
See functional specialties-and levels
of consciousness
and wisdom
See wisdom-and order
ethical
See universe-intelligibility of-and
methods (4)
good of
See good, the-of order
in series, progression, grouping, 509
intelligible
See ethics-precepts of
of abstraction
See abstraction-order of
of disovery, 509
of teaching/learning, 509
of the universe
See universe-order of
unity of, 509
viewpoint of
See viewpoint(s)-of order
world
See universe-order of
ORDINARY

See language-ordinary, see also livingordinary, 510
ORGANIC, 510

acts
See recurrence, scheme(s) of-and
organic acts
and schemes of recurrence
See recurrence, scheme(s) of-and
organic acts
development
See development-organic, see also
method, genetic-and organic
development
differentiation
See development-principle(s) of-(5)
explanatory differentiation
ORIENTATION, 510

and appropriation of truth
See truth(s), the true-appropriation
of-a threefold problem-(3)
orientation
and the good/value, 510
cognitional vs that of ordinary living
See scientific-observation
of cognitional process, 510
of community
See community-orientation
of individual within community, 510
of past judgments, 510
of perception, 510
through names, 510
to the divine
See question of God, the
towards being
See desire to know-as conscious
ORIGINATING VALUES

See value(s)-originating, 510
ORTHOPRAXIS, 510
OTHER THINGS BEING EQUAL, 510
OVERSIGHT, 511

and authenticity
See authenticity-and classicism, never secure
and canon of operations
See canon(s)-of empirical/scientific
method-(2) of operations-(5)
and classical heuristic structure
See heuristic structure-classical
and decline
See decline-cumulative-and insight
into oversight
and determinism
See determinism-vs statistical
knowledge, see also
nonsystematic-in diverging series
of conditions
and dialectic
See position and counterposition-and
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dialectic
and position/counterposition
See position and counterposition-and
dialectic
and relativism
See cognition, cognitional-theoryLonergan vs relativism (11
elements)-(6)
and self-transcendence
See self ...-transcendence-and decline
and specialist thinkers
See Insight (the book)-goal of-and the
specialist
PARSIMONY, CANON OF

See canon(s)-of empirical/scientific
method-(4) of parsimony, -of
methodical hermeneutics-(4) of
parsimony, 511
PARTICULAR(S), 511

and abstract system
See system(s)-abstract-and particular
cases
and abstraction
See abstraction-and universal vs
particular
and common sense
See common sense-and concrete
particular, -as intellectual
and relative/invariant expression, 511
objectivity of
as object of insight
See object(s)-cognitional
being(s), 511
and notion of being
See being-notion of
cases, 511
concern with
See common sense-and concrete
particular
concrete
See common sense-and concrete
particular
essence
See essence-particular
good
See good, the-particular
history
See historian-and a particular history
insight into, 511
and expression
and general formulation
data and
philosophies and the universal viewpoint
See universal viewpoint-and a
particular philosophy
things
See thing(s)-as particular/general, from general notion to particular

times and places, 512
PASSION, 512

actus perfecti as
See act-of what is complete (actus
perfecti)
and immanent act, 512
identity of p. and action
See action-identity of a. and passion
sensing as, 512
understanding as, 513
PASSIVE, 513
PATI

See passion, 513
PATIENT, 513
PATTERN, 513

alien vs pure
See sense(s)-and experiencing Subject
and method/GEM
See GEM, see also method(s)
experiential/of experience
See patterns of experience
in art
See art-definition of-and pattern
invariant, 513
of cognitional operations
See cognition, cognitionaloperations-pattern of
of knowing
See cognition, cognitional-structure
pure
See sense(s)-and experiencing Subject
recurrent, 513
PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE, 513

aesthetic, 513
and dramatic
and common sense, 514
biological, 514
and extroversion
dramatic, 514
and aesthetic
and imagination
and ordinary living
and the drama as such
as artistry
as social
intellectual, 515
and spiral ascent of understanding
mystical, 515
notion of, 515
practical, 515
pure
See sense(s)-and experiencing Subject
PERCEPTION, 515

and inquiry
See Subject, the-unity of
and intentional consciousness
See consciousness, intentional-as
perception
and living
See living-and perception

orientation of
See orientation-of perception
vs sensation
See sensation-vs perception
PERFECTION, 516

and intentional existence
See existence-intentional-and
perfection
of the Subject
See knowing-as perfection
twofold
See order-unity of
PERFORMANCE, 516

and aspiration
See willingness-universal
and dramatic bias
See bias-dramatic-(4) performance,
see also scotosis, scotoma-and
performance
and scotosis
See scotosis, scotoma-and
performance
capacity for
See method, genetic-and organic
development
private
See interiority-world of-verification in
PERFORMATIVE, 516
PERSON(S), 516

and dialectic, 516
and fourth level of intentionality, 516
and incarnate meaning
See meaning-incarnate
and judgment
See judgment(s)-as related-(4) to the
person judging
and moral self-transcendence
See self ...-transcendence-moral
authentic
See authenticity
constitution of finite, 516
step
step
definition of
Aquinas
See Thomas Aquinas-and
definition of person
Augustine
See proper names-Augustine,
Augustinian-and person
definitions of, 517
finite, 517
human
See human-person
PERSONA VS EGO

See ego-differentiation of persona and,
517
PERSONAL, 517

achievement
See horizon(s)-personal

bias
See bias-individual
commitment of judgment
See judgment(s)-as related-(4) to the
person judging
commitment to philosophy
See reasonableness-of
scientist/philosopher
conversion as
See conversion-as personal
differentiations
See differentiation(s)-personal
frame of reference
See frame(s) of reference-personal
horizon
See horizon(s)-personal
relations, 517
responsibility and philosophy
See responsibility-and philosophy
value
See value(s)-scale of-(4)
personal/existential
PERSPECTIVISM, 517

and individuality of historian, 517
and relativism, 517
PHANTASM/FANTASM, 517

abstraction from
See abstraction-from phantasm
and agent intellect
See intellect-agent-as illuminating
phantasm
and cogitativa, 517
and habitual knowledge, 518
and light of intellect
See intellect-agent-as illuminating
phantasm
and species impressa, 518
as intellectual object, 518
and critical point in philosophy
final
See imagination-and the objectfinal
terminal
See imagination-and the objectterminal
conversion to, 518
for knowledge of singular
vs reflection on
illumination of
See intellect-agent-as illuminating
phantasm
insight into, 518
and common/individual matter
as instrumental cause of
as preconceptual
intelligibility of, 519
necessity of, 519
reflection on, 519
PHENOMENAL

See cognition, cognitional-theory-

Lonergan vs Kant (5 elements), 519
PHENOMENOLOGIST, 519

Husserl
See proper names-Husserl, Edmund
PHENOMENOLOGY, 519

and artistic insight
See art-insight in
as empiricism
See empiricism/empiricistphenomenology as
formulation of
See phenomenologist
of a smile, 519
and meaning vs language
vs art
See communication-and art vs
phenomenology
PHILOSOPHIC, PHILOSOPHICAL, 520

and poetry
See poetry-pre- and post-philosophic
authority
See argument-from authority
commitments
See historian-and philosophy
differences
See cognition, cognitional-theory-and
philosophy, see also dialectic(s)-of
philosophies
differentiation of consciousness
See consciousness, differentiatedmodern philosophic
evidence
See reasonableness-of
scientist/philosopher
initiation
See interiority-as foundation
intuition
See intuition(s)-philosophic
language
See language-philosophical, see also
scientific-language vs philosophic
problems
See metalanguage, see also
philosophy, philosophies-problems
in, fundamental
questions, existentialist
See existentialism-as restricted to per
se
relativism
See relativism-as philosophical
problem
writing and judgment
See scientific-writing vs philosophic
PHILOSOPHY OF …, 520

education
See philosophy of education
foundations of a, 520
basic correlations

basic orientation
basic terms
God
See philosophy of God
philosophy
See metaphilosophy
PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION, 521

and horizon of educationalist, 521
as justification of educationalist, 521
fundamental questions of, 521
traditionalist vs modernist (3 elements),
521
utility of, 522
value of, 522
PHILOSOPHY OF GOD, 522

and analogy, 522
limitation of
and Aquinas’s 5 ways, 522
and critical method
See method(s)-critical-and the notion
of God
and Existenz, 523
and functional specialty Systematics,
523
and God, 523
affirmation of
and finality
as absolutely transcendent
See argument for God’s existence,
Lonergan’s-and idea of being-is
absolutely transcendent
as final cause
as formally unconditioned
as necessary being
as originating value
as primary being
either necessary or impossible
unconditioned
as primary good
as primary intelligible
self-explanatory
as primary truth
as unrestricted act of understanding
See argument for God’s existence,
Lonergan’s-argument-and
unrestricted act of
understanding
summary
and levels of cognition
See question of God, the
and old natural theology
See Thomism-and natural theology
and question of
See question of God, the
and religious experience, 524
and theology, 524
common origin and objective
static vs dynamic viewpoint in, 524
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PHILOSOPHY, PHILOSOPHIES, 524

and cognitional theory, 524
and common sense, 524
and conversion
See conversion-and
positions/counterpositions
and education
See education-and philosophy
and history, 525
and human sciences
See relativism-as philosophical
problem
and insight
See Insight (the book)-as critical
and interiority
See interiority
and judgment
See judgment(s) of fact-strategic of
various philosophies
and linguistic analysis
See analysis-linguistic-and function
of philosophy
and linguistic feedback
See feedback-linguistic
and method/GEM, 525
and personal responsibility
See responsibility-and philosophy
and philosopher’s commitment
See reasonableness-of
scientist/philosopher
and position/counterposition
See consciousness, intentionalpolymorphism of human-and
position/counterposition
and quantum theory
See quantum-theory-and various
philosophies
and science(s)
See science(s)-and philosophy
and scientific method
See method(s)-of science(s)-and
various philosophies
and self-appropriation
See self-appropriation-and philosophy
and self-evident principles, 525
and sense of reality
See reality-sense of and philosophies
and the basic and total science, 525
and the historian
See historian-and philosophy
and tradition
See tradition-philosophy and
basis of differences, 525
comprehensive
See Insight (the book)-as
comprehensive
contradictory, 525
critical
See Insight (the book)-as critical

data of
See data-of philosophy
dialectic of
See dialectic(s)-of philosophies
differences among, 525
Eastern vs Western, 525
first, 526
function of, 526
history of
See self-appropriation-historical
component of
in world of theory
See theory, theories-world of
interpretation of, 526
language of
See language-philosophical
metalanguage in
See consciousness, intentionalpolymorphism of human-and
philosophy
method of
See GEM
methodical
See Insight (the book)-as methodical
methodically restricted, 526
and existence
and occurrence
modernist tendency in, 526
opposed, 526
particular, and universal viewpoint
See universal viewpoint-and a
particular philosophy
perennial, 526
problems in, fundamental, 526
professor of
See generalist, the
reflects on worlds
See world(s)-reflection on
responsibility of, 527
the question of, 527
types of
See self-appropriation-and
philosophy-different types of
PHYSICAL, 527

abstraction
See abstraction-physical
and system, referential
See data of consciousness-and
system-referential
evil
See sin-physical
frames of reference
See frame(s) of reference-specialmathematical vs physical
limitation of freedom
See freedom-effective-limitation of
measurement as
See measurement-standard units of
principles and laws
See physics-laws of

sciences
See science(s)-the various
PHYSICS, 527

and concrete situations
See common sense-and concrete
situation-and physics
and Insight
See Insight (the book)-and
mathematics/physics
and metaphysics
See metaphysical-arguments from
change
and scissors-like action
See scissors-like action-in science
and space, time
See Space and Time-physics and
problem of defining, -immanent
intelligibility of-concrete
and the abstract
See Space and Time-immanent
intelligibility of-abstract
laws of, 527
and equivalence
See equivalence-principle of
and necessity of insight
See common sense-and concrete
situation-and physics
invariance in
See invariance-in laws of physics
principles of, 527
problem peculiar to, 527
vs other sciences
See event(s)-and development
PIVOT, 527

and definition
See definition(s)-genesis of, moments
in (4)
and egoism
See egoism
and formulation
See formulation-insight and
and insight
See definition(s)-genesis of, moments
in (4)
between concrete and abstract
See abstract-applied to concrete-in
insight
PLATONIC, PLATONIST

See proper names-Plato, Platonic,
Platonist, 528
PLURALISM, 528

and communication
See Communication(s) (functional
specialty)-pluralism in
and culture
See culture, cultural-view of-pluralist
of expression
See expression-pluralism of
radical, 528
sources of (3), 528

POETRY, 528

and art
See art-poetry
and discovery of mind, 528
pre- and post-philosophic, 528
priority of
See language-literary
POIĒSIS, 528
POLITY, 528

breakdown in
See breakdown-in
civilization/economy/polity/social
order
POLYMORPHISM, 528

and self-appropriation
See self-appropriation-as manifestedscale of activities and products (4)(3)
of human consciousness
See consciousness, intentionalpolymorphism of human
of the Subject
See image-and the developing
subject, see also consciousness,
intentional-polymorphism of
human
POSITION

See position and counterpositionposition, 528
POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION, 528

and argument for God’s existence
See argument for God’s existencepositions and counterpositions in
and conflicting philosophies
See consciousness, intentionalpolymorphism of human-and
position/counterposition
and conversion, 529
and dialectic, 529
and interpretation
See interpretation-counterposition in
and knowing
See knowing-and
positions/counterpositions
and method/GEM
See GEM-functions of (12)-(3)
dialectical
and objectivity, 529
and philosophies
See consciousness, intentionalpolymorphism of human-and
position/counterposition
and polymorphism of consciousness
See consciousness, intentionalpolymorphism of human-and
position/counterposition
and proof of God’s existence
See argument for God’s existencepositions and counterpositions in
and propositions

See proposition(s)-and
positions/counterpositions
and Sorge/Welt
See proposition(s)-and
positions/counterpositions
and the ethical, 529
and the real, 529
and universal viewpoint, 529
and value, 529
counterposition, 529
and finality
See finality-and some
counterpositions
and self-contradiction
duality of
reversal of
root of
See philosophy, philosophiescontradictory
dialectic of, 530
illustration of
See proper names-Descartes, Reneand duality
in ongoing process, 530
position, 530
and self-referential problem
invites development
truth, expression, and, 530
POSITIVISM, POSITIVIST, 530

and function of philosophy
See science(s)-and philosophy-and
autonomous sciences
and interpretation
See interpretation-positivistic
and transcendent knowledge, 530
and verification
See principle(s)-analytic-and logical
positivism
logical, 530
and analytic principles
See principle(s)-analytic-and
logical positivism
POSSIBILITY, 530

and abstraction
See abstractionpossibility/impossibility of
and authenticity
See authenticity-conditions of
possibility for
and courses of action, 531
and Emergent Probability
See Emergent Probability
and empirical science, 531
and finality
See finality-and possibility
and humor/satire
See humor/satire-possible functions of
and hypothesis

See hypothesis-and intelligibility
and impossibility, 531
and insight, 531
and intelligibility, 531
and judgment of fact
See judgment(s) of fact-possibility of
and knowledge of essence
See essence-knowledge of
and necessity
See necessity-and possibility
and probability
See probability-and possibility
and schemes of recurrence
See recurrence, scheme(s) ofseriation of-(1) the possible
and self-affirmation of the knower
See self ...-affirmation of the knowerpossibility of
and verification
See statistical-states-verification of
apprehension of p. and impossibility,
531
as concrete, 531
vs logical
objectivity of
See act-and potency
of being, 531
of belief
See belief-and truth
of cosmopolis
See cosmopolis
of ethics
See ethics-possibility of
of events
See event(s)-and development
of explanatory genus
See notion of …-explanatory genus
of horizon
See horizon(s)-possibility of
See knowledge-possibility of
of imaginative system
See synthesis-imaginative vs
systematic unification-possibility
of
of revising transcendental method
See GEM-revision of
of scientific
collaboration/generalization, 532
POSTULATE(S), 532

and Emergent Probability
See Emergent Probability-of things (4
postulates)
and Gödel’s theorem
See cognition, cognitional-and
Gödel’s theorem
basic, of special relativity
See relativity-theory of-special-basic
postulate of
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invariance as
See invariance-as postulate
parallel, 532
POTENCY/POTENTIAL, 532

a tension of opposites, 532
active/passive, 532
and act
See act-and potency
and object
and transcendental notions
See notions, transcendental-as
active potencies
analogy of p. to act
See analogy of …-potency to act
and act
See act-and potency
and art
See art-and concrete potentiality
and empirical residue, 533
and evil
See evil-and potentiality
and finality
See finality-and possibility
and form
See form-and potency
and knowing
See being-proportionate-and
knowing-potency
and limitation, 533
central
See central (substantial) constitutive
causes-potency
conjugate
See conjugate (accidental)
constitutive causes-potency
intelligibility, 533
natural, 533
of human intellect
See intellect-potential of
passive, 533
prime, 533
and empirical residue
and energy
pure, 533
to know, to be known, 533
to movement, 533
PRACTICAL, 533

arts
See idea(s)-in invention/practical arts
common sense
See common sense-practicality of
consciousness
See consciousness, intentionalextroverted
inference
See inference-practical vs
anticipatory
insight

See insight and understandingpractical, see also freedom,
elements of-(2) practical insight
intellect
See intellect-practical
intelligence
See intelligence-practical
pattern of experience
See patterns of experience-dramatic
reflection
See freedom, elements of (4)-(3)
practical reflection
theory of history
See history-theory/theories ofpractical
understanding
See insight and understandingpractical
viewpoint
See viewpoint(s)-of common sense
PRACTICALITY, 534

and cosmopolis
See cosmopolis-properties of (4)-(1)
prevents general bias, -(3) speaks
the simple truth
and criticism
See common sense-bias of, general
and insight
See insight and understandingpractical
and intellectual surrender
See decline-cycle of, longer-processconsequences (3)
in research, 534
of common sense
See common sense-practicality of
PRAXIS

See orthopraxis, 534
PRECEPT(S), 534

and nineteenth-century economics, 534
categorial
See categorial-precepts
dialectical
See dialectic(s)-structure of-operators
ethical
See ethics-precepts of
methodological
See Functional Specialties-distinction
and division of-(1) not simply for
convenience
transcendental
See transcendental-precepts
PRECONCEPTUAL, 534

and insight into phantasm
See phantasm/fantasm-insight into-as
preconceptual
and probability
See frequency-and probability-and
the preconceptual
and the historian

See historian-preconceptions of
PRECONSCIOUS, 534

and dreams
See dream(s)
and genera/species
See revision-of affirmation on genera
and species
and individual bias
See bias-individual
and insight
See insight and understanding-and
preconscious
exercise of intellectual orientation
See Subject, the-dramatic-dialectic
of-vs d. of community
PREDICAMENT(S)

See category, categories, see also proper
names-Aristotle, Aristoteliancategories, 534
PREDICATES, 534

and extrinsic/intrinsic denomination
See denomination-extrinsic/intrinsic
and first principles
See principle(s)-first
and metaphysics
See metaphysics-and qualities
and things
See denomination-extrinsic/intrinsic,
see also thing(s)-attributes of
Aristotle’s
predicates/categories/qualities
See metaphysics-and qualities, see
also proper names-Aristotle,
Aristotelian-categories
function of
See language-and the Subject’s world
in deductive logic
See reason(s)-in logic
in syllogism
See syllogism-scientific
PREDICTION, 534

accurate
See aggregate(s)-and probability, see
also historian-and analogy-and
science/miracles
and child development
See operator(s)-and operations as
grouped
and classical law
See law(s), law(s) of ...-and ideal
cases, -classical
and coincidental aggregates
See aggregate(s)-coincidental
and deduction
See deduction-in the general case
impossible, see also finalityfeatures of (9)-(3) not deductivist
and finality
See finality-vs classical teleology, features of (9)-(3) not deductivist

and miracles
See historian-and analogy-and
science/miracles
and probability
See probability-and prediction
and relativist premises
See relativism
and scheme of recurrence, 534
and the nonsystematic
See nonsystematic-and prediction
and the systematic
See insight and understandingsystematic, see also systematicprocess
conditional
See law(s), law(s) of ...-classical-and
conditional predictions (3
elements)
in classical and statistical procedures
See classical and statistical comparedprocedures
long-term, 535
PREMISE(S), 535

and classical law
See law(s), law(s) of ...-classical
and deduction
See deduction-and a priori syntheses
and foundations
See Foundations (functional
specialty)-as a set of
premises/propositions
and historicity
See historicity-theoretical premises of
and inference
See inference-deductive-form of
and isomorphism
See isomorphism-of conditions of
knowing and meaning
and judgment
See judgment(s) of fact-and syllogism
and logic
See logic-symbolic
and mathematics
See mathematics-non-necessity in
and metaphysics
See metaphysics-as integral heuristic
structure
and relativism
See relativism
PRESCIND, 535

from existence
See existence-and being
from other questions
See desire to know-provisionally
restricted
from relations
See cognition, cognitional-theoryLonergan vs relativism (11
elements)-(5)
PRESCINDING

vs abstract
See abstraction-and prescinding
PRESENCE, PRESENT, 535

a psychological event
See Subject, the-as operator
psychological
See psychological-present
self-presence
See self …-presence
types of
See self-appropriation-and presencetypes of
PRESENTATIONS, 535

and sensitive flow
See freedom, elements of (4)-(1)
underlying sensitive flow
empirical, 535
PRESUPPOSITION, 535

and communication
See Communication(s) (functional
specialty)-presupposes
understanding
and empirical presentations
See presentations-empirical
and free act
See free-act
and history
See history-presuppositionless
and inquiry
See inquiry-as presupposition
and judgment(s) of fact
See judgment(s) of fact-concreteconditions for possible (4)
and judgment(s) of value
See judgment(s) of value-components
of (3)-(2)
and systematic principle
See principle(s)-systematic
and the historian
See historian-presuppositions of
PRIME MATTER

See matter-prime, 536
PRIMITIVE(S), 536

and myth/magic
See myth-and primitives, see also
civilization(s)-ancient high
community
See community-and intersubjectivity
concept
See concept(s), conception(s)primitive vs derived
living
See civilization(s)-ancient high
mind, 536
notion
See event(s)-definition of
terms
See term(s)-primitive vs derived, see

also central (substantial)
constitutive causes
undifferentiated consciousness
See civilization(s)-and world of
common sense
PRINCIPLE(S), 536

analytic, 536
and common sense
and logical positivism
as existential
from analytic propositions to
See judgment(s) of fact-concreteand transition from analytic
propositions to analytic
principles
provisional
serial
vs analytic proposition(s)
and conclusions
See conclusion(s)-and principles
behaviorist, 537
dialectical, 537
empirical, 537
falsification, 537
first, 537
and certitude
and philosophy
See philosophy, philosophies-and
self-evident principles
basic
excluded middle
and sin
See sin-and principle of
excluded middle
identity
noncontradiction
sufficient reason
logical, 538
moral, 538
necessary and self-evident, 538
and philosophy
See philosophy, philosophies-and
self-evident principles
of development
See development-principle(s) of
originating, 538
positivist, 538
self-evident, 538
systematic, 539
and higher viewpoints
See system(s)-and higher
viewpoints
and ideal of knowledge
See knowledge-ideal of
notion of
See notion of …-system
uncertainty, 539
verification/falsification, 539
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PRINCIPLE(S) OF ..., 539

all questions for deliberation
See human-good-notion of
analysis
See canon(s)-of empirical/scientific
method-(2) of operations-(3)
any bodily essence
See matter-prime
benevolence/beneficence
See collaboration-and selftranscendence, see also drifter-and
self-transcendence
bias
See decline-and bias-minor, -major
causality, 539
classical method
See method, classical-heuristic
principles of
compared identity, 539
construction
See canon(s)-of empirical/scientific
method-(2) of operations-(2)
continuity
See image-and the developing subject
contradiction/noncontradiction
See principle(s)-first-noncontradiction
correspondence
See development-principle(s) of (7)(2)
critical dialectic, cardinal
See dialectic(s)-principle of, cardinal
criticism
See criticism-principles of (4)
cumulative expansion
See canon(s)-of empirical/scientific
method-(2) of operations-(1)
cumulative verification
See canon(s)-of empirical/scientific
method-(2) of operations-(4)
decline
See decline-and bias
development
See development-principle(s) of (7)
dialectic
See dialectic(s)-principle of, cardinal
differentiation of unities, 539
discovery
See heuristic
emergence
See development-principle(s) of (7)(1) emergence
empty head, 539
in historian
See historian-constructive activity
of
in interpretation
See interpretation-and the
interpreter-mediation of
ending disputes

See canon(s)-of empirical/scientific
method-(1) of selection-and
scientific disputes
equivalence
See equivalence-principle of
excluded middle
See principle(s)-first-excluded middle
finality
See development-principle(s) of (7)(3) finality
generative
See infinity-of integers,
understanding
identity
See principle(s)-first-identity
immanence
See knowing-as immanent
integration
See dialectic(s)-and method/GEM
intellect, immediate
See intellect-agent
intellectual emanation
See emanation-intelligible-and
spiration
isomorphism, 540
limitation
See potency/potential-prime
limiting structures
See certitude, certainty-and limiting
structures
metaphysical equivalence
See metaphysical-equivalenceprinciple of
motion/change
See potency/potential-active/passive
movement
See movement-principles of
noncontradiction
See principle(s)-first-noncontradiction
number
See one-predicamental
physics
See physics-laws of
possible achievement
See openness-three factors-(1) as fact
progress
See liberty-as principle of progress
selection
See proposition(s)-analytic
self-control
See decision-and responsibility
sufficient reason
See principle(s)-first-sufficient reason
systematization
See canon(s)-of empirical/scientific
method-(2) of operations-(6) as
principle of systematization
transformation
See metaphysics-as principle of
transformation

unity
See central (substantial) constitutive
causes-form, see also probabilityand certainty
universalization/ultimate synthesis
See egoism-and intelligence vs
spontaneity
PROBABILITY, 540

a case in point
See statistical-and indeterminacy
a posteriori definition of, 540
a priori definition of, 540
and aggregates
See aggregate(s)-and probability
and argument for God’s existence, 540
and certainty, 540
and chance
See chance-and probability
and events, 540
and frequency
See frequency-and probability
and God, 540
and indeterminacy, 540
and intelligibility
See intelligibility-and probability
and inverse insight
See insight and understandinginverse-and probability
and judgment
See judgment(s)-probable/scientific
and limits, 541
and mathematics, 541
and necessity
See necessity-and laws of probability
and nonsystematic, 541
and number
See nonsystematic-processintelligibility of-and number
and possibility, 541
and prediction, 541
and relations
See nonsystematic-and measurement
and statistics
See statistical-and indeterminacy
and truth
See truth(s), the true-convergence of
probability on
and verification
See verification-of
probability/probability of
verification
and world order
See Emergent Probability-and world
order
calculus of
See classical and statistical comparedprobability-calculus of
convergence of on truth
See convergence-and advance of
science

definition of, 541
a posteriori
A priori
effective p. and finality
See finality-features of (9)-(5)
realized possibility
emergent
See Emergent Probability
essence of, 541
heuristic structures and
See classical and statistical comparedprobability-assigning, -probabilitycalculus of
laws of
See law(s), law(s) of ...-and
probability
notion of, 541
of empirical sciences, 541
of schemes of recurrence
See recurrence, scheme(s) of-and
probability
schedule of, 542
states and, 542
theory of, 542
PROBLEM, 542

and bias
See bias-dramatic-(5) common
problem
Archimedes’
See abstract-applied to concrete-in
insight
critical
See critical-problem
epistemological
See argument for God’s existenceand epistemological problem
ideal
See ideal(s)-problem
in philosophy
See philosophy, philosophiesproblems in, fundamental
interdisciplinary
See GEM-functions of (12)-(7)
foundational
of appropriating truth
See truth(s), the true-appropriation
of-a threefold problem
of breaking from Babel
See cosmopolis-and dialectical
analysis
of classical prediction
See classical and statistical comparedscience
of evil
See evil-problem of
of expression
See expression-types of, see also
myth-and allegory
of fact
See objectivity-problem of-(3) the

cognitional problem of fact
of hermeneutic circle
See hermeneutical circle-solution
of hermeneutics
See hermeneutic(s)-and conversion, and problem of modernity, -of
suspicion/of recovery
of historical interpretation
See historical-interpretation-problem
of
of human development
See human-development-intellectual,
-problem of, main, -problem of,
real
of individuation
See difference(s)-empirical and
individual
of induction
See induction/inductive-problem of
of interpretation
See interpretation-problem of
of liberation
See liberation-problem of ethical
of living
See Emergent Probabilityfundamental element of
of metaphysical method
See GEM-as wisdom
of metaphysics
See metaphysics-stages/forms ofproblematic
of method
See method(s)-approaches to (3)
of objectivity
See objectivity-problem of
of philosophy
See consciousness, intentionalpolymorphism of human-and
philosophy, -and the terms
knowledge, reality, objectivity
of physics
See physics-problem peculiar to
of priority
See faculty psychology
of relativism
See GEM-functions of (12)-(7)
foundational, -(11) unifies science
See relativism-as philosophical
problem
of statistical inquiry
See classical and statistical comparedinquiry-basic problem of
of sustained development
See integration(s)-in human
development-as demanded in
human situation
of transcendence
See objectivity-notion of, principal-

properties of (6)-(6)
of universal proposition
See proposition(s)-universal
pseudoSee metaphysical-equivalence-rules
of (3)
self-referential
See position and counterpositionposition-and self-referential
problem
PROCEDURE(S), 543

and method/GEM
See GEM-and science
classical and statistical
See classical and statistical comparedprocedures
critical/constructive, 543
heuristic, 543
and nature
See nature-of …
and unknown
See unknown, the-and heuristic
process
and X
See x (heuristic)
classical/statistical
See classical and statistical
compared-procedures
in science
See science(s)-heuristic procedure
in
limitation of classical
See statistical-science-and
limitation of classical procedure
mathematical
See mathematical-operations,
numbers, rules
of sciences
See scissors-like action-in science
PROCESS, 543

and concept
See concept(s), conception(s)-as part
of process
and explicit metaphysics
See metaphysics-stages/forms ofexplicit (8 elements)
and intellectual conversion
See conversion-intellectual-as
learning process
and law
See law(s), law(s) of ...-nature
and learning
See learning-self-correcting process
of
and sin
See sin-in social process
and statistical theory
See statistical-theory-(2) not
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processes
and word
See word-as end of process
as heuristic structure
See cognition, cognitional-process-as
heuristic structure
cognitional
See cognition, cognitional-process
from insight to conception
See word-as end of process, see also
insight and understanding-and the
concept or word
from reflective understanding to
judgment
See insight and understandingreflective
genetic
See heuristic structure-for
interpretation-upper blade-and
totality of expressions
historical
See history-critical-process from data
to facts in
human
See human-development
ideal/typical, 544
consequences
intellectual/intelligible
See intelligent-vs intelligible process
linguistic
See feedback-linguistic-and
development of language
method as
See method(s)-the four-and system
natural
See law(s), law(s) of ...-nature
neural
See censor, censorship-and neuraldemand functions-psychic control
over
nonsystematic
See nonsystematic-process
objective
See good, the-of order-and choice
of belief
See belief-true-process of
of coming to believe
See belief-true-process of
of conversion
See conversion
of Emergent Probability
See Emergent Probability
of finality
See finality
of internal communication
See symbol(s)-and inner
communication
of knowing

See knowing-précis of
of objectifying
See art-definition of-objectification
of self-appropriation
See self-appropriation-process of
of universe
See universe-process of
ongoing, 544
and conversion
See conversion
and history
See history-as ongoing process
and position/counterposition
See position and counterposition-in
ongoing process
and science
See science(s)-as ongoing process
and system
See interiority-as basis of ongoing
systems
systematic
See systematic-process, see also
notion of …-systematic process
types of
See method(s)-the four
world
See universe-process of
PROCESSION, 545

and intellect
See word-inner-procession of
and will
See will-procession in
PROGRESS, 545

and authenticity
See question of God, the-and moral
enterprise
and belief
See belief-progress, decline, and
and decline
See dialectic(s)-of progress, decline,
and recovery/redemption
and explicit metaphysics
See metaphysics-stages/forms ofexplicit (8 elements)-(3)
and insight into insight, 545
and liberty
See liberty-as principle of progress
and originating value, 545
and recovery
See dialectic(s)-of progress, decline,
and recovery/redemption
automatic, theory of
See dialectical-materialism
cult of, 545
principle of
See liberty-as principle of progress
scientific, 545
and deduction
See deduction-and scientific
progress

and discovery
See discovery-and scientific
progress
social
See social-progress
thesis of, 545
PROJECTION, 546

and religious experience
See experience, religious-expression
of
anthropomorphic
See viewpoint(s)-explanatory vs
descriptive-and anthropomorphic
projection
subjective
See viewpoint(s)-explanatory vs
descriptive-and subjective
projection
PROOF, 546
PROPER NAMES, 546

Aquinas, Thomas
See Thomas Aquinas
Archimedes, 546
Aristotle, Aristotelian, 546
and a priori
See a priori-Kant’s-vs
Aristotle/Aquinas
and accidental form
See conjugate (accidental)
constitutive causes-form-vs
Aristotle’s
and act
See act-remaining in the agent
and act, complete/incomplete
See act-of what is complete (actus
perfecti)
and action
See action-identity of a. and
passion
and being
and causes
See cause(s)-Aristotle’s four
and contingence
and eidos
See species-ambiguity of
and Emergent Probability
and faculty psychology
See faculty psychology, -and
science
and hylemorphism/hylomorphism
See hylemorphism (hylomorphism)
and ideal of science
and immateriality of knowing
See immateriality-of knowing
and necessity
and objects
See potency/potentialactive/passive
and probability
See intelligibility-and probability

and relation of science and
philosophy
and substance
separate
and substantial form
See form-substantial
and syllogism
See syllogism-scientific
and systematic meaning
and the virtuous person
and Thomas Aquinas
See Thomas Aquinas-and Aristotle
and time
and truth
See truth(s), the true-confrontation
vs identity as
categories
are descriptive
not causes
diagram and insight
epistemological law
four causes
See cause(s)-Aristotle’s four
introspection in
motion/movement in
See nature
notion of science
on movement and thought
on the soul
See object(s)-and acts, potencies,
essences (Aristotle)
questions (4 kinds)
worldview
and Emergent Probability
and probability
Augustine, Augustinian, 549
and self-knowledge
and truth
eternal
introspection in
memory in
Avicenna
See phantasm/fantasm-as intellectual
object
Becker, Carl, 549
Bergson, Henri, 549
Binswanger, Ludwig
See art-prelude to discussion of
Bohr, Niels, 549
Cassirer, Ernst, 550
Collingwood, RG, 550
idealism in
Copernicus, Copernican, 550
Darwin, Darwinian, 550
worldview
and chance variation
See Emergent Probability-and
chance variation
and Emergent Probability
See Emergent Probability-vs

Darwinism
and schemes of recurrence
Descartes, Cartesian, 550
and duality
and method
and objectivity
and the real
and universal doubt
See method(s)-of universal doubtand Descartes
Dilthey, Wilhelm, 550
Eddington, Sir Arthur, 550
Einstein, Albert, 550
Eliade, Mircea
See consciousness, differentiatedreligiously, see also image-as
language
Euclid, 550
Freud, Sigmund, 550
and determinism
and moral imperative
See moral-imperative-vs Freud
and psychogenic
See psychogenic
and superego
See ego-and superego
incompleteness of his thought
Gadamer, Hans-Georg, 551
Galileo, 551
worldview
and classical law
and mechanist determinism
and statistical law
Gilson, Etienne
See Insight (the book)-and
mathematics/physics
Gödel, Kurt, 551
Hegel, Hegelian, 551
and absolute
and Absolute Idea
and being
See dialectic(s)-Hegelian vs
Lonerganian-source of
differences
and concrete
See dialectic(s)-Hegelian vs
Lonerganian-source of
differences
and dialectic
See dialectic(s)-Hegelian vs
Lonerganian, see also logic-in
dialectic (Hegel vs L)
and fact
and the ideal
See ideal(s)-formulation of
his system
L’s attitude toward
viewpoint, incomplete

Heidegger, Martin, 552
Heisenberg, Werner, 552
Heraclitus
See mind-Greek discovery of, see also
poetry-pre- and post-philosophic
Hilbert, David
See definition(s)-types of-implicit, see
also logic-mathematics and
Homer, 552
Hume, David, 552
Husserl, Edmund, 552
and intentionality analysis
See intending-objects
intuition in
Jaspers, Karl
See world(s)-motivated by value
Jung, Carl Gustav, 552
Kant, Kantian, 552
and insight
See a priori-Kant’s-vs
Aristotle/Aquinas
and moral imperative
See moral-imperative-vs Kant
and necessity
and space
See a priori-Kant’s-and space
and the real
See cognition, cognitional-theoryLonergan vs Kant (5 elements)(4)
and thing-in-itself
See analogy of …-matter
and transcendental deduction
See deduction-transcendental
and unconditioned
See unconditioned, virtually-as
constitutive not regulative
(Kant)
intuition in
and truth
Kierkegaard, Søren, 553
Langer, Susanne K.
See apprehension-artistic, see also
art-definition of
Laplace, Pierre Simon de, 553
Lorentz, H.A., 553
Maréchal, Josef
See idealism-as halfway house
Marrou, H.I, 553
Marx, Karl, 553
Maxwell, James Clerk
See conjugate(s)-explanatory/pure,
see also systematic-exigence
Minkowski, H., 553
space
Newman, John Henry, 553
Newton, Newtonian, 553
Nietzsche, Friedrich, 553
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Otto, Rudolf
See operator(s)-of cognitional
development-is desire to know
Piaget, Ivan
See operator(s)-and operations as
grouped, see also skills
Plato, Platonic, Platonist, 553
and being
and forms
and judgment
and knowledge
and the object
on the real
See analogy of …-mattersignificance of
two worlds of
Ricoeur, Paul, 554
Scheler, Max
See feelings-aberrations of, community of, and fellow f., see
also ressentiment
Schleimacher, Friedrich
See argument for God’s existenceand Schleiermacher, see also
history-as re-enacting past
Scotus, John Duns, 554
and objective knowing
formal distinction of
Snell, Bruno
See consciousness, differentiateddevelopment of-moments in (10)(4), see also poetry-and discovery
of mind
Socrates, 555
and definitions
Spinoza, Benedict de, 555
and ethics
and isomorphism of knowing and
known
Toynbee, Arnold, 555
and ideal types
Von Hildebrand, Dietrich
See feelings-and nonintentional
states, trends, and goals
Weber, Max
See science(s)-social-policy, see also
sociology-styles of
Whitehead, Alfred North
See logic-mathematics and, see also
similarity-two types of-in relation
to us
Winter, Gibson
See sociology-styles of, see also
language-early
PROPERTY, PROPERTIES, 555

of concepts
See concept(s), conception(s)properties of

of cosmopolis
See cosmopolis-properties of (4)
of Emergent Probability
See Emergent Probability-as
universal design-consequent
properties of (12)
of objectivity
See objectivity-notion of, principalproperties of (6)
transcendental
See transcendental-properties
universal, 555
PROPORTION, 555

analogy of
See metaphysics-and essence
and quantity, 555
of essence to existence
See analogy of …-existence to
essence
of form to potency
See analogy of …-form to potency
of matter to form
See analogy of …-form to matter
PROPORTIONATE BEING

See being-proportionate, 555
PROPOSITION(S), 555

abstract and concrete
See expression-and propositionsdistinct from-as abstract/concrete
analytic, 556
and language
See language-and analytic
propositions
and virtually unconditioned
as hypothetical
formal and the material aspects of
validation of
vs analytic principle(s)
See principle(s)-analytic-vs
analytic proposition(s)
and expression
See expression-and propositions
and judgment
See judgment(s) of fact-and
propositions
and knowing, objectivity, reality, 556
and positions/counterpositions, 556
and virtually unconditioned
See unconditioned, virtually-general
form of
basic and consequent sets of, 556
formal, 556
material, 556
primitive and derived
See deduction-abstract
synthetic a priori, 556
true
See metaphysical-equivalence-and
true propositions, see also
metaphysics-elements of-and true

propositions
universal, 557
and notion of being
PROTEAN NOTION OF BEING

See being-protean notion of, 557
PRUDENCE

See common sense-and prudence, 557
PSYCHE

See psychic, 557
PSYCHIC, 557

aberration, 557
and analytic treatment, 557
and expression
See expression-and psychic flow
and nonsystematic, 557
and sense, 557
contagion, 557
control over neural
See censor, censorship-and neuraldemand functions-psychic control
over
conversion
See conversion-psychic
development, 557
and differentiation
and higher integration
and integration
principles of (3)
and intersubjectivity
See recurrence, scheme(s) ofintersubjective
and neural
and schemes of recurrence
See recurrence, scheme(s) ofintersubjective
and the censor
See censor, censorship
animal
disorder and insight
See insight and understanding-and
psychoneuroses
distance
See art-and psychic distance
flexibility, 558
flow
See expression-and psychic flow
health, 558
operator, 558
in mythic consciousness
schemes of recurrence, 558
vitality
See symbol(s)-and inner
communication
PSYCHOGENIC, 559
PSYCHOLOGICAL, 559

account of abstraction
See abstraction-degrees of (3)preliminaries
act
See natural

analogy
See analogy of …-the Subject
breakdown
See breakdown-psychological
fallacy
See insight and understanding-vs
concept
presence
See Subject, the-as operator
present, 559
sense of intending
See intending-psychological sense of
PSYCHOLOGISM

See self ...-affirmation of the knower-a
privileged judgment, 559
PSYCHOLOGIST, 559
PSYCHOLOGY, 559

and Aquinas
See Thomas Aquinas-and psychology
and Aristotle
See act-and agent
and art
See art-prelude to discussion of
and communication
See communication-and
understanding
and conversion
See conversion-psychic
and higher integrations
See psychic-development-and higher
integration
and higher viewpoint
See illustration-of higher viewpoint
and interpretation
See interpretation-systems of in
psychology
and natural sciences
See science(s)-human-and
history/historian
and reshaping the senses
See sense(s)-and experiencing Subject
depth, 560
and notion of development
See development-notion of-and
depth psychology
and scientific methodology
See bias-dramatic-(7) a note on
method
and sex
See bias-dramatic-and sex
existential
See existential-psychology
faculty
See faculty psychology
introspective
See proper names-Aristotle,
Aristotelian-introspection in
of women
See community-and intersubjectivity
sensitive, 560

PSYCHONEUROSES

See psychotherapy, 560
PSYCHOTHERAPY, 560

and self-therapy, 560
PUBLIC

See frame(s) of reference-public, 560
PURE, 560

and art
See art-definition of-pure
conjugates
See conjugate(s)-pure/explanatory
desire to know
See desire to know-pure
formulation
See interpretation-sketch of method
for-(3) pure formulations
intellect
See intellect-pure
notion of being
See desire to know-as pure notion of
being
pattern of experience
See sense(s)-and experiencing Subject
potency
See potency/potential-pure
question
See spirit-of inquiry
reason
See ideal(s)-of pure reason
science
See science(s)-applied vs pure
QUALITY, 560

abstraction from
See abstraction-degrees of-second
and metaphysics
See metaphysics-and qualities
and quantity, 560
primary and secondary, 560
QUANTITY, 561

and proportion
See proportion-and quantity
and quality
See quality-and quantity
QUANTUM, 561

and classical science
See science(s)-classical
and statistical procedures
See classical and statistical comparedprocedures
mechanics, 561
and anticipation of invariance
See invariance-anticipation of
and classical thought
See imagination-and classical
scientific thought
and definition of observables
See theory, theories-statistical,
general-(5) use of classical

concepts
and ideal of knowledge
See science(s)-ideal of
and mechanist determism
See determinism-mechanist
theory, 561
and necessary laws
See necessity-and science
and various philosophies
QUESTION OF GOD, THE, 561

advertence to
See advertence-and the question of
God
and absolute truth, reality, holiness, 561
and causality
See argument for God’s existence,
Lonergan’s-and causality
and deliberation
See deliberation-and question of God
and expression, 561
and horizon
See horizon(s)-and question of God
and inquiry, 562
and intelligibility
See horizon(s)-and question of God
and method/GEM, 562
and moral enterprise, 562
and questioning, 562
and strictly unconditioned
See world(s)-and strictly
unconditioned
and the universe, 562
and transcendent exigence
See intelligibility-and transcendent
exigence
and transcendental subjectivity
See horizon(s)-and question of God
and unrestricted intending
See horizon(s)-and question of God
forms of (4), 562
QUESTION(S), 563

about occurrence
See occurrence-as matter of fact
and animals, 563
and art, 563
and being, 563
and capacity for self-transcendence
See self ...-transcendence-capacity for
and common sense
See common sense-and questions
and desire to know, 563
and explanation
See explanation-and questions
and judgment
See judgment(s)-as related-(2) to
questions
and knowing, 563
and knowledge, 563
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evading
ideal of
and learning, 564
and metaphysics, 564
and notion of judgment
See judgment(s)-notion ofdetermination of
and obscurantism, 564
and operators
See operator(s)-of cognitional
development-is question
and self-correcting process of learning,
564
and the child, 564
and the object
See object(s)-meanings of (2)
and the transcendental notions
See notions, transcendental-ground
questioning
and wonder
See insight and understanding-and
wonder
answerable and unanswerable, 564
Aristotle’s
See proper names-Aristotle,
Aristotelian-questions (4 kinds)
as heuristic structure, 564
as operator in intellectual development
See operator(s)-of cognitional
development-is question
as scientific, 564
as spontaneous, 564
basic, 564
brushing aside, 564
classes and types of, 564
Aristotle’s
See proper names-Aristotle,
Aristotelian-questions (4 kinds)
critical, 564
empirical, 564
for deliberation
See deliberation-questions for
for ethics
See ethics-questions for
for historical understanding
See historical-intelligence, question
for
for intelligence
See intelligence-questions for
for reflection
See reflection/reflective-questions for
further, 565
and further
and transcendence
and vulnerable/invulnerable insights
for common sense/science
no further relevant
See insight and understanding-

reflective-and virtually
unconditioned
in cognitional process, 565
in hermeneutics
See context(s)-and relevance
interesting and uninteresting, 565
is it so?
See is it so?
limits of, 565
of existence
See existence-question(s) of
of God
See question of God, the
of historians, 566
priorities in
of philosophy
See philosophy, philosophies-the
question of
of philosophy of education
See philosophy of educationfundamental questions of
practical, 566
psychologically first
See insight and understanding-and
wonder
pure
See wonder
range of, 566
relevant, 566
and judgment
See judgment(s) of fact-and
relevant/pertinent questions
and the egoist
See bias-individual
no further
See insight and understandingreflective-and virtually
unconditioned
restrictive, 566
self-destructive, 566
total, the
See metaphysics-and all other
departments-(1) underlies
types of
See judgment(s)-as related-(2) to
questions
unrestricted, 566
what is it?
See what is it?
QUIDDITY, 566

and conversion to phantasm
See phantasm/fantasm-conversion to
and definition
See definition(s)-types of-quidditative
and quod quid est
See quod quid est
and reflection on singular
See reflection/reflective-on singular
as dummy term, 567
QUOAD NOS, 567

QUOAD SE, 567
QUOD QUID EST, 567
RANDOM, 567

and statistical science
See Emergent Probability-and inverse
insight
differences, 567
frequency
See frequency-random oscillation of,
-and intelligibility
objective meaning of
See systematic-process-vs
nonsystematic-corollaries (5)-(5)
occurrence
See nonsystematic-divergence of
actual frequencies
oscillations
See frequency-random oscillation of,
see also nonsystematic-processintelligibility of-and number
situation
See nonsystematic-process-as
irreversible
RATIO, 567
RATIONAL, 567

choice
See value(s)
consciousness
See consciousness, intentional-levels
of (5)-(3) rational
distinction
See distinction(s)-rational
exigence
See necessity-and contingence
judgment
See judgment(s)-as related-(3) to
reflective understanding
self-consciousness
See consciousness, intentional-levels
of (5)-(4) rational self- (6
elements)
willing
See will-act of, -a rational appetite
RATIONALISM, 567
RATIONALITY, 567

and irrationality, 568
basic vs derived
See conceptualism, conceptualist-vs
critical realism
of inner word
See conceptualism, conceptualist-vs
critical realism
of judgment
See judgment(s)-as related-(3) to
reflective understanding, see also
decision-and judgment compared
reflective
See judgment(s)-as related-(3) to
reflective understanding
RATIONALIZATION, 568

and conversion, 568
and cosmopolis
See cosmopolis-properties of (4)-(3)
speaks the simple truth
and love of evil, 568
and scotosis
See scotosis, scotoma
REAL, THE REAL, 568

already in here now, 568
already out there now
See already-out-there-now-real
and common sense
See common sense-and concrete
particular
and Descartes
See proper names-Descartes, Reneand duality
and essence
See essentialism
and idealism
See idealism-and the real
and judgment
See judgment(s) of fact-and the real
and Kant
See cognition, cognitional-theoryLonergan vs Kant (5 elements)-(4)
and knowing
See knowledge-of the real
and materialism
See material-explanation/definition of
and potency, form, and act, 568
and Sorge
See I-and my world
and the absolute
See absolute-and the real
and the given
See given, the-not the real
and the mythical
See myth-and metaphysics
and understanding, 569
as dynamic, 569
as object of thought, 569
as real, 569
correspondence of mental with, 569
counterpositions on, 569
empiricism
See empiricism/empiricist
idealism
absolute
critical
naïve realism
See realism-naïve
distinction
See distinction(s)-real
first principles of
See principle(s)-first
intelligibility of, 569
complete
is being, 569
is the verified

See verification-and the real
knowledge of
See knowledge-of the real
not-real for me, 569
Plato on
See analogy of …-matter-significance
of
really r., 569
reason, sense as criteria of, 569
relation
See relation(s)-real
sense of
See reality-sense of and philosophies
the given is not the
See already-out-there-now-real
transcendental notion of
See notions, transcendental-being
truth and
See truth(s), the true-ontology of
vs body
See already-out-there-now-real-and
body vs thing
vs mental
See mental-not opposed to real
world
See universe-intelligibility ofcomplete
REALISM, 570

and other philosophies
See idealism-as halfway house, -as
horizon
and self-transcendence
See self ...-transcendence-and
conversion-intellectual
as horizon
See idealism-as horizon
as immediate, 570
critical, 570
and imagination
See imagination-and
conceptualism/naïve realism
vs conceptualism
See conceptualism, conceptualistvs critical realism
duality of, 570
naïve, 570
and history
See proper names-Collingwood,
RG-idealism in
and world mediated by meaning
See world(s)-mediated by
meaning-and cognitional myth
REALITY, 570

absolute
See question of God, the-and absolute
truth, reality, holiness
and cognition
See cognition, cognitional-and reality

and essence
See essentialism
and knowledge, objectivity
See cognition, cognitional-and
reality, knowledge, objectivity
and propositions
See proposition(s)-and knowing,
objectivity, reality
and the positions
See position and counterposition-and
the real
as out there
See already-out-there-now-real
childhood notion of, 571
criteria of
See real, the real-reason, sense as
criteria of
description of
See ideal(s)-types-and the historian
distinctive, of sensible quality
See metaphysics-and descriptive
relations (4)-(4) intellectual
foundational, 571
historical
See historical-reality
knowledge of
See knowledge-of the real
mediated
See world(s)-mediated by meaningstructure of
sense of and philosophies, 571
sphere of
See being-spheres of, distinct
word and
See word-and correspondence to
reality
REALM(S) OF MEANING

See meaning-realms of, 571
REASON(S), 571

and inner word
See conceptualism, conceptualist-vs
critical realism
and the will
See will-a rational appetite
and understanding, 571
process of
See word-inner-general notion of
(7 elements)
as activity, 571
as criterion of the real
See reality-sense of and philosophies
function of, 571
in logic, 571
pure
See ideal(s)-of pure reason
sufficient
See principle(s)-first-sufficient
reason
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REASONABLE, 571
REASONABLENESS, 571

and desire to know
See desire to know-as conscious
and groundedness, 571
and notion of being, 572
intelligence and, 572
of scientist/philosopher, 572
of self-affirmation
See self ...-affirmation of the knowerand contradiction
REASONING

See reason(s)-as activity, 572
RECEIVER, RECEIVED, 572
RECOVERY, 572

and hermeneutics
See hermeneutic(s)-of suspicion/of
recovery
RECURRENCE, 572

and Emergent Probability
See recurrence, scheme(s) ofprobability of
and method/GEM, 572
of particular goods, 572
schemes of
See recurrence, scheme(s) of
RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF, 572

and Darwin
See proper names-Darwin,
Darwinian-worldview-and
schemes of recurrence
and defensive circles, 573
and emergent probability
See Emergent Probability-and world
order-as explanatory of (6)
and generalized equilibria, 573
and law
See law(s), law(s) of ...-and scheme of
recurrence
and organic acts, 573
and statistics
See statistical-and indeterminacy
and things
See Emergent Probability-of things (4
postulates)
conditioned series of, 573
notion of
See notion of …-scheme of
recurrence-conditioned series of
development of
See Emergent Probability-generalized
flexible circles of, 574
illustration of, 574
in finality
See finality-features of (9)-(3)
in human affairs
See Emergent Probability-and human
affairs

intersubjective, 574
notion of
See notion of …-scheme of
recurrence
probability of, 574
and classical method
See Emergent Probability-and
abstract system
ranges of
See proper names-Darwin,
Darwinian-worldview-and
schemes of recurrence
selection of, 574
seriation of, 574
(1) the possible
(2) the probable
(3) the actual
stability of, 575
survival of, 575
vs natural selection, 575
REDEMPTION

See recovery, 575
REDUCTION, 575
REDUCTIONISM, 575

and human sciences, 575
and language, 575
and myth, 575
illustration of, 575
REFLECTION/REFLECTIVE, 575

and belief
See belief-reflection in act of
and cognitional process
See insight and understandingreflective
and essential freedom
See freedom-essential
and evidence
See insight and understandingreflective
and intellect
See intellect-as spirit of wonder,
inquiry, critical reflection
and interpretation
See interpretation-problem of-and
reflective interpretation
and judgment/affirmation
See judgment(s) of fact-and reflective
understanding, see also insight and
understanding-reflective-and
affirmation
and memory
See memory-ferrets out instances
and nest of cognitional terms
See cognition, cognitional-terms and
relations, basic nest of
and the relativist, 575
as level of cognitional process
See insight and understandingreflective
critical

See judgment(s)-as related-(3) to
reflective understanding
evaluation
See decision-and reflective evaluation
in act of belief
See belief-act of
insight
See insight and understandingreflective
of intellect on itself
See sense(s)-knowledge
on phantasm
See phantasm/fantasm-conversion to
on singular, 576
practical
See freedom, elements of (4)-(3)
practical reflection
pronounces on insight, 576
questions for, 576
and alternatives
and question of God
See question of God, the-forms of
(4)-(2)
vs questions for intelligence
rationality
See judgment(s)-as related-(3) to
reflective understanding
RELATION(S), 576

and change, 576
and description
See metaphysics-as explanatory, see
also scientific-explanation
and implicit definitions
See definition(s)-implicit
and insight
See insight and understanding-and
relations
and intelligibility
See insight and understanding-and
relations
and laws
See law(s), law(s) of ...-and relations
and measurement
See measurement-and relations of
things to one another
and probability
See nonsystematic-and measurement
and quantity
See quantity
and secondary determinations, 576
and terms, fixing of
See term(s)-and relations
and transcendental notions
See notions, transcendental-relations
among
as distinct from its base
See distinction(s)-of relation from its
base
classes of, 576
cognitional

See cognition, cognitional-terms and
relations, basic nest of
components of, 576
definition by
See metaphysics-as knowledgeexplanatory vs descriptive, see also
scientific-explanation
epistemic, 576
explanatory, 576
external, 577
formal, 577
human
See intersubjectivity, see also
community
internal, 577
and description
See description-and explanation-of
data
and the relativist
interpersonal
See interpersonal relations
mixed, 577
nonsystematic in
See nonsystematic-in relations
notional, 577
of being to knowing
See being-notion of, -idea of, -concept
of
of equality, 577
of metaphysics
See metaphysics-relations of
of science
See science(s)-relations of
of similarity, 577
of things to each other
See quoad se
of things to us
See quoad nos
personal
See liberty-and community
primary, 577
problematic, 577
real, 577
terms and
See term(s)-and relations
types of (4), 577
(1) notional
(2) problematic
(3) real
(4) mixed
RELATIVE, 577

absolute component of, 577
RELATIVISM, 577

and cognitional theory
See cognition, cognitional-theoryLonergan vs relativism (11
elements)
and error
See cognition, cognitional-theoryLonergan vs relativism (11

elements)-(11)
and fact
See cognition, cognitional-theoryLonergan vs relativism (11
elements)-(11)
and interpretation
See interpretation-relativism in
and perspectivism
See perspectivism-and relativism
and relations
See relation(s)-internal-and the
relativist
and relativity, 578
and scientific revision
See deduction-and scientific progress
as philosophical problem, 578
historical
See historical-relativism
vs empiricism, 578
vs legalism in ethics
See ethics-legalism and relativism in
RELATIVITY, 578

and judgment
See judgment(s) of fact-and relativity
and primary vs secondary
determinations, 578
and relativism
See relativism-and relativity
invariance in
See transformation-invariance under
inertial
of description
See viewpoint(s)-explanatory vs
descriptive
of expression
See particular(s)-and
relative/invariant expression
of history
See history-relativity of
of interpretation
See interpretation-relativism in
theory of, 578
general
See invariance-anticipation of
special
and causality
and measurement
basic postulate of
RELEVANCE/RELEVANT, 579

and abstraction
See abstraction-and prescinding, degrees of (3)-preliminaries
and context
See context(s)-and relevance
and empirical/scientific method
See canon(s)-of empirical/scientific
method-(3) of relevance
and hermeneutics

See canon(s)-of methodical
hermeneutics-(1) of relevance
and irrelevant, 579
and detached/disinterested
intelligence
See decline-cycle of, longerprocess-consequences (3)-(2)
and historical knowledge
See historical-knowledge-spiral
advance in
and insight
See abstraction-and insight
and model
See model-utility of
data as
See insight and understandingcumulative series of
in abstraction
See abstractionenriching/impoverishingmoments in (3)-(3)
in canon of selection
See canon(s)-of empirical/scientific
method-(1) of selection-and the
relevant/irrelevant
in time and place
See particular(s)-times and places
and judgment
See judgment(s) of fact-and
relevant/pertinent questions
and methodical hermeneutics
See canon(s)-of methodical
hermeneutics-(1) of relevance
canon of
See canon(s)-of empirical/scientific
method-(3) of relevance
data, 579
of math and physics in Insight
See Insight (the book)-and
mathematics/physics
of past
See philosophy of educationtraditionalist vs modernist (3
elements)-(3)
questions, further
See question(s)-further-for common
sense/science, -relevant
RELIGION, 579
RELIGIOUS, 579

consciousness
See consciousness, differentiatedreligiously, see also consciousness,
intentional-religious/transcendent
conversion
See conversion-religious
differentiation of consciousness
See consciousness, differentiatedreligiously
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experience
See experience, religious
meaning
See meaning-religious
self-transcendence
See self ...-transcendence-religious
values
See value(s)-scale of-(5) transcendent
REPENTANCE

See consciousness, intentional-levels of
(5)-(4) rational self- (6 elements)-and
repentance, 580
REPRESENTATION, 580

psychic
See censor, censorship-and neuraldemand functions-psychic control
over-inverse of, -summary
vs presentation, 580
and human living
and underlying sensitive flow
See freedom, elements of-(1)
underlying sensitive flow
REPRESENTATIVE, 580

function of imagination
See knowledge-domains of, distinct
image and imaginative synthesis
See synthesis-imaginative vs
systematic unification-possibility
of
image, function of
See image-heuristic vs representative
function of
sample
See classical and statistical comparedinquiry-and representative
samples, see also notion of …representative sample
REPRESSION

See censor, censorship-repressive, 580
RESEARCH (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY), 580

and common sense
See common sense-and research
and conversion
See conversion-and research
and interpretation, 580
droyson’s division of, 580
general, 580
practicality in
See practicality-in research
special, 580
and horizon
summary of, 580
RESIDUE(S), 580

and interpretation
See canon(s)-of methodical
hermeneutics-(5) of residues
and mathematics
See mathematical-formalizations-

material element
canon of
See canon(s)-of empirical/scientific
method-(6) of statistial residues, of methodical hermeneutics-(5) of
residues
empirical, 581
abstraction from
and central potency
and conditiones materiae
See conditiones materiae
and data
See given, the-as residual
and direct insight
See intelligibility-material-vs
spiritual
and essence
See essence-conceived e. as
spiritual
and frames of reference
See frame(s) of referenceempirical residue, insight and
and God
See philosophy of God-and God-as
unrestricted act of
understanding-and the empirical
residue
and insight
See insight and understanding-and
empirical residue, -inverse-and
empirical residue
and intellectual experience
See insight and understandinginverse-and empirical residueand intellectual experience
and intelligibility
See intelligibility-anticipation ofand empirical residue, material-and empirical residue,
-kinds of
and mathematics
See mathematical-formalizationsmaterial element
and nonsystematic divergence of
actual frequencies
See nonsystematic-divergence of
actual frequencies
and potency
See potency/potential-and
empirical residue, see also
central (substantial) constitutive
causes-potency-and
individuality of empirical
residue
and potency, prime
See potency/potential-prime-and
empirical residue
and social surd
See social-surd
and the spiritual

See intelligibility-spiritual-and
empirical residue
and understanding
See intelligibility-material-and
empirical residue, -spiritual-and
empirical residue
dependence on/independence from
See essence-conceived e. as
spiritual
individuality of
See central (substantial)
constitutive causes-potency-and
individuality of empirical
residue
metaphysical equivalent of
See potency/potential-prime-and
empirical residue
notion of
See notion of …-empirical residue
statistical, 581
and freedom
See freedom-and statistical
residues
and higher integrations
See freedom-and statistical
residues
canon of
See canon(s)-of empirical/scientific
method-(6) of statistical residues
RESPONSE, 582

intentional, 582
and feelings
See feelings-as intentional
response
and goals
See feelings-and nonintentional
states, trends, and goals
and values
See feelings-as related to objects,
values, etc.
nonintentional
See feelings-and nonintentional
states, trends, and goals
RESPONSIBILITY, 582

and decision
See decision-and responsibility
and freedom
See freedom-and responsibility
and judgment
See judgment(s)-as related-(4) to the
person judging, see also
judgment(s) of fact-true and false
and philosophy, 582
and scale of values
See value(s)-scale of-(4)
personal/existential
and transcendental precepts
See advertence-and the precepts, see
also transcendental-precepts-(4)
Be responsible!

of philosophy
See philosophy, philosophiesresponsibility of
personal
See judgment(s) of value-components
of (3)-(3)
RESSENTIMENT, 582
REVISION, 582

and empirical science, 582
and relativism
and heuristic notion, 582
and logic/dialectic, 582
and metaphysics
See metaphysics-revision of
and method/GEM
See GEM-revision of
and reviser, 583
and self-knowledge
See self ...-knowledge-and revision
of account of world order, 583
of affirmation on genera and species,
583
of cognitional theory/process impossible
See cognition, cognitional-processrevision of, -theory-revision of
of empirical science, 583
of known vs revision of knowing, 584
of philosophy of Insight, 584
of reviser, 584
of standards of measurement
See measurement-invariance in
regarding space and time
See relativity-invariance in
ROCK, THE, 584
RODS AND CLOCKS

See measurement-rods, clocks, and, 584
RULE(S), 584

and insight, 584
and method/GEM
See GEM-not rules
and operations, numbers
See viewpoint(s)-higher-formulation
of
and straight line, 584
for judgment of fact
See judgment(s) of fact-concreterules for
general, and the Subject
See general-rules and the Subject
mathematical
See mathematical-operations,
numbers, rules
of concreteness
See metaphysical-equivalence-rules
of-(1) concreteness
of explanatory formulation
See metaphysical-equivalence-rules
of-(2) explanatory formulation
of higher viewponts
See viewpoint(s)-higher-emergence

of
of meaning
See meaning-terms of-(2) rules of
of metaphysical equivalence
See metaphysical-equivalence-rules
of
of structural transposition
See metaphysical-equivalence-rules
of-(3) structural transposition
SACRAL

See secular, 584
SACRALIZATION/SECULARIZATION

See secular, 584
SATIRE

See humor/satire, 584
SATISFACTION(S), 584

and desire to know
See good, the-elementary
and good of order
See good, the-of order-and
satisfactions
and value
See value(s)
SCALE OF PREFERENCES

See value(s)-and scale of preferences,
584
SCALE OF VALUES

See value(s)-scale of, 584
SCEPTIC, SCEPTICISM, 584

and argument
See argument-and the talking sceptic
and knowledge
See question(s)-and knowledgeevading
and necessity
See necessity-conditional-and the
sceptic
incoherence of, 584
universal
See alienation-and the abstract
SCHEDULE

See probability-schedule of, 584
SCHEME OF RECURRENCE

See recurrence, scheme(s) of, 584
SCHOLAR, SCHOLARLY, 585

differentiation of consciousness
See consciousness, differentiatedscholarly
horizon, 585
understanding
See insight and understandingdevelopment of-scholarly
SCHOLARSHIP, 585

aim of, 585
and common sense
See common sense-and scholarship
and human studies, 585
and science, 585

development of, 585
modern, 585
realm of
See meaning-realm(s) of-(5)
scholarship
SCHOLASTICISM, 585
SCIENCE(S), 586

analogy of human and natural, 586
and abstraction
See abstraction
and already out there now real
See already-out-there-now-real-and
the sciences
and analysis
See analysis-and science
and art, 586
and insight
and belief
See belief-and science
and causality/certainty
See cause(s)-and modern science
and common sense, 586
common object of
and conceptualism, 586
and correlations
See correlation(s)-and empirical
science
and definitions, 587
and form, 587
and formulation
See classical and statistical comparedformulation, see also verificationof formulations
and heuristic structures
See heuristic structure-and
science/mathematics
and history
See history-and science
and image
See image-heuristic vs representative
function of-in sciences
and insight
See insight and understandingscientific
and invariance
See invariance-and science
and law, 587
vs thing
and logic
See logic-and science
and mathematics, 587
development of and science
See circuit(s)-of mathematical and
scientific developments
and measurement, 587
and metaphysics
See metaphysics-and science
and method/GEM
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See GEM-and science
and necessity
See necessity-and science
and philosophy, 587
and autonomous sciences
and probability
See theory, theories-probability, see
also probability, see also Emergent
Probability
and scholarship
See scholarship
and scissors action
See scissors-like action-and all the
sciences
and self-appropriation, 587
and the universal, 588
and the virtually unconditioned
See unconditioned, virtually-and the
scientist
and theory
See judgment(s)-probable/scientific
and things
See scientific-thought
and tradition
See tradition-science and
and truth, 588
and verification
See canon(s)-of empirical/scientific
method-(4) of parsimony
and world of theory, 588
applied vs pure, 588
and imaginative synthesis
See synthesis-imaginative vs
systematic unification
as descriptive, 588
vs common sense
as explanatory, 588
and truth
as ongoing process, 589
as specialized understanding, 589
as succession of higher integrations
See integration(s)-higher-science as
as system, 589
autonomy of, 589
basic and total
See philosophy, philosophies-and the
basic and total science
change, and central form
See scientific-explanation-and central
form
classical, 589
control through
See canon(s)-of empirical/scientific
method-(2) of operations-(3)
critical and normative, 589
data of
See data-and science, -of sense-and
scientific understanding

development of, 589
and hypothesis
See hypothesis-in scientific
development
circuit of
See circuit(s)-of mathematical and
scientific developments
pattern in
vs d. of mathematics
See circuit(s)-of mathematical and
scientific developments
distinction of, 589
empirical, 589
an ongoing process
and correlations
See correlation(s)-and empirical
science
and deduction
See deduction-in empirical science
and common sense
and possibility
See possibility-and empirical
science
as distinct and autonomous
and higher viewpoints
as systematic
limits of
See progress-scientific
probability of
See probability-of empirical
sciences
revision of
See revision-and empirical science
expansion of
See canon(s)-of empirical/scientific
method-(2) of operations
fundamental problems in, solution to
See GEM-functions of (12)-(7)
foundational, -(11) unifies science
general and special, 590
generalizations of, 590
and common sense
and empirical residue
possibility of
See possibility-of scientific
collaboration/generalization
heuristic procedure in, 590
human, 591
and dialectic
and hermeneutics
See hermeneutic(s)-as basic to
human sciences
and history/historian
and meaning
See interpretation-problem of-and
human sciences
and natural science
and philosophy
See relativism-as philosophical
problem

and reductionism
See reductionism-and human
sciences
and scientific measurement
See measurement-and development
as critical
vs empirical
See critical-vs empirical in
human science
criticism of
See criticism-of human sciences
distinguished from human studies
empirical
vs critical
See critical-vs empirical in
human science
normative
ideal of, 592
integration of
See metaphysics-and all other
departments
knowledge of form in, 592
language of
See scientific-language vs
philosophic
metaphysics and/as
See metaphysics-and science, -as
science
method of
See method(s)-of science(s)
modern, 592
and causes
See cause(s)-and modern science
and method
See method(s)-of science(s)
as product of scientific community
systems of
natural, 593
and critical history
and dialectic
and history
and hypothesis
See hypothesis-in natural science
Aristotle’s view of
See proper names-Aristotle,
Aristotelian-notion of science
normative, 593
notion of
See notion of …-science
precision of, 593
progress of
See progress-scientific
relations of, 593
reorientation of
See consciousness, intentionalpolymorphism of human-and
metaphysics
social, 593
policy
statistical

See statistical-science
the various, 594
transformation of
See metaphysics-and science
unification of, 594
and law
See genus-explanatory-and law
and metaphysics
See metaphysics-and all other
departments
and method/GEM
See GEM-functions of (12)-(11)
unifies science
and philosophy
vs common sense, 594
and imagination
See knowledge-domains of, distinct
vs history
See history-vs science
vs mathematics
See circuit(s)-of mathematical and
scientific developments
SCIENTIFIC, 594

advance
See progress-scientific
and prescientific, 594
collaboration
See collaboration-excludes scientific
error, see also possibility-of
scientific
collaboration/generalization
conclusions, 594
correlations
See correlation(s)-and scientific
understanding
description
See classical and statistical compareddescription, scientific
development
See circuit(s)-of mathematical and
scientific developments
differentiation of consciousness
See consciousness, differentiatedscientifically
discovery
See discovery-and scientific progress,
-in scientific method
disputes
See canon(s)-of empirical/scientific
method-(1) of selection-and
scientific disputes
error
See collaboration-excludes scientific
error
explanation, 595
and central form
and conclusions
expression
See expression-scientific
generalization

See possibility-of scientific
collaboration/generalization
history
See history-as scientific
hypothesis
See hypothesis-in scientific
development
imagination
See imagination-and classical
scientific thought
inference
See inference-concrete from classical
laws
inquiry
See nonsystematic-and successive
levels of scientific inquiry
insight
See mathematical-and scientific
insights, see also correlation(s)and scientific understanding
intelligibility, 595
interpretation vs literary
See interpretation-scientific-vs
literary
investigation
See method(s)-of science(s), see also
functional specialization(s)-and
scientific investigation
judgment
See judgment(s)-probable/scientific
knowledge
See knowledge-scientific
language vs philosophic, 595
law
See law(s), law(s) of ...-scientific, see
also science(s)-and law
method
See method(s)-of science(s), see also
canon(s)-of empirical/scientific
method
observation, 595
and eros of mind/spirit
progress
See progress-scientific
syllogism
See syllogism-scientific
theory
See judgment(s)-probable/scientific
thought, 596
and anticipation
See anticipation-in
prescientific/scientific thought
and imagination
See imagination-and classical
scientific thought
and Insight (the book)
See Insight (the book)-and the
modes of scientific thought

and mathematics
See mathematical-and scientific
thought
understanding
See insight and understandingscientific
writing vs philosophic, 596
SCISSORS-LIKE ACTION, 596

and all the sciences, 596
and expression
See heuristic structure-for
interpretation-upper blade-and
totality of expressions
and interpretation
See heuristic structure-for
interpretation
blades of, upper/lower, 597
in empirical method
See heuristic structure-for
interpretation
in genetic method
See method, genetic-general notions
(7)-(7)
in mathematics, 597
in science, 597
in self-affirmation, 597
of mind, 597
pure form of, 597
SCOTOSIS, SCOTOMA, 597

and performance, 598
SECULAR, 598
SECULARISM

See secular, 598
SELECTION, 598

and dialectic
See dialectic(s)-structure of-materials
(6)-(6)
and inference
See inference-concrete from classical
laws
and schemes of recurrence
See recurrence, scheme(s) ofselection of
and world order
See Emergent Probability-and world
order-as explanatory of (6)-(4)
canon of
See canon(s)-of empirical/scientific
method-(1) of selection
natural
See Emergent Probability-and chance
variation
principle of
See proposition(s)-analytic
SELF ..., 599

affirmation of the knower, 599
a privileged judgment
act of

xcviii

and contradiction
as fact
as immanent law
conditions for
description and explanation
two types
See data of consciousness-as
basis of explanation
foundations of
fulfilment of conditions
Kantian analysis, contrast with
See cognition, cognitional-theoryLonergan vs Kant (5 elements)
possibility of
relativist analysis, contrast with
See cognition, cognitional-theoryLonergan vs relativism (11
elements)
revision of
scissors-like action in
See scissors-like action-in selfaffirmation
appropriation
See self-appropriation
as transcending/transcended
See authenticity-never secure
awareness, 600
consciousness, avoidance of, 600
consciousness, rational
See consciousness, intentional-levels
of (5)-(3) rational, -(4) rational
self- (6 elements)
consistency, 600
escape from (3 elements)
(1) avoid self-consciousness
(2) rationalization
(3) moral renunciation
constitution
See truth(s), the true-as selfconstituting
contradictory
See judgment(s)-as related-(3) to
reflective understanding
control, 601
precarious
principle of
See decision-and responsibility
criticism, 601
determination
See liberty-and self-determination
development
See human-development
discovery, 601
experience, 602
knowledge, 602
achievement of
and differentiated consciousness
and feelings

and human development
and interpretation
See interpretation-and
understanding-oneself
and metaphysics
and objectification of oneself
and revision
and self-presence
and the soul
See soul-self-knowledge of
explanatory
See image-and explanatory selfknowledge
explicit and adequate
mediation
See mediation-self-, -mutual selfpresence, 602
revelation
See historian-self-revelation of
sacrificing love
See love-self-sacrificing
therapy
See psychotherapy-and self-therapy
transcendence, 602
affective
and alienation
and collaboration
See collaboration-and selftranscendence
and conscience
See conscience-and selftranscendence
and conversion
intellectual
moral
religious
See conversion-religious
and decline
and dreams
See dream(s)-of night and
morning-and self-transcendence
and ideology
and judgments of value
See judgment(s) of value-and selftranscendence
and love
and objectivity
See conversion-and objectivity
and originating value
See value(s)-originating
and the drifter
See drifter-and self-transcendence
and transcendental notions
and unrestricted questioning
as achievement
as inheritance/gift
capacity for
cognitional
ever precarious
ground of

intellectual
interpersonal
judgment on
moral
and the good
See good, the-and moral selftranscendence
performative
religious
revealing the Subject
unrestricted thrust to
understanding, 605
SELF-APPROPRIATION, 605

and advertence, 605
and cognitional operations, 605
and cultural types
See culture, cultural-types of (3)
and existential conflict, 605
and explanation
See science(s)-as explanatory
and fact, 605
and heightened consciousness
See consciousness, intentional-as
intentional-heightening of
and historical study, 605
and ideal of knowledge, 606
and analysis
See analysis-and ideal of
knowledge
and expression
as abstract
problem of
ready-made
and image
See image-and self-appropriation
and insight, 606
and interiority
See interiority-world of-entry intoand appropriation of
and knowing
See knowing-and self-appropriation
and metaphysics, 606
explicit
and method/GEM
See GEM-and self-appropriation
and objects, 606
and philosophy, 607
different types of
and presence, 607
types of
and question of communication
See philosophy, philosophies-the
question of
and science
See science(s)-and self-appropriation
and self-affirmation
See self ...-affirmation of the knower
and self-consciousness, 607
and self-knowledge
See self ...-knowledge

and self-presence
See self …-presence, see also
consciousness, intentional-and
self-presence
and the book Insight, 607
and therapy, 607
and transcendental method
See GEM-and self-appropriation
and truth
See truth(s), the true-appropriation of
and verification, 607
and willing, 608
arduous for authors, 608
as manifested, 608
scale of activities and products (4)
(1) sensitive
(2) linguistic
(3) polymorphic
(4) cultural
as self-development
See human-development
block to, 608
historical component of, 608
intellectual benefits of, 608
process of, 608
(1) the pattern
and self presence
basic
(2) experiencing the pattern
(3) understanding the pattern
(4) judging the pattern
See self ...-affirmation of the
knower-a privileged judgment
SELF-CORRECTING PROCESS OF LEARNING

See learning-self-correcting process of,
609
SENSATION, 609

and body
See patterns of experience-notion of
and knowing
See immateriality-of knowing-vs
sensation
vs insight, 609
vs perception, 609
SENSE(S), 609

and actuation of intellect
See intellectual-nature-actuation of
and body
See patterns of experience-notion of
and consciousness
See consciousness, intentional-vs
sensitive
and cultural types
See culture, cultural-types of (3)sensate
and description/explanation
See data of consciousness-as basis of
explanation
and experiencing Subject, 609
and expression

See expression-sensible
and immateriality
See immateriality-of sensation
and judgment, 610
and light of intellect
See intellect-agent-as illuminating
phantasm
and matter
See matter-sensible vs intelligible
and movement
See movement-as sensible object
and mystery
See movement-as sensible object
and passion
See passion-sensing as
and science, 610
and sensible
See sensible
and universe of being
See being-universe of-vs world of
sense
and unknown
See unknown, the-sense of
as apparatus, 610
as criterion of reality
See real, the real-reason, sense as
criteria of
as criterion of
science/mathematics/metaphysics,
610
control of
See control-over sense and image
data of
See data-of sense
description/explanation on basis of
See data of consciousness-as basis of
explanation
experience
See data-of sense, see also data of
consciousness
historical
See historical-sense
in act
See act-sense and sensible in
knowledge, 610
true and false in
object of
See object(s)-of sense
of the unknown
See unknown, the-sense of
reflects on itself, 610
relation of things to
See quoad nos
reshaping of
See pattern-alien
structure of
See object(s)-of sense
vs concrete universe of being

See being-universe of-vs world of
sense
SENSIBLE, 610

abstraction from
See abstraction-from the sensible
and agent intellect
See intellect-agent-as illuminating
phantasm
consequences in empirical method
See canon(s)-of empirical/scientific
method-(1) of selection
SENSISM, 610

and cognitional myth, 610
SENSITIVE, 610

and emergence of higher system, 610
and intellectual, 611
and consciousness
See consciousness-sensitive vs
intellectual
and higher system
and the unconscious
See unconscioussensitive/intellectual relation of
control of
correspondence of
See image-as image, symbol, sign
integration of
and mystery/myth
See mystery-and
intellectual/sensitive
integration
and openness to unknown
See mystery
and operations
See operator(s)-of cognitional
development-and sensitive
integration
relation of
tension of
See tension(s)-of sensitive and
intellectual
and truth, appropriation of
See truth(s), the true-appropriation
of-sensitive
appetite
See appetite-sensitive
flow
See freedom, elements of (4)-(1)
underlying sensitive flow
integration
See operator(s)-of cognitional
development-and sensitive
integration
level, and communication
See communication-and common
sense
living, control of, 611
memory

c

See memory-sensitive vs intellectual
operator
See operator(s)-sensitive
psyche
See psychic-and sense
self-appropriation and
See self-appropriation-as manifestedscale of activities and products (4)(1) sensitive
spontaneity
See spontaneity-and sensitive
consciousness
SEPARATE

See proper names-Aristotle,
Aristotelian-and substanceseparate, 611
SHIFT, 611

from logic to method
See method(s)-shift from logic to
from priority of metaphysics
See intentionality analysis-and
priority of metaphysics
to interiority
See interiority-shift to, historical
to the Subject
See Subject, the-turn/shift to
SIGN, 611

conventional
See meaning-linguistic
interpretation of image as
See image-as image, symbol, sign
SILLINESS, 611
SIMILARITY, 612

and difference, 612
and science
See science(s)-heuristic procedure in
as similarly understood, 612
concrete relation of
See relation(s)-of equality
relations of
See relation(s)-of similarity
two types of, 612
in relation to one another
and insight into nature
in relation to us
and classification
understanding as
See intelligibility-material-vs
spiritual
SIMPLY, 612
SIMULTANEITY, 612
SIN, 613

and alienation, 613
and cosmopolis
See cosmopolis-properties of (4)-(3)
speaks the simple truth
and evil, 613
and ideology, 613

and intelligibility, 613
and principle of excluded middle, 613
and rationalization
See rationalization
and wrongdoing, 613
as aberration, 613
as crime, 613
basic, 613
causality of
consequences of
irrationality (surd) of
dialectic of, 614
dialectic of, minor
See bias-and social progress/declineminor
in social process, 614
justification of, 614
moral, 614
physical, 614
reign of, 614
and dialectical analysis
SITUATION(S), 614

a simultaneous multiplicity
See Emergent Probabilityintelligibility immanent in
and argument from analogy
See analogy-argument from
and ideal problem
See process-ideal/typical
and phenomenology
See phenomenologist
and self-correcting process of learning
See learning-self-correcting process
of-limits of
basic
See nonsystematic-process-basic
situation of
concrete
See common sense-and concrete
situation
human
See integration(s)-in human
development-as demanded in
human situation
objective, as absurd
See decline-basis of
of universe
See universe-initial situation of
random
See nonsystematic-process-as
irreversible
social
See social-situation
SKILLS, 615
SMILE, PHENOMENOLOGY OF

See phenomenology-of a smile, 615
SOCIAL, 615

and patterns of experience
See patterns of experience-dramaticas social

and the historian
See historian-and analogy-and the
social/cultural
animal, 615
character of knowledge
See belief-progress, decline, and
crisis vs social tranquility, 615
decline
See decline-cycle of, longer-processconsequences (3)-(1)
development, 615
and sin
See sin-in social process
bias of
distortion, 616
dramatic artistry as
See patterns of experience-dramaticas social
fact
See fact-ambivalence of human,
social
fact ambivalent
See liberation-problem of ethical
goals
See historian-and social/cultural
goals
groups
See bias-group
infrastructure
See infrastructure and suprastructure
institutions
See good, the-of order, see also
value(s)-scale of-(2) social
order, 616
and constraint
See constraint-and society
and general rules
See general-rules and the Subject
and intersubjectivity
See community-tension(s) in, see
also general-rules and the
Subject
breakdowns in
See breakdown-in
civilization/economy/polity/soci
al order
good of
See good, the-of order
problems
See myth-and totalitarianism
progress, 616
and bias
See bias-and social
progress/decline
and good will
See fact-ambivalence of human,
social
circuits of
recovery
See recovery

science
See science(s)-social
situation, 616
and intelligibility
See decline-cycle of, longerprocess-consequences (3)-(1)
and positions/counterposition
deterioration of
See decline-cycle of, longerprocess-consequences (3)-(1)
irrationality in
suprastructure
See infrastructure and suprastructure
surd, 617
values
See value(s)-scale of-(2) social
SOCIETY, 617

and constraint
See constraint-and society
and good of order
See good, the-of order-and society
basis of
See community-as basis of society
SOCIOLOGY, 617

and ethics, 617
and natural sciences, 617
of knowledge, 617
styles of, 617
SORGE

See I-and my world, 618
SOUL, 618

and body
See object(s)-and acts, potencies,
essences (Aristotle)
and subject, 618
Aquinas’s account of, 618
Aristotle’s account of
See object(s)-and acts, potencies,
essences (Aristotle)
kinds of, 618
reasoning to concept of, 618
self-knowledge of, 618
SOURCES, 618

and historical criticism
See criticism-inner and outer
and history, critical
See history-critical-and sources
critical use of, 619
of all methods
See GEM
of answers
See inquiry-and pure desire to know
of commonsense judgments, remote
See collaboration-of common sense
of differences
See dialectic(s)-Hegelian vs
Lonerganian-source of differences
of higher systems
See system(s)-higher-humanity
source of

of higher viewpoints
See canon(s)
of empirical/scientific method-(2)
of operations-(7) as source of
higher viewpoints
of interpretation
See criticism-principle(s) of (4)-(3), (4), see also interpretationsubjective
of interpretation, historical
See historical-interpretation-sources
of
of knowledge
See knowledge-origins of
of meaning
See meaning-sources of
of pluralism
See pluralism-sources of (3)
of religious experience
See experience, religious
of satisfactions
See liberty-and feelings
of symbolic apprehension
See spprehension-symbolic
of transcendence
See desire to know-as immanent
source of transcendence
SPACE, 619

absolute
See Space and Time-absolute
and art
See art-and space
and Kant
See a priori-Kant’s-and space
and world order
See Emergent Probability-and world
order-as explanatory of (6)-(1)
intelligibility proper to
See Space and Time-immanent
intelligibility of-abstract
Minkowski
See proper names-Minkowski, H.space
SPACE AND TIME, 619

absolute, 619
objectification of
and anthropomorphic projection
See viewpoint(s)-explanatory vs
descriptive-and anthropomorphic
projection
and experience/experienced, 620
and qualities, 620
and transcendent idea of being, 620
as extension and duration, 620
as ordered totalities, 620
being in, 620
concrete vs imaginary, 620
corollary

descriptive account of, 621
for us, 621
immanent intelligibility of, 621
a geometry
abstract
concrete
experienced not imagined
invariance in formulation of
invariant interval of, 622
notion of
See notion of …-concrete Space or
Time (descriptive)
particular
See particular(s)-times and places
physics and problem of defining, 622
structured, 622
SPECIAL, 622

carrier of meaning
See meaning-intersubjective
categories
See category, categories-special
frames of reference
See frame(s) of reference-special
history
See history-special
language, technical
See apprehension-in worlds of
common sense and theory
methods
See transcendental-preceptsspecification of
question of unity
See human-person-unity of
relativity
See relativity-theory of-special
research
See Research (functional specialty)special
sciences
See science(s)-general and special
sense of ‘notion’
See notion(s)
talent of the wise
See principle(s)-systematic
theoretical questions
See consciousness, intentionalreligious/transcendent
transcendent knowledge
See knowledge-transcendent-special
understanding
See science(s)-knowledge of form in
SPECIALIST, 622

and Insight (the book)
See Insight (the book)-goal of-and the
specialist
bias of
See common sense-bias of, general
SPECIALIZATION, 622

cii

department and subject, 622
field, 622
functional
See functional specialization(s)
of common sense
See common sense-specialization of
SPECIES, 622

ambiguity of, 622
and Emergent Probability
See Emergent Probabilityfundamental element of
and genus
See genus/genera and species
and problem of generalized Emergent
Probability
See Emergent Probabilityfundamental element of
animal
See genus-explanatory
as Aristotle’s eidos, 623
as known in phantasm
See abstraction-from phantasm
biological
See genus-explanatory
explanatory
See genus-explanatory
impressa
See phantasm/fantasm-and species
impressa
intelligible
See intelligible(s)-species
notion of
See notion of …-species
SPHERES OF BEING

See being-spheres of, distinct, 623
SPIRATE, 623
SPIRIT, 623

human
See human-spirit
of inquiry, 623
SPIRITUAL, 623

and central form, 623
and empirical residue
See intelligibility-spiritual-and the
empirical residue
and intelligibility
See intelligibility-spiritual
as legislative, material, subject to law
See material-vs spiritual-and law
essence as
See essence-conceived e. as spiritual
vs material
See material-vs spiritual
SPONTANEITY, 623

and accumulation of insights
See insight and understandingaccumulation of-spontaneous
and act

See act-as determined by the prior act
and art
See art-insight in
and belief
See belief-mistaken-elimination of
and egoism
See egoism-and intelligence vs
spontaneity
and feeling
See feelings-and explanation, community of, and fellow f.
and intersubjectivity, 623
and notion of being
See being-notion of-as spontaneous
and questions
See question(s)-as spontaneous
and sensitive appetite, 623
and sensitive consciousness, 623
human, 624
of cognitional operations, 624
of common sense
See common sense, -as intellectual
of intentional consciousness
See consciousness, intentionalspontaneities of
of self-correcting process of learning
See learning-self-correcting process
of
vs intelligence
See intelligence-spontaneity vs, see
also consciousness, intentionalspontaneities of
STAGE(S), 624

of belief (5)
See belief-true-process of
of complete and definitive knowledge
See Emergent Probability-of things (4
postulates)-(4) sequential
of cultural development
See operator(s)-and operations as
grouped
of definition
See definition(s)-stages of (3)
of functional specialties
See functional specialization(s)
of intellectual/moral self-transcendence
(6)
See dream(s)-and self-transcendence
of meaning
See meaning-stages of
of metaphysics
See metaphysics-stages/forms of
of physical and mathematical abstraction
See abstraction-objective
STATE(S), 624

and coincidental aggregates
See aggregates-coincidental
and feelings
See feelings-and nonintentional
states, trends, and goals

and probabilities
See probability-states and
and trends
See feelings-and non-intentional
states, trends, and goals
as political entity, 624
changes of
See emergence-fact of
classical/statistical, 624
heuristic concept of
See classical and statistical comparedheuristic concept, -heuristic
theorem
nonintentional, 624
of being in love
See love-being in
of incompleteness
See common sense
of perfection
See perfection
pathological
See superlook
psychoneural
See freedom-effective-conditions of
(4)-(2)
STATEMENT(S), 625
STATISTICAL, 625

abstraction, mode of
See abstraction-classical and
statistical modes of
and classical
See classical and statistical compared
and determinacy
See determinism-vs statistical
knowledge
and indeterminacy, 625
and inverse insight
See frequency-and intelligibility
frequencies
See frequency-and probability
heuristic structure
See heuristic structure-statistical, statistical vs classical
inquiry
See classical and statistical comparedinquiry
law
See law(s), law(s) of …-statistical
method
See method, statistical
residues
See residue(s)-statistical
science, 625
and determinism
See determinism-vs statistical
knowledge
and limitation of classical procedure
and randomness
See Emergent Probability-and
inverse insight

foundations of
possibility of
See Emergent Probability-and
inverse insight
states, 626
verification of
theory, 626
(1) events
(2) not processes
(3) observable events
(4) foundations
(5) use of classical concepts
(6) images and parsimony
STRUCTURE(S), 627

and being
See metaphysics-as integral heuristic
structure
and classical law
See law(s), law(s) of ...-classical-a
closed structure
dynamic, 627
dynamism of
See freedom-essential-vs effective
heuristic
See heuristic structure
integral
See metaphysics-as integral heuristic
structure
isomorphic, 627
limiting
See certitude, certainty-and limiting
structures
metaphysical
See metaphysics-as heuristic
of cognition
See cognition, cognitional-structure
of dialectic
See dialectic(s)-structure of
of doing/making
See doing and making-structure of
of ethics
See ethics-and structure of knowing
and doing
of hermeneutics
See hermeneutic(s)-structure
of horizon
See horizon(s)-structure of
of human good
See human-good-structure of
of human inquiry
See cognition, cognitional-structure
of human spirit
See consciousness, intentional-levels
of (5)
See human-spirit
of knowing
See knowing-structure of, see also
ethics-and structure of knowing
and doing
of statistical law

See law(s), law(s) of ...-statisticalaxiomatic structure of
of subject’s world
See language-and the Subject’s world
of the universe
See knowing-and knownisomorphism of
of world mediated by meaning
See world-mediated by meaning
ontological
See ontological-structure
transposition of
See metaphysical-equivalence-rules
of (3)-(3)
STUDIES

See human-studies, 627
SUBJECT, THE, 627

analysis of, 627
and art
See art-prelude to discussion of
and breakthrough, 627
and communication
See Communication(s) (functional
specialty)-and the Subject
and community
See community-and intersubjectivity,
-and the individual
and conversion
See conversion
and dialectic, 627
and explicit metaphysics, 627
and general categories
See category, categories-general-the
Subject as basis of
and independence of truth, 627
and interpretation
See interpretation-and the interpreter
and intersubjectivity
See community-tension(s) in
and language
See language-and the Subject’s world,
see also common sense-language
of-ordinary
and moral imperative
See doing and making-and the moral
imperative
and natural law
See law(s), law(s) of ...-natural
and object(s), 628
and philosophy
See interiority
and self-appropriation
See self-appropriation
and self-presence
See self…-presence
and senses
See sense(s)-and experiencing Subject
as knower, 628

as operator, 628
authentic
See authenticity
autonomy of
See self ...-control
conscious
See consciousness, intentional-levels
of (5)
definition of, 628
development of, 628
and doing/making
See doing and making-and the selfdeveloping Subject
and the image
See image-and the developing
Subject
dialectic of, 628
dialectical tension in
See Insight (the book)-and dialectical
tension in the Subject
dramatic, 628
and memory
See memory-screened
bias of
See bias-dramatic, -individual
dialectic of
vs d. of community
elements in
See censor, censorship-and neural
existential, 629
and method
See GEM-and the existential
Subject
from substance to
See art-prelude to discussion of
identity of, 629
knowing as perfection of
See knowing-as perfection
object, and problem of transcendence
See objectivity-notion of, principalproperties of (6)-(6)
objectification of, 629
and operations
See consciousness, intentional-as
cognitional event, see also I
polymorphism of
See image-and the developing
subject, see also consciousness,
intentional-polymorphism of
human
revealed
See cognition, cognitionaloperations-applying intentional to
conscious
self-transcending
See self ...-transcendence
turn/shift to, 629
and intentionality analysis

civ

See intentionality analysis-and turn
to the Subject
antecedents to
as shift of ideals
first and basic moment
not merely subjective
unity of, 629
and transcendental ego
dynamic vs static
vs substance, 630
SUBJECTIVE, 630

bias of historian
See historian-and bias
field of common sense
See common sense-subjective field of
interpretation
See interpretation-subjective
judgments of value
See judgment(s) of value-objective or
subjective
merely
See subjectivity
notion of thing
See thing(s)-notion of-as
objective/subjective-difficulty of
problem of intellectual development
See human-development-intellectual
projection
See viewpoint(s)-explanatory vs
descriptive-and subjective
projection
shift to the Subject
See Subject, the-turn/shift to-not
merely subjective
SUBJECTIVISM, 630
SUBJECTIVITY, 630

and authenticity
See authenticity-and subjectivity
and existentialism
See existentialism-and
subjectivity/objectivity
and objective knowledge, 631
and value judgments
See historian-and value judgments
authentic
See authenticity
inauthentic
See inauthentic, inauthenticity
objectification of, 631
of philosophers, 631
vs objectivity
See objectivity-vs subjectivity
SUBLATION, 631

in conversions
See conversion-and sublation
in levels of consciousness
See consciousness, intentional-levels
of (5)-and sublation

Lonergan vs Hegel on, 631
SUBSEQUENT

See context(s)-subsequent, 631
SUBSISTENT, 631

and intellect
See intellectual-nature-and
subsistence
as ens quod, 631
SUBSTANCE, 631

and quod quid est
See quod quid est
from s. to subject
See subject, the-vs substance, see also
art-prelude to discussion of
meanings in Aristotle
See proper names-Aristotle,
Aristotelian-and substance
metaphysical vs predicamental, 631
of community
See community-substance of
SUBSTANTIAL, 631

change
See change-substantial
form
See form-substantial
SUFFICIENT, 631

evidence
See judgment(s) of fact-evidence for,
see also unconditioned, virtuallyand sufficient evidence
grounds, 632
numbers/intervals of time
See supposition/suppose-of sufficient
numbers/intervals of time
reason, principle of
See principle(s)-first-sufficient
reason
SUPERLOOK, 632
SUPERNATURAL, 632
SUPPOSITION/SUPPOSE, 632

and method
See method(s)-of universal doubtindubitability, consequences of (9)(4)
and system
See system(s)-as hypothetical
antecedent
See analogy of …-matter
of sufficient numbers/intervals of time,
632
simultaneous
See analogy of …-matter
SUPRASTRUCTURE

See infrastructure and suprastructure,
632
SURD, 632

mathematical
See mathematical-surd
sin as

See sin-basic-irrationality (surd) of
social
See social-surd
sociohistorical
See fact-false
SYLLOGISM, 633

and insight, 633
and learning, 633
and reasoning vs understanding, 633
and things
See thing(s)-attributes of
and virtually unconditioned, 633
as communicating insight, 633
function of, 633
scientific, 633
and special relativity
vs understanding, 634
SYMBOL(S), 634

and affective development/aberration,
634
and art
See art-and symbolism
and dreams, 634
and feeling
See feeling-and symbols
and human living, 634
and image
See image-as image, symbol, sign
and inner communication, 634
and logic
See logic-and symbols
and mystery
See image-as image, symbol, sign-in
mystery/myth
and tensions, conflicts, etc., 634
as heuristic
See mathematics-and symbolism
ascensional and compound, 634
differentiation of, 634
interpretation of
See interpretation-of symbols
laws of
See law(s), law(s) of …-symbols
mathematical
See symbolism-in mathematics
meaning of, 634
transvaluation of, 634
SYMBOLIC/SYMBOLISM, 635

apprehension
See apprehension-symbolic
consciousness
See consciousness, intentionalsymbolic, pathology of
image
See imagination-and metaphysical
elements
logic
See logic-symbolic
meaning
See art-definition of-symbolic

meaning
operations
See method(s)-empirical-and higher
viewpoint
operator
See interpersonal relations
system
See conversion-psychic
SYNTHESIS, 635

a priori
See insight and understanding-and a
priori synthesis
and analysis
See analysis-and synthesis
and cosmopolis
See cosmopolis-synthetic view
imaginative vs systematic unification,
635
possibility of
judgment as positing
See judgment(s) of fact-as positing
synthesis
metaphysics as
See metaphysics-and all other
departments
of concepts, 635
SYNTHETIC, 635

movement
See movement-analytic/synthetic
SYSTEM(S), 635

abstract, 635
and classical principles/laws
and Emergent Probability
See Emergent Probability-and
abstract system
and particular cases
and data of consciousness
See data of consciousness-and system
and essence
See essence-knowledge of
and good of order
See good, the-of order-as dynamic
system
and higher viewpoints, 636
and ideal of knowledge, 636
and interiority
See interiority-as basis of ongoing
systems
and law
See law(s), law(s) of ...-vs system
and logic, 636
and method
See method(s)-the four-and system,
see also method, dialectical-and
system
and static treatise
See treatise-limits of-static t. vs
moving system
and the good
See good, the-as system, higher

as achievement, 636
as hypothetical, 636
as integrator of intellectual development
See integrator-of intellectual
development
closed, 637
and explanation
See interpretation-in author’s own
terms
and judgment of value
See judgment(s) of value-and
development
coherence of
See probability-and limits
conflicting, 637
dynamic, 637
and genetic sequence
See interpretation-and expression
and law
See material-vs spiritual-and law
and method, genetic
See treatise-limits of-(3) and
genetic method
good as
See good, the-of order-as dynamic
system
humanity as
See humanity-as dynamic system
integration as
See integration(s)-in human
development-and dynamic
system, -in humanity’s concrete
being
empirical, 637
and data of consciousness
See data of consciousness-and
system-empirical
and meaning
See meaning-systematic-empirical
system
explanatory
See cognition, cognitional-theoryLonergan vs relativism (11
elements)
formal, 637
and data of consciousness
See data of consciousness-and
system-formal
and meaning
See meaning-systematic-formal
system
Hegel’s
See proper names-Hegel, Hegelianhis system
higher, 637
and coincidental manifolds
See manifold(s)-coincidental-and
higher system

and method, genetic
See method, genetic-and higher
system
and schemes of recurrence
See operator(s)-and development
as integrator
See method, genetic-and higher
system, -and higher system-as
integrator
as operator
good as
See good, the-as system, higher
humanity source of
on the move
in knowing
See systematic-thinking
insight a perennial source of, 637
logical, 637
moving/on the move, 638
and logic
notion of
See notion of …-system
ongoing
See interiority-as basis of ongoing
systems
reaching
See canon(s)-of empirical/scientific
method-(2) of operations-(6) as
principle of systematization
referential, 638
and data of consciousness
See data of consciousness-and
system-referential
and meaning
See meaning-systematic-referential
system
scientific
See science(s)-modern-systems of
sources of, 638
SYSTEMATIC, 638

account of meaning
See interiority-world of-and mental
acts
and coincidental manifold
See manifold(s)-coincidental-and the
systematic
and law, classical
See abstraction-classical and
statistical modes of-as
complementary
and method/GEM
See GEM-functions of (12)-(4)
systematic
and nonsystematic, 638
and prediction, 638
and system
See essence-knowledge of
deduction of existence/occurrence, 638

cvi

differentiation of consciousness
See consciousness, differentiatedsystematically
divergence from ideal frequencies
See nonsystematic-divergence of
actual frequencies
Emergent Probability as
See Emergent Probability-as
universal design-consequent
properties of (12)-(3)
exigence, 638
context of
expression
See expression-components of-(1)
systematic, see also meaning
insight
See insight and understandingsystematic, -development ofsystematic
language
See language-technical-and
systematic meaning
meaning
See meaning-systematic
method/GEM as
See GEM-as wisdom, -functions of
(12)-(04) systematic
misunderstanding
See system(s)-conflicting
postSee consciousness, differentiatedpost-systematic
premises
See law(s), law(s) of ...-statisticalaxiomatic structure of
principle(s)
See principle(s)-systematic
process, 639
and process of universe
See universe-process of-systematic
and nonsystematic
notion of
See notion of …-systematic
process
order in
See order-in series, progression,
grouping
vs nonsystematic
corollaries (5)
(1) and novelty
(2) and reversibility
(3) and closure
(4) and empirical method
(5) and ‘random’
science as
See science(s)-empirical-as
systematic
synthesis

See synthesis-imaginative vs
systematic unification
thinking, 640
understanding
See insight and understandingsystematic
unification of classical laws
See law(s), law(s) of ...-classicalsystematic unification of
unification vs imaginative synthesis
See synthesis-imaginative vs
systematic unification
unities
See judgment(s) of fact-concreteconditions for possible (4)
vs nonsystematic, 640
SYSTEMATICS (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY), 640

aim of, 640
and communications, 640
TAKING A GOOD LOOK, 640

and objectivity, 640
vs self-presence
See consciousness, intentional-and
self-presence
TASK(S), 641

and human good
See human-good
and institutions
See institutions-and cooperation,
roles, tasks
of cosmopolis
See cosmopolis-properties of (4)-(3)
speaks the simple truth-and
debunks myths
of dialectic
See Dialectic (functional specialty)task(s) of
of exegete
See exegesis-and basic exegetical
operations
of historian
See historian-task(s) of
of intentional response, 641
of method
See functional specialization(s)
TEACHING/LEARNING

See order-of teaching/learning, 641
TECHNICAL

See language-technical, 641
TECHNOLOGY, 641

and canon of operations
See canon(s)-of empirical/scientific
method-(2) of operations-as
principle of construction
TELEOLOGY

See finality, 641
TENSION(S), 641

and the pure question
See spirit-of inquiry
between meaning and expression

See meaning-and expressiondialectical factor in
between self as
transcending/transcended
See authenticity-never secure
compound-in-, 641
conscious
See unconscious-and conscious
tension
dialectical, 641
from moral impotence, 641
in problem of liberation
See liberation-problem of ethical
in the Subject, 641
of community
See community-tension(s) in, see also
dialectic(s)-of community
of consciousness
See consciousness-tension of
of human development
See insight and understandingtension(s) preceding, see also
human-development, laws of (4)(3)
of inquiry
See inquiry-tension of
of limitation and transcendence
See human-development, laws of (4)(3)
of matter and spirit
See conversion-psychic
of opposites, 642
of sensitive and intellectual, 642
of unconscious
See unconscious-and conscious
tension
preceding insight
See inquiry-tension of
unity-inSee consciousness, intentionalpolymorphism of human
TERM(S), 642

and interpretation
See interpretation-in author’s own
terms
and models
See model-definition of
and practical reflection
See decision-and practical reflection
and relations, 642
and commonsense meaning
See treatise-and invariance
and logic
See system(s)-logical
and method/GEM
See intentionality analysis-and
GEM
and science
See science(s)-relations of
basic nest of

See cognition, cognitional-terms
and relations, basic nest of
derived, 642
end, 642
from which, 642
initial, 642
isomorphism of cognitional and
ontological
See GEM-functions of (12)-(4)
systematic
of meaning
See meaning-terms of
of movement
See cognition, cognitional-terms and
relations, basic nest of
primitive vs derived, 642
to which, 642
TERMINAL OBJECT

See object(s)-terminal, see also image,
see also phantasm/fantasm-as
intellectual object, 642
TERMINAL VALUE(S)

See value(s)-terminal, 642
THEOLOGY, NATURAL

See philosophy of God, 642
THEOREM, 642

and knowledge
See existence-intentional-and
perfection, see also knowing-by
assimilation
and philosophy
See metaphysics-as dialectic
Gödel’s
See cognition, cognitional-and
Gödel’s theorem
heuristic
See classical and statistical comparedheuristic theorem
mathematical
See abstraction-degrees of (3)-(2)
from sensible qualities
metaphysical
See abstraction-degrees of (3)-(3)
from all matter
of finality
See finality
of ideals
See ideal(s)-general theorem
on abstraction
See abstraction-degrees of (3)-(1)
from here and now
THEORETICAL, 642

differentiation of consciousness
See consciousness, differentiatedtheoretically
THEORY, THEORIES, 643

and canons of empirical/scientific
method
See canon(s)-of empirical/scientific
method-(1) of selection

and common sense
See meaning-realm(s) of-(1) common
sense, -(2) theory
and differentiations of consciousness
See consciousness, differentiatedtheoretically
and feeling
See feelings-and theory
and interiority
See interiority-world of-entry into
and levels of consciousness
See consciousness, intentional-levels
of (5)-(2) intellectual
and metaphysics
See metaphysics-elements of-in
relation to theories
and nonsense
See nonsense-and theory
and realms of meaning
See meaning-realms of-(2) theory
and scientific explanation
See scientific-explanation
and stages of meaning
See meaning-stages of-(2) theory
and systematic exigence
See systematic-exigence
cognitional
See cognition, cognitional-theory
emergence of
See language-technical
mode of
See meaning-stages of-(2) theory
of history
See history-theory/theories of
of knowledge
See positions and counterpositionsposition
of probability
See probability-theory of
of relativity
See relativity-theory of
of the abstract
See abstractionenriching/impoverishing
quantum
See quantum-theory
realm of
See meaning-realms of-(2) theory
statistical
See statistical-theory
types of
See scientific-explanation
viewpoint of
See viewpoint(s)-of theory
vs common sense
See systematic-exigence
world of, 643
and science

See science(s)-and world of theory
apprehension in
See apprehension-in worlds of
common sense and theory
THING(S), 643

abstract and concrete in
See abstract-applied to concrete-in
things
and bodies
See body-and thing
and causes
See cause(s)
and change, 643
and coincidental manifold
See emergent probability-and things
and conjugates
See abstract-applied to concrete-in
things
and data, 643
and Emergent Probability
See Emergent Probability-of things (4
postulates)
and image
See image-and thing itself
and method, genetic
See method, genetic-and thing for
us/in itself
and schemes of recurrence
See Emergent Probability-and world
order-as explanatory of (6)
and science
See scientific-thought, see also
law(s), law(s) of ...-scientific
as described/explained
See quoad nos, see also quoad se
as existing, 643
as particular/general, 643
attributes of, 643
concrete unity of, 644
for us
See quoad nos
from general notion to particular, 644
and questioning
genera, species of
See genus-explanatory
in cognitional theory
See cognition, cognitional-theory
in genetic method
See method, genetic
in itself
See quoad se
individuality of, 644
kinds of, 644
knowing the
See scientific-thought, see also
law(s), law(s) of ...-scientific
notion of, 644
as bridge

cviii

as objective/subjective
difficulty of
related to each other/to us
See quoad se, see also quoad nos
understanding of
See thing(s)-notion of
unity of, 645
vs already out there now real
See already-out-there-now-real-and
body vs thing
within things, 645
THINKING, 645

about essences
See essentialism-and existentialism
about time
See art-and time
and existence
See existence-and being
independent of
See absolute-and judgment
oneself
See I
with the blood
See question(s)-further-and further
THOMAS AQUINAS, 645

and abstraction
See abstraction-degrees of (3)
and Aristotle, 645
and definition of person
see person(s)
and intellect, 645
and introspection, 646
and proof of God’s existence
See philosophy of God-and Aquinas’s
5 ways
and psychology, 646
and wisdom
See wisdom-as intellectual habitLonergan vs Aquinas
his thought and science, isomorphism of,
646
introspection in, 646
on the soul
See soul-Aquinas’s account of
THOMISM, 646

and natural theology, 646
factors in passing of (3), 646
(1) historical scholarship
(2) modern science
(3) modern philosophy
THOMIST/THOMISTIC, 646

thought and science
See Thomas Aquinas-his thought and
science, isomorphism of
THOUGHT, 646

and existence
See existence-thought prescinds from
and imagination

See imagination-and classical
scientific thought
and levels of cognitional process
See cognition, cognitional-process, levels of
and logic
See logic-and laws of thought
and movement
See proper names-Aristotle,
Aristotelian-on movement and
thought
and the universal
See object(s)-of thought-as universal
and word/idea
See word-inner-general notion of (7
elements)-(4)
Aristotelian and scholastic
See philosophy, philosophies-and the
basic and total science
Lonergan’s later, 647
mathematical
See mathematical-thought
object of
See object(s)-of thought, see also real,
the real-as object of thought
object of vs knowledge
See existence-and being
object of, abstract
See abstraction-apprehensive
relativist
See cognition, cognitional-theoryLonergan vs relativism (11
elements)
scientific, 647
systematic
See systematic-thinking
vs knowledge
See existence-and being
TIME, 647

absolute, 647
and Aristotle
See proper names-Aristotle,
Aristotelian-and time
and art
See art-and time
and intentional acts
See psychological-present
and judgment, 647
and motion/movement, 647
and now, 648
and particular place
See particular(s)-times and places
and psychological present, 648
and space
See Space and Time
and the historian
See historian-and time
and world order
See Emergent Probability-and world
order-as explanatory of (6)-(3)

as category/predicament
See proper names-Aristotle,
Aristotelian-categories
experience of, 648
intelligibility of
See Space and Time-immanent
intelligibility of
standard, 648
synchronizing, 648
TOTALITARIAN, 649

ambitions
See Functional Specialties-distinction
and division of-(3) to curb
totalitarian ambitions
TOTALITY/TOTAL, 648

and space
See Space
and time
See Time
being-in-love
See conversion-religious
integrating function
See metaphysical-arguments from
change, -integration, see also
metaphysics-and all other
departments
manifold
See manifold(s)-total
of data
See scientific-thought, see also
thing(s)-and data
of durations, 648
of everything that is
See being
of expressions
See heuristic structure-for
interpretation-upper blade-and
totality of expressions
of judgments
See judgment(s)-totality of correct
of meanings, 648
of propositions
See proposition(s)-and knowing,
objectivity, reality
of viewpoints
See universal viewpoint
perfection as
See existence-intentional-and
perfection
question
See metaphysics-and all other
departments-(1) underlies, -as
knowledge-as whole in (not of)
range of intelligibility, 648
science
See philosophy, philosophies-and the
basic and total science
TRADITION, 649

and authenticity
See authenticity-major/minor

and language
See language-and tradition
and meaning
See meaning-and human living, incarnate, -ontology of, -stages of
as existential history
See history-as existential
authentic or inauthentic, 649
development of
See insight and understandingdevelopment of-commonsense
mediation of
See Communication(s) (functional
specialty)
of community
See community-traditions of
philosophy and, 649
and personal development
scholarly
See insight and understandingdevelopment of-scholarly
science and, 649
TRANSCENDENCE, 649

absolute
See philosophy of God-and God-as
absolute
and desire to know
See desire to know-as immanent
source of transcendence
and further questions
See Insight (the book)-viewpoint of
and interiority
See self ...-transcendence-revealing
the Subject
law of limitation and
See human-development, laws of (4)(3) limitation and transcendence
problem of
See objectivity-notion of, principalproperties of (6)-(6)
realm of
See meaning-realm(s) of-(4)
transcendence
selfSee self …-transcendence
vs immanence
See knowing-as immanent
world of
See experience, religious
TRANSCENDENT, 650

being
See being-transcendent
exigence
See inquiry-and transcendent
exigence
goal of finality
See philosophy of God-and God-and
finality
idea
See argument for God’s existence,

Lonergan’s-argument-and
extrapolation/verification
knowledge
See knowledge-transcendent
value
See notions, transcendentalgoodness/value
TRANSCENDENTAL, 650

being as
See notions, transcendental-being
concepts
See concept(s), conception(s)transcendental
context
See system(s)-logical
deduction
See deduction-transcendental
ego
See Subject, the-unity of-and
transcendental ego
field
See field (and subject)-transcendental
illusion, 650
imperatives, 650
law
See spontaneity-and sensitive
consciousness
method
See GEM
notions
See notions, transcendental
one
See one
precepts, 650
(1) Be attentive!
(2) Be intelligent!
(3) Be reasonable!
(4) Be responsible!
(5) Be in love!
Acknowledge your historicity!
advertence to
See advertence
and alienation
See alienation-basic form of
and arbitrariness vs authenticity
and human affairs
See human-affairs
and human spirit
See authenticity-and classicism
and love
and method/GEM
See GEM-and transcendental
precepts, -functions of (12)-(1)
normative
and originating value
See progress-and originating value
and social progress
See social-progress/decline

specification of
properties, 651
sources of meaning
See meaning-sources oftranscendental
subjectivity
See horizon(s)-and question of God
vs categorical
See categorical
TRANSCULTURAL, 651

and method/GEM
See GEM-as transcultural
anthropology
See anthropology
differences
See culture, cultural-differences
language
See image-as language
TRANSFORMATION, 651

and art
See art-as transformative
and conversion
See conversion
and metaphysics
See metaphysics-and all other
departments-(3) transforms, -as
principle of transformation
and reflective insight
See insight and understandingreflective-function of
between frames of reference
See frame(s) of referencetransformation between
invariance under inertial, 651
metaphysical
See metaphysics-as principle of
transformation, -and all other
departments-(3) transformsillustration
of ‘I’
See I-and thou-transformed into we
of biological by art
See patterns of experience-dramatic
of consciousness
See consciousness, intentional-levels
of (5)-(4) rational self- (6
elements)
of human living
See good, the-as system, higher
of meaning
See meaning-and expressiondialectical factor in
of science
See metaphysics-and science
of symbols
See symbol(s)-transvaluation of
TRANSPOSITION, 651

and canons of empirical method

cx

See canon(s)-of empirical/scientific
method-and transposition
and metaphysical equivalence
See metaphysical-equivalence-rules
of-(3) structural transposition
from description to explanation
See metaphysical-equivalence-and
transposition
from faculty psychology to
intentionality analysis
See intentionality analysis-and
priority of metaphysics
from logic as science
See scientific-writing vs philosophic
from self-knowledge/metaphysics to
images, 651
in interpretation
See interpretation-sketch of method
for-(4) hypothetical expressions
of inner issue into outer social milieu
See sin-reign of
of statements to origins in cognition
See Insight (the book)-as methodical
rule of structural
See metaphysical-equivalence-rules
of-(3) structural transposition
TRANSVALUATION

See symbol(s)-and affective
development/aberration, see also
value(s)-transvaluation of, 652
TREATISE, 652

and dialectical method, 652
and invariance, 652
and mathematics, 652
limits of, 652
(1) and logic
(2) and mathematics
(3) and genetic method
(4) and dialectical method
static t. vs moving system
summary
on human meaning, 653
TRUTH(S), THE TRUE, 653

abstract
See analysis-metaphysical-(1) and the
concrete
and absolute
See absolute-and judgment
and assenting subject
See assent, see also
reflection/reflective-questions for
and Augustine
See proper names-Augustine,
Augustinian-and truth
and being convertible, 653
and being, good, unity
See unity-and being, good, truth
and belief

See belief-and truth
and communicability
See Subject, the-and independence of
truth
and conversions
See conversion-and truth
and cosmopolis
See cosmopolis-properties of (4)-(3)
speaks the simple truth
and definitions
See proposition(s)-and judgment
and error
See error-and truth
and expression
See expression-and falsity/truth
and good
See notions, transcendentalgoodness/value
and history
See history-and truth
and intellectual/intelligible emanation
See emanation-intellectual, intelligible
and interpretation
See interpretation-truth of
and isomorphism of knowing and
known, 653
and judgment
See judgment(s) of fact-true and
false, see also judgment(s) of
value-true
and knowing
See judgment(s) of fact-a priori
conditions for (4)
and object of thought
See proposition(s)-and judgment
and objectivity
See objectivity-and judgment
and understanding
See insight and understanding-and
truth
appropriation of, 653
a threefold problem
(1) learning
(2) identification
(3) orientation
meeting the problem
cognitional
sensitive
volitional
as confrontation, 654
as correspondence, 654
as good, 654
as identity, 654
as medium, 654
as self-constituting, 654
as sole concern, 654
breakdown of
See breakdown-and conversions
confrontation vs identity as, 654

convergence of probability on, 654
criteria of, 654
proximate
remote
definition of, 654
distinct from evidence, 655
eternal
See proper names-Augustine,
Augustinian-and truth-eternal
expression of
See expression-and falsity/truth
in history
See historical-facts and data
in intellect, good in things, 655
in philosophy, 655
in science, 655
known to be vs believed to be
See belief-and inference
metaphysics of, 655
moral
See expression-and falsity/truth
not in synthesis
See judgment(s) of fact-as positing
synthesis
notion of, transcendental
See notions, transcendental-truth
of insight
See condition(s)-and affirmation of
insight
of propositions and metaphysical
elements
See metaphysical-equivalence-and
true propositions
ontology of, 655
positions, counterpositions on
See position and counterpositiontruth, expression, and
self-evident and necessary
See principle(s)-first
vs assent
See assent
UNAUTHENTIC, UNAUTHENTICITY, 655
UNCERTAINTY

See principle(s)-uncertainty, 655
UNCONDITIONED, 655

and fact
See fact-concrete
formally
See philosophy of God-and God-as
formally unconditioned
in Kant
See unconditioned, virtually-as
constitutive not regulative (Kant)
strictly
See world(s)-and strictly
unconditioned
UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY, 655

and analytic propositions, 655
and belief
See belief-and virtually

unconditioned
and deductive inference
See inference-deductive-and virtually
unconditioned, see also
mathematical-judgments-and
deductive inference
and direct insight
See intelligibility-material-vs
spiritual
and empirical residue
See insight and understanding-and
empirical residue
and ethics
See ethics-and virtually
unconditioned
and fact
See fact-and virtually unconditioned
and further questions
See insight and understandingreflective-and virtually
unconditioned
and link/fulfilment, 655
and nature
See nature-and knowing
and necessity
See necessity-and virtually
unconditioned
and practical reflection
See freedom, elements of (4)-(3)
practical reflection
and reflective insight
See insight and understandingreflective-and virtually
unconditioned
and sufficient evidence, 656
in different cases
and the form of deductive inference
See inference-deductive-form of
and the scientist, 656
as constitutive not regulative (Kant), 656
general form of, 656
illustration of, 656
of actuality
See consciousness, intentional-levels
of (5)-(4) rational self- (6
elements)-(3)
UNCONSCIOUS, 656

and conscious tension, 657
and sleep, 657
sensitive/intellectual relation of, 657
UNCONVERTED, 657

and alienation/ideology, 657
and Dialectic, 657
and functional specialization, 657
and self-transcendence, 657
UNDERSTANDING

See insight and understanding, 657
UNDERSTANDING UNDERSTANDING

See insight and understandingunderstanding, 657

UNIFICATION, 658

and knowledge
See insight and understandingunderstanding-unification by
by insight into insight
See insight and understandingunderstanding-unification by
by metaphysics
See metaphysics-and all other
departments-(4) unifies
metaphysical
See metaphysical-unification
of classical laws
See law(s), law(s) of ...-classicalsystematic unification of
of data by insight
See insight and understanding-and
experience
of sciences
See science(s)-unification of
systematic vs imaginative
See synthesis-imaginative vs
systematic unification
UNITY, 658

and being
See being-idea of-and the good,
intelligibility, unity
and coincidental manifold
See universe-unity of
and differentiation
See principle(s) of ...-differentiation
of unities
and dualism
See dualism
and fact
See fact
and method/GEM
See GEM-as wisdom
and the good
See being-idea of-and the good,
intelligibility, unity
and thing
See thing(s)
and values
See value(s)-scale of
concrete of things
See thing(s)-notion of
differentiation of
See principle(s) of ...-differentiation
of unities
dynamic, 658
of cognitional structure
See cognition, cognitionalstructure-dynamism of
of specialties
See functional specialties-dynamic
unity of
in tension
See consciousness, intentional-

polymorphism of human
intelligible, 658
intelligible, of being
See being-intelligible unity of
metaphysical
See metaphysics-elements of-unity of
of a concrete being
See being-as concrete
of all other departments
See metaphysics-and all other
departments-(4) unifies
of cognitional process
See cognition, cognitional-process
of consciousness
See consciousness, differentiatedunity of, see also consciousness,
intentional-unity of
of functional specialties
See functional specialties-dynamic
unity of
of human person
See human-person-unity of
of I
See I
of idea of being
See being-idea of-and the good,
intelligibility, unity
of methods
See collaboration
of order
See order-unity of
of proportionate being
See universe-unity of
of the Subject
See Subject, the-unity of
of thing(s)
See thing(s)-notion of
of universe
See universe-unity of
principle of
See central (substantial) constitutive
causes-form, see also probabilityand certainty
static
See Subject, the-unity of-dynamic vs
static
transcendental notion of, 658
unity-identity-whole
See thing(s)-notion of
UNIVERSAL, 659

and art
See art-and the universal
and ethics
See ethics-and concrete universal
and knowledge of particular things
See abstraction-and universal vs
particular
and necessary judgments
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See judgment(s)-universal and
necessary
as object of thought
See abstraction-apprehensive
as such vs particular
See abstraction-and universal vs
particular
aspect of understanding
See insight and understandinguniversal aspect of
being as
See being-as universal
belief
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A FORTIORI – A PRIORI

ENTRIES
RISTIC STRUCTUREs

and canons of [empirical] method [see CANON(S)–OF
constitute an a priori. They settle in advance the general determinations, not merely of the activities of
knowing, but also of the content to be known.” (In 128.) Knowing results from the normative functioning of the a priori invariant structure of intentional consciousness and its operations—EXPERIENCE,
understanding (see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING), judgment (see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT; JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE), and DECISION. The isomorphic
structures (see STRUCTURE(S)–ISOMORPHIC) of the to-be-known (see METAPHYSICS), and of knowing (see KNOWING–AND KNOWN-ISOMORPHISM OF), are a
priori. The structure of generalized empirical method (see GEM) is
derived from the a priori invariant structure of intentional consciousness and its operations (see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF
(5); COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–STRUCTURE, –OPERATIONS). Clearly, these isomorphic (see ISOMORPHISM) heuristic structures “settle in advance the
general determinations, not merely of the activities of knowing, but
also of the content to be known” (In 128.); but not, of course, the content per se. The content will be the particular data experienced, understood, judged, and decided. That content will reflect particular
cultural interests, and its expression will bear the stamp of a particular culture. However, every human being with a functioning intellect begins from that common a priori.

A

EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD]

A FORTIORI: For a stronger reason; all the more so. Said of a conclusion more cogent then one already accepted.
A POSTERIORI:

Opposite of A
from effect to cause.

PRIORI.

Moving from fact to principles,

ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE. “You cannot have an a priori
proof of the existence of God because God has no cause. Any argument for God’s existence [see ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE] in
terms of cause and effect has to be from the effect to the cause, an a
posteriori argument [see ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S-AND
CAUSALITY]. The Anselmian or Cartesian or Leibnizian arguments for
the existence of God, which do not appeal to effects, are from the
concept, and they are named a simultaneo [see intra Inference]. That
is a fundamental use of a priori that antedates Kant [see A PRIORI–
KANT’S].” (UB 157.) “Because the argument for God’s existence has to
be a posteriori, there arises the question of the universal validity of
extrinsic causality. By extrinsic causality I mean efficient or final
causality.” (UB 242.) See CAUSE(S)–EXTRINSIC, –EFFICIENT, –FINAL
INFERENCE. An

a posteriori inference is from effect to cause. See al-

so A PRIORI–INFERENCE
DEFINITION OF PROBABILITY.

See PROBABILITY–DEFINITION OF-A POSTERIORI

INFERENCE.

“An a priori INFERENCE is from the cause to the effect; an
inference is from the effect to the cause; an a simultaneo inference is from the mere concept of the thing.” (UB 157.)
INSIGHT AND A P. SYNTHESIS. See INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–AND A PRIORI

A PRIORI: “If

you conceive knowing as a perfection, then the question of the a priori, of what comes from the subject and what comes
from the object, is of minor moment. You are not upset: ‘This comes
from the subject? Well and good. He has the perfection by nature.
This comes from the object? Well, he had to be helped by the object
to arrive at knowing.’ It is only on the assumption that knowing is intrinsically a ‘looking at’ [see TAKING A GOOD LOOK] that the question of
the a priori has any great significance. We have, then, really two
questions, a question of fact and a question of significance. It is the
question of significance that concerns us, and the notion one has of
what knowing is [see KNOWING–PRÉCIS OF] makes the question of the a
priori of either major or minor significance.” (UB 159-60.)
AND CANONS OF METHOD. “Whether one likes it or not, heuristic
structures [see intra Heuristic structures] and canons of [empirical]
method [see CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD] constitute an a priori.
They settle in advance the general determinations, not merely of
the activities of knowing, but also of the content to be known.” (In

A POSTERIORI

SYNTHESIS

KANT’S.

For a fuller treatment of Kant’s a priori, see Lecture 7 of
UB. There L asks: “The notion of being [see BEING–NOTION OF] that we
have worked out seems to have been developed with complete independence of any being, and that naturally gives rise to the following questions: Is our notion of being simply an a priori
category that is imposed upon data? Is our position Kantian? If our
position is not Kantian, how does it differ from the Kantian position?” (UB 156-57.) See intra Kant’s-and propositions/intuitions/concepts
And experience. See intra Kant’s-vs Aristotle/Aquinas
And form. “The theory of innate ideas—and, one may add, of
Kantian a priori forms—contradicts the experience we all have
of working from, and on, a sensible basis towards understanding.
The Kantian a priori form of space has been junked by the geometers, and the Kantian a priori form of time has been junked
by the physicists, for human understanding develops, and its
posse omnia fieri [power to become everything] knows no limit
save that set by its natural object, which is ens [BEING].” (V 45.)
And judgment. See intra Kant’s-and propositions/intuitions/concepts
And necessity. See intra Kant’s-and propositions/intuitions/concepts

128.)
AND DEDUCTION.

See DEDUCTION–AND A PRIORI SYNTHESES

AND DEDUCTIVIST METAPHYSICS.
AND EXPERIENCE.

See DEDUCTION–ABSTRACT

See BEING–CONCEPT OF

ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE.

See

A POSTERIORI–ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S

EXISTENCE

CONDITIONS FOR JUDGMENT OF FACT.

See

And propositions/intuitions/concepts. “Kant spoke of the a priori particularly with regard to PROPOSITION(S) or [JUDGMENT(S)]. His
notion of an a priori proposition or judgment is that it is absolutely independent of experience. … If we want an absolutely a
priori proposition, we want a proposition that is not only inde-

JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–A PRIORI

CONDITIONS FOR (4)

DEFINITION OF PROBABILITY.
HEURISTIC STRUCTURES.

See PROBABILITY–DEFINITION OF-A PRIORI

L writes: “Whether one likes it or not, HEU-

1

2

ABERRATION – ABSOLUTE

pendent of this particular experience, but of experiences generally. … Kant assigns absolutely a priori propositions two characteristics, NECESSITY and UNIVERSALITY. Strict necessity is never given
in experience; experience is simply a fact. Again, strict universality is never given; you do not obtain a general law merely from
observation. You can say, ‘It usually happens,’ but you cannot
say, ‘It always happens,’ because you are not present on all occasions, particularly on future occasions. So strict necessity and
strict universality—either one or the other—are taken as criteria
of a priori propositions. … Kant further divides a priori propositions into analytic and synthetic [see PROPOSITION(S)–ANALYTIC, –
SYNTHETIC A PRIORI]. In the analytic proposition the predicate states
what is implicitly contained in the notion of the subject. In a synthetic proposition the predicate goes beyond the subject. As far as
I know, no one seems to dispute that analytic propositions are a
priori, insofar as they are universal and necessary. It is not experience as such that gives universality; it is not experience as
such that gives necessity. … A third sense of the a priori was also
introduced by Kant with regard to intuitions and concepts. Kant
holds that there are a priori intuitions, a priori concepts, and also
a priori ideas. He reaches an a priori intuition by removing from
intuition all of its contingent elements. If you are looking at a
body and you remove the color, shape, hardness, its impenetrability, and so on, you are left with empty space; you don’t remove that: it is intrinsic to having an intuition. So the space is a
priori. Similarly, with regard to the concept, by a process of removal you are finally left with something that you do not obtain
from experience, and Kant calls that a priori.” (UB 157-58.) See also
intra Kant’s-vs Aristotle/Aquinas

And space. The context is the a priori and OBJECTIVITY (In ch. 7).
“For Kant, as for his scientific predecessors, all sensible presentations [see DATA–OF SENSE] were phenomenal. But while Newton
secured a metaphysical status for his absolute space [see SPACE AND
TIME–ABSOLUTE] by naming it the divine sensorium, Kant gave this
empty ‘really out there’ a critical status by making it an a priori
form of human sensibility.” (In 178.)
And transcendental method. L writes in M that “my actual procedure also is transcendental in the Kantian sense, inasmuch as it
brings to light the conditions of the possibility of knowing an object [see KNOWING–AND OBJECTS] in so far as that knowledge is a priori.” (M 14 n. 4.) Herein, L’s transcendental method is called
generalized empirical method (see GEM).
And universality. See intra Kant’s-and propositions/intuitions/concepts
Synthetic propositions. See PROPOSITION(S)–SYNTHETIC A PRIORI
Vs Aristotle/Aquinas. “Kant, Aristotle, and St Thomas all knew
about insight [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING]. The difference between Kant, on the one hand, and Aristotle and Thomas, on the
other, is this: Kant’s a priori is independent of experience. The a
priori is in intellect independently of experience; it is absolutely
independent of experience. You have the concept, and when you
have the concept you can exhibit it in an image; but Kant does
not think of the image as causing the insight. In Aristotle and St
Thomas, on the other hand, the insight and the concept are dis-

tinguished, and the phantasm, the image, causes the insight [see
PHANTASM/FANTASM–INSIGHT INTO]. In Kant there is no talk of the insight,
but only of the concept, the image, and the concept governing the
image. Kant’s synthetic a priori presupposes that the insight already exists and that the concepts are already formed. Given
those presuppositions, one controls one’s images, but the images
do not cause the insight. Kant cannot allow that and still retain
his definition of the a priori as independent of what is given.
While it is still more complex than this, this is the contrast simply put.” (UB 31.)
SYNTHESIS. See INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–AND A PRIORI SYNTHESIS
ABERRATION: A state or
AFFECTIVE.

condition deviating from the norm.

See SYMBOL(S)–AND AFFECTIVE DEVELOPMENT/ABERRATION

AND TRANSVALUATION OF SYMBOLS.
OF CENSOR.

See CENSOR,

OF FEELINGS.
OF INSIGHT.

PSYCHIC.

CENSORSHIP–ABERRATION OF

See FEELINGS–ABERRATIONS OF

See INSIGHT

OF MYSTERY.

See SYMBOL(S)–TRANSVALUATION OF

AND UNDERSTANDING–FLIGHT FROM

See IMAGE–AS IMAGE, SYMBOL, SIGN-IN MYSTERY/MYTH

See PSYCHIC–AND NONSYSTEMATIC

ABSOLUTE: Opposite of relative. See RELATIVE–ABSOLUTE COMPONENT OF
AND FACT.

“While there is a good deal of confused thinking and
talking about facts as though they were already clear-cut just by
taking a look [see TAKING A GOOD LOOK], merely through sense experience, de facto you cannot have the precision of what is called a
FACT without conception [see CONCEPT(S), CONCEPTION(S)], and you cannot have the absoluteness of fact without judgment [see JUDGMENT(S)
OF FACT]. To put it more simply, any judgment presupposes the unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY] or it is not absolute.” (UB 14445.) See also intra And judgment
AND JUDGMENT. “There is to the judgment an element of absoluteness. If it is true that on this day at this hour and moment I am talking to you, then eternally it could never have been and never will
be true that I am not on this day at this hour and moment talking to
you. There is an element of the absolute that appears in the truth of
the judgment.” (UB 116-17.) “Reflection and judgment [see JUDGMENT(S)
OF FACT–AND REFLECTIVE UNDERSTANDING] reach an absolute: through them
we acknowledge what really is so, what is independent of us and
our thinking.” (M 35.) See also UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY
AND OBJECTIVITY. See OBJECTIVITY–ABSOLUTE
AND RELATIVE. See intra And the real
AND THE FORMALLY UNCONDITIONED. See intra Necessity
AND THE REAL. The real is the actual, the true [see REAL, THE REAL],
what can be intelligently grasped and reasonably affirmed, BEING.
“Whatever can be affirmed participates in the formality of the absolute since it already stands outside its causes and in itself; and
therefore every relative, inasmuch as it is real, is in some respect
absolute [see RELATIVE–ABSOLUTE COMPONENT OF].” (S 715.)
BEING.

Absolute being is God. See ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONER-

GAN’S–AND IDEA OF BEING-IS ABSOLUTELY TRANSCENDENT

ABSTRACT – ABSTRACT

And metaphysics. “The metaphysician’s understanding is analogous, and fundamentally the analogies come from an understanding of understanding [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–UNDERSTANDING].
In the first instance, they come from an understanding of human
understanding, and so we have a METAPHYSICS–OF PROPORTIONATE BEING.
In the second instance, one goes beyond the first stage to the absolute being by analogy, and one has some analogous understanding of absolute understanding [see ANALOGY OF …–BEING]. That
is the root of the analogies employed in metaphysics. It is a matter of understanding understanding, insight into insight.” (UB 202.)
See also METAPHYSICS–AND ESSENCE
FREQUENCY.
HEGELIAN.
IDEA.

See FREQUENCY–TYPES OF (4)-(1) ABSOLUTE

See PROPER NAMES–HEGEL, HEGELIAN-AND ABSOLUTE, -AND ABSOLUTE IDEA

See BEING–AND ABSOLUTE IDEA

IN EVERY RESPECT.

See ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–AND IDEA

OF BEING-IS ABSOLUTELY TRANSCENDENT

IN MEASUREMENT.

See MEASUREMENT–ABSOLUTE IN

NECESSITY. “The formally unconditioned is unconditioned in the
sense that it has no conditions whatever. The only thing we could
say is formally unconditioned, then, is God, absolute necessity.”

(UB 118.) See also PHILOSOPHY OF GOD–AND GOD-AS FORMALLY UNCONDITIONED
NORMS. The context of the notion of absolute norms is selfappropriation. Our intellectual nature has norms. “The self that we
are attempting to appropriate in the field of knowledge is a self that
is guided by absolute or objective norms.” (UB 228.) See also SELFAPPROPRIATION–PROCESS OF
NUMBER.

See EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND WORLD ORDER-AS EXPLANATORY OF (6)-(2)

OBJECTIVITY.

See OBJECTIVITY–COMPONENTS OF (3)-(1)

OF INFALLIBILITY.
SPACE.
TIME.

See CERTITUDE, CERTAINTY–DEGREES OF

See SPACE AND TIME–ABSOLUTE

See TIME–ABSOLUTE

TRANSCENDENCE.

See ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–AND IDEA OF

BEING-IS ABSOLUTELY TRANSCENDENT
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was concrete. It was to weigh the crown in water. Yet if we ask
what was the point to that procedure, we have to have recourse
to the abstract formulations of the principles of displacement and
of specific gravity. Without that point, weighing the crown in water would be mere eccentricity. Once the point is grasped, King
Hiero and his golden crown become minor historical details of
no scientific importance. Again the story dramatizes a universal
aspect of insight. For if insights arise from concrete problems, if
they reveal their value in concrete applications, nonetheless they
possess a significance greater than their origins and a relevance
wider than their original applications.” (In 30.) Editorial note c (edited) reads: “‘Insight is the grasp of the object in an inward aspect such that the mind, pivoting on the insight, is able to
conceive, not without labor, the philosophic concept of FORM and
MATTER (V 25).’” (In 781.)
In space and time. See SPACE AND TIME–IMMANENT INTELLIGIBILITY OF-ABSTRACT
In things. The context is the general notion of the thing (see
THING(S)–NOTION OF). L writes: “Things possess properties and are
subject to laws and to probabilities. For the very data that, taken
concretely, are understood as pertaining to a single thing may
also be taken abstractly and so may lead to a grasp of experiential conjugates, explanatory conjugates [see CONJUGATE(S)–
EXPERIENTIAL, –EXPLANATORY/PURE], and probabilities [see PROBABILITY]. Because the data are the same, there results an obvious relation between the insights and between the consequent concepts. This
relation is expressed by saying that the conjugates are properties
of the thing and that the probabilities regard the occurrence of
changes in the thing.” (In 271.)
CLASSICAL LAWS. See LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–CLASSICAL-ABSTRACT (4 ELEMENTS)
DEDUCTION. See DEDUCTION–ABSTRACT
DEDUCTIVIST METAPHYSICS. See DEDUCTION–ABSTRACT
ESSENCE. See ESSENCE–ABSTRACT
EXPERIENTIAL PATTERN AS.

The context is art. L writes that the experiential pattern might be abstract. See ART–DEFINITION OF-AND PATTERN-

EXPERIENTIAL

TRUTH, REALITY, HOLINESS.

See

QUESTION OF GOD, THE–AND ABSOLUTE TRUTH,

REALITY, HOLINESS

UNDERSTANDING.

See ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–ARGUMENT-

FORMULATION OF THE IDEAL.
HUMANITY AS.

INTELLIGIBILITY.

AND UNRESTRICTED ACT OF UNDERSTANDING

See INTELLIGIBILITY–ABSTRACT

ABSTRACT : Opposite: CONCRETE. This entry comprises various aspects

LAW.

of abstract as adjective. For abstract as verb see ABSTRACTION.
AND ALIENATION. See ALIENATION–AND THE ABSTRACT

LOGIC IN CLASSICISM.

See LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–ABSTRACT

OBJECT OF THOUGHT.

AND HEURISTIC DEFINITIONS. See METAPHYSICS–ELEMENTS OF-CONCRETENESS OF

PROPOSITIONS.

AND SCHEMES OF RECURRENCE.

STRACT/CONCRETE

See

EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND ABSTRACT

See

See PROOF

See ABSTRACTION–APPREHENSIVE
EXPRESSION–AND

QUESTION ABOUT KNOWLEDGE.

SYSTEM

AND TRANSCENDENTAL NOTIONS.

See

NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL–NOT AB-

STRACT

APPLIED TO CONCRETE.
CONCRETE.

See IDEAL(S)–AND ALIENATION

See HUMANITY–AS ABSTRACT

For more data that illuminate the relation see

See also intra Question about knowledge

In insight. “Insight pivotsc between the CONCRETE and the abstract.
Archimedes’ problem was concrete. He had to settle whether a
particular crown was made of pure gold. Archimedes’ solution

PROPOSITIONS-DISTINCT

FROM-AS

AB-

L writes of the philosopher who
“concentrates on commonsense knowledge [see KNOWLEDGE–
COMMONSENSE] and asks himself abstract questions such as, ‘Does
knowledge exist? Is there any knowledge at all?’” When you do
that, “you create a little world, within which you have complete
certitude, and you are quite right in having that; knowledge does
exist, there is no doubt about it whatever. But the territory you are
occupying is very small, and you lose your power of influencing
and integrating other fields: the problem of [INTEGRATION(S)] is ig-
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nored.” The question should be concrete: “‘Is there knowledge of
this very accurately determined, specific character?’” But the question is premature. “You can ask, ‘What is knowledge?’ and proceed to give an extremely lengthy account, in considerable detail
and with considerable sweep, of just what you mean by knowing,
just what the conditions are under which it arises, just what the
conditions are under which it develops. Then you can ask whether
that knowledge exists.” (UB 101.)
SYSTEM. See SYSTEM(S)–ABSTRACT
THEORY OF THE. See ABSTRACTION–ENRICHING/IMPOVERISHING
TRUTH. See ANALYSIS–METAPHYSICAL-(1) AND THE CONCRETE
ABSTRACTION: This entry comprises various aspects of abstract as
noun and activity. For abstract as adjective see ABSTRACT. “Abstraction
is not a matter of apprehending a sensible or imaginative gestalt; it is
not a matter of employing common names just as it is not a matter of
using other tools; finally, it is not even a matter of attending to one
question at a time and meanwhile holding other questions in abeyance. Properly, to abstract is to grasp the essential and to disregard
the incidental, to see what is significant and set aside the irrelevant,
to recognize the important as important and the negligible as negligible. Moreover, when it is asked what is essential or significant or important and what is incidental, irrelevant, negligible, the answer must
be twofold. For abstraction is the selectivity of intelligence, and intelligence may be considered either in some given stage of development
or at the term of development when some science or group of sciences has been mastered completely.” (In 54-55.) See also intra And insight
AND IMPLICIT DEFINITIONS. See DEFINITION(S)–IMPLICIT
AND INSIGHT. “Relative to any given insight or cluster of insights
the essential, significant, important consists (1) in the set of aspects
in the data necessary for the occurrence of the insight or insights,
or (2) in the set of related concepts necessary for the expression of
the insight or insights. On the other hand the incidental, irrelevant,
negligible consists (1) in other concomitant aspects of the data that
do not fall under the insight or insights, or (2) in the set of concepts
that correspond to the merely concomitant aspects of the data.
Again, relative to the full development of a science or group of allied sciences, the essential, significant, important consists (1) in the
aspects of the data that are necessary for the occurrence of all insights in the appropriate range, or (2) in the set of related concepts
that express all the insights of the science or sciences. On the other
hand, the incidental, irrelevant, negligible consists in the empirical
residue [see RESIDUE(S)–EMPIRICAL] that, since it possesses no immanent
intelligibility [see INTELLIGIBILITY–IMMANENT] of its own, is left over without explanation even when a science or group of sciences reaches
full development.” (In 55.) See also PHANTASM/FANTASM–AS INTELLECTUAL OBJECT-AND CRITICAL POINT IN PHILOSOPHY

Inverse. See INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–INVERSE-ABSTRACTION AND
AND PRESCINDING.

The context is the intention of being (see BEING–
and L’s trying “to catch this notion, this intention of being, in the act.” To prescind is to ignore all but one object of attention. “We speak of abstraction, and commonly we mean a direction
of attention to some aspects of the given with a concomitant neINTENTION OF)

glect of other aspects.” But the matter of prescinding regards more
than the given. “The geometer considers the circle as a plane figure
obeying a certain rule; he disregards the size, the color, the inexactitude, of the figure he draws or imagines; still more does he disregard other and more loosely connected aspects of the given. But
that is not all. He disregards all other questions in geometry, all
other departments of mathematics, all other fields of science, all
other human occupations to which he could turn his hand. He considers only the circle. He abstracts from everything else. He does
so intelligently, for though the objective of his desire is unrestricted, still he can move towards it only by concentrating on one
element at a time. Again, as intelligence abstracts, so reflection [see
REFLECTION/REFLECTIVE–ON SINGULAR] prescinds. If I am to judge whether
or not this is a typewriter, I have to prescind from all that is not
relevant to that issue. I have to know all that is relevant.” (In 379.)
And vs prescinding. “I distinguish between precision (prescinding) and abstraction. You abstract what is essential and omit what
is incidental, irrelevant. But prescinding is a matter of considering one question at a time. You may consider the issues concretely or abstractly; but you’re considering just this question.
And to think of being solely in those terms is to omit the notion
of being [see BEING–NOTION OF] as the universe, as everything. And
when you omit that, you omit the integrating aspect of metaphysics [see METAPHYSICS–AS INTEGRAL HEURISTIC STRUCTURE].” (UB 360.)
AND THE SOMETHING ELSE. See intra Possibility/impossibility of
AND UNIVERSAL VS PARTICULAR. “In terms of the universal, apprehensive abstraction knows the universal in a particular instance;
formative abstraction knows the universal that is common to
many; and reflection on formative abstraction knows the universal
as universal, the universal precisely as common to many.” (V 189.)
See intra Apprehensive; Degrees of (3)-preliminaries; Formative; see also
PHANTASM/FANTASM–CONVERSION TO-VS REFLECTION ON
APPREHENSIVE. Apprehensive abstraction, which is insight into
phantasm (see PHANTASM/FANTASM–INSIGHT INTO), is prior to formative
abstraction (see intra Formative). “Its object differs modally from
the object of formative abstraction, for by it man knows not the abstract object of thought, the universal that is common to many, but
the universal existing in the particular, the ‘QUIDDITY or NATURE existing in corporeal MATTER’ [ST 1, q. 84, a. 7 c.].” (V 163.) See intra Formative; Objective; see also PHANTASM/FANTASM–AS INTELLECTUAL OBJECT-AND CRITICAL POINT IN
PHILOSOPHY

CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL MODES OF.

“Just as classical laws [see
are universal and constant while measurements are particular and subject to the variations introduced by
extraneous influences, so statistical states [see STATISTICAL–STATES] are
universal and constant though relative actual frequencies [see FREQUENCY–TYPES OF (4)-(4) RELATIVE ACTUAL] are particular and subject to random differences [see FREQUENCY–RANDOM OSCILLATION OF]. … However,
while both types of discovery are universal and so abstract, still
they involve different types of abstraction. In both classical and
statistical constructs there is abstraction from the empirically residual aspects of individuality [see RESIDUE(S)–EMPIRICAL-ABSTRACTION FROM],
of the continuum, of particular places and times, and of constant
LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–CLASSICAL]
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velocity. But classical laws, at least in the determination of each
law, also abstract from coincidental aggregates [see AGGREGATE(S)–
COINCIDENTAL] inasmuch as they demand the qualification ‘OTHER THINGS
BEING EQUAL.’ On the other hand, statistical states express an INTELLIGIBILITY–IMMANENT in coincidental aggregates, and to reach this intelligibility they abstract from the random differences in relative actual
frequencies [see NONSYSTEMATIC–IN DIVERGING SERIES OF CONDITIONS-AND
EVENTS].” (In 87-88.)
As complementary. The context is classical and statistical heuristic procedures and laws (see CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–
PROCEDURES, –LAWS). “Now while both types of law are abstract, still
their modes of abstraction differ. The classical law is concerned
simply with the SYSTEMATIC; it disregards the NONSYSTEMATIC. The statistical law, on the contrary, assumes the nonsystematic as a
premise. By itself, of course, such a premise could yield no conclusions such as the abstract, ideal, universal frequencies named
probabilities [see PROBABILITY]. What concerns the statistical inquirer is, then, neither the purely systematic, nor the purely nonsystematic, but the systematic as setting ideal limits from which
the nonsystematic cannot diverge systematically [see NONSYSTEMATIC–IN DIVERGING SERIES OF CONDITIONS-AND EVENTS]. … Clearly, these two
modes of abstraction are complementary.” (In 133.)
CONCEPTION AND.

“Conception [see CONCEPT(S), CONCEPTION(S)] … expresses generally what is essential to having the insight, and that is
a matter of abstraction.” L uses the definition of a circle. “You
pick out from these particular radii and this particular case of perfect roundness everything that is necessary, and nothing that is not
necessary, to have the same insight again. In other words, you select what is essential and omit what is incidental; you select what
is relevant and omit what is irrelevant; you select what is significant and omit what is negligible. You can see that the word ‘essential’ has a very precise meaning. It means ‘essential to having the
insight,’ that is, essential gnoseologically. What the ESSENCEs of
things are is a further matter, but as far as cognitional analysis [see
COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–ANALYSIS] goes, conception is the selection from
the data, the empirical presentation, the image, of what is essential
to having the insight.” (UB 42.)
And being. See ESSENCE–AND BEING
DEGREES OF (3).

“No doubt, a great deal of what Aquinas has to say
of abstraction is on the metaphysical level …. But our immediate
concern is to observe that not a little of the Thomist theory of abstraction is psychological.” (V 53.)
Preliminaries. “As a preliminary, we may recall that knowing
the universal in the particular, knowing what is common to the
instances in the instances, is not abstraction at all; it is an operation attributed by Aquinas to the sensitive potency which he
names the COGITATIVA. As a second preliminary, we may explain
that by a psychological account of abstraction we mean the
elimination by the understanding of the intellectually irrelevant
because it is understood to be irrelevant. That, we submit, is the
very point of the celebrated three degrees of abstraction.” (V 53.)
(1) From here and now. “The theorem on abstraction from individual matter is a theorem with respect to all our acts of understanding, to the effect that the ‘here and now’ always pertains to
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the sensible residue [see PARTICULAR(S)–TIMES AND PLACES; RESIDUE(S)–
EMPIRICAL-ABSTRACTION FROM] and never enters into the relevant, the essential, that is abstracted.” (V 54.)
(2) From sensible qualities. “The second degree of abstraction is
similar to the first: as all science prescinds from the ‘here and
now,’ so all mathematics prescinds from all sensible qualities—
from colors, sounds, tactile experiences, tastes, odors; the color of
the geometrical figure, of the arithmetical or algebraic symbol, is
never relevant to the mathematical theorem. The difference between a perspective geometry and a science of optics is that the
manner in which light actually does move is relevant to the latter
but irrelevant to the former; if it is true that light rays bend, then
optics has to be corrected, but not perspective geometry; for the
physicist that overlooks matters of sensible fact falls into error,
but the theorem and the judgment of the geometer are independent of sensible fact and are content with imagination. Nor does
the discovery of the more remote and generic types of nonEuclidean geometry invalidate this position: they still reduce to
an imagination, though not to the imagination that we possess;
they presuppose an intellect capable of the third degree of abstraction, of transcending its own imagination; but they do not
move within the third degree of abstraction, for they deal with a
numerical multiplicity, not merely as a category—as does metaphysics—but as an essential factor in their proper object.” (V 54-55.)
See also Objective

(3) From all matter. “The third degree of abstraction prescinds
from all matter, individual and common, sensible and intelligible,
to treat of ‘being, one, potency and act, and other concepts of this
kind’ [ST 1, q. 85, a. 1, ad 2m]. It does so, because metaphysical theorems are valid independently of any sensible matter of fact and
of any condition of imagination.” (V 55.) See METAPHYSICS–ELEMENTS OF
EMPIRICAL RESIDUE AND. See RESIDUE(S)–EMPIRICAL-ABSTRACTION FROM
ENRICHING/IMPOVERISHING.

This entry is the first part of L’s argument for a theory of the abstract. For the second part see LAW(S),
LAW(S) OF ...–CLASSICAL-ABSTRACT (4 ELEMENTS). “To show that classical laws
are not merely the macroscopic illusion resulting from a multitude
of microscopic random occurrences, a correct theory of the abstract
is needed; and in the present hypothesis, that correct theory is lacking. … What is, then, the correct theory?” (In 112.) See also intra Apprehensive; Formative; Objective
Moments in (3). “So far from being a mere impoverishment of
the data of sense, abstraction in all its essential moments is enriching.” (In 112.)
First. “Its first moment is an enriching anticipation of an intelli-

gibility to be added to sensible presentations: there is something to be known by insight.” (In 112.)
Second. “Its second moment is the erection of HEURISTIC STRUCTUREs and the attainment of insight, to reveal in the data what is
variously named as the significant, the relevant, the important,
the essential, the idea, the form.” (In 112.)
Third. “Its third moment is the formulation of the intelligibility
that insight has revealed. Only in this third moment does there
appear the negative aspect of abstraction, namely, the omission
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of the insignificant, the irrelevant, the negligible, the incidental,
the merely empirical residue [see RESIDUE(S)–EMPIRICAL-ABSTRACTION
FROM]. Moreover, this omission is neither absolute nor definitive. For the empirical residue possesses the universal property
of being what intelligence abstracts from. Such a universal
property provides the basis for a second set of heuristic procedures that take their stand on the simple premise that the NONSYSTEMATIC cannot be systematized.” (In 112.)
Summary. “Now our whole effort has been to draw attention to
the fact of insight, to the enriching moments on which abstraction follows. Accordingly, it is in this sense that we affirm classical laws to be abstract [see LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–CLASSICAL-ABSTRACT (4
ELEMENTS)]. So far from being an impoverishment of sensible data,
abstraction is an enrichment that goes beyond them. Because abstraction goes beyond the sensible field, the frontiers of the abstract are not coterminous with the frontiers of the experienced.
Hence full and exact knowledge of the systems to be reached by
abstraction by no means denies the existence of an empirical
residue [see RESIDUE(S)–EMPIRICAL] that is NONSYSTEMATIC. Again, just as
in abstraction we prescind from the empirical residue, so when
we come to the concrete applications of abstract principles and
laws, we are forced to take into account the nonsystematic conditions under which the systematic has its concrete realization.”
(In 112.)
FORMATIVE.

While the interested reader could piece it together by
pursuing the cross references in the various subentries intra, it has
been judged better that this entry give the gist of formative abstraction and recommend L’s intricate argument for his position on this
complex topic (V 162-68), and his summary (188-90). Formative
abstraction regards the formation of an inner word (see WORD–
INNER). It yields knowledge of the thing as separated from the material conditions it does not exist without in the natural world, the
abstract object of thought, the universal common to many. It
follows upon apprehensive abstraction. See also intra Apprehensive; Objective; From phantasm
And conceptualism. For the conceptualist “formative abstraction is unconscious and nonrational; it precedes apprehensive
abstraction.” (V 163.) That means concept precedes insight, the
opposite of L’s position. See CONCEPTUALISM, CONCEPTUALIST
FROM PHANTASM.

“What is meant by the abstraction of SPECIES
from phantasm [see PHANTASM/FANTASM]? The principal meaning
clearly is that there is produced in the possible intellect [see INTELLECT–POSSIBLE] a similitude of the thing presented by phantasm;
this similitude is similar to the thing, not in all respects, but
with regard only to its specific nature; it is to be identified with
the ‘species qua’ [species by which].” (V 177-78.) See intra Objective;

see also INTELLIGIBLE(S)–SPECIES
FROM RANDOM OSCILLATION OF FREQUENCIES.

See

FREQUENCY–RANDOM

OSCILLATION OF

FROM SOMETHING ELSE.
FROM THE SENSIBLE.

See intra Possibility/impossibility of

See intra Degrees of (3)-(2) from sensible qualities

INTELLIGIBILITY AND .

See intra Possibility/impossibility of

MATHEMATICAL. See intra Degrees of (3)-(2) from sensible qualities; Possibility/impossibility of
METAPHYSICAL.
NOTION OF.

See intra Degrees of (3)-(3) from all matter

See NOTION OF …–ABSTRACTION

OBJECTIVE.

“There are three stages to physical and mathematical
abstraction: the objective, the apprehensive, the formative [see intra Apprehensive; Formative]. Objective abstraction is the illumination
of phantasm [see INTELLECT–AGENT-AS ILLUMINATING PHANTASM], the imagined
object; it consists in treating the imagined object as something to
be understood as far as its specific nature goes; like ACTION and PASSION, it is one reality with two aspects; as effected by agent intellect, it may be named efficient; as affecting the imagined object, it
may be named instrumental.” (V 187-88.) “Objective abstraction, the
illumination of phantasm [see PHANTASM/FANTASM; INTELLECT–AGENT-AS ILLUMINATING PHANTASM], constitutes the imagined object as something to be
understood with regard to its specific nature. Apprehensive abstraction, insight into phantasm [see PHANTASM/FANTASM–INSIGHT INTO], actually understands what objective abstraction presented to be
understood. But what was presented to be understood was the
imagined object, the phantasm.” (V 189.)
OF FORM/SPECIES.

See intra From phantasm

Note that the earlier L employs the language of SCHOLASTICISM; nonetheless, he does not conceive cognition metaphysically
(see FACULTY PSYCHOLOGY). “In the order of intelligible priority, a
thing is constituted, first by SUBSTANCE, secondly by QUANTITY,
thirdly by QUALITY, fourthly by PASSIONs and MOVEMENTs. Now one
cannot conceive the intelligibly posterior and prescind from
the prior: substance enters into the definition of [ACCIDENT(S)];
similarly, sensible qualities presuppose quantity, and changes
presuppose sensible qualities; it follows that one cannot abstract accident from substance, sensible quality from quantity,
change from sensible quality. On the other hand, one can conceive the intelligibly prior and prescind from the posterior.” (V
ORDER OF.

167-68.)

See INTELLIGIBILITY

PHYSICAL.

“Physical abstraction is from individual or assigned MATwith its consequents of determinate place and time and the possibility of change.” (V 187.) See also intra Possibility/impossibility of
POSSIBILITY/IMPOSSIBILITY OF. “Inasmuch as the nature of a thing is
constituted intelligibly by its relation to or dependence on something else, it is impossible to abstract from the something else; on
the other hand, inasmuch as the nature of a thing is not dependent
intelligibly on something else, in that measure it is possible to abstract from the something else. Thus, one can abstract ‘animal’
from ‘foot’ but not ‘foot’ from ‘animal’; one can abstract ‘whiteness’ from ‘man’ and ‘man’ from ‘whiteness’; one can abstract neither ‘son’ from ‘father’ nor ‘father’ from ‘son,’ and neither
‘substantial form’ from ‘matter’ nor ‘matter’ from ‘substantial
form.’ Evidently, intelligibility governs abstraction on the level of
the intelligentia indivisibilium [understanding of noncomposite
things]; precisely because of intelligible unity, intelligence in act
knows what intelligibly is indivisible and abstracts from all that
does not pertain to that intelligible indivisibility. By this general
TER

ABSURD, ABSURDITY – ACT

principle …both physical and mathematical abstraction are explained.” (V 167.)
PSYCHOLOGICAL ACCOUNT OF. See intra Degrees of (3)-preliminaries
SCOTIST. See PROPER NAMES–SCOTUS, JOHN DUNS-AND OBJECTIVE KNOWING
VS ARTISTIC EXPRESSION. See PARTICULAR(S)–INSIGHT INTO-AND EXPRESSION
ABSURD, ABSURDITY : Although

he often applies them as adjectives,
in most cases L calls the concrete instance of the absurd a SURD.
OBJECTIVE SITUATION AS. See DECLINE–BASIS OF
ACCIDENT(S):

A being whose ESSENCE requires naturally that it exist
in another. Opposite: SUBSTANCE (metaphysics); ESSENCE (logic). To
avoid common misunderstandings of accident [see intra In metaphysics], the later L employs the term CONJUGATE(S).
ARE IN RATHER THAN ARE. “Many things are said to be, but they do
not all exist in the same way. … There are accidents, but their
mode of being is to be in something else, and therefore they ‘are
in’ rather than simply are.” (S 241.)
AS ESSENCE (QUALIFIED). “An accident is an essence in a qualified
sense. Let us, then, forget the commonly held idea that accidents
are known only through the senses. They are essences of a sort, and
just as they inhere in another, so too they can neither be understood
nor be defined apart from this inherence.” (OPCC 49.) Although accidental and substantial are opposites, there is a parallel usage when
referring to their constitutive principles. “It is not only an essence
simply understood that is referred to as SUBSTANTIAL, but also the POTENCY and FORM of which it is composed and the ACT that is consequent upon it. … Similarly it is not only an essence in a qualified
sense that is called ACCIDENTAL, but also the potency and form of
which the essence is composed and the act that is consequent upon
it.” (OPCC 49.)
IN LOGIC.

“In LOGIC an accident is opposed to ESSENCE, and is that
which can be present or absent without affecting the essence of a
thing.” (OPCC 51.) See also intra In metaphysics
IN METAPHYSICS. “Accident in the metaphysical sense must not be
confused with accident in the logical sense [see intra In logic]. In
metaphysics an accident is a certain essence and cause, and it cannot always be separated from its subject; in a human being, for example, intellect is an accident but one which cannot be separated
from him or her.” (OPCC 51.)
TWO MEANINGS OF. “In a broader sense, an accident is whatever has
a qualified essence [see intra As essence (qualified)], but in a stricter
sense an accident is that to which it is proper to be in another.” (S

271.)

meaning of achievement in L’s thought pertain to significant moments in human development. See also inter alia ART–AND THE UNIVERSAL ■
CANON(S)–OF METHODICAL HERMENEUTICS-(4) OF PARSIMONY ■ CIVILIZATION(S)–ANCIENT HIGH,
–AND WORLD OF COMMON SENSE ■ COLLABORATION–AND SELF-TRANSCENDENCE ■ COMMON
SENSE–AS VARIABLE ■ COMMUNITY–ORIENTATION-AND THE INDIVIDUAL ■ CONSCIOUSNESS,
DIFFERENTIATED–SCHOLARLY ■ CONTENT(S)–AND MEANING ■ CONVERSION–AS FOUNDATIONAL REALITY

■ CRITICISM– OF HUMAN SCIENCES-RADICAL INTERNAL ■ CULTURE, CULTURAL–

■ DECISION–AND REFLECTIVE EVALUATION ■ DECLINE–AND CONVERSION ■ DE-

AND MEANING

SIRE TO KNOW–AND UNIVERSAL WILLINGNESS ■ LINGUISTIC(S)–ARGUMENT ■ LIVING– AND NECESSITY OF IMAGES,

■ MEANING–FUNCTIONS OF (4)-(3) CONSTITUTIVE ■

SYMBOLS

METAPHYSICS–AND SCIENCE ■ METHOD(S)–APPROACHES TO (3)-(1) ■ MIND–GREEK DISCOVERY
OF

■ NECESSITY–CONDITIONAL-AND THE SCEPTIC ■ NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL–GOODNESS/

VALUE-BEYOND CRITICISM

■ ORIENTATION–THROUGH NAMES ■ POSITION AND COUNTERPOSI-

TION–AND DIALECTIC ■ QUESTION OF GOD, THE–FORMS OF (4)-(4) ■ QUESTION(S)–AND KNOWLEDGE

■ SCIENCE(S)–HUMAN-AND HISTORY/HISTORIAN ■ SOCIOLOGY–AND NATURAL SCIENCES ■

STATISTICAL–THEORY-(5) ■ SUBJECT, THE–TURN/SHIFT TO-FIRST AND BASIC MOMENT ■ SUBJECTIVITY–OBJECTIFICATION OF ■ THOMISM–FACTORS IN PASSING OF (3)-(2) MODERN SCIENCE ■
WILLING–CONTINGENCE OF, –UNIVERSAL
AND BEING.

See BEING–AS OBJECT, FINAL, –UNIVERSE OF-AND AFFECTIVITY

AND DIFFERENTIATED CONSCIOUSNESS.

See

CLASSICIST–AND THEORY VS COM-

MON SENSE

AND INTENTIONAL OPERATIONS.

See CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF

(5)-AND ACHIEVEMENT

AND PERSONAL HORIZON.

See HORIZON(S)–PERSONAL

DEFINITIVE VS ONGOING ADVANCE.

See

CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–

SCIENTIFICALLY; SCIENCE(S)–MODERN

HUMAN.

See HUMAN–ACHIEVEMENT, LIMIT OF

OF AUTHENTICITY.

See AUTHENTICITY–ACHIEVEMENT OF

OF BASIC SET OF GENETIC CONCEPTS.

See

RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF–

INTERSUBJECTIVE

OF COMMUNITY.
OF DEFINITION.
OF FINALITY.

See MEANING–COMMON

See DEFINITION(S)–GENESIS OF, MOMENTS IN (4)-(4)

See POTENCY/POTENTIAL–A TENSION OF OPPOSITES

OF KNOWING.

See KNOWING–ACTUAL ACHIEVEMENT OF

OF METHOD NOT LOGIC.
OF SELF-KNOWLEDGE.

See SCIENCE(S)–UNIFICATION OF

See SELF ...–KNOWLEDGE-ACHIEVEMENT OF

OF SELF-TRANSCENDENCE.

See

SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE-AS ACHIEVEMENT, -

JUDGMENT ON, -RELIGIOUS

OF SYSTEM.

See SYSTEM(S)–AS ACHIEVEMENT

OF SYSTEMATIC THINKERS.

See

CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–POST-

SYSTEMATIC

ACCIDENTAL:

Or conjugate (see CONJUGATE(S)). Opposed to SUBSTANTIAL.
The nonessential, not necessary, the unforeseen, unintended. The per
accidens—“by an accident” or “by means of an accident.” The main
interest here is to call attention to the term in L’s metaphysics. His
METAPHYSICS–OF PROPORTIONATE BEING comprises two sets of terms for the
constitutive principles of proportionate being: substantial or central
potency, form, and act; and accidental or conjugate potency, form,
and act. See CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES; CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES

ACHIEVEMENT:
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Broadly, the subentries and, indeed, the principal

OPENNESS AS.

See OPENNESS–THREE FACTORS-(2)

SOCIAL VS SOCIAL SURD.

See DECLINE–CYCLE OF, LONGER-PROCESS-CONSEQUENCES

(3)-(3)

SYSTEM AS.

ACT:

See SYSTEM(S)–AS ACHIEVEMENT

“Act is an intrinsic constitutive cause [see

CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL)

CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–ACT; CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–ACT].

It
must not be confused with making and doing [the exercise of extrinsic efficient causality; see DOING AND MAKING], although grammatically
both are expressed by a verb in the active voice—for example, to be,
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ACT – ACT

to see, to understand, to create, to produce, to move.” (OPCC 51.) Act is
not defined through GENUS and SPECIES but clarified by a familiar proportion, namely:
potency : form : act :: [see POTENCY/POTENTIAL; FORM]
eye : sight : seeing ::
ear : sound : hearing ::
possible intellect : intelligible species : understanding :: [see

INTELLECT–POSSIBLE;

PHANTASM/FANTASM–AND SPECIES IMPRESSA; INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING]

will : habit of willingness : willing :: [see WILL; WILLINGNESS; WILLING]
prime matter : substantial form : existing [see MATTER–PRIME; FORM–SUBSTANTIAL;
EXISTENCE]
AND AGENT.

“While Aristotelian psychology is not without profound insight into human sensibility and intelligence, still its basic
concepts are derived not from intentional consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL] but from METAPHYSICS. ... As in psychology, so
too in physics, the basic concepts are metaphysical. As an agent is
principle of movement in the mover, so a nature is principle of
movement in the moved. But agent is agent because it is in act.
The nature is matter or form and rather form than matter. MATTER is
pure potency [matter conceived metaphysically]. Movement is incomplete act, the act of what is in potency still.” (M 95-96.) See also FACULTY PSYCHOLOGY

AND EXPERIENCE.
AND FORM.

See WILLING–WILL, WILLINGNESS, AND W. AS POTENCY-FORM-ACT

See FORM–AND ACT; INTELLIGIBILITY–OF CONTINGENT ACT

AND KNOWING.

See BEING–PROPORTIONATE-AND KNOWING-ACT

AND POTENCY.

“In closed eyes we discern the possibility of actual
seeing; in eyes we discern the possibility of sight; what is possible
is the act, and its possibility is the potency; both are objective, but
the act is objective when it occurs, the potency when the act is possible; and that objectivity of possibility is, for instance, what makes
the difference between an invention and a mere bright idea.” (V 5657.) See also POTENCY/POTENTIAL; INTELLIGIBILITY– OF CONTINGENT ACT

AS DETERMINED BY THE PRIOR ACT:

“There are two ways in which
an act originates within intellectual consciousness and by virtue of
intellectual consciousness. In the first and more spontaneous way,
an act originates as if from some potency; thus we proceed from
speculative or practical or existential questions to acts of understanding. In another, more autonomous way, a subsequent act
originates from a prior act and is proportionate to the prior act;
thus, we define because we understand and in accordance with
what we understand; again, we judge because we grasp evidence
as sufficient and in accordance with the evidence we have grasped;
finally, we choose because we judge and in accordance with what
we judge to be useful or proper or fitting or obligatory.” (S 143.)
CENTRAL. See CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–ACT
CONJUGATE. See CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–ACT
FIRST. Act, actuality, existence is the fundamental perfection of a
being in any order. Also, act determines a passive potency [see POTENCY/POTENTIAL–ACTIVE/PASSIVE] to be something specific. “Hence, the
same being may have several first acts, but each in different orders;
existence will be first act in the order of being, substantial form

will be first in the order of essence or nature, the power will be
first in the order of activity.” (DSP) See also intra Second
FREE. See FREE–ACT
GOING FORTH. See intra Remaining in the agent
IMMANENT. See PASSION–AND IMMANENT ACT
IN SCHOLASTICISM.

Perfection or a PERFECTION; the fully real [see REAL,
actual. Thought to influence potency in some way. Perfection resulting from an action. Activity, operation, action. (DSP)
Opposite: POTENCY/POTENTIAL. See also intra First; Second
INTELLECT IN. See INTELLECT–IN ACT
INTELLIGIBILITY IN. See INTELLECT–IN ACT
INTELLIGIBILITY OF. “Act—existence, or event—is not intelligible
in itself. It’s contingent. You know existence or event through
judgment, through the proper content of judgment. That proper
content results from a grasp of the virtually unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY]. The virtually unconditioned is a conditioned
whose conditions happen to be fulfilled. Because the conditions
merely happen to be fulfilled, the act is contingent [see INTELLIGIBILITY–
OF CONTINGENT ACT].” (UB 340.)
INTENTIONAL. See INTENTIONAL–ACTS
KNOWING IN. “While by nature we have knowing in potency, it is
by acquisition that we move to knowing in act. Our potency to
know, our capacity to know, is from nature, but any actual knowing involves some influence from the object. So, while it is by nature that we have sight and are able to see, still it is not without
colored objects, without light, that we actually do see anything.
When your eyes are closed and you press your eyeballs, you actuate the sense of sight, and you do see colors. An object is needed to
effect the transition from the potency to see to the act of seeing.
Again, sight sees nothing but the colored, the luminous; by nature
it is restricted to that. The potency determines the range of possible
objects attained by ocular vision. Similarly, by nature hearing is
confined to a determinate range of sound, of possible objects; but
actually hearing a sound requires an activity from an object. Then,
with regard to intellect, the sensible object and the activity of the
agent intellect [see INTELLECT–AGENT] are needed. So, in traditional
theory, with regard to intellectual knowledge, we have by nature
the agent intellect that uses our sensible knowledge to produce acts
of understanding. The capacity to understand, the agent intellect,
the sensitive potencies, and correlations among these three are
from nature; but an actuation of the process requires, first, the actual perceptions and the formation of images [see PHANTASM/FANTASM],
and then the intervention of INQUIRY at that occasion. When inquiry
has intervened, we begin to have acts of understanding [see INSIGHT
AND UNDERSTANDING–ACT OF].” (UB 161-62.) See also NATURE–AND KNOWING
THE REAL],

MENTAL.

See MENTAL–ACTS

OF EXISTENCE, PROPER.

“The act of existence is substantial act, the
act of substantial ESSENCE. Conversely, substantial essence is potency to the act that is called ‘the act of existence.’ … Moreover,
there are two kinds of potencies [see POTENCY/POTENTIAL], natural and
obediential [a theological term]. A natural potency is one that is di-

ACTIO – ACTUAL, ACTUALITY

rected to an act whose character is determined by the very nature of
the thing in question. … An act of existence, therefore, is proper to
an essence if it is related to that essence as to its natural potency.”
(OPCC 61.)
OF WHAT IS COMPLETE (ACTUS PERFECTI). “[In Aristotle] actus imperfecti [incomplete act] was explained by noting that what is
moved is in potency, that what is in potency is imperfect, and so
that movement is the act of the imperfect. Both early and late
works testify to a full awareness that movement is intrinsically
temporal and specifically incomplete. In contrast the actus perfecti
[complete act] is defined as ‘the act of something that exists in
act’, and even as ‘the act of something that exists in act, inasmuch
as it exists in act’; it is specifically complete, an ‘an operation resulting from form,’ the ‘the operation of a sense already brought to
act by its species,’ without need or anticipation of any ulterior
complement to be itself, and intrinsically outside time.” (V 114-15.)
OF WHAT IS INCOMPLETE (ACTUS IMPERFECTI).

See intra Of what is com-

plete (actus perfecti)
OF WILL.

See WILL–ACT OF

ORIGIN OF.

See intra As determined by the prior act

POTENCY, FORM, AND.

See intra And potency; see also FORM–AND ACT ■ CEN-

TRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES ■ CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES
PROPORTION BETWEEN A. AND POTENCY.

See

ANALOGY OF …–POTENCY TO

ACT

REMAINING IN THE AGENT. “There is an act that remains in the
agent and is the perfection of the agent; there is another act that
goes forth into external matter and effects a change of it. The pair
spontaneously come together in thought—grammatically because
both are expressed by transitive verbs in the active voice, and historically because both proceed from the ‘[principle of ACTION]’ that
was Aquinas’s initial definition of active potency. Even though
later Aquinas did manifest a preference for a different definition of
potentia activa [active potency; see POTENCY/POTENTIAL–ACTIVE/PASSIVE],
there was a deeper root in Aristotle himself to keep the two types
of act associated; for it is a form that is the principle both of the act
remaining in the agent and of the act that goes forth.” (V 130-31.)
SECOND.

“There are two kinds of act …. Second act is [OPERATION(S)],
such as the act of seeing which perfects one’s eyesight, and the act of hearing which perfects the faculty of hearing.”
ACTION, ENERGEIA,

(S 535.) See also intra First
SENSE AND SENSIBLE IN. The relation between sense and sensible in
act in like that between intellect and intelligible in act (see INTELLECT–
IN ACT); the sensible in act is the sense in act. See also intra Knowing in
UNDERSTANDING IN. See INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–IN ACT

ACTIO. See ACTION
ACTION: See intra Identity of a. and passion
AND ACT.

See ACT–REMAINING IN THE AGENT

AND ACTIVE MEANING.
AND FORM.

See MEANING–ACTIVE

Aquinas says that “the cause of action is a species …;
for everything acts by reason of some FORM that it has ... as fire
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dries and heats by (the forms of) heat and dryness, and a human
being hears and sees through (the forms) of hearing and seeing”
[Super III Sententiarum, d. 18, q. 1, a. l sol]. (V 131.)
AS PREDICAMENT. See PROPER NAMES–ARISTOTLE, ARISTOTELIAN-CATEGORIES
COURSES OF. See DECISION–AND COURSES OF ACTION
IDENTITY OF A. AND PASSION. “According to Aristotle, action is defined as the act of this one inasmuch as it is in this one, that is to
say, the act which belongs to the PATIENT inasmuch as it is received
in the patient. Since the same act both proceeds from the AGENT and
is received in the patient, it follows that both action and passion are
really the same as MOTION. … Action is the act of this as proceeding
from this, i.e., the act of the mover as from the mover, while PASSION is the act of this as being in this, i.e., the act of the moved as
present in the moved.” (S 543.)
INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP.

The context is the field of historical investigation. “Now the peculiarity of this field resides in the nature of
individual and group action. It has both a conscious and an unconscious side. Apart from neurosis and psychosis the conscious side
is in control. But the conscious side consists in the flow of conscious and intentional acts [see INTENTIONAL–ACTS] …. What differentiates each of these acts from the others lies in the manifold
meanings of MEANING. Meaning, then, is a constitutive element in the
conscious flow that is the normally controlling side of human action. It is this constitutive role of meaning [see MEANING–FUNCTIONS OF (4)(3) CONSTITUTIVE] in the controlling side of human action that grounds
the peculiarity of the historical field of investigation.” (M 177-78.) See
also INTENTIONAL–ACTS-AND HISTORICAL INVESTIGATION
SCISSORS-LIKE.

See SCISSORS-LIKE ACTION

ACTUAL, ACTUALITY: Actual denotes something as it is. Actuality
denotes ACT thought of abstractly, and something being in act. Actual
also denotes the difference between an event as predicted by classical
law (or theory) and the instance or actual event. Classical law is abstract, statistical law takes into account the conditions of the actual
instance (see CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–LAWS). In regard to the
difference between JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT and the DECISION that follows
JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE, L says that “judgment [of truth/fact] is concerned
to complete one’s knowledge of an actuality that already exists, while
decision is concerned to confer actuality upon a course of action [see
DECISION–AND COURSES OF ACTION] that otherwise will not exist.” (In 636.)
“Now actuality has peculiar characteristics. It is known primarily by grasping the virtually unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY], the conditioned that happens to have its conditions
fulfilled. Because it is unconditioned, it ranks high in the field of
INTELLIGIBILITY. Still, it merely happens to have its conditions fulfilled, and so it merely happens to be an unconditioned. Though
unconditioned, it also is contingent [see INTELLIGIBILITY–CONTINGENT].
And this contingence appears (1) in its being, (2) in its being
known, and (3) in its being willed. ... It is apparent in its being.
For actuality as act is existence or occurrence, and actuality as of
the actuated supposes at least existence and also at times occurrence. But there is no systematic deduction of existence or occurrence. The most that understanding can do is set up ideal
frequencies from which actual frequencies of existence and occurrence do not diverge systematically [see NONSYSTEMATIC–
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ADVERTENCE – AFFECTIVITY
DIVERGENCE OF ACTUAL FREQUENCIES].

But actual frequencies can and do
diverge nonsystematically from the ideal, and so in every instance actuality is just what happens to be. ... Again, contingence
is apparent in actuality as known [see CONTINGENCE–OF ACTUALITY]. For
it is known by grasping the virtually unconditioned. The virtually
unconditioned can be grasped if fulfilment of its conditions happens to be given. And the fulfilment can never be more than
what happens, for the fulfilment consists in the occurrence of relevant data, and the occurrence of data, like all occurrence, is
contingent. For it merely happens that I exist, that I experience in
such and such a manner, etc.” (In 638-39.)
AND CAPACITY. See CAPACITY–AND ACTUALITY
AND CONTINGENCE. See CONTINGENCE–OF ACTUALITY
CONTEXT. See CONTEXT(S)–ACTUAL
ADVERTENCE:

L calls for advertence in many contexts. It usually
means obedience to the first transcendental precept, Be attentive!
(See TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS-(1) BE ATTENTIVE!; ATTENTION.) The instances
specified below were chosen because of their direct relevance to L’s
central theme, human INTERIORITY and one’s appropriation of it (see SELFAPPROPRIATION).
AND PSYCHIC CONTAGION. “Psychic contagion and emotional identification have a vital rather than an INTENTIONAL basis. Psychic contagion is a matter of sharing another’s emotion without adverting to
the object of the emotion.” (M 58.) See also PSYCHIC–CONTAGION
AND SELF-APPROPRIATION. See SELF-APPROPRIATION–AND ADVERTENCE
AND THE BASIS OF METHOD. “Interiorly differentiated consciousness
[see CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–INTERIORLY], though it must begin
from sense, eventually deserts this beginning to determine its basic
terms and relations by adverting to our conscious operations and to
the dynamic structure that relates them to one another [see INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS–AND GEM]. It is on such a basis that [generalized empirical method; see GEM] is erected.” (M 274.)
AND THE PRECEPTS.

“The ultimate basis of both transcendental and
categorical precepts will be advertence to the difference between
attention and inattention, intelligence and stupidity, reasonableness
and unreasonableness, responsibility and irresponsibility.” (M 20.) See
also TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS; CATEGORIAL–PRECEPTS
AND THE QUESTION OF GOD.

“In the measure that we advert to our
own questioning and proceed to question it, there arises the question of God.” (M 103.) See QUESTION OF GOD, THE

AESTHETIC(S): L did not express a fully developed aesthetics, although he did have much to say on the topic. See ART
AND ETHICS. See POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION–AND THE ETHICAL
LIBERATION. See LIBERATION–AESTHETIC
PATTERN OF EXPERIENCE. See PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–AESTHETIC
AFFECT(S): It is important to bear

in mind that L’s discussion of psychotherapeutic terms is almost always in the context of the effect of
insight (and flight from it) on mental health. See also AFFECTIVITY; FEEL-

See also intra Inhibition of
INHIBITION OF.

“The effect of the repression is an inhibition imposed upon neural demand functions [see CENSOR, CENSORSHIP–AND NEURAL-DEMAND FUNCTIONS]. However, if we distinguish between demands
for images and demands for affects, it becomes clear that the inhibition will not block both in the same fashion. For insights arise,
not from the experience of affects, but rather from imaginative
presentations. Hence, to prevent insights, repression will have to
inhibit demands for images. On the other hand, it need inhibit demands for affects only if they are coupled with the undesired images. Accordingly, the repression will not inhibit a demand for
affects if that demand becomes detached from its apprehensive
component, slips along some association path, and attaches itself to
some other apprehensive component. Inversely, when there
emerges into consciousness an affect coupled with an incongruous
object, then one can investigate association paths, argue from the
incongruous to the initial object of the affect, and conclude that
this combination of initial object and affect had been inhibited by a
repression. Nor is this conclusion to be rejected as preposterous
because the discovered combination of image and affect is utterly
alien to conscious behavior. For the combination was inhibited
precisely because it was alien. Insights are unwanted, not because
they confirm our current viewpoints and behavior, but because
they lead to their correction and revision.” (In 216-17.)
AFFECTIVITY : Also AFFECT(S). The richest area of L’s thought on this
topic is found in FEELINGS. See also inter alia LANGUAGE–KNOWLEDGE, EXPRESSION, AND, –LITERARY ■ MEANING–FUNCTIONS OF (4)-(1) COGNITIVE ■ PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–DRAMATIC-AND IMAGINATION, –DRAMATIC-AND THE DRAMA AS SUCH ■ PRINCIPLE(S)–
MORAL ■ PSYCHIC–DEVELOPMENT-AND DIFFERENTIATION, –DEVELOPMENT-ANIMAL, –SCHEMES
OF RECURRENCE

■ PSYCHOTHERAPY ■ SCOTOSIS, SCOTOMA–AND PERFORMANCE ■ SYM-

BOL(S)–AND DREAMS, –DIFFERENTIATION OF

“DREAM(S) are determined by neural demands for con-

■ UNCONSCIOUS–AND CONSCIOUS TENSION ■

WILLINGNESS–UNIVERSAL
ABERRATION OF.

See SYMBOL(S)–AND AFFECTIVE DEVELOPMENT/ABERRATION

AND CONVERSION.

See CONVERSION–MORAL

AND FULFILMENT.

See COMMUNITY–AS COOPERATIVE-AND HUMAN GOOD

AND IMAGES.

See FEELINGS–AND IMAGES

AND SELF-TRANSCENDENCE.

ING
IN DREAMS.

scious affects [see CENSOR, CENSORSHIP–AND NEURAL-DEMAND FUNCTIONS], and
the affects in question may be characteristic not only of the ego or
the persona [see EGO–DIFFERENTIATION OF PERSONA AND] but also of the
shadow or the anima. However … if the affects emergent in the
dream are characteristic of the shadow or the anima, they emerge
disassociated from their initial objects and attached to some incongruous object; and in this fact there now may easily be discerned a
functional significance. The affects of the shadow and anima are
alien to the conscious performer; were they to emerge into consciousness with their proper objects, not only would they interfere
with his sleep but also they would violate his aesthetic liberation.
The disguise of the dream is essential to its function of securing a
balance between neural demands and psychic events while preserving the integrity of the conscious stream of experience.” (In 219.)

AND SYMBOLS.

See SELF

…–TRANSCENDENCE-AFFECTIVE

See SYMBOL(S)–AND AFFECTIVE DEVELOPMENT/ABERRATION

AFFIRMATION – ALIENATION
AND UNIVERSE OF BEING.
DEVELOPMENT OF.

See BEING–UNIVERSE OF-AND AFFECTIVITY

See FEELINGS–DEVELOPMENT OF

AFFIRMATION: ASSENT.

The judgments: it is so (fact), it is truly
worthwhile (value). Most data on the meaning of affirmation are
found under JUDGMENT(S) ■ JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT ■ JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE.
AND BEING. “That the real is being, the real is the intelligible, is established by the fact that the alternative is clearly a counterposition
[see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION]. If you say that the real is not being,
that the real is not intelligible, then you are using your intelligence
and your reasonableness to present, as intelligent and reasonable, a
judgment; from the very intention and nature of the utterance, you
are presuming the validity and the significance of an intelligent
and reasonable affirmation. But if it is true that the real is not being, if it is true that the real is not the intelligible, your affirmations
can have no significance whatever and, because they can have no
significance, they cannot be intelligent or reasonable. It is only insofar as the real is being that any intelligent and reasonable affirmation can be intelligent and reasonable; if this is not affirmed,
you involve yourself in the counterpositions[see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION–COUNTERPOSITION].” (UB 245-46.)
AND DATA OF SENSE. See DATA–OF SENSE-AND CONDITIONS FOR AFFIRMATION
AND METAPHYSICS. See SELF …–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER
AND REFLECTIVE INSIGHT.

See

INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–REFLECTIVE-AND

AFFIRMATION

JUDGMENT AS.

See JUDGMENT(S)–GENERAL FORM OF

SELF-.

…–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER

See SELF

AGENT(S): An agent is an efficient cause, what exercises its power to
cause something to be or to change. See also CAUSE(S)–EFFICIENT
AND ACT. See ACT–AND AGENT
IN ARISTOTLE. One of Aristotle’s four causes: end, agent, matter,
and form. “The end moves the agent, the agent moves the matter,
and from the matter being moved arises the form, which is the end
as realized.” (UB 193.) See FORM
IN METAPHYSICS. See OBJECT(S)–SENSES OF-METAPHYSICAL
INTELLECT.

See INTELLECT–AGENT

AGGREGATE(S):

The word as such means an entity formed of separate units gathered into a mass or whole. The word becomes a technical term when allied to specific aggregates in the heuristic structures
and canons of empirical method (see GEM–AS HEURISTIC STRUCTURE; CANON(S)–
OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD), and in L’s theory of EMERGENT PROBABILITY.
Given the isomorphic structures of intentional consciousness and the
universe of proportionate being (see KNOWING–AND KNOWN-ISOMORPHISM OF),
the term is also directly related to human KNOWING.
AND PROBABILITY. “While accurate prediction could theoretically
be had if sufficient information were available in each case, still a
general determination, a general answer that requires the sequence
of cases, cannot be had from classical law [see LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–
CLASSICAL]. In that case, we have an objective field for PROBABILITY;
knowledge of probability in that case is not simply a cloak for ignorance. There is something that cannot be done by classical laws,
namely, they cannot provide a general account of what happens
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where some scheme of recurrence [see RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF] is
not operative, where the successive instances are not linked according to any rule or law, where they are not directly linked to
one another. … The case of the probability aggregate sets the question, What is a probability?” (UB 78.) See intra Coincidental
COINCIDENTAL. “An aggregate is coincidental if (1) the members of
the aggregate have some unity based on spatial juxtaposition or
temporal succession or both, and (2) there is no corresponding
unity on the level of insight and intelligible relation.” (In 73.) “There
is not necessarily presupposed any indeterminacy in any single
process. However, there is a coincidental aggregate, an element
that is not subject to law in the sequence of tossing a coin or casting dice or dealing cards, and so forth. That element of lack of law,
lack of scheme of recurrence [see RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF], lack of
[SYSTEM(S)], appears in the fact that before the dice are thrown you
rattle the box, before dealing the cards you shuffle them, and so
on. In other words, there is no intelligible systematic link between
the successive occasions. You have different hands in cards because the deck is shuffled before dealing; you have a coincidental
aggregate in the sequence of casting dice because, in each case, before casting them you rattle the box. You do something to make
the next throw independent of the previous one, in order to eliminate any regular law linking the successive cases. When there is
that element of coincidental aggregates, you have excluded the
element of scheme of recurrence that makes possible the longterm, SYSTEMATIC, accurate predictions, and you have the case of
probability.” (UB 77.) See intra And probability
And statistical method. “Coincidental aggregates can be investigated with scientific generality only by statistical methods [see
METHOD, STATISTICAL]. But statistical methods reveal states and probabilities [see PROBABILITY–STATES AND]. They tell us nothing about concrete patterns of diverging series of conditions for particular
determinate events [see NONSYSTEMATIC–IN DIVERGING SERIES OF CONDITIONS].
It follows that if such concrete patterns are to be investigated with
scientific generality then they must not be coincidental aggregates. … However, in the general case, concrete patterns of diverging series of conditions are coincidental aggregates.” (In 146.)

See also GENUS–EXPLANATORY
NONSYSTEMATIC. The larger context of L’s remarks is the canons of
empirical method (see CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD) and the existence of statistical residues (see RESIDUE(S)–STATISTICAL). He argues:
“(1) that classical laws hold in concrete instances only inasmuch as
conditions are fulfilled, (2) that the conditions to be fulfilled form
diverging series, and (3) that in the general case the patterns of
such diverging series are a nonsystematic aggregate [see NONSYSTEMATIC–IN DIVERGING SERIES OF CONDITIONS].” (In 117.) See intra Coincidental; see also
LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–CLASSICAL-AND CONDITIONAL PREDICTIONS (3 ELEMENTS)-(3)

ALIENATION: The condition of being alienated; estrangement, isolation, or dissociation from. See intra Basic form of. See also inter alia AUTHENTICITY–CONDITIONS OF POSSIBILITY FOR, –VS INAUTHENTICITY ■ COMMUNITY–
CONVERSION AND, –IMPERFECTIONS OF ■ FEELINGS–AS RELATED TO OBJECTS, VALUES, ETC. ■
HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT-PROBLEM OF, REAL, –GOOD-STRUCTURE OF ■ KNOWLEDGE–NATURE OF
■ LOVE–SELF-SACRIFICING ■ SENSE(S)–AND EXPERIENCING SUBJECT ■ SOCIETY ■ UNCONVERTED–AND SELF-TRANSCENDENCE
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ALREADY IN HERE NOW REAL – ALREADY-OUT-THERE-NOW-REAL

AND

CULTURE.

See

DEVELOPMENT–CULTURAL-STAGES

OF-AND

STRATIFICA-

TION/ALIENATION

AND IDEOLOGY.

The basic form of IDEOLOGY is a doctrine that justifies basic alienation (see intra Basic form of). (M 55.) Again, “the basic
form of ideology is the self-justification of alienated man. Needless
to say, the UNCONVERTED and especially those that deliberately refused CONVERSION will want to find some other root for alienation
and ideology. Indeed, they will want to suggest, directly or indirectly, that SELF-TRANSCENDENCE is a case or the case of alienation and
that ideology is at root the attempt to justify self-transcendence.
Once more, then, we are confronted with the radical dialectical opposition that was our concern in our chapter on the fourth functional specialty [see DIALECTIC (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)].” (M 357-58.)

AND RECONCILIATION.

The context is the pursuit of an ideal. Reconciliation is the last of six moments in a general theorem that L explicates in terms of a Hegelian analysis. See IDEAL(S)–GENERAL THEOREM
AND SELF-TRANSCENDENCE. See SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE-AND ALIENATION
AND SIN. See SIN–AND ALIENATION
AND THE ABSTRACT. “Universal scepticism is self-contradictory;
because it is contradictory, KNOWLEDGE exists. But just knowing that
knowledge exists is knowing something very abstract. What kind
of knowledge exists? What is the knowledge that exists? If you
express the knowledge that exists abstractly, what will follow?
You will have a mere abstraction, and it will give rise to alienation.
… Merely to assert the existence of knowledge without saying as
fully as you can just what knowledge is, is to utter an abstraction,
which gives rise to alienation.” (UB 12-13.) See also KNOWLEDGE–NATURE OF
AND THE IDEAL.
AS MEDIATION.

See IDEAL(S)–FORMULATION OF, –GENERAL THEOREM

See HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT-PROBLEM OF, MAIN

BASIC FORM OF.

“The term, alienation, is used in many different
senses. But on the present analysis the basic form of alienation is
man’s disregard of the transcendental precepts, Be attentive, Be intelligent, Be reasonable, Be responsible, Be in love [see PRECEPT(S)–
TRANSCENDENTAL]. … From these basic forms, all others can be derived. For the basic forms corrupt the social good. As selftranscendence [see SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE-AND ALIENATION] promotes progress, so the refusal of self-transcendence turns progress into cumulative decline [see DECLINE–CUMULATIVE].” (M 55.)
REMEDIES FOR. The context of L’s brief mention is the broad and
complex topic of transcendental method (see GEM) and selfappropriation (see SELF-APPROPRIATION), and the specific topic of development of FEELINGS in relation to VALUE(S). “It is much better to
take full cognizance of one’s feelings, however deplorable they
may be, than to brush them aside, overrule them, ignore them. To
take cognizance of them makes it possible for one to know oneself,
to uncover the inattention, OBTUSENESS, SILLINESS, IRRESPONSIBILITY that
gave rise to the feeling one does not want, and to correct the aberrant attitude.” (M 33) Note that “inattention, obtuseness, silliness, irresponsibility” contradict the transcendental precepts (see
PRECEPT(S)–TRANSCENDENTAL). Not taking cognizance of one’s feelings
leads to alienation from oneself and “the adoption of misguided
remedies, and they in their turn to still further mistakes until, in

desperation, the neurotic turns to the analyst or counselor.” In a
footnote L writes: “Just as transcendental method rests on a selfappropriation, on attending to, inquiring about, understanding,
conceiving, affirming one’s attending, inquiring, understanding,
conceiving, affirming, so too therapy is an appropriation of one’s
own feelings. As the former task is blocked by misconceptions of
human knowing, so too the latter is blocked by misconceptions of
what one spontaneously is.” (M 34 and n. 6.)
ALREADY IN HERE NOW REAL: See REAL, THE REAL–ALREADY IN HERE NOW
ALREADY-OUT-THERE-NOW-REAL: There are two primary meanings
of this famous phrase of L’s, one positive, one negative. The positive
meaning regards the world of our immediate experience (see IMMEDIACY; EXPERIENCE; DATA–OF SENSE); the negative is allied to another famous
phrase of L’s, TAKING A GOOD LOOK, and to the counterpositions (see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION), namely naïve realism (see REALISM–NAÏVE) and
conceptualism (see CONCEPTUALISM, CONCEPTUALIST). See also REAL, THE REAL–
ALREADY IN HERE NOW

AND BODY VS THING.

“Let us now characterize a ‘body’ as an ‘already out there now real.’ ‘Already’ refers to the orientation and
dynamic anticipation of biological consciousness; such consciousness does not create but finds its environment; it finds it as already
constituted, already offering opportunities, already issuing challenges. ‘Out’ refers to the extroversion of a consciousness that is
aware, not of its own ground, but of objects distinct from itself.
‘There’ and ‘now’ indicate the spatial and temporal determinations
of extroverted consciousness. ‘Real,’ finally, is a subdivision
within the field of the ‘already out there now’: part of that is mere
appearance: hut part is real; and its reality consists in its relevance
to biological success or failure, pleasure or pain. … As the reader
will have surmised, the terms ‘body,’ ‘already,’ ‘out,’ ‘there,’ ‘now,’
‘real’ stand for concepts uttered by an intelligence that is grasping,
not intelligent procedure, but a merely biological and nonintelligent response to stimulus.” (In 276-77.) A thing, on the other hand, is
what we understand when we grasp in the data of experience a unity-identity-whole. See THING(S)–UNITY OF
AND CONCEPTUALISM. See CONCEPTUALISM, CONCEPTUALIST

AND NAÏVE REALISM.

See REALISM–NAÏVE

AND THE SCIENCES.

“If the sciences of nature can be led astray by
the blunder that the objective is, not the verified, but the ‘out
there,’ so also can the human sciences; but while this blunder in
physics yields no more than the ineptitude of Galileo’s primary
qualities [see DURATION(S)–AS EXPERIENTIAL/PURE CONJUGATES] and Newton’s
true motion, it leads zealous practitioners of scientific method in
the human field to rule out of court a major portion of the data and
so deny the empirical principle [see PRINCIPLE(S)–EMPIRICAL].” (In 260.)

AND UNDERSTANDING. Experience of the world of immediacy is
simply experience. L calls this level of awareness empirical consciousness (see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(1)). It is only
when we question our experience—ask, What is it?—that we transcend the immediate world. Here, we try to answer the question. L
calls this level of awareness intellectual consciousness (see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL– LEVELS OF (5)-(2)). See also INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING

ALTERNATIVES – ANALOGY OF …
AND WORLD OF IMMEDIACY.

See IMMEDIACY–WORLD OF

ALTERNATIVES:

Broadly, the term relates to cognitive activities leading to the fourth-level operations (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–LEVELS OFSCHEMA; CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL– LEVELS OF (5)-(4)) that lead to DECISION.
AND COURSES OF ACTION. See DECISION–AND REFLECTIVE EVALUATION-AND ALTERNATIVES

AND DECISION.

See DECISION–AND ALTERNATIVES

AND JUDGMENT.

See JUDGMENT(S)–AS RELATED-(4) TO THE PERSON JUDGING

AND QUESTIONS FOR REFLECTION.

See

REFLECTION/REFLECTIVE–QUESTIONS

FOR-AND ALTERNATIVES

ANALOGICAL/ANALOGOUS:

The adjective analogical means based
on ANALOGY. The adjective analogous means somewhat like and
somewhat unlike another; intermediate between the UNIVOCAL and
equivocal (i.e., employing a word or words having two or more different meanings).
CONCEPT. See CONCEPT(S), CONCEPTION(S)–UNIVOCAL VS ANALOGOUS
DETERMINATION. See DETERMINATION(S)–ANALOGICAL

ANALOGY :

Resemblance without identity. A type of comparison in
which the same is differently verified in the different cases. (A false
analogy ignores significant differences in the different cases.)
AND LOGIC. See LOGIC–ANALOGY AND
AND METAPHYSICS. See MATHEMATICAL–ANALOGY AND METAPHYSICS
AND THE HISTORIAN. See HISTORIAN–AND ANALOGY
ARGUMENT FROM.

“An argument from analogy assumes that some
concrete situation A is correctly understood. It argues that some
other similar situation B is to be understood in the same fashion.
… A GENERALIZATION makes the same assumption, to argue that any
other similar situation X is to be understood in the same fashion.
… In both cases what is at work is the law, immanent and operative in cognitional process, that similars are similarly understood.
Unless there is a significant difference in the data, there cannot be
a difference in understanding the data. … In the simplest possible
manner, then, our analysis resolves the so-called problem of induction [see INDUCTION/INDUCTIVE–PROBLEM OF]. It makes the transition from
one particular case to another, or from a particular case to the general case, an almost automatic procedure of intelligence. We appeal
to analogies and we generalize because we cannot help understanding similars similarly.” (In 312-13.)
And common sense. “What is the commonsense argument from
analogy? Common sense does not need two identical situations
that it can proceed to understand in exactly the same fashion.
That is simply a case of ‘similars are similarly understood.’
Rather, the commonsense use of analogy is simply the use of the
nucleus with regard to what is common in the two situations, and
the differentiation of the nucleus in different ways, adding different acts of understanding with regard to the differences in the
situations. This is the sort of thing that you can do quite easily,
but it is not the sort of thing that you can formulate logically with
ease. If you want to express anything that approximates to the
flexible use of analogy that appears in common sense, you have
to have recourse to the fact that really the man of common sense
is understanding that the two situations are different. While there
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is something similar in the way he understands both, there are also differences in his understanding. He adds one insight to deal
with one situation and another insight to deal with another, and
he does both without thinking about it. Common sense has no
theory of common sense. To obtain a theory of COMMON SENSE we
had to begin from the specialized type of knowledge [see KNOWLEDGE–SPECIALIZED], and then contrast that with commonsense procedures.” (UB 92-93.) See also ANALOGY OF …–COMMON SENSE
And generalization. See GENERALIZATION–AND UNDERSTANDING
CONCRETE. See intra Argument from
IN PHILOSOPHY OF GOD. See PHILOSOPHY OF GOD–AND ANALOGY
MATHEMATICAL. See MATHEMATICAL–ANALOGY AND METAPHYSICS
PSYCHOLOGICAL. See ANALOGY OF …–THE SUBJECT
ANALOGY OF …:

Bear in mind that ANALOGY is a type of comparison
in which the same is differently verified in the differing cases.
BEING. In his philosophy L writes: “It may be noted … that what
frequently enough is meant by the analogy of being is precisely
what we mean by saying that the notion of being underpins, penetrates, and goes beyond other contents.” (In 386.) Although L’s notion
of being (see BEING–NOTION OF) is comprehensive, he predicates being
analogously, i.e., differently in different things. On analogy in regard to being as such, L says that “the analogy of being implies especially three divisions among beings.” Besides beings in the strict
sense (see SUBSISTENT), there are beings that do not subsist (the constitutive principles of things; see METAPHYSICS–ELEMENTS OF); ACCIDENTS
(by definition they exist in another); possible and “conceptual beings, which exist only in the mind.” (S 347.) In both philosophy and
theology, the greatest difference is between created (see BEING–
PROPORTIONATE) and uncreated (see BEING–TRANSCENDENT). Thus we need
ANALOGY to compare them. On the notion that metaphysics is understanding and exploiting the analogy in all being see METAPHYSICS–AND
ESSENCE.
COMMON SENSE.

The context is common sense and its subject.
“Common sense, unlike the sciences, is a specialization of intelligence in the particular and the concrete. It is common without being general, for it consists in a set of insights that remains
incomplete until there is added at least one further insight into the
situation in hand; and once that situation has passed, the added insight is no longer relevant, so that common sense at once reverts to
its normal state of incompleteness. Thus, common sense may seem
to argue from ANALOGY, but its analogies defy logical formulation.
The analogy that the logician can examine is merely an instance of
the heuristic premise that similars are similarly understood. It can
yield a valid argument only if the two concrete situations exhibit
no significant dissimilarity. But common sense, because it does not
have to be articulate, can operate directly from its accumulated insights. In correspondence with the similarities of the situation, it
can appeal to an incomplete set of insights. In correspondence with
the significant difference of situations, it can add the different insights relevant to each.” (In 198-99.) See also ANALOGY–ARGUMENT FROM-AND

COMMON SENSE

EXISTENCE TO ESSENCE.

“We have the analogy of existence and essence where we have the analogy of judgment and conception.” (UB
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203.) The judgment

expresses what is; the conception expresses what
is understood, then judged to be.
FORM TO MATTER. See intra Matter
FORM TO POTENCY.

“We can examine in some detail just precisely
what is the relation between what is grasped by insight and what is
presented in data. That is a fundamental instance that can be illustrated wherever you can illustrate the relation of FORM and potency
[see POTENCY/POTENTIAL]. On the other hand, you will also note that
this analogy gives precision to the relation between form and potency. It is not simply that potency is the determinable and form is
whatever determines, and you can apply that distinction wherever
you please, ad infinitum. We have form and potency when we
have the analogy of insight and data.” (UB 203.)
INSIGHT TO DATA. See intra Form to potency
JUDGMENT TO CONCEPTION. See intra Existence to essence
MATTER. L’s explication of the analogy of matter is long and complex. The key notions are prime matter and substantial form (see
MATTER–PRIME; FORM–SUBSTANTIAL). “In the first instance, matter is the
matter of common sense, the wood of the table and the bronze in a
statue. But unless corrected, that notion easily leads to materialism,
whether the crude materialism of the old naturalists or the elaborate
materialism of the nineteenth-century atomists, who equally considered the real to be the sensible. On the other hand, the material
world is neither sheer flux, as for Plato, nor unknowable in itself; as
for Kant. The higher synthesis of these opposites lies in defining
matter as what is known by intellect indirectly. Directly intellect
knows forms, species, quiddities; but these knowns have antecedent suppositions, simultaneous suppositions, and consequents, all
of which, as such, are indirectly known. Antecedent suppositions
are matter in the sense that genus is named matter and specific difference is named form, and again in the sense that substance is
named matter and accident is named form; such usage is Aristotelian and Thomist but still somewhat improper. Simultaneous suppositions fall into two classes: if they pertain to the intelligible
unity of the form, as letters to syllable, they are parts of the form
[belonging to the idea of the species] and in [THOMIST/THOMISTIC] usage common matter [see PHANTASM/FANTASM–INSIGHT INTO-AND COMMON/INDIVIDUAL MATTER]; if they do not pertain to the intelligible unity of
the form yet are ever included in some fashion in the concrete presentation, they are [parts of the matter] or material conditions or individual matter. Finally, consequents that are contingent and
potential, as segments to circles, are again [parts of the matter].
Clearly, it is the second of these three types of indirectly knowns
that offers the principal meaning of the term ‘matter,’ and it is this
meaning that the analogy of matter considers chiefly. The general
analogy is the proportion of wood to tables and bronze to statues;
but the specifically Aristotelian analogy is that natural form is to
natural matter as intelligible form is to sensible matter, that is, as
the object of insight is to the object of sense.” (V 157-58.)
Significance of. “The full significance of this analogy is not easy
to measure. It eliminates the materialism of the old naturalists for
whom the real was the sensible. It corrects the misguided intel-

lectualism of Plato, for whom the intelligible was real but not of
this world. One might even say that by anticipation it puts in its
proper place and perspective, that of prime matter, what Kant
thought was the thing-in-itself. It does all this because it places in
the most material of assignable material things an intelligible
component known by our intellects and identifiable in our
knowledge; that intelligible component, form, species, quiddity,
has as much title to being named ‘cause’ and ‘nature’ as has matter itself; and what it is is fixed by its relation to the [conceived
essence of a thing] , the [defining concept of a thing], the [specifying (quidditative) concept of a thing]. Conversely, it is only because Aristotle’s real thing is not the materialists’ real thing that
Aristotle was able to satisfy his own epistemological law: unless
particulars are identical, at least inadequately, with their quiddities, then the former cannot be objects of scientific knowledge
and the latter cannot be realities.” (V 155.)
POTENCY TO ACT. “What is that analogy in its fundamental case? It
is the analogy of insight to data, of what is grasped by insight to
what is presented by imagination.” (UB 202.)
POTENCY TO FORM TO ACT. “We may have a triple-termed analogy:
potency to form to act, as data in the intellectual pattern of experience [see PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–INTELLECTUAL] to insight [see PHANTASM/FANTASM–INSIGHT INTO-AND COMMON/INDIVIDUAL MATTER] to judgment [see
JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT].” (UB 203.)
PROPORTION. See METAPHYSICS–AND ESSENCE
PSYCHOLOGY, HUMAN. See intra The Subject
SCIENCES, HUMAN AND NATURAL. See SCIENCE(S)–HUMAN-DISTINGUISHED FROM
HUMAN STUDIES

THE SUBJECT.

The psychological analogy was developed by theologians to demonstrate the reasonableness of Christian belief that
God is at once one and triune. The analogy of the Subject sublates
those few elements of human psychology applicable to God in se,
allowing a theology of God that begins with the Subject at the level
of empirical consciousness, mounting to, finally, the fifth level,
transcendent consciousness (see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF
(5)). As the reader can discern, the analogy therefore applies to the
levels of consciousness—empirical, intellectual, rational, rational
self—that go before. As a result of intellectual conversion (see CONVERSION–INTELLECTUAL), the conversion that opens to the Subject the
new realm of meaning called INTERIORITY, along with explicit metaphysics (see METAPHYSICS–STAGES/FORMS OF-EXPLICIT (8 ELEMENTS)), the analogy
can be grasped easily: the levels of one’s own consciousness are
isomorphic with one’s cognitional operations, with metaphysics
(see KNOWING–AND KNOWN-ISOMORPHISM OF) and with the terms and relations
of generalized empirical method, GEM. It follows that one can explore human subjectivity at one or more levels methodically by
employing the isomorphic structures that constitute the analogy of
the Subject. For an illustration of sets of categories generated from
a grasp of the unity of interiority, explicit metaphysics, and method
see Table 3 p. 564.
ANALYSIS: Opposite: SYNTHESIS. See intra And synthesis
AND SCIENCE.

L defines science as knowledge of things by their

ANALYSIS – ANALYSIS

causes. “If you are seeking certain knowledge of things through
their causes, you start out from the thing, and you work to the discovery of the causes. When you have the causes, you want to
check; so you work back from the causes until you can construct
things out of them. The scholastics called the first part of this
movement resolution into the causes, resolutio in causas, analysis.
The second part of the movement was compositio ex causis, SYNTHESIS.” (UB 8.) See intra And deal of knowledge; And synthesis
AND SYNTHESIS. “From the ideal of science as knowledge of things
by their causes we get the two ideas of analysis and synthesis:
movement from the things to the causes [analysis], and then
movement from the causes back to the things [SYNTHESIS].” (UB 8.)
AND IDEAL OF KNOWLEDGE. “Seeking knowledge is seeking an unknown, and this implies an ideal [see KNOWLEDGE–IDEAL OF], a set of
tendencies. But this ideal is not explicit; it becomes explicit in the
process of seeking knowledge. That becoming explicit involves a
change in the ideal. In Newton science achieves law and system,
and that ideal is pursued up to Einstein. But there follows a phase
in which what is sought is not law and system but states and probabilities. Similarly and concomitantly, science starts off with an
ideal in terms of things and causes, and moves to a practice that is
a matter of analysis and synthesis .” (UB 11.) Science develops towards the ideal “from knowledge through causes to analysis and
SYNTHESIS [see intra And science; And synthesis]; then to law and system
[see CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(2) OF OPERATIONS-(6) AS PRINCIPLE OF
SYSTEMATIZATION]; and then to states and probabilities [see PROBABILITY–
STATES AND].” (UB 182.)
DIALECTICAL. See DIALECTICAL–ANALYSIS
FREUDIAN. See PROPER NAMES–FREUD, SIGMUND-INCOMPLETENESS OF HIS THOUGHT
LINGUISTIC. See also EXEGESIS

And function of philosophy. “Since the sciences between them
undertake the explanation of all sensible data, one may conclude
with the positivists that the function of philosophy is to announce
that philosophy has nothing to say. Since philosophy has no theoretic function, one may conclude with the linguistic analysts that
the function of philosophy is to work out a hermeneutics for the
clarification of the local variety of everyday language. … But
there remains the possibility—and it is our option—that philosophy is neither a theory in the manner of science nor a somewhat
technical form of common sense, nor even a reversal to
presocratic wisdom. Philosophy finds its proper data in intentional consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL; DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS]. Its primary function is to promote the SELFAPPROPRIATION that cuts to the root of philosophic differences and
incomprehensions [see PHILOSOPHY, PHILOSOPHIES–CONTRADICTORY].” (M 9495.)
LOGICAL.

See

METAPHYSICAL–EQUIVALENCE-RULES OF (3)-(3) STRUCTURAL TRANSPOSI-

TION

METAPHYSICAL. It means analysis in terms of POTENCY/POTENTIAL, FORM,
and ACT. “There are … three points. The first is concreteness, because BEING is concrete. The second is the explanatory viewpoint.
Suppose we have the descriptive expression, ‘He is five feet tall.’
Now what are the conjugate potencies, forms, and acts in that? I do
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not think you can handle the question. You have to conceive the
measurement, ‘five feet tall,’ in terms of an understanding of man,
and you can see that it shades off into a datum that is not going to
be integrated in any explanatory system; it is just going to be a matter of statistical frequency. The third point is that we are concerned
with cognitional acts [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS], not talk.
The applications of the canons [of metaphysical analysis] may be
complicated, but if you take those directives you can perform
metaphysical analysis in terms of central and conjugate potency,
form, and act [see CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES; CONJUGATE
(ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES], and explanatory genera and species
[see GENUS–EXPLANATORY], and the analysis will be satisfactory; and I
think you will also find—although it is a matter of experience—
that the root of a large number of disputed questions is simply a
violation of those canons.” (UB 215.)
(1) And the concrete. “One applies metaphysical analysis, first of
all, concretely. … When we have a truth, we know something. If
we wish to go on to the metaphysics of that truth, we want, not an
abstract truth, but a concrete truth. We want, for example, ‘This
man understands,’ not ‘Man understands.’ Because what exists is
concrete, the first canon is concreteness: deal with the concrete.
We may answer general questions in metaphysical analysis, but
the way to approach them always is by an analysis of a concrete
instance, because it is the concrete instance that exists. It is Socrates who understands; it is not understanding, not cognitional
process. Cognitional process [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–PROCESS] is
not a being; it is a component; it is something that happens in a
being. Deal with the concrete.” (UB 213-14.)
(2) And the explanatory viewpoint. “The explanatory viewpoint
[see VIEWPOINT(S)–EXPLANATORY VS DESCRIPTIVE] … is more difficult, but it
is also very fundamental. I believe that all sorts of difficulties,
obscurities, and insoluble problems are caused insofar as metaphysical analysis is attempted from truths that are merely descriptive. Truths cast in the form of Aristotle’s predicaments, where
you have descriptive knowledge that does not imply any great
understanding but only a minimum of understanding, where you
have an understanding of things as they are related to us or an
understanding of words, are not a sufficient basis for metaphysical analysis. Even if your knowledge on a question is only descriptive, you have to cast it in explanatory form. When your
knowledge is descriptive, it merely anticipates the understanding
we are talking about, and you have to transpose, as it were, the
descriptive knowing into an intention of explanatory knowing in
order to enable the analogies to function properly. The analogies
are insight into data, and judgment upon formulation. If your
formulation is such that it does not involve any real insight into
the thing, then you have to introduce the hypothetical insight, the
objective of your HEURISTIC STRUCTURE, to be able to handle it in
terms of the ANALOGY. If you seek a metaphysical analysis that will
cover absolutely everything, you get confusion and insoluble disputes.” (UB 214.)
(3) And cognitional acts. “Metaphysical analysis is not grammatical analysis; it is not logical analysis. … You can get bogged
down in words. You may get concerned with the metaphysical
significance of a word; but when questions get onto that level,
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they become hopeless. You must go behind the words to the experiences, the understanding, the rational judgment [see COGNITION,
COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS], to the analysis of the cognitional process
[see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–ANALYSIS, –PROCESS] at its root. Potency,
form, and act are not in any immediate correspondence with
words, with grammar. There are elements in grammar that are
closely connected; you can emphasize the ‘is,’ but it is not ‘is’ as
a word that is metaphysically significant: you can have ‘is’ merely in the expression of an object of thought or in a question. What
counts is the rational act of judgment. Again, what counts is not
words but the insight. Unless you reduce your truths to the experience, understanding, and judgment on which their expression
rests, you are going to encounter difficulties in metaphysical
analysis.” (UB 214-15.)
Basis of. See LOGIC–METAPHYSICS, AND ANALYSIS
Illustration of. Metaphysical analysis means analysis in terms of
and ACT. L’s long illustration of metaphysical analysis on the basis of cognitional analysis (UB 208-212; see
also V chs. 1-2) draws from Aquinas. “Suppose it is true that ‘so
and so’—Socrates, say—understands something. If we have Socrates, we have a human central form, and we have prime matter
and existence. If Socrates understands, he has to be able to understand; to be able to understand, he has to have a potency by
which he is able to understand. If he actually understands, there
have to be acts of understanding; and as these acts of understanding are not merely acts of understanding, but acts of understanding this kind of thing, there is needed a formal limitation, a
species impressa [see PHANTASM/FANTASM–AND SPECIES IMPRESSA] or an acquired habit, a set of impressed species.” (UB 208.) See COGNITION,
POTENCY/POTENTIAL, FORM,

COGNITIONAL–ANALYSIS

Of will. See WILLING–WILL, WILLINGNESS, AND W. AS POTENCY-FORM-ACT
Vs logical. See METAPHYSICAL–EQUIVALENCE-RULES OF (3)-(3) STRUCTURAL TRANSPOSITION

PRINCIPLE OF.

See CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(2) OF OPERATIONS-(3)

ANALYTIC: There are two way of ordering ideas and data, the analytic
and the synthetic. One is sometimes called the way of analysis (see
ORDER–OF DISCOVERY), the other the way of synthesis (see ORDER–OF TEACHING/LEARNING).
MOVEMENT. See MOVEMENT–ANALYTIC/SYNTHETIC
PRINCIPLE/PROPOSITION. See PRINCIPLE(S)–ANALYTIC; PROPOSITION(S)–ANALYTIC
ANIMA. Jungian psychology: the inner self (not the external persona)
that is in touch with the UNCONSCIOUS. See also PROPER NAMES–JUNG, CARL
GUSTAV

ANIMAL(S): L’s chief reference to animals is found in his explanation
of the biological pattern of experience. See PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–
BIOLOGICAL

AND PSYCHIC DEVELOPMENT.
AND QUESTIONS.
HUMANITY AS.
SOCIAL.

See PSYCHIC–DEVELOPMENT-ANIMAL

See QUESTION(S)–AND ANIMALS

See HUMANITY–AND ANIMALITY

See SOCIAL–ANIMAL

ANTHROPOLOGY : Every entry in this volume relates directly or indirectly to L’s anthropology, i.e., to his explication of what it means to
be HUMAN and a Subject. Since everything in his thought derives from
the primitive terms and relations of intellectual subjectivity—
experience, understanding, judgment, decision—the interested reader
should first consult SUBJECT, THE ■ INTERIORITY ■ CONSCIOUSNESS ■ COGNITIONAL, COGNITIONAL.
ANTICIPATION: See also inter alia ABSTRACTION–ENRICHING/IMPOVERISHINGMOMENTS IN (3)-FIRST

■ ALREADY-OUT-THERE-NOW-REAL–AND BODY VS THING ■ ANALOGY OF

…–MATTER-SIGNIFICANCE OF ■ ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–AND HEURISTIC ANTICIPATION/ASSUMPTION

■ BELIEF–TRUE-PROCESS OF-(2) REFLECTIVE UNDERSTANDING ■

COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–PROCESS-AND FACT ■ CORRELATION(S)–AND SCIENTIFIC UNDERSTANDING

■ DESIRE TO KNOW–PROVISIONALLY RESTRICTED ■ DIALECTIC(S)–HEGELIAN VS LON-

ERGANIAN

■ DREAM(S)–AND SELF-TRANSCENDENCE ■ ESSENTIALISM ■ EXTROVERSION–OF

ANIMALS

■ FACT ■ HEURISTIC STRUCTURE ■ IMAGE–AND SELF-APPROPRIATION ■ IMAGINA-

TION–AND METAPHYSICAL ELEMENTS ■ INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–INVERSE ■ LAW(S),
LAW(S) OF ...–CLASSICAL-ABSTRACT (4 ELEMENTS)-(1) ■ LIVING–AND PERCEPTION ■ MEMORY–
OF INDIVIDUAL/GROUP
HEURISTIC

■ METAPHYSICAL–EQUIVALENCE-RULES OF (3)-(2) ■ METAPHYSICS–AS

■ METHOD(S)–AND METAPHYSICS ■ METHOD(S)–THE FOUR-AND SYSTEM ■ NO-

TION(S)–HEURISTIC ■ PROCESS–IDEAL/TYPICAL ■ PSYCHOLOGICAL–PRESENT ■ QUESTION(S)–
RESTRICTIVE

■ REVISION–AND EMPIRICAL SCIENCE ■ SCIENCE(S)–CLASSICAL ■ SCIENTIFIC–

OBSERVATION ■ SENSATION–VS PERCEPTION

AND CLASSICAL/STATISTICAL INQUIRY.

See CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COM-

PARED–INQUIRY-ANTICIPATION IN
AND INFERENCE.

See INFERENCE–PRACTICAL VS ANTICIPATORY

BEING. L notes that for the Thomist (see
and by inference one would say for the critical
realist (see REALISM–CRITICAL), “being is the whole of what intelligence
anticipates; it is the objective of an unrestricted, dynamic orientation [see DESIRE TO KNOW]; it is whatever intelligent grasp and reasonable affirmation will determine; and so the notion of being is open
to all the incomplete and partial moments from which cognitional
process suffers without ever renouncing its all-inclusive goal.” (In
396.) See also BEING–NOTION OF, –AS SUPREME HEURISTIC NOTION
HEURISTIC. See HEURISTIC–FUNDAMENTAL ANTICIPATION/ASSUMPTION
AND

NOTION

OF

THOMIST/THOMISTIC),

IN PRESCIENTIFIC/SCIENTIFIC THOUGHT. “In prescientific thought
what is to be known inasmuch as understanding is achieved is
named the ‘nature of ...’ Because similars are understood similarly,
the ‘nature of ...’ is expected to be the same for all similar data, and
so it is specified as the nature of light, the nature of heat, and so
forth, by constructing classifications based on sensible similarity.
… Scientific thought involves a more exact anticipation. What is to
be known inasmuch as data are understood is some correlation or
function that states universally the relations of things not to our
senses but to one another [see QUOAD NOS; QUOAD SE]. Hence the scientific anticipation is of some unspecified correlation to be specified,
some indeterminate function to be determined; and now the task of
specifying or determining is carried out by measuring, by tabulating measurements, by reaching an insight into the tabulated measurements, and by expressing that insight through some general
correlation or function that, if verified, will define a limit on which
converge the relations between all subsequent appropriate meas-

APPETITE – APPROPRIATE (SUITABLE)

urements.” (In 68.) See also NATURE–OF …; CONCEPT(S), CONCEPTION(S)–HEURISTICVS EXPLANATORY

OF INTELLIGIBILITY.
OF INVARIANCE.

See INTELLIGIBILITY–ANTICIPATION OF

See INVARIANCE–ANTICIPATION OF

OF TYPICAL CASES. The context is the heuristic structures of empirical method (see CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–HEURISTIC STRUCTURES)
and the specific topic of concrete inferences from classical laws
(see INFERENCE–CONCRETE FROM CLASSICAL LAWS). “While practical people
wait for concrete situations to arise before attempting to work out
their consequences, theoretical minds are given to anticipating
ideal [see LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–AND IDEAL CASES] or typical cases and to determining how a DEDUCTION could be carried out in each case.” (In 70.)

See INFERENCE–PRACTICAL VS ANTICIPATORY
APPETITE: A FORM and especially a power that has an inclination toward an object suitable to itself or away from an unsuitable object.
For example, the will is an appetite that follows reason, so its object
is intelligible good, i.e., VALUE(S).
NATURAL VS RATIONAL. “Natural appetite is blind … but rational
appetite [see WILL–A RATIONAL APPETITE] can be moved only by the good
that reason pronounces to be good [see VALUE(S)].” (V 209.)
SENSITIVE. Sensitive appetite (like that of hearing for sound) is
spontaneous.
WILL AS. See WILL–A RATIONAL APPETITE

APPREHENSION: An

act of the intellect seizing upon the ESSENCE of a
thing; an intellectual grasp of an object or meaning; the mental act
representing an object without affirmation or negation. Simple apprehension is the same as apprehension and is contrasted with the
more complex act of judging. (DSP)
AND ABSTRACTION. See ABSTRACTION–APPREHENSIVE
AND APPRECIATION OF ART. “As the proper expression of the elemental meaning is the work of ART itself, so too the proper apprehension and appreciation of the work of art is not any conceptual
clarification or judicial weighing of conceptualized evidence. The
work of art is an invitation to participate, to try it, to see for oneself. As the mathematician withdraws from the sciences that verify
to explore possibilities of organizing data, so the work of art invites one to withdraw from practical living and to explore possibilities of fuller living in a richer world.” (M 64.)
AND INTENTIONAL RESPONSES.

See intra And appreciation of art; see also

VALUE(S)–APPREHENSION OF; SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE-UNRESTRICTED THRUST TO

“I propose to reflect on a definition of art that I thought
was helpful. It was worked out by Susanne Langer in her book,
Feeling and Form. She conceives art as an objectification of a
purely experiential pattern. If we consider the words one by one
[see ART–DEFINITION OF], we will have some apprehension of what art
is, and through art an apprehension of concrete living.” (TE 211.)
CONTROL OF. See DREAM(S)–FUNCTION OF-AND ITS FLEXIBILITY
IN WORLDS OF COMMON SENSE AND THEORY. L’s remarks concern the
differentiation of consciousness from common sense to theory (see
CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–AND COMMON SENSE, –THEORETICALLY). “In such
a world [of theory; see THEORY, THEORIES–WORLD OF] things are conceived and known, not in their relations to our sensory apparatus or
ARTISTIC.
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to our needs and desires, but in the relations constituted by their
uniform interactions with one another [see QUOAD NOS; QUOAD SE]. To
speak of things so conceived requires the development of a special
technical language [see LANGUAGE–TECHNICAL], a language quite distinct
from that of common sense. No doubt, one has to begin from within the world of commonsense apprehension and speech [see COMMON
SENSE–WORLD OF]. No doubt one frequently has to have recourse to
this world. But also there is no doubt that these withdrawals and
returns only ensure the gradual construction of a quite different
mode of apprehension and of EXPRESSION.” (M 258.)
NOTIONAL. L often refers to Newman’s (see PROPER NAMES–NEWMAN, JOHN
HENRY) distinction between real and notional apprehension. In his An
Essay in Aid of a Grammar of Assent, Newman states that a proposition may be apprehended either notionally or really (36-38). Real
apprehension is “in the first instance an experience or information
about the concrete [thing QUOAD SE],” (38); it includes memories
which are “the reflections of things in a mental mirror” (39). Real
apprehensions are analogous to images provided they are not dependent on other propositions. Notional apprehension relates to
propositions that are in themselves not the thing referred to but
some mental construct related to it. An apprehension is notional
when it is comparative or reflective.
OF DURATION.

See DURATION(S)–APPREHENSION OF

OF NECESSITY.

See NECESSITY–APPREHENSION OF

OF POSSIBILITY/IMPOSSIBILITY.

See

POSSIBILITY–APPREHENSION OF P. AND IM-

POSSIBILITY

OF VALUE.

See

VALUE(S)–APPREHENSION OF; SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE-UNRESTRICTED

THRUST TO

REAL.

See intra Notional

SYMBOLIC.

“By symbolic apprehension I here shall mean the apprehension of man and his world that is expressed in MYTH, saga,
legend, magic, cosmogony, apocalypse, typology. The source of
such apprehension … is the fact that prephilosophic and prescientific thought, while it can draw distinctions, cannot evolve and express an adequate account of verbal, notional, and real distinctions
[see DISTINCTION(S)–VERBAL, –NOTIONAL, –REAL]; further, it cannot distinguish
between the legitimate and illegitimate uses of the constitutive and
effective functions of meaning [see MEANING–FUNCTIONS OF (4)-(3) CONSTITUTIVE, -(2) EFFECTIVE/EFFICIENT]; the result is that it constructs its world
symbolically.” (M 306.)
Reinterpretation of. “Even in an age confined to symbolic apprehension, there was the possibility of rejecting the false and
approximating to what is true. This consisted in reinterpreting the
symbolic construct. Approximately the same materials would be
employed and the same question answered. But there would be
additions, eliminations, rearrangements that gave a new answer
to the old question. … As reinterpretation occurs within the context of symbolic apprehension, so too it occurs within the context
of philosophic concern.” (M 306-07.)
APPROPRIATE (SUITABLE): See inter alia ABSTRACTION–AND INSIGHT ■ BEING–
SPHERES OF, DISTINCT

■ CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–LAWS-IN HUMAN AFFAIRS ■

CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–POLYMORPHISM OF HUMAN-AND PHILOSOPHY ■ CRITICISM–
PRINCIPLE(S) OF (4)-(3) ■ INTERPRETATION–RELATIVISM IN ■ INVARIANCE–IN LAWS OF PHYSICS
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APPROPRIATION – ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE

APPROPRIATION: The principle notion
OF HERITAGE.
OF SELF.

regards SELF-APPROPRIATION.

See BELIEF–AND APPROPRIATION OF HERITAGE

See TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–APPROPRIATION OF

OF UNDERSTANDING.

See SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER

AQUINAS: See THOMAS AQUINAS
ARGUMENT: See also inter alia DECISION–AND REFLECTIVE EVALUATION ■ DEDUCTION ■ FREEDOM–EVIDENCE FOR ■ GENERALIZATION–AND UNDERSTANDING ■ HUMOR/SATIRE–POSSIBLE FUNCTIONS OF ■ INDUCTION/INDUCTIVE ■ INVARIANCE–AND SCIENCE

■ JUDGMENT(S)–PROBABLE/SCIENTIFIC ■ LOGIC–ANALOGY AND ■ PHILOSOPHY, PHILOSOPHIES–EASTERN VS WESTERN ■ PHILOSOPHY OF GOD–AND AQUINAS’S 5 WAYS ■ PREMISE(S) ■
PRINCIPLE(S)–SYSTEMATIC ■ SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER-REVISION OF, .–
TRANSCENDENCE-AND DECLINE
(5)

■ SYSTEMATIC–PROCESS-VS NONSYSTEMATIC-COROLLARIES (5)-

■ UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY–AND THE SCIENTIST ■ UNIVERSE–PROCESS OF-SYSTEMATIC

AND NONSYSTEMATIC-IF SYSTEMATIC ■ WILLING–CONTINGENCE OF

AND ANALYTIC PRINCIPLES.

See PRINCIPLE(S)–ANALYTIC

AND DECLARATION BY ANALOGY.

See DEFINITION(S)–IMPLICIT

AND THE TALKING SCEPTIC.

“Why is it that the talking sceptic does
not talk gibberish? Why is it that one can count on his being nonplussed by self-contradiction? It is because he is conscious, empirically, intelligently, and rationally. It is because he has no choice
in the matter. It is because extreme ingenuity is needed for him not
to betray his real nature. It is because, were his ingenuity successful, the only result would be that he had revealed himself an idiot
and lost all claim to be heard.” (In 354.) For an example see NECESSITY–
CONDITIONAL-AND THE SCEPTIC

FROM ANALOGY.

See PHILOSOPHY OF GOD–AND AQUINAS’S 5 WAYS

AND CAUSALITY.

See ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–AND CAUSAL-

ITY

See SELF-APPROPRIATION

OF TRUTH.

AND AQUINAS.

See ANALOGY–ARGUMENT FROM

FROM AUTHORITY.

The strongest argument from authority is theological; it appeals to divine revelation (thus strongest for believers).
The weakest argument is philosophical; the truth of philosophical
assertions must be demonstrated; it is not enough to say, “Plato
said ....” (That is why L insists that one verify one’s philosophy/cognitional theory for oneself; see SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER;
SELF-APPROPRIATION.) Scientific argument from authority is only as
sound as the science. It can be certain (there are scientific facts) or,
more often, have some degree of probability (see CAUSE(S)–AND MODERN
SCIENCE ■ THEORY, THEORIES–PROBABILITY ■ PROBABILITY ■ EMERGENT PROBABILITY).
LINGUISTIC. See LINGUISTIC(S)–ARGUMENT
METAPHYSICAL. See METAPHYSICAL–ARGUMENTS FROM CHANGE
ONTOLOGICAL. See ONTOLOGICAL–ARGUMENT
SYLLOGISM AS. See SYLLOGISM
ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE:

This entry is distinct but not

separate from these related entries: ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S ■ PHILOSOPHY OF GOD ■ QUESTION OF GOD, THE. L’s presents his formal
argument for, his demonstration of the reasonableness of, God’s existence in “General Transcendent Knowledge” (In ch. 19). Although a
magnificent contribution to natural theology or philosophy of God,
his main concern, as expressed most forcefully in M, is not proof but
CONVERSION (see PROOF). Thus M emphasizes inquiring intelligence and
how it leads naturally to the question of God.

AND EPISTEMOLOGICAL PROBLEM.

“Attention must be drawn to the
epistemological problem. For as nothing in the proportionate universe is a complete intelligibility, so our knowing is not. Inversely,
unless we know some reality, there is no possibility of deducing the
existence of God. It follows that first we must establish that as a
matter of fact we know and that as a matter of fact there is some reality proportionate to our knowing [see BEING–PROPORTIONATE-AND KNOWING]. For only after the facts are known can we entertain any hope
of reaching an explanation of the possibility of a correspondence
between our INQUIRY and understanding [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING], our reflection [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–REFLECTIVE] and
judgment [see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT], and, on the other hand, the real as
it really is [see REAL, THE REAL–AS REAL].” (In 701.)
AND HEURISTIC ANTICIPATION. “The fundamental anticipation is the
detached, disinterested, unrestricted desire to understand correctly
[see DESIRE TO KNOW]; the fundamental [HEURISTIC] assumption is that
the real is coincident with the grounded intelligibility to be known
by correct understanding; the fundamental reflective enucleation of
all intelligent and rational anticipation and assumption is to conceive the idea of being [see BEING–IDEA OF], and thereby the notion of
God, and to affirm that the real is being, and thereby to affirm the
reality of God.” (In 707.) See ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–AND
IDEA OF BEING

AND SCHLEIERMACHER.

“We are led to disagree with what seems to
have been Schleiermacher’s procedure. Correctly he maintained
that our knowing is possible only if ultimately there is an identity
of Denken [REASON(S)] and Sein [BEING]. But it does not follow that in
our knowledge such an identity must be genetically first. And so it
does not follow that the whole of our knowing rests on a belief,
prompted by religious feeling, in the ultimate identity. As has been
seen, our own unrestricted DESIRE TO KNOW defines for us what we
must mean when we speak of being; in the light of that notion we
can settle by intelligent grasp and reasonable affirmation what in
fact is and what in fact is not; and while this procedure does not
explain why every possible and actual reality must be intelligible, it
does settle what in fact already is known to be true, and at the same
time it gives rise to the further question that asks for complete explanation and complete intelligibility.” (In 701.) See ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S

EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S
LONERGAN’S.

See ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S

ONTOLOGICAL.

See ONTOLOGICAL–ARGUMENT

POSITIONS AND COUNTERPOSITIONS IN. “If the notion and affirmation
of God pertain to the positions [see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION–
POSITION], not in any incidental fashion, but as necessary answers to
the inevitable questions about the idea of being [see ARGUMENT FOR
GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–AND IDEA OF BEING] and the identity of being
with the real [see REAL, THE REAL–IS BEING], it follows that the counterpositions [see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION–COUNTERPOSITION], ever sustained by the polymorphism of human consciousness [see

ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S – ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S
CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–POLYMORPHISM OF HUMAN], will involve prephilosophic notions of the divine in the mythical, will generate counterphilosophic misconceptions, doubts, and denials, and will tend
to corrupt even correct notions and affirmations if they are unsupported by an effective criticism of the influences that rise from the
unconscious into human sensitivity [see CONTROL–OF SENSITIVE LIVING/EXPERIENCE] and INTERSUBJECTIVITY and that invade the realm of truth
at the demand of tribal, national, economic, and political necessity
and utility.” (In 704-05.)

ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S:

“If the real is
completely intelligible, then complete intelligibility exists. If complete intelligibility exists, the idea of being exists. If the idea of being
exists, then God exists. Therefore, if the real is completely intelligible, God exists.” (In 696.) See intra Argument-general character of
AND CAUSALITY. The larger context is general transcendent knowledge (In ch. 19; see KNOWLEDGE–TRANSCENDENT-GENERAL). In a series of
steps that ends “in the twenty-sixth place,” [see PHILOSOPHY OF GOD-AND
GOD-SUMMARY] he argues in the fifteenth that “primary being is the
omnipotent efficient cause. For the primary being would be imperfect if it could ground all possible universes as objects of thought
but not as realities; similarly, the primary good would be imperfect
if it was good in itself but not the source of other instances of the
good. But the primary being and primary good is without any imperfection; and so it can ground any possible universe and originate any other instance of the good.” (In 683-84.) See also intra And
unconditioned consciousness; Argument-general character of
Extrinsic. L’s remarks are a prelude to his argument for the existence of God. “There is the ontological question, What is it that
makes being intelligible? It is not our minds. The ontological reason for the phases of the moon is the sphericity of the moon,
what the moon is; the reason why we know the moon is a sphere
is the phases. Similarly, the structure of our minds is the ground
of our knowing that the real must be being and intelligible. But
there is a further question: What accounts for the fact that the real
is intelligible and being? … One can set up a long list of questions. If being is the intelligible, they have to be answered; if being is not the intelligible, there is no possible point to any
question or any answer, because by asking and answering questions you would not be knowing anything at all. Since this universe is intelligible only up to a point and then leaves off, giving
rise to further questions, we affirm the universal validity of some
principle of extrinsic causality. Being has to be intelligible. But
the intelligible is not something with respect to which I answer a
certain group of questions and, for no reason whatever, refuse to
answer further questions. If being is the objective of the pure and
unrestricted DESIRE TO KNOW, then the questions continue to arise.
There is no point where you can arbitrarily say, ‘No more questions—supply exhausted!’ To answer all of the questions that do
arise de facto, you have to go beyond this world, and that means
that some principle of extrinsic causality is universally valid.” (UB
245.)
AND IDEA OF BEING. An idea is the content of an act of understanding. Therefore the idea of being is the content of an unrestricted act
of understanding (see intra Argument-and unrestricted act of
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understanding). “The idea of being is the act of understanding that

understands being, and that act of understanding is infinite; it is
God. And so the idea of being is the same as the divine essence.
God in his essence knows himself and everything else that can be
or is. The divine essence is the idea of being, and knowing God by
his essence is the consummation of intellectual activity.” (TE 174.) See
intra And idea of being-God the

And the good, intelligibility, unity. “Being is intrinsically intelligible. Therefore, the idea of being is the idea of the total range of
intelligibility. … The good is identical with the intelligible.
Therefore, the idea of being is the idea of the good. … The idea
of being is one idea. For if it were many, then either the many
would be related intelligibly or not. If they were related intelligibly, the alleged many would be intelligibly one, and so there
would be one idea. If they were not related intelligibly, then either there would not be one act or the one act would not be an act
of understanding.” (In 668.)
And unrestricted act of understanding. See intra Argument-and unrestricted act of understanding

Components in. See intra Argument-and idea of being
God the. In context, L is offering Aquinas’s answer to the question of the ground of being. “God is the ground of being; God’s
own being is self-explanatory and necessary; by the Aristotelian
theorem of the identity of knower and known, God’s being is
identical with God’s understanding; by that single act of understanding, God understands himself, and so he understands his
own power, and so he understands all that by that power could be
produced. God, then, is the act of understanding that grasps everything about everything. The content of the divine act of intellect
is the idea of being, and so, precisely because our intellects are
potential, they can define being only at a second remove as whatever is to be known by intelligent grasp and reasonable affirmation.” (In 395.)
Is absolutely transcendent. “Among created things there is nothing that is absolute in every respect.” (S 715.) To be created is to be
CONTINGENT. Only God is absolute in every respect. In the context
of general transcendent knowledge (In ch. 19; KNOWLEDGE–
TRANSCENDENT-GENERAL), the relation of the terms absolute and transcendence regards the idea of being and the unrestricted act of
understanding. See intra Argument-and unrestricted act of understanding
AND NATURAL DESIRE TO SEE GOD. “The best that natural reason can
attain is the discovery of the paradox that the desire to understand
arises naturally, that its object is the transcendental, ens [BEING], and
that the proper fulfilment that naturally is attainable is restricted to
the proportionate object of finite intellect. … Such, then, is the thesis. There exists a natural desire to understand. Its range is set by
the adequate object of intellect. Its proper fulfilment is obtained by
the reception of a form proportionate to the object understood. This
natural desire extends to understanding God. In that case its fulfilment is the beatific vision. Still, only the theologian can affirm a
natural desire to see God; a philosopher has to be content with paradox. … One may deny the possibility of a natural desire to see
God; but one cannot deny that man by nature can demonstrate the
precepts of the natural moral law, and one cannot affirm that with-
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ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S – ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S

out grace man can long observe the precepts of the natural moral
law.” (L, “The Natural Desire to See God” 1C 84-86.)
AND PROBABILITY/INTELLIGIBILITY. “Probability is not simply unintelligible as we conceive it. It presupposes the inverse insight [see
INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–INVERSE] that classical law cannot handle certain types of event, cannot provide a systematic general explanation
of certain types of event. But through probability theory, you get
the next best: you get something that’s general, regards all cases,
and so on. … Since probability finds some limited intelligibility in
the coincidental process—is that such as to invalidate the proof we
offer of the existence of God? … Here one has to distinguish between the intelligible and the nonintelligible, and subdivide the intelligible into the intelligible in itself and the intelligible in the
other.” (UB 339-40.) L proceeds to analyze intelligibility in terms of the
metaphysics of proportionate being (see METAPHYSICS–OF PROPORTIONATE
BEING), namely potency, form, and act.
And form. “Form is intelligible in itself. It’s what you know by
insight, by understanding. It’s as much of the thing as you know
insofar as you’re understanding it. And that is a pure intelligibility.” (UB 340.)
And potency. “Potency, the empirical residue [see RESIDUE(S)–
EMPIRICAL], is not intelligible in itself. It’s intelligible in form. The
empirical residue as such is a limit to the intelligibility we find in
data. But insofar as one fully grasps the nature of form, I believe
one finds a certain intelligibility in the empirical residue, in potency.” (UB 340.)
And act. “Act—existence, or event—is not intelligible in itself.
It’s contingent. You know existence or event through judgment,
through the proper content of judgment [see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT].
That proper content results from a grasp of the virtually unconditioned. The virtually unconditioned is a conditioned whose conditions happen to be fulfilled. Because the conditions merely
happen to be fulfilled, the act is contingent [see INTELLIGIBILITY–OF
CONTINGENT ACT].” (UB 340.)
Summary. “So the universe, if there’s a valid argument for the
existence of God, no matter how you formulate it—in terms of
CAUSALITY, or FINALITY, or anything you please—in every case you’re
appealing to some type of intelligibility, some specific or generic
type of intelligibility. … If the universe were in itself completely
intelligible, then intelligence would have no lever, no fulcrum, by
which it could go beyond the universe. There has to be a defect in
the intelligibility of this universe to have arguments that will take
us beyond the universe, to complete the intelligibility. … So insofar as it’s an objection against the possibility of proving the existence of God by the procedures employed in chapter 19 of
Insight, then there’s a failure to distinguish between intelligible in
itself, such as form is, and intelligible in the other, such as you
have in act and potency.” (UB 340-41.)
AND PROOF. See intra Argument-and unrestricted act of understanding-and
the nonsystematic
AND UNCONDITIONED CONSCIOUSNESS.

The larger context is general
transcendent knowledge (In ch. 19; KNOWLEDGE–TRANSCENDENT-GENERAL).

L’s account of causality leads “rather obviously to the affirmation
of an UNCONDITIONED intelligent and rational consciousness that freely
grounds the universe in much the same fashion as the conditioned
intelligent and rational consciousness of man [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(2) INTELLECTUAL, -(3) RATIONAL] grounds freely his own
actions and products.” (In 680.) His next step is the question of God
(see QUESTION OF GOD, THE). See intra And causality
ARGUMENT. As prelude to the argument see intra And causalityextrinsic. “In chapter 19 of my book, Insight, I worked out an argument for the existence of God. It is presumably this argument that
constitutes any ‘natural theology’ I happen to have. And so an account of this argument follows.” (PTP2 4.) The following subentries
are in systematic, not alphabetic, order.
Prelude. See intra And causality-extrinsic
General character of. “Briefly the argument reads as follows. If
the real is completely intelligible, God exists. But the real is
completely intelligible. Therefore, God exists. … Substantially
this argument is quite traditional, but it differs from the old proofs
of the existence of God in two manners [see intra Argument-differs
from traditional formulations], and in each case it does so to meet later
developments. … First, the hypothetical premise ‘If the real is
completely intelligible, God exists’ is a variant on the appeal to
causality. In the medieval period, theology, philosophy, and science were distinguished but they were not separated. The distinction of theology and philosophy became a separation with
Descartes; he wanted his philosophy based on certitudes quite
distinct from his religious faith. However, in Descartes philosophy and science were not yet separated; he proved the conservation of momentum by appealing to the immutability of God. That
separation, however, was effected virtually by Newton’s Philosophiae naturalis principia mathematica and formally by Laplace’s
proof of the periodicity of planetary motion and his famous remark about the First Mover, ‘Nous n’avons plus besoin de cette
hypothèse [we no longer need that hypothesis].’ With the separation of philosophy and science, there was developed a scientific
notion of causality, a notion that relates effects only to causes
within the observable, created universe. Accordingly, if God’s existence is to be proved, there has to be formulated a complementary, philosophic notion of causality. Within the Scholastic
tradition this commonly is done by a metaphysical formulation
[see FACULTY PSYCHOLOGY]. My own formulation is, however, gnoseological: it speaks of the complete intelligibility of the real. It
does so because, for me, a METAPHYSICS is not first but derived from
[COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY] and EPISTEMOLOGY. … In other words,
my position is transcendental, in the sense that I would say that
our knowledge of objects is constructed by the subject’s activities. … I said that the argument departed from the traditional
proofs in two manners. The first was a variant on the principle of
causality. The second is a matter of taking a precise philosophic
position.” (PTP2 4-6.) See intra Argument-general form of
Differs from traditional formulations. “Substantially, it is the
traditional manner of proof. But it departs from older formulations, first, inasmuch as it assumes a precise philosophic stance
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or horizon by stating that the real is completely intelligible, and
secondly, by departing from the medieval view of causality
(which did not differentiate philosophy and science) and from the
subsequent Scholastic formulations in terms of metaphysics [see
FACULTY PSYCHOLOGY], to a transcendental formulation in terms of
the manner in which our apprehension of the universe is to be
constructed, namely, with an exigence for complete intelligibility.” (PTP2 6.)
From Thomas Aquinas. “St Thomas has five arguments for the
existence of God. One is from the first Mover: he proves there is
a first Mover, and he says that is what everyone means by God.
He is presupposing a notion of God. And he does it for the second argument and for the third; he has something different for the
fourth and the fifth. He identifies the conclusion with what everyone considers to be God. That, to my mind, is the fundamental
notion of God, and it is resulting from God’s gift of his love.”
(PTP2 196.) See

also PHILOSOPHY OF GOD–AND AQUINAS’S 5 WAYS

Ontological. See ONTOLOGICAL–ARGUMENT
Presuppositions of. “It is not from the world as interpreted in
any philosophy that the existence of Cod can be proved. One
cannot prove the existence of God to a Kantian without first
breaking his allegiance to Kant. One cannot prove the existence
of God to a positivist without first converting him from positivism. A valid proof has philosophic presuppositions, and the presuppositions of the argument set forth in Insight are indicated in
the antecedent, ‘The real is completely intelligible.’” (PTP2 6.)
And extrapolation/verification. “Knowledge of transcendent being involves both intelligent grasp and reasonable affirmation.
But before we can affirm reasonably, we must grasp intelligently;
and before we can grasp transcendent being intelligently, we
have to extrapolate from proportionate being [see BEING–
PROPORTIONATE].” (In 664.) “The present effort to conceive the transcendent idea is concerned simply with concepts, with objects of
supposing, defining, considering, and therefore no question of existence or occurrence arises. Nonetheless, the extrapolation to the
transcendent, though conceptual, operates from the real basis of
proportionate being, so that some elements in the transcendent
idea will be verifiable just as some of the positive integers are verifiable.” (In 665.)
And metaphysics. “We rejected the ontological argument [see ONTOLOGICAL–ARGUMENT-ALL FORMS FALLACIOUS] and every other claim to immediate knowledge of God. However, as we have argued
mediately from the reality of creatures to the reality of God, so
we have made explicit the implication of this procedure by distinguishing two levels in metaphysics. For if creatures are known
by us before God is known, then there is in our knowledge a
metaphysics of proportionate being [see METAPHYSICS–OF PROPORTIONATE BEING] that is true as a matter of fact and as a matter of fact reveals the ontological structure of the proportionate universe. But
mere matters of fact cannot be ultimate for intelligence, and so
from proportionate metaphysics we are led from contingence
through causality to being as at once transcendent idea and transcendent reality.” (In 700.)
General form of. “The existence of God, then, is known as the
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conclusion to an argument, and while such arguments are many,
all of them, I believe, are included in the following general form.
If the real is completely intelligible, God exists. But the real is completely intelligible. Therefore, God exists.
“Being ... is intelligible, for it is what is to be known by correct understanding; and it is completely intelligible, for being is
known completely only when all intelligent questions are answered correctly. … The real is being. For the real is what is
meant by the name ‘real.’ But all that is meant is either a mere
object of thought or else both an object of thought and an object
of affirmation. The real is not merely an object of thought; and
so it is both an object of thought and an object of affirmation.
Nor is the real merely some of the objects of both thought and
affirmation but all of them. And similarly, being is all that is to
be known by intelligent grasp and reasonable affirmation. … If
the real is completely intelligible, then complete intelligibility
exists. If complete intelligibility exists, the idea of being exists.
If the idea of being exists, then God exists. Therefore, if the real
is completely intelligible, God exists.” (In 695-96.) L’s detailed
elucidations of the premises are too intricate to summarize here.
He concludes: “If the idea of being exists, God exists. For if the
idea of being exists, at least its primary component exists. But
the primary component has been shown to possess all the attributes of God. Therefore, if the idea of being exists, God exists.” (In 697.) See intra Argument-and idea of being
Particular forms. See intra Argument-from Thomas Aquinas; see also
ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE

And idea of being. “The idea of being is the content of the unrestricted act of understanding, and that content relentlessly divides
into a primary component, which is one, immaterial, nontemporal, and nonspatial, and a secondary component, which is many
and includes the material, the temporal, and the spatial. What,
then, is the primary component? It is the unrestricted act of understanding.” (In 671.) “The idea of being has been defined as the
content of an unrestricted act of understanding; and in that content a distinction has been established between a primary and a
secondary component. Naturally one asks just what is the primary component, and the answer will be that the primary component is identical with the unrestricted act. It will follow that, as
the primary component consists in the unrestricted act’s understanding of itself, so the secondary component consists in the unrestricted act’s understanding of everything else because it
understands itself.” (In 669.)
And unrestricted act of understanding. “Only the content of the
unrestricted act of understanding can be the idea of being, for it
is only on the supposition of an unrestricted act that everything
about everything is understood. … It follows that the idea of being is absolutely transcendent. For it is the content of an act of
unrestricted understanding. But such an act not only takes us beyond all human achievement but also assigns the ultimate limit
to the whole process of going beyond. Insights and viewpoints
can be transcended as long as further questions can be asked. But
once all about all is understood, there is no room for further
questions.” (In 666.)
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And the empirical residue. “There is in this universe a merely empirical residue [see RESIDUE(S)–EMPIRICAL] that is unexplained. But

one may answer that the empirical residue of individuality, of
the continuum, of particular places and times, and of the nonsystematic divergence of actual frequencies [see NONSYSTEMATIC–
DIVERGENCE OF ACTUAL FREQUENCIES], while unexplained by the particular sciences, partly are understood in cognitional theory [see
COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY] and METAPHYSICS and ultimately are
accounted for by God’s creative decision. For the prime potency [see POTENCY/POTENTIAL–PRIME] of individuality is the condition of the possibility of universal knowledge and common
natures; the prime potency of the space-time continuum is the
condition of the possibility of abstract and invariant laws, of
concrete probabilities, and of their cumulation into a world order of EMERGENT PROBABILITY; the nonsystematic, finally, is transcended by an unrestricted act of understanding. Moreover, the
empirical residue grounds the manifold of the potential good
[see UNIVERSE–ORDER OF-AND THE TOTAL MANIFOLD-AND POTENTIAL GOOD], and
inasmuch as it stands under world order, it possesses the [VALUE(S)] that accrues to the contingent through the reasonableness
of the freedom of a completely wise and good being.” (In 686.)
And the nonsystematic. “Because it understands itself, the unrestricted act of understanding understands in consequence everything about everything else. But is this consequence possible?
After all, we have found the existing universe of being to include a nonsystematic component. Moreover, at each instant in
the unfolding of this universe, there are a number of probable
alternatives and a far larger number of possible alternatives.
There is, then, an enormous aggregate of similar possible universes, and in each of them there would be a similar nonsystematic component. Now the nonsystematic is the absence of
intelligible rule or law; elements are determinate; relations between elements are determinate; but there is no possibility of a
single formula that is satisfied by the sequence of determinate
relations. It seems to follow that the nonsystematic component
in the actual universe and in other possible and even more
probable universes excludes the possibility of an unrestricted
act that understands everything about everything. … Such is the
problem of the secondary intelligibles in the idea of being, and
our solution will be that, from the viewpoint of unrestricted understanding, the nonsystematic vanishes.” (In 672.) Why? See intra
And unrestricted act of understanding-the universe

“Question: Won’t the proofs that you work out through reason in natural theology seem pale compared to the conviction
you already have through CONVERSION? Response: The thing is
that proof is never the fundamental thing. Proof always presupposes premises, and it presupposes premises accurately
formulated within a horizon. You can never prove a horizon.
You arrive at it from a different horizon, by going beyond the
previous one, because you have found something that makes
the previous horizon illegitimate. But growth in knowledge is
precisely that. There are proofs for the existence of God. I
formulated them as best I could in chapter 19 in Insight, and

I’m not repudiating that at all. But I say it is not a matter of
comparing the two; it is using the resources of both. It is not
letting the student of theology brush aside all systematic theology because ‘that’s just more philosophy and we have
wasted enough time on that already.’ Similarly, there would
be the theologian brushing aside philosophy because ‘that
doesn’t presuppose the scriptures.’” (PTP2 195-96.)
The universe. “If there is an unrestricted act of understanding,
then it will understand everything about everything, with no
further questions to be asked. But concrete patterns of diverging series of scattering conditions [see NONSYSTEMATIC–DIVERGENCE OF
ACTUAL FREQUENCIES] are each intelligible, and so an unrestricted act
will understand each of them. Moreover, to understand each
concrete pattern entails knowledge of the totality of events relevant for each pattern, for the concrete pattern includes all the
determinations and circumstances of each event. Nor does this
conclusion contradict our prior conclusion. For the unrestricted
act of understanding proceeds, not from a grasp of abstract systems of laws, but from a grasp of itself; it does not attempt the
impossible task of relating through an abstract system the concrete patterns but grasps the lot of them in a single view inasmuch as it understands itself. It does not offer either to deduce
or to predict events, for it has neither need nor use for deduction or prediction, since in a single view it grasps the totality of
concrete patterns and in each pattern the totality of its relevant
events.” (In 673.)
ART : Although he did not write an aesthetics, L expressed many seminal notions that contribute to a systematic critical-realist [see REALISM–CRITICAL] aesthetics. The topic is developed most notably in Topics
in Education. See intra Prelude to discussion of
AND BEAUTY. See NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL–RELATIONS AMONG, –BEAUTY
AND COMMON SENSE. See COMMON SENSE–AND PRUDENCE
AND COMMUNICATION. See COMMUNICATION–AND ART VS PHENOMENOLOGY
AND CONCRETE LIVING. See intra Definition of; Of living
AND CONCRETE POTENTIALITY. “The artist withdraws from the
ready-made world, but that withdrawal has its significance. It is a
withdrawal from practical living to explore possibilities of fuller
living in a richer world. Just as the mathematician explores the possibilities of what physics can be, so the artist explores possibilities
of what life, ordinary living, can be. There is an artistic element in
all consciousness, in all living. Our settled modes have become
humdrum, and we may think of all our life simply in terms of utilitarian categories. But in fact the life we are living is a product of artistic creation. We ourselves are products of artistic creation in our
concrete living, and art is an exploration of potentiality.” (TE 217.)
AND DIFFERENTIATED CONSCIOUSNESS.

See

CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTI-

ATED–ARTISTICALLY
AND ELEMENTAL MEANING. “It is possible to set within the conceptual field this elemental meaning [see MEANING–ELEMENTAL] of the transformed subject in his transformed world. But this procedure
reflects without reproducing the elemental meaning. Art criticism
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and art history are like the thermodynamic equations, which guide
our control of heat but, of themselves, cannot make us feel warmer
or cooler. … The proper expression of the elemental meaning is
the work of art itself. That meaning lies within the consciousness
of the artist but, at first, it is only implicit, folded up, veiled, unrevealed, unobjectified. Aware of it, the artist has yet to get hold of
it; he is impelled to behold, inspect, dissect, enjoy, repeat it; and
this means objectifying, unfolding, making explicit, unveiling, revealing.” (M 63.) See intra And psychic distance; see also NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL–BEAUTY-AND ARTISTICALLY DIFFERENTIATED CONSCIOUSNESS
AND EMOTION. “While the smile or frown expresses intersubjectively the feeling as it is felt, artistic composition recollects emotion in tranquility. It is a matter of insight into the elemental
meaning [see intra And elemental meaning], a grasp of the commanding form that has to be expanded, worked out, developed, and the
subsequent process of working out, adjusting, correcting, completing the initial insight. There results an idealization of the original
experiential pattern [see intra Definition of-and pattern-experiential]. Art is
not autobiography. It is not telling one’s tale to the psychiatrist. It
is grasping what is or seems significant, of moment, concern, import, to man.” (M 63-64.)
AND EXPERIENCE. “The process of expression or objectification involves not only psychic distance [see intra And psychic distance] but
also an idealization of the purely experiential pattern [see intra Definition of-and pattern-experiential]. Art is not autobiography. It is not telling one’s tale to the psychiatrist. It is grasping what is or seems
significant, of moment, concern, import, to man. It is truer than
experience, leaner, more effective, more to the point. It is the central moment with its proper implications, and they unfold without
the distortions, interferences, accidental intrusions of the original
pattern.” (M 64.) “One’s experience is a component in one’s apprehension of reality. And this quite different type of experience that
corresponds to the release of the purely experiential pattern is a
transformation of the world. To put it another way, it is an opening
of the [HORIZON(S)]. Some people will say that art is an illusion, others that art reveals a fuller, profounder reality. But the artistic experience itself does not involve a discussion of the issue. What we
can say is that it is opening a new horizon, it is presenting something that is other, different, novel, strange, new, remote, intimate,
all the adjectives that are employed when one attempts to communicate the artistic experience.” (TE 216.) See intra Definition of-and patternexperiential; see also PATTERN(S) OF EXPERIENCE–AESTHETIC
AND FEELINGS. “When experience is in a purely experiential pattern
[see intra Definition of-and pattern-experiential], it is not curtailed, not fitted upon some Procrustean bed. It is allowed its full complement of
feelings. Experience falls into its own proper pattern and takes its
own line of expansion, development, organization, fulfilment. It is
not dictated to by the world of science, the world of inquiry, the
world of information, the world of theories about what experience
should be, or by utilitarian motives. It is. It has its proper rhythm,
just as breathing has.” (TE 215.)
AND FREEDOM.

See intra Insight in; Summary remarks

AND HUMAN ADVANCE.

“Human knowing and feeling are incomplete without EXPRESSION. The development, then, of symbols, of the
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arts, of a literature is intrinsic to human advance.” (M 303-04.)
AND INTERNAL RELATIONS. See intra Definition of-and pattern
AND NATURE.

Although L does not take a classical approach to aesthetics, he is clearly sympathetic to the dictum of Thomas Aquinas
that art imitates nature according to nature’s way of operating. Note
that to imitate is not to copy but to observe certain principles. The
painter, for example, learns from nature the relation between light
and shadow in form, volume, and perception of color.
AND PRINCIPLES/RULES. See intra And the universal
AND PSYCHIC DISTANCE.

This entry follows from intra And elemental
meaning. “The process of objectifying introduces, so to speak, a

psychic distance. No longer is one simply experiencing. Objectification involves a separation, a distinction, a detachment, between
oneself and one’s experience. One can experience emotions and
feelings, but at that moment one is not artistic. Poetry, according to
Wordsworth, is emotion recollected in tranquility. The phrase ‘recollection in tranquility’ expresses the psychic distance between the
subject and his experience. And that separation is needed for the
subject to express his experience.” (TE 218.)
AND QUESTIONS. See QUESTION(S)–AND ART
AND SCIENCE. See SCIENCE(S)–AND ART
AND SPACE. “We spoke geometrically of kinesthetic-tactile space, of
visual space, and of decentered space. We then went on to discuss
the geometries of physical theories [see MATHEMATICS–FOUNDATIONS OF;
POSTULATE(S)–PARALLEL]. Art, too, is concerned with space: in the picture, the statue, the work of architecture.” (TE 223.)
Architecture. “Architecture is the objectified space. There are objective axes of reference. For Heidegger, the world, or space,
consists of ways and places. That is the ordinary apprehension of
the objective space: places, and ways to get there and come back
again. Architecture is the expression of the center of one’s world,
of the world of one’s group. It draws a line that settles an orientation in objective space, a basic line about which all objects in
space are organized. The song has it, ‘There’s no place like
home,’ because home is the first objective orientation in space
about which all other objects are organized. … Architecture is
functional, and it has to be. It has concrete, useful purposes in
human living. But it is also an expression of the people’s orientation in this world. … The orientation in space need not be a fixed
place. There is an organization, an orientation in space corresponding to the orientation of the subject, just as much in a gypsy
camp, or in the encampment of an army, or in life on board a
ship. Architecture expresses that orientation in space. It places a
wall between man and raw nature, a field in which mutual operations and relations intersect, a base from which a people reaches
to heaven or is closed in under a sullen dome. (We can think in
this connection of Wordsworth’s ‘The world is too much with
us’).” (TE 226-27.)
Picture. “The space of the picture is not the actual space in which
we move and into which we ordinarily look. We ordinarily look
into a space in which we could move forward and bump into
things. In this real order, the space of the picture is just twodimensional, a flat canvas with pigments on it; but the virtual
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space of the picture is the space that emerges for sight. The space
that is seen in the picture is, if you wish, an illusion, but because
it is illusionary, or at least separate, surrounded with a frame that
sets it apart from the rest of space, it pulls the subject out of his
ready-made world, and presents him with another space that is
only for sight. You cannot move through this space, and consequently it is irrelevant for all the practical or theoretical instrumentalizations of experience. It imposes the purely experiential
pattern [see SENSE(S)–AND EXPERIENCING SUBJECT], because it is merely a
virtual space. … Sense in act is the sensible in act; intelligence in
act is the intelligible in act; and perceiving the picture is the identity in act of the perceptive capacity of the subject and the whatis-there-to-be-seen. It is an event that occurs in the subject. And
there can be an insight into that perceiving, a grasp of the pattern,
the import, the meaning of the picture. Artists talk constantly
about the picture’s being ‘alive,’ even things that have no life at
all, like a stone. It’s all alive. Why? Because what is alive is the
perceiving. You say that something is ‘alive,’ but it is because
you are coming to life. Our understanding of this process is
helped by reading Keats’s ‘Ode on a Grecian Urn,’ in which an
artist expresses artistically his appreciation of looking at the urn.
There is a certain advantage in having an artist rather than an analyst or a theoretician talk about a work of art.” (TE 224.)
Statue. “The body, then [following Merleau-Ponty, The Phenomenology of Perception], is feeling space; it is feeling distributed through space. And the statue is the visual presentation of
the space that feels. My hands are space that grasp; my head is
space that looks and listens; every organism is a spatial entity.
Different organs have their different places. As object, the organism is something to be seen and felt. But as subject, in the organs
and by the organs, I feel. And prior to the objectified axes of reference north and south, east and west, up and down there is the
organization of space that arises as the baby learns to control the
movements of its different members and to coordinate them. It is
a kinesthetic space in the subject and on the side of the subject. It
is not the space out there that is organized, but the space that I
am. It is the set of differences, not in the felt, but in feeling. …
The statue makes that subject visible. It makes visible the presence that is not the presence of the chairs in the room, or the
presence of you to me as object, but the prior presence of me to
myself that is required for anything to be present to me. It is presenting-consciousness. It is the presence that needs a place. And
so the statue needs a place. You cannot put a statue just anywhere. If one were to put a large statue in a small room, there
would be an enormous incongruity. There are statues that need a
whole public square for their position. And there we have the
presence of the person ready to meet others.” (TE 225.)
AND SYMBOLISM.

“The symbolic is an objectifying, revealing,
communicating consciousness. But it is not reflective, critical consciousness. Critical consciousness deals with classes, with univocal
terms, with proofs; it follows the principles of excluded middle and
of noncontradiction. But the symbol is concerned, not with the
class but with the representative figure, not with univocity but with

multiple meanings. The artist does not care how many different
meanings one gives to his work or finds in it.” (TE 219.)
Obscurity of. “Free experience and free creation are prone to justify themselves by an ulterior purpose or significance. Art then
becomes symbolic, but what is symbolized is obscure. It is an
expression of the human subject outside the limits of adequate
intellectual formulation or appraisal. It seeks to mean, to convey,
to impart, something that is to be reached, not through science or
philosophy, but through a participation, and in some fashion a reenactment of the artist’s inspiration and intention. Prescientific
and prephilosophic, it may strain for truth and value without defining them. Post-biological, it may reflect the psychological
depths, yet by that very fact it will go beyond them. … Indeed,
the very obscurity of art is in a sense its most generic meaning.”
(In 208.)
AND THE UNIVERSAL. “The more creative the artist, the more original the thinker, the greater the genius, the less can his achievement
be subsumed under universal principles or general rules. If anything, he is the source of new rules and, while the new rules will
be followed by others, still they are not followed in exactly the
manner of the master. Even lesser lights have their originality,
while servile imitation is the work not of mind but of the machine.
Now this high degree of individuality found in artists, thinkers,
writers, though beyond the reach of general rules or universal principles, is within easy reach of understanding. For what in the first
instance is understood is what is given to sense or consciousness
or, again, what is represented in images, words, symbols, signs.
What is so given or represented is individual. What is grasped by
understanding is the intelligibility of the individual. Apart from
failures to control properly one’s use of language, generalization is
a later step and, in works of interpretation, usually a superfluous
step. There is only one Divina commedia ....” (M 209.)
AND TIME. “Art is concerned with time as well as with space. Our
thinking about time usually reduces time to space. We measure
time spatially. In Aristotle’s definition numerus et mensura motus
secundum prius et posterius [time is the number of motion with respect to before and after], the prius et posterius is not temporal but
spatial. It refers to the parts of space that you cover first in the motion, and the parts that you cover later. Again, mathematical
thought about time is usually a reduction of time by thinking of it
on the analogy of space. … Fundamental thought about time in St
Thomas is in terms of the nunc. Eternity is the ‘now’ that has no
change, the ‘now’ of a being that does not change; and time is the
‘now’ of a being that does change.” (TE 227.)

Music. “The basic time that is the ‘now’ of a being has a nonspatial objectification in music. Music is the image of experienced
time. It is not a movement in any spatial sense. … The durée
pure, the nunc, the ‘now’ of a being that changes is not a single
dimension. Measured time is unidimensional, but the time that is
the ‘now’ of the subject is a time in which many things are going
forward at once. The music expresses this by taking one theme,
and then another, and blending them. There are oppositions, tensions, resolutions. The life of feeling that is in that ‘now,’ in its
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rhythms and turmoil and peace, is expressed in the music. The
time of the music is a nonspatial movement and has a non-spatial
shape. And this nonspatial shape corresponds to the way in which
feelings multiply and change.” (TE 227.)
AND ULTERIOR SIGNIFICANCE. See intra Definition of-ulterior significance
AND WONDER. See WONDER–AND ART
APPREHENSION/APPRECIATION OF. See APPREHENSION–AND APPRECIATION OF
ART

AS CARRIER OF MEANING. See MEANING–ONTOLOGY OF For the ways art is
carrier of meaning see intra And time; And space; Poetry
AS TRANSFORMATIVE. See intra And elemental meaning; And experience
DEFINITION OF. Although he did not share her Kantian position on
knowing, L’s position on art was greatly influenced by Susanne
Langer’s Feeling and Form. He credits her with the definition below. “In fact, this definition does not appear in Langer’s book; it
seems to be a definition that Lonergan worked out from reading
Langer.” (TE 211 n. 418.) L defines art “as an objectification of a purely
experiential pattern (see SENSE(S)–AND EXPERIENCING SUBJECT). If we consider the words one by one, we will have some apprehension of
what art is, and through art an apprehension of concrete living.” (TE
211.) He goes on to explicate art under the following nine headings.
Explanation draws mainly from TE and M.
And pattern. “That pattern when the record is playing or the
score is played is in the concrete, in these tones; or, with painting,
it is in these colors, with sculpture in these volumes, with the
dance in these movements. The pattern is the set of internal relations between these tones, or between these colors, or between
these volumes, or between these movements. Music is not a note
simply by itself. In music a note is related to the other notes with
which it is united in the work of art. What we have to attend to
are the internal relations. There may be as well an external relation; the work of art may be representative; but that is not the
point to attend to. What is to be attended to are the internal relations of the pattern. They are there whether or not the art is representative.” (TE 211.) “The pattern of the perceived is also the pattern
of the perceiving, and the pattern of the perceiving is an experiential pattern. But all perceiving is a selecting and organizing. Precisely because the perceived is patterned, it is easily perceived.
So one can repeat a tune or melody but not a succession of street
noises. So verse makes information memorable. Decoration
makes a surface visible. Patterns achieve, perhaps, a special perceptibility by drawing on organic analogies. The movement is
from root through trunk to branches, leaves, and flowers. It is repeated with varying variations. Complexity mounts and yet the
multiplicity is organized into a whole.” (M 61.)

Concrete. “A pattern may be abstract or concrete. There is an

abstract pattern in a musical score or in the indentation in the
grooves of a gramophone record. But there is a concrete pattern in these colors, these tones, these volumes, these movements. The concrete pattern consists in the internal relations of
colors, tones, volumes, movements. It does not consist in, say,
the colors as unrelated and it does not consist in the colors as
representative of something else.” (M 61.)
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Experiential. “The meaning of an experiential pattern is elemental. It is the conscious performing of a transformed subject in
his transformed world. That world may be regarded as illusion,
but it also may be regarded as more true and more real. We are
transported from the space in which we move to the space
within the picture, from the time of sleeping and waking, working and resting, to the time of the music, from the pressures
and determinisms of home and office, of economics and politics to the powers depicted in the dance, from conversational
and media use of language to the vocal tools that focus, mould,
grow with consciousness. As his world, so too the subject is
transformed. He has been liberated from being a replaceable
part adjusted to a ready-made world and integrated within it.
He has ceased to be a responsible inquirer investigating some
aspect of the universe or seeking a view of the whole. He has
become just himself: emergent, ecstatic, originating freedom.”
(M 63.) See intra Definition of-and pattern-purely experiential; see also
SENSE(S)–AND EXPERIENCING SUBJECT The subentries are in L’s order of
explication.
Idealization of. “The process of expression or objectification involves not only psychic distance [see intra And psychic distance]
but also an idealization of the purely experiential pattern. Art is
not autobiography; it is not going to confession or telling one’s
tale to a psychiatrist. It is grasping what is or seems significant,
of moment, of concern, of import to man in the experience. In a
sense, it is truer than the experience, leaner, more effective,
more to the point. It grasps the central moment of the experience and unfolds ideally its proper implications, apart from the
distortions, the interferences, the accidental intrusions that
would arise in the concrete experience itself.” (TE 218.)
Pure. “A pattern is said to be pure inasmuch as it excludes alien
patterns that instrumentalize experience. One’s senses can become merely an apparatus for receiving and transmitting signals. At the red light the brake goes on and at the green the
accelerator is pressed down. So there results the behavior of the
ready-made subject in his ready-made world.” (M 61-62.)
Purely experiential. “The required purity of the experiential pattern
aims not at impoverishment but at enrichment. It curtails what
is alien to let experiencing find its full complement of feeling.
It lets experiencing fall into its own proper patterns and take its
own line of expansion, development, organization, fulfilment.
So experiencing becomes rhythmic, one movement necessitating another and the other in turn necessitating the first. Tensions are built up to be resolved; variations multiply and grow
in complexity yet remain within an organic unity that eventually rounds itself off.” (M 62.)

Elemental meaning. See intra And elemental meaning
Objectification. “Art has been defined as the objectification of a
purely experiential pattern. We have been speaking of the purely
experiential pattern. But art is the expression, the objectification,
of such a pattern. The purely experiential pattern is a mode of experience, but it is merely experience. It is within the cognitional
order, an awareness; it is intentional, but it has not reached the
full stage of intending. It is elemental meaning. That experience
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not only is unknown to other people, it is not fully known even to
the one who does experience it. Within the one who is experiencing, the pattern of his experience in its complexity, its manysidedness, is only implicit, folded up, veiled, unrevealed, unobjectified. The subject is aware of it, but has yet to get hold of it.
He would behold, inspect, dissect, enjoy, repeat it; and to do that
he has to objectify, unfold, make explicit, unveil, reveal. …This
process of objectifying is analogous to the process from the act of
understanding to the definition. The definition is the inner word,
an expression, an unfolding of what one has got hold of in the insight. Similarly, the purely experiential pattern becomes objectified, expressed, in a work of art. … The process of objectifying
introduces, so to speak, a psychic distance.” (TE 218.) See also intra
And psychic distance

Release. “I have been describing largely in terms of exclusion an
experience that is purely patterned and purely experiential. More
positively, we must note that it is also a release. This in fact is the
point to be noted. When experience is in a purely experiential
pattern, it is not curtailed, not fitted upon some Procrustean bed.
It is allowed its full complement of feelings. Experience falls into
its own proper pattern and takes its own line of expansion, development, organization, fulfilment. It is not dictated to by the world
of science, the world of inquiry, the world of information, the
world of theories about what experience should be, or by utilitarian motives. It is. It has its proper rhythm, just as breathing has.
In breathing, exhaling occurs, and when it reaches its peak, it sets
going the opposite movement of inhaling. A rhythm is a succession of opposite movements where each movement calls forth
and makes necessary the other movement. Inhaling builds up tensions that are resolved by exhaling; and exhaling builds up tensions that are resolved by inhaling. Such rhythms can involve
increasing variations and complexity. That increase in variation
and complexity, like the build-up of a symphony, will be enclosed within a unity. There is what is called the inevitability of
form. If you sing a single note, there are no implications as to
what the next note must be; but if you sing four or five, the inevitability of form is taking over; there is only a limited number of
notes you can go on to. The surprise that the master musician or
composer causes is to go on always to further notes that would
not occur to you, and yet retain the inevitability of form.” (TE 215.)
Symbolic meaning. “The expression of the artistic meaning not
only is on a more concrete level than the conceptual, but also it is
without the reflexivity of conceptual meaning. The symbolic
meaning of the work of art is immediate. The work is an invitation to participate, to try it, to see it for oneself. It has its own criteria, but they are immanent to it, and they do not admit
formulation. We have already seen an example of this in the inevitability of form. … With symbolic meaning we reach a fundamental point of importance in many ways. The symbolic is an
objectifying, revealing, communicating consciousness. But it is
not reflective, critical consciousness. Critical consciousness deals
with classes, with univocal terms, with proofs; it follows the
principles of excluded middle and of noncontradiction. But the

symbol is concerned, not with the class but with the representative figure, not with univocity but with multiple meanings. The
artist does not care how many different meanings one gives to his
work or finds in it. The symbol does not give proofs, but reinforces its statement by repetition, variation, and all the arts of
rhetoric. It is not a matter of excluded middle, but is rather overdetermined, as are dreams. Freud speaks of the overdetermination
of the dream, of all sorts of reasons for one and the same symbol.
The symbol has no means of saying ‘is not,’ of negating, and so it
is not a matter of contradiction in the logical sense; rather it piles
up positives which it overcomes.” (TE 219.)
Ulterior significance. “We have been considering art analytically, and on the level of its proper nature and in a manner consonant with the theory of knowledge and the philosophy we have
presented. We are concerned with the subject coming to be himself. What makes the difference between dreaming and being
awake? When awake you are more yourself, you have more control over the patterning of your experience. The dream is a negation of the patterning of your experience. But that patterning is
proper to experience, and the patterns imposed upon experience
that instrumentalize it also falsify it. Just as to think that we have
to be looking at an object instead of thinking of the identity in act
of seeing and seen falsifies the experience, so instrumentalizing
experience in various ways can remove us from the primal mode
of being that is proper to man and that is the normal level of human living apart from the differentiations of consciousness. …
Art, whether by an illusion or a fiction or a contrivance, presents
the beauty, the splendor, the glory, the majesty, the ‘plus’ that is in
things and that drops out when you say that the moon is just earth
and the clouds are just water. It draws attention to the fact that the
splendor of the world is a cipher, a revelation, an unveiling, the
presence of one who is not seen, touched, grasped, put in a genus,
distinguished by a difference, yet is present? St Augustine says in
his Confessions that he sought in the stars, and it was not the
stars; in the sun and the moon, and it was not the sun and the
moon; in the earth, the trees, the shrubs, the mountains, the valleys, and it was none of these. Art can be viewing this world and
looking for the something more that this world reveals, and reveals, so to speak, in silent speech, reveals by a presence that
cannot be defined or got hold of. In other words, there is to art an
interpretative significance as a possibility. Not all art has it, but
when art is without this ulterior significance, which is not formulated but lived, it becomes play, it is separating objects from the
ready-made world by way of exuberance, like the exuberance of
a child, or by way of a distraction. Or it becomes aestheticism,
just the enjoyment of the pattern. Works of art then supply the
materials for exercises in one’s skill of appreciation. Or art becomes technique. The compelling form is there, but there is no
sense of that ulterior presence. … To make what we have said a
little more concrete, and also to tie it in with the basic point that I
wish to make, namely, that art is an exploration of potentialities
for human living.” (TE 222-23.)
FUNCTION OF.

See COMMUNICATION–AND ART VS PHENOMENOLOGY

ART – ART
GENERIC MEANING OF.
HISTORY AS.

See intra And symbolism-obscurity of

See HISTORY–AN ART?

INSIGHT IN.

“Is artistic insight insight in the same sense as in phenomenology? Is it insight in the same sense as in geometry, or science? Those questions remain.” (UB 292.) See COMMUNICATION–AND ART VS
PHENOMENOLOGY; LIBERATION–AESTHETIC
LIBERATION THROUGH. See intra Insight in
OBJECTIFICATION IN. See intra Definition of-objectification
OF LIVING. “When we speak of images, percepts, and affects, we
are distinguishing moments in a concrete totality. … If we want to
apprehend this unity, this organicity, we have to think in artistic
terms. It is the unity, not of an intellectual theorem, but of a style, a
mode, an orientation. There is an old saying that style is the man.
That is fundamentally true. Living is an art, and the artistic product
is an expression of that living; it expresses and puts forth a pattern
that is isomorphic [see ISOMORPHISM] with the pattern of the living. …
Now this artistic living is simply living. It is not a purely individual affair. The individual grows up and develops under the influence of the example of others, under the influence of admiration
and ridicule, of precepts and prohibitions, of praise and blame. And
the individual is extremely sensitive to all this. His living takes its
inspiration, its guidance, and its justification from the opinions of
others. Consequently, the style that is the man is not something individual; it belongs to the group. There will be individual variations, but there is something common to all. There is something
similar in the tone, the color, the way of doing things, the attitudes
that are said to be characteristic of the regional group.” (TE 251-52.)
See intra Summary remarks; see also PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–DRAMATIC
OF ONE’S LIFE. See CONVERSION–PSYCHIC
POETRY. “Scientific words simply have meaning; they have no
resonance. They are products of the intellectual pattern of experience [see PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–INTELLECTUAL], and this pattern is detached, concerned with things not in their relations to us, but in
their relations to one another [see QUOAD NOS; QUOAD SE ]. The intellectual pattern is concerned with judgments that are valid for everyone, with propositions whose implications can be worked out
automatically by logical calculations. On the other hand, poetry
and fiction—the two words have the same meaning, one with a
Greek, the other with a Latin root—introduce us to the world of
human potentiality. They reveal the many dimensions of experience as experienced by the subject. They exhibit the concrete manner in which men apprehend their history, their destiny, and the
meaning of their lives.” (TE 228.)
Drama. “As fiction or poetry, as narrative, is the expression, the
creation, the formulation of the living memory of the people,
which is the link that makes the people into a group, so poetry as
drama is the image of destiny. There is an initial situation from
which the drama proceeds through the decisions of the participants. The decisions of individuals will be interdependent, and
one will foresee what others might decide and use his foreseeing
to guide his present decision. But quite apart from all the characters’ thinking, foreseeing, and understanding of one another in the
drama, the set of decisions of the participants is not the decision
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of any one of them. It is a set of decisions that leads from one
situation to the next. Destiny is that linking of successive situations. There is something in the succession of human choices that
is outside the range of human choice. Though everything in the
drama is a product of the decisions, and though the decisions can
be made with full consciousness of what the other characters are
likely to do in response, still there cannot be any individual decision that constitutes the situation and the way one situation heads
into the next.” (TE 231.)
Lyric. “The lyric, which originates from the chorus of the drama,
stands to the drama as the statue stands to architecture. The lyric
is the expression of the subject, just as the statue is the visual expression of the space that actively feels, the space that is my
body. On the other hand, the drama is the expression of destiny in
the group, in group action, or in the action of different groups,
just as architecture is the home of the people, the expression of
their living.” (TE 232.)
Narrative. “Poetry … can be conceived as the living memory of
the group. A group can carry on current affairs, deal with common opportunities, hopes, dangers, fears, only insofar as it possesses a common vehicle of meaning. That common vehicle
resides in a common language, in common customs, values, ways
of understanding and doing things. It results from the past, and is
transmitted through popular tradition and traditional history.
Popular tradition or traditional history informs, explains, delights,
instructs, through the medium of narrative and story. It is at once
factual, explanatory, aesthetic, pedagogical, and moral, it is said
of traditional historians that they are guardians of tradition,
priests of the cult of nationalism, prophets of social reform, exponents and defenders of national virtue and glory. In any case,
the thing to be apprehended is that there has to be a tradition for a
people to live together and work together. That tradition is above
all the possibility and the vehicle of meaning. A language is not
simply a set of words, but also a set of meanings. It is not a set of
abstract meanings by which one can communicate scientifically,
but a set of meanings that has a resonance that brings to life the
potentialities of the individual.” (TE 229.)
PRELUDE TO DISCUSSION OF.

As prelude to his discussion of art, L
wants us to think not of abstract humanity but of the actual Subject
(see SUBJECT, THE) living in the world. In other words, his perspective
is not that of classical aesthetics in the scholastic tradition but critical-realist (see REALISM–CRITICAL). “We must pass from the logical essence of man, something that is common to heroes and scoundrels,
mewling infants and saints, something that is verified in everyone
equally, to man as concrete potentiality and concrete duty; from
man as substance to man as conscious subject; from thinking of a
set of faculties and their actuation [see FACULTY PSYCHOLOGY] to thinking of a concrete flow of CONSCIOUSNESS, and to thinking of that concrete flow in terms of the subject and his concern that defines the
horizon of his world.” L goes on to note Binswanger’s distinguishing the dream of morning in his use of Heidegger’s notion of Dasein. “The dream of morning is the Dasein, the existential subject
beginning to posit himself in his world. He is doing so symbolically, but it is the first movement towards being awake. The subject
with his concern will be in his world; the world and the subject are
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simultaneous. The reason Heidegger speaks of Dasein is that he
does not want any split between subject and object. Dasein means
the subject and his world; both are simultaneous and correlative. If
we think of ourselves that way, we realize that if we know anything
about anything it is through meaning, through the INTENTIONAL order.
The stuff of our lives is intentional insofar as we have any consciousness of it at all. Consciousness is not the whole of reality;
there are such sciences as biology and neurology, physics and
chemistry; but anything that we are above the biological level, and
anything that we know, is contained within a field of intentionality,
a field that includes the sensitive, intellectual, judicial, and voluntary. These transitions from logical essence to concrete potentiality,
from substance to subject, and from faculty psychology to the flow
of consciousness are a helpful background to what I want to say
about art.” (TE 209.)
REALM OF. See MEANING–REALM(S) OF-(6) ART
SUMMARY REMARKS.

“What I want to communicate in this talk
about art is the notion that art is relevant to concrete living, that it is
an exploration of the potentialities of concrete living. That exploration is extremely important in our age, when philosophers for at
least two centuries, through doctrines on politics, economics, education, and through ever further doctrines, have been trying to remake man, and have done not a little to make human life unlivable.
The great task that is demanded if we are to make it livable again is
the re-creation of the liberty of the subject, the recognition of the
freedom of consciousness. Normally, we think of FREEDOM as freedom of the WILL, as something that happens within CONSCIOUSNESS.
But the freedom of the will is a control over the orientation of the
flow of consciousness, and that flow is not determined either by
environment, external objects, or by the neurobiological demands
of the subject. It has its own free component. Art is a fundamental
element in the freedom of consciousness itself. Thinking about art
helps us think, too, about exploring the full freedom of our ways of
feeling and perceiving.” (TE 232.) See also intra Insight in

ARTISTIC: See also ART
APPREHENSION.

See APPREHENSION–ARTISTIC

CONSCIOUSNESS.

See CONSCIOUSNESS–ARTISTIC ELEMENT IN

EXPERIENCE.

See ART–AND EXPERIENCE; PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–AESTHETIC

EXPRESSION.

See PARTICULAR(S)–INSIGHT INTO-AND EXPRESSION

FORMULATION. See PARTICULAR(S)–INSIGHT INTO-AND EXPRESSION
LIFE AS.

See ART–OF LIVING

MEANING.

See MEANING–REALM(S) OF-(6) ART; ART–AND ELEMENTAL MEANING, –AS CAR-

RIER OF MEANING

PATTERN OF EXPERIENCE.

See

PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–AESTHETIC, –

DRAMATIC

ASSENT: “It is an act of the possible intellect [see INTELLECT–POSSIBLE]. It
is, accordingly, contrasted with consent which is an act of the will
[see WILL–ACT OF]. The good is in things, but the true is in the mind;
consent is a motion of the will with respect to the thing, but assent is
a motion of the intellect with respect to a conception [see CONCEPT(S),
CONCEPTION(S)]. Again, the object of an assent is either side of a contra-

diction. We do not assent by defining; again, we do not assent when
we doubt or merely opine. We assent to first principles [see PRINCIPLE(S)–FIRST], to demonstrable conclusions, to the affirmations of reliable authority. Assent occurs when we judge a conception of the
thing to be true. It must be motivated; thus, intellectual light moves
us to assent to first principles, and first principles in turn move us to
assent to demonstrable conclusions. In a word, assent appears to be
identical with judgment but to emphasize its subjective and reflective
aspects; it is the judgment as a personal act, committing the person,
and a responsibility of the person; it is the judgment as based upon an
apprehension of evidence, as including an awareness of its own validity, as a truth in the subject rather than as a truth absolutely and as
a medium in quo [medium in which; see TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–AND BEING CONVERTIBLE] reality is apprehended.” (V 73.) See also AFFIRMATION
ASSIMILATION: See KNOWING–BY ASSIMILATION
ATTENTION:

Paying attention, attending to, are common phrases in
L’s writings. Attention is the distinguishing activity prescribed by the
first transcendental precept, Be attentive! See TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS(1) BE ATTENTIVE!; see also ADVERTENCE

ATTRIBUTES: See PREDICATES
AUGUSTINE, AUGUSTINIAN: See PROPER NAMES–AUGUSTINE, AUGUSTINIAN
AUTHENTIC SUBJECTIVITY : See AUTHENTICITY–AND SUBJECTIVITY
AUTHENTICITY :

“Human authenticity is a matter of following the
built-in law of the human spirit. Because we can experience, we
should attend. Because we can understand, we should inquire. Because we can reach the truth, we should reflect and check. Because
we can realize [VALUE(S)] in ourselves and promote them in others, we
should deliberate. In the measure that we follow these precepts [see
TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS], in the measure we fulfil these conditions of
being human persons, we also achieve self-transcendence [see SELF ...–
TRANSCENDENCE], both in the field of knowledge and in the field of action.” (PTP2 319.)
ACHIEVEMENT OF. Human authenticity is achieved through selftranscendence [see SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE], a part of the process of SELFAPPROPRIATION.
AND CLASSICISM.

“Classicism … is not mistaken in its assumption
that there is something substantial and common to human nature
and human activity. Its oversight is its failure to grasp that that
something substantial and common also is something quite open. It
may be expressed in the four transcendental precepts: Be attentive,
Be intelligent, Be reasonable, Be responsible. But there is an almost endless manifold of situations to which men successively attend. There vary enormously the type and degree of intellectual and
moral development brought to deal with situations. The standard
both for human reasonableness and for the strength and delicacy of
a man’s conscience is satisfied only by a complete and lifelong devotion to human authenticity.” (PTP2 75.)
AND CONSCIENCE. See CONSCIENCE–AND AUTHENTICITY
AND CONVERSION. See CONVERSION–AND AUTHENTIC SUBJECTIVITY
AND EXISTENTIAL DECISION. “One has to have found out for oneself
that one has to decide for oneself what one is to make of oneself;
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one has to have proved oneself equal to that moment of existential
decision; and one has to have kept on proving it in all subsequent
decisions, if one is to be an authentic human person. It is this
highly complex business of authenticity and unauthenticity that has
to replace the overly simple notion of will as arbitrary power [see
WILL–A RATIONAL APPETITE]. Arbitrariness is just another name for unauthenticity. To think of will as arbitrary power is to assume that authenticity never exists or occurs.” (M 121-22.) See also intra Emergence of
AND EXISTENZ. See EXISTENZ
AND FREEDOM. See FREEDOM–AND AUTHENTICITY
AND JUDGMENTS OF VALUE. “True judgments of value go beyond
merely intentional self-transcendence without reaching the fulness
of moral self-transcendence [see SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE-MORAL]. That
fulness is not merely knowing but also doing, and man can know
what is right without doing it [see DOING AND MAKING–AND THE SELFDEVELOPING SUBJECT]. ... One not only chooses between courses of action [see DECISION–AND COURSES OF ACTION] but also thereby makes oneself
an authentic human being or an unauthentic one [see intra Vs inauthenticity]. With that discovery, there emerges in consciousness the
significance of personal value [see VALUE(S)–SCALE OF-(4) PERSONAL/EXISTENTIAL] and the meaning of personal responsibility [see
JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE–COMPONENTS OF (3)-(3)].” (M 37-38)
AND QUESTIONS FOR DELIBERATION.

See

DELIBERATION–QUESTIONS FOR-AND

AUTHENTICITY/HYPOCRISY

AND SELF-AFFIRMATION.

See SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER

AND SELF-APPROPRIATION.

See SELF-APPROPRIATION

AND SUBJECTIVITY.

“In the world mediated by meaning and motivated by value [see WORLD(S)–MEDIATED BY MEANING, –MOTIVATED BY VALUE], OBJECTIVITY is simply the consequence of authentic subjectivity, of
genuine attention, genuine intelligence, genuine reasonableness,
genuine responsibility [see TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS]. Mathematics,
science, philosophy, ethics, theology differ in many manners; but
they have the common feature that their objectivity is the fruit of
attentiveness, intelligence, reasonableness, and responsibility.” (M
265.)
AND TRANSCENDENTAL PRECEPTS.

See

TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS-AND AU-

THENTICITY

AND VALUES.
AND WILL.

See VALUE(S)–ORIGINATING, –TERMINAL

See intra And existential decision

AND WITHDRAWAL FROM INAUTHENTICITY.
AS BASIC TO METHOD/GEM.

See intra Never secure

See GEM–AND AUTHENTIC SUBJECTIVITY

CONDITIONS OF POSSIBILITY FOR.

“Attentiveness, intelligence, reasonableness, responsibility are the conditions of possibility of human authenticity. These conditions are excluded by inattention,
obtuseness, unreasonableness, irresponsibility, and such exclusion
is the root and substance of human unauthenticity, of man’s alienation from his true being.” (PTP2 367-68.) See TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS-AND
AUTHENTICITY

EMERGENCE OF. “The child gradually enters the world mediated by
meaning and regulated by values [see WORLD(S)–MEDIATED BY MEANING, –
REGULATED BY VALUE] and, by the age of seven years, is thought to have
attained the use of reason. Still this is only the beginning of human
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authenticity. One has to have passed well beyond the turmoil of
puberty before becoming fully responsible in the eyes of the law.
One has to have found out for oneself that one has to decide for
oneself what one is to make of oneself; one has to have proved
oneself equal to that moment of existential decision; and one has to
have kept on proving it in all subsequent decisions, if one is to be
an authentic human person.” (M 121.) See also intra And existential decision

In context (Method in Theology), L’s central concern
is the relation of the self-transcending Subject to the religious tradition in which he or she lives. However, in the broader context of
becoming authentic—the process of SELF-APPROPRIATION—the religious viewpoint sublates (see SUBLATION) the concerns central to all
the other levels of the Subject’s intentional consciousness (see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)). So, major and minor authenticity
also regard the moral, the intellectual, the artistic, and the practical
traditions of the culture, and the Subject’s appropriation of them
personally and as a member of a culture.
Immediately there arises in regard to these human cultural creations the question of authenticity and inauthenticity. Perhaps an
extreme example will illuminate these relationships. Imagine
yourself a Subject striving for authenticity while a member of a
slave-owning family when emancipation has become a cultural
issue. Next, identify a similar moral issue in the culture you now
live in. One’s relation to the situation entails both major and minor aspects of authenticity.
“As it is only within communities that men are conceived and
born and reared, so too it is only with respect to the available
common meanings that the individual grows in experience, understanding, judgment [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS], and so
comes to find out for himself that he has to decide [see DECISION]
for himself what to make of himself. This process for the
schoolmaster is education, for the sociologist is socialization, for
the cultural anthropologist is acculturation. But for the individual
in the process it is his coming to be [HUMAN], his existing [as a human being] in the fuller sense of the name. … Such existing may
be authentic or unauthentic [see INAUTHENTIC, INAUTHENTICITY], and this
may occur in two different ways. There is the minor authenticity
or unauthenticity of the subject with respect to the tradition that
nourishes him. There is the major authenticity that justifies or
condemns the tradition itself.” (M 80-81.)
In regard to the minor authenticity of the subject L writes: “As
Kierkegaard asked whether he was a Christian, so divers men can
ask themselves whether or not they are genuine Catholics or
Protestants, Muslims or Buddhists, Platonists or Aristotelians,
Kantians or Hegelians, artists or scientists, and so forth. Now
they may answer that they are, and their answers may be correct.
But they can also answer affirmatively and still be mistaken. In
that case there will exist a series of points in which they are what
the ideals of the tradition demand, but there will be another series
in which there is a greater or less divergence. These points of divergence are overlooked from a selective inattention, or from a
failure to understand, or from an undetected rationalization. What
I am is one thing, what a genuine Christian or Buddhist is, is another, and I am unaware of the difference. My unawareness is
MAJOR/MINOR.
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unexpressed. I have no language to express what I am, so I use
the language of the tradition I unauthentically appropriate, and
thereby I devaluate, distort, water down, corrupt that language.”
(M 80.)

L continues in regard to the major authenticity of the tradition:
“Such devaluation, distortion, corruption may occur only in scattered individuals. But it may occur on a more massive scale, and
then the words are repeated, but the meaning is gone. The chair
was still the chair of Moses, but it was occupied by the scribes
and Pharisees. The theology was still scholastic, but the scholasticism was decadent. The religious order still read out the rules,
but one wonders whether the home fires were still burning. The
sacred name of science may still be invoked but, as Edmund
Husserl has argued, all significant scientific ideals can vanish to
be replaced by the conventions of a clique. So the unauthenticity
of individuals becomes the unauthenticity of a tradition. Then, in
the measure a subject takes the tradition, as it exists, for his standard, in that measure he can do no more than authentically realize
unauthenticity.” (M 80.) What, then, is the remedy?
“The meanings and values of the human subject are authentic
to the extent that they are cumulatively the result of the transcendental precepts: Be attentive, Be intelligent, Be reasonable, Be
responsible [see TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS]. Authenticity is thwarted
by inattentiveness, obtuseness, unreasonableness, and irresponsibility. (3C 7.)” (GP) In addition to the subentries herein, the details of
this process of becoming an authentic Subject are found most notably in CONVERSION ■ SELF-APPROPRIATION ■ SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE
KNOWER ■ SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE ■ VALUE(S) “The individual’s struggle
for authenticity is linked to a web of elements that involve him or
her in society and in history. Human authenticity promotes PROGRESS, and its opposite generates DECLINE.” (GP)
NEVER SECURE. “Of itself, self-transcendence [see SELF ...–
TRANSCENDENCE] involves tension between the self as transcending and
the self as transcended. So human authenticity is never some pure
and serene and secure possession. It is ever a withdrawal from unauthenticity [see INAUTHENTIC, INAUTHENTICITY], and every successful
withdrawal only brings to light the need for still further withdrawals.” (M 110.) “Human authenticity … consists in a withdrawal from
unauthenticity, and the withdrawal is never a permanent achievement. It is ever precarious, ever to be achieved afresh, ever in great
part a matter of uncovering still more oversights, acknowledging
still further failures to understand, correcting still more mistakes,
repenting more and more deeply hidden sins. Human development
[see HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT], in brief, is largely through the resolution of
conflicts and, within the realm of intentional consciousness [see
CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL ], the basic conflicts are defined by the opposition of positions and counter-positions [see intra Vs inauthenticityand position/counterposition].” (M 252.)
VS INAUTHENTICITY.

“While I believe that attention, intelligence,
reasonableness, responsibility [see TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS] take individuals out of the isolation and privacy of the experiential infrastructure, I must not be thought to suggest that this liberation
towards truth, reality, objectivity, excellence is automatic or fool-

proof. It is not. Man is called to authenticity. But man attains authenticity only by unfailing fidelity to the exigencies of his
intelligence, his reasonableness, his conscience. What is far more
grave, is that the shortcomings of individuals can become the accepted practice of the group; the accepted practice of the group can
become the tradition accepted in good faith by succeeding generations; the evil can spread to debase and corrupt what is most vulnerable while it prostitutes to unworthy ends what otherwise is
sound and sane. Then the authentic, if any have survived, are
alienated from their society and their culture. The courageous look
around for remedies but find none that even appear equal to the
task. The average man, who knows he was not born to be a hero,
decides he has no choice but to go along with things as they are.
And the more numerous the people who concur with that decision,
the less is the hope of recovery from unauthenticity [see INAUTHENTIC,
INAUTHENTICITY], the greater is the risk of the disintegration and the
decay of a civilization.” (3C 151-52)
And position/counterposition. “While the psychological reality
of authenticity and its opposite [see INAUTHENTIC, INAUTHENTICITY] are
accessible only within the consciousness of the individual subject, it remains that these inward events and transactions have
their outer manifestation in silence and speech, in words and
deeds, in motives that move some and not others, in goals that
some pursue and others oppose. So it is that from the inner opposition of authenticity and unauthenticity there proceeds the generally accessible opposition of positions and counterpositions [see
POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION]; and it is only a fuller manifestation of
the radicalness of this opposition when it is covered over with the
confusion that ensues when the authentic name positions what
the unauthentic name counterpositions and, vice versa, when the
authentic name counterpositions what the unauthentic name positions [see PHILOSOPHY, PHILOSOPHIES–CONTRADICTORY, –OPPOSED].” (PTP2 295.)
And progress/decline. See QUESTION OF GOD, THE–AND MORAL ENTERPRISE
AUTONOMY

For less direct treatment of human autonomy see CHOICE ■

DECISION ■ FREE ■ FREEDOM ■ LIBERATION ■ LIBERTY
AND FREEDOM .

See FREEDOM; SELF

...–CONTROL

EXISTENTIAL.

“In human beings, this autonomy, according to which
a word comes forth from understanding [see WORD–INNER] and a
CHOICE from a word, is exercised in three ways. In the first way, it is
exercised in practical matters insofar as one understands, judges,
and chooses what is to be done and made [see DOING AND MAKING]. In
the second way, it is exercised in speculative matters insofar as one
asks questions regarding the universe, understand it as much as
one can, passes judgment as to its origin and nature, so that, finally,
one breaks through to a contemplative love of the universe. In the
third and final way, it is exercised in the existential sphere insofar
as one asks about oneself, understands what kind of person one
ought to be, judges how one can make oneself that kind of person,
and from all of this there proceeds an existential choice through
which, insofar as one is able here and now to do so, one makes
oneself to be that kind of person.” (S 177-79.)
OF HISTORY.

See HISTORY–AS AUTONOMOUS

AWARENESS – BEING
OF SCIENCES.

See SCIENCE(S)–AUTONOMY OF

OF THE SUBJECT.

See SELF ...–CONTROL

AWARENESS: See CONSCIOUSNESS
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There now, we have expressed the very same thing in five different
ways!” (S 629-31.)
ABSOLUTE. See ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–AND IDEA OF BEING-IS
ABSOLUTELY TRANSCENDENT

AFFIRMATION AND.

B
BASIC DISCIPLINE, THE: See INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS–AND COGNITIONAL THEORY
BEAUTY : See NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL–BEAUTY
BECAUSE: “You can

say that the act of judgment is caused by the act
that grasps the sufficiency of the evidence; there is an aspect of causality there. But there is also a purely rational process, the rational
dependence of the judgment on the sufficiency of the evidence. You
have ‘cause’ there, but you also have ‘because,’ and not ‘because’
just as a word, but ‘because’ as rational consciousness, a consciousness that is obligated by its own rationality to judge. That is the rational necessity of judging.” (UB 112-13.) See also BECAUSE OF; JUDGMENT(S) OF

FACT–AND REFLECTIVE UNDERSTANDING

BECAUSE OF:

By revealing another aspect of our production of concepts—inner words, simple and complex (see WORD–INNER-SIMPLE, COMPOUND)—SELF-APPROPRIATION of understanding (see SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF
THE KNOWER) teaches us that the intelligible emanation (see EMANATION, INTELLIGIBLE ) of the word is not only caused, it is also “becaused.” The
word that expresses understood experience is not only caused but
also proceeds because of the intrinsic rationality of the consciousness
that understands. Rational consciousness (see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(3) RATIONAL) expresses causal and “becausal” reality in
the twofold word. See also BECAUSE
BECOMING: See BEING–AND BECOMING
BEING:

“Being can be considered in either of two ways, distributively or collectively. Distributively, one talks about beings; collectively, one talks about the totality of everything that is. … Our
understanding is a component in a knowing, and knowing is knowing being. We have decided to call the object of the transitive verb
‘to know’ being, because it is unlimited. The content of any particular act heads toward knowing being, and when you obtain the final
increment, when you make the judgment, then you know some aspect of some being. … Being is what you desire to know when you
inquire; it is what you are trying to conceive when you conceive; and
it is what you know when you affirm it.” (UB 148-56.) See also intra As supreme heuristic notion “Now as to being, here we must appeal to that
wisdom which makes judgments about primary notions. For what is
in question here is not being as a common name, as Henry of Ghent
supposed. Nor is it being as a kind of univocal idea, having a maximum extension but minimum content, meaning ‘not nothing,’ as Scotus conceived it. Nor is it being as an analogous concept, that is, any
known proportion between some unknown essence and it’s equally
unknown act of existence (esse). Although this notion of being is
true, it does not suffice for understanding the ANALOGY–OF INTELLECT. The
question here is rather about being taken quidditatively. It is about
being that is properly understood when the question, What is being?
is satisfactorily answered. It is about the why of being; it is about that
by which, when understood, all being is comprehended; it is about
the object of every intellect as that object is properly understood.

ANALOGY OF.

See AFFIRMATION–AND BEING

See ANALOGY OF …–BEING

AND ABSOLUTE IDEA.

In explaining his notion of being (see intra Notion of), L argues its compatibility with the notion found in other

philosophies. In regard to IDEALISM, he remarks: “It is a notion of being that is completely compatible with an idealism that would assert that there is just one being, the one being that is the Absolute
idea.” (UB 156.) The reason why is that for L being is whatever can be
intelligently grasped and reasonably affirmed—literally everything.
See also PROPER NAMES–HEGEL, HEGELIAN-AND ABSOLUTE IDEA
AND ARISTOTLE.

See PROPER NAMES–ARISTOTLE, ARISTOTELIAN-AND BEING

AND BECOMING.

“Just as cognitional activity does not know in advance what being is and so has to define it heuristically as whatever
is to be known by intelligent grasp and reasonable affirmation, so
objective process is not the realization of some blueprint but the
cumulation of a conditioned series of things and schemes of recurrence [see NOTION OF …–SCHEME OF RECURRENCE-CONDITIONED SERIES OF] in accord with successive schedules of probabilities [see PROBABILITY–
SCHEDULE OF]. Just as cognitional activity is the becoming known of
being, so objective process is the becoming of proportionate being
[see intra Proportionate]. Indeed, since cognitional activity is itself but
a part of this universe, so its heading to being is but the particular
instance in which universal striving towards being becomes conscious and intelligent and reasonable.” (In 470.)
AND CONTINGENCE. See intra Universe of-and contingence
AND ESSENCE. See ESSENCE–AND BEING
AND EXISTENCE. See EXISTENCE–AND BEING
AND INTELLIGENCE. See CORRELATION(S)–OF BEING AND INTELLIGENCE
AND INTELLIGIBILITY. See INTELLIGIBILITY–AND BEING
AND JUDGMENT. See JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–BEING KNOWN IN
AND KNOWING. See KNOWING–AND BEING
AND METAPHYSICS. See METAPHYSICS–AND BEING, –OF PROPORTIONATE BEING
AND NOTHING. “If the intention of being [see intra Intention of] is a
common factor in all conceptual contents, it is also a dynamic factor that goes beyond them. To set aside this dynamism is to nullify
not only what lies beyond the conceptual contents but also the intention of being itself. … It is in and through essences that being
has existence. Hence, being apart from ESSENCE is being apart from
the possibility of existence; it is being that cannot exist; but what
cannot exist is nothing, and so the notion of being apart from essence is the notion of nothing.” (In 396.)
AND ONE.

See ONE–AND BEING

AND QUESTIONS.

See QUESTION(S)–AND BEING

AS CONCRETE AND UNIVERSAL. “Because our questions are about being, and the range of our capacity for asking questions is unlimited,
being is absolutely universal and absolutely concrete, the object
towards which knowing moves. … So we have something from na-
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ture that provides us with a clue as to what the object of our knowing is, namely, absolute universality and concreteness. What our
knowing aims at is knowing everything about everything.” (UB 164.)
See also intra As universal; Notion of-as concrete
AS FINALITY. See FINALITY–AND INTENTION OF BEING
AS OBJECT, FINAL.

“We set up an object that is unlimited, not in the
sense of actual achievement, but in the sense that there is no a priori barrier to the questions you might ask. It is never intelligent or
reasonable to brush aside questions without any reason whatever. If
your intellect were something that was confined within a finite
range, then there could possibly be questions that you could brush
aside without any reason whatever, and so a certain measure of
radical obscurantism would be justified. But if no obscurantism
whatever is justified, then in principle there is no finite limit to our
knowing. What the effort to know heads to is unrestricted, and because it is unrestricted we name it being. There is some association,
then, between being, which is not within any genus and includes all
genera, and the unrestricted objective of our knowing.” (UB 149.)

AS SUPREME HEURISTIC NOTION.

As notion, the intention of being
(see intra Notion of) is prior even to what L calls the integral heuristic
structure of proportionate being (see METAPHYSICS–AS INTEGRAL HEURISTIC
STRUCTURE), his empirical metaphysics. As HEURISTIC, the notion of being anticipates the totality of what can be known, literally everything that exists. “The notion of being penetrates all cognitional
contents. It is the supreme heuristic notion. Prior to every content,
it is the notion of the to-be-known through that content. As each
content emerges, the ‘to-be-known through that content’ passes
without residue into the ‘known through that content.’ Some blank
in universal anticipation is filled in, not merely to end that element
of anticipation, but also to make the filler a part of the anticipated.
Hence, prior to all answers, the notion of being is the notion of the
totality to be known through all answers. But once all answers are
reached, the notion of being becomes the notion of the totality
known through all answers.” (In 380-81.) That totality includes created
and uncreated being. “When you speak of something concrete, you
are speaking of a thing in its total reality. But no human being
knows anything in its total reality. Accordingly, we denote and signify the concrete not by knowing it but by intending it through the
intending intention of being [see intra Intention of-intending intention].”

(OPCC 17.)
AS UNIVERSAL.

“Inasmuch as knowing is determinate, we could say
that being is what is to be known by true judgments. Inasmuch as
the DESIRE TO KNOW ever goes beyond actual knowledge, we could
say that being is what is to be known by the totality of true judgments. Hence being has at least one characteristic: it is allinclusive. Apart from being there is nothing. Again, being is completely concrete and completely universal. It is completely concrete: over and above the being of any thing, there is nothing more
of that thing. It is completely universal: apart from the realm of being, there is simply nothing.” (In 374-75.) See also intra As concrete and

universal
BEING-BY-WHICH.

“That by which that which is is constituted; that
which is truly affirmed to be, not, however, as what is, but as that

by which something is.” (S 731.)
CONCEPT OF. “I think much less ink would be spilt on the concept of
ens [being] were more attention paid to its origin in the act of understanding [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–ACT OF VS CONTENT OF ACT]. Tell
any bumpkin a plausible tale and he will remark, ‘Well now, that
may be so.’ He is not perhaps exercising consciously the virtue of
wisdom, which has the function of knowing the ‘ratio entis et non
entis’ [what it means to be and not to be]. But his understanding
has expressed itself as grasp of possible being. INTELLIGIBILITY is the
ground of possibility [see POSSIBILITY–OF BEING], and possibility is the
possibility of being; equally, unintelligibility is the ground of impossibility, and impossibility means impossibility of being. To affirm actual being, more than a plausible tale is wanted; for
experience, though it is not as such the source of the concept of being—else, as Kant held, the real would have to be confined to the
field of possible experience—still it is the condition of the transition from the affirmation of the possibility to the affirmation of the
actuality of being. Hence, the first operation of intellect [see INSIGHT
AND UNDERSTANDING] regards [QUIDDITY], but the second, judgment, regards esse [existence], the actus essendi [act of existence]. Note,
however, that being is not reduced through possibility to intelligibility as to prior concepts; being is the first concept; what is prior to
the first concept is, not a prior concept, but an act of understanding;
and like other concepts, the concept of being is an effect of the act
of understanding. Hence, when it was stated above that intellect
from intelligibility through possibility reaches being, an attempt
was being made to describe the virtualities of the act of understanding in its self-possession, to conceptualize reflectively the preconceptual act of intelligence that utters itself in the concept ‘being.’”
(V 57-58.) See also ESSENCE–AND BEING; INTELLIGIBILITY–POTENTIAL
CONCEPTUAL. “That which is conceived and is truly affirmed to be
conceived but which cannot be truly affirmed as existing.” (S 689.)
CONSIDERING. “Being can be considered in either of two ways, distributively or collectively. Distributively, one talks about beings;
collectively, one talks about the totality of everything that is.” (UB

148.)
IDEA OF.

The content of an act of understanding being. The idea of
being is integral to L’s argument for the existence of God. See AR-

GUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–AND IDEA OF BEING
IN SPACE AND TIME.

See SPACE AND TIME–BEING IN

INTELLIGIBLE UNITY OF. “The INTELLIGIBILITY and unity of being follow
spontaneously from the fact that being is whatever is to be grasped
intelligently and affirmed reasonably.” (In 619.) See also UNITY–
TRANSCENDENTAL NOTION OF

INTENTION OF.

“One intends the concrete by the intention of being.” (PTP2 7.) Throughout his writings on human subjectivity, L
speaks of the fundamental eros of the human spirit, what he calls
the pure, detached, unrestricted DESIRE TO KNOW. To know, we must
ask questions and seek answers to them. As we well know, from
childhood to old age human beings continually ask questions. L
calls this natural dynamism of inquiry—“it is specifically one and
the same in every single human being” (OPCC 13)—the intention of
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being, a universal a priori of human nature. “The intention of being
is the LIGHT OF INTELLECT, the origin of WONDER [see intra Notion of-and
wonder], the origin of all questions asking Why? How? What? and
again, Is it so? It is the ground of human intelligence. It is not
knowing anything or conceiving anything; it is consciously discontented ignorance. One wants to understand, one wants to know,
one asks. The asking in words is an expression of that fundamental
dynamism, the origin of all science and philosophy.” (TE 173.) And
origin of all ethics. We ask of a possible choice, Is it truly worthwhile, an intelligible good, a value? See also intra Notion of
And finality. See FINALITY–AND INTENTION OF BEING
Intended intention. L distinguishes the spontaneous “intending
intention” common to human nature and the “intended intention”
of being. The deliberate “intended intention” of being leads intelligent inquirers to form, as the history of philosophy demonstrates, many, often mutually exclusive, explicit concepts of
being (see intra Concept of).
Intending intention. L distinguishes the spontaneous “intending
intention” common to human nature and the “intended intention”
of being. The intending intention is not yet intentional KNOWING ; it
is prior to the concept of being (see intra Concept of). “The intending intention of being is the very light of our intellect [see LIGHT OF
INTELLECT]. For by this intention and light (1) we wonder intellectually about sensible things; (2) we are turned away from sensible things as sensible; and (3) we are turned to questions about
the entire range of intelligible truth.” (OPCC 17.)
KNOWLEDGE OF. See JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–BEING KNOWN IN
NECESSARY. See PHILOSOPHY OF GOD–AND GOD-AS NECESSARY BEING
NOTION OF.

“One’s choice of the notion of being is going to determine everything else. So we have to have the right notion of being
to acquire wisdom, but also we have to have wisdom to settle what
the right notion of being is.” (UB 155.) “Can the notion of being be
defined? It cannot be defined in any ordinary manner, for it underpins and penetrates and goes beyond the content of every definition. However, it does possess certain definite characteristics. For it
regards the unrestricted objective of our knowing, the concrete
universe, the totality of all that is. Moreover, it is determinate inasmuch as the structure of our knowing is determinate, and so it
can be defined at a second remove by saying that it refers to all
that can be known by intelligent grasp and reasonable affirmation.”
(In 384.) “The notion of being abstracts from nothing whatever. It is
all-inclusive. Its content is determined by the totality of correct
judgments.” (In 386.) “If we try to put together all the elements in the
notion of being, we can distinguish five points: (1) the intention of
being [see intra Intention of]; (2) the concept of being [see intra Concept
of]; (3) knowing a being [see KNOWING–AND BEING]; (4) knowing the notion of being; and (5) knowing being, or knowing the idea of being
[see intra Idea of].” (In 665.)
And anticipation. See ANTICIPATION–AND NOTION OF BEING
And desire to know. See DESIRE TO KNOW–AS PURE NOTION OF BEING, –AS
CONSCIOUS

And experience. See EXPERIENCE–AND NOTION OF BEING
And finality. See FINALITY–AND NOTION OF BEING
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And genus. “Being does not lie within any restricted genus.
While it can be divided up into beings of different kinds, being itself is not some limited kind. It corresponds to the negation of a
finite limit, to everything about everything. Being, then, is a final
object, the term of an unrestricted tendency, desire, effort to
know. We work towards it. As through imagination we have an
immanently produced object, an image, and through the image
have a representation of what is imagined [see PHANTASM/FANTASM],
so through understanding and judgment we have immanently
produced objects, what is conceived and what is affirmed,
through which we know what is, being. And that being can be
considered in either of two ways, distributively or collectively.
Distributively, one talks about beings; collectively, one talks
about the totality of everything that is.” (UB 148.) See intra Notion ofgenus or species or difference?

And judgment/objectivity. See

OBJECTIVITY–NOTION

OF,

PRINCIPAL-

PROPERTIES OF (6)-(5)

And one/many. See ONE AND MANY–AND BEING
And reasonableness. See REASONABLENESS–AND NOTION OF BEING
And universal propositions. See PROPOSITION(S)–UNIVERSAL-AND NOTION OF
BEING

And wonder. “The fundamental moment in the notion of being
lies in the capacity to wonder and reflect, and that as potency we
have from nature. If a person naturally does not have the capacity to wonder, to be surprised by what he sees or hears or feels,
to ask why, to ask what’s happening, what’s up, then there is no
remedy; there is nothing we can do. We cannot endow people
with intelligence. Intelligence fundamentally is this capacity to
ask questions, and this capacity is entirely from nature. It was
from this capacity that we drew an essential moment in showing
that knowing is knowing being, or what precisely is meant by being. We said that we can ask questions indefinitely; no matter
what we may try to think up that lies outside the range of our
possible knowledge, still we wonder whether it is, whether there
is anything beyond. We ask questions even with regard to the
beyond.” (UB 164.)
As concrete. “The notion of being is the notion of the concrete in
the same manner as it is of the universe. It is of the universe because questions end only when there is nothing more to be asked.
It is of the concrete, because until the concrete is reached, there
remain further questions. Hence it is not the single judgment but
the totality of correct judgments that equates with the concrete
universe that is being.” (In 387.)
As heuristic. See intra As supreme heuristic notion
As spontaneous. “A distinction has to be drawn between the
spontaneously operative notion and, on the other hand, theoretical accounts of its genesis and content. The spontaneously operative notion is invariant; it is common to all men; it functions in
the same manner no matter what theoretical account of it a man
may come to accept. On the other hand, theoretical accounts of
the content and genesis of the notion are numerous; they vary
with philosophic contexts, with the completeness of a thinker’s
observations, with the thoroughness of his analysis.” (In 377.) See
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also intra Intention of-intended intention

Content of. See JUDGMENT(S)–TOTALITY OF CORRECT
Genus or species or difference? “Inasmuch as the notion of being is prior to all other cognitional contents, it is like a genus
awaiting division by the addition of differences. But inasmuch as
the notion of being anticipates, penetrates, and includes all other
contents, it differs from the genus, which is a determinate content
quite distinct from the content of its differences. Thus, being can
be divided into red, green, and blue beings; and color can be divided into red, green, and blue colors. But the concept of red has
a content or element of content absent in the concept of color, and
so it differentiates the genus by adding to it from without. On the
other hand, the concept of red has no content and no element of
content absent in the notion of being; it cannot differentiate being
by adding to it from without, for without being, apart from being,
there is simply nothing. Finally, the notion of being not only underpins and penetrates all other contents but also complements
them inasmuch as the yes of judgment constitutes them as actually cognitional and so endows them with an actual objective reference.” (In 386-87.)
And imagination. See IMAGINATION–AND SPECIFIC/GENETIC DIFFERENCE
Hegel’s. See DIALECTIC(S)–HEGELIAN VS LONERGANIAN-SOURCE OF DIFFERENCES
Origin of L’s. “Our study of human intelligence revealed the necessity of distinguishing sharply between ordinary concepts, that
express and result from insights, and the notion of being, that has
to have quite a different origin and ground. For if the notion of
being expressed and resulted from an insight, that insight would
have to be an understanding not merely of the whole of the actual universe but also of the total range of possible universes.
Such an understanding would be identical with Aquinas’s actus
totius entis [act of all being], that is, with God. Since man possesses a notion of being yet obviously fails to satisfy Aquinas’s
concept of God, man’s notion cannot result from an act of understanding. Accordingly, we were led to the discovery that the notion of being has its origin and ground in an anticipative desire to
understand, in a capacity to inquire and reflect.” (In 544.)
Protean. See intra Protean notion of
Pure. See DESIRE TO KNOW–AS PURE NOTION OF BEING
Summary of. “We have arrived at a notion of being that is unrestricted, that includes everything about everything, that is not
within any genus. It underpins, goes before, penetrates, runs into,
coincides with, and goes beyond any particular act of knowing
and any particular content of knowing which we may have. It is
the core of all meaning, and it is a structured notion.” (UB 155.)
Theoretical accounts of. See intra Notion of-as spontaneous
Transcendental. “Without a transcendental notion of being as the
to-be-known, transcendent mystery can come to be named nothing at all.” (M 110.)
Univocal or analogous? “Concepts are said to be univocal when
they have the same meaning in all applications, and they are said
to be analogous when their meaning varies systematically as one

moves from one field of application to another. The notion of being may be named univocal inasmuch as it underpins all other
contents; for in that respect it is the one DESIRE TO KNOW, and it regards one unrestricted objective that is the concrete universe.
Again, the notion of being may be named analogous inasmuch as
it penetrates all other contents; in this fashion it is said that esse
viventium est vivere, the being of living things is being alive. Finally, the notion of being may be said to be neither univocal nor
analogous, for this distinction regards concepts, while the notion
of being both underpins and goes beyond other contents. It may
be noted, however, that what frequently enough is meant by the
analogy of being [see ANALOGY OF …–BEING] is precisely what we
mean by saying that the notion of being underpins, penetrates,
and goes beyond other contents.” (In 385-86.)
OF REASON. A being that can exist only as an object of thought; logical being; being of the mind.
ORIENTATION TOWARDS. See DESIRE TO KNOW–AS CONSCIOUS
PARTICIPATED. An imperfect being, lacking the fullness of being or
of perfection of its order or type, univocally like others of its own
class, and caused. (DSP.)
PROPORTIONATE. While being is whatever can be known by intelligent grasp and reasonable affirmation—literally everything that
is—proportionate being refers to being as experienced. “Proportionate being, that is, … being that is known not only by correct
understanding but also by what man can experience and what, by
understanding his experiences, he can affirm in true judgments.
The experiential element is what differentiates proportionate being
from being in general. … What the being is in each particular
case—even what proportionate being is—is a question to be answered by a particular science.” (UB 195.)

And knowing. The terms potency, form, act, are the constitutive
principles of L’s metaphysics of proportionate being (see METAPHYSICS–OF PROPORTIONATE BEING; CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES; CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES). Knowing and metaphysics
are related because the structures of knowing and of proportionate being are isomorphic (see KNOWING–AND KNOWN-ISOMORPHISM OF). “Potency, form, and act constitute a unity. For what is experienced is
what is understood; and what is understood is what is affirmed.
The three levels of cognitional activity [see EXPERIENCE; INSIGHT AND
UNDERSTANDING; JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT] yield a single knowing, for experience alone is not human knowing; experience and understanding do not suffice for knowing; only when the
unconditioned is reached and affirmation or negation occurs does
knowing in the proper meaning of the term arise. In like manner,
the contents of the three levels of cognitional activity constitute a
unity; one does not know a first proportionate being by experiencing, a second by understanding, and a third by judging; on the
contrary, the three contents coalesce into a single known. Hence
potency, form, and act, since they are known by experience, understanding, and judgment, are not three proportionate beings but
three components in a single proportionate being.” (In 457.)
Potency. “‘Potency’ [see

POTENCY/POTENTIAL]

denotes the compo-
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nent of proportionate being to be known in fully explanatory
knowledge by an intellectually patterned experience [see PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–INTELLECTUAL] of the empirical residue [see RESIDUE(S)–EMPIRICAL].” (In 457.) See also ACT–KNOWING IN
Form. “‘FORM’ denotes the component of proportionate being to
be known, not by understanding the names of things, nor by
understanding their relations to us [see QUOAD NOS], but by understanding them fully in their relations to one another [see QUOAD
SE].” (In 457.)

possible relevance to data. Finally, beyond restricted spheres and
the real sphere there is the transcendent sphere of being; transcendent being is the being that, while known by us through grasping the virtually unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY], is itself
without any conditions whatever; it is formally unconditioned, absolute [God; see PHILOSOPHY OF GOD–AND GOD-AS FORMALLY UNCONDITIONED].” (M

Act. “‘ACT’ denotes the component of proportionate being to be
known by uttering the virtually unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY] yes of reasonable judgment [see JUDGMENT(S) OF

AND IDEA OF BEING

FACT].” (In 457.)

As whole. The context is SELF-APPROPRIATION. L writes: “Selfappropriation enables us not only to have an analysis of particular beings in terms of potency, form, act—conjugate and central
[see CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES; CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL)
CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES]—explanatory genera and species [see GENUS–
EXPLANATORY], and also DEVELOPMENT ... but also to grasp proportionate being as a whole.” (UB 224.)
Finality of. See UNIVERSE–FINALITY OF
Metaphysics of. See METAPHYSICS–OF PROPORTIONATE BEING
Unity of. See UNIVERSE–UNITY OF
POSSIBILITY OF. See POSSIBILITY–OF BEING
PROTEAN NOTION OF.

It means that being is whatever can be
grasped intelligently [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING] and affirmed reasonably [see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT]. Literally everything. See also intra
Universe of

And interpretation. See CANON(S)–OF METHODICAL HERMENEUTICS-(1)

OF RELE-

VANCE

And metaphysics. See METAPHYSICS–METHOD OF-(2)
Explanatory differentiation of. See

CANON(S)–OF METHODICAL HERMENEU-

TICS-(2) OF EXPLANATION

Single explanation of. See CANON(S)–OF METHODICAL HERMENEUTICS-(2) OF EXPLANATION

REAL.

“That which is truly affirmed to exist, either that which exists or that by which an existent being is constituted.” (S 689.)
SPHERES OF, DISTINCT. “A distinction … has to be drawn between a
sphere of real being and other restricted spheres such as the mathematical, the hypothetical, the logical, and so on. While these
spheres differ enormously from one another, they are not simply
disparate. The contents of each sphere are rationally affirmed. The
affirmation is rational because it proceeds from an act of reflective
understanding in which is grasped the virtually unconditioned, that
is, a conditioned whose conditions are fulfilled [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–REFLECTIVE-AND VIRTUALLY UNCONDITIONED]. But the spheres differ
so vastly because the conditions to be fulfilled differ. The fulfilling
conditions for affirming real being are appropriate data of sense or
consciousness [see DATA–OF SENSE; DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS], but the fulfilling condition for proposing an HYPOTHESIS is a possible relevance
to a correct understanding of data, while the fulfilling conditions
for correct mathematical statement do not explicitly include even a

75-76.)
TRANSCENDENT.

See intra Spheres of, distinct

TRANSCENDENT IDEA OF.

See ARGUMENT

TRANSCENDENTAL NOTION OF.

FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–

See NOTIONS,

TRANSCENDENTAL–BEING

UNIVERSE OF. Being “regards the unrestricted objective of our
knowing, the concrete universe, the totality of all that is. Moreover,
it is determinate inasmuch as the structure of our knowing is determinate, and so it can be defined at a second remove by saying
that it refers to all that can be known by intelligent grasp and reasonable affirmation.” (In 384.)

And affectivity. “To reach the universal willingness [see WILLINGthat matches the unrestricted DESIRE TO KNOW is indeed a high achievement, for it consists not in the mere
recognition of an ideal norm but in the adoption of an attitude
towards the universe of being, not in the adoption of an affective
attitude that would desire but not perform but in the adoption of
an effective attitude in which performance matches aspiration.”

NESS–UNIVERSAL]

(In 647.)

And contingence. “Every proportionate being that exists, exists
conditionally; it exists inasmuch as the conditions of its existence
happen to be fulfilled; and the contingence of that happening
cannot be eliminated by appealing to another happening that
equally is contingent.” (In 677.)
And ordinary description. See DESCRIPTION–ORDINARY
Concrete. See intra Universe of-vs world of sense; Notion of-as concrete
Humanity’s place in. See UNIVERSE–ORDER OF-HUMANITY’S ENTRY INTO
Systematic and nonsystematic in. See UNIVERSE–PROCESS OF-SYSTEMATIC
AND NONSYSTEMATIC

Vs world of sense. “Against the concrete universe of being, of all
that can be intelligently grasped and reasonably affirmed, there
stands in a prior completeness the world of sense, in which the
‘real’ and the ‘apparent’ are subdivisions within a vitally anticipated ‘already out there now [see ALREADY-OUT-THERE-NOW-REAL].’” (In
410.)
VS GENUS.

See GENUS–VS BEING

BEINGS: See THING(S)
BELIEF: “The reader may find our account of belief quite novel. He
may be surprised both by the extent of belief in human knowledge
and by the value we attribute to it.” (M 47.)
ACT OF. See intra True-process of-(5) act of believing
ANALYSIS OF. See intra True-process of
AND APPROPRIATION OF HERITAGE.

“To appropriate one’s social, cultural, religious heritage is largely a matter of belief. There is, of
course, much that one finds out for oneself, that one knows simply
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in virtue of one’s own inner and outer experience, one’s own insights, one’s own judgments of fact and of value. But such immanently generated knowledge is but a small fraction of what any
civilized man considers himself to know. His immediate experience is filled out by an enormous context constituted by reports of
the experience of other men at other places and times. His understanding rests not only on his own but also on the experience of
others, and its development owes little indeed to his personal originality, much to his repeating in himself the acts of understanding
first made by others, and most of all to presuppositions that he has
taken for granted because they commonly are assumed and, in any
case, he has neither the time nor the inclination nor, perhaps, the
ability to investigate for himself. Finally, the judgments, by which
he assents to truths of fact and of value, only rarely depend exclusively on his immanently generated knowledge, for such knowledge stands not by itself in some separate compartment but in
symbiotic fusion with a far larger context of beliefs.” (M 41-42.) See

hand, there can and should be a collaboration in the advancement
and dissemination of knowledge.” (In 726.)
AND DECISION. See intra True-process of-(4) decision
AND EXPERIENCE. See EXPERIENCE–AND BELIEF
AND INFERENCE. In “a logical note” to his explication of the notion
of belief, L writes: “‘Known to be true’ and ‘believed to be true’
are quite distinct, and it follows that one will be inviting fallacy if
one ignores the distinction and speaks without qualification of
what is ‘true.’ … Further, while analysis can reveal a typical process from knowledge of a truth to belief in the same truth, this process, however reasonable, is not to be confused with inference. For
inference moves from knowledge of premises to knowledge of a
conclusion in the same mind. But the typical process of belief is
from knowledge in one mind to belief in the same truth in another
mind.” (In 739.) See also intra And truth

also HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT-DOWNWARD/UPWARD

AND KNOWLEDGE.

AND BELIEVER, MISTAKEN.

See intra Mistaken-critique of

AND COLLABORATION.

“The general context of belief [see CONTEXT(S)–
is the collaboration of mankind in the advancement and
the dissemination of knowledge. … The collaboration exists. Our
senses are limited to an extremely narrow strip of space-time, and
unless we are ready to rely on the senses of others, we must leave
blank all other places and times or, as is more likely, fill them with
our conjectures and then explain our conjectures with myths.
Again, the personal contribution of any individual to the advance
of human understanding is never large. We may be astounded by
men of genius; but the way for their discoveries was prepared by
many others in a long succession; and if they took enormous
strides, commonly it was because the logic of their circumstances
left them no opportunity to take shorter ones. But without collaboration each successive generation, instead of beginning where its
predecessor left off, would have to begin at the very beginning and
so could never advance beyond the most rudimentary of primitive
levels.” (In 725-26.) See also intra General context of
OF BELIEF]

Commonsense. “The human collaboration that results in a common sense involves belief. … The type of belief that is essential
in this collaboration resembles that of the pupil, who believes his
teacher only that later he himself may understand and be able to
judge for himself. It resembles that of the scientist, who does not
insist on exploring for himself all the blind alleys down which
his predecessors wandered but is content to test their final results
either directly by repeating experiments, or more commonly by
operating on the principle that, if those results were erroneous,
the error would be revealed indirectly in the experiments he himself does perform. Hence it is that a man pronouncing a commonsense judgment is convinced that he is uttering, not what
someone else told him, but what he himself knows.” (In 317.)
Fundamental issue. “A fundamental methodological issue is
whether each man should confine his assents to what he knows
in virtue of his personal experience, his personal insights, and his
personal grasp of the virtually unconditioned or, on the other

AND JUDGMENT OF VALUE.

See intra True-process of-(3) value judgment

“There is a screening ambiguity to contemporary
usage of the word ‘belief.’ If a moron reads in his newspaper that
energy is equal to the product of the mass by the square of the velocity of light, we are not inclined to say that his acceptance is
mere belief, for after all what science says is not belief but knowledge. However, if we care to be accurate, the difference between
knowledge and belief lies not in the object but in the attitude of the
subject. Knowing is affirming what one correctly understands in
one’s own experience. Belief is accepting what we are told by others on whom we reasonably rely.” (In 452.)

Sociology of. “The same facts [on the topic of belief] are treated
by sociologists under the heading of the sociology of knowledge.” (M 41 n. 15.)
AND KNOWN VS BELIEVED TO BE TRUE. See intra And inference
AND MAPS.

“One knows the relative positions of the major cities in
the United States. After all, one has examined maps and seen their
names plainly printed beside small circles representing their positions. But is the map accurate? That one does not know but believes. Nor does the map-maker know for, in all probability, his
map was just a compilation of the many maps of much smaller areas made by surveyors that had been over the terrain. Knowledge,
then, of the accuracy of the map is divided up; part is in the mind
of each surveyor; but the accuracy of the whole is a matter not of
knowledge but of belief .... Only a minute fraction of such verifications is a matter of one’s own immanently generated knowledge. It
is only by belief that one can invoke to one’s support the cloud of
witnesses who also have found maps satisfactory. It is that belief,
that dependence on countless others, that is the real basis of one’s
confidence in maps.” (M 42.)

AND SCIENCE. “Science is often contrasted with belief, but the fact
of the matter is that belief plays as large a role in science as in
most other areas of human activity. A scientist’s original contributions to his subject are not belief but knowledge.” L goes on to
note how the scientist attains and contributes to scientific knowledge through direct and indirect processes. “The aim of the scientist is the advancement of science, and the attainment of that goal
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is by a division of labor. New results, if not disputed, tend to be assumed in further work. If the further work prospers, they begin to
be regarded with confidence. If the further work runs into difficulties, they will come under suspicion, be submitted to scrutiny,
tested at this or that apparently weak point. Moreover, this indirect
process of verification and falsification is far more important than
the initial direct process. For the indirect process is continuous and
cumulative. It regards the HYPOTHESIS in all its suppositions and consequences. It recurs every time any of these is presupposed. It constitutes an ever increasing body of evidence that the hypothesis is
satisfactory. And, like the evidence for the accuracy of maps [see
intra And maps], it is operative only slightly as immanently generated knowledge but overwhelmingly as belief.” (M 42-43.) See also
COLLABORATION–EXCLUDES SCIENTIFIC ERROR
AND THE HISTORIAN.

See HISTORIAN–AND BELIEF

AND TRUTH. “The possibility and fact of belief enlarges the notion
of truth to include not only the content of judgments resulting from
reflective grasp of the unconditioned [see intra True-process of-(2) reflective understanding] but also the content of assents that proceed
proximately from decisions of the WILL and remotely from someone
else’s grasp of the UNCONDITIONED. … However, it remains that
‘known to be true’ and ‘believed to be true’ are quite distinct, and
it follows that one will be inviting fallacy if one ignores the distinction and speaks without qualification of what is ‘true.’” (In 739.)
AND VIRTUALLY UNCONDITIONED.

See intra True-process of-(2) reflective

understanding; And truth
AND WILL.

See intra And truth; True-process of-(4) decision

ASSENT OF AND JUDGMENT.
BREAKDOWN OF.

See intra True-process of-(5) act of believing

“Convictions and commitments rest on judgments
of fact and judgments of value [see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT; JUDGMENT(S) OF
VALUE]. Such judgments, in turn, rest largely on beliefs. Few, indeed, are the people that, pressed on almost any point, must not
shortly have recourse to what they have believed. Now such recourse can be efficacious only when believers present a solid front,
only when intellectual, moral, and religious skeptics are a small
and, as yet, uninfluential minority. But their numbers can increase,
their influence can mount, their voices can take over the book
market, the educational system, the mass media. Then believing
begins to work not for but against intellectual, moral, and religious
self-transcendence [see SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE-INTELLECTUAL, -MORAL, RELIGIOUS]. What had been an uphill but universally respected course
collapses into the peculiarity of an outdated minority.” (M 244.)
FALSE. “It is not enough … simply to reject errors. Besides the
false beliefs there is the false believer. One has to look into the
manner in which one happened to have accepted erroneous beliefs
and one has to try to discover and correct the carelessness, the credulity, the BIAS that led one to mistake the false for the true. Finally,
it is not enough to remove mistaken beliefs and to reform the mistaken believer. One has to replace as well as remove, to build up as
well as tear down. Mere hunting for errors can leave one a personal and cultural wreck without convictions or commitments. By
far the healthier procedure is primarily positive and constructive,
so that what is true more and more fills out one’s mind, and what is
false falls away without leaving a gap or scar.” (M 44.) See also intra
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Mistaken; True
FREEDOM AND NECESSITY IN.

“While judgment is motivated by
one’s own grasp of the UNCONDITIONED, the assent or dissent of belief
is motivated by a DECISION to profit by a human collaboration in the
pursuit of truth. And while judgment results with rational necessity
from reflective grasp of the unconditioned [see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–
AND REFLECTIVE UNDERSTANDING], the assent or dissent of belief results with
natural necessity from a free and responsible decision to believe.”

(In 731.)
GENERAL CONTEXT OF.

“The general context of belief is the collaboration of mankind in the advancement and the dissemination
of knowledge. For if there is such a collaboration, then men not
only contribute to a common fund of knowledge but also receive
from it. But while they contribute in virtue of their own experience, understanding, and judgment, they receive not an immanently generated but a reliably communicated knowledge.” (In 725.)

See intra And collaboration
MISTAKEN.

If the reader “agrees with our position, his agreement
may mark an advance not from ignorance but from error to truth.
In that case, he should ask whether the error was a mistaken belief,
whether it was associated with other beliefs, whether they too were
mistaken and, if they were, whether they were associated with still
further mistaken beliefs. As the reader will observe, this critical
procedure does not attack belief in general; it does not ask you to
believe that your beliefs are mistaken; it takes its start from a belief
you have discovered to be mistaken and it proceeds along the lines
that link beliefs together to determine how far the contagion has
spread.” (M 47.) See also intra And collaboration-commonsense The subentries are in L’s order of exposition.
And mistaken believer. See intra False; Mistaken-critique of
Roots of. “As ERROR in general, so mistaken beliefs have their
roots in the scotosis [see SCOTOSIS, SCOTOMA] of the dramatic subject
[see SUBJECT, THE–DRAMATIC], in the individual, group, and general bias [see BIAS–INDIVIDUAL, –GROUP, –GENERAL] of the practical subject, in the
counterpositions of philosophy [see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION–
COUNTERPOSITION], and in their ethical implications and consequences. In belief as in personal thought and judgment, men go
wrong when they have to understand and to judge either themselves or other things in relation to themselves.” (In 735.)
Elimination of. “No doubt there are mistaken beliefs. No doubt
mistaken beliefs are to be eliminated. But the first step is to
know what a belief is. It is to make the discovery, perhaps startling to many today, that a report over the radio of the latest scientific discovery adds, not to one’s scientific knowledge, but to
one’s beliefs. The second step, no less necessary than the first, is
to grasp the method to be followed in eliminating mistaken beliefs. For if one fails to hit upon the right method, one gets nowhere. The elimination of mistaken beliefs is not a matter of
taking up a book and of believing the author when he proceeds to
enumerate your mistaken beliefs; for that procedure adds to your
beliefs; the addition varies with the author that you happen to
read; it is extremely unlikely that he will hit off with any accuracy your personal list of mistaken beliefs; and it is not improbable that your mistaken beliefs will determine which author you
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prefer and so covertly govern your critique of belief by belief.
Again, the elimination of mistaken beliefs is not a matter of attempting to assign explicitly the grounds for each of your beliefs
and of rejecting those for which adequate explicit grounds are
not available. For inquiry into the grounds of any belief soon
brings to light that it depends on, say, ten other beliefs; each of
the ten, in turn, will be found to depend on ten others; one’s neglect of method now has one attempting to test at once one hundred and eleven beliefs, and they will be found not only to be
linked together in an organic interdependence of mutual conditioning but also to raise still further considerations that partly are
matters of immanently generated knowledge and partly matters
of further belief. The simple fact is that a man cannot reconstruct
his mind by the process of explicit analysis; for explicit analysis
takes more time than the spontaneous procedures of the mind; it
has taken each of us our lifetime to reach by spontaneous procedures the mentalities we now possess; and so if it were necessary
for us to submit our mentalities to a total explicit analysis, it
would also be necessary for us to have twofold lives: a life to
live, and another, longer life in which to analyze the life that is
lived.” (In 737-38.)
Critique of. “Though we claim the method [see intra Mistakenelimination of] to be efficacious against mistaken beliefs, we do not
claim that it goes to the root of the problem. For the basic problem lies not in mistaken beliefs but in the mistaken believer. Far
more than they, he is at fault. Until his fault is corrected, until his
bias is attacked and extirpated, he will have little heart in applying an efficacious method, little zeal in prosecuting the lesser
culprits, little rigor in pronouncing sentence upon them, little patience with the prospect of ferreting out and examining and condemning still further offenders. A critique of mistaken beliefs is a
human contrivance, and a human contrivance cannot exorcize the
problem of human evil [see EVIL–PROBLEM OF]. If man’s will matched
the detachment and the unrestricted devotion of the pure DESIRE TO
KNOW, the problem of evil would not arise. Inversely, as long as
will fails to match the desire of intellect, intellect may devise its
efficacious methods but the will fails to give them the cooperation they demand.” (In 738-39.)
PROGRESS, DECLINE, AND.

“Human knowledge ... is not some individual possession but rather a common fund, from which each may
draw by believing, to which each may contribute in the measure
that he performs his cognitional operations [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS] properly and reports their results accurately [see
COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY]. ... Through communication and belief
there are generated common sense, common knowledge, common
science, common values, a common climate of opinion. No doubt,
this public fund may suffer from blindspots, oversights, errors,
bias. But it is what we have got, and the remedy for its shortcomings is not the rejection of belief and so a return to primitivism, but the critical and selfless stance that, in this as in other matters, promotes PROGRESS and offsets DECLINE.” (M 43-44.)
REFLECTION IN ACT OF. See intra True-process of-(2) reflective understanding

TRUE.

See also intra False; Mistaken-critique of
Process of. L outlines “the typical process of true belief, say, an
acceptance of a table of logarithms as true.” (In 729.) He distinguishes five stages:

(1) Preliminary judgments. The Subject [see SUBJECT, THE] makes
“preliminary judgments on the value of belief in general, on the
reliability of the source for this belief, and on the accuracy of
the communication from the source.” (In 729.) Later, in a summary statement, L says of the first stage: “Here the fundamental observation is, of course, the ultimate insufficiency of any
set of general rules. For the concrete goes beyond all generalities, and the relevant concrete judgment of fact [see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–CONCRETE] will vary not only with beliefs but also
with sources, with communications, and with the circumstances and knowledge of prospective believers. Intelligent inquiry and critical reflection have to deploy all their resources
both to exclude the numerous possibilities of error and inaccuracy and to discover and assemble the equally varied indications and confirmations of truth. Finally, as has been seen [see
intra Mistaken-elimination of], while an analysis can indicate the
general lines along which man’s intellect proceeds to the concrete judgment of fact, it can never do justice to the full range
of its resources and to the delicacy of its discernment.” (In 732.)
(2) Reflective understanding. The preliminary judgments are
followed by “a reflective act of understanding that [see INSIGHT
AND UNDERSTANDING–REFLECTIVE-AND AFFIRMATION], in virtue of the preliminary judgments, grasps as virtually unconditioned the value
of deciding to believe some particular proposition [see intra
True-process of-(3) value judgment].” (In 729-30.) L notes that this second stage is key. “For it is the goal towards which the preliminary judgments head and in which they are resumed; and at the
same time it anticipates the subsequent three acts and constitutes the guarantee of their validity and of their rationality.” (In
730.)

(3) Value judgment. “It presupposes that it is good for intellect
to reach the unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY] through
its own inquiry and reflection, that it is good for intellect to
communicate to others the unconditioned that it has reached,
and that it is good for intellect to accept from others the unconditioned that they have reached. But the [JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE]
now under discussion goes beyond these generalities to pronounce upon the value of accepting from others in a determinate instance what they communicate as unconditioned.” (In 730.)
(4) Decision. “It is a free and responsible DECISION of the WILL to
believe a given proposition as probably or certainly true or
false. It is a reasonable act of the will, if it is preceded by a sincere and favorable judgment on the value of deciding to believe the proposition in question. It is a good act of the will, if
the sincere and favorable judgment of value [see JUDGMENT(S) OF
VALUE] also is correct. Moreover, in its antecedents, the decision
to believe may be said to resemble any other decision; for it
presupposes the occurrence of an insight in which one grasps
believing as a possible course of action, and further, it presup-
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poses the occurrence of rational reflection in which the course
of action is evaluated favorably [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–
REFLECTIVE-AND AFFIRMATION].” (In 730-31.)
(5) Act of believing. “It is an act of rational self-consciousness
[see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(4) RATIONAL SELF- (6 ELEMENTS)]
that occurs within the general program of a collaboration of
minds in the advancement and in the dissemination of knowledge of truth. It resembles the act of judgment in object and in
mode, but it differs from it in motive and in origin. It resembles
judgment in its object, for it affirms or denies a proposition to
be true. It resembles judgment in its mode, for it is a rational
utterance of a yes or no that may be pronounced with certitude
or with probability. But while judgment is motivated by one’s
own grasp of the unconditioned, the assent or dissent of belief
is motivated by a decision to profit by a human collaboration in
the pursuit of truth. And while judgment results with rational
necessity from reflective grasp of the unconditioned, the assent
or dissent of belief results with natural necessity from a free
and responsible decision to believe.” (In 731.)
“The third, fourth, and fifth acts form a sequence. The judgment is on the value of deciding to believe. … Accordingly, if
the reflective act occurs, there will follow with rational necessity the judgment of value, with free responsibility the decision
to believe, and with natural necessity the act of believing.
However, if the reflective act is to occur, there must be (1) a
conditioned, (2) a link between the conditioned and its conditions, and (3) the fulfilment of the conditions.” (In 731.)
UNIVERSAL.

“It was Newman who remarked, apropos of Descartes’
methodic doubt [see METHOD(S)–OF UNIVERSAL DOUBT-AND DESCARTES], that it
would be better to believe everything than to doubt everything. For
universal doubt leaves one with no basis for advance, while universal belief may contain some truth that in time may gradually
drive out the errors.” (M 223.)

BIAS: We are all

subject to bias. “A bias is a block or distortion of intellectual development, and such blocks or distortions occur in four
principal manners.” (M 231.) See intra Dramatic; Individual; Group; General
Most of L’s discussion of bias relates to decline (see DECLINE–AND BIAS) in
the development of intelligence in culture. “While there is progress
and while its principle is LIBERTY, there also is decline and its principle
is bias.” (In 260.) Decline is an element in L’s tripartite structure of historical process, namely PROGRESS, DECLINE, and RECOVERY (see HISTORICAL–
PROCESS; DIALECTIC(S)–OF PROGRESS, DECLINE, AND RECOVERY/REDEMPTION). While
summary statements on the various forms of bias are found in
Method, L therein always refers the reader to his detailed explications
in Insight. Those explications are too long and complex for adequate
treatment in a single glossary entry. The more interested reader can
profitably consult the index of Insight. The notion of bias is important in a number of other entries. See also inter alia CENSOR, CENSORSHIP–
CONSTRUCTIVE

■ CERTITUDE, CERTAINTY–AND LIMITING STRUCTURES ■ COMMON SENSE–

ECLECTICISM OF

■ CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(4) RATIONAL SELF- (6 ELE-

MENTS)-AND REPENTANCE

■ CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–POLYMORPHISM OF HUMAN-AND

THE BIAS OF COMMON SENSE

■ DECLINE–AND REPENTANCE ■ DIALECTIC(S)–OF PROGRESS, DE-

CLINE, AND RECOVERY/REDEMPTION-PROCESS/PROBLEM

■ DIALECTICAL–MATERIALISM ■ EGO-

ISM ■ FOUNDATIONS (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY) ■ HISTORICAL–SENSE ■ HISTORY–

THEORY/THEORIES OF-PRACTICAL
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■ INTEGRATION(S)–COMMON SENSE VS THEORETICAL ■ IN-

TERPRETATION–PROBLEM OF-BASIC ■ LIBERATION–PROBLEM OF ETHICAL-SOLUTION TO ■ PSYCHIC ■ PSYCHOGENIC ■ SCIENCE(S)–HUMAN-AS CRITICAL ■ SCOTOSIS, SCOTOMA, –AND
PERFORMANCE

■ SIN–IN SOCIAL PROCESS ■ VALUE(S)–AND SCALE OF PREFERENCES-SCRUTINY

OF

AND BELIEF.

See BELIEF–MISTAKEN-ROOTS OF, -CRITIQUE OF

AND COMMON FUND OF KNOWLEDGE.
AND COSMOPOLIS.
AND DECLINE.

See BELIEF–PROGRESS, DECLINE, AND

See COSMOPOLIS, –CHIEF CHARACTERISTIC OF, –SYNTHETIC VIEW

See DECLINE–AND BIAS

AND LOVE OF EVIL.

The general context is the HUMAN–GOOD, and the
particular topic is judgments of value (see JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE; see
also VALUE(S)–SCALE OF, –AND SCALE OF PREFERENCES). L’s point regards one’s
development as a moral being. “Continuous growth seems to be
rare,” he writes. “Bias creeps into one’s outlook, RATIONALIZATION into
one’s morals, IDEOLOGY into one’s thought. So one may come to hate
the truly good (see GOOD, THE), and love the really evil (see LOVE–OF
EVIL). Nor is that calamity limited to individuals. It can happen to
groups, to nations, to blocks of nations, to mankind.” (M 39-40.)
AND MORAL CONVERSION. See CONVERSION– MORAL-AND BIAS
AND SOCIAL PROGRESS/DECLINE. “Progress is not the sole possibility,
for man is subject to bias. There is the latent bias of unconscious
motivation. There is the conspicuous bias of individual egoism that
endeavors to circumvent public purpose for private gain. There are
the shared delusions of group bias which considers its self-interest
a contribution to the well-being of mankind. There is the general
bias of all men of common sense, for common sense includes the
common nonsense of its omnicompetence, and so it insists on palpable short-term benefits at the cost of long-term evils.” (UB 305.)
Minor. “Bias begins by conferring an elemental vigor to every
process of change, provided, of course, that the change is in the
right direction. The result is that changes are not only incomplete
but also distorted improvements. The further result is that every
attempt to complete the incomplete and to rectify the distorted
meets with resistance and succeeds only when mangled in the
mill of compromise. The cumulative irrationality of decisions and
actions brings about an ever more distorted, unintelligible, irrational social situation, and, as the situation mounts in unintelligibility, its capacity to suggest intelligible courses of action keeps
decreasing until in the limit stagnation sets in. Such is the minor
dialectic of sin [see SIN–REIGN OF-AND DIALECTICAL ANALYSIS]. It changes
progress into decline and decline into disaster.” (UB 305.)
Major. “But there is also a major dialectic. For the unintelligibility of the situation is an objective fact that both mirrors and reinforces a subjective spirit of darkness. Men are not content to
decide and to act out of bias. They want their bias justified. They
provide a market for an IDEOLOGY that would justify their ways in
the eyes of faltering followers and envious opponents. Nor is this
enough. The ideology has to meet a far deeper need. Intelligence,
reasonableness, responsibility can yield cumulative development
in virgin territory. But the situation produced by sustained decline
is not virgin territory. Mere ideas no longer work. The creative
minority becomes a dominant minority. It needs the power to
compel, the power of technology, of economic pressures, of po-
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litical discrimination, of passionate ideology. But the ideology of
the oppressors evokes a contrary ideology of the oppressed. Ideologies themselves splinter, divide, conflict. In the resultant confusion men speculate on utopia, put their confidence in leaders, or
sink into apathy and despair.” (UB 306.)
AS BLOCK TO CHARITY.

“There is always a great need to eye very
critically any religious individual or group and to discern beyond
the real charity they may well have been granted the various types
of bias that may distort or block their exercise of it.” (M 284.)
AS PRINCIPLE OF DECLINE. See DECLINE–AND BIAS
CONSPICUOUS. See intra And social progress/decline
DRAMATIC.

L’s treatment of this complex topic answers the question, “Does there exist empirical evidence for the assertion that the
suspension of understanding is not merely a possible consequence
but also a regular factor in PSYCHOGENIC disorder?” (In 226.) Moreover,
bias is the result of a complex web of unconscious factors. The
subentries below lead to several aspects of PSYCHOTHERAPY. “Just as
insight [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING] can be desired, so too it can be
unwanted. Besides the love of light, there can be a love of darkness.” (In 214.) Thus begins L’s long explication (In 214-27). The larger context is COMMON SENSE and its subject (In ch. 6). The present
topic follows his explication of patterns of experience (see PATTERNS
OF EXPERIENCE–DRAMATIC) and elements in the dramatic subject (see SUBJECT, THE–DRAMATIC-ELEMENTS IN). He elucidates dramatic bias under seven headings.
(1) Scotosis. See SCOTOSIS, SCOTOMA
(2) Repression. See

CENSOR, CENSORSHIP–ABERRATION OF, –AND NEURAL-

DEMAND FUNCTIONS-INHIBITION OF

(3) Inhibition. See SCOTOSIS, SCOTOMA–AND PERFORMANCE
(4) Performance. See SCOTOSIS, SCOTOMA–AND PERFORMANCE
(5) Common problem. Prior to addressing a common problem, L
summarizes the first four subtopics: “Our study of the dramatic
bias has worked from a refusal to understand through the series
of its consequences. There result in the mind a scotosis [see
SCOTOSIS, SCOTOMA], a weakening of the development of COMMON
SENSE, a differentiation of the persona and the ego, an alternation
of suspicion and reassurance, of doubt and RATIONALIZATION. There
follow an aberration of the censorship [see CENSOR, CENSORSHIP–
ABERRATION OF], the inhibition of unwanted imaginative schemes, the
disassociation of affects from their initial objects and their attachment to incongruous yet related materials, the release of affective neural demands in dreams, and the functionally similar
formation of screening memories.” (In 220.)
(6) Piece of evidence. The piece of evidence regards L’s argument that understanding and the knowledge it leads to is “a regular factor in psychogenic disorder.” He argues from
psychotherapeutic evidence to conclude that “the cure operates
through knowledge. But the knowledge in question is of a particular kind: it is not sensitive knowledge apart from organization
through insights, for hypnosis is not a satisfactory method; it is
not knowledge on the level of critical reflection and judgment,

for delusions are not the principal characteristic of psychoneurosis; it is the intermediate factor that we have been investigating
under the name of insight, and on the present theoretical level it
makes no difference whether the patient be led to the insight by
an active method or left to discover it for himself by a passive
method.” (In 227.)
(7) A note on method. The note regards “the significance for
depth psychology of recent developments in scientific methodology.” (In 227.) The chief development is the eclipse of mechanist
determinism (see DETERMINISM–MECHANIST, –VS STATISTICAL KNOWLEDGE; PSYCHOGENIC) and the acceptance of the NONSYSTEMATIC. See PSYCHIC–AND
NONSYSTEMATIC

And sex. “If the account has made no explicit mention of sex, this
must not be taken to imply that the depth psychologists have been
on the wrong track. On the contrary, the peculiarities of sexual
development make it the ordinary source of materials for the
scotosis [see SCOTOSIS, SCOTOMA]. Because hunger and sex are vital,
they constitute the areas in which experience can be contracted
from its dramatic to its biological pattern. But hunger is present
from birth, and its manifestations do not greatly change. Sexual
development, on the contrary, is prolonged, and indeed both organic and psychological. From birth to puberty there occur successive specializations of the neural demand functions [see
CENSOR, CENSORSHIP–AND NEURAL-DEMAND FUNCTIONS]; and their term is not
some free combination of movements, like playing the piano, but
a naturally determined sequence of apprehensions, affects, and
movements that admit only superficial modifications from the inventive dramatist. Interdependent with this change, there is a
psychological transformation in which the affective and submissive attitudes of the child within the family give place to the man
self-reliantly orientating himself in the universe and determining
to found a family of his own.” (In 220-21.)
GENERAL. As

in the case of dramatic bias (see intra Dramatic), L’s explication of general bias is long (In 250-67) and, like the topic,
complex. The larger context is COMMON SENSE–AS OBJECT (In ch. 7). His
immediate context is various forms of bias and their impact on individual and group development and decline (see also DECLINE–CYCLES
OF, LONGER). He elucidates general bias under six headings.
(1) Longer cycle of decline. See DECLINE–CYCLE OF, LONGER
(2) Implications of longer cycle. See DECLINE–CYCLE OF, LONGER-PROCESSCONSEQUENCES (3)

(3) Alternatives of longer cycle. See

DECLINE–CYCLE OF, LONGER-

ALTERNATIVES

(4) Reversal of longer cycle. See DECLINE–CYCLE OF, LONGER-REVERSAL
(5) Reversal and culture. See DECLINE–CYCLE OF, LONGER-REVERSAL-AND CULTURE

(6) Cosmopolis. See COSMOPOLIS–PROPERTIES OF (4)-(1) PREVENTS GENERAL BIAS
And certainty. See CERTITUDE, CERTAINTY–AND LIMITING STRUCTURES
Of common sense. See COMMON SENSE–BIAS OF, GENERAL
GROUP. “As individual bias [see intra Individual], so also group bias
rests on an interference with the development of practical common

BIOLOGICAL – BREAKDOWN

sense [see COMMON SENSE–PRACTICALITY OF]. But while individual bias has
to overcome normal intersubjective feeling, group bias finds itself
supported by such feeling. Again, while individual bias leads to attitudes that conflict with ordinary common sense, group bias operates in the very genesis of commonsense views.” (In 247.)
And development. L’s summary in Method reads: “Group egoism
not merely directs development to its own aggrandizement but
also provides a market for opinions, doctrines, theories that will
justify its ways and, at the same time, reveal the misfortunes of
other groups to be due to their depravity. Of course, as long as
the successful group continues to succeed, as long as it meets
each new challenge with a creative response, it feels itself the
child of destiny and it provokes more admiration and emulation
than resentment and opposition. But development, guided by
group egoism, is bound to be one-sided. It divides the body social not merely into those that have and those that have not but
also makes the former the representatives of the cultural flower
of the age to leave the latter apparent survivals from a forgotten
era. Finally, in the measure that the group encouraged and accepted an IDEOLOGY to rationalize its own behavior, in the same
measure it will be blind to the real situation, and it will be bewildered by the emergence of a contrary ideology that will call to
consciousness an opposed group egoism.” (M 54.) See intra And social
progress/decline; see also SOCIAL–DEVELOPMENT
And shorter cycle of decline. See DECLINE–CYCLE OF, SHORTER
INDIVIDUAL. The person with individual bias is the EGOIST. L’s long
explication (In 244-47) relates the EGOIST to dramatic bias (see intra
Dramatic) and the uneasy conscience (see CONSCIENCE–PEACEFUL OR UNEASY). His final summation reads: “Even in the bias and scotosis
[see SCOTOSIS, SCOTOMA] of the dramatic subject [see SUBJECT, THE–
DRAMATIC], which operates preconsciously, there is a measure of selfsuspicion and disquiet. In the egoist there are additional grounds
for an uneasy conscience, for it is not by sheer inadvertence but
also by a conscious self-orientation that he devotes his energies to
sizing up the social order, ferreting out its weak points and its
loopholes, and discovering devices that give access to its rewards
while evading its demands for proportionate contributions. As has
been insisted already, egoism is not spontaneous, self-regarding
appetite. Though it may result automatically from an incomplete
development of intelligence [see HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT-INTELLECTUAL], it
does not automatically remain in that position. There have to be
overcome both the drive of intelligence to raise the relevant further
questions that upset egoistic solutions and, as well, the spontaneous demands of INTERSUBJECTIVITY, which, if they lack the breadth of
a purely intellectual viewpoint with its golden rule, at least are
commonly broader in their regard for others than is intelligent selfishness. Hence it is that, however much the egoist may appreciate
the efforts of philosophers to assure him that intelligence is instrumental, he will be aware that, in his cool calculations, intelligence
is boss and that, in his refusal to consider further questions, intelligence is not made into a servant but merely ruled out of court.
Again, however much he may reassure himself by praising the
pragmatists, still he suffers from the realization that the pragmatic
success of his scheming falls short of a justification; for prior to the
criteria of truth invented by philosophers, there is the dynamic cri-
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terion of the further question immanent in intelligence itself. The
egoist’s uneasy conscience is his awareness of his sin against the
light. Operative within him there is the eros of the mind [see DESIRE
TO KNOW], the desire and drive to understand; he knows its value, for
he gives it free rein where his own interests are concerned; yet he
also repudiates its mastery, for he will not grant serious consideration to its further relevant questions.” (In 246-47.)
LATENT. See intra And social progress/decline
OF COMMON SENSE. See COMMON SENSE–BIAS OF, GENERAL
OF SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT. See SOCIAL–DEVELOPMENT-BIAS OF
SUBJECTIVE (IN HISTORY). See HISTORIAN–AND BIAS
BIOLOGICAL: See PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–BIOLOGICAL
BLIND ALLEYS: See EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AS UNIVERSAL DESIGN-CONSEQUENT
PROPERTIES OF (12)-(8)

BODY: “By a ‘body’ is meant primarily a focal point of extroverted
biological anticipation and attention. It is an ‘already out there now
real,’ where these terms have their meaning fixed solely by elements
within sensitive experience and so without any use of intelligent and
reasonable questions and answers.” (In 271.) The main concern is the
opposition between the already-out-there-now-real (see ALREADY-OUTTHERE-NOW-REAL–AND BODY VS THING’) of extroverted consciousness (see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–EXTROVERTED) and the philosophic notion of thing
(see intra And thing). “The objective aspect of the difficulty of the notion of the thing regards bringing the notion of the thing into explicit
consciousness as a unity-identity-whole grasped by insight into data
as individual. On the other hand, there is the subjective aspect of the
difficulty of the notion, rooted in the fact that, before we develop in
intelligence and reasonableness, we develop as animals. Unless we
sharply distinguish between the thing and the ‘already out there now
real’ which can be accounted for in terms of the most elementary
type of consciousness, we risk confusing them in our philosophic
thought.” (UB 108.)
AND SENSATION. See PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–NOTION OF
AND THING. “There may be men that employ the name ‘body’ in
exactly the same meaning as we have assigned to the name ‘thing’
[see THING(S)]. But men are not pure intelligences. They are animals;
they live largely under the influence of their INTERSUBJECTIVITY; they
are guided by a COMMON SENSE that does not bother to ask nice questions on the meaning of familiar names. Accordingly, it would not
be rash to suspect that their usage of the name ‘thing’ does not
quite coincide with the account we have given. … Let us now characterize a ‘body’ as an ‘already out there now real.’” (In 276.) See al-

so ALREADY-OUT-THERE-NOW-REAL–AND ‘BODY’ VS ‘THING’
AS ALREADY OUT THERE NOW REAL.

See ALREADY-OUT-THERE-NOW-REAL–AND

BODY VS THING

HUMAN.

See HUMAN–BODY

REAL VS.

See intra And thing

BREAKDOWN: See also inter alia COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–CONTEXT ■ COSMOLOGY ■ DIALECTIC(S)–AND METHOD/GEM ■ EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND WORLD ORDER-AS
EXPLANATORY OF (6), –AS UNIVERSAL DESIGN-CONSEQUENT PROPERTIES OF (12)

■ GENERALIZA-

TION–OF COMMON SENSE ■ GOOD, THE–OF ORDER-AND CHOICE ■ INSTITUTIONS–AND COOPERATION, ROLES, TASKS

■ LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–CLASSICAL-SYSTEMATIC UNIFICATION OF ■
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BREAKTHROUGH – CANON(S)

MEANING–CONTROL OF-AND MYTH/MAGIC ■ RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF ■ SIN–PHYSICAL ■

AND CONVERSIONS.

“Besides conversions there are breakdowns.
What has been built up so slowly and so laboriously by the individual, the society, the culture, can collapse. Cognitional selftranscendence [see SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE-COGNITIONAL] is neither an easy
notion to grasp nor a readily accessible datum of consciousness to
be verified. VALUE(S) have a certain esoteric imperiousness, but can
they keep outweighing carnal pleasure, wealth, power? Religion
undoubtedly had its day, but is not that day over? Is it not illusory
comfort for weaker souls, an opium distributed by the rich to quiet
the poor, a mythical projection of man’s own excellence into the
sky?” (M 243-44.) See DECLINE–AND CONVERSION

IN CIVILIZATION/ECONOMY/POLITY/SOCIAL ORDER.

The larger context
is COMMON SENSE–AS OBJECT (In ch. 7). Discussing intersubjectivity and
social order (see COMMUNITY–AND INTERSUBJECTIVITY), L treats together
these four interrelated categories of breakdown. “The political machinery of agreement and decision is the permanent yet selfadapting source of an indefinite series of agreements and decisions.
Clearly, schemes of recurrence exist and function. No less clearly,
their functioning is not inevitable. A population can decline, dwindle, vanish. A vast technological expansion, robbed of its technicians, would become a monument more intricate but no more
useful than the pyramids. An economy can falter, though resources
and capital equipment abound, though skill cries for its opportunity
and desire for skill’s product, though labor asks for work and industry is eager to employ it; then one can prime the pumps and
make X occur; but because the schemes are not functioning properly, X fails to recur. As the economy, so too the polity can fall
apart. In a revolution violence goes unchecked; laws lose their
meaning; governments issue unheeded decrees; until from sheer
weariness with disorder men are ready to accept any authority that
can assert itself effectively. Yet a revolution is merely a passing
stroke of paralysis in the state. There are deeper ills that show
themselves in the long-sustained decline of nations, and in the limit
in the disintegration and decay of whole civilizations. Schemes that
once flourished lose their efficacy and cease to function; in an ever
more rapid succession, as crises multiply and remedies have less
effect, new schemes are introduced; feverish effort is followed by
listlessness: the situation becomes regarded as hopeless; in a twilight of straitened but gracious living men await the catalytic trifle
that will reveal to a surprised world the end of a once brilliant day.”
(In 235.) See also DECLINE–CYCLE OF, LONGER, –CYCLE OF, SHORTER ■ CIVILIZATION(S)–IN
DECLINE

■ DIALECTIC(S)–OF PROGRESS, DECLINE, AND RECOVERY/REDEMPTION ■ SOCIAL–

DECLINE

■ DIALECTIC(S)–OF COMMUNITY ■ GOOD, THE–OF ORDER ■ CONSCIOUSNESS, DIF-

FERENTIATED–HISTORY OF
IN

WORLD PROCESS.

See

EMERGENT

PROBABILITY–AS UNIVERSAL DESIGN-

CONSEQUENT PROPERTIES OF (12)-(7)

OF BELIEF.

See BELIEF–BREAKDOWN OF

OF CULTURE.

See intra And conversions; In civilization/economy/polity/social

order
PSYCHOLOGICAL.

tial freedom of the will and its effective freedom (see FREEDOM–
“Essential freedom lies in the very structure of
what our knowing is in practical fields, in the fact that that knowing does not result in any practical decision. The decision arises
from a further factor, the will, and that further factor is not determined by anything except myself. I am the one. Why this act? I
choose to do so; the ultimate reason is the I. But that I, the self,
makes itself through its choices, and the choices are free essentially; they are mine. And they could be other; I can always make
up my mind to take the time out, to get up the steam to do what is
right and to avoid what is wrong. On the other hand, while I may
make up my mind, I may also be left behind by life. While one is
taking time out, things keep moving on. The world does not give
you the time. Again, if one thinks that by sheer effort one is going
to achieve ideal willingness, there can result a nervous breakdown
of sorts. … There is a physical limit, a real limitation to our freedom. Freedom does not mean that at every tick of the clock we are
back again in a state of perfect indifference, ready to do this or
that.” (UB 230-31.)

EFFECTIVE, –ESSENTIAL).

UNIVERSE–PROCESS OF-INTELLIGIBILITY OF

The context is L’s distinction between the essen-

BREAKTHROUGH: See METAPHYSICS–METHOD OF-(1) AND BREAKTHROUGH

C
CANON(S):

Canons are rules and/or HEURISTIC STRUCTUREs that guide in-

quiry.
OF COMPLETE EXPLANATION.

See intra Of empirical/scientific method-(5)

OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD.

“Of themselves, heuristic structures are empty. They anticipate a form that is to be filled. Now,
just as the form can be anticipated in its general properties, so also
can the process of filling be anticipated in its general properties.
There exist, then, canons of empirical method.” (In 127.) “An answer
to the question, What is science? is best had, not by a series of
statements about some static entity, as though science were some
static entity, but by a set of canons, a set of rules that guide what
the scientist is doing. … ‘Watch what they do!’ The canons of empirical method express what scientists do in terms of the analysis
of knowledge we have been setting forth.” (UB 81.) There are six canons:
(1) Of selection. “There is a canon of selection, for the empirical
inquirer is confined to insights into the data of sensible experience [see DATA–OF SENSE].” (In 93.) “The number of possible hypotheses and theories is indefinitely large, and to have a theory all one
has to do is define terms, make postulates, and carry out deductions. What does the scientist do with regard to that infinity? …
The canon of selection involves selection out of the field of possible theories and hypotheses. It restricts the scientist’s attention,
first of all, to theories that are relevant, that have a direct bearing
on things that can be sensed.” (UB 81-82.)
And scientific disputes. “It provides an automatic principle of ending all debates and all disputes. There can be, even at the present time, disputes and questions in scientific theory, but as
soon as a theory is presented, either it has sensible conse-
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quences or it is not a scientific theory. If it has sensible consequences, a way will be found to determine whether those sensible consequences are such as the theory predicts, and it is by
checking results that the theory is eliminated. That is an extremely useful way of settling questions, and it is a way we attempted to use, in a different mode, when we set up our theory
of METAPHYSICS.” (UB 82.)
And the relevant/irrelevant. “Not merely does it exclude at a stroke
all the correlations and theories that cannot be relevant to empirical inquiry because they possess no sensible consequences.
Also it operates progressively and cumulatively by discarding
all the correlations and theories that possess sensible consequences by logical implication but have been tried and found
wanting. Finally, the canon of selection has its positive aspect:
besides ruling the irrelevant out of consideration, it directs the
scientist’s efforts to the issues that he can settle by the decisive
evidence of observation and experiment.” (In 95.)
(2) Of operations. “There is a canon of operations, for [the scientist] aims at an accumulation of such insights, and the accumulation is reached, not in the mathematical circuit through insights,
formulations, and symbolic images, but in the fuller circuit that
adds observations, experiments, and practical applications.” (In 93.)
(1) As principle of cumulative expansion. “Laws guide activities,
which bring forth new laws, which guide further activities, and
so forth indefinitely.” (In 98.)
(2) As principle of construction. “Man knows best what man makes

for himself, and so we began our study of insight by examining
that elementary artifact, the cartwheel. But the development of
science is followed by a technological expansion, by a vast increase of the things that man can make for himself and so can
understand adequately because he has made them. Moreover,
the more refined and resourceful technology becomes, the
greater the frequency of the artificial synthesis of natural products. Thus nature itself becomes understood in the same fashion as man’s own artifacts.” (In 98.)
(3) As principle of analysis. “Clearly, man can analyze the objects

that he himself can construct. But it is no less true that he can
also analyze objects which as yet he cannot manage to construct. For analysis is a mental construction, and where operational control fails, theoretical knowledge can step in to
account for the failure of control, to identify the uncontrolled
factors, to determine and measure their activity and influence,
to discount their perturbing effect, and so to extrapolate to the
law that would hold did they not interfere.” (In 98.)
(4) As principle of cumulative verification. “For laws guide operations

successfully in the measure that they are correct. Hence, insofar as laws and their implications in a vast variety of situations
are repeatedly found successful guides of operations, their initial VERIFICATION is cumulatively confirmed.” (In 98.) See also intra Of
empirical/scientific method-(4) of parsimony
(5) Tests impartiality and accuracy. “I do not mean that it makes in-

tellectual detachment and disinterestedness superfluous, for, as
is clear, the power of the totalitarian state can both corrupt the
judge and pack the jury. But when a general conspiracy is ab-
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sent, when ordinary good will can be presupposed, then the
canon of operations sooner or later will exhibit on a grand scale
in conspicuous failures even slight mistakes and oversights in
observation.” (In 98.)
(6) As principle of systematization. “Insights yield simple laws, but
simple laws are applicable only in pure cases. The law of a free
fall holds in a vacuum. But operations do not occur in a vacuum. Hence one is driven to determine the law of air resistance
and the laws of friction. Similarly, Boyle’s law has to be complemented with Charles’s and Gay-Lussac’s, and all three need
to be corrected by Van der Waals’s formula. Thus the canon of
operations is a perpetual recall from the abstract realm of laws
to the complexity of the concrete, and so to the necessity of
ever more laws. Nor is this all. A mere congeries of laws will
not suffice. For if one is to operate upon the concrete, one must
be able to employ at once several laws. To employ several laws
at once, one must know the relations of each law to all the others. But to know many laws, not as a mere congeries of distinct
empirical generalizations, but in the network of interrelations
of each to all the others, is to reach a system.” (In 98-99.)
(7) As source of higher viewpoints. “Already attention has been

drawn to the difference between the circuit of the mathematician and the circuit of the empirical scientist [see CIRCUIT(S)–OF
MATHEMATICAL AND SCIENTIFIC DEVELOPMENTS]. The mathematician mounts
to higher viewpoints [see VIEWPOINT(S)–HIGHER] inasmuch as the
symbolic representation of his previous terms and relations
supplies the image in which insight grasps the rules of a more
comprehensive systematization. But the empirical scientist advances to higher viewpoints, not solely by the construction of
symbolic images, but more fundamentally by the expansiveness, the constructiveness, the analyses, the constant checking,
and the systematizing tendencies of the canon of operations. In
virtue of that canon, fresh data are ever being brought to light,
to force upon scientific consciousness the inadequacies of existing hypotheses and theories, to provide the evidence for their
revision, and in the limit, when minor corrections no longer are
capable of meeting the issue, to demand the radical transformation of concepts and postulates that is named a higher viewpoint. (In 99.)
(3) Of relevance. “There is a canon of relevance, for pure science
aims immediately at reaching the immanent intelligibility of data
[see DATA–OF SENSE-IMMANENT INTELLIGIBILITY OF] and leaves to applied science the categories of final, material, instrumental, and efficient
causality [see CAUSE(S)].” (In 93.) See also HYPOTHESIS–AND INTELLIGIBILITY
(4) Of parsimony. “It is at once obvious and difficult. It is obvious inasmuch as it forbids the empirical scientist to affirm what,
as an empirical scientist, he does not know. It is difficult inasmuch as knowing exactly what one knows and what one does not
know has been reputed, since the days of Socrates, a rare
achievement. Nonetheless, some account of this fundamental canon must be attempted at once, even though its full meaning and
implications can come to light only later. … On the previous
analysis, then, empirical method involves four distinct elements,
namely, (1) the observation of data, (2) insight into data, (3) the
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formulation of the insight or set of insights, and (4) the verification of the formulation. [Note the parallel with the pattern of cognitional operations; see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS-PATTERN OF.]
Now the empirical investigator cannot be said to know what is
not verified, and he cannot be said to be able to know the unverifiable. Because, then, verification is essential to his method, the
canon of parsimony in its most elementary form excludes from
scientific affirmation all statements that are unverified, and still
more so all that are unverifiable.” (In 102.)
(5) Of complete explanation. “Ultimately science must account
for all data, and the account must be scientific; specifically, the
old philosophic opinion that extension is a real and objective
primary quality cannot dispense one from the task of determining
empirically the correct geometry of experienced extensions and
durations [see DURATION(S)–AND EXTENSION].” (In 93.)
(6) Of statistical residues. “Though all data must be explained,
one must not jump to the conclusion that all will be explained by
laws of the classical type [see LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–CLASSICAL]; there exist statistical residues [see RESIDUE(S)–STATISTICAL], and their explanation is through statistical laws [see LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–STATISTICAL].” (In
93-94.)

See also CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–LAWS

Basic distinction. “The basic distinction is between abstract sys-

tem and particular cases. Both are objects of insight. But the
particular case is the typical instance, presented by sense or
imagination and understood by insight into the presentation. In
contrast, the abstract system is neither sensible nor imaginable:
it is a conceptual object constituted by terms and relations [see
TERM(S)–AND RELATIONS] that, at least in the last resort, are defined
implicitly.” (In 109.) See also SYSTEM(S)–ABSTRACT-AND PARTICULAR CASES
Elements of (3). “The canon of statistical residues involves three

elements, and all three can be stated only in cognitional terms.”
(In 124)

(1) The indeterminacy of the abstract. “Classical laws can be applied to concrete situations only by adding further determinations derived from the situations.” (In 124.)
(2) The nonsystematic character of the further determinations. “It does
not mean that the further determinations are not related to
one another by law; it means that the law is only an abstract
part in a concrete relation of determinate numbers, magnitudes, relative positions, etc. It does not mean that these concrete relations cannot be mastered by insight into relevant
presentations; it means that the concrete insight has a fuller
object than the abstract formulation. It does not mean that no
attempt can be made at a conceptual account of the concrete
relations; it means that such a conceptual account bogs down
in an unmanageable infinity of cases. It does not mean that
concrete relations are never recurrent or that accurate prediction is never possible; it means that schemes of recurrence
[see RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF] do not fall under some overarching scheme, that they are merely instances in which law triumphs over the empirical residue [see RESIDUE(S)–EMPIRICAL], that
such triumphs of law do not occur in accord with some fur-

ther classical law.” (In 124-25.)
(3) The inverse insight. “If the intelligibility of abstract system is
not to be had, still generality is not to be renounced; for there
is the generality of the ideal frequency of events [see FREQUENCY–TYPES OF (4)-(3) IDEAL], and from such an ideal frequency the
nonsystematic cannot diverge in any systematic fashion [see
NONSYSTEMATIC–IN DIVERGING SERIES OF CONDITIONS-AND EVENTS].” (In 125.) See
also INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–INVERSE

And a priori. See A PRIORI–AND CANONS OF METHOD
And transposition. “Not only is the canon of statistical residues
methodological but also it stands in a context of other canons
that involve a transposition of current issues. A canon of relevance has fixed attention on what insight adds to data. A canon
of parsimony has restricted scientific affirmation to defined types
of verifiable propositions. A canon of complete explanation has
placed space and time in much the same position as sensible
qualities. Within that context there is no need to attempt to exorcize the images of the older determinists with the images of the
new indeterminists.” (In 125.) See IMAGINATION–AND MECHANIST DETERMINISM
OF EXPLANATION.

See intra Of methodical hermeneutics-(2) of explanation

OF INTERPRETATION.

See intra Of methodical hermeneutics

OF METAPHYSICAL ANALYSIS.

See ANALYSIS–METAPHYSICAL

OF METHODICAL HERMENEUTICS. Also called canons of interpretation. L calls the subsection of Insight “Some Canons for a Methodical Hermeneutics” (In 608-16; emphasis added). “An interpretation is
the expression of the meaning of another expression. It may be literary or scientific. … A methodical hermeneutics necessarily is
limited to scientific interpretations, and so the canons to be suggested will not be of interest to interpreters that cast the results of
their investigations in literary form. … There is a further limitation
on the scope of the canons. Our problem has been the relativity of
interpretations, and our solution has been to appeal to the upper
blade of an empirical method [see HEURISTIC STRUCTURE–FOR INTERPRETATION-UPPER BLADE]. For this reason the canons will aim simply at summarizing the conclusions that already have been reached.” (In 609.)

(1) Of relevance. “It demands that the interpreter begin from the
and that his interpretation convey some differentiation of the protean notion of being [see BEING–PROTEAN NOTION
OF]. By beginning from the universal viewpoint there is eliminated the relativity not only of the interpreter to his prospective
audience but also of both interpreter and audience to places and
times, schools and sects. By placing the meaning of the interpretation within the protean notion of being there are secured (1) a
common field for all possible interpretations, (2) the possibility
of an exact statement of the differences between opposed interpretations, and (3) a reasonable hope that such oppositions will
be eliminated by further appeals to the available data.” (In 609.)

UNIVERSAL VIEWPOINT

(2) Of explanation. “The interpreter’s differentiation of the protean notion of being [see BEING–PROTEAN NOTION OF] must be not descriptive but explanatory. It will aim at relating, not to us, but to
one another, the contents and contexts of the totality of documents and interpretations. As long as interpretation remains on
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the descriptive level, it may happen to be correct but it cannot
escape the relativity of a manifold of interpretations to a manifold of audiences; in turn, this relativity excludes the possibility
of scientific collaboration, scientific control, and scientific advance towards commonly accepted results. … The explanatory
differentiation of the protean notion of being involves three elements. [1], there is the genetic sequence in which insights gradually are accumulated by man [see EXPRESSION–AND SEQUENCE; MEANING–
GENETIC SEQUENCE IN]. [2], there are the dialectical alternatives in
which accumulated insights are formulated, with positions inviting further development and counterpositions shifting their
ground to avoid the reversal they demand [see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION–POSITION-INVITES DEVELOPMENT, –COUNTERPOSITION-REVERSAL OF]. [3],
with the advance of culture and of effective education, there arises the possibility of the differentiation and specialization of modes of expression [see HEURISTIC STRUCTURE–FOR INTERPRETATION-UPPER BLADEAND TOTALITY OF EXPRESSIONS]; and since this development conditions
not only the exact communication of insights but also the discoverer’s own grasp of his discovery, since such grasp and its
exact communication intimately are connected with the advance
of positions and the reversal of counterpositions, the three elements in the explanatory differentiation of the protean notion of
being fuse into a single explanation. To avoid confusion and
misunderstanding, it will not be amiss to draw attention to the
possibility of an explanatory interpretation of a non-explanatory
meaning.” (In 609-10.)
And nonexplanatory meaning. “To avoid confusion and misunder-

standing, it will not be amiss to draw attention to the possibility
of an explanatory interpretation of a non-explanatory meaning.
The original writer’s meaning may have its source in insights
into things as related to him, and in all probability he will have
neither a clear notion of what is meant by insight nor any distinct advertence to the occurrence of his insights. Still, ex hypothesi, he had the insights and they provided a source of his
meaning; moreover, the insights he had were or were not different from the insights of other earlier, contemporary, and later
writers; and if they were different, then they stood in some genetic and dialectical relations with those other sets. Now it is
through these genetic and dialectical relations that interpretation is explanatory. It is through these genetic and dialectical
relations that explanatory interpretation conceives, defines,
reaches the insights of a given writer. Accordingly, it in no way
involves the imputation of explanatory knowledge to a mind
that possessed only descriptive knowledge. It is concerned to
reach, as exactly as possible, the descriptive knowledge of the
writers P, Q, R, ..., and it attempts to do so, not by offering an
unverifiable inventory of the insights enjoyed respectively by
P, Q, R, ..., but by establishing the verifiable differences between P, Q, R, ... Because it approaches terms through differences, because the differences can be explained genetically and
dialectically, the interpretation of nonexplanatory meaning is itself explanatory.” (In 610.) See HORIZON(S)–DIFFERENCES IN-GENETIC
(3) Of successive approximations. “The totality of documents
cannot be interpreted scientifically by a single interpreter or even
by a single generation of interpreters. There must be a division of
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labor, and the labor must be cumulative. Accordingly, the fundamental need is for reliable principles of criticism [see CRITICISM–
PRINCIPLES OF (4)] that will select what is satisfactory and will correct
what is unsatisfactory in any contributions that are made. With
such principles the end of even a stupendous task is already
somehow in sight. On the other hand, without such principles,
even enormous and indefinitely prolonged labors may merely
move around in an inconclusive circle.” (In 610-11.)
(4) Of parsimony. The canon of parsimony “has two aspects. On
its negative side, it excludes from consideration the unverifiable.
The cinema of what was done and the soundtrack of what was
said can be imagined but cannot be verified. They pertain not to
science but to fiction. On its positive side, the canon of parsimony invokes the resources of critical reflection. Because the
relativist [see RELATIVISM] fails to distinguish between the formally
and the virtually unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY; PHILOSOPHY OF GOD–AND GOD-AS FORMALLY UNCONDITIONED], he demands a complete explanation of everything before passing any judgment on
anything. On the other hand, precisely because a distinction is to
be drawn between the formally and the virtually unconditioned,
it is both possible and salutary to illuminate with intermediate
certitudes the long way to complete explanation. When sufficient
evidence is not forthcoming for the more detailed interpretation,
it may be available for a less ambitious pronouncement. When a
positive conclusion cannot be substantiated, a number of negative conclusions may be possible, and they will serve to bracket
the locus of future successful inquiry. Moreover, in the measure
that the UNIVERSAL VIEWPOINT is reached, radical surprises are excluded; in the measure that extrapolation is not to future but to
past meanings, the relevant insights do not call for the discoveries of genius but simply for the thoroughness of painstaking and
intelligent analysis; in the measure that eventually there was
closed the gap that once existed between original meaning and
available resources of expression, it is possible to begin from the
later, more adequate expression and remount to the origin of the
ideas in the initial, transforming stresses and strains in linguistic
usage.” (In 612-13.)
(5) Of residues. “Just as the field of physics contains a NONSYSTEMATIC component, so also do the fields of meaning, of expression
as related to meaning, of expression as grounded in dynamic
constellations of the writer’s psyche, and of documents in their
origins, their production, and their survival. Just as the physicist
deals with the nonsystematic by combining inverse with direct
insights [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–INVERSE, –DIRECT], so also must
the interpreter. Finally, just as the actual frequencies of physical
events are to be known only by observation and counting, so also
the interpreter has to acknowledge a residue of mere matters of
fact [see FACT–MERE MATTER OF].” (In 613.)
OF OPERATIONS. See intra Of empirical/scientific method-(2) of operations
OF PARSIMONY.

See intra Of empirical/scientific method-(4) of parsimony; Of
methodical hermeneutics-(4) of parsimony

OF RELEVANCE.

See intra Of empirical/scientific method-(3) of relevance; Of
methodical hermeneutics-(1) of relevance

OF RESIDUES.

See intra Of methodical hermeneutics-(5) of residues
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CAPACITY – CATEGORY, CATEGORIES

OF SELECTION.

See intra Of empirical/scientific method-(1) of selection

OF STATISTICAL RESIDUES.

See intra Of empirical/scientific method-(6) of

statistical residues
OF SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATIONS.

See intra Of methodical hermeneutics-

(3) of successive approximations
CAPACITY:

The principal meaning of this category regards humanity’s capacity for self-transcendence. See SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE-CAPACITY
FOR, -AND TRANSCENDENTAL NOTIONS
AND ACTUALITY. “The transcendental notions [see NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL], that is, our questions for intelligence, for reflection, and for
deliberation [see INTELLIGENCE–QUESTIONS FOR; REFLECTION/REFLECTIVE–
QUESTIONS FOR; DELIBERATION– QUESTIONS FOR], constitute our capacity for
self-transcendence. That capacity becomes an actuality when one
falls in love [see SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE-AND LOVE].” (M 105.)

mediating phase, general because they apply to all types of inquiry. They are: Research, Interpretation, History, Dialectic. Each
general category of method also denotes a function of the same
name called a functional specialty. See FUNCTIONAL SPECIALIZATION; FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES; and these terms in the given order: RESEARCH (FUNCTIONAL

SPECIALTY)

■ INTERPRETATION (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY) ■ HISTORY

(FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY) ■ DIALECTIC (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)

See also intra Spe-

cial

PRECEPTS.

And model. See MODEL–AND GENERAL/SPECIAL CATEGORIES
The Subject as basis of. Although the context is Method in Theology and the Subject is the theologian, L’s explication is relevant
to all who employ the general categories of method. “If categories are to be derived, there is needed a base from which they are
derived. The base of general theological categories is the attending, inquiring, reflecting, deliberating subject along with the operations that result from attending, inquiring, reflecting,
deliberating and with the structure within which the operations
occur. The subject in question is not any general or abstract or
theoretical subject; it is in each case the particular theologian that
happens to be doing theology. Similarly, the relevant attending,
inquiring, reflecting, deliberating are the attending, inquiring, reflecting, deliberating that he has found to go on in himself; the
consequent operations are the operations he has uncovered and
identified in his own operating; and the structure within which
the operations occur is the pattern of dynamic relations which, as
he knows from his own experience, lead from one operation to
the next. Finally, the subject is self-transcending. His operations
reveal objects: single operations reveal partial objects; a structured compound of operations reveals compounded objects; and
as the subject by his operations is conscious of himself operating,
he too is revealed though not as object but as subject.” (M 285-86.)

PRECEPTS]

See also

CAPITALISM : See EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND CAPITALISM
CARRIER: See MEANING–CARRIERS OF, –CARRIERS OF-LANGUAGE
CARTESIAN: See PROPER NAMES–DESCARTES, CARTESIAN
CASES, GENERAL: See GENERAL–CASES
CATEGORIAL: The categorial (or predicamental) is opposed to the
transcendental. While transcendental denotes the dynamisms of our
conscious questioning (see NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL), the categorial denotes determinations of the answers we find by our knowing. See intra Precepts; see also CATEGORIAL ■ CATEGORY, CATEGORIES ■ PREDICATES
AND SOURCES OF MEANING. See MEANING–SOURCES OF-CATEGORIAL
AND TRANSCENDENTAL NOTIONS. See NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL–AND CATEGORIAL DETERMINATIONS

INTENDING.

See INTENDING–MODES OF-FUNDAMENTAL DIFFERENCE AMONG

“Just as the transcendental precepts [see TRANSCENDENTAL–
rest simply on a study of the [cognitional] operations
themselves [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS], so specific categorical precepts rest on a study of the mind operating in a given
field. The ultimate basis of both transcendental and categorical
precepts will be advertence to the difference between attention and
inattention, intelligence and stupidity, reasonableness and unreasonableness, responsibility and irresponsibility.” (M 20.)

VS TRANSCENDENTAL.

See INTENDING–MODES OF-FUNDAMENTAL DIFFERENCE AMONG

CATEGORY, CATEGORIES: The term denotes a group of meanings
that share a common attribute, or a general concept that marks divisions or coordinations in a conceptual scheme. In L’s generalized
empirical method (see GEM), categories are generated from the basic
categories of INTERIORITY (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–TERMS AND RELATIONS, BASIC
NEST OF). Table 3, p. 564 illustrates isomorphic (see ISOMORPHISM; STRUCTURE(S)–ISOMORPHIC ) sets of such generated categories.
AND MODELS. See MODEL–AND GENERAL/SPECIAL CATEGORIES
ARISTOTLE’S. See PROPER NAMES–ARISTOTLE, ARISTOTELIAN-CATEGORIES
GENERAL.

L’s generalized empirical method (see GEM) has two distinct phases (mediating, mediated; see FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES–DYNAMIC
UNITY OF-FIRST PHASE, -SECOND PHASE). Each phase has a set of four categories, the general and the special. General categories belong to the

COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–TERMS AND RELATIONS, BASIC NEST OF-

DIFFERENTIATED

LINGUISTIC.

See HISTORICAL–KNOWLEDGE-AND H. EXPERIENCE

LONERGANIAN.

See LONERGANIAN–CATEGORIES

OF GENERALIZED EMPIRICAL METHOD.

See intra General; Special

SPECIAL. L’s generalized empirical method (see GEM) has two distinct phases (mediating, mediated; see FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES–DYNAMIC
UNITY OF-FIRST PHASE, -SECOND PHASE). Each phase has a set of four categories, the general and the special. Special categories belong to the
mediated phase, special because they apply specifically to theology
(but they can be adapted to other disciplines). They are: Foundations, Doctrines, Systematics, Communication(s). See FUNCTIONAL
SPECIALIZATION; FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES; and these terms in the given order: FOUNDATIONS (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY) ■ DOCTRINES (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY) ■
SYSTEMATICS (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY) ■ COMMUNICATION(S) (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)

See also intra General

And model. See MODEL–AND GENERAL/SPECIAL CATEGORIES
THEORETICAL. In L’s method (see GEM), meaning conceived from
the viewpoint of INTERIORITY is expressed in theoretical categories. It
is the higher viewpoint (see VIEWPOINT(S)–HIGHER) of interiority (see
VIEWPOINT(S)–OF THEORY, –OF INTERIORITY) that controls the meaning of the-

CAUSALITY – CAUSE(S)

ory (see MEANING–CONTROL OF). L mentions theoretical categories in the
context of religious experience (see EXPERIENCE, RELIGIOUS) that is first
“described as an experience and only consequently is objectified in
theoretical categories.” (M 107.)
CAUSALITY: The influence of a cause being actually exercised on a
being. The modes of causality are efficacy for the efficient cause; finality or attraction for the final cause; guidance for the exemplary
cause; and communication of its being for both the formal and material causes. (DSP) See also CAUSE(S)
AND AFFIRMATION OF TRANSCENDENT BEING. See ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S
EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–AND CAUSALITY
AND ANTHROPOMORPHIC PROJECTION.

See

VIEWPOINT(S)–EXPLANATORY VS

DESCRIPTIVE-AND ANTHROPOMORPHIC PROJECTION

AND APPLIED SCIENCE.

See CAUSE(S)–AND MODERN SCIENCE-AND THE SCIENTIST

AND DESIRE TO KNOW.

“In general, causality denotes the objective
and real counterpart of the questions and further questions raised
by the detached, disinterested, and unrestricted DESIRE TO KNOW. As
such questions are of various kinds, distinctions are to be drawn
between different types of causes.” (In 674.) See also QUESTION(S)–AND DESIRE TO KNOW

AND MYTH.

See VIEWPOINT(S)–EXPLANATORY VS DESCRIPTIVE-AND ANTHROPOMORPHIC

PROJECTION

AND PROOF OF GOD’S EXISTENCE.

See ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LON-

ERGAN’S–ARGUMENT-GENERAL CHARACTER OF
AND SIN.

See SIN–BASIC-CAUSALITY OF

AND SPECIAL RELATIVITY.
EXTRINSIC.

See RELATIVITY–THEORY OF-SPECIAL-AND CAUSALITY

See CAUSE(S)–EXTRINSIC

PRINCIPLE OF.

See PRINCIPLE(S) OF

…–CAUSALITY

CAUSED BY VS BECAUSE OF: See BECAUSE OF
CAUSE(S) : A cause is a principle from which something originates; a
being that directly influences the being of or change in something
else; that which in some way gives existence to another; the reason
for another’s existence. A cause is either extrinsic or intrinsic (see intra Extrinsic; Intrinsic). L devotes a section of ch. 19 (In 674-80) to the
topic.
AND MODERN SCIENCE. “Once it was held that science was certain
knowledge of things through their causes [see NOTION OF …–SCIENCE].
Too often churchmen have presupposed that that definition was
applicable to modern science. But modern science is not certain
but probable. It attends to data rather than things. It speaks of
causes but it means correlations and not end, agent, matter, form
[see intra Aristotle’s four].” (M 315.) See also intra Extrinsic

And the scientist. “Now it would be a mistake to say that the
empirical scientist has no use whatever for final, material, instrumental, or efficient causes. Inasmuch as he praises the value
and utility of science, he speaks of final causes. Inasmuch as he
places that value and utility in the technological transformation
of raw materials, he knows and acknowledges material and instrumental causes. Inasmuch as he accepts and acts upon the
canon of operations, he is an efficient cause engaged in testing
his knowledge by its consequences. … However, it is also clear
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that such types of causality lie not in the core but on the periphery of empirical science. They are the concern, not of pure but
only of applied science. They have to do with the use to which
science may be put rather than with the inner constituents of science itself.” (In 100.)
AND NONINTENTIONAL STATES. See STATE(S)–NONINTENTIONAL
AND THE HISTORIAN.

See HISTORIAN–AND CAUSES

ARISTOTLE’S FOUR.

They are END; AGENT; MATTER; FORM. Lonergan employs an analogy: “In building a house, the end is the form to be
produced in the material. The agent is proportionate to producing
this form. The matter consists, of course, of wood, stones, cement,
and what not. The form, finally, is the stable ordering and arrangement of parts that has gradually been effected from materials
brought together, arranged, and transformed.” (DVI 566.)

EFFICIENT.

What by its activity or exercise of power produces existence or change in another. See intra And modern science-and the scientist; External
EXAMPLES. See intra And modern science-and the scientist; External-in concrete instance, Extrinsic
EXEMPLARY. See intra External-in concrete instance; Extrinsic
EXTERNAL. “External causes are efficient, final, and exemplary, and
they may be considered in three manners; namely, in concrete instances, in principle, and in the fulness that results from applying
the principles.” (In 674.) See intra And modern science-and the scientist
As fullness. “If such general validity is affirmed [see intra External-in principle], then since efficient, final, and exemplary causes
are external, one will be led sooner or later to conceive and affirm a first agent, a last end, a primary exemplar of the universe
of proportionate being; and then the principle of causality will
acquire a significance and fulness that it lacked as long as its
concrete implications had not been ascertained.” (In 675.) See PHILOSOPHY OF GOD–AND GOD-AS FINAL CAUSE

In concrete instance. “In some concrete instance, a community
may be divided by a river and see in a bridge the solution to
many of its problems; an engineer will examine the site and design an appropriate structure; finally, contractors will assemble
laborers and materials to build it. The final cause in this case will
be the use to which the bridge is put by the community; the efficient cause will be the work of building it; the exemplary cause
will be the design grasped and conceived by the engineer.” (In 67475; emphases added.) The materials will be the material cause.
In principle. “One may not assume that the universe is just like
a bridge, and so if one is to affirm efficient, final, and exemplary
causality as generally valid principles, one must go to the root of
these notions and determine whether or not they are of general
validity.” (In 675.)
EXTRINSIC.

“An extrinsic cause is either an end (that on account of
which a thing is done or is) or an exemplar (the model according to
which a thing is done or is) or an agent (that by which a thing is
done or is).” (OPCC 47.) Elsewhere, to establish the universal validity
of extrinsic causality as prelude to his argument for the existence of
God (see ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S), L writes: “By extrinsic causality I mean efficient or final causality. … Questions of
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CENSOR, CENSORSHIP – CENSOR, CENSORSHIP

efficient and final causality do not arise in pure science, but only in
applied science. For example, a town is divided by a harbor, and
someone has the idea for a bridge. The architect is called in to design it, and the contractor is hired to gather people to build it, and
so forth. What is sought is the utility, the use, of the bridge—final
causality. By gathering together people who will build it and providing them with the motivation for doing so, one is seeking efficient causality. When science is applied, even when it is applied to
the guidance of experiments, there is the intervention of efficient
and final causality—extrinsic causality. But the pure scientist is
concerned neither with final causality nor with efficient causality;
he is concerned with internal causality.” (UB 242-43.)
And argument for God’s existence. See

ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXIS-

TENCE, LONERGAN’S–AND CAUSALITY-EXTRINSIC

Intelligibility of. See INTELLIGIBILITY–OF EXTRINSIC CAUSALITY
FINAL. See intra And modern science-and the scientist; Extrinsic; External;
see also PHILOSOPHY OF GOD–AND GOD-AS FINAL CAUSE
FORMAL.

“That which makes matter, in general, to be a thing is the
causa essendi, the formal cause.” (V 28.) See also EFFECT–FORMAL-AND FOR-

MAL CAUSE

And formal effect. See DENOMINATION–EXTRINSIC/INTRINSIC
INSTRUMENTAL. See intra And modern science-and the scientist
INTERNAL. See intra Intrinsic-as constitutive; Extrinsic
INTRINSIC.

(OPCC 47.)

“An intrinsic cause is either a

NATURE

or a constitutive.”

See intra Intrinsic-as constitutive

As a nature. “It is a nature in that one part is related to another,
as when form is related to operation. It is a constitutive in that all
parts are related to the whole. Thus Socrates is a human being
because of a human substantial form [see FORM–SUBSTANTIAL], he is
this because of individuating MATTER [see PHANTASM/FANTASM–INSIGHT
INTO-AND COMMON/INDIVIDUAL MATTER], he exists because of his own act of
existence [see ACT–OF EXISTENCE, PROPER], he can understand because
of his possible intellect [see INTELLECT–POSSIBLE], he is an expert in
philosophy because of his HABIT of WISDOM [see WISDOM–AS INTELLECTUAL
HABIT], and he actually understands because of his act of understanding [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–ACT OF].” (OPCC 47.)
As constitutive. “Intrinsic constitutive causes are POTENCY, FORM,
and ACT; and these are further divided into substantial and accidental.” (OPCC 47.) See CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES; CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES
MATERIAL.

The matter from which something is produced or made.

See intra External-in concrete instance; And modern science-and the scientist
CENSOR, CENSORSHIP: L’s interest in Insight is always the relation
of a given topic to INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING. In the present instance, it
is the relation of unconscious processes to insight in mental health.
“The censor is neither an agent nor an activity but simply a law or
rule of the interrelations between successive levels of integration; the
constructive censorship [see intra Constructive] is the admission into
consciousness of elements that enter into the higher integration [see
INTEGRATION(S)–HIGHER]; the repressive [see intra Aberration of] censorship is
the exclusion from consciousness of elements that the higher integra-

tion cannot assimilate; the analyst that attempts a retrospective education of his patient is engaged in enlarging potentialities for
integration; and the resistance offered by the patient is a byproduct of
the higher integration putting its own twist on what it can assimilate
and circumventing what it cannot.” (In 482.)
ABERRATION OF. “The aberration of the censorship is primarily repressive; its positive activity is to prevent the emergence into consciousness of perspectives that would give rise to unwanted
insights; it introduces, so to speak, the exclusion of arrangements
into the field of the unconscious; it dictates the manner in which
neural demand functions are not to be met [see intra And neuraldemand functions]; and the negative aspect of its positive activity is
the admission to consciousness of any materials in any other arrangement or perspective. Finally, both the censorship and its aberration differ from conscious advertence to a possible mode of
behavior and conscious refusal to behave in that fashion. For the
censorship and its aberration are operative prior to conscious advertence, and they regard directly not how we are to behave but
what we are to understand.” (In 216.) See also intra Constructive
And refusal to behave. “A refusal to behave in a given manner is
not a refusal to understand; so far from preventing conscious advertence, the refusal intensifies it and makes its recurrence more
likely; and, finally, while it is true that conscious refusal is connected with a cessation of the conscious advertence, still this
connection rests, not on an obnubilation [fogging] of intelligence, but on a shift of effort, interest, preoccupation. Accordingly, we are led to restrict the name ‘repression’ to the exercise
of the aberrant censorship that is engaged in preventing insight.”
(In 216.) For its effect see intra And neural-demand functions-inhibition of
AND MEMORY. See MEMORY–SCREENED
AND NEURAL. The context of L’s treatment of psychotherapy in Insight is the effect of insight/understanding, or flight from it, on
mental health. To gain an adequate understanding of this complex
topic see also PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–DRAMATIC ■ SUBJECT, THE–DRAMATIC ■
BIAS–DRAMATIC, –INDIVIDUAL ■ PSYCHIC–DEVELOPMENT ■ CONVERSION–PSYCHIC ■
SCOTOSIS, SCOTOMA.
Demand functions. In the subentry intra Constructive, L writes of
“the unconscious demand functions of neural patterns and processes.” The subentries are in L’s order of explication.

Inhibition of. “We are led to restrict the name ‘repression’ to the
exercise of the aberrant censorship that is engaged in preventing insight. … The effect of the repression is an inhibition imposed upon neural demand functions . However, if we
distinguish between demands for images and demands for affects, it becomes clear that the inhibition will not block both in
the same fashion. For insights arise, not from the experience of
affects, but rather from imaginative presentations. Hence, to
prevent insights, repression will have to inhibit demands for
images. On the other hand, it need inhibit demands for affects
only if they are coupled with the undesired images. Accordingly, the repression will not inhibit a demand for affects if that
demand becomes detached from its apprehensive component,

CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES – CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES

slips along some association path, and attaches itself to some
other apprehensive component. Inversely, when there emerges
into consciousness an affect coupled with an incongruous object, then one can investigate association paths, argue from the
incongruous to the initial object of the affect, and conclude that
this combination of initial object and affect had been inhibited
by a repression. Nor is this conclusion to be rejected as preposterous because the discovered combination of image and affect
is utterly alien to conscious behavior. For the combination was
inhibited precisely because it was alien. Insights are unwanted,
not because they confirm our current viewpoints and behavior,
but because they lead to their correction and revision.” (In 216-17.)
See also CONTROL–OVER SENSE AND IMAGE
For images. See intra And neural-demand functions-inhibition of
Psychic control over. In his explication of the subjective field of
common sense (see COMMON SENSE–SUBJECTIVE FIELD OF), and specifically the dramatic pattern of experience (see PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–DRAMATIC), L explains elements in the dramatic Subject (see
SUBJECT, THE–DRAMATIC). He writes: “The first condition of drama is
the possibility of acting it out, of the subordination of neural
process to psychic determinations.” (In 212.) He gives this example: “The production of sound is a complicated set of correlated oscillations and movements; but the wailing and gurgling
of infants develop through the prattle of children into articulate
speech, and this vocal activity can be complemented with the
visual and manual activities of reading and writing; the whole
structure rests upon conventional signs, yet the endlessly complex correlations that are involved between the psychic and the
neural have become automatic and spontaneous in a language
that one knows.” (In 213.) See also PSYCHIC–DEVELOPMENT-AND NEURAL
Inverse of. “Inverse to the control of the psychic over the neu-

ral are the demands of neural patterns and processes for psychic representation and conscious integration. Just as an
appropriate schematic image [see PHANTASM/FANTASM] specifies
and leads to a corresponding insight, so patterns of change in
the optic nerve and the cerebrum specify and lead to corresponding acts of seeing. What is true of sight is also true of
the other outer senses, and though the matter is far from fully
explored, one may presume that memory and imagination,
conation and emotion, pleasure and pain, all have their counterparts in corresponding neural processes and originate from
their specific demands.” (In 213.)
Summary. “Since … the demands of neural patterns and proc-

esses are subject to control and selection, they are better named
demand functions. They call for some psychic representation
and some conscious integration, but their specific requirements
can be met in a variety of different manners. In the biological
pattern of experience, where both unconscious vital process and
conscious striving pursue the same end, there is, indeed, little
room for diversification of psychic contents. But aesthetic liberation, artistic creativity, and the constant shifting of the dramatic setting open up vast potentialities. All the world’s a stage,
and not only does each in his time play many parts but also the
many parts vary with changes of locality, period, and social mi-
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lieu. Still, there are limits to this versatility and flexibility. The
demand functions of neural patterns and processes constitute
the exigence of the organism for its conscious complement; and
to violate that exigence is to invite the anguish of abnormality.”
(In 214.)

Flexibility of. See DREAM(S)–FUNCTION OF
For affects. See AFFECT(S)–IN DREAMS
AND SCOTOSIS.

See SCOTOSIS, SCOTOMA

CONSTRUCTIVE.

The larger context is common sense and its subject
(In ch. 6). L is explicating scotosis in dramatic bias (see BIAS–
DRAMATIC; SCOTOSIS, SCOTOMA). “The scotosis is an ABERRATION, not only
of the understanding, but also of the censorship. Just as wanting an
insight penetrates below the surface to bring forth schematic images [see PHANTASM/FANTASM] that give rise to the insight, so not wanting an insight has the opposite effect of repressing from
consciousness a scheme that would suggest the insight. Now this
aberration of the censorship is inverse to it. Primarily, the censorship is constructive; it selects and arranges materials that emerge in
consciousness in a perspective that gives rise to an insight: this
positive activity has by implication a negative aspect, for other materials are left behind, and other perspectives are not brought to
light: still, this negative aspect of positive activity does not introduce any arrangement or perspective into the unconscious demand
functions of neural patterns and processes. In contrast, the aberration of the censorship is primarily repressive.” (In 215-16.) See intra Aberration of
REPRESSIVE.

See intra Aberration of-and refusal to behave; And neuraldemand functions-inhibition of

CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES: This entry treats
of generalities (see also POTENCY; FORM; ACT). L distinguishes central and
conjugate metaphysics [see CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES];
they provide two viewpoints on the same thing. The primitive terms
(potency, form, act), therefore, are often discussed together. “Now
concrete and intelligible unities are known by understanding; therefore, they are forms. But they are quite different from conjugate
forms, and so there must be recognized another type of form to be
named central form; and just as conjugate form implies a conjugate
potency and a conjugate act, so also central form implies a central
potency and a central act.” (In 462.) See intra Illustration of
ACT. “‘ACT’ denotes the component of proportionate being to be
known by uttering the virtually unconditioned yes of reasonable
judgment [see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–CONCRETE-CONDITIONS FOR POSSIBLE (4)].” (In
457.) That component is existence, some is.

Vs conjugate act. “The distinction between central and conjugate
forms leads to the distinction between central and conjugate acts.
Central act is existence, for what exists is the intelligible unity.
Conjugate act is occurrence, for what occurs is defined explanatorily by appealing to conjugate form.” (In 462.)
AND CHANGE. See intra Form
AND FINALITY. See FINALITY–IS IT POTENCY OR FORM OR ACT?
AND IMAGINATION. See CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–AND
IMAGINATION
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CENTRAL POTENCY, FORM, ACT – CERTITUDE, CERTAINTY

DISTINCTION

OF.

See

CONJUGATE

(ACCIDENTAL)

CONSTITUTIVE

CAUSES–

DISTINCTION OF

FORM.

“On the analysis of central and conjugate forms that can be
worked out from cognitional analysis, what we have is data that
we consider in either of two ways: insofar as they are individual,
we grasp in these data a central form; insofar as they are of a kind,
we reach conjugate forms. It is understanding the same data from
different viewpoints that leads to the two types of form. The central form is the comprehensive unity in the whole; consequently,
the man is one by his central form, which is the principle of unity
in the whole. On this second view, it is much easier to understand
why a change in the accidents [conjugates] is a change in the
man.” (UB 211-12.)
And particular data. See PARTICULAR(S)–INSIGHT INTO-DATA AND
And scientific explanation. See SCIENTIFIC–EXPLANATION-AND CENTRAL FORM
And the spiritual. See FORM–HUMAN CENTRAL
As principle of unity. See PRINCIPLE(S) OF …–UNITY
Human. See FORM–HUMAN CENTRAL
Vs Aristotle’s. See FORM–SUBSTANTIAL
Vs conjugate. “Central form differs from conjugate form. Both
are intrinsic to the real, and neither is the other. But as they differ,
so also they are related. They are to be known inasmuch as the
same data are understood (1) as individual, and (2) as similar to
other data. When they are grasped by understanding, the central
form proves to be a principle of unity that is to be differentiated
by further inquiry, and the conjugate forms prove to be principles
of differentiation of unities to be determined by further inquiry.
Just as potency, form, and act are the many components of a single reality, so central and conjugate forms equally are the many
components of a single reality.” (In 535.)

ILLUSTRATION OF.

“To illustrate the meaning of the terms ‘central
and conjugate potency, form, and act,’ let us suppose that massvelocity is a notion that survives in fully explanatory science. Then
the mass-velocity will be a conjugate act; the mass, defined by its
intelligible relations to other masses, will be a conjugate form; the
space-time continuum of the trajectory will be a conjugate potency;
what has the mass will be individual by its central potency, a unity
by its central form, and existing by its central act.” (In 462-63.) One can
discern, therefore, that the familiar constitutive principles—
potency, form, and act—are central in regard to data in their individuality; conjugate (or accidental) potency, form, and act regard
types of data and are distinguished to explain the emergence of particular things as they come to be—not only in the cosmic process
studied by natural science but also, and principally, in cognition.
For example: Mary is human by her central form and accidental
changes do not change Mary; considered from the viewpoint of
conjugate form, accidental change signifies real change in Mary.
See also CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES; METAPHYSICS–ELEMENTS
OF

POTENCY.

“The distinction between central and conjugate forms
leads to the distinction between central and conjugate acts. Central

act is existence, for what exists is the intelligible unity. Conjugate
act is occurrence, for what occurs is defined explanatorily by appealing to conjugate form. … Similarly, there results a division of
the empirical residue [see RESIDUE(S)–EMPIRICAL] between central potency and conjugate potency. Since central form is the intelligible
unity of data as individual, central potency may be identified with
the individuality of the empirical residue. On the other hand, conjugate forms are verified in spatiotemporal continua, conjunctions,
and successions; and so these aspects of the empirical residue are to
be deputed to conjugate potency.” (In 462.) See also CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–POTENCY
UNITY OF.

See METAPHYSICS–ELEMENTS OF-UNITY OF

CENTRAL POTENCY, FORM, ACT : See CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE
CAUSES

CERTITUDE, CERTAINTY:

Certainty pertains to two basic elements in
L’s cognitional theory, knowledge of truth and scientific knowledge.
When the act of reflective understanding grasps evidence sufficient
for judgment (see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–CONCRETE-CONDITIONS FOR POSSIBLE (4), –
AND CERTITUDE), we cannot prevent the mind from judging that the object
is so or not so. Whereas the classical understanding of science was
certain knowledge of things according to their causes, the modern
notion is of some degree of probability that one’s scientific understanding is true.
AND COMMON SENSE. See COMMON SENSE–AND CERTAINTY
AND CONCEPTUALISM. See CONCEPTUALISM, CONCEPTUALIST–AND CERTITUDE
AND FIRST PRINCIPLES. See PRINCIPLE(S)–FIRST-AND CERTITUDE
AND INFALLIBILITY. See intra Degrees of
AND JUDGMENT. See JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–AND CERTITUDE
AND LIMITING STRUCTURES. This phrase is directly related to general bias (see BIAS–GENERAL). “Certitudes may be strengthened by the
agreement of others, and this strengthening will vary with the
numbers of those that agree, the diversity of their circumstances,
the consequent virtual elimination of individual and group bias [see
BIAS–INDIVIDUAL, –GROUP], and the absence of any ground for suspecting
general bias.” L is writing about, so to speak, “pre-emptive” judgments “that express the conditions of possible truth or error, certainty and probability, detachment or distortion. To call them into
question is to presuppose their validity. To suppose that they will
be revised is to postulate a fictitious reviser and to strip the name
‘revision’ of its current meaning. In such cases the subject is confronted with limiting structures that carry their own guarantee.” (In

575.)

See also intra Degrees of

AND PROBABILITY.
AND SCIENCE.

See PROBABILITY–AND CERTAINTY

See SCIENCE(S)–AND CONCEPTUALISM

AND SELF-KNOWLEDGE (AUGUSTINE).

See PROPER

NAMES–AUGUSTINE, AUGUS-

TINIAN-AND SELF-KNOWLEDGE

DEGREES OF. The ground of degrees of certitude “lies behind the
proximate criterion of the virtually unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY] in the more obscure region of the remote criterion
[see TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–CRITERIA OF-PROXIMATE, -REMOTE]. Only if this obscure

CHANCE – CIRCUIT(S)

region were to become completely clarified, either in fact, or more
radically as a matter of principle, would certitude reach the absolute of infallibility [see ABSOLUTE–OF INFALLIBILITY].” (In 575.) See also intra
And limiting structures
TWO MEANINGS OF.

See PROBABILITY–AND CERTAINTY

CHANCE:

“The actual frequencies of events [see FREQUENCY–TYPES OF (4)(2) ACTUAL] of each kind in each place and at each time do not diverge
systematically from their probabilities. However, actual frequencies
may diverge nonsystematically from probabilities [see NONSYSTEMATIC–
DIVERGENCE OF ACTUAL FREQUENCIES], and that nonsystematic divergence is
chance. Accordingly, probability and chance are distinct and are not
to be confused.” (In 148.) Thus L will also call chance “a residual defect
of intelligibility [see INTELLIGIBILITY–DEFECTS OF].” (In 287) See intra And probability
AND PROBABILITY.

“PROBABILITY is one thing, and chance is another.
Probability is an ideal norm that, for all its ideality, is concretely
successful in the long run. Chance is merely the nonsystematic divergence of actual frequencies [see NONSYSTEMATIC–DIVERGENCE OF ACTUAL
FREQUENCIES] from the ideal frequencies named probabilities. Chance
explains nothing. It pertains irretrievably to the merely empirical
residue [see RESIDUE(S)–EMPIRICAL], to the aspects of DATA from which
intelligence always abstracts. But probability is an INTELLIGIBILITY; it
is, as it were, rescued from the merely empirical residue by the
roundabout device in which inquiring intelligence sets up the heuristic anticipations [see HEURISTIC–FUNDAMENTAL ANTICIPATION/ASSUMPTION] of
the statistical type of investigation [see METHOD, STATISTICAL].” (In 137.)
RESTRICTION OF. See COMMON SENSE–BIAS OF, GENERAL-AND CHANCE
VARIATION. See EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND CHANCE VARIATION
CHANGE: Passing from potency to act. See intra Notion of
AND METAPHYSICS.

See METAPHYSICAL–ARGUMENTS FROM CHANGE; METAPHYSICS–

ELEMENTS OF-AND CHANGE

AND NECESSITY.

See METAPHYSICAL–ARGUMENTS FROM CHANGE

AND REAL RELATIONS.
AND THE THING.

See RELATION(S)–OF EQUALITY

See intra Notion of

IMPROPER AND EXTENDED SENSE. Any newness in a being; any origin of a difference. See also intra Proper sense
KNOWING. “Just as knowing a thing consists in grasping an intelligible unity-identity-whole in individual data, so knowing change
consists in grasping the same identity or identities at different times
in different individual data. If the same thing exhibits different individual data at different times, it has changed. If there occurs a
change, something has happened. But these are statements. If they
are affirmed, they are judgments. But prior to being either statements or judgments, they exist as unanalyzed structures or procedures immanent and operative within cognitional process.” (In 307.)
MODEL OF.

See MODEL–OF CHANGE

NOTION OF.

“Without the notion of the thing [see THING(S)–NOTION OF]
there can be no notion of change. For a change is not just a newly
observed datum, nor the substitution of one datum for another, nor
the creation of a datum that previously did not exist. Moreover,
there are no changes in the realm of abstractions, for every abstraction is eternally whatever it is defined to be. If there is change,
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there has to be a concrete unity of concrete data extending over
some interval of time, there has to be some difference between the
data at the beginning and at the end of the interval, and this difference can be only partial, for otherwise there would occur not a
change but an annihilation and a new creation.” (In 272.) Change
“merely means that things are no longer what they were, whether
for better or for worse.” (PTP2 223.) See intra Knowing; see also THING(S)–
AND CHANGE

PROPER SENSE.

Change is always from something and into something, and so requires a term from which (see TERM(S)–FROM WHICH) and
a term to which (see TERM(S)–TO WHICH); and it involves the gaining of
a new FORM and the privation of an old form. See also intra Improper
and extended sense
SUBSTANTIAL. Change in the SUBSTANCE of a thing because of change
of its substantial form (its intelligible unity; see UNITY–TRANSCENDENTAL
NOTION OF; FORM–SUBSTANTIAL); the actualization of a new substantial
form in a subject and the perishing of the previous substantial form
or its return to the potency of MATTER. In L’s later thought, scholastic
terminology gives way to the language of INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS and
his empirical METAPHYSICS–OF PROPORTIONATE BEING; see CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL)
CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–FORM

CHANGELESS: See DEDUCTION–IN EMPIRICAL SCIENCE AND COMMON SENSE
CHOICE: See also DECISION; FREE–CHOICE; FREEDOM, ELEMENTS OF (4)
AND GOOD OF ORDER.

See GOOD, THE–OF ORDER-AND CHOICE

AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT.

See HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT-AND CHOICE

“Terminal values [see VALUE(S)–TERMINAL] are
the values that are chosen; true instances of the particular good, a
true good of order [see GOOD, THE–OF ORDER], a true scale of preferences regarding values and satisfactions [see VALUE(S)–AND SCALE OF
PREFERENCES]. Correlative to terminal values are the originating values [see VALUE(S)–ORIGINATING] that do the choosing: they are authentic
persons achieving self-transcendence [see SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE] by
their good choices. Since man can know and choose AUTHENTICITY
and self-transcendence, originating and terminal values can coincide. When each member of the community both wills authenticity
in himself and, inasmuch as he can, promotes it in others, then the
originating values that choose and the terminal values that are chosen overlap and interlace.” (In 51.)
AND SELF-DEVELOPMENT. See HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT
AND WILLING. See FREE–WILL
EXISTENTIAL. See AUTONOMY–EXISTENTIAL
AND ORIGINATING VALUE.

FREE.

See FREE–CHOICE

NOT TO CHOOSE.

See ETHICS–PRECEPTS OF

OF ORDER OF UNIVERSE.
RATIONAL.

See UNIVERSE–ORDER OF-CHOICE OF

See VALUE(S)

CIRCLE: See CYCLE(S)/CIRCLE(S)
CIRCUIT(S): The term regards cyclic movement

in DEVELOPMENT. See al-

so CYCLE(S)/CIRCLE(S); RECURRENCE, SCHEMES OF
IN FINALITY.

See FINALITY–CYCLES IN

IN HUMAN HISTORY.

See

EMERGENT PROBABILITY–IN HUMAN HISTORY; CLASSICAL
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CIVILIZATION(S) – CLARIFICATION BY CONTRAST

AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–LAWS-IN HUMAN AFFAIRS
OF EMPIRICAL METHOD.

See CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(2)

OF MATHEMATICAL AND SCIENTIFIC DEVELOPMENTS.

“The development of geometry or of mathematics has an internal circuit. Definitions, axioms, and postulates are set up, and deductions are made.
More and more problems and theorems are found simply by returning to imagination—or by developing the symbolism, which is
another instance of the image, the object of insight. The circuit of
presentations, inquiry, insight, and conception swings back through
more figures or more symbols to further presentations. On the
other hand, in the development of science there is an external circuit. The scientist’s conception is a HYPOTHESIS. He says, ‘Let us
suppose that the distance traversed is proportional to the time
squared.’ He starts drawing the conclusions from that hypothesis,
but he does not simply say, ‘Therefore, this is so.’ He tests each
one of the conclusions under all possible circumstances, and by
that further testing either he confirms the law which he proposed
as a hypothesis or he finds further data that lead him to correct it or
to move on to the discovery of further laws. In mathematics the
circuit—presentations, inquiry, insight, conception—is immanent;
it is sufficient to draw the figures and write down the symbols. But
the circuit in science involves dealing with things; it involves, as
we will put it later, a canon of operations [see CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(2) OF OPERATIONS].” (UB 62-63.) See also SCIENCE(S)–

and later of the empires of the ancient high civilizations .... But if
the poverty and weakness of the primitive were replaced by the
wealth and power of great states, if the area over which man exercised practical intelligence increased enormously, the whole
achievement stood upon the cosmological myth that depicted as
continuous and solidary the order of society, the order of the cosmos, and the divine being.” (M 89-90.) See also intra And world of common
sense
AND COMMUNITY.

See CULTURE, CULTURAL

AND COSMOPOLIS.

See COSMOPOLIS–PROPERTIES OF (4)-(4) CRITIQUES HISTORY

AND CULTURE.
AND IMAGES.

See CULTURE, CULTURAL–TYPES OF (3)

See IMAGE–AS LANGUAGE

AGE–AS LANGUAGE ■ INTERPRETATION–SYSTEMS OF IN PSYCHOLOGY ■ JUDGMENT(S) OF

The larger context is Dialectic (see
The immediate context of L’s remarks is the historical development of LANGUAGE; MEANING, and differentiations of consciousness (see CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED). “In
primitive undifferentiated consciousness the second and third
realms [of meaning; see MEANING–REALMS OF] do not exist, while the
first and fourth interpenetrate. Language refers primarily to the
spatial, the specific, the external, the human, and only by special
techniques is it extended to the temporal, the generic, the internal,
the divine. The advent of civilization means an increasing differentiation of roles to be fulfilled and of tasks to be performed, an ever
more elaborate organization and regulation to ensure fulfilment
and performance, an ever denser population, and greater and greater abundance. With each of these changes the communicative,
cognitive, effective, and constitutive functions of language expand
[see MEANING–FUNCTIONS OF (4)] while, as an added grace, literature develops and differentiates to celebrate human achievement and to
deplore human evil, to exhort to high endeavor and to entertain
man at leisure. ... All this can go forward though thought and
speech and action remain within the world of common sense, of
persons and things as related to us, of ordinary language.” (M 257-58.)

VALUE–AND CONTINUOUS GROWTH ■ LANGUAGE ■ MIND–GREEK DISCOVERY OF ■ POETRY–

See also intra Ancient high

DEVELOPMENT OF

■ MATHEMATICAL–AND SCIENTIFIC INSIGHTS ■ DEDUCTION–AND SCIEN-

TIFIC PROGRESS ■ HYPOTHESIS–IN SCIENTIFIC DEVELOPMENT

OF SOCIAL PROGRESS.

See SOCIAL–PROGRESS-CIRCUITS OF

CIVILIZATION(S): See also inter alia AUTHENTICITY–VS INAUTHENTICITY ■ COMMON
SENSE–BIAS OF, GENERAL-CORRECTION OF, –DEVELOPMENT OF, –SPECIALIZATION OF, –VS UNIVERSALITY

■ COMMUNITY–AND INTERSUBJECTIVITY ■ CONSCIENCE–DYNAMISM OF ■ CON-

STRAINT–AND SOCIETY ■ ETHICS–CONTENT OF VS DYNAMISM OF MORAL CONSCIENCE ■
FINALITY–FEATURES OF (9)-(7) UNIVERSAL ■ HISTORY–THEORY/THEORIES OF-PRACTICAL ■ IM-

PRE- AND POST-PHILOSOPHIC
THOUGHT

■ PROPER NAMES–FREUD, SIGMUND-INCOMPLETENESS OF HIS

■ RATIONALIZATION–AND LOVE OF EVIL ■ SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE-AND DECLINE ■

SIN–IN SOCIAL PROCESS ■ SOCIAL–SITUATION-AND POSITIONS/COUNTERPOSITION ■ SYSTEM(S)–
HIGHER-HUMANITY SOURCE OF

ANCIENT HIGH.

The larger context is historical development of MEANtowards the first differentiation of consciousness (see CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED, –THEORETICALLY). The immediate context is the
function of common sense in the ancient high civilizations as prelude to the Greek discovery of mind (see MIND–GREEK DISCOVERY OF), and
the differentiation of consciousness into COMMON SENSE and theory
(see THEORY, THEORIES). Meaning is still controlled by myth and magic
(see MYTH–AND MAGIC). L remarks (drawing from Malinowski, Magic,
Science and Religion): “While myth and magic envelop and penetrate the whole fabric of primitive living, they do not prevent a
thorough understanding of the practical tasks of daily life. Moreover, it is the development of practical understanding that takes
man beyond fruit-collecting, hunting, fishing, gardening to largescale agriculture with the social organization of the temple states
ING

AND WORLD OF COMMON SENSE.

DIALECTIC (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)).

BREAKDOWNS OF.

See BREAKDOWN–IN CIVILIZATION/ECONOMY/POLITY/SOCIAL ORDER

IN DECLINE.

The context is HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT and group egoism (see
The progress of civilization depends on individual and group obedience to the TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS (be attentive, be intelligent, be reasonable, be responsible) attached to
cognitional operations (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS). “A civilization in decline digs its own grave with a relentless consistency.
It cannot be argued out of its self-destructive ways, for argument
has a theoretical major premise, theoretical premisses are asked to
conform to matters of fact, and the facts in the situation produced
by decline more and more are the absurdities that proceed from inattention, oversight, unreasonableness and irresponsibility.” (M 54.)
BIAS–INDIVIDUAL, –GROUP).

See also AUTHENTICITY–VS INAUTHENTICITY
CLARIFICATION BY CONTRAST. The larger context is the complementarity of classical and statistical investigations (In ch. 4; see CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–COMPLEMENTARITY OF, –INQUIRY, –PROCEDURES).
“There is a clarification of ideas through contrast with their opposites. As we have argued that an acceptance of both classical and sta-

CLASSICAL – CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED

tistical laws [see CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–LAWS, –WORLDVIEW] leads
to some such worldview as Emergent Probability [see EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND WORLD ORDER, –AS UNIVERSAL DESIGN], so now we have to see how
different methodological positions result in different worldviews [see
WORLDVIEW(S)–CONTRASTING].” (In 151.) In Method, in the larger context of the
functional specialty Dialectic (see DIALECTIC (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)), L
speaks of intellectual conversion (see CONVERSION–INTELLECTUAL). “Intellectual conversion is a radical clarification and, consequently, the
elimination of an exceedingly stubborn and misleading myth concerning reality, objectivity, and human knowledge [see WORLD(S)–
MEDIATED BY MEANING-AND COGNITIONAL MYTH].” (M 238.) Although L does not use
the phrase in M, he does employ clarification by contrast to uncover
how and why “different methodological positions” are rooted in POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION. The language now is of differing and opposed horizons (see HORIZON(S)–OPPOSED, DIALECTICALLY, –DIFFERENCES IN)
clarified by contrast in the dialectical process in which positions on
“REALITY, OBJECTIVITY, and human KNOWLEDGE” are developed and
counterpositions on these terms are reversed.
CLASSICAL:

In L’s thought classical is often opposed to modern or,
in science, to statistical. In some cases, the pairs (classical/modern,
classical/statistical) are complementary. See CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL

COMPARED–COMPLEMENTARITY OF
AND STATISTICAL.

See CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED

HEURISTIC STRUCTURES.
LAW.

See LAW, LAW OF

METHOD.

See HEURISTIC STRUCTURE–CLASSICAL

…–CLASSICAL

See METHOD, CLASSICAL

NOTION OF CULTURE.
WORLDVIEW.

See CULTURE,

CULTURAL–VIEW OF-CLASSICIST/NORMATIVE

See WORLDVIEW(S)–CLASSICAL

CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED:

Categories described by
the adjectives classical and statistical can be complementary or opposed. The emphasis here is complementarity. Indeed, the larger context of this topic is the complementarity of classical and statistical
investigations (In ch. 4; see intra Inquiry). “Our efforts will be limited
to determining the immanent design or order characteristic of a universe in which both classical and statistical laws obtain.” (In 139.) The
principle comparison of classical and statistical bears on the complementarity of the laws governing L’s worldview, or his answering
the question, “What worldview is involved by our affirmation of both
classical and statistical laws?” (In 138.) The principle notion characterizing L’s worldview is his theory of generalized EMERGENT PROBABILITY
(see also WORLDVIEW(S)–LONERGAN’S).
ABSTRACTION, MODES OF. See ABSTRACTION–CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL MODES OF
COMPLEMENTARITY OF. “The systematic and the nonsystematic are
the contradictory alternatives of a dichotomy. Inquiry of the classical type is an anticipation of the systematic. Inquiry of the statistical type is an anticipation of the nonsystematic. Now the relations
between data must be either systematic or nonsystematic. It follows
that in any given case either the classical or the statistical anticipation must be correct.” (In 128.) See also intra Duality of; Explanation; Formulation; Inquiry-anticipation in
In knowing. See intra Procedures; Formulation; Explanation of data; Heuristic structures; see also ABSTRACTION–CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL MODES OF
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In knowledge of things. “General knowledge of things, like
knowledge of conjugates [see CONJUGATE(S)], is reached by classical
procedures, but general knowledge of existence [see VERIFICATION–
AND THE REAL], like knowledge of OCCURRENCE, is obtained through
statistical laws [see LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–STATISTICAL]. Thus, the definitions of chemical elements and compounds are of the classical
type [see SCIENCE–AND DEFINITIONS], but predictions [see PREDICTION–IN
CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL PROCEDURES] of successful analysis or synthesis
in nature or in the laboratory have to be based on probabilities
[see PROBABILITY].” (In 273-74.)
In known. “Just as the first part of [In ch. 4; see intra Inquiry] was
devoted to exhibiting the complementarity of classical and of statistical investigations from the view point of knowing, so now the
second part is to be directed to the determination of the corresponding complementarity from the viewpoint of what is to be
known. For knowing and known, if they are not an identity, at
least stand in some correspondence, and as the known is reached
only through knowing, structural features of the one are bound to
be reflected in the other. Aristotle’s worldview stemmed from his
distinction between the necessary laws of the heavenly bodies
and the contingent laws of things on this earth. Mechanist determinism had its scientific basis in the Galilean concept of explanation as the reduction of secondary to primary qualities [see
DURATION(S)–AS EXPERIENTIAL/PURE CONJUGATES]. In similar fashion some
parallel implication cannot be avoided by any fully conscious
methodology, and so, if we are not to play the ostrich, we must
face the question, What worldview is involved by our affirmation
of both classical and statistical laws?” (In 138.) See COSMOLOGY; EMERGENT PROBABILITY
DESCRIPTION, PRESCIENTIFIC.

This is second of 10 points of comparison of classical and statistical heuristic structures; see intra Heuristic structures-distinctive features of (10). One often meets the phrase
“description and explanation”; they correspond to the cognitional
operations of experience and understanding. In regard to data, one
is phenomenological and the other scientific. Here the contrast is
between nature/data and state/run of events as described. “All empirical inquiry presupposes some object that already is given but as
yet is not understood; and every such object possesses its prescientific description that provides an initial specification for the heuristic concept. Hence, just as classical inquiry comes to know natures
by understanding ‘data of different kinds,’ so statistical inquiry
comes to know states by understanding ‘ordinary and exceptional,
normal and abnormal runs of events.’” (In 86.)

DESCRIPTION, SCIENTIFIC.

This is fifth of 10 points of comparison of
classical and statistical heuristic structures; see intra Heuristic structures-distinctive features of (10). “From the formulation of the precise
scientific objective there follows the displacement of prescientific
by scientific description. Thus, to determine functional relations
measurement is added to observation, and mere sensible similarity
gives way to similarities of conjunction and separation, of proportion and concomitant variation. In like manner, to determine sets of
probabilities the adjectives ‘ordinary’ and ‘exceptional,’ ‘normal’
and ‘abnormal’ are replaced by actual counting of events and the
consequent tabulation of rates or of relative actual frequencies.
Moreover, to justify this numerical accuracy, exact classifications
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CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED – CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED

are borrowed from classical science, and every resource is employed to delimit, as far as possible, internally homogeneous volume-intervals of events.” (In 86-87.) See also intra Explanation-scientific,
ideal of
DUALITY OF.

In concluding his chapter (In ch. 4; see intra Inquiry) on
the complementarity of classical and statistical investigations, L
writes that this chapter “began from the problem of apparent duality that arose from the existence of two types of insight, two heuristic structures, and two distinct methods of empirical investigation.
There was no question of eliminating the duality, for the direct and
the inverse types of insight both occur [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–
DIRECT, –INVERSE]. There remained, then, the task of relating diverse
procedures and results into a single whole. In a first section it was
argued that classical and statistical investigations are complementary as cognitional activities. In a second section it was revealed
how their results, whatever their precise content, can be combined
into a single worldview.” (In 161-62.)

EXPLANATION.

The larger context is the complementarity of classical and statistical investigations (In ch. 7; see intra Inquiry). “Classical and statistical laws are complementary in their domains of data.
By this is meant, not that some data are explained by classical laws
and other data by statistical laws, but rather that certain aspects of
all data receive the classical type of explanation while other aspects
of the same data are explained along statistical lines.” (In 135.)
Of data. See DESCRIPTION
EXPLANATORY/PURE, –EXPERIENTIAL

–AND EXPLANATION-OF DATA;

CONJUGATE(S)–

Scientific, ideal of. This is fourth of 10 points of comparison of
classical and statistical heuristic structures; see intra Heuristic structures-distinctive features of (10). “Now the movement is from description to explanation. Note the notions of nature and state. “To
effect a transformation of prescientific anticipations and descriptions, there has to be formulated an ideal of scientific explanation. Hence, just as the classical inquirer places knowledge of
nature in the discovery and verification of determinate functional
relations, so the statistical inquirer places knowledge of states in
the association of sets of classes of events with corresponding
sets of probabilities. In other words, just as the mysterious nature
of gravity turns out to be for the scientist merely a constant acceleration, so the mysterious state of so-and-so’s health turns out to
be for the scientist a schedule of probabilities attached to a
schedule of classes of events.” (In 86.) See also intra Description, scientific
FORMULATION.

“Classical and statistical formulations are complementary. For classical formulations regard conjugates, which are
verified only in events. And statistical formulations regard events,
which are defined only by conjugates. … If statistical formulations
are to be significant contributions to the advance of science, they
will appeal to the experiential and pure conjugates of classical classifications and definitions [see CONJUGATE(S)–EXPLANATORY/PURE, –
EXPERIENTIAL]. Inversely, the conjugates of classical formulations are
verifiable only in statistically occurring events, [see STATISTICAL–
THEORY-(1) EVENTS] and their immanence in statistical residues [see RESIDUE(S)–STATISTICAL] is revealed by the proviso ‘OTHER THINGS BEING EQUAL.’”

(In 131-32.)
HEURISTIC CONCEPT. This is

first of 10 points of comparison of classical and statistical heuristic structures; see intra Heuristic structuresdistinctive features of (10). “The contrast here is between classical “nature of” and statistical “state of.” Given that the goal of inquiry is to
understand, “the basic device of methodical inquiry is to name the
unknown that will become known when the anticipated act of understanding occurs. Hence, just as the classical inquirer seeks to
know the ‘nature of ...,’ so the statistical inquirer will seek to know
the ‘state of ...’” (In 86.) See STATISTICAL–STATES
HEURISTIC STRUCTURES.

See intra Inquiry-anticipation in

Distinctive features of (10).“Under ten successive headings we
shall recall distinctive features of classical heuristic structure,
note their reason or ground, and in each case proceed to an analogous feature in a statistical heuristic structure.” (In 85.)
(1) Unspecified heuristic concept. See intra Heuristic concept
(2) Prescientific description. See intra Description, prescientific
(3) Heuristic theorem. See intra Heuristic theorem
(4) Ideal of scientific explanation. See intra Explanation-scientific, ideal of
(5) Scientific description. See intra Description, scientific
(6) Calculus of probabilities. See intra Probability-calculus of
(7) From frequencies to probabilities. See intra Inquiry-from frequencies to
probabilities
(8) Functional relations. See intra Inquiry-functional relations
(9) Assigning probabilities. See intra Probability-assigning
(10) Verification. See intra Verification
HEURISTIC THEOREM.

This is third of 10 points of comparison of
classical and statistical heuristic structures; see intra Heuristic structures-distinctive features of (10). “The heuristic theorem links 1 and 2,
the unspecified heuristic concept with the prescientifically described object. “Because similars are understood similarly, natures
are linked with data classified by sensible similarity. So we speak
of the nature of color or the nature of sound. Similarly, because a
notable regularity is compatible with random differences in runs of
events, states are linked with runs that despite occasional lapses are
ordinary or normal, or again with runs that are pronounced exceptional or abnormal though they contain a few ordinary or normal
elements. So we speak of the state of a person’s health, brokers
speak of the state of the market, and the President of the United
States discourses on the state of the nation.” (In 86.)

INQUIRY. While distinct from method, inquiry in the present context
specifies elements directly relevant to classical and statistical methods. See intra Procedures; see also METHOD, CLASSICAL; METHOD, STATISTICAL

And abstraction See

ABSTRACTION–CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL MODES OF-AS

COMPLEMENTARY

And representative samples. See intra Inquiry-basic problem of
Anticipation in. The context is complementary heuristic structures (see intra Heuristic structures). “The heuristic anticipations of
classical and of statistical procedures are complementary. For the
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systematic and the nonsystematic are the contradictory alternatives of a dichotomy. Inquiry of the classical type is an anticipation of the SYSTEMATIC. Inquiry of the statistical type is an
anticipation of the NONSYSTEMATIC. Now the relations between data
must be either systematic or nonsystematic. It follows that in any
given case either the classical or the statistical anticipation must
be correct.” (In 128.)
Corollaries (2). “The first is the openness of empirical method [see
METHOD(S)–EMPIRICAL]. The mere fact of inquiry is itself a presupposition, for it implies that there is something to be known by understanding the data. Still, this presupposition is inevitable, for
it marks the difference between the scientific and the nonscientific attitudes to experience. Moreover, this presupposition is
minimal. For it does not determine a priori whether any selected range of data is to be reduced to system in the classical
fashion or, on the other hand, is to be accounted for by showing
how the concrete diverges nonsystematically from systematic
expectations. … The second corollary is the relevance of empirical method. For empirical method is a matter of trial and error, and the only way to settle whether a given aggregate of
observations is or is not reducible to [SYSTEM(S)] is to formulate
both hypotheses, work out their implications, and test the implications against observed results.” (In 128-29.)
Basic problem of. “A set of relative actual frequencies [see FREQUENCY–TYPES OF (4)-(4) RELATIVE ACTUAL] is a representative sample [see
NOTION OF …–REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLE] if the probabilities to which they
lead prove to be correct. On the other hand, a set of relative actual
frequencies is not a representative sample if the probabilities to
which they lead run counter to the facts. It follows that the basic
practical problem of statistical inquiry is the selection of representative samples, and indeed that its solution must depend not
merely on a full theoretical development of statistical method [see
METHOD, STATISTICAL] but also on the general knowledge of individual
investigators and on their insights into whatever specific issues
they happen to be investigating.” (In 82.)
Elements of (4). The discussion follows that of the defect of intelligibility L calls devaluated inverse insight (see FREQUENCY–AND INTELLIGIBILITY).
(1) Concerns coincidental aggregates of events. L means “the aggre-

gate of events that has some unity by spatial juxtaposition or by
temporal succession or by both but lacks unity on the level of
insight and of intelligible relation. In other words, statistical inquiry is concerned with nonsystematic process [see NONSYSTEMATIC–PROCESS].” (In 79.) See also AGGREGATE(S)–COINCIDENTAL
(2) Investigates what classical inquiry neglects. “Even if one grants that
classical inquiry [see METHOD, CLASSICAL] leads to the laws that explain every event, it remains that classical science [see SCIENCE(S)–CLASSICAL] rarely bothers to explain the single EVENTS of
nonsystematic process [see NONSYSTEMATIC–PROCESS], and still less
does it offer any technique for the orderly study of groups of
such events.” (In 80.)
(3) Finds intelligibility in what classical inquiry neglects. Classical inquiry
(see METHOD, CLASSICAL) neglects the defective intelligibility of
nonsystematic process (see NONSYSTEMATIC–PROCESS-INTELLIGIBILITY OF).
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L states that “a mere defect in intelligibility is not the basis of a
scientific method. There is needed a complementary direct insight that turns the tables on the defect. Just as scientific generalization exploits the fact that individuality pertains to an
empirical residue [see RESIDUE(S)–EMPIRICAL-INDIVIDUALITY OF], just as the
real numbers, the theory of continuous functions, and the infinitesimal calculus exploit the defect of intelligibility in the continuum, just as scientific collaboration is possible because
particular places and particular times pertain to the empirical
residue [see PARTICULAR(S)–TIMES AND PLACES], just as the principle of
inertia and the basic postulate of special relativity rest on an
empirically residual aspect of constant velocity, so also statistical science is the positive advance of intelligence through the
gap in intelligibility in coincidental aggregates [see AGGREGATE(S)–
COINCIDENTAL] of events.” (In 80.)
(4) Denies intelligibility when random differences are affirmed. “If the statistical investigator deals with nonsystematic processes [see
NONSYSTEMATIC–PROCESS], he does not find the intelligibility of systematic process [see SYSTEMATIC–PROCESS] either in the differences
he pronounces significant or in the differences he pronounces
random. Again, to discover the intelligibility that statistical science finds in nonsystematic process, we must look to the differences pronounced significant. It follows that differences in
frequencies of events are random when they lack not only the
intelligibility of systematic process but also the intelligibility of
nonsystematic process.” (In 81.)
From frequencies to probabilities. This is seventh of 10 points of
comparison of classical and statistical heuristic structures; see intra Heuristic structures-distinctive features of (10). “Just as classical inquiry evolves practical techniques of curve fitting to aid the
transition from measurements to functional relations, so statistical
inquiry develops similar techniques to aid the transition from
relative actual frequencies [FREQUENCY–TYPES OF (4)-(4) RELATIVE ACTUAL] to
probabilities [see PROBABILITY].” (In 87.)
Functional relations. This is eighth of 10 points of comparison
of classical and statistical heuristic structures; see intra Heuristic
structures-distinctive features of (10). “Just as classical inquiry [see
METHOD, CLASSICAL] proceeds not only from below upwards from
measurements through curve fitting but also from above downwards from differential equations to their solutions, so also a
comparable department of statistical inquiry has discovered that
the solution of operator equations yields eigenfunctions and eigenvalues that serve both to select classes of events and to determine the respective probabilities of the selected classes.” (In 87.)
LAWS.

“Besides classical laws, there also are statistical laws [see
and since the latter as well as
the former are verifiable, it would seem that, besides pure and experiential conjugates [see CONJUGATE(S)–EXPLANATORY/PURE, –EXPERIENTIAL],
one must also recognize EVENTS. When the demonstrator in a lecture
room propounds a law of nature and proceeds to illustrate it by an
experiment, he does not inform his class that the law will be refuted
if the experiment does not work. On the contrary, he points out that
the law retains its validity even if it happens that the experiment is
a failure. And members of the class may add interest to the proLAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–CLASSICAL, –STATISTICAL];
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ceedings by determining the statistical law of the demonstrator’s
successes. The law of nature, then, is one thing. The event of its illustration is another. And such events are subject to laws of a different type, which is named statistical.” (In 105.)
And emergence. See EMERGENCE–FACT OF
In human affairs. “As in the fields of physics, chemistry, and biology, so in the field of human events and relationships there are
classical and statistical laws that combine concretely in cumulating sets of schemes of recurrence [see RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF].
For the advent of man does not abrogate the rule of EMERGENT
PROBABILITY. Human actions are recurrent; their recurrence is regular; and the regularity is the functioning of a scheme, of a patterned set of relations that yields conclusions of the type: If an X
occurs, then an X will recur. … Still, if human affairs fall under
the dominion of Emergent Probability, they do so in their own
way. A planetary system results from the conjunction of the abstract laws of mechanics with a suitable concrete set of massvelocities. In parallel fashion there are human schemes that
emerge and function automatically once there occurs an appropriate conjunction of abstract laws and concrete circumstances.
But as human intelligence develops, there is a significant change
of roles. Less and less importance attaches to the probabilities of
appropriate constellations of circumstances. More and more importance attaches to the probabilities of the occurrence of insight,
communication, persuasion, agreement, decision. Man does not
have to wait for his environment to make him. His dramatic living [see PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–DRAMATIC] needs only the clues and
the opportunities to originate and maintain its own setting.” (In 23436.)
METHODS OF EMPIRICAL INVESTIGATION.

See

METHOD(S)–THE FOUR-

CONTRASTS OF

PREDICTION IN.
PROBABILITY.

See PREDICTION–IN CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL PROCEDURES

See also PROBABILITY

Assigning. This is ninth of 10 points of comparison of classical
and statistical heuristic structures; see intra Heuristic structuresdistinctive features of (10). “Just as classical discovery is a leap of
constructive intelligence that goes beyond ascertained measurements to posit a functional relation on which the relations between all appropriate subsequent measurements should converge
as on a limit, so also statistical discovery (as distinct from statistical information) is a leap of constructive intelligence that goes
beyond ascertained relative actual frequencies to assign probabilities [see FREQUENCY–TYPES OF (4)-(4) RELATIVE ACTUAL; PROBABILITY],
where differences between probabilities and relative actual frequencies (1) should always be a coincidental aggregate [see AGGREGATE(S)–COINCIDENTAL], and (2) in each case should be eliminable
by extending the investigation of that case. Hence, just as classical laws are universal and constant while measurements are particular and subject to the variations introduced by extraneous
influences, so statistical states are universal and constant though
relative actual frequencies are particular and subject to random
differences [see FREQUENCY–RANDOM OSCILLATION OF]. However, while

both types of discovery are universal and so abstract, still they
involve different types of abstraction.” (In 87.) See ABSTRACTION–
CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL MODES OF

Calculus of. This is sixth of 10 points of comparison of classical
and statistical heuristic structures; see intra Heuristic structuresdistinctive features of (10). “Just as classical inquiry derives a general
view of its possibilities from the mathematical investigation of
functions and of spatiotemporal relations, so statistical inquiry
finds similar guidance and orientation in the calculus of probabilities.” (In 87.)
PROCEDURES. “Classical predictions can be exact within assignable
limits, because relations between measurements converge on the
functional relations that formulate classical laws. But because relative actual frequencies [see FREQUENCY–TYPES OF (4)-(4) RELATIVE ACTUAL] differ at random from probabilities, statistical predictions primarily
regard the probabilities of events, and only secondarily determine
the corresponding frequencies that differ at random from the probabilities. Hence, even when numbers are very great and probabilities high, as in the kinetic theory of gases, the possibility of
exceptions has to be acknowledged; and when predictions rest on a
statistical axiomatic structure, as in quantum mechanics, the structure itself seems to involve a principle of indeterminacy or uncertainty [see LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–STATISTICAL-AND INDETERMINACY].” (In 88-89.)
Heuristic. “Classical and statistical investigations are complementary procedures. For they separate systematically and nonsystematically related data, and the isolation of either type is a step
towards the determination of the other.” (In 129.) “Classical heuristic procedure rests on the assumption that to some extent the relations between data are systematic, and it devotes its efforts to
determine just what those systematic relations are. … Statistical
heuristic procedure rests on an assumption of nonsystematic relations, and it aims at determining an ideal frequency from which
actual frequencies may diverge but only nonsystematically [see
NONSYSTEMATIC–DIVERGENCE OF ACTUAL FREQUENCIES]. … In both cases the
result obtained is abstract. For the classical law represents the
systematic and prescinds from the nonsystematic. On the other
hand, the statistical law represents, not the actual frequency of actual events, but the ideal frequency from which actual frequencies diverge.” (In 133.) See intra Description, prescientific; Description,
scientific; Explanation; see also ABSTRACTION–CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL MODES
OF

Limitation of classical. See

STATISTICAL–SCIENCE-AND LIMITATION OF CLASSICAL

PROCEDURE

SCIENCE.

The most important context for L’s explication is his argument for statistical science. One could begin with classical law
and the limits of classical procedure (see STATISTICAL–SCIENCE-AND LIMITATION OF CLASSICAL PROCEDURE). L goes on to note the specific example of
ideal cases. “Full knowledge of all classical laws makes possible
the invention or construction of a large series of ideal cases to
which actual events can be taken as approximations, and so we can
have scientific predictions. But the mere fact that it is possible to
set up ideal cases from a complete knowledge of laws, and to predict what is going to happen all along the line in those ideal cases,

CLASSICISM – CLASSIFICATION

suggests that it is also possible to have a perverse type of mentality,
a mentality which invents situations in which things cannot be
worked out so neatly.” (UB 71.) In other words, classical prediction
cannot account for actual events. L considers the break in a game
of pool. He concludes: “What would be the general solution to the
problem of what happens at the break at pool? There is no general
solution. The problem involves an indefinite series of cases…. Just
as there is that case, so there is the opposite case in which intelligence is working at the perverse goal of finding a concrete situation
such that full knowledge of the laws does not enable one to predict
in the general case exactly what is going to happen.” (UB 71-72.) This
lack of intelligibility is the type of inverse insight (see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–INVERSE) that L calls devaluated (see FREQUENCY–AND INTELLIGIBILITY). He concludes his argument for statistical science: “One
understands that there can be a case which does not submit to an
ideal solution, that there can be a case that is designed to evade
subsumption under any ideal solution. It is not just one problem,
but a series of problems set by a concrete situation. With the break
at pool there is the problem of the strike, the problem of rebounding balls, the problem of what happens next, and so on. This limitation to full knowledge of classical laws provides an example of a
case in which one understands that there is no concrete insight to
be had that will give one an ideal solution. Because of that, we
have the ‘hole in the fence,’ as it were, the vacuum, through which
another type of approach to deal with that kind of problem can be
introduced; namely, statistical method [see METHOD, STATISTICAL].” (UB
71-72.) To lay the groundwork, he then turns to probability theory. See
PROBABILITY–THEORY OF
VERIFICATION.

This is tenth of 10 points of comparison of classical
and statistical heuristic structures; see intra Heuristic structuresdistinctive features of (10). “No less than the classical law, the statistical
state has to be verified. For knowledge of states is derived from
particular frequencies by a leap of constructive intelligence. That
leap is neither the recognition of a fact nor the grasp of a necessity
but simply an insight into possibility. The known frequencies are
satisfied by the supposition of a state that universally is manifested
by events of determinate classes occurring with determinate probabilities. But further investigation can compromise this result in a
variety of manners. It may reveal an unsatisfactory classification of
events, an underestimation of the complexity of the sequence of
situations, a failure to reach representative samples. Then relative
actual frequencies [see FREQUENCY–TYPES OF (4)-(4) RELATIVE ACTUAL] have to
be ascertained on a more exact or broader basis, and the constructive leap has to be repeated in a new manner. Still, though both
classical and statistical hypotheses need verification, verification
has not the same meaning in both cases.” (In 88)
Of hypotheses. “Though both classical and statistical hypotheses
need verification, verification has not the same meaning in both
cases. Because the relations between measurements converge on
the functional relations that express classical laws [see LAW(S),
LAW(S) OF ...–CLASSICAL], it is possible to substitute the numerical values determined by the measurements for the variables that are
functionally related by the laws. In contrast, because relative actual frequencies differ at random from probabilities, it is not possible to deduce the probabilities from any fully determinate
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mathematical formula by substituting for the variables of the
formula the fractions that correspond to relative actual frequencies.” (In 88.)
WORLDVIEW.

See WORLDVIEW(S)–LONERGAN’S

CLASSICISM : See also CLASSICAL ■ CLASSICIST ■ CONVERSION–AND OBJECTIVITY ■
PHILOSOPHY OF GOD
AND AUTHENTICITY.

See AUTHENTICITY–AND CLASSICISM

AND CRITICAL HISTORY.
AND LOGIC.

See HISTORY–CRITICAL-AND CLASSICIST ASSUMPTIONS

See PROOF

AND MISTAKEN VIEWS OF CULTURE.

“I must contend that classicism
is no more than the mistaken view of conceiving culture normatively and of concluding that there is just one human culture. The
modern fact is that culture has to be conceived empirically [see CULTURE, CULTURAL–VIEW OF-MODERN/EMPIRICAL], that there are many cultures,
and that new distinctions are legitimate when the reasons for them
are explained and the older truths are retained.” (M 124.) See also CULTURE, CULTURAL–VIEW OF-CLASSICIST/NORMATIVE

CLASSICIST:

“By a classicist I mean a person for whom the rhetorician or orator, Isocrates or Cicero, represents the fine flower of human culture.” (PTP2 160.) “The classicist is not a pluralist. He knows
that circumstances alter cases but he is far more deeply convinced
that circumstances are accidental and that, beyond them, there is
some substance or kernel or root that fits in with classicist assumptions of stability, immutability, fixity.” (PTP2 73-74.) See also CLASSICAL;

CLASSICISM
AND THEORY VS COMMON SENSE.

The context is the realms of meaning (see MEANING–REALM(S) OF), and the differentiations of consciousness
(see CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED) that make one conscious of the
realms. “Classical consciousness is theoretical as well as common
sense, but the theory is not sufficiently advanced for the sharp opposition between the two realms of meaning to be adequately
grasped. ... Differentiated consciousness appears when the critical
exigence [see INTERIORITY–AND CRITICAL EXIGENCE] turns attention upon INTERIORITY, when SELF-APPROPRIATION is achieved, when the subject relates his different procedures to the several realms, relates the
several realms to one another, and consciously shifts from one
realm to another by consciously changing his procedures.” (M 84.)
ASSUMPTIONS. See HISTORY–CRITICAL-AND CLASSICIST ASSUMPTIONS
VIEW OF CULTURE. See CULTURE, CULTURAL–VIEW OF-CLASSICIST/NORMATIVE
CLASSIFICATION: See also inter alia ANTICIPATION–IN PRESCIENTIFIC/SCIENTIFIC
THOUGHT

■ CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–DESCRIPTION, SCIENTIFIC, –

FORMULATION, –HEURISTIC THEOREM
OF, –TYPES OF

■ CONJUGATE(S)–EXPERIENTIAL ■ EXPRESSION–LEVELS

■ GENUS–EXPLANATORY ■ METHOD, CLASSICAL–HEURISTIC PRINCIPLES OF ■

SCIENCE(S)–AS DESCRIPTIVE ■ SELF-APPROPRIATION–AND PHILOSOPHY-DIFFERENT TYPES OF

■ SPECIALIZATION ■ WORLDVIEW(S)–CONSTRUCTION OF
BY SUBJECT SPECIALIZATION. The context is differentiation and dynamic unity among the eight FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES of L’s method
(see METHOD IN THEOLOGY (LONERGAN); GEM). There are two phases of four
functional specialties. The present topic pertains to the relation between field and subject specializations. “Field specialization subdivides the materials on which the specialties of the first phase
[Research, Interpretation, history, dialectic] operate, while subject
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specialization classifies the results obtained by the specialties of
the second phase [foundations, doctrines, Systematics, Communication].” (M 140.) Although L’s immediate concern is the method of
theology, the functional specialties (or special categories) of the
second phase can be applied to other disciplines. See also FUNCTIONAL
SPECIALTIES–DYNAMIC UNITY OF
IN DIALECTIC.

See DIALECTIC(S)–STRUCTURE OF-MATERIALS (6)-(5)

PRELIMINARY.

The context is the heuristic structures of empirical
method (In ch. 2). The present entry concerns the preliminary step
in heuristic method that seeks the nature of some unknown x by
noting the similarities of things in their relations to us (see QUOAD
NOS). “Now sensible similarities, which occur in the relations of
things to our senses, may be known before the ‘nature of ...’ [see NATURE–OF …] has been discovered. They form the basis of preliminary
classifications. They specify the ‘nature of ...,’ so that one states
that one is seeking the nature of color, the nature of heat, the nature
of change, the nature of life.” (In 62.)

CLOAK FOR IGNORANCE: See NECESSITY–AND LAWS OF PROBABILITY; SYSTEMATIC–PROCESS-VS NONSYSTEMATIC-(5)

CLOSED: The principal uses of the term regard system and law.
STRUCTURE OF CLASSICAL LAW.

See LAW(S), LAW(S) OF

...–CLASSICAL-A CLOSED

AND LAW.

STRUCTURE

SYSTEM.

tions and reaching further answers. Let us say that this noetic activity is engaged in a lower context when it is doing mathematics
or following scientific method or exercising common sense. Then
it will be moving towards an upper context when it scrutinizes mathematics or science or common sense in order to grasp the nature
of noetic activity. And if it comes to understand and affirm what
understanding is and what affirming is, then it has reached an upper context that logically is independent of the scaffolding of mathematics, science, and common sense. Moreover, if it can be
shown that the upper context is invariant, that any attempt to revise
it can be legitimate only if the hypothetical reviser refutes his own
attempt by invoking experience, understanding, and reflection in
an already prescribed manner, then it will appear that, while the
noema [the understood (object)] or intentio intenta [intended intention; concept of being; see BEING–INTENTION OF-INTENDED INTENTION] or pensée pensée may always be expressed with greater accuracy and
completeness, still the immanent and recurrently operative structure of the noêsis [(the act of) understanding] or intentio intendens
[intending intention; intention or notion of being; see BEING–INTENTION
OF-INTENDING INTENTION] or pensée pensante must always be one and the
same.” (In 19-20.) See also INTERIORITY–WORLD OF-VERIFICATION IN
AND KNOWLEDGE. See intra And reality, knowledge, objectivity

See SYSTEM(S)–CLOSED

COGITATIVA: See PHANTASM/FANTASM–AND COGITATIVA
COGNITION, COGNITIONAL: The reader will note that the subentries
range widely, and this because matters of cognition form the basis of
all meaning.
ACT(S). See EXPERIENCE ■ INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING ■ JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT ■
JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE ■ DELIBERATION ■ DECISION
ANALYSIS.

“Cognitional analysis is needed not to know being but to
know knowledge.” (In 365.) In broadest terms, L’s cognitional analysis is the content of Insight. The details of that analysis begin with
intra Levels of, Operations. Since knowing is knowing something,
cognitional analysis is the basis of analysis of the known, BEING . See
also ANALYSIS–METAPHYSICAL; METAPHYSICS–AND COGNITIONAL ANALYSIS
AND APPROPRIATION OF TRUTH. See TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–APPROPRIATION OF
AND ETHICS. See ETHICS–AND COGNITIONAL THEORY
AND GÖDEL’S THEOREM.

“Gödel’s theorem is to the effect that any
set of mathematical definitions and postulates gives rise to further
questions that cannot be answered on the basis of the definitions
and postulates. … Now let us go beyond Gödel’s theorem, not in
the direction of greater abstractness, but in the direction of greater
concreteness, and not to greater concreteness on the side of the object (which is vast and difficult and open to further additions and
revisions) but to greater concreteness on the side of the subject.
Besides the noêma or intentio intenta or pensée pensée illustrated
by the lower contexts F, Q, R, ... and by the upper context that is
Gödel’s theorem, there also is the noêsis or intentio intendens or
pensée pensante that is constituted by the very activity of inquiring
and reflecting, understanding and affirming, asking further ques-

The larger context is reflective understanding (In ch. 10;
AND UNDERSTANDING–REFLECTIVE). While explicating insight into concrete situations (see COMMON SENSE–AND CONCRETE SITUATION), L discusses vulnerable and invulnerable insights (see INSIGHT AND
UNDERSTANDING–VULNERABLE/INVULNERABLE, –REFLECTIVE-AND VIRTUALLY UNCONDITIONED). He speaks of “a law immanent and operative in cognitional
process.” Before we ask whether or not our insight is correct or
mistaken, “there is an operational distinction between invulnerable
and vulnerable insights. When an insight meets the issue squarely,
when it hits the bull’s eye, when it settles the matter, there are no
further questions to be asked, and so there are no further insights to
challenge the initial position. But when the issue is not met
squarely, there are further questions that would reveal the unsatisfactoriness of the insight and would evoke the further insights that
put a new light on the matter.” (In 309.)
AND METAPHYSICS. See METAPHYSICS–AND COGNITIONAL ANALYSIS
see INSIGHT

AND METHOD/GEM.

See GEM

AND OBJECTIVITY.

See intra Process

AND PHILOSOPHY.

See intra Theory-and philosophy

AND REALITY, KNOWLEDGE, OBJECTIVITY.

Knowledge is the term of
a process from experience to understanding to judgment. See intra

Process
AND REALITY.

See intra And reality, knowledge, objectivity

AND THE THING.

See QUOAD SE; QUOAD NOS

AND THEORIES OF HISTORY.

See HISTORY–THEORY/THEORIES OF

AND TRANSCENDENTAL DEDUCTION.

See intra Theory-Lonergan vs Kant (5

elements)
AND TRANSCENDENTAL METHOD.
AS INVARIANT.

See GEM–REVISION OF

L claims that the fundamental terms and relations of

COGNITION, COGNITIONAL – COGNITION, COGNITIONAL

the explanatory account of human knowing are invariant. See intra
Structure-invariance in
AS ISOMORPHIC WITH STRUCTURE OF BEING.

See

KNOWING–AND KNOWN-

ISOMORPHISM OF

BASIC TERMS AND RELATIONS.

See intra Terms and relations, basic nest of

CONTEXT. The

larger context is the notion of judgment (In ch. 9; see
L’s immediate topic is the contextual aspect of
judgment (see CONTEXT(S)–OF JUDGMENT). “The most general aspects of
cognitional context are represented by LOGIC and dialectic [see DIALECTIC(S)]. Logic is the effort of knowledge to attain the coherence
and organization proper to any stage of its development. Dialectic,
on the other hand, rests on the breakdown of efforts to attain coherence and organization at a given stage, and consists in bringing
to birth a new stage in which logic again will endeavor to attain
coherence and organization.” (In 301.)
JUDGMENT(S)–NOTION OF).

DEVELOPMENT. “The immanent source of transcendence in man is
his detached, disinterested, unrestricted DESIRE TO KNOW. As it is the
origin of all his questions, it is the origin of the radical further
questions that take him beyond the defined limits of particular issues. Nor is it solely the operator of his cognitional development.
For its detachment and disinterestedness set it in opposition to his
attached and interested sensitivity and INTERSUBJECTIVITY; and the
knowledge it yields demands of his WILL the endeavor to develop in
WILLINGNESS and so make his doing consistent with his knowing [see
DOING AND MAKING–AND KNOWING].” (In 659-60.) In other words, fulfillment of
one’s desire to know, knowing the good, requires the further development of doing the good.

And sensitive integration. See OPERATOR(S)–OF COGNITIONAL DEVELOPMENTAND SENSITIVE INTEGRATION

Operators of. See OPERATOR(S)–OF COGNITIONAL DEVELOPMENT
DYNAMISM OF. See intra Structure-dynamism of
FACT. See intra Process-and fact
HABITS. See JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–HABITS OF AND INSIGHT
INTROSPECTIVE. See CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–AS COGNITIONAL EVENT
LEVELS OF. There are four. For a general account see intra Levels ofschema; for a detailed account see EXPERIENCE ■ INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING ■ JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT ■ JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE ■ DELIBERATION; DECISION;
see also intra Structure

And idealism. See IDEALISM–AND THIRD LEVEL OF COGNITION
Schema. “It will be useful to represent schematically the three
levels of cognitional process [in knowing truth/fact].
1. Data. Perceptual Images

Free Images

Utterances

2. Questions for Intelligence

Insights

Formulations

3. Questions for Reflection

Reflection

Judgment of fact

[Later, in Method, L distinguishes the fourth level, DECISION]
4. Questions for Deliberation Decision.

Good work

The second level presupposes and complements the first. The
third level presupposes and complements the second. The exception lies in free images and utterances, which commonly are under the influence of the higher levels before they provide a basis
for inquiry and reflection. Further, by questions for intelligence
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and reflection [see INTELLIGENCE–QUESTIONS FOR; REFLECTION/REFLECTIVE–
QUESTIONS FOR] are not meant utterances or even conceptual formulations; by the question is meant the attitude of the inquiring
mind that effects the transition from the first level to the second,
and again the attitude of the critical mind that effects the transition from the second level to the third.” (In 299.) See intra Operations;
see also EXPERIENCE ■ WHAT
MODES OF.
MYTH.

IS IT? ■ IS IT SO? ■ IS IT TRULY WORTHWHILE?

See MODE(S)–OF COGNITION

See WORLD(S)–MEDIATED BY MEANING-AND COGNITIONAL MYTH

OPERATIONS. L’s later thought tends to restrict usage of the term to
cognitional operations. Occasionally he employs act as synonym
of operation; but where a metaphysically conceived psychology
(see FACULTY PSYCHOLOGY) speaks of act, critical realist (see REALISM–
CRITICAL) INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS speaks of operation. For each cognitional operation in order see EXPERIENCE ■ INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING ■
JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT ■ JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE ■ DELIBERATION ■ DECISION; see
also intra Structure; Levels of-schema

And common sense. “Not only are DESCRIPTION and EXPLANATION distinct, but there are two main varieties of description. There are
the ordinary descriptions that can be cast in ordinary language. ...
Its defining or formal viewpoint is the thing as related to us [see
QUOAD NOS], as it enters into the concerns of man. Its object is what
is to be known by concrete judgments of fact [see JUDGMENT(S) OF
FACT–CONCRETE], by judgments on the correctness of insights into
concrete situations, by concrete analogies and generalizations,
and by the collaboration of common sense. It is as much an object of knowledge as any other, for it is reached by beginning
from the level of presentations, by advancing through inquiry, insights, and formulation, by culminating in the critical inquiry of
reflective understanding, the grasp of the unconditioned, and the
rationally compelled pronouncement of judgment.” (In 317.)
And experience. See EXPERIENCE–OF COGNITIONAL OPERATIONS
And the human good. See HUMAN–GOOD-STRUCTURE OF
Applying intentional to conscious. The context is transcendental
method and self-appropriation (see GEM–AND SELF-APPROPRIATION). L
writes that “in a sense everyone knows and observes transcendental method. Everyone does so, precisely in the measure that
he is attentive, intelligent, reasonable, responsible [see TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS].” However, it is one thing to perform the intentional operations allied to being attentive, etc.; it is another to be
conscious that one is intending the operations. “It is a matter of
heightening one’s consciousness by objectifying it, and that is
something that each one, ultimately, has to do in himself and for
himself. ... In what does this objectification consist? It is a matter
of applying the operations as intentional to the operations as conscious. Thus, if for brevity’s sake we denote the various operations on the four levels by the principal occurrence on that level,
we may speak of the operations as experiencing [see EXPERIENCE],
understanding [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING], judging [see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT], and deciding [see DECISION; see also JUDGMENT(S) OF
VALUE]. These operations are both conscious and intentional. But
what is conscious, can be intended. To apply the operations as intentional to the operations as conscious is a fourfold matter of (1)
experiencing one’s experiencing, understanding, judging, and de-
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ciding, (2) understanding the unity and relations of one’s experienced experiencing, understanding, judging, deciding, (3) affirming the reality of one’s experienced and understood experiencing,
understanding, judging, deciding and (4) deciding to operate in
accord with the norms immanent in the spontaneous relatedness
of one’s experienced, understood, affirmed experiencing, understanding, judging, and deciding. … We must … enlarge our interest, recall that one and the same operation not only intends an
object but also reveals an intending subject, discover in our own
experience the concrete truth of that general statement. That discovery, of course, is not a matter of looking, inspecting, gazing
upon. It is an awareness, not of what is intended, but of the intending. It is finding in oneself the conscious occurrence, seeing,
whenever an object is seen, the conscious occurrence, hearing,
whenever an object is heard, and so forth.” (M 14-15.) See intra Operations-appropriation of; see also CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–NOTION OF; ROCK.
THE

And historical investigation. “Now the peculiarity of this field [of

historical investigation] resides in the nature of individual and
group action. It has both a conscious and an unconscious side.
Apart from neurosis and psychosis the conscious side is in control. But the conscious side consists in the flow of conscious
and intentional acts that we have been speaking of since our
first chapter. What differentiates each of these acts from the
others lies in the manifold meanings of meaning set forth in
Chapter Three. Meaning, then, is a constitutive element in the
conscious flow that is the normally controlling side of human
action. It is this constitutive role of meaning in the controlling
side of human action that grounds the peculiarity of the historical field of investigation.” (M 177-78.) See MEANING–FUNCTIONS OF (4)-(3)
CONSTITUTIVE

And time. See PSYCHOLOGICAL–PRESENT

Appropriation of. The context is realms of meaning (see MEANING–
L speaks of turning “from the outer realms of COMMON
SENSE and theory [see THEORY, THEORIES] to appropriation of one’s
own INTERIORITY, one’s subjectivity [see SUBJECTIVITY–OBJECTIFICATION OF],
one’s operations, their structure, their norms, their potentialities.
Such appropriation [see SELF-APPROPRIATION], in its technical expression, resembles theory. But in itself it is a heightening of intentional consciousness, an attending not merely to objects but also
to the intending subject and his acts [or operations].” (M 83.) See also intra Operations-applying intentional to conscious; see also ROCK. THE
REALM(S) OF).

As achievement. See CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-AND ACHIEVEMENT

As conscious. See intra Operations-applying intentional to conscious
As dynamic. See intra Operations-pattern of; Structure
As given. See ROCK. THE
As intentional. See intra Operations-applying intentional to conscious
Consciousness of. “Whenever any of the operations are performed, the subject is aware of himself operating, present to himself operating, experiencing himself operating. Moreover ... the
quality of consciousness changes as the subject performs dif-

ferent operations. ... The operations then not only intend objects.
There is to them a further psychological dimension. They occur
consciously and by them the operating subject is conscious. Just
as operations by their intentionality make objects present to the
subject, so also by consciousness they make the operating subject
present to himself. ... I have used the adjective, present, both of
the object and of the subject. But I have used it ambiguously, for
the presence of the object is quite different from the presence of
the subject. The object is present as what is gazed upon, attended
to, intended. But the presence of the subject resides in the gazing,
the attending, the intending. For this reason the subject can be
conscious, as attending, and yet give his whole attention to the
object as attended to.” (M 8.)
Intentional. See also INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS
And self-presence. See CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–AND SELF-PRESENCE-AND
THE OBJECT

As general basic terms. In L’s method (see GEM) “general basic
terms name conscious and intentional operations. General basic
relations name elements in the dynamic structure linking operations and generating states [see STATE(S)]. ... Derived terms
and relations name the objects known in operations and correlative to states.” (M 343.)
Mediate and immediate. “Operations are said to be immediate
when their objects are present. So seeing is immediate to what
is being seen, hearing to what is being heard, touch to what is
being touched. But by imagination, language, symbols, we operate in a compound manner; immediately with respect to the
image, word, symbol; mediately with respect to what is represented or signified. In this fashion we come to operate not only
with respect to the present and actual but also with respect to
the absent, the past, the future, the merely possible or ideal or
normative or fantastic. ... This distinction between immediate
and mediate operations has quite a broad relevance. It sets off
the world of immediacy of the infant against the vastly larger
world mediated by meaning [see IMMEDIACY–WORLD OF; WORLD(S)–
MEDIATED BY MEANING]. Further, it provides a basis for a distinction
between lower and higher cultures. The lower regards a world
mediated by meaning but it lacks controls over meaning and so
easily indulges in magic and myth [see MYTH–AND MAGIC]. The
higher culture develops reflexive techniques that operate on the
mediate operations themselves in an effort to safeguard meaning.” (M 28.)
Normative structure of. See intra Structure-invariance in

Pattern of. The dynamism of consciousness and its relation to
cognitional operations and GEM are beautifully summarized in this
quote. “The basic pattern of conscious and intentional operations
is dynamic. It is dynamic materially inasmuch as it is a pattern of
operations, just as a dance is a pattern of bodily movements, or a
melody is a pattern of sounds. But it also is dynamic formally, inasmuch as it calls forth and assembles the appropriate operations
at each stage of the process, just as a growing organism puts forth
its own organs and lives by their functioning. Finally, this doubly
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dynamic pattern is not blind but open-eyed; it is attentive, intelligent, reasonable, responsible [see TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS]; it is a
conscious intending, ever going beyond what happens to be given
or known, ever striving for a fuller and richer apprehension of the
yet unknown or incompletely known totality, whole, universe.” (M
13.)

See also SELF-APPROPRIATION–PROCESS OF-(1) THE PATTERN

Spontaneity of. See SPONTANEITY–OF COGNITIONAL OPERATIONS
ORIENTATION. See SCIENTIFIC–OBSERVATION
PROCESS. The process is a unity of sensation, perception, imagination, inquiry, insight, formulation, reflection, grasp of the unconditioned, judgments of fact and value, and decision. A précis of the
process is found intra Structure-dynamism of, and one more detailed in
KNOWING–PRÉCIS OF.
And fact. Fact “is the natural objective of human cognitional
process. It is the anticipated unity to which sensation, perception,
imagination, inquiry, insight, formulation, reflection, grasp of the
unconditioned, and judgment make their several, complementary
contributions.” (In 355.) See also FACT
And formulation. The cognitive level of understanding (see intra
Levels of-schema) “consists in acts of inquiry, understanding, and
formulation. Thus, the question, What is it? leads to a grasp and
formulation of an intelligible unity-identity-whole [see THING(S)–
NOTION OF] in data as individual. The question, Why? leads to a
grasp and formulation of a law, a correlation, a system. The question, How often? leads to a grasp and formulation of an ideal frequency from which actual frequencies nonsystematically diverge.
… This level of intelligence presupposes and complements another level. Inquiry presupposes elements in knowledge about
which inquiry is made. Understanding presupposes presentations
to be understood. Formulation expresses not only what is
grasped by understanding but also what is essential to the understanding in the understood. … It is the level of presentations
[usually called the level of EXPERIENCE].” (In 298.)
As heuristic structure. L uses the example of the process of coming to understand. “The comparison of mathematical and scientific insights [see MATHEMATICAL–AND SCIENTIFIC INSIGHTS] does not answer
the question with which we began [broadly: what is SELFAPPROPRIATION ?]. We just drew attention to elementary differences
in order to set in motion our four basic terms [presentations, inquiry, insight, and conception]. We want now to grasp the dynamic aspect of the process [of gaining insight], and that process
as formulated, as brought to explicit consciousness, is a heuristic
structure.” (UB 63.) L goes on of course to the other basic terms (reflection, reflective insight, and judgment; later, M will make decision explicit).
Direct and introspective modes of. “The three levels of the direct
mode of cognitional process [see DATA–OF SENSE] provide the data
for the introspective mode [see DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS]; and as the
direct mode, so also the introspective unfolds on the three levels:
an initial level of data [see EXPERIENCE], a second level of understanding and formulation [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING], and a
third level of reflection and judgment [see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT].” (In
299-300.)

See also CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–AS COGNITIONAL EVENT
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Objectification of. See SELF-APPROPRIATION–AND COGNITIONAL OPERATIONS
Revision of. See intra Theory-revision of
Starting point. See OBJECTIVITY–PROBLEM OF-(1) THE STARTING POINT
SELF-TRANSCENDENCE. See SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE-COGNITIONAL
STRUCTURE.

Note that in L’s unified worldview cognitional structure is isomorphic with the constitutive principles of proportionate being. See BEING–PROPORTIONATE ■ METAPHYSICS–OF PROPORTIONATE BEING ■

KNOWING–AND KNOWN-ISOMORPHISM OF

Dynamism of. The structure of our cognitional operations is formally dynamic. “It is self-assembling, self-constituting. It puts itself together, one part summoning forth the next, till the whole is
reached. And this occurs, not with the blindness of natural process, but consciously, intelligently, rationally. Experience stimulates inquiry, and inquiry is intelligence bringing itself to act; it
leads from experience through imagination to insight, and from
insight to the concepts that combine in single objects both what
has been grasped by insight and what in experience or imagination is relevant to the insight. In turn, concepts stimulate reflection, and reflection is the conscious exigence of rationality; it
marshals the evidence and weighs it either to judge or else to
doubt and so renew inquiry.” (L, “Cognitional Structure” 1C 207.)
Invariance in. See intra Theory-revision of; see also SELF-APPROPRIATION–
PROCESS OF-(1) THE PATTERN

Revision of. “Is this [pattern of cognitional operations that structure intentional consciousness] not just a hypothesis that can be
expected to undergo revision after revision as man’s selfknowledge keeps developing? … A distinction must be drawn
between the normative pattern immanent in our conscious and
intentional operations and, on the other hand, objectifications of
that pattern in concepts, propositions, words. Obviously, revision
can affect nothing but objectifications. It cannot change the dynamic structure of human consciousness. All it can do is bring
about a more adequate account of that structure.” (M 18-19.) See also
intra Theory-revision of; And Gödel’s theorem; see also GEM–REVISION OF
TERMS AND RELATIONS, BASIC NEST OF.

L speaks of “the attending,
inquiring, reflecting, deliberating subject along with the operations
that result from attending, inquiring, reflecting, deliberating and
with the structure within which the operations occur. The subject in
question is not any general or abstract or theoretical subject … the
relevant attending, inquiring, reflecting, deliberating are the attending, inquiring, reflecting, deliberating that he has found to go on in
himself; the consequent operations are the operations he has uncovered and identified in his own operating; and the structure
within which the operations occur is the pattern of dynamic relations which, as he knows from his own experience, lead from one
operation to the next. Finally, the subject is self-transcending [see
SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE]. His operations reveal objects: single operations reveal partial objects; a structured compound of operations
reveals compounded objects [see OBJECT(S)–COMPOUND]; and as the subject by his operations is conscious of himself operating, he too is
revealed though not as object but as subject. … Such is the basic
nest of terms and relations.” (M 285-86.) See also intra Structure; Operations-intentional-as general basic terms
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Differentiated. “The basic nest of terms and relations can be differentiated in a number of manners. So one can distinguish and
describe: (1) each of the different kinds of conscious operation
that occur; (2) the biological, aesthetic, intellectual, dramatic,
practical, or worshipful patterns of experience [see PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE] within which the operations occur; (3) the different
quality of the consciousness inherent in sensing, in operating intelligently, in operating reasonably, in operating responsibly and
freely [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)]; (4) the different
manners in which operations proceed towards goals: the manner
of COMMON SENSE, of the sciences [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–
SCIENTIFIC], of INTERIORITY and philosophy [see PHILOSOPHY, PHILOSOPHIES], of the life of prayer and theology; (5) the different realms
of meaning [see MEANING–REALM(S) OF] and the different worlds meant
as a result of the various manners of proceeding: the world of
immediacy [see IMMEDIACY–WORLD OF], given in immediate experience
and confirmed by successful response; the world of common
sense [see COMMON SENSE–WORLD OF]; the world of the sciences [see
THEORY, THEORIES–WORLD OF]; the world of interiority and philosophy
[see INTERIORITY–WORLD OF]; the world of religion and theology; (6)
the diverse heuristic structures within which operations accumulate towards the attainment of goals: the classical, statistical, genetic, and dialectical heuristic structures [see HEURISTIC STRUCTURE]
and, embracing them all, the integral heuristic structure which is
what I mean by a metaphysics [see METAPHYSICS–AS INTEGRAL HEURISTIC
STRUCTURE]; (7) the contrast between differentiated consciousness
[see CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED] that shifts with ease from one
manner of operation in one world to another manner of operation
in a different world and, on the other hand, undifferentiated consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, UNDIFFERENTIATED] which is at home in
its local variety of common sense but finds any message from the
worlds of theory, of interiority, of transcendence both alien and
incomprehensible; (8) the difference between those that have or
have not been converted religiously, or morally, or intellectually
[see CONVERSION]; (9) the consequent dialectically opposed positions and counter-positions, models, categories [see POSITION AND
COUNTERPOSITION; MODEL; CATEGORY, CATEGORIES] … Such differentiation
vastly enriches the initial nest of terms and relations. From such a
broadened basis one can go on to a developed account of the [HUMAN–GOOD ] , [VALUE(S)], [BELIEF], to the carriers, elements, functions,
realms, and stages of MEANING, to the question of God [see QUESTION
OF GOD, THE], of religious experience [see EXPERIENCE, RELIGIOUS], its
expressions, its dialectical development.” (M 286-87.)
THEORY. L’s cognitional theory as expressed in Insight is derived
from his answering three linked questions conventionally worded
thus: WHAT IS KNOWING? The answer: EPISTEMOLOGY. Why is doing that
knowing (see EPISTEMOLOGY–WHY IS DOING THAT KNOWING?)? The answer:
cognitional theory. WHAT DO I KNOW WHEN I DO IT? The answer: METAPHYSICS–OF PROPORTIONATE BEING. Later, the theory was expanded to include
JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE. Here, the question might be: WHAT DO I DO WHEN I
KNOW IT? The answer: ethics (see ETHICS–EXISTENTIAL). While the various
facets of L’s position are found in the various subentries intra, for
details see intra Theory-Lonergan vs Kant (5 elements); Operations; see also
METAPHYSICS–AND COGNITIONAL ANALYSIS

And ethics. See ETHICS–AND COGNITIONAL THEORY
And intentionality analysis. See INTENTIONALITY

ANALYSIS–AND COGNI-

TIONAL THEORY

And philosophy. In L’s thought, cognitional theory is philosophy.
When the norms of one’s cognitional operations are appropriated
(see SELF-APPROPRIATION), and the metaphysics latent in every mind
becomes explicit (see METAPHYSICS–STAGES/FORMS OF-EXPLICIT (8 ELEMENTS))
and, as a result, one grasps the principle of isomorphism (see PRINCIPLE(S) OF …–ISOMORPHISM), one also comes into possession of generalized empirical method (see GEM–AS WISDOM). “Philosophy is neither
a theory in the manner of science nor a somewhat technical form
of common sense, nor even a reversal to presocratic wisdom. Philosophy finds its proper data in intentional consciousness [see DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS]. Its primary function is to promote the selfappropriation that cuts to the root of philosophic differences and
incomprehensions. It has further, secondary functions in distinguishing, relating, grounding the several realms of meaning [see
MEANING–REALMS OF] and, no less, in grounding the methods of the
sciences [see METHOD(S)–OF SCIENCE(S)] and so promoting their unification [see SCIENCE(S)–UNIFICATION OF].” (M 95.)
As hypothetical. “It is not hypothetical in the sense in which explanatory science is hypothetical. Each of the elements is directly
verifiable. The physicist will deal with ultimates such as mass,
temperature, and the electromagnetic field vectors, and he will
probably agree that there may be more perfect, future theories in
which such concepts will not have the fundamental role that they
have in classical physics. They are hypothetically posited, because once they are posited one obtains the maximum of conclusions that one can verify. But one cannot verify that they are
fundamental concepts. Whether they ultimately are fundamental
can only be determined in terms of an ultimate theory, and it is
very difficult to say that the ultimate theory has already been
reached. … On the other hand, in our account of the knower the
subject is not something hypothetical. The subject is the ‘I’ that
says, ‘I am a knower.’ Insight is not simply a hypothesis. A behaviorist or a certain type of linguistic analyst may say that intelligence, insight, has a meaning insofar as there are modes of
external behavior that show a man to be intelligent. If that were
the only evidence, insight would be a hypothetical entity used to
account for that type of behavior. But if, in your presence to
yourself within your own CONSCIOUSNESS, you are aware that there
occur jumps, that periods of darkness are followed by periods of
increasing light, catching on, understanding things and seeing
how they hold together, then insight is not simply a hypothetical
entity but something that is verified in your experience [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–UNDERSTANDING].” (UB 141-42.)
Lonergan vs Kant (5 elements). L’s mentions the Kantian term
“transcendental deduction” in the context of explicating his cognitional theory and contrasting it with Kant’s. “We have performed something similar to what a Kantian would name a
transcendental deduction. Accordingly, we shall be asked to explain the fact that our deduction yields different results from
Kant’s.” (In 362.) L offers five differences that he summarizes thus:
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“The … list of differences account for the divergence between
Kant’s conclusion and our own. They are differences in the problem under consideration, in the viewpoint from which it is considered, in the method by which it is solved. More fundamentally
there are differences about questions of fact, for our selfaffirmation is, as we have insisted and may be pardoned for repeating, primarily and ultimately a judgment of fact [see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT].” (In 365.)
(1). “Kant asked for the a priori conditions of the possibility of
experience in the sense of knowing an object [see A PRIORI–KANT’S].
… We asked, not for the conditions of knowing an object, but
for the conditions of the possible occurrence of a judgment of
fact. We have asked for the conditions of an absolute and rational yes or no viewed simply as an act. We have not asked on
what conditions there would be some fact that corresponded to
the yes. We have not even asked what meaning such correspondence might have.” (In 363.)
(2). “A second difference lies in the distinction between thingfor-us and thing-itself. Kant distinguished these as phenomenon and noumenon. … It is simply a distinction between description and explanation, between the kind of cognitional
activities that fix contents by indicating what they resemble
and, on the other hand, the kind that fix contents by assigning
their experientially validated relations. A thing is a concrete unity-identity-whole grasped in data as individual. Describe it,
and it is a thing-for-us [see QUOAD NOS]. Explain it, and it is a
thing-itself [see QUOAD SE]. Is it real? Is it objective? Is it anything more than the immanent determination of the cognitional
act? These are all quite reasonable questions. But as yet we answer neither yes nor no.” (In 363.)
(3). “A third difference regards universal and necessary judgments [see JUDGMENT(S)–UNIVERSAL AND NECESSARY]. They stand in the
forefront of the Kantian critique, which was largely engaged in
the problem of transcending Hume’s experiential atomism. But
in our analysis they play a minor role. A universal and necessary judgment may be merely the affirmation of an analytic
proposition, and such analytic propositions may be mere abstract possibilities without relevance to the central context of
judgments that we name knowledge. Our emphasis falls on the
judgment of fact [see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT] that itself is an increment of knowledge and, as well, contributes to the transition
from the analytic proposition to the analytic principle [see PRINCIPLE(S)–ANALYTIC-VS ANALYTIC PROPOSITION(S)], that is, to the universal and
necessary judgment whose terms and relations are existential in
the sense that they occur in judgments of fact.” (In 363-64.)
(4). “A fourth difference regards the immediate ground of
judgment. Kant formulated this ground by setting forth his
schematism of the categories. There is a proper use of the category Real if there occurs a filling of the empty form of Time.
There is a proper use of the category Substance if there is a
permanence of the Real in Time. However, Kant’s schematism
is not regarded as one of his happiest inventions. In any case
we have argued that by their very genesis concepts are united
with data. Inquiry is about the data of sense or of conscious-
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ness [see DATA–OF SENSE; DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS]. Insight is into the
data of inquiry. Concepts and theories are the products of insight and have to be checked against the data. Moreover—and
this is the essential difference—the process of checking reveals
in human knowledge, beyond experience and understanding, a
third, distinct, constitutive level that is both self-authenticating
and decisive. It is self-authenticating: rational reflection demands and reflective understanding grasps a virtually unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY–AND REFLECTIVE INSIGHT]; and once
that grasp has occurred, one cannot be reasonable and yet fail
to pass judgment. Again, the third level is alone decisive: until
I judge, I am merely thinking; once I judge, I know; as insight
draws the definite object of thought from the hazy object of
experience, so judgment selects the objects of thought that are
objects of knowledge. Finally … to know means to know BEING ,
and to know being includes knowing objects and subjects.” (In
364.)

(5). “A fifth difference has to do with CONSCIOUSNESS. Kant acknowledged an inner sense that corresponds roughly to what
we have named empirical consciousness, namely, the awareness that is immanent in acts of sensing, perceiving, imagining,
desiring, fearing, and the like. Besides this acknowledgment of
inner sense, Kant deduced or postulated an original synthetic
unity of apperception as the a priori condition of the ‘I think’
accompanying all cognitional acts. On the other hand, Kantian
theory has no room for a consciousness of the generative principles of the categories; the categories may be inferred from the
judgments in which they occur; but it is impossible to reach
behind the categories to their source. It is precisely this aspect
of Kantian thought that gives the categories their inflexibility
and their irreducible mysteriousness. It is the same aspect that
provided Fichte and Hegel with their opportunity to march into
the unoccupied territory of intelligent and rational consciousness. The dynamic states named inquiry and reflection do occur. Inquiry is generative of all understanding, and
understanding is generative of all concepts and systems. Reflection is generative of all reflective grasp of the unconditioned, and that grasp is generative of all judgment. If the
Kantian proscribes consideration of inquiry and reflection, he
lays himself open to the charge of obscurantism. If he admits
such consideration, if he praises intelligent curiosity and the
critical spirit, then he is on his way to acknowledge the generative principles both of the categories Kant knew and of the categories Kant did not know.” (In 365.)
Lonergan vs relativism (11 elements). The reader will note that
the contrast also illuminates the dynamic process of KNOWING and
what real KNOWLEDGE is.
(1). “Relativist thought is largely devoted to a refutation of empiricism. Correctly it insists that human knowing cannot be accounted for by the level of presentations [see DATA–OF SENSE]
alone. There is as well the level of intelligence [see INSIGHT AND
UNDERSTANDING], of grasping and formulating intelligible unities
and systematic relations. Without this second level of activities,
there is indeed a given but there is no possibility of saying what
is given.” (In 366.)
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(2). “Just as the relativist insists on the level of intelligence
against the empiricist, so we insist on the level of reflection
against the relativist [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–REFLECTIVE].
Human knowing is not merely theory about the given; there are
also facts: and the relativist has not and cannot establish that
there are no facts, for the absence of any other fact would itself
be a fact.” (In 366.)
(3). “Just as the empiricist could have nothing to say if, in fact,
he did not utilize operations on the level of intelligence, so also
the relativist does not confine himself strictly to the levels of
presentations and of intelligence. He is quite familiar with the
notion of the UNCONDITIONED [see also UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY]. He
regards the unconditioned as the ideal towards which human
knowing tends. But he supposes that this ideal is to be reached
through understanding [not JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT, L’s position]. …
So intimately are all things related that knowledge of anything
can be definitive only when everything is known.” (In 366-67.)
(4). “The relativist is able to follow up this general view by facing concrete issues. Is this a typewriter? Probably, yes. For
practical purposes, yes. Absolutely? The relativist would prefer
to be clear about the precise meaning of the name ‘typewriter’;
he would like to be told just what is meant by the demonstrative
‘this’; he would be grateful for an explanation of the meaning
of the copula ‘is.’ Your simple question is met by three further
questions: and if you answer these three, your answers will give
rise to many more. If you are quick and see that you are starting
on an infinite series, you may confront the relativist with a
rounded system [see DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS–AND SYSTEM]. But the relativist is also a smart fellow. He will point out that ordinary
people, quite certain that this is a typewriter, know nothing of
the system on which you base their knowledge. Nor is this all.
For human knowledge is limited; systems have their weak
points; and the relativist will pounce upon the very issues on
which a defender of the system would prefer to profess ignorance.” (In 367.)
(5). “Not only will the relativist make it plain that there are further questions until everything is known, but also he will explain why this is so. A relation is named internal to an object
when, without the relation, the object would differ radically.
Thus, we have spoken of inquiry and insight. … Now, if one
supposes that the whole universe is a pattern of internal relations, clearly it follows that no part and no aspect of the universe can be known in isolation from any other part or aspect;
for every item is related internally to every other; and to prescind from such relations is to prescind from things as they are
and to substitute in their place other, imaginary objects that
simply are not. If then, one asks the relativist to explain why
questions run off to infinity, he has a ready answer. The universe to be known by answering questions is a tissue of internal
relations.” (In 367.) In contrast with L’s position see THING(S)–UNITY OF
(6). “If the foregoing fairly represents the relativist position, it
also reveals its oversights. Questions are of two kinds. There
are questions for intelligence [see INTELLIGENCE–QUESTIONS FOR] ….

There also are questions for reflection [see REFLECTION/REFLECTIVE–
QUESTIONS FOR]…. Next, the unconditioned that is required for
judgment is not the comprehensive coherence that is the ideal
of understanding, that grounds answers to all questions of the
first type. On the contrary, it is a virtually unconditioned that
results from the combination of a conditioned with the fulfilment of its conditions [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY]. Further, a
judgment is a limited commitment: so far from resting on
knowledge of the universe, it is to the effect that, no matter
what the rest of the universe may prove to be, at least this is so.
I may not be able to settle borderline instances in which one
might dispute whether the name ‘typewriter’ would be appropriate. But at least I can settle definitively that this is a typewriter. I may not be able to clarify the meaning of ‘is,’ but it is
sufficient for present purposes to know the difference between
‘is’ and ‘is not’; and that, I know. I am not very articulate when
it comes to explaining the meaning of ‘this,’ but if you prefer to
use ‘that,’ it will make no difference provided we both see what
we are talking about…. The sole present issue is whether or not
I am mistaken in affirming this to be a typewriter. You explain
to me that my notion of a typewriter would be very different if I
understood [all the details of what it is and does]. … But may I
not explain to you that all these further items, however interesting and significant, are to be known through further judgments,
that such further judgments, so far from shifting me from my
present conviction that this is a typewriter, will only confirm
me in it, that to make those further judgments would be rather
difficult if, at the start, I could not be certain whether or not this
is a typewriter?” (In 367-68.)
(7). “The questions that are answered by a pattern of internal
relations are only questions that ask for explanatory system.
But besides things-themselves and prior to them in our knowing, there are things-for-us, things as described [see QUOAD NOS].
Moreover, the existents and occurrences in which explanatory
systems are verified diverge nonsystematically [see NONSYSTEMATIC–IN DIVERGING SERIES OF CONDITIONS] from the ideal frequencies [see
FREQUENCY–TYPES OF (4)-(3) IDEAL] that ideally would be deduced from
the explanatory systems. Again, the activity of verifying [see DESCRIPTION–AND EXPLANATION-OF DATA] involves the use of description as
an intermediary between the system defined by internal relations and, on the other hand, the presentations of sense that are
the fulfilling conditions. Finally, it would be a mistake to suppose that explanation is the one true knowledge; not only does
its VERIFICATION rest on description but also the relations of things
to us are just as much objects of knowledge as are the relations
of things among themselves [see QUOAD SE].” (In 368-69.)
(8). “The relativist invents for himself a universe that consists
merely of explanatory system because he conceives the unconditioned as the ideal of understanding, as the comprehensive
coherence towards which understanding tends by asking what
and why. But as we have seen, the criterion of judgment is the
virtually unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY]. Each judgment is a limited commitment. So far from pronouncing on the
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universe, it is content to affirm some single conditioned that has
a finite number of conditions which in fact are fulfilled. No
doubt, were the universe simply a vast explanatory system,
knowledge of the conditions of any conditioned would be identical with knowledge of the universe. But in fact the universe is
not simply explanatory system; its existents and its occurrences
diverge nonsystematically from pure intelligibility; it exhibits
an empirical residue [see INTELLIGIBILITY–MATERIAL-AND THE EMPIRICAL RESIDUE] of the individual, the incidental, the continuous, the merely
juxtaposed, and the merely successive; it is a universe of facts,
and explanatory system has validity in the measure that it conforms to descriptive facts.” (In 369.) See UNIVERSE–INTELLIGIBILITY OF-AND
METHODS (4); EMERGENT PROBABILITY
(9). “The relativist argument from unending further questions is
more impressive than conclusive. Human knowing does not
begin from previous knowing but from natural spontaneities
and inevitabilities. Its basic terms are not defined for it in some
knowing prior to knowing; they are fixed by the dynamic structure of cognitional process itself. The relativist asks what is
meant by the copula ‘is’ and the demonstrative ‘this.’ But neither he nor anyone else is given to confusing ‘is’ with ‘is not or
‘this’ with ‘not this’; and that basic clarity is all that is relevant
to the meaning of the affirmation ‘This is a typewriter.’ A cognitional theorist would be called upon to explain such elementary terms; he would do so by saving that ‘is’ represents the yes
that occurs in judgment and that is anticipated by such questions as ‘Is it?’ ‘What is it?’ Similarly, a theorist would explain
‘this’ as the return from the field of conception to the empirical
residue [see RESIDUE(S)–EMPIRICAL] in the field of presentations [see
DATA–OF SENSE]. But questions relevant to cognitional theory are
not relevant to every instance of knowing. They are not universally relevant because, in fact, there is no operational obscurity
about the meanings that cognitional theory elucidates. Again,
they are not universally relevant, because such elementary
meanings are fixed, in a manner that surpasses determination
by definition, with the native immutability of the dynamic
structures of cognitional process [see intra Process-revision of; Theory-revision of].” (In 369-70.)
(10). “As human knowing begins from natural spontaneity, so
its initial developments are inarticulate. As it asks what and
why without being given the reason for its inquiry, so also it
sets off on the self-correcting process of learning [see LEARNING–
SELF-CORRECTING PROCESS OF] without the explicit formulations that
rightly would be required in an explanatory system. Single insights are partial. Spontaneously they give rise to the further
questions that elicit complementary insights. Were the universe
purely an explanatory system, the minor clusters of insights
reached by what is called common sense would not head for a
limiting position of familiarity and mastery in which evidently
it is silly to doubt whether or not this is a typewriter. But in fact,
the universe to be known by answering questions is not pure
explanatory system. In fact, insights do head for limiting positions of familiarity and mastery. In fact, as everyone knows
very well, it is silly to doubt whether or not this is a typewriter.”
(In 370.)
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(11). “It is quite true that I can be mistaken. But that truth presupposes that I am not making a further mistake in acknowledging a past mistake as a mistake. More generally, judgments
of fact [see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT] are correct or incorrect, not of
necessity, but merely in fact [see CRITERION (CRITERIA)–OF INDUBITABILITY]. If this is something, still it might be nothing at all. If it is a
typewriter, still it might be something else. Similarly, if I am
correct in affirming it to be a typewriter, it is not a pure necessity, but merely a fact, that I am correct. To ask for the evidence
that excludes the possibility of my being mistaken in affirming
this to be a typewriter is to ask too much. Such evidence is not
available, for if I am correct, that is merely fact [see FACT–MERE
MATTER OF]. But if that evidence is not available, still less is there
the evidence that will exclude the possibility of error in all
judgments of fact. Errors are just as much facts as are correct
judgments. But the relativist is in conflict with both categories
of fact. For him nothing is simply true, for that is possible only
when comprehensive coherence is reached; for him, nothing is
simply wrong, for every statement involves some understanding and so some part of what he names truth. In the last analysis, just as the empiricist tries to banish intelligence, so the
relativist tries to banish fact and with it what everyone else
names truth.” (In 370-71.)
Revision of. The larger context is the self-affirmation of the
knower (In ch. 11; see SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER). After having
demonstrated that knowing is a compound of three operations
(see EXPERIENCE; INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING; JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT), L devotes a section to the impossibility of a “radical revision that involves a shift in the fundamental terms and relations of the
explanatory account of the human knowledge underlying existing
common sense, mathematics and empirical science.” (In 359.) “I am
not contending here and now that human nature and so human
knowledge are immutable, that there could not arise a new nature
and a new knowledge to which present theory would not be applicable. What is excluded is the radical revision that involves a
shift in the fundamental terms and relations of the explanatory
account of the human knowledge underlying existing common
sense, mathematics and empirical science. … The impossibility
of such revision appears from the very notion of revision. A revision appeals to data. It contends that previous theory does not satisfactorily account for all the data. It claims to have reached
complementary insights that lead to more accurate statements. It
shows that these new statements either are unconditioned or more
closely approximate to the unconditioned than previous statements. Now, if in fact revision is as described, then it presupposes
that cognitional process falls on the three levels of presentation
[experience; see DATA–OF SENSE], intelligence [understanding], and
reflection [the operation that weighs evidence for judgment of
fact; see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–REFLECTIVE]; it presupposes that insights are cumulative and complementary; it presupposes that
they head towards a limit described by the adjective ‘satisfactory’; it presupposes a reflective grasp of the unconditioned or of
what approximates to the unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY–AND REFLECTIVE INSIGHT]. Clearly, revision cannot revise its own
presuppositions. A reviser cannot appeal to data to deny data, to
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his new insights to deny insights, to his new formulation to deny
formulation, to his reflective grasp to deny reflective grasp.” (In
359.) See intra Structure-revision of; And Gödel’s theorem; see also GEM–
REVISION OF

The basic discipline. See INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS–AND COGNITIONAL THEORY
VS ONTOLOGICAL. See METAPHYSICS–ELEMENTS OF-COGNITIONAL OR ONTOLOGICAL
COHERENCE: There are hundreds of mentions of “coherence” and
“coherent” in L’s writings; in most cases the words denote elements
of a wide range of particular processes and situations (like “the comprehensive coherence towards which understanding tends by asking
what and why”). “Coherence basically means that all [elements of
the object] hang together from a single insight.” (In 36.)
OF INSIGHT. See INSIGHT (THE BOOK)–COHERENCE OF
OF INSIGHTS. “For every basic insight there is a circle of terms and
relations, such that the terms fix the relations, the relations fix the
terms, and the insight fixes both. If one grasps the necessary and
sufficient conditions for the perfect roundness of this imagined
plane curve, then one grasps not only the circle but also the point,
the line, the circumference, the radii, the plane, and equality. All
the concepts tumble out together, because all are needed to express
adequately a single insight. All are coherent, for coherence basically means that all hang together from a single insight.” (In 36.)
OF JUDGMENTS.

See JUDGMENT(S)–COHERENCE OF

COINCIDENTAL:

The reader will note that the subentries are directly
related to L’s theory of natural process, EMERGENT PROBABILITY.
AGGREGATES. See AGGREGATE(S)–COINCIDENTAL
MANIFOLDS. See MANIFOLD(S)–COINCIDENTAL
COLLABORATION: Promoting unity of methods for the sake of scholarly collaboration in all the disciplines is one of the chief aims of
both Insight and Method. In the latter, L writes: “Method is not a set
of rules to be followed meticulously by a dolt. It is a framework for
collaborative creativity.” (M xi.) See METHOD(S)–AND COLLABORATION
AND BELIEF. See BELIEF–AND COLLABORATION
AND INTERPRETATION. See INTERPRETATION–COLLABORATION IN
AND LEARNING.

See intra Of common sense

AND METHOD/GEM.

See METHOD(S)–AND COLLABORATION

AND SELF-TRANSCENDENCE.

“In the measure that one’s living, one’s
aims, one’s achievements are a response to [VALUE(S)], in that measure a performative self-transcendence is effected. One has got beyond mere selfishness. One has become a principle of benevolence
and beneficence, capable of genuine collaboration and of true
love.” (PTP2 36.) See SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE

AND VALUES.

“The discovery of values is not something written on
the wall out there for all to see, but something that is discovered
rather by the collaboration of many people in an ongoing process.”

(PTP2 36.)

See VALUE(S)

EXCLUDES SCIENTIFIC ERROR.

Scientists “possess a high reputation
for intellectual integrity. Moreover, it is rather difficult for them to
avoid meriting their reputation, for not only are they subjected to

strong motives for avoiding all error and inaccuracy but also each
of them possesses both the incentives and the facilities for making
public any error or inaccuracy that escaped the notice of his colleagues. Like the Constitution of the United States of America,
scientific collaboration is a system of checks and balances in
which everyone is out to avoid mistakes and alert to spot the mistakes of others.” (In 734.) See also POSSIBILITY–OF SCIENTIFIC COLLABORATION/GENERALIZATION

OF COMMON SENSE. “What anyone discovers passes into the possession of many, to be checked against their experience and to be confronted with the test of their further questions. Thus too it is that
the discoveries of different individuals enter into single, cumulative series; that the later presuppose and improve upon the earlier;
and that the starting point of each generation is where its predecessor left off. … The remote source, then, of commonsense judgments is a collaboration. The self-correcting process of learning
[see LEARNING–SELF-CORRECTING PROCESS OF] goes on in the minds of individuals, but the individual minds are in communication. The results reached by one are checked by many, and new results are
added to old, to form a common fund from which each draws his
variable share measured by his interests and his energy.” (In 315.)
OF HISTORIANS.

See HISTORIAN–AND BELIEF

OF SCIENTISTS.

See intra Excludes scientific error; see also

BELIEF–AND SCI-

ENCE

COMMITMENT:

Although not explicit is his account of SELFpersonal commitment to it is the sine qua non for grasping the foundations of L’s thought. See also ASSENT
AND COMMUNITY. See LIBERTY–AND COMMUNITY
PERSONAL, AND JUDGMENT. See JUDGMENT(S)–AS RELATED-(4) TO THE PERSON
JUDGING; ASSENT
PHILOSOPHER’S. See REASONABLENESS–OF SCIENTIST/PHILOSOPHER

APPROPRIATION,

COMMON SENSE: The context is meaning and the various worlds of
meaning (see MEANING–WORLDS OF) we inhabit. “Common sense, unlike
the sciences, is a specialization of intelligence in the particular and
the concrete. It is common without being general, for it consists in a
set of insights that remains incomplete until there is added at least
one further insight into the situation in hand; and once that situation
has passed, the added insight is no longer relevant, so that common
sense at once reverts to its normal state of incompleteness.” (In 198-99.)
The infant lives in the world of immediacy (see IMMEDIACY–WORLD OF),
but “the child moves exultingly into a world mediated by meaning
[see WORLD(S)–MEDIATED BY MEANING].” L notes that, whereas our intelligence
develops and can discover new techniques in knowing, there is “a
fundamental procedure that is practised spontaneously. I refer to it as
common sense. There is the spontaneous process of teaching and
learning that constantly goes forward in the individuals of a group.
One notices, admires, tries to imitate, fails perhaps, watches or listens
again, tries again and again till practice makes perfect. The result is
an accumulation of insights that enable one both to deal successfully
with recurrent situations and, as well, to notice what is novel in a
new situation and to proceed to deal tentatively with that.” Given the
variety of situations and variations in those that recur, “there are as
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many brands of common sense as there are differing places and
times. What is common to common sense is, not its content, but its
procedure. In each of the very many brands there is a characteristic,
self-correcting process of learning [see LEARNING–SELF-CORRECTING PROCESS
OF]. Experience gives rise to inquiry and insight. Insight gives rise to
speech and action. Speech and action sooner or later reveal their defects to give rise to further inquiry and fuller insight.” In other words,
common sense is practical; its concern is successful living in the
world of “the immediate, the concrete, the particular.” (M 303.) Common sense is a realm of meaning (see MEANING–REALM(S) OF-(1) COMMON
SENSE). It is the realm of persons and things in their relations to us.
Common sense does not move beyond the relation of things to ourselves in the manner that science does. Scientific theory advances to
“formal relations,” that is “relations that hold between things themselves considered apart from us, and the things are then defined by
those relations they have to one another.” (UB 88; see also QUOAD SE;
QUOAD NOS.) With common sense “the DESIRE TO KNOW is simply a part of
the desire to live, and knowledge is a part of living .... Knowledge is
not pursued for its own sake, it does not become an end in itself. It is
simply one part in the total end, which is living.” (UB 86.)
ANALOGY OF. See ANALOGY OF …–COMMON SENSE
AND ANALOGY/GENERALIZATION. “Ordinary description must be perpetually on its guard against analogies and GENERALIZATIONs; for,
though similars are similarly understood, still concrete situations
rarely are similar, and the synthesis of an aggregate of concrete situations is not itself a concrete situation. Because things fall away
from the polestar in the northern hemisphere, it does not follow that
they will do so in the southern. Because within the range of human
vision the earth is approximately flat, it does not follow that the integration of all such views will be a flat surface. The procedure of
sound common sense is, not to generalize nor to argue from ANALOGY, but to retain the insights gained in former experience and to
add the complementary insights needed in fresh situations. The collaboration of common sense [see COLLABORATION–OF COMMON SENSE] aims,
not at establishing general truths, but at building up a core of habitual understanding that is to be adjusted by further learning in each
new situation that arises.” (In 322.) See also intra And certainty
AND ANALYTIC PRINCIPLES. See PRINCIPLE(S)–ANALYTIC-AND COMMON SENSE
AND ART.

See intra And prudence

“Commonsense judgments [see JUDGMENT(S)–
are issued, not by some public authority named common sense, but only by individual judges in their own individual
situations. Further, they can be known to be correct only by the individual judges in the individual situations, for no one else is in
possession of the evidence as it is given, and no one else is informed with the familiarity and mastery that result from the selfcorrecting process of learning [see LEARNING–SELF-CORRECTING PROCESS OF]
within that situation. I can be certain that I am writing this, and you
can be certain that you are reading it. But it is quite another matter
for you to be certain that I am correct in affirming that I am writing, as it will be quite another matter for me to be certain that you
are correct in affirming that you are reading. The common element
in common sense is not some list of general truths about which all
men can agree; it is not some list of particular truths about which
AND

CERTAINTY.
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all men can agree; but it is a collaboration in the erection of a basic
structure by which, with appropriate adjustments, each individual
is enabled to fill out his individual list of particular truths.” (In 324.)
See also intra And analogy/generalization
AND COGNITIONAL OPERATIONS.

See

COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS-

AND COMMON SENSE

AND COGNITIONAL THEORY.
AND COMMUNICATION.

See COGNITION,

COGNITIONAL–THEORY

See COMMUNICATION–AND COMMON SENSE

AND CONCRETE PARTICULAR. “Common sense, unlike the sciences,
is a specialization of intelligence in the particular and the concrete.
It is common without being general, for it consists in a set of insights that remains incomplete until there is added at least one further insight into the situation in hand; and once that situation has
passed, the added insight is no longer relevant, so that common
sense at once reverts to its normal state of incompleteness.” (In 19899.) See intra And proverbs; see also INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–UNIVERSAL ASPECT OF; PRINCIPLE(S)–ANALYTIC-AND COMMON SENSE
AND CONCRETE SITUATION. “Common sense is a matter of concrete
insight into concrete situations. It builds up into a nucleus, and that
nucleus is such that with minimal additions a person is ready to
deal with any of the situations that arise in his life.” (UB 91.) See SITUATION(S)–CONCRETE “Commonsense knowledge consists in a set of clusters of insights such that by entering into, by taking a look at, any
given situation that ordinarily arises in one’s life, one is able to decide that no further insights are needed, or that one or two more are
needed, to be able to deal with the situation. Where the scientist or
the mathematician wants as many insights as are necessary in order
to arrive at a set of definitions and principles that will enable him to
deal universally with all possible situations of a defined type, the
man of common sense wants a nucleus such that with the minimum
of further insights he will be able to deal with any concrete situations that arise in his living.” (UB 90.) See intra And analogy/generalization; see also ANALOGY–ARGUMENT FROM-AND COMMON SENSE
And physics. “Let us suppose that one knows all of the laws of
physics and all of the ways in which they can be combined. To
apply those laws to any concrete case one still has to have an insight into this concrete situation, an insight that enables one to
select these laws rather than those, an insight that grasps what
one has to measure in this situation to be able to apply the laws
to it. One must have an understanding of the concrete situation to
be able to apply even perfect knowledge of physics to it.” (UB 70.)
Familiarity with. See LEARNING–SELF-CORRECTING PROCESS OF-LIMITS OF
AND CONSCIOUSNESS.

Consciousness on the practical level of common sense, as the subentries specify, can differ with converted and
unconverted Subjects (see CONVERSION, –ABSENCE OF; SUBJECT, THE)—not
in their practicality but in awareness of INTERIORITY and the positive
effects of that awareness.
Differentiated. See CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–AND COMMON SENSE
Undifferentiated. See

CONSCIOUSNESS, UNDIFFERENTIATED–AND COMMON

SENSE

AND CRITICISM.

See intra Eclecticism of

AND DEDUCTION.

See DEDUCTION–IN EMPIRICAL SCIENCE AND COMMON SENSE
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AND INSIGHT.

See INSIGHT

AND INTERPRETATION.

AND UNDERSTANDING–AND COMMON SENSE

See intra And logic; see also

INTERPRETATION–AND

COMMON SENSE

AND LOGIC.

“The only interpreter of commonsense utterances is
common sense. For the relation between saying and meaning is the
relation between sensible presentations and intellectual grasp, and
if that relation can be as simple and exact as in the statement ‘This
is a cat,’ it can also take on all the delicacy and subtlety, all the rapidity and effectiveness, with which one incarnate intelligence can
communicate its grasp to another by grasping what the other has
yet to grasp and what act or sound or sign would make him grasp
it. Such a procedure, clearly, is logical, if by ‘logical’ you mean ‘intelligent and reasonable.’ With equal clearness, such a procedure is
not logical, if by ‘logical’ you mean conformity to a set of general
rules valid in every instance of a defined range; for no set of general rules can keep pace with the resourcefulness of intelligence in
its adaptations to the possibilities and exigencies of concrete tasks
of self-communication.” (In 200-01.)

AND LONG–TERM CONSEQUENCES.

The general context is the human
good (see HUMAN–GOOD). L’s immediate concern is a “sketch of social
PROGRESS and of social DECLINE.” Progress results from “sustained
observance of the transcendental precepts [see TRANSCENDENTAL–
PRECEPTS].” The transcendental precept guiding common sense is:
Be attentive! People operating in the various patterns of experience
(see PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE) make their particular types of contributions to decline. The common sense pattern is practical (see PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–DRAMATIC). “Common sense commonly feels itself
omnicompetent in practical affairs, commonly is blind to long-term
consequences of policies and courses of action, commonly is unaware of the admixture of common nonsense in its more cherished
convictions and slogans.” (M 53.) Blindness to long-term consequences is also characteristic of BIAS.
AND NONSENSE. See NONSENSE–AND COMMON SENSE
AND OBJECTIVITY. See OBJECTIVITY–NOTION OF, PRINCIPAL-AND COMMON SENSE
AND PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE.

See PATTERNS

OF EXPERIENCE–AND COMMON

SENSE

AND PROVERBS.

“Common sense thinks and speaks, proposes and
acts, with respect, not to the general, but to the particular and concrete. Its generalities are not principles, relevant to every possible
instance, but proverbs saying what may be useful to bear in mind,
and commonly rounded out by a contradictory piece of advice.
Look before you leap! He who hesitates is lost!” (M 230.)

AND PRUDENCE. “Traditionally prudence is recta ratio agibilium
[right judgment on behavior]. And it’s a judicial HABIT. It regards
judgment, and judgment with regard to what act is to be done [see
JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE; DECISION]. It’s judgment as to whether it’s to be
done, as opposed to art, namely, understanding how to do it. … In
common sense, insofar as it’s practical, it’s knowing how to do
things, and it’s art. Insofar as it’s judicial … it may be a question of
what is so, and it may be a question of ‘should I?’ or ‘should I
not?’ In that case it’s prudence.” (UB 312.)
AND QUESTIONS.

“Because there is no exploitation of the ideal of

universality, commonsense understanding is not built up in the
same way as mathematical or scientific knowledge. Commonsense
understanding understands similars in the same way, just as scientific understanding does, but it does not go on to pursue universality for its own sake by seeking a universal definition. In
commonsense understanding there is, first of all, a flow of questions, and secondly, a clustering of insights. People catch on to one
thing and then another, building up habitual clusters of insights
into the problems of their concrete living.” (UB 88-89.)
AND RESEARCH.

“Doing Research, whether general or special [see
is always a concrete
task that is guided not by abstract generalities but by the practical
intelligence generated by the self-correcting process of learning
[see LEARNING–SELF-CORRECTING PROCESS OF] by which also we acquire
what we call common sense.” (M 149)
RESEARCH (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)–GENERAL, –SPECIAL],

AND SCHOLARSHIP. “Let the term, scholarship, be employed to denote the learning that consists in a commonsense grasp of the
commonsense thought, speech, action of distant places and/or
times.” (M 233.)
AND SCIENCE. See SCIENCE(S)–AND COMMON SENSE
AND UNDERSTANDING. See INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–AND COMMON SENSE
AND UNIVERSALITY. See UNIVERSALITY–AND COMMONSENSE KNOWLEDGE
AND VERIFICATION.

“Common sense consists in a basic nucleus of
insights that never is utilized without the addition of at least one
further insight into the situation at hand. Not only does this nucleus
vary with occupation, social group, place, and time, but essentially
it is something incomplete; its content is not relations between
things but a more or less invariant element in variable relations;
and that invariant element is not only without precise terms
through which it might be defined, but also without verifiability
through which it might be fixed by its correspondence with concrete situations.” (In 598.)

AND WORLD’S WORK .

“It is not the philosophic or scientific theorist
that does the world’s work, conducts its business, governs its cities
and states, teaches most of its classes and runs all of its schools. As
before the emergence of theory, so too afterwards all such activities
are conducted in the commonsense mode of intellectual operation,
in the mode in which conscious and intentional operations [see
CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL; COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS] occur in
accord with their own immanent and spontaneous norms.” (M 97.)
AS INTELLECTUAL. L summarizes his lengthy (196-203) treatment
of this topic: “We have been endeavoring to conceive the intellectual component in common sense. Our effort began from spontaneous questions, spontaneous accumulations of insights,
spontaneous collaboration in testing and improving them. Next,
there was formulated the central notion of an habitual but incomplete set of insights that was completed with appropriate variations
in each concrete set of circumstances that called for speech or action. It was shown that such an intellectual development not only
aimed at mastering the concrete and particular but also achieved its
aim in a concrete and particular manner that contrasted with the
general rules of logic and the general methods of science, yet pro-
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vided a necessary complement both for the concrete use of general
techniques and the concrete application of general conclusions. Finally, attention was drawn to the differentiations of common sense
which multiply, not by theoretical differences as do the departments of science, but by the empirical differences of place and
time, circumstance and environment.” (In 203-04.)
Development. The larger context is common sense and its subject
(In ch. 6). L contrasts general and commonsense knowledge.
“From spontaneous inquiry, the spontaneous accumulation of related insights, and the spontaneous collaboration of communication, we have worked towards the notion of common sense as an
intellectual development. Naturally enough, there will arise the
question of the precise inventory of this public store. How does it
define its terms? What are its postulates? What are the conclusions it infers from the premises? But if the question is obvious
enough, the answer is more difficult. For the answer rests on one
of those queer insights that merely grasps the false supposition of
the question. Definitions, postulates, and inferences are the formulation of general knowledge. They regard, not the particular
but the universal, not the concrete but the abstract. Common
sense, unlike the sciences, is a specialization of intelligence in the
particular and the concrete. It is common without being general,
for it consists in a set of insights that remains incomplete until
there is added at least one further insight into the situation in
hand; and once that situation has passed, the added insight is no
longer relevant, so that common sense at once reverts to its normal state of incompleteness.” (In 198-99.) See also intra Development of
AS KNOWLEDGE.

See intra Bias of, general; see also

KNOWLEDGE–

COMMONSENSE; UNIVERSALITY–AND COMMONSENSE KNOWLEDGE

AS OBJECT.

The context is common sense as object (In ch. 7). It
comes between “Common Sense and Its Subject” and “Things.” L
writes: “If the development of common sense is a change in its
subject [the argument of ch. 6], still more obviously does it involve
a change in its object. Common sense is practical. It seeks knowledge, not for the sake of the pleasure of contemplation, but to use
knowledge in making and doing [see DOING AND MAKING].” (In 232.)

AS SPECIALIZED KNOWLEDGE.
AS VARIABLE.

See intra Bias of, general

“Far more than the sciences, common sense is divided into specialized departments. For every difference of geography, for every difference of occupation, for every difference of
social arrangements, there is an appropriate variation of common
sense. At a given place, in a given job, among a given group of
people, a man can be at intelligent ease in every situation in which
he is called upon to speak or act. He always knows just what is up,
just the right thing to say, just what needs to be done, just how to
go about it. His experience has taken him through the cycle of
eventualities that occur in his milieu. His intelligence has ever
been alert. He has made his mistakes, and from them he has learnt
not to make them twice. He has developed the acumen that notices
movements away from the familiar routine, the poise that sizes
them up before embarking on a course of action, the resourcefulness that hits upon the response that meets the new issue. He is an
embodiment of the ideal of common sense, yet his achievement is
relevant only to its environment. Put him among others in another
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place or at another job, and until they become familiar, until he has
accumulated a fresh set of insights, he cannot avoid hesitancy and
awkwardness. Once more he must learn his way about, catch on to
the tricks of a new trade, discern in little signs the changing moods
of those with whom he deals. Such, then, is the specialization of
common sense.” (In 445.) See intra Specialization of
BIAS OF, GENERAL.

Fuller understanding of this topic requires some
knowledge of the very complex topic of general bias (see BIAS–
GENERAL). Common sense “is concerned with the concrete and particular. It entertains no aspirations about reaching abstract and universal laws. It easily is led to rationalize its limitations by
engendering a conviction that other forms of human knowledge are
useless or doubtfully valid. Every specialist runs the risk of turning
his specialty into a bias by failing to recognize and appreciate the
significance of other fields. Common sense almost invariably
makes that mistake; for it is incapable of analyzing itself, incapable
of making the discovery that it too is a specialized development of
human knowledge, incapable of coming to grasp that its peculiar
danger is to extend its legitimate concern for the concrete and the
immediately practical into disregard of larger issues and indifference to long-term results.” (In 451.)
And chance. “The challenge of history is for man progressively
to restrict the realm of chance or fate or destiny and progressively to enlarge the realm of conscious grasp and deliberate
choice. Common sense accepts the challenge, but it does so only
partially. It needs to be guided but it is incompetent to choose its
guide. It becomes involved in incoherent enterprises. It is subjected to disasters that no one expects, that remain unexplained
even after their occurrence, that can be explained only on the
level of scientific or philosophic thought, that even when explained can be prevented from recurring only by subordinating
common sense to a higher specialization of human intelligence.”
(In 253.)

And refusals. “The general bias of common sense involves sins
of refusal as well as of mere omission. Its complacent practicality easily twists to the view that, as insistent desires and contracting fears necessitate and justify the realization of ideas, so ideas
without that warrant are a matter of indifference. The long view,
the higher integration [see INTEGRATION(S)–HIGHER], the disputed theoretical issue fall outside the realm of the practical; it may or may
not be too bad that they do; but there is no use worrying about
the matter; nothing can be done about it; indeed, what could be
clone about it probably would not be done. Now I am far from
suggesting that such practical realism cannot adduce impressive
arguments in its favor. Like the characters in Damon Runyon’s
stories, politicians and statesmen are confined to doing what they
can. Nonetheless, if we are to understand the implications of the
longer cycle [see DECLINE–CYCLE OF, LONGER], we must work out the
consequences of such apparently hardheaded practicality and realism.” (In 253.)
Correction of. “The general bias of common sense cannot be
corrected by common sense, for the bias is abstruse and general,
and common sense deals with the particular. In the second place,
man can discover how present insights and decisions influence
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through emergent probability [see EMERGENT PROBABILITY] the occurrence of future insights and decisions; as he can make this discovery, so he can use it, not only in shaping individual
biographies and educating children in the image of their parents
and of the state authorities, but also in the vastly more ambitious
task of directing and in some measure controlling his future history. In the third place, the longer cycle of Western civilization
has been drawing attention repeatedly to the notion of a practical
theory of history. It was conceived in one manner or another by
Vico in his Scienza nuova, by Hegel, and by Marx. It has exercised a conspicuous influence on events through the liberal doctrine of automatic progress, through the Marxian doctrine of class
war, through the myths of nationalist totalitarianism. In the fourth
place, a remedy has to be on the level of the disease; but the disease is a succession of lower viewpoints that heads towards an ultimate NIHILISM; and so the remedy has to be the attainment of a
higher viewpoint [see VIEWPOINT(S)–HIGHER].” (In 258-59.)
BRANDS OF. “There are as many brands of common sense as there
are languages, social or cultural differences, almost differences of
place and time.” (M 276.) See also intra As variable
COLLABORATION OF. See COLLABORATION–OF COMMON SENSE
DEVELOPMENT OF. The context is common sense as object (In ch. 7;
see intra As object). Before his lengthier treatment in the section
Practical Common Sense (332-34), L remarks: “If the development
of common sense is a change in its subject, still more obviously
does it involve a change in its object. Common sense is practical. It
seeks knowledge, not for the sake of the pleasure of contemplation,
but to use knowledge in making and doing. Moreover, this making
and doing involve a transformation of man and his environment, so
that the common sense of a primitive culture is not the common
sense of an urban civilization, nor the common sense of one civilization the common sense of another. However elaborate the experiments of the pure scientist, his goal is always to come closer to
natural objects and natural relationships. But the practicality of
common sense engenders and maintains enormous structures of
technology, economics, politics, and culture, that not only separate
man from nature but also add a series of new levels or dimensions
in the network of human relationships. No less than the subjective,
the objective field of common sense must be explored, for the development of common sense involves a change not only in us, to
whom things are related, but also in the things which are related to
us.” (In 232.) See also intra As intellectual-development
DIFFERENTIATIONS OF.
ECLECTICISM OF.

See intra As variable

Commonsense eclecticism has two terms. The adjective refers to the COMMON SENSE realm of meaning (see MEANINGREALM(S) OF-(1) COMMON SENSE), and describes a particular kind of eclecticism which, as eclectic, denotes selecting what seems best of various styles or ideas; and as an ism denotes a set of authoritative
beliefs held by an individual or group, usually academic. L coined
the term to denote the thinking of those who denigrate PHILOSOPHY in
favor of common sense. One of Insight’s few direct treatments of
wrongheaded thinking, L’s withering attack on commonsense eclecticism is both amusing and instructive. He asks, “And what is

sound judgment?” His question is rhetorical and ironic. He replies
in the voice of his opponent, “It is to bow to the necessary, to accept the certain, merely to entertain the probable, to distrust the
doubtful, to disregard the merely possible, to laugh at the improbable, to denounce the impossible, and to believe what Science
says.” (In 442.) In other words, commonsense eclecticism is counterpositional (see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION) in relation to the systematic critical thinking that alone constitutes a body of thought that L
would call philosophy. “Commonsense eclecticism cannot be critical. Not only is common sense a variable but also it is subject to a
dramatic, an egoistic, a group, and a general BIAS. Once the aim of
philosophy is brushed aside, once the resources of its natural
growth are ignored, once a vain program of incompetent judgment
is established, not only common sense but also its bias [see intra
Bias of, general] are in charge, and they are there to stay.” (In 445.)
And aim of philosophy. Among salient points too numerous to
treat of adequately here (see In 442-45), L writes: “Commonsense
eclecticism brushes aside the aim of philosophy. For that aim is
the integrated unfolding of the detached, disinterested, and unrestricted DESIRE TO KNOW. That aim can be pursued only by the exercise of theoretical understanding, and indeed only by the subtle
exercise that understands both SCIENCE and common sense in their
differences and in their complementarity. But commonsense
eclecticism deprecates the effort to understand. For it, problems
are immutable features of the mental landscape, and syntheses
are to be effected by somebody else who, when he has finished
his system, will provide a name for merely another viewpoint.’ (In
443.)
EXPRESSION OF MEANING.

See

EXPRESSION–COMMONSENSE; COMMUNICATION–

AND COMMON SENSE

GENERALIZATIONS OF.
GROUP.

See GENERALIZATION–OF COMMON SENSE

See intra Language of-ordinary

IDEAL OF.

“To ask what the ideal of common sense is, is like asking, What’s the meaning of life? Well, it’s something we’re trying
to find out. You live without knowing why, until you do find out.
And you live according to the best ideas you can get hold of, and
look for better ones. Or, you don’t worry about it.” (UB 309.) See also

GENERALIZATION–OF SCIENCE-AND COMMON SENSE
JUDGMENTS OF.
LANGUAGE OF.

See JUDGMENT(S)–COMMONSENSE

“Common sense has no use for a technical language
and no tendency towards a formal mode of speech. It agrees that
one must say what one means and mean what one says. But its
correspondence between saving and meaning is at once subtle and
fluid. As the proverb has it, a wink is as good as a nod. For common sense not merely says what it means; it says it to someone; it
begins by exploring the other fellow’s intelligence; it advances by
determining what further insights have to be communicated to
him; it undertakes the communication, not as an exercise in formal
logic, but as a work of art; and it has at its disposal not merely all
the resources of language but also the support of modulated tone
and changing volume, the eloquence of facial expression, the emphasis of gestures, the effectiveness of pauses, the suggestiveness
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of questions, the significance of omissions. It follows that the only
interpreter of commonsense utterances is common sense.” (In 200.)
Ordinary. “Ordinary language is the vehicle in which the human
community conducts its collaboration in the day-to-day pursuit
of the human good. It is the language of home and school, of industry and commerce, of enjoyment and misfortune, of the mass
media and casual conversation. Such language is transient; it expresses the thought of the moment at the moment for the moment. It is elliptical. It knows that a wink is as good as a nod,
that full statement is superfluous and would only irritate. Its basis
is common sense, where by common sense is meant a nucleus of
habitual insights such that the addition of one or two more will
bring one to the understanding of any of an open series of concrete situations. By that understanding one will grasp how to behave, what to say, how to say it, what to do, how to do it, in the
currently emerging situation. Such a nucleus of insights is centered in the subject: it regards his world as related to him, as the
field of his behavior, influence, action, as colored by his desires,
hopes, fears, joys, sorrows. When such a nucleus of insights is
shared by a group, it is the common sense of the group; when it
is just personal, it is thought odd; when it pertains to the common
sense of a different group, it is considered strange.” (M 71-72.) See
also LANGUAGE–ORDINARY-LEARNING MULTITUDINOUS
LIMITS OF. “Precisely because it is so confined, common sense
cannot explicitly formulate its own nature, its own domain, its own
logic and methodology. These it has to learn, if it would limit
properly its pronouncements, but it has to learn them in its own
shrewd fashion through instances and examples, fables and lessons, paradigms and proverbs, that will function in future judgments not as premises for deductions but as possibly relevant rules
of procedure. Finally, because common sense has to be acquired, it
is not possessed equally by all. It has its adept pupils who make
mistakes, indeed, but also learn by them. Within their familiar field
they are masters, and as well they know that their mastery ends
when they step beyond its limits.” (In 322.)
METHOD OF. See intra Limits of; see also METHOD(S)–OF COMMON SENSE
PRACTICALITY OF.
REALM OF.

See intra Development of

See MEANING–REALM(S) OF-(1) COMMON SENSE

SPECIALIZATION OF.

As prologue, see intra As variable. “At once, it
adapts individuals in every walk of life to the work they have chosen or the lot that has befallen them, and no less, it generates all
those minute differences of viewpoint and mentality that separate
men and women, old and young, town and country, until in the
limit one reaches the cumulative differences and mutual incomprehension of different strata of society, different nations, different
civilizations, and different epochs of human history.” (In 203.) See also
intra Differentiations of; As variable
Political. “Its task is to provide the catalyst that brings men of
common sense together. It is an incomplete accumulation of insights to be complemented and modified by the further insights
that arise from the situation in hand. It involves some understanding of industry and of commerce but its special field is dealing with men. It has to discern when to push for full performance
and when to compromise, when delay is wisdom and when it
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spells disaster, when widespread consent must be awaited and
when action must be taken in spite of opposition. It has to be
able to command attention and to win confidence, to set forth
concretely the essentials of a case, to make its own decisions and
secure the agreement of others, to initiate and carry through
some section of that seriation of social responses meeting social
challenges that Arnold Toynbee in his Study of History has so
lavishly and brilliantly illustrated.” (In 234.)
SUBJECTIVE FIELD OF.

The larger context is common sense and its
subject (In ch. 6). The present topic follows the section on common sense as intellectual (see intra As intellectual). “Who are we? Do
we not change? Is not the acquisition of common sense itself a
change in us? Clearly, an account of common sense cannot be adequate without an investigation of its subjective field.” (In 204.) The
remainder of the chapter—seven subsections—explicates the subjective field. Topics include: PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE, the patterns of
CONSCIOUSNESS vs the UNCONSCIOUS patterns of NEURAL process, the connection between a flight from insight (see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–
FLIGHT FROM) and REPRESSION, INHIBITION, slips of the tongue, DREAMS,
screening memories, abnormality, and PSYCHOTHERAPY.
SUPREME CANON OF. See METHOD(S)–OF COMMON SENSE
VS MATHEMATICS. See MATHEMATICS–VS COMMON SENSE
VS SCIENCE. See SCIENCE(S)–VS COMMON SENSE
VS THEORY. See MEANING–REALM(S) OF-(1) COMMON SENSE, -(2) THEORY
VS UNIVERSALITY.

“Common sense can be described negatively by
noting that there is no methodical exploitation of universality. Universal definitions have to be introduced into human civilization
and culture. Socrates tried to introduce them into the minds of the
general public; but he did not take the precaution of collecting together into a lyceum or an academy the people who might be interested in that sort of thing. He taught in the marketplace, and the
marketplace reacted in the long run rather violently against him—
the people eliminated him. Human society does not spontaneously
accept the drive towards the universal. It is not concerned with the
universal definition of bravery or truth or justice. While we want
people to be truthful, brave, and just, that is just part of human living.” (UB 86-87.)

WORLD OF.

“In the first stage the world mediated by meaning [see
is just the world of common sense. In the
second stage the world mediated by meaning splits into the realm
of common sense and the realm of theory [see MEANING–REALM(S) OF-(1)
COMMON SENSE, -(2) THEORY]. Corresponding to this division and grounding it, there is a differentiation of consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS,
DIFFERENTIATED]. In the first stage the subject, in his pursuit of the
concrete good [see GOOD, THE–AND THE CONCRETE; HUMAN–GOOD], also attends [see TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS-(1) BE ATTENTIVE!], understands [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING], judges [see JUDGMENT(S)]. But he does not
make a specialty of these activities. He does not formulate a theoretical ideal in terms of KNOWLEDGE, truth [see TRUTH(S), THE TRUE], REALITY, CAUSALITY. He does not formulate linguistically a set of norms for
the pursuit of that ideal goal. He does not initiate a distinct economic and social and cultural context within which the pursuit of
the ideal goal could be carried out by human animals.” (M 93.)
WORLD(S)– MEDIATED BY MEANING]
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And civilization. See CIVILIZATION(S)–AND WORLD OF COMMON SENSE
Apprehension in. See APPREHENSION–IN WORLDS OF COMMON SENSE AND THEORY

COMMONSENSE: In Insight the adjectival form of common sense is
applied almost exclusively to eclecticism and judgment. A good
number of its uses can be inferred from the numerous entries under
COMMON SENSE.
ARGUMENT FROM ANALOGY. See ANALOGY–ARGUMENT FROM-AND COMMON SENSE
ECLECTICISM. See COMMON SENSE–ECLECTICISM OF
EXPRESSION. See EXPRESSION–COMMONSENSE
GENERALIZATION. See GENERALIZATION–OF SCIENCE-AND COMMON SENSE
INTERPRETATION. See EXPRESSION–COMMONSENSE
JUDGMENTS. See JUDGMENT(S)–COMMONSENSE
KNOWLEDGE. See UNIVERSALITY–AND COMMONSENSE KNOWLEDGE
MEANING. See TREATISE–AND INVARIANCE
VIEWS, GENESIS OF. See BIAS–GROUP

Eighth of the eight
of method (see GEM). (Given change in popular
usage since his naming the category “communications,” it has
become common in the secondary literature to call the eighth
functional specialty Communication.) GEM comprises two sets of
four categories (see CATEGORY, CATEGORIES–GENERAL, –SPECIAL). The general
categories pertain to the mediation of a tradition; the special (special
because essential to method in theology) pertain to the tradition thus
mediated. Communication is fourth of the special categories—
Foundations, Doctrines, Systematics, Communication. Four
categories because each is tied to the cognitional operation proper to
that level (see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)). In the mediated
phase, however, the order of operations is reversed—decision,
judgment, understanding, experience. Thus Communication, while
the fourth special category, is tied to the first level of intentional
consciousness, EXPERIENCE.
The context of L’s discussion of Communication is Method in
Theology; but the special categories apply, mutatis mutandis, to all
kinds of systematic inquiry. One also wants to communicate the
meaning of art, science, philosophy, metaphysics, ethics, religion.
So L’s remarks will be paraphrased or amended to reflect this more
comprehensive relevance of Communication.
It is with the final functional specialty that reflection on the
meanings defined in Doctrines “bears fruit. Without the first seven
stages, of course, there is no fruit to be borne. But without the last
the first seven are in vain, for they fail to mature.” (M 355.) The historical development of the subject (see SUBJECT, THE) and the COMMUNITY of subjects provides the context for the communication of
meaning. Meaning has four functions: cognitive, constitutive,
communicative, effective (see MEANING–FUNCTIONS OF (4)). “In so far as
meaning is cognitive, what is meant is real (see MEANING–AND MEANT). In
so far as it is constitutive, it constitutes part of the reality of the one
that means: his horizon [see HORIZON(S)], his assimilative powers [see
ASSIMILATION], his KNOWLEDGE, his values [see VALUE(S)], his character. In
so far as it is communicative, it induces in the hearer some share in

the cognitive, constitutive, or effective meaning of the speaker. In
so far as it is effective, it persuades or commands others or it directs man’s control over nature.” (M 356.)
“Communication brings what has been discovered through scholarship back into the realm of common sense, where it can make a
difference in the real lives of individuals and cultures. It does this
by transposing the discoveries of the differentiated realms of interiority and theory [see MEANING–REALM(S) OF-(1) COMMON SENSE, -(2) THEORY] into
the language and imagery of common sense. Communication operates through the basic art of talking, teaching, preaching, writing,
art, gesture, etc. This distinct meaning for L makes clear the shift in
the conscious subject from the more universal and abstract language of theory to the language of the particular in its environmental and cultural distinctiveness.” (GP) See intra Pluralism in
AND ART. Communication is concerned with the interdisciplinary
relations that a particular category of inquiry has “with ART, LANGUAGE, literature ... with the natural and the human sciences [see SCIENCE(S)–NATURAL, –HUMAN], with philosophy [see PHILOSOPHY, PHILOSOPHIES ]
and HISTORY.” (M 132.) See also COMMUNICATION–AND ART VS PHENOMENOLOGY;

COMMUNICATION(S) (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY):

MEANING–REALM(S) OF-(6) ART

FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES

AND HISTORY. “I have no doubt that historical knowledge has to be
communicated, not merely to professional historians, but in some
measure to all members of the historical community. But before
that need can be met, historical knowledge has to be acquired and
kept up to date.” (M 194.) Acquisition of historical knowledge pertains to HISTORY (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY). See also HISTORICAL–KNOWLEDGE
AND SYMBOL. See intra Internal
AND THE SUBJECT. “The meaning of communications most profound for those engaged in community building is communications
as the condition for the possibility of the collective subject (L, “Cognitional Structure” 1C 219-20). The principle communication L refers to here
is not that of speaking what we know. It is revealing who we are. It
is not introspection that reveals us to ourselves, L stresses. It is reflecting on who we are as we live in common with others (1C 220).
This is incarnate meaning [see MEANING–INCARNATE]. It is the meaning
of a person. Such meaning combines the intersubjective, the artistic, the symbolic, and the linguistic in the case of just one other
person or in the case of an entire people (M 73).” (GP)
INTERNAL. “In an interesting discussion of symbol, L stresses the
importance of internal communication (M 66-67). By this he means an
attentiveness to what is going on in one’s FEELINGS and in affect
laden images (see SYMBOL(S)). It is in feelings that links are discovered between mind and body, mind and heart, and heart and body.
The symbol expresses what logical speech abhors: internal tension,
the incompatible, the conflicting, or the destructive. Dialectic can
do this logically, but symbol does it before logic can get to it.
Symbol complements and fills out logic. It contextualizes logic in
the rich world of feeling. It is through symbol that mind and body,
mind and heart, heart and body communicate. The proper or elemental meaning [see MEANING–ELEMENTAL; see also ART–DEFINITION OFELEMENTAL MEANING] of the symbol is not yet objectified. It is the meaning in the purely experiential pattern [see PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–
DRAMATIC, –AESTHETIC; SENSE(S)–AND EXPERIENCING SUBJECT] prior to its expres-
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sion in a work of art (M 67). Then by explaining the symbol, one
goes beyond it. The transition takes place from elemental meaning
to linguistic meaning [see MEANING–LINGUISTIC], with its listening and
speaking.” (GP)
PLURALISM IN. “L also stresses the need for a pluralism of communications, a multiplicity of popular expressions of one and the
same meaning, a multiplicity that would address various peoples in
terms of their distinct worlds of common sense (M 276, 328) [see COMMON SENSE–WORLD OF]. Because there are multiple worlds of common
sense, preachers need to know the people to whom they are sent
and their cultures. Coming to know differing peoples’ ways of
thinking, speaking, and responding results primarily in a pluralism
of communications rather than of doctrines. When the consciousness is undifferentiated [see CONSCIOUSNESS, UNDIFFERENTIATED–AND COMMON
SENSE], for example, among a people whose only realm of meaning
is common sense [see MEANING–REALM(S) OF-(1) COMMON SENSE], who have
no written language, the situation requires that communication of
doctrine be done through ritual and metaphors readily understandable to the people.” (GP)
PRESUPPOSES UNDERSTANDING. “To communicate one must understand what one has to communicate. No repetition of formulas can
take the place of understanding. For it is understanding alone that
can say what it grasps in any of the manners demanded by the almost endless series of different audiences.” (M 351.)
USE OF MODELS IN. “When one possesses models, the task of framing an HYPOTHESIS is reduced to the simpler matter of tailoring a
model to suit a given object or area. ... The utility of the model
may arise when it comes to describing a known reality. For known
realities can be exceedingly complicated, and an adequate language to describe them hard to come by. So the formulation of
models and their general acceptance as models can facilitate enormously both DESCRIPTION and communication.” (M 285.)

COMMUNICATION: See also inter alia COMMUNICATION(S) (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY) ■ BELIEF–PROGRESS, DECLINE, AND ■ CANON(S)– OF METHODICAL HERMENEUTICS-(2)
OF EXPLANATION

■ CAUSALITY ■ COLLABORATION–OF COMMON SENSE ■ COMMON SENSE–AS

INTELLECTUAL-DEVELOPMENT, –LANGUAGE OF
TIONAL-AND APPREHENSION OF VALUES
INTERPRETATION

■ CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–AS INTEN-

■ FEELINGS–AND SYMBOLS ■ HISTORICAL–

■ HUMAN–BODY ■ INSIGHT (THE BOOK)–METALOGICAL VS LOGICAL IN ■ INTEL-

LECTUAL–NATURE-AND COMMUNICATION ■ INTERPRETATION–CONTROL OF-(3) ASSUMPTIONS ■
KNOWLEDGE–AND EXPRESSION-GULF BETWEEN ■ LOGIC–COMMON SENSE AND ■ MEANING–AND
FEELINGS, –AND MEANT
AGE

■ MEDIATION–MUTUAL SELF- ■ MENTAL–ACTS-AND NEW LINGUISTIC US-

■ METAPHYSICAL–EQUIVALENCE-SIGNIFICANCE OF-CONTROL OF MEANING ■ MODEL–UTILITY

OF

AND ART VS PHENOMENOLOGY.

“The function of art—one way of
conceiving it, I simply want to suggest, not to define—regards the
harmony that is involved in the artistic work and is communicated
to the percipient, and it is beside the point to try to conceptualize
that. And the phenomenologist too, in his attention to data and his
presentation of them, fills in a mode of communication that is quite
distinct from the more systematic conceptualized mode of communication. … So I think that there are certain similarities; but I
certainly would not want to argue for any sort of identity. Is artistic
insight insight in the same sense as in phenomenology? Is it insight
in the same sense as in geometry, or science? Those questions re-
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main.” (UB 292.) See also COMMUNICATION(S) (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)–AND ART
AND COMMON SENSE.

“Human communication is a process that
stands on a series of levels. Suppose you are seated in your room
working and someone comes in. There is a change in you by the
mere fact that someone has entered, and the change differs with the
person who enters. There is an INTERSUBJECTIVITY that is basically on
the sensitive level, and it is perhaps most intense in mother and
child. There is a sensitive basis for communication by the mere
fact of the presence of another, and still more so by the presence of
another who is known and is the object of affection, and so on. The
communication that arises on that base takes place through signs,
through the human body. The cluster of insights is not any disembodied thing that rests upon technical language aiming at universality and at the satisfaction of the logical requirements of the
possibility of a deductive system. It is immanent in this sensitive
being. Man is an animal who also understands, and his understanding is the accidental form, as it were, of his physical appearance. It
is said that anyone over thirty is responsible for his face, and that is
one way of putting it. In other words, one communicates, one is already in communication, by virtue of the fact that one is understanding; and what communication aims at is the communication
of that understanding. … Common sense, then, does not desire to
communicate in any technical fashion.” (UB 89.) See intra And understanding; see also EXPRESSION–COMMON SENSE
AND INTERSUBJECTIVITY. See MEANING–INTERSUBJECTIVE
AND MENTAL ACTS. See MENTAL–ACTS-AND NEW LINGUISTIC USAGE
AND SYMBOLS. See SYMBOL(S)–AND INNER COMMUNICATION
AND UNDERSTANDING. “Common sense … does not desire to communicate in any technical fashion. It sizes up the other person,
sizes up how much he understands, what he understands, what he
does not understand, and makes the signs that seem likely to enable him to understand, to catch on, to see things the same way.
The signs made, the words used, are limited simply to that. Very
often one’s attitude will be, ‘You don’t understand.’ One need not
say it: one can just not answer a question, but go on to something
else. There is a variety of ways in which one person communicates
to another whether and what he understands. If you think the other
person is interested, you are much more prepared to communicate,
and you do so with far greater ease. On the other hand, if you feel
that the other is hostile and cold, you are very much on the defensive. … There is, then, the flow of questions that is witnessed in a
child of a certain age, and it frequently gets cut off very quickly.
There is the clustering of insights. Besides these, there is communication and interaction. Many of our fundamental insights into
human living arise in the process of interaction: watching other
people do things, seeing if we can do them ourselves, not succeeding, watching more carefully the next time, and trying again in
emulation. The whole of man’s psychology is integrated in the developing of these basic clusters of insights, and in their testing and
communication through the development of ordinary language [see
LANGUAGE–ORDINARY].” (UB 89.) See also COMMUNICATION(S) (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)–PRESUPPOSES UNDERSTANDING
HUMAN.

See intra And common sense

INTERNAL.

See SYMBOL(S)–AND INNER COMMUNICATION
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OF FEELINGS.

See FEELINGS–COMMUNICATION OF

COMMUNITY: See also inter alia SOCIAL ■ SOCIETY ■ CHOICE–AND ORIGINATING
VALUE

■ COMMON SENSE–LANGUAGE OF-ORDINARY ■ COMMUNICATION(S) (FUNCTIONAL

SPECIALTY)–AND THE SUBJECT ■ CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–HISTORY OF ■ CONSTRAINT–AND SOCIETY ■ CONVERSION–AS PERSONAL ■ DECLINE ■ DOING AND MAKING–AND
GOOD OF ORDER

■ HISTORICAL–INTERPRETATION ■ HISTORY–AS PRECRITICAL ■ INFRASTRUC-

TURE AND SUPRASTRUCTURE ■ LANGUAGE–EARLY-(3) DEVELOPMENT OF ■ LOVE–SELFSACRIFICING

■ SCIENCE(S)– MODERN-AS PRODUCT OF SCIENTIFIC COMMUNITY ■ SUBJECT, THE–

DRAMATIC-DIALECTIC OF

■ UNCONVERTED–AND SELF-TRANSCENDENCE ■ VALUE(S)–SCALE OF-

(3) CULTURAL ■ WORLD(S)–MEDIATED BY MEANING-AND COGNITIONAL MYTH

AND COMMON MEANING.

See MEANING–COMMON

AND GOOD OF ORDER.

“A good of order [see GOOD, THE–OF ORDER] involves a flow of benefits, of fruits, from the good of order, in all
the different ways in which the order may be realized. The flow,
the series, of classes for the students of a university is a series of
benefits. In any good of order it gives rise to a flow of benefits of
different kinds. The flow of benefits involves a flow of operations,
and the operations have to be cooperations, each one doing his
part. The cooperation involves the development of habits internal
to the individual, and at the same time the development of a common ethos, an understanding of what the other fellow will do in the
community. If you don’t know what the other fellow is going to
do, you don’t know what to do yourself. You have to understand
one another. As the community develops into ever larger scale you
get the emergence of customs and laws and so on—regulations,
arbitration, an external mechanism for community of decision.
And that is on the habitual level: the internal habit and the habit of
the community as a whole. The habits also involve personal relations—the personal relations of master and slave, of father and
son, of husband and wife, of friends or companions.” (UB 379.)

AND INTERSUBJECTIVITY.

“As the members of the hive or herd belong together and function together, so too men are social animals,
and the primordial basis of their community is not the discovery of
an idea but a spontaneous INTERSUBJECTIVITY. … Thus, primitive
community is intersubjective. Its schemes of recurrence [see RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF–INTERSUBJECTIVE] are simple prolongations of prehuman attainment, too obvious to be discussed or criticized, too
closely linked with more elementary processes to be distinguished
sharply from them. The bond of mother and child, man and wife,
father and son, reaches into a past of ancestors to give meaning
and cohesion to the clan or tribe or nation. A sense of belonging
together provides the dynamic premise for common enterprise, for
mutual aid and succor, for the sympathy that augments joys and
divides sorrows. Even after civilization is attained, intersubjective
community survives in the family with its circle of relatives and its
accretion of friends, in customs and folkways, in basic arts and
crafts and skills, in language and song and dance, and most concretely of all in the inner psychology and radiating influence of
women. Nor is the abiding significance and efficacy of the intersubjective overlooked when motley states name themselves nations, when constitutions are attributed to founding fathers, when
image and symbol, anthem and assembly, emotion and sentiment
are invoked to impart an elemental vigor and pitch to the vast and

cold technological, economic, and political structures of human invention and convention. Finally, as intersubjective community precedes civilization and underpins it, so also it remains when
civilization suffers disintegration and decay. The collapse of imperial Rome was the resurgence of family and clan, feudal dynasty
and nation.” (In 237-38.)
Duality of. See intra Tension(s) in
AND LIBERTY. See LIBERTY–AND COMMUNITY
AND THE INDIVIDUAL. See intra Orientation-and the individual
AND VALUES. See VALUE(S)–SCALE OF
AS BASIS OF SOCIETY. “The ideal basis of society is community.
Without a large measure of community, human society and sovereign states cannot function. Without a constant renewal of community, the measure of community already enjoyed easily is
squandered.” (M 361.) See also intra Conversion and; Imperfections of
AS COOPERATIVE.

“In the cooperating community persons are
bound together by their needs and by the common good of order
[see GOOD, THE–OF ORDER] that meets their needs. They are related by
the commitments that they have freely undertaken and by the expectations aroused in others by the commitments, by the roles they
have assumed and by the tasks that they meet to perform. These relationships normally are alive with feeling.” (M 50.) See also intra Sub-

stance of

And human good. “The human good [see HUMAN–GOOD] then is at
once individual and social. Individuals do not just operate to meet
their needs but cooperate to meet one another’s needs. As the
community develops its institutions to facilitate cooperation, so
individuals develop skills to fulfil the roles and perform the tasks
set by the institutional framework. Though the roles are fulfilled
and the tasks are performed that the needs be met, still all is done
not blindly but knowingly, not necessarily but freely. The process
is not merely the service of man; it is above all the making of
man, his advance in AUTHENTICITY, the fulfilment of his AFFECTIVITY,
and the direction of his work to the particular goods and a good
of order [see GOOD, THE–OF ORDER] that are worthwhile.” (M 52.)
CIVIL.

“Though civil community has its obscure origins in human
intersubjectivity, though it develops imperceptibly, though it decks
itself out with more primitive attractions, still it is a new creation.
The time comes when men begin to ask about the difference between physis and nomos, between nature and convention. There
arises the need of the apologue [from απολογος, a brief fable or allegorical story meant to teach a moral doctrine or useful lesson] to
explain to the different classes of society that together they form a
functional unity and that no group should complain of its lot any
more than a man’s feet, which do all the walking, complain of his
mouth, which does all the eating. The question may be evaded, and
the apologue may convince, but the fact is that human society has
shifted away from its initial basis in intersubjectivity [see intra And
intersubjectivity] and has attempted a more grandiose undertaking.
The discoveries of practical intelligence, which once were an incidental addition to the spontaneous fabric of human living, now
penetrate and overwhelm its every aspect. For just as technology

COMMUNITY – COMMUNITY

and capital formation interpose their schemes of recurrence [see RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF ] between man and the rhythms of nature, so
economics and politics are vast structures of interdependence invented by practical intelligence for the mastery not of nature but of
man.” (In 238.)
CONVERSION AND.

It was noted (see intra As basis of society) that
“without a constant renewal of community, the measure of community already enjoyed easily is squandered.” The remedy is conversion. “There are needed, then, individuals and groups and, in
the modern world, organizations that labor to persuade people to
intellectual, moral, and religious conversion [see CONVERSION–
INTELLECTUAL, –MORAL, –RELIGIOUS] and that work systematically to undo
the mischief brought about by ALIENATION and IDEOLOGY.” (M 361.) See also intra Orientation-and conversion
DIALECTIC OF.

See DIALECTIC(S)–OF COMMUNITY

FORMAL CONSTITUENT OF.

See MEANING–COMMON-AND ONTOLOGY

IMPERFECTIONS OF.

“While the ideal basis of society is community,
while society does not survive without a large measure of community, it remains that community is imperfect. For the larger and
more complex society becomes, the longer and more exacting becomes the training needed for a fully responsible freedom to be
possible. To ignorance and incompetence there are added ALIENATION
and IDEOLOGY. Egoists [see EGOIST] find loop-holes in social arrangements, and they exploit them to enlarge their own share and diminish the share of others in current instances of the particular good.
Groups exaggerate the magnitude and importance of their contribution to society. They provide a market for the ideological facade
that would justify their ways before the bar of public opinion. If
they succeed in their deception, the social process is distorted.
What is good for this or that group, is mistakenly thought to be
good for the country or for mankind, while what is good for the
country or for mankind is postponed or mutilated. There emerge
the richer classes and the poorer classes, and the richer become ever richer, while the poorer sink into misery and squalor. Finally,
practical people are guided by common sense. They are immersed
in the particular and concrete. They have little grasp of large
movements or of long-term trends. They are anything but ready to
sacrifice immediate advantage for the enormously greater good of
society in two or three decades.” (M 360-61.)
OF FEELING. See FEELINGS–COMMUNITY OF, AND FELLOW F.
ORIENTATION. Orientation is the direction of DEVELOPMENT.
And conversion. “As orientation is, so to speak, the direction of
DEVELOPMENT, so CONVERSION is a change of direction and, indeed, a
change for the better. One frees oneself from the unauthentic [see
INAUTHENTIC, INAUTHENTICITY]. One grows in AUTHENTICITY. Harmful,
dangerous, misleading satisfactions are dropped. Fears of discomfort, pain, privation have less power to deflect one from
one’s course. Values are apprehended [see VALUE(S)–APPREHENSION OF]
where before they were overlooked. Scales of preference [see
VALUE(S)–AND SCALE OF PREFERENCES] shift. Errors, rationalizations, ideologies [see ERROR; RATIONALIZATION; IDEOLOGY] fall and shatter to leave
one open to things as they are and to man as he should be.” (M 52.)
And the individual. “Our concern is with the orientation of the
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individual within the orientated community. At its root this consists in the transcendental notions [see NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL] that
both enable us and require us to advance in understanding, to
judge truthfully, to respond to values. Still, this possibility and
exigence become effective only through development [see HUMAN–
DEVELOPMENT]. One has to acquire the skills and learning of a competent human being in some walk of life. One has to grow in sensitivity and responsiveness to values [see VALUE(S)] if one’s
humanity is to be authentic [see AUTHENTICITY]. But development is
not inevitable, and so results vary. There are human failures. …
There are mediocrities. There are those that keep developing and
growing throughout a long life-time, and their achievement varies
with their initial background, with their opportunities, with their
luck in avoiding pitfalls and setbacks, and with the pace of their
advance.” (M 51-52.) See also intra Traditions of
PRIMITIVE. See intra And intersubjectivity
SUBSTANCE OF.

The general context is the human good (see HUMAN–
the particular topic is the structural element of personal relations. It was noted (see intra As cooperative) that interpersonal relationships in community “normally are alive with feeling.” L goes
on to note: “Beyond feelings there is the substance of community.
People are joined by common experience, by common or complementary insights, by similar judgments of fact and of value [see
JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT; JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE], by parallel orientations in
life. They are separated, estranged, rendered hostile, when they
have got out of touch, when they misunderstand one another, when
they judge in opposed fashions, opt for contrary social goals. So
personal relations vary from intimacy to ignorance, from love to
exploitation, from respect to contempt, from friendliness to enmity.
They bind a community together, or divide it into factions, or tear
it apart.” (M 50-51.) See also LIBERTY–AND COMMUNITY
GOOD);

TENSION(S) IN.

“There is … a radical tension of community. Intersubjective spontaneity [see SPONTANEITY–AND INTERSUBJECTIVITY] and intelligently devised social order possess different properties and
different tendencies. Yet to both by his very nature man is committed. Intelligence cannot but devise general solutions and general
rules. The individual is intelligent, and so he cannot enjoy peace of
mind unless he subsumes his own FEELINGS and actions under the
general rules that he regards as intelligent. Yet feeling and spontaneous action have their home in the intersubjective group, and it is
only with an effort and then only in favored times that the intersubjective groups fit harmoniously within the larger pattern of social
order. … Thus it is that in the history of human societies there are
halcyon periods of easy peace and tranquility that alternate with
times of crisis and trouble. In the periods of relaxed tension, the
good of order [see GOOD, THE–OF ORDER] has come to terms with the intersubjective groups.” (In 241.)
TRADITIONS OF.

The context is the function of meaning (see MEANING–
“Meaning has its invariant structures and elements
[see MEANING–ELEMENTS OF] but the contents in the structures are subject
to cumulative DEVELOPMENT and cumulative DECLINE. So it is that man
stands outside the rest of nature, that he is a historical being [see
HISTORICITY–OF HUMANITY; TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS-ACKNOWLEDGE YOUR HISTORICITY!], that each man shapes his own life but does so only in interacFUNCTIONS OF (4)).
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COMPLEMENTARITY – CONCEPT(S), CONCEPTION(S)

tion with the traditions of the communities in which he happens to
have been born and, in turn, these traditions themselves are but the
deposit left him by the lives of his predecessors.” (M 81.)
COMPLEMENTARITY: See also inter alia ACT–OF WHAT IS COMPLETE (ACTUS PER■ ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–ARGUMENT-GENERAL CHARACTER

FECTI)
OF

■ ART–AND FEELINGS ■ BEING–NOTION OF-GENUS OR SPECIES OR DIFFERENCE? ■

CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(2) OF OPERATIONS-(6) AS PRINCIPLE OF SYSTEMATIZATION

■ CENSOR, CENSORSHIP–AND NEURAL-DEMAND FUNCTIONS-PSYCHIC CONTROL OVER, –
■ CLARIFICATION BY CONTRAST ■ CLASSICAL ■

AND NEURAL-DEMAND FUNCTIONS-SUMMARY

COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–LEVELS OF-SCHEMA, –PROCESS-AND FACT, -AND FORMULATION, –
THEORY-REVISION OF

■ COMMUNICATION(S) (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)–INTERNAL ■ COMMU-

NITY–SUBSTANCE OF ■ CONSCIENCE–CONSCIOUSNESS AS ■ CONTEXT(S)–ACTUAL, –OF JUDGMENT

■ CONVERSION–ABSENCE OF, –PSYCHIC ■ COSMOLOGY ■ DEDUCTION–AND A PRIORI

SYNTHESES,

–AND

ITY/HYPOCRISY

■ DREAM(S)–FUNCTION OF ■ EGO–DIFFERENTIATION OF PERSONA AND ■ EMER-

■

WORLDVIEW

DELIBERATION–QUESTIONS

FOR-AND

AUTHENTIC-

GENT PROBABILITY–INTELLIGIBILITY IMMANENT IN ■ FACULTY PSYCHOLOGY–AND INTERIORITY

■ FREEDOM–AND FOURTH LEVEL OF INTENTIONALITY ■ FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES–
■ GEM–DISCOVERY OF ■ GENERALIZATION–OF COMMON SENSE ■

INTERDEPENDENCE OF

GROUP(S)–ACTIVITY ■ HISTORIAN–ILLUSIONS OF ■ HISTORICAL–SENSE ■ HOW DO I FEEL? ■
HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT, LAWS OF (4)-(2) INTEGRATION ■ IMAGE–HEURISTIC VS REPRESENTATIVE
FUNCTION OF-IN SCIENCES

■ IMAGINATION–AND CLASSICAL SCIENTIFIC THOUGHT ■ INSIGHT

(THE BOOK)–AND MATHEMATICS/PHYSICS, –GOAL OF ■ INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–
ACCUMULATION OF, –CUMULATIVE SERIES OF-IN THE HISTORIAN, –VULNERABLE/INVULNERABLE

■

INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS–AND VARIOUS ISMS ■ INTERIORITY ■ INTERPRETATION– PROBLEM
OF-BASIC

■ JUDGMENT(S)–COHERENCE OF, –HABITUAL ■ KNOWLEDGE–DOMAINS OF, DISTINCT

■ LANGUAGE–PHILOSOPHICAL ■ LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–CLASSICAL-A CLOSED STRUCTURE ■
LEARNING–SELF-CORRECTING PROCESS OF ■ LIBERTY–SUBSTANCE OF ■ LOGIC–DISCOURSE,
SYMBOL, AND
THOUGHT

■ LOVE–AND KNOWLEDGE-K. PRECEDES ■ MATHEMATICAL–AND SCIENTIFIC

■ MEANING–COMMON-AND ONTOLOGY ■ METHOD(S)–THE FOUR-AND SYSTEM-BASIC

CONDITION

■ NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL–AND INTERIORITY ■ OTHER THINGS BEING EQUAL

■ PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–DRAMATIC-AND THE DRAMA AS SUCH, –INTELLECTUAL-AND SPIRAL
ASCENT OF UNDERSTANDING

■ PRINCIPLE(S)–MORAL ■ PROBABILITY–OF EMPIRICAL SCIENCES

■ PSYCHIC–DEVELOPMENT-AND NEURAL ■ RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF–CONDITIONED SERIES
OF

■ RELATIVISM ■ REVISION, –OF ACCOUNT OF WORLD ORDER ■ SCIENCE(S)–AND LAW, –

NATURAL-AND DIALECTIC
THE KNOWER-AS FACT

■ SCISSORS-LIKE ACTION–IN MATHEMATICS ■ SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF

■ SYMBOL(S)–AND TENSIONS, CONFLICTS, ETC. ■ UNIVERSE– PROCESS

OF-AND CONCEPTUALIST VS INTELLECTUALIST

■ VIEWPOINT(S)–EXPLANATORY VS DESCRIPTIVE-

AND SUBJECTIVE PROJECTION

AND ABSTRACTION.

See

ABSTRACTION–CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL MODES OF-AS

COMPLEMENTARY

AND COMMON SENSE.

See

COMMON SENSE–AND ANALOGY/GENERALIZATION, –AS IN-

TELLECTUAL, –ECLECTICISM OF-AND AIM OF PHILOSOPHY, –SPECIALIZATION OF-POLITICAL

CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL.

See

CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–

COMPLEMENTARITY OF

IN FORMULATION.

See CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–FORMULATION

IN HORIZON.

“Differences in horizon may be complementary, or
genetic, or dialectical.” (M 236.) See HORIZON(S)–DIFFERENCES INCOMPLEMENTARY

IN

KNOWING/IN KNOWN.

See

CLASSICAL

AND STATISTICAL

COMPARED–

COMPLEMENTARITY OF-IN KNOWING, -IN KNOWN

CONJUGATES AND EVENTS. See intra Of questions for intelligence/reflection; see also EVENT(S)–DEFINITION OF

OF

OF QUESTIONS FOR INTELLIGENCE/REFLECTION. “For every answer
to a question for intelligence, there is a corresponding question for
reflection [see INTELLIGENCE–QUESTIONS FOR; REFLECTION/REFLECTIVE–QUESTIONS
FOR]; and all questions for reflection have the peculiarity that they
can be answered appropriately simply by saying either yes or no. If
I ask what a body is, I can also ask whether there are bodies. If I
ask how bodies fall, I can also ask whether bodies fall. If I ask how
bodies would fall in a vacuum, I can also ask whether any bodies
ever fall in a vacuum. Generally, the enunciation of every law can
be followed by the question for reflection that asks whether the
law is verified, and the definition of every term can be followed by
the question for reflection whether the defined exists or occurs. Inversely, whenever one asserts verification or existence or occurrence, one may be asked what is verified, what exists, what occurs.
… Thus questions for intelligence and questions for reflection are
universally concomitant and complementary. … There is a parallel
concomitance and complementarity between conjugates and events
[see CONJUGATE(S)–EXPLANATORY/PURE; EVENT(S)–DEFINITION OF].” (In 106.)

CONCEIVING. “What is it that you conceive? If you attend only to the
sensible presentation [see DATA–OF SENSE] and the insight [see INSIGHT AND
UNDERSTANDING], then what you conceive is HUMANITY, a compound of
MATTER and FORM. But if you consider the finality of intellect towards
being [see FINALITY–AND INTENTION OF BEING], what you are trying to conceive
is BEING, and matter and form are a determination of that being, and
you conceive a man. De facto, we form concrete terms before abstract ones because of the finality of intellect towards being. We have
the content ‘being’ from the DESIRE TO KNOW, and the determination of
the content from the intelligible form in the sensible matter [see INTELLIGIBILITY–OF CONTINGENT ACT].” (UB 152-53.) See also CONCEPT(S), CONCEPTION(S)
CONCEPT(S), CONCEPTION(S):

Conception, concept, conceived,
conceiving refer to moments in the act of having an insight, of understanding. “Conception is the selection from the data, the empirical
presentation, the image [see PHANTASM/FANTASM], of what is essential to
having the insight.” (UB 42.) See ABSTRACTION–CONCEPTION AND The concept
arises from the act of understanding (see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–ACT
OF). “The interior expression of what is intended by inquiry (HEURISTIC
conception) or of what is grasped by an act of understanding (conception in the proper sense).” (S 151.) “It is of the nature of a mental
concept to proceed from something else, namely from the knowledge
of the person conceiving.” (ST, 1 q. 34, a. 1 c.) “Conception is an effect of
the act of understanding ... something expressed by intellectual
knowledge.” (Aquinas, De Veritate, q. 4, a. 2.) “A word does not arise from our
intellect except in so far as it is in act; but as soon as it is in act, a
word is conceived in it.” (CG, IV, 14, par. 3.) See intra Properties of; see also
WORD–INNER
AND ABSTRACTION.
AND CREATIVITY.

See ABSTRACTION–CONCEPTION AND

For L, whose perspective is historical and developmental, creativity in regard to concepts is ongoing inasmuch as
thinkers of the various disciplines mount to higher viewpoints. The
same data give rise to differing concepts when viewed, for example, from the viewpoints of science and the higher viewpoint of
philosophy. See VIEWPOINT(S)–HIGHER

CONCEPT(S), CONCEPTION(S) – CONCEPT(S), CONCEPTION(S)
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AND DEFINITIONS. L offers the example of the circle and the relation
between equal radii and roundness. “Once insight grasps that necessary relation, it is possible to go on to the definition of a circle.
But when one goes on to that definition, there is always the trick, as
in the case of the intersection of the two circles. One has to think of
the general case, and attention to the general case may not be had
automatically. One can say that a circle is a locus of points equidistant from a center. That expresses the insight, but as yet one has not
given the general case of all the necessary conditions. That definition is perfectly satisfactory for the outlined map of Africa on a
globe. All points on the coast of Africa are approximately equidistant from the center of the earth, and all that we said was ‘a locus of
points equidistant from a center.’ The definition of a circle is a locus of coplanar points equidistant from a center. There is the same
sort of trick in any definition. The definition wants to state in the
general case what is necessary and sufficient to have the insight.”
(UB 41-42.) See intra Ultimate; see also COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–PROCESS-AND

scious, and not just empirically conscious but intellectually and rationally conscious.” (UB 150-51.) See also INTELLECT–FINALITY OF
CONTENT OF. See CONTENT(S)–OF CONCEPT

FORMULATION

HEURISTIC.

AND EMPIRICAL PRESENTATIONS.
AND FINALITY.
AND IMAGE.

See PRESENTATIONS–EMPIRICAL

See intra As part of process

See IMAGE–VS CONCEPT

AND IMAGINATION.
AND INSIGHT.

See IMAGINATION–AND CONCEPTS

See INSIGHT

AND METHOD/GEM.

AND UNDERSTANDING–AND THE CONCEPT OR WORD

See GEM–CONCEIVED CONCRETELY

AND PSYCHOLOGICAL FALLACY.
AS PART OF PROCESS.

See INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–VS CONCEPT

“Intellectual and rational consciousness [see

CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(2) INTELLECTUAL-AND WONDER, -(3) RATIONAL]

has a finality to the unlimited objective, to BEING [see FINALITY–
The finality is in what is present to itself when
it is intellectually alert or critically reflective. To WONDER is to manifest the finality of an intelligent subject, and to be critically reflective is to manifest the finality of a rational subject. We move from
a level of sense presentations, perception, and images to a level of
insight and conception, inasmuch as we are intellectually alert, inasmuch as we have not only verbal questions or questions conceptually expressed, but also that root of questioning that is
intellectual curiosity, wanting to understand something. We move
from the level of conception to critical reflective consciousness
[see JUDGMENT(S)–AS RELATED-(3) TO REFLECTIVE UNDERSTANDING] inasmuch as we
are the root that is manifested in such questions as, Is it so? All efforts to understand and all understanding, all efforts to conceive
and all conceiving, depend upon the wonder expressed in the questions, What? Why? and How often? All efforts to grasp the virtually unconditioned and actually grasping the unconditioned [see
INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–REFLECTIVE-AND VIRTUALLY UNCONDITIONED], all efforts
to judge and actual judging [see JUDGMENT(S)], depend upon the desire that is expressed in such questions as, Is it really so? With
wonder we have the finality that sets the process going, the finality
that lifts us above the level of merely empirical consciousness to
the level of intellectual consciousness; and then emerges the finality that lifts us above intellectual consciousness to rational consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)]. We are dealing,
then, with a finality, a teleology, that is not unconscious but con-

AND INTENTION OF BEING].

The context is comparison of scientific and
mathematical understanding. “In geometry one’s imagination adjusts to one’s concepts. You may have been a bit surprised when I
said that one cannot imagine a point, that no matter how small you
make the dot it still is not a point because it has some magnitude.
Why would you be surprised? Your imagination adjusts itself to
your concepts. You were trying to imagine, as though you really
were imagining what your concepts were expressing. But in science you do not have that adjustment. The sensible data remain
what they are. No matter how beautiful the theory, it does not
change the data, although it may modify your approach to the data,
and de facto in some sense it should, as we will see.” (UB 62.)
GENETIC. See RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF–INTERSUBJECTIVE
EXPRESSION OF.

“If you want to get what is permanent, you are going to
need what I call heuristic concepts, which is the question about the
data. For Aristotle, fire was one of the four elements. For people
before Lavoisier, it was something to do with phlogiston. For
modern chemists, it is a process of oxidation. What’s common to
them all? Well, there is nothing common to the answers, but they
are all answering the same question. What’s this here, in flames?
What’s going on? And that is a heuristic concept.” (PTP2 136.)
Vs explanatory. “A change of understanding involves a change
in explanatory conception, for the explanatory concept may be
defined as an expression of the content of the understanding. Yet
here there is an important distinction between heuristic and explanatory concepts. Fire was conceived by Aristotle as an element, by Lavoisier’s predecessors as a manifestation of
phlogiston, and by later chemists as a type of oxydization. But
though the explanations differed, the object to be explained was
conceived uniformly as the ‘nature of …’ a familiar phenomenon, and without this uniformity it would be incorrect to say that
Aristotle had an incorrect explanation of what he meant and we
mean by fire. … Again, while the identity of the heuristic concept
forms the unifying principle in a series of successive explanations, still there can be a development in heuristic concepts themselves. Thus, the discovery of the significance of measurement
led to a shift from the vague ‘nature of …’ to the precise ‘indeterminate function to be determined.’” (In 759.)

HUMANITY AS.

See HUMANITY–AS CONCEPT

ILLUSTRATION OF.
MULTIPLE.
OF BEING.

See ABSTRACTION–CONCEPTION AND

See INTELLIGIBILITY–AND CONCEPTS, MULTIPLE

See BEING–CONCEPT OF

OF THE GOOD.

See GOOD, THE–TRANSCENDENTAL CONCEPT OF

PRIMITIVE VS DERIVED. “What is meant by an integral heuristic
structure [see METAPHYSICS–AS INTEGRAL HEURISTIC STRUCTURE]? To begin by
assembling the elements of the answer, conceptual contents may
be primitive or derived: the derived are defined by appealing to the
primitive: the primitive are fixed inasmuch as terms and relations
proceed from a single understanding, with the relations settled by
the terms and the terms settled by the relations.” (In 417.) See also
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CONCEPTUAL BEING – CONCEPTUALISM, CONCEPTUALIST

TERM(S)–AND RELATIONS
PROPERTIES OF.

“Note … two properties of concepts. In the first
place, they are constituted by the mere activity of supposing, thinking, considering, formulating, defining. They may or may not be
more than that. But if they are more, then they are not merely concepts. And if they are no more than supposed or considered or
thought about, still that is enough to constitute them as concepts. In
the second place, concepts do not occur at random; they emerge in
thinking, supposing, considering, defining, formulating; and that
many-named activity occurs, not at random, but in conjunction
with an act of insight [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–ACT OF VS CONTENT OF
ACT].” (In 32-33.)

TRANSCENDENTAL.

This entry is allied with NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL.
While the notions intend, the concepts are the content of the understanding that the notions intend. “If we objectify the content of intelligent intending, we form the transcendental concept of the
intelligible . If we objectify the content of reasonable intending, we
form the transcendental concepts of the true and the real. If we objectify the content of responsible intending, we get the transcendental concept of value, of the truly good. But quite distinct from
such transcendental concepts, which can be misconceived and often are, there are the prior transcendental notions.” (M 11-12.)
Of intelligibility. See INTELLIGIBILITY–TRANSCENDENTAL CONCEPT OF

ULTIMATE.

“The concept is the definition, provided there is a definition. Perhaps enough has been said to make the point that defining is a fruit of intelligence, the quid rei [the real essence, the real
nature of the thing] of understanding the thing, and the quid
nominis [the nominal essence, the meaning of the name] of understanding the language. But what about ultimate concepts that defy
definition? Are we to say that they too proceed from acts of understanding? Or must not some less psychological, some more purely
metaphysical, process be invoked in their case? Let us consider
them. … One begins by imagining the instances. The comparisons
of the COGITATIVA prepare one for an act of insight, seeing in the data
what itself cannot be a datum; when we express this insight by a
concept, we say ‘possibility.’ In closed eyes we discern the possibility of actual seeing; in eyes we discern the possibility of sight;
what is possible is the act, and its possibility is the potency; both
are objective, but the act is objective when it occurs, the potency
when the act is possible; and that objectivity of possibility is, for
instance, what makes the difference between an invention and a
mere bright idea. Ultimate concepts, like derived concepts, proceed
from understanding.” (V 56-57.) See also intra And definitions
UNIVOCAL VS ANALOGOUS.

“Concepts are said to be univocal when
they have the same meaning in all applications, and they are said
to be analogous when their meaning varies systematically as one
moves from one field of application to another.” (In 385.)

VS ARTISTIC EXPRESSION.
VS IMAGE.

See PARTICULAR(S)–INSIGHT INTO-AND EXPRESSION

See IMAGE–VS CONCEPT

VS INSIGHT.

See INSIGHT

AND UNDERSTANDING–VS CONCEPT

CONCEPTUAL BEING: See BEING–CONCEPTUAL

CONCEPTUALISM, CONCEPTUALIST: L writes: “If you are a conceptualist, you hold that we can think only about concepts, thought, and
you do not attend to the prior act of understanding.” (UB 238.) “By a
conceptualist I mean a person that is a keen logician, that is extremely precise in his use of terms, and that never imagined that the
meaning of terms varied with the acts of understanding that they expressed, that there are as many meanings for terms as there are different developments of intelligence that is expressing itself.” (PTP2 160.)
“Conceptualists conceive human intellect only in terms of what it
does; but their neglect of what intellect is, prior to what it does, has
a variety of causes. Most commonly they do not advert to the act of
understanding. They take concepts for granted; they are busy working out arguments to produce certitudes; they prolong their spontaneous tendencies to extroversion into philosophy, where they
concentrate on metaphysics and neglect gnoseology. Still, a conceptualist can advert to the fact of understanding, to the difference
between intelligent men and stupid men, to opposed manners of
systematic conception with consequent oppositions in judgments
and inferences. But advertence falls short of analysis. It is one thing
to be aware of one’s intelligence in act [see INTELLECT–IN ACT]; it is another to distinguish agent and possible intellect [see INTELLECT–AGENT, –
POSSIBLE], to compare possible intellect in potency, in habit, and in
act, to relate intelligence in act, on the one hand, to sensible and
imagined data [see DATA–OF SENSE] and, on the other hand, to concepts,
judgments, and inferences [see DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS]. Finally, one
can advert to intelligence and know how it is analyzed and yet recoil from accepting the analysis. It is so much more difficult to do
philosophy when’s one’s hands are tied by an array of facts; it is so
much more easy to affirm an intellectual intuition of concrete reality, and thus eliminate so many problems, when the exact nature of
the intellect is shrouded in obscurity. … Such are the basic positions. The Platonist conceives knowing as primarily confrontation
[see KNOWING–AS CONFRONTATION], but the Aristotelian conceives knowing
as primarily perfection, act, identity [see KNOWING–AS IDENTITY]; again,
the conceptualist knows human intellect only by what it does, but
the intellectualist [see INTELLECTUALISM/INTELLECTUALIST] knows and analyzes not only what intelligence in act does but also what it is.” (V
194-95.)
AND ESSENTIALISM.

See ESSENTIALISM–AND CLOSED CONCEPTUALISM

AND FORMATIVE ABSTRACTION.

See ABSTRACTION–FORMATIVE-AND CONCEPTUAL-

ISM

AND IMAGINATION.

See IMAGINATION–AND CONCEPTUALISM/NAÏVE REALISM

AND ORDER OF UNIVERSE.

See

UNIVERSE–PROCESS OF-AND CONCEPTUALIST VS IN-

TELLECTUALIST

AND SCIENCE.
CLOSED.

See SCIENCE(S)–AND CONCEPTUALISM

See ESSENTIALISM–AND CLOSED CONCEPTUALISM

DEFINED.

“Conceptualism consists precisely in the affirmation that
concepts proceed not from intellectual knowledge and so intelligibly but, on the contrary, with the same natural spontaneity as images from imagination.” (V 224.) Conceptualists hold that
understanding is had from a prior word. The word of the conceptualist is given in the sense that the powers of mind and body when

CONCEPTUALLY DISTINCT – CONCRETE

they encounter extramental reality unite with it to generate concepts spontaneously. To these concepts we apply the powers of the
mind to gain insight, the reverse of L’s order.
VS CRITICAL REALISM. L contrasts critical realism (see REALISM–
CRITICAL) and conceptualism: “For human understanding, though it
has its object in the phantasm and knows it in the phantasm [see
PHANTASM/FANTASM], yet is not content with an object in this state. It
pivots on itself to produce for itself another object which is the inner word [see WORD–INNER] as RATIO, intention [see BEING–NOTION OF], definitio [see DEFINITION(S)], QUOD QUID EST. And this pivoting and
production is no mere matter of some metaphysical sausage machine, at one end slicing species off phantasm [see PHANTASM/FANTASM–
AND SPECIES], and at the other popping out concepts [see CONCEPT(S),
CONCEPTION(S)]; it is an operation of rational consciousness.” (V 47-48.)
CONCEPTUALLY DISTINCT : See DISTINCTION(S)–CONCEPTUAL

■ DIALECTICAL–ANALYSIS ■ DOING AND MAKING–AND

■ EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND ABSTRACT SYSTEM, –AND

THE SELF-DEVELOPING SUBJECT

HUMAN AFFAIRS, –AS UNIVERSAL DESIGN, –AS UNIVERSAL DESIGN-CONSEQUENT PROPERTIES OF
(12), –INTELLIGIBILITY IMMANENT IN
METHOD OF METAPHYSICS AND

■ ETHICS–AND STRUCTURE OF KNOWING AND DOING, –

■ EVIL ■ EXISTENTIALISM–AS RESTRICTED TO PER SE ■ EX-

PRESSION–AND PROPOSITIONS-DISTINCT FROM-AS ABSTRACT/CONCRETE ■ FACT ■ FACULTY
PSYCHOLOGY ■ FINALITY–AND SOME COUNTERPOSITIONS, –VERTICAL, –VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL

■ FORMULATION–INSIGHT AND ■ GEM–AS WISDOM ■ GENERALIZATION–AND UNDER-

STANDING

■ GOOD, THE–OF ORDER-AND ‘IF-THEN’ RELATIONSHIPS, –VS FEELINGS, SENTIMENTS ■

HEURISTIC STRUCTURE–FOR INTERPRETATION-UPPER BLADE ■ HISTORICAL–FACTS ■ HISTORY–RELATIVITY OF ■ HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT, LAWS OF (4)-(3) LIMITATION AND TRANSCENDENCE

■ HUMANITY–AS ABSTRACT ■ HUMOR/SATIRE–CONTEXT ■ I–AND IT ■ INQUIRY–TENSION OF ■
INSIGHT (THE BOOK)–AND DIALECTICAL TENSION IN THE SUBJECT, –AND MOVING VIEWPOINT ■
INTENDING–MODES OF ■ JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–HABITS OF AND INSIGHT ■ LAW(S), LAW(S) OF
...–ABSTRACT, –AND FORM, –AND RELATIONS, –CLASSICAL, –CLASSICAL-SYSTEMATIC UNIFICATION
OF, –STATISTICAL-AXIOMATIC STRUCTURE OF

CONCERN: See SORGE

■ LIBERATION–AND EMERGENT PROBABILITY ■ MA-

TERIAL–VS SPIRITUAL-AND LAW-AMBIGUITY OF ■ MATHEMATICS–AND JUDGMENT OF EXISTENCE ■

CONCLUSION(S): A conclusion

is the last judgment in a chain of reasoning, and a consequent proposition in a SYLLOGISM.
AND VIRTUALLY UNCONDITIONED. See UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY–GENERAL
FORM OF

AND PRINCIPLES.

“There are truths that naturally are known; they
form the touchstone of other truth; and judging is a matter of reducing other issues to the naturally known first principles [see
PRINCIPLE(S)–FIRST]. Thus, in demonstrations certitude is attained by a
resolution to first principles; such a resolution is the efficient cause
of the certitude; until the resolution reaches the first principles
doubt is possible, but once it has reached them doubt is excluded.
For in the demonstrative sciences the conclusions are so related to
the principles that, were the conclusions false, the principles would
have to be false; hence the mind is coerced by its own natural acceptance of the principles to accept the conclusions as well.” (V 7475.)

METAPHYSICAL–EQUIVALENCE-RULES OF (3)-(1) OF CONCRETENESS ■ METAPHYSICS–ELEMENTS
OF-AND TRUE PROPOSITIONS, –RELATIONS OF
LOSOPHIES

■ METHOD(S)–OF SCIENCE(S)-AND VARIOUS PHI-

■ MYSTERY–AND THE KNOWN UNKNOWN ■ NOTION OF …–ABSTRACTION, –

CONCRETE SPACE OR TIME (DESCRIPTIVE)

■ NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL–NOT ABSTRACT ■

ONTOLOGICAL–CONSTITUTION ■ OPERATOR(S)–AND DEVELOPMENT, –OF COGNITIONAL DEVELOPMENT

■ ORDER ■ PARTICULAR(S)–INSIGHT INTO-AND EXPRESSION ■ PHENOMENOLOGIST ■

POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION–POSITION ■ POSTULATE(S) ■ PRINCIPLE(S)–UNCERTAINTY

■ PROBABILITY–AND INDETERMINACY ■ PROCESS–IDEAL/TYPICAL ■ PROOF ■ PROPER
NAMES–GALILEO-WORLDVIEW-AND STATISTICAL LAW, –HEGEL, HEGELIAN-AND ABSOLUTE IDEA ■
PROPOSITION(S)–UNIVERSAL ■ REASON(S)–AS ACTIVITY ■ RELATION(S)–OF EQUALITY ■ RESIDUE(S)–STATISTICAL ■ REVISION–OF AFFIRMATION ON GENERA AND SPECIES ■ SCIENCE(S)–AND
THE UNIVERSAL, –RELATIONS OF

■ SCIENTIFIC–EXPLANATION-AND CENTRAL FORM, –THOUGHT ■

SELF ... ■ SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER-AS FACT, -POSSIBILITY OF ■ SELFAPPROPRIATION–AND IDEAL OF KNOWLEDGE-AS ABSTRACT ■ SIMULTANEITY ■ SOCIETY ■
SPACE AND TIME ■ STATISTICAL–THEORY ■ SYSTEM(S)–ABSTRACT-AND PARTICULAR CASES ■
TRANSFORMATION–INVARIANCE UNDER INERTIAL ■ TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–METAPHYSICS OF ■
UNCONSCIOUS–AND CONSCIOUS TENSION ■ UNIVERSAL VIEWPOINT ■ UNIVERSE–ORDER OF-

IN SCIENTIFIC DEVELOPMENT.
SCIENTIFIC.

CONCRETE:

See HYPOTHESIS–IN SCIENTIFIC DEVELOPMENT

Opposite:

ABSTRACT

See also inter alia

ABSTRACTION–AND PRE-

SCINDING-AND VS PRESCINDING, –ENRICHING/IMPOVERISHING-SUMMARY

OF TYPICAL CASES

■ AGGREGATE(S)–

■ ANALOGY OF …–COMMON SENSE ■ ANTICIPATION–

■ APPREHENSION–NOTIONAL ■ BELIEF–TRUE-PROCESS OF-(1) ■ CANON(S)–

OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(2) OF OPERATIONS-(6), -6) OF STATISTICAL RESIDUESELEMENTS OF(3)-(1)

■ CAUSE(S)–EXTERNAL ■ CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES

■ CHANCE–AND PROBABILITY ■ CHANGE–NOTION OF ■ CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–INQUIRY-ANTICIPATION IN-COROLLARIES (2), –LAWS-IN HUMAN AFFAIRS, –SCIENCE ■
COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–AND GÖDEL’S THEOREM

■

COMMON SENSE–AND PROVERBS, –AND

RESEARCH, –AS INTELLECTUAL, –BIAS OF, GENERAL, –LANGUAGE OF-ORDINARY
AND INTERSUBJECTIVITY, –IMPERFECTIONS OF

■ COMMUNITY–

■ CONCEIVING ■ CONCEPTUALISM, CONCEP-

TUALIST ■ CONSCIOUSNESS–ARTISTIC ELEMENT IN ■ CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–
FULLY-AND COMMON SENSE, –INTERIORLY, –SCHOLARLY

■ CONSTRAINT–EXTERNAL ■ CONTRA-

DICTORIES/CONTRARIES ■ CONVERSION–AND OBJECTIVITY ■ CORRELATION(S)–AND EMPIRICAL SCIENCE

■ COSMOLOGY ■ COSMOPOLIS ■

LONGER-AND DIALECTIC, DISTORTED, -PROCESS

AND THE TOTAL MANIFOLD-AND POTENTIAL GOOD, –UNITY OF

■ WILL–A RATIONAL APPETITE ■

WILLING–AND THE MORAL IMPERATIVE ■ WONDER

See SCIENTIFIC–CONCLUSIONS

COINCIDENTAL-AND STATISTICAL METHOD

THESES

LONERGANIAN-SOURCE OF DIFFERENCES
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DATA–OF SENSE

■

DECLINE–CYCLE OF,

■ DEDUCTION–ABSTRACT, –AND A PRIORI SYN-

■ DESCRIPTION–AND THE KNOWER, –ORDINARY ■ DESIRE TO KNOW–AND WONDER ■

DETERMINISM–SCIENTIST, MEDIATING INSIGHT, AND, –VS STATISTICAL KNOWLEDGE ■ DEVELOPMENT–PRINCIPLE(S) OF (7)-(2) CORRESPONDENCE ■ DIAGRAM ■ DIALECTIC(S), –HEGELIAN VS

ANALOGIES.

See ANALOGY–CONCRETE

AND ABSTRACT.

See ABSTRACT–APPLIED TO CONCRETE

AND ABSURDITY.
AND ART.

See SURD

See ART–DEFINITION OF-AND PATTERN-CONCRETE, –PRELUDE TO DISCUSSION OF

AND COMMON SENSE.

See

COMMON SENSE–AND CONCRETE PARTICULAR, –AND

CONCRETE SITUATION

AND ETHICS.

See ETHICS–AND CONCRETE UNIVERSAL

AND METAPHYSICAL ANALYSIS.

See

ANALYSIS–METAPHYSICAL-(1) AND THE CON-

CRETE

AND METAPHYSICS, DEDUCTIVIST.

See DEDUCTION–ABSTRACT

AND METAPHYSICS.

See METAPHYSICS–ELEMENTS OF-CONCRETENESS OF

AND METHOD/GEM.

See GEM–CONCEIVED CONCRETELY

AND MORAL IMPERATIVE.
AND NOTION OF BEING.
AND THE GOOD.

See MORAL–IMPERATIVE-CONCRETE

See BEING–NOTION OF-AS CONCRETE

See GOOD, THE–AND THE CONCRETE

AND TRANSCENDENTAL NOTIONS.

See

NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL–AS CON-
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CONCRETENESS – CONDITIONED

ther requirement, a reflective act, in which you affirm what you
grasped by insight. And there are conditions for the affirmation,
and the conditions have to be fulfilled before the affirmation can
be rational.” (UB 336.) See also JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–CONCRETE-CONDITIONS FOR

CRETE

AND TRUTH.

See TRUTH(S),

THE TRUE–METAPHYSICS OF

ARGUMENT FROM ANALOGY.
AS TOTALITY.
BEING AS.

See THING(S)–NOTION OF

POSSIBLE (4)-(4)-COROLLARY

See BEING–AS CONCRETE AND UNIVERSAL, –NOTION OF-AS CONCRETE

COURSES OF ACTION.
DATA AS.

See ANALOGY–ARGUMENT FROM

AND CONDITIONES MATERIAE.

See CONSCIENCE–AND SELF-TRANSCENDENCE

See CONJUGATE(S)–EXPERIENTIAL, –EXPLANATORY/PURE
AS.

DIALECTIC

See

DIALECTIC

(FUNCTIONAL

SPECIALTY)–AND

METHOD-

IMPLEMENTATION OF-WAYS OF (7)-AS CONCRETE

DURATION.

EXTENSIONS.
FACT.

See ART–DEFINITION OF-AND PATTERN-CONCRETE

See SPACE

See DIALECTIC(S)–HEGELIAN VS LONERGANIAN-SOURCE OF DIFFERENCES

INFERENCE FROM CLASSICAL LAWS.

See

INFERENCE–CONCRETE FROM CLASSI-

CAL LAWS

INSTANCE.

See JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–CONCRETE

APPREHENSION–ARTISTIC ■ ART–DEFINITION OF, –OF LIVING ■ COMMON

See

SENSE–AND QUESTIONS ■ CONVERSION–MORAL ■ FEELINGS–AND EXPLANATION ■ IMAGE–
AND EXPLANATORY SELF-KNOWLEDGE

■ INTEGRATION(S)–IN HUMAN DEVELOPMENT-AND DY-

NAMIC SYSTEM

MORAL IMPERATIVE.
PARTICULAR.

See COMMON SENSE–AND CONCRETE PARTICULAR
See

NONSYSTEMATIC–DIVERGENCE OF ACTUAL

LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–CLASSICAL-AND CONDITIONAL PREDIC-

“By a scheme of recurrence [see REwe mean this: any law that you find has conditions, but you may have such a conjunction of laws that they
fulfil one another’s conditions, so that the process goes on indefinitely.” (UB 76.)
AND SELF-AFFIRMATION. See SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER-CONDITIONS
FOR

DIVERGING SERIES OF.

See NONSYSTEMATIC–IN DIVERGING SERIES OF CONDITIONS

POSSIBILITY.

See POSSIBILITY–AS CONCRETE

PRIME POTENCY.

See ENERGY–NOTION OF

RELATIONS.

See RELATION(S)–CONCRETE

SITUATION.

See COMMON SENSE–AND CONCRETE SITUATION

OF INVULNERABLE INSIGHT.

See

INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–REFLECTIVE-AND

VIRTUALLY UNCONDITIONED

OF POSSIBILITY OF JUDGMENT.

See

UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY–AND SUFFI-

CIENT EVIDENCE

See

NONSYSTEMATIC–IN DIVERGING SERIES OF CONDITIONS-AND

EVENTS

CONDITIONED: See also inter alia CONDITION(S) ■ ACTUAL, ACTUALITY ■ BEING–
SPHERES OF, DISTINCT

■ BELIEF–TRUE-PROCESS OF-(5) ACT OF BELIEVING ■ COGNITION, COG-

See SUBJECT, THE–DRAMATIC-DIALECTIC OF

UNITY-IDENTITY-WHOLE.
UNITY-IN-TENSION.

TENCE–AND BEING ■ FINALITY–AS OPERATOR ■ INFERENCE–DEDUCTIVE-FORM OF ■ INSIGHT

VIRTUALLY UNCONDITIONED

■ INTELLIGIBILITY–KINDS OF ■ JUDGMENT(S)–GENERAL FORM OF ■

JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–AND RELEVANT/PERTINENT QUESTIONS ■ JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE–NOT

■ LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–IN COGNITIONAL PROCESS ■ MATERIAL–VS SPIRITUAL ■

MEANING–TERMS OF-AND VIRTUALLY UNCONDITIONED ■ METAPHYSICS–AS SCIENCE ■ METHOD,

See THING(S)

GENETIC–AND HIGHER SYSTEM-AS OPERATOR ■ MOTION–AND PROOF OF GOD’S EXISTENCE ■

See ETHICS–AND CONCRETE UNIVERSAL
See BEING–UNIVERSE OF

VS IMAGINARY IN SPACE AND TIME.

NATION–EXTRINSIC/INTRINSIC ■ EMERGENT PROBABILITY ■ ETHICS–PRECEPTS OF ■ EXIS-

INFALLIBLE

See CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–POLYMORPHISM OF HUMAN

UNIVERSE OF BEING.

–OF OBLIGATION ■ COSMOLOGY ■ COSMOPOLIS ■ DATA–FROM FORMULATION TO ■ DENOMI-

AND UNDERSTANDING–AND EMPIRICAL RESIDUE, –AS MATERIAL/IMMATERIAL, –REFLECTIVE-AND

See UNITY–CONCRETE OF THINGS

UNIVERSAL.

See UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY–AND SUFFI-

CIENT EVIDENCE

NITIONAL–THEORY-LONERGAN VS RELATIVISM (11 ELEMENTS)-(8) ■ CONTINGENCE–OF ACTUALITY,

FREQUENCIES

UNITIES.

See

TIONS (3 ELEMENTS)

SCATTERING OF.

See MORAL–IMPERATIVE-CONCRETE

PATTERNS OF DIVERGING SERIES.

SUBJECT.

AND PREDICTION.

FOR VIRTUALLY UNCONDITIONED.

See AGGREGATES–NONSYSTEMATIC

JUDGMENT OF FACT.
LIVING.

See OBJECTIVITY–COMPONENTS OF (3)

CURRENCE–SCHEME(S) OF]

See FACT–CONCRETE

IN HEGEL.

AND OBJECTIVITY.

AND SCHEME OF RECURRENCE.

See DURATION(S)

EXPERIMENTAL PATTERN.

See CONDITIONES MATERIAE

See SPACE AND TIME–CONCRETE VS IMAGI-

NARY

CONCRETENESS: See METAPHYSICAL–EQUIVALENCE-RULES OF (3)-(1) OF CONCRETE-

NONSYSTEMATIC–IN DIVERGING SERIES OF CONDITIONS-AND EVENTS ■ NOTION OF …–SPECIES

■ OBJECT(S)–OF WILL ■ OBJECTIVITY–COMPONENTS OF (3)-(1) ABSOLUTE ■ OBLIGATION ■ OCCURRENCE–AS MATTER OF FACT ■ OPENNESS–THREE FACTORS-THE THREE FACTORS RELATED

■ PHILOSOPHY OF GOD–AND AQUINAS’S 5 WAYS, –AND GOD-AND FINALITY ■ PROPER NAMES–
ARISTOTLE-ARISTOTELIAN-INTROSPECTION IN, –DARWIN, DARWINIAN-WORLDVIEW-AND SCHEMES
OF RECURRENCE
TION

■ PROPOSITION(S)–UNIVERSAL ■ PSYCHIC–DEVELOPMENT-AND DIFFERENTIA-

■ QUESTION OF GOD, THE–FORMS OF (4)-(2) ■ SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER-

NESS; METAPHYSICS–ELEMENTS OF-CONCRETENESS OF

CONDITIONS FOR

CONDITION(S): Also conditional. “That which is necessary for constituting or producing something else, though it is not the constitutive
or effective cause.” (S 441.) See CAUSE(S)–INTRINSIC-AS CONSTITUTIVE
AND AFFIRMATION OF INSIGHT. “All insight is a content. What you
get or grasp by insight is not yet known to be true. There’s a fur-

FESTED

■ SELF-APPROPRIATION–AND IDEAL OF KNOWLEDGE-PROBLEM OF, –AS MANI-

■ SPACE AND TIME–ABSOLUTE ■ SUBJECT, THE–UNITY OF ■ TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–

APPROPRIATION OF-SENSITIVE ■ UNIVERSE– INITIAL SITUATION OF, –UNITY OF

AND UNCONDITIONED.

See ACT–INTELLIGIBILITY OF

ELEMENT IN JUDGMENT.

See UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY

SERIES OF SCHEMES OF RECURRENCE.

See NOTION OF …–SCHEME OF RECUR-

CONDITIONES MATERIAE – CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES
RENCE-CONDITIONED SERIES OF

CONDITIONES MATERIAE:

This scholastic term is related to the empirical residue and inverse insight (see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–INVERSEAND EMPIRICAL RESIDUE). “There has to be a part in the empirical presentations [see DATA–OF SENSE] that is just given and that does not correspond
to any insight. … [Scientific] results here do not depend upon the
time and place, but upon something at this time and at this place. Similarly, the results there do not depend upon that time and that place,
but upon something at that time and at that place. If that were not
true, we would need a different science for every time and every
place. Space and time are the conditiones materiae. There is something in the empirical presentations that just remains on that level and
has no corresponding insight—an empirical residue.” (UB 58.)

CONFINEMENT: See METAPHYSICS–METHOD OF-(3) AND CONFINEMENT
CONFLICT: As
CURE

noun and/or verb see also inter alia AUTHENTICITY–NEVER SE-

■ COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY-LONERGAN VS RELATIVISM (11 ELEMENTS)-(11) ■

CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–POLYMORPHISM OF HUMAN ■ DECLINE–AND DETERMINISM ■
DEVELOPMENT–LEVELS OF, –PRINCIPLE(S) OF (7)-(7) FLEXIBILITY, MAJOR-MAJOR VS MINOR ■ DIALECTIC(S) ■ EGOISM–AND GOOD OF ORDER ■ EGOIST ■ EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND WORLD
ORDER-AS EXPLANATORY OF (6)-(6)
JECTS, VALUES, ETC.
LIGIBILITY

■ EMPIRICISM/EMPIRICIST ■ FEELINGS–AS RELATED TO OB-

■ FREEDOM–EFFECTIVE-CONDITIONS OF (4)-(2) ■ FREQUENCY–AND INTEL-

■ FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES–OPENNESS OF ■ HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT, LAWS OF (4)-(4)

■ I–AND MY WORLD ■ INTEGRATION(S)–IN HUMAN DEVELOPMENT-AND DYNAMIC SYSTEM ■ LIBERATION–PROBLEM OF ETHICAL ■ MEANING–COMMON-CONTRACTION OF ■ OBJECTIVITY–
EXTROVERSION AS

■ PHILOSOPHY, PHILOSOPHIES–PROBLEMS IN, FUNDAMENTAL ■ POSITION

AND COUNTERPOSITION–COUNTERPOSITION-AND SELF-CONTRADICTION ■ PSYCHIC–AND NONSYSTEMATIC

■ REAL, THE REAL–NOT-REAL FOR ME ■ SCEPTIC, SCEPTICISM–INCOHERENCE OF

■ SIN–AND IDEOLOGY ■ SYMBOL(S)–AND TENSIONS, CONFLICTS, ETC.
AND DIALECTIC.

See DIALECTIC(S)–AND CONFLICT

AND METHOD/GEM.

See DIALECTIC (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)

AND POSITION/COUNTERPOSITION.

See

POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION–AND

DIALECTIC

AND SYSTEM.

See SYSTEM(S)–CONFLICTING

EXISTENTIAL.

The topic regards the ideal of knowledge and how it
affects the process of self-appropriation (see SELF-APPROPRIATION–AND
IDEAL OF KNOWLEDGE). “This business of self-appropriation is not a simple matter of moving in and finding the functionally operative tendencies that ground ideals. It is also a matter of pulling out the
inadequate ideals that may be already existent and operative in us.
There is a conflict, there is an existential element, there is a question of the subject, and it is a personal question that will not be the
same for everyone. Everyone will have his own difficulties.” (UB 18.)
See also POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION–COUNTERPOSITION-AND SELF-CONTRADICTION

And egoism. See EGOIST
And objectivity. See OBJECTIVITY–PROBLEM OF-(3) THE COGNITIONAL PROBLEM OF
FACT

And self-appropriation. See SELF-APPROPRIATION–AND EXISTENTIAL CONFLICT
And Welt. See REAL, THE REAL–NOT-REAL FOR ME
WITHIN CONSCIOUSNESS. See POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION–AND DIALECTIC
CONFRONTATION: See KNOWING–AS CONFRONTATION
CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES:

In the larger
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context of the elements of metaphysics (In ch. 15; see METAPHYSICS–
L explicates his notion of DEVELOPMENT, the heuristic notion
proper to genetic method (HEURISTIC–ASSUMPTION IN GENETIC METHOD). “In the
plant there is the single development of the organism; in the animal
there is the twofold development of the organism and the psyche; in
man there is the threefold development of the organism, the psyche,
and intelligence. Let us make this general statement more precise by
recasting it in our metaphysical terms.” (In 484.) For the details of this
recasting in metaphysical terms see METHOD, GENETIC–GENERAL NOTIONS (7)
There are two sets of constitutive causes. “Besides central potency,
form, and act [see CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES], there are
conjugate potencies, forms, and acts. Moreover, the central potency,
form, and act are constants throughout the development; it is the
same individual and existing unity that develops organically, psychically, intellectually; and so development is to be formulated in terms
of conjugate potency, form, and act.” (In 484.) “To illustrate the meaning
of the terms ‘central and conjugate potency, form, and act,’ let us suppose that mass-velocity is a notion that survives in fully explanatory
science. Then the mass-velocity will be a conjugate act; the mass, defined by its intelligible relations to other masses, will be a conjugate
form; the space-time continuum of the trajectory will be a conjugate
potency; what has the mass will be individual by its central potency, a
unity by its central form, and existing by its central act.” (In 462-63.) Note
that the conjugate causes are defined in relation to others and denote
change[they are “defined implicitly by their empirically verified and
explanatory relations,” (In 461.)], while the central causes are constants
defined not in relation to others but as they are in themselves (see
CONJUGATE(S)–EXPERIENTIAL, –EXPLANATORY/PURE; QUOAD NOS; QUOAD SE). In the
developing Subject, the central causes refer to the Subject of change;
the conjugate causes refer to the real changes in the Subject who
nonetheless retains his/her identity throughout the development.
ACT. The generic definition of act reads: “‘ACT’ denotes the component of proportionate being to be known by uttering the virtually unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY] yes of reasonable
judgment.” (In 457.) But L distinguishes conjugate and central forms
(see CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–FORM). In the third of seven
general notions regarding genetic method (see METHOD, GENETIC–GENERAL
NOTIONS (7); for notion 4 see intra Form), L writes: “Conjugate acts are
occurrences, events, functioning. Such are the organic acts of intussusception, assimilation, excretion, the psychic acts of perception,
conation, response, the intellectual acts of insight and formulation,
reflective understanding and judgment. Further, such acts are recurrent, and their recurrence exhibits a regularity that establishes the
relevance of schemes of recurrence. But the regularity in question
lacks the fixed and rigid periodicity of the planetary system, and
indeed, if the functioning of the organism, the psyche, or intelligence is to be understood, one must think not of some single
scheme of recurrence but rather of a flexible circle of ranges of
schemes. For the same organism, the same psychic habits and dispositions, the same intellectual development result in widely different operations under different conditions and in accord with
different circumstances.” (In 484-85.)
ELEMENTS OF),

Vs central. “Central act is existence, for what exists is the intelligible unity. Conjugate act is occurrence, for what occurs is defined explanatorily by appealing to conjugate form.” (In 462.) See
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intra Form
AND FINALITY.

See FINALITY–IS IT POTENCY OR FORM OR ACT?

AND IMAGINATION.

See IMAGINATION–AND METAPHYSICAL ELEMENTS

AS METAPHYSICAL ELEMENTS.
DISTINCTION OF.

See METAPHYSICAL–ELEMENTS

L’s remarks apply to both central (see CENTRAL (SUBand conjugate constitutive causes. The
differences will be ascertained from the separate entries for conjugate and central potency, form, and act. “First, then, potency,
form, and act are distinct, for INTELLIGIBILITY is intrinsic to being, and
potential intelligibility is not formal nor actual, nor is formal intelligibility actual. Still, though they are three, they also are one: for
potency is potency to form, and form is the form of act; in other
words, potency is capacity to come under law and form is being
under law and act is according to law; again, just as one and the
same reality is known by experience, understanding, and judgment, so one and the same reality is constituted by potency, form,
and act [see KNOWING–AND KNOWN-ISOMORPHISM OF]. Nor is there any need
for any glue to make potency one with form or form one with act.
For if there were any such need, why should it not recur? What
would unite the glue with the potency? Its stickiness? Some relativity of function? But relativity is already present in potency,
form, and act, which are defined by their relations to one another
and by the fact that they constitute a single reality. We can and
must dispense, then, with the Suarezian modes [Francisco Suarez
(1548-1617); it regards the reality of accidents or conjugates; see
CONJUGATE(S)–AND ACCIDENTS]; and the argument that potency without
form differs from potency as informed is to be met with the distinction between intrinsic and extrinsic denomination [see DENOMINATION–EXTRINSIC/INTRINSIC].” (In 534-35.) See also CONJUGATE(S)
FORM. The generic definition of form reads: “‘Form’ denotes the
component of proportionate being to be known [see BEING–
PROPORTIONATE-AND KNOWING], not by understanding the names of things,
nor by understanding their relations to us [see QUOAD NOS], but by understanding them fully in their relations to one another [see QUOAD
SE].” (In 457.) But L distinguishes conjugate and central forms (see CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–FORM). “There is a fundamental
HEURISTIC STRUCTURE that leads to the determination of conjugates, that
is, of terms defined implicitly by their empirically verified and explanatory relations. Such terms as related are known by understanding, and so they are forms. Let us name them conjugate forms. Since
such forms are verified in the empirical residue of experience [see
RESIDUE(S)–EMPIRICAL], they constitute unities with conjugate potencies
and conjugate acts. Hence conjugate potency is potency to conjugate form, and conjugate act is act of conjugate form, where potency
to form and act of form mean that the potency, form, and act in question constitute a single unity.” (In 461.)
In the fourth of seven general notions regarding genetic method
(see METHOD, GENETIC–GENERAL NOTIONS (7)), L writes: “Conjugate forms
are implicitly defined by empirically established explanatory correlations. Now just as the conjugate form ‘mass’ was reached by
Newton inasmuch as he reduced Kepler’s planetary scheme of
recurrence to his abstract laws of motion and gravitation, so also
the conjugate forms of the organism, the psyche, and intelligence
STANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES)

are to be discovered by proceeding from the schemes of organic,
psychic, and intellectual recurrence to the underlying correlations. In both cases, one first discerns a regularity of events and
then advances to the abstract relation that (1) is verified in the
events, (2) implicitly defines the explanatory specification of the
events, and (3) fixes by their relations to one another the conjugate forms. Inversely, once correlations are known, it is possible
to work out lists of possible schemes of recurrence [see RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF ]; from Newton’s laws one can proceed to Laplace’s account of planetary periodicity; from an understanding of
the organism one can conclude to its behavior under given circumstances; from a synthetic account of insight one can set up
the procedures of the mathematician, the natural scientist, and the
man of common sense.” (In 485.)
And mass. See MASS–AND CONJUGATE FORM
As principle of differentiation. See PROBABILITY–AND CERTAINTY
Vs Aristotle’s. “The difference between our conjugate form and
Aristotle’s accidental form is partly nominal and partly real. The
name ‘accidental’ is misleading, for it suggests the merely incidental. Moreover, the accidental forms of Aristotle’s physical
theory were, perhaps, sensible qualities as sensed, but we admit
no forms that are known apart from understanding. Finally, the
name ‘conjugate’ brings out what we consider the essential feature of intelligible mutual relations that implicitly define conjugate forms.” (In 462.)
Vs central. See

CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–FORM-VS CON-

JUGATE

ILLUSTRATION

OF.

See

CENTRAL

(SUBSTANTIAL)

CONSTITUTIVE

CAUSES–

ILLUSTRATION OF

POTENCY. The generic definition of potency reads: “‘Potency’ denotes the component of proportionate being to be known in fully
explanatory knowledge by an intellectually patterned experience of
the empirical residue [see RESIDUE(S)–EMPIRICAL].” (In 457.) But L distinguishes conjugate and central potencies. “If there are different
kinds of forms, there must be different kinds of potency and of act;
for potency, form, and act constitute a single known and share a
common definition; and the potency and act that share the definition of one kind of form must differ from the potency and act that
share the different definition of another kind.” (In 460.) “Conjugate
potency is potency to conjugate form”; as defined in the context of
its relation to form and act, see intra Form. See also CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–POTENCY

And coincidental manifold. See MANIFOLD(S)–COINCIDENTAL-AND CONJUGATE
POTENCY

Vs central. See CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–POTENCY
UNITY OF.

See METAPHYSICS–ELEMENTS OF-UNITY OF

CONJUGATE POTENCY, FORM, ACT : See CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES

CONJUGATE(S): To avoid undesired

associations with the terms accident and accidental (see intra And accidents; see also CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–FORM-VS ARISTOTLE’S), L’s empirical metaphysics

CONSCIENCE – CONSCIENCE

employs this term. Conjugates are “terms defined implicitly by their
empirically verified and explanatory relations.” (In 461.)
ACT. See CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–ACT
AND ACCIDENTS. “The name ‘accidental’ is misleading, for it suggests the merely incidental. Moreover, the accidental forms of Aristotle’s physical theory were, perhaps, sensible qualities as sensed,
but we admit no forms that are known apart from understanding.
Finally, the name ‘conjugate’ brings out what we consider the essential feature of intelligible mutual relations that implicitly define
conjugate forms.” (In 462.) See ACCIDENTAL; ACCIDENT(S)
AND EVENTS. See EVENT(S)–DEFINITION OF
AND THINGS. See ABSTRACT–APPLIED TO CONCRETE-IN THINGS
EXPERIENTIAL. “Experiential conjugates are terms defined by the
relations to us [see QUOAD NOS]. The definitions ultimately come
down to some content of experience. What do I mean by ‘red’?
Well, I mean what I see under such circumstances as the present
where I’m looking at the flag. I see the red cross in the center. You
explain what you mean by ‘red’ by saying, ‘something like this.’
And the same for sounds, tastes, and so on. What you ultimately
appeal to is some element in experience.” (UB 307-08.) “Prior to the
explanatory conjugates, defined by their relations to one another,
there are the experiential conjugates, that involve a triple correlation of classified experiences, classified contents of experience,
and corresponding names. The being to be known as an intelligible
unity differentiated by verifiable regularities and frequencies begins by being conceived heuristically, and then its unknown nature
is differentiated by experiential conjugates.” (In 578.) For an account
of this term in a scientific context see VERIFICATION–IS OF FORMULATIONS
EXPLANATORY/PURE.

“Pure or explanatory conjugates … are correlatives defined implicitly by empirically established correlations,
functions, laws, theories, systems. … The definitions of pure and
experiential conjugates drop all mention of things whether related
to one another or to our senses [see QUOAD SE; QUOAD NOS]. The reason
for this omission is that the notion of the ‘thing’ is highly ambiguous.” (In 103-04.) “The pure conjugate is a term that is defined from
verified correlations. It’s contained in laws. For example, understanding exactly the electric and magnetic field vectors in Clerk
Maxwell’s equations: what are they? They are the terms that satisfy these equations. Mass is another example. Temperature also:
temperature … is not an experience, not the same as feeling hotter,
or feeling cooler. … Temperature, then, is a pure conjugate. It’s a
notion that’s defined by being contained implicitly within certain
correlations.” (UB 308.) For an account of this term in scientific context see VERIFICATION–IS OF FORMULATIONS
And duration. See DURATION(S)–AS EXPERIENTIAL/PURE CONJUGATES
FORM. See CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–FORM
KNOWLEDGE OF. See COMPLEMENTARITY–OF QUESTIONS FOR INTELLIGENCE/REFLECTION

POTENCY.

See CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–POTENCY

PURE/EXPLANATORY.
VS CENTRAL.

See intra Explanatory/pure

L’s METAPHYSICS–OF PROPORTIONATE BEING has two sets of
terms signifying conjugate and central potency, form, and act.

See CENTRAL
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(SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES; CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CON-

STITUTIVE CAUSES

CONSCIENCE: “The fundamental thing [about conscience] is the idea
of value, the notion of value [see NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL–
GOODNESS/VALUE], which is an intending and not a knowing. It is the
question, Is this worth while? Is it truly good? Is it really important?
Asking that question is the first step.” (PTP2 27.) L goes on to the next
two steps (see VALUE(S)–APPREHENSION OF; JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE). He concludes: “It is in the morally developed person—his judgments, his
self-transcendence [see intra And self-transcendence] when his conscience is good, when he is satisfied with the judgments he makes—
that one has the criterion for the judgment of value. The criterion is
self-transcendence, getting beyond oneself, when one really is doing
that.” (PTP2 28.) See also intra Consciousness as
AND AUTHENTICITY. “The standard both for human reasonableness
and for the strength and delicacy of a man’s conscience is satisfied
only by a complete and lifelong devotion to human AUTHENTICITY.”
(PTP2 75.)
AND DECISION.
AND ETHICS.

See FREEDOM, ELEMENTS OF (4)

See ETHICS–CONTENT OF VS DYNAMISM OF MORAL CONSCIENCE

AND JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE.

See JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE–AND CONSCIENCE

AND SELF-TRANSCENDENCE. “Our illustrations so far have mainly
regarded knowledge. There remains action. Beyond questions for
intelligence—what? why? how? what for?—there are questions for
reflection—is that so? But beyond both there are questions for deliberation [see INTELLIGENCE–QUESTIONS FOR; REFLECTION/REFLECTIVE–QUESTIONS
FOR; DELIBERATION–QUESTIONS FOR]. Beyond the pleasures we enjoy and
the pains we dread, there are the values [see VALUE(S)] to which we
may respond with the whole of our being. On the topmost level of
human consciousness, the subject deliberates, evaluates, decides,
controls, acts. At once he is practical and existential: practical inasmuch as he is concerned with concrete courses of action; existential inasmuch as control includes self-control, and the possibility of
self-control involves responsibility for the effects of one’s actions
on others and more basically on oneself. The topmost level of human consciousness is conscience.” (PTP2 318.)
BAD. See FREEDOM–AND FOURTH LEVEL OF INTENTIONALITY
CONSCIOUSNESS AS.

Note the reverse order of cognitional operations (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–LEVELS OF-SCHEMA).“To achieve the
good, one has to know the real [see KNOWLEDGE–OF THE REAL]. To know
the real, one has to reach the truth [see TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–CRITERIA OF].
To reach the truth, one has to understand, to grasp the intelligible
[see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–AND INTELLIGIBILITY]. To grasp the intelligible, one has to attend to the data [see DATA–OF SENSE; DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS]. Each successive level of operations presupposes and
complements its predecessors. The topmost level is the level of deliberate control and self-control [see SELF ...–CONTROL]; there CONSCIOUSNESS becomes conscience; there operations are authentic in the
measure that they are responses to value [see VALUE(S)–APPREHENSION
OF].” (PTP2 37-38.)
DEPENDS ON. Conscience “depends on your whole moral development [see ETHICS–DEVELOPMENT OF]. It depends on your milieu. It depends on insights insofar as morality has to be knowledge of the
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facts and the real possibilities. It depends upon feelings insofar as
it is through feelings as intentional responses to what is objectively
good [see FEELINGS–AS INTENTIONAL RESPONSE] that you have a recognition
of values [see VALUE(S)] and a capacity to realize them.” (PTP2 28.)
DYNAMISM
OF. “We have been considering moral selfconsciousness in its complete generality. According to the proverb
there is honor among thieves. In different strata of society, in different epochs, in different cultures and civilizations, one meets with
different moral codes. But the content of the moral code is one
thing, and the dynamic function that demands its observance is another. Our consideration has centered on that dynamic function, on
the operative exigence for self-consistency in self-consciousness,
and since contrast is luminous, on the threefold escape of fleeing
self-consciousness, of mitigating the moral code by RATIONALIZATION,
and of giving up hope in the struggle.” (In 623.)
HAPPY OR UNHAPPY. See intra Peaceful or uneasy
OBEYING. See MORAL–IMPERATIVE-VS FREUD
PEACEFUL OR UNEASY.

“Is this worth while? Is this truly good? The
good and the uneasy conscience are indications whether your
judgment is sound or not. But that alone is not sufficient. You also
have to have developed morally [see ETHICS–DEVELOPMENT OF], developed your moral feelings, and so on, and that development will be
stunted in an inadequate social and cultural milieu.” (PTP2 25.) “One
asks questions for reflection: Is that so? If one finds the evidence
sufficient for saying so, no further questions arise. On the other
hand, if there is not sufficient evidence, one keeps doubting. Similarly, the drive for value, the question for deliberation [see DELIBERATION–QUESTIONS FOR], reveals itself in the good conscience or in the
unhappy conscience, the uneasy conscience.” (PTP2 143.)
Uneasy as criterion. See BIAS–INDIVIDUAL
CONSCIOUSNESS: “Consciousness is not to be thought of as some
sort of inward look. People are apt to think of knowing by imagining
a man taking a look at something, and further, they are apt to think of
consciousness by imagining themselves looking into themselves. Not
merely do they indulge in such imaginative opinions but also they are
likely to justify them by argument.” (In 344.) One’s position on the nature of consciousness determines one’s cognitional theory. The issue
that divides position from counterposition on consciousness is
whether it is just experience or something perceived, i.e., immediately known (see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION; CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–
AS PERCEPTION). L’s position is clear: “Consciousness is just experience,
but knowledge is a compound of experience, understanding, and
judging.” (M 106.) Consciousness is not an object to be perceived but
the subject’s presence to self as perceiver. “Consciousness is not the
perception of an object but the experience of a subject.” (OPCC 7.) “By
consciousness we shall mean that there is an awareness immanent in
cognitional acts. Already a distinction has been drawn between act
and content: for instance, between seeing and color, hearing and
sound, imagining and image, insight and idea. To affirm consciousness is to affirm that cognitional process is not merely a procession
of contents but also a succession of acts. It is to affirm that the acts
differ radically from such unconscious acts as the metabolism of

one’s cells, the maintenance of one’s organs, the multitudinous biological processes that one learns about through the study of contemporary medical science. Both kinds of acts occur, but the biological
occur outside consciousness, and the cognitional occur within consciousness. Seeing is not merely a response to the stimulus of color
and shape; it is a response that consists in becoming aware of color
and shape. Hearing is not merely a response to the stimulus of sound:
it is a response that consists in becoming aware of sound. As color
differs from sound, so seeing differs from hearing. Still, seeing and
hearing have a common feature, for in both occurrences there is not
merely content but also conscious act.” (In 344-45.) See intra Definition of;
see also CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–NOTION OF
AND DESCRIPTION/EXPLANATION.

See

DESCRIPTION–AND EXPLANATION-ON THE

BASIS OF SENSE/CONSCIOUSNESS

“The artist withdraws from the ready-made
world, but that withdrawal has its significance. It is a withdrawal
from practical living to explore possibilities of fuller living in a
richer world. Just as the mathematician explores the possibilities of
what physics can be, so the artist explores possibilities of what life,
ordinary living, can be. There is an artistic element in all consciousness, in all living. Our settled modes have become humdrum,
and we may think of all our life simply in terms of utilitarian categories. But in fact the life we are living is a product of artistic creation. We ourselves are products of artistic creation in our concrete
living, and art is an exploration of potentiality.” (TE 217.)
AS CONSCIENCE. See CONSCIENCE–CONSCIOUSNESS AS
ARTISTIC ELEMENT IN.

AS KNOWLEDGE.

“Consciousness … belongs to the genus of
knowledge, since it involves some type of awareness; but it is
distinguished from other species of knowing in that it denotes
awareness not of an object but of the subject and of the act of the
subject or even of an action of the subject.”(S 379.) See also CON-

SCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–AND SELF-PRESENCE
CLASSICAL.

“Classical consciousness is theoretical as well as common sense, but the theory is not sufficiently advanced for the sharp
opposition between the two realms of meaning to be adequately
grasped [see MEANING–REALM(S) OF-(1) COMMON SENSE, –REALM(S) OF-(2) THEORY].” (M
84.) L means that, whereas the viewpoint of theory is an effective
critic of common sense, theory has no higher viewpoint from
which to critique itself. This situation is remedied in the present
third stage of meaning (see MEANING–STAGES OF-(3) INTERIORITY) by the
higher viewpoint of INTERIORITY.
DATA OF. See DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS
DEFINITION OF. “Let us therefore define consciousness as that
awareness that is had on the side of the subject and that regards not
the object but the subject of an act, and the act itself, or even an action of that subject.” (S 379.)
DIFFERENTIATED. See CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED
DUALITY OF. See CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–VS SENSITIVE
DYNAMIC. See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–STRUCTURE-DYNAMISM OF
FINALITY OF. See FINALITY–CONSCIOUS
FROM THE SIDE OF THE SUBJECT/OBJECT.

For a clear example see in-

CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED – CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED

tra Tension of
INTELLECTUAL.

It is “constituted by acts both of intellect and of will
while prescinding from sensitive acts. Certainly, in one human being there is just one consciousness; still, that one consciousness is
not simply homogeneous but diversified in accordance with the diverse nature of the acts.” (S 143.) In L’s later thought, acts of intellectual consciousness are called operations (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–
OPERATIONS). See also CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(2) INTELLECTUAL
INTENTIONAL. See CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL
LEVELS OF. See CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)
MYTHIC. See CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL– MYTHIC
NONINTENTIONAL. See INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS
NOTION OF. See CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–NOTION OF
POLYMORPHISM OF. See CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–POLYMORPHISM OF HUMAN
RATIONAL SELF-.

See

CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(4) RATIONAL

SELF- (6 ELEMENTS)

RATIONAL.

See CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(3) RATIONAL
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appears when the critical exigence turns attention upon interiority
[see INTERIORITY–AND CRITICAL EXIGENCE], when SELF-APPROPRIATION is achieved,
when the subject relates his different procedures to the several realms
[of meaning; see intra Fully], relates the several realms to one another,
and consciously shifts from one realm to another by consciously
changing his procedures.” (M 84.)
AND COMMON SENSE. The first differentiation of consciousness distinguishes common sense and theory (see THEORY, THEORIES). As such,
common sense pertains to undifferentiated consciousness. See intra
Fully-and common sense; see also CONSCIOUSNESS, UNDIFFERENTIATED–AND
COMMON SENSE; COMMON SENSE; MEANING–REALM(S) OF-(1) COMMON SENSE, -(2) THEORY
AND CRITICAL EXIGENCE. See INTERIORITY–AND CRITICAL EXIGENCE
AND CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT. “The differentiations of human consciousness ... characterize successive stages in cultural development and, as each earlier stage fails to foresee subsequent stages,
the series as a whole may be named the ongoing discovery of
mind.” (M 305.) See MIND–ONGOING DISCOVERY OF
AND PRIMITIVE LANGUAGE.

See LANGUAGE–EARLY

SENSITIVE.

AND REALMS OF MEANING.

SCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(1) EMPIRICAL)

ARTISTICALLY. “Artistically differentiated consciousness is a specialist in the realm of beauty. It promptly recognizes and fully responds to beautiful objects. Its higher attainment is creating: it
invents commanding forms; works out their implications; conceives and produces their embodiment.” (M 273.)

Sensitive consciousness is related to empirical (see CONin that one’s senses are
gathering data (see DATA–OF SENSE) before the spirit of inquiry (see DESIRE TO KNOW) promotes us from sensitive to intelligent/intellectual
consciousness (see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(2) INTELLECTUAL).
Spontaneity of. See SPONTANEITY–AND SENSITIVE CONSCIOUSNESS
Vs intellectual. See CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–VS SENSITIVE
TENSION OF. “On the side of the object, it is the opposition between
the world of sense of man the animal and, on the other hand, the
universe of being [see BEING–UNIVERSE OF] to be known by intelligent
grasp and reasonable affirmation. On the side of the subject, it is
the opposition between a center in the world of sense operating
self-centeredly and, on the other hand, an entry into an intelligibly
ordered universe of being to which one can belong, and in which
one can function, only through detachment and disinterestedness.
Not only is the opposition complete but also it is ineluctable. As a
man cannot divest himself of his animality, so he cannot put off the
eros of his mind [see DESIRE TO KNOW]. To inquire and understand, to
reflect and judge, to deliberate and choose [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–
OPERATIONS] are as much an exigence of human nature as waking and
sleeping, eating and drinking, talking and loving.” (In 498.) See also
UNCONSCIOUS–AND CONSCIOUS TENSION; UNIVERSE–ORDER OF-HUMANITY’S ENTRY INTO
UNDIFFERENTIATED. See CONSCIOUSNESS, UNDIFFERENTIATED
WITHIN. “Within a reality in accordance with a psychological, not a
metaphysical, consideration. What metaphysically is an accident
inhering in a substance or an act received in a potency is psychologically a conscious event within the field of consciousness. Note,
however, that the distinction of a psychological consideration from
a metaphysical consideration in no way implies that ‘conscious’
adds something beyond’ being’; for ‘being’ is not a genus, and
what is thought of as above, outside, beyond ‘being’ is nothing.
‘Conscious,’ therefore, refers to being at a certain degree of perfection.” (S 141.)
CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED:

“Differentiated consciousness

See intra Fully

In M, L treats of the development in two long
discussions in two differing contexts. For the first see intra Fully.
“To determine the legitimacy of any development calls for evaluational history; one has to ask whether or not the process was under
the guidance of intellectual, moral, and religious conversion [see
CONVERSION–INTELLECTUAL, –MORAL, –RELIGIOUS]. But the deeper issue is the
more general question that asks how it is that developments are
possible.” (M 302.)
Moments in (10). L’s ten moments of development (M 302-05):
(1) Growing up. “The infant lives in a world of immediacy. The
child moves exultingly into a world mediated by meaning [see
WORLD(S)– MEDIATED BY MEANING]. The commonsense adult never
doubts that the real world is the world mediated by meaning.
But he may not be too aware that it is mediated by meaning
and, when he turns his hand to philosophy, he finds it very difficult to objectify the criteria by which he knows his statements
to be true, and he easily commits the blunder of saying that he
knows by TAKING A GOOD LOOK.” (M 303.)
DEVELOPMENT OF.

(2) Practicing common sense. “There is not just one world mediated
by meaning for, as human intelligence develops, it can discover
new techniques in knowing. There is, however, a fundamental
procedure that is practised spontaneously. I refer to it as COMMON
SENSE. There is the spontaneous process of teaching and learning that constantly goes forward in the individuals of a group.
One notices, admires, tries to imitate, fails perhaps, watches or
listens again, tries again and again till practice makes perfect.
The result is an accumulation of insights that enable one both
to deal successfully with recurrent situations and, as well, to
notice what is novel in a new situation and to proceed to deal
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tentatively with that. … However, the situations that are recurrent vary with place and time. So there are as many brands of
common sense as there are differing places and times. What is
common to common sense is, not its content, but its procedure.
In each of the very many brands there is a characteristic, selfcorrecting process of learning [see LEARNING–SELF-CORRECTING PROCESS
OF]. Experience gives rise to inquiry and insight. Insight gives
rise to speech and action. Speech and action sooner or later reveal their defects to give rise to further inquiry and fuller insight.” (M 303.)
(3) Orientation to the transcendent. “Common sense is concerned
with this world, with the immediate, the concrete, the particular.” (M 303.) While in Christian belief “God’s gift of his love
gives human living an orientation to what is transcendent in
lovableness,” it manifests itself generally in the question of
God. See QUESTION OF GOD, THE
(4) Expression. “Human KNOWING and feeling [see

FEELINGS] are incomplete without EXPRESSION. The development, then, of symbols, of the arts, of a literature is intrinsic to human advance.
Already we have drawn the reader’s attention to a rich but concise illustration of this by Bruno Snell in his The Discovery of
the Mind.” (M 303-04.) See MIND–GREEK DISCOVERY OF

times systems express, not what necessarily is so, but what intrinsically is hypothetical and in need of verification. Again,
they express, not what is expected to be permanent, but what is
expected to be revised and improved as further data are uncovered and better understanding is attained. Any given system,
ancient or modern, is subject to LOGIC. But the process from any
given system to its successor is the concern of [METHOD(S)].” (M
304-05.)

(8) Scholarship. “There is the development of SCHOLARSHIP, of the
skills of the linguist, the exegete, the historian. Unlike the natural scientist, the scholar does not aim at constructing a system,
a set of universal principles and laws. He aims at coming to
understand the common sense of another place and time. The
understanding he reaches is itself of the same style and manner
as his own original common sense. But its content is not the
content of his own common sense but rather the content of the
common sense of some distant land or some former time.” (M
305.)

(9) Post-scientific and post-scholarly literature. “They stand to modern
science and modern scholarship much as post-systematic literature stood to ancient system.” (M 305.)
(10) Interiority. “It identifies in personal experience one’s conscious and intentional acts and the dynamic relations that link
them to one another. It offers an invariant basis for ongoing
systems and a standpoint from which all the differentiations of
human consciousness can be explored.” (M 305.) See INTERIORITY

(5) Systematic meaning. “Common sense knows the meanings of
the words it employs, not because it possesses definitions that
obtain omni et soli but, as an analyst would explain, because it
understands how the words might be employed appropriately:
It was no paradox, then, that neither Socrates nor his interlocutors were able to define words that they constantly employed.
Rather Socrates was opening the way to systematic meaning
which develops technical terms, assigns them their interrelations, constructs models, and adjusts them until there is reached
some well-ordered and explanatory view of this or that realm
of experience. There result two languages, two social groups,
two worlds mediated by meaning. There is the world mediated
by commonsense meaning and there is the world mediated by
systematic meaning [see WORLD(S)–MEDIATED BY MEANING; COMMON SENSE–
WORLD OF; THEORY, THEORIES–WORLD OF]. There are the groups that can
employ both ordinary and technical language [see LANGUAGE–
ORDINARY, –TECHNICAL], and the group that can employ only ordinary or commonsense language.” (M 304.)

FULLY. “In fully differentiated consciousness there are four realms
of meaning [see MEANING–REALM(S) OF]. There is the realm of common
sense with its meanings expressed in everyday or ordinary language. There is the realm of theory where language is technical,
simply objective in reference, and so refers to the subject and his
operations only as objects. There is the realm of interiority where
language speaks indeed of the subject and his operations as objects
but, none the less, rests upon a SELF-APPROPRIATION that has verified in
personal experience the [OPERATOR(S)], the [OPERATION(S)], and the
processes referred to in the basic terms and relations of the language employed. Finally, there is the realm of transcendence in
which the subject is related to divinity in the language of prayer
and of prayerful silence. Fully differentiated consciousness is the
fruit of an extremely prolonged development.” (M 257.) See intra De-

(6) Post-systematic literature. “Within the culture and influencing its

velopment of

education there have been developed systematic views in logic,
mathematics, science, philosophy. The systematic views have
grounded a critique of earlier common sense, literature, religion. The educated classes accept such a critique. Their thinking
is influenced by their cultural patrimony. But they themselves
are not systematic thinkers. They may on occasion employ this
or that technical term or logical technique. But their whole
mode of thought is just the commonsense mode.” (M 304.)
(7) Method. “It consists in the transposition of systematic mean-

ing from a static to an ongoing, dynamic context. Originally
[SYSTEM(S)] were constructed to endure. They aimed at true and
certain knowledge of what was necessarily so. But in modern

And common sense. “Each differentiation of consciousness involves a certain remodeling of COMMON SENSE. Initially common
sense assumes its own omnicompetence because it just cannot
know better. But as successive differentiations of consciousness
occur, more and more realms are controlled in the appropriate
fashion and so are removed from the competence of common
sense. Clarity and adequacy increase by bounds. One’s initial
common sense is purged of its simplifications, its metaphors, its
myths, and its mystifications. With the attainment of full differentiation common sense is confined entirely to its proper realm
of the immediate, the particular, the concrete.” (M 328-29.) See also
intra Development of-moments in (10)-(2) practicing common sense
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HISTORY OF. Humanity has not always differentiated the categories
of our intentional operations: EXPERIENCE, understanding (see INSIGHT
AND UNDERSTANDING), JUDGMENT(S), and DECISION; or MEANING, or VALUE(S).
From his study of history that is written (see HISTORY–THAT IS WRITTEN
ABOUT), L discerned and named historical differentiations of consciousness, moments that mark epochs, distinct ages in the development of human self-knowledge and the ensuing cultural
advancement. McPartland calls the notion of differentiation of consciousness the key to L’s theory of DEVELOPMENT. He goes on to say:
“The orientation of the stream of consciousness specifies the objects of consciousness, with different orientations constituting diverse patterns of experience [see PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE],
corresponding realms of meaning [see MEANING–REALM(S) OF], and parallel modes of expression. All the while, however, the intentionality
of consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL] also specifies the total range of meaningful objects (the world) and the horizon of a
person or of a community [see HORIZON(S)], thus a radical alteration in
the orientation of consciousness inaugurates a profound change in
the understanding of the world and in the horizon or perspective
through which a person or community apprehends reality. … Now
such horizon shifts revolve around differentiations of consciousness, watershed marks in the differentiation of patterns of experience attended by differentiations of correlative realms of meaning
and modes of expression [see HEURISTIC STRUCTURE–FOR INTERPRETATIONUPPER BLADE-AND TOTALITY OF EXPRESSIONS].” (McPartland, “Meaning, Mystery” 214.) The
subentries are in historical order.
Age of myth. People in the age of myth possessed undifferentiated consciousness (see CONSCIOUSNESS, UNDIFFERENTIATED), “where
neither self and community, nor subject and object, nor discrete
modes of understanding (subjective pole), nor various elements
of reality (objective pole), nor forms of expression tend to be distinguished.” (“Meaning, Mystery” 215.) They apprehend their world as
“laden with symbols ‘expressed in myth, saga, legend, magic,
cosmogony, apocalypse, typology’ (M 306). Ideas are principally
communicated through ‘rituals, narrative forms, titles, parables,
metaphors’ (M 276).” (Ibid. 220-21.) The survival of the species testifies
that archaic humanity operated successfully on the level of practicality and COMMON SENSE; but mythic consciousness (see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–MYTHIC) does not distinguish common sense
as a distinct realm of meaning or, in other words, it considers all
meaning to be commonsense. “Hence undifferentiated consciousness is present to the full range of human experience ….”
(Ibid. 221.) L observes: “For the primitive not only lacks examples of
successful implementation of the explanatory viewpoint [see VIEWPOINT–EXPLANATORY VS DESCRIPTIVE] but also lacks the techniques of mastery and control that the study of grammar imparts to the use of
words, the study of rhetoric to the use of metaphor, the study of
logic to the communication of thought.” (In 565.) People in the age
of myth experienced, understood, judged, and decided (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS) but they did not differentiate things
QUOAD SE from things QUOAD NOS. “The primitive cannot begin to
distinguish accurately between what he knows by experience and
what he knows inasmuch as he understands.” (In 565.) If imagined
as corporate person, we could say that humanity in the age of
myth was like a child growing in self-knowledge, that our first
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major rite of passage into young adulthood, into the second stage
of meaning, came with “the Greek discovery of mind” (see MIND–
GREEK DISCOVERY OF).
Age of common sense and theory. L contrasts mind in the age of
myth, mind “uncontrolled by any reflexive technique” to control
meaning with the first breakthrough in the history of humanity’s
control of meaning: “Just as the earth, left to itself, can put forth
creepers and shrubs, bushes and trees with such excessive abundance that there results an impenetrable jungle, so too the human
mind, led by imagination and affect and uncontrolled by any reflexive technique, luxuriates in a world of myth with its glories to
be achieved and its evils banished by the charms of magic. So it
is that in western culture, for the past twenty-four centuries, the
movement associated with the name of Socrates and the
achievement of fourth-century Athens have been regarded as a
high point, as a line of cleavage, as the breaking through of a radically new era in the history of man.” (1C “Dimensions of Meaning” 237.) On
the Greek discovery of mind (see MIND–GREEK DISCOVERY OF), L remarks: “The discovery of mind marks the transition from the first
stage of meaning to the second. In the first stage the [WORLD(S)–
MEDIATED BY MEANING] is just the world of common sense [see COMMON
SENSE–WORLD OF]. In the second stage the world mediated by meaning splits into the realm of common sense and the realm of theory
[see MEANING–REALM(S) OF-(1) COMMON SENSE, –REALM(S) OF-(2) THEORY]. Corresponding to this division and grounding it, there is a differentiation of consciousness.” (M 93.)
The realm of theoretical meaning corresponds to the cognitional level of understanding. L’s favorite example regards Eddington’s tables. “There was one table that was brown, six feet
by four by three, and so on. And the other table was mostly a
vacuum. There are two entirely different views of exactly the
same table. There is an opposition between the objects in the
world of theory and the objects in the world of common sense.
They are the same objects, but the mode of consideration is opposed.” (PTP1 “Time and Meaning” 112.) L continues: “In the world of
theory, intelligence is dominant; anything that occurs, that is
permitted to occur, regards a purely intellectual end, an aim of
understanding, an aim to arrive at truth. One wills to exclude
other considerations which would be irrelevant to the purpose.
The theorist is not the whole man functioning, but the rest of
the man subordinated to his intelligence …. That is not the way
in which the man of common sense lives; he is intelligent, he is
rational, he means to be both, but he does not live for them;
they are just a part of him, one part of total living.” (Ibid. 114.)
Age of interiority. “Now just as the second stage comes out of
developments occurring in the first, so the third stage comes out
of developments occurring in the second.” (M 94.) McPartland observes: “If the Age of Theory centered upon the ‘discovery of
mind,’ the Age of Interiority revolves around the ‘discovery of
the subject [see SUBJECT, THE–TURN/SHIFT TO].’” (“Meaning, Mystery” 238.) What
is INTERIORITY ? Interiority is a distinct differentiation of consciousness: “What can one know? What are the operations that are performed when one does know? It is a turn from the world of
theory to its basis in the world of interiority. Again, the questions
raised by the existentialists are questions that regard interiority:
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Do you know what that means? Do you know what it means to
have a mind of your own? Is that just a phrase? Do you know
what it means to respect others? or to be in love with them? Do
you know what it is to suffer? Do you really know? Do you know
what it is to pray? Do you know what it is to die? Do you know
what it is to live in the presence of God? These are questions
about interiority. … Interiority is not something you can talk
about in ordinary commonsense conversation. It is not something
that you can handle adequately by any amount of theory. It regards immediate internal experience. And that interiority forms a
third field in which developments occur. Those developments—
while they are related to, and important for, and connected with
developments in the world of community or developments in the
world of theory—are, as it were, a distinct world of their own.”
(“Time and Meaning” 114.)

Lonergan writes that “it will help clarify what is proper to the
second stage if at once we characterize the third.” One should
bear in mind the critical distinction between understanding and
judgment, probability and certainty, hypothesis and verified
theory; and truth: “In the third stage, then, the sciences have
become ongoing processes. Instead of stating the truth about
this or that kind of reality, their aim is an ever better approximation towards the truth, and this is attained by an ever fuller and
exacter understanding of all relevant data. In the second stage,
theory was a specialty for the attainment of truth; in the third
stage scientific theory has become a specialty for the advance
of understanding. Further, the sciences are autonomous. They
consider questions scientific if and only if they can be settled
by an appeal to sensible data.” (M 94.) The sciences in the third
stage of meaning seek not definitive achievement but ongoing
advance toward every more complete explanation. And: “Since
[the sciences] are ongoing processes, their unification has to be
an ongoing process; it cannot be some single well-ordered formulation; it has to be a succession of different formulations; in
other words, unification will be the achievement not of logic
[the control of meaning in the second stage] but of method.” (M
94.) See GEM–AND UNIFIED SCIENCE Philosophy in the third stage of
meaning becomes self-appropriated cognitional theory. See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY-AND PHILOSOPHY; SELF-APPROPRIATION
INTERIORLY. “Interiorly differentiated consciousness operates in the
realms of common sense and of INTERIORITY [see MEANING–REALM(S) OF-(1)
COMMON SENSE, –REALM(S) OF-(3) INTERIORITY]. While theoretically differentiated consciousness seeks to determine its basic terms and relations by beginning from sense experience, interiorly differentiated consciousness, though it must begin from sense,
eventually deserts this beginning to determine its basic terms and
relations by adverting to our conscious operations [see DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS; COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS] and to the dynamic structure that relates them to one another [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–
STRUCTURE-DYNAMISM OF]. It is on such a basis that the present method is
erected [see GEM]. It has been toward such a basis that modern philosophy has been groping in its efforts to overcome fourteenthcentury skepticism, to discover its relationship to the natural and
the human sciences, to work out a critique of common sense which

so readily blends with common nonsense, and to place abstractly
apprehended cognitional activity within the concrete and sublating
context of human feeling and of moral deliberation, evaluation,
and decision.” (M 274-75.) See also intra Consciousness, differentiateddevelopment of-moments in (10)-(10)
LINGUISTICALLY.

“The linguistic differentiation of consciousness ...
is the transition from the world of immediacy [see IMMEDIACY–WORLD
OF] of the infant in the nursery to the fully human world, the world
mediated by meaning [see WORLD(S)–MEDIATED BY MEANING].” (PTP2 112.) See
also MEANING–AND LANGUAGE; LANGUAGE–SPECIALIZATION/DIFFERENTIATION OF
MODERN PHILOSOPHIC. “Just as clinical psychology, among other
concerns, also aims at helping people advert to FEELINGS they have
and experience but have not identified, objectified, named, brought
out into the open, so too the cognitional theorist may direct his efforts to helping people advert to their mental operations, distinguish them from one another, name them precisely, relate them to
one another, combine them in various groups, come to grasp the
procedures of common sense, of systematizers, of modern science,
of scholarship. Next, on the basis of knowing what one is doing
when one is knowing [see WHAT IS KNOWING?], one can go on to explain why doing that is knowing [Why is doing that knowing?; see
EPISTEMOLOGY–WHY IS DOING THAT KNOWING??], and finally to outline what
one knows when one does it [see WHAT DO I KNOW WHEN I DO IT?].” (PTP2

116.)
POST-SYSTEMATIC. “I have now to note the existence of what I have
called the post-systematic differentiation of consciousness. The development of philosophic and scientific systems profoundly affects
a culture. But if it modifies the outlook of most of the members in
the culture, still it does not do so by transforming them into systematic thinkers. Systematic thinkers are relatively rare. But their
achievement is diffused by the commentators, the teachers, the popularizers that illuminate, complete, transpose, simplify. Some of
the fruits of systematic thinking are enjoyed, but no real transition
is effected from the everyday world mediated by commonsense
meaning [see WORLD(S)–MEDIATED BY MEANING] to the heady atmosphere of
the world mediated by systematic meaning [see WORLD(S)–MEDIATED BY
MEANING; MEANING–SYSTEMATIC].” (PTP2 168.) See also intra Systematically
RELIGIOUSLY. “Speech is an almost universal human phenomenon.
Almost as universal until this century [20th] has been the religious
differentiation of consciousness. Endless in its variations, it commonly is marked by an intermittent withdrawal from everyday activities and concerns. It can be gregarious, but its more intense
moments are often solitary and silent. Mircea Eliade has written a
book on Shamanism with the subtitle Archaic Techniques of Ecstasy. So down the ages there have been people devoting their lives
to a growth in holiness, and such ascetics and mystics develop a
type of consciousness expressed by the peace and joy on the countenance of a statue of the seated Buddha.” (PTP2 113.)
SCHOLARLY. “The scholarly differentiation of consciousness is that
of the linguist, the man of letters, the exegete, the historian. It
combines the brand of COMMON SENSE of its own place and time with
a commonsense style of understanding that grasps the meanings
and intentions in the words and deeds that proceeded from the
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common sense of another people, another place, or another time.
Because scholarship operates in the commonsense style of developing intelligence, it is not trying to reach the universal principles
and laws that are the goal of the natural sciences and the generalizing human sciences. Its aim is simply to understand the meaning
intended in particular statements and the intentions embodied in
particular deeds. Accordingly, the scholarly and the theoretical differentiations of consciousness are quite distinct.” (M 274.) “It combines the common sense of one’s own place and time with a
detailed understanding of the common sense of another place and
time. It is a specifically modern achievement and it results only
from a lifetime of study.” (PTP2 80.) “It is a matter of coming to understand the ways of thought and speech and action of another
people, or of one’s own people at an earlier time. Such knowledge
is not systematic, a matter of definitions and postulates. It is not
scientific, a matter of hypotheses and theories that can be verified
in endless instances. Its structure is like the structure of common
sense—a gradual accumulation of insights that, with the addition
of a few more insights into some particular matter in hand, will
grasp what was meant by a statement, what was the aim of an action, what was done at a town meeting or a court or a school, in
some strange and distant land. As common sense is the way our intelligence deals with the concrete and particular in the present, so
too scholarship is a specialization of intelligence that grasps the
manner in which people with a different brand of common sense
dealt with the concrete and particular in their place and time.” (PTP2
116.)

And the historian. See

HISTORIAN–AND SCHOLARLY DIFFERENTIATION OF CON-

SCIOUSNESS

SCIENTIFICALLY. L’s discussion of the scientific differentiation of
consciousness regards modern science. “The aim of an Aristotle or
an Aquinas was to ascertain and state what was true. Their systems
were intended to be permanent achievements. But modern science,
while it intends truth, intends it only as an ultimate goal. Its proximate aim is an ever better understanding of the data of experience
[see DATA–OF SENSE] and, no less, the data accessible through experiment. What the modern scientist refutes, he will consider certainly
mistaken. But what he positively advances, he will pronounce no
more than probable, the best available opinion. So modern science
is an ongoing process. As it advances in understanding, it is drawing nearer to truth. But until there are no unexplained phenomena,
modern science cannot settle down in some permanent abode.”

(PTP2 115.)
SYSTEMATICALLY. With development of the linguistic and literary
differentiations of consciousness (see intra Linguistically), “the stage
was set for the emergence of the Sophists, of Platonists, Aristotelians, Stoics, Epicureans. There developed the classical culture that
reigned in the West up to the present century. ... So there arises the
systematic differentiation of consciousness. Man objectifies his
thinking processes in LOGIC: the spontaneous process of ascertaining
the meaning of words by learning correct or at least appropriate
usage is supplemented by definitions; proverbs, the sage bits of
advice that it is well to bear in mind on various occasions, give
way to the formulation of principles; definitions and principles are
so chosen that they cohere and form systems of interconnected
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terms; systems, finally, can be related to one another and, between
them, organize the whole range of objects of human knowledge.”
(PTP2 114-15.) “To move into the systematic differentiation of consciousness does not merely involve the employment of a new set
of technical meanings. It involves a new method of inquiry, a new
style of understanding, a different mode of conception, a more rigorous manner of verification, and an unprecedented type of social
group that can speak to one another in a new way.” (PTP2 166.) See also MEANING–SYSTEMATIC
THEORETICALLY.

“Theoretically differentiated consciousness occurs
in two phases. In both of these phases objects are apprehended, not
in their commonsense relations to us, but in their verifiable relations to one another [see QUOAD NOS; QUOAD SE]. Hence, basic terms
are defined implicitly by their relations to one another, and these
relations in turn are established by an appeal to experience. However, in the first phase, the basic terms and relations pertain to a
philosophy, and the sciences are conceived as further and fuller determinations of the objects of philosophy, as in Aristotelianism. In
the second phase, the sciences are emancipated from philosophy;
they discover their own basic terms and relations; and as that discovery matures, there occurs in a new setting the distinction Aristotle drew between the priora quoad nos and the priora quoad se
[what is first for us; what is first in itself]. Eddington adverted to
this distinction by speaking of his two tables [but the same table]:
one of them was visible, palpable, brown, solid, and heavy [first
for us]; the other was mostly empty space with here and there an
unimaginable wavicle [first in itself].” (M 273-74.)
TYPES OF (10). “Besides ... single differentiations, there are double,
triple, fourfold, and fivefold differentiations. As there are ten types
of double differentiation, ten more of triple differentiation, and five
of fourfold differentiation, there are many different routes through
which one might advance to the fivefold differentiation. Again, as
each differentiation occurs, it takes over a realm of the universe
and spontaneously requires of previous attainments a readjustment
of their previous practice, which hitherto somehow or other had
tried to make do in that realm.” (M 275.)
UNITY OF. “The unity ... of differentiated consciousness is, not the
homogeneity of undifferentiated consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS,
UNDIFFERENTIATED], but the self-knowledge that understands the different realms [of meaning; see MEANING–REALM(S) OF] and knows how to
shift from any one to any other. It remains, however, that what is
easy for differentiated consciousness appears very mysterious to
undifferentiated consciousness or to troubled consciousness [see
CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–TROUBLED ].” (M 84.)

CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL:

Note in L’s explanation three
terms: subject, object, and the act that relates them. He says that “in
every sensitive and intellectual act, whether apprehensive or appetitive, there are three things that occur simultaneously.” (1) The subject
intends an object; (2) the intending subject is rendered present to self;
(3) the subject’s act of intending is rendered present to the subject.
“Distinguish sharply between the presence of the subject to himself
and the presence of the object to the subject.” The object is present to
the subject as the intended. The act is present to the subject as the act
by which the object is intended. The subject is present to self as the
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one who intends the object through the act. “In a similar way, distinguish the presence of the subject through consciousness and the presence of the same subject through reflection or introspection:
reflection or introspection renders the subject present as an object, as
that which is intended; but this could not be were not the subject already present to himself through consciousness, as subject, as that
which intends.” (S 141.) In his cognitional theory, L speaks of the operations of intentional consciousness (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–
OPERATIONS). Operations have objects. “They are transitive not merely
in the grammatical sense that they are denoted by transitive verbs but
also in the psychological sense that by the operation one becomes
aware of the object. This psychological sense is what is meant by the
verb, intend, the adjective, intentional, the noun, intentionality. To
say that the operations intend objects is to refer to such facts as that
by seeing there becomes present what is seen, by hearing there becomes present what is heard, by imagining there becomes present
what is imagined, and so on, where in each case the presence in question is a psychological event.” (M 7.) See also intra And self-presence; As
intentional
A FOURFOLD EXPERIENCE.

Human cognition consists of the four distinct intentional operations of experiencing, understanding, judging, and deciding (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS). “These
operations are both conscious and intentional.” Appropriation of
one’s subjectivity (see SELF-APPROPRIATION) entails consciously intending the operations and discovering their norms for oneself. “What
is conscious, can be intended.” (M 14.) Given the fourfold structure
of intentional consciousness, the application of the operations as
intentional to the operations as conscious is also fourfold. See COG-

NITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS-APPLYING INTENTIONAL TO CONSCIOUS
AND DATA OF PHILOSOPHY.

“Philosophy finds its proper data in intentional consciousness. Its primary function is to promote the selfappropriation [see SELF-APPROPRIATION] that cuts to the root of philosophic differences and incomprehensions. It has further, secondary functions in distinguishing, relating, grounding the several
realms of meaning [see MEANING–REALM(S) OF] and, no less, in grounding the methods of the sciences [see METHOD(S)–OF SCIENCES] and so
promoting their unification.” (M 95.)
AND DESIRE TO KNOW. See DESIRE TO KNOW–AS CONSCIOUS
AND INTROSPECTION.
AND METHOD/GEM.

See intra As cognitional event

See GEM–AS HEIGHTENING OF CONSCIOUSNESS

AND SELF-PRESENCE.

In L’s philosophy, presence and present are
used in several ways. One way is apart from knowing. Here, something is simply present locally or physically or ontologically. In a
second way, something is present as object of attention. Color is
present to one seeing; sound to one hearing, and so on. Or, beyond
sense experience, the intelligible is present to one understanding; a
definition to one conceiving; truth to one judging fact; the good to
one judging value. A third way regards what is present, not as object, but as Subject. By engaging in activities such as those noted
in the second way, one is present to oneself as the one seeing, hearing, understanding, judging. Being aware of oneself in this way relates to the process of SELF-APPROPRIATION. See also SELF-APPROPRIATION–

AND PRESENCE

And I. “Is there an ‘I’? Is the unity that perceives, understands,
and judges merely a postulate, or are my insights into my sensible presentations, and is the rationality of my judgment dependent upon my insights and my experience? Is there the one subject,
not in the sense of finding the concepts ‘one’ and ‘subject’ in
oneself, but in the sense of finding in oneself somebody at home,
presence of the third type, that is intelligent and rational and performs activities that are described in this fashion?” (UB 140.)
And levels of consciousness. “On the first level it is simple empirical consciousness. Somebody is at home; there is not only a
seen, but also a seer. But the somebody at home on the second
level is intelligent, manifesting his intelligence. He is not simply
the percipient of a series of images, clouds sailing through the
windy sky. He is asking why. He wants to understand something,
he achieves a certain measure of understanding, and he formulates that understanding. Moreover, he formulates it in order to
check, in order to see whether he does really have it, and that
brings him up to another level where his rationality comes into
play. He wants to know whether it really is so, whether it is correct, and by that he means the attaining of something absolute,
something such that when he says, ‘It is,’ he means that it is impossible for anyone at any time to say, ‘It is not,’ and be right.”
(UB 137.)

See intra Levels of (5)

And the object. Cognitional operations (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–
“not only intend objects. There is to them a further
psychological dimension. They occur consciously and by them
the operating subject is conscious. Just as operations by their intentionality make objects present to the subject, so also by consciousness they make the operating subject present to himself. …
I have used the adjective, present, both of the object and of the
subject. But I have used it ambiguously, for the presence of the
object is quite different from the presence of the subject. The object is present as what is gazed upon, attended to, intended. But
the presence of the subject resides in the gazing, the attending,
the intending. For this reason the subject can be conscious, as attending, and yet give his whole attention to the object as attended
to.” (M 8.)
OPERATIONS)

And the reality of insight. “If, in your presence to yourself within
your own consciousness, you are aware that there occur jumps,
that periods of darkness are followed by periods of increasing
light, catching on, understanding things and seeing how they
hold together, then insight is not simply a hypothetical entity but
something that is verified in your experience.” (UB 142.)
AND STAGES OF MEANING. See MEANING–STAGES OF
AND THE OBJECT. See intra And self-presence-and the object
AND TRANSCENDENTAL METHOD. See GEM
AS COGNITIONAL EVENT. “There is the word, introspection, which is
misleading inasmuch as it suggests an inward inspection. Inward
inspection is just myth. Its origin lies in the mistaken analogy that
all cognitional events are to be conceived on the analogy of ocular
vision; consciousness is some sort of cognitional event; therefore,
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consciousness is to be conceived on the analogy of ocular vision;
and since it does not inspect outwardly, it must be an inward inspection. However, ‘introspection’ may be understood to mean, not
consciousness itself but the process of objectifying the contents of
consciousness. Just as we move from the data of sense [see DATA–OF
SENSE] through inquiry, insight, reflection, judgment, to statements
about sensible things, so too we move from the data of consciousness [see DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS] through inquiry, understanding, reflection, judgment, to statements about conscious subjects and their
operations. … But the reader will do it, not by looking inward, but
by recognizing in our expressions the objectification of his subjective experience.” (M 8-9.) See also SELF-APPROPRIATION
AS CONSCIENCE. See intra Levels of (5)-(4)
AS INTENTIONAL.

We can be conscious, simply awake, without intending (positively, it’s the state of simply watching the clouds go
by without making them an object of thought). Intending is deliberate, self-directed use of the operations of one’s mind.
And apprehension of values. The larger context is MEANING, and
L’s immediate concern is SYMBOL(S) and their relation to FEELINGS
and VALUE(S) in personal and communal development (see HUMAN–
DEVELOPMENT; COMMUNITY). “This need is for internal communication.
Organic and psychic vitality have to reveal themselves to intentional consciousness and, inversely, intentional consciousness has
to secure the collaboration of organism and psyche. Again, our
apprehensions of values occur in intentional responses, in feelings: here too it is necessary for feelings to reveal their objects
and, inversely, for objects to awaken feelings.” (M 66.) See VALUE(S)–
APPREHENSION OF

And feelings. “Both community of feeling and fellow-feeling are
intentional responses that presuppose the apprehension of objects
that arouse feeling. In community of feeling two or more persons
respond in parallel fashion to the same object. In fellow-feeling a
first person responds to an object, and a second responds to the
manifested feeling of the first.” (M 58.) See FEELINGS–COMMUNITY OF, AND
FELLOW F.

And philosophy. “Philosophy finds its proper data in intentional
consciousness. Its primary function is to promote the SELFAPPROPRIATION that cuts to the root of philosophic differences and
incomprehensions. It has further, secondary functions in distinguishing, relating, grounding the several realms of meaning [see
MEANING–REALMS OF] and, no less, in grounding the methods of the
sciences [see METHOD(S)–OF SCIENCE(S)] and so promoting their unification.” (M 95.)
And question of God. “It is not a matter of image or feeling, of
concept or judgment. They pertain to answers. It is a question. It
rises out of our conscious intentionality, out of the a priori structured drive that promotes us from experiencing to the effort to
understand, from understanding to the effort to judge truly, from
judging to the effort to choose rightly [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–
OPERATIONS]. In the measure that we advert to our own questioning
and proceed to question it, there arises the question of God.” (M
103.) See also QUESTION OF GOD, THE; PHILOSOPHY OF GOD
Heightening of. The context is SELF-APPROPRIATION. “Not a little
forethought and ingenuity are needed when one is out to heigh-
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ten one’s consciousness of inquiry, insight, formulation, critical
reflection, weighing the evidence, judging, deliberating, deciding
[see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS]. One has to know the precise
meaning of each of these words. One has to produce in oneself
the corresponding operation. One has to keep producing it until
one gets beyond the object intended to the consciously operating
subject [see SUBJECT, THE]. One has to do all this within the appropriate context, which is a matter not of inward inspection but of
inquiry, enlarged interest, discernment, comparison, distinction,
identification, naming.” (M 15.) See also intra And self-presence
And knowledge. “Man is confronted with the three basic quesWHAT IS KNOWING?; Why is doing that knowing? (see

tions: [see

EPISTEMOLOGY–WHY IS DOING THAT KNOWING?); WHAT DO I KNOW WHEN I DO IT? ]

With these questions one turns from the outer realms of common sense and theory [see MEANING–REALM(S) OF-(1) COMMON SENSE, –
REALM(S) OF-(2) THEORY] to appropriation of one’s own INTERIORITY ,
one’s subjectivity, one’s operations, their structure, their norms,
their potentialities. Such appropriation [see SELF-APPROPRIATION], in
its technical expression, resembles theory. But in itself it is a
heightening of intentional consciousness, an attending not
merely to objects but also to the intending subject and his acts.
And as this heightened consciousness constitutes the evidence
for one’s account of knowledge, such an account by the proximity of the evidence differs from all other expression.” (M 83.)
And method/GEM. See GEM–AS HEIGHTENING OF CONSCIOUSNESS

Knowledge of. “Since knowledge of intentional consciousness
can develop, it follows that the whole [cognitional structure; see
COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–STRUCTURE] admits development and thereby
escapes rigidity. At the same time, the structure ensures continuity [see intra As intentional-normative structure of], for the possibility of
development is the possibility of revising earlier views, and the
possibility of revising earlier views is the continuing existence of
the structure already determined.” (M 343-44)
Normative structure of. “Four factors make for continuity. Of
these one first may consider the normative structure of our conscious and intentional acts. In saying that the structure is normative I mean, of course, that it can be violated.” (M 351.)
Violation of. The violations are against the TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS
(be attentive, be intelligent, be reasonable, be responsible).
“The structure, then, of our conscious and intentional operations can be violated in various manners. There results the dialectic [see DIALECTIC(S)] of positions and counter-positions [see
POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION]. But the fact of this dialectic only
objectifies and manifests the need for man to be authentic [see
AUTHENTICITY]. At once, it invites him to intellectual and to moral
conversion [see CONVERSION–INTELLECTUAL, –MORAL], while it points to
the social and the cultural failure of those peoples that have insisted they could get along very well with neither intellectual
nor moral conversion.” (M 351-52.)
Operations of. See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS
AS PERCEPTION. “Consciousness-as-experience is a broader notion
than consciousness-as-perception. For consciousness, conceived as
experience on the side of the subject, accompanies every operation,
whether sensitive or intellectual, cognitive or appetitive; nor does it
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matter what the object of the operation might be, since it is always
the same subject that is operating. But if consciousness is conceived as a perception of oneself on the side of the object, then
there is no consciousness except in those operations in which the
object is the very subject operating.” (OPPC 255.)
COMMONSENSE. See intra Levels of (5)-(1)
CONFLICT WITHIN.

See POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION–AND DIALECTIC

CONFRONTATIONAL ELEMENT OF.

“Extroversion is a basic characteristic of the biological pattern of experience [see PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–BIOLOGICAL]. … Within the full pattern of living, there is a
partial, intermittent, extroverted pattern of conscious living. … It is
this extroversion of function that underpins the confrontational
element of consciousness itself. Conation, emotion, and bodily
movement are a response to stimulus; but the stimulus is over
against the response; it is a presentation through sense and memory
and imagination of what is responded to, of what is to be dealt
with. The stimulating elements are the elementary object; the responding elements are the elementary subject. When the object
fails to stimulate, the subject is indifferent; and when nonconscious
vital process has no need of outer objects, the subject dozes and
falls asleep.” (In 207.) See also intra Extroverted

CONTINUITY AND UNITY OF.

“What is given to consciousness is a set
of interrelated intentional operations. Together they conspire to
achieve both cognitional and performative self-transcendence.
Such is the basic unity and continuity. No part of the process can
be dispensed with, for each has its essential contribution to make.”
(PTP2 37.) See intra Unity of; see also FACULTY PSYCHOLOGY
DATA OF. See DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS
DIFFERENTIATED. See CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED
DIFFERENTIATIONS OF. See CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED
EMPIRICAL. See intra Level(s) of (5)-(1)
EXTROVERTED. L speaks of “the response of extroverted consciousness to an external central force which I name the ‘already out
there now real’[see ALREADY–OUT–THERE–NOW–REAL; PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–BIOLOGICAL-AND EXTROVERSION]. I explain this in terms of the reactions of a kitten to a saucer of milk and to a picture of a saucer of
milk [In 250-52]. It is something that can be conceived simply in
terms of a biological pattern of experience [see intra Confrontational
element of]. Because the consciousness is practical, and because
practical consciousness is concerned with dealing with situations,
and because the situation is already there to be dealt with, we have
the ‘already.’ The consciousness is extroverted, its focus is ‘out.’
Because the consciousness is in a body, it is ‘out there’; the body is
always in one place, and ‘there’ is what is ‘out.’ Consciousness has
memories, and it has anticipations, but it is active in the ‘now.’ It
can be deceived by appearances in a very momentary way perhaps;
the kitten might be deceived by an extremely realistic picture of a
saucer of milk, but then it would not be ‘real’ milk because, when
the kitten tried it, it would not obtain the ordinary satisfactions it
obtains when it tries a saucer of ‘real’ milk.” (UB 106.) See also intra
Confrontational element of

HEIGHTENING OF.

See intra As intentional-heightening of

HISTORICAL.

“Historical consciousness emerges when there is
grasped the relevance of human intelligence and wisdom to the
whole of human life. Then the entire fabric of human existence
appears as a historical product, as the result of man’s apprehension, judgment, choice, action. Moreover, what has been made by
man can be changed and improved by man.” (TE 76.)
HISTORICAL DIFFERENTIATIONS OF.

See

CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–

HISTORY OF

INTELLECTUAL/INTELLIGENT.

See intra Level(s) of (5)-(2)

INTELLIGENT AND RATIONAL.

See REASONABLENESS–INTELLIGENCE AND

INTERIORLY

DIFFERENTIATED.

See

CONSCIOUSNESS,

DIFFERENTIATED–

INTERIORLY

JUST EXPERIENCE.

See intra A fourfold experience; see also CONSCIOUSNESS

LEVELS OF (5).

This entry does not regard the operations of intentional consciousness (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS) but the levels of consciousness at which the operations are performed. The
term level is static and hierarchical. Although not wholly satisfactory, the term phase better suggests the dynamic, organic expansion of intentional consciousness from experiential to transcendent.
The expansion occurs naturally as the self-transcending subject
(see SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE) pursues true answers to the questions that
arise in each phase (see OPERATOR(S)–OF COGNITIONAL DEVELOPMENT-IS QUESTION). See also intra And self-presence-and levels of consciousness
(1) Empirical. The first level is empirical, experiential (see EXPERIENCE; PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE), practical, the aesthetic. Operationally, it is the cognitional level of COMMON SENSE. One attends to
the DATA–OF SENSE or the DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS. One asks of the experienced, What is it?
(2) Intellectual. The level of intellectual and intelligent consciousness; of EXPLANATION; THEORY (see THEORY, THEORIES); SCIENCE;
DEFINITION(S). Here, one inquires to answer the question, What is it?
The level of INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING.
And wonder. “You don’t get to intellect until you start asking
why. You can have all sorts of sensations and sense perceptions without asking why. It is from the moment of intellectual
alertness, intellectual curiosity, WONDER—it is when these commence, that you have what is called the illumination of the
phantasm [see INTELLECT–AGENT-AS ILLUMINATING PHANTASM]. When the
class wakes up! They are not just hearing. They are wondering
why. And the insight is what answers that wondering, that
why.” (UB 295.)
(3) Rational. Here one asks, Is it so? To judge, one marshals the
evidence. Intervening between the direct insight of level two and
the judgment: reflective insight (see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–
REFLECTIVE). One grasps evidence sufficient for judgment (see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY) and, indeed, because of the intrinsic
rationality of the mind, one cannot prevent the judgment (see
JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT).

(4) Rational self- (6 elements). A less imposing term for the
fourth level is moral consciousness or moral self-consciousness.
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Here “consciousness becomes CONSCIENCE.” (M 268) In regard to the
activity flowing from moral self-consciousness see WILL; WILLINGNESS; WILLING; FINALITY; ETHICS–AND FINALITY
(1) And affectivity. “While we grant that moral self-consciousness
has a concomitant in moral emotions and moral sentiments,
and while we agree that these emotions and sentiments have a
psychoneural basis and are subject to psychoneural aberration,
we contend that it is a blunder to confuse these concomitants
with moral self-consciousness itself.” (In 624.)
(2) And heuristic structure of knowing. See OBJECT(S)–OF WILL
(3) And successive transformation/enlargements of consciousness. “There

is a succession of enlargements of consciousness, a succession
of transformations of what consciousness means. Waking replaces dreaming. Intelligent inquiry emerges in waking to
compound intelligent with empirical consciousness. Critical reflection follows understanding and formulation to add rational
consciousness to intelligent and empirical consciousness. But
the final enlargement and transformation of consciousness consists in the empirically, intelligently, and rationally conscious
subject (1) demanding conformity of his doing to his knowing
[see DOING AND MAKING–AND KNOWING], and (2) acceding to that demand by deciding reasonably [see DECISION]. …The same enlarging transformation throws light upon the difference between
the acknowledgment of actuality in judgment and the bestowal
of actuality by decision. As has been seen, both judgment and
decision are concerned with actuality; but judgment merely acknowledges an actuality that already exists; while decision confers actuality upon a course of action that otherwise is merely
possible.” (In 636-38.)
(4) And the concrete. See OBJECT(S)–OF WILL
(5) Appropriation of. See CONVERSION–MORAL
(6) Flight from. L speaks of three forms of escape from a wellformed conscience or moral self-consciousness. See SELF ...–
CONSISTENCY-ESCAPE FROM (3 ELEMENTS)

And freedom. See LIMIT(S)/LIMITATION–OF EFFECTIVE FREEDOM
And necessity/contingence. See NECESSITY–AND CONTINGENCE
And obligation. See OBLIGATION
And persons. See PERSON(S)–AND FOURTH LEVEL OF INTENTIONALITY
And repentance. “Rational self-consciousness exists over time. If

it develops and becomes good, it has been less good and perhaps evil. If it approves its past, it thereby reverts to its past. If
it would remain as it is, it must disapprove its own past; and if
it would become still better, it must disapprove its present. So
rational self-consciousness deplores and regrets the scotosis
[see SCOTOSIS, SCOTOMA] of its dramatic bias [see BIAS–DRAMATIC] and
its involvement in the individual, group, and general bias of
common sense [see COMMON SENSE–BIAS OF, GENERAL]; it repents its
flight from self-knowledge, its rationalization of wrong [see SELF
...–CONSISTENCY-ESCAPE FROM (3 ELEMENTS)-(2) RATIONALIZATION], its surrender
to evil; it detests its commitment to the counterpositions [see
POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION–COUNTERPOSITION], its contribution to
man‘s decline through the successive adjustments of theory to
ever worse practice, its share in the genesis and the propagation
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of the myths [see intra Mythic] that confer on appearance the
strength and power and passion that are the due of reality. …
Such repentance is not a merely sensitive feeling of guilt. It is
an act of good will following the insights of intelligence and the
pronouncements of REASONABLENESS. It is apart from the vagaries
of mere feelings, and when they go astray it disapproves them,
curbs them, and may seek aid in controlling them.” (In 722.)
Examining one’s own. See DELIBERATION–QUESTIONS FOR; CONSCIENCE
(5) Fifth?. Some interpreters of Lonergan claim a distinct fifth
level of intentional consciousness. Levels of consciousness are
distinguished by operations. There is no fifth operation following
the fourth, DECISION. As the history of religion and the commonality of religious experience attest, there is consciousness of transcendence with its transcendental precept, Be in love! See intra
Religious/transcendent

And achievement. “Our conscious and intentional operations occur on four distinct levels and … each level has its own proper
achievement and end. So the proper achievement and end of the
first level, experiencing, is the apprehension of data; that of the
second level, understanding, is insight into the apprehended data;
that of the third level, judgment, is the acceptance or rejection of
the hypotheses and theories put forward by understanding to account for the data; that of the fourth level, decision, the acknowledgment of values and the selection of the methods or other
means that lead to their realization.” (M 133.)
And functional specialties. See

FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES–AND LEVELS OF

CONSCIOUSNESS

And revision. See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–STRUCTURE-REVISION OF
And self-presence. See intra And self-presence-and levels of consciousness

And sources of meaning. See MEANING–SOURCES OF
And sublation. “The fourth level of intentional consciousness—
the level of deliberation, evaluation, decision, action—sublates
the prior levels of experiencing, understanding, judging. It goes
beyond them, sets up a new principle and type of operations, directs them to a new goal but, so far from dwarfing them, preserves them and brings them to a far fuller fruition.” (M 316.) See
also SUBLATION

And transcendental notions. See NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL
As related. See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–TERMS AND RELATIONS, BASIC NEST OF
MORAL. See intra Levels of (5)-(4)
MYSTICAL. See STATE(S)–NONINTENTIONAL
MYTHIC. “In deference to the commonly pejorative meaning attached to the name ‘MYTH,’ we have identified mythic consciousness
with the counterpositions, with the inability or refusal to go beyond
description to explanation, and with the lack or neglect of effective
criteria for passing judgments on anticipations and acts of understanding.” (In 567.) “Mythic consciousness … operates without the
benefit of distinctions that are generated only by the critically reflective process that is aware of myth and goes beyond it. Mythic
consciousness experiences and imagines, understands and judges,
but it does not distinguish between these activities, and so it is in-
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capable of guiding itself by the rule that the impalpable act of rational assent is the necessary and sufficient condition for knowledge of reality.” (In 561.) See also MYTH–AND METAPHYSICS-OPPOSED/DIALECTICALLY
RELATED

And distinctions. See DISTINCTION(S)–AND MYTHIC CONSCIOUSNESS
And metaphysics. See MYTH–AND METAPHYSICS-OPPOSED/DIALECTICALLY RELATED
And psychic operator. See PSYCHIC–OPERATOR-IN MYTHIC CONSCIOUSNESS
Infantile and demonic aspects. “There exist infantile and demonic aspects of mythic consciousness. To account for them, one
must advert to the existence of an inverse component of the psychic operator [see OPERATOR(S)–PSYCHIC]. In other words, development is not only advance into the KNOWN UNKNOWN but also a flight
from anxiety and, in more marked instances, from uncanny feelings of horror, loathing, dread. In this connection I can only refer
the reader to the posthumous edition of H.S. Sullivan’s lectures
under the title The Interpersonal Theory of Psychiatry.” (In 556 n. 3.)
NOTION OF.

See intra And self-presence; see also

CONSCIOUSNESS–DEFINITION

OF

OPERATIONS OF.

See COGNITION,

COGNITIONAL– OPERATIONS

POLYMORPHISM OF HUMAN.

This complex topic relates consciousness to the sources of the uncountable variety of conflicts within,
between, and among human subjects, and the means of overcoming the disarray, of transforming and unifying humanity. Polymorphism refers to the many forms of consciousness (specified below)
inherent in the subject, and the many forms of expression that result from them.
“Against the self-affirmation of a consciousness that at once is
empirical, intellectual, and rational [see intra Levels of (5)], there
stands the native bewilderment of the existential subject [see SUBJECT, THE–EXISTENTIAL] revolted by mere animality, unsure of his way
through the maze of philosophies, trying to live without a known
purpose, suffering despite an unmotivated will, threatened with inevitable death and, before death, with disease and even insanity. …
The peculiarity of these antitheses is not to be overlooked. They are
not mere conflicting propositions. They are not pure logical alternatives, of which one is simply true and the other is utterly false.
But in each case both the thesis and the antithesis have their ground
in the concrete unity-in-tension that is man. For human consciousness is polymorphic. The pattern in which it flows may be biological, aesthetic, artistic, dramatic, practical. intellectual, or mystical
[see PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE]. These patterns alternate; they blend or
mix; they can interfere, conflict, lose their way, break down.” (In 400.)
Gaining an adequate understanding of the polymorphism of human
consciousness entails understanding chiefly these categories: COGNI-

TION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS ■ CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED ■ CONSCIOUSNESS, UNDIFFERENTIATED ■ POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION ■ INTERIORITY ■ SELFAPPROPRIATION ■ METAPHYSICS–AS PRINCIPLE OF TRANSFORMATION ■ DIALECTIC(S) ■ DIALECTIC (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY) ■ HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT-INTELLECTUAL. Although
treated below in several subentries, the reader will note considerable overlap of key categories of meaning.
And cognition. “The meaning of a judgment can be clear and
precise only if one can assign a clear and precise meaning to

such terms as reality, knowledge, objectivity [see intra Polymorphism of human-and the terms knowledge, reality, objectivity]. A clear and
precise meaning can be assigned to such terms only if one succeeds in clarifying the polymorphic consciousness of man. Such
a clarification can be effected by a lengthy, difficult, and delicate
inquiry into the facts of human cognitional activity.” (In 434.) See
COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS

And dialectic. “DIALECTIC(S) does reveal the polymorphism of human consciousness—the deep and unreconcilable oppositions on
religious, moral, and intellectual issues—still it does no more: it
does not take sides.” (M 268.)
And metalanguage. See intra Polymorphism of human-and philosophy
And metaphysics. “Because of the polymorphism of human consciousness, there are latent in science and common sense not
only metaphysics but also the negation of metaphysics; and only
the methodical reorientation of science and common sense puts
an end, at least in principle, to this permanent source of confusion.” (In 425.)
And patterns of experience. “Human consciousness is polymorphic. The pattern in which it flows may be biological, aesthetic,
artistic, dramatic, practical. intellectual, or mystical. These patterns alternate; they blend or mix; they can interfere, conflict,
lose their way, break down.” (In 410.) See PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE
And philosophies. “When it reaches the level of a succession of
philosophies, all claiming different things, one meets the objective manifestation and expression of the polymorphism of the
human subject—not merely of his capacity and need to develop
but also of the possibility and fact that he develops in quite different ways.” (UB 220.) “In science a single method operates towards a variety of different goals, but in philosophy a single allinclusive goal is sought by as many different methods as arise
from different orientations of the historically developing but polymorphic consciousness of man.” (In 453.) See also intra Polymorphism of human-and position/counterposition, -and the terms knowledge,
reality, objectivity

And philosophy. The context is “the fundamental task in working
out an appropriate technical language for philosophy [see LANGUAGE–PHILOSOPHICAL].” (In 451.). In this regard, L adds: “There would
be the problem of discovering what logicians call the metalanguage [see METALANGUAGE] in which one would express with
technical accuracy just what is meant by the polymorphism of
human consciousness and by different meanings in the ranges of
the basic variables. There also would be the difficulty of explaining to people as they are before they begin philosophy just what
is meant by the terms and syntax of this meta-language, and at
the same time of convincing them, as well as those with philosophic opinions of a different color and shade, that the polymorphism of human consciousness is the one and only key to
philosophy.” (In 452.) See also intra Polymorphism of human-and the terms
knowledge, reality, objectivity

And position/counterposition. L writes of the “disarray of the
that result from the polymorphic

POSITIONs AND COUNTERPOSITIONs
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consciousness of man.” (In 416.) “As the history of philosophy rather abundantly confirms, the polymorphism of human consciousness loses none of its ambivalence because men have
turned to philosophy. On the contrary, the many philosophies are
but the adequate expression of the inner polymorphic fact. For
every human discovery can be formulated either as a position or
as a counter-position. The positions invite development, and in
the measure that they are developed they are expressed in many
ways. Initially each may appear singly. Then it is joined with further antithetical questions. Then positions begin to coalesce, first
in more numerous but lesser syntheses, later in fewer but more
comprehensive unities. Besides the many expressions of the positions, there are the counterpositions, and they invite reversal.
But the reversal that could come from a single penetrating stroke
more commonly is delayed. The counterposition expands by the
unfolding of its logical implications; it recognizes its fellows and
unites with them in a common cause; together they foresee the
impending danger of reversal, not in its root, but in some particular manifestation; and then they shift their ground and avoid the
menaced attack. So the counterpositions multiply; they occupy a
vast territory from high-minded incoherence to simple-minded
opportunism and violence; and if the worst of the counterpositions has no truck with any position, if the most perfect expression of the positions happens to be free from any taint of the
counterpositions, still philosophers are men, and the vast majority of them cling to some blend of both.” (In 712-13.)
And self-understanding. “The fuller your understanding of the
polymorphism of your own being, the better understanding you
have of yourself and the better possibility you have for understanding others, for projecting from the present into the past and
reaching an understanding of philosophers and cultures that constitute the past.” (UB 224.) See SELF …–UNDERSTANDING
And the bias of common sense. “The consciousness of man is polymorphic, and it ever risks formulating its discoveries not as positions but as counterpositions. Common sense is subject to a
dramatic BIAS, an egoistic bias, a group bias, and a general bias
that disregards the complex theoretical issues in which it becomes involved and their long-term consequences from which it
blindly suffers.” (In 415.)
And the terms knowledge, reality, objectivity. “The polymorphism of human consciousness seems relevant to the problems of
philosophy, for philosophy is concerned with KNOWLEDGE, REALITY,
and OBJECTIVITY, and these terms take on different meanings as
consciousness shifts from one pattern or blend of PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE to another. But the meaning of every other term changes
with changes in the meaning of the terms ‘knowledge,’ ‘reality,’
‘objectivity,’ for the function of all language is to express presumptive knowledge of presumptive reality and affirm or deny
the objectivity of the knowledge [see KNOWLEDGE–OF THE REAL].” (In 451.)
As key to philosophy. See intra Polymorphism of human-and philosophy
RATIONAL. See intra Level(s) of (5)-(3)
RATIONAL SELF-.

See intra Level(s) of (5)-(4)

RELIGIOUS/TRANSCENDENT. Religious consciousness is found
throughout the history of consciousness, but its import changes

with
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SELF–KNOWLEDGE.

“In undifferentiated consciousness [see CONit will express its reference to the TRANSCENDENT both through sacred objects, places, times, and actions,
and through the sacred offices of the shaman, the prophet, the lawgiver, the apostle, the priest, the preacher, the monk, the teacher. As
consciousness differentiates into the two realms of common sense
and theory, it will give rise to special theoretical questions concerning divinity, the order of the universe [see UNIVERSE–ORDER OF], the
destiny of mankind, and the lot of each individual. When these
three realms of common sense, theory, and interiority are differentiated [see CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–AND COMMON SENSE, –THEORETICALLY,
–INTERIORLY], the SELF-APPROPRIATION of the subject leads not only to the
objectification of experiencing, understanding, judging, and deciding [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS], but also of religious experience [see EXPERIENCE, RELIGIOUS; CATEGORY, CATEGORIES–THEORETICAL].” (M 265SCIOUSNESS, UNDIFFERENTIATED]

66.)

See also intra Level(s) of (5)-(5)

SCHOLARLY.
SCIENTIFIC.

See CONSCIOUSNESS,

See CONSCIOUSNESS,

DIFFERENTIATED–SCHOLARLY

DIFFERENTIATED–SCIENTIFICALLY

SPONTANEITIES OF.

“Where sensitive perception does not reveal intelligible relations so that, as Hume contended, we perceive not
causality but succession, our own consciousness is a different matter. On the empirical level [see intra Levels of (5)-(1) empirical], it is
true, process is spontaneous sensitivity; it is intelligible only in the
sense that it is understood. But with inquiry the intelligent subject
emerges, and process becomes intelligent [see intra Levels of (5)-(2) intellectual]; it is not merely an intelligible that can be understood, but
the active correlative of intelligibility, the intelligence that intelligently seeks understanding, comes to understand, and operates in
the light of having understood.” (M 16.) In regard to the operations of
intentional consciousness, L speaks of “the native spontaneities
and inevitabilities of our consciousness which assembles its own
constituent parts and unites them in a rounded whole in a manner
we cannot set aside without, as it were, amputating our own moral
personality, our own reasonableness, our own intelligence, our own
sensitivity.” (M 18.)
STRUCTURE OF.

See intra Level(s) of (5)

SUCCESSIVE ENLARGEMENTS OF.

See intra Levels of (5)-(4) rational self- (6
elements)-(3) and successive transformation/enlargements of consciousness
SYMBOLIC, PATHOLOGY OF.

“Some sensible expression is intrinsic to
the pattern of our conscious and intentional operations [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS-PATTERN OF]. Just as inquiry supposes sensible data, just as insight occurs with respect to some schematic
image, just as the reflective act of understanding occurs with respect to a convincing summation of the relevant evidence, so inversely the interior acts of conceiving, of judging, and of deciding
demand the sensible and proportionate substrate we call EXPRESSION.
Indeed, so rigorous is this demand that Ernst Cassirer [The Philosophy of Symbolic Forms] has been able to put together a pathology of symbolic consciousness: motor disturbances that result in
aphasia [inability to use or understand spoken or written language
because of a brain lesion] are accompanied with disturbances in
perception, in thought, and in action.” (M 86.)
SYSTEMATIC. See CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–SYSTEMATICALLY
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THEORETICAL.

See CONSCIOUSNESS,

DIFFERENTIATED–THEORETICALLY

“Troubled consciousness emerges when an Eddington
contrasts his two tables: the bulky, solid, colored desk at which he
worked, and the manifold of colorless “wavicles” so minute that
the desk was mostly empty space [see CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–
THEORETICALLY].” (M 84.) It is the same table from two viewpoints. See
QUOAD SE; QUOAD NOS
UNDIFFERENTIATED. See CONSCIOUSNESS, UNDIFFERENTIATED
UNITY OF. Cognitional contents “cumulate into unities: what is perceived is what is inquired about: what is inquired about is what is
understood; what is understood is what is formulated; what is formulated is what is reflected on; what is reflected on is what is
grasped as unconditioned; what is grasped as unconditioned is
what is affirmed. Now just as there are unities on the side of the
object, so there are unities on the side of the subject. Conscious
acts are not so many isolated, random atoms of knowing, but many
acts coalesce into a single knowing [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–
OPERATIONS]. … Indeed, consciousness is much more obviously of
this unity in diverse acts than of the diverse acts, for it is within the
unity that the acts are found and distinguished, and it is to the unity
that we appeal when we talk about a single field of consciousness
and draw a distinction between conscious acts occurring within the
field and unconscious acts occurring outside it.” (In 349.) See intra
TROUBLED.

Continuity and unity of
VS ANIMAL.

See PATTERNS OF

EXPERIENCE–BIOLOGICAL

VS SENSITIVE.

“In one way, through our sensibility [see CONSCIOUSwe undergo rather passively what we sense and imagine, our desires and fears, our delights and sorrows, our joys and
sadness; in another way, through our intellectuality, we are more
active when we consciously inquire in order to understand, understand in order to utter a word, weight evidence in order to judge,
deliberate in order to choose, and exercise our will in order to act.”

NESS–SENSITIVE],

(S 139)

CONSCIOUSNESS, UNDIFFERENTIATED:

For an illuminating contrast

see CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED
AND COMMON SENSE.

“What is easy for differentiated consciousness
[see CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED] appears very mysterious to undifferentiated consciousness or to troubled consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–TROUBLED]. Undifferentiated consciousness
insists on homogeneity. If the procedures of COMMON SENSE are correct, then theory (see THEORY, THEORIES) must be wrong. If theory is
correct, then common sense must be just an antiquated relic from a
pre-scientific age. If the transition from the undifferentiated to
troubled consciousness cannot be avoided when it is clear that
common sense and theory, though disparate, must both be accepted, an entirely different set of procedures has to be learnt before INTERIORITY can be revealed and the SELF-APPROPRIATION of
differentiated consciousness achieved.” (M 84-85.)
And language. “We have all to begin from undifferentiated consciousness, from commonsense cognitional procedures, from
some one of the multitudinous ‘ordinary languages’ in which the
endless varieties of common sense express themselves. No

doubt, it is only by a humble and docile process of learning that
anyone can move beyond his original ordinary language [see LANGUAGE–ORDINARY] and its common sense [see COMMON SENSE– LANGUAGE
OF] and come to understand other ordinary languages and their
varieties of common sense. It is only by knowledge making its
bloody entrance that one can move out of the realm of ordinary
languages into the realm of theory and the totally different scientific apprehension of reality. It is only through the long and confused twilight of philosophic initiation that one can find one’s
way into INTERIORITY and achieve through SELF-APPROPRIATION a basis,
a foundation, that is distinct from common sense and theory, that
acknowledges their disparateness, that accounts for both and critically grounds them both.” (M 85.)
AND LATER STAGES OF MEANING. “The eclipse of the second stage
would be very incomplete if no mention were made of the mode of
survival of undifferentiated consciousness in the later stages. For it
is not the philosophic or scientific theorist that does the world’s
work, conducts its business, governs its cities and states, teaches
most of its classes and runs all of its schools. As before the emergence of theory, so too afterwards all such activities are conducted
in the commonsense mode of intellectual operation, in the mode in
which conscious and intentional operations occur in accord with
their own immanent and spontaneous norms.” (M 97.) See MEANING–
STAGES OF

LANGUAGES OF.

See intra And common sense-and language; see also

CIVI-

LIZATION(S)–AND WORLD OF COMMON SENSE

CONSENT. See ASSENT
CONSTITUTIVE: “In finite beings a constitutive is some intrinsic
cause of a thing because of which the reality of the thing corresponds
to the truth of the thing. Thus Socrates exists through an act of existence [see ACT–OF EXISTENCE, PROPER], is a human being through a substantial form [see FORM–SUBSTANTIAL], is this through individuating matter
[see PHANTASM/FANTASM–INSIGHT INTO-AND COMMON/INDIVIDUAL MATTER], is wise
through an intellectual habit [see WISDOM–AS INTELLECTUAL HABIT], and so
on.” (S 365.)
CAUSES. See CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES; CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES
FUNCTION OF MEANING.

See MEANING–FUNCTIONS OF (4)-(3) CONSTITUTIVE

CONSTRAINT: See also CONTROL ■ ART–INSIGHT IN ■ DECLINE–CYCLE OF, LONGERPROCESS-CONSEQUENCES (3)-(2)

■ JUDGMENT(S)–AS RELATED-(4) TO THE PERSON JUDGING ■

PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–AESTHETIC, –DRAMATIC-AS ARTISTRY ■ WILLINGNESS–UNIVERSAL
AND SOCIETY.

The larger context is COMMON SENSE–AS OBJECT (In ch. 7).
Following a discussion of intersubjectivity and social order (see
COMMUNITY–AND INTERSUBJECTIVITY), L turn to the topic of the tension of
community (see COMMUNITY–TENSION(S) IN), INTERSUBJECTIVITY, and humanity’s duality of concern for others and concern for self. Within the
context of this mélange of intelligent and unintelligent, selfless and
selfish social forces within community, L observes: “It would seem
a mistake to conceive the sociological as simply a matter of external constraint. It is true enough that society constrains the individual in a thousand ways. It is true enough that the individual has but
a slight understanding of the genesis and growth of the civilization

CONTENT(S) – CONTEXT(S)

into which he was born. It is true enough that many of the things
he must do are imposed upon him in a merely external fashion. Yet
within the walls of his individuality there is more than a Trojan
horse. He has no choice about wanting to understand; he is committed not by any decision of his own but by nature to intelligent
behavior; and as these determinants are responsible for the emergence of social orders [see SOCIAL–ORDER] in the past, so they account
for their development, their maintenance, their reformation.” (In 240.)
EXTERNAL. The larger context is the possibility of ethics (In ch. 18;
see ETHICS–POSSIBILITY OF). After explications of the notion of the good
and the notion of the freedom (see NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL–
GOODNESS/VALUE; NOTION OF …–FREEDOM), L turns to the problem of liberation (see LIBERATION–PROBLEM OF ETHICAL). See FREEDOM–EFFECTIVE-CONDITIONS OF
(4)-(2)

CONTENT(S):

One of the most important contexts regards

HEURISTIC

STRUCTURE.
AND MEANING.

The context is the function of meaning (see MEANING–
and authentic or inauthentic human development
(see AUTHENTICITY; INAUTHENTIC, INAUTHENTICITY). “The shape and form of
human KNOWLEDGE, WORK, social organization [see SOCIAL–ORDER], cultural achievement, COMMUNICATION, COMMUNITY, personal development
[see HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT], are involved in meaning. Meaning has its
invariant structures and elements [see MEANING–ELEMENTS OF] but the
contents in the structures are subject to cumulative development
and cumulative decline [see DECLINE–CUMULATIVE].” (M 81.)
OF ACT VS ACT. See ACT–VS CONTENT OF ACT
OF CONCEPT. See INTENDING–MODES OF

FUNCTIONS OF (4)),

OF JUDGMENTS OF FACT/VALUE. JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE–VS JUDGMENT OF FACT;
JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–ELEMENTS OF CONTENT
OF SPHERES OF BEING.

See BEING–SPHERES OF, DISTINCT

CONTEXT(S): Context generally means a set

of facts or circumstances
that surround a situation or event. L defines context in, of course, a
context. He is discussing interpretation of a text and asks, “What precisely is meant by the word, context?” He offers two meanings.
“There is the HEURISTIC meaning the word has at the beginning of an
investigation, and it tells one where to look to find the context. There
is the actual meaning [see intra Actual] the word acquires as one moves
out of one’s initial HORIZON and moves to a fuller horizon that includes
a significant part of the author’s. … Heuristically, then, the context of
the word is the sentence. The context of the sentence is the paragraph. The context of the paragraph is the chapter. The context of the
chapter is the book. The context of the book is the author’s opera
omnia, his life and times, the state of the question in his day, his
problems, prospective readers, scope and aim.” (M 163.)
ACTUAL. “Actually, context is the interweaving of questions and
answers in limited groups. To answer any one question will give
rise to further questions. To answer them will give rise to still
more. But, while this process can recur a number of times, while it
might go on indefinitely if one keeps changing the topic, still it
does not go on indefinitely on one and the same topic. So context
is a nest of interlocked or interwoven questions and answers; it is
limited inasmuch as all the questions and answers have a bearing,
direct or indirect, on a single topic; and because it is limited, there
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comes a point in an investigation when no further relevant questions arise, and then the possibility of judgment has emerged.
When there are no further relevant questions, there are no further
insights to complement, correct, qualify those that have been
reached.” (M 163-64.)
AND HERMENEUTICAL CIRCLE.

The context is basic exegetical operations in interpreting a text. “To judge the correctness of one’s
understanding of a text raises the problem of context, of the hermeneutical circle, of the relativity of the totality of relevant data, of
the possible relevance of more remote inquiries, of the limitations
to be placed on the scope of one’s INTERPRETATION.” (M 155.) See HERMENEUTICAL CIRCLE

AND RELEVANCE.

“What makes a question relevant? What makes a
question relevant is this business of context, formally understood.
You can build up a limited context, and that provides a basis of
what’s relevant. ... A very simple illustration of relevance: a man
leaves his perfectly ordered home in the morning; he comes back
at night, and he finds the windows broken, water on the floor and
dripping from the walls, smoke in the air. Well, he shouldn’t leap
to the judgment that there was a fire ..., but if he says, ‘something
happened,’ he’s saying something that he’s certain of. If he goes on
and says, ‘Where’s my wife?’ well, that isn’t relevant to that first
statement. It’s relevant to him, but not to that first question, What
happened?” (PTP2 67-68.)
AND SYSTEMATIC EXIGENCE. See SYSTEMATIC–EXIGENCE
COGNITIONAL. See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–CONTEXT
FORMAL. “A formal context is reached through investigation: data
give rise to questions; questions to opposed answers; opposed answers to further questions and further opposed answers. The puzzle
keeps increasing, until a discovery is made. Gradually, things begin
to fit together. There may occur a period of rapidly increasing insight. Eventually further questions begin to yield decreasing returns. A viewpoint [see VIEWPOINT(S)] is attained, and, while further
questions can be asked, answers to them would not significantly
modify what has already been ascertained. There has been built up
a formal context: a set of interwoven questions and answers that
reveal the meaning of a text.” (M 313.) See also intra Material
IN HISTORY.

See HISTORICAL–CONTEXT

IN INTERPRETATION.

See

INTERPRETATION–SKETCH OF METHOD FOR-(4) HYPOTHETI-

CAL EXPRESSIONS

LOGICAL.

L’s context (not the principle) is theological. The logical
context “simply operates on propositions.” He turns to the Council
of Chalcedon’s grappling with the question of how the man Jesus
of Nazareth can be divine. Since he is one person, logically he
must have two natures. (M 308.)

LOWER AND UPPER.

See

INTERIORITY–WORLD OF-VERIFICATION IN; KNOWING–AND

SELF-APPROPRIATION-LOWER/UPPER CONTEXTS

MATERIAL.

“A distinction has been drawn between material and
formal context. Thus the canon of the New Testament is the material context of each of the books in the New Testament: it tells
which are the other highly privileged areas of data on early Christianity. On the other hand, a formal context is reached through investigation.” (M 312-13.) See intra Formal
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METAPHYSICAL.

Although L’s context is theological, the systematic
order of distinctions is instructive and applicable to nontheological inquiry. Each distinction mentioned is found under DISTINCTION(S). The metaphysical context “distinguishes verbal, notional, and real distinctions; it further distinguishes major and
minor real distinctions; it divides minor real distinctions into the
ordinary case and the analogical instance found in [mysteries of
faith].” (M 308-9.)
OF JUDGMENT.

“A judgment occurs within a context of other judgments, within a context of some determinate development of intelligence, and this contextual aspect of judgment is fundamental. We
know our worlds not by one judgment but by an accumulation of
judgments, as the fruit of a long series of judgments, and the meaning of any judgment is dependent upon a retinue of other connected
judgments that explain it, give its presuppositions, exhibit its consequences, exhibit all the other complementary things that, in some
extremely delicate fashion, qualify and elucidate the particular
judgment we are making. … This context of other judgments can
be considered logically. In that case we are concerned with the coherence of all the judgments we have made. Logical consideration
makes each judgment compatible with all the others. The pursuit of
the logical ideal usually results in correcting some of the judgments
we have already made, or at least in making those previous judgments more accurate. In other words, besides the logical endeavor
to obtain coherence in one’s judgments, there is also the dialectical
tendency to upset one’s present position and bring about a more
fundamental advance.” (UB 115.)

Of value. See JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE–CONTEXTS OF, DIFFERENT
OF MEANING. See intra Ongoing; Prior
ONGOING.

“Ongoing context arises when a succession of texts express the mind of a single historical community. Such an ongoing
context necessitates a distinction between prior and subsequent
context [see intra Prior; Subsequent]. Thus a statement may intend to
deal with one issue and to prescind from other, further issues. But
settling one does not burke the others. Usually it contributes to a
clearer grasp of the others and to a more urgent pressure for their
solution.” (M 313.)

PRIOR.

“A statement has a meaning in a context. If one already
knows the context, the meaning of the statement is plain. If one
does not know the context, one discovers it by asking questions.
The answer to a first question may suggest two further questions.
The answers to them suggest still more. Gradually there is woven
together an interlocking set of questions and answers, and, sooner
or later, there is reached a point where further questions have less
and less relevance to the matter in hand. One could ask about this
and that and the other, but the answers would not help one to understand better the meaning of the original statement. In brief,
there is a limit to useful questioning, and when that is reached the
context is known. ... Such is the prior context, the context within
which the original statement was made and through which the
original meaning of the statement is determined.” (PTP2 93.) See also

intra Subsequent

SUBSEQUENT.

“Besides the prior context [see intra Prior], there is also
the subsequent context. For a statement may intend to settle one issue and to prescind from other issues. But settling the one does not
burke the others. Usually it contributes to a clearer grasp of the
others and a more urgent pressure for their solution.” (PTP2 93.)
UPPER. See INTERIORITY–WORLD OF-VERIFICATION IN
CONTINGENCE: Opposite: NECESSITY
AND FREEDOM .

See FREEDOM–ROOT OF

AND NECESSITY.

See NECESSITY–AND CONTINGENCE

AND ROOT OF FREEDOM.
ARISTOTLE ON.
OF ACT.

See FREEDOM–ROOT OF

See PROPER NAMES–ARISTOTLE, ARISTOTELIAN-WORLDVIEW

See INTELLIGIBILITY–OF CONTINGENT ACT

And will. See intra Of actuality-(3) in being willed
OF ACTUALITY. “Actuality [see ACTUAL, ACTUALITY] has peculiar characteristics. It is known primarily by grasping the virtually unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY], the conditioned that happens to
have its conditions fulfilled. Because it is unconditioned, it ranks
high in the field of INTELLIGIBILITY. Still, it merely happens to have its
conditions fulfilled, and so it merely happens to be an unconditioned. Though unconditioned, it also is contingent. And this contingence appears (1) in its being, (2) in its being known, and (3) in
its being willed.” (In 638.)
(1) In being. “Actuality as act is EXISTENCE or OCCURRENCE, and actuality [see ACTUAL, ACTUALITY] as of the actuated supposes at least
existence and also at times occurrence. But there is no systematic
deduction of existence or occurrence. The most that understanding can do is set up ideal frequencies from which actual frequencies of existence and occurrence do not diverge systematically
[see NONSYSTEMATIC–DIVERGENCE OF ACTUAL FREQUENCIES]. But actual frequencies can and do diverge nonsystematically from the ideal,
and so in every instance actuality is just what happens to be.” (In
638-39.)

(2) In being known. “Contingence is apparent in actuality as
known. For it is known by grasping the virtually unconditioned
[see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY]. The virtually unconditioned can be
grasped if fulfilment of its conditions happens to be given. And
the fulfilment can never be more than what happens, for the fulfilment consists in the occurrence of relevant data, and the occurrence of data, like all occurrence, is contingent.” (In 639.)
(3) In being willed. “Possible courses of action invented by intelligence, motivated by reason, and executed by willing are contingent in their actuality. For the insights that reveal possible
courses of action also reveal that they are not necessities but
mere possibilities in need of reflective evaluation.” (In 639.) See DELIBERATION
OF FREEDOM.

See FREEDOM–AS CONTINGENT

OF OBLIGATION.

“I can fail to fulfil my known obligations ... the
iron link of necessity can prove to be a wisp of straw. How can this
be? How can necessity turn out to be contingence? The answer lies
in the enlarging transformation of consciousness. The rationality

CONTINGENT – CONTROL

that imposes an obligation is not conditioned internally by an act of
will. The rationality that carries out an obligation is conditioned internally by the occurrence of a reasonable act of will.” (In 637-38.) See
WILL–ACT OF; WILLING–CONTINGENCE OF
OF OCCURRENCE. See OCCURRENCE–CONTINGENCE OF
OF UNIVERSE OF PROPORTIONATE BEING.

See

BEING–UNIVERSE OF-AND CON-

TINGENCE

OF WILLING.

although the contradiction is not apparent to the defender.

See POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION
AND DIALECTIC.

INTELLIGIBILITY.

See INTELLIGIBILITY–OF CONTINGENT ACT

CONTINUITY : See also CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–CONTINUITY AND UNITY OF ■
DETERMINATION(S)–VS HEURISTIC STRUCTURES ■ DISTINCTION(S)–AND MYTHIC CONSCIOUSNESS

■ EXISTENTIALISM–AND SUBJECTIVITY/OBJECTIVITY ■ IMAGE–AND THE DEVELOPING SUB-

JECT

■ LIBERATION–PROBLEM OF ETHICAL-IS NOT PRIMARILY SOCIAL ■ SCIENCE(S)–HUMAN-

DISTINGUISHED FROM HUMAN STUDIES

■ STATISTICAL–THEORY-(3) OBSERVABLE EVENTS

AND METHOD/GEM, FUNCTION OF.

See GEM–FUNCTIONS OF (12)-(5) CONTINUOUS

FACTORS OF. Four factors make for continuity. All but the first are
theological. “Of these one first may consider the normative structure of our conscious and intentional acts [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–
OPERATIONS]. In saying that the structure is normative I mean, of
course, that it can be violated. For such acts may be directed, not to
what truly is good, but to maximizing individual or group advantage. Again, they may be directed, not to the truth that is affirmed
because a virtually unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY] has
been grasped, but to any of the misconceptions of truth that have
been systematized in sundry philosophies: naive realism, empiricism, rationalism, idealism, positivism, pragmatism, phenomenology, existentialism. Finally, they may be directed, not to increasing
human understanding, but to satisfying the ‘objective’ or the ‘scientific’ or the ‘meaningful’ norms set up by some logic or method that
finds it convenient to leave human understanding out of the picture.” (M 351.)

CONTINUUM :

A continuous whole or extent or succession. Sometimes contrasted with limit, “the limit apart from the continuum” (see
INTELLIGIBILITY–MATERIAL-VS SPIRITUAL).
ABSTRACTION FROM. “In both classical and statistical constructs
there is abstraction from the empirically residual [see RESIDUE(S)–
EMPIRICAL] aspects of individuality, of the continuum, of particular
places and times, and of constant velocity.” (In 87-88.)
AND EMPIRICAL RESIDUE. “Besides individuality, the continuum also
pertains to the empirical residue [see intra Abstraction from], and …
just as the universal is reached by abstracting from the individual,
so also the techniques of the infinitesimal calculus deal with the intelligibility reached by abstracting from the noncountable infinity
of the continuum.” (In 62.)
INTELLIGIBILITY OF.

See

CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–INQUIRY-

ELEMENTS OF (4)-(3)

See INTELLIGIBILITY–MATERIAL-VS SPIRITUAL

CONTRADICTION: L often

contrasts words and performance in regard
to positions on knowing. One defends a counterposition by performing the operations comprised by L’s position [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–

See CONTRADICTORIES/CONTRARIES

AND PHILOSOPHY.

See PHILOSOPHY, PHILOSOPHIES–CONTRADICTORY

AND SELF-AFFIRMATION.

See

SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER-AND CONTRA-

DICTION

PRINCIPLE OF.

See WILLING–CONTINGENCE OF

CONTINGENT: Opposite: NECESSARY. See also CONTINGENCE

LIMITS OF.

OPERATIONS],
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SELF-.

See PRINCIPLE(S)–FIRST-NONCONTRADICTION

See JUDGMENT(S)–AS RELATED-(3) TO REFLECTIVE UNDERSTANDING

CONTRADICTORIES/CONTRARIES: The terms denote two forms of
opposition employed in Doran’s interpretation of L’s DIALECTIC(S).
“Contraries are reconcilable in a higher synthesis, while contradictories exclude one another.” (TDH 10.) An example of contraries: the dialectics of subject and community (see SUBJECT, THE–DRAMATIC-DIALECTIC OF;
DIALECTIC(S)–OF COMMUNITY). An example of contradictories: POSITION AND
COUNTERPOSITION in the DIALECTIC(S)–OF PHILOSOPHIES. “Dialectic is concerned
with three factors. First, it is concerned with the concrete: in the present case, with the concrete subject and his Sorge [see I–AND MY WORLD].
Secondly, dialectic is concerned with the contradictory: the contradiction is not in propositions but in the subject, for the subject as intelligent and rational consciousness is not identical with the subject
of Sorge; hence what is real in the Welt [see I–AND MY WORLD] is not real
in the universe of being, and vice versa. Thirdly, dialectic is concerned with CHANGE: the contradiction involves a tension, a tension in
the concrete, and so heads for change.” (UB 184-85.)
CONTROL: See also CONSTRAINT
OF APPREHENSIONS.
OF HUMAN AFFAIRS.

See DREAM(S)–FUNCTION OF-AND ITS FLEXIBILITY
See EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND HUMAN AFFAIRS-CONTROL OF

OF INTERPRETATION.
OF JUDGMENT.
OF LIVING.

See INTERPRETATION–CONTROL OF

See SCIENTIFIC–WRITING VS PHILOSOPHIC

See intra Of sensitive living/experience

OF MEANING.

See MEANING–CONTROL OF

OF NEURAL OVER PSYCHIC.

See

CENSOR, CENSORSHIP–AND NEURAL-DEMAND

FUNCTIONS-PSYCHIC CONTROL OVER

OF ONE’S HISTORY. Humanity “can discover how present insights
and decisions influence through EMERGENT PROBABILITY the occurrence
of future insights and decisions; as he can make this discovery, so
he can use it, not only in shaping individual biographies and educating children in the image of their parents and of the state authorities, but also in the vastly more ambitious task of directing
and in some measure controlling his future history.” (In 258.)
OF PSYCHIC OVER NEURAL.

See

CENSOR, CENSORSHIP–AND NEURAL-DEMAND

FUNCTIONS-PSYCHIC CONTROL OVER-INVERSE OF

OF SENSITIVE LIVING/EXPERIENCE.

The larger context is metaphysics
as science (In ch. 16; see METAPHYSICS–AS SCIENCE). In explicating the
unity of proportionate being (see BEING–PROPORTIONATE-AS WHOLE), L turns
to the unity of HUMANITY. “Human intellectual activity provides the
higher system [see SYSTEM(S)–HIGHER] for sensitive living both unconsciously and consciously. It does so unconsciously inasmuch as it
grounds the pattern in which sensitive experience occurs, and in
this respect it is a higher system to sensitive living as sensitive living is a higher system to organic living. ... But there also is a con-
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CONVERGENCE – CONVERSION

scious intellectual control of one’s sensitive living, and this differs
enormously from the former. For conscious intelligence is engaged
primarily in grasping the intelligible systems relevant, not to one’s
sensitive living, but to the contents of one’s sensitive experience.
By this shift from subjective acts to objective contents, it is headed
towards the systematization, not of the particular animal that I am,
but of the whole universe of being [see BEING–UNIVERSE OF]. And it is
within its knowledge of the universe that knowledge of itself is attained, knowledge of its function in the universe is acquired, and
the grounds for WILLING the execution of that function provided. Finally, it is through WILLING that conscious intellectual control of sensitive living is effected.” (In 538-39.) See also TRANSPOSITION–FROM SELFKNOWLEDGE/METAPHYSICS TO IMAGES; LIMIT(S)/LIMITATION–OF EFFECTIVE FREEDOM
OVER SENSE AND IMAGE. The larger context is COMMON SENSE–AND ITS SUBJECT (In ch. 6). In explicating the subjective field of common sense,
L turns to the PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE. Their order of exposition is
biological, aesthetic, intellectual, dramatic. It is in the context of
the intellectual pattern of experience that L writes: “The aesthetic
liberation and the free artistic control of the flow of sensations and
images, of emotions and bodily movements, not merely break the
bonds of biological drive but also generate in experience a flexibility that makes it a ready tool for the [SPIRIT–OF INQUIRY].” (In 209.) The
dramatic pattern that follows the intellectual “penetrates below the
surface of consciousness to exercise its own domination and control, and to effect, prior to conscious discrimination, its own selections and arrangements. Nor is this aspect of the dramatic pattern
either surprising or novel: there cannot be selection and arrangement without rejection and exclusion, and the function that excludes elements from emerging in consciousness is now familiar as
Freud’s censor.” (In 213-14.)
PRAGMATIC.

L speaks of “the sphere of common, familiar, domesticated reality, in which trial and error exercise their pragmatic control.” (In 561.)
SELF-. See SELF …–CONTROL
THROUGH SCIENCE.

See

CANON(S)– OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(2) OF OPERA-

TIONS-(3) AS PRINCIPLE OF ANALYSIS

CONVERGENCE: See also inter alia ANTICIPATION–IN PRESCIENTIFIC/SCIENTIFIC
THOUGH

■ CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–PROCEDURES ■ CORRELATION(S)–AND

SCIENTIFIC UNDERSTANDING

■ DECLINE–CYCLE OF, LONGER-AND DIALECTIC, DISTORTED ■

LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–CLASSICAL-A CLOSED STRUCTURE ■ LOGIC–AND SYMBOLS ■ METHOD,
CLASSICAL–HEURISTIC PRINCIPLES OF
AND ADVANCE OF SCIENCE.

“If empirical science is no more than
probable, still it truly is probable. If it does not attain definitive
truth, still it converges upon truth. This convergence, this increasing approximation, is what is meant by the familiar phrase ‘the advance of science.’” (In 328.) See also PROGRESS–SCIENTIFIC
AND DATA. See DATA–CONVERGENCE OF
AND PROBABILITY.

See intra And advance of science; see also PROBABILITY–

AND LIMITS; TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–CONVERGENCE OF PROBABILITY ON

AND TRUTH.
ON LIMITS.

See TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–CONVERGENCE OF PROBABILITY ON

See DATA–CONVERGENCE OF; PROBABILITY–AND LIMITS

CONVERSION: “By conversion is understood a transformation of the
subject [see SUBJECT, THE] and his world. Normally it is a prolonged
process though its explicit acknowledgment may be concentrated in a
few momentous judgments and decisions. Still it is not just a development or even a series of developments. Rather it is a resultant
change of course and direction. It is as if one’s eyes were opened and
one’s former world faded and fell away. There emerges something
new that fructifies in inter-locking, cumulative sequences of developments on all levels and in all departments of human living.” (M 130.)
See intra Intellectual; Moral; Religious; see also Psychic
ABSENCE OF. The general context is Dialectic (see DIALECTIC (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY); DIALECTIC(S)). L’s particular focus is the root problem
of dialectic, the absence of conversion. Although his concern is
opposition among theologians, the problem is common to all fields
of inquiry, especially the absence of intellectual conversion. “The
presence or absence of intellectual, of moral, of religious conversion [see intra Intellectual, Moral, Religious] gives rise to dialectically
opposed horizons [see HORIZON(S)–OPPOSED, DIALECTICALLY]. While complementary or genetic differences can be bridged [see HORIZON(S)–
DIFFERENCES IN-COMPLEMENTARY, –GENETIC], dialectical differences involve
mutual repudiation. Each considers repudiation of its opposites the
one and only intelligent, reasonable, and responsible stand and,
when sufficient sophistication is attained, each seeks a philosophy
or a method that will buttress what are considered appropriate
views on the intelligent, the reasonable, the responsible. … There
results a babel.” (M 247.)
AFFECTIVE.

See intra Moral

AND AUTHENTIC SUBJECTIVITY.

See intra As change of direction; As foundational reality; Manifestation of in method; see also INAUTHENTIC, INAUTHENTIC-

ITY; AUTHENTICITY
AND BREAKDOWN.

See BREAKDOWN–AND CONVERSIONS

AND COMMUNITY.

See COMMUNITY–CONVERSION AND

AND DECISION.

“Moral conversion changes the criterion of one’s
decisions and choices from satisfactions to values.” (M 240.) See intra

Moral
AND DECLINE.

See DECLINE–AND CONVERSION

AND DIALECTIC.

See DIALECTIC(S)–AND CONVERSION

AND HERMENEUTICS.

See HERMENEUTIC(S)–AND CONVERSION

AND INTERPRETATION.

“Interpretation does not promise univocal results. The interpreter may understand the thing, the words, the author, and himself. But if he undergoes conversion, he will have a
different self to understand, and the new understanding of himself
can modify his understanding of the thing, the words, and the author.” (M 246.)
AND LIBERTY. See LIBERTY–VERTICAL-EXERCISE OF-AND CONVERSION
AND LOVE. See LOVE–AND CONVERSION
AND MYTH. “Intellectual conversion [see intra Intellectual] is a radical
clarification and, consequently, the elimination of an exceedingly
stubborn and misleading MYTH concerning REALITY, OBJECTIVITY, and
human KNOWLEDGE. The myth is that knowing is like looking, that
objectivity is seeing what is there to be seen and not seeing what is

CONVERSION – CONVERSION

not there, and that the real is what is out there now to be looked at
[see ALREADY-OUT-THERE-NOW-REAL; TAKING A GOOD LOOK]. Now this myth
overlooks the distinction between the world of immediacy, say, the
world of the infant and, on the other hand, the world mediated by
meaning [see IMMEDIACY–WORLD OF; WORLD(S)–MEDIATED BY MEANING].” (M 238.)
AND OBJECTIVITY. The context is Systematics (see SYSTEMATICS (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)) and its functions. “The issue is a transition from
the abstract logic of classicism to the concreteness of method. [To
understand this statement, see MEANING–CONTROL OF; METHOD, CLASSICAL;
GEM; INTERIORITY.] On the former view what is basic is proof. On the
latter view what is basic is conversion. Proof appeals to an abstraction named right reason. Conversion transforms the concrete individual to make him capable of grasping not merely conclusions but
principles as well. … Again, the issue is one’s notion of OBJECTIVITY.
See PROOF
AND PLURALISM.

See PLURALISM–AND CONVERSIONS

AND POSITIONS/COUNTERPOSITIONS. “Positions are statements compatible with intellectual, moral, and religious conversion; they are
developed by being integrated with fresh data and further discovery. Counter-positions are statements incompatible with intellectual, or moral, or religious conversion; they are reversed when the
incompatible elements are removed.” (M 249.) See POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION
AND PRINCIPLES.

See intra And objectivity

AND RESEARCH.

The context is Research (see RESEARCH (FUNCTIONAL
While L’s immediate aim is “to find a way of dealing
with the varying views of Christians on the data relevant to Christian theology,” his remarks apply to all situations where researchers in the same discipline differ on relevant data. “Such differences
can have quite different grounds. Some may be eliminated by further progress in research, interpretation, history, and they can be
left to the healing office of time. Some may result from developmental pluralism: there exist disparate cultures and diverse differentiations of consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–FULLY];
and such differences are to be bridged by working out the suitable
transposition from one culture to another or from one differentiation of consciousness to another. Others, finally, arise because intellectual or moral or religious conversion has not occurred [see
intra Intellectual; Moral; Religious].” (M 150.)
AND SELF-TRANSCENDENCE. See SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE-AND CONVERSION
AND SUBLATION. “Because intellectual, moral, and religious conversions all have to do with self-transcendence [see SELF …–
TRANSCENDENCE], it is possible, when all three occur within a single
consciousness, to conceive their relations in terms of SUBLATION. I …
mean that what sublates goes beyond what is sublated, introduces
something new and distinct, puts everything on a new basis, yet so
far from interfering with the sublated or destroying it, on the contrary needs it, includes it, preserves all its proper features and
properties, and carries them forward to a fuller realization within a
richer context.” (M 241.) See intra Moral-sublates intellectual; ReligiousSPECIALTY).

sublates moral
AND THE HISTORIAN.
AND TRUTH.

See HISTORIAN–AND CONVERSION

“Intellectual conversion [see intra Intellectual] is to truth
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attained by cognitional self-transcendence [see SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCECOGNITIONAL].” (In 241.)

See intra Moral-and bias

AS CHANGE OF DIRECTION.

“As orientation is, so to speak, the direction of development, so conversion is a change of direction and,
indeed, a change for the better. One frees oneself from the unauthentic [see INAUTHENTIC, INAUTHENTICITY]. One grows in AUTHENTICITY.
Harmful, dangerous, misleading satisfactions are dropped. Fears of
discomfort, pain, privation have less power to deflect one from
one’s course. Values [see VALUE(S)–SCALE OF] are apprehended where
before they were overlooked. Scales of preference shift [see
VALUE(S)–AND SCALE OF PREFERENCES]. Errors [see ERROR], rationalizations
[see RATIONALIZATION], ideologies [see IDEOLOGY] fall and shatter to leave
one open to things as they are and to man as he should be.” (M 52.)
AS FOUNDATIONAL REALITY. Although L’s concern is theological
foundations, the same principle is relevant to everyone’s authentic
subjectivity (see AUTHENTICITY–AND SUBJECTIVITY). “Conversion, as lived,
affects all of a man’s conscious and intentional operations [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS]. It directs his gaze, pervades his imagination, releases the symbols that penetrate to the depths of his
psyche. It enriches his understanding, guides his judgments, reinforces his decisions. But as communal and historical, as a movement with its own cultural, institutional, and doctrinal dimensions,
conversion calls forth a reflection that makes the movement thematic, that explicitly explores its origins, developments, purposes,
achievements, and failures. … Inasmuch as conversion itself is
made thematic and explicitly objectified, there emerges the fifth
functional specialty, Foundations [see FOUNDATIONS (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)].” (M 131.)
AS LIVED. See intra As foundational reality
AS PERSONAL. “Conversion is existential, intensely personal, utterly
intimate. But it is not so private as to be solitary. It can happen to
many, and they can form a community to sustain one another in
their self-transformation and to help one another in working out
the implications and fulfilling the promise of their new life.” (M 130.)
AUTHENTIC OR INAUTHENTIC.

See intra As change of direction; As foundational reality; Manifestation of; see also INAUTHENTIC, INAUTHENTICITY; AUTHENTICITY

The whole of Insight is an “essay in aid of SELF“Intellectual conversion is a radical clarification and, consequently, the elimination of an exceedingly stubborn
and misleading myth concerning reality, objectivity, and human
knowledge. The myth is that knowing is like looking, that objectivity is seeing what is there to be seen and not seeing what is not
there, and that the real is what is out there now to be looked at [see
ALREADY-OUT-THERE-NOW-REAL]. … To be liberated from that blunder, to
discover the self-transcendence [see SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE] proper to
the human process of coming to know, is to break often longingrained habits of thought and speech. It is to acquire the mastery
in one’s own house that is to be had only when one knows precisely what one is doing when one is KNOWING. It is a conversion, a
new beginning, a fresh start. It opens the way to ever further clarifications and developments.” (In 238-40.)
And interpretation. “Interpretation does not promise univocal results. The interpreter may understand the thing, the words, the
INTELLECTUAL.

APPROPRIATION.” (In 16.)
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author, and himself. But if he undergoes conversion, he will have
a different self to understand, and the new understanding of himself can modify his understanding of the thing, the words, and
the author.” (M 246.)
And the historian. See HISTORIAN–AND CONVERSION
As learning process. The context is exegesis (see EXEGESIS–AND BASIC
EXEGETICAL OPERATIONS). “Understanding the text has four main aspects. One understands the object to which the text refers. One
understands the words employed in the text. One understands the
author that employed the words. One arrives at such understanding through a process of learning and even at times as a result of
a conversion. Needless to say, the four aspects are aspects of a
single coming to understand.” (M 155.)
Manifestation of. “While conversion manifests itself in deeds
and in words, still the manifestation will vary with the presence
or absence of differentiated consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED]. There results a pluralism in the expression [see EXPRESSION–PLURALISM OF] of the same fundamental stance.” (M 271.)
Sublation of. See intra And sublation
MANIFESTATION OF IN METHOD. The context is the exercise of the
first four functional specialties (see FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES–DISTINCTION
AND DIVISION OF). “Neither the converted nor the unconverted are to be
excluded from research, interpretation, history, or dialectic … nor
… follow different methods in these functional specialties.” While
the results for converted and unconverted will reveal the roots of
their differences, “the reduction … will only reveal the converted
with one set of roots and the unconverted with a number of different sets. Conversion is a matter of moving from one set of roots to
another. It is a process that does not occur in the marketplace. It is
a process that may be occasioned by scientific inquiry. But it occurs only inasmuch as a man discovers what is unauthentic [see INAUTHENTIC, INAUTHENTICITY] in himself and turns away from it, inasmuch
as he discovers what the fulness of human AUTHENTICITY can be and
embraces it with his whole being.” (M 271.)
MORAL.

Does making judgments of value (see JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE)
entail a systematic principle (see SYSTEMATIC–PRINCIPLE)? Yes, it does.
“Moral conversion changes the criterion of one’s decisions and
choices from satisfactions to values.” (M 240.) Paraphrasing Method
(240), Robert Doran summarizes moral conversion: “The process
of moral conversion involves uncovering and rooting out individual, group, and general BIAS; developing one’s knowledge of human
reality and potentiality in the concrete situations of one’s life;
keeping distinct the elements of PROGRESS and those of DECLINE; continuing to scrutinize one’s intentional responses to values [see FEELINGS] and their implicit scales of preference [see VALUE(S)–AND SCALE OF
PREFERENCES]; listening to criticism and protest; and remaining ready
to learn from others.” (TDH 36.)
And bias. “Moral conversion goes beyond the value, truth, to
values generally [see VALUE(S)]. It promotes the subject from cognitional to moral self-transcendence [see SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCECOGNITIONAL, --MORAL]. It sets him on a new, existential level of consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(4) RATIONAL SELF- (6

ELEMENTS)]

and establishes him as an originating value [see VALUE(S)–
But this in no way interferes with or weakens his devotion to truth. He still needs truth, for he must apprehend reality
and real potentiality before he can deliberately respond to value.
The truth he needs is still the truth attained in accord with the
exigences of rational consciousness. But now his pursuit of it is
all the more secure because he has been armed against BIAS, and it
is all the more meaningful and significant because it occurs
within, and plays an essential role in, the far richer context of the
pursuit of all values.” (M 241-42.)
ORIGINATING].

And change of criterion of decision. “Moral conversion changes
the criterion of one’s decisions and choices from satisfactions to
values. As children or minors we are persuaded, cajoled, ordered,
compelled to do what is right. As our knowledge of human reality increases, as our responses to human values are strengthened
and refined, our mentors more and more leave us to ourselves so
that our freedom may exercise its ever advancing thrust toward
AUTHENTICITY. So we move to the existential moment when we discover for ourselves that our choosing affects ourselves no less
than the chosen or rejected objects, and that it is up to each of us
to decide for himself what he is to make of himself. Then is the
time for the exercise of vertical freedom and then moral conversion consists in opting for the truly good, even for value against
satisfaction when value and satisfaction conflict.” (M 240.) See also
DOING AND MAKING–AND THE SELF-DEVELOPING SUBJECT

And objectivity. See intra And objectivity
And positions/counterpositions. The context is DIALECTIC(S). “The
structure of dialectic has two levels. On an upper level are the
operators. On a lower level are assembled the materials to be operated on. … The operators are two precepts: develop positions;
reverse counter—positions. Positions are statements compatible
with intellectual, moral, and religious conversion; they are developed by being integrated with fresh data and further discovery. Counter-positions are statements incompatible with
intellectual, or moral, or religious conversion; they are reversed
when the incompatible elements are removed.” (M 249.) See POSITION
AND COUNTERPOSITION ■ OPERATOR(S) ■ SUBJECT, THE–AS OPERATOR

And proof. “The fact of the matter is that PROOF becomes rigorous
only within a systematically formulated [HORIZON(S)], that the formulation of horizons varies with the presence and absence of intellectual, moral, religious conversion, and that conversion is
never the logical consequence of one’s previous position but, on
the contrary, a radical revision of that position.” (M 338.) See also intra And objectivity

Sublates intellectual. See intra Moral-and bias
OBJECTIFICATION OF.

See intra As foundational reality

PRIORITY IN. “One is not to infer that intellectual comes first and
then moral and finally religious. On the contrary, from a causal
viewpoint, one would say that first there is God’s gift of his love.
Next, the eye of this love reveals values in their splendor, while the
strength of this love brings about their realization, and that is moral
conversion. Finally, among the values discerned by the eye of love
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is the value of believing the truths taught by the religious tradition,
and in such tradition and belief are the seeds of intellectual conversion. For the word, spoken and heard, proceeds from and penetrates to all four levels of intentional consciousness [see
CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)]. Its content is not just a content
of experience but a content of experience and understanding and
judging and deciding [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS]. The analogy of sight yields the cognitional myth [see TAKING A GOOD LOOK;
WORLD(S)– MEDIATED BY MEANING-AND COGNITIONAL MYTH]. But fidelity to the word
engages the whole [Subject/person; see SUBJECT, THE].” (M 243.)
PSYCHIC. In Insight’s chapter six, the subsection entitled Elements
in the Dramatic Subject describes and explains a number of the
foundational categories that Robert Doran develops in his theory of
psychic conversion. L agreed with Doran’s position that the conversions should include the psychic. (See L, “Reality, Myth, Symbol” 36-37; and “Questionnaire on Philosophy: Responses by
Bernard Lonergan” 31.)
In commonsense terms, the immediate goal of psychic conversion is mental health. Immediate, for the viewpoint of Doran’s
theory is holistic. Psychic conversion regards the subject as a distinct embodied subsistent in an intellectual nature (see THOMAS AQUINAS–AND DEFINITION OF PERSON), not primarily the Subject (see SUBJECT,
THE) engaged in the intellectual pattern of experience (see PATTERNS
OF EXPERIENCE–INTELLECTUAL), but the dramatic subject (see SUBJECT, THE–
DRAMATIC), the integral spiritual and physical Subject living fully in
the dramatic pattern of experience (see PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–
DRAMATIC), “in which we are oriented to making of our world, of
our relations with others, and of our very own selves, works of
art.” (TDH 54.) The dramatic pattern is central to psychic conversion.
L writes: “Already we have noticed, in treating the intellectual
pattern of experience, how the detached spirit of inquiry cuts off
the interference of emotion and conation, how it penetrates observation with the abstruse classifications of science, how it puts
the unconscious to work to have it bring forth the suggestions, the
clues, the perspectives, that emerge at unexpected moments to release insight and call forth a delighted ‘Eureka!’ In similar fashion, the dramatic pattern of experience penetrates below the
surface of consciousness to exercise its own domination and control, and to effect, prior to conscious discrimination, its own selections and arrangements. Nor is this aspect of the dramatic
pattern either surprising or novel: there cannot be selection and
arrangement without rejection and exclusion, and the function
that excludes elements from emerging in consciousness is now
familiar as Freud’s censor.” (In 213-14.) To release us from oppressive censorship is a goal of psychic conversion.
Exploration of human INTERIORITY usually emphasizes waking
consciousness and its intentional operations and states, especially
our striving to understand and know the truth, and be creative in
relation to the universe of being. Yet, as we strive to make artworks of our lives, we also flee from understanding and responsibility; our strivings to be attentive, intelligent, reasonable, and
responsible (see TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS) are sometimes adversely
affected by forces originating from a hidden dimension of the self
that eludes intentional control. As there is a “cloud of unknowing,” a state of subjectivity “above” the fourth level of intentional
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consciousness (see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(4) RATIONAL
SELF- (6 ELEMENTS)), so there is a mysterious nonintentional state of
subjectivity “below” our waking consciousness. (L speaks of six
levels of consciousness, four of them intentional, in his “Philosophy and the Religious Phenomenon.”) Psychic conversion seeks
to liberate and integrate the vital, creative energies of this region
of our subjectivity; and enable us to maintain the balanced relationship between spirit and embodiment necessary to realize our
capacity to heal and create in history.
Doran’s theory of psychic conversion builds on L’s INTENTIONALITY
ANALYSIS. “L has established the basic terms and relations that obtain in the realm of human interiority, and it is within this context
that we must examine and understand that dimension of interiority that is the human psyche.” (TDH 44.) He argues that “the science of depth psychology can be reoriented on the basis of L’s
intentionality analysis,” and that “L’s intentionality analysis can
be complemented by this reoriented depth psychology.” (TDH 64.)
Doran’s work to reorient depth psychology begins with a question: “How are we to relate what Lonergan has uncovered of human INTERIORITY with the discoveries of the great architects of the
science of depth psychology?” He continues: “My answer is that
the data to be understood in depth psychology—images, emotions, conations, spontaneous sensitive responses to persons and
situations, and especially all sensitive inclinations hidden in the
obscurity of the undifferentiated movement of psychic process
and requiring such techniques as the interpretation of dreams if
they are adequately to be understood—can be accurately understood only in relation to one’s understanding of other data of interiority, namely, precisely those that L has uncovered: the data
on human insight and judgment, on moral deliberation and
choice, on the love of intimacy, love in community, and the love
of God.” (TDH 44.)
Thus the theory of psychic conversion is very complex, for it
regards not only our intentional operations. As a distinct conversion, it also and primarily regards the object of depth psychology,
the psyche, the data of the unconscious, the meaning of dream
and symbol, and the relation of the unconscious to conscious, intentional living; and it especially attends to FEELINGS and their relation to VALUE(S).
What is the place of the psyche in human subjectivity? “The
sensitive psyche occupies, as it were, a middle ground between
the organism and the spirit. It participates in both, since it is both
a higher integration of NEURAL manifolds and the sensorium of
self-transcendence [see SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE] through which we
feel our participation in the intelligibility, truth, and goodness of
being [see NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL] as these are reached in our acts
of meaning and love. Affective integrity is an abiding in the creative tension of matter and spirit.” (TDH 55; Doran’s emphasis.) We live our
lives in tension between these poles of limitation and transcendence (see HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT, LAWS OF (4)-(3) LIMITATION AND TRANSCENDENCE).
Psychic conversion regards our acquiring the HABIT of living successfully in the movement of life, maintaining existential balance
between the poles. Doran writes: “What the Christian tradition
has called discernment is the search for direction in the movement of life. The experience of the movement provides data that,
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if we know how to interpret them, are indications as to whether
or not we are finding or missing the direction.” (TDH 43.) Finding
and maintaining the right direction in the movement of life, integrating intentionality and psyche, is the process of psychic conversion. Doran defines it thus: “[Psychic conversion is] the
transformation of the psychic component of the censorship [see
CENSOR, CENSORSHIP] exercised by our orientation as dramatic subjects—a censorship over images for insight and over concomitant
feelings—from a repressive to a constructive role, thus enabling
simultaneously the participation of the psyche in the operations
of intentionality, and the embodiment of intentionality through
the mass and momentum of feeling.” (TDH 63.)
In contrast to the oppressive results of flight from understanding (see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–FLIGHT FROM) and RESPONSIBILITY (see
SELF ...–CONSISTENCY-ESCAPE FROM (3 ELEMENTS)), there are the liberating results of psychic conversion: “To the extent that the psyche is released from oppressive patterns, the embodiment of the spirit is
released into a human world, and indeed ultimately into the universe of being [see BEING–UNIVERSE OF]. A true healing of the psyche
would dissolve the affective wounds that block sustained selftranscendence; it would give the FREEDOM required to engage in the
constitution of a human world; but it would render the psyche the
medium of the embodiment of intentionality in the constitution of
the person. As psychic conversion allows access to one’s own
symbolic system, and through that system to one’s affective habits, one’s spontaneous apprehension of possible values [see VALUE(S)–APPREHENSION OF], so it makes of the psyche a medium of the
embodiment of intentionality in the constitution of the human
person. As the movement of consciousness ‘from below’ allows
us to affirm the vertical finality [see FINALITY–VERTICAL] of the psyche
to participate in the life of the spirit, so the movement ‘from
above’ enables us to affirm an orientation of the human spirit to
embodiment in the constitution of the person.” (TDH 62.)
RELIGIOUS. “Religious conversion is being grasped by ultimate
concern.” (M 240) “As intellectual and moral conversion, so also religious conversion is a modality of self-transcendence [see SELF ...–
TRANSCENDENCE]. Intellectual conversion is to truth attained by cognitional self-transcendence. Moral conversion is to values apprehended, affirmed, and realized by a real self-transcendence.
Religious conversion is to a total being-in-love as the efficacious
ground of all self-transcendence, whether in the pursuit of truth, or
in the realization of human values, or in the orientation man adopts
to the universe, its ground, and its goal.” (M 241.) While properly a
theological category, religious self-transcendence can nonetheless
be “the efficacious ground of all self-transcendence” even in those
who are not theists. See also EXPERIENCE, RELIGIOUS
Sublates moral. “Religious conversion goes beyond moral.
Questions for intelligence, for reflection, for deliberation [see INTELLIGENCE–QUESTIONS FOR; REFLECTION/REFLECTIVE–QUESTIONS FOR; DELIBERATION–QUESTIONS FOR] reveal the eros of the human spirit [see DESIRE TO
KNOW], its capacity and its desire for self-transcendence. But that
capacity meets fulfilment, that desire turns to joy, when religious
conversion transforms the existential subject [see SUBJECT, THE–

EXISTENTIAL]

into a subject in love, a subject held, grasped, possessed, owned through a total and so an other-worldly love. Then
there is a new basis for all valuing and all doing good. In no way
are fruits of intellectual or moral conversion negated or diminished. On the contrary, all human pursuit of the true and the good
is included within and furthered by a cosmic context and purpose
and, as well, there now accrues to man the power of love to enable him to accept the suffering involved in undoing the effects
of DECLINE.” (M 242.)
TO PHANTASM. See PHANTASM/FANTASM)–CONVERSION TO
VS PROOF. See PROOF
COOPERATION: Cooperation

is one of 18 terms in L’s structure of the
human good (see Table 2 The Structure of the Human Good, p. 563;
HUMAN–GOOD-STRUCTURE OF). See also inter alia BELIEF–MISTAKEN-CRITIQUE OF ■
COMMUNITY–AND GOOD OF ORDER ■ DEFINITION(S)–GENESIS OF, MOMENTS IN (4)-(3) ■ DOING
AND MAKING–AND GOOD OF ORDER ■ FEELINGS–COMMUNITY OF, AND FELLOW F. ■ GENUINENESS ■ GOOD, THE–AND DESIRE, –OF ORDER ■ INTELLECT–AGENT-AND ACT OF UNDERSTANDING

■ LIBERTY–AND COMMUNITY ■ METAPHYSICS–METHOD OF-AND PEDAGOGY ■ METHOD(S)–

HISTORICAL ■ SCIENCE(S)–AND COMMON SENSE-COMMON OBJECT OF

AND COMMUNITY.

See COMMUNITY–AS COOPERATIVE

AND INSTITUTIONS.

See INSTITUTIONS–AND COOPERATION, ROLES, TASKS

CORRELATION(S): Also correlative. A reciprocal relation between
two or more things; a statistical relation between/among variables;
relation(s) between/among variables where systematic change in one
is accompanied by systematic change in the other. See also inter alia
ACT–KNOWING IN ■ ANTICIPATION–IN PRESCIENTIFIC/SCIENTIFIC THOUGHT ■ ART–PRELUDE TO
DISCUSSION OF

■ CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(1) OF SELECTION-AND THE RELE-

VANT/IRRELEVANT

■ CAUSE(S)–AND MODERN SCIENCE ■ CENSOR, CENSORSHIP–AND NEURAL-

DEMAND FUNCTIONS-PSYCHIC CONTROL OVER

■ CHOICE–AND ORIGINATING VALUE ■ COGNITION,

COGNITIONAL–PROCESS-AND FORMULATION ■ CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–HISTORY
OF

■ CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–SPONTANEITIES OF ■ DEDUCTION–IN EMPIRICAL SCIENCE

AND COMMON SENSE

■ ETHICS–QUESTIONS FOR ■ EXPRESSION–AND SEQUENCE ■ FORMULA-

TION–QUESTIONS AND ■ FRAME(S) OF REFERENCE–PERSONAL, –PUBLIC-VS PERSONAL ■
FREEDOM, ELEMENTS OF (4)–(2) PRACTICAL INSIGHT ■ GEM–FUNCTIONS OF (12)-(6) HEURISTIC ■
GENUS–EXPLANATORY ■ HEURISTIC STRUCTURE–AND SCIENCE/MATHEMATICS ■ I–AND MY
WORLD

■ IMAGE–HEURISTIC VS REPRESENTATIVE FUNCTION OF-IN SCIENCES-AS TRANSITIONAL IN

■ INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–INVERSE-AND EMPIRICAL RESIDUE, –PRACTICAL ■ INTEGRATOR–OF INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT ■ INTELLECT–AGENT ■ INTELLIGENCE–PRACTICAL ■ INTELLIGIBILITY–AND METAPHYSICS-FORM ■ INVARIANCE ■ LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–CLASSICALABSTRACT (4 ELEMENTS)

■ MASS–AND CONJUGATE FORM, –NOTION OF ■ MATHEMATICAL–

FORMALIZATIONS-FORMAL ELEMENT
OTHER

■ MEASUREMENT–AND RELATIONS OF THINGS TO ONE AN-

■ METHOD, CLASSICAL ■ METHOD(S)–AND METAPHYSICS, –CRITICAL ■ NATURE–AND

KNOWING

■ NECESSITY–AND POSSIBILITY ■ NOTION OF …–EMPIRICAL RESIDUE, –SCIENCE ■

OPENNESS–AND PURE DESIRE TO KNOW ■ OPERATOR(S)–OF COGNITIONAL DEVELOPMENT-IS
QUESTION

■ PROBABILITY–OF EMPIRICAL SCIENCES ■ PSYCHOGENIC ■ PSYCHOLOGY–DEPTH

■ PSYCHOTHERAPY ■ RESIDUE(S)–EMPIRICAL ■ SCIENCE(S)–EMPIRICAL-AS DISTINCT AND
AUTONOMOUS, –HEURISTIC PROCEDURE IN, –PRECISION OF

■ SENSATION–VS INSIGHT ■ SIMI-

LARITY–TWO TYPES OF-IN RELATION TO ONE ANOTHER-AND INSIGHT INTO NATURE ■ SIN–BASICCAUSALITY OF

■ STATISTICAL–SCIENCE ■ SYSTEM(S)–AS HYPOTHETICAL ■ TRADITION–

SCIENCE AND ■ WILLING–WILL, WILLINGNESS, AND W. AS POTENCY-FORM-ACT

AND CANON OF SELECTION.
SELECTION

See CANON(S)– OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(1) OF

CORRESPONDENCE – COSMOLOGY
AND CLASSICAL LAWS.

See

LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–CLASSICAL-SYSTEMATIC UNIFICA-

TION OF

AND CLASSIFICATION.
AND CONJUGATES.

See METHOD, CLASSICAL–HEURISTIC PRINCIPLES OF

See CONJUGATE(S)–EXPERIENTIAL, –EXPLANATORY/PURE

AND CULTURAL TYPES.
AND DURATION.

See

See CULTURE, CULTURAL–TYPES OF (3)

DURATION(S)–AND EXPERIENCE, –AS EXPERIENTIAL/PURE CONJU-

GATES

AND EMERGENCE.

See EMERGENCE–FACT OF

AND EMPIRICAL SCIENCE.

“Empirical science gets its start by hitting
off significant correlations. The correlations implicitly define abstract correlatives. But precisely because they are abstract, the return to the concrete is greeted with further questions. The law of
the lever is simplicity itself. But to have an independent measurement of weights, one needs the law of the spring. To test the law
accurately, one needs the theorem on centers of gravity. To formulate the law, one needs the geometry of perpendiculars. Automatically one has embarked upon a vectorial representation of forces,
an assumption of Euclidean geometry, a theory of the application
of forces at a point, a parallel investigation of the tension of wires,
and a certain amount of dabbling with gravitation. Further questions arise. Not only do they arise from the concrete problems set
by tension and gravitation. What is far more significant is the presence of the highly abstract theorems and procedures. Can every
force be represented by a vector? Are all forces applied at a point?
Did Euclid have the last word? The initial abstraction allows one to
return to the concrete only after the exploration of successively
widening circles of inquiry.” (In 326-27.)
AND METHOD, CLASSICAL. See METHOD, CLASSICAL–HEURISTIC PRINCIPLES OF
AND METHOD, GENETIC.

See

METHOD, GENETIC–AND HIGHER SYSTEM, –GENERAL

NOTIONS (7)-(6)

AND PHILOSOPHY OF ….
TIONS

AND PSYCHE.

“Both the study of man and the
study of nature begin from inquiry and insight into sensible data.
Both the study of man and the study of nature can advance from
the descriptive relations of the object to the inquirer, to the explanatory relations that obtain immediately between objects. Just
as the physicist measures, correlates measurements, and implicitly
defines correlatives by the correlations, so too the student of human nature can forsake the literary approach, to determine economic, political, sociological, cultural, historical correlations.” (In

357.)
AND PSYCHE.

See PSYCHIC–SCHEMES OF RECURRENCE

EXPLANATORY.

See CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–FORM

OF BEING AND INTELLIGENCE. “Being and intelligence are correlative. Being, as we have defined it, is the objective of intelligence,
of the pure DESIRE TO KNOW. I prefer to begin from intelligence, because in that way all ambiguity of the meaning of being, and the
sense in which I am using the term, is eliminated.” (UB 240.)
OF CORRELATIONS. See LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–CLASSICAL-SYSTEMATIC UNIFICATION OF
OF DURATION AND EXPERIENCE. See DURATION(S)–AND EXPERIENCE

CORRESPONDENCE: See also inter alia ABSTRACTION–AND INSIGHT ■ AGGREGATE(S)–COINCIDENTAL ■ ANALYSIS–METAPHYSICAL-(3) ■ ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE–
AND EPISTEMOLOGICAL PROBLEM

■ CENSOR, CENSORSHIP–AND NEURAL-DEMAND FUNCTIONS-

PSYCHIC CONTROL OVER-INVERSE OF
COMPLEMENTARITY OF-IN KNOWN
ELEMENTS)

■ CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–

■ COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY-LONERGAN VS KANT (5

■ COMMON SENSE–WORLD OF ■ CONDITIONES MATERIAE ■ CONSCIOUSNESS,

INTENTIONAL–AS INTENTIONAL-HEIGHTENING OF ■ CONSTITUTIVE ■ ESSENTIALISM ■ EXISTENCE–AND ESSENCE-AND UNDERSTANDING/JUDGMENT ■ EXPERIENCE–VERIFICATION OF ■ EXPRESSION–ADEQUACY OF ■ FREQUENCY–TYPES OF (4)-(4) ■ FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES–
DISTINCTION AND DIVISION OF-(2)

■ HORIZON(S)–AND LIBERTY ■ IMAGE–AS IMAGE, SYMBOL, SIGN

■ IMAGINATION–AND EXPRESSION, –AND INDETERMINISM ■ INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–
■ INTELLIGIBILITY–MATERIAL-VS SPIRITUAL ■ INTERPRETATION–CONTROL OF-(1) EX-

PRESSIONS

■ MATERIAL–EXPLANATION/DEFINITION OF ■ MATHEMATICAL–SURD ■ MEDIATION ■

METAPHYSICS–AND KNOWING, –AND SCIENCE, –ELEMENTS OF-AND CHANGE ■ OPERATOR(S)–

See PSYCHIC–SCHEMES OF RECURRENCE

AND RELATION.

See RELATION(S)

AND SCIENTIFIC UNDERSTANDING.

The context is the anticipations of
classical heuristic structures (see HEURISTIC STRUCTURE–CLASSICALDISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF (10)). “In prescientific thought what is to be
known inasmuch as understanding is achieved is named the ‘nature
of ....’ … Scientific thought involves a more exact anticipation.
What is to be known inasmuch as data are understood is some correlation or function that states universally the relations of things
not to our senses [see QUOAD NOS] but to one another [see QUOAD SE].
Hence the scientific anticipation is of some unspecified correlation
to be specified, some indeterminate function to be determined; and
now the task of specifying or determining is carried out by measuring, by tabulating measurements, by reaching an insight into the
tabulated measurements, and by expressing that insight through
some general correlation or function that, if verified, will define a
limit on which converge the relations between all subsequent appropriate measurements.” (In 68.)
AND SPACE/TIME.
VS IMAGINARY

AND STUDY OF HUMAN NATURE.

INVERSE

See PHILOSOPHY OF …–FOUNDATIONS OF A-BASIC CORRELA-
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See

SPACE AND TIME–AND EXPERIENCE/EXPERIENCED, –CONCRETE

OF COGNITIONAL DEVELOPMENT-AND SENSITIVE INTEGRATION

■ SCIENCE(S)–GENERALIZATIONS

OF-VS COMMON SENSE ■ STATISTICAL–THEORY-(6) ■ TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–APPROPRIATION OFSENSITIVE

■ VERIFICATION–AND EXPERIENCE ■ WORD–INNER-GENERAL NOTION OF (7 ELE-

MENTS)-(2)

AND ANALOGY.

See ANALOGY OF …–COMMON SENSE

AND DEVELOPMENT.
AND EXPRESSION.
AND GENUS.

See DEVELOPMENT–PRINCIPLE(S) OF (7)-(2) CORRESPONDENCE

See KNOWLEDGE–AND EXPRESSION

See GENUS–EXPLANATORY-IS THE CONCEPT CORRECT?

AND NEURAL DEMAND FUNCTIONS.

See

CENSOR, CENSORSHIP–AND NEURAL-

DEMAND FUNCTIONS-PSYCHIC CONTROL OVER-INVERSE OF

AND SCIENCES.

See SCIENCE(S)–EMPIRICAL-AS DISTINCT AND AUTONOMOUS

AND THE REAL.

See REAL, THE REAL–CORRESPONDENCE OF MENTAL WITH

AND TRUTH.

See TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–CONFRONTATION VS IDENTITY AS

PRINCIPLE OF.

See DEVELOPMENT–PRINCIPLE(S) OF (7)-(2) CORRESPONDENCE

COSMOLOGY : Under Cosmology, we shift from the ISOMORPHISM between cognition and things that exist (see KNOWING–AND KNOWN-ISOMORPHISM
OF) to consider the isomorphism between the dynamic process of
cognition and the dynamic process whereby things come to exist. On
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one hand, Lonergan’s cosmology concurs with science’s worldview,
for modernity’s “Scientific Revolution … destroyed the Greek idea
of the cosmos and … its hierarchical order” (McPartland, “Meaning, Mystery, and
the History of Consciousness” 240); on the other hand, Lonergan gives cosmology a verifiable explanatory theory of cosmic process that prevailing
cosmological and evolutionary theories have yet to catch up with.
This entry will briefly sketch Lonergan’s cosmology, his theory
of the actual order of cosmic process (part of a comprehensive theory of development). The principal concern: to relate in general
terms the centerpiece of Lonergan’s scientific cosmology—
generalized emergent probability (see EMERGENT PROBABILITY)—to the
terms and relations of INTERIORITY, and to the viewpoint of order (see
VIEWPOINT–OF ORDER).
The brief account possible here will not do justice to the grandeur
of Lonergan’s theory of DEVELOPMENT; but we will consider elements
of Emergent Probability, and Lonergan’s development of classical
teleology, his theory of finality. Together, they will provide a meaningful sketch of the empirical, intelligible, actual, and moral dimensions of real things as they are, as they become what they are,
and as they contribute to the yet unrealized final state of the cosmos.
Emergent Probability “does not denote any sort of efficient
cause; it refers to the immanent intelligibility of the design or order
in which things exist and events occur.” (In 720.) The theory is scientific, but philosophy, not science, provides the critical ground of
Lonergan’s theory of a cosmic process governed by complementary classical and statistical laws (see CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–LAWS). “The law of nature, then, is one thing. The event of its
illustration is another. And such events are subject to laws of a different type, which is named statistical.” (In 105.)
“What worldview is involved by our affirmation of both classical
and statistical laws?” (In 138.) Lonergan’s answer brings us to the dynamic, developmental heart of his theory. “Our account … will rest
not on the results of scientific investigations but simply and solely
upon the dynamic structure of inquiring intelligence.” (In 139.) Given
the isomorphism of knowing and known, the reader might expect
that Lonergan would “argue in strictly deductive fashion from the
complementary structure of the knowing to the corresponding
complementarity of the known.” While possible, such a procedure
would require excessive elaboration. (In 140.) The key is to understand understanding (see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–UNDERSTANDING).
“Accordingly, our appeal will be to insight. We shall begin from
the problem of showing how both classical and statistical law can
coalesce into a single unified intelligibility commensurate with the
universe of our experience.” (In 141.)
“At the core of emergent probability is the distinction between
the direct insight which grasps a unified intelligibility [see INSIGHT
AND UNDERSTANDING–AND INTELLIGIBILITY] which … is constitutive of reality,
and the inverse insight [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–INVERSE] which
grasps the absence of such an intelligibility. … The inverse insight
can function not simply as the silent partner to the direct insight; rather it can function on its own to understand the presence of randomness, the absence of systematically recurring pattern in
successions of clusters of systematic processes. It is the presence of

randomness which opens the possibility for a statistical science to
contribute towards a real explanation of world process.” (Melchin, “History, Ethics, and Emergent Probability” 273.) Therefore, like METAPHYSICS, the theory
of Emergent Probability arises from analysis of the emergence of
insight, from attending to what the scientist (Lonergan) does as he
does the science. With that central notion in mind, we turn to the
dynamic element of Lonergan’s theory of emergence in the cosmos, the scheme of recurrence [see RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF].
Even educated people think it a matter of common sense that
when all classical laws of science “are known exactly and completely, there also will be known a systematic unification commensurate with world process in its concrete historical unfolding.” (In
115.) Lonergan continues: “But strangely enough, world process in
its concrete historical unfolding rather conspicuously makes a large
and generous use of the statistical techniques of large numbers and
long intervals of time; it exhibits not a rigid but a fluid stability; it
brings forth novelty and development; it makes false starts and suffers breakdowns. It would seem, then, that an understanding of the
concrete unfolding of world process will not be based exclusively
on classical laws, however exactly and completely known, but in a
fundamental manner will appeal to statistical laws.” (In 115.)
We can understand cosmic process well enough if we first consider the scheme of recurrence; then draw from Insight a preliminary explanation of conditioned scheme of recurrence; and, finally,
from general knowledge delineate the general sweep of the emergence of the cosmos from the Big Bang (the best current scientific
cosmological theory) until now. The scheme of recurrence is a
simple notion. For a good example from common knowledge, consider the cycle of water. It evaporates, forms clouds; the clouds disperse and return the water over the earth in precipitation; the cycle
repeats over and over. We also know from general knowledge that
this aquatic scheme of recurrence is the condition of possibility for
the emergence of ecosystems, so there are also conditioned
schemes of recurrence.
In a conditioned scheme of recurrence, “a series of events A, B,
C, … would be so related that the fulfilment of the conditions for
each would be the occurrence of the others. Schematically, then,
the scheme might be represented by the series of conditionals: If A
occurs, B will occur; if B occurs, C will occur; if C occurs, … A
will recur. Such a circular arrangement may involve any number of
terms, the possibility of alternative routes, and in general any degree of complexity.” On greater complexity see RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S)
OF–CONDITIONED SERIES OF

With this preliminary understanding of schemes and conditioned
schemes of recurrence operating according to classical and statistical laws, let us imagine the cosmos evolving over 13-14 billion
years from the Big Bang into the (almost) unimaginable complexity of the ordered universe of our experience. Think of the initial
state as prime potency (see POTENCY/POTENTIAL–PRIME). Three minutes
after the big bang, conditions are such that stable atomic nuclei
take form; over long periods of time and after countless events,
many survive. There are false starts and breakdowns. Environments change to enhance or diminish probabilities of emergence
and survival of this or that scheme. Imagine conditions that allow
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atoms of gases to form and survive, then molecules, then compounds, then bodies that coalesce and evolve into stars that generate many elements of the periodic table. Here, A occurs but B does
not; A remains. There, because of A, B occurs. B survives, and C
occurs, so A recurs. In this region of space a complex scheme survives, in that region it does not. Systems of suns and planets acquire stable form. Earth evolves until conditions favor the
emergence of living things, the biochemical evolves into the biological, the sensitive, the psychic, the conscious, the intelligent, the
self-conscious. Every step of the way to the present “fluid stability”
of the world of our experience, cosmic process is characterized by
schemes of recurrence governed by classical and statistical laws.
Note the process of SUBLATION in these material and nonmaterial
processes: “Chemical elements and compounds are higher integrations [see INTEGRATION(S)–HIGHER] of otherwise coincidental manifolds
of subatomic events [see MANIFOLD(S)–COINCIDENTAL-AND HIGHER INTEGRATIONS];
organisms are higher integrations of otherwise coincidental manifolds of chemical processes; sensitive consciousness is a higher integration of otherwise coincidental manifolds of changes in neural
tissues; and accumulating insights are higher integrations of otherwise coincidental manifolds of images or of data.” (In 477.) The principal illustration of the notion of development is, of course, human
intelligence. “An otherwise coincidental manifold of data or images is integrated by insights; the effort to formulate systematically
what is grasped by insight, or alternatively the effort to act upon it,
gives rise to further questions, directs attention to further data,
leads to the emergence of further insights, and so the cycle of development begins another turn. For if one gives free rein to the detached and disinterested desire to know, further questions keep
arising. Insights accumulate into viewpoints, and lower viewpoints
yield to higher viewpoints.” (In 483.)
From the account of cognition (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL) and the
present brief account of Emergent Probability, one can discern parallel dynamisms in cognitive and cosmic processes. The dynamisms are directed upward towards every fuller realization of the
potentialities of knowing and being. That fact raises the question of
purpose and Lonergan’s complementary theory of FINALITY. See also
UNIVERSE–ORDER OF, –PROCESS OF; WORLDVIEW(S)–LONERGAN’S
COSMOPOLIS:

The dictionary defines Cosmopolis as a cosmopolitan
city, i.e., a city with worldwide scope. While L’s Cosmopolis is open
to everyone, it is not an urbanized version of the social romantic’s
global village. Cosmopolis is not Utopia nor an update of Augustine’s City of God. Some interpreters have called it a state of mind,
and that is true inasmuch as Cosmopolis becomes concrete through
the work of people who live and use their minds in definite ways. In
brief: “The possibility of a cosmopolis is conditioned by the possibility of a critical human science, and a critical human science is conditioned by the possibility of a correct and accepted philosophy.” (In 712.)
What are the causes of and cure for contemporary resistance to
enlightenment and emancipation? That is the question raised and
answered by L’s notion of Cosmopolis. It is instructive to note that
Method does not mention Cosmopolis. After his breakthrough to
functional specialization (see FUNCTIONAL SPECIALIZATION(S)) as explicated
in M, L’s answer to the question becomes more methodical. For example, the dialectical analysis he calls for (see intra And dialectical

analysis) becomes the functional specialty Dialectic (see
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In M, the centre of his strategy for overcoming all forms of human diminishment is CONVERSION and its result,
human AUTHENTICITY. The forces in society that overcome the ravages
of personal and group BIAS and EGOISM are deployed by people living
in obedience to the TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS: Be attentive! Be intelligent! Be reasonable! Be responsible! Be in love! However, although Cosmopolis is more than a moment in the development of
L’s thought, the informed reader will note that many more transpositions can be made from Insight’s account of Cosmopolis to the
richer vision of an enlightened and emancipated humanity that L
explicates in Method. See also intra Properties of (4)
AND DIALECTICAL ANALYSIS. “Cosmopolis is not Babel, yet how can
we break from Babel? This is the problem. So far from solving it
in this chapter [In ch. 7, “Common Sense as Object”], we do not
hope to reach a full solution in this volume. But, at least, two allies
can be acknowledged. On the one hand, there is COMMON SENSE, and
in its judgments [see JUDGMENT(S)–COMMONSENSE]… common sense
tends to be profoundly sane. On the other hand, there is dialectical
analysis [see DIALECTICAL–ANALYSIS]; the refusal of insight betrays itself;
the Babel of our day is the cumulative product of a series of refusals to understand [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–FLIGHT FROM]; and dialectical analysis can discover and expose both the series of past
refusals and the tactics of contemporary resistance to enlightenment.” (In 267.)
(FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)).

AND FORCE.

“Cosmopolis is not a police force. Before such a force
can be organized, equipped, and applied, there is needed a notable
measure of agreement among a preponderant group of men. In
other words, ideas have to come first, and at best force is instrumental. In the practical order of the economy and polity, it is possible, often enough, to perform the juggling act of using some ideas
to ground the use of force in favor of others, and then using the
other ideas to ground the use of force in favor of the first. The trouble with this procedure is that there is always another juggler that
believes himself expert enough to play the same game the other
way by using the malcontents held down by the first use of force to
upset the second set of ideas and, as well, using malcontents held
down by the second use of force to upset the first set of ideas. Accordingly, if ideas are not to be merely a façade, if the reality is not
to be merely a balance of power, then the use of force can be no
more than residual and incidental. But cosmopolis is not concerned
with the residual and incidental.” (In 263.)
AND GROUPS. See intra Properties of (4)-(3) speaks the simple truth
CHIEF CHARACTERISTIC OF.

“It is not easy. It is not a dissemination
of sweetness and light, where sweetness means sweet to me, and
light means light to me. Were that so, cosmopolis would be superfluous. Every scotosis [see SCOTOSIS, SCOTOMA] puts forth a plausible,
ingenious, adaptive, untiring resistance. The general bias of common sense [see COMMON SENSE–BIAS OF, GENERAL] is no exception. It is by
moving with that bias rather than against it, by differing from it
slightly rather than opposing it thoroughly, that one has the best
prospect of selling books and newspapers, entertainment and education. Moreover, this is only the superficial difficulty. Beneath it
lies the almost insoluble problem of settling clearly and exactly
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what the general bias is. It is not a culture but only a compromise
that results from taking the highest common factor of an aggregate
of cultures. It is not a compromise that will check and reverse the
longer cycle of decline [see DECLINE–CYCLE OF, LONGER]. Nor is it unbiased intelligence that yields a welter of conflicting opinions. Cosmopolis is not Babel, yet how can we break from Babel?” (In 266-67.)
See intra And dialectical analysis
PROPERTIES OF (4).

“What is Cosmopolis? Like every other object of
human intelligence, it is in the first instance an X, what is to be
known when one under stands. Like every other X, it possesses
some known properties and aspects that lead to its fuller determination.” (In 263.)
(1) Prevents general bias. Cosmopolis “is concerned with the
fundamental issue of the historical process. Its business is to prevent practicality from being shortsightedly practical and so destroying itself. The notion that cosmopolis employs a police force
is just an instance of the shortsighted practicality that cosmopolis
has to correct. However, I am not saying that there should not be
a United Nations or a world government; I am not saving that
such political entities should not have a police force; I am saving
that such political entities are not what is meant by cosmopolis.
Cosmopolis is above all politics. So far from being rendered superfluous by a successful world government, it would be all the
more obviously needed to offset the tendencies of that and any
other government to be shortsightedly practical.” (In 263-64.) See also
BIAS–GENERAL

(2) Implements inoperative ideas. “Cosmopolis is concerned to
make operative the timely and fruitful ideas that otherwise are inoperative. So far from employing power or pressure or force, it
has to witness to the possibility of ideas being operative without
such backing. Unless it can provide that witness, then it is useless. For at the root of the general bias of common sense [see COMMON SENSE–BIAS OF, GENERAL] and at the permanent source of the longer
cycle of decline [see DECLINE–CYCLE OF, LONGER], there stands the notion that only ideas backed by some sort of force can be operative. The business of cosmopolis is to make operative the ideas
that, in the light of the general bias of common sense, are inoperative. In other words, its business is to break the vicious circle
of an illusion: men will not venture on ideas that they grant to be
correct, because they hold that such ideas will not work unless
sustained by desires or fears; and inversely, men hold that such
ideas will not work, because they will not venture on them and so
have no empirical evidence that such ideas can work and would
work.” (In 264.)
(3) Speaks the simple truth. “Cosmopolis is not a busybody. It is
supremely practical by ignoring what is thought to be really practical. It does not waste its time and energy condemning the individual EGOISM [see BIAS–INDIVIDUAL] that is in revolt against society and
already condemned by society. It is not excited by group egoism
[see BIAS–GROUP], which in the short run generates the principles
that involve its reversal. But it is very determined to prevent dominant groups from deluding mankind by the RATIONALIZATION of
their sins; if the sins of dominant groups are bad enough, still the

erection of their sinning into universal principles is indefinitely
worse; it is the universalization of the SIN by rationalization that
contributes to the longer cycle of decline [see DECLINE–CYCLE OF, LONGER]; it is the rationalization that cosmopolis has to ridicule, explode, destroy. Again, cosmopolis is little interested in the shifts
of power between classes and nations: it is quite aware that the
dialectic [see intra And dialectical analysis] sooner or later upsets the
shortsighted calculations of dominant groups; and it is quite free
from the nonsense that the rising star of another class or nation is
going to put a different human nature in the saddle. However,
while shifts of power in themselves are incidental, they commonly are accompanied by another phenomenon of quite a different character.” (In 264-65.)
And debunks myths. “There is the creation of myths [see MYTH]. The

old regime is depicted as monstrous; the new envisages itself as
the immaculate embodiment of ideal human aspiration. Catchwords that carried the new group to power assume the status of
unquestionable verities. On the bandwagon of the new vision of
truth there ride the adventurers in ideas that otherwise could not
attain a hearing. Inversely, ideas that merit attention are ignored
unless they put on the trappings of the current fashion, unless
they pretend to result from alien but commonly acceptable
premises, unless they disclaim implications that are true but
unwanted. It is the business of cosmopolis to prevent the formation of the screening memories by which an ascent to power
hides its nastiness; it is its business to prevent the falsification
of history with which the new group overstates its case; it is its
business to satirize the catchwords and the claptrap and thereby
to prevent the notions they express from coalescing with passions and resentments to engender obsessive nonsense for future generations; it is its business to encourage and support
those that would speak the simple truth though simple truth has
gone out of fashion. Unless cosmopolis undertakes this essential task, it fails in its mission. One shift of power is followed
by another, and if the myths of the first survive, the myths of
the second will take their stand on earlier nonsense to bring
forth worse nonsense still.” (In 265.)
(4) Critiques history. “As cosmopolis has to protect the future
against the RATIONALIZATION of abuses and the creation of myths, so
it itself must be purged of the rationalizations and myths that became part of the human heritage before it came on the scene. If
the analyst suffers from a scotoma [see SCOTOSIS, SCOTOMA], he will
communicate it to the analysand; similarly, if cosmopolis itself
suffers from the general bias of common sense [see COMMON SENSE–
BIAS OF, GENERAL] in any of its manifestations, then the blind will be
leading the blind and both will head for a ditch. There is needed,
then, a critique of history before there can be any intelligent direction of history. There is needed an exploration of the movements, the changes, the epochs of a civilization’s genesis,
development, and vicissitudes. The opinions and attitudes of the
present have to be traced to their origins, and the origins have to
be criticized in the light of dialectic [see intra And dialectical analysis]. The liberal believer in automatic progress could praise all
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that survives: the Marxist could denounce all that was and praise
all that would be: but anyone that recognizes the existence both
of intelligence and of BIAS, both of PROGRESS and of DECLINE, has to
be critical, and his criticism will rest on the dialectic that simply
affirms the presuppositions of possible criticism.” (In 265-66.)
SYNTHETIC VIEW.

“It is not a group denouncing other groups; it is
not a superstate ruling states; it is not an organization that enrolls
members, nor an academy that endorses opinions, nor a court that
administers a legal code. It is a withdrawal from practicality to save
practicality. It is a dimension of consciousness, a heightened grasp
of historical origins, a discovery of historical responsibilities. It is
not something altogether new, for the Marxist has been busy activating the class consciousness of the masses, and before him the
liberal had succeeded in indoctrinating men with the notion of progress. Still, it possesses its novelty, for it is not simpliste. It does not
leap from a fact of development to a belief in automatic progress
nor from a fact of abuse to an expectation of an apocalyptic utopia
reached through an accelerated decline. It is the higher synthesis of
the liberal thesis and the Marxist antithesis. It comes to minds prepared for it by these earlier views, for they have taught man to
think historically. It comes at a time when the totalitarian fact and
threat have refuted the liberals and discredited the Marxists. It
stands on a basic analysis of the compound-in-tension that is man;
it confronts problems of which men are aware; it invites the vast
potentialities and pent-up energies of our time to contribute to their
solution by developing an art and a literature, a theatre and a
broadcasting, a journalism and a history, a school and a university,
a personal depth and a public opinion, that through appreciation
and criticism give men of common sense the opportunity and help
they need and desire to correct the general bias of their common
sense [see COMMON SENSE–BIAS OF, GENERAL].” (In 266.)
COUNTERPOSITION: See POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION–COUNTERPOSITION
CRITERION, CRITERIA: A

criterion is a requirement or exigence (see
EXIGENCE, EXIGENCY), so these words appear often in L’s explication of
terms related to cognition (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL).
AND CONSCIENCE. See BIAS–INDIVIDUAL
AND DECISION. See CONVERSION–MORAL-AND CHANGE OF CRITERION OF DECISION
AND INTERPRETATION. See INTERPRETATION–TRUTH OF
AND JUDGMENT OF VALUE. See JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE–CRITERION OF
AND SENSES. See SENSE(S)–AS CRITERION OF SCIENCE/MATHEMATICS/METAPHYSICS
OF INDUBITABILITY.

See

METHOD(S)–OF UNIVERSAL DOUBT-INDUBITABILITY, CONSE-

QUENCES OF (9)

OF MATHEMATICS.
OF THE REAL.
OF TRUTH.

See SENSE(S)–AND JUDGMENT

See REAL, THE REAL–REASON, SENSE AS CRITERIA OF

See TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–CRITERIA OF

CRITICAL: In his preface to Insight, L outlines his itinerary. His tenth
point states: “There seems to follow the possibility of a philosophy
that is at once methodical, critical, and comprehensive. … It will be
critical because it discriminates between the products of the detached
and disinterested desire to understand [see DESIRE TO KNOW] and, on the
other hand, the products of the flight from understanding [see INSIGHT
AND UNDERSTANDING–FLIGHT FROM].” (In 6.)

AND DIALECTIC.
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See DIALECTIC(S)–PRINCIPLE OF, CARDINAL

AND HISTORICAL INVESTIGATION.

See HISTORY–COPERNICAN REVOLUTION IN

AND HISTORICAL UNDERSTANDING.

See HISTORY–CRITICAL-PROCESS FROM DATA

TO FACTS IN

AND INTELLECT.

See

INTELLECT–AGENT-AS SPIRIT OF WONDER, INQUIRY, CRITICAL RE-

FLECTION

AND METHOD/GEM, FUNCTION OF.

See GEM–FUNCTIONS OF (12)-(2) CRITICAL

AND SCIENCES.

See SCIENCE(S)–CRITICAL AND NORMATIVE

AND SOURCES.

See MEANING–SOURCES OF

AND TRANSCENDENT KNOWLEDGE.

See KNOWLEDGE–TRANSCENDENT-AND CRIT-

ICAL QUESTIONS

EXIGENCE.

See INTERIORITY–AND CRITICAL EXIGENCE

GROUND OF COMMON SENSE AND THEORY.
HISTORY.

See HISTORY–CRITICAL, –AS PRECRITICAL

HUMAN SCIENCES.
METAPHYSICS.
METHOD.
OBJECT.

See INTERIORITY–AS FOUNDATION

See SCIENCE(S)–HUMAN-AS CRITICAL

See METAPHYSICS–CRITICAL

See METHOD(S)–CRITICAL

See BEING–AS OBJECT, FINAL; INTELLECT–OBJECT OF

PHILOSOPHY.

See INSIGHT (THE BOOK)–AS CRITICAL

POINT IN PHILOSOPHY.

See

PHANTASM/FANTASM–AS INTELLECTUAL OBJECT-AND

CRITICAL POINT IN PHILOSOPHY

PROBLEM. “We are but discriminating, differentiating, categorizing the details of a scheme that somehow we possessed from
the start. To say that any X i s real is just to assign it a place in that
scheme; to deny the reality of any Y is to deny it a place in the
universal scheme. … But how do we grasp the scheme itself? At its
root it is just the principle of excluded middle: X either is or else is
not. And in its details the scheme is just the actuation of our capacity to conceive any ESSENCE and rationally affirm its existence and
its relations. Since within that scheme both we ourselves and all
our acts of conceiving and of judging are no more than particular and not too important items, the critical problem—and
this is our second remark—is not a problem of moving fr om
within outwards, of moving fr om a subject to an object outside
the subject. It is a problem of moving from above downwards, of moving from an infinite potentiality commensurate with the universe
towards a rational apprehension that seizes the differ ence of subject and object in essentially the same way that it seizes any other
real distinction. Thus REALISM is immediate, not because it is naive
[see REALISM–NAÏVE] and unreasoned and blindly affirmed, but because
we know the real before we know such a difference within the real
as the difference between subject and object. Again, the critical
problem has the appearance of insolubility only because the true
concept of the real is hidden or obscured, and in its place there
comes the false substitute that by the real we mean only another essence [see REAL, THE REAL], or else that by the real we mean the object of modern existentialist experience—the mere givenness of
inner or outer actuality, which truly is no more than the condition
for the rational transition from the affirmation of possible to the affirmation of actual contingent being [see BEING–AND CONTINGENCE].” (V 98-

99.)
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PROCEDURES.
QUESTION.

See PROCEDURE(S)–CRITICAL/CONSTRUCTIVE

See QUESTION(S)–CRITICAL

RATIONALITY.
REALISM.

See JUDGMENT(S)–AS RELATED-(3) TO REFLECTIVE UNDERSTANDING

See REALISM–CRITICAL

REFLECTION.
VIEWPOINT.

See RATIONALITY–REFLECTIVE

See DIALECTIC(S)–AND THE CRITICAL VIEWPOINT

VS EMPIRICAL IN HUMAN SCIENCE.

“Human science has to be critical.
It can afford to drop the nineteenth-century scientific outlook of
mechanist determinism [see DETERMINISM–MECHANIST] in favor of an
EMERGENT PROBABILITY. It can profit by the distinction between the intelligible Emergent Probability of prehuman process and the intelligent Emergent Probability that arises in the measure that man
succeeds in understanding himself and in implementing that understanding. Finally, it can be of inestimable value in aiding man to
understand himself and in guiding him in the implementation of
that understanding, if, and only if, it can learn to distinguish between PROGRESS and DECLINE, between the LIBERTY that generates progress and the BIAS that generates decline. In other words, human
science cannot be merely empirical; it has to be critical; to reach a
critical standpoint, it has to be normative. This is a tall order for
human science as hitherto it has existed. But people looking for
easy tasks had best renounce any ambition to be scientists; and if
mathematicians and physicists can surmount their surds [see SURD],
the human scientist can learn to master his.” (In 261.)
And dialectic. Dialectic “constitutes a principle of integration for
specialized studies that concentrate on this or that aspect of human living [see HUMAN–LIVING], and it can integrate not only theoretical work but also factual reports; finally, by its distinction
between insight [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING] and BIAS, PROGRESS
and DECLINE, it contains in a general form the combination of the
empirical and the critical attitudes essential to human science.”(In
269.) See also DIALECTIC(S)–AND THE CRITICAL VIEWPOINT

CRITICISM : See also inter alia ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE–POSITIONS AND
COUNTERPOSITIONS IN
CLASSICAL

■ CANON(S)–OF METHODICAL HERMENEUTICS-(3) ■ CONSCIOUSNESS–

■ DIALECTIC(S)–OF COMMUNITY ■ EGO–DIFFERENTIATION OF PERSONA AND ■ HIS-

TORY–THEORY/THEORIES OF ■ INQUIRY–AND TRANSCENDENT EXIGENCE ■ INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–DEVELOPMENT OF-SCHOLARLY ■ JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE–COMPONENTS OF (3)(2)

■ NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL–GOODNESS/VALUE-BEYOND CRITICISM ■ PATTERNS OF EX-

PERIENCE–DRAMATIC-AND IMAGINATION ■ POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION–POSITION-AND
SELF-REFERENTIAL PROBLEM

■ VALUE(S)–AND SCALE OF PREFERENCES-SCRUTINY OF ■ VERIFI-

CATION–OF PROBABILITY/PROBABILITY OF VERIFICATION
AND COMMON SENSE.
AND COSMOPOLIS.
AND ETHICS.
AND GEM.

See COMMON SENSE–ECLECTICISM OF

See COSMOPOLIS–PROPERTIES OF (4)-(4) CRITIQUES HISTORY

See ETHICS–METHOD OF METAPHYSICS AND

See GEM–FUNCTIONS OF (12)-(03) DIALECTICAL

AND INQUIRY.

See INQUIRY–AND CRITICISM

AND INTERPRETATION.

See

CANON(S)–OF METHODICAL HERMENEUTICS-(3) OF SUC-

CESSIVE APPROXIMATIONS

AND REVERSAL OF DECLINE.
HISTORICAL.

See DECLINE–CYCLE OF, LONGER-REVERSAL

See HISTORICAL–CRITICISM

INNER AND OUTER.

“Outer criticism determines whether single
sources are reliable historical witnesses. Inner criticism has to settle
the factuality of the events witnessed by several sources taken together.” (M 199-200.)
OF ECONOMY. See ECONOMY–RADICAL CRITICISM OF
OF HUMAN SCIENCES. The context is the relation between morality,
ideology, and the human sciences. “The warfare of conflicting ideologies is stultifying. It makes it difficult, if not impossible, for the
scientist to have recourse to the philosopher or the theologian for a
clarification of underlying issues. It makes it persuasive and even
mandatory for scientists to eschew all theological and all philosophical issues and to pursue their proper tasks with complete autonomy and even contemptuous independence.” (PTP2 307.) Of three
illustrative cases, this entry draws from the second. “The issue is
not so much a matter of avoiding evil as of achieving the good;
positive precepts rather than prohibitions are relevant; and the precepts regard the collaboration of all those involved in the experimental process—the collaboration not only of moralists and
scientists but also of all participants in the execution and the amelioration of the program.” (PTP2 307.)

External. “The external critic draws, not on the science he is
criticizing but on some distinct source. So the obligation to pay a
family wage may be concluded from evident moral principles.
But the de facto operative economic theory may be that of a
market economy, so that any employer that does pay a family
wage sooner or later goes bankrupt because his wicked competitors do not pay a family wage. The de facto result is that a family
wage is not paid and, indeed, cannot be paid until a modification
of the market economy is brought about either by recurrent legislation on minimum wages or by a more radical criticism of the
market economy itself [see ECONOMY–RADICAL CRITICISM OF].” (PTP2 310.)
Internal. “The internal critic operates along the very lines of scientific development [see SCIENCE(S)–DEVELOPMENT OF]. His criticism
consists either in adverting to data that have been overlooked, or
in bringing to bear fresh insights, clarifications, distinctions, or
both of these. So the notion of religion in the History of Religions has undergone a series of developments in virtue of internal
criticism, and in each case the developments have been effected
by investigators in the field. ... While the progress is only from
contempt of religion to respect for it, it nonetheless is progress
and involves an openness to further developments.” (PTP2 310-11.)
Radical internal. “For radical internal criticism of a human science one has to turn from the practitioners of ‘normal’ science to
the independent minds that belong to a larger scientific community and so possess an independent base for criticism. Such was
Paul Ricoeur who, after completing the first two volumes of his
[Fallible Man: Philosophy of the Will], did a five-hundred-page
study of Freud [Freud and Philosophy: An Essay on Interpretation], and later was able to boast that hitherto Freud had confirmed the unbelief of many, but henceforth he could confirm the
belief of many [‘The Atheism of Freudian Psychoanalysis’]. His
technique in this achievement was the application of dialectic to
the program of developing positions and reversing counterposi-
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tions [see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION] in the particularized form of
a twofold hermeneutic, a hermeneutic of suspicion and a hermeneutic of recovery [see HERMENEUTIC(S)–OF SUSPICION/OF RECOVERY].” (PTP2
311.)
OF MISTAKEN BELIEFS.

See BELIEF–MISTAKEN

PRACTICALITY’S INCAPACITY FOR.

See COMMON SENSE–BIAS OF, GENERAL

PRINCIPLES OF (4). In his explication of the canon of successive
approximations, the third canon of a methodical hermeneutics (see
CANON(S)–OF METHODICAL HERMENEUTICS-(3) OF SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATIONS), L
writes: “The totality of documents cannot be interpreted scientifically by a single interpreter or even by a single generation of interpreters. There must be a division of labor, and the labor must be
cumulative. Accordingly, the fundamental need is for reliable principles of criticism that will select what is satisfactory and will correct what is unsatisfactory in any contributions that are made. With
such principles the end of even a stupendous task is already somehow in sight. On the other hand, without such principles, even
enormous and indefinitely prolonged labors may merely move
around in an inconclusive circle.” (In 610-11.)

(1) “A first principle of criticism is supplied by the demand for a
Moreover, this demand possesses the requisite
dynamic character. For though a contributor fail to present his results in terms of the protean notion of being [see BEING–PROTEAN NOTION OF], a critic can proceed from that notion to a determination
of the contributor’s particular viewpoint, he can indicate how the
particularism probably would not invalidate the contributor’s
work, and, on the other hand, he can suggest to others working in
the contributor’s special field the points on which his work may
need revision.” (In 611.)

UNIVERSAL VIEWPOINT.

(2) “A second principle of criticism is supplied by the conditions
of the extrapolation of meaning. Proximate sources of meaning
are immanent in the interpreter, and from them he has to reach
the meaning of some other writer. … The first condition of such
an extrapolation is an adequate self-knowledge [see SELF ...–
KNOWLEDGE]. Is he sufficiently aware of the diverse elements of human experience, of the different manners in which insights accumulate, of the nature of reflection and judgment [see
REFLECTION/REFLECTIVE; JUDGMENT(S)], of the various patterns of human
experience [see PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE] and the consequent varieties of philosophic views [see PHILOSOPHY, PHILOSOPHIES–CONTRADICTORY,
–OPPOSED] and prephilosophic orientations? … The second condition of the extrapolation is that it is to the meaning of a man at a
different stage of human development [see HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT]. Because it is to the meaning of a man, there must be recognized
some general orientation in living, some measure of critical reflection, some insight, some flow of experience. Because it is to a
meaning at a different stage of human development, there can be
invoked a merging of the clear and distinct into the obscure and
undifferentiated. Because all stages of development are linked
genetically [see METHOD, GENETIC] and dialectically [see SUBJECT, THE–
DRAMATIC-DIALECTIC OF], it should be possible to retrace through intervening documents the series of developments and reversals that
bridge the gap from the past to the UNIVERSAL VIEWPOINT.” (In 611.)
(3) “A third principle of criticism results from the genetic se-
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quence of modes of expression [see EXPRESSION–AND SEQUENCE; MEANING–GENETIC SEQUENCE IN] and the recurrent gap between meaning and
expression [see MEANING–AND EXPRESSION]. For expression is an instrumental act of meaning [see MEANING–ACTS OF-(5) INSTRUMENTAL]; it results from principal acts of conception and judgment; the
principal acts follow from the immanent sources of meaning; and
so, once sources have been tapped, it is only a matter of normal
ingenuity to develop appropriate modes of expression. It follows
that, once any stage in the development of meaning has become
propagated and established in a cultural milieu, there will result
an appropriate mode of expression to bear witness to its existence. But it also follows that new meanings can be expressed
only by transforming old modes of expression, that the greater
the novelty, the less prepared the audience, the less malleable the
previous mode of expression, then the greater will be the initial
gap between meaning and expression and the more prolonged
will be the period of experimentation in which the new ideas are
forging the tools for their own exteriorization.” (In 611-12.)
(4) “A fourth principle of criticism is to be derived from the goal.
It is truth, and the criterion of truth is the virtually unconditioned
[see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY]. Because the proximate sources of interpretation are immanent in the interpreter, every interpretation
is, at first, no more than a HYPOTHESIS. Because initially it is no
more than a hypothesis, it can become probable or certain only
by approximating to the virtually unconditioned or by reaching
it. The question, then, is not how many people say it is obvious,
nor how great is their authority and renown, but simply what is
the evidence. Nor is evidence some peculiar sheen or convincing
glamor. It supposes the coherence of the hypothesis with the UNIVERSAL VIEWPOINT, with the genetic and dialectical relations between
successive stages of meaning [see MEANING–STAGES OF], with the genetic sequence of modes of expression [see EXPRESSION–AND
SEQUENCE; MEANING–GENETIC SEQUENCE IN] and the recurrent gaps between
meaning and expression. It consists in the fulfilment offered by
the data of documents and monuments for this wide-ranging and
multiply interlocked coherence.” (In 612.)
SELF-.

See SELF ...–CRITICISM

TEXTUAL.
TOOL OF.

See EXEGESIS

See RESSENTIMENT

CULTURE, CULTURAL:

“A culture is a set of meanings and values informing a common way of life, and there are as many cultures as
there are distinct sets of such meanings and values.” (M 301.)
ADVANCE OF. See NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL–AND CULTURAL ADVANCE
AND CYCLES OF DECLINE. See DECLINE–CYCLE OF, LONGER
AND IMMEDIATE/MEDIATE OPERATIONS.
AND MEANING.

See MEDIATION–NOTION OF

“Just as language is constituted by articulate sound
and meaning, so social institutions and human cultures have meanings as intrinsic components. Religions and art-forms, languages
and literatures, sciences, philosophies, histories, all are inextricably
involved in acts of meaning [see MEANING–ACTS OF]. What is true of
cultural achievements, no less is true of social institutions. The
family, the state, the law, the economy are not fixed and immutable
entities. They adapt to changing circumstances; they can be recon-
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ceived in the light of new ideas; they can be subjected to revolutionary change. But all such change involves change of meaning—
a change of idea or concept, a change of judgment or evaluation, a
change of the order or request. The state can be changed by rewriting its constitution. More subtly but no less effectively it can be
changed by reinterpreting the constitution or, again, by working on
men’s minds and hearts to change the objects that command their
respect, hold their allegiance, fire their loyalty.” (M 78.) See also HERMENEUTIC(S)–AND MEANING

Of smile in. “The meaning of the smile and the act of smiling are
natural and spontaneous. We do not learn to smile as we learn to
walk, to talk, to swim, to skate. Commonly we do not think of
smiling and then do it. We just do it. Again, we do not learn the
meaning of smiling as we learn the meaning of words. The meaning of the smile is a discovery we make on our own, and that
meaning does not seem to vary from culture to culture, as does
the meaning of gestures.” (M 59-60.) For a more detailed account see
PHENOMENOLOGY–OF A SMILE
AND THE HISTORIAN.
BREAKDOWN OF.

See HISTORIAN–AND ANALOGY-AND THE SOCIAL/CULTURAL

See SOCIAL–DECLINE

CHANGE.

L’s treatment of the constitutive principles of proportionate being (see CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES; CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES) illuminates the notion of change in
natural process.
And categories/transcendentals. The term regards categories
(see CATEGORY, CATEGORIES) and transcendental notions (see NOTIONS,
TRANSCENDENTAL). “Categories are determinations. They have a limited denotation. They vary with cultural variations. … The transcendentals are comprehensive in connotation, unrestricted in
denotation, invariant over cultural change.” (M 11.) See also NOTIONS,
TRANSCENDENTAL–AND CULTURAL ADVANCE
DEVELOPMENT OF.

See DEVELOPMENT–CULTURAL

DIALECTIC OF.

See DIALECTIC(S)–OF CULTURE

DYNAMISM OF.

See NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL–AND CULTURAL ADVANCE

FUNCTION OF.

“Over and above mere living and operating, men
have to find a meaning and value in their living and operating. It is
the function of culture to discover, express, validate, criticize, correct, develop, improve such meaning and value.” (M 32.) See also VALUE(S)–SCALE OF-(3) CULTURAL

GOALS.

See HISTORIAN–AND SOCIAL/CULTURAL GOALS

HIGHER/LOWER.

“The lower regards a world mediated by meaning
[see WORLD(S)–MEDIATED BY MEANING] but it lacks controls over meaning
[see MEANING–CONTROL OF] and so easily indulges in magic and myth
[see MYTH–AND MAGIC]. The higher culture develops reflexive techniques that operate on the mediate operations [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS] themselves in an effort to safeguard meaning.” (M
28.)
NOTION OF.

See intra View of

“Sorokin [Social and Cultural Dynamics] worked out
a scheme of three types of culture: sensate, idealistic, and ideational. He considered the way sensate culture was manifesting itself

TYPES OF (3).

in architecture, painting, poetry, and so on, through all of the aspects of human living. Again, he worked out the characteristics of
an idealistic culture and an ideational culture in all of the same
fields. He was able to set up a cycle. Western civilization, from the
Greek period to the present day, has moved through phases of sensate, idealistic, and ideational culture. There is an obvious correlation between sensate, idealistic, and ideational cultures, on the one
hand, and the three degrees of self-appropriation [see SELFAPPROPRIATION–PROCESS OF], on the other. By using Sorokin’s material,
one can prolong this analysis of the subject into terms of the development of culture.” (UB 221.)
VALUES. See VALUE(S)–SCALE OF-(3) CULTURAL
VIEW OF.

See also intra Types of (3)

Classicist/normative. “The classicist notion of culture was normative: at least de jure there was but one culture that was both
universal and permanent; to its norms and ideals might aspire the
uncultured, whether they were the young or the people or the natives or the barbarians.” (M xi.) “On the older view [classicist] culture was conceived not empirically but normatively. It was the
opposite of barbarism. It was a matter of acquiring and assimilating the tastes and skills, the ideals, virtues, and ideas, that were
pressed upon one in a good home and through a curriculum in the
liberal arts. It stressed not facts but values. It could not but claim
to be universalist. Its classics were immortal works of art, its philosophy was the perennial philosophy, its laws and structures
were the deposit of the wisdom and the prudence of mankind.
Classicist education was a matter of models to be imitated, of
ideal characters to be emulated, of eternal verities and universally
valid laws. It sought to produce not the mere specialist but the
uomo universale that could turn his hand to anything and do it
brilliantly.” (M 301.) See also intra View of-pluralist
Mistaken. See CLASSICISM–AND MISTAKEN VIEWS OF CULTURE
Modern/empirical. “Today we think of culture empirically. It is
the set of meanings and values immanent in a way of life. There
have always been many such sets. They may remain unchanged
for ages. They maybe in a process of rapid development [see DEVELOPMENT–CULTURAL]. They maybe in DECLINE. ... Contemporary acceptance of an empirical notion of culture can be unsettling. It
can lead to the mistaken conclusion that there exist no cultural
norms, when all that follows is that such norms must be flexible.
It is always right to be attentive, to be intelligent, to be reasonable, to be responsible [see TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS]. But one observes such general precepts in many different ways, in accord
with differing circumstances, differing educational opportunities,
different ways of life.” (PTP2 117-18.) See also DEVELOPMENT–CULTURALDEGREES OF (4); HERMENEUTIC(S)–AND MEANING
Pluralist. “Pluralism is not something new. But in the past a
number of devices served either to eliminate it or to cover over its
existence. Culture was conceived normatively. What is normative
also is universal, if not de facto then at least de jure.” (PTP2 97-98.)
“Now a classicist would feel it was perfectly legitimate for him to
impose his culture on others. For he conceives culture norma-

CUMULATIVE – DATA

tively, and he conceives his own to be the norm. … In contrast,
the pluralist acknowledges a multiplicity of cultural traditions. In
any tradition he envisages the possibility of diverse differentiations of consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–TYPES OF
(10)]. But he does not consider it his task either to promote the differentiation of consciousness or to ask people to renounce their
own culture.” (M 363.)
CUMULATIVE: See also inter alia ALIENATION–BASIC FORM OF ■ BEING–AND BECOMING

■ BELIEF–AND SCIENCE ■ BIAS–AND SOCIAL PROGRESS/DECLINE-MINOR, -MAJOR ■

CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(1) OF SELECTION-AND THE RELEVANT/IRRELEVANT

■ DEVELOPMENT–LEVELS OF ■ DIALECTIC(S)–AND METHOD/GEM, –OF PHILOSOPHIES ■ DOING
AND MAKING–AND GOOD OF ORDER ■ EMPIRICISM/EMPIRICIST–PHENOMENOLOGY AS ■ HERMENEUTIC(S)–AS BASIC TO HUMAN SCIENCES ■ JUDGMENT(S)–COHERENCE OF ■ JUDGMENT(S)
OF FACT–ELEMENTS OF CONTENT ■ LEARNING–SELF-CORRECTING PROCESS OF ■ LIBERATION–
AND EMERGENT PROBABILITY

■ MANIFOLD(S)–COINCIDENTAL-AND HIGHER INTEGRATIONS ■

METAPHYSICS–EVIDENCE FOR ■ METHOD, GENETIC–AND ORGANIC DEVELOPMENT ■ NOTION
OF …–SPECIES ■ OPERATOR(S)–OF COGNITIONAL DEVELOPMENT-IS QUESTION ■ POSITION AND
COUNTERPOSITION–DIALECTIC OF ■ PROGRESS–AND INSIGHT INTO INSIGHT ■ QUESTION OF
GOD, THE–FORMS OF (4) ■ SOCIAL–SITUATION-AND INTELLIGIBILITY ■ SYSTEM(S)–ABSTRACT-

■ TRADITION–PHILOSOPHY AND ■ TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–

AND PARTICULAR CASES

APPROPRIATION OF-A THREEFOLD PROBLEM-(1) LEARNING

■ VIEWPOINT(S)–HIGHER ■ WILLING-

AND CONJUGATES.
AND FACT.

See ANALOGY OF

AND METHOD/GEM.

“A method is a normative pattern of recurrent
and related operations yielding cumulative and progressive results.” (M 4.) See METHOD(S)–IN GENERAL SENSE; GEM
DECLINE. See DECLINE–CUMULATIVE

See FACT–VS DATA

AND FINALITY.

The context is the elements of metaphysics (see MEL is replying to Kant’s position that formal
purposiveness (FINALITY) is not part of the real but “a necessary
component of the mind’s intelligible ordering of the data” (In 506) being investigated. L writes: Finality is “an affirmation of dynamism,
of a general directedness to fuller intelligibility and systematization, and of the attainment of ever greater but never complete fulness through an effective PROBABILITY. A clear example of the exact
meaning of such finality is the flexible strategy of the dynamic
higher system [see SYSTEM(S)–HIGHER] and, again, of the cumulative
succession of ever bolder and richer strategies. Accordingly, our affirmation of finality means no more than what can be grasped intelligently in the data and affirmed reasonably on the basis of the
data. But the real is BEING, and being is what is to be grasped intelligently and affirmed reasonably. On this showing, finality is just as
real as anything else.” (In 506-07.)
TAPHYSICS–ELEMENTS OF).

AND INSIGHT.

See INSIGHT

AND UNDERSTANDING–AND EXPERIENCE; PARTICULAR(S)–

See CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(2) OF OP-

AND SCIENCE. See intra Of sense-and scientific understanding; in regard to
data, scientific inquiry, and the rules guiding it see CANONS–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD

AND THE NOTION OF THING.
AS GIVEN.

See THING(S)–NOTION OF

See GIVEN, THE

ERATIONS-(1)

AS INTELLIGIBLE.

INSIGHT AS.

AS RESIDUAL.

See GIVEN, THE–AS RESIDUAL

CONCRETE

AND

See INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–ACCUMULATION OF

KNOWLEDGE AS.
PROGRESS.

See KNOWING–CYCLES OF

See PROGRESS–AND INSIGHT INTO INSIGHT

VERIFICATION IN EMPIRICAL SCIENCE.

See CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC

METHOD-(2) OF OPERATIONS-(4)

CYCLE(S)/CIRCLE(S): See also CIRCUIT ■ DECLINE ■ RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF
AND SCHEMES OF RECURRENCE.

See

RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF–FLEXIBLE

CIRCLES OF

HERMENEUTICAL.
IN FINALITY.

See HERMENEUTICAL CIRCLE

See FINALITY–CYCLES IN

OF COGNITIONAL DEVELOPMENT.

See

OPERATOR(S)–OF COGNITIONAL DEVELOP-

MENT-IS QUESTION

OF DECLINE.

See DECLINE–CYCLE OF, LONGER, –CYCLE OF, SHORTER

OF KNOWING.

See KNOWING–CYCLES OF

D
DARWIN, DARWINISM : See PROPER NAMES–DARWIN, DARWINIAN
DATA:

…–FORM TO POTENCY

See CONJUGATE(S)–EXPERIENTIAL, –EXPLANATORY/PURE

INSIGHT INTO-DATA AND

NESS–AND HABITUAL ACCUMULATION OF INSIGHTS

EXPANSION OF SCIENCE.

ANALOGY OF INSIGHT TO.
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In his cognitional theory (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY), L
distinguishes two fundamental types of data, the familiar data of
sense experience (see intra Of sense) and, on an equal footing, the DATA
OF CONSCIOUSNESS.

See INTELLIGIBILITY–IMMANENT
INDIVIDUAL.

See

CONJUGATE(S)–EXPERIENTIAL,

–

EXPLANATORY/PURE

CONTINUOUS AND DISCONTINUOUS. The larger context is the heuristic
structures of empirical method (see HEURISTIC STRUCTURE–CLASSICAL, –
STATISTICAL). In the immediate context, L is comparing mathematical
and scientific insights (see MATHEMATICAL–AND SCIENTIFIC INSIGHTS). Earlier,
using the cartwheel as the image (see PHANTASM/FANTASM), he had analyzed the process of arriving at the definition of the circle. Now he
compares that process to Galileo’s arriving at the law of falling
bodies. The phrase “continuous and discontinuous” refers to the
data in the two instances. “The data that give rise to insight into
roundness are continuous, but the data that give rise to insight into
the law of falling bodies are discontinuous. One can imagine the
whole cartwheel or a whole loop of very fine wire. But no matter
how many experiments one makes on falling bodies, all one can
obtain is a series of separate points plotted on a distance-time
graph. No doubt, it is possible to join the plotted points by a
smooth curve, but the curve represents, not data that are known,
but a presumption of what understanding will grasp.” (In 58.)
CONVERGENCE OF.

The larger context is the complementarity of
classical and statistical investigations (In ch. 4; see CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–COMPLEMENTARITY OF). The immediate context is indeterminism (see DETERMINISM–VS INDETERMINISM) and the verification of
classical laws (see CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–VERIFICATION). In his
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argument against the indeterminist position, in the third of three
points on why “there is no need to interpret classical laws concretely,” (In 159.) L speaks of data converging on limits. For a more
detailed account, see LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–CLASSICAL-INDETERMINACY OF
DESCRIPTION OF. See DESCRIPTION–AND EXPLANATION-OF DATA
DETERMINATENESS OF. See intra Haziness of
EQUALITY OF. This simply means that prior to inquiry, data are
simply the given (see GIVEN, THE) and equally valid.
EXPLANATION OF. See DESCRIPTION–AND EXPLANATION-OF DATA
FORM GRASPED IN. See ABSTRACTION–ENRICHING/IMPOVERISHING-MOMENTS IN (3)SECOND

FROM FORMULATION TO.

“Just as there is reversal to what is given
sensibly, so there is reversal to what is given consciously. Just as
the former reversal is away from the understood as understood, the
formulated as formulated, the affirmed as affirmed, and to the
merely sensed, so also the latter reversal is from the understood,
formulated, affirmed as such, to the merely given [see GIVEN, THE].
Hence in the self-affirmation of the knower [see SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF
THE KNOWER] the conditioned is the statement ‘I am a knower.’ The
link between the conditioned and its conditions is cast in the
proposition ‘I am a knower if I am a unity performing certain
kinds of acts.’ The conditions as formulated are the unity-identitywhole to be grasped in data as individual and the kinds of acts to
be grasped in data as similar. But the fulfilment of the conditions in
consciousness is to be had by reverting from such formulations to
the more rudimentary state of the formulated, where there is no
formulation but merely experience.” (In 351-52.)
GIVEN. See GIVEN, THE
HAZINESS OF.

The larger context is the complementarity of classical
and statistical investigations (In ch. 4; see CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL
COMPARED–COMPLEMENTARITY OF). L is discussing indeterminism (see DETERMINISM–VS INDETERMINISM). His third point regards the interderminist
argument from the haziness of data to the ultimate unverifiability
of classical laws. “While I do not believe it to be cogent, it is well
worth attention. For it appeals to the criterion of verifiability [see
CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–VERIFICATION]; it rests on the solid fact
of the haziness of data; and it does exclude misconceptions of the
nature of classical laws [see LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–CLASSICAL].” (In 158.) The
core of L’s position is as follows: “The haziness of data is not to be
denied. What of itself is determinate never is a datum and always is
a concept. Of themselves, data may be said to be determinate materially or potentially; but they become determinate formally only in
the measure that they are subsumed under concepts; and this process of subsumption can be prolonged indefinitely. Thus a greater
formal determinateness of data is possible as long as scientific concepts can be revised to yield more precise objects for measurement,
and as long as scientific techniques can be improved to make
measurements more accurate. But as long as a greater formal determinateness is possible, the determinateness that actually is attained is conjoined with an unspecified remainder of merely
potential determinateness. That unspecified remainder is the haziness of data, and it will be with us as long as new concepts and

more accurate measurements are possible.” (In 158.)
HISTORICAL. See HISTORICAL–DATA
IMMANENT INTELLIGIBILITY OF.

See intra Obscurantism towards; Of
sense-immanent intelligibility of; see also CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC ME-

THOD-(3) OF RELEVANCE

OBSCURANTISM TOWARDS.

“Just as we endeavor to understand
smaller aggregates of data, so also we seek the INTELLIGIBILITY–IMMANENT
in the universe of data [see intra Of sense-immanent intelligibility of]. Just
as the rejection of all inquiry is a total OBSCURANTISM, so the rejection
of this or that inquiry is a partial obscurantism. For all data are
equally data; all are materials for understanding; and as it is impossible to exclude all understanding, so it is incoherent to attempt insight in some cases and to refuse to attempt it in others that do not
significantly differ. Now if there is to be known an intelligibility
immanent in the universe of data, then it will regard things no less
than events and schemes of recurrence [see RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S)
OF ]; for things are to be grasped in data; their numbers and differentiation, their distribution and concentrations, their emergence
and survival give rise to questions that require an answer. One does
not escape that requirement by appealing to divine wisdom and divine providence, for that appeal reinforces the rejection of obscurantism and provides another argument for affirming an intelligible
order immanent in the visible universe.” (In 286-87.)
OF CONSCIOUSNESS.

See DATA

OF CONSCIOUSNESS

OF PHILOSOPHY.

“Philosophy is neither a theory in the manner of
science nor a somewhat technical form of common sense, nor even
a reversal to Presocratic wisdom. Philosophy finds its proper data
in intentional consciousness.” (M 95.) Philosophy “finds itself confronted with the fact that all human knowledge has a basis in the
data of experience [see intra Of sense] and, since science seems to
have acquired at least squatters’ rights to the data of sense, it will
have to take its stand on the data of consciousness.” (M 259.) See DATA
OF CONSCIOUSNESS

And intentional consciousness. See

CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–AND

DATA OF PHILOSOPHY

OF SENSE.

In “Elements” (In ch. 1), L asks: “What are sensible
data?” He replies: “A datum of sense may be defined as the content of an act of seeing, hearing, touching, tasting, smelling.” But
that definition is separated from context, for “such contents do not
occur in a cognitional vacuum.” The data of sense “emerge within
a context that is determined by interests and preoccupations.” He
notes that it is true not only of ordinary perceptions but also of scientific. “It would be a mistake to suppose that scientific observation is some mere passivity to sense impressions. It occurs within
its own dynamic context, and the problem is to distinguish that
cognitional orientation from the orientation of concrete living.” (In
95.) The gist of the problem is found under QUOAD NOS; QUOAD SE; in
regard to data, scientific inquiry, and the rules guiding it see CANONS–
OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD. Sometimes L calls the data of sense empirical presentations [see PRESENTATIONS–EMPIRICAL].
And conditions for affirmation. “The fulfilling conditions for affirming real being are appropriate data of sense or consciousness

DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS – DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS

[see DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS], but the fulfilling condition for proposing an hypothesis is a possible relevance to a correct understanding of data, while the fulfilling conditions for correct
mathematical statements do not explicitly include even a possible
relevance to data.” (M 75-76.)
And scientific understanding. The larger context is meaning, and
the immediate is science in the second and third stages (the
stages of theory; see THEORY, THEORIES; and INTERIORITY; see also MEANING–STAGES OF). “In the second stage, theory was a specialty for the
attainment of truth; in the third stage scientific theory has become a specialty for the advance of understanding.” The aim of
the sciences “is an ever better approximation towards the truth,
and this is attained by an ever fuller and exacter understanding of
all relevant data.” The sciences “consider questions scientific if
and only if they can be settled by an appeal to sensible data.” (M
94.) See MATHEMATICAL–AND SCIENTIFIC INSIGHTS; CORRELATION(S)–AND SCIENTIFIC
UNDERSTANDING

Immanent intelligibility of. “Intelligibility immanent in the immediate data of sense resides in the relations of things, not to our
senses [see QUOAD NOS], but to one another [see QUOAD SE]. Thus, mechanics studies the relations of masses, not to our senses, but to
one another; physics studies the relations of types of energy, not
to our senses, but to one another; chemistry defines its elements,
not by their relations to our senses, but by their places in the pattern of relationships named the periodic table; biology has become an explanatory science by viewing all living forms as
related to one another in that complex and comprehensive fashion that is summarily denoted by the single word evolution.” (In
101.)

Provoke inquiry. “The data of sense provoke inquiry, inquiry
leads to understanding, understanding expresses itself in language. Without the data there would be nothing for us to inquire
about and nothing to be understood. Yet what is sought by inquiry is never just another datum but the idea or form, the intelligible unity or relatedness, that organizes data into intelligible
wholes.” (M 10.)
REVERSAL TO.

See intra From formulation to

UNIFIED BY INSIGHT.

See INSIGHT

DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS:

AND UNDERSTANDING–AND EXPERIENCE

The data of internal experience. “There
are the data of sense [see DATA–OF SENSE] and the data of consciousness.
Common to both is that they are or may be given [see GIVEN, THE]. They
may or may not be attended to, investigated, understood, conceived,
invoked as evidence in judgment. If they are not, then they are
merely given. But in so far as they are investigated then they are not
merely given but also are entering into combination with other components in human cognitional activity.” (M 201-2.) “The data of consciousness consist of acts of seeing, hearing, tasting, smelling,
touching, perceiving, imagining, inquiring, understanding, formulating, reflecting, judging, and so forth. As data, such acts are experienced; but as experienced, they are not described, distinguished,
compared, related, defined, for all such activities are the work of inquiry, insight, and formulation. Finally, such formulations are, of
themselves, just hypotheses; they may be accurate or inaccurate, correct or mistaken; and to pronounce upon them is the work of reflec-
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tion and judgment. Thus the three levels of the direct mode of
cognitional process provide the data for the introspective mode [data
of consciousness]; and as the direct mode, so also the introspective
unfolds on the three levels: an initial level of data [see EXPERIENCE], a
second level of understanding and formulation [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING], and a third level of reflection and judgment [see JUDGMENT(S)
OF FACT–AND REFLECTIVE UNDERSTANDING]” (In 299-300.) Later, in M, L will fully
distinguish the fourth level, DECISION.
AND IMAGE/PHANTASM. How does one understand one’s own data of
consciousness if insight is always into image or phantasm (see PHANTASM/FANTASM–INSIGHT INTO)? The data of consciousness—normative
cognitional operation—like subatomic particles, are not sensible in
se. But we can conceive a symbolic representation of what cannot
be sensed. “Just as imagination can create objects never seen or
heard or felt, so too conception can create objects that cannot even
be imagined. How? By supposing. The imagined dot has magnitude as well as position, but the geometer says, ‘Let us suppose it
has only position.’ The imagined line has breadth as well as length,
but the geometer says, ‘Let us suppose it has only length.’” (In 32.)
It’s like imagining the constitutive principles of L’s metaphysics of
proportionate being—potency, form, act. On that point, L writes:
“As we employ sensible names such as potency and form and act,
so too we are helped by imagining these constituents of concrete
being; and as the images represent the objects, so they give rise to
problems about the objects; but it is essential to grasp that such
images are merely symbolic and that such problems commonly are
to be met by denying their suppositions [see IMAGINATION–AND CONCEPTUALISM/NAÏVE REALISM].” (In 536.) Cognitional operations are known by attending to them as they occur in oneself. See INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS–
AND GEM

AND SYSTEM. This entry comprises explanations vital to understanding systematic meaning (see MEANING–SYSTEMATIC). L speaks of three
systems. “What is true of ordinary meaning is not only true but
also explicit in systematic meaning. Distinguish formal, referential,
and empirical system.” (PTP2 121.) “My strategy … is a matter of applying the technique of formal, referential, and empirical system,
not to the data of external experience, but to the data of internal
experience, to the data of consciousness.” (PTP2 122.)
Formal. “Primitive terms are fixed by primitive relations, and
primitive relations are fixed by primitive terms.” Primitive means
underived (see TERM(S)–PRIMITIVE VS DERIVED). “Formal system is meaningful in the sense that the purely hypothetical can be meaningful.” (PTP2 121.) The formal system consists of three OPERATOR(S) and
four sets of operations. The three operators are questions. There
are questions for intelligence: What? Why? How? How often?
What for? There are questions for reflection: Is that so? Are you
certain? Is it only probable? And there are questions for deliberation: Is that worth while? Is it truly good or only apparently
good? The four levels of operations are (1) sense experience, (2)
insights and formulations, (3) reflective understanding and
judgment, and (4) evaluation and decision.

Terms and relations of. “Such are the primitive terms. The primitive relations are implicit in the primitive terms. The first operator, What? Why? How often? What for? promotes
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consciousness from sense experience to the effort to understand. The effort to understand leads to acts of understanding.
Acts of understanding lead to formulations that express both
the understanding itself and what is essential to the understanding in the data or schematic image. The second operator, Is that
so? promotes consciousness from intelligible formulations to
the search for a sufficient reason for affirming the formulations.
This leads to acts of reflective understanding in which sufficient reason is grasped. Reflective understanding leads to
judgment, to an affirmation or negation because of the sufficient reason that has been grasped.” (PTP2 122.)
Referential. “The transition from formal system to referential
system is effected by noting that the foregoing operators, operations, and relations are given in consciousness. … The operators
and operations are expressed by transitive verbs in the active
voice; since the verbs are transitive, they are related to objects;
moreover, the relation to objects is not merely grammatical but
also psychological. By the operator there is intended an object
that as yet is not known. By the operation there becomes present
an object that otherwise would be unknown. Seeing makes present what is seen; hearing makes present what is heard; touching
makes present what is felt; insight makes present the intelligibility of what is understood, and so on. Such is the intentionality of operations and operators.” (PTP2 122-23.)
And consciousness. “There is also a further aspect to them, CONSCIOUSNESS. The transitive verbs in the active voice have not only
objects but also subjects. By consciousness is meant that the activation of operations or operators makes the subject aware of
himself, and of his operators and operations. Note that this
awareness does not consist in the presence of an object. The object is what is intended, attended to, sensed, understood,
thought, reflected on, affirmed. The subject is aware of himself
through his intending, his attending, his inquiring, his coming
to understand, his formulation of what he has understood, and
so on. The subject is present to himself, not as part of the spectacle, but through his role as spectator.” (PTP2 123.)
Empirical. “A referential system becomes empirical when all its
implications are verified in the data of experience. … Empirical
system arises when referential system becomes verified.” (PTP2
121.) “The transition from the referential system to the empirical
system involves an extension of the ordinary meaning of ‘empirical.’ Ordinarily, by ‘empirical’ is meant what is verified by an
appeal to sensitive observation or sensible experiment. In the extended sense, we beg leave to use the word ‘empirical’ to denote
what is verified in the data of sense or in the data of consciousness.” (PTP2 123.) See intra Verification of
“There are … two types of description
and two types of explanation. If the inquirer starts from the DATA–OF
SENSE, he begins by describing but goes on to explain. Again, if he
starts from the data of consciousness, he begins by describing and
goes on to explain. Still, there is an important difference between
the two types of explaining. For explanation on the basis of sense
can reduce the element of hypothesis to a minimum but it cannot

AS BASIS OF EXPLANATION.

eliminate it entirely. But explanation on the basis of consciousness
can escape entirely the merely supposed, the merely postulated, the
merely inferred. … Explanation on the basis of consciousness can
escape this limitation. I do not mean, of course, that such explanation is not to be reached through the series of revisions involved in
the self-correcting process of learning [see LEARNING–SELF-CORRECTING
PROCESS OF]. Nor do I mean that, once explanation is reached, there
remains no possibility of the minor revisions that leave basic lines
intact but attain a greater exactitude and a greater fulness of detail.
Again, I am not contending here and now that human nature and
so human knowledge are immutable, that there could not arise a
new nature and a new knowledge to which present theory would
not be applicable. What is excluded is the radical revision that involves a shift in the fundamental terms and relations of the explanatory account of the human knowledge underlying existing
common sense, mathematics and empirical science.” (In 358-59.)
VERIFICATION OF.

“Ordinarily, VERIFICATION is public in the sense that
anyone sufficiently in the know and with the proper equipment can
repeat for himself the act of verifying, or that several such persons
can perform the verification as a team. However, what is verified
in the data of consciousness is essentially a private performance.
One has to do it by oneself and for oneself. Unless one does so,
talk about the data of consciousness will be no more illuminating
than a disquisition on color to the blind or a treatise on counterpoint to the deaf.” (PTP2 123.) See also SELF-APPROPRIATION

DECISION: “The fundamental nature of decision is best revealed by
comparing it with judgment.” (In 636.) See intra And judgment compared
AND ACTIVE MEANING. “Active meanings come with judgments of
value [see JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE], decisions, actions.” (M 74.) This topic
is treated under MEANING–FUNCTIONS OF (4)-(2) EFFECTIVE/EFFICIENT, -(3) CONSTITUTIVE in the individual and the community.
AND ALTERNATIVES.

“Decision itself is an act of willing [see WILLING–
It possesses the internal alternatives of either consenting or
refusing. It may also possess external alternatives, when different
courses of action are considered simultaneously, and then consent
to one and refusal of the others constitute a CHOICE.” (In 636.) See also

AS ACT].

intra And reflective evaluation-and alternatives
AND AUTHENTICITY.

See AUTHENTICITY–AND EXISTENTIAL DECISION

AND CONSCIOUSNESS.

See

CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL– LEVELS OF (5) -(4) RA-

TIONAL SELF- (6 ELEMENTS)

AND CONVERSION.

See CONVERSION–MORAL

AND COURSES OF ACTION.
AND FREEDOM.

See intra And reflective evaluation

See FREEDOM, ELEMENTS OF (4)–(4) DECISION

AND JUDGMENT COMPARED.

While the reader will benefit from L’s
long and detailed comparison (In 636-39), these are the main
points: “Decision … resembles judgment inasmuch as both select
one member of a pair of contradictories; as judgment either affirms
or denies, so decision either consents or refuses. Again, both decision and judgment are concerned with actuality; but judgment is
concerned to complete one’s knowledge of an actuality that already exists [see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–CONCRETE-ILLUSTRATION OF], while de-

DECLINE – DECLINE

cision is concerned to confer actuality upon a course of action that
otherwise will not exist.” (In 636.) However, the judgment of fact and
decision (see also JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE) occur at different levels of intentional consciousness. “Judgment is an act of rational consciousness, but decision is an act of rational self-consciousness [see
CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5) -(3) RATIONAL , -(4) RATIONAL SELF- (6 ELEMENTS)].” It is a matter of the subject seeking consistency between
knowing and doing. “The rationality of judgment emerges if in fact
a reasonable judgment occurs, but the rationality of decision
emerges if in fact a reasonable decision occurs.” In his later
thought, L characterizes the judgment of fact and the decision to
act in terms of obedience to their transcendental precepts (see TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS), Be reasonable, Be responsible. “Finally, the effective rationality of the subject of rational consciousness is
radically negative, for then the subject is effectively rational if he
does not allow other desire to interfere with the functioning of the
pure DESIRE TO KNOW; but the effective rationality of the subject of rational self-consciousness is radically positive, for then the subject
is effectively rational only if his demand for consistency between
knowing and doing is followed by his deciding and doing in a
manner consistent with his knowing.” (In 636.) See also DOING AND MAKING
AND PRACTICAL REFLECTION.

See

FREEDOM, ELEMENTS OF (4)–(3) PRACTICAL

REFLECTION

AND REFLECTIVE EVALUATION.

dom (see

The context is the elements of free-

FREEDOM, ELEMENTS OF––(3) PRACTICAL REFLECTION, (4) DECISION-

COROLLARIES-(4)).

“The possible courses of action invented by intelligence, motivated by reason, and executed by willing are contingent in their actuality. For the insights that reveal possible courses
of action also reveal that they are not necessities but mere possibilities in need of reflective evaluation. Reflective evaluation in
turn brings to light not what must be so but merely what for such
and such reasons may be chosen or rejected. Lastly, even when reflective evaluation reveals only one course of action to be reasonable, there still is needed the reasonableness of actual WILLING; and
as the reasonableness of human acts of WILL is not a natural endowment but an ever uncertain personal achievement, there is a third
and final contingence to the actuality of courses of action. In particular, one should note the fallacy in every argument from determinate knowing to determinate willing. For every argument of that
type must postulate a conformity between knowing and willing.
But such conformity exists only when in fact willing actually is
reasonable. Hence, to deduce the determinate act of will one must
postulate the conformity; and to verify the postulate one must already have the determinate willing that one is out to demonstrate.”
(In 639.)

And alternatives. Possible courses of action are contingent and
constitute a manifold. “Not only are possible courses of action a
manifold, but man is aware of the alternatives. He does not suffer
from the illusion that because a course of action is possible therefore it also is necessary. The possibilities that he grasps are submitted to reflective examination, and such examination
commonly leads to a grasp of further possibilities. Nor does the
examination come to an end out of its own resources but only
through the intervention of the will’s decision.” (In 643-44.)
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AND RESPONSIBILITY.

Decision “is the principle of self-control, it is
responsible for proper functioning on the first three levels [of intentional consciousness; see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)]. It
fulfils its responsibility or fails to do so in the measure that we are
attentive or inattentive in experiencing, that we are intelligent or
unintelligent in our investigations, that we are reasonable or unreasonable in our judgments [see TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS]. Therewith
vanish two notions: the notion of pure intellect or pure reason [see
IDEAL(S)– OF PURE REASON] that operates on its own without guidance or
control from responsible decision; and the notion of will as an arbitrary power indifferently choosing between good and evil [see WILL–
ACT OF-NOT ARBITRARY].” (M 121.)
AS DISTINCT FROM KNOWING. See KNOWING–VS DOING
EXISTENTIAL. See AUTHENTICITY–AND EXISTENTIAL DECISION
TO BELIEVE.

See BELIEF–TRUE-PROCESS OF-(4) DECISION

DECLINE:

“It can be of inestimable value in aiding man to understand
himself and in guiding him in the implementation of that understanding, if, and only if, it can learn to distinguish between PROGRESS and
decline, between the liberty that generates progress and the bias that
generates decline.” (In 261.) L frequently characterizes the cycles of history as progress, decline, and RECOVERY (see DIALECTIC(S)–OF PROGRESS, DECLINE, AND RECOVERY/REDEMPTION). These categories characterize not only the
grand sweep of history but also the development of individuals,
groups, and societies. See also BREAKDOWN–IN CIVILIZATION/ECONOMY/POLITY/SOCIAL
ORDER ■ SOCIAL–DISTORTION, –SURD ■ DIALECTIC(S)–DISTORTED, –OF DECLINE, –OF COMMUNITY

■ COMMUNITY–AND INTERSUBJECTIVITY ■ INTEGRATION(S)–IN HUMAN DEVELOPMENT-

AS DEMANDED IN HUMAN SITUATION

AND BELIEF.

See BELIEF–PROGRESS, DECLINE, AND

AND BIAS. “While there is progress and while its principle is LIBERTY,
there also is decline and its principle is BIAS.” (In 260.) See also intra

And conversion

Major. “There is the major principle of general bias [see BIAS–
GENERAL], and though it too generates its own corrective, it does so
only by confronting human intelligence with the alternative of
adopting a higher viewpoint [see VIEWPOINT(S)–HIGHER] or perishing.”
(In 260.)

Minor. “There is the minor principle of group bias [see BIAS–
GROUP], which tends to generate its own corrective.” (In 260.) See also
intra Cycle of, shorter
AND CONVERSION. This entry flows from BREAKDOWN–AND CONVERSIONS.
“Initially not all but some religion is pronounced illusory, not all
but some moral precept is rejected as ineffective and useless, not all
truth but some type of metaphysics is dismissed as mere talk. The
negations may be true, and then they represent an effort to offset
decline. But also they may be false, and then they are the beginning
of decline. In the latter case some part of cultural achievement is
being destroyed. It will cease being a familiar component in cultural experience. It will recede into a forgotten past for historians,
perhaps, to rediscover and reconstruct. Moreover, this elimination
of a genuine part of the culture means that a previous whole has
been mutilated, that some balance has been upset, that the remainder will become distorted in an effort to compensate. Further, such
elimination, mutilation, distortion will, of course, be admired as the
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forward march of progress, while the evident ills they bring forth
are to be remedied, not by a return to a misguided past, but by more
elimination, mutilation, distortion. Once a process of dissolution
has begun, it is screened by self-deception and it is perpetuated by
consistency. But that does not mean that it is confined to some single uniform course. Different nations, different classes of society,
different age-groups can select different parts of past achievement
for elimination, different mutilations to be effected, different distortions to be provoked. Increasing dissolution will then be matched
by increasing division, incomprehension, suspicion, distrust, hostility, hatred, violence. The body social is torn apart in many ways,
and its cultural soul has been rendered incapable of reasonable
convictions and responsible commitments.” (M 243-44.)
AND DETERMINISM.

“Decline disrupts a culture with conflicting ideologies [see IDEOLOGY]. It inflicts on individuals the social, economic,
and psychological pressures that for human frailty amount to DETERMINISM.” (M 117.)
AND EGOISM. See EGOISM–AND DECLINE
AND INSIGHT. See intra Cumulative-and insight into oversight
AND REPENTANCE.

“Man‘s rational self-consciousness exists over
time. If it develops and becomes good, it has been less good and
perhaps evil. If it approves its past, it thereby reverts to its past. If it
would remain as it is, it must disapprove its own past; and if it
would become still better, it must disapprove its present. So rational self-consciousness deplores and regrets the scotosis of its
dramatic bias and its involvement in the individual, group, and
general bias of common sense; it repents its flight from selfknowledge, its rationalization of wrong, its surrender to evil; it detests its commitment to the counterpositions, its contribution to
man‘s decline through the successive adjustments of theory to ever
worse practice, its share in the genesis and the propagation of the
myths that confer on appearance the strength and power and passion that are the due of reality. … Such repentance is not a merely
sensitive feeling of guilt. It is an act of good will following the insights of intelligence and the pronouncements of reasonableness. It
is apart from the vagaries of mere feelings, and when they go
astray it disapproves them, curbs them, and may seek aid in controlling them.” (M In 722.)

BASIS OF.

“Decline has a still deeper level [deeper than IDEOLOGY].
Not only does it compromise and distort PROGRESS. Not only do inattention, obtuseness, unreasonableness, irresponsibility [see TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS] produce objectively absurd situations. Not only
do ideologies corrupt minds. But compromise and distortion discredit progress. Objectively absurd situations do not yield to treatment. Corrupt minds have a flair for picking the mistaken solution
and insisting that it alone is intelligent, reasonable, good. Imperceptibly the corruption spreads from the harsh sphere of material
advantage and power to the mass media, the stylish journals, the
literary movements, the educational process, the reigning philosophies. A civilization in decline [see CIVILIZATION(S)–IN DECLINE] digs its
own grave with a relentless consistency.” (M 54-55.) See also AUTHENTICITY–VS INAUTHENTICITY

CIVILIZATION IN.
CUMULATIVE.

See intra Basis of

On an overview of the process see

SOCIAL–SITUATION-AND

INTELLIGIBILITY

And alienation. See ALIENATION–BASIC FORM OF
And insight into oversight. “Insight into oversight reveals the
cumulative process of decline. For the flight from understanding
[see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–FLIGHT FROM] blocks the insights that
concrete situations demand. There follow unintelligent policies
and inept courses of action. The situation deteriorates to demand
still further insights, and as they are blocked, policies become
more unintelligent and action more inept. What is worse, the deteriorating situation seems to provide the uncritical, biased mind
with factual evidence in which the bias is claimed to be verified.
So in ever increasing measure intelligence comes to be regarded
as irrelevant to practical living. Human activity settles down to a
decadent routine, and initiative becomes the privilege of violence.” (In 8.)
And meaning. “The shape and form of human knowledge, work,
social organization, cultural achievement, communication, community, personal development, are involved in meaning. Meaning has its invariant structures and elements [see MEANING–ELEMENTS
OF] but the contents in the structures are subject to cumulative development and cumulative decline.” (M 81.)
And social situation. See SOCIAL–SITUATION-AND INTELLIGIBILITY
CYCLE OF, LONGER.

“While there is progress and while its principle
is liberty, there also is decline and its principle is bias.” (In 260.) The
context is the general bias of common sense (In ch. 7, pp. 250-67).
“The longer cycle is characterized by the neglect of ideas to which
all groups are rendered indifferent by the general bias of common
sense [see COMMON SENSE–BIAS OF, GENERAL].” (In 252.) See also intra Cycle of,
shorter L’s long and complex explication cannot be treated comprehensively here. The subentries will orient the interested reader in
regard to the principle notions. The page references further indicate
that quotations have been plucked from varying contexts wherein L
offers much more detailed explication, and a wealth of notions directly related to other entries herein. Note that the root of all personal, communal, and cultural decline is our failure to obey the
TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS in relation to the scale of values (see VALUE(S)–
SCALE OF), and personal CONVERSION.
Alternatives. The central notion relates directly to the devastating
effects of COMMON SENSE–BIAS OF, GENERAL; BIAS–INDIVIDUAL, –GROUP. The
positive alternative to the longer cycle is a higher viewpoint (see
VIEWPOINT(S)–HIGHER). “A remedy has to be on the level of the disease; but the disease is a succession of lower viewpoints that
heads towards an ultimate nihilism; and so the remedy has to be
the attainment of a higher viewpoint. … As there is evidence for
the necessity of a higher viewpoint, so also there is some evidence on its nature. Inquiry and insight are facts that underlie mathematics, empirical science, and common sense. The refusal of
insight is a fact that accounts for individual and group egoism, for
the psychoneuroses, and for the ruin of nations and civilizations.”
(In 259.) Recall that the most comprehensive context of Insight is
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insight and understanding, and the effects on personal, communal, and historical development of people living according
to or in flight from their norms. “The needed higher viewpoint
is the discovery, the logical expansion, and the recognition of the
principle that intelligence contains its own immanent norms and
that these norms are equipped with sanctions which man does not
have to invent or impose. Even in the sphere of practice, the last
word does not lie with common sense and its panoply of technology, economy, and polity; for unless common sense can learn to
overcome its bias by acknowledging and submitting to a higher
principle, unless common sense can be taught to resist its perpetual temptation to adopt the easy, obvious, practical compromise,
then one must expect the succession of ever less comprehensive
viewpoints, and in the limit the destruction of all that has been
achieved.” (In 259.)
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can be rounded off only by giving up the attempt to complete
the other arbitrary fragments that have preceded or will follow it. In this fashion social functions and enterprises begin
to conflict; some atrophy and others grow like tumors; the
objective situation becomes penetrated with anomalies; it
loses its power to suggest new ideas and, once they are implemented, to respond with still further and better suggestions. The dynamic of PROGRESS is replaced by sluggishness
and then by stagnation. In the limit, the only discernible intelligibility in the objective facts is an equilibrium of economic
pressures and a balance of national powers.” (In 254.)

And dialectic, distorted. “On the assumption of EMERGENT PROBABILnothing is inevitable. Indeed, the essential logic of the distorted dialectic is a reversal. For dialectic [see DIALECTIC(S)] rests on
the concrete unity of opposed principles; the dominance of either
principle results in a distortion, and the distortion both weakens
the dominance and strengthens the opposed principle to restore
an equilibrium. Why, then, is it that the longer cycle is so long?
Why is the havoc it wreaks so deep, so extensive, so complete?
The obvious answer is the difficulty of the lesson that the longer
cycle has to teach. Nor are we quite without hints or clues on the
nature of that lesson. On the contrary, there is a convergence of
evidence for the assertion that the longer cycle is to be met, not
by any idea or set of ideas on the level of technology, economics,
or politics, but only by the attainment of a higher viewpoint [see
VIEWPOINT(S)–HIGHER] in man’s understanding and making of man.” (In

(2) The mounting irrelevance of detached and disinterested intelligence.
“Culture retreats into an ivory tower. Religion becomes an
inward affair of the heart. Philosophy glitters like a gem with
endless facets and no practical purpose. For man cannot serve
two masters. If one is to be true to intellectual detachment and
disinterestedness, to what can be intelligently grasped and
reasonably affirmed, then one seems constrained to acknowledge that the busy world of practical affairs offers little scope
to one’s vocation. Intelligence can easily link culture, religion, philosophy to the realm of concrete living only if the latter is intelligible. But concrete living has become the function
of a complex variable; like the real component of such a function, its intelligibility is only part of the whole. Already we
have spoken of an empirical residue from which understanding always abstracts; but the general bias of common sense
generates an increasingly significant residue that (1) is immanent in the social facts, (2) is not intelligible, yet (3) can not
be abstracted from if one is to consider the facts as in fact
they are. … Let us name this residue the social surd.” (In 254-55.)

258.)

See SOCIAL–SURD

Process. “In each stage of the historical process, the facts are the
social situation produced by the practical intelligence of the previous situation. Again, in each stage practical intelligence is engaged in grasping the concrete intelligibility and the immediate
potentialities immanent in the facts. Finally, at each stage of the
process, the general bias of common sense involves the disregard
of timely and fruitful ideas; and this disregard not only excludes
their implementation but also deprives subsequent stages both of
the further ideas to which they would give rise and of the correction that they and their retinue would bring to the ideas that are
implemented. Such is the basic scheme, and it has three consequences.” (In 254.)

(3) The surrender of detached and disinterested intelligence. “There is
the minor surrender on the level of COMMON SENSE. It is an incomplete surrender, for common sense always finds a profoundly satisfying escape from the grim realities of daily
living by turning to men of culture, to representatives of religion, to spokesmen for philosophy. Still, the business of common sense is daily life. Its reality has to be faced. The insights
that accumulate have to be exactly in tune with the reality to
be confronted and in some measure controlled. The fragmentary and incoherent intelligibility of the objective situation
sets the standard to which commonsense intelligence must
conform. Nor is this conformity merely passive. Intelligence
is dynamic. Just as the biased intelligence of the psychoneurotic sets up an ingenious, plausible, self-adapting resistance
to the efforts of the analyst, so men of practical common
sense become warped by the situation in which they live, and
regard as starry-eyed idealism and silly unpracticality any
proposal that would lay the axe to the root of the social surd.
… Besides this minor surrender on the level of common
sense, there is the major surrender on the speculative level.
The function of human intelligence, it is claimed, is not to set
up independent norms that make thought irrelevant to fact,
but to study the data as they are, to grasp the intelligibility
that is immanent in them [see INTELLIGIBILITY–IMMANENT], to ac-

ITY,

Consequences (3). L explicates the third, especially its category of

major surrender, in more detail than offered here.
(1) The social situation deteriorates cumulatively. “Just as progress

consists in a realization of some ideas that leads to the realization of others until a whole coherent set is concretely operative, so the repeated exclusion of timely and fruitful ideas
involves a cumulative departure from coherence. The objective social situation possesses the intelligibility put into it by
those that brought it about. But what is put in, less and less is
some part of a coherent whole that will ask for its completion, and more and more it is some arbitrary fragment that
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knowledge as principle or norm only what can be reached by
generalization from the data. There follow the need and the
development of a new culture, a new religion, a new philosophy; and the new differs radically from the old. The new is
not apriorist, wishful thinking. It is empirical, scientific, realistic. It takes its stand on things as they are. In brief, its many
excellences cover its single defect. For its rejection of the
normative significance of detached and disinterested intelligence makes it radically uncritical. It possesses no standpoint
from which it can distinguish between social achievement
and the [SOCIAL–SURD]. It fails to grasp that an excellent method
for the study of electrons is bound to prove naive and inept in
the study of man. For the data on man are largely the product
of man’s own thinking; and the subordination of human science to the data on man is the subordination of human science
to the biased intelligence of those that produce the data. From
this critical incapacity there follow the insecurity and the instability of the new culture, religion, philosophy. Each new
arrival has to keep bolstering its convictions by attacking and
denouncing its predecessors. Nor is there any lack of new arrivals, for in the cumulative deterioration of the social situation [see SOCIAL–SITUATION] there is a continuous expansion of the
surd, and so there is an increasing demand for further contractions of the claims of intelligence, for further dropping of old
principles and norms, for closer conformity to an ever growing manmade incoherence immanent in manmade facts. … It
is in this major surrender of intellectual detachment that the
succession of ever less comprehensive viewpoints comes to
light.” (In 255-56.)
Reversal. “The reversal of the longer cycle is radically a function, not of technology, the economy, or politics, but of a dialectical realignment of the entire panoply of practical
institutions with the intersubjective pole of human community.
But such a realignment is a function proximately of culture. It
involves a quite different position on the structure of society
from that informing Marxist analysis. The scale of values [see
VALUE(S)–SCALE OF ], with the levels of personal, social, and cultural
values understood as [DIALECTIC(S)] … is the key to that alternative position.” (TDH 94.) See intra Cycle of, longer-and dialectic, distorted
And culture. “If men are to meet the challenge set by major decline and its longer cycle, it will be through their culture that
they do so. Were man a pure intelligence, the products of philosophy and human science would be enough to sway him. But
as the dialectic in the individual and in society reveals, man is a
compound-in-tension of INTELLIGENCE and INTERSUBJECTIVITY, and it
is only through the parallel compound of a culture that his tendencies to ABERRATION can be offset proximately and effectively.”
(In 261-62.)
CYCLE OF, SHORTER.

“There arises a distinction between the shorter
cycle, due to group bias [see intra And bias-minor], and the longer cycle, originated by the general bias of common sense [see COMMON
SENSE–BIAS OF, GENERAL]. The shorter cycle turns upon ideas that are neglected by dominant groups only to be championed later by de-

pressed groups. The longer cycle is characterized by the neglect of
ideas to which all groups are rendered indifferent by the general bias of common sense.” (In 252.)
GROWTH AND. See JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE–AND CONTINUOUS GROWTH
OF GOOD OF ORDER. See EGOISM–AND GOOD OF ORDER
PRINCIPLE OF. See intra And bias
PROGRESS

AND.

See

DIALECTIC(S)– OF

PROGRESS,

DECLINE,

AND

RECOV-

ERY/REDEMPTION

DEDUCTION:

Deduction is a moment in the process of reasoning
from principle or law to instance, an argument from a more universal
premiss to a less universal conclusion. See also CONCLUSION(S); INFER-

ENCE–DEDUCTIVE
ABSTRACT.

The larger context is the method of metaphysics (In ch.
14; see METAPHYSICS–METHOD OF). L is explicating the basic alternatives
in the dialectic of metaphysical methods. In the present context,
the alternatives are abstract deductive metaphysics and metaphysics based on concrete judgments of fact (see METAPHYSICS–AS INTEGRAL
HEURISTIC STRUCTURE). “The problem … of a deductive method is to select correctly the primitive propositions. … A first alternative is to
assert that one’s primitive propositions are universal and necessary
truths. Since they are not deduced, they commonly will be claimed
to be self-evident. … If the primitive propositions are universal,
then they are abstract. They may refer to existing objects, but they
do not assert the existence of any object, unless the universal is
supposed to exist. … Further, if the primitive propositions are necessary, then they hold not merely for this universe but also for any
possible world. It follows that the metaphysical system has no particular reference to this universe, for it holds equally for any universe. … The metaphysical system in question cannot be based on
analytic principles, for the transition from the analytic proposition
to the analytic principle is through a concrete judgment of fact affirming that the terms as defined occur in a concrete existing universe. … It follows that the abstract metaphysics of all possible
worlds is empty.” (In 427-28.)
Vs concrete. “The alternative to the abstract deduction that turns
out to be empty is, of course, a concrete deduction. The existent
does not lie outside the deductive system but from the start is included within it. Instead of operating vainly with analytic propositions, one proposes to operate fruitfully with analytic
principles, whose terms in their defined sense refer to what exists. … Now it is characteristic of a deduction that conclusions
follow necessarily from the premises. It follows that a concrete
deduction is possible only if an objective necessity binds the existent that is concluded to, to the existent referred to in the premises. For without this objective necessity logically impeccable
inferences would arrive at possibly false conclusions.” (In 429.)
However, there is the prior question of the mind that deduces and
its relation to the real universe of our experience. In another context he writes: “We refused to conceive metaphysical method either as an abstract or as a concrete or as a transcendental
deduction [see intra Transcendental], not because we denied the exposition of a metaphysics to make use of the deductive form, but
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because we placed the principles of metaphysics neither in sentences nor in propositions nor in judgments but in the very structure of our knowing.” (In 626-27) See KNOWING–AND KNOWN-ISOMORPHISM OF
AND A PRIORI SYNTHESES. “What has to be accounted for is a series
of concrete deductions, none of which is certain and each of which
is the best available scientific opinion of its time. The mind is not
just a factory with a set of fixed processes; rather it is a universal
machine tool that erects all kinds of factories, keeps adjusting and
improving them, and eventually scraps them in favor of radically
new designs. In other words, there is not some fixed set of a priori
syntheses. Every insight is an a priori synthesis; insight follows on
insight to complement and correct its predecessor; earlier accumulations form viewpoints to give place to higher viewpoints [see
VIEWPOINT(S)–HIGHER]; and above the succession of viewpoints, there is
the activity of critical reflection with its demand for the virtually
unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY–AND REFLECTIVE INSIGHT] and its
capacity to estimate approximations to its rigorous requirement.” (In

430-31.)
AND INFERENCE.

See INFERENCE–DEDUCTIVE

AND METHOD IN ETHICS.

See ETHICS–METHOD OF METAPHYSICS AND

AND METHOD IN METAPHYSICS.

See intra Abstract

AND SCIENTIFIC PROGRESS.

“Science does not advance by deducing
new conclusions from old premises. Deduction is an operation that
occurs only in the field of concepts and propositions. But the advance of science … is a circuit: from data to inquiry, from inquiry
to insight, from insight to the formulation of premises and the deduction of their implications, from such formulation to material
operations which yield fresh data and in the limit generate the new
set of insights named a higher viewpoint. A basic revision, then, is
a leap. At a stroke, it is a grasp of the insufficiency both of the old
laws and of the old standards. At a stroke, it generates both the
new laws and the new standards. Finally, by the same verification,
it establishes that both the new laws and the new standards satisfy
the data.” (In 190.)
AND WORLDVIEW.

The larger context is the complementarity of
classical and statistical investigations (In ch. 4; see CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–INQUIRY). The immediate context is the general characteristics of L’s worldview (see WORLDVIEW(S)–LONERGAN’S). On the fifth
of five general characteristics, he writes: “Our account will not
claim to be deductive. Perhaps one might argue in strictly deductive fashion from the complementary structure of the knowing to
the corresponding complementarity of the known [see KNOWING–AND
KNOWN-ISOMORPHISM OF]. But if that procedure is possible, it also requires an elaboration that for present purposes would be excessive.
Accordingly, our appeal will be to insight. We shall begin from the
problem of showing how both classical and statistical laws [see
CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–LAWS] can coalesce into a single unified intelligibility commensurate with the universe of our experience.” (In 140.) He then proceeds to explicate these highly complex
topics: “(1) the notion of a conditioned series of schemes of recurrence [see NOTION OF …–SCHEME OF RECURRENCE-CONDITIONED SERIES OF], (2) the
PROBABILITY of a single scheme, (3) the EMERGENT PROBABILITY of a series
of schemes, and (4) the consequent characteristics of a world order
[see UNIVERSE–ORDER OF].” (In 141.)
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IN EMPIRICAL SCIENCE AND COMMON SENSE. The larger context is
reflective understanding (In ch. 10; see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–
REFLECTIVE). In the immediate context, L is comparing commonsense
and scientific judgments (see JUDGMENT(S)–COMMONSENSE, –PROBABLE).
“The difference of the domains appears … in the difference of the
terms employed and in the possibilities they respectively offer for
logical deduction. Because ordinary description is concerned with
things-for-us [see QUOAD NOS], it derives its terms from everyday experience; because the elements of daily experience are constant,
the terms of ordinary description are constant … [they] do not shift
in meaning with the successive revisions of scientific theories; the
concrete unities that are men and animals and plants, the regularities of nature and the expectations of a normal course of events
form a necessary and unchanged basis and context into which applied science introduces its improvements. … Inversely, because
science seeks knowledge of the things as related among themselves [see QUOAD SE], because such relations lie outside our immediate experience, because the ultimates in such relations are to be
reached only when ultimate explanation is reached, each great
forward step of scientific knowledge involves a more or less profound revision of its fundamental terms. Again, because science is
analytic and abstractive, its terms are exact; because its correlations purport to be generally valid, they must be determined with
utmost precision; because its terms are exact and its correlations
general, it must be ready to bear the weight of a vast superstructure
of logical deductions in which each conclusion must be equally
exact and valid generally.” (In 321.)
IN THE GENERAL CASE IMPOSSIBLE. “Deduction and prediction in
the general case are impossible. They are impossible for man’s limited understanding, because limited understanding could master
the manifold of concrete patterns of diverging series of scattering
conditions [see NONSYSTEMATIC–IN DIVERGING SERIES OF CONDITIONS] only if
that manifold could be systematized; and it cannot be systematized.” (In 673-74.)
TRANSCENDENTAL. L’s mentions the Kantian term “transcendental
deduction” in the context of explicating his cognitional theory and
contrasting it with Kant’s. “We have performed something similar
to what a Kantian would name a transcendental deduction. Accordingly, we shall be asked to explain the fact that our deduction
yields different results from Kant’s.” (In 362.) See intra Abstract-vs concrete; see also COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY-LONERGAN VS KANT (5 ELEMENTS)

DEFINITION(S): L writes: “As every schoolboy knows, a circle is a
locus of coplanar points equidistant from a center. What every
schoolboy does not know is the difference between repeating that definition as a parrot might and uttering it intelligently.” (In 31.) “One
may recite a definition by rote without understanding; but unless one
really understands, one cannot define; and as soon as one understands, one has defined.” (UB 23 n. 47.) He proceeds to lead us through an
exercise whereby we might, as it were, catch ourselves in the process
of grasping a final definition, i.e., grasping the very essence of a circle, its intrinsic constitutive causes. “Our purpose is to attain insight,
not into the circle, but into the act illustrated by insight into the circle.” (In 32.) One should always bear in mind that L’s purpose is never
to merely explain cognition and its products from the VIEWPOINT(S)–OF
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THEORY;

he is always leading us to the VIEWPOINT(S)–OF INTERIORITY, the result
of SELF-APPROPRIATION. Note that the knowledge expressed in definitions
is scientific, to some degree probable. Definitions develop with further understanding. On the nature of definition see intra Genesis of,
moments in (4); Stages of (3); Types of
AND ‘ETC’. The larger context is the elements of insight (In ch.1).
The immediate context is higher viewpoints (see VIEWPOINT(S)–HIGHER),
illustrated by the transition from arithmetic to algebra. “A first step
is to offer some definition of the positive integers 1, 2, 3, 4, ... . …
Let us suppose an indefinite multitude of instances of ‘one.’ They
may be anything anyone pleases, from sheep to instances of the act
of counting or ordering. … Further, let us suppose as too familiar
to be defined the notions of ‘one,’ ‘plus,’ and ‘equals.’ … Then,
there is an infinite series of definitions for the infinite series of
positive integers, and it may be indicated symbolically by the following: 1 + 1 = 2 … 2 + 1 = 3 … 3 + 1 = 4 … etc., etc., etc. ... . …
This symbolic indication may be interpreted in any of a variety of
manners. It means one plus one equals two, or two is one more
than one, or the second is the next after the first, or even the relations between classes of groups each with one, or two, or three,
etc., members. As the acute reader will see, the one important element in the above series of definitions, is the etc., etc., etc. ...
Without it the positive integers cannot be defined: for they are an
indefinitely great multitude, and it is only insofar as some such
gesture as etc., etc., etc. is really significant that an infinite series
of definitions can occur. What, then, does the etc., etc. mean? It
means that an insight should have occurred. If one has had the
relevant insight, if one has caught on, if one sees how the defining
can go on indefinitely, no more need be said. If one has not caught
on, then the poor teacher has to labor in his apostolate of the obvious. For in defining the positive integers there is no alternative to
insight. … Incidentally, it may not be amiss to recall what already
has been re marked, namely, that a single insight is expressed in
many concepts. In the present instance a single insight grounds an
infinity of concepts [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–VS CONCEPT].” (In 38-39.)
AND ANALYTIC PRINCIPLES. See PRINCIPLE(S)–ANALYTIC
AND ANALYTIC PROPOSITIONS. See PROPOSITION(S)–ANALYTIC
AND COGNITIONAL PROCESS.

See

COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–PROCESS-AND FOR-

MULATION

AND COMMON MATTER.
AND CONCEPTION.

See intra Types of-qidditative

See CONCEPT(S),

CONCEPTION(S)–AND DEFINITIONS

AND DIVISIONS.

“Division of things necessarily follow their definitions.” (S 721.) See DIVISION(S)
AND ESSENCE. See intra Types of-quidditative
AND INSIGHT. See INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–AND DEFINITIONS
AND INTELLECTUAL EMANATION. See EMANATION–INTELLECTUAL
AND SCIENCE. See SCIENCE(S)–AND DEFINITIONS
AND SIMPLE INNER WORD. See WORD–INNER-SIMPLE
AND SOCRATES. See PROPER NAMES–SOCRATES-AND DEFINITIONS
ESSENTIAL.

See intra Types of-explanatory/essential

EXPLANATORY.

See intra Types of-explanatory/essential

GENESIS OF, MOMENTS IN (4).

“When an animal has nothing to do it
goes to sleep. When a man has nothing to do he may ask questions.
(1). The first moment is an awakening to one’s intelligence. It is
release from the dominance of biological drive and from the routines of everyday living. It is the effective emergence of WONDER,
of the DESIRE–TO UNDERSTAND. …
(2). The second moment is the hint, the suggestion, the clue. Insight has begun. We have got hold of something. There is a
chance that we are on the right track. Let’s see. …
(3). The third moment is the process. Imagination has been released from other cares. It is free to cooperate with intellectual
effort, and its cooperation consists in endeavoring to run parallel
to intelligent suppositions, while at the same time restraining
supposition within some limits of approximation to the imaginable field.
(4). The fourth moment is achievement. By their cooperation, by
successive adjustments, question and insight, image and concept
present a solid front. The answer is a patterned set of concepts.
The image strains to approximate to the concepts. The concepts,
by added conceptual determinations, can express their differences from the merely approximate image. The pivot between
images and concepts is the insight. And setting the standard
which insight, images, and concepts must meet is the question,
the desire to know, that could have kept the process in motion by
further queries had its requirements not been satisfied.” (In 34-35.)
See also INQUIRY–TENSION OF

IMPLICIT.

See intra Types of-implicit

NOMINAL.

See intra Types of-nominal

OF ART.

See ART–DEFINITION OF

OF MATERIAL.

See MATERIAL–EXPLANATION/DEFINITION OF

OF MODEL.

See MODEL–DEFINITION OF

OF OBJECT.

See OBJECT(S)–DEFINITION OF

OF PROBABILITY.
OF TRUTH.

See PROBABILITY–DEFINITION OF

See TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–DEFINITION OF

Answering question 36 in appendix 3 of S (“Relations”) L writes: “Since definitions express knowledge, we distinguish in the same way between initial, final, and intermediate
definitions.” (S 719.)

STAGES OF (3).

(1) Initial. Initial definitions, “if they are more than nominal
definitions, indicate nothing about things except their external
appearance.” (S 719.) This definition is related to the cognitional
level of EXPERIENCE, DATA–OF SENSE, and empirical consciousness (see
CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL– LEVELS OF (5)-(1) EMPIRICAL), and the dramatic
pattern of experience (see PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–DRAMATIC).
(2) Intermediate. Intermediate definitions “are those that are
based partly on some clarity about causes and partly on names or
on a description of external appearances.” (S 721.) This definition is
related to the process from experience to trying to understand
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(see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–PROCESS).
(3) Final. Final definitions “express the very essences of things,
their intrinsic constitutive causes [see CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES; CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES].” (S 719-21.) This
definition is related to the cognitional level of understanding (see
INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING), intellectual consciousness (see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL– LEVELS OF (5)-(2) INTELLECTUAL), and the intellectual
pattern of experience (see PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–INTELLECTUAL).
TYPES OF. “In Insight [10-13] a distinction is made of three types of
definition: nominal, explanatory [or essential], and implicit.” (UB 45.)
Quidditative, although explanatory/essential, is distinguished intra
because of its instructive emphasis on cognitional process.
Nominal. “Nominal definitions merely tell us about the correct
usage of names.” (In 35.)

Vs explanatory. “There is a difference between nominal and explanatory definitions. Nominal definitions merely tell us about
the correct usage of names. Explanatory definitions also include something further that, were it not included in the definition, would have to be added as a postulate. … What
constitutes the difference? It is not that explanatory definitions
suppose an insight while nominal definitions do not. For a language is an enormously complicated tool with an almost endless variety of parts that admit a far greater number of
significant combinations. If insight is needed to see how other
tools are to be used properly and effectively, insight is similarly
needed to use a language properly and effectively. … Still, this
yields, I think, the answer to our question. Both nominal and
explanatory definitions suppose insights. But a nominal definition supposes no more than an insight into the proper use of
language. An explanatory definition, on the other hand, supposes a further insight into the objects to which language refers. The name ‘circle’ is defined as a perfectly round plane
curve, as the name ‘straight line’ is defined as a line lying
evenly between its extremes. But when one goes on to affirm
that all radii in a circle are equal or that all right angles are
equal, one no longer is talking merely of names. One is making
assertions about the objects which names denote.” (In 35-36.)

Explanatory/essential. “An explanatory definition adds a further
element [to nominal definition] which, if not added in the definition, would have to be added by way of a postulate. Euclid defined the straight line as a line that lies evenly between its
extremes, but he had to add the postulate, All right angles are
equal. He defined the circle as the locus of coplanar points equidistant from a center, and consequently he did not have to add
the postulate, All radii of the same circle are equal. You can put
your postulates in the definitions or separate from them. If they
are separate, the definitions are merely nominal; if they are in the
definitions, the definitions are explanatory.” (UB 45.) See also intra
Types of-nominal-vs explanatory; Types of-quidditative
Implicit. The context for understanding the significance of L’s introducing the notion of implicit definition is his analysis of the
elements of insight (In ch. 1). The notion comes from Hilbert’s
The Foundations of Geometry. Definition expresses meaning.
“The meaning of both point and straight line is fixed by the rela-
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tion that two and only two points determine a straight line”; the
definition of straight line is implicit in the relation that constitutes it. Implicit definition “omits nominal definition, for one
cannot restrict Hilbert’s point to the Euclidean meaning of position without magnitude. An ordered pair of numbers satisfies
Hilbert’s implicit definition of a point, for two such pairs determine a straight line.” Thus “implicit definition consists in explanatory definition without nominal definition.” L concludes:
“The significance of implicit definition is its complete generality.
The omission of nominal definitions is the omission of a restriction to the objects which, in the first instance, one happens to be
thinking about. The exclusive use of explanatory or postulational
elements concentrates attention upon the set of relationships in
which the whole scientific significance is contained.” (In 37.) In the
later context of metaphysics as dialectic (In ch. 17; see METAPHYSICS–AS DIALECTIC) and his explication of the notion of truth (see NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL–TRUTH), L writes: “The relationship of words
to one another is the easiest to formulate. ... The mathematician,
the scientist, the philosopher employs the technique of implicit
definition (or Aristotelian declaration by analogy) to fix the
meaning of his fundamental terms and relations. Just as knowledge advances through accumulations of insights to higher viewpoints, so also language advances from a level of elementary
meanings through higher viewpoints to ever more compendious
vocal gestures. So we speak of Platonism and Aristotelianism, of
Christianity and Islam, of Renaissance and Reformation, of
Enlightenment and Revolution, of Science and Faith, but to say
what we mean by such words would call for volumes of other
words.” (In 578.)
Quidditative. The larger context is L’s explicating the intelligible
emanation of the inner word of understanding (see EMANATION–
INTELLIGIBLE; WORD–INNER); in the immediate context, he is explicating
the foundation of hylemorphism (see HYLEMORPHISM (HYLOMORPHISM)),
that because we conceive realties by sense experience and understanding “it is necessary that they be composed of MATTER and
FORM.” (S 207.) It also relates to the definition of science as knowledge of things according to their causes. “The intelligible that is
grasped in sensible data is the same as the intelligible that is uttered in the definition. Nevertheless, the object when grasped is
different from the object when defined. For when it is grasped,
corporeal matter becomes known separately through the senses,
but the quiddity or nature or cause becomes known separately
through the intellect. However, when it is defined, what became
known earlier through distinct acts are now brought together into
one; for in the definition common corporeal matter is posited, but
not individual corporeal matter; and the quiddity, nature, or cause
are not themselves defined, but rather the reality is defined in accordance with its quiddity, nature, or cause. Therefore, because
the objects are different, the acts must be different.” (S 205.)
Among examples: “What is a circle? A circle is the locus of
points lying on the same plane surface and equally distant from a
center. … It does not state that the circle is a perfectly round
plane figure; rather, it assigns the cause why the circle necessarily is perfectly round. Moreover, this necessary consequence itself must be grasped in the phantasm [see PHANTASM/FANTASM] by an
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act of understanding [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–ACT OF] before
there can be an intellectual emanation [see EMANATION–INTELLECTUAL]
of the definition of a circle.” (S 207.)
UNIVERSAL. “Aristotle credits Socrates with the introduction of universal definitions. That pursuit of universality in definition is a
fundamental characteristic throughout the whole of mathematics
and science. Traditionally, NECESSITY is connected with UNIVERSALITY;
but that notion of necessity is more doubtful at the present time.
Necessity is no longer stressed so much because, clearly, all of the
sciences proceed by HYPOTHESIS and VERIFICATION; they do not arrive at
what is necessarily so, but only at what de facto is true. That is the
most they hope to attain. Mathematicians have discovered that they
are in exactly the same boat. They can deduce their conclusions
with rigorous necessity from their initial primitive propositions, but
they cannot affirm that their primitive propositions are necessary.
In other words, the formulation they have found for their primitive
propositions may admit higher viewpoints [see VIEWPOINT(S)–HIGHER]
…. The pursuit of the universal is not confined to definitions—to
knowing, for example, exactly when two coplanar circles will intersect is something over and above seeing that in this case or in
this type of case they must intersect. Universal definitions are
wanted because universal propositions are wanted, and universal
propositions are wanted with the degree of accuracy that allows
them to bear the weight of deduction. In other words, the mathematician and, ideally, the scientist too do not want to make any
general affirmations or negations that are simply approximations to
‘You know what I mean.’” (UB 84-85.)
DELIBERATION: The fourth-level operations of intentional consciousness (see intra As operation) include deliberation, EVALUATION, DECISION (see also JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE), and carrying out the decision (see
DOING AND MAKING). On the fourth level of rational self-consciousness,
consciousness becomes conscience (see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–
LEVELS OF (5)-(4) RATIONAL SELF- (6 ELEMENTS)). Deliberation is a moment of obedience to the fourth transcendental precept, Be responsible (see TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS), a moment in the ongoing process of our making
ourselves the persons we want to be.
ABOUT VALUE. “Value is a transcendental notion [see NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL–GOODNESS/VALUE]. It is what is intended in questions for deliberation [see intra Questions for], just as the intelligible is what is
intended in questions for intelligence [see INTELLIGENCE–QUESTIONS FOR],
and just as truth and being are what are intended in questions for
reflection [see REFLECTION/REFLECTIVE–QUESTIONS FOR]. Such intending is
not KNOWING. When I ask what, or why, or how, or what for, I do not
know the answers, but already I am intending what would be
known if I knew the answers. When I ask whether this or that is so,
I do not as yet know whether or not either is so, but already I am
intending what would be known if I did know the answers. So
when I ask whether this is truly and not merely apparently good,
whether that is or is not worth while, I do not yet know value but I
am intending [VALUE(S)].” (M 34.)
AND LIBERTY.

“Liberty means ... not indeterminism but selfdetermination. ... The process of deliberation and evaluation is not
itself decisive, and so we experience our LIBERTY as the active thrust

of the subject terminating the process of deliberation by settling on
one of the possible courses of action and proceeding to execute it.”
(M 50.)
AND QUESTION OF GOD. “The facts of good and evil, of progress and
decline, raise questions about the character of our universe. Such
questions have been put in very many ways, and the answers given
have been even more numerous. But behind this multiplicity there
is a basic unity that comes to light in the exercise of transcendental
method [see GEM]. We can inquire into the possibility of fruitful inquiry. We can reflect on the nature of reflection. We can deliberate
whether our deliberating is worth while. In each case, there arises
the question of God.” (M 101.) See also QUESTION OF GOD, THE–AND MORAL ENTERPRISE, –FORMS OF (4)-(3)
AS OPERATION.

The larger context of L’s explication of cognitional
operations (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS) is always SELFAPPROPRIATION. L states the context of the operation: “Intentionality
and consciousness differ from level to level, and within each level
the many operations involve further differences [see CONSCIOUSNESS,
INTENTIONAL– LEVELS OF (5)]. Our consciousness expands in a new dimension when from mere experiencing we turn to the effort to understand what we have experienced. A third dimension of rationality
emerges when the content of our acts of understanding is regarded
as, of itself, a mere bright idea and we endeavor to settle what
really is so. A fourth dimension comes to the fore when judgment
on the facts is followed by deliberation on what we are to do about
them. On all four levels, we are aware of ourselves but, as we
mount from level to level, it is a fuller self of which we are aware
and the awareness itself is different.” (M 9.) Again, “the operations
are to be experienced not only singly but in their relations, for
there are not merely conscious operations but also conscious processes.” (M 15-16.) As operation, deliberation principally regards possible courses of action in regard to a judgment of value we have
made (see JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE; the criterion is identical for intellectual and moral judgments: evidence sufficient to fulfill the conditions necessary to judge “it is not so” or “it is so”). “Spontaneously
we move from judgments of fact [see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT] or possibility to judgments of value and to the deliberateness of DECISION
and COMMITMENT; and that spontaneity is not unconscious or blind; it
constitutes us as conscientious, as responsible persons, and its absence would leave us psychopaths.” (M 15-16.) See also EVALUATION
QUESTIONS FOR. The context is the elements of freedom (see FREEDOM–ELEMENTS OF-(3) PRACTICAL REFLECTION). The immediate topic is reflection (see REFLECTION/REFLECTIVE) and the raising of further questions in
the process of deciding a course of action. “For further questions
may regard the object; then one asks oneself just what the proposed course of action is, what are its successive steps, what alternatives it admits, what it excludes, what consequences it will have,
whether the whole proposal is really possible, just how probable or
certain are its various features. But in a familiar situation one may
already know the answers to all these questions, and then there is
no need to inquire into the object of the act; like the master of a
science, one has only to advert to the issue to reach a full grasp of
it and of its implications. Again, further questions may regard mo-
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tives for the course of action. Would its execution be agreeable?
Are there other features to compensate for its disagreeableness?
What is its utility? How desirable are the goals to which it is useful? From the greater or less satisfaction of more or fewer desires
one can turn to the consideration of intelligible order and then of
value. Does the proposed act come under the accepted order? If
not, is it merely egoistic, or is it a contribution to the initiation of
an improvement in the accepted order? Or if it does come under
the accepted order, is not that order in need of improvement? Is not
this the time to begin improving things? Finally, all such questions
may be superfluous. There is no need to marshal motives in the
given instance, because willingness to perform such an act has become habitual. Still, is that willingness right or wrong, good or
bad? The world’s work would be never done unless we acted
largely out of habit. But might not my habits be improved? Are the
values to which they commit me true or false? Am I intelligent and
reasonable enough in the short run, only to be blind to the larger
implications of my way of living? Or if I advert to such larger implications, am I doing what I can to be helpful to others in this respect?” (In 633-34.) See also SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE—MORAL
And authenticity/hypocrisy. “Questions for deliberation … are
concerned with the good. They end the one-sidedness of purely
cognitional endeavor to restore the integration of sense and conation, thought and feeling. They not merely ask about a distinction
between satisfaction and value [see CONVERSION–MORAL] but also assume the existential viewpoint that asks me whether I am ready,
whether I am determined, to sacrifice satisfactions for the sake of
[VALUE(S)]. Having put the question of moral AUTHENTICITY, they reward acceptance with a good conscience, and they sanction rejection with an uneasy conscience. Finally, they push the
requirement of authenticity to the sticking point: good decisions
must be complemented by good conduct and good actions; and
failure in this respect is just the inner essence of hypocrisy.” (PTP2
397.)

See also DOING AND MAKING

And question of God. See QUESTION OF GOD, THE–FORMS OF (4)-(3)
DEMONSTRATION: A

demonstration provides reasons why a conclusion is certain. “There are truths that naturally are known; they form
the touchstone of other truth; and judging is a matter of reducing
other issues to the naturally known first principles [see PRINCIPLE(S)–
FIRST]. Thus, in demonstrations certitude is attained by a resolution to
first principles; such a resolution is the efficient cause of the certitude; until the resolution reaches the first principles doubt is possible, but once it has reached them doubt is excluded. For in the
demonstrative sciences the conclusions are so related to the principles that, were the conclusions false, the principles would have to be
false; hence the mind is coerced by its own natural acceptance of the
principles to accept the conclusions as well. With regard to the QUOD
QUID EST [that which is] and with regard to principles known immediately from such knowledge of QUIDDITY, intellect is infallible; but with
regard to further deductions intellect may err; still, such error is excluded absolutely, whenever a correct resolutio in principia [reduction
to principles] is performed.” (V 74-75.)
DENOMINATION: Also predication; see PREDICATES; CATEGORY, CATEGORIES.
AND

METAPHYSICAL

ELEMENTS/EQUIVALENCE.

See intra Extrin-
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sic/intrinsic
EXTRINSIC/INTRINSIC.

“Those familiar with traditional metaphysics
will recall in this connection the distinctions between intrinsic and
extrinsic denomination and between formal cause and formal effect. Intrinsic and extrinsic denomination is a difference in [PROPOSITION(S)]. Denomination or predication is intrinsic to a subject P,
when the metaphysical equivalent [see METAPHYSICAL–EQUIVALENCE] of
the name or predicate is a constituent of the being P. On the other
hand, denomination is extrinsic to a subject P, when the metaphysical equivalent of the name or predicate is not a constituent or
not entirely a constituent of the being P. Again, the relation between formal cause and formal effect is a less general case of the
relation we have named metaphysical equivalence. The formal
cause is the metaphysical equivalent in the particular case when
that equivalent is a form. The formal effects are the range of objects of true propositions grounded by the formal cause. Formal effects are primary or secondary, absolute or conditioned, intrinsic or
extrinsic, according as the true propositions grounded by the formal cause are premises or conclusions, necessary or conditioned
conclusions, conclusions about the constituted subject or about
other subjects. Thus, if Socrates has a human central form (formal
cause), he will be a man (primary formal effect), be capable of understanding (necessary, secondary, intrinsic formal effect), occasionally understand (conditioned, secondary, intrinsic formal
effect), have a father (extrinsic formal effect).” (In 530.) See also CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–DISTINCTION OF

DESCRIPTION: “There are two main varieties of description. There
are the ordinary descriptions that can be cast in ordinary language
[see LANGUAGE–ORDINARY]. There are also scientific descriptions for which
ordinary language quickly proves inadequate and so is forced to yield
its place to a special technical terminology [see LANGUAGE–TECHNICAL].
Nor is it difficult to discern behind these linguistic differences a more
fundamental difference. Both ordinary and scientific description are
concerned with things as related to us [see QUOAD NOS; VIEWPOINT(S)–
EXPLANATORY VS DESCRIPTIVE], but both are not concerned with the same relations to us. The scientist selects the relations of things to us that
lead more directly to knowledge of the relations between things
themselves [see QUOAD SE; VIEWPOINT(S)–EXPLANATORY VS DESCRIPTIVE]. Ordinary
description is free from this ulterior preoccupation. As it begins, so
also it ends with human apprehensions and interests as its center.” (In
317.) See also intra Ordinary
AND ARISTOTLE’S CATEGORIES.

See

PROPER NAMES–ARISTOTLE, ARISTOTELIAN-

CATEGORIES

AND COMMON SENSE.

See

COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS-AND COMMON

SENSE

AND EXPLANATION. “Description deals with things as related to us
[see QUOAD NOS; VIEWPOINT(S)–EXPLANATORY VS DESCRIPTIVE]. Explanation deals
with the same things as related among themselves [see QUOAD SE].
The two are not totally independent, for they deal with the same
things, and … description supplies, as it were, the tweezers by
which we hold things while explanations are being discovered or
verified, applied or revised. But despite their intimate connection, it
remains that description and explanation envisage things in fundamentally different manners. The relations of things among them-
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selves are, in general, a different field from the relations of things
to us.” (In 316.)
And being. See METAPHYSICS–AND BEING-AS DESCRIBED/EXPLAINED
And scientific thought. “Scientific thought [see SCIENTIFIC–THOUGHT]
needs, not only explanatory systems, but also descriptions that
determine the data which explanations must satisfy. Moreover,
scientific thought needs the notion of the thing [see THING(S)–NOTION
OF], which has as its properties both experiential and explanatory
conjugates [see CONJUGATE(S)–EXPERIENTIAL, –EXPLANATORY/PURE], which
remains identical whether it is described or explained, which by
its identity demands a coherent explanation or set of explanations
that is verifiable in the easily ascertainable data of the thing as
described.” (In 273.)
And self-affirmation. See

SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER-DESCRIPTION

AND EXPLANATION

And things. See QUOAD SE; QUOAD NOS
As viewpoints. See VIEWPOINT(S)–EXPLANATORY VS DESCRIPTIVE
In metaphysics. See METAPHYSICS–AND DESCRIPTIVE RELATIONS (4)
In relations. See METAPHYSICS–AS EXPLANATORY; SCIENTIFIC–EXPLANATION
Interpretation in. See CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(5) OF COMPLETE EXPLANATION, –OF METHODICAL HERMENEUTICS-(2) OF EXPLANATION
Of data. “The questions that are answered by a pattern of internal
relations are only questions that ask for explanatory system [see
COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY-LONERGAN VS RELATIVISM (11 ELEMENTS)]. But besides things-themselves and prior to them in our knowing, there
are things-for-us, things as described [see QUOAD NOS; VIEWPOINT(S)–
EXPLANATORY VS DESCRIPTIVE]. Moreover, the existents and occurrences
in which explanatory systems are verified diverge nonsystematically from the ideal frequencies [see NONSYSTEMATIC–DIVERGENCE OF ACTUAL FREQUENCIES] that ideally would be deduced from the
explanatory systems. Again, the activity of verifying [see VERIFICATION] involves the use of description as an intermediary between
the system defined by internal relations and, on the other hand,
the presentations of sense that are the fulfilling conditions. Finally, it would be a mistake to suppose that explanation is the
one true knowledge; not only does its verification rest on description but also the relations of things to us are just as much
objects of knowledge as are the relations of things among themselves [see QUOAD SE; VIEWPOINT(S)–EXPLANATORY VS DESCRIPTIVE].” (In 368-69.)
Complementarity of statistical and classical in. See

CLASSICAL AND STATISTI-

CAL COMPARED–DESCRIPTION, SCIENTIFIC, –EXPLANATION

Of same object. See intra And explanation
On the basis of sense/consciousness. See DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS–AS
BASIS OF EXPLANATION

AND METAPHYSICS.

See

METAPHYSICS–AND BEING-AS DESCRIBED/EXPLAINED, –AS

KNOWLEDGE-EXPLANATORY

AND REALITY.

See IDEAL(S)–TYPES-AND THE HISTORIAN

AND RELATIONS.
AND SCIENCE.

See METAPHYSICS–AND DESCRIPTIVE RELATIONS (4)

See SCIENCE(S)–AS DESCRIPTIVE

AND SPACE, TIME.

See NOTION OF …–CONCRETE SPACE OR TIME (DESCRIPTIVE)

AND THE KNOWER.

The larger context is KNOWING and BEING (UB ch.
6). The immediate context is the nature of L’s account of the selfaffirmation of the knower (see SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER). He
asks: “Is this account, then, descriptive or explanatory? It has the
advantages of both, one may say. It has all the advantages of the
concreteness of the descriptive type insofar as the elements and the
unity are verifiable in consciousness. It has all the advantages of
the explanatory type insofar as the different elements are of their
very nature interdependently linked together in the process.” (UB 142-

43.)
AND VERIFICATION.

See intra And explanation-of data

AS INTERMEDIARY.

See intra And explanation-of data

AS UNCHANGING.

See DEDUCTION–IN EMPIRICAL SCIENCE AND COMMON SENSE

ORDINARY.

“Its defining or formal viewpoint is the thing as related
to us [see QUOAD NOS], as it enters into the concerns of man. Its object
is what is to be known by concrete judgments of fact [see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–CONCRETE], by judgments on the correctness of insights
into concrete situations, by concrete analogies and generalizations,
and by the collaboration of COMMON SENSE. It is as much an object of
knowledge as any other, for it is reached by beginning from the
level of presentations [see DATA–OF SENSE], by advancing through inquiry, insights, and FORMULATION, by culminating in the critical inquiry of reflective understanding [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–
REFLECTIVE], the grasp of the unconditioned [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–REFLECTIVE-AND VIRTUALLY UNCONDITIONED], and the rationally compelled
pronouncement of judgment. To anticipate a later vocabulary, the
domain of ordinary description is a section of the universe of being
[see BEING–UNIVERSE OF], of what intelligently is grasped and reasonably is affirmed. How much of that section really is reached by ordinary description is of course a further question. At least it is
something to know the goal at which it aims.” (In 317.)
PRESCIENTIFIC.

See CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–DESCRIPTION, PRESCI-

ENTIFIC

RELATIVISM OF.

See VIEWPOINT(S)–EXPLANATORY VS DESCRIPTIVE

DESIGN, UNIVERSAL: See EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AS UNIVERSAL DESIGN
DESIRE: See also inter alia DESIRE TO KNOW ■ APPREHENSION–IN WORLDS OF COMMON SENSE AND THEORY

■ COMMON SENSE–BIAS OF, GENERAL-AND REFUSALS ■ COMMUNICA-

TION–AND UNDERSTANDING ■ CONCEPT(S), CONCEPTION(S)–AS PART OF PROCESS ■

Transposition from d. to e. See METAPHYSICAL–EQUIVALENCE-AND TRANSPOSI-

CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–VS SENSITIVE ■ COSMOPOLIS–PROPERTIES OF (4)-(2) IMPLE-

TION

MENTS INOPERATIVE IDEAS, –SYNTHETIC VIEW

Two types. See

SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER-DESCRIPTION AND EXPLANA-

■ CRITICAL ■ DELIBERATION–QUESTIONS FOR ■

DETACHMENT ■ DIALECTIC(S)–OF COMMUNITY ■ DOING AND MAKING–AND GOOD OF ORDER ■
DRIFTER–AND SELF-TRANSCENDENCE ■ EGOISM ■ ETHICS–METHOD OF METAPHYSICS AND ■

TION OF-TWO TYPES

AND IDEAL TYPES.

See IDEAL(S)–TYPES-AND DESCRIPTION

AND KNOWLEDGE.

See METAPHYSICS–AND DESCRIPTIVE KNOWLEDGE

FEELINGS–AS INTENTIONAL RESPONSE, –AS RELATED TO OBJECTS, VALUES, ETC. ■ GOOD, THE–
LEVELS OF (3)-(1), –OF ORDER, –VS FEELINGS, SENTIMENTS

■ IMAGINATION–AND CONCEPTS ■

DESIRE TO KNOW – DESIRE TO KNOW
INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–AND WONDER ■ INTELLECT–GOOD OF ■ INTELLECTUAL–
PROCESS-AND EGOISM

■ INTELLIGENCE–SPONTANEITY VS ■ INTERSUBJECTIVITY–AND PRIVACY

■ LANGUAGE–TECHNICAL-AND MAGIC ■ LIBERATION–PROBLEM OF ETHICAL-SOLUTION TO ■
MEMORY–OF INDIVIDUAL/GROUP ■ METAPHYSICS–AND ALL OTHER DEPARTMENTS-(1) UNDERLIES

■ METHOD(S)–CRITICAL ■ NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL, –AND LOVE ■ OBJECT(S)–OF WILL ■
PHENOMENOLOGY–OF A SMILE-AND MEANING VS LANGUAGE-(3) ■ PHILOSOPHY OF GOD–AND
GOD-AND FINALITY
PRESENT

■ POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION–AND THE ETHICAL ■ PSYCHOLOGICAL–

■ QUESTION(S)–RESTRICTIVE ■ RESPONSIBILITY ■ SCIENTIFIC–OBSERVATION ■

SCOTOSIS, SCOTOMA ■ SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE-RELIGIOUS ■ SELF-APPROPRIATION–AND
WILLING

■ SOCIAL–CRISIS VS SOCIAL TRANQUILITY ■ SUBJECTIVITY ■ THING(S)–NOTION OF-AS

BRIDGE

■ TRANSCENDENTAL–ILLUSION ■ UNIVERSE– ORDER OF-AND THE TOTAL MANIFOLD-AND

FEELINGS, -AND POTENTIAL GOOD ■ VALUE(S)–AND THE GOOD, –AND THE WILL

AND THE GOOD.

See GOOD, THE–AND DESIRE; VALUE(S)

FOR AUTHENTICITY.

See PRINCIPLE(S)–MORAL

FOR SELF-TRANSCENDENCE.
OTHER/ALIEN.
SENSITIVE.
TO KNOW.

See CONVERSION–RELIGIOUS-SUBLATES MORAL

See DIALECTIC(S)–HEGELIAN VS LONERGANIAN-SOURCE OF DIFFERENCES

See ETHICS–PRECEPTS OF

See DESIRE TO KNOW

TO LIVE. Along

with COMMON SENSE “the DESIRE TO KNOW is simply a part
of the desire to live, and knowledge is a part of living .... Knowledge is not pursued for its own sake, it does not become an end in
itself. It is simply one part in the total end, which is living.” (UB 86.)
TO SEE GOD.

See

ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–AND NATURAL DE-

SIRE TO SEE GOD

TO UNDERSTAND. L speaks of his “discovery that the notion of being (see BEING–NOTION OF) has its origin and ground in an anticipative
desire to understand, in a capacity to inquire and reflect.” (In 544.)
Sometimes he speaks of the desire to understand correctly. That
one’s understanding is correct is known only in the reflective understanding that necessitates judgment (see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–AND REFLECTIVE UNDERSTANDING). See also DEFINITION(S)–GENESIS OF, MOMENTS IN (4)-(1) ■
DESIRE TO KNOW ■ INTELLECT–FINALITY OF

DESIRE TO KNOW:

“Among our desires there is the detached and disinterested [and unrestricted; see intra Unrestricted] desire to know.
While it has its satisfaction in one’s own joy in insight, it is not content with satisfaction; the desire to know heads beyond the satisfaction of insight to the further question whether one’s insight is correct.
Its immanent criterion is the attainment of an unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY] independent of one’s own likes and dislikes,
one’s own desires and aversions.” (UB 225-26.)
A NORMATIVE STRUCTURE. “The detached and disinterested desire
to know and its unfolding in inquiry and reflection not only constitute a notion of being [see BEING–NOTION OF] but also impose a normative structure upon man’s cognitional acts [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–
STRUCTURE]. Such a structure provides the relations by which unknown contents of the acts can be defined heuristically [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–PROCESS-AS HEURISTIC STRUCTURE]. This heuristic structure
is immanent and operative in all human knowing ….” (In 420.)
AND EROS OF MIND. See SCIENTIFIC–OBSERVATION-AND EROS OF MIND/SPIRIT
AND HORIZON. See HORIZON(S)–AND DESIRE TO KNOW
AND INQUIRY.

See INQUIRY–AND PURE DESIRE TO KNOW
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AND LIKES/DISLIKES.

L speaks of one’s likes and dislikes, and of
“one’s desires or fears or any other factor in one’s makeup” interfering with the process of satisfying our desire to know. See intra Vs
attached and interested sensitivity; see also OBJECTIVITY–VS SUBJECTIVITY
AND LOGIC. “Upon the normative exigences of the pure desire rests
the validity of all logics and all methods [see LOGIC; METHOD(S)–AND PURE
DESIRE TO KNOW]. A logic or method is not an ultimate that can be established only by a hullabaloo of starry-eyed praise for Medieval
Philosophy or for Modern Science, along with an insecure resentment of everything else. Logic and method are intelligent and rational; their grounds are not belief nor propaganda nor the
pragmatic utility of atom bombs and nylon stockings; their
grounds are the inner exigence of the pure desire to know. They
are to be accepted insofar as they succeed in formulating that dynamic exigence; and they are to be revised insofar as they fail.” (In
405.)
AND METHOD/GEM.
AND OPENNESS.

See METHOD(S)–AND DESIRE TO KNOW, PURE

See OPENNESS–AND PURE DESIRE TO KNOW

AND QUESTIONS.

See QUESTION(S)–AND DESIRE TO KNOW

AND SUBJECTIVITY/OBJECTIVITY.
AND THE GOOD.

See OBJECTIVITY–VS SUBJECTIVITY

See GOOD, THE–AND DESIRE-TO KNOW

AND UNIVERSAL WILLINGNESS. “To reach the universal WILLINGNESS
that matches the unrestricted desire to know is indeed a high
achievement, for it consists not in the mere recognition of an ideal
norm but in the adoption of an attitude towards the universe of being [see BEING–UNIVERSE OF], not in the adoption of an affective attitude
that would desire but not perform but in the adoption of an effective attitude in which performance matches aspiration.” (In 647.)
AND WONDER.

“This primordial drive, then, is the pure question [see
It is prior to any insights, any concepts, any words;
for insights, concepts, words have to do with answers, and before
we look for answers we want them; such wanting is the pure question. … On the other hand, though the pure question is prior to insights, concepts, and words, it presupposes experiences and
images. Just as insight is into the concretely given or imagined, so
the pure question is about the concretely given or imagined. It is
the WONDER which Aristotle claimed to be the beginning of all science and philosophy. But no one just wonders. We wonder about
something.” (In 34.)
AS CONSCIOUS. “The desire to know is not unconscious, as is the fetal eye, nor empirically conscious, as is hunger, nor a consequence
of intellectual knowledge, as are DELIBERATION and CHOICE. The desire
to know is conscious intelligently and rationally; it is inquiring intelligence and reflecting reasonableness. Simply as desire, it is orientation, without as yet involving any cognitional content or
notion. Still, intelligence as obverse looks for the intelligible as reverse. Reasonableness as obverse looks for the grounded as reverse. More fundamentally, the looking for, the desiring, the
inquiring-and-reflecting is an obverse that intelligently and rationally heads for an unrestricted objective named BEING. Were that
heading unconscious, there would be an orientation towards being
but there would be no desire to know being and no notion of being
[see BEING–NOTION OF]. Were that heading empirically conscious, there
SPIRIT– OF INQUIRY].
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would be an orientation towards being and a felt desire to know being, but there would be no notion of being. In fact, the heading is
intelligent and rational, and so there is not only an orientation towards being, not only a pure desire to know being, but also a notion of being.” (In 379.)
AS DESIRE. See intra Pure
AS IMMANENT SOURCE OF TRANSCENDENCE.

“The immanent source
of transcendence in man is his detached, disinterested, unrestricted
desire to know. As it is the origin of all his questions, it is the origin of the radical further questions that take him beyond the defined limits of particular issues. Nor is it solely the operator of his
cognitional development [see OPERATOR(S)–OF COGNITIONAL DEVELOPMENT-IS
DESIRE TO KNOW]. For its detachment and disinterestedness set it in opposition to his attached and interested sensitivity and INTERSUBJECTIVITY; and the knowledge it yields demands of his WILL the endeavor
to develop in WILLINGNESS and so make his doing consistent with his
knowing [see DOING AND MAKING–AND KNOWING].” (In 659-60.) See also COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–DEVELOPMENT

Disorder in. “Just as METAPHYSICS is a set of positions opposed by
sets of counterpositions [see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION] that arise
from the incomplete domination in knowing of the detached and
disinterested desire to know, so also values are true and false, orders are troubled by disorders, and desires are unnecessarily frustrated, because the detachment and disinterestedness of the pure
desire easily fails to develop into fully rational self-consciousness
[see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(4) RATIONAL SELF- (6 ELEMENTS)].
Just as the counterpositions of metaphysics invite their own reversal by their inconsistency with intelligent and reasonable affirmation [see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT], so the basically similar
counterpositions of the ethical order, through the shorter and
longer cycles of the dialectic of progress and decline [see DECLINE–
CYCLE OF, LONGER, –CYCLE OF, SHORTER], either enforce their own reversal
or destroy their carriers.” (In 626.)
AS OPERATOR.

See intra As immanent source of transcendence; see also OP-

ERATOR(S)–OF COGNITIONAL DEVELOPMENT-IS DESIRE TO KNOW
AS PURE NOTION OF BEING.

“The pure notion of being is the detached, disinterested, unrestricted desire to know. It is prior to understanding and affirming, but it heads to them for it is the ground
of intelligent inquiry and critical reflection. Moreover, this heading
towards knowing is itself a notion, for it heads not unconsciously,
as the seed to the plant, nor sensitively, as hunger for food, but intelligently and reasonably, as the radical noêsis [(the act of) understanding] towards every noêma [the understood (object)], the basic
pensée pensante towards every pensée pensée, the initiating intentio intendens [intending intention; intention or notion of being; see
BEING–INTENTION OF-INTENDING INTENTION] towards every intentio intenta [intended intention; concept of being; see BEING–INTENTION OF-INTENDED INTENTION].” (In 665.) See also intra Provisionally restricted
DETACHED.

Unaffected by other concerns. See also intra As immanent

source of transcendence
DISINTERESTED.

Unaffected by self-interest. See also intra As imma-

nent source of transcendence

DYNAMISM OF. “Being has been conceived heuristically as the objective of the detached and disinterested desire to know, and more
precisely as whatever is to be known by intelligent, grasp and reasonable affirmation. This heuristic notion has been found to underlie all our knowing, to penetrate all conceptual contents, to go
beyond them, to provide a core for all meaning. We have now to
formulate a reciprocal notion of equal significance. For it is not
only our notion of being [see BEING–NOTION OF] that is heuristic, that
heads for an objective that can be defined only in terms of the
process of knowing it, but also the reality of proportionate being
[see BEING–PROPORTIONATE] itself exhibits a similar incompleteness and a
similar dynamic orientation towards a completeness that becomes
determinate only in the process of completion.” (In 470.)
GOD. See ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–AND NATURAL DESIRE TO SEE
GOD

OBJECT OF.

See BEING–AS OBJECT, FINAL; INTELLECT–OBJECT OF

OBJECTIVE OF.

“What is this objective? Is it limited or unlimited? Is
it one or many? Is it material or ideal? Is it phenomenal or real? Is
it an immanent content or a transcendent object? Is it a realm of
experience, or of thought, or of essences, or of existents? Answers
to these and to any other questions have but a single source. They
cannot be had without the functioning of the pure desire. They
cannot be had from the pure desire alone. They are to be had inasmuch as the pure desire initiates and sustains cognitional process
[see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–PROCESS]. Thus, if it is true that A is, that A
is one, and that there is only A, then the objective of the pure desire
is one. But if it is true that A is, that B is, that A is not B, then the
objective is many. Which, you ask, is true? The fact that you ask,
results from the pure desire. But to reach the answer, desiring is
not enough; answers come only from inquiring and reflecting.” (In
373-74.)
PROVISIONALLY RESTRICTED.

“Though the pure notion [of being] is
unrestricted desire [to know; see intra As pure notion of being], still it is
intelligent and reasonable desire. Hence it is content to restrict itself provisionally, to ask one question at a time, to prescind from
other questions while working towards the solution of the issue in
hand. From such prescinding, which anticipates comparative negative judgments, as the notion of nature or essence or universal anticipates the content of intelligent definition, there follow restricted
inquiries, restricted acts of understanding and conceiving, reflection on such conceptions, and judgments about particular beings
and particular domains of being.” (In 665.)
PURE. “Because it differs radically from other desire, this desire has
been named pure. It is to be known, not by the misleading analogy
of other desire, but by giving free rein to intelligent and rational
consciousness. It is, indeed, impalpable, but also it is powerful. It
pulls man out of the solid routine of perception and conation, instinct and habit, doing and enjoying. It holds him with the fascination of problems. It engages him in the quest of solutions. It makes
him aloof to what is not established. It compels assent to the unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY]. It is the cool shrewdness of
common sense, the disinterestedness of science, the detachment of
philosophy. It is the absorption of investigation, the joy of discov-

DETACHMENT – DETERMINISM

ery, the assurance of judgment, the modesty of limited knowledge.
It is the relentless serenity, the unhurried determination, the imperturbable drive of question following appositely on question in the
genesis of truth.” (In 373.)
RESTRAINT ON. See EGOISM; EGOIST
UNRESTRICTED.

The desire to know has an object, BEING. “At the
root of cognitional process there is a cool, detached, disinterested
desire to know, and its range is unrestricted. Being is the anything
and everything that is the objective of that desire.” (In 376.)
VS ATTACHED AND INTERESTED SENSITIVITY.

See intra As immanent

source of transcendence
DETACHMENT:

The word is found most often in regard to the desire
to know in phrases like “among our desires there is the detached and
disinterested desire to know [see DESIRE TO KNOW–DETACHED].” (UB 225.) It
also regards false notions of subjectivity (see OBJECTIVITY–VS SUBJECTIVITY).

DETERMINATION(S):

A determination makes something indefinite
definite or makes specific something general. See intra Vs heuristic

structures
ANALOGICAL. “The mode of an unknown nature is determined on
the basis of a LIKENESS to unknown nature.” (S 145.) See also ANALOGY
AND RELATIVITY.

See RELATIVITY–AND PRIMARY VS SECONDARY DETERMINATIONS

METAPHYSICAL. “The determination uses the common notions that
are worked out in general METAPHYSICS, notions such as the same and
the other, potency and act, the absolute and the relative, and so
forth.” (S 147.)
OF NATURAL MODE. “The mode is determined as proper to some generic or specific or individual nature, for example, physical,
chemical, biological, sensitive, intellectual, or divine nature.” (S 147.)
VS HEURISTIC STRUCTURES. The context is general transcendent
knowledge (In ch. 19; see KNOWLEDGE–TRANSCENDENT-GENERAL). L is concerned to establish continuity between knowledge of proportionate
being (see BEING–PROPORTIONATE) and the new knowledge of transcendent being. “If the new knowledge is to be continuous with the old,
then it will conform to the basic characteristics with which we have
become familiar. … Perhaps the most fundamental of these characteristics appears in the distinction between a HEURISTIC STRUCTURE and
its determination.” He recalls the various heuristic structures already explicated that allow us to determine in advance various
characteristics of the object of inquiry. “So the present chapter on
general transcendent knowledge is concerned to determine what we
can and do know about transcendent being prior to the attainment
of an act of understanding that grasps what any transcendent being
is.” (In 657.) See also KNOWLEDGE–TRANSCENDENT-SPECIAL

DETERMINISM :

L’s principle use of the term regards the nowrepudiated claims of science to determine the sensible qualities of entities that cannot be observed (see intra Mechanist; see also IMAGINATION–
AND MECHANIST DETERMINISM). This violates the canon of parsimony (see
CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(4) OF PARSIMONY).
AND DECLINE. See DECLINE–AND DETERMINISM
AND FINALITY. See FINALITY–AND DETERMINISM
AND FREEDOM. See WILL–INDETERMINACY OF

AND FREUD.
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See PROPER NAMES)–FREUD, SIGMUND-AND DETERMINISM

AND STATISTICAL KNOWLEDGE.
AND STATISTICAL LAW.

See intra Vs statistical knowledge

See intra Vs statistical knowledge; see also INSIGHT

(THE BOOK)–AND MATHEMATICS/PHYSICS
MECHANIST.

“The real world of Newtonian science was quite compatible with the results of science until RELATIVITY and QUANTUM mechanics were introduced. Relativity removed the SPACE AND TIME in
which imaginable entities, even though they could not be seen,
were much too small to be seen, at least were imaginable; they
were not imaginable with regard to secondary qualities such as
color and so on, but with regard to primary qualities that could be
handled by the geometer. The imaginable entities moved in space
over time according to determinate laws. Once that is posited, one
is involved in a mechanist determinism. It is mechanist because
one is dealing with imaginable entities, and only with imaginable
entities; anything else is just a complex resultant of that multiplicity. It is determinism because the laws are not on a more abstract
level than that of the movement of these imaginable entities; the
law is simply that the imaginable moves according to certain determinate principles. That mechanist determinism was not science.
As a matter of fact, the development of science eliminated it. First
of all, it eliminated the imaginable space and time in which the
imaginable entities moved. In the second place, it eliminated the
determinate laws.” (UB 191-92.)
And Galileo. See PROPER NAMES–GALILEO-WORLDVIEW-AND MECHANIST DETERMINISM

And imagination. See IMAGINATION–AND MECHANIST DETERMINISM
OF EVENTS. See FREQUENCY–AND INTELLIGIBILITY
SCIENTIST, MEDIATING INSIGHT, AND. “I think that the view of determinism overlooks a step between a scientific system and the solution of a concrete scientific problem. That step is the occurrence of
an insight that selects which laws are relevant to this concrete situation, which elements in this concrete situation have to be measured, and with what degree of accuracy the laws are to be applied
to these elements when we work out a solution, and so on. There’s
that mediating insight; there’s a level of intelligibility that’s closer
to sense, that mediates between sense and scientific system.” (UB
353.)

And ideal case. “Now insights of that mediating type can occur,
and do occur, not merely in the solution of particular problems,
when the scientist is confronted with a particular problem and
wants to apply his laws to it, but also when a man who knows
the laws uses insights of that type to set up ideal cases. Insofar as
concrete reality conforms to such ideal cases you have determinism—insofar as the planetary system is periodic, you can have
accurate predictions indefinitely, provided the planetary system
isn’t upset. Because the periodicity of this concrete system involves insights on that lower level, it isn’t simply the general solution to the n-body problem that you’re dealing with. … Now
what are the concrete conditions of the real being a sufficiently
close approximation to some such ideal case? Determinism presupposes that that must be so in every case; in other words, that
every concrete case corresponds to some construction that in-
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sights can use to mediate from your general system. But if that is
not so, then probabilities start becoming relevant.” (UB 353.)
VS INDETERMINISM. Space does not allow an adequate summary of
L’s long and detailed account of the issues (see In 157-62). “The
proper answer to the old determinism is an affirmation, not of an
indeterminism on the same imaginative level, but of the indeterminacy of the abstract [see IMAGINATION–AND MECHANIST DETERMINISM].” (In 125.)
L’s conclusion follows on his repeated explanation of why classical
law is abstract. For example: “Einstein’s differential equations are
not statements about positions and velocities in defiance of
Heisenberg’s principle; they are statements of the abstractness and
so invariance of classical laws.” (In 125.) The indeterminate cannot be
imagined. See intra Vs statistical knowledge
VS STATISTICAL KNOWLEDGE.

“The root fallacy in determinist opposition to the objectivity of statistical knowledge [see STATISTICAL–
SCIENCE, –THEORY] is an OVERSIGHT of insight. The determinist begins by
overlooking the fact that a concrete inference from classical laws
[see INFERENCE–CONCRETE FROM CLASSICAL LAWS] supposes an insight that
mediates between the abstract laws and the concrete situation [see
intra Scientist, mediating insight, and]; and once that oversight occurs
there is precluded a discovery of the difference between systematic
processes [see SYSTEMATIC–PROCESS] and coincidental aggregates [see
AGGREGATE(S)–COINCIDENTAL].” (In 120-21.) See also NONSYSTEMATIC–IN DIVERGING
SERIES OF CONDITIONS

DEVELOPMENT: The larger context is the elements of L’s empirical
metaphysics (In ch. 15; see METAPHYSICS–ELEMENTS OF). After explication
of the principal elements, L introduces the notion of development.
Following explication of the seven principles of development (see intra Principles of (7)), he offers a definition dense with technical terminology: “A development may be defined as a flexible, linked
sequence of dynamic and increasingly differentiated higher integrations [see INTEGRATION(S)–HIGHER] that meet the tension of successively
transformed underlying manifolds through successive applications of
the principles of correspondence and emergence [see intra Principle(s)
of (7)-(2), -(1)].” (In 479.) To “unpack” it (“lest this prove a mere jumble
of words”) he adds some illustrations (479-84). For the principal illustration see intra Notion of
AFFECTIVE. See FEELINGS–DEVELOPMENT OF
AND EMERGENT PROBABILITY. See EMERGENT PROBABILITY–GENERALIZED
AND EVENTS. See EVENT(S)–AND DEVELOPMENT
AND JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE. See JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE–AND DEVELOPMENT
AND METHOD/GEM.

See

COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–TERMS AND RELATIONS, BASIC

NEST OF-DIFFERENTIATED

AND METHOD, GENETIC.
AND OPERATORS.

See METHOD, GENETIC–AND ORGANIC DEVELOPMENT

See OPERATOR(S)–AND DEVELOPMENT

AND POSITION/COUNTERPOSITION.

See

POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION–

POSITION-INVITES DEVELOPMENT

AND SCIENTIFIC MEASUREMENT.
COGNITIONAL.
COMMUNAL.

See MEASUREMENT–AND DEVELOPMENT

See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–DEVELOPMENT

See COMMUNITY

CULTURAL. This complex topic comprises directly or indirectly not
only the entry and subentries under culture (see CULTURE, CULTURAL)
but all that pertains to the personal, communal, and social.
And differentiated consciousness. CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–AND
CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT

Degrees of (4). “There are many cultures and many degrees of
cultural development. For present purposes it will suffice to distinguish four degrees. The first includes some measure, great or
small, of linguistic, religious, artistic, literary development. The
second adds the radical new departure of systematic development: it may be represented by Greek mathematics, Archimedean mechanics, Aristotelian logic and philosophy, and
Thomist theology. The third is a further radical departure that
partly reinterprets and partly goes beyond and replaces the second degree. It is the development characterized by modern science and modern scholarship: where the second degree aimed at
truth and so at a system that would be eternally valid, the third
degree aims at an ever fuller INTELLIGIBILITY, with truth postponed to
the attainment of the ideal limit where there are no unexplained
phenomena. The fourth degree, finally, is a philosophy and theology that works out of modern science and scholarship as the
basis of a contemporary cognitional theory [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY-AND PHILOSOPHY] and undertakes to overcome the RELATIVISM and agnosticism that are the prima facie implications of
modern science and scholarship.” (PTP2 278.)
Stages of. The complexity of this topic cannot be outlined here.
The broad context is L’s account of development in culture (see
CULTURE/CULTURAL). He speaks of stages and those who do and those
who can’t keep pace with ongoing developments. “Differentiation is not independent of language, and, in fact, not a little relevance is found when one distinguishes four stages: the linguistic,
the literate, the logical, and the methodical. … Each of these
stages includes those that precede but adds a new factor of its
own. In the linguistic stage people speak and listen. In the literate
they read and write. In the logical they operate on propositions;
they promote clarity, coherence, and rigor of statement; they
move towards systems that are thought to be permanently valid.
In the methodical stage the construction of systems remains, but
the permanently valid system has become an abandoned ideal;
any system is presumed to be the precursor of another and better
system; and the role of method is the discernment of invariants
and variables in the ongoing sequences of systems. … Now the
distinction of stages involves different apprehensions of social arrangements and cultural achievements. Moreover, it involves differences in the social arrangements that are projected and realized
as well as in the cultural achievements that are ambitioned and
brought to birth. … Further, the fact that the stages are not universalized, that there may live together people who can and people who cannot read and write, people who can and people who
cannot operate on propositions and construct systems of thought,
people who can and people who cannot grasp that systematic
constructs last their little day eventually to pass away in favor of
better constructs—this complex fact has the twofold consequent
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of stratification and alienation.” (PTP2 404-05.)
And stratification/alienation. “It leads to stratification, for
those in the more advanced stages are far more capable of initiating new and perhaps better social arrangements and of providing appropriate cultural justifications for their new social
arrangements. … It leads to ALIENATION. For inasmuch as the
more advanced devise the social arrangements and invent their
cultural justification, the less advanced find themselves living
in social arrangements beyond their comprehension and motivated by appeals to values they do not appreciate. Inversely, inasmuch as the less advanced assume the initiative, the more
advanced are alienated by simpliste social thought and crude
cultural creations.” (PTP2 405.)
And bias. See BIAS–AND SOCIAL PROGRESS/DECLINE
DIALECTICAL. See SUBJECT, THE–DRAMATIC-DIALECTIC OF
FIELD OF OPERATION OF. “Besides the general direction of development [see intra General direction of] and its general mode of operation [see intra Mode of operation of], there is the third general
consideration, of the field in which it occurs.” (In 487.)
Metaphysical. “In metaphysical terms, this field maybe described as the FINALITY, the upwardly directed dynamism, of proportionate being [see BEING–PROPORTIONATE; UNIVERSE–FINALITY OF].” (In 487.)

Scientific. “In terms of the implications of scientific method [see
METHOD(S)–SCIENTIFIC], the field may be described more precisely as a
generalized Emergent Probability [see EMERGENT PROBABILITY–
GENERALIZED].” (In 487.)
FLEXIBILITY OF. See intra Principle(s) of (7)-(6), -(7)
GENERAL DIRECTION OF. “Both the acorn and the oak are alive: both
the infant and the adult perceive and respond; but there are vast
differences between the earlier and the later living and perceiving,
and the differences consist in transitions from generic potentiality
to specific determination. ... Besides this general direction of development there also is its general mode of operation [see intra
Mode of operation of].” (In 486-87.)
GENETIC. See METHOD, GENETIC
HISTORICAL.
HUMAN.

See HISTORICAL–DEVELOPMENT

See HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT

LEVELS OF. “In general, development occurs inasmuch as higher
conjugate forms [see CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–FORM]
not only integrate their underlying manifold but also through conjugate acts [see CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–ACT] so transform it as to call forth the next higher forms of the process. … In
man, there are three levels of development, namely, the biological,
the psychic [see PSYCHIC–DEVELOPMENT], and the intellectual [see HUMAN–
DEVELOPMENT-INTELLECTUAL]. So one may consider (1) any level in itself,
(2) any level in its relations to other levels, (3) the harmonious or
conflicting process of development on all three levels in any individual, and (4) the cumulative historical process of development in
a multiplicity and succession of individuals. Clearly, the only complete consideration is the fourth.” (In 762.)
MATHEMATICAL, CIRCUIT OF.
DEVELOPMENTS

See

CIRCUIT(S)–OF MATHEMATICAL AND SCIENTIFIC
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MODE OF OPERATION OF.

“The sequence of conjugate forms [see
is a sequence of
higher integrations [see INTEGRATION(S)–HIGHER] of otherwise coincidental lower manifolds of events [see MANIFOLD(S)–COINCIDENTAL; EVENT(S)–AND
DEVELOPMENT]. This sequence is intelligible inasmuch as each successive higher integration modifies the lower manifold it systematizes
so as to call forth the next higher integration in the sequence. Thus,
if the lower manifold of events may be identified with conjugate
potency [see CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–POTENCY], the
mode of operation of development is a circular interaction of potency, form, and act. In the coincidental manifold there emerge
corresponding conjugate forms; in accord with the conjugate forms
there recur operations in accord with the flexible circle of ranges of
schemes [see RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF–FLEXIBLE CIRCLES OF] made possible and effective by the forms: from the operations there result, not
only the higher systematization of the lower manifold, but also its
transformation into the materials for the next higher integration in
the sequence. ... Besides the general direction of development [see
intra General direction of] and its general mode of operation, there is
the third general consideration, of the field in which it occurs [see
intra Field of operation of].” (In 487.)
MORAL. See CONVERSION– MORAL
NOTION OF. See intra Notion of-illustration of
And depth psychology. “The relatively recent science of depth
psychology has thrown a great deal of light upon the subject, and
it hardly will be amiss to indicate that our definition of development serves to supply a single scheme that unites otherwise unrelated principles. Thus, the notion of finality [see NOTION OF …–
FINALITY] brings together Freud’s wish fulfilment, his somewhat
ambiguous sublimation, and Jung’s archetypal symbols. The unconscious neural basis neither means nor wishes in the proper
senses of those terms, for both meaning and wishing are conscious activities. But the unconscious neural basis is an upwardly
directed dynamism seeking fuller realization, first, on the proximate sensitive level, and secondly, beyond its limitations, on
higher artistic, dramatic, philosophic, cultural, and religious levels. Hence it is that insight into dream symbols [see SYMBOL(S)–AND
DREAMS] and associated images and affects reveals to the psychologist a grasp of the anticipations and virtualities of higher activities
immanent in the underlying unconscious manifold.” (In 482.)
CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–FORM]

Illustration of. “The principal illustration of the notion of development is, of course, human intelligence. An otherwise coincidental manifold [see MANIFOLD(S)–COINCIDENTAL] of data or images is
integrated by insights; the effort to formulate systematically what
is grasped by insight, or alternatively the effort to act upon it,
gives rise to further questions, directs attention to further data,
leads to the emergence of further insights [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING], and so the cycle of development begins another turn.
For if one gives free rein to the detached and disinterested DESIRE
TO KNOW, further questions keep arising. Insights accumulate into
viewpoints, and lower viewpoints yield to higher viewpoints [see
VIEWPOINT(S)–HIGHER]. If images are the sole basis of the movement,
there develops LOGIC; if images serially related to facts form the
basis, the development is mathematical [see CIRCUIT(S)–OF MATHEMATI-
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CAL AND SCIENTIFIC DEVELOPMENTS]; if data in their bearing on human living determine the circle, there develops COMMON SENSE; if data in
their relations to one another are one’s concern, there develops
empirical science [see SCIENCE(S)–EMPIRICAL]; finally, if one attends to
the circle of development itself and to the structure of what can
be known of proportionate being [see BEING–PROPORTIONATE], the development is philosophic [see PHILOSOPHY, PHILOSOPHIES]. In each of
these fields, as in organic growth and in the unfolding of the psyche, development is a flexible, linked sequence of dynamic and
increasingly differentiated higher integrations that meet the tension of successively transformed underlying manifolds through
successive applications of the principles of correspondence [see
intra Principle(s) of (7)-(2)] and of emergence [see intra Principle(s) of
(7)-(1)].” (In 483-84.)
OF COMMON SENSE. See COMMON SENSE–DEVELOPMENT OF

OF DIFFERENTIATED CONSCIOUSNESS.

See CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–

DEVELOPMENT OF

OF ETHICS.

See ETHICS–DEVELOPMENT-OF

OF EXPRESSION.
OF FEELINGS.

See EXPRESSION–AND SEQUENCE-DEVELOPMENT OF

See FEELINGS–DEVELOPMENT OF

OF HISTORIAN.

See HISTORIAN–DEVELOPMENT-OF

OF INTELLECT.

See HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT-INTELLECTUAL

OF KNOWLEDGE.

See

COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–TERMS AND RELATIONS, BASIC NEST

OF-DIFFERENTIATED

OF LANGUAGE.

Significant data on this topic are found in EXPRESSION–

AND SEQUENCE, –AND SEQUENCE-DEVELOPMENT OF, –LEVELS OF

■ LANGUAGE–EARLY-(3)

DEVELOPMENT OF.

“Early language has little difficulty developing
words that denote what is spatial, external, specific, human in
brief, what can be found interesting, inspected, pointed out, named.
But it has difficulty with the temporal, the internal, the generic, the
divine. The tenses of its verbs refer not to different times but to different kinds of action. Possessive pronouns develop before personal pronouns: what a person has or owns is more manageable
than the person himself. Homer is said to have countless words for
such things as peering, staring, glaring, peeking, but no generic
word to denote seeing. Finally, the divine is mediated by the
hierophany, by the outward event or place or thing that was the occasion of a religious experience. ... Now the development of a literature is the means for effecting the transition from the limitations
of early language to the full articulateness of later expression.”
(PTP2 113.)

And knowledge. “The interpenetration of KNOWLEDGE and EXPRESimplies a solidarity, almost a fusion, of the development of
knowledge and the development of language. Words are sensible:
they support and heighten the resonance of human INTERSUBJECTIVITY; the mere presence of another releases in the dynamism of
sensitive consciousness a modification of the flow of feelings and
emotions, images and memories, attitudes and sentiments; but
words possess their own retinues of associated representations
and affects, and so the addition of speech to presence brings
about a specialized, directed modification of intersubjective reac-

SION

tion and response. Still, beyond the psychology of words, there is
their MEANING.” (In 577.)
OF SCHOLARSHIP. See SCHOLARSHIP–DEVELOPMENT OF
OF SCIENCE. See SCIENCE(S)–DEVELOPMENT OF
OF UNDERSTANDING. See INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–DEVELOPMENT OF
OF WORLD ORDER.

See

EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND WORLD ORDER-AS EXPLANA-

TORY OF (6)-(6)

ORGANIC.

“All learning is a matter of DATA and insight [see INSIGHT
and VERIFICATION. The difficulty in
studying the operation lies in the complexity of its data. We have
outlined the procedure (1) of inspecting and describing the dissected parts of an organism, (2) of grasping functions or capacitiesto-perform in the parts, (3) of interrelating these functions with one
another to determine the flexible circle of ranges of schemes of recurrence, and (4) of replacing the inspected colonies of cells (organs) by their underlying physical and chemical manifolds. Now
this procedure can be duplicated with respect to successive stages
in the development of the same organism, and the juxtaposition of
the twofold set of results illustrates the meaning of comparative
study. One compares successive stages of organs, successive capacities of successive organs, successive integrations of capacities,
successive physical and chemical manifolds. One goes on to contrast normal and abnormal successions, to note similarities and differences of successions in different subspecies and species, to form
an account of the various economies in which some parts develop
before others, some are permanent and others transitional, some
advance at one rate and others at another. The totality of such information constitutes the data on the [OPERATOR(S)]. The second step
is to understand the data. Now understanding is sought methodically through a HEURISTIC STRUCTURE, and the relevant heuristic structure is ‘Specify the operator.’ In general, development is higher
system on the move [see SYSTEM(S)–HIGHER, –MOVING/ON THE MOVE], the operator is the higher system known by grasping the interrelated set
of capacities-to-perform; but it is this interrelated set, not as the INTEGRATOR of a given stage, but as the source of the differences that
appear in the next stage.” (In 491.) See also intra Notion of-illustration of
PRINCIPAL ILLUSTRATION OF. See intra Notion of
PRINCIPLE(S) OF (7). “It is the linked sequence of dynamic higher integrations [see INTEGRATION(S)–HIGHER]. An initial coincidental manifold
[see MANIFOLD(S)–COINCIDENTAL] is systematized and modified by a higher
integration so as to call forth a second; the second leads to a third;
the third to a fourth; and so on, until the possibilities of development along a given line are exhausted and the relative stability of
maturity is reached.” (In 478.)
AND UNDERSTANDING], HYPOTHESIS

(1) Emergence. “First, there is the already familiar principle of
emergence. Otherwise coincidental manifolds [see MANIFOLD(S)–
COINCIDENTAL] of lower conjugate acts invite the higher integration
[see INTEGRATION(S)–HIGHER] effected by higher conjugate forms [see
CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–ACT, –FORM]. Thus, in our
account of explanatory genera [see GENUS–EXPLANATORY] chemical
elements and compounds are higher integrations of otherwise coincidental manifolds of subatomic events; organisms are higher
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integrations of otherwise coincidental manifolds of chemical
processes; sensitive consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS–SENSITIVE] is a
higher integration of otherwise coincidental manifolds of
changes in neural tissues; and accumulating insights [see INSIGHT
AND UNDERSTANDING–CUMULATIVE SERIES OF] are higher integrations of otherwise coincidental manifolds of images or of data.” (In 477.)
(2) Correspondence. “Significantly different underlying manifolds require different higher integrations [see INTEGRATION(S)–
HIGHER]. Thus, the chemical elements differ by atomic numbers
and atomic weights, and these differences are grounded in the
underlying manifold. Different aggregates of aggregates of
chemical processes involve different organisms. Neural events in
the eye and in the ear call forth different conscious experiences.
Different data lead to different theories. It is true, of course, that
not every difference in the underlying manifold demands a different integration; the same kind of atom can have subatomic
components at different energy levels; the same kind of organism
admits differences of size, shape, weight; similarities of character
and temperament are compatible, probably enough, with neural
differences; and the same theory can be reached from different
data. Accordingly, the principle of correspondence enjoys a
measure of flexibility.” (In 477.) See also intra Principle(s) of (7)-(6), -(7)
Dynamic. “On the intellectual level [see

COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–

LEVELS OF; CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL– LEVELS OF (5)-(2) INTELLECTUAL]

the
is concretely the detached and disinterested DESIRE TO
KNOW. It is this desire, not in contemplation of the already
known, but headed towards further knowledge, orientated into
the known unknown [see KNOWN–UNKNOWN]. The principle of dynamic correspondence calls for a harmonious orientation on the
PSYCHIC level, and from the nature of the case such an orientation would have to consist in some cosmic dimension, in some
intimation of unplumbed depths, that accrued to man’s FEELINGS ,
emotions, sentiments.” (In 555.)
(3) Finality. “The underlying manifold is an upwardly but indeterminately directed dynamism towards ever fuller realization of
being. Any actual realization will pertain to some determinate
genus and species [see GENUS/GENERA AND SPECIES], but this very determinacy is limitation, and every limitation is to FINALITY a barrier
to be transcended.” (In 477.)
OPERATOR

(4) Development itself. “It is the linked sequence of dynamic
higher integrations [see INTEGRATION(S)–HIGHER]. An initial coincidental manifold [see MANIFOLD(S)–COINCIDENTAL] is systematized and modified by a higher integration so as to call forth a second; the
second leads to a third; the third to a fourth; and so on, until the
possibilities of development along a given line are exhausted and
the relative stability of maturity is reached.” (In 478.)
(5) Explanatory differentiation. “The initial integration in the
initial manifold pertains to a determinate genus and species [see
GENUS/GENERA AND SPECIES]; still, exclusive attention to the data on
the initial stage would yield little knowledge and less understanding of the relevant genus and species. What is to be known by
understanding is what is yet to come, what may be present virtually or potentially but as yet is not present formally or actually.
Accordingly, if one attends simply to the data on each successive
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stage of a development, one finds that the initial integration can
be understood only in a generic fashion, that subsequent integrations are increasingly specific intelligibilities, that the specific intelligible differentiation of the ultimate stage attained is
generated in the process from the initial stage.” (In 478.)
(6) Flexibility, minor. “Within limits the same higher integration
[see INTEGRATION(S)–HIGHER] will systematize differing manifolds; the
point to the principle [of correspondence] is that these limits exist and that to transgress them is to eliminate the higher integration.” (In 477.) “The course of development is capable of a minor
flexibility inasmuch as it can pursue the same ultimate goal along
different routes. In other words, the initial manifold with its material differences, though it can evoke no more than the initial integration, nonetheless suffices to determine what the ultimate
goal is to be. In virtue of this determination, the course of development can yield to circumstances and so follow any of a set of
alternative linked sequences. Thus, a normal sea urchin can result
from an embryo subjected to distorting pressures; psychic health
can be due to untutored spontaneity or to the ministrations of the
psychiatrist; the same science can be taught successfully in accord with different methods; and the same discovery can be
made in different manners.” (In 478-79.) See also intra Principle(s) of (7)(2) correspondence

(7) Flexibility, major. “The course of development is capable of
a major flexibility that consists in a shift or modification of the
ultimate objective. In biology this is the familiar fact of adaptation; in depth psychology it may be illustrated by sublimation; in
cognitional activity it appears in the manner in which inquirers,
often enough, begin from one problem only to find themselves
by the logic of issues forced to engage in the solution of another.” (In 479.)
Major vs minor. “Major flexibility appears to conflict with minor
flexibility, for the former involves a shift in the objective while
the latter rests on the fixity of the objective. However, this difference is merely descriptive.” (In 479.)
PSYCHIC.

See PSYCHIC–DEVELOPMENT

SCIENTIFIC, CIRCUIT OF.

See

CIRCUIT(S)–OF MATHEMATICAL AND SCIENTIFIC DEVEL-

OPMENTS

SOCIAL.

See SOCIAL–DEVELOPMENT

DIAGRAM : L made wide and frequent use of diagrams; “students of
Lonergan remember his diagrams even for cognitional theory and
metaphysics.” (In, editorial note c 783). The use of a visual is like the function of phantasm (see PHANTASM/FANTASM) in gaining insight. On this
persistence of the visual in the pursuit of knowledge, L writes: “Because insights arise with reference to the concrete, geometers use
diagrams, mathematicians need pen and paper, teachers need blackboards, pupils have to perform experiments for themselves, doctors
have to see their patients, troubleshooters have to travel to the spot,
people with a mechanical bent take things apart to see how they
work.” (In 30.)
AND INSIGHT (ARISTOTLE). See PROPER NAMES–ARISTOTLE-ARISTOTELIANDIAGRAM AND INSIGHT

DIALECTIC (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY):

Fourth of the eight FUNCTIONAL
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of method (see GEM). GEM comprises two sets of four
categories (see CATEGORY, CATEGORIES–GENERAL, –SPECIAL). The general
categories pertain to the mediation of a tradition; the special (special
because essential to method in theology) to the tradition thus
mediated. Dialectic is fourth of the four general categories—
Research, Interpretation, History, Dialectic. Four categories because
each is tied to the cognitional operation proper to that level (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS; CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL– LEVELS OF (5) ). The
mediated phase follows the order experience, understanding,
judgment, decision (in the mediated phase the order of operations is
reversed). Thus Dialectic, like Foundations in the mediating phase, is
tied to the fourth level of intentional consciousness, DECISION.
While the context of L’s discussion is Method in Theology, the
general categories apply to all kinds of systematic enquiry. “Dialectic ... deals with conflicts.” (M 235.) It establishes what others have
said, uncovers conflicting positions among contributors to the data
on particular questions (see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION). “While dialectic does reveal the polymorphism of human consciousness [see
CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–POLYMORPHISM OF HUMAN, -AND DIALECTIC]—the deep
and unreconcilable oppositions on religious, moral, and intellectual
issues—still it does no more: it does not take sides. It is the person
that takes sides, and the side that he takes will depend on the fact
that he has or has not been converted [see CONVERSION].” (M 268; emphasis
added.) For directly related data see DIALECTIC(S)
AND HEURISTIC STRUCTURES. See HEURISTIC STRUCTURE–AND DIALECTIC
AND LIMITATIONS OF THE TREATISE. See TREATISE–LIMITS OF-(4) AND DIALECTICAL

SPECIALTIES

METHOD

AND METHOD/GEM. “There has been outlined the structure of a dialectic [see DIALECTIC(S)–STRUCTURE OF], and now there must be asked
whether it satisfies the definition of method [see METHOD(S)]. Clearly
enough, it presents a pattern of related and recurrent operations.
But it is yet to be seen whether the results will be progressive and
cumulative.” See intra And method-implementation of

Generalized. See DIALECTIC(S)–AND METHOD/GEM
Implementation of. L writes: “Let us see what happens, first,
when the dialectic is implemented by a person that has undergone intellectual, moral, and religious conversion [see CONVERSION]
and, secondly, when it is implemented by a person that has not
yet undergone intellectual or moral or religious conversion.” (M
251.)

In the converted. “The investigator will know from personal ex-

perience just what intellectual, moral, and religious conversion
is. He will have no great difficulty in distinguishing positions
from counter-positions [see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION–AND DIALECTIC]. When he develops positions and reverses counterpositions, he will be presenting an idealized version of the past,
something better than was the reality. Moreover, all such investigators will tend to agree and, as well, they will be supported
in part by other investigators that have been converted in one
or two of the areas but not in all three.” (M 251.)
In the unconverted. “In the second case, the investigator may have
only what Newman would call a notional apprehension [see AP-

PREHENSION–NOTIONAL] of conversion, and so he might complain
that dialectic is a very foggy procedure. But at least he would
recognize radically opposed statements. In the area or areas,
however, in which he lacked conversion, he would be mistaking counter-positions for positions and positions for counterpositions. When he proceeded to develop what he thought were
positions and to reverse what he thought were counterpositions, in reality he would be developing counterpositions
and reversing positions [see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION]. While
the implementation of dialectic in the first case led to an idealized version of the past, its implementation in the second case
does just the opposite; it presents the past as worse than it really was.” (M 251.)

Ways of (7). “There are seven different ways in which this may
be achieved, for the second case includes (1) those without any
experience of conversion, (2) those with the experience of only
intellectual or only moral or only religious conversion, and (3)
those that lack only intellectual or only moral or only religious
conversion. Now let us make this contrast slightly more concrete.” (M 251.)
As concrete. “Just as it is one’s own self-transcendence [see SELF
...–TRANSCENDENCE]

that enables one to know others accurately
and to judge them fairly, so inversely it is through knowledge
and appreciation of others that we come to know ourselves
and to fill out and refine our apprehension of values [see VALUE(S)–APPREHENSION OF]. Inasmuch, then, as investigators assemble, complete, compare, reduce, classify, select, they bring to
light the dialectical oppositions that existed in the past. Inasmuch as they pronounce one view a position and its opposite
a counter-position and then go on to develop the positions
and reverse the counter-positions, they are providing one another with the evidence for a judgment on their personal
achievement of self-transcendence. They reveal the selves
that did the research, offered the interpretations, studied the
history, passed the judgments of value. Such an objectification of subjectivity [see SUBJECTIVITY–OBJECTIFICATION OF] is in the
style of the crucial experiment. While it will not be automatically efficacious, it will provide the open-minded, the serious,
the sincere with the occasion to ask themselves some basic
questions, first, about others but eventually, even about themselves. It will make conversion a topic and thereby promote
it. Results will not be sudden or startling, for conversion
commonly is a slow process of maturation. It is finding out
for oneself and in oneself what it is to be intelligent, to be
reasonable, to be responsible, to love [see TRANSCENDENTAL–
PRECEPTS]. Dialectic contributes to that end by pointing out ultimate differences, by offering the example of others that differ radically from oneself, by providing the occasion for a
reflection, a self-scrutiny, that can lead to a new understanding of oneself and one’s destiny.” (M 253.)
In ethics. This entry assumes understanding the relationship between ethics and metaphysics (“The root of ethics, as the root of
metaphysics, lies neither in sentences nor in propositions nor in
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judgments but in the dynamic structure of rational selfconsciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(4) RATIONAL
SELF- (6 ELEMENTS)]”; see also ETHICS–METHOD OF METAPHYSICS AND). “The positions and counterpositions of metaphysics not only have their
prolongations into ethics [see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION–AND THE ETHICAL] but also these prolongations respectively invite development
or invite reversal by the same dialectical procedures as the metaphysical originals.” (In 630.)
In treatise. See TREATISE–AND DIALECTICAL METHOD
Objectification of subjectivity in. See SUBJECTIVITY–OBJECTIFICATION OF
MATERIALS OF. See DIALECTIC(S)–STRUCTURE OF-MATERIALS (6)

AND CONVERSION. “CONVERSION

POSITION/COUNTERPOSITION IN.

FACTS IN-HEURISTIC

See

POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION–AND DI-

commonly is a slow process of maturation. It is finding out for oneself and in oneself what it is to be intelligent, to be reasonable, to be responsible, to love. Dialectic
contributes to that end by pointing out ultimate differences, by offering the example of others that differ radically from oneself, by
providing the occasion for a reflection, a self-scrutiny, that can lead
to a new understanding of oneself and one’s destiny.” (M 253.) See al-

so intra And method/GEM
AND DIFFERENCE.
AND FEELING.

See DIFFERENCE(S)–DIALECTICAL

See FEELINGS–AND DIALECTIC

AND HEURISTIC STRUCTURES.

ALECTIC

AND HORIZON.

TASKS OF.

AND HUMAN SCIENCES.

This subentry flows from FEELINGS–AND DIALECTIC and the
first task of dialectic. The tasks pertain to an “evaluative hermeneutics,” dialectic’s relationship to INTERPRETATION (see HERMENEUTIC(S)–
AND DIALECTIC). The first task “has to add to the interpretation that understands a further interpretation that appreciates. It has to add to
the history that grasps what was going forward [see HISTORY–AS GOING
FORWARD] a history that evaluates achievements, that discerns good
and evil. It has to direct the special research [see RESEARCH (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)–SPECIAL] needed for such interpretation and for such
history.” (M 245-46.)
DIALECTIC(S):

“A dialectic is a concrete unfolding of linked but opposed principles of change . Thus there will be a dialectic if (1) there
is an aggregate of events of a determinate character [see intra And determinate events], (2) the events may be traced to either or both of two
principles, (3) the principles are opposed yet bound together, and (4)
they are modified by the changes that successively result from them.”
(In 242.) Dialectic “endeavors to unravel the conflicts concerning values, facts, meanings, and experiences” (M 129.) between and among
historical movements. In regard to individuals see intra And conversion.
For directly related data see DIALECTIC (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)
AIM OF. In context, L’s concern is Christian movements, but the
aim of dialectic is the same for all intellectual movements in history. “As empirical science aims at a complete explanation of all
phenomena, so dialectic aims at a comprehensive viewpoint [see intra And comprehensive viewpoint]. It seeks some single base or some
single set of related bases from which it can proceed to an understanding of the character, the oppositions, and the relations of the
many viewpoint exhibited in conflicting … movements, their conflicting histories, and their conflicting interpretations.” (M 129.) See intra And conflict
AND COMPREHENSIVE VIEWPOINT. “Besides the materials of dialectic, there is its aim. This is high and distant. As empirical science
aims at a complete explanation of all phenomena, so dialectic aims
at a comprehensive viewpoint.” (M 129.) The comprehensive viewpoint achieved by dialectic is a development of L’s earlier notion.
See UNIVERSAL VIEWPOINT, –AND DIALECTIC.
AND CONFLICT. “Besides the conflicts … and the distant goal of a
comprehensive viewpoint [see intra Aim of], there is also the past and
the present fact of the many diverging viewpoints that result in the
conflicts.” See SYSTEM(S)–CONFLICTING; VIEWPOINT(S)
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See

HISTORY–CRITICAL-PROCESS FROM DATA TO

See HORIZON(S)–OPPOSED, DIALECTICALLY
See

SCIENCE(S)–HUMAN-AND DIALECTIC; CRITICAL–VS EM-

PIRICAL IN HUMAN SCIENCE-AND DIALECTIC

AND MEANING.

See MEANING–DIALECTICAL FACTOR IN

AND METAPHYSICS/MYTH.

See

MYTH–AND METAPHYSICS-OPPOSED/DIALECTICALLY

RELATED

AND METAPHYSICS, METHOD OF.

See METAPHYSICS–METHOD OF-AND DIALECTIC

AND METHOD/GEM.

“Generalized method has to be able to deal, at
least comprehensively, not only with the data within a single consciousness [see DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS] but also with the relations between different conscious subjects, between conscious subjects and
their milieu or environment, and between consciousness and its
neural basis. From this viewpoint, dialectic stands to generalized
method as the differential equation to classical physics, or the operator equation to the more recent physics. For dialectic is a pure
form with general implications; it is applicable to any concrete unfolding of linked but opposed principles that are modified cumulatively by the unfolding; it can envisage at once the conscious and
the nonconscious either in a single subject or in an aggregate and
succession of subjects; it is adjustable to any course of events,
from an ideal line of pure progress resulting from the harmonious
working of the opposed principles, to any degree of conflict, aberration, breakdown, and disintegration; it constitutes a principle of
integration for specialized studies that concentrate on this or that
aspect of human living, and it can integrate not only theoretical
work but also factual reports; finally, by its distinction between insight and BIAS, PROGRESS and DECLINE, it contains in a general form the
combination of the empirical and the critical attitudes essential to
human science.” (In 268-69.) See GEM
AND PERSONS. See PERSON(S)–AND DIALECTIC
AND POLYMORPHISM OF CONSCIOUSNESS. See CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–POLYMORPHISM OF HUMAN-AND DIALECTIC
AND THE CRITICAL VIEWPOINT.

“It is perhaps unnecessary to insist
that dialectic provides no more than the general form of a critical
attitude. Each department has to work out its own specialized criteria, but it will be able to do so by distinguishing between the
purely intellectual element in its field and, on the other hand, the
inertial effects and the interference of human sensibility and human nerves. Moreover, just as our study of insight has enabled us
to formulate on a basis of principle a large number of directives
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that already had been established through mathematical and scientific development [see CIRCUIT(S)–OF MATHEMATICAL AND SCIENTIFIC DEVELOPMENTS]—I am thinking of higher viewpoints [see VIEWPOINT(S)–HIGHER],
the significance of SYMBOLISM, of functions, of differential equations,
of INVARIANCE, of EQUIVALENCE, of PROBABILITY—so we may hope that a
fuller study of man’s mind will provide us with further general
elements relevant to determining a far more nuanced yet general
critical viewpoint.” (In 269.)
AND UNIVERSAL VIEWPOINT. See UNIVERSAL VIEWPOINT–AND DIALECTIC
AS METHOD. See DIALECTIC (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)
AS TOOL. See DIFFERENTIATION(S)–OF DIALECTIC AS TOOL
DISTORTED. See DECLINE–CYCLE OF, LONGER-AND DIALECTIC, DISTORTED
FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY. See DIALECTIC (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)
HEGELIAN VS LONERGANIAN.

“Hegelian dialectic is conceptualist [see
closed, necessitarian, and immanental.
It deals with determinate conceptual contents; its successive triadic
sets of concepts are complete; the relations of opposition and SUBLATION between concepts are pronounced necessary; and the whole
dialectic is contained within the field defined by the concepts and
their necessary relations of opposition and sublation. In contrast,
our position is intellectualist [see INTELLECTUALISM/INTELLECTUALIST],
open, factual, and normative. It deals not with determinate conceptual contents but with heuristically defined anticipations. So far
from fixing the concepts that will meet the anticipations, it awaits
from nature and from history a succession of tentative solutions.
Instead of binding these solutions by necessary relations, it regards
them as products of a cumulative succession of insights [see INSIGHT
AND UNDERSTANDING–ACCUMULATION OF], and it claims that the succession
follows neither a unique nor a necessary path; for identical results
can be reached by different routes, and besides valid developments
there are aberrations. Finally, the appeal to HEURISTIC STRUCTURE s, to
accumulating insights, to verdicts awaited from nature and history,
goes outside the conceptual field to acts of understanding that rise
upon experiences and are controlled by critical reflection; and so
instead of an immanental dialectic that embraces all positions and
their opposites, ours is a normative dialectic that discriminates between advance and ABERRATION.” (In 446-47.)
Source of differences. “The foregoing differences have a common source. Hegel endeavors to pour everything into the concept; we regard concepts as byproducts of the development of
understanding, and place understanding [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING] itself in an intermediate role between EXPERIENCE and critical
reflection [see JUDGMENT(S)–AS RELATED-(3) TO REFLECTIVE UNDERSTANDING]. It
follows that what Hegel is bound to regard as conceptual we can
interpret quite differently. Thus, Hegel’s notion of being is a minimum conceptual content that topples over into nothing, but our
notion of being [see BEING–NOTION OF] is the all-inclusive heuristic
anticipation issuing from an unrestricted DESIRE TO KNOW. Hegel’s
dialectical opposition is a contradiction within the conceptual
field, but our dialectical opposition is the conflict between the
pure desire to know and other human desires. Hegel’s SUBLATION is
through a reconciling third concept, but our development is both
CONCEPTUALISM, CONCEPTUALIST],

the accumulation of insights moving to higher viewpoints [see
VIEWPOINT(S)–HIGHER] and the reversal of the aberrations that were
brought about by the interference of alien desire. Hegel’s absolute
is a terminal concept that generates no antithesis to be sublated in
a higher synthesis; we recognize a manifold of instances of the
virtually unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY], and through
them attain knowledge of proportionate being [see BEING–
PROPORTIONATE] in its distinctions and relations. Hegel’s concrete is
an integrated whole of determinate conceptual contents, but our
concrete is a prospective totality to be known by answering correctly the totality of questions for intelligence and for reflection
[see INTELLIGENCE–QUESTIONS FOR; REFLECTION/REFLECTIVE–QUESTIONS FOR].
Hence it is that Hegel’s dialectic is a universal and undifferentiated tool: it is relevant in the same manner within logic, within
nature or science, and within the realm of spirit. Our dialectic is a
restricted and differentiated tool: it is relevant to human KNOWLEDGE and to human activities that depend upon knowledge: it admits separate application to psychoneural problems, to the
historical expansion of practical common sense [see COMMON SENSE–
PRACTICALITY OF], to the diversity of philosophic methods and systems; but it does not lie within logic but rather regards the
movement from one logically formalized position to another; and
it has no relevance to purely natural process.” (In 447.)
MATERIALS OF. See intra Structure of
METAPHYSICS AS. See METAPHYSICS–AS DIALECTIC
NORMATIVE. Lonergan writes that his “appeal to HEURISTIC STRUCTUREs,
to accumulating insights, to verdicts awaited from nature and history, goes outside the conceptual field to acts of understanding that
rise upon experiences and are controlled by critical reflection; and
so instead of an immanental dialectic that embraces all positions
and their opposites, ours is a normative dialectic that discriminates
between advance and ABERRATION.” (In 446-47.)
NOTION OF. See NOTION OF …–DIALECTIC
OF COMMUNITY. “Our interest is … in dialectic as affecting community, action, situation. It affects community for, just as common
meaning is constitutive of community, so dialectic divides community into radically opposed groups. It affects action for, just as
CONVERSION leads to intelligent, reasonable, responsible action, so dialectic adds division, conflict, oppression. It affects the situation,
for situations are the cumulative product of previous actions and,
when previous actions have been guided by the light and darkness
of dialectic, the resulting situation is not some intelligible whole
but rather a set of misshapen, poorly proportioned, and incoherent
fragments. … The divided community, their conflicting actions,
and the messy situation are headed for disaster. For the messy
situation is diagnosed differently by the divided community; action
is ever more at cross-purposes; and the situation becomes still
messier to provoke still sharper differences in diagnosis and policy,
more radical criticism of one another’s actions, and an ever deeper
crisis in the situation.” (M 358.) “As there is a dialectic of the dramatic
subject [see SUBJECT, THE–DRAMATIC-DIALECTIC OF], so also there is a larger
dialectic of community. Social events can be traced to the two principles of human INTERSUBJECTIVITY and practical common sense [see
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COMMON SENSE–PRACTICALITY OF]. The two principles are linked, for the
spontaneous, intersubjective individual strives to understand and
wants to behave intelligently; and inversely, intelligence would
have nothing to put in order were there not the desires and fears,
labors and satisfactions, of individuals. Again, these linked principles are opposed, for it is their opposition that accounts for the tension of community. Finally, these linked and opposed principles are
modified by the changes that result from them; the development of
common sense consists in the further questions and insights that
arise from the situations produced by previous operations of practical common sense; and the alternations of social tranquility and social crisis mark successive stages in the adaptation of human
spontaneity and sensibility to the demands of developing intelligence.” (In 243.) See also SUBJECT, THE–DRAMATIC-DIALECTIC OF-VS D. OF COMMUNITY
OF CONTRADICTORIES/CONTRARIES. See CONTRADICTORIES/CONTRARIES
OF DECLINE. See DECLINE–CYCLE OF, LONGER-AND DIALECTIC, DISTORTED
OF HUMAN SITUATION. See INTEGRATION(S)–IN HUMAN DEVELOPMENT-AS DEMANDED
IN HUMAN SITUATION

OF METHODS.

See intra Of philosophies

OF PHILOSOPHIES.

“In the light of the dialectic, then, the historical
series of philosophies would be regarded as a sequence of contributions to a single but complex goal. Significant discoveries, because they are not the prerogative of completely successful
philosophers, are expressed either as positions or as counterpositions. But positions invite development [see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION–POSITION-INVITES DEVELOPMENT], and so the sequence of discoveries
expressed as positions should form a unified, cumulative structure
that can be enriched by adding the discoveries initially expressed
as counterpositions. On the other hand, since counterpositions invite reversal [see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION–COUNTERPOSITION-REVERSAL
OF], a free unfolding of human thought should tend to separate the
discovery from its author’s BIAS in the measure that its presuppositions are examined and its implications tested.” (In 414.) “The methodologist cannot totally ignore the conflict of philosophies or
methods. Especially is this so when there are widely held views
that imply that his own procedures are mistaken and even wrongheaded.” (M 254.)
OF POSITION/COUNTERPOSITION.

See

POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION–

DIALECTIC OF

OF PROGRESS, DECLINE, AND RECOVERY/REDEMPTION.

The larger context is the HUMAN–GOOD. After discussing VALUE(S) and belief (see BELIEF–
PROGRESS, DECLINE, AND), L sums it up as an “attempt, a first approach, at
indicating not a description of reality so much as a source from
which you can develop hypotheses about a reality.” (PTP2 344.) He
then introduces the present topic: “Finally we have to introduce the
element of motion: progress, decline, recovery.” (PTP2 344.) In addition to various of the subentries intra, the data are closely related to
inter alia BIAS; DECLINE–CYCLE OF, LONGER-PROCESS-CONSEQUENCES (3); COMMUNITY;
DEVELOPMENT; SOCIAL
Process/problem. “At each turn of the cycle, the mistakes of the
past are eliminated to some extent, and intelligence is effectively
guiding another part or aspect of the social process. At each turn
of the cycle, you see that insight is revealing the mistakes of the
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past, bringing them to light, revealing possibilities for correction,
and indeed bringing to light new courses of action. Challengeand-response is an ongoing process. … On the other hand, insofar as the orientation of people is self-regarding, intelligence
again will lead, but the private interest of individuals will balk,
and the special interest of groups will encourage, promote, even
impose its own special type of intelligence: mainly the intelligence that discovers and implements what is to a particular
group’s advantage, even though not conducive to the well-being
of all. In this fashion the social process is biased; development
occurs, but it restricts its favor to some and neglects the rest. The
longer the bias is maintained, the smaller the group it favors and
the larger the group it neglects, then the greater will be what
Toynbee calls the ‘schism in the body social’ ([The Disintegrations of Civilizations (1962)] one of the big sections in the first
six volumes), the more distorted will be the economic and political situation, the less will that situation provide an intelligible
base on which still further development can be built. What intelligence will discover in this situation is its lack of intelligibility,
not new sources, new possibilities of creativity.” (PTP2 344-45.)
Solution. “What do we do in that kind of situation? Well, the first
type of solution is Paul Ricoeur’s [see HERMENEUTIC(S)–OF SUSPICION/OF
RECOVERY]. Hermeneutic of suspicion: in the manner of Marx,
Nietzsche, Freud, you find the seeds of the aberration, the bias,
where things went wrong. And the hermeneutic of recovery: there
is something good about it or it wouldn’t have happened. This is
in hermeneutics, in interpretation; it’s more complex in concrete
situations. Together, however, in interpretation and at least in understanding the situation, the two constitute a means of discernment that sets the ideological goats on the left and the
nonideological remainder on the right. But this is just a first step,
for any given operator of discernment may well suffer from a
bias of his own; a certain amount of ideology will function in his
discernment, and consequently a certain amount of objective ideology will pass for real, fine gold. At this point the problem takes
the form of the function of the complex variable, the function of x
+ iy. Only in this case you don’t exactly know what the i means.
There is no clear notion of which is the source of the complexity
in the variables because the judges, the discerners, also can be
subject to the error.” (PTP2 344-45.)
Summary. “Can one say more about it? Well, of course, one
could go on, especially a theologian could go on! What we are
talking about is not simply process but historical process. It is not
something of the past; it is something we are part of, it is human
history, it is something in which we are involved now and for the
rest of our lives. And in this the one great delusion, to my mind,
is the belief that there is an island of safety called ‘method.’ If
you follow the method, you will be all right: in the sense that
there is some algorithm, some set of rules, some objective solution, independent of each man’s personal authenticity, honesty,
genuineness. And that does not exist. The only solution lies in
‘the good man.’” (PTP2 345-46.)
And belief. See BELIEF–PROGRESS, DECLINE, AND
OF SIN. See BIAS–AND SOCIAL PROGRESS/DECLINE
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OF THE SUBJECT.

See SUBJECT, THE–DRAMATIC-DIALECTIC OF

PRINCIPLE OF, CARDINAL.

“I have not been content to show that the
discoveries of human intelligence may be formulated as positions
or as counterpositions [see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION], but also I
have illustrated how that cardinal principle of critical dialectic cuts
like a knife through disputes on the nature of the real [see REAL, THE
REAL], of the objective [see OBJECTIVITY], of DEVELOPMENT, of [DISTINCTION(S)], of [RELATION(S)], of the metaphysical elements [see METAPHYSICAL–ELEMENTS], of MATTER and SPIRIT.” (In 547.)
PROBLEM OF. See HORIZON(S)–OPPOSED, DIALECTICALLY
STRUCTURE OF. “The structure of dialectic has two levels. On an
upper level are the operators. On a lower level are assembled the
materials to be operated on. … Before being operated on, the materials have to be assembled, completed, compared, reduced, classified, selected.” (All quotes M 249-50.)
Operators. “The operators are two precepts: develop positions;
reverse counter-positions.” See POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION–AND DIALECTIC, –POSITION-INVITES DEVELOPMENT, –COUNTERPOSITION-REVERSAL OF
Materials (6). Before there are materials to be operated on, a
number of operation have to be performed “by different investigators and they will be operating from within different horizons.”
These include: assembly, completion, comparison, reduction,
classification, and selection.
(1) Assembly. “Assembly includes the researches performed, the

interpretations proposed, the histories written, and the events,
statements, movements to which they refer.”
(2) Completion. “Completion adds evaluative interpretation and
evaluative history; it picks out the one hundred and one ‘good
things’ and their opposites ….”
(3) Comparison. “Comparison examines the completed assembly
to seek out affinities and oppositions.”
(4) Reduction. “Reduction finds the same affinity and the same
opposition manifested in a number of different manners; from
the many manifestations it moves to the underlying root.”

DIALECTICAL: See also DIALECTIC (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY); DIALECTIC(S)
ANALYSIS. The context is renewal. While the topic is renewal of
church and theology, L’s argument applies to general social renewal and its base, the renewal of the human Subject (see SUBJECT,
THE). Specifically, he speaks of the role of generalized empirical
method (see GEM) in that process. “Generalized empirical method
goes beyond the EMPIRICAL to the NORMATIVE. It reveals the human subject to himself, reveals norms immanent in his own operations [see
COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS], confronts him with the alternatives
of being an authentic human being or, in some measure, unauthentic [see AUTHENTICITY; INAUTHENTIC, INAUTHENTICITY], and leaves him with
the responsibility of making himself whatever he makes himself. ...
This transition from the empirical to the normative provides the
foundation for a dialectical analysis. For dialectic [see DIALECTIC(S)]
has to do with the concrete, the dynamic, and the contradictory.
But the existential subject is concrete; he is dynamic, for his living
is operating; he is confronted with the contradictory alternatives of
being an authentic or an unauthentic human being. ... Further,
while the psychological reality of authenticity and its opposite are
accessible only within the consciousness of the individual subject,
it remains that these inward events and transactions have their
outer manifestation in silence and speech, in words and deeds, in
motives that move some and not others, in goals that some pursue
and others oppose. So it is that from the inner opposition of authenticity and unauthenticity there proceeds the generally accessible opposition of positions and counterpositions [see POSITION AND
COUNTERPOSITION]; and it is only a fuller manifestation of the radicalness of this opposition when it is covered over with the confusion
that ensues when the authentic name positions what the unauthentic name counterpositions and, vice versa, when the authentic
name counterpositions what the unauthentic name positions.” (PTP2

295.)

See also COSMOPOLIS–AND DIALECTICAL ANALYSIS

And cosmopolis. See COSMOPOLIS–AND DIALECTICAL ANALYSIS
And problem of evil. See SIN–REIGN OF-AND DIALECTICAL ANALYSIS
AND METHOD/GEM.

See GEM–FUNCTIONS OF (12)-(03) DIALECTICAL

(5) Classification. “Classification determines which of these

DEVELOPMENT OF INTELLECT.

sources of affinity or opposition result from dialectically opposed horizons [see HORIZON(S)–OPPOSED, DIALECTICALLY] and which
have other grounds.”
(6) Selection. “Selection, finally, picks out the affinities and oppositions grounded in dialectically opposed horizons and dismisses other affinities and oppositions.”

DIFFERENCE.

“Now this work of assembly, completion, comparison, reduction, classification, and selection will be performed by different
investigators and they will be operating from within different
horizons. The results, accordingly, will not be uniform. But the
source of this lack of uniformity will be brought out into the
open when each investigator proceeds to distinguish between
positions, which are compatible with intellectual, moral, and
religious CONVERSION and, on the other hand, counter-positions,
which are incompatible either with intellectual, or with moral,
or with religious conversion.” (All quotes M 249-50.)

See SUBJECT, THE–DRAMATIC-DIALECTIC OF

See DIFFERENCE(S)–DIALECTICAL

FORMULATION OF INSIGHT.

See

CANON(S)–OF METHODICAL HERMENEUTICS-(2) OF

EXPLANATION

MATERIALISM.

“While there is PROGRESS and while its principle is
there also is DECLINE and its principle is BIAS. There is the minor principle of group bias [see BIAS–GROUP], which tends to generate
its own corrective. There is the major principle of general bias [see
BIAS–GENERAL], and though it too generates its own corrective, it does
so only by confronting human intelligence with the alternative of
adopting a higher viewpoint [see VIEWPOINT(S)–HIGHER] or perishing. To
ignore the fact of decline was the error of the old liberal views of
automatic progress. The far more confusing error of Marx was to
lump together both progress and the two principles of decline under the impressive name of dialectical materialism, to grasp that
the minor principle of decline would correct itself more rapidly
through class war, and then to leap gaily to the sweeping concluLIBERTY,

DIALOGUE – DIFFERENTIATION(S)

sion that class war would accelerate progress. What in fact was accelerated was major decline, which in Russia and Germany leaped
to fairly thorough brands of totalitarianism. The basic service of
the higher viewpoint will be a liberation from confusion through
clear distinctions. Progress is not to be confused with decline; the
corrective mechanism of the minor principle of decline is not to be
thought capable of meeting the issues set by the major principle.”
(In 260.)
METHOD.

See DIALECTIC (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)

PRINCIPLE.

See PRINCIPLE(S)–DIALECTICAL

TENSION IN THE SUBJECT. In context, L is explaining his ordering of
the elements of Insight. See INSIGHT (THE BOOK)–AND DIALECTICAL TENSION IN THE
SUBJECT; see also TENSION(S)–OF SENSITIVE AND INTELLECTUAL

DIALOGUE:

L employs this term in the usual contexts (between religions, religious denominations, philosophers, theologians), but most
of the meanings usually associated with dialogue are found under DIALECTIC(S); DIALECTIC (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY); INTERSUBJECTIVITY.
DIFFERENCE(S): See also DIFFERENTIATION(S)
AND EXPLANATIONS OF OUR UNIVERSE. “The relevant fact lies in the
nature of the explanations that are applicable to our universe. It is
to the effect that all such explanations are made up of general or
universal elements and that, while these general or universal elements may be combined in such a manner that every individual is
explained by a different combination of elements, still such a combination is an explanation of a singular combination of common
properties and not an explanation of individuality. For if the individuality of the individual were explained, it would be meaningless
to suppose that some other individual might be understood in exactly the same fashion. On the other hand, because the individuality of the individual is not explained, it is only an exhaustive tour
of inspection that can settle whether or not there exists another individual similar in all respects. Hence, even if there were reached a
single comprehensive theory of evolution that explained and explained differently every instance of life on this planet, still in strict
logic we should have to inspect all other planets before we could
be absolutely certain that in fact there did not exist another instance of evolution similar in all respects. … In brief, individuals
differ, but the ultimate difference in our universe is a matter of fact
to which there corresponds nothing to be grasped by direct insight.” (In 53-54.)
AND IMAGINATION.

See IMAGINATION–AND SPECIFIC/GENETIC DIFFERENCE

AND MODES OF INTENDING.

See INTENDING–MODES OF-FUNDAMENTAL DIFFERENCE
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EMPIRICAL AND INDIVIDUAL.

“The problem [of individuation] does
not regard any kind of INDIVIDUALITY but solely the individuality that
consists in merely empirical difference. Thus, consider two points,
A and B, and ask why they are different. One will appeal, perhaps,
to the distance between them. Construct, then, an equilateral triangle, ABC, and ask why the distances AB, BC, CA differ from one
another. It is not because they are unequal, for they are equal. Nor
can one say that it is because of their different positions, for then
one will be explaining the difference of the distances by the difference of the points and vice versa the difference of the points by the
difference of the distances. The only solution is to answer from the
start that the points A and B differ from one another not intelligibly
but materially, not for an intrinsically assignable reason but as a
pure matter of fact [see FACT–MERE MATTER OF]. Such is the meaning of
merely EMPIRICAL difference. It is the object of the problem of individuation.” (In 527-28.) For L’s solution to the problem see METAPHYSICAL–EQUIVALENCE-RULES OF-(1) CONCRETENESS
IN HORIZON, GENETIC.
INDIVIDUAL.

See HORIZON(S)–DIFFERENCES IN-GENETIC

See intra And explanations of our universe; Empirical and indi-

vidual
OF EVENTS.

See FREQUENCY–AND INTELLIGIBILITY

OF HISTORICAL KNOWLEDGE.
OF INTELLIGIBILITY.
OF PHILOSOPHIES.

See PERSPECTIVISM

See INTELLIGIBILITY–DIFFERENCES OF

See DIALECTIC(S)–OF PHILOSOPHIES

RANDOM.

See EVENT(S)–DETERMINATE E. AND RANDOM DIFFERENCES

SPECIFIC.

See BEING–NOTION OF-GENUS OR SPECIES OR DIFFERENCE?

DIFFERENTIATION(S): See also DIFFERENCE(S); DISTINCTION(S)
AND DEVELOPMENT.

See

DEVELOPMENT–LEVELS OF, –PRINCIPLE(S) OF (7)-(5) EX-

PLANATORY DIFFERENTIATION

AND GROWTH OF CHILD.

“A first differentiation [of consciousness;
arises in the process of growing up.
The infant lives in a world of immediacy. The child moves exultingly into a world mediated by meaning [see WORLD(S)–MEDIATED BY MEANING]. The commonsense adult never doubts that the real world is the
world mediated by meaning. But he may not be too aware that it is
mediated by meaning and, when he turns his hand to philosophy,
he finds it very difficult to objectify the criteria by which he knows
his statements to be true, and he easily commits the blunder of saying that he knows by TAKING A GOOD LOOK.” (M 303.) See also OPERATOR(S)–
see CONSCIOUSNESS,

DIFFERENTIATED]

AND OPERATIONS AS GROUPED

AND

SYSTEMATIC

MEANING.

See

CONSCIOUSNESS,

DIFFERENTIATED–

DEVELOPMENT OF-MOMENTS IN (10)-(5)

AMONG

AND SPECIES.

See BEING–NOTION OF-GENUS OR SPECIES OR DIFFERENCE?

CONCRETE.

See METAPHYSICAL–EQUIVALENCE-RULES OF-(1) CONCRETENESS

CULTURAL.

See CULTURE,

DIALECTICAL.

CULTURAL–TYPES OF (3)

The general context is Dialectic (see DIALECTIC (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY); DIALECTIC(S)). L’s particular focus is the root problem
of dialectic, the absence of conversion. Although his concern is
opposition among theologians, the problem is common to all fields
of inquiry, especially the absence of intellectual conversion. See
CONVERSION–ABSENCE OF, –INTELLECTUAL

EXPLANATORY.

See DEVELOPMENT–PRINCIPLE(S) OF (7)-(5) EXPLANATORY DIFFERENTIA-

TION

ILLUSTRATED.
NEURAL.

See CONSCIOUSNESS,

DIFFERENTIATED–TYPES OF (10)

See PSYCHIC–DEVELOPMENT-AND NEURAL

OF BEINGS.

See GENUS/GENERA AND SPECIES; THING(S)–KINDS OF

OF COMMON SENSE.

See COMMON SENSE–AS VARIABLE; CONSCIOUSNESS,

DIFFER-

ENTIATED–AND COMMON SENSE
OF CONSCIOUSNESS.

See

MOMENTS IN (10), –TYPES OF (10)

CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–DEVELOPMENT OF-
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DISCOVERY – DISCOVERY

OF DIALECTIC AS TOOL.

See

DIALECTIC(S)–HEGELIAN VS LONERGANIAN-SOURCE OF

OF DOCUMENTS.

The context is L’s explication of methodical her-

meneutics (see CANON(S)–OF METHODICAL HERMENEUTICS-(3) OF SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATIONS). He writes: “Envisage the materials. They consist in the
totality of documents and monuments. The documents may be divided into primary, secondary, and tertiary, where original communications are primary, interpretations of primary documents are
secondary, and critical studies of interpretations are tertiary. Again,
all the monuments and some of the documents are artistic; they
provide materials or occasions from which we can reach insights;
but they do not attempt to formulate insights after the fashion of
the scientific treatise. Finally, in view of the limitations of the treatise [see TREATISE–LIMITS OF], there are numerous gradations of documents from the purely artistic to ever more conscious and
deliberate efforts to communicate a particular or UNIVERSAL VIEWPOINT
exactly.” (In 602.)
OF EXPRESSIONS. See LANGUAGE–DIFFERENTIATION OF
OF FINALITY. See FINALITY–DIFFERENTIATION OF
OF KNOWLEDGE.

See

KNOWLEDGE–DIFFERENTIATION OF; METAPHYSICS–AND ALL

OTHER DEPARTMENTS

OF LANGUAGE.

See LANGUAGE–DIFFERENTIATION OF

OF MEASUREMENT.
OF OPERATIONS.

See MEASUREMENT–SPECIES OF

See

COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–TERMS AND RELATIONS, BASIC NEST

OF-DIFFERENTIATED

OF PERSONA AND EGO.

See EGO–DIFFERENTIATION OF PERSONA AND

OF PROTEAN NOTION OF BEING.

See CANON(S)–OF METHODICAL HERMENEUTICS-(2)

OF EXPLANATION

OF SCIENCES.

See SCIENCE(S)–THE VARIOUS

OF SOCIAL CLASSES.
OF SYMBOLS.
OF THINGS.
OF

COGNITION, COGNITIONAL– OPERATIONS-APPLYING INTENTIONAL TO CONSCIOUS ■ COLLABORATION–OF COMMON SENSE ■ COMMON SENSE–BIAS OF, GENERAL-CORRECTION OF ■ CON-

DIFFERENCES

See SOCIAL–DEVELOPMENT-BIAS OF

See SYMBOL(S)–DIFFERENTIATION OF

See GENUS/GENERA AND SPECIES; THING(S)–KINDS OF

WORLD PROCESS.

See

EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AS UNIVERSAL DESIGN-

SCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–THEORETICALLY ■ CONTEXT(S)–PRIOR ■ CONTROL– OF ONE’S
HISTORY

■ DIALECTIC(S)–OF PHILOSOPHIES ■ DOING AND MAKING–AND THE SELF-DEVELOPING

SUBJECT

■ DRIFTER ■ GEM ■ MYTH–AND METAPHOR ■ GEM–NOT AUTHORITARIAN ■ HEURIS-

TIC ■ HISTORICAL–EVIDENCE ■ HISTORY–CRITICAL ■ HYPOTHESIS–IN NATURAL SCIENCE ■
LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–CLASSICAL-ABSTRACT (4 ELEMENTS) ■ MENTAL–ACTS-AND NEW LINGUISTIC USAGE

■ METHOD(S)–IN NATURAL SCIENCE ■ MIND–ONGOING DISCOVERY OF ■ NONSYS-

TEMATIC–PROCESS-INTELLIGIBILITY OF ■ POETRY–AND DISCOVERY OF MIND ■ PSYCHOGENIC ■
REALISM–DUALITY OF ■ RESIDUE(S)–EMPIRICAL-ABSTRACTION FROM ■ RULE(S)–AND INSIGHT ■
SCIENCE(S)– MODERN-SYSTEMS OF ■ SELF-APPROPRIATION–PROCESS OF ■ TRUTH(S), THE
TRUE–APPROPRIATION OF-SENSITIVE ■ UNIVERSAL VIEWPOINT–AS TOTALITY OF VIEWPOINTSORDERED ■ VIEWPOINT(S)–DYNAMIC VS STATIC ■ WILLING–AND THE MORAL IMPERATIVE

AND CUMULATIVE SERIES OF INSIGHTS.

AND METHOD/GEM.

AND SCIENTIFIC PROGRESS.

The context is L’s preliminary notion of
method (see GEM). Using the example of method in the natural sciences as both logical and non-logical, he conceives method “not as
a set of rules but as a prior, normative pattern of operations from
which the rules may be derived.” (M 6.) While some operations are
logical, method also speaks “of inquiry, observation, discovery,
experiment, synthesis, verification.” (M 6.) He concludes: “At once it
may be noted that modern science derives its distinctive character
from this grouping together of logical and non-logical operations.
The logical tend to consolidate what has been achieved. The nonlogical keep all achievement open to further advance. The conjunction of the two results in an open, ongoing, progressive and cumulative process. This process contrasts sharply not only with the
static fixity that resulted from Aristotle’s concentration on the necessary and immutable but also with Hegel’s dialectic [see DIALECTIC(S)–HEGELIAN VS LONERGANIAN] which is a movement enclosed within a
complete system.” (M 6.) See also intra In scientific method
EXISTENTIAL. See JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE–COMPONENTS OF (3)-(3)
EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE OF. See LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–CLASSICAL-ABSTRACT
(4 ELEMENTS)-(2)

ORGANIC.

IN SCIENTIFIC METHOD.

DEVELOPMENT–ORGANIC, –PRINCIPLE(S) OF-(5) EXPLANATORY DIFFEREN-

TIATION

PERSONAL.

“One can say that all men have the same nature, and
that it is in virtue of matter that all men are distinct individuals. But
there is also a personal differentiation of one man from another,
and that personal differentiation of one man from another is the
cumulative product of each man’s own free choices. One becomes
oneself by one’s choices. The ground of CHOICE is myself as rationally self-conscious [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(4) RATIONAL
SELF- (6 ELEMENTS)] and making myself.” (UB 229.)
PRINCIPLE OF. See PROBABILITY–AND CERTAINTY
PSYCHIC. See PSYCHIC–DEVELOPMENT-AND DIFFERENTIATION
DISCOVERY : See also inter alia BEING—NOTION OF-ORIGIN OF L’S ■ BELIEF–MISTAKEN
■ CANON(S)–OF METHODICAL HERMENEUTICS-(2) ■ CIRCUIT(S)–OF MATHEMATICAL AND SCIENTIFIC DEVELOPMENTS

■ CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–PROBABILITY-ASSIGNING ■

INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–

See GEM–CONCEIVED CONCRETELY

CONSEQUENT PROPERTIES OF (12)-(6)

See

See

CUMULATIVE SERIES OF

The context is L’s preliminary notion of
method (see GEM). He conceives method “not as a set of rules but as
a prior, normative pattern of operations from which the rules may
be derived.” (M 6) Using the example of method in the natural sciences, he writes: “These distinct and recurrent operations are related. Inquiry transforms mere experiencing into the scrutiny of
observation. What is observed, is pinned down by description.
Contrasting descriptions give rise to problems, and problems are
solved by discoveries. What is discovered is expressed in a hypothesis. From the hypothesis are deduced its implications, and
these suggest experiments to be performed. So the many operations are related; the relations form a pattern; and the pattern defines the right way of going about a scientific investigation.” (M 4.)
INSIGHT AS. See INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–AS DISCOVERY
OF GEM. See GEM–DISCOVERY OF
OF LANGUAGE. See LANGUAGE–EARLY

DISCURSIVE – DISTINCTION(S)
OF MIND.

See MIND–GREEK DISCOVERY OF

OF SELF.

See SELF ...–DISCOVERY

OF VALUES.

See VALUE(S)–SCALE OF-(4) PERSONAL/EXISTENTIAL

STATISTICAL.
WAY OF.

See HEURISTIC STRUCTURE–CLASSICAL-DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF (10)-(9)

See ORDER–OF DISCOVERY

DISCURSIVE:

In context, L is discussing the composition of inner
words (see WORD–INNER-GENERAL NOTION OF (7 ELEMENTS)). “The discursive character of our intellects … forms separate concepts to know first the
subject and then the accident, … moves from knowledge of the one
to knowledge of the other, … attains knowledge of the inherence of
accidents in subjects by some sort of combination or union of SPECIES.” (V 62-63.) For example: “The proposition ‘Socrates is a man’ has
its ground and cause in the composition of a human form with the
individual matter of Socrates; the proposition ‘Socrates is white’ has
its ground and cause in the composition of a real accident ‘whiteness’ with a real subject ‘Socrates.’” (V 62-63.)

DISORDER: See also inter alia BIAS–DRAMATIC ■ BREAKDOWN–IN CIVILIZATION/ECONOMY/POLITY/SOCIAL ORDER

■ ETHICS–DEVELOPMENT OF ■ LINGUISTIC(S)–

EXPRESSION ■ UNIVERSE–INTELLIGIBILITY OF-AND METHODS (4)-(4) DIALECTICAL

AS EVIL.

See EVIL–AND INVERSE INSIGHT

IN DESIRE TO KNOW.

See

See INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–AND PSYCHONEUROSES

“What is a distinction? Let us say that A and B are
distinct, if it is true that A is not B. Let us add that A and B may stand
either for mere words, or for the meaning of words, or for the realities meant by words, so that [DISTINCTION(S)] may be merely verbal, or
notional, or real. Let us note that the reality in question is the reality
that becomes known, not by sense alone, but by sense and understanding and rational judgment.” (M 93.) A distinction denotes the difference or lack of identity between things, parts, concepts, or terms.
Opposite: identity, sameness. “The alternative to distinguishing is
confusion.” (“Cognitional Structure” IC +p.)
ADEQUATE REAL. See intra Real-adequate
AND MYTHIC CONSCIOUSNESS. The context is the stages of meaning
(see MEANING–STAGES OF) and the Greek discovery of mind (see MIND–
GREEK DISCOVERY OF). L notes Cassirer’s account (The Philosophy of
Symbolic Forms) of the absence of distinction in mythic consciousness (see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–MYTHIC). “It lacks any clear
dividing line between mere ‘representation’ and ‘real’ perception,
between wish and fulfilment, between image and thing. He goes
on immediately to mention the continuity of dream and waking
consciousness and, later, he adds that no less than the image, the
name tends to merge with the thing.” (M 92.)
DISTINCTION(S):

AND PRIMITIVISM.

See PRIMITIVE(S)– MIND

BETWEEN ESSENCE AND EXISTENCE.

See

EXISTENCE–AND ESSENCE-REAL DIS-

TINCTION OF

BETWEEN SPHERES OF BEING.
CLASSES OF.

See BEING–SPHERES OF, DISTINCT

See intra Divisions of

CONCEPTUAL.

press the concept of the other, even implicitly.” (S 295.)
Minor or inadequate. “At least implicitly the concept of one actually expresses the concept of the other.” (S 295.)
DIVISIONS OF. “When it is true that P is not Q, it may or may not be
true that P is real, and it may or may not be true that Q is real.
Hence distinctions may be divided into notional, problematic, real,
and mixed.” (In 513.) See intra Notional; Problematic; Real; Mixed
INADEQUATE MINOR REAL. See intra Real-inadequate-minor
INADEQUATE REAL. See intra Real-inadequate
LOGICAL. Genus, difference, species, property, accident. Denotes a
difference dependent on thought but not found in the thing itself,
because the thing has no real plurality. A logical distinction can be
nominal or virtual. See also intra Nominal; Virtual
MAJOR REAL. See intra Real-major
METAPHYSICAL. See intra Real; Virtual; see also METAPHYSICS–ELEMENTS OFDISTINCTION OF

MINOR REAL.

See intra Real-minor

“A distinction is mixed if it is true that (1) P is not Q, (2)
one of P and Q is real, and (3) the other is merely notional.” (In 514.)
MIXED.

See intra Notional

DESIRE TO KNOW–AS IMMANENT SOURCE OF TRANSCEN-

DENCE-DISORDER IN

PSYCHIC, AND INSIGHT.
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Distinction between concepts.
Major or adequate. “The concept of one does not actually ex-

NOMINAL. A distinction between the words that describe and/or explain the same object without there being in the object any distinction that corresponds to the differing words.
NOTIONAL. “A distinction is notional if it is true that (1) P is not Q,
(2) P is merely an object of thought, and (3) Q is merely an object
of thought. For example, a centaur is not a unicorn.” (In 513.) An example of notional distinction: The process of knowing being has
three components—experiencing, understanding, and judging. To
facilitate your thinking of them, you call them P, Q, R. “Now those
three components are distinct as notions, they are notionally distinct. With regard to the three components as contents in my mind,
you can say that P is not Q and P is not R and Q is not R, where P,
Q, and R are these three, and you consider them as notions—there
is a notional distinction, as contents in the mind.” (UB 391.)
OF CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES.

See

CONJUGATE (AC-

CIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–DISTINCTION OF
OF CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES.

See

CONJUGATE

(ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–DISTINCTION OF
OF DOMAINS.

See KNOWLEDGE–DOMAINS OF, DISTINCT

OF FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES.

See FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES–DISTINCTION AND DI-

VISION OF

OF METAPHYSICAL ELEMENTS.
OF REASON.

See METAPHYSICS–ELEMENTS OF-DISTINCTION OF

See intra Rational

OF RELATION FROM ITS BASE. “Is the reality of a real relation distinct
from the reality of its base? It is one thing to conceive the absolute;
it is another to conceive the relative; but is there one reality grounding both concepts, or are there two really distinct realities? To handle this question expeditiously, let us contrast counterpositions with
the position [see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION]. … On the basic counterposition, there is simply no meaning to talk about real relations.
The real is a subdivision of the ‘[ALREADY-OUT-THERE-NOW-REAL].’ That is
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DISVALUES – DOING AND MAKING

simply given. All relations arise only through the activities of our
understanding. Therefore, no relations are ‘already out there now,’
and so none are real. … Besides the foregoing counterposition,
there is its transposition. Besides the looking that is performed with
the eyes, there is also a spiritual looking. It looks at the content of
acts of conceiving, thinking, supposing, defining, considering.
Such contents are or can be real. But it is one thing to take a spiritual look at an absolute content, and it is quite another to take a
spiritual look at a relative content. The two are irreducible. …
Therefore, the reality of the absolute base and the reality of the relation must be two really distinct entities.” (In 519-20.)
OF SCIENCES. See SCIENCE(S)–DISTINCTION OF
“A distinction is problematic if it is true that (1) P is
not Q, (2) either P or Q or both have not been explained definitively, and (3) there is the possibility that, when definitive explanation is reached, then P or Q or both may turn out to be mere
objects of thought, or else P and Q may prove to refer to the same
reality.” (In 513.)
PROBLEMATIC.

RATIONAL.

Distinction of reason, or logical distinction, whether
purely mental or virtual. See intra Logical; Virtual

REAL.

“One as real is not the other as real.” (S 247) A true lack of
identity between things, or between their parts and principles. “P
and Q are really distinct if it is true that P is, Q is, and P is not Q.
When P is a thing and Q is a thing, the real distinction is major.
When P and Q are metaphysical elements of a thing, the real distinction is minor. When P is a thing and Q is one of its metaphysical elements, the real distinction is inadequate.” (In 525.) Real
distinctions are divided into:
Major. “Real distinctions are divided into major and minor; and
major real distinctions are subdivided into numerical, specific,
and generic. … Major real distinctions are between things, which
may pertain to different genera or to different species of the same
genus or, finally, may be different individuals of the same species.” (In 514.)
Minor. “Minor real distinctions are between the elements or constituents of proportionate being, that is, between central and conjugate potency, form, and act.” (In 514.) A minor real distinction
occurs within one and the same being. “Minor real distinctions
are between the elements or constituents of proportionate being,
that is, between central and conjugate potency, form, and act.” (In
513-14.) See CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES; CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES

Adequate. “There is an adequate real distinction between Peter
and Paul, between Peter’s right hand and his left hand.” (In 514.)
Inadequate. “There is an inadequate real distinction between Peter and his hands.” (In 514.)
Minor. It is a distinction between a SUBSISTENT (hypostasis, person) and a nonsubsistent part of that subsistent. A subsistent,
that which is, has being and operation through itself, not
through union with another. Nature is that by which a subsistent is, its ESSENCE.

SCOTIST.

See PROPER NAMES–SCOTUS, JOHN DUNS-FORMAL DISTINCTION OF

VERBAL.

See intra Nominal

VIRTUAL. A virtual distinction is made between different aspects of
only one ESSENCE or PERFECTION where the being is actually one and
indivisible but rich enough to present various aspects of its reality
to the mind; e.g., the distinctions among divine attributes. It is
sometimes called a metaphysical distinction or a logical distinction
or a distinction of reason with foundation in reality. See intra Logical
WITH FOUNDATION IN REALITY. See intra Virtual

DISVALUES: Opposite: VALUE(S). See FEELINGS–AND DIALECTIC
DIVISION(S):

that.’”

(S 731.)

“True negative comparisons; for example, ‘This is not
In regard to the development of science, see SCIENCE(S)–

DEVELOPMENT OF-PATTERN IN

DOCTRINES (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY):

Sixth of the eight FUNCTIONAL
of method (see GEM). GEM comprises two sets of four
categories (see CATEGORY, CATEGORIES–GENERAL, –SPECIAL). The general
categories pertain to the mediation of a tradition; the special to the
tradition thus mediated (special because essential to method in theology). Doctrines is second of the four special categories—
Foundations, Doctrines, Systematics, Communication. Four
categories because each is tied to the cognitional operation proper to
that level (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–LEVELS OF; CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–
LEVELS OF (5)). In the mediated phase, however, the order of operations is
reversed—decision, judgment, understanding, experience. Thus
Doctrines, while the second special category, is tied (like History in
the mediating phase) to the third operation of intentional
consciousness, JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT. Although explicated by L in the
context of theology, the principles of Doctrines can be transposed
into any inquiry were beliefs are affirmed to be true (in theology) or
highly probable (in other fields, especially science). They provide the
data for Systematics (see SYSTEMATICS (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)).

SPECIALTIES

DOING AND MAKING:

In L’s thought, doing and making flow from
the decisions we make at the fourth level of intentional consciousness (see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(4) RATIONAL SELF- (6 ELEMENTS)).
Here, the rational consciousness of the third level becomes rational
self-consciousness. Consciousness becomes conscience. At this level
of moral DELIBERATION, DECISION, and ACTION, we participate in the work L
calls “healing and creating in history.” See also HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT; SUBJECT, THE; INTERIORITY
AND CHOICE. See ETHICS–PRECEPTS OF
AND GOOD OF ORDER. “The object of desire is a good for yourself,
but the good of order [see GOOD, THE–OF ORDER] regards the right way
of doing things. … That good of order is known by an accumulation, a cluster, of insights. And generally, those clusters of insights
are parceled out among the members of the community. … Each
one is an expert in his own function, his own contribution to the
whole. He knows what he has to do as a minimum and what he
can do as a maximum. Anyway, that is the good of order. … A
good of order involves a flow of benefits, of fruits, from the good
of order, in all the different ways in which the order may be realized. The flow, the series, of classes for the students of a university

DOMAIN(S) – DREAM(S)

is a series of benefits. In any good of order it gives rise to a flow of
benefits of different kinds. The flow of benefits involves a flow of
operations, and the operations have to be cooperations, each one
doing his part. The cooperation involves the development of habits
internal to the individual, and at the same time the development of
a common ethos, an understanding of what the other fellow will do
in the community. If you don’t know what the other fellow is going to do, you don’t know what to do yourself. You have to understand one another.” (UB 379.) See also intra And the self-developing subject
AND KNOWING.

“There is a radical difference between the rationality of judgment and the rationality of decision. Judgment [see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT] is an act of rational consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS,
INTENTIONAL– LEVELS OF (5)-(3) RATIONAL], but DECISION is an act of rational selfconsciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(4) RATIONAL SELF(6 ELEMENTS); JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE]. The rationality of judgment emerges
in the unfolding of the detached and disinterested DESIRE TO KNOW in
the process towards KNOWLEDGE of the universe of being [see BEING–
UNIVERSE OF]. But the rationality of decision emerges in the demand
of the rationally conscious subject for consistency between his
knowing and his deciding and doing.” (In 636.) See also intra And the
moral imperative

And ethics. See ETHICS–AND STRUCTURE OF KNOWING AND DOING
AND THE MORAL IMPERATIVE. “The rationally self-conscious [see
CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(4) RATIONAL SELF- (6 ELEMENTS)] subject
is not only a knower but also a doer, and he is under a rational imperative to act. Just as the subject cannot be rational without making the judgment once the virtually unconditioned [see
UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY] has been grasped, so there are practical
judgments such that the rationally self-conscious knower and doer
cannot be rational without making the choice dictated by practical
judgment, judgment upon value [see JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE]. … There
is an imperative implicit in the very structure of the rationally selfconscious knower and doer.” (UB 232.)
AND THE POSSIBILITY OF ETHICS.

Note that the structure of the good
(see OBJECT(S)–OF DESIRE; GOOD, THE–OF ORDER; VALUE(S)) corresponds to the
operations of intentional consciousness—EXPERIENCE; INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING; JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT). “Our notion of the possibility of
ethics has its grounds in the extension of SELF-APPROPRIATION from the
subject as knowing to the subject as both knowing and doing. The
object of experience ties in with objects of appetite, the good of
order ties in with the grasping of INTELLIGIBILITY, value ties in with the
judgment that leads to CHOICE [see JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE].” (UB 226.)
AND THE SELF-DEVELOPING SUBJECT. “We considered the good of
order [see intra And good of order] in terms of the family, the technology, the economy, the polity, but there is also an immanent good
of order in the self-developing subject, in the subject who is making himself by his choices. We have said that SELF-APPROPRIATION
leads to a discovery that the self to be appropriated has to develop.
Well, that discovery extends right through the rationally selfconscious [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(4) RATIONAL SELF- (6
ELEMENTS)] knower and doer. It is the discovery that WILLINGNESS is
something that has to be developed to increase my effective freedom [see FREEDOM–EFFECTIVE]. The order without and the order within,
in concrete practical judgments, can result in the judgment that this
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is what ought to be concretely, this is what I ought to do, or this is
what I ought not to do [see JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE]. In virtue of the coherence of the rationally self-conscious subject, in virtue of the fact
that one is a knower and so quite detached and has no difficulty
telling someone else what he ought to do, and at the same time a
doer and consequently also telling oneself what one ought to do,
there emerges the moral imperative.” (UB 233.) See also intra And the
moral imperative
STRUCTURE OF.

“Just as there is the structure of knowing that is ISOwith the structure of being and the structure of philosophies
[see KNOWING–AND KNOWN-ISOMORPHISM OF]—the diversities of philosophies
express the polymorphism of the subject, and the diversities of cultures express the polymorphism of the subject [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–POLYMORPHISM OF HUMAN]—so SELF-APPROPRIATION contains a
deontological element, what ought to be, on a cognitional level, as
in Eisenhower’s remark, ‘We have to be men.’ So there is a structure of doing that is a prolongation of the structure of knowing,
and from that structure moral ideas can be derived.” (UB 374.)
MORPHIC

And ethics. See ETHICS–AND STRUCTURE OF KNOWING AND DOING
DOMAIN(S): See KNOWLEDGE–DOMAINS OF, DISTINCT
DOUBT: See also inter alia BELIEF–UNIVERSAL ■ COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORYLONERGAN VS RELATIVISM (11 ELEMENTS)-(10)

■ CONCLUSION(S)–AND PRINCIPLES ■ GIVEN,

THE–AS UNQUESTIONABLE ■ INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–DEVELOPMENT OF-COMMONSENSE

■ METHOD(S)–CRITICAL-AND THE NOTION OF GOD ■ REALISM–DUALITY OF ■ SELF ...–
AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER-REVISION OF ■ WORD–INNER-AND OUTER

AND DESCARTES. See METHOD(S)–OF UNIVERSAL DOUBT-AND DESCARTES
AND JUDGMENT OF FACT.

See

METHOD(S)–OF UNIVERSAL DOUBT-INDUBITABILITY,

CONSEQUENCES OF (9)-(1)

AND METAPHYSICS.

See METHOD(S)–OF UNIVERSAL DOUBT

AND SUPPOSITIONS.

See

METHOD(S)–OF UNIVERSAL DOUBT-INDUBITABILITY, CONSE-

QUENCES OF (9)-(4)

METHODIC.

See METHOD(S)–OF UNIVERSAL DOUBT

UNIVERSAL.

See METHOD(S)–OF UNIVERSAL DOUBT

DRAMATIC: See also inter alia ART–POETRY-DRAMA ■ BELIEF–MISTAKEN-ROOTS OF ■
CENSOR, CENSORSHIP–AND NEURAL-DEMAND FUNCTIONS-PSYCHIC CONTROL OVER,
CONSTRUCTIVE

–

■ CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–LAWS-IN HUMAN AFFAIRS ■ CON-

TROL–OVER SENSE AND IMAGE ■ CONVERSION–PSYCHIC ■ DREAM(S)–BASIC MEANING OF ■
EGO–DIFFERENTIATION OF PERSONA AND ■ EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND HUMAN AFFAIRS ■
MEMORY–SCREENED ■ PSYCHOGENIC ■ PSYCHOTHERAPY ■ SCOTOSIS, SCOTOMA ■ SOCIAL–ANIMAL
BIAS.

See BIAS–DRAMATIC

PATTERN OF EXPERIENCE.
SUBJECT/ACTOR.

DREAM(S):

See PATTERNS OF

EXPERIENCE–DRAMATIC

See SUBJECT, THE–DRAMATIC

The larger context is the dramatic pattern of experience
(see PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–DRAMATIC). In his discussion of dramatic bias,
L speaks of the performance of the dramatic actor (see BIAS–DRAMATIC-(4)
PERFORMANCE). In that context, he discusses the function of the dream.
“Besides the waking performance of the dramatic actor [see SUBJECT,
THE–DRAMATIC], there is also the strange succession of fragmentary
scenes that emerge in sleep. Then experience is not dominated by a
pattern. Not only are there lacking the critical reflection and deliber-
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DREAM(S) – DREAM(S)

ate choosing that make waking consciousness reasonable, but also
the preconscious activity of the censor, selecting and arranging neural demands [see CENSOR, CENSORSHIP–AND NEURAL-DEMAND FUNCTIONS], is carried out in a halfhearted and perfunctory manner. This relaxation of
the censorship, however, not only accounts for the defective pattern
of experience in dreamland but also explains the preponderant influence of the other determinant of conscious contents, namely, the neural demand functions. Claims ignored during the day become
effective in sleep. The objects and affects of the persona and of the
ego make an overt appearance, and with them mingle the covert affects of the shadow and the anima attached to their incongruous objects [inverse to the ego is the shadow and inverse to the persona is
the anima].” (In 218.) See also intra Basic meaning of
AFFECTS IN. See AFFECT(S)–IN DREAMS
AND INSIGHT. “St Thomas says that we can syllogize in our dreams,
but when we wake up we find that we have made some mistake.
Syllogizing in one’s sleep is on the level of insight, but finding the
mistake upon waking up is on the level of judgment. While insights are not excluded by the fact that one is dreaming, the intellectual element is not dominant at all; the dream is disconnected,
and lower factors have control [for a more positive position see intra Of night and morning]. The possibility of insight is there, but the
possibility of sound judgment is for the most part excluded, because sound judgment means control of all the relevant factors,
and ‘relevant’ means ‘relevant to the prospective judgment.’” (UB
123.)
AND NEURAL DEMAND FUNCTIONS.

See

CENSOR, CENSORSHIP–AND NEURAL-

DEMAND FUNCTIONS

AND PSYCHIC CONVERSION.
AND SELF-TRANSCENDENCE.

See CONVERSION–PSYCHIC

L explicates intellectual and moral selftranscendence in six stages: “First, dreamless sleep; second, dreaming; third, waking; fourth, [INQUIRY]; fifth, [REFLECTION/REFLECTIVE]; and
sixth, [DELIBERATION]. To these six there will be added later a seventh,
being in love [see LOVE–BEING IN]. But the six suffice to introduce intellectual and moral self-transcendence, and it will be time enough to
speak of being in love when we come to religious selftranscendence [see SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE-INTELLECTUAL, -MORAL, -RELIGIOUS].”
The first three will concern us here. “In dreamless sleep we are
SUBSTANCE without being subject [see SUBJECT, THE]. Still, we are alive.
We are operating in accord with the laws of physics, chemistry,
and biology. It may be said that we are ourselves but not that we
are reaching beyond ourselves and much less that we are rising
above ourselves. But when we begin to dream, CONSCIOUSNESS
emerges. However helpless, however lacking in initiative, the
dreamer is an intending subject. What is intended, commonly is
obscure, fragmentary, symbolic. In so-called dreams of the night
[see intra Of night and morning] the source of the dream is one’s somatic state, say, the state of one’s digestion. But in dreams of the
morning the dreamer is anticipating his waking state; he is recollecting his world; he is beginning to adopt a stance within that
world. In the dream of the morning, then, the dreamer has got beyond himself; he is concerned with what is distinct from himself;
he is anticipating his self-transcendence. … An enormously richer

self-transcendence emerges when one awakes.”

(PTP2 316.)

See also

intra Of night and morning-and self-transcendence
AND WAKING CONSCIOUSNESS.
AND WISH FULFILMENT.

See CONSCIOUSNESS–WAKING, AND DREAMS

See intra Function of-and its flexibility

BASIC MEANING OF.

“The basic meaning of the dream is its function. In the animal, consciousness functions as a higher technique
for the effective prosecution of biological ends. In man, not only
does it fulfil this purpose but also it provides the center for the operations of the self-constituting dramatic actor [see SUBJECT, THE–
DRAMATIC]. Sleep is the negation of consciousness. It is the opportunity needed by unconscious vital process to offset without interference the wear and tear suffered by nerves during the busy day.
Within this function of sleep lies the function of the dream. Not
only have nerves their physical and chemical basis but also they
contain dynamic patterns that can be restored to an easy equilibrium only through the offices of psychic representations and interplay. Besides restoring the organism, sleep has to knit up the
raveled sleeve of care, and it does so by adding dreams, in which
are met ignored claims of neural demand functions.” (In 218.) See also
intra Function of
EXISTENTIAL APPROACH TO. L is discussing psychiatry and the significance of symbols (see SYMBOL(S)–AND DREAMS) outside the therapeutic context. He discusses a number of developments before
concluding that “most significant from a basic viewpoint, there is
the existential approach that thinks of the dream, not as the twilight
of life, but as its dawn, the beginning of the transition from impersonal existence to presence in the world, to constitution of one’s
self in one’s world.” (M 69.) See I–AND MY WORLD
FUNCTION OF.

“Functionally, then, the dream is a psychic flexibility
that matches and complements the flexibility of neural demands
[see CENSOR, CENSORSHIP–AND NEURAL-DEMAND FUNCTIONS]. If CONSCIOUSNESS is
to yield to the preoccupations of the intellectual or of the dramatic
actor [see SUBJECT, THE–DRAMATIC], it cannot be simply a function of
neural patterns and processes. Inversely, if neural demands ignored
by consciousness are to be met without violating the liberation of
the artistic, intellectual, or dramatic pattern of experience [see PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE], then they find their opportunity in the dream.”
(In 218.) See also intra Basic meaning of

And its flexibility. “There is a further aspect to this twofold flexibility. The liberation of consciousness is founded on a control of
apprehensions; as has been seen, the censorship [see CENSOR, CENSORSHIP] selects and arranges materials for insight, or in its aberration [see CENSOR, CENSORSHIP–ABERRATION OF] excludes the
arrangements that would yield insight. Inversely, the imperious
neural demands [see CENSOR, CENSORSHIP–AND NEURAL-DEMAND FUNCTIONS]
are not for apprehensive psychic contents but for the conations
and emotions that are far more closely linked with activity; thus,
while we imagine much as we please, our FEELINGS are quite another matter. Accordingly, since the dream is the psychic safety
valve for ignored neural demands, and since the imperious neural
demands are affective rather than apprehensive, the dream will
appear as a wish fulfilment.” (In 218-19.)

DRIFTER – DRIFTER

And wish fulfilment. “This statement, of course, must not be taken

in the sense that the unconscious has wishes which are fulfilled
in dreams, for wishing is a conscious activity. Nor again does it
mean that the wishes fulfilled in dreams are those of the conscious subject, for inverse to the ego is the shadow and inverse
to the persona is the anima. The accurate statement is that
dreams are determined by neural demands for conscious affects
[see CENSOR, CENSORSHIP–AND NEURAL-DEMAND FUNCTIONS], and the affects
in question may be characteristic not only of the ego or the persona but also of the shadow or the anima. However, as has
been seen, if the affects emergent in the dream are characteristic of the shadow or the anima, they emerge disassociated from
their initial objects and attached to some incongruous object;
and in this fact there now may easily be discerned a functional
significance. The affects of the shadow and anima are alien to
the conscious performer; were they to emerge into consciousness with their proper objects, not only would they interfere
with his sleep but also they would violate his aesthetic liberation. The disguise of the dream is essential to its function of securing a balance between neural demands and psychic events
while preserving the integrity of the conscious stream of experience.” (In 219.)
And latent content. “To penetrate to the latent content of the
dream is to bring to light a secret that, so to speak, has purposely
been hidden. To equip an animal with intelligence constitutes not
only the possibility of culture and of science but also the possibility of every abomination that has occurred in the course of
human history. To affirm the latter human potentiality in abstract
terms is somewhat unpleasant. To proceed syllogistically from
the universal to the particular is distasteful. To assert that potentialities inherent in human nature exist in one’s acquaintances,
one’s relatives, ones parents, oneself, is logical enough yet outrageous. Yet far more vivid than the utterance of such truths is their
apprehension through insights into images that are affectively
charged. In his waking hours man may preclude the occurrence
of such insights. Even if his unconscious patterns and processes
have been so stimulated as to demand them, the demand can be
met in a dream in which the disassociation of the affect from its
proper object respects the immanent direction of the stream of
consciousness.” (In 219-20.)
And screening memories. “A similar functional significance may
be found in the formation of screening memories. Of our childhood we are apt to remember only a few vivid scenes, and when
these are submitted to scrutiny and investigation, they are likely
to prove mere fictions. Freud has divined such false memories to
be screens. Behind them are actions which later understanding
would view in a fashion unsuspected by the child that performed
them. If the memory of such actions is not to enter consciousness, it has to be repressed [see CENSOR, CENSORSHIP–REPRESSIVE]; if it
is repressed, it undergoes the disassociation and recombination
that result from INHIBITION. In this fashion there is formed the false
and screening memory that enables the dramatic actor [see SUBJECT, THE–DRAMATIC] to play his present role with all the more conviction because he does not believe his past to differ too strikingly
from his present.” (In 220.)
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OF NIGHT AND MORNING.

“In both kinds of dream there is an element of EXISTENZ, of being someone, someone conscious, someone
within some sort of world, someone somehow dealing with that
world or, perhaps, being overwhelmed by it. Any such world, of
course, is imaginary, and one’s apprehension of it in the dream is
symbolic, obscure, fragmentary. But in dreams of the night we are
further from our waking state than in dreams of the morning.
Dreams of the night respond more to somatic conditions, to the
state, say, of one’s digestive apparatus. But in dreams of the morning our waking state is being anticipated. Already its problems are
dimly sensed. Already the subject is taking a stance with regard to
them.” (PTP2 33.)
And art. See ART–PRELUDE TO DISCUSSION OF
And self-transcendence. “The distinction between dreams of
night and morning “provides an introduction to a notion I consider of basic import, the notion of self-transcendence [see SELF ...–
TRANSCENDENCE]. For in the dream state there is not just the unconscious; however imperfectly, there has emerged a conscious self
relating to subjective need or to some sort of ‘objective’ problem.
In dreamless sleep there is neither conscious subject nor intended
object. With the dream there is not yet one’s full self nor an adequately intended object. But there is the fragmentary recollection
or anticipation of both. There have appeared both a self and a
self’s conscious relation to some other. From that slight beginning we have to mount through four further stages or levels of
human consciousness and intentionality if we are to apprehend
the self and its capacities [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF
(5)].” (PTP2 33.)
SYMBOLS IN. See SYMBOL(S)–AND DREAMS
DRIFTER: L’s remarks follow SELF ...–CONTROL. “The drifter has not yet
found himself; he has not yet discovered his own deed, and so is content to do what everyone else is doing; he has not yet discovered his
own will, and so he is content to choose what everyone else is choosing; he has not yet discovered a mind of his own, and so he is content
to think and say what everyone else is thinking and saying; and the
others too are apt to be drifters, each of them doing and choosing and
thinking and saying what others happen to be doing and choosing
and thinking and saying.” (PTP2 315.)
AND LIBERTY. See LIBERTY–VERTICAL
AND SELF-TRANSCENDENCE. “If basically one’s questions are of the
self-regarding type, then one has not attempted moral selftranscendence [see SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE—MORAL]. One has merely
added oneself to the world’s already teeming population of moral
drifters. One has merely added another humble contributor to the
economic and political determinism resulting from competing egoisms. But when one’s basic questions for deliberation regard not satisfactions but [VALUE(S)]—the vital values of health and skill, the
social values that secure the vital values of the group, the cultural
values that make worth while social goals and the satisfaction of vital needs—then moral self-transcendence has begun. One has
ceased to need the carrot of desire and the stick of fear; one has become a self-starter, a principle of benevolence and beneficence, a
genuine person whose words and deeds inspire and invite those
that know him or her to aspire themselves to moral self-
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DUALISM – DURATION(S)

transcendence, to become themselves genuine persons.” (PTP2 324-25.)
DUALISM : A view of reality that asserts two fundamental and irreducible types of being, spiritual and physical. Anthropologically, the
dualist denies the natural unity of the intellectual (spiritual) soul and
the sensitive body in the human person. Psychologically, therefore,
the dualist posits a mind-body problem. Plato and Descartes are dualists. See also DUALITY
DUALITY : See also inter alia CONSTRAINT–AND SOCIETY ■ INTELLIGENCE–
SPONTANEITY VS

■ OBJECTIVITY–EXTROVERSION AS ■ TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–CONFRONTATION

VS IDENTITY AS

CARTESIAN.

See PROPER NAMES–DESCARTES, CARTESIAN-AND DUALITY

CLASSICAL/STATISTICAL.

See

CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–DUALITY

OF

IN COUNTERPOSITIONS.

See POSITION

AND COUNTERPOSITION–COUNTERPOSITION-

DUALITY OF

OF CONSCIOUSNESS.

See CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–VS SENSITIVE

OF INTERSUBJECTIVITY/SOCIAL ORDER.
OF KNOWING.
OF REALISM.
OF WISDOM.
PLATONIC.

See COMMUNITY–TENSION(S) IN

See EXISTENCE–VS NATURE OF KNOWLEDGE

See REALISM–DUALITY OF

See WISDOM–AS INTELLECTUAL HABIT

See PROPER NAMES–PLATO, PLATONIC, PLATONIST-AND KNOWLEDGE

DURATION(S): “Let us now define … Time as the ordered totality of
concrete durations.” (In 166.) See also SPACE ■ TIME ■ SPACE AND TIME ■ EXTENSION(S)
AND EXPERIENCE.

“Experiences themselves have a duration. They
occur, not all at once, but over time. Moreover, correlative to the
duration of looking, there is the duration of what is looked at. Correlative to the duration of the moving, there is the duration of what
is moved through or over. Correlative to the duration of the grasping, there is the duration of what is grasped. Descriptively, then,
duration is either an immanent aspect or quality of an experience
or a correlative aspect or quality of what is experienced. … While
duration is commonly attributed both to the experience and to the
experienced, extension is attributed only to the latter. The colors I
see, the surfaces I grasp, the volumes through which I move, all
have extension. But it would seem paradoxical to speak of the extension of the experience of seeing, of the experience of grasping,
of the experience of moving. Descriptively, then, extensions are
correlative to certain elementary and familiar experiences, but they
are in the experienced and not in the experiencing.” (In 166.) See also

intra Apprehension of

Like Time with Space (see SPACE AND TIME), duration
is usually discussed with extension (see EXTENSION(S)). See intra And
experience L frames his most detailed explication of duration and
extension with the terms “experiential and pure conjugates.” See in-

AND EXTENSION.

tra As experiential/pure conjugates

As experiential. See intra As experiential/pure conjugates
“We experience duration both in the sense that
the experiencing is over time and in the sense that the experienced
endures through time. Now we have to add that these two aspects

APPREHENSION OF.

of the experience of duration stand in a certain order. Thus, when I
watch a man crossing a street, I look out and inspect the distance
that he traverses, but I cannot look out and inspect in the same
manner the time he takes to cross. Nor is this surprising. The
whole distance traversed is there to be inspected all at once, but the
duration of the traversing is there to be inspected, not all at once,
but only in successive bits. Moreover, what is true of the traversing
is also true of the inspecting; it too is, not all at once, but over
time. If one supposed the possibility of a timeless inspecting, one
might infer the inspection of a four-dimensional continuum in
which both distances and durations were presented in exactly the
same fashion. But when inspecting takes time, then the time of the
inspecting runs concurrently with the time of the inspected. …
Such remarks on the apprehension of durations seem relevant to an
account of the apprehension of simultaneous durations.” (In 179-80.)
And apparent simultaneity. “If you stand beside a man swinging
a hammer, then the sight and the sound of the blow are at the
same time. If you stand off at a distance of a few hundred feet,
the sight of the blow is prior to the sound. In the first case, the
sight and sound are at the same time. In the second case, the
sight and the sound are not at the same time. Still, the blow is
always the simultaneous source of both light waves and sound
waves. The reason why there are different ‘apparent’ simultaneities must be that the ‘appearance’ of simultaneity has its ground
in the duration immanent in the flow of consciousness.” (In 180.)
See also SIMULTANEITY

Simultaneous. “Instead of watching one man cross a street, I
might watch two men crossing a street at the same time. Since it
would be perfectly obvious that they were crossing at the same
time, it should be equally obvious that there is some time that is
one and the same. What time, then, obviously is the same? It
must be the time of the watching. For in the first place, the
watching has a duration, for it is not all at once. In the second
place, the duration of the watching runs concurrently with the
duration of what is watched. In the third place, when two movements are the object of one and the same watching, there are, in
all, three durations, namely, one in each movement and one in
the watching; but it is the duration of the watching that is apprehended as running concurrently both with the duration of one
movement and with the duration of the other; and so it is the duration of the watching that is the one and same time at which
both the movements are occurring.” (In 180.)
AS EXPERIENTIAL/PURE CONJUGATES.

The difference between the
conjugates is like the difference between commonsense and scientific understanding of the same thing (see QUOAD SE; QUOAD NOS)—
thus, in the present context, duration as experienced and as explained. Experiential conjugates are terms defined by the relations
to us (see CONJUGATE(S)–EXPERIENTIAL). Pure conjugate are terms defined
from verified correlations. They are contained in laws (see CONJUGATE(S)–EXPLANATORY/PURE).
The larger context is the canons of empirical method (In ch. 3).
The immediate context is the canon of complete explanation (see
CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(5) OF COMPLETE EXPLANATION). L con-

DYNAMIC – DYNAMISM

trasts his with the still influential position of Galileo. “The crucial difference between the two positions regards SPACE AND TIME.
For Galileo they were primary qualities, for there would be extension and duration if there were matter and motion, whether or
not any animals with their sensitive experiences existed. For us,
on the other hand, there is to be drawn the same distinction between extension and duration as experiential and as pure conjugates as there is to be drawn between the two formulations of
colors or sound or heat or electric phenomena. … As experiential
conjugates, extensions and durations are defined as correlatives
to certain familiar elements within our experience. … As pure
conjugates, extension and duration are defined implicitly by the
postulate that the principles and laws of physics are invariant under inertial or, generally, under continuous transformations. …
Thus, on our analysis, the space-time of relativity stands to the
extensions and durations of experience in exactly the same relations as wavelengths of light stand to experiences of color, as
longitudinal waves in air stand to experience of sound, as the
type of energy defined by the first law of thermodynamics stands
to experiences of heat, etc. … Moreover, in our analysis, this
conclusion rests upon the canon of complete explanation. All data are to be explained. The explanation of data consists in a process from experiential conjugates towards pure conjugates.
Therefore, from extensions and durations as experienced, there
must be a process to extensions and durations as implicitly defined by empirically established laws.” (In 107-08.) See also VERIFICATION–OF PRIMARY AND SECONDARY QUALITIES In the later context of the
complementarity of classical and statistical investigations (In ch.
4; see CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–INQUIRY) he remarks: “If some
data are to be understood, then all are to be understood; the scientific goal is the understanding of all phenomena, and so scientific method is subject to a canon of complete explanation; it
follows that no exception is to be made for experienced extensions or for experienced durations; and this conclusion implies a
shift from a Galilean to an Einsteinian viewpoint.” (In 127.)
CONCRETE VS ABSTRACT.

See

SPACE AND TIME–IMMANENT INTELLIGIBILITY OF-

ABSTRACT

LENGTH OF.

“Temporal size similarly varies in two manners. There
is the external variation named psychological time, which rushes
by when we are interested and lags when we are bored. There are
also internal differences between the sizes of durations: twenty
years is a long time, even if one is not in prison; and a second is a
short time, even if one is. … The length of a duration can be determined only by adding mechanical to geometrical analysis. There
has to be discovered some constant velocity or some regular periodicity. The spatial size traversed by the velocity has to be conceived in terms of length and divided into equal parts. Finally,
while the length of a single duration may be determined by counting traversed parts or recurring periods, still there are many durations; they have to be related to one another in some fashion; and
so there must be worked out some general determination of simultaneity or synchronization.” (In 191-92.)
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CLASSIFICATION–BY SUBJECT SPECIALIZATION ■ COMMUNITY–AND INTERSUBJECTIVITY ■ CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–INTERIORLY ■ CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)

■ COSMOLOGY ■ CRITICISM–PRINCIPLE(S) OF (4)-(1) ■ DECLINE–CYCLE OF, LONGER-PROCESSCONSEQUENCES (3)-(1), -(3)

■ DESIRE TO KNOW–AND LOGIC ■ DEVELOPMENT, –NOTION OF-

AND DEPTH PSYCHOLOGY, -ILLUSTRATION OF
MEANING

■ DIALECTICAL–ANALYSIS ■ DREAM(S)–BASIC

■ EMERGENT PROBABILITY–GENERALIZED ■ EMPIRICISM/EMPIRICIST–

OF

PHENOMENOLOGY AS

■ ETHICS–METHOD OF METAPHYSICS AND ■ EXPRESSION–AND SEQUENCE,

–COMPONENTS OF-(1) SYSTEMATIC ■ FREEDOM–ESSENTIAL-VS EFFECTIVE ■ GEM–DISCOVERY OF

■ HEURISTIC STRUCTURE–AND SCIENCE/MATHEMATICS ■ HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT, LAWS OF (4) ■
INFERENCE–CONCRETE FROM CLASSICAL LAWS ■ INSIGHT (THE BOOK)–VIEWPOINT OF ■ INVARIANCE–ANTICIPATION OF-AND NEWTONIAN DYNAMICS ■ JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–HABITS OF
AND INSIGHT

■ LIBERATION–PROBLEM OF ETHICAL-IS RADICAL, -IS INDEPENDENT ■ LIVING–AND

NECESSITY OF IMAGES, SYMBOLS
TUAL-AND LAW

■ LOGIC–METAPHYSICS, AND ANALYSIS ■ MATERIAL–VS SPIRI-

■ MATHEMATICS–AND SYMBOLISM, –CONCEPTUALIST VS INTELLECTUALIST IN ■

METAPHYSICAL–EQUIVALENCE-INVERSE

ASPECT

■ METAPHYSICS–METHOD OF,

OF

–

ONTOLOGICALLY VS EPISTEMOLOGICALLY STRUCTURED, –STAGES/FORMS OF-EXPLICIT (8 ELEMENTS)-(2)

■ METHOD(S)–AND DESIRE TO KNOW, PURE, –EMERGENCE OF ■ MORAL–IMPERATIVE

■ NOTION OF …–FINALITY ■ OVERSIGHT ■ PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE, –NOTION OF ■ PERFECTION ■ PHILOSOPHY OF GOD–AND ANALOGY ■ PIVOT ■ POTENCY/POTENTIAL–A TENSION
OF OPPOSITES

■ PROCESS–ONGOING ■ PROGRESS–THESIS OF ■ PSYCHIC–DEVELOPMENT-AND

HIGHER INTEGRATION
FORM IN

■ QUESTION(S)–AS HEURISTIC STRUCTURE ■ SCIENCE(S)–KNOWLEDGE OF

■ SELF ...–KNOWLEDGE-AND REVISION, –TRANSCENDENCE-INTELLECTUAL ■ SELF-

APPROPRIATION–PROCESS OF ■ SYSTEM(S)–AND LOGIC, –MOVING/ON THE MOVE-AND LOGIC ■
SYSTEMATIC–THINKING

■

TRANSCENDENCE

KNOWLEDGE/METAPHYSICS TO IMAGES

■

TRANSPOSITION–FROM

SELF-

■ TREATISE–LIMITS OF-(3) AND GENETIC METHOD ■

TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–APPROPRIATION OF-SENSITIVE ■ UNIVERSE–FINALITY OF ■ VERBUM ■
WISDOM
ASPECT OF KNOWING.
CONSCIOUSNESS.
CONTEXT.

See SELF-APPROPRIATION–PROCESS OF-(1) THE PATTERN

See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS-PATTERN OF

See CONSCIOUSNESS,

DIFFERENTIATED–DEVELOPMENT OF-MOMENTS IN (10)-

(7)

CORRESPONDENCE, PRINCIPLE OF.

See

DEVELOPMENT–PRINCIPLE(S) OF (7)-(2)

CORRESPONDENCE

EXIGENCE.

See ETHICS–PRECEPTS OF; OBJECT(S)–OF WILL

INTEGRATION.

See INTEGRATION(S)–HIGHER, –HIGHER-STATIC VS DYNAMIC

ORIENTATION.

See FINALITY–AND POTENCY; ORIENTATION–OF COGNITIONAL PROCESS

PATTERN OF OPERATIONS.

See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS-PATTERN OF

STATE OF BEING IN LOVE.

See LOVE–BEING IN

STATES.

See

JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–CONCRETE-CONDITIONS FOR POSSIBLE (4)-

COROLLARY

STRUCTURE.
SYSTEM.

See STRUCTURE(S)–DYNAMIC

See SYSTEM(S)–DYNAMIC ■ GOOD, THE–OF ORDER-AS DYNAMIC SYSTEM ■ HU-

MANITY–AS DYNAMIC SYSTEM ■ INTEGRATION(S)–IN HUMAN DEVELOPMENT-AND DYNAMIC
SYSTEM ■ INTERIORITY–AS BASIS OF ONGOING SYSTEMS

UNITY OF THE SUBJECT.

See

HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT, LAWS OF (4)-(2) INTEGRATION;

LOGIC–IDEAL OF
UNITY.

See UNITY–DYNAMIC; FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES–DYNAMIC UNITY OF

VIEWPOINT.

See

VIEWPOINT(S)–DYNAMIC VS STATIC; PHILOSOPHY OF GOD–STATIC VS

DYNAMIC VIEWPOINT IN

DYNAMIC: See also inter alia DYNAMISM ■ ADVERTENCE–AND THE BASIS OF METHOD

DYNAMISM : See also DYNAMIC ■ DATA–AND FINALITY ■ CATEGORIAL ■ DEVELOP-

■ BEING–AND NOTHING ■ CATEGORY, CATEGORIES–GENERAL-THE SUBJECT AS BASIS OF ■

MENT–OF LANGUAGE-AND KNOWLEDGE ■ ETHICS–AND FINALITY ■ FEELINGS–AND EXPLANATION,
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–AND WORDS ■ HUMAN–AFFAIRS ■ IMAGE–AND EXPLANATORY SELF-KNOWLEDGE ■ INTELLIGIBILITY–TRANSCENDENTAL CONCEPT OF ■ INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS–AND GEM ■ LANGUAGE–
KNOWLEDGE, EXPRESSION, AND

■ NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL–AND CULTURAL ADVANCE ■

PHILOSOPHY OF GOD–AND GOD-AND FINALITY ■ RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF , –
INTERSUBJECTIVE ■ SYMBOL(S)–AND DREAMS

AND TRANSCENDENTAL NOTIONS.

See

NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL–DYNAMISM

OF

IN HIGHER INTEGRATIONS.

See INTEGRATION(S)–HIGHER

ISOMORPHIC D. OF MIND AND PROPORTIONATE BEING.

See

ETHICS–

METHOD OF METAPHYSICS AND

OF COGNITIONAL ACTIVITY.

See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS-PATTERN

OF

OF CONSCIENCE.

See CONSCIENCE–DYNAMISM OF; ETHICS–CONTENT OF VS DYNAMISM

OF MORAL CONSCIENCE

OF CONSCIOUSNESS.

See

COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS-PATTERN OF, –

STRUCTURE-DYNAMISM OF

OF CULTURE.

See NOTIONS,

OF DESIRE TO KNOW.
OF FINALITY.
OF GOOD.

TRANSCENDENTAL–AND CULTURAL ADVANCE

See DESIRE TO

KNOW–DYNAMISM OF

See FINALITY–FEATURES OF (9)-(1) DYNAMIC

See GOOD,

THE–DYNAMISM OF

OF HUMAN AFFAIRS.

See

CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–LAWS-IN HUMAN

AFFAIRS

OF INQUIRY.

See BEING–INTENTION OF

OF INTENDING.
OF KNOWING.

See NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL–DYNAMISM OF

See KNOWING–DYNAMISM OF

OF STRUCTURE.
OF THE REAL.

See FREEDOM–ESSENTIAL-VS EFFECTIVE

See REAL, THE

REAL–AS DYNAMIC

OF TRANSCENDENTAL NOTIONS.
OF UNIVERSE.

See NOTIONS,

TRANSCENDENTAL–DYNAMISM OF

See FINALITY–FEATURES OF-(1) DYNAMIC

E
ECONOMICS: L’s economic theory is found in his Macroeconomic
Dynamics: An Essay in Circulation Analysis, and For a New Political Economy. Their specialized vocabularies are beyond the scope of
this glossary.
ECONOMY :

L makes many general comments on the economy in the
context of culture, but his principal usage is the economy as component in the good of order (see GOOD, THE–OF ORDER).
AND EMERGENT PROBABILITY. See EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND CAPITALISM
AND PRECEPTS. See PRECEPT(S)–AND NINETEENTH-CENTURY ECONOMICS
BREAKDOWN OF. See BREAKDOWN–IN CIVILIZATION/ECONOMY/POLITY/SOCIAL ORDER
IRON LAWS OF.

“In the early decades of [the twentieth] century scientists still spoke of the necessary laws of nature and even of the
iron laws of economics. Quantum theory and Keynsian economics
have put an end to that.” (M 315.)

RADICAL CRITICISM OF.

“Its three principal variants, all operative to

some extent, are the traditional market economy, the Marxistinspired socialist economy, and the new transactional economy
constituted by the giant corporations which are not socialist and
are not controlled by the market. In all three the influence of IDEOLOGY is discernible, and what, I believe, is needed in the first place is
a pure economic analysis of the exchange process untainted by any
ideology. Until it is achieved, of course, it will be confidently pronounced to be no more than a pipe dream.” (PTP2 311.)
EDUCATION: L’s major formal treatment of education is Topics in
Education. Formal, because L’s entire lifework can be justly characterized as educational. He developed Generalized Empirical Method
(see GEM) to counter the fragmentation of knowledge in our time; indeed, GEM results from the SELF-APPROPRIATION of the Subject (see SUBJECT, THE), a process of education in the deepest sense. Both the book
and his thought inspired Crowe’s Old Things and New: A Strategy
for Education. Many of the major categories of TE are found herein
(those relating to the good, to meaning; to human, social, and cultural
development), although data for the entries are usually taken from L’s
later work, especially M.
AND FEELING. “Fundamentally FEELINGS are spontaneous. They do
not lie under the command of DECISION as do the motions of our
hands. But, once they have arisen, they may be reinforced by advertence and approval, and they may be curtailed by disapproval
and distraction. Such reinforcement and curtailment not only will
encourage some feelings and discourage others but also will modify one’s spontaneous scale of preferences [see VALUE(S)–AND SCALE OF
PREFERENCES]. Again, feelings are enriched and refined by attentive
study of the wealth and variety of the objects that arouse them, and
so no small part of education lies in fostering and developing a
climate of discernment and taste, of discriminating praise and carefully worded disapproval, that will conspire with the pupil’s or student’s own capacities and tendencies, enlarge and deepen his
apprehension of values [see VALUE(S)–APPREHENSION OF], and help him
towards self-transcendence [see SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE].” (M 32.)
AND HUMANISM. The larger context is meaning (M ch. 3). In his account of the history of the stages of meaning [see MEANING–STAGES OF],
L speaks of the various strands of developing humanism. “The
humanism we have been describing belongs to an educated class.
In a people united by common language, common loyalties, common moral and religious traditions as well as by economic interdependence, the culture of the educated may affect many of the
uneducated, much as theory affected pre-theoretical common
sense. So by successive adaptations the innovations of theory can
penetrate in ever weaker forms through all layers of a society to
give it some approximation to the homogeneity necessary for mutual comprehension.” (M 98-99.)
AND MYTH.

See MYTH–AND METAPHYSICS-AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

AND PHILOSOPHY. “Philosophy is reflection on the human situation
at an ultimate level. It is fundamental thinking about the human
situation. And education is the great means for transforming the
human situation. It changes people’s minds and wills. Consequently, philosophy and education are interdependent. Philosophy

EFFECT – EGOISM

is the reflective component, and education is the active component,
at the ultimate level of reflection and action in human life. Philosophy is the guide and the inspiration of education, and education is the verification, the pragmatic justification, of a
philosophy.” (TE 4.)
PHILOSOPHY OF. See PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION
EFFECT: See DENOMINATION–EXTRINSIC/INTRINSIC; HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT, LAWS OF (4)-(1)
EFFECT

EFFECTIVE/EFFICIENT: See MEANING–FUNCTIONS OF (4)-(2) EFFECTIVE/EFFICIENT
EGO: As

with the other psychotherapeutic terms herein, L’s treatment
of ego is meant to illuminate the vital relationship between psychological health and insight.
AND DRAMATIC BIAS. See BIAS–DRAMATIC-(5) COMMON PROBLEM
AND DREAMS. See DREAM(S)–FUNCTION OF-AND ITS FLEXIBILITY-AND WISH FULFILMENT;
AFFECT(S)–IN DREAMS
AND SCOTOSIS.

See SCOTOSIS, SCOTOMA–AND PERFORMANCE

AND SUPEREGO.

“Insight into dream symbols [see SYMBOL(S)–AND
and associated images and affects reveals to the psychologist a grasp of the anticipations and virtualities of higher activities
immanent in the underlying unconscious manifold. … A similar
phenomenon on a different level is offered by Freud’s super ego:
within CONSCIOUSNESS, it is a compound of perceptive symbols and
submissive affects; by its FINALITY it anticipates, by its subordination
it reflects, by its obsessive and expansive tendencies it caricatures,
the judgments of rational consciousness on the conduct of a rational being.” (In 482.)

DREAMS]

DIFFERENTIATION OF PERSONA AND. “To exclude an insight is also to
exclude the further questions that would arise from it, and the
complementary insights that would carry it towards a rounded and
balanced viewpoint. To lack that fuller view results in behavior that
generates misunderstanding both in ourselves and in others. To suffer such incomprehension favors a withdrawal from the outer drama of human living into the inner drama of fantasy. This
introversion, which overcomes the extroversion native to the biological pattern of experience [see PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–BIOLOGICAL],
generates a differentiation of the persona that appears before others
and the more intimate ego that in the daydream is at once the main
actor and the sole spectator. Finally, the incomprehension, isolation, and duality rob the development of one’s common sense of
some part, greater or less, of the corrections and the assurance that
result from learning accurately the tested insights of others and
from submitting one’s own insights to the criticism based on others’ experience and development.” (In 214-15.) “If one turns from outward behavior to inner experience, one finds that it shifts into quite
different patterns as one engages in different types of activity; absorption in intellectual issues tends to eliminate sensitive emotions
and conations, and inversely, mystical absorption tends to eliminate the flow of sensitive presentations and imaginative representations; again, aesthetic experience and the pattern of practical
activity tend to be mutually exclusive; finally, while the dramatic
pattern [see PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–DRAMATIC] of one person dealing
with other persons draws upon all one’s resources, still it subdivides, like the successive coatings in an onion, into a series of
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zones from the ego or moi intime to the outer rind of the persona,
so that one is aloof with strangers, courteous with acquaintances, at
ease with one’s friends, occasionally unbosoms oneself to intimates, keeps some matters entirely to oneself, and refuses even to
face others.” (In 496.) See also SCOTOSIS, SCOTOMA
TRANSCENDENTAL. See SUBJECT, THE–UNITY OF-AND TRANSCENDENTAL EGO
EGOISM : The

larger context is common sense as object (In ch. 7; see
COMMON SENSE–AS OBJECT). L’s immediate topic is individual bias (see
BIAS–INDIVIDUAL). “Egoism … is an incomplete development of intelligence. It rises above a merely inherited mentality. It has the boldness
to strike out and think for itself. But it fails to pivot from the initial
and preliminary motivation provided by desires and fears to the selfabnegation involved in allowing complete free play to intelligent inquiry. Its inquiry is reinforced by spontaneous desires and fears; by
the same stroke it is restrained from a consideration of any broader
field.” (In 245-46.) See also EGOIST
ABOLISHMENT OF. “As intelligent, the subject [see SUBJECT, THE] seeks
insight and, as insights accumulate, he reveals them in his behavior, his speech, his grasp of situations, his mastery of theoretic domains. But as reflectively and critically conscious, he incarnates
detachment and disinterestedness, gives himself over to criteria of
truth and certitude, makes his sole concern the determination of
what is or is not so; and now, as the self, so also the awareness of
self resides in that incarnation, that self-surrender, that singleminded concern for truth [see TRUTH(S), THE TRUE]. There is a still further dimension to being human, and there we emerge as persons,
meet one another in a common concern for [VALUE(S)], seek to abolish the organization of human living on the basis of competing
egoisms and to replace it by an organization on the basis of man’s
perceptiveness and INTELLIGENCE, his REASONABLENESS, and his responsible exercise of FREEDOM.” (M 10.)
AND ALTRUISM.

“When one turns from the realm of spontaneity to
that of INTELLIGENCE and REASONABLENESS, one does not find that egoism and altruism provide ultimate categories. For intelligence and
reasonableness with their implications automatically assume the
ultimate position; and from their detached viewpoint there is set up
a social order in which, as in the animal kingdom, both taking care
of oneself and contributing to the well-being of others have their
legitimate place and necessary function. … Nonetheless, it remains
that there is a sense in which egoism is always wrong and altruism
its proper corrective. For man does not live exclusively either on
the level of INTERSUBJECTIVITY or on the level of detached intelligence.
On the contrary, his living is a dialectical resultant springing from
those opposed but linked principles; and in the tension of that union of opposites, the root of egoism is readily to be discerned.” (In
244-45.) See also intra And intelligence vs spontaneity
AND BIAS.

See BIAS–INDIVIDUAL

AND DECLINE.

The larger context is the human good (M ch. 2; see
L’s immediate topic is PROGRESS and DECLINE. “Progress
proceeds from originating value [see VALUE(S)–ORIGINATING], from subjects being their true selves by observing the TRANSCENDENTAL–
PRECEPTS, Be attentive, Be intelligent, Be reasonable, Be responsible.” (M 53.) After elaborating his notion of PROGRESS (see also DIALECTIC(S)–OF PROGRESS, DECLINE, AND RECOVERY/REDEMPTION), he goes on to say:

HUMAN–GOOD).
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“But precepts may be violated. Evaluation may be biased by an
egoistic disregard of others, by a loyalty to one’s own group
matched by hostility to other groups, by concentrating on shortterm benefits and overlooking long-term costs. Moreover, such aberrations are easy to maintain and difficult to correct. Egoists do
not turn into altruists overnight.” (M 53.)
AND GOOD OF ORDER.

“Egoism is in conflict with the good of order
[see GOOD, THE–OF ORDER]. Up to a point it can be countered by the law,
the police, the judiciary, the prisons. But there is a limit to the proportion of the population that can be kept in prison and, when egoism passes that limit, the agents of the law and ultimately the law
itself have to become more tolerant and indulgent. So the good of
order deteriorates. Not only is it less efficient but also there is the
difficulty of exercising even-handed justice in deciding which injustices are to be winked at. The practical question is apt to be
whose social sins are to be forgiven, and whose are to be punished,
and then the law is compromised. It is no longer coincident with
justice. In all likelihood it becomes to a greater or less extent the
instrument of a class.” (M 54.) See also EGOIST

AND INTELLECTUAL PROCESS.

See INTELLECTUAL–PROCESS-AND EGOISM

AND INTELLIGENCE VS SPONTANEITY. This subentry flows from intra
And altruism. “For intelligence is a principle of universalization and

of ultimate SYNTHESIS; it understands similars in the same manner;
and it gives rise to further questions on each issue until all relevant
data are understood. On the other hand, spontaneity is concerned
with the present, the immediate, the palpable; intersubjectivity radiates from the self as from a center, and its efficacy diminishes
rapidly with distance in place or time. Egoism is neither mere
spontaneity nor pure intelligence but an interference of spontaneity
with the development of intelligence. With remarkable acumen one
solves one’s own problems. With startling modesty one does not
venture to raise the relevant further questions, Can one’s solution
be generalized? Is it compatible with the social order [see SOCIAL–
ORDER] that exists? Is it compatible with any social order that
proximately or even remotely is possible?” (In 245.) See INTELLECTUAL–

INTELLIGIBLE.

“This emanation is nothing other than the fact that,
whenever we understand, from the very fact that we understand, by
an intellectually conscious necessity we bring forth [DEFINITION(S)] as
well as explications and illustrations.” (S 137.)
And spiration. “The principle of intellectual emanation inasmuch
as that principle is determined by both the act of understanding
[see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–ACT OF] and the consequent word [see
intra Intelligible-of concept/word], when that word is a judgment of
value [see JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE].” (S 181.) See also SPIRATE
And the will. “What is lacking in a morally evil act but present in
a morally good act is that spiritual and moral procession that effectively obliges the WILL in such a way that we not only ought to
love the good, but actually do love it. This procession too is an
intellectual or intelligible emanation, for it consists in the fact that
a potentially rational appetite [the will] becomes actually rational
because of a good grasped by the intellect. Therefore, since by its
very nature the will is a rational appetite, and since this appetite
cannot be actually rational unless it actually follows upon reason,
we must say that ‘it is of the nature of love to proceed only from
a conception of the intellect.’” (S 137.)
Of concept/word. “For an inner word or concept to emanate intellectually, it is absolutely necessary that we understand before
we form within ourselves a word or concept. We certainly understand something in this prior act, but the object of this act cannot
be a word that has not yet been formed. It remains, therefore, that
our intellect grasps not only conceptual objects but preconceptual
objects as well. Otherwise we would not form conceptions because we understand, but rather, as the Scotists teach, we are able
to understand because in some unconscious manner conceptions
have been formed.” (S 559-61.) See also WORD–INNER
Of love. See intra Intelligible-and the will
EMERGENCE: “We employ the name ‘emergence,’ but we employ it
in a quite determinate meaning to denote a quite unmistakable fact.”
(In 506.) See intra Of insight

PROCESS-AND EGOISM

AND DEVELOPMENT.

GROUP.

AND GENETIC METHOD.

See BIAS–GROUP

INDIVIDUAL.

See BIAS–INDIVIDUAL

EGOIST : “The self that is organized on the level of objects of appetite
is radically in conflict with guidance by the good of order [see GOOD,
THE–OF ORDER], any good of order. He wants to rearrange the world
about himself; he is an egoist. For the self organized on that level, the
good of order is not an objective intelligibility in the way things can
be intelligibly arranged and in the way things can function. The good
of order, from that standpoint, is the ordering of things around me. Illustrations of egoism are endless.” (UB 234.) See also EGOISM–AND GOOD OF
ORDER ; BIAS–INDIVIDUAL

“Any kind of originating.” (S 181.) Also called PROCESSION.
INTELLECTUAL. Because translated from Latin, S translates emanation intelligibilis as intellectual emanation where it is adjectival,
i.e., pertaining to the intellect. See intra Intelligible

EMANATION

FACT OF.

See DEVELOPMENT–PRINCIPLE(S) OF (7)-(1) EMERGENCE
See intra Fact of

“There are routine processes, and throughout them one
can verify the same classical and statistical laws [see CLASSICAL AND
STATISTICAL COMPARED–LAWS]. There are changes of state [see also FINALITY–FEATURES OF (9)-(9) FLEXIBLE], and during them statistical laws are
modified but classical laws remain the same. But there also are
emergent processes, and the classical laws that can be verified at
their inception are not the classical laws that can be verified at their
end. There are correlations that can be verified in the adult organism. There are correlations that can be verified in the fertilized
ovum. But the two sets of correlations are not identical. In determinate materials, there has occurred a change in what can be
grasped by insight, formulated as law, and affirmed as verified.
One set of conjugate forms [see CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE
CAUSES–FORM] has given place to another. The process from one set to
the other is regular. But this regular process is not in accord with
classical law, for there are no classical laws about changes of clas-

EMERGENT PROBABILITY – EMERGENT PROBABILITY

sical laws; nor is it in accord with statistical law, for it is not an indifferent choice between a set of alternative processes; and so one
is forced to recognize the fact of a third type of process to be investigated by a third, genetic method [see METHOD, GENETIC].” (In 506.)
See also intra Of insight
OF FREE ACT.

See FREE–ACT-EMERGENCE OF

OF HIGHER VIEWPOINT.

See VIEWPOINT(S)–HIGHER-EMERGENCE OF

OF INSIGHT.

“The prototype of emergence is the insight that arises
with respect to an appropriate image [see PHANTASM/FANTASM–INSIGHT
INTO]: without the insight, the image is a coincidental manifold [see
MANIFOLD(S)–COINCIDENTAL]; by the insight the elements of the image become intelligibly united and related; moreover, accumulations of
insights unify and relate ever greater and more diversified ranges of
images, and what remains merely coincidental from a lower viewpoint becomes SYSTEMATIC from the accumulation of insights in a
higher viewpoint [see VIEWPOINT(S)–HIGHER-EMERGENCE OF]. If the meaning
of emergence is thus determinate, so also the fact is unmistakable.”
(In 506.) See intra Fact of
OF METHOD.

See

CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–DEVELOPMENT OF-MOMENTS IN

(10)-(7)

OF THEORY.

See LANGUAGE–TECHNICAL

OF WONDER.

See WONDER–EMERGENCE OF

PRINCIPLE OF.

See DEVELOPMENT–PRINCIPLE(S) OF (7)-(1) EMERGENCE

PROTOTYPE OF.

See intra Of insight

EMERGENT PROBABILITY :

Emergent Probability “does not denote
any sort of efficient cause; it refers to the immanent intelligibility of
the design or order in which things exist and events occur.” (In 720.)
“Emergent Probability is the successive realization of the possibilities of concrete situations in accord with their probabilities.” (In 195.)
“If metaphysics is concerned with being qua being, and being is the
all-inclusive, then metaphysics has to say something about the allinclusive. Metaphysics is not merely analysis of particular beings; it
is a view of the whole. The view of the whole in terms of the inorganic, the biological, the animal, comes under the general designation of Emergent Probability.” (UB 215-16.) The theory is scientific, but
philosophy, not science, provides the critical ground of L’s theory of
a cosmic process (EP) governed by complementary classical and statistical laws (see CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–LAWS). See intra Fundamental element of; And world order-as explanatory of (6); see also COSMOLOGY;
UNIVERSE–ORDER OF, –PROCESS OF
AND ABSOLUTE NUMBERS. See intra And world order-as explanatory of (6)(2) absolute numbers

In the context of schemes of recurrence (see
L writes: “There does not seem to exist
any universal scheme that controls the emergence and survival of
the schemes that we know. … There does not exist a single ordered
sequence that embraces the totality of particular cases through
which abstract system might be applied to the concrete universe. In
other words, though all events are linked to one another by law,
still the laws reveal only the abstract component in concrete relations; the further concrete component, though mastered by insight
into particular cases, is involved in the empirical residue [see RESIAND ABSTRACT SYSTEM.

RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF ),
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DUE(S)–EMPIRICAL]

from which systematizing intelligence abstracts; it
does not admit general treatment along classical lines; it is a residue, left over after classical method [see METHOD, CLASSICAL] has been
applied, and it calls for the implementation of statistical method
[see METHOD, STATISTICAL].” (In 110-11.)
AND ARISTOTLE. See PROPER NAMES–ARISTOTLE, ARISTOTELIAN-AND EMERGENT
PROBABILITY

AND CAPITALISM. “In the capitalism of the liberals one may discern
both the principle of PROGRESS and the seeds of DECLINE. There is the
principle of progress [see LIBERTY–AS PRINCIPLE OF PROGRESS] in Adam
Smith’s metaphor of ‘the invisible hand’ that produces a harmonious synthesis out of the manifold and independent initiatives of
capitalist enterprise. For what the metaphor refers to I have analyzed in Insight (chapters 4 and 8) as a conditioned series of more
or less probably emerging and surviving schemes of recurrence
[see RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF]. This process I refer to as Emergent
Probability, and I find it relevant to the genesis of atoms, molecules, crystals, solids, larger bodies; relevant again to the evolution
of plant and animal species and to their ecologies; relevant finally
to human history, in which human ingenuity puts together natural
and human resources to bring about institutional and, in particular,
economic schemes of recurrence. Among such schemes are capitalist enterprises; their harmonious fitting despite their independent
origins appears the work of ‘an invisible hand’ but really results
because human insight into concrete situations continues a process
that runs through the whole of nature.” (PTP2 368.)
AND CHANCE VARIATION.

“It is not difficult to discern in Darwin’s
natural selection of chance variations a particular case of a more
general formula. For it is not the single isolated variation but rather
a combination of variations that is significant for the evolutionary
process. Again, while such combinations of variations may be attributed to chance, in the sense that the biologist is concerned, not
with efficient causality [see CAUSE(S)–EFFICIENT], but with an immanent
intelligibility [see INTELLIGIBILITY–IMMANENT], still what is significant for
evolution is the probability of emergence of such combinations of
variations, and not the nonsystematic divergence from their probability which is our meaning of the name ‘CHANCE.’ Finally, as
chance variation is an instance of probability of emergence [see
CHANCE–AND PROBABILITY], so natural selection is an instance of probability of survival.” (In 155.) See intra Vs Darwinism; see also GENUS–
EXPLANATORY; RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF–VS NATURAL SELECTION
AND DARWIN. See intra Vs Darwinism
AND DEVELOPMENT. See intra And world order-as explanatory of (6)-(6) development; see also DEVELOPMENT–AND EMERGENT PROBABILITY
AND EVOLUTION.

See intra Of things (4 postulates)-(3) evolutionary; Vs Dar-

winism
AND HUMAN AFFAIRS.

“As in the fields of physics, chemistry, and
biology, so in the field of human events and relationships there are
classical and statistical laws [see CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–
LAWS] that combine concretely in cumulating sets of schemes of recurrence [see RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF]. For the advent of man does
not abrogate the rule of Emergent Probability. Human actions are
recurrent; their recurrence is regular; and the regularity is the functioning of a scheme, of a patterned set of relations that yields con-
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clusions of the type: If an X occurs, then an X will recur. ... Still, if
human affairs fall under the dominion of Emergent Probability,
they do so in their own way. A planetary system results from the
conjunction of the abstract laws of mechanics with a suitable concrete set of mass-velocities. In parallel fashion there are human
schemes that emerge and function automatically once there occurs
an appropriate conjunction of abstract laws and concrete circumstances. But as human intelligence develops, there is a significant
change of roles. Less and less importance attaches to the probabilities of appropriate constellations of circumstances. More and more
importance attaches to the probabilities of the occurrence of insight, communication, persuasion, agreement, decision. Man does
not have to wait for his environment to make him. His dramatic
living [see SUBJECT, THE–DRAMATIC] needs only the clues and the opportunities to originate and maintain its own setting.” (In 234-36.) See also
intra In human history

Control of. L’s immediate concern is how to control social development governed by the “classical and statistical laws [see
LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–CLASSICAL, –STATISTICAL; CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–LAWS] that combine concretely in cumulating sets of
schemes of recurrence [see RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF]. For the advent of man does not abrogate the rule [dominion] of Emergent
Probability [see intra In human history].” (In 235.) The control is human
INTELLIGENCE.
AND INVERSE INSIGHT.

“At the core of Emergent Probability is the
distinction between the direct insight which grasps a unified INTELLIGIBILITY which … is constitutive of reality, and the inverse insight
[see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–INVERSE] which grasps the absence of
such an intelligibility. … The inverse insight can function not simply as the silent partner to the direct insight [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–DIRECT]; rather it can function on its own to understand the
presence of randomness [see RANDOM], the absence of systematically
recurring pattern in successions of clusters of systematic processes
[see SYSTEMATIC–PROCESS]. It is the presence of randomness which
opens the possibility for a statistical science [see STATISTICAL–SCIENCE]
to contribute towards a real explanation of world process [see UNIVERSE–PROCESS OF].” (Melchin, “History, Ethics, and Emergent Probability” 73.)
AND LIBERATION. See LIBERATION–AND EMERGENT PROBABILITY
AND LONG INTERVALS OF TIME.

See intra And world order-as explanatory of

(6)-(3) long intervals of time
AND POSTULATES (4).
AND SELECTION.

See intra Of things (4 postulates)

See intra And world order-as explanatory of (6)-(4) selection

AND SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION.

See intra And world order-as explanatory of (6)-

(1) spatial distribution

Later L remarks that these “considerations are
extremely rudimentary. They are limited to the Emergent Probability of any conditioned series of schemes of recurrence [see NOTION OF
…–SCHEME OF RECURRENCE-CONDITIONED SERIES OF]. They make no effort towards developing that notion in the direction of its application to
the conditions of the emergence and survival of modes of living.
However, while absolutely such a fuller exposition would be desirable, still it has no place in a merely generic account of world or-

AND WORLD ORDER.

der. For the premise of a generic account is, not the content of the
natural sciences, but the possibility and validity of their assumptions and method.” (In 147.) See also UNIVERSE–ORDER OF; COSMOLOGY
As explanatory of (6). “The point we are endeavoring to make,
within the limits of our narrow premise, is that the notion of
Emergent Probability is explanatory. Intelligent inquiry aims at
insight. But classical laws [see LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–CLASSICAL] alone offer no insight into numbers, distributions, concentrations, time
intervals, selectivity, uncertain stability, or development. On the
contrary, they abstract from the instance, the place, the time, and
the concrete conditions of actual functioning. Again, statistical
laws [see LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–STATISTICAL], as a mere aggregate, affirm
in various cases the ideal frequency of the occurrence of events
[see FREQUENCY–TYPES OF (4)-(3) IDEAL]. They make no pretence of explaining why there are so many kinds of events, or why each
kind has the frequency attributed to it. To reach explanation on
this level, it is necessary to effect the concrete synthesis of classical laws into a conditioned series of schemes of recurrence [see
NOTION OF …–SCHEME OF RECURRENCE-CONDITIONED SERIES OF], to establish that
such schemes, as combinations of events, acquire first a probability of emergence and then a probability of survival through
the realization of the conditioned series, and finally to grasp that,
if such a series of schemes is being realized in accord with probabilities, then there is available a general principle that promises
answers to questions about the reason for numbers and distributions, concentrations and time intervals, selectivity and uncertain
stability, development and breakdowns [see PROBABILITY–STATES AND].
To work out the answers pertains to the natural sciences. To
grasp that Emergent Probability is an explanatory idea is to know
what is meant when our objective was characterized as a generic,
relatively invariant, and incomplete account of the immanent intelligibility, the order, the design of the universe of our experience [see intra As universal design].” (In 147-48.)
(1) Spatial distribution. “The notion of a conditioned series of
schemes [see NOTION OF …–SCHEME OF RECURRENCE-CONDITIONED SERIES OF]
involves spatial concentrations. For each later set of schemes
becomes possible in the places where earlier schemes are already functioning. ... However widespread the realization of
elementary schemes, there will be a succession of constrictions
of the volumes of space in which later schemes can be found.
Similarly, it follows that the points, so to speak, of greatest and
least constriction occur where the probabilities of emergence of
the next set of schemes are respectively the lowest and the
highest. Finally, it follows that, since the latest schemes in the
series have the greatest number of conditions to be fulfilled,
their occurrence will be limited to a relatively small number of
places.” (In 145-46.)
(2) Absolute numbers. “Large numbers offset low probabilities.
What occurs once on a million occasions is to be expected a
million times on a million million occasions. Now the minimum probability pertains to the latest schemes in the series, for
their emergence supposes the emergence of all earlier schemes.
It follows that the lower the probability of the last schemes of
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the conditioned series, the greater must be the initial absolute
numbers in which elementary schemes can be realized. In
brief, the size of a universe is inversely proportionate to the
probability of its ultimate schemes of recurrence.” (In 146.)
(3) Long intervals of time. “No matter how great the universe and
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shall enumerate the consequences of that notion to be verified in
world process.” (In 148.) The subentries are in systematic order.
Essentials of (9). “The essentials of the notion of Emergent
Probability may be indicated in the following series of assertions.” (All quotes In 148-49.)

how widespread the functioning of elementary schemes, there
is an increasing concentration of the spatial volumes in which
later schemes can be realized. Sooner or later the initial benefit
of large numbers is lost by the successive narrowing of the basis for further developments. But at this point long intervals of
time become significant. Just as a million million simultaneous
possibilities yield a million probable realizations whose probability is one in a million, so also a million million successive
possibilities yield a million probable realizations under the
same expectation.” (In 146.)

(1) An event is what is to be known by answering yes to such
questions as. Did it happen? Is it occurring? Will it occur?
(2) World process is a spatiotemporal manifold of events. In
other words, there are many events, and each has its place and
time.

(4) Selection. “There is a selective significance attached to the

(5) There are regularly recurrent events. This regularity is understood inasmuch as combinations of classical laws yield
schemes of recurrence. Schemes are circular relationships between events of kinds, such that if the events occur once in virtue of the circular relationships, then, other things being equal,
they keep on recurring indefinitely.
(6) Schemes can be arranged in a conditioned series, such that
the earlier can function without the emergence of the later, but
the later cannot emerge or function unless the earlier already
are functioning [see NOTION OF …–SCHEME OF RECURRENCE-CONDITIONED SERIES OF].

distinction between probabilities of emergence and probabilities of survival. If both are low, the occurrence of the scheme
will be both rare and fleeting. If both are high, the occurrences
will be both common and enduring. If the probability of emergence is low and that of survival is high, the scheme is to be
expected to be rare but enduring. Finally, in the opposite case,
the expectation is that the scheme will be common but fleeting.” (In 146.)
(5) Stability. “Selectivity has its significance for stability. The

functioning of later schemes depends upon the functioning of
earlier schemes, so that if the earlier collapse, then the later will
collapse as well. It follows that the line of maximum stability
would be of common and enduring schemes, while the line of
minimum stability would be of rare and fleeting schemes.” (In
146.)

(6) Development. “No less than stability, the possibility of devel-

opment must be considered. Unfortunately, these two can conflict. Schemes with high probabilities of survival tend to
imprison materials in their own routines. They provide a highly
stable basis for later schemes, but they also tend to prevent later schemes from emerging. A solution to this problem would
be for the earlier, conditioning schemes to have a high probability of emergence but a low probability of survival. They
would form a floating population on which later schemes could
successively depend. Because their probability of survival was
low, they would readily surrender materials to give later
schemes the opportunity to emerge. Because their probability
of emergence was high, they would readily be available to fulfil the conditions for the functioning of later schemes.” (In 146-47.)
Revision of account. See REVISION–OF ACCOUNT OF WORLD ORDER
AS UNIVERSAL DESIGN. The larger context is the complementarity of
classical and statistical investigations (In ch. 4; see CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–INQUIRY). The immediate context is the consequences of EP. In that regard L undertakes “the task of working out
the generic properties of a world process in which the order or design is constituted by Emergent Probability. This we shall attempt
in two main steps. First, we shall summarize the essentials of the
notion of Emergent Probability [see intra Notion of]. Secondly, we

(3) Events are of kinds. Not every event is a new species, else
there could be neither classical nor statistical laws.
(4) Events are recurrent. There are many events of each kind,
and all are not at the same time.

(7) Combinations of events possess a PROBABILITY, and that probability jumps, first when a scheme becomes concretely possible
in virtue of the fulfilment of its prior conditions, and secondly
when the scheme begins actually to function.
(8) The actual frequencies of events of each kind in each place
and at each time do not diverge systematically from their probabilities [see NONSYSTEMATIC–DIVERGENCE OF ACTUAL FREQUENCIES]. However, actual frequencies may diverge nonsystematically from
probabilities, and that nonsystematic divergence is CHANCE. Accordingly, probability and chance are distinct and are not to be
confused.
(9) Emergent Probability is the successive realization in accord
with successive schedules of probability of a conditioned series
of schemes of recurrence.
Consequent properties of (12). “These properties are explanatory
of world process. They reveal an order, a design, an intelligibility. For they account in generic fashion for numbers and time intervals, for distributions and concentrations, for blind alleys and
breakdowns, for enormous differentiation, for increasing systematization, for stability without necessity, for assurance without determinism, for development without chance.” (In 151.) The
consequent properties of a world process in which the design is
Emergent Probability run as follows:
“(1) There is a succession of world situations. Each is characterized (a) by the schemes of recurrence [see NOTION OF …–SCHEME
OF RECURRENCE] actually functioning, (b) by the further schemes
that now have become concretely possible, and (c) by the cur-
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rent schedule of probabilities of survival for existing schemes
and of probabilities of emergence for concretely possible
schemes [see RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF].
(2) World process is open. It is a succession of probable realizations of possibilities. Hence it does not run along the iron
rails laid down by determinists, nor on the other hand is it a
nonintelligible morass of merely chance events [see POSSIBILITY–
REALIZATION OF].
(3) World process is increasingly systematic. For it is the successive realization of a conditioned series of schemes of recurrence [see NOTION OF …–SCHEME OF RECURRENCE-CONDITIONED SERIES OF], and
the further the series of schemes is realized, the greater the systematization to which events are subjected.
(4) The increasingly systematic character of world process can
be assured. No matter how slight the probability of the realization of the most developed and most conditioned schemes, the
emergence of those schemes can be assured by sufficiently increasing absolute numbers and sufficiently prolonging intervals
of time. For actual frequencies do not diverge systematically
from probabilities [see NONSYSTEMATIC–DIVERGENCE OF ACTUAL FREQUENCIES]; but the greater the numbers and the longer the time intervals, the clearer the need for a systematic intervention to
prevent the probable from occurring.
(5) The significance of the initial or basic world situation is limited to the possibilities it contains and to the probabilities it
assigns its possibilities. By the initial world situation is meant
the situation that is first in time: by the basic world situation is
meant the partial prolongation through time of initial conditions, such as arises, for instance, in certain contemporary hypotheses of continuous creation. ... In either case, what is
significant resides in possibilities and their probabilities, for in
all its stages world process is the probable realization of possibilities. While the determinist [see DETERMINISM] would desire full
information, exact to the nth decimal place, on his initial or basic situation, the advocate of Emergent Probability is quite satisfied with any initial situation in which the most elementary
schemes can emerge and probably will emerge in sufficient
numbers to sustain the subsequent structure.
(6) World process admits enormous differentiation. It envisages
the totality of possibilities defined by classical laws [see LAW(S),
LAW(S) OF ...–CLASSICAL]. It realizes these possibilities in accord with
its successive schedules of probabilities. And given sufficient
numbers and sufficient time, even slight probabilities become
assured. (In 149-50.)
(7) World process admits breakdowns. For no scheme has more
than a probability of survival, so that there is for every scheme
some probability of a breakdown; and since earlier schemes
condition later schemes, a breakdown of the former entails the
breakdown of the latter.
(8) World process includes blind alleys. For schemes with a
high probability of survival have some probability of emergence. Insofar as they emerge, they tend to bind within their

routines the materials for the possibility of later schemes, and
so to block the way to full development.
(9) The later a scheme is in the conditioned series, the narrower
is its distribution. For actual realization is less frequent than its
concrete possibility; and each later set of schemes is concretely
possible only where earlier, conditioning schemes are functioning.
(10) The narrower the basis for the emergence of each later set
of schemes, the greater the need to invoke long intervals of
time. For in this case the alternative of large numbers is excluded.
(11) The greater the probabilities of blind alleys and breakdowns, the greater must be the initial absolute numbers if the
realization of the whole series of schemes is to be assured. For
in this case the device of long time intervals might not be efficacious. Blind alleys with their inert routines could last for extremely long periods, and when they suffered breakdown, they
might result in another blind alley. Again, a situation which led
to some development only to suffer breakdown might merely
repeat this process more frequently in a longer interval of time.
On the other hand, the effect of large initial numbers is to assure at least one situation in which the whole series of schemes
will win through.
(12) The foregoing properties of world process are generic.
They assume that there are laws of the classical type, but they
do not assume the determinate content of any particular classical law. They assume that classical laws can be combined into
the circular relationships of schemes, but they do not venture to
analyze the structure of any scheme whatever. They assume
that there are statistical laws [see LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–STATISTICAL], but
there is no assumption of the determinate content of any statistical law.” (In 149-150.)
ESSENTIALS OF. See intra As universal design-essentials of (9)
EXTENSION OF. See intra Of things (4 postulates)
FUNDAMENTAL ELEMENT OF. “The fundamental element in Emergent Probability is the conditioned series of things [see intra Of things
(4 postulates)] and schemes [see RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF–CONDITIONED SERIES OF]; that series is realized cumulatively in accord with successive schedules of probabilities [see PROBABILITY–SCHEDULE OF]; but a
SPECIES is not conceived as an accumulated aggregate of theoretically observable variations; on the contrary, it is an intelligible solution to a problem of living in a given environment, where the
living is a higher systematization of a controlled aggregation of
aggregates of aggregates of aggregates, and the environment tends
to be constituted more and more by other living things. This notion
of the intelligibility of species differs greatly from Plato’s eternal
Forms or even from Aristotle’s alleged transference of Forms from
their noetic heaven into things. Still, it does not take the notion of
species out of the realm of the intelligible and place it in some aggregation of sensible qualities. Though later species are solutions
to concrete problems in concrete circumstances, though they are
solutions that take into account and, as it were, rise upon previous
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solutions, still a solution is the sort of thing that insight hits upon
and not the sort that results from accumulated observable differences.” (In 290.)
GENERAL NOTION OF. “The general notion of Emergent Probability
... results from the combination of the conditioned series of
schemes [see RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF–CONDITIONED SERIES OF] with their
respective probabilities of emergence and survival. While by itself
it is extremely jejune, it possesses rather remarkable potentialities
of explanation. These must now be indicated in outline, and so we
attempt brief considerations of the significance for Emergent Probability of spatial distribution, absolute numbers, long intervals of
time, selection, stability, and development.” (In 145.) See intra And
world order-as explanatory of (6); As universal design-consequent properties of

(12)
GENERALIZED. “Besides the general direction of development and
its general mode of operation, there is the third general consideration, of the field in which it occurs. In metaphysical terms, this
field maybe described as the FINALITY, the upwardly directed dynamism, of proportionate being [see BEING–PROPORTIONATE]. But in terms
of the implications of scientific method, the field may be described
more precisely as a generalized Emergent Probability. It is Emergent Probability that supplies the initial coincidental manifolds of
events [see MANIFOLD(S)–COINCIDENTAL] in which the higher conjugate
forms emerge [see CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–FORM]. It
is Emergent Probability that provides the compound conditioned
series of things and of schemes of recurrence [see RECURRENCE,
SCHEME(S) OF–CONDITIONED SERIES OF] such that the developing organism
or psyche or intelligence will have an environment in which it can
function successfully. It is with respect to this field of Emergent
Probability that the genetic sequence enjoys a twofold flexibility: a
minor flexibility that reaches the same goal along different routes,
and a major flexibility that shifts the goal in adaptation to environmental change. Not only do conjugate forms emerge in coincidental manifolds of lower events; not only do flexible circles of
schemes of recurrence [see RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF–FLEXIBLE CIRCLES OF]
result from the conjugate forms; but also operations in accord with
the schemes (1) are linked with occurrences outside the organism,
the psyche, the intelligence, (2) effect the higher systematization of
the lower chemical, neural, or psychic manifold, and (3) so transform the lower manifold as to evoke the emergence of the next
conjugate forms that will yield new schemes that will enable the
developing subject to function in its environment towards still further development.” (In 487.) See also DEVELOPMENT–PRINCIPLE(S) OF (7)
IN HUMAN HISTORY.

“Generically, the course of human history is in
accord with Emergent Probability; it is the cumulative realization
of concretely possible schemes of recurrence [see RECURRENCE,
SCHEME(S) OF ] in accord with successive schedules of probabilities
[see PROBABILITY–SCHEDULE OF]. The specific difference of human history
is that among the probable possibilities is a sequence of operative
insights by which men grasp possible schemes of recurrence and
take the initiative in bringing about the material and social conditions that make these schemes concretely possible, probable, and
actual. In this fashion man becomes for man the executor of the
Emergent Probability of human affairs. Instead of being developed
by his environment, man turns to transforming his environment in
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his own self-development. He remains under Emergent Probability,
inasmuch as his insights and decisions remain probable realizations
of concrete possibilities, and inasmuch as earlier insights and decisions determine later possibilities and probabilities of insight and
decision. Still, this subjection to Emergent Probability differs from
the subjection of electrons or of evolving species. For in the first
place, insight [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING] is an anticipation of possible schemes, and DECISION brings about the concrete conditions of
their functioning instead of merely waiting for such conditions to
happen; more over, the greater man’s development, the greater his
dominion over circumstances, and so the greater his capacity to realize possible schemes by deciding to realize their conditions. But
there is also a second and profounder difference. For man can discover Emergent Probability; he can work out the manner in which
prior insights and decisions determine the possibilities and probabilities of later insights and decisions; he can guide his present decisions in the light of their influence on future insights and
decisions: finally, this control of the Emergent Probability of the future can be exercised not only by the individual in choosing his career and in forming his character, not only by adults in educating
the younger generation, but also by mankind in its consciousness of
its responsibility to the future of mankind. just as technical, economic, and political development gives man a dominion over nature, so also the advance of knowledge creates and demands a
human contribution to the control of human history.” (In 252-53.) See
also intra And human affairs
INTELLIGIBILITY IMMANENT IN.

“One has only to shift from the
classical type of inquiry … to the complementary statistical type
[see CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–INQUIRY]. It has been argued that
a theory of Emergent Probability exhibits generically the intelligibility immanent in world process [see UNIVERSE–PROCESS OF-INTELLIGIBILITY
OF]. Emergent Probability is the successive realization of the possibilities of concrete situations in accord with their probabilities. The
concrete intelligibility of Space is that it grounds the possibility of
those simultaneous multiplicities named situations. The concrete
intelligibility of Time is that it grounds the possibility of successive
realizations in accord with probabilities. In other words, concrete
extensions and concrete durations are the field or matter or potency
in which Emergent Probability is the immanent form or intelligibility.” (In 195.)
INTELLIGIBLE VS INTELLIGENT AND.

See

CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COM-

PARED–LAWS-IN HUMAN AFFAIRS
NOTION OF.

“The general notion of Emergent Probability ... results
from the combination of the conditioned series of schemes [see RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF–CONDITIONED SERIES OF] with their respective probabilities of emergence and survival. While by itself it is extremely
jejune, it possesses rather remarkable potentialities of explanation.”
(In 145.) L elaborates the notion of EP in great detail. Because of their
direct relevance to other subcategories, to avoid unnecessary complexity and a web of crossreferences, his account has been distributed under various entries. See intra And world order; As universal design
OF SCHEMES OF RECURRENCE.

See

RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF–PROBABILITY

OF

OF THINGS (4 POSTULATES).

Is there an EP of things as well as of
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schemes of recurrence? “Our answer will consist in a discussion of
the suppositions or postulates of an affirmative answer.” (In 284.)
There are four postulates. “Together [the four postulates] effect the
extension of Emergent Probability, so that it regards the differentiation, numbers, distribution, development, survival, and disintegration of things as well as of schemes of recurrence [see RECURRENCE,
SCHEME(S) OF ]. Moreover, the extended affirmation, no less than the
original, is generic and methodological. It rests on the principle
that data are to be understood, that understanding grasps concrete
unities, SYSTEMATIC relations, and NONSYSTEMATIC probabilities of existence and occurrence. It affirms that inquiry moves in a determinate direction and that this direction implies an Emergent
Probability of things and schemes. At that point it stops, for it
leaves to those competent in specialized departments the task of
working out precise statements on the unfolding of generalized
Emergent Probability [see intra Generalized].” (In 285.)
(1) Logical. “A first, logical postulate will be that, if there exist
[CONJUGATE(S)] Cj of a higher order, then there will exist things Tj
of the same higher order. This postulate is named logical because
it follows necessarily from our account of the notion of a thing
[see THING(S)–NOTION OF]. For the evidence for the conjugates Cj will
be found in concrete data; in the same data there will be evidence
for some thing that is to be differentiated by the conjugates verified in the same data; hence there cannot be conjugates of a
higher order without things of the same order.” (In 284.)
(2) Probability. “If there exist things Ti differentiated by conjugates Ci and functioning in schemes Si, then there exists the possibility, and as well there will be some probability, of a
nonsystematic occurrence of the aggregate of events Eij that
would occur regularly only if things of a higher order existed.
There exists this possibility, for none of the events in the aggregate exceeds the capacity of the things Ti. There exists some
probability for an isolated occurrence of each of the events in the
aggregate, for each is concretely possible. From the theory of
probability [see PROBABILITY–THEORY OF] it follows necessarily that
there will be some probability for a nonsystematic occurrence of
the combination of all the events in the aggregate [see NONSYSTEMATIC–IN DIVERGING SERIES OF CONDITIONS-AND EVENTS].” (In 284-85.)
(3) Evolutionary. “If nonsystematically there occur suitable aggregates of events Eij, then there will emerge conjugates Cj of a
higher order to make the recurrence of the aggregates systematic.
By the first, logical postulate, there will follow the existence of
things Tj of the higher order. By Emergent Probability there will
arise schemes of recurrence Sj that depend upon the classical
laws [see LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–CLASSICAL] that define the new conjugates
Cj.” (In 285.)
And possible science. “It must be noted that this evolutionary pos-

tulate is to be understood within the limits of possible empirical
science. It states what happens on the fulfilment of determinate
conditions. It is relevant to an understanding of the generic immanent intelligibility of the order of this universe. It is relevant
only to an account of such immanent intelligibility; as empirical
science, it prescinds from efficient, instrumental, and final

causes, which refer to distinct types of intelligibility and lie beyond the qualifications of empirical method either to affirm or
to deny. … It may be observed that the evolutionary postulate,
as stated, is equivalent to the old axiom Materiae dispositae
advenit forma [form comes to matter disposed (to receive it);
see ST 1-2, q. 112, a. 3, obj. 3]. In the postulate and in the old
axiom, there are involved exactly the same components,
namely, a lower order of things, the occurrence of a suitable
disposition in the lower order, and the emergence of a component that pertains to a higher order. It follows that the evidence
for the axiom, which consists in certain obvious facts of transformation, generation, and nutrition, is also evidence for the
postulate. Finally, while there are differences between the context of the axiom and the context of the postulate, these differences do not appear to be significant. For the context of the
axiom involves efficient and final causes, to which we can attend in due course, and the context of the postulate involves
probabilities, whose scientific import was not grasped until recently.” (In 285-86.)
(4) Sequential. “The fourth, sequential postulate would effect the
extension of Emergent Probability to things. It affirms the possibility of a conditioned series of both things and schemes of recurrence [see RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF–CONDITIONED SERIES OF] realized
cumulatively in accord with successive schedules of probabilities
[see PROBABILITY–SCHEDULE OF]. Thus the sequential postulate presupposes the other three; it adds an affirmation of the possibility of
applying the other three postulates over and over so that one
could begin from the simplest things and proceed to the most
complex. On the other hand, the sequential postulate affirms no
more than a possibility. It does not claim that human science has
reached the stage of complete and definitive knowledge that
would be necessary to state fully the total sequence of emerging
things and schemes. Accordingly, the sequential postulate is methodological; it is not some hypothesis of empirical science but
rather an assumption that can generate an almost endless stream
of hypotheses; it is not a scientific theory that can be verified or
refuted, for it is far too general to be tested in that fashion; it is
an approach, a heuristic assumption, that can be worked out in an
enormous number of different manners and that can be tested
empirically only through such specific determinations and applications.” (In 285.)
VS DARWINISM.

“Emergent Probability affirms a conditioned series
of schemes of recurrence [see RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF–CONDITIONED SERIES OF] that are realized in accord with successive schedules of
probabilities [see PROBABILITY–SCHEDULE OF]. Darwinism, on the other
hand, affirms a conditioned series of species of things to be realized in accord with successive schedules of probability. The two
views are parallel in their formal structures. They are related, inasmuch as species of living things emerge and function within
ranges of alternative sets of schemes of recurrence. Nonetheless,
there is a profound difference. For Darwinian probabilities of
emergence and survival regard, not schemes of recurrence, but underlying potential components for any schemes within a limited
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range, and the Darwinian series of species is a sequence of higher
potentialities that exhibit their development by their capacity to
function in ever greater ranges of alternative sets of schemes.” (In
156-57.) See intra And chance variation; Of things (4 postulates)-(3) evolutionary; see also SPECIES–AS EXPLANATORY
WORLD PROCESS AND. See intra As universal design-essentials of (9), And
world order
EMOTION: See also FEELINGS; AFFECTIVITY
IN ART.

See ART–AND EMOTION

EMPIRICAL:

“Ordinarily, by ‘empirical’ is meant what is verified by
an appeal to sensitive observation or sensible experiment. In the extended sense, we beg leave to use the word ‘empirical’ to denote
what is verified in the DATA–OF SENSE or in the data of consciousness
[see DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS–VERIFICATION OF]. Of course, as does happen, by
generalizing the meaning of ‘empirical’ we have also generalized the
meaning of ‘VERIFICATION.’” (PTP2 123.)
AND VERIFICATION. See DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS–VERIFICATION OF
CONSCIOUSNESS. See CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(1) EMPIRICAL
DIFFERENCE. See DIFFERENCE(S)–EMPIRICAL AND INDIVIDUAL
HUMAN SCIENCES. See SCIENCE(S)–HUMAN-EMPIRICAL
METHOD. See METHOD(S)–EMPIRICAL; GEM
PRESENTATIONS. See PRESENTATIONS–EMPIRICAL
PRINCIPLE. See PRINCIPLE(S)–EMPIRICAL
QUESTIONS. See QUESTION(S)–EMPIRICAL
RESIDUE. See RESIDUE(S)–EMPIRICAL
SCIENCE. See SCIENCE(S)–EMPIRICAL
VIEW/NOTION OF CULTURE. See CULTURE, CULTURAL–VIEW OF-MODERN/EMPIRICAL
VS CRITICAL. See CRITICAL–VS EMPIRICAL IN HUMAN SCIENCE

EMPIRICISM/EMPIRICIST:

L writes: “The conflict between objectivity
as extroversion [see EMPIRICISM–AND MYTH ON OBJECTIVITY] and intelligence
[i.e., understanding; see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING] as KNOWLEDGE has
provided a fundamental theme in the unfolding of modern philosophy.” (In 438.) The basic counterposition (see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION) underlying empiricism is that knowing is like looking (see
ALREADY-OUT-THERE-NOW-REAL; TAKING A GOOD LOOK; BODY–AND THING, –REAL VS;
CONCEPTUALISM, CONCEPTUALIST). “As there is an empiricism on the level
of critical reflection, so there is an empiricism on the level of understanding.” (In 437.) L goes on (438-41) to a history of the two fundamental approaches to OBJECTIVITY and concludes: “Empiricism as a
method rests on an elementary confusion. What is obvious in knowing is, indeed, looking. Compared to looking, insight is obscure, and
grasp of the unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY] is doubly obscure. But empiricism amounts to the assumption that what is obvious in knowing is what knowing obviously is. That assumption is
false, for if one would learn mathematics or science or philosophy or
if one sought commonsense advice, then one would go to a man that
is intelligent and reasonable rather than to a man that is stupid and
silly.” (In 441.)
AND COGNITIONAL THEORY. See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY-LONERGAN VS
RELATIVISM (11 ELEMENTS)

AND FACT.
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See intra Phenomenology as

AND IDEALISM.

See IDEALISM–FROM EMPIRICISM TO

AND INSTRUMENTAL ACTS OF MEANING.

“In view of the prevalence of
empiricist theories of meaning, a few words may be added on instrumental acts [see MEANING–ACTS OF-(5) INSTRUMENTAL]. Ordinary instrumental acts, such as spoken or written words or symbols, offer no
special interest. But the empiricist emphasizes ostensive acts, such
as demonstrative pronouns and adjectives and, of course, gestures.
The reason for this emphasis may be readily grasped if one distinguishes between the function of gestures in any theory of meaning
and the function gestures acquire in virtue of empiricist affirmations. In any theory of meaning an ostensive act is an instrumental
act of meaning; it presupposes formal or full acts of meaning [see
MEANING–TERMS OF-(3) FORMAL, -(4) FULL], inasmuch as one knows what one
means; and it refers to formal or full terms of meaning, inasmuch
as all meaning refers to a meant.” (In 383.)
Ostensive. “In any theory of meaning the ostensive act is operative inasmuch as it succeeds in drawing another’s attention to a
sensible source of meaning, so that by drawing on that source, by
understanding, and by reflecting, he may reach the appropriate
formal or full term of meaning what is meant. But in empiricist
opinion the ostensive act has a third function; for the empiricist
identifies the valid field of full terms of meaning (that is, the universe of being [see BEING–UNIVERSE OF]) with the range of sensible
presentations [see DATA–OF SENSE]; hence, for the empiricist, the ostensive act indicates not merely a source of meaning but also a
full term of meaning. Whether or not this empiricist modification
of the general theory of meaning is correct will depend on the
question whether or not the set of PROPOSITIONS that enunciate empiricism is to be pronounced true or false.” (In 383.)
AND MYTH ON OBJECTIVITY.

“Intellectual conversion [see CONVERSION–
is a radical clarification and, consequently, the elimination of an exceedingly stubborn and misleading myth concerning
REALITY, OBJECTIVITY, and human KNOWLEDGE. The myth is that knowing
is like looking, that objectivity is seeing what is there to be seen
and not seeing what is not there, and that the real is what is out
there now to be looked at [see ALREADY-OUT-THERE-NOW-REAL; TAKING A
GOOD LOOK]. Now this myth overlooks the distinction between the
world of immediacy, say, the world of the infant and, on the other
hand, the world mediated by meaning [see WORLD(S)–MEDIATED BY MEANING]. … The consequences of the myth are various. The naive realist
[see REALISM–NAÏVE] knows the world mediated by meaning but thinks
he knows it by looking. The empiricist restricts objective knowledge to sense experience; for him, understanding and conceiving,
judging and believing are merely subjective activities.” (M 238.)
AND TERMS OF MEANING. See IDEALISM–AND TERMS OF MEANING
AS HORIZON. See IDEALISM–AS HORIZON
PHENOMENOLOGY AS. “Phenomenology is a highly purified empiricism, and it did not take long for it to topple over into an existentialism that describes, not the abstract possibility of DESCRIPTION , but
men as they are. … But description is not enough. If it claims simply to report data in their purity, one may ask why the arid report
should be added to the more lively experience. If it pretends to report the significant data, then it is deceived, for significance is not
INTELLECTUAL]
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EMPTY HEAD, PRINCIPLE OF – EQUIVALENCE

in data but accrues to them from the occurrence of insight. If it
urges that it presents the insights that arise spontaneously, immediately, and inevitably from the data, one must remark that the data
alone are never the sole determinants of the insights that arise in
any but an infantile mind, and that beyond the level of insight there
is the level of critical reflection with its criterion of the virtually
unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY–AND REFLECTIVE INSIGHT]. If it
objects that at least one must begin by describing the facts that are
accessible to all, one must insist that knowledge of fact rests on a
grasp of the unconditioned and that a grasp of the unconditioned is
not the starting point but the end of inquiry. Moreover, if one hopes
to reach this end in an inquiry into knowledge, then one had better
not begin with the assumption that knowing is ‘something there to
be looked at and described.’ For knowing is an organically integrated activity: on a flow of sensitive experiences, inquiry intelligently generates a cumulative succession of insights, and the
significance of the experiences varies concomitantly with the cumulation of insights; in memory’s store of experiences and in the
formulation of accumulated insights, reflection grasps approximations towards the virtually unconditioned and attainments of it, to
issue into probable and certain judgments of fact [see JUDGMENT(S) OF
FACT]. To conceive knowing one must understand the dynamic pattern of experiencing, inquiring, reflecting; and such understanding
is not to be reached by taking a look [see TAKING A GOOD LOOK; ALREADYOUT-THERE-NOW-REAL]. To affirm knowing it is useless to peer inside,
for the dynamic pattern is to be found not in this or that act but in
the unfolding of mathematics, empirical science, common sense,
and philosophy; in that unfolding must be grasped the pattern of
knowing, and if one feels inclined to doubt that the pattern really
exists, then one can try the experiment of attempting to escape experience, to renounce intelligence in inquiry, to desert reasonableness in critical reflection [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS-PATTERN
OF].” (In 440-41.)
EMPTY HEAD, PRINCIPLE OF: See PRINCIPLE(S) OF …–EMPTY HEAD
ENCIRCLEMENT: See METAPHYSICS–METHOD OF-(2) AND ENCIRCLEMENT/ENVELOPMENT
END: See FINALITY
ENERGEIA: Greek ENERGEIA (act, operation) and POIĒSIS (making) were
both rendered into Latin by actio [see ACT; ACTION] and operatio [see
OPERATION(S)]. Thus in Latin one must attend to context to determine
“whether the word actio or the word operatio refers to act or to an
exercise of efficient causality.” (S 535.)
ENERGY: See intra Notion of
AND PRIME POTENCY.
NOTION OF.

See POTENCY/POTENTIAL–PRIME-AND ENERGY

“The notion of energy is reached, not by differentiating,
but by integrating. It is not surprising when differentiating, which
is an abstractive procedure, yields notions of broad generality. But
energy is a notion of extreme generality yet it is reached by integrating. Might one not say that the quantity of energy is the concrete prime potency [see POTENCY/POTENTIAL–PRIME] that is informed
mechanically or thermally or electrically as the case may be?” (In

468.)

ENTELECHY : “Entelechy [an Aristotelian term] does not signify an
object which has a structure, but is rather what combines with matter
to produce an object. Form in this sense, then, means the actuality,
perfection, or determinacy of a thing, although the thing consists also
of matter, and matter is not reducible to form. At the same time, the
form, albeit not identical with matter, cannot subsist nor have any reality if it is not individuated in matter.” (Eco, The Aesthetics of Thomas Aquinas
69.) See also FORM–SUBSTANTIAL

ENVELOPMENT: See METAPHYSICS–METHOD OF-(2) AND ENCIRCLEMENT/ENVELOPMENT
EPISTEMOLOGY : Epistemology is a theory of knowledge. The subentries below highlight some major features of this complex topic. See
intra Why is doing that knowing?; see also COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY;
KNOWING; KNOWLEDGE
AND INTERPRETATION. See INTERPRETATION–PROBLEM OF-AND CONFUSING EPISTEMOLOGIES

AND PROOF OF GOD’S EXISTENCE.

See ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE–AND

EPISTEMOLOGICAL PROBLEM

AND RESHAPING OF SENSES.

See PATTERN–ALIEN VS PURE

AND TRANSCENDENTAL METHOD.

See GEM–FUNCTIONS OF (12)-(4) SYSTEMATIC

COGNITIONAL THEORY, METAPHYSICS, AND.

L’s cognitional theory (see
epistemology, and METAPHYSICS derive
from answering three linked questions now conventionally worded
thus: WHAT IS KNOWING? (The answer is cognitional theory.) Why is
doing that knowing? (The answer is epistemology; see intra Why is
doing that knowing?) WHAT DO I KNOW WHEN I DO IT? (The answer is metaphysics; see METAPHYSICS–OF PROPORTIONATE BEING,.–EPISTEMOLOGICALLY VS ONTOLOGICALLY STRUCTURED.)
GROUNDS OF. See intra Why is doing that knowing; see also GEM–FUNCTIONS OF
COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY),

(12)-(4) SYSTEMATIC

OF CONFRONTATION.

See KNOWING–AS CONFRONTATION

WHY IS DOING THAT KNOWING? The second of the three questions
(see intra Cognitional theory, metaphysics, and). Knowing is a compound
of the three operations of experiencing, understanding, and judging. Why is doing that knowing? The “that” in the question is the
answer to the first question; that answer, L’s cognitional theory (see
COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY), is the ground of epistemology. Why is
experience, understanding, judging, KNOWING? See SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF
THE KNOWER; EXPERIENCE; INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING; JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT

EQUALITY: See NOTION OF …–EQUALITY
EQUILIBRIUM : L’s topic is the generalized equilibrium of world process (see UNIVERSE–PROCESS OF). See RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF–AND GENERALIZED
EQUILIBRIA

EQUIVALENCE: See also DENOMINATION–EXTRINSIC/INTRINSIC ■ EXISTENCE–AND BEING ■ IMAGE–AND THING ITSELF
EXPRESSIONS

■ INTERPRETATION–SKETCH OF METHOD FOR-(4) HYPOTHETICAL

■ INVARIANCE–ANTICIPATION OF ■ MATERIAL–EXPLANATION/DEFINITION OF ■

METAPHYSICS–ELEMENTS OF ■ PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–MYSTICAL ■ PERFECTION ■ PHILOSOPHY, PHILOSOPHIES–EASTERN VS WESTERN ■ PROCESS–IDEAL/TYPICAL-CONSEQUENCES

■ VERBUM
AND INVARIANCE. See METHOD, CLASSICAL
METAPHYSICAL.

See METAPHYSICAL–EQUIVALENCE

EROS OF MIND/SPIRIT – ESSENCE
PRINCIPLE OF. “The principle of equivalence … asserts that physical principles and laws are the same for all observers. … If laws
are reached by eliminating the relations of things to the senses of
observers [see QUOAD NOS] and by arriving at relations between the
measured relations of things to one another [see QUOAD SE], then
there exists an extremely solid foundation for the affirmation that
principles and laws are the same for all observers because they lie
simply and completely outside the range of observational activities. It is, for example, not the appearance of colors but the general
explanation in terms of wavelengths of light that is exactly the
same no matter what may be the state of observers’ eyes, the lighting by which they see, or the speed with which they may happen to
be in relative motion.” (In 65.)

EROS OF MIND/SPIRIT: See SCIENTIFIC–OBSERVATION-AND EROS OF MIND/SPIRIT
ERROR: See also inter alia SCOTOSIS, SCOTOMA ■ COMMUNITY–ORIENTATION-AND
CONVERSION

■ DEMONSTRATION ■ DIALECTIC(S)– OF PROGRESS, DECLINE, AND RECOV-

ERY/REDEMPTION-SOLUTION

■ DIALECTICAL–MATERIALISM ■ HERMENEUTIC(S)– OF SUSPI-

■ HISTORIAN–PRESUPPOSITIONS OF ■ HISTORY–PRESUPPOSITIONLESS ■

CION/OF RECOVERY

IDEOLOGY–AND INTERPRETATION ■ INFALLIBILITY–OF INSIGHT ■ INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–DEVELOPMENT OF-COMMONSENSE ■ INTERPRETATION–AND THE CONTROVERSIALIST ■
JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–CONCRETE-RULES FOR ■ KNOWING–AS IMMANENT ■ LEARNING–SELFCORRECTING PROCESS OF-AND INTERPRETER VS CONTROVERSIALIST
OF ETHICAL-IS RADICAL

■ LIBERATION– PROBLEM

■ MENTAL–ACTS-AND NEW LINGUISTIC USAGE ■ MYTH–AND METAPHYS-

ICS-OPPOSED/DIALECTICALLY RELATED

■ NONSENSE–AND THEORY ■ NOTIONS, TRANSCENDEN-

TAL–AND CULTURAL ADVANCE ■ PROGRESS–SCIENTIFIC ■ RATIONALIZATION–AND CONVERSION

■ SENSE(S)–AND JUDGMENT ■ VIEWPOINT(S)–EXPLANATORY VS DESCRIPTIVE-AND SUBJECTIVE
PROJECTION ■ WORLD(S)– MEDIATED BY MEANING-STRUCTURE OF

AND BELIEF.

See BELIEF–MISTAKEN, –UNIVERSAL

AND RELATIVISM.

See

COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY-LONERGAN VS RELATIVISM

(11 ELEMENTS)-(11)

AND TRUTH. “Truth and error lie not on the level of questions for
intelligence but on the level of questions for reflection [see INTELLIGENCE–QUESTIONS FOR; REFLECTION/REFLECTIVE–QUESTIONS FOR]; and prior to
the judgment [see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT], which is true or false, there
occurs a scrutiny in which the proposed judgment is reduced to its
sources in the DATA–OF SENSE and the activities of intellect [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS].” (In 432.)
AND WORLD MEDIATED BY MEANING. “In this larger world [mediated
by meaning; see WORLD(S)–MEDIATED BY MEANING] we live out our lives. To
it we refer when we speak of the real world. But because it is mediated by meaning, because meaning can go astray, because there
is MYTH as well as science, fiction as well as fact, deceit as well as
honesty, error as well as truth, that larger real world is insecure.” (M

77.)
ROOT OF ALL.
SCIENTIFIC.

See TRANSCENDENTAL–ILLUSION

See COLLABORATION–EXCLUDES SCIENTIFIC ERROR

TRIAL AND IN EMPIRICAL METHOD.

See

CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COM-

PARED–INQUIRY-ANTICIPATION IN

ESSENCE:

“Essence simply understood is that whose definition expresses nothing beyond that which is defined; thus a human being,
who is animal and rational, is defined as a rational animal.” (OPPC 47.)
“That which is known through the first intellectual operation [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING] in answering the question, ‘What is it?’” (S 731.)
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ABSTRACT.

“If you see in this circle that the curve must be perfectly
round if all of the radii are equal, if that is what insight grasps in
the image, then you can proceed to the definition of a circle, which
is something like a definition of man. But you can proceed in more
abstract fashion. You can select simply what is grasped by insight,
namely, necessity and the conditions for that necessity, and then
you have an abstract essence. Implicit definitions are of this sort
[see DEFINITION(S)–IMPLICIT]. You select the determining relations, the
postulational elements in the definition, with respect to whatever
common matter you may need, and you have an abstract essence.
It is not inevitable that every time this act occurs there results a
universal, because what is operative is not a sausage machine from
which one can get only sausages, but an intelligent and rational
consciousness. When you have the insight, you can express it from
the viewpoint of abstraction, picking out the abstract essence. You
can also express the intelligibility grasped in this particular image
with all of its determinations, and you have a particularized essence [see intra Particular].” (UB 165-66.) See also intra And being
AND ACCIDENT. See ACCIDENT(S)–AS ESSENCE (QUALIFIED)
AND BEING.

“Insight and the experience together can give you either
an abstract essence or a particularized essence [see intra Abstract;
Particular], depending on your point of view; but insofar as that essence satisfies the requirements of intelligence with respect to its FINALITY, insofar as it meets the criterion of intrinsic intelligibility [see
INTELLIGIBILITY–INTRINSIC], you move from essence to BEING, from the id
quo [that by which (it is)] to the id quod [that which (is)].” (UB 359.)
“We can understand the essence of a man, we can have an understanding of human nature, of animal nature, of plant life, of the inorganic world. We’re understanding a particular type of being. But
what’s behind my concept of the notion of being [see BEING–NOTION OF]
is this: once you set down, posit, that intellect is intelligence, that
ABSTRACTION is an intelligent operation in which you omit the irrelevant and grasp the essential—such a notion of abstraction ‘means
that you cannot have an abstraction of a concept, being, because to
have abstraction in that sense, you have to grasp the essence of being; and to grasp the essence of being you have to have the ens per
essentiam [a being that has the essence of being; see ARGUMENT FOR
GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–AND IDEA OF BEING] as the object of your
knowledge, and know that object by its essence.” (UB 359.)
AND DEFINITION. “The essences of things are known through definitions, and so there are as many kinds of essences as there are kinds
of definitions.” (S 269.) See also DEFINITION(S)–TYPES OF-QUIDDITATIVE
AND ESSENTIALISM. See ESSENTIALISM
AND EXISTENCE. See EXISTENCE–AND ESSENCE
AND FORM, MATTER. “Essence is intelligible in itself; material essence is intelligible in itself because, while essence includes both
FORM and potency, or form and matter, and the matter or potency is
not intelligible in itself, still it is intelligible in the form, and you’ve
included the form in the essence.” (UB 356.)
AND FORMAL CAUSE. See EFFECT–FORMAL AND FORMAL CAUSE
AND METAPHYSICAL ELEMENTS. See METAPHYSICS–ELEMENTS OF-AND ESSENCE
AND METAPHYSICS. See METAPHYSICS–AND ESSENCE
AND NOTHING. See BEING–AND NOTHING
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ESSENTIALISM – ESSENTIALISM

AND REALITY.

See ESSENTIALISM

COMPOSITION OF.

“Essence is composed of potency [see POTENCY/POTENTIAL] and FORM, or, in the case of immaterial creatures,
consists of form only.” (OPPC 47.)

CONCEIVED E. AS SPIRITUAL.

“A distinction was drawn between the
intelligible that is also intelligent and the intelligible that is not.
Again, a distinction was drawn between what intrinsically is independent of the empirical residue [see RESIDUE(S)–EMPIRICAL] and what
intrinsically is not independent of the empirical residue. The spiritual was identified both with the intelligible that is intelligent and
with what is independent intrinsically of the empirical residue.
However, a difficulty arises when one asks whether an essence as
conceived is or is not spiritual. For an essence as conceived is abstracted from the empirical residue, but it is not intelligent and it
does not understand. A solution is to be had by appealing to the
two meanings of the term ‘intelligible.’” (In 670-71.) See INTELLIGIBLE(S)–
TWO MEANINGS OF

FINITE.

The essence of a finite existent, because finite, lacks the
fulness of existence; it includes only a small part of the possibilities of existence. See also intra Knowledge of
And system. See SYSTEM(S)–AND HIGHER VIEWPOINTS
“Essence in a qualified sense is that whose
definition expresses something beyond that which is defined; thus
snubness, which is a kind of curvature but not a nose, is defined as
a curvature of the nose.” (OPPC 47.)

IN A QUALIFIED SENSE.

IN LOGICAL AND METAPHYSICAL SENSES.

“Essence in the metaphysical sense must not be confused with essence in the logical sense. In
the metaphysical sense essence is an intrinsic, constitutive, real,
concrete, individual cause composed of this potency [see POTENCY/POTENTIAL] and this FORM; but in LOGIC essence is UNIVERSAL and
ABSTRACT and is composed of GENUS and specific difference [see BEING–NOTION OF-GENUS OR SPECIES OR DIFFERENCE?].” (OPCC 49.)
INTUITION OF. See INTUITION(S)–PHILOSOPHIC
KNOWLEDGE OF.

“Any finite essence is contingent [see CONTINGENCE–
and insofar as one’s cluster of insights is knowledge of
essence, it is knowledge not of what must be but of what might be,
and there is room for other things that might be. In other words,
objectively a finite essence is not what must be but simply what
can be. Consequently, a system that is an understanding of finite
essences is not knowledge of something that must be, but knowledge of what can be. If knowledge develops, if one’s knowledge
gradually approaches a full understanding of essences, then in its
systematic procedure it will move through a series of systems [see
SYSTEM(S)] before one accounts for absolutely everything.” (UB 55.)
PARTICULAR. “There are three cases: abstract essence, ‘humanity’;
particularized essence, ‘this instance of humanity’; and the universal or particular thing, ‘man’ or ‘this man.’” (UB 165.) “It is insofar as
the source of the inquiry is teleological [see FINALITY], insofar as it is
aiming at the universe of existence (if there is any such thing), that
one steps up from particularized essence to particular thing or particular existence. That stepping up is not automatic; it is not the operation of a machine. It is intelligent. Intelligence grasps the
OF ACTUALITY],

potentiality of being, of an existence, in the particularized essence,
and that effects the step from the id quo [that by which (it is)] to the
id quod [that which (is)].” (UB 166-67.) See also intra And being
ESSENTIALISM : L summarizes what he calls Aquinas’s brilliant refutation of essentialism: “There are elements in REALITY that correspond
to what we know by defining; they are called essences [see ESSENCE];
but they are not the whole of reality. There are also elements of reality that are less than essences, that are, as it were, essences-on-theway; they are movements, acts that actualize incompletely, acts intrinsically in anticipation of completion and so intrinsically in time.
But there also are elements of reality that are over and above essence;
sight is an essence, but seeing is more than that essence; still, seeing
is not a further essence, for seeing and sight have the same definition,
which they share as act and potency; this more-than-essence is ACT,
act of what already is completely in possession of essence, act that
does not need or anticipate something further to become what it is to
be, act that intrinsically stands outside time.” (V 115.)
AND CLOSED CONCEPTUALISM. “What is a closed conceptualism [see
CONCEPTUALISM, CONCEPTUALIST]? Well, conclusions result from principles. In turn, principles result from their component terms. But
whence come the terms? The conceptualist view is that they are
had by an unconscious process of ABSTRACTION from sensible data
[see DATA–OF SENSE]. It follows that all science is a matter of comparing terms, discovering necessary nexus, and setting to work the cerebral logic-machine to grind out all the possible conclusions. It is
the sort of science for which a symbolic logic [see LOGIC–SYMBOLIC] is
an essential tool. Moreover, it is the sort of science that is closed to
real development: objectively there either exists or does not exist a
necessary nexus between any two terms; on the subjective side either one sees what is there to be seen or else one is intellectually
blind and had best give up trying. It will be observed that static essentialism and closed conceptualism are very similar: the essentialist posits the ideas of finite natures in the divine mind; they are
whatever they happen to be and all else is to be explained in terms
of them; with a similar basic arbitrariness the conceptualist posits
ideas in the human mind; he affirms that they are there by an unconscious process of abstraction over which we have no control;
our conscious activity is limited to seeing which terms are conjoined by an objective, necessary nexus and thence to deducing the
implications that are there to be deduced.” (L, “The Natural Desire to See God”
1C 85-86.)
AND EXISTENTIALISM. “We hear a good deal about essentialism and
existentialism. You can say that when you arrive at objects of
thought you are thinking about essences, and when you make
judgments you know existence. But when the linguistic apparatus
is taken into consideration, you find that it has laws of its own that
enable you, by definition and laws of syntax, to construct analytic
propositions [see PROPOSITION(S)–ANALYTIC], the type of proposition such
that, if you use the language, you have to talk this way—in other
words, analytic propositions arise from the language itself. To
move from the merely linguistic or merely essential or the mere object of thought, you need concrete judgments of fact [see JUDGMENT(S)
OF FACT–CONCRETE].” (UB 129.) See PRINCIPLE(S)–ANALYTIC; PROPOSITION(S)–ANALYTIC

ETERNITY – ETHICS
STATIC.

See intra And closed conceptualism

ETERNITY: “How infirm, how impotent are all assistances, if they be
put to express this Eternity.” (John Donne, LXXX Sermons, sermon 26.) Boethius
in his Consolations of Philosophy calls eternal life “the simultaneous
possession in all its perfection of endless life.” To paraphrase Donne:
Our minds lack the power to imagine an absolute, so it would be
wiser to speak first of what eternity is not. Eternity is not the mere
absence of time; eternity is now that never passes. God is ipsum aeternitas, eternity itself; eternity is a divine attribute.

DEVELOPMENT. See ETHICS–DEVELOPMENT OF
LIBERATION, PROBLEM OF.

See LIBERATION–PROBLEM OF ETHICAL

See ETHICS–METHOD OF METAPHYSICS AND ETHICS

ORDER, EMERGENCE OF.
PRECEPTS.

See UNIVERSE– INTELLIGIBILITY OF-AND METHODS (4)

See ETHICS–PRECEPTS OF

ETHICS: See also inter alia ETHICAL; BEING–INTENTION OF ■ CHOICE ■ CONSTRAINT–
EXTERNAL
FOLDS

■ FACT–AMBIVALENCE OF HUMAN, SOCIAL ■ FREEDOM–AND COINCIDENTAL MANI-

■ GENERALIST, THE ■ GOOD, THE–OF ORDER-AND THE GOOD PERSON ■ HISTORY–AS

PRECRITICAL

■ HUMOR/SATIRE ■ INSIGHT (THE BOOK)–VIEWPOINT OF ■ INSIGHT AND UN-

DERSTANDING–KNOWING AS ■ KNOWLEDGE–DIFFERENTIATION OF ■ MEANING–GENETIC SEQUENCE

IN

■ MORAL–IMPERATIVE-CONCRETE ■ NONSYSTEMATIC–EXISTENCE AS ■

PHILOSOPHY, PHILOSOPHIES–AND THE BASIC AND TOTAL SCIENCE ■ PHILOSOPHY OF GOD–AND
GOD-SUMMARY

■ PRINCIPLE(S)–MORAL ■ SOCIOLOGY–STYLES OF ■ WILL–NOTION OF ■

WORLD(S)– MOTIVATED BY VALUE
AND ‘OUGHT’. “We have been dealing with the question, Is there a
meaning to the word ‘ought’? Our answer differs from the Kantian
answer, for if we agree in affirming a categorical imperative, we
disagree inasmuch as we derive it wholly from speculative intelligence and reason. Again, our answer differs from the views at least
popularly associated with Freud’s name for, while we grant that
moral self-consciousness has a concomitant in moral emotions and
moral sentiments, and while we agree that these emotions and sentiments have a psychoneural basis and are subject to psychoneural
aberration, we contend that it is a blunder to confuse these concomitants with moral self-consciousness itself [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(4) RATIONAL SELF- (6 ELEMENTS)]. When Freud decided
eventually to publish his Traumdeutung, he was overcoming emotions and sentiments and following what he considered the only intelligent and reasonable course of action; and such following is
what we mean by obeying moral conscience.” (In 623-24.)
AND COGNITIONAL THEORY. For L, cognitional theory is philosophy.
“In any philosophy it is possible to distinguish between its cognitional theory [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY] and, on the other
hand, its pronouncements on METAPHYSICAL, ETHICAL, and theological
issues. Let us name the cognitional theory the basis, and the other
pronouncements the expansion.” (In 412.) “Any philosophic pronouncement on any epistemological, metaphysical, ethical, or
theological issue will be named a position if it is coherent with the
basic positions on the real, on knowing, and on objectivity; and it
will be named a counterposition if it is coherent with one or more
of the basic counterpositions.” (In 413.) See also See POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION–AND THE ETHICAL

AND CONCRETE UNIVERSAL.

The larger context is the possibility of
ethics (In ch. 18; see intra Possibility of). The immediate context is
the method of ethics and specifically the parallel and interpenetration of metaphysics and ethics. See intra And metaphysics; Method of
metaphysics and
AND DEDUCTIVISM.
AND FINALITY.

See intra Method of metaphysics and

“Just as the

HEURISTIC STRUCTURE

of our knowing [see
couples with the

COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–PROCESS-AS HEURISTIC STRUCTURE]

generalized Emergent Probability [see EMERGENT PROBABILITY–
of the proportionate universe [see BEING–PROPORTIONATE], to
reveal an upwardly directed dynamism of FINALITY towards ever
fuller being, so the obligatory structure of our rational selfconsciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(4) RATIONAL SELF(6 ELEMENTS)] (1) finds its materials and its basis in the products of
universal finality, (2) is itself finality on the level of intelligent and
rational consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-)-(2) INTELLECTUAL, -(3) RATIONAL], and (3) is finality confronted with the alternative of choosing either DEVELOPMENT and PROGRESS or DECLINE and
extinction.” (In 626.)
AND GOOD OF ORDER. See intra Development of
AND INTELLIGIBLE ORDER. See intra Precepts of
AND JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE. See JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE–NOT INFALLIBLE
AND LIBERATION. See LIBERATION–PROBLEM OF ETHICAL
AND METAPHYSICS. “Just as the dynamic structure of our knowing
[see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–STRUCTURE-DYNAMISM OF] grounds a METAPHYSICS,
so the prolongation of that structure into human doing grounds an
ethics. Just as the universe of proportionate being [see BEING–
PROPORTIONATE] is a compound of potency, form, and act, because it is
to be known through experience, understanding, and judgment [see
KNOWING–AND KNOWN-ISOMORPHISM OF], so the universe of man’s proportionate good is a compound of objects of desire [see OBJECT(S)–OF DESIRE], intelligible orders, and [VALUE(S)], because the good that man
does intelligently and rationally is a manifold in the field of experience, ordered by intelligence, and rationally chosen.” (In 626.) See
also intra And structure of knowing and doing; Method of metaphysics and
GENERALIZED]

ETHICAL: See also ETHICS

METHOD.
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AND METHODS.

See intra Method of metaphysics and; see also

METHOD(S)–

THE FOUR-AND THE GOOD

AND STRUCTURE OF KNOWING AND DOING. “As metaphysics is a corollary to the structure of knowing [see KNOWING–AND KNOWN, ISOMORPHISM
OF], so ethics is a corollary to the structure of knowing and doing;
and as ethics resides in the structure, so the concrete applications
of ethics are worked out by spirit inasmuch as it operates within
the structure to reflect [see REFLECTION/REFLECTIVE] and decide upon the
possible courses of action that it grasps [see DECISION–AND COURSES OF
ACTION].” (In 641.) See also DOING AND MAKING–STRUCTURE OF
AND THE AESTHETIC. See POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION–AND THE ETHICAL
AND VIRTUALLY UNCONDITIONED. “When speculative or factual insight is correct, reflective understanding can grasp a relevant virtually unconditioned [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–REFLECTIVE-AND VIRTUALLY
UNCONDITIONED]. But when practical insight is correct, then reflective
understanding cannot grasp a relevant virtually unconditioned; for
if it could, the content of the insight already would be a fact; and if
it were already a fact, then it would not be a possible course of ac-
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tion which, as yet, is not a fact but just a possibility [see DECISION–AND
COURSES OF ACTION].” (In 633.)

CONTENT OF VS DYNAMISM OF MORAL CONSCIENCE.

“According to
the proverb there is honor among thieves. In different strata of society, in different epochs, in different cultures and civilizations, one
meets with different moral codes. But the content of the moral
code is one thing, and the dynamic function that demands its observance is another. Our consideration has centered on that dynamic function, on the operative exigence for self-consistency in
self-consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(4) RATIONAL
SELF- (6 ELEMENTS)], and since contrast is luminous, on the threefold escape of fleeing self-consciousness, of mitigating the moral code by
RATIONALIZATION, and of giving up hope in the struggle. In brief, we
have been dealing with the question, Is there a meaning to the
word ‘ought’?” (In 623.)
DEVELOPMENT OF.

“Just as there is development from a theory of
knowledge in terms of intuition to a theory of knowledge in terms
of intelligence and judgment, so also there is the moral development of the subject [see HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT] from an aesthetic sphere
that is concerned with objects of appetite [see OBJECT(S)–OF APPETITE],
with all the refinement of the Cyrenaic, or again with all the crudities attributed to certain types of Epicurean. There is the reversal,
the CONVERSION, the transformation, of that type of organization in
the subject, to bring him into harmony with the objective good of
order [see GOOD, THE–OF ORDER, –OF ORDER-AND ‘IF-THEN’ RELATIONSHIPS]. What is
good is objectively good; it is the proper functioning of society
around one and the order within one, the justice within the man.”

(UB 234.)

And the irrational. See IRRATIONAL–AND DEVELOPMENT OF ETHICS
EXISTENTIAL.

“By existential ethics I mean the ethical living that
has not yet emerged inasmuch as one just drifts [see DRIFTER]
through life—that is, just does and says and thinks what everyone
else is doing and saying and thinking, and everyone else is drifting
too. Positively, I mean the ethical living that begins indeed when
one finds out for oneself that one has to decide for oneself what
one is to do with one’s life, but that becomes established when one
lives in LOVE with those nearest one and in loyalty with one’s fellow
men about one.” (PTP2 358.)
LEGALISM AND RELATIVISM IN. See intra Method of metaphysics and
METHOD OF METAPHYSICS AND.

“We refused to conceive metaphysical method [see METAPHYSICS–METHOD OF] either as an abstract or
as a concrete or as a transcendental deduction [see DEDUCTION–
TRANSCENDENTAL], not because we denied the exposition of a metaphysics to make use of the deductive form, but because we placed
the principles of metaphysics neither in sentences nor in propositions nor in judgments but in the very structure of our knowing [see
METAPHYSICS–ONTOLOGICALLY VS EPISTEMOLOGICALLY STRUCTURED]. Because that
structure is latent and operative in everyone’s knowing [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–STRUCTURE], it is universal on the side of the subject
[see SUBJECT, THE]; and because that structure can be distorted by the
interference of alien desires, it grounds a dialectical criticism of
subjects. Again, because that structure is employed in every in-

stance of knowing, it is universal on the side of the proportionate
object; and because the structure remains dynamic until all questions are answered, it regards every proportionate object concretely. Accordingly, metaphysical method can take subjects as
they are, invoke dialectical criticism to bring their fundamental
orientations into agreement, and apply this agreement to the whole
domain of proportionate being [see BEING–PROPORTIONATE-AND KNOWING] in
its concreteness. But essentially the same method is available for
ethics. … The root of ethics, as the root of metaphysics, lies neither in sentences nor in propositions nor in judgments but in the
dynamic structure of rational self-consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS,
INTENTIONAL– LEVELS OF (5)-(4) RATIONAL SELF- (6 ELEMENTS)]. Because that structure is latent and operative in everyone’s choosing, it is universal
on the side of the subject; because that structure can be dodged, it
grounds a dialectical criticism of subjects. Again, because that
structure is recurrent in every act of CHOICE, it is universal on the
side of the object; and because its universality consists not in abstraction but in inevitable recurrence, it also is concrete. Accordingly, ethical method, as metaphysical, can take subjects as they
are; it can correct any ABERRATION in their views by a dialectical criticism; and it can apply these corrected views to the totality of concrete objects of choice. Such a method not only sets forth precepts
but also bases them on their real principles, which are not propositions or judgments but existing persons; it not only sets forth correct precepts but also provides a radical criticism for mistaken
precepts; it is not content to appeal to logic for the application of
precepts, for it can criticize situations as well as subjects, and it can
invoke dialectical analysis to reveal how situations are to be corrected; finally, because such a method clearly grasps an unchanging dynamic structure immanent in developing subjects that deal
with changing situations in correspondingly changing manners, it
can steer a sane course between the relativism of mere concreteness and the legalism of remote and static generalities; and it
can do so, not by good luck nor by vaguely postulating prudence,
but methodically, because it takes its stand on the ever recurrent
dynamic generality that is the structure of rational selfconsciousness.” (In 627-28.) See also FINALITY
POSITIONS AND COUNTERPOSITIONS IN.

See

POSITION AND COUNTERPOSI-

TION–AND THE ETHICAL
POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE. “One may distinguish between the positive
and the negative aspects of ethics. It is much easier to develop the
negative aspect of ethics, the ‘Thou shalt not.’ There are many possible objects of choice that are not values, that cannot be conceived
as values, and in that case you can demonstrate quite clearly, ‘Thou
shalt not,’ ‘There ought not to be this.’ Just as there are positions
and counterpositions in knowing, for the rational consciousness, so
there is the extension of positions and counterpositions in doing,
for the rational self-consciousness. That one ought not to do such
and such may be demonstrated quite clearly, because the project is
involved in an internal contradiction of some sort.” (UB 233-34.) See

also EGOIST
POSSIBILITY OF.

L devotes a chapter (In ch. 18), and a large section
(UB ch. 10 §1), to the possibility of ethics. “Our notion of the pos-

EVALUATION – EVENT(S)

sibility of ethics has its grounds in the extension of SELFAPPROPRIATION from the subject as knowing to the subject as both
knowing and doing. The object of experience [see IMMEDIACY–WORLD
OF] ties in with objects of appetite [see OBJECT(S)–OF APPETITE], the good
of order [see GOOD, THE–OF ORDER] ties in with the grasping of INTELLIGIBILITY, value [see VALUE(S)] ties in with the judgment [see JUDGMENT(S) OF
VALUE] that leads to CHOICE.” (UB 226.)
PRECEPTS OF. “The division and the hierarchy of values [see
VALUE(S)–SCALE OF] reveal how the dynamic exigence of rational selfconsciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(4) RATIONAL SELF(6 ELEMENTS)] for SELF ...–CONSISTENCY unfolds into a body of moral precepts concretely operative in a moral consciousness. For sensitive
desires and aversions arise spontaneously; their objects cannot be
willed until they are subsumed under some intelligible order; intelligible orders are linked one with another in mutual dependence, or
as condition and conditioned, or as part and whole; and prior to
becoming engaged of one’s own CHOICE, one already is engaged in
the process by the fact of one’s desires and aversions, by one’s intelligent grasp of the intelligible orders under which they can be
satisfied, and by one’s self-consciousness of oneself as an actually
rational knower and a potentially rational doer. For ‘not to choose’
is not the object of a possible choice, and while one’s choices can
be reasonable or not, while they can be more reasonable or less,
still one’s own rational consciousness is an accomplished fact in
the field of knowing, and it demands in the name of its own consistency its extension into the field of doing. Such is the dynamic
exigence, the operative moral imperative [see DOING AND MAKING–AND THE
MORAL IMPERATIVE]. But as it concretely exists and functions in consciousness, it is immanent in its own concrete presuppositions and
implications. It demands, not consistency in the abstract, but consistency in my consciousness, not the superficial consistency purchased by the flight from self-consciousness nor the illusory
consistency obtained by self-deception and rationalization nor the
inadequate consistency that is content to be no worse than the next
fellow, but the penetrating, honest, complete consistency that alone
meets the requirements of the detached, disinterested, unrestricted
DESIRE TO KNOW.” (In 625.) See also DECISION
QUESTIONS FOR. “Beyond the question for intelligence that is met
by insight, there is always the question for reflection [see REFLECTION/REFLECTIVE–QUESTIONS FOR]. However, while the speculative or factual insight is followed by the question whether the unity exists or
whether the correlation governs events, the practical insight is followed by the question whether the unity is going to be made to exist or whether the correlation is going to be made to govern events.
In other words, while speculative and factual insights are concerned to lead to knowledge of being, practical insights are concerned to lead to the making of being. Their objective is not what
is but what is to be done. They reveal, not the unities and relations
of things as they are, but the unities and relations of possible
courses of action.” (In 633.)
RELATIVISM VS LEGALISM IN. See intra Method of metaphysics and
SPINOZA’S. See PROPER NAMES–SPINOZA, BENEDICT DE-AND ETHICS

ch. 3) and the immediate context is the canon of parsimony (see
CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(4) OF PARSIMONY). See intra Definition of
AND CERTAINTY. See PROBABILITY–AND CERTAINTY
AND CONDITIONAL PREDICTIONS. See LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–CLASSICAL-AND CONDITIONAL PREDICTIONS (3 ELEMENTS)-(1)

AND CONJUGATES.

See

CONJUGATE(S)–EXPLANATORY/PURE; COMPLEMENTARITY–OF

QUESTIONS FOR INTELLIGENCE/REFLECTION

AND DEVELOPMENT.

“Far more conspicuous than the parallel, there
are the differences between physics and, on the other hand, biology,
psychology, and intellectual theory. Regular physical events are apt
to recur in some single determinate scheme. But organic, psychic,
and intellectual events are recurrent, not in single schemes, but in
flexible circles of ranges of schemes [see RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF–
FLEXIBLE CIRCLES OF]. Nor is this all. There is the fact of DEVELOPMENT. In
the course of time the conjugate forms [see CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL)
CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–FORM] advance from generic INDETERMINACY towards
a specific PERFECTION. Concomitantly the flexible circle of schemes
of recurrence both shifts and expands. Operations that initially
were impossible or extremely awkward and inefficient become
possible, spontaneous, economical, rapid, and effective. Masses
and electric charges, atoms and molecules are statically systematic;
their performance is not a function of their age; there is not a different law of gravitation for each succeeding century. In contrast,
organic, psychic, and intellectual development involves a succession of stages; and in that succession the previously impossible becomes possible and the previously awkward and difficult becomes
a ready routine. The infant can neither walk nor talk, and once we
all were infants. Hence, where the physicist or chemist is out to determine single sets of conjugate forms and consequent schemes of
recurrence, the biologist or psychologist or intellectual theorist is
out to determine genetic sequences of conjugate forms and consequent sequences of flexible circles of schemes of recurrence.” (In
484-85.)
AND FORMULATIONS.

“Formulations that concern events satisfy the
canon of parsimony [see CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(4) OF PARSIMONY]. For probability expectations or statistical laws [see LAW(S),
LAW(S) OF ...–STATISTICAL] are formulations that answer the question for
intelligence, How often? They concern [EVENT(S)] for the frequency
they assign is a frequency of events. Finally, the frequency assigned by a statistical law is verifiable; for the assigned frequency
is an ideal frequency [see FREQUENCY–TYPES OF (4)-(3) IDEAL]; it is distinct
from the actual frequencies [see FREQUENCY–TYPES OF (4)-(2) ACTUAL] that
can diverge from it in nonsystematic fashion [see NONSYSTEMATIC–IN DIVERGING SERIES OF CONDITIONS-AND EVENTS]; and it can be verified by appealing to those actual frequencies.” (In 106-07.)
AND FREQUENCY. See PROBABILITY–DEFINITION OF
AND LAW. See intra And formulations
AND STATISTICAL THEORY. See STATISTICAL–THEORY-(1) EVENTS
AND UNIVERSAL DESIGN. See EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AS UNIVERSAL DESIGNESSENTIALS OF (9)

CONDITIONS FOR.

EVALUATION: See DECISION–AND REFLECTIVE EVALUATION

EVENTS

EVENT(S):

DEFINITION OF.

The larger context is the canons of empirical method (In
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See

NONSYSTEMATIC–IN DIVERGING SERIES OF CONDITIONS-AND

“What, then, is an event? The simplest answer is to
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say that it is a primitive notion too simple and obvious to be explained. Still, all primitive notions, however simple and obvious,
are related to other equally primitive notions, and the set may be
fixed by offering the data in which insight may grasp the relations.
… Let us begin, then, by formulating our answer. Events stand to
[CONJUGATE(S)] as questions for reflection stand to questions for intelligence [see REFLECTION–QUESTION(S) FOR; INTELLIGENCE–QUESTION(S) FOR]. …
What is meant by a conjugate has been explained [see CONJUGATE(S)–
EXPLANATORY/PURE]. … Questions for intelligence and questions for reflection are universally concomitant and complementary [see COMPLEMENTARITY–OF QUESTIONS FOR INTELLIGENCE/REFLECTION]. … There is a
parallel concomitance and complementarity between conjugates
and events. Without events, conjugates can be neither discovered
nor verified. Without conjugates, events can be neither distinguished nor related. Such, I submit, is the elementary scheme in
which insight can grasp what is meant by the otherwise puzzling
name ‘event.’” (In 105-06.)
DETERMINATE E. AND RANDOM DIFFERENCES.

See FREQUENCY–AND INTELLI-

GIBILITY

EVIDENCE: L’s discussion of evidence is almost totally confined to its
role in the intellectual process that leads to judgment.
AND BIAS, DRAMATIC. See BIAS–DRAMATIC-(6) PIECE OF EVIDENCE
AND REFLECTIVE ACT. See INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–REFLECTIVE
AND TRUTH. See TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–DISTINCT FROM EVIDENCE
AND VIRTUALLY UNCONDITIONED.

See

UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY–AND SUFFI-

CIENT EVIDENCE

AND WORD.

See WORD–AND GRASP OF EVIDENCE

FOR FREEDOM.

See FREEDOM–EVIDENCE FOR

FOR INTERPRETATION.

See CRITICISM–PRINCIPLE(S) OF-(4) GOAL OF TRUTH

FOR JUDGMENT.

Evidence for judgment is part of the process in
judgments of both fact and value. See INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–
REFLECTIVE-AND VIRTUALLY UNCONDITIONED
UNDERSTANDING,

■ JUDGMENT(S)–AS RELATED-(3) TO REFLECTIVE

–GENERAL FORM OF ■ JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–EVIDENCE FOR ■ JUDG-

MENT(S) OF VALUE–VS JUDGMENT OF FACT
FOR

KNOWLEDGE.

See

CONSCIOUSNESS,

INTENTIONAL–AS

INTENTIONAL-

HEIGHTENING OF-AND KNOWLEDGE

FOR METAPHYSICS.
HISTORICAL.
SUFFICIENT.

See METAPHYSICS–EVIDENCE FOR

See HISTORICAL–EVIDENCE
See JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–EVIDENCE FOR

WEIGHING THE.

See JUDGMENT(S)–AS RELATED-(3) TO REFLECTIVE UNDERSTANDING

EVIL: L discusses evil together

with SIN, so there is some overlap.
AND INVERSE INSIGHT. “There is a fact of evil, and man is inclined
to argue from that fact to a denial of the intelligence or the power
or the goodness of God. Even though it is agreed that the evil of
objects of aversion is, from an intellectualist [see REFLECTION–
QUESTION(S) FOR; INTELLIGENCE–QUESTION(S) FOR] viewpoint, a potential good,
even though it is agreed that the evil of disorder is an absence of
intelligibility that is to be understood only by the inverse insight
[see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–INVERSE] that grasps its lack of intelligi-

bility, there remains the concrete fact of evil and the practical problem of determining what one is to do about it.” (In 709.) See intra
Problem of
AND POTENTIALITY.

Our potential for evil lies in our FREEDOM to refuse to do the good or choose to do what is contrary to reason. See

also SIN–BASIC
AS DISORDER.
FACT OF.

See intra And inverse insight

IN UNIVERSE.
LOVE OF.
MORAL.
OF SIN.

See intra And inverse insight
See SIN–PHYSICAL

See LOVE–OF EVIL

See SIN–MORAL

See SIN–BASIC, –MORAL, –PHYSICAL

PROBLEM OF.

A problem invites a solution. Humanity’s manifest
brings us to theology and God’s solution to the
problem of evil, a topic beyond the scope of philosophy (L treats it
in In ch. 20, Special Transcendent Knowledge). L thus summarizes
the problem: “On a primary level, it is the priority of living to
learning how to live, to acquiring the WILLINGNESS to live rightly, to
developing the adaptation that makes right living habitual. On a
second level, it is man’s awareness of his plight and his selfsurrender to it; on each occasion, he could reflect and through reflection avoid sinning; but he cannot bear the burden of perpetual
reflection; and long before that burden has mounted to the limit of
physical impossibility, he chooses the easy way out. On both the
primary and the second levels, there is the transposition of the inner
issue into the outer social milieu; concrete situations become infected with the social surd [see SOCIAL–SURD]; they are intractable
without dialectical analysis [see DIALECTICAL–ANALYSIS]; and the intractability is taken as evidence that only in an increasingly limited
fashion can intelligence and reasonableness and good WILL have any
real bearing upon the conduct of human affairs. Finally, dialectical
analysis can transpose the issue, but it cannot do so effectively. It
goes beyond common sense to a critical human science that supposes a correct and accepted philosophy; but a correct philosophy
will be but one of many philosophies, and precisely because it is
correct it will be too complicated to be commonly accessible and
too alien to sinful man to be widely accepted.” (In 715.)
RATIONALIZATION OF. See RATIONALIZATION–AND LOVE OF EVIL
MORAL–IMPOTENCE

EVOLUTION: The reader new to L’s thought might be surprised at the
small number of significant mentions of evolution in his writings.
The reason is simply stated. L’s theory of natural development is
called generalized EMERGENT PROBABILITY, a theory that subsumes (or
sublates; see SUBLATION) Darwin’s.
AND EMERGENT PROBABILITY. See EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND EVOLUTION
IMMANENT INTELLIGIBILITY OF. See EMERGENT PROBABILITY–INTELLIGIBILITY
IMMANENT IN

INDIFFERENCE OF.
OF THINGS.

See QUESTION OF GOD, THE–AND MORAL ENTERPRISE

See EMERGENT PROBABILITY–OF THINGS (4 POSTULATES)

EXCLUDED MIDDLE, PRINCIPLE OF: See PRINCIPLE(S)–FIRST-EXCLUDED MIDDLE
EXEGESIS:

“I shall follow a common enough terminology and un-

EXIGENCE, EXIGENCY – EXISTENCE

derstand by “HERMENEUTICS” principles of INTERPRETATION and by “exegesis” the application of the principles to a given task.” (M 153.) See also
FUNCTIONAL SPECIALIZATION(S)–AND SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATION
AND BASIC EXEGETICAL OPERATIONS.

“There are three basic exegetical operations (1) understanding the text; (2) judging how correct
one’s understanding of the text is; and (3) stating what one judges
to be the correct understanding of the text.” (M 155.)
AND HERMENEUTICS. See HERMENEUTIC(S)–AND EXEGESIS
AND THE HISTORIAN. See HISTORIAN–AND EXEGETE
EXIGENCE, EXIGENCY :

“Exigency can be understood in two ways. In
the first sense, exigency is properly speaking a certain need that a
thing has for something else. Thus, an end has an exigency for
means, a necessary efficient cause necessitates its effect, the formal
cause necessitates its primary formal effects, and a relative necessarily calls for a correlative.” (S 651.) The second sense is theological.
CRITICAL. See INTERIORITY–AND CRITICAL EXIGENCE
METHODOLOGICAL. See GEM–AND SELF-APPROPRIATION
RATIONAL. See NECESSITY–AND CONTINGENCE
SYSTEMATIC. See SYSTEMATIC–EXIGENCE
TRANSCENDENT. See INQUIRY–AND TRANSCENDENT EXIGENCE

EXIST: “Not a question

of concepts but of things.” (S 713.)

EXISTENCE:

That which is known through judgment in answering
the question, Is it? See JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT; IS IT?
ACT OF. See ACT–OF EXISTENCE, PROPER
AND BEING. The general context is the notion of being (In ch. 12;
see BEING–NOTION OF). The topic is thinking and existence. “There are
objects of thought. … In one sense, they are all equivalent, for as
long as one is merely thinking, merely considering, merely supposing, one deals merely with the conditioned, and it makes no difference whether or not its conditions are fulfilled. Thinking, then,
prescinds from existing. But if it prescinds from existing, does it
not prescind from being? And if it prescinds from being, is not all
thinking about nothing? The trouble with this argument is that
thinking also prescinds from not existing. If I think of a centaur or
of phlogiston, I prescind from the fact that they do not exist; hence,
if prescinding from existing is prescinding from being, prescinding
from nonexistence is prescinding from not being; if prescinding
from being proves that I am thinking of nothing, then prescinding
from not being proves that I am thinking of something.” (In 377-78.)
AND DEDUCTIVIST METHOD IN METAPHYSICS.

See ETHICS–METHOD OF META-

PHYSICS AND

AND ESSENCE.

“Existence is the act, the exercise, of ESSENCE; …
to know essence is to know its order to its act of existence; but,
though potential knowledge of existence is contained in the
grounds of existential judgment and so is prior to judgment,
actual knowledge of the act of existence of any given essence
cannot be had prior to the judgment; and there is no existence
that is not the act of some essence.” (V 78.) “It is in and through
essences that being has existence. Hence, being apart from essence
is being apart from the possibility of existence; it is being that cannot exist; but what cannot exist is nothing, and so the notion of be-
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ing apart from essence is the notion of nothing.” (In 396.)
And analytic propositions. See LANGUAGE–AND ANALYTIC PROPOSITIONS
And understanding/judgment. “Just as essence and existence are
so closely connected that one can never be found without the other, so our minds perform two basic operations [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING; JUDGMENT(S)], corresponding to the two familiar
questions WHAT IS IT? and IS IT SO? and these are so closely connected
that to use one and neglect the other is to labor in vain.” (S 9.)
Real distinction of. In proportionate being (see BEING–PROPORTIONATE),
there is a real distinction between ESSENCE (that by which something
is) and existence (that which is). “Insofar as people conceive the
real as what is known by intuition, confrontation, looking, and so
forth, there’s no possibility of proving the real distinction. It’s
only insofar as the real is what is known by true judgment, and
real distinction by comparative negative judgment, A is not B,
that you have a possibility of proving the real distinction. … In
other words, a proof of the real distinction—which is the same
sort of thing as there is in our structures: what I call the structure
of the mind is the same as the structure of the object [see KNOWING–
AND KNOWN-ISOMORPHISM OF]—resides in a transition, in the conscious,
explicit rejection of one type of cognitional theory and the acceptance of the other [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY].” (UB 347.)
AND EXISTENZ. See EXISTENZ; PHILOSOPHY OF GOD–AND EXISTENZ
AND JUDGMENTS. See JUDGMENT(S)–AS RELATED-(3) TO REFLECTIVE UNDERSTANDING
AND NOTION OF BEING. See BEING–NOTION OF
AND OCCURRENCE. See OCCURRENCE–AND EXISTENCE
AND THINGS. See THING(S)–AS EXISTING
AS NONSYSTEMATIC. See NONSYSTEMATIC–EXISTENCE AS
EXPLANATION OF.

See FACT–MERE MATTER OF-AND NO EXPLANATION; OCCURRENCE–

AS MATTER OF FACT

FOR EMPIRICAL SCIENCE.

“In particular cases, the scientist can deduce one existent from others, but not even in particular cases can
he account for the existence of the others to which he appeals for
his premises. As far as empirical science [see SCIENCE(S)–EMPIRICAL]
goes, existence is just a matter of fact [see FACT–MERE MATTER OF].” (In
676-77.)
HUMAN AS DEVELOPMENT.
INTENTIONAL.

See HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT

“The form of the knowing must be similar to the
form of the known, but also it must be different; it must be similar essentially for the known to be known; but it must differ
modally for the knower to know and not merely be the known.
Modal difference of forms results from difference in recipients:
the form of color exists naturally in the wall but intentionally
in the eye because wall and eye are different kinds of recipient; similarly, angels have a natural existence on their own but
an intentional existence in the intellects of other angels. Thus
the negative concept ‘immateriality’ acquires a positive content
of intentional existence; and intentional existence is a modal
difference resulting from difference in the recipient.” (V 162.)
“SPECIES [see also INTELLIGIBLE(S)–SPECIES] are intentional reality, the reality of the known in a knower who is not knowing in virtue of his
own natural, ontological perfection.” (V 245.) See also NATURAL
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And perfection. “Why have forms two different modes of existence, natural or intentional, according to difference in recipients? It is because Thomist system conceives perfection as
totality: if finite things which cannot be the totality are somehow
to approximate towards perfection which is totality, they must
somehow be capable not only of being themselves but also in
some manner the others as others; but being themselves is natural existence, and being the others as others is intentional existence. Moreover, if potency and especially matter are the
principles of limitation, tying things down to being merely the
things they are, it follows that the intentional mode of existence
results from the negation of potency and specifically from the
negation of matter. It is only in the perspective of such systematic principles that the general theorem ‘knowledge is by immateriality’ [see KNOWLEDGE–BY IMMATERIALITY] can be understood.” (V 162.)
See also NATURAL
IS CENTRAL ACT.

See CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–ACT

KNOWN BY VERIFICATION.

See

KNOWLEDGE–OF THE REAL; JUDGMENT(S) OF

FACT–BEING KNOWN IN
LEVEL OF.

See JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–BEING KNOWN IN

NATURAL VS INTENTIONAL.
OF GOD.

See

See intra Intentional-and perfection

PHILOSOPHY OF GOD ■ ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE ■ ARGU-

MENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S
QUESTION(S) OF.

“If nothing existed, there would be no one to ask
questions and nothing to ask questions about. The most fundamental of all questions, then, asks about existence.” (In 676.) See also IS IT?
THOUGHT PRESCINDS FROM. See intra And being
VS NATURE OF KNOWLEDGE. See KNOWLEDGE–NATURE OF
EXISTENTIAL: Philosophically the term regards EXISTENTIALISM. See also
inter alia ART–PRELUDE TO DISCUSSION OF ■ COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY-LONERGAN
VS KANT (5 ELEMENTS)-(3)

■ CONSCIENCE–AND SELF-TRANSCENDENCE ■ CONSCIOUSNESS,

DIFFERENTIATED–HISTORY OF-AGE OF INTERIORITY ■ CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–
POLYMORPHISM OF HUMAN

■ CONVERSION–AND TRUTH ■ CRITICAL–PROBLEM ■ DELIBERA-

TION–QUESTIONS FOR-AND AUTHENTICITY/HYPOCRISY ■ DIALECTICAL–ANALYSIS ■ FREEDOM–
AND AUTHENTICITY

■ GIVEN, THE–NOT THE REAL ■ HERMENEUTIC(S)–AND CONVERSION ■ HO-

RIZON(S)–AND LIBERTY ■ HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT-INTELLECTUAL ■ INTERPRETATION– SYSTEMS
OF IN PSYCHOLOGY

■ JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE–COMPONENTS OF (3)-(3) ■ MEDIATION–SELF- ■

METHOD(S)–OF UNIVERSAL DOUBT-INDUBITABILITY, CONSEQUENCES OF (9)-(5) ■ NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL–DYNAMISM OF ■ OBJECTIVITY–PROBLEM OF-(2) ■ PHILOSOPHY, PHILOSOPHIES–
PERENNIAL ■ SELF …–TRANSCENDENCE-MORAL ■ THOMISM–AND NATURAL THEOLOGY

ANALYTIC PROPOSITIONS AS.

See PRINCIPLE(S)–ANALYTIC-AS EXISTENTIAL

AND MATHEMATICAL JUDGMENTS.
AND METHOD/GEM.

See GEM–AND THE EXISTENTIAL SUBJECT

APPROACH TO DREAMS.
AUTONOMY.
CONCERNS.

See MATHEMATICAL–FORMALIZATIONS

See DREAM(S)–EXISTENTIAL APPROACH TO

See AUTONOMY–EXISTENTIAL

In regard to SELF-APPROPRIATION and the kind of attention
one must pay to the purity of one’s desire to know (see DESIRE TO
KNOW–PURE), L speaks of becoming “able to discriminate with ease
and from personal conviction between one’s purely intellectual activities and the manifold of other, ‘existential’ concerns that invade

and mix and blend with the operations of intellect to render it ambivalent and its pronouncements ambiguous.” (In 14.)
CONFLICT. See CONFLICT–EXISTENTIAL
DECISION. See AUTHENTICITY–AND EXISTENTIAL DECISION
DISCOVERY OF SELF. See SELF ...–DISCOVERY
ETHICS. See ETHICS–EXISTENTIAL
HISTORY. See HISTORY–AS EXISTENTIAL
JUDGMENT. See JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–CONCRETE
LEVEL OF CONSCIOUSNESS. See CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL– LEVELS OF (5)-(4)
RATIONAL SELF- (6 ELEMENTS)

MEANING OF WORD IN INSIGHT.

See INSIGHT

(THE BOOK)–MEANING OF ‘EXISTEN-

TIAL’ IN

PROBLEM.

See SELF-APPROPRIATION–AND IDEAL OF KNOWLEDGE

PSYCHOLOGY. The context is the meaning of SYMBOL(S). “Psychologists have turned from the sick to the well, indeed, to those that
keep growing over a long lifetime, and there has even been raised
the question whether mental illness really pertains to a merely
medical context, whether the trouble is real guilt and not merely
mistaken feelings of guilt. Finally, and most significant from a basic viewpoint, there is the existential approach that thinks of the
[DREAM(S)], not as the twilight of life, but as its dawn, the beginning
of the transition from impersonal existence to presence in the
world, to constitution of one’s self [see TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–AS SELFCONSTITUTING] in one’s world.” (M 69.)
STANCE AND LIBERTY. See LIBERTY–HORIZONTAL
SUBJECT. See SUBJECT, THE–EXISTENTIAL
TERMS. See PRINCIPLE(S)–ANALYTIC-AS EXISTENTIAL

EXISTENTIALISM :

Although not of the existentialist school, L subsumes its concerns in his critical-realist (see REALISM–CRITICAL) philosophy of human AUTHENTICITY, his version of what he calls “existentialist
exhortations to genuineness.” The larger context is the possibility of
ethics (In ch. 18; see ETHICS–POSSIBILITY OF). In the immediate context of
the problem of liberation (see LIBERATION–PROBLEM OF ETHICAL), L writes:
“The fact of the matter would seem to be that men commonly live in
some blend or mixture of the artistic, dramatic, and practical patterns
of experience [see PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE], that they tend to the positions in enouncing their principles and to the counterpositions [see
POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION] in living their lives, and that they reveal
little inclination to a rigidly consistent adherence to the claims either
of pure reason or of pure animality. As contemporary existentialism
would put it, L’homme se définit par une exigence [humanity defines
itself by a demand/requirement]. Man develops biologically to develop psychically, and he develops psychically to develop intellectually and rationally. The higher integrations [see INTEGRATION(S)–HIGHER]
suffer the disadvantage of emerging later. They are the demands of
FINALITY upon us before they are realities in us. They are manifested
more commonly in aspiration and in dissatisfaction with oneself than
in the rounded achievement of complete GENUINENESS, perfect OPENNESS,
universal WILLINGNESS. Finally, even that rounded achievement is itself
not a goal but a means to a goal; for genuineness and openness and

EXISTENZ – EXPERIENCE

willingness name, not acts, but conditions for acts of correct understanding [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–ACT OF] and good willing. … The
concrete being of man, then, is being in process.” (In 648.) See also HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT
AND AUTHENTICITY/INAUTHENTICITY.
AND

See intra And subjectivity/objectivity

EMPIRICISM/PHENOMENOLOGY.

See

EMPIRICISM/EMPIRICIST–

ticular field is going to answer all the questions that will arise in
that mind. … How can that difficulty be handled? Well, I think one
way of handling it is the method employed in Insight, namely, the
moving viewpoint [see INSIGHT (THE BOOK)–AND MOVING VIEWPOINT]. You
raise questions of a certain kind and carry them so far and broaden
the issue.” (UB 382-83.)
EXISTENZ:

PHENOMENOLOGY AS

AND ESSENTIALISM.
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See ESSENTIALISM–AND EXISTENTIALISM

AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT.

See HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT-AND EXISTENTIALISM

AND MATHEMATICAL LOGIC.

While the topic is outside the scope of
this work, the interested reader can consult Lonergan, Phenomenology and Logic: The Boston College Lectures on Mathematical
Logic and Existentialism.
AND SUBJECTIVITY/OBJECTIVITY. “There is a SUBJECTIVITY to be
blamed because it fails to transcend itself, and there is a subjectivity to be praised because it does transcend itself [see SELF ...–
TRANSCENDENCE]. There is an OBJECTIVITY to be repudiated because it is
the objectivity of those that fail in self-transcendence, and there is
an objectivity to be accepted and respected, and it is that achieved
by the self-transcending subject [see SUBJECT, THE]. ... Our position ...
then, parallels that of the existentialists, inasmuch as it can conceive man’s mere existing as his capacity for existing authentically
or unauthentically [see AUTHENTICITY; INAUTHENTIC, INAUTHENTICITY]; but it
differs inasmuch as it discerns in self-transcendence both genuine
subjectivity and the principle of genuine objectivity. However, the
objectivity it affirms is not the objectivity of positivists and pragmatists, which existentialists deplore, but the objectivity of intentional self-transcendence, to which existentialists have failed to
advert. ... Again, the subjectivity it affirms, so far from being opposed to genuine objectivity, is its prolongation, for it consists in
moving on from intentional, cognitional [SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCECOGNITIONAL], to real self-transcendence. Finally, the continuity of the
intentional and real is in principle the reconciliation of truth [see
TRUTH(S), THE TRUE] and value [see VALUE(S)], and so of science as concerned for truth with religion as concerned for value. ... In brief,
we have the capacity both to judge things as they are [see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT] and to respond to them for what they are [see JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE].” (PTP2 13.)
AS RESTRICTED TO PER SE. “Is there properly a distinction between
philosophy and theology, once philosophy becomes concrete?” L’s
remarks are part of his answer to that question. “Well, once philosophy becomes concrete, as it does in existentialism, you can’t
have ultimate answers without going into theology. The notion that
philosophy is something that can be done by reason, by one’s native endowments of intelligence and reasonableness, presupposes
that your philosophic questions are restricted to the per se of human nature. As long as you keep your philosophic question bottled
up within those limits, the enterprise is quite possible. As soon as
your philosophic question, put upon the philosophic level, really
admits no answer except beyond it, well, you are raising the type of
question that moves one from one level to another, from one department to another. And such questions necessarily arise because
all fields are related: while there may be many fields, still each of
us has only one mind, and the other fields exist insofar as no par-

“Although physical, chemical, biological, and psychic
laws are operative in us, the higher synthesis itself is not actual but
potential. For we are not made in such a way that by some natural
necessity our reason must rule over our lower nature, but that it ought
to do so. Such dominion must be achieved through the exercise of
one’s reason and personal FREEDOM in order for one to become a true,
proper, authentic and genuine human being [see AUTHENTICITY]. It is up
to each one, therefore, out of the potentiality each one has, to achieve
his or her own Existenz. … The paradox inherent in this Existenz
comes to light immediately. For human beings do not strive to ‘exist’
through intellects already actuated by WISDOM, understanding [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING.], and KNOWLEDGE, nor through wills already endowed with virtues. Rather, one has to begin from that famous tabula
rasa [clean slate] and from a WILL devoid of virtues so that one may at
last learn what one ought to be and will to make oneself what one
ought to be. … Once this is grasped, it can surely come as no surprise that very few ‘exist,’ that very few have learned that ‘the real’
or the ‘really real’ [see REAL, THE REAL–REALLY R.] is what becomes known
under the name of BEING through the mediation of concepts [see CONCEPT(S), CONCEPTION(S)] and judgments [see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT; JUDGMENT(S)
OF VALUE], that very few have come through a kind of dark night of the
senses so purified as to surrender themselves wholeheartedly, effectively, and perseveringly to the intelligible and true good [see VALUE(S)].” (OPCC 21-23.) See also DREAM(S)–OF NIGHT AND MORNING
AND PHILOSOPHY OF GOD. See PHILOSOPHY OF GOD–AND EXISTENZ
EXPERIENCE: Almost all

uses of the term regard either the first level
of intentional consciousness (see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(1)
EMPIRICAL), the cognitional operation of experience and its objects, DATA–
OF SENSE and DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS.
AESTHETIC. See PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–AESTHETIC
AND A PRIORI. See BEING–CONCEPT OF
AND APPROPRIATION OF TRUTH. See TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–APPROPRIATION OF-A
THREEFOLD PROBLEM

AND ART.

See ART–AND EXPERIENCE

AND BELIEF. “To appropriate one’s social, cultural, religious heritage is largely a matter of BELIEF. There is, of course, much that one
finds out for oneself, that one knows simply in virtue of one’s own
inner and outer experience, one’s own insights [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING.], one’s own judgments of fact and of value [see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT; JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE]. But such immanently generated
knowledge is but a small fraction of what any civilized man considers himself to know. His immediate experience is filled out by
an enormous context constituted by reports of the experience of
other men at other places and times.” (M 41.)
AND CONCEPT OF BEING.
AND CONSCIOUSNESS.
ENCE

See BEING–CONCEPT OF

See

CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–A FOURFOLD EXPERI-
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EXPERIENCE, RELIGIOUS – EXPERIENCE, RELIGIOUS

AND EXPRESSION.
AND FACT.

See KNOWLEDGE–AND EXPRESSION-(1) AND EXPERIENCE

PATTERN(S) OF.
PRIVACY OF.

See FACT–CONCRETE

AND INQUIRY.

See INQUIRY–AND EXPERIENCE

RELIGIOUS.

AND INSIGHT.

See INSIGHT

SENSE.

AND UNDERSTANDING–AND EXPERIENCE

AND INTELLIGIBILITY OF SPACE AND TIME.

See SPACE

AND TIME–IMMANENT

INTELLIGIBILITY OF-EXPERIENCED NOT IMAGINED

AND JUDGMENT.

“You cannot have the fulfilment of the conditions
for a virtually unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY–AND SUFFICIENT
EVIDENCE] without the experiential level [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–
LEVELS OF; CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(1) EMPIRICAL], without the
experience either of outer sense or of inner consciousness [see DATA–
OF SENSE; DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS].” (UB 168.)

AND LEVELS OF COGNITION.

See

COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–LEVELS OF, –

OPERATIONS-APPLYING INTENTIONAL TO CONSCIOUS

AND NOTION OF BEING.

“Experience is a kaleidoscopic flow. Objects of thought are as various as the inventiveness of human intelligence. But the contribution of judgment to our knowing is ever a
mere yes or no, a mere ‘is’ or ‘is not.’ Experience is for inquiring
into being. Intelligence is for thinking out being. But by judgment
being is known, and in judgment what is known is known as being.” (In 381.) See BEING–NOTION OF

AND POTENCY.

“‘Potency’ denotes the component of proportionate
being to be known in fully explanatory knowledge [see METAPHYSICS–
AS KNOWLEDGE-EXPLANATORY VS DESCRIPTIVE] by an intellectually patterned
experience of the empirical residue [see RESIDUE(S)–EMPIRICAL].” (In 457.)

See also POTENCY/POTENTIAL
AND THE GOOD.

“The hedonist or sentimentalist ... must claim that
the meaning of the term ‘good’ is settled on the unquestioning and
unquestionable level of experience, that the good has to be the
good as experienced, and that opposite to the good there is the no
less real category of EVIL as experienced. Moreover, the foregoing is
a quite coherent position, as long as no claim is made that it is either intelligent or reasonable.” (In 626.) See also GOOD, THE

AND THE QUESTION OF GOD.

See EXPERIENCE,

RELIGIOUS; QUESTION OF GOD,

THE
ARTISTIC.
DATA OF.

See ART–AND EXPERIENCE
See DATA–OF SENSE; DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS

FROM FORMULATION TO THE GIVEN.

It is a reversal from the second
cognitive level of understanding to the first, experience. See VERIFI-

CATION
HISTORICAL.
IMMEDIATE.

See HISTORICAL–EXPERIENCE
See IMMEDIACY–WORLD OF

INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL.

See DATA–OF SENSE; DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS

OF COGNITIONAL OPERATIONS.

See

COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS-

APPLYING INTENTIONAL TO CONSCIOUS

OF DURATION.
OF LOVE.

See LOVE–BEING IN

OF ONESELF.
OF TIME.

See DURATION(S)–AND EXPERIENCE

See SELF

...–EXPERIENCE

See TIME–EXPERIENCE OF

See PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE

See INTERSUBJECTIVITY–AND PRIVACY

See EXPERIENCE, RELIGIOUS

See DATA–OF SENSE; DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS

VERIFICATION OF.

“If the law of falling bodies is verified, it is not
experienced. All that is experienced is a large aggregate of contents of acts of observing. It is not experience but understanding
[see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING] that unifies the aggregate by referring
them to a hypothetical law of falling bodies. It is not experience
but critical reflection [see JUDGMENT(S)–AS RELATED-(3) TO REFLECTIVE UNDERSTANDING] that asks whether the data correspond to the law and
whether the correspondence suffices for an affirmation of the law.
It is not experience but a reflective grasp of the fulfilment of the
conditions for a probable affirmation [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY–AND
REFLECTIVE INSIGHT] that constitutes the only act of verifying that exists
for the law of falling bodies; and similarly it is a reflective grasp of
the unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY–AND SUFFICIENT EVIDENCE]
that grounds every other judgment [see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT; JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE].” (In 694.) See COMMON SENSE–AND VERIFICATION; DESCRIPTION–
AND EXPLANATION-OF DATA

EXPERIENCE, RELIGIOUS: L’s treatment of this topic, mainly in M,
presupposes belief that the source of all religious experience is the
gift of God’s love. While he interprets the gift in light of Christian
faith and the New Testament, there are commonalities with the religious experience and interpretation of it expressed in other religions
(see LOVE–AND RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE). The gift elicits the response L calls
being in love with God, the fulfillment of our thrust towards selftranscendence (see SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE-RELIGIOUS). “Being in love with
God, as experienced, is being in love in an unrestricted fashion. All
love is self-surrender, but being in love with God is being in love
without limits or qualifications or conditions or reservations. Just as
unrestricted questioning is our capacity for self-transcendence, so being in love in an unrestricted fashion is the proper fulfilment of that
capacity. … That fulfilment is not the product of our knowledge and
choice. On the contrary, it dismantles and abolishes the horizon in
which our knowing and choosing went on and it sets up a new horizon in which the love of God will transvalue our values and the eyes
of that love will transform our knowing.” (M 105-06.) See also CONVERSION–
RELIGIOUS

AND CATEGORIES.

“The functional specialty, Foundations [see FOUNDATIONS (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)], will derive its first set of categories
from religious experience. That experience is something exceedingly simple and, in time, also exceedingly simplifying, but it also
is something exceedingly rich and enriching. There are needed
studies of religious interiority: historical, phenomenological, psychological, sociological. There is needed in the theologian the spiritual development that will enable him both to enter into the
experience of others and to frame the terms and relations that will
express that experience.” (M 290.)
AND CONSCIOUSNESS. “It is conscious on the fourth level of intentional consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(4) RATIONAL SELF- (6 ELEMENTS); CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–RELIGIOUS/TRANSCENDENT].

EXPERIENTIAL – EXPLANATION

… It is the type of consciousness that deliberates, makes judgments
of value, decides, acts responsibly and freely. But it is this consciousness as brought to a fulfilment [see SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCERELIGIOUS], as having undergone a conversion [see CONVERSION–
RELIGIOUS], as possessing a basis that may be broadened and deepened and heightened and enriched but not superseded, as ready to
deliberate and judge and decide and act with the easy freedom of
those that do all good because they are in love. So the gift of God’s
love occupies the ground and root of the fourth and highest level of
man’s intentional consciousness. It takes over the peak of the soul,
the apex animae.” (M 106-07.)
AND LOVE. See LOVE–AND RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE
AND PHILOSOPHY OF GOD. See PHILOSOPHY OF GOD–AND RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE
AND QUESTION OF GOD. See QUESTION OF GOD, THE–FORMS OF (4)-(4)
EXPRESSION OF.

“Only in so far as the temporal, generic, internal,
divine can somehow be associated with or—in the language of the
naive realist [see REALISM–NAÏVE]—“projected” [see PROJECTION] upon
the spatial, specific, external, human, can an insight be had and expression result. So it is by associating religious experience with its
outward occasion that the experience becomes expressed and thereby something determinate and distinct for human consciousness.”
(M 108.) As common religious experience develops into a religious
tradition it “enters the world mediated by meaning [see WORLD(S)–
MEDIATED BY MEANING] and regulated by [VALUE(S)]. It endows that world
with its deepest meaning and its highest value. It sets itself in a
context of other meanings and other values. Within that context it
comes to understand itself, to relate itself to the object of ultimate
concern, to draw on the power of ultimate concern to pursue the
objectives of proximate concern all the more fairly and all the more
efficaciously.” (M 112.) See also CATEGORY, CATEGORIES–THEORETICAL
NOT SOLITARY.

“However personal and intimate is religious experience, still it is not solitary. The same gift can be given to many, and
the many can recognize in one another a common orientation in
their living and feeling, in their criteria and their goals.” (M 118.)
OBJECTIFICATIONS OF.

“As consciousness differentiates into the two
realms of COMMON SENSE and THEORY, it will give rise to special theoretical questions concerning divinity, the order of the universe, the
destiny of mankind, and the lot of each individual. When these
three realms of common sense, theory, and interiority are differentiated [see CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–THEORETICALLY, –INTERIORLY], the
SELF-APPROPRIATION of the subject leads not only to the objectification
of experiencing, understanding, judging, and deciding [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS], but also of religious experience.” (M 266.)
See also intra Expression of
EXPERIENTIAL: See also inter alia CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(1)
EMPIRICAL

■ EXPERIENCE–AND JUDGMENT ■ FACT–CONCRETE ■ GIVEN, THE–AS GIVEN ■ IN-

TERPRETATION–SUBJECTIVE ■ KNOWLEDGE–DOMAINS OF, DISTINCT ■ PARTICULAR(S)–
BEING(S)

■ REALISM–NAÏVE ■ SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER-AS IMMANENT LAW ■ SUB-

JECT, THE–OBJECTIFICATION OF ■ UNIVERSAL VIEWPOINT–AS POTENTIALLY COMPLETE
CONJUGATES.

See CONJUGATE(S)–EXPERIENTIAL

OBJECTIVITY.

See OBJECTIVITY–COMPONENTS OF (3)-(3) EXPERIENTIAL

OPERATOR.

See OPERATOR(S)–SENSITIVE
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PATTERN.

Experiential pattern refers to PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE and to
the purely experiential pattern, a phrase used often in L’s explication of art. See ART–DEFINITION OF-AND PATTERN-EXPERIENTIAL; SENSE(S)–AND EXPERI-

ENCING SUBJECT

EXPLANATION: See also inter alia EXPLANATORY ■ ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE–AND EPISTEMOLOGICAL PROBLEM ■ CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–
COMPLEMENTARITY OF-IN KNOWN
ISM (11 ELEMENTS)-(7)

■ COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY-LONERGAN VS RELATIV-

■ CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–HISTORY OF-AGE OF INTERIORITY

■ CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–MYTHIC ■ DIFFERENCE(S)–AND EXPLANATIONS OF OUR UNIVERSE

■ EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND WORLD ORDER, –GENERAL NOTION OF-AS EXPLANA-

TORY OF (6)

■ FORM–KNOWN IN SCIENCE NOT IN METAPHYSICS ■ GEM–REVISION OF ■

ILLUSTRATION ■ IMAGINATION–AND METAPHYSICAL ELEMENTS ■ LANGUAGE–OF HISTORICAL
EXPLANATION

■ LIVING–AND NECESSITY OF IMAGES, SYMBOLS ■ MYTH ■ NONSYSTEMATIC–

DIVERGENCE OF ACTUAL FREQUENCIES

■ QUALITY–PRIMARY AND SECONDARY ■ QUOAD SE ■

SCIENCE(S)–KNOWLEDGE OF FORM IN ■ VERIFICATION–OF THEORY ■ VIEWPOINT(S)–OF THEORY

AND DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS.

See

DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS–AS BASIS OF EX-

PLANATION

AND FEELING.

See FEELINGS–AND EXPLANATION

AND JUDGMENT.

See JUDGMENT(S)–AS RELATED-(2) TO QUESTIONS

AND MERE MATTERS OF FACT.

See FACT–MERE MATTER OF-AND NO EXPLANATION

AND QUESTIONS. “There are two fundamental types of questions:
questions asking for explanation, that is, questions for intelligence
[see INTELLIGENCE–QUESTIONS FOR]; and on the other hand, questions for
reflection [see REFLECTION/REFLECTIVE–QUESTIONS FOR].” (UB 111.)
AND SELF-APPROPRIATION. See SCIENCE(S)–AS EXPLANATORY
AND THE HISTORIAN. See HISTORIAN–AND EXPLANATION
AND THE MATERIAL. See MATERIAL–EXPLANATION/DEFINITION OF
BASED ON CONSCIOUSNESS OR SENSE.

See DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS–AS BASIS

OF EXPLANATION

CANON OF.

See

CANON(S)– OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(5) OF COMPLETE EXPLA-

NATION, –OF METHODICAL HERMENEUTICS-(2) OF EXPLANATION

CLASSICAL/STATISTICAL.

See

CLASSICAL

AND

STATISTICAL

COMPARED–

EXPLANATION

DESCRIPTION AND.
HISTORICAL.

See DESCRIPTION–AND EXPLANATION

See HISTORICAL–EXPLANATION

LEVEL OF. Explanation follows upon one’s having understood; so
explanation belongs to the cognitive level of understanding (see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING). The explanation is neither true nor false;
that is decided on the level of judgment. However, explanation can
follow the levels of intentional operations (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–
OPERATIONS) and be commonsense, scientific, philosophical, ethical,
theological.
METAPHYSICAL. See METAPHYSICS–AS KNOWLEDGE-EXPLANATORY VS DESCRIPTIVE
OF EXISTENCE AND OCCURRENCE. See FACT–MERE MATTER OF-AND NO EXPLANATION; OCCURRENCE–AS MATTER OF FACT
RELATIONS OF SCIENTIFIC AND METAPHYSICAL E.

See

METAPHYSICS–AS

EXPLANATORY; SCIENTIFIC–EXPLANATION

SCIENTIFIC.

See SCIENTIFIC–EXPLANATION

TWO KINDS OF.

See DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS–AS BASIS OF EXPLANATION
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EXPLANATORY – EXPRESSION

EXPLANATORY: See also EXPLANATION ■ ANALYSIS–METAPHYSICAL ■ COGNITION,

OF HUMAN, –RELIGIOUS/TRANSCENDENT, –SYMBOLIC, PATHOLOGY OF

COGNITIONAL–THEORY-LONERGAN VS RELATIVISM (11 ELEMENTS) ■ CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL)

VELOPMENT–OF LANGUAGE ■ DOING AND MAKING–STRUCTURE OF ■ ESSENCE–ABSTRACT ■

CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–FORM ■ DESCRIPTION ■ LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–STATISTICAL-GENERAL

FEELINGS–AND THEORY, –AND WORDS ■ HERMENEUTIC(S)–EVALUATIVE ■ HUMAN–STUDIES ■

■ MEANING–AND EXPRESSION-DIALECTICAL FACTOR IN ■ MENTAL–ACTS-

IDEAL(S)–FORMULATION OF ■ INTERIORITY–WITHDRAWAL INTO ■ INTERPRETATION– PROBLEM

FORM OF-AND NUMBER

■ PARTICULAR(S)–TIMES AND PLACES ■ PHILOSO-

OCCUR IN GENETICALLY DISTINCT HORIZONS

■ DEFINITION(S) ■ DE-

OF-AND EXPRESSION, –SKETCH OF METHOD FOR-(4) HYPOTHETICAL EXPRESSIONS

■ INTERPRE-

PHY OF GOD-AND GOD-AS PRIMARY BEING ■ QUOAD SE ■ RELATION(S)–OF EQUALITY ■ SCIS-

TATION (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY) ■ INVARIANCE–IN LAWS OF PHYSICS ■ LANGUAGE ■

SORS-LIKE ACTION–AND ALL THE SCIENCES ■ SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER-

LOGIC–DISCOURSE, SYMBOL, AND ■ MYTH ■ PHYSICS–PROBLEM PECULIAR TO ■ PLURALISM ■

■ SPACE AND TIME–FOR US ■ THING(S)–NOTION OF-AS BRIDGE

SCIENCE(S)–NATURAL-AND HISTORY ■ SPACE AND TIME–ABSOLUTE ■ SYLLOGISM–SCIENTIFIC-

DESCRIPTION AND EXPLANATION

■ UNIVERSAL VIEWPOINT

AND SPECIAL RELATIVITY

ACCOUNT OF THIS UNIVERSE.

See

EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND WORLD ORDER-

AS EXPLANATORY OF (6)

CONCEPTS VS HEURISTIC.

See

CONCEPT(S), CONCEPTION(S)–HEURISTIC-VS EX-

PLANATORY

CONJUGATES.

See CONJUGATE(S)–EXPLANATORY/PURE

DEFINITIONS VS NOMINAL.

See

DEFINITION(S)–TYPES OF-NOMINAL-VS EXPLANA-

TORY, -EXPLANATORY/ESSENTIAL

DIFFERENTIATION.

See DEVELOPMENT–PRINCIPLE(S) OF (7)-(5)

EMERGENT PROBABILITY AS.

See EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND WORLD ORDER-AS

See METAPHYSICAL–EQUIVALENCE-RULES OF (3)-(2) EXPLANATORY FOR-

GENERA AND SPECIES.

See GENUS–EXPLANATORY

See HISTORY–AS PRECRITICAL

INTERPRETATION AS.

See CANON(S)–OF METHODICAL HERMENEUTICS-(2) OF EXPLANA-

TION

KNOWING, ACCOUNT OF.
KNOWLEDGE.

SCIENCE.
SELF-.

See SELF

...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER

See METAPHYSICS–AS KNOWLEDGE-EXPLANATORY VS DESCRIPTIVE

METAPHYSICS AS.
RELATIONS.

See METAPHYSICS–AS KNOWLEDGE-EXPLANATORY VS DESCRIPTIVE

See RELATION(S)–EXPLANATORY

See SCIENCE(S)–AS DESCRIPTIVE, –AS EXPLANATORY

See ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–AND IDEA OF BEING-GOD THE

SELF-KNOWLEDGE.

See IMAGE–AND EXPLANATORY SELF-KNOWLEDGE

STATISTICAL LAW AS.

See LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–STATISTICAL-GENERAL FORM OF-AND

NUMBER

SYLLOGISM.

See SYLLOGISM–SCIENTIFIC

SYSTEM, LIMITS OF.

See

COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY-LONERGAN VS RELATIV-

ISM (11 ELEMENTS)

See

INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–AND A PRIORI

SYNTHESIS

AND FALSITY/TRUTH.

“The greater the gap between the intellectual
development of writer and reader, the more stupendous can become the distinction between knowledge and expression [see
KNOWLEDGE–AND EXPRESSION]. ... It follows, then, that properly speaking
expression is not true or false. Truth pertains to the judgment [see
JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–TRUE AND FALSE] inasmuch as it proceeds from a
grasp of the virtually unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY], inasmuch as it conforms to the BEING it affirms, and inasmuch as it
demands an intrinsic intelligibility in being [see INTELLIGIBILITY–AND BEING] as a condition of the possibility of knowing [see KNOWLEDGE–
POSSIBILITY OF]. Expressions are instrumental. They are related to the
truth of knowledge [see TRUTH(S), THE TRUE]. Similarly, they are related
to the moral truth of the WILL that communicates knowledge. But in
themselves expressions are merely adequate or inadequate.” (In 57980.)

See also intra Adequacy of

See VIEWPOINT(S)–EXPLANATORY VS DESCRIPTIVE

EXPRESSION:

“In themselves expressions are merely adequate or in-

adequate.” (In 579-80.) See also inter alia ABSTRACTION–AND INSIGHT ■ ALIENATION–
AND THE ABSTRACT

■ ANALOGY–ARGUMENT FROM-AND COMMON SENSE ■ ANALYSIS–

METAPHYSICAL-(3) AND COGNITIONAL ACTS

■ BEING–NOTION OF-ORIGIN OF L’S ■ CANON(S)–OF

EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD, –OF METHODICAL HERMENEUTICS

■ CATEGORY, CATEGORIES–

■ COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–PROCESS-AND FORMULATION ■ COMMUNICA-

(FUNCTIONAL

SPECIALTY)–INTERNAL

DEVELOPMENT OF-MOMENTS IN (10)-(4), -(7)

■ CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–

■ CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–POLYMORPHISM

POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION–

TRUTH, EXPRESSION, AND

AND IMAGINATION.

VIEWPOINT.

THEORETICAL

well as a general statement (see PARTICULAR(S)–INSIGHT INTOsee inter alia ART–AND ELEMENTAL MEANING, –AND EXPERIENCE, –AND
HUMAN ADVANCE, –AND PSYCHIC DISTANCE, –DEFINITION OF-OBJECTIFICATION, -SYMBOLIC
MEANING, –OF LIVING ■ LIBERATION–AESTHETIC
AND EXPERIENCE. See KNOWLEDGE–AND EXPRESSION-(1) AND EXPERIENCE

And position/counterposition. See

UNIFICATION/ORGANIZATION.

TION(S)

AND ART. As

AND EXPRESSION)

MULATION

HISTORY.

ADEQUACY OF. “In the general case, the adequacy of expression is
not measured exclusively by its correspondence with the knowledge to be communicated. That knowledge sets a principal goal; it
defines a central meaning. But besides the principal goal, there can
be a subsidiary goal; besides the central meaning, there can be a
more or less peripheral meaning. For the speaker may be able to
convey what he wishes to say only if he first conveys other insights that in one manner or another enable his hearers to grasp the
message with which he is concerned.” (In 580.) See also intra And fal-

sity/truth

EXPLANATORY OF (6)

FORMULATION.

■ TERM(S)–AND RELATIONS ■ TRANSFORMATION–INVARIANCE UNDER

INERTIAL ■ WORD–INNER-GENERAL NOTION OF (7 ELEMENTS)

See IMAGINATION–AND EXPRESSION

AND INTERPRETATION.

See

HEURISTIC STRUCTURE–FOR INTERPRETATION-UPPER

BLADE-AND TOTALITY OF EXPRESSIONS

AND JUDGMENT.

See KNOWLEDGE–AND EXPRESSION-(3) AND JUDGMENT

AND KNOWLEDGE.
AND LANGUAGE.

See KNOWLEDGE–AND EXPRESSION

See LANGUAGE–EARLY, –KNOWLEDGE, EXPRESSION, AND

AND LEARNING. “If we have emphasized the distinction between
knowledge and expression [see KNOWLEDGE–AND EXPRESSION], we have
also to take into account their interpenetration. For coming to

EXPRESSION – EXPRESSION

know is a process; it advances by stages in which inquiry yields insights only to give rise to further questions that lead to further insights and still further questions. At each stage of the process it is
helpful to fix what has been reached and to formulate in some
fashion what remains to be sought. So expression enters into the
very process of learning, and the attainment of knowledge tends to
coincide with the attainment of the ability to express it.” (In 577.)
AND MEANING. See MEANING–AND EXPRESSION
AND MENTAL ACTS. See MENTAL–ACTS-AND NEW LINGUISTIC USAGE
AND PROPOSITIONS. “The distinctions between [PROPOSITION(S)] and
expressions will be indicated sufficiently by such illustrative
statements as the following. … ‘It is cold’ and ‘Il fait froid’ are two
expressions of the same proposition. … Just as different expressions may stand for the same proposition, so the same expression
under different circumstances may stand for different propositions.
This fact leads to a distinction between invariant and relative expressions [see intra And propositions-distinct from; see also PARTICULAR(S)–
AND RELATIVE/INVARIANT EXPRESSION].” (In 163-64.)
Distinct from. The larger context is SPACE AND TIME (In ch. 5). L
first tackles a problem peculiar to physics [see PHYSICS–PROBLEM PECULIAR TO]. “To formulate this problem, distinctions must be drawn
(1) between propositions and expressions, and (2) between invariant and relative expressions.” (In 163.) L explains: “‘It is cold’
and ‘Il fait froid’ are two expressions of the same proposition. ...
Again, ‘2 + 2 = 4’ and ‘10 + 10 = 100’ are respectively the decimal and binary expressions of the same proposition. ... Now just
as different expressions may stand for the same proposition, so
the same expression under different circumstances may stand for
different propositions. This fact leads to a distinction between invariant and relative expressions. ... Expressions are named invariant if, when employed in any place or at any time, they stand
for the same proposition. ... Expressions are named relative if,
when employed in different places or at different times, they
stand for different propositions. ... Thus, ‘2 + 2 = 4’ stands for the
same proposition no matter where or when it is uttered. It is invariant. On the other hand, ‘John is here now’ stands for as many
different propositions as there are places in which it is uttered
and times at which it is uttered. It is relative.” (In 163.) See also PARTICULAR(S)–AND RELATIVE/INVARIANT EXPRESSION

As abstract/concrete. “It is not difficult to discern the reason why

some expressions are invariant and others are relative. For if an
expression stands for an abstract proposition [see PROPOSITION(S)–
ABSTRACT AND CONCRETE], it contains no reference to any particular
place or time; if it contains no reference to particular places or
times, it contains no element that might vary with variations of
the place or time of the speaker. Inversely, if an expression
stands for a concrete proposition, it will contain a reference to a
particular place or time, and so it will include an element that
can vary with variations of the speaker’s position and time.” (In
164.)
AND PSYCHIC FLOW.

“Expression not only is an instrument of the
principal acts of meaning [see MEANING–ACTS OF-(5) INSTRUMENTAL-VS PRINCIPAL] that reside in conception and judgment but also a prolongation
of the psychic flow from percepts, memories, images, and feelings
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into the shaping of the countenance, the movement of the hands,
and the utterance of the words. In childhood we learnt to speak; in
youth we were trained in letters; but in neither procedure did we
come to grasp just where our words come from or why they are
just what they happen to be. In brief, our speech and writing are
basically automatisms, and our conscious control supervenes only
to order, to select, to revise, or to reject. It follows that expression
bears the signature not only of the controlling meaning but also of
the underlying psychic flow, and that painstaking study will reveal
in the automatic part of composition the recurrence of characteristic patterns to which their author, in all probability, never adverted.” (In 615.) See also intra Components of
AND QUESTION OF GOD. See QUESTION OF GOD, THE–AND EXPRESSION
AND SEQUENCE.

“Our affirmation of sequences of expression must
be confined to its proper generality. The one point that we wish to
make is that specialized modes of expression have to be evolved.
Thus, at the present time a narrative that opens with the words
‘Once upon a time …’ may be expected to be a fairy story, to offer
a certain stimulus to imagination and feeling, and to be exempt
from reasonable criticism on the part of scientific intelligence and
of philosophic reflection. In similar fashion, there exist other correlations between fields of meaning and modes of expression, but
such correlations are not to be conceived as components of static
systems, such as are illustrated by physical and chemical theories,
but as components of dynamic systems, such as are illustrated by
the genetic theories of biology, psychology, and cognitional analysis.” (In 595.) See intra Types of; see also MEANING–GENETIC SEQUENCE IN
Development of. “Development in general is a process from the
undifferentiated to the differentiated, from the generic to the specific, from the global and awkward to the expert and precise. It
would simplify enormously the task of the interpreter if, from the
beginning of human speech and writing, there existed and were
recognized the full range of specialized modes of expression. But
the fact is that the specializations had to be invented, and the use
of the inventions presupposes a corresponding development or
education of prospective audiences or readers.” (In 594.)

AND TRUTH.

See intra And falsity/truth

AND UNDERSTANDING.

Understanding is expressed in various media
of communication, most commonly in language.
As object of. The larger context is history and historians (M ch.
9). L explicates the development of historical understanding [see
HISTORY–CRITICAL-PROCESS FROM DATA TO FACTS IN] and, in regard to the present topic, the contribution of J.G. Droysen. “He moved the notion of understanding from a context of aesthetics and
psychology to the broader context of history by (1) assigning expression as the object of understanding and (2) noting that not
only individuals but also such groups as families, peoples, states,
religions express themselves.” (M 210.)
As proceeding from. As in the preceding subentry, the larger context is history and historians (M ch. 9). L explicates the development of historical understanding and, in regard to the present
topic, the contribution of Dilthey and advances on it by Husserl
and Heidegger. “There follows the universality of hermeneutic
structure: just as interpretation proceeds from the understanding
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of an expression, so this expression itself proceeds from an understanding of what it can be to be a man.” (M 212.)
AND UNIVERSAL VIEWPOINT. See UNIVERSAL VIEWPOINT–AND EXPRESSION
AND WISDOM. See GEM–AS WISDOM
ARTISTIC. See PARTICULAR(S)–INSIGHT INTO-AND EXPRESSION
AS INSTRUMENTAL ACTS. See MEANING–ACTS OF-(5) INSTRUMENTAL
AUTOMATISMS IN. See intra And psychic flow
CHARACTERISTIC PATTERNS IN. See intra And psychic flow
COMMONSENSE. “The only interpreter of commonsense utterances
is COMMON SENSE. For the relation between saying and meaning is the
relation between sensible presentations [see DATA–OF SENSE] and intellectual grasp [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING], and if that relation can
be as simple and exact as in the statement ‘This is a cat,’ it can also
take on all the delicacy and subtlety, all the rapidity and effectiveness, with which one incarnate intelligence can communicate its
grasp to another by grasping what the other has yet to grasp and
what act or sound or sign would make him grasp it.” (In 200-01.)
COMPONENTS OF.

This subentry continues from intra And psychic flow.
(1) Systematic. “There is a SYSTEMATIC component inasmuch as
expression proceeds automatically from the dynamic structures
of the psyche.” (In 615.)

(2) Genetic. “There is a genetic component inasmuch as the dynamic structures of the psyche satisfy not a static system but a
system on the move [see SYSTEM(S)–MOVING/ON THE MOVE].” (In 615.)
(3) Incidental. “There is an incidental component inasmuch as
the sensitive automatism may be interrupted at any moment by
the intervention of the principal acts of meaning [see MEANING–ACTS
OF-(5) INSTRUMENTAL-VS PRINCIPAL], and for reasons that cannot be reconstructed and still less verified, give rise to a different usage or an
unexpected turn of phrase.” (In 615.)
“To illustrate these points, one may take Lutoslawski’s wellknown study of Plato [The Origin and Growth of Plato’s Logic] and observe that the systematic component grounds the
possibility of the investigation, the genetic component grounds
the concluded relative chronology of the dialogues, and the incidental component requires that the argument should be based,
not on rigid criteria, but on relative actual frequencies [see FREQUENCY–TYPES OF (4)-(4) RELATIVE ACTUAL].” (In 615.)
DEVELOPMENT OF. See intra And sequence-development of
DIFFERENTIATION OF. See LANGUAGE–DIFFERENTIATION OF
EXTERNALIZES. See MEANING–ACTS OF-INSTRUMENTAL
GENETIC SEQUENCE IN. See intra And sequence
HYPOTHETICAL.

See INTERPRETATION–SKETCH OF METHOD FOR-(4) HYPOTHETICAL EX-

PRESSIONS

INVARIANT.
LEVELS OF.

See intra And propositions-distinct from

The larger context is METAPHYSICS–AS DIALECTIC (In ch. 17).
The present topic arises in L’s explication of the truth of interpretation (see TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–AND INTERPRETATION). “The distinction between
the different levels of expression ... envisages the expression as a

flow of sensible events that (1) originates in the cognitional and
volitional sources of meaning of a speaker or writer, and (2) terminates in a reproduction of sources of meaning in a hearer or reader.
It is a distinction that grounds not an actual but a potential classification of expressions, for while the original and terminal sources
of meaning are conceived clearly and distinctly, there remains
abundant room for the introduction of further differentiations and
nuances. Because the classification is potential rather than actual, it
does not impose upon the interpreter any a priori Procrustean bed
which his documents have to fit, but leaves him free to exercise to
the full his ingenuity and subtlety in determining a writer’s sources
and intention. At the same time, because the differences between
experience, understanding, judgment, and will [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS] are defined systematically, the determination of
the level of expression has systematic implications which, even
when they are mere generalities, at least will prevent interpreters
and their critics from committing the grosser blunders.” (In 594.) See
also intra Components of-(1) systematic; And sequence
LINGUISTIC. See LINGUISTIC(S)–EXPRESSION
MODES OF.

See HEURISTIC STRUCTURE–FOR INTERPRETATION-UPPER BLADE-AND TOTAL-

ITY OF EXPRESSIONS

MYTHIC VS DEVELOPED.

See MYTH–AND METAPHOR

NONSYSTEMATIC. The larger context is metaphysics as dialectic (In
ch. 17; see METAPHYSICS–AS DIALECTIC). The present topic arises in L’s
explication of the truth of interpretation (see TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–AND INTERPRETATION). In the context of the eighth of eight subsections on
that topic (canons for a methodical hermeneutics), L writes apropos of a canon of residues (see CANON(S)–OF METHODICAL HERMENEUTICS-(5) OF
RESIDUES): “Just as the field of physics contains a nonsystematic
component, so also do the fields of meaning, of expression as related to meaning, of expression as grounded in dynamic constellations of the writer’s psyche, and of documents in their origins,
their production, and their survival. Just as the physicist deals with
the nonsystematic by combining inverse with direct insights [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–DIRECT, –INVERSE], so also must the interpreter.”

(In 613.)
OF CONCEPT.

See CONCEPT(S), CONCEPTION(S)–EXPRESSION OF

OF FEELING.

See LANGUAGE–LITERARY

OF HISTORICAL KNOWLEDGE.
OF IDEAL.

See HISTORICAL–KNOWLEDGE

See IDEAL(S)–GENERAL THEOREM

OF INSIGHT.

While broadly speaking all entries herein regard the
expression of insight, the immediate concern is the possibility of
expression (see TERM(S)–AND RELATIONS), and the word of understanding
that flows from insight (see WORD–INNER).
OF INTERIORITY. See LANGUAGE–TECHNICAL-AND EXPRESSION OF INTERIORITY
OF RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE. See EXPERIENCE, RELIGIOUS–EXPRESSION OF
PARTICULAR.

See

PARTICULAR(S)–AND RELATIVE/INVARIANT EXPRESSION, –INSIGHT IN-

TO-AND EXPRESSION

PLURALISM OF.

While the context and L’s explication is theological,
these remarks have general application: “Besides the radical pluralism that results from the presence or absence of intellectual, moral,

EXTENSION(S) – EXTROVERSION

or religious CONVERSION, there exists a more benign yet still puzzling
variety that has its root in the differentiation of human consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED]. … The most common type
by far is undifferentiated consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, UNDIFFERENTIATED]. To this type will always belong the vast majority of the
faithful. Because it is undifferentiated, it is only puzzled or amused
by the oracles of religiously differentiated consciousness, by the
exertions of artists, by the subtleties of theorists, by the plodding
labors of historians, and by the complex use of familiar words that
results from an interiorly differentiated consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–INTERIORLY].” (M 272.)
POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION IN. See POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION–
TRUTH, EXPRESSION, AND

PROBLEM OF.
RELATIVE.

See MYTH–AND ALLEGORY

See intra And propositions-distinct from

SCIENTIFIC. “Insofar as there is operative, existent, a METAPHYSICS as
we are attempting to conceive it, one has a principle that will transform the counterpositions in contemporary science. In other words,
the scientist expresses what he understands in the data according to
the world settled by his Sorge [see I–AND MY WORLD], and he may express it in counterpositions as well as in positions [see POSITION AND
COUNTERPOSITION]. But unless he is a professional philosopher of a
certain type, he will not know much about the difference. Insofar as
one is a philosopher concerned with positions and counterpositions,
one can pick out the element of the counterposition in the scientific
expression of the scientific result and eliminate it, reverse it [see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION–COUNTERPOSITION-REVERSAL OF].” (UB 192.) See also
SCIENCE(S)–AND FORMULATION
SENSIBLE.

See LANGUAGE–EARLY, –KNOWLEDGE, EXPRESSION, AND

TOTALITY OF.

See HEURISTIC STRUCTURE–FOR INTERPRETATION-UPPER BLADE-AND TO-

TALITY OF EXPRESSIONS

TYPES OF. “The problem of working out types of expression (genera litteraria) is to be met, not by assigning some static classification that claims validity for all time, but by determining the
[OPERATOR(S)] that relate the classifications relevant to one level of
DEVELOPMENT to the classifications relevant to the next. Moreover, the
most significant element in the theory of types of expression will
be the operators. For the great difficulties of INTERPRETATION arise
when the new wine of literary, scientific, and philosophic leaders
cannot but be poured into the old bottles of established modes of
expression. In such cases the type of expression, so far from providing a sure index to the level of MEANING, originally was an impediment which the writer’s thought could not shake off, and now
easily can become a misleading signpost for the unwary interpreter.” (In 595.)

EXTENSION(S):

The term is found most often with DURATION(S), for in
most instances L is speaking of SPACE and TIME as such or of things in
SPACE AND TIME.
AND DURATION. See DURATION(S)–AND EXTENSION
AS EXPERIENTIAL/PURE CONJUGATES. See DURATION(S)–AS EXPERIENTIAL/PURE
CONJUGATES

EXTERNAL:

Sometimes given as ad extra. “That which is not intrin-
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sic to a subject [see SUBJECT, THE] in such a way that it cannot be negated without negating the subject.” (S 731.) See also INTERNAL
EXTRAPOLATION: See also CANON(S)– OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(2) OF OPERATIONS-(3) AS PRINCIPLE OF ANALYSIS

■ ONTOLOGICAL–ARGUMENT-ALL FORMS FALLACIOUS ■

PHILOSOPHY OF GOD–AND GOD-AS FORMALLY UNCONDITIONED ■ PROPER NAMES–ARISTOTLE,
ARISTOTELIAN-AND SUBSTANCE-SEPARATE

■ RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF–INTERSUBJECTIVE ■

SCIENCE(S)–HUMAN-DISTINGUISHED FROM HUMAN STUDIES ■ TIME–AND JUDGMENT
FROM PROPORTIONATE TO TRANSCENDENT BEING.

See

ARGUMENT FOR

GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–ARGUMENT-AND EXTRAPOLATION/VERIFICATION
HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL.

“Man is in process of development
[see HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT]. Inasmuch as he is intelligent and reasonable, free and responsible, he has to grasp and affirm, accept and
execute his own developing. But can he? To grasp his own developing is for man to understand it, to extrapolate from his past
through the present to the alternative ranges of the future. It is to
extrapolate not only horizontally but also vertically, not only to future recurrences of past events, but also to future higher integrations [see INTEGRATION(S)–HIGHER, –IN HUMAN DEVELOPMENT] of contemporary
unsystematized manifolds. More fundamentally, it is to grasp the
principles that govern possible extrapolations; for while possibilities are many and difficult to determine, principles may be few and
ascertainable. Moreover, since FINALITY is an upwardly but indeterminately directed dynamism and since man is free, the real issue
lies not in the many possibilities but in the few principles on which
man may rely in working out his destiny.” (In 659.)

IN SCIENCE.

See

CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(2) OF OPERATIONS-(3), –

OF METHODICAL HERMENEUTICS-(4)

OF MEANING.

See CRITICISM–PRINCIPLE(S) OF (4)-(2)

EXTROVERSION: See also ALREADY-OUT-THERE-NOW-REAL–AND BODY VS THING ■
BODY

■

CONCEPTUALISM,

CONFRONTATIONAL ELEMENT OF

CONCEPTUALIST

■

CONSCIOUSNESS,

INTENTIONAL–

■ EGO–DIFFERENTIATION OF PERSONA AND ■ EMPIRI-

CISM/EMPIRICIST ■ FACT–MERE MATTER OF ■ INTERPRETATION–SUBJECTIVE ■ KNOWLEDGE–
NATURE OF

■ METAPHYSICAL–EQUIVALENCE-RULES OF (3)-(2) OF EXPLANATORY FORMULATION ■

NOTION OF …–‘BODY’ ■ PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–BIOLOGICAL-AND EXTROVERSION ■ POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION–COUNTERPOSITION-DUALITY OF ■ PROPER NAMES–DESCARTES,
CARTESIAN-AND DUALITY, –HUSSERL, EDMUND, –SCOTUS, JOHN DUNS-AND OBJECTIVE KNOWING

■ REAL, THE REAL–ALREADY IN HERE NOW ■ UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY–AS CONSTITUTIVE
NOT REGULATIVE (KANT)

AND INTENTIONAL CONSCIOUSNESS.

See

CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–

EXTROVERTED

AND OBJECTIVITY.
OF ANIMALS.

See OBJECTIVITY–EXTROVERSION AS

“Let us consider a kitten. It is awake, and its stream of
consciousness flows in the biological pattern [see PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–BIOLOGICAL-AND EXTROVERSION]. Such consciousness is a higher technique for attaining biological ends. It may be described as
orientated toward such ends and as anticipating means to the ends.
Moreover, the means lie in external situations, and so the anticipation is extroverted. The kitten’s consciousness is directed outwards
towards possible opportunities to satisfy appetites. This extroversion is spatial: as it is by the spatial maneuvers of moving its head
and limbs that the kitten deals with means to its end, so the means
also must be spatial, for otherwise spatial maneuvers would be inept and useless. The extroversion is also temporal: present data are
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distinct from the memories that enrich them; they are no less distinct from the imagined courses of future action to which they lead.
Finally, the extroversion is concerned with the ‘real’: a realistic
painting of a saucer of milk might attract a kitten’s attention, make
it investigate, sniff, perhaps try to lap; but it could not lead to lapping, and still less to feeling replete; for the kitten, painted milk is
not real.” (In 276.)

RENCE–AS MATTER OF FACT
AND EMPIRICISM.
AND HEGEL.

See EMPIRICISM/EMPIRICIST–AND FACT

See PROPER NAMES–HEGEL, HEGELIAN-HIS SYSTEM

AND METAPHYSICS.
AND NECESSITY.

See METAPHYSICS–AND FACT

See NECESSITY–AND FACT

AND OBJECTIVITY.

See

OBJECTIVITY–PROBLEM OF-(3) THE COGNITIONAL PROBLEM OF

FACT

F

AND THE RELATIVIST.

See

COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY-LONERGAN VS RELA-

TIVISM (11 ELEMENTS)-(11)

FACT: “Fact is concrete [see intra Concrete] as is sense or consciousness. Again, fact is INTELLIGIBLE: if it is independent of all doubtful theory, it is not independent of the modest insight and formulation
necessary to give it its precision and its accuracy.” (In 355.) See intra And

virtually unconditioned
AMBIVALENCE OF HUMAN, SOCIAL.

The larger context is the possibility of ethics (In ch. 18; see ETHICS–POSSIBILITY OF). In the context of the
attendant problem of liberation (see LIBERATION–PROBLEM OF ETHICAL), L
discusses MORAL–IMPOTENCE. “To assert moral impotence is to assert
that man’s effective freedom [see FREEDOM–EFFECTIVE] is restricted, not
in the superficial fashion that results from external circumstance or
psychic abnormality, but in the profound fashion that follows from
incomplete intellectual and volitional development.” (In 650.) His
concern is that development of intelligence and reason that makes
good will (see WILL–GOOD) an instrument of human and social progress. “Good will is never better than the intelligence and reasonableness that it implements. Indeed, when proposals and programs
only putatively are intelligent and reasonable, then the good will
that executes them so faithfully and energetically is engaged really
in the systematic imposition of ever further evils on the already
weary shoulders of mankind. And who will tell which proposals
and programs truly are intelligent and reasonable, and which are
not? For the only transition from the analytic proposition to the
analytic principle [see PRINCIPLE(S)–ANALYTIC-VS ANALYTIC PROPOSITION(S)] is
through concrete judgments of fact [see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–CONCRETE],
and alas, the facts are ambivalent. The objective situation is all
fact, but partly it is the product of intelligence and reasonableness,
and partly it is the product of ABERRATION from them. The whole of
man is all fact, but it also is malleable, polymorphic fact [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–POLYMORPHISM OF HUMAN]. No doubt, a subtle and
protracted analysis can bring to light the components in that polymorphic fact and proceed to a dialectical criticism of any proposal
or program. But to whom does it bring the light? To how many?
How clearly and how effectively? Are philosophers to be kings or
kings to learn philosophy? Are they to rule in the name of wisdom
subjects judged incapable of WISDOM? Are all the members of our
democracies to be philosophers? Is there to be a provisional dictatorship while they are learning philosophy?” (In 652-53.) See COSMOPOLIS
AND ABSOLUTE. See ABSOLUTE–AND FACT
AND COGNITIONAL PROCESS. See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–PROCESS-AND FACT
AND EMPIRICAL SCIENCE. To empirical science, existence and occurrence are mere matters of fact. See intra Mere matter of; see also OCCUR-

AND VIRTUALLY UNCONDITIONED.

“Fact is virtually unconditioned
[see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY]: it might not have been; it might have
been other than it is; but, as things stand, it possesses conditional
necessity, and nothing can possibly alter it now. Fact, then, combines the concreteness of experience, the determinateness of accurate intelligence, and the absoluteness of rational judgment [see
ABSOLUTE–AND JUDGMENT]. It is the natural objective of human cognitional process [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–PROCESS]. It is the anticipated
unity to which sensation, perception, imagination, inquiry, insight,
formulation, reflection, grasp of the unconditioned, and judgment
make their several, complementary contributions.” (In 355.) See also
FACT–CONCRETE
COGNITIONAL.

See COGNITION,

COGNITIONAL–PROCESS-AND FACT

CONCRETE.

“Because fact is concrete, it involves EXPERIENCE. What
is apart from all experience is not fact in the ordinary sense of the
word. One needs the experiential element either of external sense
or of consciousness [see DATA–OF SENSE; DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS]. Again,
fact is not some indistinct, indeterminate something. When we talk
about facts we do not mean something vague and imprecise; we
mean something that has been pinned down. If a witness offers a
fact which is very vague, the jury thinks the witness does not know
much about the facts. Facts are clear and precise, and to obtain that
clarity and precision we have to go beyond the level of mere experience and achieve some insight and some conception. All precision comes through intelligence and conception. Moreover, a fact
has an element of the absolute: if it is a fact, that is all there is to it.
There is something absolute to a fact, and so we use the phrase
‘the unconditioned.’” (UB 144.) See intra And virtually unconditioned

CONTINGENT.

See NECESSITY–AND CONTINGENCE

FALSE. “The notion of a false fact is paradoxical. What is the false
fact? It is the actual existence of what should not be. On the international scale, the actual existence of what should not be is the
ground of Realpolitik: ‘We have to defend the nation; everything
would be fine if the other people did what they ought to do, but
they don’t, and so we can’t.’ Again, it is reflected in the personal
field: ‘This is the right thing to do, but I have to live.’ The false
fact leads to a grasp, an insight, that is not so much an inverse insight [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–INVERSE] as a perverse insight. The
only way you can survive, the only way you can get things done, is
by not being scrupulous, to say the least. There is the mounting irrelevance of intellect and reason, initially in particular cases with
regard to particular things, but it gradually builds up. If, for exam-

FACULTY PSYCHOLOGY – FACULTY PSYCHOLOGY

ple, a philosopher were to tell the members of the United Nations
that what we have to do is achieve SELF-APPROPRIATION and follow
reason, they would know he was a fool. Intelligence and reason
and the pure DESIRE TO KNOW are irrelevant to the world as it is; they
are in an ivory tower. They may have an influence upon a small
group of individuals, if you can interest them in this sort of thing.
But that small group of individuals is not the group that has the
destiny of nations in its hands, and even if it did, what could it do
about it? We have the sociohistorical surd [see SOCIAL–SURD].” (UB 236.)
HISTORICAL. See HISTORICAL–FACTS AND DATA
INTELLIGIBILITY OF.

“Fact is intelligible [see INTELLIGIBILITY; INTELLIGIif it is independent of all doubtful theory, it is not independent of the modest insight and formulation necessary to give it its
precision and its accuracy.” (In 355.)
JUDGMENT OF. See JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT
BLE(S)]:

MERE MATTER OF.

“What is apart from BEING is nothing, and so what
is apart from INTELLIGIBILITY is nothing. It follows that to talk about
mere matters of fact that admit no explanation is to talk about
nothing [L is being rhetorical; he’s mimicking the counterposition;
see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION–COUNTERPOSITION]. If existence is mere
matter of fact, it is nothing. If occurrence is mere matter of fact, it
is nothing [see OCCURRENCE–AS MATTER OF FACT]. If it is a mere matter of
fact that we know and that there are to be known classical and statistical laws [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–INVERSE], genetic operators
[see METHOD, GENETIC–AND HIGHER SYSTEM-AS OPERATOR, –GENERAL NOTIONS (7)-(6)]
and their dialectical perturbations, explanatory genera and species
[see GENUS–EXPLANATORY], EMERGENT PROBABILITY and upward finalistic dynamism [see FINALITY–VERTICAL], then both the knowing and the known
are nothing. This is rude and harsh, and one may be tempted to
take flight into the counterpositions, to refuse to identify the real
with being, confuse OBJECTIVITY with extroversion [see ALREADY-OUTTHERE-NOW-REAL–AND BODY VS THING], mistake mere experiencing for human knowing. But any such escape is only temporary. Despite
their pullulating variety and perennial vitality, the counterpositions
bring about their own reversal the moment they claim to be
grasped intelligently and affirmed reasonably. Since the claim cannot be avoided by an intelligent and reasonable subject [see SUBJECT,
THE], the reversal cannot be avoided; and since the reversal cannot
be avoided, ultimately one will be back to affirm that being is intelligible and that the mere matter of fact without explanation is
apart from being.” (In 675-76.)
And individuation. See DIFFERENCE(S)–EMPIRICAL AND INDIVIDUAL, –AND EXPLANATIONS OF OUR UNIVERSE

And indubitability. See METHOD(S)–OF UNIVERSAL DOUBT-INDUBITABILITY, CONSEQUENCES OF (9)

And no explanation. “What is apart from BEING is nothing, and so
what is apart from INTELLIGIBILITY is nothing. It follows that to talk
about mere matters of fact that admit no explanation is to talk
about nothing. If existence is mere matter of fact, it is nothing.”
(In 675.) In other words, unless it is real the matter of fact is nothing;
but the mere matter of fact is real but cannot be explained.
And occurrence. See OCCURRENCE–AS MATTER OF FACT
NECESSARY. See NECESSITY–AND CONTINGENCE

OPENNESS AS.
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See OPENNESS–THREE FACTORS-(1) AS FACT

QUESTIONS OF.

See PROPER NAMES–ARISTOTLE, ARISTOTELIAN-QUESTIONS (4 KINDS)

SELF-AFFIRMATION AS.

See SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER-AS FACT

“Data are given to sense or to consciousness [see DATA–OF
They are the given just as given. They
are, of course, hardly noticed unless they fit in with one’s understanding and have a name in one’s language. At the same time,
with an appropriate development of understanding and language
[see SELF-APPROPRIATION], they will be noticed and, if important from
some viewpoint, they will be insisted upon. … While data are just a
single component in human knowledge, facts result from the conjunction of three distinct levels. Facts have the immediacy of what
is given, the precision of what is somehow understood, conceived,
named, the stubbornness of what is affirmed because a virtually
unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY] has been reached.” (M 347VS DATA.

SENSE; DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS].

48.)

FACULTY PSYCHOLOGY : “We must pass from … thinking of a set of
faculties and their actuation to thinking of a concrete flow of CONSCIOUSNESS, and to thinking of that concrete flow in terms of the subject and his concern that defines the horizon of his world.” (TE 209.)
“The priority of METAPHYSICS in the Aristotelian tradition led to a faculty psychology. For other sciences were subordinate to the first science [metaphysics]; from it they derived their basic terms and
theorems; and so Aristotelian psychology had to be a metaphysical
psychology in terms of potencies, forms, and acts. ... But once the
priority of metaphysics is rejected, there also is rejected its implication of a faculty psychology. When philosophy is conceived as a
foundational methodology [see FOUNDATIONAL–METHODOLOGY], and when
cognitional theory [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY] is its basic step,
the empirical principle demands that cognitional theory take its stand
on the data of cognitional consciousness [see DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS].
But cognitional consciousness is of operations and of the normative
tendencies linking operations together. Cognitional theory, accordingly, will consist of terms and relations, where the terms name operations and the relations name normative tendencies. In this fashion
faculty psychology gives way to an intentionality analysis [see INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS–AND FACULTY PSYCHOLOGY].” (PTP2 395.)
AND ART. See ART–PRELUDE TO DISCUSSION OF
AND COGNITIONAL THEORY. See INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS–AND COGNITIONAL
THEORY

AND DIFFERENTIATED CONSCIOUSNESS.

The context is the first differentiation, that between common sense and theory (see CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–HISTORY OF-AGE OF COMMON SENSE AND THEORY). “In this
differentiation, which knows only two realms, technical science,
technical philosophy, technical theology are all three located in the
realms of theory. All three operate principally with concepts and
judgments, with terms and relations, with some approximation to
the logical ideal of clarity, coherence, and rigor. All three, finally,
deal primarily with objects and, while they may advert to the subject and his operations, still any systematic treatment, as in Aristotle and in Aquinas, is of the subject and the operations as
objectified and, indeed, conceived metaphysically in terms of matter and form, of potency, habit, and act, of efficient and final caus-
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es.” (M 258-59.)

Movement is incomplete act, the act of what is in potency still.” (M

AND HABITS OF SPECULATIVE INTELLECT.

See HABIT(S)–OF SPECULATIVE INTEL-

95-96.)

LECT

AND SPECULATIVE INTELLECT.

AND INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS.

TIONALITY ANALYSIS–AND SPECULATIVE VS PRACTICAL INTELLECT

See

INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS–AND FACULTY

PSYCHOLOGY

AND THE BASIC DISCIPLINE.

AND INTERIORITY.

THEORY

Although the context is theological, these remarks of L’s illuminate the details of faculty psychology. “Because
its account of INTERIORITY was basically metaphysical, the older theology distinguished sensitive and intellectual, apprehensive and
appetitive potencies. There followed complex questions on their
mutual interactions. There were disputes about the priority of intellect over will or of will over intellect, of speculative over practical
intellect or of practical over speculative. In contrast, we describe
interiority in terms of intentional and conscious acts on the four
levels of experiencing, understanding, judging, and deciding [see
COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS]. The lower levels are presupposed
and complemented by the higher. The higher sublate [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL– LEVELS OF (5)-AND SUBLATION] the lower. If one wishes to
transpose this analysis into metaphysical terms, then the active potencies are the transcendental notions [see NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL]
revealed in questions for intelligence, questions for reflection,
questions for deliberation [see INTELLIGENCE–QUESTIONS FOR; REFLECTION/REFLECTIVE–QUESTIONS FOR; DELIBERATION–QUESTIONS FOR]. The passive
potencies are the lower levels as presupposed and complemented
by the higher. While these relationships are fixed, still they do not
settle questions of initiative or precedence. Significant change on
any level calls for adjustments on other levels, and the order in
which the adjustments take place depends mostly on the readiness
with which they can be effected.” (M 120.) See also INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS–AND PRIORITY OF METAPHYSICS; INTELLIGENCE–INTELLECT AS
AND MATERIAL/FORMAL OBJECTS.

See

INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS–AND COGNI-

TIONAL THEORY

AND PRIORITY (IN INTELLECT AND WILL).
AND PRIORITY (OF METAPHYSICS).

See intra And interiority

See INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS–AND PRIORITY

OF METAPHYSICS

AND SCIENCE.

“In Aristotle the sciences are conceived not as autonomous but as prolongations of philosophy and as further determinations of the basic concepts philosophy provides [Metaphysics, Theta,
6, 1048 a 25]. So it is that, while Aristotelian psychology is not without
profound insight into human sensibility and intelligence, still its basic concepts are derived not from intentional consciousness but
from metaphysics. Thus ‘soul’ does not mean ‘subject’ but ‘the first
act of an organic body’ whether of a plant, an animal, or a man [De
Anima, II, i, 412b, pp. 4 ff.]. Similarly, the notion of ‘object’ is not derived
from a consideration of intentional acts; on the contrary, just as potencies are to be conceived by considering their acts, so acts are to
be conceived by considering their objects, i.e. their efficient or final
causes [ibid., II, 4, 415a, pp. 14-20]. As in psychology, so too in physics, the
basic concepts are metaphysical. As an agent is principle of movement in the mover, so a nature is principle of movement in the
moved. But agent is agent because it is in act. The nature is matter
or form and rather form than matter. Matter is pure potency.

AND THE WILL.

See HABIT(S)–OF SPECULATIVE INTELLECT;

See

INTEN-

INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS–AND COGNITIONAL

See FREEDOM, ELEMENTS OF (4)

AND TRANSPOSITION TO TRANSCENDENTAL NOTIONS.

See

INTENTIONALITY

ANALYSIS–AND PRIORITY OF METAPHYSICS
AND TURN TO THE SUBJECT.

See INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS–AND TURN TO THE SUB-

JECT

FALLACY : See INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–VS CONCEPT
FALSE/FALSITY :

Good and evil are in things, but true and false are in

the mind. See intra And knowledge
AND EXPRESSION. See EXPRESSION–AND FALSITY/TRUTH
AND JUDGMENT. See JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–TRUE AND FALSE
AND KNOWLEDGE. “The issue … is not knowledge as true or false
but knowledge as known to be true or false. Even sense knowledge may be true or false. Just as good and bad regard the perfection of the thing, so true and false regard the perfection of a
knowing. True knowing is similar, false is dissimilar, to the known.”
(V 71.)
BELIEF/BELIEVER.
FACT.

See BELIEF–FALSE

See FACT–FALSE

NOTIONS OF METHOD.

See METHOD(S)–NOTION OF-FALSE

FANTASM : See PHANTASM/FANTASM
FEEDBACK: Groups and individuals want and need to know the effect of their work on others, to get feedback, so they might learn as
well as judge what works and what doesn’t, to guide change and development. While the word does not appear in Insight, there is an index entry because, in light of L’s later use, In does express its
meaning. L speaks of “the feedback that may lead to an adjustment
of policies or a revision of plans.” (PTP2 231.). Drawing on Gibson Winter (Elements for a Social Ethic), L speaks of “social experimentation
in which social scientists, social philosophers, and moralists (1) collaborate, (2) are guided by feedback from the implementation of their
proposals, (3) gradually discover ever better policies, plans, procedures.” (PTP2 231.)
LINGUISTIC. “At a higher level of linguistic development, the possibility of insight is achieved by linguistic feed-back, by expressing
the subjective experience in words and as subjective.” (M 88.) “It was
on a rising tide of linguistic feedback that logic and philosophy and
early science emerged.” (M 97.)

And development of language. “Because the development of
thought and language depends upon insights, because insights
occur with respect to sensible presentations and representations,
early language can come to dominate the spatial field yet remain
unable to handle adequately the generic, the temporal, the subjective, the divine. But these limitations recede in the measure that

FEELINGS – FEELINGS

feed-back is achieved, that is in the measure that explanations
and statements provide the sensible presentations for the insights
that effect further developments of thought and language. Moreover, such advance for a time can occur exponentially: the more
language develops, the more it can develop still more. Eventually,
there begins the reflex movement in which language comes to
mediate and objectify and examine the linguistic process itself.
Alphabets make words visible. Dictionaries collect their meanings. Grammars study their inflections and syntax. Literary criticism interprets and evaluates compositions. Logics promote
clarity, coherence, and rigor. HERMENEUTICS studies the varying relations of acts of meaning to terms of meaning [see MEANING–ACTS OF, –
TERMS OF]. Philosophers reflect on the world of immediacy [see IMMEDIACY–WORLD OF] and the many worlds mediated by meaning [see
WORLD(S)– MEDIATED BY MEANING].” (M 92.)
FEELINGS:

L calls feelings “intentional responses to value.” (M 38.)
“There are aberrations of feeling. Nietzsche borrowed from the French the word RESSENTIMENT and gave it a meaning that is his own. Max Scheler modified that meaning, and I am
following Scheler [Frings, Max Scheler], who considered ressentiment as a refeeling of a specific value clash with someone else’s
value qualities, someone else who is one’s superior physically or
intellectually or morally or spiritually. The response is not any attack on the person but a constant belittling of that value quality,
making out that it is not important, or that it is overrated. Without
being aggressive it can spread over a whole lifetime, and that anger
is neither repudiated nor directly expressed. It can lead to a distortion of a whole scale of values, and can spread not only in an individual but in a whole group, people, social class, and over a whole
epoch.” (PTP2 142.)
ABERRATIONS OF.

AND APPREHENSION OF VALUES.

See intra And symbols; And dialectic; see

also VALUE(S)–APPREHENSION OF
AND ART.

See ART–AND FEELINGS

AND DIALECTIC.

The larger context is Dialectic (see DIALECTIC (FUNCThe immediate topic is the inadequacy of a hermeneutics that regards understanding alone; the interpreter also
needs an evaluative hermeneutics. “Now the apprehension of values [see VALUE(S)–APPREHENSION OF] and disvalues is the task not of understanding but of intentional response [see intra As intentional
response]. Such response is all the fuller, all the more discriminating, the better a man one is, the more refined one’s sensibility, the
more delicate one’s feelings. So evaluative interpretation pertains
to a specialty, not on the end of the second level of intentional consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(2) INTELLECTUAL], but
on the end of the fourth level [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF
(5)-(4) RATIONAL SELF- (6 ELEMENTS)]. ... Such, then, is a first task of Dialectic.” (M 245-46.)
AND EDUCATION. See EDUCATION–AND FEELING
AND EXPLANATION. “The advance of knowledge is through anticipated or achieved EXPLANATION. But explanation does not give man a
home. It reveals things in their relations to one another [see QUOAD
SE] through the complex symbols of mathematics, the cumbrous
technical terms of science, the bloodless ballet of metaphysical
TIONAL SPECIALTY)).
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categories. Even if one does not revolt at the very notion that in that
fashion man is to contemplate reality as explained, at least one has
to admit (1) that the world of pure science and of metaphysics is
somehow very different from the world of poetry and of common
sense, (2) that the apprehension of explanation stands in opposition
and tension with the flow of the sensitive presentations, of the feelings and emotions, of the talking and doing that form the palpable
part of our living with persons and our dealing with things, (3) that
as explanation is reached through DESCRIPTION, so it must be applied
concretely by turning from explanation back to the descriptive
world of things for us [see QUOAD NOS], and therefore (4) that man’s
explanatory self-knowledge can become effective in his concrete
living only if the content of systematic insights, the direction of
judgments, the dynamism of decisions can be embodied in images
that release feeling and emotion and flow spontaneously into deeds
no less than words.” (In 570.) See also IMAGE–AS IMAGE, SYMBOL, SIGN
AND HEART’S REASONS.

The context is religion and faith, but L’s remarks also apply to nonreligious love. He says that “there is a knowledge born of love. Of it Pascal spoke when he remarked that the heart
has reasons which reason does not know. Here by reason I would understand the compound of the activities on the first three levels of
cognitional activity, namely, of experiencing, of understanding, and
of judging [knowing fact; see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS]. By the
heart’s reasons I would understand feelings that are intentional responses to values [see intra As intentional response]; and I would recall
the two aspects of such responses, the absolute aspect that is a recognition of value [see VALUE(S)–SCALE OF], and the relative aspect that is a
preference of one value over another [see VALUE(S)–AND SCALE OF PREFERENCES]. Finally, by the heart I understand the subject on the fourth, existential level of intentional consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS,
INTENTIONAL– LEVELS OF (5)-(4) RATIONAL SELF- (6 ELEMENTS)] and in the dynamic
state of being in love [see LOVE–BEING IN]. The meaning, then, of Pascal’s
remark would be that, besides the factual knowledge reached by experiencing, understanding, and verifying, there is another kind of
knowledge reached through the discernment of value [see VALUE(S)–
DISCERNMENT OF] and the judgments of value [see JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE] of a
person in love.” (M 115.)
AND IMAGES.

See intra And explanation

AND INTERSUBJECTIVITY.
AND LIBERTY.

See intra Community of, and fellow f.

See LIBERTY–AND FEELINGS

AND LITERARY LANGUAGE.
AND MEANING.

See LANGUAGE–LITERARY

See MEANING–AND FEELINGS

AND NONINTENTIONAL STATES, TRENDS, AND GOALS. The context is development of feelings (see intra Development of). “Distinct from operational development is the development of feeling. On this topic I
would draw on Dietrich von Hildebrand [Christian Ethics] and distinguish non-intentional states and trends from intentional responses
[see intra As intentional response]. The former may be illustrated by such
states as fatigue, irritability, bad humor, anxiety, and the latter by such
trends or urges as hunger, thirst, sexual discomfort. The states have
causes. The trends have goals. But the relation of the feeling to the
cause or goal is simply that of effect to cause, of trend to goal. The
feeling itself does not presuppose and arise out of perceiving, imagining, representing the cause or goal. Rather, one first feels tired and,
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perhaps belatedly, one discovers that what one needs is a rest. Or first
one feels hungry and then one diagnoses the trouble as a lack of food.”
(M 30.)
AND SELF-KNOWLEDGE.

See SELF ...–KNOWLEDGE-AND FEELINGS

AND SELF-TRANSCENDENCE.

See SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE-AFFECTIVE

AND SYMBOLS.

“A symbol is an image of a real or imaginary object
that evokes a feeling or is evoked by a feeling.” (M 64.) This need is
for internal communication. Organic and psychic vitality have to
reveal themselves to intentional consciousness and, inversely, intentional consciousness has to secure the collaboration of organism
and psyche. Again, our apprehensions of values occur in intentional
responses, in feelings: here too it is necessary for feelings to reveal
their objects and, inversely, for objects to awaken feelings. It is
through symbols that mind and body, mind and heart, heart and
body communicate. (M 66.) See also IMAGE–AS IMAGE, SYMBOL, SIGN

AND SYSTEMATIC LANGUAGE.

See LANGUAGE–TECHNICAL-AND SYSTEMATIC MEAN-

ING

AND THEORY.

The context is the role of expression in religion. But
L’s remarks apply to the broader context of differing modes of expression when consciousness is differentiated into common sense
and theory (see CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–TYPES OF; see also MEANING–
REALMS OF). For details see MEANING–REALM(S) OF-(3) INTERIORITY
AND TOTAL MANIFOLD.

See

UNIVERSE–ORDER OF-AND THE TOTAL MANIFOLD-AND

the future, about evils to be lamented or remedied, about the good
that can, might, must be accomplished.” (M 114-15.) See intra Community
of, and fellow f.; As related to objects, values, etc.; see also JUDGMENT(S) OF
VALUE; VALUE(S)–APPREHENSION OF
AS NON-PEJORATIVE. See HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT, LAWS OF (4)-(2) INTEGRATION
AS RELATED TO OBJECTS, VALUES, ETC. “Feelings are related to objects, to one another, and to their subject. They are related to objects: one desires food, fears pain, enjoys a meal, regrets a friend’s
illness. They are related to one another through changes in the object: one desires the good that is absent, hopes for the good that is
sought, enjoys the good that is present; one fears absent evil, becomes disheartened at its approach, sad in its presence. Again, feelings are related to one another through personal relationships: so
love, gentleness, tenderness, intimacy, union go together; similarly,
alienation, hatred, harshness, violence, cruelty form a group; so too
there are such sequences as offense, contumacy, judgment, punishment and, again, offense, repentance, apology, forgiveness. Further, feelings may conflict yet come together: one may desire
despite fear, hope against hope, mix joy with sadness, love with
hate, gentleness with harshness, tenderness with violence, intimacy
with cruelty, union with alienation. Finally, feelings are related to
their subject [see SUBJECT, THE]: they are the mass and momentum
and power of his conscious living, the actuation of his affective capacities, dispositions, habits, the effective orientation of his being.”

intra As intentional response

FEELINGS

(M 64-65.) See also

AND VALUES. See intra As intentional response; As related to objects, values,
etc.; And symbols; And dialectic; see also JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE; VALUE(S)–

COMMUNICATION OF.

APPREHENSION OF

AND WORDS.

“The interpenetration of knowledge and expression
implies a solidarity, almost a fusion, of the development of knowledge and the development of language. Words are sensible: they
support and heighten the resonance of human INTERSUBJECTIVITY [see
intra Community of, and fellow f.]; the mere presence of another releases
in the dynamism of sensitive consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS–
SENSITIVE] a modification of the flow of feelings and emotions, images and memories, attitudes and sentiments; but words possess
their own retinues of associated representations and affects, and so
the addition of speech to presence brings about a specialized, directed modification of intersubjective reaction and response.” (In 577.)
AS INTENTIONAL RESPONSE.

“Intentional responses ... answer to
what is intended, apprehended, represented. The feeling relates us,
not just to a cause or an end, but to an object. Such feeling gives intentional consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL] its mass,
momentum, drive, power. Without these feelings our knowing and
deciding would be paper thin. Because of our feelings, our desires
and our fears, our hope or despair, our joys and sorrows, our enthusiasm and indignation, our esteem and contempt, our trust and distrust, our love and hatred, our tenderness and wrath, our
admiration, veneration, reverence, our dread, horror, terror, we are
oriented massively and dynamically in a world mediated by meaning [see WORLD(S)–MEDIATED BY MEANING, –MOTIVATED BY VALUE]. We have feelings about other persons, we feel for them, we feel with them. We
have feelings about our respective situations, about the past, about

See intra Community of, and fellow f.

COMMUNITY OF, AND FELLOW F. “LIBERTY is exercised within a matrix
of personal relations. In the cooperating community persons are
bound together by their needs and by the common good of order
[see GOOD, THE–OF ORDER] that meets their needs. They are related by
the commitments that they have freely undertaken and by the expectations aroused in others by the commitments, by the roles they
have assumed and by the tasks that they meet to perform. These relationships normally are alive with feeling. There are common or
opposed feelings about qualitative values and scales of preference
[see VALUE(S)–AND SCALE OF PREFERENCES]. There are mutual feelings in
which one responds to another as an ontic value or as just a source
of satisfactions. Beyond feelings there is the substance of COMMUNITY.” (M 50.)
“INTERSUBJECTIVITY appears not only in spontaneous mutual aid
but also in some of the ways in which feelings are communicated. Here we shall be reporting Max Scheler who distinguished
community of feeling, fellow-feeling, psychic contagion, and
emotional identification [see Frings, Max Scheler 56-66]. ... Both
community of feeling and fellow-feeling are intentional responses that presuppose the apprehension of objects that arouse
feeling. In community of feeling two or more persons respond in
parallel fashion to the same object. In fellow-feeling a first person responds to an object, and a second responds to the manifested feeling of the first. So community of feeling would be
illustrated by the sorrow felt by both parents for their dead child,
but fellow-feeling would be felt by a third party moved by their
sorrow. Again, in community worship, there is community of

FIELD (AND SUBJECT) – FINALITY

feeling inasmuch as worshippers are similarly concerned with
God, but there is fellow-feeling inasmuch as some are moved to
devotion by the prayerful attitude of others.” (M 57-58.)
DEVELOPMENT OF. The most important data on development of feelings are found in most of the subentries intra and in these entries:
JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE ■ VALUE(S)–APPREHENSION OF ■ HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT ■ SUBJECT, THE–DEVELOPMENT OF ■ CONVERSION– MORAL
EXPRESSION OF.
FELLOW F.

See LANGUAGE–LITERARY

See intra Community of, and fellow f.

ORIGIN OF. “Question: Could you say something about the origin of
feelings—what I mean is, could one say that the feelings one has
are previous judgments? Response: No, I don’t think so. Feelings
are with you from the start. Karl Stern describes the baby as unlimited receptacle for being loved. Question: How then would they
change? Response: They differentiate. Question: If so, how does
this come about? Response: When the baby laughs, the whole baby
laughs! Question: Would this differentiation have anything to do
with one’s accumulation of knowledge? Response: Yes, they interpenetrate. Commonsense knowledge is not part of feeling. But
when you start getting into systematic knowledge, when you start
setting the feelings out, this knowing process is going on but the
feelings more or less are there.” (PTP2 150.)
VS THE GOOD. See GOOD, THE–VS FEELINGS, SENTIMENTS

FIELD (AND SUBJECT):

Except where they pertain strictly to matters
of faith and religious belief as such, most of L’s statements about the
employment of the FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES in method (see GEM) are in regard to the categories special to theology—foundations, systematics,
doctrines, communication; they also apply, mutatis mutandis, to the
mediating and mediated phases of the transmission of authentic culture. His statements about distinguishing field, subject, and FUNCTIONAL
SPECIALIZATION(S) are a case in point.
SPECIALIZATION. See FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES–AND FIELD/SUBJECT SPECIALIZATION
TRANSCENDENTAL. “That field is unrestricted, and so outside it there
is nothing at all. … The transcendental field is defined not by what
man knows, not by what he can know, but by what he can ask
about; and it is only because we can ask more questions than we
can answer that we know about the limitations of our knowledge.”
(M 23-24.)

FINALITY: “In

our usage of the term, finality means not a future event
but a present fact, not the ultimate result of a tendency but its past
and present unfolding.” (In 558.) Finality refers to the integral horizontal
and vertical dimensions of all processes and appetites to their immanent and transcendent terms. Finality is “the direction immanent in
the dynamism of the real.” (In 476.) See intra Horizontal; Vertical “Just as
cognitional activity is the becoming known of being, so objective
process is the becoming of proportionate being [see BEING–
PROPORTIONATE]. Indeed, since cognitional activity is itself but a part of
this universe, so its heading to being is but the particular instance in
which universal striving towards being becomes conscious and intelligent and reasonable. ... Such is the meaning we would attach to the
name ‘finality.’ Accordingly, we do not mean by finality some expedient of a lazy intelligence attempting to make amends for the deficiencies in its account of efficient causality. Much less do we mean
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by finality some pull exerted by the future on the present. By finality
we refer to a theorem of the same generality as the notion of being.
This theorem affirms a parallelism between the dynamism of the
mind and the dynamism of proportionate being [see ETHICS–METHOD OF
METAPHYSICS AND]. It affirms that the objective universe is not at rest, not
static, not fixed in the present, but in process, in tension, fluid. As it
regards present reality in its dynamic aspect, so it affirms this dynamism to be open. As what is to be known becomes determinate only
through knowing, so what is to be becomes determinate only through
its own becoming. But as present knowing is not just present knowing but also a moment in process towards fuller knowing, so also
present reality is not just present reality but also a moment in process
to fuller reality.” (In 470-71.)
AND DATA. See DATA–AND FINALITY
AND DETERMINISM. See intra Features of (9)-(4) not determinate
AND DEVELOPMENT. See DEVELOPMENT–PRINCIPLE(S) OF (7)-(3) FINALITY
AND ETHICS.
AND GOD.

See ETHICS–AND FINALITY

See PHILOSOPHY OF GOD–AND GOD-AND FINALITY

AND IMMANENT INTELLIGIBILITY.

Finality “is an affirmation of dynamism, of a general directedness to fuller intelligibility and systematization, and of the attainment of ever greater but never
complete fulness through an effective PROBABILITY. A clear example
of the exact meaning of such finality is the flexible strategy of the
dynamic higher system [see SYSTEM(S)–HIGHER] and, again, of the cumulative succession of ever bolder and richer strategies. Accordingly, our affirmation of finality means no more than what can be
grasped intelligently in the data and affirmed reasonably on the basis of the data [see DATA–OF SENSE; DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS]. But the real
is BEING, and being is what is to be grasped intelligently and affirmed reasonably. On this showing, finality is just as real as anything else.” (In 506-07.)
AND INTELLIGENCE. See INTELLIGENCE–AND FINALITY
AND INTENTION OF BEING.

“The intention of being [see BEING–INTENTION
functions as a finality. It is radically from nature, and it functions in knowledge as a finality, a guide, a criterion, a requirement.
It is absolutely transparent; it is not an a priori that determines
what you will know, but it demands, it initiates, the process of
knowing, guides the process, and sets criteria by which one carries
out the process correctly or incorrectly. It sets the process going as
inquiry, and it guides it by a requirement of intelligibility through
which one effects the transition from essence to being, from essentia to ens. Once that transition is effected, you get your question, Is
it? An sit? That question is not only asking for an answer; it is also
setting up a criterion, a requirement, and an exigence. If you grasp
the virtually unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY], you can
answer, ‘Yes,’ and if you grasp it, you cannot be rational and not
answer, ‘Yes.’” (UB 169.)
AND KNOWING. “Intelligent and rational finality underpins all contents in our knowing; it penetrates them all; and it goes beyond
them all.” (UB 151.) L explicates the finality of knowing at some
length (UB 149-55), but these are his major points: “In cognitional
process [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–PROCESS] there are not merely data
of sense [see DATA–OF SENSE] and the form grasped in insight, but also
OF]
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finality, the intellectually and rationally conscious finality of intellect towards being. … Your questions are questions about being:
What is it? Is it so? Your questions have their root in this fundamental finality. … This finality also goes beyond all contents. Any
degree of understanding gives rise to further questions, to further
understanding, and when you reach the further understanding you
ask whether it is so. Affirming ‘It is so’ will itself give rise to further questions. When you grasp the unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY ], you want to move to the level of knowing being.
When you affirm, ‘It is so,’ you have reached it, but you have not
entirely reached it. You know only some little aspect of being in
any true judgment. You reach judgment only to raise further questions; there is no limit to further questions. … Knowledge is something that gradually accumulates through our living. Because judgment is contextual, each new judgment has to fit into the set of
judgments that is already determined. … So this intelligent and rational finality underpins, penetrates, and goes beyond all contents.”
(UB 153.) In regard to the finality of knowing as a structured notion,
see COGNITION,

COGNITIONAL–STRUCTURE

AND METAPHYSICS.

“One thing that is truly remarkable about Lonergan’s METAPHYSICS is his affirmation of the finality, not just of organic development or human existence or even limited instances of
evolutionary process, but of the universe as a whole.” (Byrne, “Teleology,
Modern Science and Verification” 38.) In regard to metaphysics and finality, L
writes: “The directed dynamism of finality is an effectively probable realization of possibilities. For potency [see POTENCY/POTENTIAL] is
an objective possibility of form; FORM is an objective possibility of
ACT; acts are an objective possibility of higher forms and higher
acts. The realization of these possibilities is effectively probable,
for on the supposition of sufficient numbers and sufficiently long
intervals of time, the realization of any possibility can be assured
[see intra Features of (9)-(5) realized possibility].” (In 473.) Elsewhere L
writes: “If metaphysics is concerned with being qua being, and being is the all-inclusive, then metaphysics has to say something
about the all-inclusive. Metaphysics is not merely analysis of particular beings; it is a view of the whole.” (UB 215-16.)
AND NOTION OF BEING.

“Just as the notion of being [see BEING–NOTION
underlies all other contents and penetrates them and goes beyond them, so too does finality underlie and penetrate and head
beyond each being that in fact is.” (In 474.) See also intra And intention of
OF]

being
AND POSSIBILITY.

See intra And metaphysics

Realized. See intra Features of (9)-(5) realized possibility
The larger context is the elements of metaphysics (In
ch. 15; METAPHYSICS–ELEMENTS OF). L’s explanation of finality while scientific is also poetic, for it suggests affect-laden, dynamic images of
the profound linkage between the realizations of our potential and the
potential of what we normally regard as an “out there” cosmic process. We and the cosmos together are striving “isomorphically” [see
ISOMORPHISM] to realize a certain but not predetermined form of mutual
completion. “It is not only our notion of being that is heuristic [see BEING–AS SUPREME HEURISTIC NOTION], that heads for an objective that can be defined only in terms of the process of knowing it, but also the reality of
AND POTENCY.

proportionate being itself exhibits a similar incompleteness and a
similar dynamic orientation towards a completeness that becomes determinate only in the process of completion [see ETHICS–METHOD OF METAPHYSICS AND].” (In 470.)
AND SCHEMES OF RECURRENCE. See intra Features of (9)-(3) not deductivist
AND SOME COUNTERPOSITIONS.

“I propose to employ the name ‘finality’ to denote the objective member of the parallel. Against such
usage, perhaps, there will be complaints. The imaginative will contend that finality refers to a pull exerted by the future on the present. Abstract deductivists will argue with Scotus that finality
should denote a necessary property of every possible world. Concrete deductivists will argue with Spinoza that finality is just a mistake: as premises prove conclusions, so because birds have wings
they are able to fly; as premises do not exist in order to prove conclusions, so birds do not have wings in order to be able to fly. Kantians will contend that finality is not a law of nature but a maxim of
thought, that it does not reveal a constituent of things but regulates
and orders our knowledge of them. In simpler fashion positivists
will maintain that, since finality is known by understanding, it does
not pertain to the ‘already out there now real.’ The surviving advocates of scientific monism, finally, will point out that there is no
room in their universe for all-pervasive notions such as being and
finality, for philosophy has nothing to add to science, and science
deals only with the precise concepts proper to particular departments.” (In 471.)
AND THE INCOMPLETE. See intra Is it potency or form or act?
AND WONDER. See CONCEPT(S), CONCEPTION(S)–AS PART OF PROCESS
AS OPERATOR. The larger context is the elements of metaphysics (In
ch. 15; METAPHYSICS–ELEMENTS OF). The narrower context is genetic method (see METHOD, GENETIC) and specifically organic development (see
DEVELOPMENT–ORGANIC). “The organism grows and develops. Its higher
system at any stage of development not only is an integrator but also
an operator, that is, it so integrates the underlying manifold as to call
forth, by the principles of correspondence and emergence [see DEVELOPMENT–PRINCIPLE(S) OF (7)-(1) EMERGENCE, -(2) CORRESPONDENCE], its own replacement by a more specific and effective integrator. … What is the
operator? In the general case, it is the upwardly directed dynamism of
proportionate being that we have named finality. It is conditioned by
instability in the underlying manifold, by incompleteness in the
higher integration, by imperfection in the correspondence between
the two. It is constituted inasmuch as the higher system not merely
suffers but provokes the underlying instability; inasmuch as the incompleteness of the higher system consists in a generic, rudimentary,
undifferentiated character that can become differentiated, effective,
specific: inasmuch as the imperfection of the correspondence is, so to
speak, under control and moving towards a limit where the principles
of correspondence and emergence [see DEVELOPMENT–PRINCIPLE(S) OF (7)-(1)
EMERGENCE, –PRINCIPLE(S) OF (7)-(2) CORRESPONDENCE] result in the replacement
of the prior integration by a more developed successor; inasmuch as
such operators form a flexible series along which the organism advances from the generic functioning of the initial cell to the flexible
circle of ranges of schemes [see RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF–FLEXIBLE CIRCLES
OF] of the mature type.” (In 490-91.)
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AS REAL. See DATA–AND FINALITY
CYCLES IN.

See intra Features of (9)-(4) not determinate

DIFFERENTIATION OF.
DIRECTED.

See intra Features of (9)-(8) nuanced

See intra Features of (9)-(2) directed

DISTINCT FROM ARISTOTLE’S FINAL CAUSALITY. The Aristotelian parallel to L’s notion of finality (Aristotle, Physics, II, 1, 192b 21-22)
is the principle of movement within the thing itself (in that in
which the principle too has being; see PROPER NAMES–ARISTOTLEARISTOTELIAN-MOTION IN). (In 476.)
DYNAMIC. See intra Features of (9)-(1) dynamic
ESSENTIAL MEANING OF. See intra Features of (9)-(4) not determinate
FEATURES OF. “Since analytic principles differ from analytic propositions [see PRINCIPLE(S)–ANALYTIC; PROPOSITION(S)–ANALYTIC] by the addition
of judgments of fact [see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT], our knowledge of proportionate being [see BEING–PROPORTIONATE] and so our knowledge of
finality is knowledge of what in fact is so. Accordingly, our question of finality is simply a question of correctly understanding a
FACT.” (In 472.)

(1) Dynamic. “To affirm finality is to disagree with the Eleatic
negation of change. It is to deny that this universe is inert, static,
finished, complete. It is to affirm movement, fluidity, tension,
approximativeness, incompleteness. It is an affirmation that may
turn out to have implications for the future, but such implications
are a further question, for finality is an affirmation of fact and
fact pertains not to the future but to the present and to the past.”
(In 472.)

(2) Directed. “It neither denies nor minimizes such facts as entropy, cataclysm, the death that follows every birth, the extinction
that threatens every survival. It offers no opinion on the ultimate
fate of the universe. But it insists that the negative picture is not
the whole picture. For it knows proportionate being [see BEING–
PROPORTIONATE] as constituted by explanatory genera and species
[see GENUS–EXPLANATORY] of central and conjugate potencies, forms,
and acts [see CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES; CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES]. It knows that potency stands in some
dynamic direction towards form, that form stands in some dynamic direction to act, that coincidental manifolds [see MANIFOLD(S)–
COINCIDENTAL] of act stand in some connection with potency to
higher forms. Just what that dynamic direction may prove to be
is a further question. But at least in some sense dynamic direction is to be affirmed.” (In 472.)
(3) Not deductivist. “The directed dynamism of finality is not
deductivist, for deductivism is a mistake. Accurate predictions
are possible, but their possibility rests on the survival of schemes
of recurrence [see RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF]; that survival is not
necessary but probable; and while probability excludes systematic divergence from ideal frequencies [see NONSYSTEMATIC–
DIVERGENCE OF ACTUAL FREQUENCIES], it does not exclude nonsystematic
divergence [see NONSYSTEMATIC–IN DIVERGING SERIES OF CONDITIONS].” (In 473.)
(4) Not determinate. “It is not headed to some determinate individual or species or genus of proportionate being. On the contrary, the essential meaning of finality is that, it goes beyond such
determinations. Potency heads to FORM, but it also heads beyond it
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to ACT: and it heads beyond act to coincidental manifolds [see MANIFOLD(S)–COINCIDENTAL] of acts, and through them to higher forms
and higher coincidental manifolds of acts. Finality goes beyond
the myriad individualities of the lowest genus to the fewer individualities of higher genera, and it goes beyond those fewer individualities in perpetual cycles of change. ... Even if one cares to
assert that finality can go no higher than man, it is clear enough
that man’s unrestricted DESIRE TO KNOW provides concrete evidence
that the alleged maximum of possibility is not the maximum of
aspiration.” (In 473.)
(5) Realized possibility. “Potency is an objective possibility of
form; form is an objective possibility of act; acts are an objective
possibility of higher forms and higher acts. The realization of
these possibilities is effectively probable, for on the supposition
of sufficient numbers and sufficiently long intervals of time, the
realization of any possibility can be assured.” (In 473.)
(6) Realistic. “It results from the classical laws that rest on
forms, from the statistical laws [see LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–STATISTICAL]
that rest on acts, from the emergent process that rests on potency.
It is not a contrivance added to an incompetent universe to make
it work but an unfolding of its immanent implications that is
bound to work. ... [People] forget that they themselves and all
their great achievements and all their still greater hopes and
dreams are but byproducts of the universe in its proper expansion
in accord with its proper intelligibility.” (In 473-74.)
(7) Universal. “Finality is an immanent intelligibility operating
through the effective probability of possibility. Effective probability makes no pretense to provide an aseptic universe of
chrome and plastic. Its trials will far outnumber its successes, but
the trials are no less part of the program than the successes.
Again, in human affairs finality does not undertake to run the
world along the lines of a kindergarten; it does undertake to
enlighten men by allowing their actions to have their consequences, that by this cumulative heaping of evidence men may
learn; and if one tribe or culture, one nation or civilization, does
not learn, finality will not stoop to coaxing and pleading; it lets
things take their course, that eventually tribes and nations, cultures and civilizations may reach the degree of intelligent and rational consciousness necessary to carry forward the task of
finality in transcending limitations.” (In 474.)
(8) Nuanced. “It is not some single simple-minded formula. It is
as concrete, as differentiated, as various, as are the multitudinous
beings of this world. Each has its limitations, its incompleteness,
its dynamic aspect, its tension, its thrust towards a fuller future.
Just as the notion of being [see BEING–NOTION OF] underlies all other
contents and penetrates them and goes beyond them, so too does
finality underlie and penetrate and head beyond each being that
in fact is.” (In 474.)
(9) Flexible. “There is the routine process of the universe, and
throughout it the same classical and statistical laws obtain [see
CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–LAWS]. But routine process is not a
rule without exceptions. There also are changes of state;
throughout such changes the same classical laws obtain, but statistical laws undergo modification. Nor are changes of state
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without their significance, for they provide in the long run for the
occurrence of emergent trends that begin from one set of classical laws and end with the verifiability of another. Again, the
emergent trend is itself flexible. Just as the same lesson can be
taught in different manners, just as the same discovery can be
made in different ways, so too the emergent process from potency to higher forms may follow different routes.” (In 474-75.)
FLEXIBLE. See intra Features of (9)-(9) flexible

movements of the chisel give the beauty of the statue.
(2) Dispositive. Second, a concrete plurality of lower activities
may be dispositive to a higher end in the same subject: the many
sensitive experiences of research lead to the act of understanding
that is scientific discovery.

HORIZONTAL.

quotes L, “Finality, Love, Marriage” 20.)

“Vertical and horizontal finalities are not alternatives,
but the vertical emerges all the more strongly as the horizontal is
realized the more fully.” (L, “Finality, Love, Marriage” 1C 20.) Horizontal finality refers to the forward, horizontal movement of intelligent and
non-intelligent processes to their terms, and of human appetites and
motives to their terms. See also intra Vertical; Vertical and horizontal
IS IT POTENCY OR FORM OR ACT?. “Is it potency or form or act that
provides the objective ground of finality? The answer is not doubtful, if finality is the direction immanent in the dynamism of the
real. For the real is dynamic inasmuch as it is incomplete, inasmuch as it is less than it can be. But act constitutes its achievement;
form determines what that achievement is; only in potency can one
discern the principle that refers determinate achievement to some
indeterminate betterment.” (In 476.)
NOT DEDUCTIVIST.

See intra Features of (9)-(3) not deductivist

NOT DETERMINATE.
NOTION OF.

See intra Features of (9)-(4) not determinate

See NOTION OF …–FINALITY

OF INTELLECT.

See INTELLECT–FINALITY OF

OF PRACTICAL INSIGHT.

“While speculative and factual insights are
concerned to lead to knowledge of being, practical insights are
concerned to lead to the making of being. Their objective is not
what is but what is to be done. They reveal, not the unities and relations of things as they are, but the unities and relations of possible
courses of action.” (In 633.)
OF THE UNIVERSE. See UNIVERSE–FINALITY OF
PRINCIPLE OF. See DEVELOPMENT–PRINCIPLE(S) OF-FINALITY
REALISTIC. See intra Features of (9)-(6) realistic
TYPES OF.

L distinguishes three types of finality—absolute, horizontal, and vertical. Absolute is theological. “Vertical and horizontal finalities are not alternatives, but the vertical emerges all the
more strongly as the horizontal is realized the more fully.” (L, “Finality,
Love, Marriage” 1C 46.) See intra Horizontal; Vertical
UNIVERSAL. See intra Features of (9)-(7) universal
VERTICAL.

“Vertical and horizontal finalities are not alternatives,
but the vertical emerges all the more strongly as the horizontal is
realized the more fully.” (L, “Finality, Love, Marriage” 1C 20.) See also intra Horizontal; Vertical and horizontal “Now attention must be drawn to a third
type of finality [absolute is theological], that of any lower level of
appetition and process to any higher level. This we term vertical finality. It has four manifestations:
(1) Instrumental. First, a concrete plurality of lower activities
may be instrumental to a higher end in another subject: the many

(3) Material. Third, a concrete plurality of lower entities may be
the material cause from which a higher form is educed or into
which a subsistent form is infused: examples are familiar.” (All
(4) Obediential. Obediential is theological.
VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL. “Vertical and horizontal finalities are
not alternatives, but the vertical emerges all the more strongly as
the horizontal is realized the more fully.” (L, “Finality, Love, Marriage” 1C 20.)
See also intra Horizontal We could say the forward, horizontal movement of intelligent and non-intelligent processes to their terms, and of
human appetites and motives to their terms, are at the same time upward movements that constitute the vertical, “that of any lower level
of appetition and process to any higher level.” (Ibid.) L’s worldview at
this point in his intellectual development is explicitly hierarchical.
Although his published writings on cosmic and cognitive processes
never become completely free of hierarchical imagery, his explanations clearly reveal that he grasps the dynamic, organic unity of cosmic and cognitive processes.
Concretely, consider how in a general overview of the process from
initial prime potency (see POTENCY/POTENTIAL–PRIME-AND ENERGY) to the universe of our experience we discern that a horizontal movement of particles to the formation of stable atomic nuclei simultaneously serves
the emergence of higher levels of integration; and the movements of
these schemes towards their own horizontal finalities serves still
higher integrations until, at last, humanity emerges. Consider the
horizontal finalities of masons and carpenters and others whose activities of bringing limited processes to terms simultaneously contribute to the emergence of an integrated building (which might itself
serve a higher integration). If natural development is a linked sequence of higher integrations, consider the isomorphic process of
human development. The self-transcending subject’s exercise of the
pure DESIRE TO KNOW serves the vertical finality that “emerges all the
more strongly as the horizontal is realized the more fully,” as our quotidian horizontal activities—inasmuch as they are attentive, intelligent, reasonable, responsible, loving (see TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS)—
serve the vertical finality of authentic subjectivity (see AUTHENTICITY).

See also ETHICS–METHOD OF METAPHYSICS AND

“Lonergan’s work has removed the objection that ‘in principle’ teleological assertions of [the universe’s
organic directedness] are not compatible with scientific insistence
on empirical verification.” (Byrne, “Teleology, Modern Science and Verification” 29) In
classical teleology, the future exerts a kind of pull on the present.
Mighty oaks from little acorns always grow, for the seed has the
potential within it to achieve future perfection by replicating its
parents; the finality of the seed is in that sense determined. Science,
however, verifies that, for example, adaptations to changed environmental conditions and sudden mutations occur in the interactive
development of living things. “Thus the idea that each thing has its
VS CLASSICAL TELEOLOGY
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own nature has little or no predictive value, and cannot therefore be
used to guide expectations about natural perfections of entities.”
(Ibid. 37.) Finality, therefore, is not realization of determined ends either in individual cases or in the final outcome of the whole. Like
the notion of being, the notion of objective cosmic process is heuristic: “Just as cognitional activity does not know in advance what
being is and so has to define it heuristically as whatever is to be
known by intelligent grasp and reasonable affirmation, so objective
process is not the realization of some blueprint but the cumulation
of a conditioned series of things and schemes of recurrence in accord with successive schedules of probabilities.” (In 470.) Thus the
theorem of finality is intimately linked to EMERGENT PROBABILITY and
schemes of recurrence (see RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF). See also UNI-
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act) of L’s METAPHYSICS–OF PROPORTIONATE BEING. Forms are central or
conjugate (see CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–FORM; CONJUGATE
(ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–FORM). “Form is intelligible in itself [potency and act are intelligible in the other]. It’s what you know by insight, by understanding. It’s as much of the thing as you know
insofar as you’re understanding it.” (UB 340.) Examples: “Eye, sight,
seeing, are potency, form, act. The capacity to will, habits of will,
and acts of will are potency, form, act.” (UB 366.)
ACCIDENTAL. See CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–FORM-VS ARISTOTLE’S

AND ABSTRACTION.

See ABSTRACTION–OF FORM/SPECIES

“A being by participation; a being whose act of existence is
not its essence.” (OPCC 59-61.) See EXISTENCE–AND ESSENCE-REAL DISTINCTION OF
AND RANGE OF QUESTIONS. See QUESTION(S)–RANGE OF
ESSENCE. See ESSENCE–FINITE
LIMIT TO OUR KNOWING. See QUESTION(S)–AND BEING

AND ACT. “Form is related to act as one’s eyesight is to seeing, as
one’s hearing is to actually hearing sounds, as soul is to existing
and living, as an impressed species [see PHANTASM/FANTASM–AND SPECIES
IMPRESSA] is to an act of understanding, or as a habit received in the
WILL is to an act of WILLING [see WILLING–WILL, WILLINGNESS, AND W. AS POTENCYFORM-ACT].” (OPCC 47.)
AND ACTION. See ACTION–AND FORM
AND ANALOGY. See ANALOGY OF …–FORM TO MATTER, –FORM TO POTENCY

FIRST PRINCIPLES: See PRINCIPLE(S)–FIRST

AND DEFINITION.

VERSE–FINALITY OF

FINITE:

FLEXIBILITY : See also inter alia ANALOGY–ARGUMENT FROM-AND COMMON SENSE ■
ART–DEFINITION OF-SYMBOLIC MEANING ■ CENSOR, CENSORSHIP–AND NEURAL-DEMAND FUNCTIONS-SUMMARY

■ CONTROL–OVER SENSE AND IMAGE ■ CULTURE, CULTURAL–VIEW OF-

MODERN/EMPIRICAL

■ DATA–AND FINALITY ■ FINALITY–AND IMMANENT INTELLIGIBILITY, –AS OP-

ERATOR ■ GENERALIZATION–OF COMMON SENSE ■ UNIVERSE–FINALITY OF

OF DEVELOPMENT.

See DEVELOPMENT–PRINCIPLE(S) OF (7)-(6) FLEXIBILITY, MINOR, -(7)

A [DEFINITION(S)] is the expression of understanding.
One understands by grasping FORM. “Form is intelligible in itself
[potency and act are intelligible in the other]. It’s what you know
by insight, by understanding. It’s as much of the thing as you know
insofar as you’re understanding it.” (UB 340.)
AND
ESSENCE.
See ESSENCE–AND FORM, MATTER; DENOMINATION–
EXTRINSIC/INTRINSIC

FLEXIBILITY, MAJOR

AND EXPERIENCE.

OF DREAMS.

AND HUMANITY.

See DREAM(S)–FUNCTION OF-AND ITS FLEXIBILITY

OF FINALITY.

AND IMAGE.

See FINALITY–FEATURES OF (9)-(9) FLEXIBLE

OF GENETIC SEQUENCE.
OF HUMAN LIVING.

AND KNOWING.

See DREAM(S)–FUNCTION OF-AND ITS FLEXIBILITY

OF PRINCIPLE OF CORRESPONDENCE.

See DEVELOPMENT–PRINCIPLE(S) OF (7)-(2)

CORRESPONDENCE

AND LAWS.

See RECURRENCE,

SCHEME(S) OF–FLEXIBLE CIR-

CLES OF

See INTELLIGIBILITY–OF CONTINGENT ACT

See BEING–PROPORTIONATE-AND KNOWING-FORM

See LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–AND FORM

AND MATTER.

OF SCHEMES OF RECURRENCE.

See FORM–AS ANSWER TO WHY; FORM–SUBSTANTIAL

AND METAPHYSICS.

See FORM–KNOWN IN SCIENCE NOT IN METAPHYSICS; METAPHYS-

ICS–AS INVARIANT FORM

OF THE SUBJECT.

See SUBJECT, THE–DRAMATIC-ELEMENTS IN-FLEXIBILITY

AND POTENCY.

FLIGHT: See also COMMON SENSE–SUBJECTIVE FIELD OF ■ CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(4) RATIONAL SELF- (6 ELEMENTS)-AND REPENTANCE, –MYTHIC-INFANTILE
AND DEMONIC ASPECTS

■ CRITICAL ■ DECLINE–CUMULATIVE-AND INSIGHT INTO OVERSIGHT ■

ETHICS–PRECEPTS OF ■ INSIGHT (THE BOOK) ■ INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–AND PSYCHONEUROSES

See CONCEIVING

AND INTELLIGIBILITY.

See SUBJECT, THE–DRAMATIC-ELEMENTS IN-FLEXIBILITY

OF NEURAL AND PSYCHIC.

See PHANTASM/FANTASM–INSIGHT INTO

AND INSIGHT.

See EMERGENT PROBABILITY–GENERALIZED

See WILLING–WILL, WILLINGNESS, AND W. AS POTENCY-FORM-ACT

See HUMANITY–CENTRAL FORM OF

■ OVERSIGHT ■ PSYCHIC ■ PSYCHOLOGY–DEPTH ■ PSYCHOTHERAPY ■ WILL–

GOOD

FROM ANXIETY.

See CONSCIOUSNESS,

INTENTIONAL– MYTHIC-INFANTILE AND DEMONIC

ASPECTS

FROM INSIGHT/UNDERSTANDING.

“Form, where it’s just a component of the real, is the
nucleus of INTELLIGIBILITY intrinsic to that reality. ESSENCE is intelligible
in itself; material essence is intelligible in itself because, while essence includes both form and potency, or form and matter, and the
matter or potency is not intelligible in itself, still it is intelligible in
the form, and you’ve included the form in the essence.” (UB 356.)

Analogy of. See ANALOGY OF …–FORM TO POTENCY
AND SCIENCE. See SCIENTIFIC–EXPLANATION-AND CENTRAL

FORM; SCIENCE(S)–

KNOWLEDGE OF FORM IN

See

INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–FLIGHT

FROM

FROM RATIONAL SELF-CONSCIOUSNESS.

AND THE KNOWN.

See KNOWN–AND FORM

AND THE SPIRITUAL.

See CONSCIOUSNESS,

INTENTIONAL–

LEVELS OF (5)-(4) RATIONAL SELF- (6 ELEMENTS)-FLIGHT FROM

FORM : The second of the three constitutive principles (potency,

form,

AND WILLING.

See intra Human central

See WILLING–WILL, WILLINGNESS, AND WILLING AS POTENCY-FORM-ACT

ARISTOTLE’S ACCIDENTAL.
ES–FORM-VS ARISTOTLE’S

See CONJUGATE

(ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUS-
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FORMAL/FORMALLY – FORMAL/FORMALLY

AS ANSWER TO WHY.

“Form is what causes matter to be a thing. On
the cognitional side, form is known in knowing the answer to the
question, Why are these sensible data to be conceived as of one
thing, of a man, of a house? But knowing why and knowing the
cause, like knowing the reason and knowing the real reason, are
descriptions of the act of understanding [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–ACT OF]. As, then, form mediates causally between matter and
thing, so understanding mediates causally between sensible data
and conception.” (V 195-96.)
AS CAUSE. See intra As answer to why
AS COGNITIONAL. See intra As answer to why
AS MEDIATOR. See intra As answer to why
ASSIMILATED IN KNOWING.

“Because the material thing has an intelligible component, form, it follows that what is known by understanding is real and not merely ideal as materialists, idealists, and
pseudorealists are prone to assume. Again, because the thing is
form and matter, there is a possible knowledge of the thing by abstraction of form from matter [see ABSTRACTION–FORMATIVE]. Further, because matter is a principle of limitation, so that form of itself is
universal, this abstract knowledge will be universal. But the act of
knowing is as much an ONTOLOGICAL reality as the known: as the
thing is constituted determinately by its form, so the knowing is
constituted determinately by its form, which will be similar to the
form of the known; on the other hand, there cannot be material as
well as formal assimilation of knowing to known, else the knowing
would be, but not know, the known; further, where the knowing
has the characteristics of necessity and universality, its form must
be received immaterially.” (V 186-87.)

CENTRAL

See CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–FORM

COMMANDING.
CONJUGATE

See CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–ARTISTICALLY

See CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–FORM

GRASPED IN DATA.

See

ABSTRACTION–ENRICHING/IMPOVERISHING-MOMENTS IN (3)-

SECOND

HUMAN CENTRAL.

In L’s critically grounded, empirical METAPHYSICS,
scholastic substantial form (see intra Substantial) or formal cause becomes central form (see CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–FORM).
In humanity it is the intellectual soul, the spiritual dimension of humanity’s material-spiritual nature. “Material reality cannot perform
the role or function of spiritual reality but spiritual reality can perform
the role and function of material reality. Were man’s central form a
material intelligibility, then it could not be intelligent and so could not
be the center and ground of man’s inquiry and insight, reflection and
judgment. Inversely, though man’s central form were a spiritual intelligibility, it could be the ground and center of his physical, chemical,
organic, and sensitive conjugates; for the spiritual is comprehensive;
what can embrace the whole universe through knowledge can provide the center and ground of unity in the material conjugates of a
single man.” (In 543.) See also HUMANITY–CENTRAL FORM OF
INVARIANT. See METAPHYSICS–AS INVARIANT FORM
KANTIAN A PRIORI AND. See A PRIORI–KANT’S-AND FORM
KNOWN IN SCIENCE NOT IN METAPHYSICS.

“If one wants to know just

what forms are, the proper procedure is to give up metaphysics and
turn to the sciences; for forms become known inasmuch as the sciences approximate towards their ideal of complete explanation; and
there is no method apart from scientific method by which one can
reach such explanation. However, besides the specialized acts of
understanding [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–ACT OF] in which particular types of forms are grasped in their actual intelligibility, there
also exist the more general acts of understanding in which one
grasps the relations between experience, understanding, and judgment, and the isomorphism of these activities with the constituents
of what is to be known [see KNOWING–AND KNOWN-ISOMORPHISM OF].” (In 52122.) In other words, the metaphysician will “outline the mold in
which an understanding of proportionate being necessarily will
flow,” the “constituents of what is to be known” (potency, form,
act); the scientist, on the other hand, explains particular concrete
instances. L is more interested in the isomorphism between the
cognitive operations of knowing and the constitutive principles of
the known; the isomorphic pairs are experience–potency, understanding–form, judgment–act (actuality).
PLATO’S. See PROPER NAMES–PLATO, PLATONIC, PLATONIST-AND FORMS
PROPORTION OF MATTER AND. See PROPORTION–OF MATTER TO FORM
SUBSTANTIAL. In SCHOLASTICISM: That by reason of which matter is a
definite thing, and a ‘such’ rather than a “this,’ and by which it has its
own specific powers and properties; the first (ultimate), actual (real),
intrinsic, proper (specific) principle by which a natural substance is
what it is; in other words, the formal cause. (DSP) “The difference between our central form and Aristotle’s substantial form is merely
nominal. For the Aristotelian substantial form is what is known by
grasping an intelligible unity, an unum per se. However, since the
meaning of the English word ‘substance’ has been influenced profoundly by Locke, since the Cartesian confusion of ‘body’ and thing
led to an identification of substance and extension and then to the riposte that substance is underneath extension, I have thought it advisable, at least temporarily, to cut myself off from this verbal tangle.” (In
462.).) See also HYLEMORPHISM (HYLOMORPHISM) In L’s later thought, scholastic terminology gives way to the language of INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS
and his empirical METAPHYSICS–OF PROPORTIONATE BEING. See CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–FORM

FORMAL/FORMALLY : Pertaining to FORM.
CAUSE.

See CAUSE(S)–FORMAL

CONSTITUENT OF COMMUNITY.
CONTEXT.

See CONTEXT(S)–FORMAL

DISTINCTION.
EFFECT.

See MEANING–COMMON-AND ONTOLOGY

See PROPER NAMES–SCOTUS, JOHN DUNS-FORMAL DISTINCTION OF

See DENOMINATION–EXTRINSIC/INTRINSIC

ELEMENT.

See MATHEMATICAL–FORMALIZATIONS-FORMAL ELEMENT

EVIDENCE.

See HISTORICAL–EVIDENCE-FORMAL

INFERENCE.

See INFERENCE–FORMAL

INTELLIGIBILITY.

See INTELLIGIBILITY–DIFFERENCES OF-FORMAL

MEANING. See MEANING–ACTS OF-(2) FORMAL,
MAL

–COMMON-FORMAL, –TERMS OF-(3) FOR-

FORMULATION – FOUNDATIONAL
OBJECT.
ONE.

See INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS–AND COGNITIONAL THEORY

See ONE–NATURAL OR FORMAL

PROPOSITION.
RELATIONS.
SYSTEM.

See PROPOSITION(S)–UNIVERSAL

See RELATION(S)–FORMAL

See SYSTEM(S)–FORMAL

UNCONDITIONED.

See PHILOSOPHY OF GOD–AND GOD-AS FORMALLY UNCONDITIONED

FORMULATION:

In this précis of cognitional process, one can see the
place of formulation at the level of understanding. “There is a flow of
sensations, perceptions, and images. There is wondering: What?
Why? How often? There is insight into the presentations of this flow,
into the sensible presentations or into the presentations of one’s own
consciousness [see DATA–OF SENSE; DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS], and there are
the formulations, conceptions, suppositions that result from the insight. Then there is another type of question, the critical attitude with
respect to the formulation: Is that right? Finally, there is grasping the
unconditioned and judging [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY; JUDGMENT(S) OF
FACT].” (UB 163-64.) See intra Insight and; see also EXPRESSION
ABSTRACT. See LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–CLASSICAL-ABSTRACT (4 ELEMENTS)-(3)
AND COGNITIONAL PROCESS. See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–PROCESS-AND FORMULATION

AND DATA.

See DATA–FROM FORMULATION TO

AND EXPERIENCE.
AND INSIGHT.

See VERIFICATION

See PARTICULAR(S)–INSIGHT INTO-AND GENERAL FORMULATION

AND INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT.

See

OPERATOR(S)–OF COGNITIONAL DE-

VELOPMENT-IS QUESTION

AND SCIENCE.

See

CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–FORMULATION; VERIFI-

what is known by insight, what insight adds to sensible and imagined presentations, finds its adequate expression only in the abstract and recondite formulations of the sciences.” (In 30; L’s emphasis.)
OF MEANING. See MEANING–FORMULATION OF
OF PHENOMENOLOGY. See PHENOMENOLOGIST
PURE. See INTERPRETATION–SKETCH OF METHOD FOR-(3) PURE FORMULATIONS
QUESTIONS AND. The context is L’s account of acts of inquiry, understanding, and formulation. Thus, “the question, What is it? leads to
a grasp and formulation of an intelligible unity-identity-whole [see
THING(S)] in DATA as individual. The question, Why? leads to a grasp
and formulation of a law, a correlation, a system. The question,
How often? leads to a grasp and formulation of an ideal frequency
[see FREQUENCY–TYPES OF (4)-(3) IDEAL] from which actual frequencies nonsystematically diverge [see NONSYSTEMATIC–DIVERGENCE OF ACTUAL FREQUENCIES].” (In 298.)
REVERSAL OF TO DATA. See VERIFICATION–OF FORMULATIONS
VS ARTISTIC EXPRESSION. See PARTICULAR(S)–INSIGHT INTO-AND EXPRESSION

FOUNDATION(S): Foundations here does not regard the functional
specialty of generalized empirical method (see FOUNDATIONS (FUNCTIONAL
SPECIALTY)). As the commonsense meaning of the word suggests, what
is foundational provides the base to build upon.
HUME ON. See OBJECTIVITY–EXTROVERSION AS
IN A METHODOLOGICAL CONTEXT. See FOUNDATIONS (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)
INTERIORITY AS.
OF A GENUS.

See INTERIORITY–AS FOUNDATION

See GENUS–FOUNDATIONS OF

CATION–OF FORMULATIONS

OF A PHILOSOPHY OF.

AND VERIFICATION.

OF LOGIC.

See VERIFICATION–OF FORMULATION

AS HYPOTHETICAL.

“The operations that follow upon the formulation of laws are not merely symbolic. For the formulation expresses
a grasp of possibility. It is a HYPOTHESIS. It provides a basis for deductions and calculations no less than mathematical premises do.
But it also provides a basis for further observations and experiments. It is such observation and experimentation, directed by a
hypothesis, that sooner or later turns attention to data that initially
were overlooked or neglected; it is attention to such further data
that forces the revision of initial viewpoints and effects the development of empirical science.” (In 59.)
COMPLEMENTARITY OF STATISTICAL AND CLASSICAL.

See CLASSICAL AND

STATISTICAL COMPARED–FORMULATION
DIALECTICAL ALTERNATIVES OF.

See

CANON(S)–OF METHODICAL HERMENEUTICS-

(2) OF EXPLANATION

EXPLANATORY.

See

METAPHYSICAL–EQUIVALENCE-RULES OF (3)-(2) OF EXPLANATORY

FORMULATION

INSIGHT AND. “Because the significance and relevance of insight
goes beyond any concrete problem or application, men formulate
abstract sciences with their numbers and symbols, their technical
terms and formulae, their definitions, postulates, and deductions.
Thus by its very nature insight is the mediator, the hinge, the pivot.
It is insight into the concrete world of sense and imagination. Yet
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See PHILOSOPHY OF …–FOUNDATIONS OF A

See LOGIC–FOUNDATIONS OF

OF METAPHYSICS.

See

METAPHYSICS–METHOD OF-(3) AND CONFINEMENT-AS FOUNDA-

TIONAL

OF SELF-AFFIRMATION.

See SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER-FOUNDATIONS OF

OF STATISTICAL SCIENCE.

See STATISTICAL–SCIENCE-FOUNDATIONS OF

FOUNDATIONAL: See also inter alia FOUNDATION(S) ■ FOUNDATIONALISM ■
FOUNDATIONS (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY) ■ CONVERSION–PSYCHIC ■ FACULTY PSYCHOLOGY

■ PRINCIPLE(S)–FIRST
AND METHOD/GEM.
METHODOLOGY.

See GEM–FUNCTIONS OF (12)-(7) FOUNDATIONAL

“Foundational methodology … covers all that is
basic in philosophy. One may or may not choose to include other
issues within philosophy, but one cannot treat them in any sound
and thorough fashion without settling—or presupposing as settled—the issues of cognitional theory [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–
THEORY], EPISTEMOLOGY, and METAPHYSICS.” (PTP2 393.)
And metaphysics. “From the viewpoint of foundational methodology METAPHYSICS is not the first science. It is not the Grund-undGesamtwissenschaft [basic and total science; see PHILOSOPHY, PHILOSOPHIES–AND THE BASIC AND TOTAL SCIENCE]. … I am quite willing to grant
that in a philosophy primarily concerned with objects metaphysics must be the first science, for it is the objects of metaphysics
that are both most basic and most universal. But in a philosophy
that primarily is concerned not with objects but with operations,
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FOUNDATIONALISM – FRAME(S) OF REFERENCE

metaphysics cannot be the first science. What now is both most
basic and most universal are the operations, and these are studied
in cognitional theory. Secondly, comes the validity of the operations, and such is the concern of epistemology. Only in the third
place does there arise the question of objects, which is the concern of a metaphysics.” (PTP2 393-94.)
REALITY. See REALITY–FOUNDATIONAL
FOUNDATIONALISM : Foundationalism has nothing in common with
L’s Foundations (see FOUNDATIONS (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)). Rather, it is the
method whereby conclusions that are certain are drawn from selfevident principles. Taken in this sense, “foundations for one person
are not foundations for another. ... When our first principles differ, we
have lost objectively valid foundations; it all depends on subjective
positions and dispositions that vary with religion, culture, education,
whatever. … There are self-evident first principles, “but there are
those who subjectively do not see them. And what does the subject
need in order to see them? Thomas’s answer [ST, 1-2, q. 94, a. 3 c.] is that
the subject needs WISDOM! The wise will see what the unwise will not
see.” (Crowe, “Rhyme and Reason” 29.)
FOUNDATIONS (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY):

Fifth of the eight FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES. Generalized Empirical Method (see GEM) comprises
two sets of four categories (see CATEGORY, CATEGORIES–GENERAL, –SPECIAL).
The general categories pertain to the mediation of a tradition; the
special (special because essential to method in theology) to the
tradition thus mediated. Foundations is first of the four special categories—Foundations, Doctrines, Systematics, Communication. Four
categories because each is tied to the cognitional operation proper to
that level (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–LEVELS OF). In the mediated phase,
however, the order of cognitional operations is reversed—decision,
judgment, understanding, experience. Thus Foundations, while the
first special category, is tied to the fourth level of intentional
consciousness, DECISION.
“Foundations is concerned with objectifying the human event
known as CONVERSION. Conversion determines the personal horizon
of the theologian (historian, etc.) maintained through a decision
about the world-view, the outlook, he or she chooses to maintain.
Foundations is the identification and selection of the framework in
which doctrines, systematics, and communications will have meaning and effectiveness. It is specifically the foundation for these
three remaining specialties, not for all of the theological task (M 26768).
L holds that the difference between the converted and unconverted must be thematized because it is real. In foundations conversion is a prerequisite and it is explicit. One’s foundations operate
not only in theology but in every discipline. Research, interpretation, history, and dialectic may be done by the converted or the unconverted. When performed by one converted, however, these
same functions have a different kind of “self” doing them. In other
disciplines, however, the “kind of self doing them” is not in the job
description. To objectify conversion one has need of intentionality
analysis, the ability to attend to one’s own conscious operations
and to objectify them. This ability enables one to deal with the data
of consciousness in addition to the data of sense. Foundations the-

matizes the conscious subject’s selection of a position from among
the possibilities presented in dialectic (M 268).
As a fourth-level function, in foundations consciousness becomes
conscience (M 268). The conversion with which foundations is concerned can be of several types. Three forms were initially discussed
by L. Conversion can be intellectual, which means one knows how
CONSCIOUSNESS works, not from theory, but from SELF-APPROPRIATION.
Conversion can be moral, in which choice opts for the truly good
over mere satisfaction, effectively dissolving individual, group, and
general bias. Conversion can be distinctly religious, an alteration of
our total horizon itself, as a result of encounter with the Holy. Conversion of any kind is movement from one set of roots to another (M
271, 2C 65-66). Because of conversion a new human subject, a new self,
results. The converted and unconverted have radically different horizons within which to entertain possibilities (M 271).
From a simple manner of doing foundations in a static, deductivist style, proceeding from a set of premises, L distinguishes his own
preference, wherein meaning follows a more complex “methodical” style, moving from discovery to discovery. He regards foundations as what is first in any ordered set (M 269-70, 2C 63-64). First for
theological foundations is religious conversion, a personal but not
necessarily private encounter with transcendent reality (3C 218).
For L INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS is the basis that provides foundations
not only for theology but for personal ethical decisions, hermeneutics, critical history, and any other discipline the person explores (2C
39, 203). (Thanks to DH for suggestions on this term.)” (GP)
AND INTERIORITY. See INTERIORITY–AS FOUNDATION
AS A SET OF PREMISES/PROPOSITIONS. “Foundations may be conceived in two quite different manners. The simple manner is to
conceive foundations as a set of premisses, of logically first propositions. The complex manner is to conceive foundations as what is
first in any ordered set. If the ordered set consists in propositions,
then the first will be the logically first propositions. If the ordered
set consists in an ongoing, developing reality, then the first is the
immanent and operative set of norms that guides each forward step
in the process. … If one desires foundations for an ongoing, developing process, one has to move out of the static, deductivist style—
which admits no conclusions that are not implicit in premisses—
and into the methodical style—which aims at decreasing darkness
and increasing light and keeps adding discovery to discovery. Then,
what is paramount is control of the process. It must be ensured that
positions are accepted and counter-positions are rejected [see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION].” (M 269-70.)
FRAME(S) OF REFERENCE: “Frames of reference are structures of relations employed to order totalities of extensions and/or durations.
They fall into three main classes.” (In 167.) See intra Personal; Public; Spe-

cial
AND SPACE/TIME.

See SPACE AND TIME–FOR US

EMPIRICAL RESIDUE, INSIGHT AND.

“Because the difference of particular places and the difference of particular times are given prior
to any questioning and prior to any insight, because these given
differences cannot be matched by any insights that explain why

FRAMEWORK – FREE

places differ and times differ, there has to be introduced the category of the empirical residue [see RESIDUE(S)–EMPIRICAL]. … However,
one may not surrender yet. For particular places and particular
times can be united by reference frames; the frames can be employed to distinguish and designate every place and every time;
and evidently such constructions are eminently INTELLIGENT and eminently INTELLIGIBLE. Now, no doubt, reference frames are objects of
direct insight [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–DIRECT], but what is
grasped by that insight is an ordering of differences that are not
explained by the order but merely presupposed. So it is that different geometries grasped by different insights offer different intelligible orders for the differences in place or time that all equally
presuppose and, quite correctly, none attempt to explain [see FACT–
MERE MATTER OF-AND NO EXPLANATION].” (In 51-52.)
NORMAL/ABNORMAL. This entry flows from PROPER NAMES–MINKOWSKI, H.SPACE. “While standard rods and clocks [see MEASUREMENT–RODS, CLOCKS,
AND-AND INVARIANCE] determine the same spatiotemporal intervals for all
frames of reference, still these invariant intervals divide differently
into spatial and temporal components in different frames of reference. Hence one may distinguish between normal and abnormal
frames by introducing the definitions: A reference frame is normal
to measurements if differences of position have a temporal component that is zero and differences of time have a spatial component that is zero. … A reference frame is abnormal to
measurements if differences of position have a temporal component that is not zero and differences of time have a spatial component that is not zero. … Operationally this means that reference
frames, rods, clocks, and measurable objects should be relatively at
rest if one’s measuring is not to be complicated by the ambiguities
of the elementary paradox.” (In 187-88.) See also MEASUREMENT–AND SPECIAL
RELATIVITY-AND REFERENCE FRAMES

PERSONAL. “Everyone has his personal reference frame. It moves
when he moves, turns when he turns, and keeps its ‘now’ synchronized with his psychological present. The existence of this personal
reference frame is witnessed by the correlation between the place
and time of the speaker and, on the other hand, the meaning of
such words as here, there, near, far, right, left, above, below, in
front, behind, now, then, soon, recently, long ago, etc.” (In 167.) See

also intra Public-vs personal
PUBLIC.

“There are public reference frames. Thus, men become
familiar with the plans of buildings, the network of streets in which
they move, the maps of their cities, countries, continents. Similarly,
they are familiar with the alternation of night and day, with the
succession of weeks and months, with the use of clocks and calendars. Now such relational schemes knit together extensions and durations. But they are not personal reference frames that shift about
with an individual’s movements. On the contrary, they are public,
common to many individuals, and employed to translate the here
and now of the personal reference frame into generally intelligible
locations and dates.” (In 167-68.)
Vs personal. “The difference between personal and public reference frames comes out clearly in the occurrence of such questions as, Where am I? What time is it? What is the date?
Everyone is always aware that he is here and now. But further
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knowledge is required to correlate one’s here with a place on a
map and one’s now with the reading of a clock or a calendar.” (In
168.) See also intra Personal
SPECIAL.

“There are special reference frames. A basic position, direction, and instant are selected. Coordinate axes are drawn. Divisions on the axes are specified, and so any point at any instant can
be denoted univocally as an (x, y, z, t).” (In 168.)

Mathematical vs physical. Special reference frames may be mathematical or physical. They are mathematical if they order an
imaginary space and time. They are physical if they order concrete SPACE AND TIME. The distinction is brought to light by selecting
any (x, y, z, t) and asking where and when it is. For if the frame is
physical, the answer will indicate some precise point in SPACE and
some precise instant in TIME. But if the frame is mathematical, the
answer will be that any point-instant whatever will do.” (In 168.)
TRANSFORMATION BETWEEN. “There can be as many distinct reference frames of any kind as there are possible origins and orientations. … From this multiplicity there follows the problem of
transposing from statements relative to one reference frame to
statements relative to another. … Solutions may be particular, and
then they are obtained by inspection and insight. Thus, when two
men face each other, one may observe that the region of Space to
the right of one man is to the left of the other, and so one concludes that under such circumstances what for one is ‘right’ for the
other is ‘left.’… special reference frames admit a more general solution. Let the point (x, y, z) in the frame K be identical with the
point specified as (x’, y’, z’) in the frame K’. From geometrical
considerations it will be possible to find three equations relating x,
y, and z, respectively, to x’, y’, and z’, and further, to show that
these equations hold for any point (x, y, z). In this fashion there are
obtained transformation equations, and by the simple process of
substitution any statement in terms of x, y, z can be transformed into a statement in terms of x’, y’, z’.” (In 168-69.)
FRAMEWORK: See inter alia FOUNDATIONS (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY) ■ GEM–
DISCOVERY OF, –NOT RULES

■ HISTORIAN, –NINE HEURISTIC QUESTIONS FOR ■ INTENTIONAL-

ITY ANALYSIS–AND SPECULATIVE VS PRACTICAL INTELLECT ■ METAPHYSICS–STAGES/FORMS OFEXPLICIT (8 ELEMENTS)-(7)

■ METHOD, GENETIC–SUMMARY ■ PROBABILITY–THEORY OF ■

SCHOLASTICISM ■ SCIENCE(S)–RELATIONS OF
FOR COLLABORATIVE CREATIVITY.

See COLLABORATION

OF INQUIRING AND CRITICAL INTELLIGENCE.

See COLLABORATION

FREE: See also inter alia FREEDOM ■ FREEDOM, ELEMENTS OF (4) ■ ART–AND SYMBOLISM-OBSCURITY OF, –SUMMARY REMARKS

■ BELIEF–TRUE ■ BREAKDOWN–PSYCHOLOGICAL

■ CONTROL–OVER SENSE AND IMAGE ■ DIFFERENTIATION(S)–PERSONAL ■ EXTRAPOLATION–
HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL
ANTICIPATORY

■ GOOD, THE–OF ORDER-AND CHOICE ■ INFERENCE–PRACTICAL VS

■ JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–A PRIORI CONDITIONS FOR (4)-(4) ■ PATTERNS OF EX-

PERIENCE–AESTHETIC ■ PURE ■ SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER-POSSIBILITY OF ■
SENSE(S)–AND JUDGMENT
ACT. Lonergan identifies four presuppositions that are basic to
Aquinas’s theory of freedom (as found in the corpus of his writings): “A free act has four presuppositions: (A) a field of action in
which more than one course of action is objectively possible; (B)
an INTELLECT that is able to work out more than one course of action;
(C) a WILL that is not automatically determined by the first course of
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FREEDOM – FREEDOM

action that occurs to the intellect; and, since this condition is only a
condition, securing indeterminacy without telling what in fact does
determine, (D) a will that moves itself [in regard to the means, not
to the end].” (GF 96.) See also intra Will-act of
Emergence of. “An account of freedom has to turn to a study of
intellect and will. In the coincidental manifolds [see MANIFOLD(S)–
COINCIDENTAL] of sensible presentations [see DATA–OF SENSE], practical
insights [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–PRACTICAL] grasp possible
courses of action that are examined by reflection [see REFLECTION/REFLECTIVE], decided upon by acts of WILLING, and thereby either
are or are not realized in the underlying sensitive flow. In this
process there is to be discerned the emergence of elements of
higher integration [see INTEGRATION(S)–HIGHER]. For the higher integration effected on the level of human living consists of sets of
courses of action, and these actions emerge inasmuch as they are
understood by intelligent consciousness, evaluated by rational
consciousness, and willed by rational self-consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL– LEVELS OF (5)].” (In 640.)
CHOICE.

“The notion of the freedom of the will [see intra WILL]
brings us to a fourth level of consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(4) RATIONAL SELF- (6 ELEMENTS)]. We have spoken of empirical, intellectual, and rational consciousness, but we reach a
fourth stage, rational self-consciousness, when there arises the
question, What am I to do? … When we say that the act of will is
free, it is similar to saying that intellect understands. I understand
by my intellect; I choose by my will. The ground of the free act is
myself; I am the id quod operator [the one who acts]. What underlies an individual’s choices? The ultimate reason is himself. We
said that choices in their determinacy cannot be reduced to the individual’s knowledge; choice comes in precisely because knowledge does not settle the issue. Again, choices cannot be reduced to
lower determinants, because the contents of consciousness are
largely determined by the orientation of consciousness itself. In
free choice, I am the ground of the act; I am the ultimate reason.
Why this act? Because of me.” (UB 228-29.) See also FREEDOM–ESSENTIAL-VS
EFFECTIVE, –AND COINCIDENTAL MANIFOLDS
ESSENTIALLY/EFFECTIVELY. See FREEDOM–ESSENTIAL, –EFFECTIVE
INTELLECTUAL

DEVELOPMENT.

See

JUDGMENT(S)

OF

FACT–CONCRETE-

move or not move itself, is the [cause of being]: it is the primum
quoad se [first in itself] from which the other three can be deduced
as conditions; … it defines, not the liberum arbitrium [free
choice], which is the global difference between rational and irrational creatures, but free will, which is the central process of free
self-determination.” (GF 321.)
Act of. “The act of will is free. To affirm the freedom of the act
of will is not to affirm that it is unguided or indeterminate; there
are obviously reasons for our choices. What is affirmed when
one speaks of the freedom of the will is that the reasons do not
settle the choices. For example, I am going to have lunch at
noon, but no one now can demonstrate that I will have lunch at
noon. You can establish the matter with a very high probability,
but you cannot prove it, you cannot demonstrate it. I might very
well fall ill before lunch, and then having lunch would be entirely out of the question. You cannot demonstrate a future
course of action. While there are things that can be proved in
knowledge, future courses of action are not among them. You
can reason and argue about what would be the right thing to
choose and what would be the most advantageous thing to
choose, and so on, but all of those reasons simply prepare the
ground for the choice. You can continue reasoning about the
matter indefinitely. Like Hamlet, you can go back to all the preconditions and consider all the possibilities, and then you can
consider your considerations, and ‘the native hue of resolution/Is
sicklied o’er with the pale cast of thought.’ The cognitional process [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–PROCESS], of itself, has no immanent
term in the field of action. Because cognition has no immanent
term in action and does not settle things, the will is said to be
free.” (UB 227-28.)
And personal responsibility. See intra Choice
FREEDOM : Freedom is distinguished as essential and effective, for
the exercise of freedom is always limited. See intra Essential; Effective.

See also inter alia FREE ■ FREEDOM, ELEMENTS OF (4) ■ BREAKDOWN–PSYCHOLOGICAL
■ COMMUNITY–IMPERFECTIONS OF ■ CONSTRAINT–EXTERNAL ■ EXISTENZ ■ LIBERATION–
AESTHETIC

■ LIBERTY ■ MORAL–IMPOTENCE ■ PSYCHIC–DEVELOPMENT-AND INTEGRATION-

PRINCIPLES OF (3)

■ SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE-AND ALIENATION ■ WORLD(S)–MEDIATED BY

MEANING-AND SOME COUNTERPOSITIONS

CONDITIONS FOR POSSIBLE (4)-(2)

AND ART.

IMAGES.

AND AUTHENTICITY.

WILL.

See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–LEVELS OF-SCHEMA

(Note the difference between free will and free choice.)
“There are four reasons why the will is said to be free. First, because the means to the end is not a necessary but an optional
means. Second, because the practical judgment is contingent.
Third, because the [apprehended good] does not efficaciously
move the will. Fourth, because the will may or may not move itself
to its free act.” (GF 320.) … “If, however, one should ask which of the
four reasons for freedom is the essential reason, it would seem that
the last is at once necessary and sufficient. The first three are
[causes of knowing], and they may be present as in the case of the
demons with respect to the choice between good and evil without
the will being, here and now, free. But the last, the will’s ability to

See ART–AND FREEDOM

“As our knowledge of human reality increases,
as our responses to human values are strengthened and refined, our
mentors more and more leave us to ourselves so that our freedom
may exercise its ever advancing thrust toward AUTHENTICITY. So we
move to the existential moment when we discover for ourselves
that our choosing affects ourselves no less than the chosen or rejected objects, and that it is up to each of us to decide for himself
what he is to make of himself. Then is the time for the exercise of
vertical freedom [see LIBERTY–VERTICAL] and then moral conversion [see
CONVERSION– MORAL] consists in opting for the truly good, even for
[VALUE(S)] against satisfaction when value and satisfaction conflict.”
(M 240.)
AND BELIEF.

See BELIEF–FREEDOM AND NECESSITY IN

FREEDOM – FREEDOM
AND COINCIDENTAL MANIFOLDS.

The larger context is the possibility
of ethics (In ch. 18; see ETHICS–POSSIBILITY OF). L’s immediate concern
is the elements of freedom, specifically the first (see FREEDOM, ELEMENTS OF–(1) UNDERLYING SENSITIVE FLOW). He has already established his
developmental theory of generalized Emergent Probability (see
EMERGENT PROBABILITY–GENERALIZED) and now applies certain of its principles to the work of the psychologist investigating the psyche (see
PSYCHIC) to discover the existence of free acts of will (see FREE–WILLACT OF; DECISION). At stake is the possibility of FREE–CHOICE. See intra Effective; Essential; see also FREEDOM, ELEMENTS OF (4)–(1) UNDERLYING SENSITIVE
FLOW

AND DETERMINISM.

See WILL–INDETERMINACY OF

AND EXTERNAL CONSTRAINT.

See intra Effective-conditions of (4)-(1) exter-

nal circumstance
AND FOURTH LEVEL OF INTENTIONALITY. “The fourth level, which
presupposes, complements, and sublates the other three, is the level of freedom and responsibility, of moral self-transcendence and
in that sense of existence, of self-direction and self-control. Its failure to function properly is the uneasy or the bad conscience. Its
success is marked by the satisfying feeling that one’s duty has been
done.” (M 121.) See CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(4) RATIONAL SELF- (6
ELEMENTS)

AND HIGHER INTEGRATION.

See intra And coincidental manifolds; see also

INTEGRATION(S)–HIGHER
AND MORAL IMPOTENCE.

See MORAL–IMPOTENCE;

TENSION(S)–FROM MORAL IMPO-

TENCE

AND RESPONSIBILITY. “Freedom possesses not only the negative aspect of excluding necessity but also the positive aspect of responsibility. Intelligent grasp of a possible course of action need not result
automatically in its execution, for critical reflection can intervene
to scrutinize the object and evaluate the motives. Critical reflection
cannot execute the proposed action, for it is simply a knowing.
Knowing cannot necessitate the decision, for consistency between
KNOWING and WILLING becomes an actuality only through the willing.
The DECISION, then, is not a consequent but a new emergence that
both realizes the course of action or rejects it, and realizes an effectively rational self-consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–
LEVELS OF (5)-(4) RATIONAL SELF- (6 ELEMENTS)] or fails to do so. Nonetheless,
though the act of will [see WILL–ACT OF] is a contingent emergence, it
also is an act of the subject [see SUBJECT, THE]; the measure of the
freedom with which the act occurs also is the measure of his responsibility for it.” (In 642.)
AND STATISTICAL RESIDUES. “The significance of the canon of statistical residues [see CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(6) OF STATISTICAL
RESIDUES] is not that it implies the freedom of our choices [see FREE–
CHOICE]. Its significance lies in the fact that it makes possible an account of the autonomy of the successive departments of science,
that this autonomy excludes a determinism of the higher by the
lower, and that the canon of statistical residues itself excludes a
deductive determinism in either the lower or the higher. Undoubtedly, these exclusions make it far easier to dispose of arguments
against the possibility of freedom, and they narrow down the field
in which impediments to freedom can be found. Still, they are only
exclusions. A positive account of freedom must arise from an ex-
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amination of the act of will and of its intellectual antecedents [see
WILL–ACT OF; DECISION; HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT-INTELLECTUAL; ETHICS–DEVELOPMENT
OF].” (In 631-32.)
AS CONTINGENT. See intra Root of
EFFECTIVE.

“Effective freedom supposes essential freedom [see in-

tra Essential], as statistical law supposes classical law [see

CLASSICAL

AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–LAWS].

Essential freedom is an intrinsic property of acts of a determinate class; but effective freedom regards
the relative frequencies of different kinds of acts within the class.
Essential freedom is concerned with the manner in which acts occur; but effective freedom asks what acts are to be expected to occur.” (In 715.) See also intra Essential-vs effective
And breakdown. See BREAKDOWN–PSYCHOLOGICAL
And moral impotence. See MORAL–IMPOTENCE
Conditions of (4). “Conditions of effective freedom may be listed
under the four headings of (1) external circumstance, (2) the subject as sensitive, (3) the subject as intelligent, and (4) the subject
as antecedently WILLING.” (In 645.)
(1) External circumstance. “Everyone is familiar with the limita-

tions placed upon effective freedom by external constraint. But
just as the prisoner is not free to go and come as he pleases, so
the Eskimo is not free to mount a camel or the desert nomad to
go fishing in a kayak. Whatever one’s external circumstances
may be, they offer only a limited range of concretely possible
alternatives and only limited resources for bringing about the
enlargement of that range.” (In 645.)
(2) The subject as sensitive. “There are the limitations that arise
from one’s psychoneural state. It is the proximate source of the
otherwise coincidental manifold [see MANIFOLD(S)–COINCIDENTAL] that
receives its higher integration [see INTEGRATION(S)–HIGHER] from INTELLIGENCE and WILL. In the normal state, there is a spontaneous
adaptation and adjustment between the orientations of intellectual and of psychoneural development. But even perfect adjustment does not dispense one from the necessity of acquiring
sensitive skills and habits, and until they are acquired, one is
not free to speak a foreign language or to play the violin merely by taking thought. Moreover, perfect adjustment may be
lacking; scotosis [see SCOTOSIS, SCOTOMA] can result in a conflict
between the operators of intellectual and of psychoneural development [see OPERATOR(S)–OF COGNITIONAL DEVELOPMENT; PSYCHIC–
DEVELOPMENT-AND NEURAL]; and then the sensitive subject is invaded
by anxiety, by obsessions, and by other neurotic phenomena
that restrict his capacity for effective DELIBERATION and CHOICE.” (In
645.)

(3) The subject as intelligent. “There are the limitations of intellectual development [see HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT-INTELLECTUAL]. Once one
has understood, one can reproduce almost at will the act of understanding [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–ACT OF]. But until one
has understood, one has to struggle through the process of
learning. Moreover, the greater one’s accumulation of insights,
the broader is the base from which one can move towards still
further insights and, perhaps, the greater is the facility with
which one can reach them. Now the same laws hold for the oc-
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currence of practical insights as for insights generally, and so it
is that the greater the development of one’s practical intelligence [see INTELLIGENCE–PRACTICAL], the greater the range of possible courses of action one can grasp and consider. Inversely, the
less the development of one’s practical intelligence, the less the
range of possible courses of action that here and now will occur to one.” (In 645-46.)
(4) The subject as antecedently willing. “We have distinguished al-

ready between the conjugate potency ‘will,’ the conjugate form
‘willingness,’ and the conjugate act ‘willing.’ [See WILLING–WILL,
WILLINGNESS, AND W. AS POTENCY-FORM-ACT] Will is the bare capacity to
make decisions. Willingness is the state in which persuasion is
not needed to bring one to a decision. Willing, finally, is the act
of deciding.” (In 646.) See WILLINGNESS–ANTECEDENT
Inconsistency in. See intra Evidence for
Limitations of. See LIMIT(S)/LIMITATION–OF EFFECTIVE FREEDOM
Vs essential. See intra Essential-vs effective
ELEMENTS OF.

See FREEDOM, ELEMENTS OF (4)

ESSENTIAL.

“Essential freedom lies in the dynamic structure of rational self-consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(4)
RATIONAL SELF- (6 ELEMENTS)]; it is a higher integration of lower manifolds
that can be integrated in many different manners; each element in
that higher integration appears, first, as a possible course of action
revealed by insight [see FREEDOM, ELEMENTS OF (4)–(2) PRACTICAL INSIGHT], secondly, as a value to be weighed by reflection [see REFLECTION/REFLECTIVE; VALUE(S)], and thirdly, as an actuality only if it is
chosen [see DECISION–AND REFLECTIVE EVALUATION; FREEDOM, ELEMENTS OF (4)–(3)
PRACTICAL REFLECTION]. No single course of action is necessary. If insight grasps only one at a time, still the insight raises the further
question that leads to reflection, and the reflection leads to the further insights that reveal the alternative possibilities of the concrete
situation. Again, reflection can pronounce one course of action
preferable to all others, but that pronouncement has its suppositions, and the suppositions are not all that necessarily is so, but at
least in part merely what one chooses or has chosen to prefer. Finally, reflection never settles the issue; it can determine that a
given course is valuable or pleasurable or useful; but only the decision makes the course actual; nor does the decision follow because
the reflection ends, but the reflection ends because the decision is
made. Because man determines himself, he is responsible; because
the course of action determined upon and the process of determining are both contingent, man is free.” (In 714-15.) See also intra Effective
And breakdown. See BREAKDOWN–PSYCHOLOGICAL
Conditions of. The interested reader will find that Insight (64345) offers seven conditions of essential freedom. These data repeat, summarize, and supplement FREEDOM, ELEMENTS OF (4). See intra
Evidence for; Root of; see also WILL–ACT OF-NOT ARBITRARY
Vs effective. “The difference between essential and effective
freedom is the difference between a dynamic structure and its
operational range. Man is free essentially inasmuch as possible
courses of action are grasped by practical insight, motivated by
reflection, and executed by decision. But man is free effectively

to a greater or less extent inasmuch as this dynamic structure is
open to grasping, motivating, and executing a broad or a narrow
range of otherwise possible courses of action. Thus, one may be
essentially but not effectively free to give up smoking.” (In 643.)
“We distinguish … between the essential freedom of the will and
its effective freedom. Essential freedom lies in the very structure
of what our knowing is in practical fields, in the fact that that
knowing does not result in any practical decision. The decision
arises from a further factor, the WILL, and that further factor is not
determined by anything except myself. … I am the one. Why
this act? I choose to do so; the ultimate reason is the I. But that I,
the self, makes itself through its choices, and the choices are free
essentially; they are mine.” (UB 230-31.) See also FREEDOM, ELEMENTS OF
(4–(4) DECISION
EVIDENCE FOR.

“The most obvious bit of evidence for the freedom
of man’s decisions lies in the possibility of inconsistency between
human knowing and doing; for if such inconsistency is possible,
then there cannot be any valid argument from determinate knowing to determinate willing and doing. However, one is not to mistake the obvious for the essential. Man is not free because he can
be unreasonable in his choices.” (In 644.) See intra Root of
HORIZONTAL.

See LIBERTY–HORIZONTAL

NOT ARBITRARY.
NOTION OF.

See WILL–ACT OF-NOT ARBITRARY

See NOTION OF …–FREEDOM

OF CONSCIOUSNESS.

See SIN–AS ABERRATION

ROOT OF. This subentry flows from intra Evidence for. “Man is not
free because he can be unreasonable in his choices. Rather the root
of freedom lies in the contingence of the formal intelligibility [see
INTELLIGIBILITY–FORMAL-CONTINGENCE OF, –OF CONTINGENT ACT] of proportionate
being [see BEING–PROPORTIONATE]. Because such intelligibility is contingent, it cannot guarantee its own existence or occurrence. Again,
because it is contingent, it is not unique but a manifold of alternatives. Further, because it is contingent, it is known as merely possible, as in need of motivation, as needing motivation because it will
exist or occur only if DECISION is forthcoming. Finally, because it is
contingent, there cannot be valid motives for it that necessitate decision in its favor.” (In 644.)
VERTICAL. See LIBERTY–VERTICAL
VS NECESSITY IN BELIEF. See BELIEF–FREEDOM AND NECESSITY IN

FREEDOM, ELEMENTS OF (4): The elements of freedom has an entry
separate from FREEDOM because of the length and complexity of the
data. L writes that “a positive account of freedom must arise from an
examination of the act of will [see WILL–ACT OF] and of its intellectual
antecedents.” (In 632.) Although performatively L distinguishes in Insight between act of will as conceived by FACULTY PSYCHOLOGY and what
will later become in Method the fourth level of intentional consciousness (see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(4) RATIONAL SELF- (6 ELEMENTS)), his later usage is now normative. One still speaks of the will;
but act of will has become the cognitive operation of DECISION. “To
speak of an act of will is to suppose the metaphysical context of a faculty psychology. But to speak of the fourth level of human con-

FREEDOM, ELEMENTS OF (4) – FREEDOM, ELEMENTS OF (4)

sciousness, the level on which consciousness becomes conscience, is
to suppose the context of INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS.”
(1) UNDERLYING SENSITIVE FLOW. This element regards the possibility of free choice (see FREE–CHOICE). “The underlying sensitive flow
consists of sensible presentations and imaginative representations,
of affective and aggressive feelings, of conscious bodily movements, etc. ... In this flow the sensitive psychologist can discern
various laws and can work out consequent schemes of recurrence
[see RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF]; he can compare such a flow at earlier
and later stages of psychic development [see PSYCHIC–DEVELOPMENT]
and move to the discovery of the operators that explanatorily relate
the laws effective at one time to the laws effective at another.
However, if his statement of his results is intelligent and reasonable, then his statement is not simply a product of the laws and
schemes operative in his own psyche. On the contrary, precisely
insofar as his statement is intelligent and reasonable, it consists in
the imposition of higher integrations [see INTEGRATION(S)–HIGHER] upon
what is merely coincidental as far as the laws and schemes of his
psyche go. Moreover, this possibility of imposing higher integrations upon lower coincidental manifolds is not restricted to psychological investigators; it is a general possibility; and it is only
insofar as this possibility has been realized that there arises the
question of any free choice.” (In 632.)
Corollary. Although there are free acts of will, not all human
acts are free. “From the outset we are excluding from consideration any act that occurs through mere sensitive routine and that
can be accounted for without appealing to the introduction of
some higher integration by intelligence.” (In 632.)
(2) PRACTICAL INSIGHT.

“As any direct insight [see INSIGHT AND UNDERit results from inquiry and it emerges upon the sensitive flow, in which it grasps some intelligible unity or correlation.
Again, as in any direct insight, the mere fact of grasping the unity
or correlation does not imply that the unity exists or that the correlation governs actual events. For beyond the question for intelligence that is met by insight, there is always the question for
reflection [see INTELLIGENCE–QUESTIONS FOR; REFLECTION/REFLECTIVE–QUESTIONS
FOR]. However, while the speculative or factual insight is followed
by the question whether the unity exists or whether the correlation
governs events, the practical insight is followed by the question
whether the unity is going to be made to exist or whether the correlation is going to be made to govern events. In other words, while
speculative and factual insights are concerned to lead to knowledge
of being, practical insights are concerned to lead to the making of
being. Their objective is not what is but what is to be done. They
reveal, not the unities and relations of things as they are, but the
unities and relations of possible courses of action [see DECISION–AND
COURSES OF ACTION].” (In 632-33.)
STANDING–DIRECT],

Corollary. This bears on the difference between the correctness
of factual and practical insights. In a factual insight we grasp a
virtually unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY]; in a reflective
insight we grasp that all conditions are fulfilled [see UNCONDITIONED,
VIRTUALLY–AND REFLECTIVE INSIGHT] to make it rational to judge that our
understanding is correct. “But when practical insight is correct,
then reflective understanding cannot grasp a relevant virtually
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unconditioned; for if it could, the content of the insight already
would be a fact; and if it were already a fact, then it would not be
a possible course of action which, as yet, is not a fact but just a
possibility.” (In 633.)
(3) PRACTICAL REFLECTION. “The grasp of a possible course of action [see DECISION–AND COURSES OF ACTION] need not result automatically
and blindly in its execution. Further questions can be raised, and
commonly their number varies with our familiarity with the situation in hand, with the seriousness of the consequences of the proposed course of action, with the uncertainties and the risks it
involves, with our antecedent willingness [see WILLINGNESS–
ANTECEDENT] or unwillingness to assume responsibility for the consequences and to run the risks. But the essence of the reflection [see
REFLECTION/REFLECTIVE] does not consist in the number of questions
asked or in the length of time spent in reaching answers.” (In 633.) L
goes on to detail the need or lack thereof to ask more questions,
and the kinds of questions to ask. See DELIBERATION–QUESTIONS FOR
Corollaries (6).
(1). This bears on levels of consciousness. “The reflection consists in an actuation of rational self-consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(4) RATIONAL SELF- (6 ELEMENTS)]. ... I
become rationally self-conscious inasmuch as I am concerned
with reasons for my own acts, and this occurs when I scrutinize
the object and investigate the motives of a possible course of
action.” (In 634.)

(2). This bears on the distinction between knowing what to do,
the reasons why, and actually doing it. “Though the reflection
heads beyond knowing to doing, still it consists simply in
knowing.” (In 634.)
(3). “Insofar as this knowing is practical, insofar as its concern
is with something to be done and with the reasons for doing it,
the reflection has not an internal but an external term; for the
reflection is just knowing, but the term is an ulterior deciding
and doing.” (In 635.)
(4). “Because the reflection has no internal term, it can expand
more or less indefinitely. The proposed action can be examined
in enormous detail .... So the native hue of resolution is sicklied
over with the pale cast of thought [Hamlet].” (In 635.)
(5). This concerns not deciding what to do per se but deciding
to decide. “As the former yields the conclusion that I should
act or not act in a given manner, so the latter yields the conclusion that I should decide to decide or not decide in that manner.
But it is one thing to know what I should do, and it is another
to do it.” (In 635.)
(6). “While there is a normal duration for the reflection, it is not
reflection but DECISION that enforces the norm. ... But it is neither
the normal duration itself nor reflection upon it that ends the
process of reflecting. For that process has no internal term, no
capacity to bring itself to an end. What ends the reflection is
the decision. ... The proposed course of action has ceased to be
a mere possibility; it has begun to be an actuality.” (In 635.) See also intra (4) Decision-corollaries (4)-(1)
(4) DECISION.

“One will do well to distinguish between the DECISION
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itself and its manifestation whether in execution, or in knowledge,
or in expression of that knowledge. For the decision itself is an act
of WILLING [see WILL–ACT OF]. It possesses the internal alternatives of either consenting or refusing. It may also possess external alternatives, when different courses of action [see DECISION–AND COURSES OF
ACTION] are considered simultaneously, and then consent to one and
refusal of the others constitute a choice.” (In 636.) L goes on to explain decision, and the difference between a judgment of fact and a
judgment of value (see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT; JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE).
Corollaries (4).
(1). “It is now possible to explain why practical reflection lacks

an internal term. ... Practical reflection is concerned with knowing only in order to guide doing. It is an activity that involves
an enlarging transformation of consciousness. In that enlarged
consciousness the term is not judgment but decision. Consequently, practical reflection does not come to an end once the
object and motives of a proposed action are known; it comes to
an end when one decides either in favor of the proposal or
against it.” (In 637.)
(2). “The same enlarging transformation of consciousness illu-

minates both the meaning and the frequent inefficacy of obligation.” (In 637.) See OBLIGATION
(3). “The same enlarging transformation throws light upon the

difference between the acknowledgment of actuality in judgment and the bestowal of actuality by decision. As has been
seen, both judgment and decision are concerned with actuality;
but judgment merely acknowledges an actuality that already
exists; while decision confers actuality upon a course of action
that otherwise is merely possible.” (In 638.) See also ACTUALITY
(4). “The possible courses of action invented by intelligence,

motivated by reason, and executed by willing are contingent in
their actuality. For the insights that reveal possible courses of
action also reveal that they are not necessities but mere possibilities in need of reflective evaluation.” (In 639.) See DECISION–
EVALUATION AND

SUMMARY.

L summarizes the elements of freedom: “In other words,
there is a succession of enlargements of consciousness, a succession of transformations of what consciousness means. Waking replaces dreaming. Intelligent inquiry emerges in waking to
compound intelligent with empirical consciousness. Critical reflection follows understanding and formulation to add rational consciousness to intelligent and empirical consciousness. But the final
enlargement and transformation of consciousness consists in the
empirically, intelligently, and rationally conscious subject (1) demanding conformity of his doing to his knowing, and (2) acceding
to that demand by deciding reasonably.” (In 637.) See CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)

FREQUENCY : “A frequency is a numerical ratio of occurrences to occasions.” (In 573.)
AND INTELLIGIBILITY. The larger context is the heuristic structures
of empirical method (In ch. 2; see CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–
HEURISTIC STRUCTURES). L’s immediate context is the function of inverse

insight (getting the point that there is no point; see INSIGHT AND UNDERin classical and statistical inquiries (see METHOD, CLASSICAL; METHOD, STATISTICAL). “Statistical science is EMPIRICAL, but it does
not endeavor to measure and correlate the spatial, temporal, and
other variables that so fascinate classical investigators. Its attention
is directed to frequencies that are straightforward numerical answers to the straightforward question, How often? … The existence
of this radical difference in mentality demands an explanation, and
the obvious explanation is the occurrence of something like an inverse insight. … Differences named random are matters of fact
[‘differences in frequencies of events are random when they lack
not only the intelligibility of systematic process but also the intelligibility of nonsystematic process,’ In 81]: they occur in frequencies
determined by counting the events in a given class in a given area
during a given interval of time. Further, random differences are denied INTELLIGIBILITY, for, though statistical inquirers hardly would use
such an expression, at least their deeds seem a sufficient witness to
their thought. When differences are not random, further inquiry is
in order; but when differences are random, not only is no inquiry
attempted but also the very attempt would be pronounced silly. Finally, this denial of intelligibility is in open conflict with the anticipations of classical investigation. For classical precept and example
tirelessly inculcate the lesson that no difference is to be simply neglected; and while one may doubt that this classical attitude is more
spontaneous than its opposite, at least one can speak of a devaluated inverse insight that divides classical and statistical anticipations.” (In 77-78.) The question arises: “How can there be a defect in
intelligibility in a group of events if each event singly is quite determinate, if none are random, and if one by one all may be deduced?” (In 78-79.) See EVENT(S)–DETERMINATE E. AND RANDOM DIFFERENCES
AND PROBABILITY. “To discover the intelligibility that statistical science finds in nonsystematic process, we must look to the differences pronounced significant. It follows that differences in
frequencies of events are random when they lack not only the intelligibility of systematic process but also the intelligibility of nonsystematic process [see SYSTEMATIC–PROCESS; NONSYSTEMATIC–PROCESS].” (In 81.)
L’s definition of probability employs this notion. See PROBABILITY–
STANDING–INVERSE)

DEFINITION OF

And the preconceptual. “Our concern must center on the insight
by which intelligence leaps from frequencies to probabilities and
by the same stroke abstracts from the randomness in frequencies.
Now an insight is neither a definition nor a postulate nor an argument but a preconceptual event. Hence our aim must be to encourage in readers the conscious occurrence of the intellectual
events that make it possible to know what happens when probability is grasped. First, then, we shall consider an easier insight
that bears some general resemblance to insights into probability
[see MATHEMATICAL–LIMIT]. Secondly, we shall consider an insight that
occurs when a particular case of probability is understood [see
AGGREGATE(S)–COINCIDENTAL]. Thirdly, we shall move towards the general heuristic structure within which the notion of probability is
developed and methods of determining its precise content are
perfected [see CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–HEURISTIC STRUCTURES-

FULFILMENT – FUNCTION
DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF (10)].” (In 82.)

DIVERGENCE OF.

See NONSYSTEMATIC–DIVERGENCE OF ACTUAL FREQUENCIES

RANDOM OSCILLATION OF.

The context is the meaning of PROBABILITY
in the heuristic structures of empirical method [see CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–HEURISTIC STRUCTURES]. L writes: “Just as intelligence
can reach a limit by grasping that there is nothing further to be understood in the unconceived infinite remainder of further terms, so
also intelligence can reach probabilities by abstracting from the
random oscillations of relative actual frequencies to discover a set
of universally valid constants.” He then proceeds to “analyze the
tossing of a coin in the hope of generating the insight that pronounces the probability of ‘heads’ to be one-half.” (In 83.) “Statistical
states express an INTELLIGIBILITY immanent in coincidental aggregates
[see AGGREGATE(S)–COINCIDENTAL], and to reach this intelligibility they
abstract from the random differences in relative actual frequencies
[see intra Types of (4)-(4) relative actual].” (In 88.)
TYPES OF (4). “A frequency is a numerical ratio of occurrences to
occasions.” (In 573.)
(1) Absolute. “Actual frequencies are absolute when they assign
the actual number of events of a given kind within a given area
during a given interval of time.” (In 77.) See also intra Types of (4)-(4)
relative actual

(2) Actual. One determines actual frequency by counting occurrences and occasions. “The actual frequency is a transparent report not of what should or might or will happen but of what in
fact did happen.” (In 77.) See also intra Types of (4)-(4) relative actual
(3) Ideal. “An ideal frequency is a numerical ratio from which
actual frequencies diverge but do not do so systematically [see
NONSYSTEMATIC–DIVERGENCE OF ACTUAL FREQUENCIES]. … Both actual and
ideal frequencies may be affirmed or denied, and the affirmation
or denial may be certain or probable. It follows that, while judgments are occurrences with actual frequencies, while in principle
their ideal frequencies might be estimated or calculated, still the
ideal frequency of a judgment is one thing and its probability is
another. For certain judgments admit an ideal frequency no less
than probable judgments; and if the ideal frequency of the probable judgment were its probability, then the probability of affirming that ideal frequency would be another ideal frequency, so that
an infinite regress would result.” (In 573-74.)
(4) Relative actual. “Since different areas commonly are not
comparable, it is customary to proceed from absolute actual frequencies either to rates, say, per thousand of population or, when
classes of events are alternative possibilities, to relative actual
frequencies which are sets of proper fractions, say p/n, q/n, r/n,...
where n = p + q + r + …” (In 77.) “Because relative actual frequencies differ at random from probabilities, it is not possible to deduce the probabilities from any fully determinate mathematical
formula by substituting for the variables of the formula the fractions that correspond to relative actual frequencies.” (In 88.) For L,
a probability is an ideal proper fraction from which actual relative frequencies diverge nonsystematically [see NONSYSTEMATIC–
DIVERGENCE OF ACTUAL FREQUENCIES].
FULFILMENT: See also inter alia ACTUAL, ACTUALITY ■ ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EX-
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ISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–AND NATURAL DESIRE TO GOD ■ CONTINGENCE– OF ACTUALITY-(2) IN BE-

■ CONVERSION–RELIGIOUS-SUBLATES MORAL ■ DEVELOPMENT–NOTION OF-AND

ING KNOWN

DEPTH PSYCHOLOGY

■ EXPERIENCE, RELIGIOUS ■ GOOD, THE–AND DESIRE ■ INSIGHT AND

UNDERSTANDING–AND EMPIRICAL RESIDUE, –REFLECTIVE-FUNCTION OF ■ JUDGMENT(S)–
GENERAL FORM OF

■ JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE–FULFILMENT/LOSS AND ■ LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–

CLASSICAL-AND CONDITIONAL PREDICTIONS (3 ELEMENTS)-(2)

■ METAPHYSICS–AND SCIENCE ■

PRINCIPLE(S)–ANALYTIC-AND LOGICAL POSITIVISM ■ QUESTION OF GOD, THE–AND ABSOLUTE
TRUTH, REALITY, HOLINESS

■ SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER-FULFILMENT OF CONDITIONS,

–TRANSCENDENCE-UNRESTRICTED THRUST TO ■ UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY–AND SUFFICIENT
EVIDENCE

AFFECTIVE.

See COMMUNITY–AS COOPERATIVE-AND HUMAN GOOD

AND JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT.

See JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–A PRIORI CONDITIONS FOR

(4)

AND JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE.
OF SELF-TRANSCENDENCE.
WISH.

See JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE–FULFILMENT/LOSS AND

See LOVE–BEING IN

See DREAM(S)–FUNCTION OF-AND ITS FLEXIBILITY-AND WISH FULFILMENT

FUNCTION:

This entry also includes function in the sense of functional/functioning. See also inter alia AFFECT(S)–IN DREAMS ■ ART–AS CARRIER OF

MEANING

■ BREAKDOWN–IN CIVILIZATION/ECONOMY/POLITY/SOCIAL ORDER ■ CLASSICAL AND

STATISTICAL COMPARED–EXPLANATION, –INQUIRY-FUNCTIONAL RELATIONS, –LAWS-IN HUMAN
AFFAIRS, –PROCEDURES

NITY–CIVIL

■ COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY-AND PHILOSOPHY ■ COMMU-

■ CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–ACT ■ CONSCIENCE–
■ CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–AND DATA OF PHILOSOPHY ■ CORRELA-

DYNAMISM OF

TION(S)–AND SCIENTIFIC UNDERSTANDING ■ DEVELOPMENT–ORGANIC ■ EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND HUMAN AFFAIRS, –AND WORLD ORDER-AS EXPLANATORY OF (6), -CONSEQUENT
PROPERTIES OF (12)

■ ETHICS–CONTENT OF VS DYNAMISM OF MORAL CONSCIENCE ■ FINALITY–

AND INTENTION OF BEING

■ GOOD, THE–OF ORDER-PRESENT FUNCTION OF ■ HERMENEUTIC(S)–

AND LINGUISTIC ANALYSTS, –OF SUSPICION/OF RECOVERY

■ HEURISTIC–ASSUMPTION IN GENETIC

METHOD ■ HEURISTIC STRUCTURE–AND SCIENCE/MATHEMATICS ■ HISTORY–AS PRECRITICAL ■

HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT, LAWS OF (4) ■ IDEAL(S)–FORMULATION OF ■ IMAGE–AND SELFAPPROPRIATION

■ INTELLECT–GOOD OF ■ INTERSUBJECTIVITY ■ KNOWLEDGE–DOMAINS OF,

DISTINCT ■ MATHEMATICS–AND SYMBOLISM ■ METHOD, CLASSICAL ■ MYTH–AND MAGIC ■

NOTION OF …–SCHEME OF RECURRENCE-CONDITIONED SERIES OF ■ OPERATOR(S)–AND DEVELOPMENT

■ PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–NOTION OF ■ PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION–AND HORI-

ZON OF EDUCATIONALIST

■ POTENCY/POTENTIAL–PRIME-AND ENERGY ■ RECURRENCE,

SCHEME(S) OF–CONDITIONED SERIES OF

■ SELF-APPROPRIATION–AND IDEAL OF KNOWLEDGE ■

SENSITIVE–AND INTELLECTUAL-CONTROL OF

■ STATISTICAL–THEORY-(3) OBSERVABLE EVENTS ■

WILL–ACT OF-NOT ARBITRARY ■ WILLINGNESS–AND HABITUAL ACCUMULATION OF INSIGHTS
INDETERMINATE.
NEURAL.

See ANTICIPATION–IN PRESCIENTIFIC/SCIENTIFIC THOUGHT

See CENSOR, CENSORSHIP–AND NEURAL-DEMAND FUNCTIONS

OF AGENT INTELLECT.
OF ART.

See INTELLECT–AGENT-AND PHANTASM

See COMMUNICATION–AND ART VS PHENOMENOLOGY

OF CULTURE.
OF DREAMS.

See CULTURE, CULTURAL–FUNCTION OF

See DREAM(S)–FUNCTION OF

OF GOOD OF ORDER.
OF HUMOR/SATIRE.
OF IMAGE.

See GOOD, THE–OF ORDER-AND CHOICE

See HUMOR/SATIRE

See IMAGE–HEURISTIC VS REPRESENTATIVE FUNCTION OF

OF INVERSE INSIGHT.
OF MEANING.

See EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND INVERSE INSIGHT

See MEANING–FUNCTIONS OF (4)

OF PHILOSOPHY.

See PHILOSOPHY/PHILOSOPHIES–FUNCTION OF
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OF PREDICATES.
OF REASON.

See LANGUAGE–AND THE SUBJECT’S WORLD

See REASON(S)–FUNCTION OF

OF REFLECTIVE INSIGHT.

See

INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–REFLECTIVE-

FUNCTION OF

OF RELIGION.

See RELIGION

OF SYLLOGISM.

See SYLLOGISM–FUNCTION OF

OF TRANSCENDENTAL METHOD.

See GEM–FUNCTIONS OF (12)

FUNCTIONAL SPECIALIZATION(S): In generalized empirical method
(see GEM) functional specialization “distinguishes and separates successive stages in the process from data to results.” (M 126.) There are
eight specialties. “Each of the eight is the work of all four levels of
intentional consciousness [see FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES–AND LEVELS OF CONSCIOUSNESS]. Consequently, each of the eight results from EXPERIENCE, insights [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING], judgments [see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT;
JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE], and DECISION. At the same time each is a specialty
inasmuch as each is concerned to perform one of eight tasks. So Research is concerned to make the data available. Interpretation to determine their meaning. History to proceed from meaning to what was
going forward. Dialectic to go to the roots of conflicting histories, interpretations, researches. Foundations to distinguish positions from
counter-positions. Doctrines to use foundations as a criterion for deciding between the alternatives offered by dialectic. Systematics to
seek an understanding of the realities affirmed in doctrines.” (M 349.)

See also FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES–DISTINCTION AND DIVISION OF
AND SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATION.

“In everyday, commonsense performance, all four levels [of intentional consciousness; see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)] are employed continuously without
any explicit distinction between them. In that case no functional
specialization arises, for what is sought is not the end of any particular level but the cumulative, composite resultant of the ends of
all four levels. But in a scientific investigation the ends proper to
particular levels may become the objective sought by operations on
all four levels. So the textual critic will select the method (level of
DECISION) that he feels will lead to the discovery (level of INSIGHT AND
UNDERSTANDING) of what one may reasonably affirm (level of JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT) was written in the original text (level of EXPERIENCE).
The textual critic, then, operates on all four levels, but his goal is
the end proper to the first level, namely, to ascertain the data. The
interpreter, however, pursues a different goal. He wishes to understand the text, and so he selects a different method. Moreover, he
cannot confine his operations to the second level, understanding,
and to the fourth, a selective decision. He must apprehend the text
accurately before he can hope to understand it, and so he has to operate on the first level; and he has to judge whether or not his understanding is correct, for otherwise he will fail to distinguish
between understanding and misunderstanding.” (M 133-34.)
FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES: L divides the tasks of method (see GEM)
into 8 specialized functions. See these terms in the given order: RESEARCH (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY) ■ INTERPRETATION (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY) ■ HISTORY (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY) ■ DIALECTIC (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY) ■ FOUNDATIONS
(FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY) ■ SYSTEMATICS (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY) ■ DOCTRINES (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY) ■ COMMUNICATION (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)

ADVANTAGE OF.

In his opening remarks on the functional specialty
Interpretation, L notes the mutual dependence of Foundation and
the other seven specialties. Nonetheless, he writes, “It has its own
proper end and its specific mode of operating. It can be treated
separately.” He adds in a footnote (1): “One of the advantages of
the notion of functional specialty is precisely this possibility of
separate treatment of issues that otherwise become enormously
complex.” (M 153.) The reader will find that advantage clarified in the
separate entries herein for the eight specialties.
AND FIELD/SUBJECT SPECIALIZATION. “Field specialization on the one
hand and subject specialization on the other turn out to be subdivisions of the eight specialties.” (M 140.) “As [my] conception of theology starts from the notion of functional specialization, so other
conceptions rest on the notions of subject or of field specialization.
Subject specialization is presupposed in the Aristotelian division of
sciences by their formal objects …. On the other hand, field specialization is dominant in contemporary thought concerned with
biblical theology, patristic theology, medieval theology, renaissance
theology, modern theology.” While L’s examples of field specialization are drawn from theology, similar divisions are found in other
disciplines. “I am not, perhaps, unjust in pointing out that the subject approach tended to emphasize the mediated phase [see intra Dynamic unity of-first phase] and neglect the mediating phase [see intra
Dynamic unity of-second phase], while the field approach tends to emphasize the mediating phase and over-simplify the mediated phase.
If this is correct, the functional approach must be credited with giving full attention to both phases and, as well, showing how they can
possess a dynamic interdependence and unity.” (M 145.)
AND LEVELS OF CONSCIOUSNESS.

Generalized empirical method (see
comprises two sets of four functional specialties or categories
(see CATEGORY, CATEGORIES–GENERAL, –SPECIAL). The first four specialties
or general categories (Research, Interpretation, History, Dialectic)
pertain to the mediation of a tradition; the special (Foundations,
Doctrines, Systematics, Communication; special because essential
to method in theology) pertain to the tradition thus mediated. Four
specialties because each is tied to the cognitional operation proper
to that level (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–LEVELS OF). The mediating
phase follows the order experience, understanding, judgment,
decision (in the mediated phase the order of operations is
reversed). For example, Interpretation, second of the four specialties or general categories of the mediating phase, is tied to the
second level of intentional consciousness, understanding (see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING). When operating within a specialty, one of
course uses the four levels of one’s intentional consciousness. For
example, Research, the first specialty, like experience, the first
cognitional operation, is concerned with data. L writes: “Our conscious and intentional operations occur on four distinct levels and
... each level has its own proper achievement and end. So the proper achievement and end of the first level, experiencing, is the apprehension of data; that of the second level, understanding, is
insight into the apprehended data; that of the third level, judgment,
is the acceptance or rejection of the hypotheses and theories put
forward by understanding to account for the data; that of the fourth
GEM)
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level, decision, the acknowledgment of values and the selection of
the methods or other means that lead to their realization.” (M 133.) In
sum: “Each of the eight is the work of all four levels of intentional
consciousness. Consequently, each of the eight results from experience, insights, judgments of fact, and judgments of value.” (M 349.)
AND SCHOLARSHIP. See SCHOLARSHIP–AND HUMAN STUDIES
CONTRIBUTION OF EACH. “If all of the eight are needed for the
complete process from data to results, still a serious contribution to
one of the eight is as much as can be demanded of a single piece of
work.” (M 137.) L divides the contribution into major and minor
parts.
Major. “The major part is to produce the type of evidence proper
to the specialty. So the exegete does exegesis on exegetical principles. The historian does history on historical principles. The
doctrinal theologian ascertains doctrine on doctrinal principles.
The systematic theologian clarifies, reconciles, unifies on systematic principles.” (M 137.)

Minor. “But there is, besides this major and principal part, also a
minor part. Each of the specialties is functionally related to the
others…. It will serve to preclude misunderstanding, misinterpretation, and misrepresentation, if the specialist draws attention to
the fact of specialization and gives some indication of his awareness of what is to be added to his statements in the light of the
evidence available to other, distinct specialties.” (M 137-38.)
CURB TOTALITARIAN AMBITIONS.

See intra Distinction and division of-(3) to

curb totalitarian ambitions
DISTINCTION AND DIVISION OF.

L’s method is rooted in his cognitional theory (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY). Since all meaning results from the mind and its distinct operations—experience,
understanding, judgment, decision—the functional specialties are
tied to them. Thus in the first, mediated, phase (see intra Dynamic unity of-first phase) the first specialty, Research, is tied to experience and
so on. In the second, mediating, phase (see intra Dynamic unity ofsecond phase) the functional specialties are tied to cognitional operations in reverse order; thus the first specialty, Foundations, is tied to
DECISION and so on. The specialties are tied to cognition as it operates
in both directions, from experience to decision, and from decision
to experience. See also intra Interdependence of
(1) Not simply for convenience. “One can justify field specialization by urging that the relevant data are too extensive to be investigated by a single mind. One can defend subject specialization
on the ground that the matter is too broad to be taught successfully by a single professor. But functional specialization is essentially not a distinction of specialists but a distinction of
specialties. It arises, not to divide the same sort of task among
many hands, but to distinguish different tasks and to prevent
them from being confused. Different ends are pursued by employing different means, different means are used in different
manners, different manners are ruled by different methodical
precepts.” (M 136-37.)
(2) Different tasks exist. “Once [a discipline] reaches a certain
stage of development, there becomes apparent the radical difference between the two phases, and in each of the phases the four
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ends that correspond to the four levels of conscious and intentional operations. If these eight ends exist, then there are eight
different tasks to be performed, and eight different sets of methodical precepts that have to be distinguished. Without such distinctions, investigators will not have clear and distinct ideas
about what precisely they are doing, how their operations are related to their immediate ends, and how such immediate ends are
related to the total end of the subject of their inquiry.” (M 137.)
(3) To curb totalitarian ambitions. “Each of the eight has its
proper excellence. None can stand without the other seven. But
the man with the blind-spot is fond of concluding that his specialty is to be pursued because of its excellence and the other
seven are to be derided because by themselves they are insufficient. From such one-sidedness theology has suffered gravely
from the middle ages to the present day. Only a well-reasoned total view can guard against its continuance in the present and its
recurrence in the future.” (M 137.) See also RELATIVISM–AS PHILOSOPHICAL
PROBLEM

(4) To resist excessive demands. See intra Contribution of each
DYNAMIC UNITY OF. “The unity of a subject in process of development is dynamic. For as long as further advance is possible, the
perfection of complete immobility has not yet been attained, and,
for that reason, there cannot yet be reached the logical ideal of
fixed terms, accurately and immutably formulated axioms, and absolutely rigorous deduction of all possible conclusions. The absence, however, of static unity does not preclude the presence of
dynamic unity, and what this can mean we must now consider. …
Development, then, seems to be from an initial state of undifferentiation through a process of differentiation and specialization towards a goal in which the differentiated specialties function as an
integrated unity.” (M 138.)
First phase. “The four specialties stand to one another, not in
some logical relationship of premiss to conclusion, of particular
to universal, or anything of the sort, but as successive partial objects in the cumulative process that inquiry promotes from experiencing to understanding, that reflection promotes from
understanding to judging, that deliberation promotes from judging to deciding.” (M 141.) See also intra Openness of
Second phase. L’s concern is the special categories of method in
theology (see CATEGORY, CATEGORIES–SPECIAL). The cognitive principles that constitute the dynamic unity are identical in both
phases.
INTERDEPENDENCE OF.

“Functional specialties are intrinsically related to one another. They are successive parts of one and the same
process. The earlier parts are incomplete without the later. The
later presuppose the earlier and complement them. In brief, functional specialties are functionally interdependent. ... Such interdependence is of the greatest methodological interest. First, without
any prejudice to unity, it divides and clarifies the process from data
to results. Secondly, it provides an orderly link between field specialization, based on the division of data, and subject specialization, based on a classification of results. Thirdly, the unity of
functional specialties will be found, I think, to overcome or, at
least, counter-balance the endless divisions of field specialization.”
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TIONAL SPECIALTY) ■ INTERPRETATION (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY) ■ HISTORY (FUNC-

thod, for men easily are unauthentic [see UNAUTHENTIC, UNAUTHENTICITY],
but it is a powerful method, for man’s deepest need and most
prized achievement is authenticity.” (M 254.) See also intra And self-

TIONAL SPECIALTY) ■ DIALECTIC (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)

appropriation

(M 126.)

First phase. See these terms in the given order:

RESEARCH (FUNC-

Second phase. See these terms in the given order:

FOUNDATIONS

(FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY) ■ SYSTEMATICS (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY) ■ DOCTRINES
(FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY) ■ COMMUNICATION (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)
OPENNESS OF.

Note the natural order of cognitional operations
(see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS). “EXPERIENCE is open to further
data. Understanding [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING] to a fuller and
more penetrating grasp. Judgment [see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT] to acknowledgment of new and more adequate perspectives, of more
nuanced pronouncements, of more detailed information. DECISION
[see also DELIBERATION; JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE], finally, is reached only
partially by [DIALECTIC(S)], which tends to eliminate evidently foolish
oppositions and so narrows down issues, but is not to be expected
to go to the roots of all conflict for, ultimately, conflicts have their
ground in the heart of man.” (M 141.)

SEPARATE STAGES OF.

See FUNCTIONAL SPECIALIZATION(S)

AND COGNITIONAL OPERATIONS.

GEM : Although in Method L calls it “transcendental,” GEM (generalized empirical method, its name in Insight) has become the accepted
name. L defines it thus: “A method is a normative pattern of recurrent
and related operations [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS] yielding
cumulative and progressive results. There is a method, then, where
there are distinct operations, where each operation is related to the
others, where the set of relations furnish a pattern, where the pattern
is described as the right way of doing the job, where operations in
accord with the pattern may be repeated indefinitely, and where the
fruits of such repetition are, not repetitious, but cumulative and progressive.” (M 4.) “Results are progressive only if there is a sustained
succession of discoveries; they are cumulative only if there is effected a synthesis of each new insight with all previous, valid insights. But neither discovery nor synthesis is at the beck and call of
any set of rules. Their occurrence follows statistical laws [see LAW(S),
LAW(S) OF ...–STATISTICAL]; they can be made more probable; they cannot be
assured by a set of prescriptions.” (M 6.)
GEM stands to the DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS as the empirical method
of science stands to the DATA–OF SENSE. (In 268.) Whereas the empirical
method of the sciences (see METHOD(S)–EMPIRICAL) is confined to the data of sense, GEM includes the source of all methods: the structure
immanent and operative in everyone’s intellectual subjectivity or
INTERIORITY. See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–STRUCTURE
Post-Insight, L had the breakthrough to functional specialization.
In M, GEM is distinguished as two sets of four specialties, each set
tied to the four operations of intentional consciousness. See FUNCTIONAL SPECIALIZATION(S); FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES
AND AUTHENTIC SUBJECTIVITY. “The basic idea of the method we are
trying to develop takes its stand on discovering what human AUTHENTICITY is and showing how to appeal to it. It is not an infallible me-

COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–TERMS AND RE-

AND COGNITIONAL THEORY.

See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY-AND PHILOSO-

PHY

AND COLLABORATION.
AND CONVERSION.

See METHOD(S)–AND COLLABORATION

See CONVERSION–MANIFESTATION OF IN METHOD

AND DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS.

See DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS

AND DEVELOPMENT OF KNOWLEDGE.

See

COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–TERMS

AND RELATIONS, BASIC NEST OF-DIFFERENTIATED

AND DIALECTIC.

See DIALECTIC(S)–AND METHOD/GEM

AND INDUCTION VS DEDUCTION.

See INDUCTION/INDUCTIVE–VS DEDUCTION IN L’S

METHOD

AND INSIGHT.

See INSIGHT (THE BOOK)–AS METHODICAL

AND INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS.
AND INTERIORITY.

G

See

LATIONS, BASIC NEST OF-DIFFERENTIATED

See INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS–AND GEM

See intra As wisdom

AND LOGICAL/NONLOGICAL OPERATIONS. The context is L’s expression of a preliminary notion of method. He “conceives method not
as a set of rules but as a prior, normative pattern of operations from
which the rules may be derived. Further, the operations envisaged
are not limited to strictly logical operations, that is, to operations
on propositions, terms, relations. It includes such operations, of
course, for it speaks of describing, of formulating problems and
hypotheses, of deducing implications. But it does not hesitate to
move outside this group and to speak of inquiry, observation, discovery, experiment, synthesis, verification.” In regard to the nonlogical operations, he writes that “it may be noted that modern science derives its distinctive character from this grouping together of
logical and non-logical operations. The logical tend to consolidate
what has been achieved. The non-logical keep all achievement
open to further advance. The conjunction of the two results in an
open, ongoing, progressive and cumulative process. This process
contrasts sharply not only with the static fixity that resulted from
Aristotle’s concentration on the necessary and immutable [see
PROPER NAMES–ARISTOTLE, ARISTOTELIAN-WORLDVIEW] but also with Hegel’s dialectic [see DIALECTIC(S)–HEGELIAN VS LONERGANIAN-SOURCE OF DIFFERENCES] which
is a movement enclosed within a complete system.” (M 6.)
AND MORAL PRINCIPLES. See PRINCIPLE(S)– MORAL
AND PHILOSOPHY.

See

FOUNDATIONAL–METHODOLOGY; COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–

THEORY-AND PHILOSOPHY

AND POSITION/COUNTERPOSITION.

See intra Functions of (12)-(03) dialecti-

cal
AND QUESTION OF GOD.
AND SCIENCE.

See QUESTION OF GOD, THE–AND METHOD/GEM

The context is preliminary notions of method. L proposes to work out the basis of a third notion. “First, we shall appeal to the successful sciences to form a preliminary notion of
method. Secondly, we shall go behind the procedures of the natural
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sciences to something both more general and more fundamental,
namely, the procedures of the human mind. Thirdly, in the procedures of the human mind we shall discern a transcendental method,
that is, a basic pattern of operations employed in every cognitional
enterprise [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS-PATTERN OF]. Fourthly,
we shall indicate the relevance of transcendental method in the
formulation of other, more special [METHOD(S)] appropriate to particular fields.” (M 4.) See intra Functions of (12)
Function of. See intra Functions of (12)-(11) unifies science
Unified. See intra Functions of (12)-(11) unifies science
AND SELF-APPROPRIATION. “Withdrawal into INTERIORITY is not an end
in itself. From it one returns to the realms of common sense and
theory [see MEANING–REALM(S) OF-(1) COMMON SENSE, –REALM(S) OF-(2) THEORY] with
the ability to meet the methodical exigence. For SELF-APPROPRIATION
of itself is a grasp of transcendental method, and that grasp provides one with the tools not only for an analysis of common-sense
procedures but also for the differentiation of the sciences and the
construction of their methods.” (M 83.) An exigence is a requirement.
In this case, it’s the requirement that one obey the transcendental
precepts [see intra And transcendental precepts] in whatever Functional
Specialty one engages in. See FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES–DISTINCTION AND DIVISION OF-(1) NOT SIMPLY FOR CONVENIENCE

AND THE A PRIORI.

See A PRIORI–HEURISTIC STRUCTURES

AND THE EXISTENTIAL SUBJECT.

“Generalized empirical method not
merely enables the subject to assimilate modern science and modern scholarship but also enables him to appropriate his own conscious reality [see SELF-APPROPRIATION] as an existential subject [see
SUBJECT, THE–EXISTENTIAL]. As a conscious subject he can attend, inquire
intelligently, judge reasonably, decide freely and responsibly, love
totally. As a conscious existential subject he confronts and accepts
the fact that ultimately it is up to him to decide whether he will
really love, whether his free decisions will be responsible, whether
his judgments will be reasonable, whether his investigations will be
intelligent or biased, whether he will advert to the data both of
sense and of consciousness [see DATA–OF SENSE; DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS]
or induce the blind spots that eliminate what for him are the more
unpleasant facts of life. … In brief, generalized empirical method
goes beyond the empirical to the normative. It reveals the human
subject to himself, reveals norms immanent in his own operations,
confronts him with the alternatives of being an authentic human being [see AUTHENTICITY] or, in some measure, unauthentic [see INAUTHENTIC, INAUTHENTICITY], and leaves him with the responsibility of making
himself whatever he makes himself.” (PTP2 294-95.)
AND TRANSCENDENTAL PRECEPTS. “In various detailed manners,
method will bid us be attentive, intelligent, reasonable, responsible
[see TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS]. The details of its prescriptions will be
derived from the work in hand and will vary with it. But the normative force of its imperatives will reside, not just in its claims to authority, not just in the probability that what succeeded in the past
will succeed in the future, but at root in the native spontaneities and
inevitabilities of our consciousness which assembles its own constituent parts and unites them in a rounded whole in a manner we
cannot set aside without, as it were, amputating our own moral personality, our own reasonableness, our own intelligence, our own
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sensitivity.” (M 18.)
AS HEIGHTENING OF CONSCIOUSNESS. “Transcendental method is coincident with a notable part of what has been considered philosophy, but it is not any philosophy or all philosophy. Very precisely,
it is a heightening of consciousness that brings to light our conscious and intentional operations [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–
OPERATIONS] and thereby leads to the answers to three basic questions. What am I doing when I am knowing? Why is doing that
knowing? What do I know when I do it? The first answer is a cognitional theory [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY]. The second is an
EPISTEMOLOGY. The third is a metaphysics where, however, the metaphysics is transcendental, an integration of heuristic structures [see
METAPHYSICS–AS INTEGRAL HEURISTIC STRUCTURE], and not some categorical
speculation that reveals that all is water, or matter, or spirit, or
process, or what have you.” (M 25.) See QUESTION(S)–BASIC
AS HEURISTIC STRUCTURE. “Of themselves, heuristic structures are
empty. They anticipate a form that is to be filled. Now, just as the
form can be anticipated in its general properties, so also can the
process of filling be anticipated in its general properties.” (In 127.)
GEM is heuristic in that it anticipates specific categories of meaning; the categories, two sets of four (general and special), are directly tied to their origin in the operations of intentional
consciousness. For details see FUNCTIONAL SPECIALIZATION(S); FUNCTIONAL
SPECIALTIES
AS TRANSCULTURAL.

“Clearly it is not transcultural inasmuch as it is
explicitly formulated. But it is transcultural in the realities to which
the formulation refers, for these realities are not the product of any
culture but, on the contrary, the principles that produce cultures,
preserve them, develop them. Moreover, since it is to these realities
we refer when we speak of homo sapiens, it follows that these realities are transcultural with respect to all truly human cultures.” (M
282.) See also ANTHROPOLOGY; DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS
AS WISDOM.

Given the centrality of intellectual subjectivity in the
ordering of a systematic, comprehensive argument; and the ISOMORPHISM of being, knowing, and creating, it would seem that the primary tool of the wise, one that displaces the traditional primacy of
METAPHYSICS as wisdom, is GEM as wisdom; or, what he calls in Insight “a third form of wisdom,” the intellectual habit of wisdom
expressed in cognitional terms: “What, then, is wisdom? In its
higher form, Aquinas considered it a gift of the Holy Spirit and
connected it with mystical experience. In its lower form, Aquinas
identified it with Aristotle’s first philosophy defined as the knowledge of all things in their ultimate causes. Clearly enough, the
problem of metaphysical method demands a third form of wisdom.
For the problem is not to be solved by presupposing a religion, a
theology, or mystical experience. Similarly, the problem is not to
be solved by presupposing a metaphysics, for what is wanted is the
wisdom that generates the principles on which the metaphysics is
to rest.” (In 432.) The principles of metaphysics rest on L’s EPISTEMOLOGY. From it we know that the metaphysical principles—potency,
form, act (see CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES; CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES)—are isomorphic with EXPERIENCE, INSIGHT
AND UNDERSTANDING, and JUDGMENT(S). Moreover, we know that ETHICS,
for it regards the good (see GOOD, THE) and the good is always con-
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crete, rests upon metaphysics. Thus, the isomorphic unity of being,
knowing (see KNOWING–AND KNOWN-ISOMORPHISM OF), and creating is
grasped with explicit consciousness of the nature and order of the
mind’s procedures (see DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS), and explicit consciousness of metaphysics (see METAPHYSICS–STAGES/FORMS OF-EXPLICIT (8
ELEMENTS)). Whereas metaphysics is the primary instance of order in
regard to the object of cognitional structure, the universe of proportionate being (see BEING–PROPORTIONATE, –UNIVERSE OF), the primary instance of order in regard to ourselves, the order that enables our
ordering and achieving the complete answer to every question is
that of “the dynamic structure immanent and recurrently operative
in human cognitional activity [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–STRUCTURE, –
OPERATIONS].” (In 16.)
One comes into possession of GEM through the deliberate exploration of one’s INTERIORITY, the way to intellectual conversion
(see CONVERSION–INTELLECTUAL, –MORAL, –RELIGIOUS). “The term [interiority] is used by L to refer to the philosophy of generalized empirical method [GEM]. Everyone experiences a critical exigence
for a UNIVERSAL VIEWPOINT on everything that can be known. Only
some will plow through a book like Insight to seek to understand
this type of high understanding. Hence, the rise of a distinct
realm of meaning, which L names interiority [see MEANING–REALM(S)
OF-(3) INTERIORITY]. Its aim is to understand how the several other
realms of meaning relate to each other. … One achieves this understanding first by an interiority analysis of the operations of
consciousness that intend objects [see DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS]. Then
one articulates how these operations differentiate and recombine
in ways proper to each realm. From there, one can expeditiously
work out issues in epistemology and metaphysics, providing the
heuristic structures applicable to any area of human knowledge.
Finally, and most significantly, one is able to work out the methods proper to specific sciences and to eliminate improper procedures, myths, and biases. Since this process represents a grasp of
one’s own operations, L refers to it as SELF-APPROPRIATION.” (GP)
BASIC TERMS AND RELATIONS OF. See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–TERMS AND RELATIONS, BASIC NEST OF-DIFFERENTIATED

CATEGORIES OF.

See CATEGORY, CATEGORIES–GENERAL, –SPECIAL

CONCEIVED CONCRETELY.

“I conceive method concretely. I conceive
it, not in terms of principles and rules, but as a normative pattern of
operations [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS-PATTERN OF] with cumulative and progressive results. I distinguish the methods appropriate
to particular fields and, on the other hand, their common core and
ground, which I name transcendental method. Here, the word, transcendental, is employed in a sense analogous to Scholastic usage,
for it is opposed to the categorial (or predicamental). But my actual
procedure also is transcendental in the Kantian sense, inasmuch as
it brings to light the conditions of the possibility of knowing an object in so far as that knowledge is a priori.” (M 13-14 n. 4.)
In his introduction to Method L writes: “The first
chapter on method sets forth what they can discover in themselves
as the dynamic structure of their own cognitional and moral being
[see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–STRUCTURE-DYNAMISM OF]. In so far as they find
that, they also will find something that is not open to radical revi-

DISCOVERY OF.

sion [see intra Revision of]. For that dynamic structure is the condition of the possibility of any revision. Moreover, subsequent
chapters are in the main prolongations of time first. They presuppose it. They complement it, indeed, but they do so by drawing attention to further aspects or fuller implications or added
applications. However, just as each one has to find in himself the
dynamic structure indicated in the first chapter, so too he has to satisfy himself about the validity of the further additions in the subsequent chapters. As already I have said, method offers not rules to
be followed blindly but a framework for creativity.” (M xii.) See also
SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER; SELF-APPROPRIATION
FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES OF. See FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES
FUNCTIONS OF (12). “We have been inviting the reader to discover in
himself the original normative pattern of recurrent and related operations [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS-PATTERN OF] that yield cumulative and progressive results. We have now to consider what
uses or functions are served by that basic method.” (M 20.)
(1) Normative. “All special methods consist in making specific
the transcendental precepts, Be attentive, Be intelligent, Be reasonable, Be responsible [see TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS]. But before
they are ever formulated in concepts and expressed in words,
those precepts have a prior existence and reality in the spontaneous, structured dynamism of human consciousness. Moreover,
just as the transcendental precepts rest simply on a study of the
operations themselves, so specific categorical precepts [see CATEGORIAL–PRECEPTS] rest on a study of the mind operating in a given
field. The ultimate basis of both transcendental and categorical
precepts will be advertence to the difference between attention
and inattention, intelligence and stupidity, reasonableness and unreasonableness, responsibility and irresponsibility.” (M 20.)

(2) Critical. “The scandal still continues that men, while they
tend to agree on scientific questions, tend to disagree in the most
outrageous fashion on basic philosophic issues. So they disagree
about the activities named KNOWING about the relation of those activities to REALITY, and about reality itself. However, differences on
the third, reality, can be reduced to differences about the first and
second, KNOWLEDGE and OBJECTIVITY. Differences on the second, objectivity, can be reduced to differences on the first, cognitional
theory [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY]. Finally, differences in
cognitional theory can be resolved by bringing to light the contradiction between a mistaken cognitional theory and the actual
performance of the mistaken theorist [see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION]. To take the simplest instance, Hume thought the human
mind to be a matter of impressions linked together by custom.
But Hume’s own mind was quite original. Therefore, Hume’s
own mind was not what Hume considered the human mind to
be.” (M 20-21.)
(3) Dialectical. “The critical use of transcendental method can
be applied to every mistaken cognitional theory [see COGNITION,
COGNITIONAL–THEORY], whether expressed with philosophic generality
or presupposed by a method of hermeneutics, of historical investigation, of theology or demythologization. Moreover, these applications can be extended to concomitant views on EPISTEMOLOGY

GEM – GEM

and METAPHYSICS. In this fashion one can determine the dialectical
series of basic positions, which criticism confirms, and of basic
counter-positions, which criticism confounds.” (M 21.) See POSITION
AND COUNTERPOSITION

(4) Systematic. “In the measure that transcendental method is objectified, there are determined a set of basic terms and relations,
namely, the terms that refer to the operations of cognitional process [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–PROCESS], and the relations that link
these operations to one another. Such terms and relations are the
substance of cognitional theory [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY].
They reveal the ground for EPISTEMOLOGY. They are found to be
isomorphic with the terms and relations denoting the ontological
structure of any reality proportionate to human cognitional process.” (M 21.) See KNOWING–AND KNOWN-ISOMORPHISM OF
(5) Continuous. “The foregoing systematic function assures continuity without imposing rigidity. Continuity is assured by the
source of the basic terms and relations, for that source is human
cognitional process [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–PROCESS] in its concrete reality. Rigidity is not imposed, for a fuller and more exact
knowledge of human cognitional process is by no means excluded and, in the measure it is attained, there will follow a fuller
and more exact determination of basic terms and relations. Finally, the exclusion of rigidity is not a menace to continuity for,
as we have seen, the conditions of the possibility of revision set
limits to the possibility of revising cognitional theory, and the
more elaborate the revision, the stricter and more detailed these
limits will be.” (M 21-22.)
(6) Heuristic. “Every INQUIRY aims at transforming some unknown into a known. Inquiry itself, then, is something between
ignorance and knowledge. It is less than knowledge, else there
would be no need to inquire. It is more than sheer ignorance, for
it makes ignorance manifest and strives to replace it with knowledge. This intermediary between ignorance and knowing is an
intending, and what is intended is an unknown that is to be
known. … Now fundamentally all method is the exploitation of
such intending, for it outlines the steps to be taken if one is to
proceed from the initial intending of the question to the eventual
knowing of what has been intended all along. Moreover, within
method the use of heuristic devices is fundamental. They consist
in designating and naming the intended unknown, in setting
down at once all that can be affirmed about it, and in using this
explicit knowledge as a guide, a criterion, and/or a premiss in the
effort to arrive at a fuller knowledge. Such is the function in algebra of the unknown, x, in the solution of problems. Such is the
function in physics of indeterminate or generic functions and of
the classes of functions specified by differential equations. …
Now transcendental method fulfils a heuristic function. It reveals
the very nature of that function by bringing to light the activity of
intending and its correlative, the intended that, though unknown,
at least is intended. Moreover, inasmuch as the systematic function has provided sets of basic terms and relations, there are to
hand basic determinations that may be set down at once whenever the unknown is a human subject or an object proportionate
to human cognitional process, i.e. an object to be known by experiencing, understanding, and judging.” (M 22.)
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(7) Foundational. “Special methods derive their proper norms
from the accumulated experience of investigators in their several
fields. But besides the proper norms there are also common
norms. Besides the tasks in each field there are interdisciplinary
problems. Underneath the consent of men as scientists, there is
their dissent on matters of ultimate significance and concern. It is
in the measure that special methods acknowledge their common
core in transcendental method, that norms common to all the sciences will be acknowledged, that a secure basis will be attained
for attacking interdisciplinary problems, and that the sciences
will be mobilized within a higher unity of vocabulary, thought,
and orientation, in which they will be able to make their quite
significant contribution to the solution of fundamental problems.” (M 23.) See also intra (11) Unifies science
(8-10, 12) Theological. While entries on the FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES
special to theology point out their adaptability to nontheological
inquiry, the theological functions of GEM are beyond the scope
of this work.
(11) Unifies science. “Transcendental method offers a key to unified science. The immobility of the Aristotelian ideal conflicts
with developing natural science, developing human science, developing dogma, and developing theology. In harmony with all
development is the human mind itself which effects the developments. In unity with all fields, however disparate, is again the
human mind that operates in all fields and in radically the same
fashion in each. Through the [SELF ...–KNOWLEDGE], the SELFAPPROPRIATION, the self-possession that result from making explicit
the basic normative pattern of the recurrent and related operations
of human cognitional process [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONSPATTERN OF], it becomes possible to envisage a future in which all
workers in all fields can find in transcendental method common
norms, foundations, systematics, and common critical, dialectical, and heuristic procedures.” (M 24.) See also SCIENCE(S)–UNIFICATION OF
IMPLEMENTATION OF.

Before his breakthrough to functional specialization in GEM, L sketched a method for interpretation that later
became the functional specialty Interpretation (see INTERPRETATION
(FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY), –SKETCH OF METHOD FOR). But the larger question of
the implementation of GEM regards collaborative work among its
users, its implementation in culture. See IMPLEMENTATION; COLLABORATION
And dialectic. See

DIALECTIC

(FUNCTIONAL

SPECIALTY)–AND

METHOD-

IMPLEMENTATION OF

And statistical method. See EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND ABSTRACT SYSTEM
INTEGRATION IN.

“Development is through specialization but it must
end in integration.” (M 140.) Method comprises eight functional specialties whose contributions must be integrated to answer a particular question. See FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES–DYNAMIC UNITY OF, –INTERDEPENDENCE

OF

NOT AUTHORITARIAN.

“One can find out for oneself and in oneself
just what one’s conscious and intentional operations [see COGNITION,
COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS] are and how they are related to one another.
One can discover for oneself and in oneself why it is that performing such and such operations in such and such manners constitutes
human KNOWING. Once one has achieved that, one is no longer dependent on someone else in selecting one’s method and in carrying
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GENERAL – GENERAL

it out. One is on one’s own.”

SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE

GENERAL: Also generality. Regards all cases. Usually opposed to determinate, specific; often synonym of UNIVERSAL. See also inter alia GEN-

“The basic idea of the method we are trying to develop takes its stand on discovering what human AUTHENTICITY is and
showing how to appeal to it. It is not an infallible method, for men
easily are unauthentic [see INAUTHENTIC, INAUTHENTICITY], but it is a powerful method, for man’s deepest need and most prized achievement
is authenticity.” (M 254.)

ERALIST, THE ■ GENERALIZATION ■ A PRIORI–AND CANONS OF METHOD ■ ABSTRACT–APPLIED

(M 344.)

See also

KNOWER

NOT INFALLIBLE.

NOT RULES.

“Method is not a set of rules to be followed meticulously by a dolt. It is a framework for collaborative creativity [see
COLLABORATION; IMPLEMENTATION].” (M xi.) “I conceive method concretely. I
conceive it, not in terms of principles and rules, but as a normative
pattern of operations with cumulative and progressive results.” (M 14
n. 4.)
OPPOSITION TO.

Dealing with conflict is the work of Dialectic (see
L is speaking of the theologian, but his remarks are relevant to scholars generally. The
“strategy will be, not to prove his own position, not to refute
counter-positions [see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION], but to exhibit diversity and to point to the evidence for its roots. In this manner he
will be attractive to those that appreciate full human AUTHENTICITY and
he will convince those that attain it. Indeed, the basic idea of the
method we are trying to develop takes its stand on discovering
what human authenticity is and showing how to appeal to it. It is
not an infallible method, for men easily are unauthentic [see INAUTHENTIC, INAUTHENTICITY], but it is a powerful method, for man’s deepest
need and most prized achievement is authenticity.” (M 254.)

DIALECTIC(S); DIALECTIC (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)).

REVISION OF.

“For it to be possible for a revision to take place certain conditions must be fulfilled. For, in the first place, any possible
revision will appeal to data which the opinion under review either
overlooked or misapprehended, and so any possible revision must
presuppose at least an empirical level of operations [see COGNITION,
COGNITIONAL–LEVELS OF]. Secondly, any possible revision will offer a
better explanation of the data, and so any possible revision must
presuppose an intellectual level of operations. Thirdly, any possible
revision will claim that the better explanation is more probable, and
so any possible revision must presuppose a rational level of operations. Fourthly, a revision is not a mere possibility but an accomplished fact only as the result of a judgment of value [see JUDGMENT(S)
OF VALUE] and a DECISION. One undertakes the labor with all its risks of
failure and frustration only because one holds, not only in theory
but also in practice, that it is worth while to get things straight, to
know with exactitude, to contribute to the advancement of science.
So at the root of all method there has to be presupposed a level of
operations on which we evaluate and choose responsibly at least
the method of our operations. … It follows that there is a sense in
which the objectification of the normative pattern of our conscious
and intentional operations does not admit revision. The sense in
question is that the activity of revising consists in such operations
in accord with such a pattern, so that a revision rejecting the pattern
would be rejecting itself. … There is then a rock [see ROCK, THE] on
which one can build.” (M 18-19.) See also COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–STRUCTUREREVISION OF

TO CONCRETE-IN INSIGHT

■ AGGREGATE(S)–AND PROBABILITY ■ CATEGORY, CATEGORIES ■

CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–COMPLEMENTARITY OF-IN KNOWLEDGE OF THINGS, –
SCIENCE

■ COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS-INTENTIONAL-AS GENERAL BASIC TERMS ■

COMMON SENSE–AND LOGIC, –AS INTELLECTUAL ■ COMMUNITY–TENSION(S) IN ■ DEFINITION(S)–TYPES OF-IMPLICIT ■ DETERMINATION(S) ■ DEVELOPMENT–FIELD OF OPERATION OF ■
DIALECTIC(S)–AND

THE

IMAGE, SYMBOL, SIGN
CYCLES OF

CRITICAL

VIEWPOINT

■

HEURISTIC

STRUCTURE–AND

SCI-

■ HISTORICAL–INTELLIGIBILITY ■ IDEAL(S)–GENERAL THEOREM ■ IMAGE–AS

ENCE/MATHEMATICS

■ INDUCTION/INDUCTIVE ■ INVARIANCE–ANTICIPATION OF ■ KNOWING–

■ KNOWLEDGE–BY IMMATERIALITY, –COMMONSENSE ■ LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–AND

SCHEME OF RECURRENCE

■ MATHEMATICAL–MATTER ■ MEDIATION ■ METAPHYSICS–AND DE-

SCRIPTIVE RELATIONS (4)-(2)

■ METHOD(S)–AND METAPHYSICS ■ MYSTERY–AND INTELLEC-

TUAL/SENSITIVE INTEGRATION

■ PARTICULAR(S)–INSIGHT INTO ■ PROBABILITY–AND CERTAINTY

■ QUANTUM–MECHANICS ■ SCIENCE(S)– GENERAL AND SPECIAL, –PRECISION OF ■ STATISTICAL–THEORY ■ UNCONSCIOUS–AND CONSCIOUS TENSION ■ VERIFICATION
BIAS.

See BIAS–GENERAL; COMMON SENSE–BIAS OF, GENERAL

CASES.

See inter alia

AGGREGATE(S)–COINCIDENTAL-AND STATISTICAL METHOD, –

■ ANALOGY–ARGUMENT FROM ■ CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COM-

NONSYSTEMATIC

PARED–SCIENCE ■ CONCEPT(S), CONCEPTION(S)–AND DEFINITIONS ■ DEDUCTION– IN THE
GENERAL CASE IMPOSSIBLE
ADEQUACY OF

■ DENOMINATION–EXTRINSIC/INTRINSIC ■ EXPRESSION–

■ FINALITY–AS OPERATOR ■ GENERALIZATION–AND UNDERSTANDING-AND

PROBLEM OF INDUCTION

■ LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–ABSTRACT, –CLASSICAL-AND CONDITIONAL

PREDICTIONS (3 ELEMENTS)-(2), (3)

■ METHOD, GENETIC–AND HIGHER SYSTEM-AS OPERATOR ■

NONSYSTEMATIC–IN DIVERGING SERIES OF CONDITIONS ■ PRINCIPLE(S)–UNCERTAINTY ■
PROPER NAMES–ARISTOTLE, ARISTOTELIAN-AND RELATION OF SCIENCE AND PHILOSOPHY ■
TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–DEFINITION OF ■ UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY–AND SUFFICIENT EVIDENCE-IN DIFFERENT CASES

CATEGORIES.
CONTEXT.

See CATEGORY, CATEGORIES–GENERAL

See BELIEF–GENERAL CONTEXT OF; COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–CONTEXT

FORM OF ….

See JUDGMENT(S)–GENERAL FORM OF ■ INSIGHT

REFLECTIVE-GENERAL FORM OF

AND UNDERSTANDING–

■ LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–STATISTICAL-GENERAL FORM OF ■

UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY– GENERAL FORM OF
HISTORY.
LAW.

See HISTORY–GENERAL

See LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–AND RELATIONS

NOTION OF ….
OF

See EMERGENT PROBABILITY–GENERAL NOTION OF ■ ENERGY–NOTION

■ MEASUREMENT–GENERAL NOTION OF ■ METHOD, GENETIC–GENERAL NOTIONS (7) ■

THING(S)–FROM GENERAL NOTION TO PARTICULAR ■ WORD–INNER-GENERAL NOTION OF (7
ELEMENTS)

RESEARCH.

See RESEARCH (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)–GENERAL

RULES AND THE SUBJECT.

“Intersubjective spontaneity and intelligently devised social order possess different properties and different tendencies. Yet to both by his very nature man is committed.
Intelligence cannot but devise general solutions and general rules.
The individual is intelligent, and so he cannot enjoy peace of mind
unless he subsumes his own feelings and actions under the general
rules that he regards as intelligent. Yet feeling and spontaneous action have their home in the intersubjective group, and it is only
with an effort and then only in favored times that the intersubjective groups fit harmoniously within the larger pattern of social or-

GENERALIST, THE – GENETIC

der.”

(In 241.)

See also

COMMUNITY–AND INTERSUBJECTIVITY; LOGIC–COMMON SENSE

AND

See KNOWLEDGE–TRANSCENDENT-GENERAL

UNDERSTANDING VS SPECIAL.

See SCIENCE(S)–KNOWLEDGE OF FORM IN

GENERALIST, THE: The proper domain of the generalist “is thematizing, INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS, EPISTEMOLOGY, METAPHYSICS–OF PROPORTIONATE BEING,
and existential ETHICS. In that proper domain individually they have to
be masters according to the level of their times. Again, individually,
each must have sufficient knowledge of other fields to derive from
them what is essential to his own proper domain. On the other hand,
it will be not the individual generalist but the group that through different members attains expertise in the various departments of interdisciplinary work; in other words, the group of generalists includes
some expert in theology, others in mathematics, others in natural science, others in human science, others in human studies, others in
communications.” (PTP2 382.) See also COLLABORATION; IMPLEMENTATION
AND UNDERSTANDING. See GENERALIZATION–AND UNDERSTANDING
AS MEDIATOR. “It cannot be stressed too strongly that the mediation
of the generalists is intelligent rather than logical. By logical mediation I understand the process from universal concepts to particular instances as just instances; by intelligent MEDIATION I understand
the process from understanding the universal to understanding the
particular. The difference between the two is a difference in understanding: in logical mediation, one understands no more in the instance than one did in the universal; in intelligent mediation, one
adds to the understanding of the universal a fuller and more determinate understanding of the particular case. The generalist that is
just a logical mediator turns out to be an obtuse intruder; the generalist that is an intelligent mediator speaks not only his own mind
but also the language of his interlocutor.” (PTP2 383.)
AS THEMATIZER. “There is an ambiguity to the terms ‘theme,’ ‘thematic,’ ‘thematize.’ They can be given a naïve-realist [see REALISM–
NAÏVE] interpretation, and then to thematize is to observe carefully
and to describe accurately. But they also can be given a critical realist [see REALISM–CRITICAL] interpretation: then from the experience of
operations one advances to the bestowal of names; from the experience of process (sensitive spontaneity, intelligent inquiry and
formulation, rational reflection, responsible deliberation and freedom, where each later mode sublates those that go before) to the
understanding of the structure within which the operations occur
[see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS, –STRUCTURE]; from such experience and understanding to judgment on the difference between
such SELF-APPROPRIATION and the formation and verification of hypotheses about subatomic particles. … When thematizing follows
the naïve-realist model, it is an unending task. When it is a matter
of experiencing, naming, understanding, judging, it quickly reaches
the building blocks that can be recombined in a great variety of
manners to reveal the diverse structures of diverse procedures and
methods.” (PTP2 383.)

The process of formulating general concepts by
abstracting common properties of instances. See also inter alia EMERGENT PROBABILITY–GENERALIZED; RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF–AND GENERALIZED EQUILIBRIA

See intra And understanding

AND LANGUAGE.

TRANSCENDENT KNOWLEDGE.

GENERALIZATION:

AND ANALOGY.
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See LANGUAGE–EARLY-(2) GENERALIZATION

“An argument from analogy assumes that
some concrete situation A is correctly understood. It argues that
some other similar situation B is to be understood in the same fashion. … A generalization makes the same assumption, to argue that
any other similar situation X is to be understood in the same fashion. … In both cases what is at work is the law, immanent and operative in cognitional process [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–PROCESS], that
similars are similarly understood. Unless there is a significant difference in the data, there cannot be a difference in understanding
the data.” (In 312-13.)
AND UNDERSTANDING

And problem of induction. “In the simplest possible manner …
our analysis resolves the so-called problem of induction. It
makes the transition from one particular case to another, or from
a particular case to the general case, an almost automatic procedure of intelligence. We appeal to analogies and we generalize
because we cannot help understanding similars similarly. This
solution, be it noted, squares with the broad fact that there is no
problem of teaching men to generalize.” (In 313.)
And the generalizer. “There is a problem of teaching them to
frame their generalizations accurately; indeed, the whole point of
the analogy is that it absolves one from that conceptual task and
the complexities it involves. There is, above all, a problem of
preventing men from generalizing on insufficient grounds, and
very easily such grounds are merely putative.” (In 313.)
IN GENESIS OF LANGUAGE. See LANGUAGE–EARLY-(2) GENERALIZATION
OF COMMON SENSE.

“Common sense does not include an inventory
of its own contents. It does not reside whole and entire in a single
mind. It cannot point to any recorded set of experiments for its justification. It cannot assert itself in any of the inflexible generalizations that characterize logic, mathematics, and science. Common
sense knows, but it does not know what it knows nor how it knows
nor how to correct and complement its own inadequacies. Only the
blind and destructive blows inevitable in even a partial breakdown
of social order can impress on practical common sense that there
are limits to its competence and that, if it would master the new
situation, it must first consent to learn.” (In 241.) See also SCIENCE(S)–

GENERALIZATIONS OF-VS COMMON SENSE

OF SCIENCE.

See SCIENCE(S)–GENERALIZATIONS OF

GENERALIZED EMPIRICAL METHOD (GEM): See GEM
GENETIC: Not related to genes and the science of genetics; rather, L
usage generally pertains to generation of one from another in a sequence. Consider, for example, the modes of expression of the same
data in relation to levels of consciousness (see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)). On the empirical level one would use the commonsense mode; on the intellectual level, the explanatory, and so on (see
EXPRESSION–AND SEQUENCE; MEANING–GENETIC SEQUENCE IN). The notion of genetic sequence is also integral to L’s theory of DEVELOPMENT (see HEURISTIC–ASSUMPTION IN GENETIC METHOD). See also inter alia ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S
EXISTENCE–AND SCHLEIERMACHER ■ CANON(S)–OF METHODICAL HERMENEUTICS-(2) OF EXPLANATION

■ COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–TERMS AND RELATIONS, BASIC NEST OF-DIFFERENTIATED ■

CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES, –ACT, –FORM ■ CONVERSION–ABSENCE
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GENUINENESS – GENUS

■ CRITICISM–PRINCIPLES OF (4)-(2), -(4) ■ EMERGENCE–FACT OF ■ EMERGENT PROBABIL-

ITY–GENERALIZED ■ EVENT(S)–AND DEVELOPMENT ■ FINALITY–AS OPERATOR ■ HEURISTIC
STRUCTURE–FOR INTERPRETATION-UPPER BLADE ■ HORIZON(S)–OPPOSED, DIALECTICALLY ■ I–
AND IT

■ INTEGRATOR–AND OPERATOR IN HIGHER SYSTEM ■ INTELLIGIBILITY–ABSTRACT, –

MATERIAL-INCOMPLETE

■ INTERPRETATION–CONTROL OF-(3) ASSUMPTIONS, –SKETCH OF ME-

THOD FOR-(5) CONTROL

■ LEVEL(S)–OF OUR TIMES ■ MEANING–AND EXPRESSION-DIALECTICAL

FACTOR IN

■ MENTAL–ACTS-OCCUR IN GENETICALLY DISTINCT HORIZONS ■ METAPHYSICS–

ELEMENTS OF-IN RELATION TO THEORIES, –RELATIONS OF
AND THE NOTION OF GOD, –THE FOUR
EXPLANATION
METHOD

■ METHOD(S)–CRITICAL, –CRITICAL-

■ MYTH–AND METAPHYSICS ■ PSYCHIC ■ SCIENTIFIC–

■ SIN–BASIC-IRRATIONALITY (SURD) OF ■ TREATISE–LIMITS OF-(3) AND GENETIC

■ UNIVERSAL VIEWPOINT, –AS TOTALITY OF VIEWPOINTS-ORDERED ■ UNIVERSE–

INTELLIGIBILITY OF

■ VERIFICATION–OF THEORY

AND MEANING.
CONCEPTS.

See MEANING–GENETIC SEQUENCE IN

See RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF–INTERSUBJECTIVE

DIFFERENCE.

See

HORIZON(S)–DIFFERENCES IN-GENETIC; IMAGINATION–AND SPE-

CIFIC/GENETIC DIFFERENCE

EXPRESSION.
METHOD.

See EXPRESSION–AND SEQUENCE, –COMPONENTS OF-(2) GENETIC

See METHOD, GENETIC

OPERATORS.

See

METHOD, GENETIC–AND HIGHER SYSTEM-AS OPERATOR, –GENERAL

NOTIONS (7)-(6)

SEQUENCE.

See EXPRESSION–AND SEQUENCE; MEANING–GENETIC SEQUENCE IN

GENUINENESS: The topic is human development. L speaks of our
living within a tension between limitation and transcendence (see HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT, LAWS OF (4)-(3) LIMITATION AND TRANSCENDENCE, -(4) GENUINENESS).
“Genuineness is the admission of that tension into consciousness,
and so it is the necessary condition of the harmonious cooperation of
the conscious and unconscious components of development. It does
not brush questions aside, smother doubts, push problems down, escape to activity, to chatter, to passive entertainment, to sleep, to narcotics. It confronts issues, inspects them, studies their many aspects,
works out their various implications, contemplates their concrete
consequences in one’s own life and in the lives of others. If it respects inertial tendencies as necessary conservative forces, it does not
conclude that a defective routine is to be maintained because one has
grown accustomed to it. Though it fears the cold plunge into becoming other than one is, it does not dodge the issue, nor pretend bravery,
nor act out of bravado. It is capable of assurance and confidence, not
only in what has been tried and found successful, but also in what is
yet to be tried. It grows weary with the perpetual renewal of further
questions to be faced, it longs for rest, it falters and it fails, but it
knows its weakness and its failures, and it does not try to rationalize
them.” (In 502.)
LAW OF. See HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT, LAWS OF-(4) GENUINENESS
SANCTION OF. See METHOD, GENETIC–SANCTION OF GENUINENESS
GENUS:

The sum of the constituent elements common to two or
more SPECIES, abstracting from the specific difference (see BEING–NOTION
OF-GENUS OR SPECIES OR DIFFERENCE?). The most important aspect of this
topic is L’s notion of genus as explanatory (see intra Explanatory). See
also GENUS/GENERA AND SPECIES
AND NOTION OF BEING.

See BEING–NOTION OF-AND GENUS

AS PRINCIPLE OF LIMITATION.
AND SPECIES.

See POTENCY/POTENTIAL–PRIME

See GENUS/GENERA AND SPECIES

EXPLANATORY.

“The larger context is the nature of the thing (In ch.
8; see THING(S)). L’s immediate concern is an explanatory account of
“genera of things and their compatibility with the sciences as they
exist.” Things—each a unity, identity, whole—are differentiated by
experiential and explanatory conjugates (see CONJUGATE(S)–EXPERIENTIAL,
–EXPLANATORY/PURE). “Since explanatory conjugates are defined by
their relations to one another [see QUOAD SE], there is the possibility
of distinct sets of such conjugates.” From this “follows the notion
of the explanatory genus.” L explains: “Consider a genus of things
Ti, with explanatory conjugates Ci, and a second genus of things Tj,
with explanatory conjugates Ci and Cj, such that all conjugates of
the type Ci are defined by their relations to one another, and similarly, all conjugates of the type Cj are defined by their relations to
one another. Then, since Ci and Cj differ, there will be two different
systems of terms and relations; as the basic terms and relations differ, all logically derived terms and relations will differ, so that by
logical operations alone there is no transition from one system to
the other.” As we mount from the science of the material to that of
the human, from physics to rational psychology, we note that each
sublates (see SUBLATION) the one before it (“the laws of physics,
chemistry, biology, sensitive psychology, and rational psychology
hold for men”). In each case “there is added a new set of laws
which defines its own basic terms by its own empirically established correlations.” L then goes on “to indicate how the possibility
of new genera arises.” (All quotes In 280-83.) The reader will note the parallel with the process of mounting to higher viewpoints (see VIEWPOINT(S)–HIGHER-MOUNTING TO). “Genera and species are explanatory if
they are derived, not from classifications based on sensible similarities and dissimilarities, but from classifications based upon explanatory knowledge. The general character of such explanatory
knowledge has been indicated already in the chapter on ‘things,’
but perhaps it will not be amiss to recast it in terms of central and
conjugate potency, form, and act [see intra Explanatory-is the concept
correct?] before asking the twofold question, namely, whether or not
that is the structure of explanatory genera and species, and whether
or not such a structure will survive in fully explanatory knowledge
of proportionate being [see BEING–PROPORTIONATE].” (In 463.)
And conjugate potency. See SCIENCE(S)–EMPIRICAL-AS DISTINCT AND AUTONOMOUS-AND HIGHER VIEWPOINTS

And insight. See intra Explanatory-is the concept correct?
And law. “It seems that such explanatory genera exist. The laws
of physics hold for subatomic elements; the laws of physics and
chemistry hold for chemical elements and compounds: the laws
of physics, chemistry, and biology hold for plants; the laws of
physics, chemistry, biology, and sensitive psychology hold for
animals; the laws of physics, chemistry, biology, sensitive psychology, and rational psychology hold for men. As one moves
from one genus to the next, there is added a new set of laws
which defines its own basic terms by its own empirically established correlations. When one turns from physics and chemistry
to astronomy, one employs the same basic terms and correlations;
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but when one turns from physics and chemistry to biology, one is
confronted with an entirely new set of basic concepts and laws.”
(In 280-81.)

And potency-form-act. See intra Explanatory-is the concept correct?
And question of fact. “Are there in this universe things that differ
specifically and generically, where these differences are conceived not descriptively but explanatorily? A negative answer is
dictated by the counterposition [see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION],
for then reality reduces to imagined and unverifiable entities that
differ, not intelligibly, but only in their imaginable determinations. On the other hand, if we appeal to the immemorial convictions of COMMON SENSE or to the actual division of scientific
departments, all the evidence favors the affirmation of different
explanatory genera.” (In 467.)
Humanity as. See SYSTEM(S)–HIGHER-HUMANITY SOURCE OF
Is the concept correct? “We have stated our conception of explanatory genera and species, and two questions arise. Is the conception correct? Is it verifiable, not merely in things as they are
known now, but also in things as they would be known if they
were explained completely? … The conception rests, not on the
present state of empirical sciences, but on the fundamental properties of insight. Insight is into imaginative representations. Insights accumulate into viewpoints. Images that represent
viewpoints lead to insights that accumulate into higher viewpoints [see VIEWPOINT(S)–HIGHER]. This transition can be repeated. Images apart from insight are coincidental manifolds; but images
under insight cease to be coincidental, for their elements become
related intelligibly. Potency corresponds to the imagined empirical residue [see RESIDUE(S)–EMPIRICAL]. Form corresponds to the insight. Again, direct insight expresses itself in abstract classical
laws; this abstractness is an indeterminacy that leaves room for
the inverse insights that grasp statistical laws; the compatibility of
classical and statistical laws [see CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–
LAWS] leaves room for the coincidental manifolds that provide the
potency for the higher forms. Not only do all these elements
mesh together to provide a single coherent account of explanatory genera and species, but the resultant account has no competitors, for to the best of my knowledge, no one else has attempted
to work out the pure theory of genera and species, where the genera and species are conceived not descriptively but explanatorily.” (In 465-66.)
Is the concept verifiable? See intra Explanatory-is the concept correct?
Possibility of. See NOTION OF …–EXPLANATORY GENUS
Revision of. See REVISION–OF AFFIRMATION ON GENERA AND SPECIES
FOUNDATIONS OF. “Each higher genus is limited by the preceding
lower genus. On the one hand, it must not interfere with the autonomy of the lower order, for if it were to do so, it would destroy its
own foundation. On the other hand, the higher genus is a higher
systematization of manifolds that would be coincidental on the
lower level; and a higher systematization is limited by the manifolds which it systematizes.” (In 467-68.)
GENERA LITTERARIA. See EXPRESSION–AND SEQUENCE
VS BEING.

“Being does not lie within any restricted genus. While it
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can be divided up into beings of different kinds, being itself is not
some limited kind. It corresponds to the negation of a finite limit, to
everything about everything. Being, then, is a final object, the term
of an unrestricted tendency, desire, effort to know [see DESIRE TO
KNOW].” (UB 148.)
Vs notion of. See BEING–NOTION OF-GENUS OR SPECIES OR DIFFERENCE?
GENUS/GENERA AND SPECIES: The most important aspect of this
topic is L’s notion of genus as explanatory. See GENUS–EXPLANATORY
AND DIFFERENCE. See BEING–NOTION OF-GENUS OR SPECIES OR DIFFERENCE?
AND HIGHER VIEWPOINTS. “The structure of … successive genera
runs parallel to the structure of successive higher viewpoints [see
VIEWPOINT(S)–HIGHER]. … This parallel may be stated either as a position or as a counterposition [see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION]. If one
affirms the real to be BEING and to be known by intelligent grasp and
reasonable affirmation, then the real will be existing unities differentiated by conjugate forms [see CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE
CAUSES–FORM] of various genera and species. In that case the symbolic images will have a merely heuristic value, for they will serve
to facilitate the transition from one science to another and to determine to what extent data are explained or not explained by either
science. On the other hand, if one affirms the real to be a subdivision in the ‘already out there now,’ [see ALREADY-OUT-THERE-NOW-REAL]
then the images will be, not heuristic symbols, but representations
of things as they really are; the successive intelligible systems will
be merely subjective arrangements, for the intelligible cannot be
imagined; and so the reality of each higher genus is emptied into
the lower until one reaches the image of the lowest; and as the lowest is imagined as too small to be seen, one is left with unverifiable
images of the lowest genus as one’s extrascientific and pseudometaphysical account of reality.” (In 465.)

And imagination. See IMAGE–HEURISTIC VS REPRESENTATIVE FUNCTION OF-IN SCIENCES-AS DISTINCT, -AS TRANSITIONAL IN

AND NOTION OF BEING.
AND THINGS.

See BEING–NOTION OF-GENUS OR SPECIES OR DIFFERENCE?

See GENUS–EXPLANATORY

EXPLANATORY.

See GENUS–EXPLANATORY

HUMANITY AS BOTH.

See

HUMANITY–AS GENUS AND SPECIES

;

SYSTEM(S)–HIGHER-

HUMANITY SOURCE OF

GIFT: See OPENNESS–THREE FACTORS-(3) AS GIFT
GIVEN, THE: “We are employing the name ‘given’ in an extremely
broad sense. It includes not only the veridical deliverances of outer
sense but also images, dreams, illusions, hallucinations, personal equations, subjective bias, and so forth. No doubt, a more restricted use
of the term would be desirable if we were speaking from the limited
viewpoint of natural science. But we are working at a general theory
of OBJECTIVITY, and so we have to acknowledge as given not only the
materials into which natural science inquires but also the materials
into which the psychologist or methodologist or cultural historian inquires. … There is a profounder reason. Our account of the given is
extrinsic. It involves no description of the stream of sensitive consciousness. It involves no theory of that stream. It discusses neither
the contribution of the empirically conscious subject nor the contribution of other ‘outside’ agents. It simply notes that reflection and
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judgment presuppose understanding, that inquiry and understanding
presuppose materials for inquiry and something to be understood.” (In
406-07.)
AND EXPERIENCE.
AND IMAGINED.

See EXPERIENCE–FROM FORMULATION TO THE GIVEN

See IMAGINATION–AND THE GIVEN

AS GIVEN.

The larger context is the notion of objectivity (In ch. 13).
The immediate context is “the third partial aspect of objectivity,”
the experiential (see OBJECTIVITY–COMPONENTS OF (3)-(3) EXPERIENTIAL), the
given as given. “It is the field of materials about which one inquires, in which one finds the fulfilment of conditions for the unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY–GENERAL FORM OF], to which
cognitional process [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–PROCESS] repeatedly returns to generate the series of inquiries and reflections that yield the
contextual manifold of JUDGMENT(S).” (In 406.)
And inverse insight. See INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–INVERSE-ABSTRACTION
AND

“The given is just the residue [see RESIDUE(S)–
since it can be selected and indicated only through intellectual activities, of itself it is diffuse; the field of the given contains differences [see DIFFERENCE(S)–EMPIRICAL AND INDIVIDUAL], but insofar
as they simply lie in the field, the differences are unassigned.” (In

AS RESIDUAL/DIFFUSE.
EMPIRICAL],

406.)
AS UNQUESTIONABLE.

“The given is unquestionable and indubitable.
What is constituted by answering questions can be upset by other
questions. But the given is constituted apart from questioning; it
remains the same no matter what the result of questioning may be;
it is unquestionable in the sense that it lies outside the cognitional
levels constituted by questioning and answering. In the same fashion the given is indubitable. What can be doubted is the answer to a
question for reflection; it is a yes or a no. But the given is not the
answer to any question; it is prior to questioning and independent
of any answers.” (In 406.)

NOT THE REAL.

The distinction is critical. The given is “the veridical
deliverances of outer sense but also images, dreams, illusions, hallucinations, personal equations, subjective bias, and so forth.” The
real is being, all that can be grasped by intelligence and affirmed by
reason. Knowledge of the real is had in judgment (see JUDGMENT(S) OF
FACT). As given, the real is DATA–OF SENSE and DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS. See
also IMAGINATION–AND THE GIVEN. “The critical problem has the appearance of insolubility only because the true concept of the real is hidden or obscured, and in its place there comes the false substitute
that by the real we mean only another essence, or else that by the
real we mean the object of modern existentialist experience—the
mere givenness of inner or outer actuality, which truly is no more
than the condition for the rational transition from the affirmation of
possible to the affirmation of actual contingent being.” (V 99.)
GÖDEL’S THEOREM : See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–AND GÖDEL’S THEOREM
GOING FORWARD:

The context is HISTORY and the work of the HISTOL speaks often of “going forward,” especially in regard to the
work of the historian’s discernment of events. “By ‘going forward’ I
mean to exclude the mere repetition of a routine. I mean the change

RIAN.

that originated the routine and its dissemination. I mean process and
but, no less, DECLINE and collapse. When things turn out
unexpectedly, pious people say, ‘Man proposes but God disposes.’
The historian is concerned to see how God disposed the matter, not
by theological speculation, not by some world-historical dialectic,
but through particular human agents.” (M 178-79.)

DEVELOPMENT

GOD: The topic of God herein is limited to data that come under the
heading natural theology or PHILOSOPHY OF GOD.
ARGUMENT FOR EXISTENCE OF. See ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE; ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S
PHILOSOPHY OF.
QUESTION OF.

See PHILOSOPHY OF GOD

See QUESTION OF GOD, THE

GOOD, THE: The good is the real and the real is being.
AND BEING. BEING

and good are convertible terms.
AND DESIRE. “The definition of the good that has been current since
Aristotle’s id quod omnia appetunt, what everything seeks or runs
after. However, it is not only what is sought or desired that is good;
the capacity to desire is also good, and the desiring itself is good;
and having the concrete situation in which the desiring can go on to
operations through which one obtains the good is also good; and
having the cooperation necessary to get there is also good. So one
can see that not only what is sought is good, but also the seeking,
the capacity to seek, the skills that go into the process of fulfilment,
and the fulfilment itself are good. The definition of the good as
what everything seeks does not exhaust the notion of the good.
What everyone seeks is certainly good, but there is a whole set of
other elements that are related to it, and they are good too.” (TE 28.)
See also VALUE(S)–AND THE GOOD

To know. “On an elementary level, the good is the object of desire, and when it is attained it is experienced as pleasant, enjoyable, satisfying. But man experiences aversion no less than
desire, pain no less than pleasure; and so, on this elementary,
empirical level, the good is coupled with its opposite, the bad. …
However, among men’s many desires, there is one that is unique.
It is the detached, disinterested, unrestricted DESIRE TO KNOW. As
other desire, it has its satisfaction. But unlike other desire, it is
not content with satisfaction. Of itself, it heads beyond one’s own
joy in one’s own insight to the further question whether one’s
own insight is correct. It is a desire to know, and its immanent
criterion is the attainment of an unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED,
VIRTUALLY] that, by the fact that it is unconditioned, is independent
of the individual’s likes and dislikes, of his wishful and his anxious thinking.” (In 619.)
AND EXPERIENCE. See EXPERIENCE–AND THE GOOD
AND INSIGHT. Distinguish the good as object of insight (the entire
universe of proportionate being; see BEING–PROPORTIONATE; good and
being are convertible terms); and the intelligible good, VALUE(S).
AND INTELLECT. See INTELLECT–GOOD OF
AND METAPHYSICS. See METAPHYSICS–AND THE GOOD
AND METHODS. See METHOD(S)–THE FOUR-AND THE GOOD

GOOD, THE – GOOD, THE
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AND MORAL SELF-TRANSCENDENCE. “On the final level of questions
for deliberation [see DELIBERATION–QUESTIONS FOR], self-transcendence
[see DELIBERATION–QUESTIONS FOR] becomes moral [see SELF ...–
TRANSCENDENCE—MORAL]. When we ask whether this or that is worth
while, whether it is not just apparently good but truly good, then
we are inquiring, not about pleasure or pain, not about comfort or
ill ease, not about sensitive spontaneity, not about individual or
group advantage, but about objective value [see VALUE(S)]. Because
we can ask such questions, and answer them, and live by the answers, we can effect in our living a moral self-transcendence. That
moral self-transcendence is the possibility of benevolence and beneficence, of honest collaboration and of true love, of swinging
completely out of the habitat of an animal and of becoming a person in a human society.” (M 104.) See also CONVERSION–MORAL
AND SYSTEM. See intra Of order-as dynamic system; As system, higher

(1) Elementary. “The object of appetite is the good on an elementary level. When attained, it is experienced as pleasant, enjoyable, satisfying. But we experience aversions no less than
desire, pain no less than pleasure. Consequently, on the elementary level, the good is coupled with its opposite, the bad. However, among our desires there is the detached and disinterested
DESIRE TO KNOW. While it has its satisfaction in one’s own joy in insight, it is not content with satisfaction; the desire to know heads
beyond the satisfaction of insight to the further question whether
one’s insight is correct. Its immanent criterion is the attainment
of an unconditioned [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)] independent of one’s own likes and dislikes, one’s own desires and
aversions. Through the knowledge-generating desire there comes
to light a second meaning of the good.” (UB 225-26.)
(2) Order. See intra Of order

AND THE CONCRETE. The good is always concrete, for the good is
the real and the real is being. See BEING—NOTION OF-AS CONCRETE
AND TOTAL MANIFOLD. See UNIVERSE–ORDER OF-AND THE TOTAL MANIFOLD
AND TRUTH. See NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL–GOODNESS/VALUE
AND UNITY. See BEING–IDEA OF-AND THE GOOD, INTELLIGIBILITY, UNITY

(3) Value. “The good of order is linked, not only with the manifold manifestations of spontaneous desires and aversions which it
orders, but also with a third type of good, which emerges on the
level of reflection and judgment, of DELIBERATION and CHOICE.” (In 620.)

AS SYSTEM, HIGHER.

“The detached, disinterested, unrestricted DESIRE TO KNOW grasps intelligently and affirms reasonably not only the
facts of the universe of BEING but also its practical possibilities.
Such practical possibilities include intelligent transformations not
only of the environment in which man lives but also of man’s own
spontaneous living. For that living exhibits an otherwise coincidental manifold into which man can introduce a higher system [see
SYSTEM(S)–HIGHER] by his own understanding of himself and his own
deliberate choices. So it is that the detached and disinterested desire extends its sphere of influence from the field of cognitional activities through the field of knowledge into the field of deliberate
human acts.” (In 622.) See intra Of order-as dynamic system; see also INTEGRATION(S)–IN HUMAN DEVELOPMENT-AS DEMANDED IN HUMAN SITUATION
AS MOVING SYSTEM.
AS OBJECT.

See intra Of order-as dynamic system

See VALUE(S)–APPREHENSION OF

AS TERMINAL VALUE.
ASPECTS OF.

See VALUE(S)–TERMINAL

In M, Insight’s “aspects” of the good are called levels.

See intra Levels of (3)
DYNAMISM OF.
ELEMENTARY.
HUMAN.

See intra Of order-as dynamic system

See intra Levels of (3)-(1) elementary

See HUMAN–GOOD

INTELLIGIBILITY OF.

See VALUE(S)–AND THE GOOD

LEVELS OF (3). “In the theoretical mode the good that is pursued is
the truth and, while this pursuit is willed, still the pursuit itself consists only in operations on the first three levels of intentional consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)]: it is the
specialization of attending, understanding, and judging.” (M 94.) “We
distinguish three levels of the good: the good as the object of appetite [elementary], the good of order, and value.” (UB 225.) Later, in M,
L will develop the scale of values (see VALUE(S)–SCALE OF) with categories tied to the four levels of cognition (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–
LEVELS OF), the pursuit arriving at DECISION.

See VALUE(S)
NOTION OF.

See NOTIONS,

OF INTELLECT.

TRANSCENDENTAL–GOODNESS/VALUE

See INTELLECT–GOOD OF

OF ORDER.

“Besides the good that is simply object of desire [see intra And desire], there is the good of order. Such is the polity, the
economy, the family as an institution. It is not the object of any
single desire, for it stands to single desires as system to systematized, as universal condition to particulars that are conditioned, as
scheme of recurrence [see RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF] that supervenes
upon the materials of desires and the efforts to meet them and, at
the price of limited restrictions, through the fertility of intelligent
control, secures an otherwise unattainable abundance of satisfactions.” (In 619-20.) See also intra Of order-and ‘if-then’ relationships
And choice. “Besides determining my development, my becoming whatever self I am, the kind of man I am, CHOICE is also a determinant in objective process. A choice results in a course of
action, in the occurrence of objects of appetite, in the satisfaction
of desires or the realization of the worst that was feared. It results
in the actual functioning of the good of order [see also intra Of order-and ‘if-then’ relationships]. The actual functioning of the good of
order may be excellent or fair or mediocre or poor or disastrous.
In a revolution, the good of order of the state vanishes, and violence takes over. Again, worse than a revolution is the total
breakdown of the state. Similarly, in an economic depression the
good of order continues to function in some way, but there are
millions who are unemployed and who are extruded from the order. Choice has its bearing on the improvement of the actually
functioning order, or upon its further corruption and distortion.
Relevant to this free act, then, is determinative development in
the subject, becoming oneself, and determinative development in
the objective human process, the social process, the worldhistorical process.” (UB 232.)
And human living. “The good of order … is a flow of benefits, a
flow of operations, suitable habits of knowing and willing and
choosing and doing in individuals, suitable institutions, where in-
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stitutions are understood as, as it were, the form uniting the individuals involved in this way of life. That good of order is an intelligible good, an object of a cluster of insights, and the cluster
may be parceled out among several individuals. That is the good
of order as it is in human living.” (UB 380.)

questions: What’s in it for me? What ought I do? That is, doing
good is not merely development in the subject, not merely asceticism. It is also promoting the good of order in the general case, in
the concrete situation in which one lives and in all its ramifications insofar as one can influence them.” (UB 234.)

And ‘if-then’ relationships. “It is to be insisted that the good of
order is not some design for utopia, some theoretic ideal, some
set of ethical precepts, some code of laws, or some superinstitution. It is quite concrete. It is the actually functioning or
malfunctioning set of “if-then” relationships guiding [OPERATOR(S)]
and coordinating [OPERATION(S)]. It is the ground whence recur or
fail to recur whatever instances of the particular good [see GOOD,
THE–PARTICULAR] are recurring or failing to recur. It has a basis in institutions but it is a product of much more, of all the skill and
know-how, all the industry and resourcefulness, all the ambition
and fellow-feeling of a whole people, adapting to each change of
circumstance, meeting each new emergency, struggling against
every tendency to disorder.” (M 49-50.)

As dynamic system. “The good of order is dynamic, not merely
in the sense that it orders the dynamic unfolding of desires and
aversions, but also in the sense that it itself is system on the
move [see SYSTEM(S)–MOVING/ON THE MOVE]. It possesses its own normative line of development, inasmuch as elements of the idea of order are grasped by insight into concrete situations, are formulated
in proposals, are accepted by explicit or tacit agreements, and are
put into execution only to change the situation and give rise to
still further insights. Still, this normative line provides no more
than a first approximation to the actual course of social development.” (In 620.)

And community. See COMMUNITY–AND GOOD OF ORDER
And doing/making. See DOING AND MAKING–AND GOOD OF ORDER
And egoism. See EGOISM–AND GOOD OF ORDER
And ethics. See ETHICS–DEVELOPMENT OF
And flow of benefits. See DOING AND MAKING–AND GOOD OF ORDER
And institutions. See intra Of order-and ‘if-then’ relationships
And satisfactions. “There is a good of order. That good of order
is, as it were, a system that links together, that conditions the satisfaction of desires, of one’s own desires, by one’s contribution to
the satisfaction of the desires of others. That is the way it works
out in an economic system.” (UB 378.)
And society. “To cope with the problem of imperfect community
society develops first procedures and then agencies which have
histories of their own. In the modern pluralist democracies there
are numerous bodies that largely are self-governing and that pursue any of the specialized ends that have resulted either from the
spontaneities of human nature or from the differentiations
brought about by human development. Such bodies train personnel, offer roles and set tasks within already understood and accepted styles and modes of cooperation, make their contribution
to the good of order by which recurrent needs are met and in
which terminal values [see VALUE(S)–TERMINAL] arise, and in the light
of ongoing results revise their procedures.” (M 361.)
And the good person. “Because positive ethics [see ETHICS–POSITIVE
AND NEGATIVE] is the concern of the subject with regard to himself
and with regard to the actually functioning good of order in
which he finds himself, on all its levels. Positively to do good is
to become good oneself, to move from organization on the level
of objects of appetite, just as one moves from knowledge organized about intuition, to a self that is in harmony with what objectively is good. The good person says, ‘If that’s the thing to do, I’ll
do it.’ But that is not easy; one says rather, ‘What’s in it for me?’
So there are two types of organization giving rise to two types of

As personal value. “There is an imperative implicit in the very
structure of the rationally self-conscious [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(4) RATIONAL SELF- (6 ELEMENTS)] knower and doer. One
can grasp the existing good of order, the actually functioning
good of order, as a value that cannot be replaced overnight. One
can see that that good of order has certain implications that cannot be violated without a destruction of the good. The good of
order is something determinate; if it is something determinate,
then there is an opposite to it. We considered the good of order in
terms of the family, the technology, the economy, the polity, but
there is also an immanent good of order in the self-developing
subject [see DOING AND MAKING–AND THE SELF-DEVELOPING SUBJECT], in the
subject who is making himself by his choices.” (UB 232-33.)
Elements of (5). “Five elements come together to constitute the
human good of order: (1) a certain number of persons, (2) cognitive and appetitive habits, (3) many coordinated operations
among many persons, (4) a succession and series of particular
goods, and (5) interpersonal relationships. … Although the five
elements we have listed all mutually cohere, as it were, organically, nevertheless interpersonal relationships claim a certain priority. For we want to communicate what is good to those whom
we love; we gladly cooperate with them to bring about what is
good; to make our cooperation more effective, we acquire the
necessary habits and detest the contrary defects; and so, supposing the union of love, all the other things follow that make for the
good of order, as is most plainly seen in marriage. In addition to
this there is the fact that, besides a rational intellect and will,
there is in our very sensibility an intersubjectivity that disposes us
to interpersonal relationships, as is clearly evident from the phenomena of presence, sympathy, transference, and the like.” (S 49395.)

Immanent. See intra Of order-as personal value
Present function of. “The present functioning of the good of order is what it is mostly because of past functioning and only
slightly because of the minor efforts now needed to keep things
going and, when possible, improve them. To start completely
afresh would be to revert to a very distant age.” (M 181-82.)

GOODNESS/VALUE – GROUND(S)/GROUNDED
OF THE UNIVERSE.
OF VALUE.

See UNIVERSE–INTELLIGIBILITY OF-AND METHODS (4)

OF BEING.

See also inter alia
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ALREADY-OUT-THERE-NOW-REAL–AND BODY VS THING ■

ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE–AND HEURISTIC ANTICIPATION ■ ARGUMENT FOR THE EX-

See intra Levels of-(3) value

Ontology regards the real, what in fact is, and what
constitutes the real as real (see REAL, THE REAL; METAPHYSICS–AS KNOWLEDGEAS WHOLE IN (NOT OF)). The most inclusive category of the real is BEING,
defined as all that can be intelligible grasped and reasonably affirmed. Good, real, being, truth are convertible terms. Ontology of
the good is distinguished when being is regarded from the viewpoint of VALUE(S). See NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL–GOODNESS/VALUE
ORIENTATION AND. See ORIENTATION–AND THE GOOD/VALUE
ONTOLOGY O f.

ISTENCE OF GOD, LONERGAN’S–AND CAUSALITY, –AND UNCONDITIONED CONSCIOUSNESS ■
CANON(S)–OF METHODICAL HERMENEUTICS-(2) OF EXPLANATION, -(5) OF RESIDUES ■ CLASSICAL
AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–HEURISTIC STRUCTURES-DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF (10) ■ COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY-LONERGAN VS KANT (5 ELEMENTS)-(4) ■ COMMON SENSE–
WORLD OF
LOSOPHY

■ CONFLICT–EXISTENTIAL ■ CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–AND DATA OF PHI-

■ CONSCIOUSNESS, UNDIFFERENTIATED–AND COMMON SENSE-AND LANGUAGE ■

CONTROL–OF SENSITIVE LIVING/EXPERIENCE ■ CONVERSION–AND RESEARCH ■ COSMOPOLIS–
AND FORCE

■ DEFINITION(S)–AND ‘ETC.’ ■ DENOMINATION–EXTRINSIC/INTRINSIC ■ DESIRE TO

KNOW–AND LOGIC, –AS CONSCIOUS ■ DIALECTIC(S)–STRUCTURE OF-MATERIALS (6)-(5) ■ DIS-

PARTICULAR. “Individuals … have capacities for operating. By operating they procure themselves instances of the particular good.
By such an instance is meant any entity, whether object or action,
that meets a need of a particular individual at a given place and
time. Needs are to be understood in the broadest sense; they are
not to be restricted to necessities but rather to be stretched to include wants of every kind.” (M 48.)
Recurrence of. See RECURRENCE–OF PARTICULAR GOODS
POTENTIAL. See UNIVERSE– ORDER OF-AND THE TOTAL MANIFOLD-AND POTENTIAL GOOD
STRUCTURE OF. See HUMAN–GOOD-STRUCTURE OF

TINCTION(S)–OF RELATION FROM ITS BASE ■ DOING AND MAKING–AND THE POSSIBILITY OF ETH-

TRANSCENDENTAL CONCEPT OF.

LOSOPHY

ICS

■ DURATION(S)–APPREHENSION OF-AND APPARENT SIMULTANEITY ■ EMERGENT

PROBABILITY, –INTELLIGIBILITY IMMANENT IN ■ ETHICS–AND METAPHYSICS, –DEVELOPMENT OF,
–METHOD OF METAPHYSICS AND, –POSSIBILITY OF ■ EXISTENCE–AND ESSENCE ■ EXPRESSION–
COMPONENTS OF-(3), –LEVELS OF
THEN’ RELATIONSHIPS

■ FORM–HUMAN CENTRAL ■ GOOD, THE–OF ORDER-AND ‘IF-

■ HEURISTIC STRUCTURE–AND DIALECTIC ■ HISTORICAL–SENSE ■ HIS-

TORY–CRITICAL-AND SOURCES ■ HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT, LAWS OF (4)-(1) EFFECT ■ HUMANITY–
CENTRAL FORM OF

■ HUMOR/SATIRE–CONTEXT ■ INFERENCE–DEDUCTIVE-FORM OF ■ INFIN-

ITY–OF INTEGERS, UNDERSTANDING ■ INTEGRATOR–OF INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT ■ INTELLIGENCE–SPONTANEITY VS ■ KNOWING–BY ASSIMILATION ■ KNOWLEDGE–TRANSCENDENT-AND
CRITICAL QUESTIONS

■ LIGHT OF INTELLECT ■ MEANING–REALMS OF-AND FUNCTION OF PHI-

“If we objectify the content of intelligent intending, we form the transcendental concept of the intelligible. If we objectify the content of reasonable intending, we form
the transcendental concepts of the true and the real. If we objectify
the content of responsible intending, we get the transcendental
concept of value, of the truly good.” (M 11-12.) See also NOTIONS, TRAN-

LIAN-AND BEING

SCENDENTAL–GOODNESS/VALUE

TION(S)–ANSWERABLE AND UNANSWERABLE ■ QUOD QUID EST ■ RATIO ■ REASONABLENESS–

TRANSCENDENTAL

NOTION

OF.

See

NOTIONS,

TRANSCENDENTAL–

GOODNESS/VALUE

TRUTH AS.

See TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–AS GOOD

VS FEELINGS, SENTIMENTS. “The good is identified with the intelligibility intrinsic to being. … To carry out so broad a generalization
is far easier than to state exactly the range of its implications. Ignorance of implications, in turn, gives rise to the suspicion that one is
being tricked into an easy optimism that denies the rather evident
fact of EVIL in this universe. Accordingly, it will not be amiss to assert emphatically that the identification of being and the good bypasses human feelings and sentiments to take its stand exclusively
upon intelligible order and rational value. … Feelings and sentiments are bypassed for, though one begins from objects of desire,
one finds the potential good not in them alone but in the total manifold of the universe. This step does not suppose the discovery of
some calculus to measure pleasure and pain, nor does it introduce
any claim that the pleasure outweighs the pain. Quite simply it
notes that objects of desire are manifold, that this manifold, so far
from being isolated, is part and parcel of the total manifold, and
that it is in the total manifold that concretely and effectively the potential good resides.” (In 629.) See MANIFOLD(S)–TOTAL-AND POTENTIAL GOOD
WILL.

See WILL–GOOD

GOODNESS/VALUE: See NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL–GOODNESS/VALUE
GROUND(S)/GROUNDED:

Also groundedness. The ground is the reason why. On the notion of the grounded see REASONABLENESS–AND NOTION

■ METAPHILOSOPHY ■ METAPHYSICS–AND KNOWING, –AS HEURISTIC ■ METHOD,

STATISTICAL ■ MYTH–AND METAPHYSICS ■ NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL–BEAUTY ■ OPERATOR(S)–OF COGNITIONAL DEVELOPMENT-IS QUESTION ■ PHANTASM/FANTASM–AND SPECIES IMPRESSA

■ PHILOSOPHY OF GOD–AND GOD-AND FINALITY ■ POSSIBILITY–OF BEING ■

PRESENTATIONS–EMPIRICAL ■ PRINCIPLE(S)–FIRST ■ PROPER NAMES–ARISTOTLE, ARISTOTE-

■ PSYCHIC–DEVELOPMENT ■ QUESTION OF GOD, THE–AND INQUIRY ■ QUES-

AND GROUNDEDNESS, –OF SCIENTIST/PHILOSOPHER

■ RELATIVISM–AS PHILOSOPHICAL PROBLEM

■ SCIENCE(S)–UNIFICATION OF-AND PHILOSOPHY ■ SELF ...–CONSISTENCY-ESCAPE FROM (3 ELEMENTS)

■ SENSITIVE–AND EMERGENCE OF HIGHER SYSTEM ■ SIMULTANEITY ■ SOCIAL–ANIMAL

■ SOCIOLOGY–STYLES OF ■ SYLLOGISM–VS UNDERSTANDING ■ SYSTEM(S)–CONFLICTING ■
THING(S)–INDIVIDUALITY OF, –NOTION OF ■ TRADITION–AUTHENTIC OR INAUTHENTIC ■ UNCONSCIOUS–SENSITIVE/INTELLECTUAL RELATION OF ■ UNIVERSAL VIEWPOINT–AND A PARTICULAR
PHILOSOPHY

■ UNIVERSE–UNITY OF ■ VIEWPOINT(S)–HIGHER-EMERGENCE OF ■ WILLING–WILL,

WILLINGNESS, AND W. AS POTENCY-FORM-ACT

■ WONDER–AND ART ■ WORLDVIEW(S)–

LONERGAN’S-INVARIANCE IN

FOR AN UNEASY CONSCIENCE.
OF ABSOLUTE OBJECTIVITY.

See BIAS–INDIVIDUAL

See OBJECTIVITY–COMPONENTS OF (3)-(1) ABSOLUTE

OF ALL HIGHER ASPIRATION.

See OPENNESS–THREE FACTORS-THE THREE FACTORS

RELATED

OF BELIEF.

See BELIEF–MISTAKEN-ELIMINATION OF

OF COMMON SENSE/THEORY.
OF CONFLICT.

See INTERIORITY–AS FOUNDATION

See FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES–OPENNESS OF

OF DEGREES OF CERTITUDE.

See CERTITUDE, CERTAINTY–DEGREES OF

OF DISAGREEMENTS/AGREEMENTS.
OF DIVISION OF RELATIONS.

See PRINCIPLE(S)–MORAL

See RELATIVITY–AND PRIMARY VS SECONDARY DETER-

MINATIONS

OF DYNAMIC IMAGES.

See LIVING–AND NECESSITY OF IMAGES, SYMBOLS

OF EMPIRICAL SCIENCE.
POSSIBILITY

See

HYPOTHESIS–AND INTELLIGIBILITY; NECESSITY–AND
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GROUNDWORK – HABIT(S)

OF EPISTEMOLOGY.
OF FINALITY.
OF FREE ACT.

See EPISTEMOLOGY–WHY IS DOING THAT KNOWING?

STRUCTURE OF

See FREE–CHOICE

OF HISTORICAL INVESTIGATION.
OF HUMAN INTELLIGENCE.
OF INTELLECTUAL LIGHT.

COMMONSENSE

See ACTION–INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP

See DESIRE TO KNOW–AS

See INTERIORITY–AS FOUNDATION

See JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–CONCRETE-CONDITIONS FOR POSSIBLE (4)

OF L’S PHILOSOPHY.
OF LIMITATION.
OF LOGIC.

See ONTOLOGICAL–AND ISOMORPHISM

See POTENCY/POTENTIAL–PRIME

See DESIRE TO KNOW–AND LOGIC

OF MATERIALITY.
OF MEANING.

See MATERIAL–EXPLANATION/DEFINITION OF

See MEANING–UNIVERSE OF, TOTAL

OF METAPHYSICS.

See METAPHYSICS–AND ALL OTHER DEPARTMENTS-(1) UNDERLIES

OF METHODS OF SCIENCES.

See

■ ORDER–IN SERIES, PROGRESSION, GROUPING ■ PSYCHOLOGICAL–PRESENT ■

SOCIAL–DEVELOPMENT ■ VALUE(S)–SCALE OF-(2) SOCIAL

See INTELLECT–AGENT

PURE NOTION OF BEING

OF JUDGMENT.

AS GROUPED

COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY-AND PHILOSO-

PHY

ACTIVITY. The larger context is the functional specialty History (M
ch. 8; see HISTORY (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)). In a section on VERSTEHEN
(understanding) L observes (he cites Dilthey, Pattern and Meaning
in History): “As there is intelligibility in the life of the individual,
so too is there intelligibility in the common meanings, common
values, common purposes, common and complementary activities
of groups. As these can be common or complementary, so too they
can differ, be opposed, conflict. Therewith, in principle, the possibility of historical understanding is reached. For if we can understand singly our own lives and the lives of others, so too we can
understand them in their interconnections and interdependence.” (M
211.) In regard to the field of historical investigation see ACTION–
INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP

AND COSMOPOLIS.

See

COSMOPOLIS–PROPERTIES OF (4)-(3) SPEAKS THE SIMPLE

TRUTH

OF METHODS.

See METHOD(S)–THE FOUR-GROUNDS OF

OF NOTION OF BEING.

AND INTERSUBJECTIVITY.

See BEING–NOTION OF-ORIGIN OF L’S

OF PHILOSOPHER’S REASONABLENESS.

See

REASONABLENESS–OF SCIEN-

TIST/PHILOSOPHER

OF POTENTIAL GOOD.

See

AND THE HUMAN GOOD.
BIAS.

ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–

INTELLIGIBILITY OF.
MEMORY.

OF QUESTIONING.

THEORY.

OF REALMS OF MEANING.
OF REALPOLITIK.

OF SELF-TRANSCENDENCE.

H

See EXPERIENCE, RELIGIOUS–AND CONSCIOUSNESS
See METHOD, GENETIC–AND HIGHER SYSTEM

See SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE-AND CONVERSION

See

CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–POLYMORPHISM OF

HUMAN

OF TRUE PROPOSITIONS.

See

METAPHYSICAL–EQUIVALENCE-AND TRUE PROPOSI-

TIONS-AND SCIENTIST, METAPHYSICIAN

See QUESTION OF GOD, THE–AND MORAL ENTERPRISE

OF WORD, INNER.
SUFFICIENT.

See WORD–INNER-AS INTELLIGIBLE

See SUFFICIENT–GROUNDS

GROUNDWORK: See also inter alia GROUND(S)/GROUNDED ■ CLASSICAL AND
STATISTICAL

See MEMORY–OF INDIVIDUAL/GROUP

See MATHEMATICAL–OPERATIONS, NUMBERS, RULES

See FACT–FALSE

OF SCHEMES OF RECURRENCE.

OF UNIVERSE.

See INTELLIGIBILITY–OF INDIVIDUAL/GROUP

See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY-AND PHILOSOPHY

OF RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE.

OF THESIS/ANTITHESIS.

See HUMAN–GOOD-STRUCTURE OF

See BIAS–GROUP

ARGUMENT-AND UNRESTRICTED ACT OF UNDERSTANDING-AND THE EMPIRICAL RESIDUE

See NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL–GROUND QUESTIONING

See COMMUNITY–TENSION(S) IN

See BIAS–GROUP

EGOISM.

OF POSSIBILITY. BEING–CONCEPT OF

COMPARED–SCIENCE

■

PROPER

NAMES–ARISTOTLE-ARISTOTELIAN-

INTROSPECTION IN ■ THOMAS AQUINAS–AND INTELLECT

GROUP(S): See also inter alia COMMUNITY ■ CULTURE, CULTURAL ■ ART–OF LIVING,
–POETRY-LYRIC ■ AUTHENTICITY–VS INAUTHENTICITY ■ COMMON SENSE–LANGUAGE OFORDINARY

■ INSTITUTIONS–AND COOPERATION, ROLES, TASKS ■ JUDGMENT(S)–

■ MEANING–REALM(S) OF-(5) SCHOLARSHIP ■ OPERATOR(S)–AND OPERATIONS

SCIENCE(S)–SOCIAL-POLICY ■ SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE—MORAL ■ SIN–IN SOCIAL PROCESS ■

See BEING–INTENTION OF

OF INTELLIGENT INQUIRY/CRITICAL REFLECTION.

OF INTERIORITY.

■ GENERALIST, THE ■ HISTORIAN–TASK(S) OF ■ HISTORICAL–CONTEXT ■ HISTORY–

AND GROUP MEMORY, –AS PRECRITICAL ■ HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT-DOWNWARD/UPWARD, –GOOD-

See I–AS GROUND OF FREE ACT

OF FREE CHOICE.

CLINE–CYCLE OF, LONGER ■ EGOISM–AND DECLINE ■ FACT–FALSE ■ GENERAL–RULES AND THE
SUBJECT

See FINALITY–IS IT POTENCY OR FORM OR ACT?

■ CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–DEVELOPMENT OF-MOMENTS IN (10)-(5) ■ DE-

HABIT(S):

“What do I mean by a habit? A person has a habit of mind
when he does not have to learn, when he already knows, when he can
operate on his own, when you do not have to take the time to teach
him. A person has a habit of will when you do not have to persuade
him …. A person has a habit of dexterity, of manual skills, when he
does not have to learn how to do something. If he had to learn how to
drive a car, there would be no use asking him to drive you downtown; you ask a person who already has the skill. Thus we can distinguish three kinds of habits: cognitional habits, volitional habits,
and skills; not having to learn, not having to be persuaded, not having
to acquire the skill. Habits are a condition of coordinated human operations. If every time something had to be done people had to take a
year off to learn, or to be persuaded, or to acquire the skills, nothing
would ever be done.” (TE 35.) Any good habit is a virtue. See VIRTUE(S)
AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT. See HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT, LAWS OF (4)-(3) LIMITATION
AND TRANSCENDENCE

AND JUDGMENT.

See JUDGMENT(S)–HABITUAL

HALF-WAY HOUSE – HERMENEUTIC(S)
COGNITIONAL.

See

INSIGHT

AND

UNDERSTANDING–HABITUAL; JUDGMENT(S)–

HABITUAL

OF INTELLECT.

See WISDOM–AS INTELLECTUAL HABIT

OF SPECULATIVE INTELLECT.

Where a metaphysically conceived
psychology (see FACULTY PSYCHOLOGY) speaks of the habits of speculative intellect (see INTELLECT–SPECULATIVE), INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS
speaks of following the norms of one’s cognitive operations
(see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS).
OF WILLING. See WILLING–HABIT OF
HALF-WAY HOUSE: See IDEALISM–AS HALFWAY HOUSE; REALISM–DUALITY OF
HERE AND NOW:

This entry pertains to the here and now in abstraction from individual matter. See ABSTRACTION–DEGREES OF (3)-(1) FROM HERE AND

NOW

HERMENEUTICAL CIRCLE: The context is judging an interpretation
of a text, or understanding correctly what its author meant. “The
meaning of a text is an intentional entity. It is a unity that is unfolded
through parts, sections, chapters, paragraphs, sentences, words. We
can grasp the unity, the whole, only through the parts. At the same
time the parts are determined in their meaning by the whole which
each part partially reveals. Such is the hermeneutic circle.” (M 159.) But
is the interpreter locked in a circle? See intra Solution
CONTEXT OF. See CONTEXT(S)–AND HERMENEUTICAL CIRCLE
SOLUTION. The problem of the hermeneutic circle seems insoluble
when conceived logically. “But coming to understand is not a logical deduction. It is a self-correcting process of learning [see LEARNING–SELF-CORRECTING PROCESS OF] that spirals into the meaning of the
whole by using each new part to fill out and qualify and correct the
understanding reached in reading the earlier parts.” (M 159.) See also
CONTEXT(S)–AND HERMENEUTIC CIRCLE

HERMENEUTIC(S) :

“I shall follow a common enough terminology
and understand by ‘hermeneutics’ principles of INTERPRETATION.” (M 153.)
AND CONVERSION. “The major texts, the classics, in religion, letters,
philosophy, theology, not only are beyond the initial horizon of
their interpreters but also may demand an intellectual, moral, religious CONVERSION of the interpreter over and above the broadening
of his horizon [see HORIZON(S)]. … In this case the interpreter’s initial
knowledge of the object is just inadequate. He will come to know
it only in so far as he pushes the self-correcting process of learning
[see LEARNING–SELF-CORRECTING PROCESS OF] to a revolution in his own outlook. He can succeed in acquiring that habitual understanding of
an author that spontaneously finds his wavelength and locks on to
it, only after he has effected a radical change in himself. … This is
the existential dimension of the problem of hermeneutics. It lies at
the very root of the perennial divisions of mankind in their views
on reality, morality, and religion.” (M 161.)
AND DIALECTIC. L calls dialectical the third function of transcendental method. See GEM–FUNCTIONS OF (12)-(3) DIALECTICAL
AND EXEGESIS. The context is INTERPRETATION as a functional specialty
(see INTERPRETATION (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY); FUNCTIONAL SPECIALIZATION(S);
FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES). L writes: “I shall follow a common enough
terminology and understand by ‘hermeneutics’ principles of interpretation and by ‘exegesis’ the application of the principles to a
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given task. The task to be envisaged will be the interpretation of a
text.” (M 153.) On the interpretation of a text see EXEGESIS; see also intra
And linguistic analysis
AND HISTORY.

The context is the functional specialty Doctrines (see

DOCTRINES (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY); FUNCTIONAL SPECIALIZATION(S); FUNCTIONAL
SPECIALTIES). While Doctrines pertains to dogmatic theology, the following quotation makes it clear that its principles are relevant to
the development of any body of truths. “To determine the startingpoint, the process, the end-result of any particular development of
doctrine calls for an exact historical investigation. To determine the
legitimacy of any development calls for evaluational history; one
has to ask whether or not the process was under the guidance of intellectual, moral, and religious conversion [see CONVERSION–
INTELLECTUAL, –MORAL, –RELIGIOUS]. But the deeper issue is the more general question that asks how it is that developments are possible.” (M
302.) See also DEVELOPMENT; HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT; HISTORY
AND INTERPRETATION. See intra And exegesis
AND LINGUISTIC ANALYSTS. The context is meaning in its second
and third stages (see MEANING–STAGES OF-(2) THEORY, -(3) INTERIORITY). L remarks on the autonomy of the sciences (and their potential explanation of all sensible data) and the positivist claim (see POSITIVISM,
POSITIVIST) “that the function of philosophy is to announce that philosophy has nothing to say.” As a result of positivist attitudes, he
says with mock irony, we must also conclude with the linguistic
analysts “that the function of philosophy is to work out a hermeneutics for the clarification of the local variety of everyday language.” (M 94.) L goes on to develop his argument that the “primary
function [of philosophy] is to promote the SELF-APPROPRIATION that
cuts to the root of philosophic differences and incomprehensions. It
has further, secondary functions in distinguishing, relating, grounding the several realms of meaning (see MEANING–REALM(S) OF) and, no
less, in grounding the methods of the sciences and so promoting
their unification [see METHOD(S)–OF SCIENCE(S); SCIENCE(S)–UNIFICATION OF].” (M

95.)
AND MEANING.

The context of this mention of hermeneutics and
meaning is rather complex. The general topic is the HUMAN–GOOD. L’s
particular concern is the contrast between the world of immediacy
and the “vastly larger world mediated by meaning.” (See WORLD(S)–
MEDIATED BY MEANING; MEANING–WORLDS OF.) This distinction of worlds
“provides a basis for a distinction between lower and higher cultures” and, indeed, between classical and modern cultures. Among
the controls higher cultures employ to safeguard meaning (alphabets, dictionaries, grammars, etc.), “hermeneutics studies the varying relationships between meaning and meant.” The classicalmodern distinction of cultures regards the general types of control
of meaning (see MEANING–CONTROL OF). “The classical thinks of the control as a universal fixed for all time; the modern [see intra And problem of modernity] thinks of the controls as themselves involved in an
ongoing process.” (M 28-29.) See also CLASSICISM; CLASSICIST; CULTURE, CULTURAL–VIEW OF-CLASSICIST/NORMATIVE, –VIEW OF-MODERN/EMPIRICAL
AND PROBLEM OF MODERNITY. The context is the heightening of the
problem of interpretation by four factors (see INTERPRETATION–PROBLEM
OF). Modernity is the fourth. “Modern man has been busy creating
his modern world, freeing himself from reliance on tradition and
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HERMENEUTIC(S) – HERMENEUTIC(S)

authority, working out his own world-view, and so re-interpreting
the views held in the past.” (M 154.) See also MODERN, MODERNITY
AND QUESTIONS. See CONTEXT(S)–AND RELEVANCE
AND RESEARCH (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY).

See

RESEARCH (FUNCTIONAL SPE-

CIALTY)–AND HERMENEUTICS
AS BASIC TO HUMAN SCIENCES.

The general context is meaning and
appropriation of an authentic tradition. “Meaning has its invariant
structures and elements but the contents in the structures are subject to cumulative development and cumulative decline.” Humanity is historical; each person “shapes his own life but does so only
in interaction with the traditions of the communities in which he
happens to have been born and, in turn, these traditions themselves
are but the deposit left him by the lives of his predecessors.” It follows, L argues, “that hermeneutics and the study of history are basic to all human science. Meaning enters into the very fabric of
human living but varies from place to place and from one age to
another.” (M 81.)

EVALUATIVE.

The larger context is Dialectic, the fourth functional
specialty (see DIALECTIC (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)) of method (see GEM).
Each functional specialty is tied to a cognitional operation of
intentional consciousness. History, the third functional specialty
(see HISTORY (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)), is tied to JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT, to
“understanding the thing, the words, the author, and oneself, of
passing judgment on the accuracy of one’s understanding, of determining the manner of expressing what one has understood.” L
calls it intellectual hermeneutics. Dialectic is tied to the fourth
cognitional operation of intentional consciousness, the level of
JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE and DECISION, “an evaluative hermeneutics.”
Evaluative hermeneutics regards constitutive and effective acts of
meaning (see MEANING–ACTS OF-CONSTITUTIVE, -EFFECTIVE). “It has to add to
the INTERPRETATION that understands a further interpretation that appreciates. It has to add to the history that grasps what was GOING
FORWARD a history that evaluates achievements, that discerns good
and evil.” (M 245-46.)
INTELLECTUAL. L contrasts intellectual and evaluative hermeneutics. See intra Evaluative
MATERIALS FOR.

The general context is meaning, its elements and,
among the elements, acts of meaning (see MEANING–ELEMENTS OF, –ACTS
OF), specifically instrumental acts. “Instrumental acts of meaning
are expressions. They externalize and exhibit for INTERPRETATION by
others the potential, formal, full, constitutive, or effective acts of
meaning of the subject. As the expression and the interpretation
may be adequate or faulty, instrumental acts of meaning provide
the materials for a special chapter on hermeneutics [M ch. 7].” (M 7475.)

METHODICAL.

“A methodical hermeneutics necessarily is limited to
scientific interpretations, and so the canons to be suggested will not
be of interest to interpreters that cast the results of their investigations in literary form. Inversely, there can be no valid objections
against the canons on the score that they are not compatible with literary procedures, with the needs of the average reader, with the
demand of the publishing trade for books that sell, and so forth.” (In

609.) See CANON(S)–OF METHODICAL HERMENEUTICS
OF SUSPICION/OF RECOVERY.

The context is repudiating inauthentic
and maintaining authentic religion. To this end, Paul Ricoeur (in
De l’interprétation: Essai sur Freud; Freud and Philosophy: An
Essay on Interpretation) applied to the dialectic “of developing
positions and reversing counterpositions” (see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION) a hermeneutic of suspicion and a hermeneutic of recovery.
L writes: “We have to be prepared to use Paul Ricoeur’s double
dialectic, the dialectic of suspicion to eliminate what appears excellent but is fraudulent; and a dialectic of recovery that uncovers
what really is excellent underpinning a position that has become
deformed.” (PTP2 428.) The topic is complex. The present entry will
note two of the reasons why. First, hermeneutics applies to more
than the dialectic of authentic and inauthentic religion. The second
regards the interpreter. “In INTERPRETATION and at least in understanding the situation, the two constitute a means of discernment that
sets the ideological goats on the left and the nonideological remainder on the right. But this is just a first step, for any given operator of discernment may well suffer from a BIAS of his own; a
certain amount of IDEOLOGY will function in his discernment, and
consequently a certain amount of objective ideology will pass for
real, fine gold. At this point the problem takes the form of the
function of the complex variable, the function of x + iy. Only in
this case you don’t exactly know what the i means. There is no
clear notion of which is the source of the complexity in the variables because the judges, the discerners, also can be subject to the
error.” (PTP2 345.) Although he does not employ Ricoeur’s terminology, L’s approach to the problem is similar. “I myself in Insight
and again in Method in Theology have proposed a dialectic in
which investigators are urged both to expand what they consider
authentic in the followers of a religion they are studying and, as
well, to reverse what they consider unauthentic. The result will be
a projective test in which interpreters reveal their own notions of
AUTHENTICITY and unauthenticity (see INAUTHENTIC, INAUTHENTICITY) both to
others and to themselves. In the short run both the more authentic
will discover what they have in common, and so too will the less
authentic. In the long run the authentic should be able to reveal the
strength of their position by the penetration of their investigations,
by the growing number in the scientific community attracted to
their assumptions and procedures, and eventually by the reduction
of the opposition to the hard-line dogmatists that defend an inadequate method no matter what its deficiencies.” (PTP2 403.) In question
period (PTP2 comprises lectures), pressed for details, L offers this
advice: “There is a considerable amount of writing on Ricoeur, and
I think that’s the place to go.” (PTP2 432.)
STRUCTURE. The general context is HISTORY and HISTORIANs (M ch. 9).
The matter of hermeneutical structure appears in the section on
understanding. L compares a number of great thinkers on understanding history and its relation to the human sciences. “The human scientist will have to view his data within their appropriate
historical context; and the historian can fully master his materials
only if he also masters the relevant human sciences.” At the end of
his account of the great thinkers, L concludes: “There follows the

HEURISTIC – HEURISTIC STRUCTURE

universality of hermeneutic structure: just as interpretation proceeds from the understanding of an expression, so this expression
itself proceeds from an understanding of what it can be to be [HUMAN].” (M 212.)
“‘Heuristic’ is from the Greek word heurisko: I find. In
Greek, the ending ikon denotes the principle. So a heuristic is a principle of discovering.” (UB 63.)
AND METHOD/GEM, FUNCTION OF. See GEM–FUNCTIONS OF (12)-(6) HEURISTIC
ANTICIPATION. See LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–CLASSICAL-ABSTRACT (4 ELEMENTS)-(1)

HEURISTIC:

ANTICIPATION/ASSUMPTION, FUNDAMENTAL.

See

ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EX-

ISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–AND HEURISTIC ANTICIPATION/ASSUMPTION
ASSUMPTION IN EMERGENT PROBABILITY.

See

EMERGENT PROBABILITY–OF

THINGS (4 POSTULATES)-(4) SEQUENTIAL

ASSUMPTION IN GENETIC METHOD. “As the heuristic assumption of
classical method [see METHOD, CLASSICAL] is the indeterminate function
to be determined, so the heuristic assumption of genetic method
[see METHOD, GENETIC] lies in the notion of development [see DEVELOPMENT–NOTION OF]. Again, as classical method determines its functions
both by the particular procedures of measuring and curve fitting
and by the general procedures of invoking differential equations
and principles of INVARIANCE and EQUIVALENCE, so also genetic method
determines the course of a development by the SCISSORS-LIKE ACTION of
both particular and general procedures.” (In 486.)
CHARACTER OF INTELLIGENCE. “As an adequate METAPHYSICS demands sharp distinctions between positions and counterpositions
[see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION] and between explanation and description [see DESCRIPTION–AND EXPLANATION], so also it demands a firm
grasp of the heuristic and progressive character of human INTELLIGENCE. Before man actually understands, he anticipates and seeks to
understand. That anticipation implies that there is something to be
known by understanding. It is fruitful in the measure that it leads
eventually through partial insights and further questions to an adequate grasp of the speculative or practical issue in hand.” (In 565.)
CONCEPTS.
IMAGE.

See CONCEPT(S), CONCEPTION(S)–HEURISTIC

See IMAGE–HEURISTIC VS REPRESENTATIVE FUNCTION OF

IN HISTORY.

See IDEAL(S)–TYPES; HISTORY–CRITICAL-PROCESS FROM DATA TO FACTS IN-

HEURISTIC

X.

See X (HEURISTIC)

HEURISTIC STRUCTURE:

“A heuristic structure is an ordered set of
heuristic notions [see NOTION(S)–HEURISTIC].” (In 417.)
“Heuristic structure orients the knower toward the KNOWN–UNKNOWN.
Unlike a map which guides one to a known destination, a heuristic
structure leads one to what is unknown. In L’s terms, it leads one to
the known unknown. We know it is unknown. We know we want
to understand. We do not have a direct route to understanding. We
have the heuristic structure. The heuristic structure is what enables
us to work out a strategy that will give us insight into what is unknown.
Heuristic structure is simply naming the unknown that we anticipate knowing when we finally understand. Another way of saying
this is that a heuristic is a guiding question that leads us to insights.
What was implicit becomes explicit. What was unknown becomes
known. This transformation within the subject, within the knower,
is brought about by the heuristic structure.
The link between the question and understanding is the heuristic
structure. Heuristic structure is intricately linked to the anticipation
of understanding one spontaneously experiences when one inquires. Thus, moving intelligently from question to insight is what
L means by heuristic. The moving or development follows a road
that is not designated. It is a road that gives one signs but not directions.
Heuristic structures carry no content. The criteria of heuristic
structures are satisfied when the form they anticipate is filled. Understanding fills that form. Heuristic structure is detached from the
actual content of that understanding. It has no substance, it is merely an orientation toward an unknown. It allows you to name the
unknown.” (CJ in GP)
AND DIALECTIC. The context is the dynamic unity of the functional
specialties of method (see FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES–DISTINCTION AND DIVISION
OF; GEM), specifically the first four and their interdependence. L
says: “Not only does dialectic depend on history, interpretation,
and research, but inversely in so far as dialectic is transcendentally
grounded it is able, as we shall see, to provide interpretation and
history with heuristic structures, much as mathematics provides the
natural sciences with such structures.” (M 141.)
AND SCIENCE/MATHEMATICS.

METAPHYSICS AS.

See METAPHYSICS–AS INTEGRAL HEURISTIC STRUCTURE

METHOD.

See METHOD(S)–HEURISTIC

NOTIONS.

See NOTION(S)–HEURISTIC

PREMISE. It regards knowing and states that similars are similarly
understood. See also ANALOGY–ARGUMENT FROM
PRINCIPLES AND CLASSICAL METHOD. See METHOD, CLASSICAL–HEURISTIC
PRINCIPLES OF

PROCEDURES.
QUESTIONS.

See HISTORIAN–NINE HEURISTIC QUESTIONS FOR

QUIDDITY AS.
STRUCTURE.

See PROCEDURE(S)–HEURISTIC
See QUIDDITY–AS DUMMY TERM

See HEURISTIC STRUCTURE

SYMBOLISM (MATHEMATICAL) AS.
THEOREM.

See MATHEMATICS–AND SYMBOLISM

See CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–HEURISTIC THEOREM
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The larger context is the heuristic
structures of empirical method (In ch. 2; see intra Classical; Statistical). L’s immediate concern is classical heuristic structures, and antecedent heuristic clues for determining the correlations and
functions that relate things directly to one another—thus the topic
of differential equations in determining the indeterminate function.
“Where the mathematician says, ‘Let x be the required number,’
the empirical inquirer can say, ‘Let some indeterminate function
f(x, y, z,...) be the required function.’ Further, just as the mathematician reaches x by making statements about it, so too the empirical
inquirer can move towards the determination of his indeterminate
function by writing down differential equations which it must satisfy.” (In 63.) “We have been attempting, then, to grasp the dynamic
aspect of that process of presentation, inquiry, insight, and conception [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–PROCESS]. We are trying to see that
process in movement. The movement is brought to explicit con-
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sciousness when the mathematician says, ‘Let x be the required
number of minutes,’ and when the scientist says, ‘I am looking for
the “nature of …”’ When the scientist finds the ‘nature of …’ he
will be understanding. If he is understanding, then similars will be
understood the same way, and the relevant similarities are similarities of things in their relations to one another [see QUOAD SE], not similarities of things in their relations to us [see QUOAD NOS]. That
general formulation of a heuristic structure that has determinants
coming from below upwards and determinants coming from above
downwards gives us a general idea of the dynamic aspect of INQUIRY
and of this cognitional process.” (In 69.)
AND THE INDETERMINATE FUNCTION. See intra And science/mathematics
AS A PRIORI. See A PRIORI–HEURISTIC STRUCTURES
CLASSICAL. “The structure is named classical because it is restricted
to insights of a type most easily identified by mentioning the
names of Galileo, Newton, Clerk Maxwell, and Einstein. It is
named heuristic because it anticipates insights of that type, and
while prescinding from their as yet unknown contents, works out
their general properties to give methodical guidance to investigations. It is named a structure because, though operative, it is not
known explicitly until OVERSIGHT of insight gives way to insight into
insight [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–UNDERSTANDING]. ... In particular
one should observe that classical heuristic structure has no suppositions except the minimal suppositions that insights of a certain
type occur and that inquiry aiming at such insights may be not
haphazard but methodical. Further, advertence to classical heuristic
structure has no additional suppositions except the possibility of an
insight that grasps the set of relations linking methodical inquiry
with anticipated insights, data, similarities in data, measurements,
curve fitting, indeterminate functions, differential equations, the
principle of inertia, special relativity, and general relativity.” (In 69.)
As in the case of the statistical (see intra Statistical), the nature of
classical heuristic structure can be ascertained by comparing the
procedures of the two. See also CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–
HEURISTIC STRUCTURES

Distinctive features of. See

CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–

HEURISTIC STRUCTURES-DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF (10)

COGNITION AS.
CONTENT OF.

See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–PROCESS-AS HEURISTIC STRUCTURE

“With regard to the content of heuristic structure, the
expression is ambiguous. The heuristic structure in itself is a content. When one is talking about the heuristic structure, one means
something very definite. And to find out exactly what it means
may require considerable effort. But there’s something to be
grasped and affirmed when you’re talking about a heuristic structure: the heuristic structure itself is contextual. But further by the
content of the heuristic structure you also mean what fills in this
structure. … The content of the heuristic structure as such is the
content of the metaphysics. The content that fills in the heuristic
structure will be the content of the sciences, or of common sense,
according to the nature of the question. … Now one mustn’t think
of the content that the heuristic structure itself is as a sort of
scheme that’s rather dead, passive. It is a content that not merely

embraces all the different departments of science; it also is a content that transforms them insofar as the expression of scientific
conclusions at any given time involves counterpositions: that is,
it’s also critical of the science. And similarly it’s critical of common sense insofar as common sense is involved in the counterpositions [see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION–COUNTERPOSITION]. … Moreover,
this content that pertains to the heuristic structure that is metaphysics is isomorphic with the content of cognitional theory [see KNOWING–AND KNOWN-ISOMORPHISM OF]. It is through the structure of our
cognitional activities that we’re able to say how it will account for
the procedures of the sciences, and at the same time transform their
results, and further discuss and come to conclusions with regard to
the relations between the sciences—the way they fit together.” (UB
341-42.) Heuristically, then, there is the isomorphism of experiencepotency, understanding-form, judgment-act. See also ANALYSIS–
METAPHYSICAL

FOR INTERPRETATION.

“Let us begin by recalling the structure of
classical empirical method [see METHOD, CLASSICAL)]. ... Now with appropriate modifications the same method can be applied to the
problem of INTERPRETATION. For the possibility of any interpretation
whatever implies an upper blade of generalities; and the existing
techniques of scholars supply a lower blade by which the generalities can be determined with ever greater accuracy.” (In 600.)
Lower blade. Here “the generalities can be determined with ever
greater accuracy.” Determination of meanings is a function of the
interpreter’s effective appropriation of the norms of his or her intentional consciousness (and thus of method; see GEM). The converted interpreter (see CONVERSION–INTELLECTUAL, –AND INTERPRETATION)
knows that meaning at the level of experience is not the same as
meaning at the level of understanding (and so for judgment and
decision); that expression at the level of experience is descriptive, at the level of understanding explanatory, and so on (see EXPRESSION–AND SEQUENCE; MEANING–GENETIC SEQUENCE IN).
Upper blade. “It has two components, which respectively regard
MEANING and EXPRESSION. Both components are concretely universal,
for they regard the potential totality of meanings and the potential totality of modes of expression.” (In 600.) The “upper blade
forces out into the open the fact that the proximate sources of
meaning lie in the interpreter’s own experience, understanding,
and judgment. It involves an explicit acknowledgment of the
dangers of merely relative interpretation and a systematic procedure for circumventing such relativity by ascending to the UNIVERSAL VIEWPOINT. It calls for a clear distinction between the
interpreter’s account of Q’s context, his account of Q’s content,
his assumptions regarding Q’s resources of expression, his inferred account of the manner in which Q would express his content in the light of his context through his resources of
expression, and finally Q’s actual expression. It introduces multiple verification: not only must hypothetical expression square
with actual expression, but the totality of assumptions regarding
resources of expression has to satisfy the genetic sequence, and
the totality of pure formulations of contexts has to satisfy the genetic sequence [see EXPRESSION–AND SEQUENCE; MEANING–GENETIC SEQUENCE

HISTORIAN – HISTORIAN
IN],

and the totality of pure formulations [see INTERPRETATION–SKETCH
of contexts has to satisfy a GENETIC
and dialectical [see SUBJECT, THE–DRAMATIC-DIALECTIC OF] unfolding of
human intelligence.” (In 603.)
And totality of expressions. “For the totality of modes of expression,
the upper blade is the assertion that there is a genetic process in
which modes of expression move towards their specialization
and differentiation on sharply distinguishable levels.” (In 601.)
These are the levels of intentional consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)].
OF METHOD FOR-(3) PURE FORMULATIONS]

And totality of meanings. “For the totality of meanings, the upper
blade is the assertion that the protean notion of being [see BEING–
PROTEAN NOTION OF]

is differentiated by a series of genetically and
dialectically related unknowns.” (In 600.)
ILLUSTRATION OF. See ILLUSTRATION–OF HEURISTIC STRUCTURE
INTEGRAL. See METAPHYSICS–STAGES/FORMS OF-EXPLICIT (8 ELEMENTS)
INTEGRAL H. S. OF PROPORTIONATE BEING. “An integral heuristic
structure is the ordered set of all heuristic notions.” (In 417.) See METAPHYSICS–AS INTEGRAL HEURISTIC STRUCTURE; NOTION(S)–HEURISTIC
METAPHYSICS AS. See METAPHYSICS–AS INTEGRAL HEURISTIC STRUCTURE
METHOD (GEM) AS. See GEM–AS HEURISTIC STRUCTURE
OF EMPIRICAL METHOD.

See

CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–HEURISTIC

STRUCTURES

OF KNOWLEDGE.
QUESTION AS.

See KNOWLEDGE–HEURISTIC STRUCTURE OF

See QUESTION(S)–AS HEURISTIC STRUCTURE

STATISTICAL. As in the case of the classical (see intra Classical), the
nature of statistical heuristic structure can be ascertained by comparing the two. See CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–HEURISTIC STRUCTURES

Vs classical. See

CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–HEURISTIC STRUC-

TURES

HISTORIAN:

L wrote at great length about history. The data have been
organized in five distinct but inseparable entries: the topic as such
and as discipline—HISTORY; those who work in the discipline—
Historian; the elements and processes of history—HISTORICAL; our being in history—HISTORICITY; and History in generalized empirical method (see GEM)—HISTORY (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY) “Historians do not derive
their basic terms and relations either from a metaphysics or from empirically validated laws; they are content to extend the ordinary language [see LANGUAGE–ORDINARY] of their own place and time to include
the ways of thought and feeling of the period they are investigating.
They do not demonstrate their conclusions but find them confirmed
by the available documentary and other evidence. They do not discover the INTELLIGIBILITY of what must be but uncover the intelligibility
of what was, though it might not have been. They use universals but
only as tools towards reaching the concrete with which they are concerned. Their knowledge, finally, has its locus not in the mind of each
historian but only in aggregate resources of the ongoing community
of historians.” (PTP2 356-57.) See intra Nine heuristic questions for; they provide a unifying framework for most of the otherwise discrete and alphabetized subentries that follow.
AND A PARTICULAR HISTORY. “A knowledge of the subject is of es-
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sential importance in the whole historical task. The general criteria
for the investigation and criticism of sources are a necessary but
not sufficient condition of history. To put the matter differently, in
a specialized history, by which I mean a history of a determinate
subject, there is an a priori, and that a priori is knowledge of the
subject itself in its contemporary form. The historian has to know
the subject as it exists today and understand it thoroughly. From
his own experience of learning the subject, he has to know about
the nature of the development of the subject in himself. He will
have to use the analogy of his own learning of the subject to make
intelligible the history of the development of the subject.” (TE 237.)
Elsewhere, L says: “By understanding the subject, one can understand one’s own development, one can formulate relevant and exclude necessarily irrelevant hypotheses on the past.” (TE 237 n. 479.)
AND ANALOGY.

In his discussion of heuristic structures (see HEURISTIC
in regard to history and the historian (M 224-33), L asks
nine questions (see intra Nine heuristic questions for). The second asks,
Does the historian employ analogy? Analogy is a comparison in
which the same is differently verified in the differing cases (past
and present in this case). “The historian has to employ something
like analogy when he proceeds from the present to the past. The
trouble is that the term covers quite different procedures from the
extremely reliable to the fallacious. Distinctions accordingly must
be drawn.” First, L notes that “in general … the past is to be assumed similar to the present, except in so far as there is evidence
of dissimilarity.” When there is such evidence, “the historian is
talking history.” Where the historian merely asserts, “he is drawing
upon the climate of opinion in which he lives or else he is representing some philosophic position.” (M 225-26.)
STRUCTURE)

And science/miracles. “While the possibility and the occurrence
of miracles are topics, not for the methodologist, but for the theologian, I may remark that the uniformity of nature is conceived
differently at different times. In the nineteenth century natural
laws were thought to express necessity, and Laplace’s view on
the possibility in theory of deducing the whole course of events
from some given stage of the process was taken seriously. Now
laws of the classical type are considered not necessary but just
verified possibilities; they are generalized on the principle that
similars are similarly understood; they are a basis for prediction
or deduction, not by themselves, but only when combined into
schemes of recurrence [see RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF]; such schemes
function concretely, not absolutely, but only if other things are
equal [see OTHER THINGS BEING EQUAL]; and whether other things are
equal, is a matter of statistical frequencies. Evidently the scientific case concerning miracles has weakened.” (M 226.)
And the present. “It is not to be assumed that the present is
known completely and in its entirety. On the contrary, we have
been arguing all along that the rounded view of a historical period is to be expected not from contemporaries but from historians. Moreover, while the historian has to construct his analogies
in the first instance by drawing on his knowledge of the present,
still he can learn history in this fashion and then construct further
history on the analogy of the known past.” (M 226.)
And the social/cultural. “Nature is uniform, but social arrange-
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ments and cultural interpretations are subject to change. There
exist at the present time extremely different societies and cultures. There is available evidence for still more differences to be
brought to light by historical methods. One hears at times that the
past has to conform to present experience, but on that opinion
Collingwood commented quite tartly. The ancient Greeks and
Romans controlled the size of their populations by exposing
new-born infants. The fact is not rendered doubtful because it
lies outside current experience of the contributors to the Cambridge Ancient History.” (M 226.)
In his discussion of heuristic structures (see HEURISTIC
in regard to history and the historian (M 224-33), L asks
nine questions (see intra Nine heuristic questions for). The ninth asks,
Does the historian believe? L answers: “They do not believe in the
sense that critical history is not a compilation of testimonies regarded as credible. But they believe in the sense that they cannot
experiment with the past as natural scientists can experiment on
natural objects. They believe in the sense that they cannot have before their eyes the realities of which they speak. They believe in
the sense that they depend on one another’s critically evaluated
work and participate in an ongoing collaboration for the advance
of knowledge.” (M 233.) See BELIEF

AND BELIEF.
STRUCTURE)

In his discussion of heuristic structures (see HEURISTIC
in regard to history and the historian (M 224-33), L asks
nine questions (see intra Nine heuristic questions for). The seventh asks,
Is the historian devoted to social and cultural goals [see intra And social/cultural goals], subject to BIAS, detached from bias? “The historian
should be detached from all bias. Indeed, he has greater need of
such detachment than the scientist, for scientific work is adequately objectified and publicly controlled, but the historian’s discoveries accumulate in the manner of the development of COMMON
SENSE, and the only adequate positive control is to have another historian go over the same evidence.” (M 231.)
AND BIAS.

STRUCTURE)

AND CAUSES.

In his discussion of heuristic structures (see HEURISTIC
in regard to history and the historian (M 224-33), L asks
nine questions (see intra Nine heuristic questions for). The sixth asks,
“Does the historian investigate causes and determine laws?” The
historian does not determine laws (that is the work of natural and
human scientists; see intra And laws). In regard to cause, one must
distinguish. “The historian does not investigate causes, where
‘cause’ is taken in a technical sense developed through the advance
of the sciences.” When, however, cause has the commonsense
meaning of “BECAUSE,” then the answer is yes. “Then the historian
does investigate causes; for ordinary language is just the language
of common sense, and historical explanation is the expression of
the commonsense type of developing understanding.” (M 230.)

STRUCTURE)

AND CONVERSION.

While making the point that the historian cannot
escape his background, L also stresses that the historian can “overcome individual, group, or general BIAS” and “undergo intellectual,
moral, or religious CONVERSION.” (M 217.) L speaks of conversion in the
context of discussing PERSPECTIVISM (M 214-20), the view opposed to
RELATIVISM. “It does not lock historians up in their backgrounds, confine them to their biases, deny them access to DEVELOPMENT and OPEN-

NESS. But it does point out that historians with different
backgrounds will rid themselves of biases, undergo conversions,
come to understand the quite different mentalities of other places
and times, and even move towards understanding one another,
each in his own distinctive fashion.” (M 217.)
AND CUMULATIVE SERIES OF INSIGHTS.

See

INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–

CUMULATIVE SERIES OF-IN THE HISTORIAN

AND DIALECTIC. Generalized empirical method (see GEM) employs
the functional specialty (see FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES) Dialectic (see DIALECTIC (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)) “to compare and evaluate the conflicting views of historians.” (PTP2 180.)
AND EXEGETE. L contrasts the objects of historian and exegete (see
EXEGESIS). “It is in this field of meaningful speech and action that
the historian is engaged. It is not, of course, the historian’s but the
exegete’s task to determine what was meant. The historian envisages a quite different object. He is not content to understand what
people meant. He wants to grasp what was GOING FORWARD in particular groups at particular places and times.” (M 178.)

In his discussion of heuristic structures (see HEUin regard to history and the historian (M 224-33), L
asks nine questions (see intra Nine heuristic questions for). The fifth
asks: “Does the historian explain?” L first contrasts the differing
explanations of scientist and historian. “The difference lies in the
kind of intelligibility grasped and in the manner in which it develops. Scientific intelligibility aims at being an internally coherent
system or structure valid in any of a specified set or series of instances. It is expressed in a technical vocabulary, constantly tested
by confronting its every implication with data, and adjusted or superseded when it fails to meet the tests.” (M 229.) While the scientist
operates in the intellectual pattern of experience (see PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–INTELLECTUAL) that seeks scientific explanation, the historian
operates in the dramatic pattern of experience (see PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–DRAMATIC), e.g., in the realm of COMMON SENSE, but in a particular way. The historian’s mode of explanation “is a sophisticated
extension of commonsense understanding. Its aim is an intelligent
reconstruction of the past, not in its routines, but in each of its departures from the previous routines in the interlocked consequences
of each departure, in the unfolding of a process that theoretically
might but in all probability never will be repeated.” (M 230.) See also
AND EXPLANATION.
RISTIC STRUCTURE)

HISTORICAL–INTELLIGIBILITY
AND IDEAL TYPES.

See IDEAL(S)–TYPES-AND THE HISTORIAN

AND JUDGMENT BY OTHERS. “Besides the judgments reached by a
historian in his investigation, there are the judgments passed upon
his work by his peers and his successors. Such judgments constitute critical history at the second degree. For they are not mere
wholesale judgments of belief or disbelief. They are based on an
understanding of how the work was done.” (M 193.)
AND LAWS.

In his discussion of heuristic structures (see HEURISTIC
in regard to history and the historian (M 224-33), L asks
nine questions (see intra Nine heuristic questions for). The sixth asks,
“Does the historian investigate causes and determine laws?” He
answers that the historian does not determine laws. That is the

STRUCTURE)
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work of natural and human scientists. See intra And causes
AND METHOD/GEM. See HISTORY (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)
AND NARRATIVE VIEW. The context is the functional specialties and
their interdependence (see FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES–INTERDEPENDENCE OF).
“Functional specialization distinguishes and separates successive
stages in the process from data to results. Thus, textual criticism
aims at determining what was written. The interpreter or commentator takes over where the textual critic leaves off; his aim is to
determine what was meant. The historian moves in on a third level;
he assembles interpreted texts and endeavors to construct a single
narrative or view.” (M 126.)
AND PERSPECTIVISM. See PERSPECTIVISM–AND INDIVIDUALISM OF HISTORIAN
AND PHILOSOPHY.

In his discussion of heuristic structures (see HEUin regard to history and the historian (M 224-33), L
asks nine questions (see intra Nine heuristic questions for). The first
asks, Does the historian have philosophic commitments? “The historian need not concern himself at all with philosophy in a common but excessively general sense that denotes the contents of all
books and courses purporting to be philosophic. Through that labyrinth there is no reason why a historian should try to find his way.
… There is, however, a very real connection between the historian
and philosophy, when ‘philosophy’ is understood in an extremely
restricted sense, namely, the set of real conditions of the possibility
of historical inquiry.” (M 224-25.) See HISTORICAL–INQUIRY-CONDITIONS OF
RISTIC STRUCTURE)

AND PROJECTION.

See

VIEWPOINT(S)–EXPLANATORY VS DESCRIPTIVE-AND ANTHROPO-

MORPHIC PROJECTION, -AND SUBJECTIVE PROJECTION

AND RECONSTRUCTION.

See

INTERPRETATION (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)–AND RE-

also intra Detachment of
AND THEORY OF HISTORY.

In his discussion of heuristic structures
(see HEURISTIC STRUCTURE) in regard to history and the historian (M
224-33), L asks nine questions (see intra Nine heuristic questions for).
The fourth asks, Does the historian follow some theory of history?
(M 228.)

See HISTORY–THEORY/THEORIES OF

AND TIME. “With Einstein, Newton’s absolute time vanished, and
there emerged as many standard times as there are inertial reference frames that are in relative motion. … Now the foregoing notion of time certainly is of great importance to the historian, for he
has to date his events. It is not, however, an adequate account of
what time is, for it is limited to counting, measuring, and relating
to one another in a comprehensive view all possible instances of
such counting and measuring. Moreover, it is this aspect of time
that suggests the image of time as a raceway of indivisible instants,
an image that little accords with our experience of time. … Fortunately, besides questions about time that are answered by numbers
and measurements, there is a further different set concerned with
‘now.’ … There is succession in the flow of conscious and intentional acts; there is identity in the conscious subject of the acts;
there may be either identity or succession in the object intended by
the acts. Analysis may reveal that what actually is visible is a succession of different profiles: but experience reveals that what is
perceived is the synthesis (Gestalt) of the profiles into a single object. Analysis may reveal that the sounds produced are a succession of notes and chords; but experience reveals that what is heard
is their synthesis into a melody. There results what is called the
psychological present ….” (M 176-77.) See PSYCHOLOGICAL–PRESENT

CONSTRUCTION

AND VALUE.

AND SCHOLARLY DIFFERENTIATION OF CONSCIOUSNESS.

STRUCTURE)

“The scholarly differentiation of consciousness is that of the linguist, the man
of letters, the exegete, the historian. It combines the brand of COMMON SENSE of its own place and time with a commonsense style of
understanding that grasps the meanings and intentions in the words
and deeds that proceeded from the common sense of another people, another place, or another time. … Accordingly, the scholarly
and the theoretical differentiations of consciousness are quite distinct.” (M 274.) See also CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–SCHOLARLY, –
THEORETICALLY

AND SELF-UNDERSTANDING.

See intra And a particular history

AND SOCIAL/CULTURAL GOALS.

In his discussion of heuristic structures (see HEURISTIC STRUCTURE ) in regard to history and the historian
(M 224-33), L asks nine questions (see intra Nine heuristic questions
for). The seventh asks, Is the historian devoted to social and cultural goals, subject to bias, detached from bias? (See intra And bias.)
He replies: “The historian may well be devoted to social and cultural goals, but in so far as he is practicing the functional specialty,
History [see HISTORY (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)], his devotion is not proximate but remote. His immediate purpose is to settle what was GOING
FORWARD in the past. If he does his job properly, he will supply the
materials which may be employed for promoting social and cultural goals. But he is not likely to do his job properly if, in performing his tasks, he is influenced not only by their immanent
exigences but also by ulterior motives and purposes.” (M 230-31.) See
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In his discussion of heuristic structures (see HEURISTIC
in regard to history and the historian (M 224-33), L asks
nine questions (see intra Nine heuristic questions for). The eighth asks,
Is history value-free? See HISTORY–AND VALUES

AND VALUE JUDGMENTS.

“The historian’s value-judgments [see JUDGare precisely the means that make his work a selection of things that are worth knowing, that, in Memecke’s phrase,
enable history to be ‘the content, the wisdom, and the signposts of
our lives’ [Stern, Varieties 272]. Nor is this influence of valuejudgments an intrusion of SUBJECTIVITY. There are true and there are
false value-judgments. The former are objective in the sense that
they result from a moral self-transcendence [see SELF ...–
TRANSCENDENCE—MORAL]. The latter are subjective in the sense that they
represent a failure to effect moral self-transcendence. False valuejudgments are an intrusion of subjectivity. True value-judgments
are the achievement of a moral objectivity, of an objectivity that,
so far from being opposed to the objectivity of true judgments of
fact [see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT], presupposes them and completes them
by adding to mere cognitional self-transcendence a moral selftranscendence.” (M 233.)
AND VERIFICATION. “Because they have no claim to universality, the
discoveries of the historians are not verifiable in the fashion proper
to the natural sciences; in history verification is parallel to the procedures by which an interpretation is judged correct.” (M 180.) See
MENT(S) OF VALUE]

also VERIFICATION–OF INTERPRETATION
AUTHORITY OF.

L quotes approvingly Collingwood (The Idea of
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History 236): “So far from relying on an authority other than himself to whose statements his thought must conform, the historian is
his own authority and his thought autonomous, self-authorizing,
possessed of a criterion to which his so-called authorities must
conform and by reference to which they are criticized.” (M 206.)
CONSTRUCTIVE ACTIVITY OF.

Although critical of their philosophic
assumptions in regard to knowing, L often praised the work of Carl
Becker (see PROPER NAMES–BECKER, CARL) and R.G. Collingwood (see
PROPER NAMES–COLLINGWOOD, RG, -IDEALISM IN). In regard to the present topic, L notes that “both insisted on the constructive activities of the
historian. Both attacked what above I named the principle of the
empty head [see PRINCIPLE(S) OF ...–EMPTY HEAD].” (M 204.) Becker attacked
“the view that the historian had merely to present all the facts and
then let them speak for themselves.” Collingwood attacked the
view as “scissors-and-paste history.” (M 205.) See HISTORY–SCISSORS AND
PASTE

DETACHMENT OF.

The context is not the necessary detachment of
the pure, unrestricted DESIRE TO KNOW. L is discussing the horizons of
historians. He notes approvingly Becker’s view (Detachment and
the Writing of History 25; see PROPER NAMES–BECKER, CARL) “that whatever detachment historians exhibited, they were not detached from
the dominant ideas of their own age.” (M 222.) See intra Horizon of; And

bias

L paraphrases Marrou (Meaning of History 247)
to say: “The historian finds his way in the complexity of historical
reality by the same type and mode of developing understanding as
the rest of us employ in day-to-day living. The starting-point is not
some set of postulates or some generally accepted theory but all
that the historian already knows and believes. The more intelligent
and the more cultivated he is, the broader his experience, the more
open he is to all human values, the more competent and rigorous
his training, the greater is his capacity to discover the past.” (M 216.)
See intra Illusions of; see also PERSPECTIVISM In the context of critical history and sources (see HISTORY–CRITICAL-AND SOURCES), L explicates “a development of understanding that at once is heuristic, ecstatic,
selective, critical, constructive and, in the limit, judicial.” (M 193.) See
DEVELOPMENT OF.

HISTORICAL–PROCESS-AND DEVELOPING UNDERSTANDING
HORIZON OF.

“With Wilhelm Dilthey (1833-1911) there is a further
broadening of the horizon.” Dilthey “discovered that the German
historical school, while it appealed to historical fact against a priori
idealist construction, none the less in its actual procedures was far
closer to idealist than to empiricist ideas and norms [L cites
Gadamer, Wahrheit 205]. With remarkable astuteness he recognized that the success of the historical school, like the earlier success of natural science, constituted a new datum for cognitional
theory. On that new datum he proposed to build. Just as Kant had
asked how a priori universal principles were possible, Dilthey set
himself the question of the possibility of historical knowledge and,
more generally, of the human sciences conceived as Geisteswissenschaften [humanities].” (M 210.)

ILLUSIONS OF.

The topic is Carl Becker’s attack on “one of the
fondest illusions of the nineteenth-century historians” (see intra
Constructive activity of; Development of; see also HISTORY–SCISSORS AND PASTE).

L quotes at length from Becker (Detachment and the Writing of
History) to argue for “the gradual accumulation of insights, each
complementing or qualifying or correcting those that went before,
until—perhaps years later—the stream of further questions has
dried up and the historian’s information on past historical experience has been promoted to historical knowledge.” (M 204)
INDIVIDUALITY OF. See PERSPECTIVISM–AND INDIVIDUALITY OF HISTORIAN
INTERPRETIVE POWERS OF. L remarks on the relation between the
historian and the human sciences of psychology and sociology.
“There is much psychology and sociology that does recognize
MEANING as a constitutive and normally controlling element in human action. … Moreover, the more psychology and sociology the
historian knows, the more he will increase his interpretative powers. Conversely, the greater the achievements of historians, the
broader will be the field of evidence on human speech and action
that has been opened up for psychological and sociological investigation.” (M 180.)
NINE HEURISTIC QUESTIONS FOR. In “History and Historians” (M ch.
9), in the section Heuristic Structures (the elements of historical
method), L asks nine questions. Such questions “not merely regard
the historian’s notion of history but also have a bearing on his
practice of historical investigation and historical writing. Different
answers, accordingly, would modify this or that HEURISTIC STRUCTURE,
that is, this or that element in historical method.” (M 224.)
The questions provide a unifying framework for most of the otherwise discrete and alphabetized subentries herein.
1. Does the historian have philosophic commitments? See intra

And philosophy

2. Does the historian employ analogy? See intra And analogy
3. Does the historian use ideal types? See IDEAL(S)–TYPES-AND THE HISTORIAN

4. Does the historian follow some theory of history? See HISTORY–
THEORY/THEORIES OF

5. Does the historian explain? See intra And explanation
6. Does the historian investigate causes and determine laws? See
intra And causes; And laws
7. Is the historian devoted to social and cultural goals, subject to
bias, detached from bias? See intra And social/cultural goals; And bias
8. Is history value-free? See HISTORY–AND VALUES
9. Does the historian believe? See intra And belief
The context is “Bernheim’s rule that a fact
can be established by the testimony of at least two independent
witnesses not self-deceived.” Becker took a close look at the rule
and, in L’s words, concluded: “When the historian is convinced
that an event is impossible, he will always say that the witnesses
were self-deceived, whether there were just two or as many as two
hundred. In other words, historians have their preconceptions, if
not about what must have happened, at least about what could not
have happened.” Such preconceptions come from “the climate of
opinion in which the historian lives and from which he inadvertently acquires certain fixed convictions about the nature of man

PRECONCEPTIONS OF.

HISTORICAL – HISTORICAL

and of the world.” L stresses that each of us lives in a world mediated by meaning (see WORLD(S)–MEDIATED BY MEANING) that we construct
from our choices. “Such a world is a matter not merely of details
but also of basic options. Once such options are taken and built
upon, they have to be maintained, or else one must go back, tear
down, reconstruct. So radical a procedure is not easily undertaken;
it is not comfortably performed; it is not quickly completed. It can
be comparable to major surgery, and most of us grasp the knife
gingerly and wield it clumsily.” L goes on to the example of the
historian and the attested miracle. (M 221-22.) See also intra Detachment
of
PRESUPPOSITIONS OF.

The context is Becker’s rejection of the ideal
of presuppositionless history. L notes that, while others (mathematicians, scientists, philosophers) can explicitly acknowledge their
presuppositions, “the historian operates in the light of his whole
personal development, and that development does not admit complete and explicit formulation and acknowledgment.” Moreover,
the mistaken ideal asserts the principle of the empty head (see intra
Constructive activity of; see also PRINCIPLE(S) OF …–EMPTY HEAD; HISTORY–
SCISSORS AND PASTE). “We must be content to allow historians to be
educated, socialized, acculturated, historical beings, even though
this will involve them in some error. We must allow them to write
their histories in the light of all they happen to know or think they
know and of all they inadvertently take for granted: they cannot do
otherwise and a pluralist society lets them do what they can. But
we need not proclaim that they are writing presuppositionless history, when that is something no one can do.” (M 223-24.)
QUESTIONS OF.

See QUESTION(S)–OF HISTORIANS

SELF-REVELATION OF.

The context is PERSPECTIVISM. The specific
point regards the value of an historian and his work even when
both are out of date. That value reinforces the point often made in
these subentries that the historian is of his times. Sometimes historians are rediscovered. “The significance of the rediscovery lies,
not in the past that the historian wrote about, but in the historian’s
own self-revelation. Now his account is prized because it incarnates so much of its author’s humanity, because it offers a first-rate
witness on the historian, his milieu, his times.” (M 220.)
TASKS OF.

“It is not, of course, the historian’s but the exegete’s task
to determine what was meant. The historian envisages a quite different object. He is not content to understand what people meant.
He wants to grasp what was GOING FORWARD in particular groups at
particular places and times.” (M 178.)
HISTORICAL:

L wrote at great length about history. The data have
been organized in five distinct but inseparable entries: the topic as
such and as discipline—HISTORY; those who work in the discipline—
HISTORIAN; the elements and processes of history—Historical; our being in history—HISTORICITY; and History in generalized empirical method (see GEM)—HISTORY (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)
CONSCIOUSNESS. See CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL– HISTORICAL
CONTEXT. The topic is history and L’s attempt “to communicate
what is meant by saying that man is a historical being.” (M 182.) He
demonstrates that the principles guiding autobiography and biography become, mutatis mutandis, those guiding the historian in
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“the more complex matter of history which regards groups.” (M 182.)
Note in these selected quotes how context in this process has a distinct meaning. “One asks questions and to meet them one starts reconstructing one’s past in one’s imagination, depicting to oneself
now this now that former Sitz im Leben [life situation], to find answers and then ask the further questions that arise from these answers. As in interpretation, so here too there gradually are built up
contexts, limited nests of questions and answers, each bearing on
some multi-faceted but determinate topic. ... As the biographer, so
too the historian proceeds (1) from the data made available by research, (2) through imaginative reconstruction and cumulative
questioning and answering, (3) towards related sets of limited contexts. But now the material basis is far larger in extent, far more
complex, more roundabout in relevance. The center of interest has
shifted from the individual to the group, from private to public life,
from the course of a single life to the course of the affairs of a
community.” (M 183-84.)
“Droysen divided the historian’s task into four parts. …
Heuristic uncovered the relevant remains, monuments, accounts.
Criticism evaluated their reliability. [Until then criticism had been
textual.] … But the facts of history resemble, not a text, but the
meaning of a text. They are like battles, councils, rebellions. They
are complex unities that result from manifold actions and interactions of individuals. They extend over space and over time. They
cannot be singled out and observed in some single act of perception. They have to be put together by assembling a manifold of
particular events into a single interpretative unity.” (M 199.) See also

CRITICISM.

CRITICISM–INNER AND OUTER
CYCLE OF DECLINE.

See DECLINE–CYCLE OF, SHORTER

DATA. “DATA

are given to sense or to consciousness [see DATA–OF SENSE;
They are the given just as given. They are,
of course, hardly noticed unless they fit in with one’s understanding and have a name in one’s language. At the same time, with an
appropriate development of understanding and language, they will
be noticed and, if important from some viewpoint, they will be insisted upon.” (M 347-48.) See also intra Facts-distinct from data

DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS].

DEVELOPMENT.

All subentries under DEVELOPMENT are historical. The
context of the present subentry is the possibility of development of
theological doctrines, but L’s ten moments in development (M 30205) relate to a general account of historical differentiations of consciousness. See CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–DEVELOPMENT OF-MOMENTS IN
(10)

DIFFERENTIATIONS OF CONSCIOUSNESS.

See

CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTI-

ATED–HISTORY OF
EVIDENCE. Like every inquirer into meaning, the historian has a
mind that operates in the natural order of experiencing, understanding, judging, and deciding (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS).
Like every inquiry, the historical is driven by questions for understanding (see intra Intelligence, questions for). “Like a detective confronted with a set of clues that at first leave him baffled, the
historian has to discover in the clues, piece by piece, the evidence
that will yield a convincing account of what happened. … Since
the evidence has to be discovered, a distinction has to be drawn between potential, formal, and actual evidence.” (M 186.) Note that
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these categories of evidence are in the order of, and engage what is
proper to, the first three cognitional operations (experience, understanding, judgment). The subentries are in systematic order.
Potential. As in any knowing, one is attentive to the data of experience (see DATA–OF SENSE). Evidence is any perceptible datum.
“In other words, data as perceptible are potential evidence.” (M
186.)

Formal. As in any knowing, one intelligently questions the data.
“Evidence is such a datum in so far as it is used in asking and
answering a question for historical intelligence.” (M 186.) The perceptible data understood constitute formal evidence.
Actual. As in any knowing, one reasonably judges on the evidence that one’s understanding of the data is true (see JUDGMENT(S)
OF FACT–AND REFLECTIVE UNDERSTANDING). “Data as perceptible, as understood, and as grounding a reasonable judgment are actual evidence.” (M 186.) “If, in the light of the historian’s knowledge, there
are no further relevant questions, then the historian can say that,
as far as he knows, the question is closed. … There is, then, a
criterion for historical judgment, and so there is a point where
formal evidence becomes actual evidence. Such judgments occur
repeatedly throughout an investigation, as each minor and then
each major portion of the work is completed. But as in natural
science, so too in critical history the positive content of judgment
aspires to be no more than the best available opinion [see SCIENCE(S)–AND TRUTH].” (M 191.)
EXPERIENCE. The context is historical experience and knowledge
(M 181-84). Not only in the topical entries but in many entries of
this glossary meanings are tied to the cognitional operations that
created them, the three that constitute knowing: experiencing (see
EXPERIENCE), understanding (see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING), judging
(see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT)—and DECISION when the moral dimension of
meaning is relevant. “If there is historical knowledge, there must
be historical experience, historical understanding, and historical
judging. Our present aim is to say something about historical experience.” (M 181.) In contrast to history that is written, it is the HISTORY–THAT IS WRITTEN ABOUT.
EXPLANATION. “Historical explanation is a sophisticated extension
of commonsense understanding. Its aim is an intelligent reconstruction of the past, not in its routines, but in each of its departures
from the previous routines in the interlocked consequences of each
departure, in the unfolding of a process that theoretically might but
in all probability never will be repeated.” (M 230.)
And language. See LANGUAGE–OF HISTORICAL EXPLANATION
FACTS. “Data are one thing, and facts are another. … There are the
data of sense and the data of consciousness [see DATA–OF SENSE; DATA
OF CONSCIOUSNESS]. Common to both is that they are or may be given.
They may or may not be attended to, investigated, understood,
conceived, invoked as evidence in judgment. If they are not, then
they are merely given. But in so far as they are investigated then
they are not merely given but also are entering into combination
with other components in human cognitional activity. … In contrast, historical facts are known events. The events that are known

pertain to the historian’s past. The knowledge of the events is in the
historian’s present. Moreover, this knowledge is human knowledge.
It is not some single activity but a compound of activities that occur on three different levels. So a historical fact will have the concreteness of an object of external or internal experience. It will
have the precision of an object of understanding and conception. It
will have the stubbornness of what has been grasped as (approximating the) virtually unconditioned [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–
OPERATIONS; UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY] and so as something (probably)
independent of the knowing subject. … Now as an investigation
proceeds, insights accumulate and oversights diminish. This ongoing process, while it does not affect data inasmuch as they are or
may be given, does affect enormously data inasmuch as they are
sought out, attended to, combined now this way and now that in
ever larger and more complex structures. On the other hand, it is
only as the structures take definite shape, as the process of asking
further questions begins to dry up, that there commence to emerge
the facts. For the facts emerge, not before the data are understood,
but only after they have been understood satisfactorily and thoroughly.” (M 201-02.)
Distinct from data. Note the operations of intentional consciousness (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS). “While data are just a
single component in human knowledge, facts result from the
conjunction of three distinct levels [experience, understanding,
judgment]. Facts have the immediacy of what is given, the precision of what is somehow understood, conceived, named, the
stubbornness of what is affirmed because a virtually unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY] has been reached.” (M 348.)
Understanding of. “Now one can understand data and one can
understand facts. The understanding of data is expressed in hypotheses, and the verification of hypotheses leads to probable assertions. The understanding of facts is a more complicated
matter, for it supposes the existence of two types or orders of
knowledge, where the facts of the first type supply the data for
the second type.” (M 348.)
And two inquiries. “Thus, in critical history we distinguished two
inquiries: a first inquiry aimed at finding out where one’s witnesses got their information, how they checked it, how competently they used it; this was followed by a second inquiry that
employed the evaluated information to construct an account of
what was GOING FORWARD in a given milieu at a given place and
time.” (M 348.) See also intra Inquiry

Zusammenhang of. L writes of “the relationship between historical facts and their intelligible interconnections, their Zusammenhang.” (M 168.)
IMAGINATION. “The historian starts out from statements he finds in
his sources. The attempt to represent imaginatively their meaning
gives rise to questions that lead on to further statements in the
sources. Eventually he will have stretched a web of imaginative
construction linking together the fixed points supplied by the
statements in the sources.” (M 205.)
INQUIRY.

“The precise object of historical inquiry and the precise
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nature of historical investigation are matters of not a little obscurity. This is not because there are no good historians. It is not because good historians have not by and large learnt what to do. It is
mainly because historical knowledge is an instance of KNOWLEDGE,
and few people are in possession of a satisfactory cognitional theory [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY].” (M 175.) See also intra Factsunderstanding of-and two inquiries

And philosophy. See PHILOSOPHY, PHILOSOPHIES–AND HISTORY
Conditions of. “There is ... a very real connection between the
historian and philosophy, when ‘philosophy’ is understood in an
extremely restricted sense, namely, the set of real conditions of
the possibility of historical inquiry. Those real conditions are the
human race, remains and traces from its past, the community of
historians with their traditions and instruments, their conscious
and intentional operations especially in so far as they occur in
historical investigation. It is to be noted that the relevant conditions are conditions of possibility and not the far larger and quite
determinate set that in each instance condition historical investigation.” (M 225.)
INTELLIGENCE, QUESTION FOR. “The question for historical intelligence is put in the light of previous knowledge and with respect to
some particular datum. It may or may not lead to an insight into
that datum. If it does not, one moves on to a different question. If it
does, the insight is expressed in a surmise, the surmise is represented imaginatively, and the image leads to a further related question. This process may or may not be recurrent. If it is not, one has
come to a dead end and must try another approach. If it is recurrent, and all one attains is a series of surmises, then one is following a false trail and once more must try another approach. But if
one’s surmises are coincident with further data or approximate to
them, one is on the right track.” (M 187.) See also INTELLIGENCE–QUESTIONS
FOR

INTELLIGIBILITY. “Historical intelligibility is like the intelligibility
reached by common sense. It is the content of a habitual accumulation of insights that, by themselves, are incomplete; they are never
applied in any situation without the pause that grasps how relevant
they are and, if need be, adds a few more insights derived from the
situation in hand. Such commonsense understanding is like a
many-purpose adjustable tool, where the number of purposes is
enormous, and the adjustment is based on the precise task in hand.
Hence, common sense thinks and speaks, proposes and acts, with
respect, not to the general, but to the particular and concrete. Its
generalities are not principles, relevant to every possible instance,
but proverbs saying what may be useful to bear in mind, and
commonly rounded out by a contradictory piece of advice. Look
before you leap! He who hesitates is lost! Historical explanation is
a sophisticated extension of commonsense understanding. Its aim
is an intelligent reconstruction of the past, not in its routines, but in
each of its departures from the previous routines in the interlocked
consequences of each departure, in the unfolding of a process that
theoretically might but in all probability never will be repeated.” (M

229-30.)
INTERPRETATION.
PRETATION.

L speaks of a general problem of historical INTER“There are very many brands of COMMON SENSE. Common
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sense is common, not to all men of all places and times, but to the
members of a community successfully in communication with one
another. Among them one’s commonsense statements have a perfectly obvious meaning and stand in no need of any EXEGESIS. But
statements may be transported to other communities distant in
place or in time. HORIZON(S), VALUE(S), interests, intellectual development [see HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT-INTELLECTUAL], EXPERIENCE may differ. EXPRESSION may have intersubjective, artistic, symbolic components
that appear strange. Then there arises the question, What is meant
by the sentence, the paragraph, the chapter, the book? Many answers seem possible, and none seems quite satisfactory. … Such in
general is the problem of interpretation.” (M 154.)
Problem of. “At the present time four factors have combined to
heighten [the problem of interpretation] enormously. The first is
the emergence of world consciousness and historical consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–HISTORICAL]: we are aware of
many very different cultures existing at the present time, and we
are aware of the great differences that separate present from past
cultures. The second is the pursuit of the human sciences [see SCIENCE(S)–HUMAN-AND HISTORY/HISTORIAN], in which MEANING is a fundamental
category and, consequently, interpretation a fundamental task.
The third is the confusion that reigns in cognitional theory and
epistemology: interpretation is just a particular case of knowing,
namely, knowing what is meant; it follows that confusion about
knowing leads to confusion about interpreting [see POSITION AND
COUNTERPOSITION]. The fourth factor, finally, is modernity: modern
man has been busy creating his modern world, freeing himself
from reliance on tradition and authority, working out his own
world-view [see WORLDVIEW(S)], and so re-interpreting the views
held in the past.” (M 154.)
Meeting the problem of. Although L’s immediate concern is theology, the same principles are applicable, mutatis mutandis, to all
fields of inquiry. “They are to be met neither by wholesale rejection of modernity nor by wholesale acceptance of modernity. In
my opinion, they can be met only by the development and application of theological method. Only in that fashion can one distinguish and keep separate problems of hermeneutics and
problems in history, dialectic, foundations, doctrines, systematics, and communications [see FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES–DISTINCTION AND DIVISION OF]. In fact the most striking feature of much contemporary
discussion of HERMENEUTICS is that it attempts to treat all these issues as if they were hermeneutical. They are not.” (M 155.)
Sources of. “There are the external sources of historical interpretation, and in the main they consist in spatially ordered marks on
paper or parchment, papyrus or stone. But there are also sources
of interpretation immanent in the historiographer himself, in his
ability to distinguish and recombine elements in his own experience, in his ability to work backwards from contemporary to earlier accumulations of insights in human development, in his
ability to envisage the protean possibilities of the notion of being
[see BEING–NOTION OF, –PROTEAN NOTION OF], the core of all meaning,
which varies in content with the experience, the insights, the
judgments, and the habitual orientation of each individual.” (In 588.)
INVESTIGATION.

In addition to the data it seeks, the task of historical
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investigation pertains to generalized empirical method (see GEM) and
HISTORY (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY); RESEARCH (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)

And individual/group action. See ACTION–INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP
And individual/group memory. See MEMORY–OF INDIVIDUAL/GROUP
And intentional acts. See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS-APPLYING INTENTIONAL TO CONSCIOUS-AND HISTORICAL INVESTIGATION

Critical procedures in. See HISTORY–COPERNICAN REVOLUTION IN
Field of. See PSYCHOLOGICAL–PRESENT
JUDGMENT.

“If, in fact, there are no further relevant questions then,
in fact, a certain judgment would be true. If, in the light of the historian’s knowledge, there are no further relevant questions, then
the historian can say that, as far as he knows, the question is
closed. … There is, then, a criterion for historical judgment, and so
there is a point where formal evidence becomes actual evidence.
Such judgments occur repeatedly throughout an investigation, as
each minor and then each major portion of the work is completed.
But as in natural science, so too in critical history the positive content of judgment aspires to be no more than the best available opinion. This is evident as long as an historical investigation is in
process, for later discoveries may force a correction and revision of
earlier ones. But what is true of investigations in process, has to be
extended to investigations that to all intents and purposes are completed.” (M 191-92.)

KNOWLEDGE.

“Normally historians are content to write history
without raising any questions about the nature of historical knowledge. Nor is this surprising. For historical knowledge is reached by
an adaptation of the every-day procedures of human understanding
and, while the adaptation itself has to be learnt, the underlying procedures are too intimate, too spontaneous, too elusive to be objectified and described without a protracted and, indeed, highly
specialized effort.” (M 197.) See also PERSPECTIVISM
And communication. See

COMMUNICATION(S) (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)–AND

HISTORY

And h. experience. In his chapter on the functional specialty History (M ch. 8; see HISTORY (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)), L devotes a section to this topic. The immediate point is the promotion of
historical experience to historical knowledge. “Historical experience is promoted to historical knowledge only if the historian is
asking questions. Questions can be asked only by introducing
linguistic categories. Such categories carry with them their host
of presuppositions and implications. They are colored by a retinue of concerns, interests, tastes, feelings, suggestions, evocations. Inevitably the historian operates under the influence of his
language, his education, his milieu, and these with the passage of
time inevitably change to give rise to a demand for and supply of
rewritten history. So excellent historical works, composed in the
final decades of the nineteenth century, had lost all appeal by the
nineteen-thirties, even among readers that happened to be in full
agreement with the religious, theological, political, and social
views of the older authors.” (M 215-16.)
Difference from science and philosophy. See PERSPECTIVISM

Extension of common sense. See intra Intelligibility
Spiral advance in. “The historian begins by determining a topic,
assembling a file of relevant documents, annotating each on its
credibility. Still this is a merely abstract scheme. One advances in
knowledge along a spiral. As knowledge of events increases, new
light is thrown on the character of the documents. The original
question is recast. Documents, that seemed irrelevant, now acquire relevance. New facts come to light. So the historian gradually comes to master the area under investigation, to acquire
confidence in his grasp of the meaning, scope, worth of his
documents, and to apprehend the course of events that the documents once concealed and now reveal.” (M 208.)
METHOD.

See METHOD(S)–HISTORICAL

NARRATIVE.

See HISTORY–AN ART?

PHILOSOPHY.
PROCESS.

See PHILOSOPHY,

PHILOSOPHIES–AND HISTORY

See HISTORY–CRITICAL-PROCESS FROM DATA TO FACTS IN

QUESTIONS. “If one is on the right track long enough, there occurs a
shift in the manner of one’s questioning for, more and more, the
further questions come from the data rather than from images
based on surmises. One still has to do the questioning. One still has
to be alert. But one has moved out of the assumptions and perspectives one had prior to one’s investigation. One has attained sufficient insight into the object of one’s inquiry to grasp something of
the assumptions and perspectives proper to that object. And this
grasp makes one’s approach to further data so much more congenial that the further data suggest the further questions to be put. To
describe this feature of historical investigation, let us say that the
cumulative process of datum, question, insight, surmise, image,
formal evidence, is ecstatic. It is not the hot ecstasy of the devotee
but the cool one of growing insight. It takes one out of oneself. It
sets aside earlier assumptions and perspectives by bringing to light
the assumptions and perspectives proper to the object under investigation.” (M 187-88.)
REALITY. “Historical reality is far too complicated for an exhaustively complete description ever to occur. No one is ever going to
relate everything that happened at the battle of Leipzig from October 16-19, 1813. Inevitably the historian selects what he thinks of
moment and omits what he considers unimportant. This selection
to some extent goes forward spontaneously in virtue of some mysterious capacity that can determine what is to be expected, that
groups and constructs, that possesses the tact needed to evaluate
and refine, that proceeds as though in one’s mind there were some
governing and controlling law of perspective so that, granted the
historian’s standpoint, his milieu, his presuppositions, his training,
there must result just the structures and the emphases and the selection that do result. Finally, this result cannot be described as a
mere rehandling of old materials; it is something new. It does not
correspond to the inexhaustible complexity of historical reality. But
by selecting what from a given standpoint is significant or important, it does purport to mean and portray historical reality in some
incomplete and approximate fashion.” (M 215.) See also HISTORY–
THEORY/THEORIES OF

HISTORICITY – HISTORY
RELATIVISM. “It is a commonplace for theorists of history to struggle with the problems of historical relativism, to note the influence
exerted on historical writing by the historian’s views on possibility,
by his value-judgments, by his Weltanschauung [WORLDVIEW(S)] or
Fragestellung [formulation of QUESTION(S)] or Standpunkt [VIEWPOINT(S)] . I have omitted any consideration of this matter, not because it is not extremely important, but because it is brought under
control, not by the techniques of critical history, but by the techniques of our fourth specialty, Dialectic [see DIALECTIC (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)].” (M 195.)
RELIGION. “Religion becomes historical in the general sense that it
exists over time and that it provides basic components in the ongoing process of personal development, social organization, cultural
meaning and value.” (M 118.)
SENSE. “Sir Lewis Namier has described a historical sense as ‘an
intuitive understanding of how things do not happen.’” (M 220.)
“Analogous to COMMON SENSE there is a historical sense. Just as we
by common sense can know how our contemporaries would or
would not speak or act in any of a series of ordinary and typical
situations, so the scholar by a long familiarity with the documents
and monuments of another age and by an ever increasing accumulation of complementary insights can arrive at a participation of the
common sense of another period, and by this historical sense can
tell how the men and women of that time would or would not
speak or act in certain types of situation. … However, just as our
common sense is open to individual, group, and general BIAS, so also is the historical sense [see HISTORIAN–AND BIAS]. Moreover, just as
our common sense cannot analyze itself or criticize itself or arrive
at an abstract formulation of its central nucleus, so also the historical sense is limited in a similar fashion; both are far more likely to
be correct in pronouncing verdicts than in assigning exact and
convincing reasons for them. But if interpretation is to be scientific, then the grounds for the interpretation have to be assignable;
if interpretation is to be scientific, then there will not be a range of
different interpretations due to the individual, group, and general
bias of the historical sense of different experts; if interpretation is
to be scientific, then it has to discover some method of conceiving
and determining the habitual development of all audiences, and it
has to invent some technique by which its expression escapes relativity to particular and incidental audiences.” (In 587.)
SHIFT TO INTERIORITY. See INTERIORITY–SHIFT TO, HISTORICAL
UNDERSTANDING. See HISTORY–CRITICAL-PROCESS FROM DATA TO FACTS IN

HISTORICITY :

L wrote at great length about history. The data have
been organized in five distinct but inseparable entries: the topic as
such and as discipline—HISTORY; those who work in the discipline—
HISTORIAN; the elements and processes of history—HISTORICAL; our being
in history—Historicity; and history in generalized empirical method
(see GEM)—HISTORY (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY) “Historicity means—very
briefly—that human living is informed by meanings, that meanings
are the product of intelligence, that human intelligence develops cumulatively over time, and that such cumulative development differs
in different histories.” (PTP2 74-75.)
AND FIFTH BASIC PRECEPT. See TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS-ACKNOWLEDGE
YOUR HISTORICITY!

AND

TRANSCENDENTAL

PRECEPTS.

See
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TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS-

ACKNOWLEDGE YOUR HISTORICITY!

AND UNDERSTANDING.

“The theoretical premisses from which there
follows the historicity of human thought and action are (1) that
human concepts, theories, affirmations, courses of action are expressions of human understanding, (2) that human understanding
develops over time and, as it develops, human concepts, theories,
affirmations, courses of action change, (3) that such change is cumulative, and (4) that the cumulative changes in one place or time
are not to be expected to coincide with those in another.” (M 325.)

OF HUMANITY.

“History, then, differs radically from nature. Nature
unfolds in accord with law. But the shape and form of human
knowledge, work, social organization, cultural achievement, communication, community, personal development, are involved in
MEANING. Meaning has its invariant structures and elements but the
contents in the structures are subject to cumulative development
and cumulative decline. So it is that man stands outside the rest of
nature, that he is a historical being, that each man shapes his own
life but does so only in interaction with the traditions of the communities in which he happens to have been born and, in turn, these
traditions themselves are but the deposit left him by the lives of his
predecessors.” (M 80-81.)
THEORETICAL PREMISES OF. See intra And understanding
HISTORY :

L wrote at great length about history. The data have been
organized in five distinct but inseparable entries: the topic as such
and as discipline—History; those who work in the discipline—
HISTORIAN; the elements and processes of history—HISTORICAL; our being
in history—HISTORICITY; and History in generalized empirical method
(see GEM)—HISTORY (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)
AN ART?. “Is then history not a science but an art? Collingwood has
pointed out three differences between historical narrative and literary fiction. The historical narrative regards events located in space
and dated in time; in a novel places and dates may be and largely
are fictitious. Secondly, all historical narratives have to be compatible with one another and tend to form a single view. Thirdly,
the historical narrative at every step is justified by evidence; the
novel either makes no appeal to evidence or, if it does, the appeal
normally is part of the fiction.” (M 219.)
AND COSMOPOLIS.

See COSMOPOLIS–PROPERTIES OF (4)-(4) CRITIQUES HISTORY

AND EMERGENT PROBABILITY.

See EMERGENT PROBABILITY–IN HUMAN HISTORY

AND GROUP MEMORY.

“Not only is the individual an historical entity, living off his past, but the same holds for the group. For, if we
suppose that all members in the group suffer total amnesia, there
will be as total a collapse of all group functioning as there is in
each individual in the group. Groups too live on their past, and
their past, so to speak, lives on in them. The present functioning of
the good of order is what it is mostly because of past functioning
and only slightly because of the minor efforts now needed to keep
things going and, when possible, improve them. To start completely afresh would be to revert to a very distant age.” (M 181.)
AND HERMENEUTICS. See HERMENEUTIC(S)–AND HISTORY
AND PHILOSOPHY.

See PHILOSOPHY, PHILOSOPHIES–AND HISTORY
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AND PSYCHOLOGY/SOCIOLOGY.

See SCIENCE(S)–HUMAN-AND HISTORY/HISTORIAN

L often traces the history of science, especially in Insight, to illustrate various aspects of DEVELOPMENT.
Human. See SCIENCE(S)–HUMAN-AND HISTORY/HISTORIAN
Natural. See SCIENCE(S)–NATURAL-AND HISTORY
AND SUBJECTIVE BIAS. See HISTORIAN–AND BIAS
AND TIME. “A first step will be to set forth the basic differences between history and natural science, and we shall begin from a few
reflections on time.” (M 175.) See HISTORIAN–AND TIME
AND SCIENCE.

AND TRUTH.

“Can there be an approach to history in terms of truth,
the third level, judgment [see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT]? I think that there
can be. Just how much it can achieve, and so on, is a very complex
question. … The fundamental problem is the problem of interpretation, and how you arrive at a correct interpretation.” (UB 385.) See
also INTERPRETATION–TRUTH OF; HISTORY–CRITICAL-AS OBJECTIVE KNOWLEDGE
AND VALUES. “History is not value-free in the sense that the historian refrains from all value-judgments [see JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE]. For
the FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES, while they concentrate on the end proper
to one of the four levels of conscious and intentional activity [see
COGNITION, COGNITIONAL– LEVELS OF], none the less are the achievement of
operations on all four levels. The historian ascertains matters of
fact, not by ignoring data, by failing to understand, by omitting
judgments of value, but by doing all of these for the purpose of settling matters of fact. ... In fact, the historian’s value-judgments are
precisely the means that make his work a selection of things that
are worth knowing, that, in Memecke’s phrase, enable history to be
‘the content, the wisdom, and the signposts of our lives’ [Stem, Varieties
267-88].” (M 232-33.)
AS AUTONOMOUS. See intra Copernican revolution in
AS CONSTRUCTIVE. See intra Copernican revolution in
AS EXISTENTIAL.

“Man is a historical being. But being historical is
the history that is written about [see intra That is written about]. It may
be named, if considered interiorly, an existential history—the living tradition which formed us and thereby brought us to the point
where we began forming ourselves.” (M 182.)
AS FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY. See HISTORY (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)
AS GOING FORWARD.

“With regard to some defined situation in the
past one wants to understand what was GOING FORWARD. Clearly, any
such question presupposes some historical knowledge. Without it,
one would not know of the situation in question, nor would one
know what was meant by ‘going forward.’ History, then, grows out
of history. Critical history was a leap forward from precritical history. Precritical history was a leap forward from stories and legends.” (M 187.)
L quotes Carl Becker (Smith, Carl Becker: On History
and the Climate of Opinion 117): “The value of history is ... not
scientific but moral: by liberating the mind, by deepening the sympathies, by fortifying the will, it enables us to control, not society,
but ourselves—a much more important thing; it prepares us to live
more humanely in the present and to meet rather than to foretell
the future.” In relation to his own work, L adds: “History as pri-

AS MORAL.

marily concerned with values pertains to a specialization not on the
third [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL] but on the fourth level of intentional consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(3) RATIONAL, –LEVELS OF (5)-(4) RATIONAL SELF- (6 ELEMENTS)].” (M 245.)
AS ONGOING PROCESS. “In general, history is an ongoing process.
As the process advances, the [CONTEXT(S)] within which events are to
be understood keeps enlarging. As the context enlarges, perspectives shift. ... New documents fill out the picture; they illuminate
what before was obscure; they shift perspectives; they refute what
was venturesome or speculative; they do not simply dissolve the
whole network of questions and answers that made the original set
of data massive evidence for the earlier account. Again, history is
an ongoing process, and so the historical context keeps enlarging.
But the effects of this enlargement are neither universal nor uniform. For persons and events have their place in history through
one or more contexts, and these contexts may be narrow and brief
or broad and enduring with any variety of intermediates. Only inasmuch as a context is still open, or can be opened or extended, do
later events throw new light on earlier persons, events, processes.”
(M 192.) See also intra Critical-process from data to facts in
AS PRECRITICAL.

“A first step towards understanding critical history
lies in an account of precritical history. For it, then, the community
is the conspicuous community, one’s own. Its vehicle is narrative,
an ordered recital of events. It recounts who did what, when,
where, under what circumstances, from what motives, with what
results. Its function is practical: a group can function as a group
only by possessing an identity, knowing itself and devoting itself to
the cause, at worst, of its survival, at best, of its betterment. The
function of precritical history is to promote such knowledge and
devotion. So it is never just a narrative of bald facts. It is artistic: it
selects, orders, describes; it would awaken the reader’s interest and
sustain it; it would persuade and convince. Again, it is ethical: it
not only narrates but also apportions praise and blame. It is explanatory: it accounts for existing institutions by telling of their
origins and development and by contrasting them with alternative
institutions found in other lands. It is apologetic, correcting false or
tendentious accounts of the people’s past, and refuting the calumnies of neighboring peoples. Finally, it is prophetic: to hindsight
about the past there is joined foresight on the future and there are
added the recommendations of a man of wide reading and modest
wisdom.” (M 185.)

AS RËENACTING THE PAST.

“Collingwood has conceived history as
re-enacting the past. Schleiermacher has contended that the interpreter will understand the text better than the author did. There is
something in these statements but they are not quite accurate and
so may be misleading. … What I find true, then, in Schleiermacher’s contention is that the interpreter may understand very
fully and accurately something that the author knew about only in a
very vague and general fashion. Moreover, this precise knowledge
will be of enormous value in interpreting the text. But it does not
follow that the interpreter will understand the text better than the
author did for, while the interpreter can have a firm grasp of all that
was GOING FORWARD, it is rare indeed that he will have access to
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sources and circumstances that have to be known if the many accidentals in the text are to be accounted for. Again, with respect to
Collingwood, it is true that the interpreter or historian reconstructs
but it is not true that in thought he reproduces the past. … Judgment rests on the absence of further relevant questions.” (M 165-66.)
AS SCIENTIFIC. “Being historical is the history that is written about
[see intra That is written about]. It may be named, if considered interiorly, an existential history—the living tradition which formed us
and thereby brought us to the point where we began forming ourselves. … But from this rudimentary history, contained in any existential history, any living tradition, we must now attempt to indicate
the series of steps by which one may, in thought, move towards the
notion of scientific history. … It is from the vécu [lived] to the thématique, from the existenziell to the existenzial [Heidegger’s ‘existential’ and ‘question of existing’], from exercite to signate, from
the fragmentarily experienced to the methodically known.” (M 182 and
n. 6.) L writes that “in general it is a process of objectification, and
we shall begin from the simpler instances of autobiography and biography before going on to the more complex matter of history
which regards groups.” (M 182.) See intra Critical; see also HISTORICAL–
CONTEXT

BASIC. “Basic history tells where (places, territories) and when
(dates, periods) who (persons, peoples) did what (public life, external acts) to enjoy what success, suffer what reverses, exert what
influence. So it makes as specific and precise as possible the more
easily recognized and acknowledged features of human activities
in their geographical distribution and temporal succession.” (M 128.)
CIRCUITS OF.

See

EMERGENT PROBABILITY–IN HUMAN HISTORY; CLASSICAL AND STA-

TISTICAL COMPARED–LAWS-IN HUMAN AFFAIRS
CONTEXTS IN.

See HISTORICAL–CONTEXT

COPERNICAN REVOLUTION IN.

Drawing from Collingwood [see PROPL writes: “There has been, then, a Copernican revolution in the study of history inasmuch as history has
become both critical and constructive. This process is ascribed to
the historical imagination and, again, to a logic in which questions
are more fundamental than answers. The two ascriptions are far
from incompatible. The historian starts out from statements he
finds in his sources. The attempt to represent imaginatively their
meaning gives rise to questions that lead on to further statements in
the sources. Eventually he will have stretched a web of imaginative
construction linking together the fixed points supplied by the
statements in the sources. However, these so-called fixed points are
fixed not absolutely but relatively. In his present inquiry the historian has decided to assume them as fixed. But, in fact, their being
fixed is just the fruit of earlier historical inquiry. If the statements
from which the historian proceeds are to be found in Thucydides,
still it is historical knowledge that enables the historian to go beyond mere odd marks on paper to a recognition of the Greek alphabet, to meanings in the Attic dialect, to the authenticity of the
passages, to the judgment that on these occasions Thucydides knew
what he was talking about and was trying to tell the truth. … It follows that, if history is considered not in this or that work but as a
totality, then it is an autonomous discipline. It depends upon data,
on the remains of the past perceptible in the present. But it is not a
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matter of believing authorities, and it is not a matter of inferring
from authorities. Critical procedures decide in what manner and
measure sources will be used. Constructive procedures arrive at results that may not have been known by the authors of the sources.
Hence ‘… so far from relying on an authority other than himself to
whose statements his thought must conform, the historian is his
own authority and his thought autonomous, self-authorizing, possessed of a criterion to which his so-called authorities must conform and by reference to which they are criticized.’ [The Idea of History
236] … Such is the Copernican revolution Collingwood recognized
in modem history. It is a view that cannot be assimilated on naive
realist or empiricist premisses. As presented by Collingwood, unfortunately it is contained in an idealist context. But by introducing
a satisfactory theory of objectivity and of judgment, the idealism
can be removed without dropping the substance of what Collingwood taught about the historical imagination, historical evidence,
and the logic of question and answer.” (M 205-06.) See also SELFAPPROPRIATION–AND HISTORICAL STUDY
CRITICAL.

“If I have been led to adopt the view that the techniques
of critical history are unequal to the task of eliminating historical
relativism totally, I affirm all the more strongly that they can and
do effect a partial elimination. I have contended that critical history
is not a matter of believing credible testimonies but of discovering
what hitherto had been experienced but not properly known. In
that process of discovery I have recognized not only its heuristic,
selective, critical, constructive, and judicial aspects, but also an ecstatic aspect that eliminates previously entertained perspectives and
opinions to replace them with the perspectives and views that
emerge from the cumulative interplay of data, inquiry, insight,
surmise, image, evidence. It is in this manner that critical history of
itself moves to objective knowledge of the past, though it may be
impeded by such factors as mistaken views on possibility, by mistaken or misleading value-judgments, by an inadequate world-view
or standpoint or state of the question.” (M 195.) See also intra Criticalprocess from data to facts in

And classicist assumptions. “Classicism assumed that culture
was to be conceived not empirically but normatively, and it did
all it could to bring about one, universal, permanent culture.
What ended classicist assumptions was critical history.” (M 326.)
And groups. See GROUP(S)–ACTIVITY
And sources. The context is the developmental process of historical understanding (see HISTORIAN–DEVELOPMENT OF). “Now it is the
distinguishing mark of critical history that this process occurs
twice. In the first instance one is coming to understand one’s
sources. In the second instance one is using one’s understood
sources intelligently to come to understand the object to which
they are relevant. In both cases the development of understanding is heuristic, ecstatic, selective, critical, constructive. But in
the first case one is identifying authors, locating them and their
work in place and time, studying the milieu, ascertaining their
purposes in writing and their prospective readers, investigating
their sources of information and the use they made of them. In a
previous section on Interpretation [see INTERPRETATION (FUNCTIONAL
SPECIALTY)] we spoke of understanding the author, but there the ul-
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Critical. “It is critical, for it removes from one use or context to
another the data that might otherwise be thought relevant to
present tasks.”

terior aim was to understand what he meant. In history we also
seek to understand the authors of sources, but now the ulterior
aim is to understand what they were up to and how they did it. It
is this understanding that grounds the critical use of sources, the
fine discrimination that distinguishes an author’s strength and
weaknesses and uses him accordingly. Once this is achieved, one
is able to shift one’s attention to one’s main objective, namely, to
understanding the process referred to in one’s sources. Where before one’s developing understanding was heuristic, ecstatic, selective, critical, constructive in determining what authors were up
to, now it is heuristic, ecstatic, selective, critical, and constructive
in determining what was going forward in the community. …
Needless to say, the two developments are interdependent. Not
only does understanding the authors contribute to understanding
the historical events, but in coming to understand the events
there arise questions that may lead to a revision of one’s understanding of the authors and, consequently, to a revision of one’s
use of them.” (M 189.)
As objective knowledge. Actual historical evidence (see HISTORIgrounds the judgment (see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT)
that yields objective knowledge of history. “What starts the process is the question for historical intelligence. With regard to some
defined situation in the past one wants to understand what was
GOING FORWARD. Clearly, any such question presupposes some historical knowledge. Without it, one would not know of the situation in question, nor would one know what was meant by ‘going
forward.’ History, then, grows out of history.” (M 187.) See also HIS-

Constructive. “It is constructive, for the data that are selected are
knotted together by the vast and intricate web of interconnecting links that cumulatively came to light as one’s understanding progressed.”
“Now it is the distinguishing mark of critical history that this
process occurs twice. In the first instance one is coming to understand one’s sources. In the second instance one is using
one’s understood sources intelligently to come to understand
the object to which they are relevant. In both cases the development of understanding is heuristic, ecstatic, selective, critical, constructive.” (All quotes M 188-89.) On sufficient evidence (see
INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–REFLECTIVE) the historian makes the reasonable judgment (see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT) that it is so. “There is
a point where formal evidence becomes actual evidence. Such
judgments occur repeatedly throughout an investigation, as
each minor and then each major portion of the work is completed. But as in natural science, so too in critical history the
positive content of judgment aspires to be no more than the
best available opinion.” (M 191.)

CAL–EVIDENCE-ACTUAL)

TORICAL–QUESTIONS

Of the second degree. “It consists basically in the cumulative
works of historians. But it consists actually, not in mere belief in
those works, but in a critical appreciation of them. Such critical
appreciation is generated by critical book reviews, by the critiques that professors communicate to their students and justify
by their explanations and arguments, by informal discussions in
common rooms and more formal discussions at congresses. …
Critical history of the second degree is a compound. At its base
are historical articles and books. On a second level there are critical writings that compare and evaluate the historical writings:
these may vary from brief reviews to long studies …. Finally,
there are the considered opinions of professional historians on
historians and their critics—opinions that influence their teaching, their remarks in discussions, their procedures in writing on
related topics.” (M 193-94.) See also intra Critical-understanding of
Process from data to facts in. “I have been attributing to a single
process of developing understanding a whole series of different
functions.” (M 188.) The subentries are in systematic, not alphabetic, order.
Heuristic. “It is heuristic, for it brings to light the relevant data.”
Ecstatic. “It is ecstatic, for it leads the inquirer out of his original
perspectives and into the perspectives proper to his object.”
Selective. “It is selective, for out of a totality of data it selects

those relevant to the understanding achieved.”

Understanding of. “Besides the judgments reached by a historian
in his investigation, there are the judgments passed upon his work
by his peers and his successors. Such judgments constitute critical history at the second degree. For they are not mere wholesale
judgments of belief or disbelief. They are based on an understanding of how the work was done. Just as the historian, first,
with respect to his sources and, then, with respect to the object of
his inquiry, undergoes a development of understanding that at
once is heuristic, ecstatic, selective, critical, constructive and, in
the limit, judicial, so the critics of a historical work undergo a
similar development with respect to the work itself. They do so
all the more easily and all the more competently, the more the
historian has been at pains not to conceal his tracks but to lay all
his cards on the table, and the more the critics already are familiar
with the field or, at least, with neighboring fields.” (M 193.)
DIALECTICS OF. See DIALECTIC(S)–OF HISTORY
EMERGENT PROBABILITY IN HUMAN.

See

EMERGENT PROBABILITY–IN HUMAN

HISTORY

EVIDENCE IN.

See HISTORICAL–EVIDENCE

GENERAL. “General history is, perhaps, just an ideal. It would be
basic history illuminated and completed by the special histories
[see intra Special]. It would offer the total view or some approximation to it. It would express the historian’s information, understanding, judgment, and evaluation with regard to the sum of cultural,
institutional, and doctrinal movements in their concrete setting.” (M

128.)
HUMAN.

See

EMERGENT PROBABILITY–IN HUMAN HISTORY; CLASSICAL AND STATISTI-

CAL COMPARED–LAWS-IN HUMAN AFFAIRS
INTERPRETATION OF.
OBJECTS OF.

See HISTORICAL–INTERPRETATION

See SCIENCE(S)–HUMAN-AND HISTORY/HISTORIAN, –NATURAL-AND HISTORY

HISTORY – HISTORY
OF PHILOSOPHY.
ONE’S OWN.

See SELF-APPROPRIATION–HISTORICAL COMPONENT OF

See CONTROL–OF ONE’S HISTORY

PRESUPPOSITIONLESS. “Becker’s contention [Gadamer, Wahrheit
256 ff] that historians operate in the light of preconceived ideas
implies a rejection of the Enlightenment and Romantic ideal of
presuppositionless history. That ideal, of course, has the advantage
of excluding from the start all the errors that the historian has
picked up from his parents and teachers and, as well, all that he has
generated by his own lack of attention, his obtuseness, his poor
judgments. But the fact remains that, while mathematicians, scientists, and philosophers all operate on presuppositions that they can
explicitly acknowledge, the historian operates in the light of his
whole personal development, and that development does not admit
complete and explicit formulation and acknowledgment. To say
that the historian should operate without presuppositions is to assert the principle of the empty head [see PRINCIPLE(S) OF ...–EMPTY HEAD],
to urge that the historian should be uneducated, to claim that he
should be exempted from the process variously named socialization and acculturation, to strip him of historicity. For the historian’s
presuppositions are not just his but also the living on in him of developments that human society and culture have slowly accumulated over the centuries.” (M 223.)
RELATIVITY OF. “As the data assembled by historical research accumulate, insights are revised continuously in accord with the concrete process of learning. But besides the revisions forced by
further data, there also are the revisions due to the advent of new
investigators, for history is rewritten not only by each new culture
but also by each stage of progress and decline in each culture. Nor
is there any escape from such relativism as long as men cling to
the descriptive viewpoint. Common sense succeeds in understanding things as related to us only because it is experimental; it deals
with things with which it is familiar; its insights are guides in concrete activity; its mistakes promptly come to light in their unpleasant effects. But if one would step beyond the narrow confines in
which the procedures of common sense are successful, one has to
drop the descriptive viewpoint and adopt a viewpoint that unashamedly is explanatory. … Interpretation of the past is the recovery of the viewpoint of the past; and that recovery, as opposed
to mere subjective projections, can be reached only by grasping
exactly what a viewpoint is, how viewpoints develop, what dialectical laws govern their historical unfolding.” (In 564.) See VIEWPOINT(S)–
EXPLANATORY VS DESCRIPTIVE

SCISSORS AND PASTE.

“It is a naive view of history in terms of
memory, testimony, credibility. It gathers statements from sources,
decides whether they are to be regarded as true or false, pastes true
statements in a scrap-book later to be worked up into a narrative,
while it consigns false statements to the waste-basket. It was the
type of history alone known in the ancient world and in the middle
ages. It has been on the wane since the days of Vico. While
Collingwood would not venture to say that it has totally disappeared, he does assert that any history written today on such principles is at least a century out of date.” (M 205.)

SPECIAL. “Special histories tell of movements whether cultural
(language, art, literature, religion), institutional (family, mores, so-
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ciety, education, state, law, church, sect, economy, technology), or
doctrinal (mathematics, natural science, human science, philosophy, history, theology).” (M 128.)
STRUCTURE

OF.

See

DIALECTIC(S)–OF

PROGRESS,

DECLINE,

AND

RECOV-

ERY/REDEMPTION

STUDY OF.

See intra Copernican revolution in

THAT IS WRITTEN ABOUT.

“There is history (1) that is written about
[sometimes commentators call it ‘the history that happens’], and
there is history (2) that is written. History (2) aims at expressing
knowledge of history (1).” (M 175.)

THEORY/THEORIES OF. “Does the historian follow some theory of
history? By a theory of history I do not mean the application to history of a theory established scientifically, philosophically, or theologically. Such theories have their proper mode of validation; they
are to be judged on their own merits; they broaden the historian’s
knowledge and make his apprehensions more precise; they do not
constitute historical knowledge but facilitate its development. …
By a theory of history I understand a theory that goes beyond its
scientific, philosophic, or theological basis to make statements
about the actual course of human events. Such theories are set
forth, for instance, by Bruce Mazlish in his discussion of the great
speculators from Vico to Freud. They have to be criticized in the
light of their scientific, philosophic, or theological basis. In so far
as they survive such criticism, they possess the utility of grandscale ideal-types, and may be employed under the precautions already indicated for the use of ideal-types. But they never grasp the
full complexity of historical reality, and consequently they tend to
throw in high relief certain aspects and connections and to disregard others that may be of equal or greater importance. In M. Marrou’s phrase ‘… the most ingenious hypothesis … underlines in red
pencil certain lines lost in a diagram whose thousand curves cross
one another in every direction.’ General hypotheses, though they
have their uses, easily become ‘… big anti-comprehension machines’ [Marrou, Meaning of History 200-01].” (M 228-29.)
Practical. “The longer cycle of Western civilization has been
drawing attention repeatedly to the notion of a practical theory of
history. It was conceived in one manner or another by Vico in his
Scienza nuova, by Hegel, and by Marx. It has exercised a conspicuous influence on events through the liberal doctrine of
automatic progress, through the Marxian doctrine of class war,
through the myths of nationalist totalitarianism. In the fourth
place, a remedy has to be on the level of the disease; but the disease is a succession of lower viewpoints that heads towards an ultimate nihilism; and so the remedy has to be the attainment of a
higher viewpoint [see VIEWPOINT(S)–HIGHER]. … The needed higher
viewpoint is the discovery, the logical expansion, and the recognition of the principle that intelligence contains its own immanent
norms and that these norms are equipped with sanctions which
man does not have to invent or impose. Even in the sphere of
practice, the last word does not lie with common sense and its
panoply of technology, economy, and polity; for unless common
sense can learn to overcome its bias [see COMMON SENSE–BIAS OF, GENERAL] by acknowledging and submitting to a higher principle, unless common sense can be taught to resist its perpetual temptation
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to adopt the easy, obvious, practical compromise, then one must
expect the succession of ever less comprehensive viewpoints, and
in the limit the destruction of all that has been achieved.” (In 258-59.)
VERIFICATION IN.

“The discoveries of physics, chemistry, biology
are expressed in universal systems and are refuted if they are found
to be incompatible with a relevant particular instance. But the discoveries of the historian are expressed in narratives and descriptions that regard particular persons, places, and times. They have
no claim to universality: they could, of course, be relevant to the
understanding of other persons, places, times; but whether in fact
they are relevant, and just how relevant they are, can be settled
only by a historical investigation of the other persons, places, and
times. Finally, because they have no claim to universality, the discoveries of the historians are not verifiable in the fashion proper to
the natural sciences; in history verification is parallel to the procedures by which an interpretation is judged correct.” (M 180.)

VS SCIENCE.

“History differs from natural science, for its object is
in part constituted by MEANING and [VALUE(S)], while the objects of the
natural sciences are not. Again, it differs from both the natural and
the human sciences, for its results are descriptions and narratives
about particular persons, actions, things, while their results aim at
being universally valid. Finally, while it can be said that history is
a science in the sense that it is guided by a method, that that method yields univocal answers when identical questions are put, and
that the results of historical investigations are cumulative, still it
has to be acknowledged that these properties of method are not realized in the same manner in history and in the natural and the human sciences.” (M 219.)
And discovery. “All discovery is a cumulation of insights. But in
the sciences this cumulation is expressed in some well-defined
system, while in history it is expressed in a description and narrative about particulars. The scientific system can be checked in
endless different manners, but the description and narrative,
while it can come under suspicion in various ways, is really
checked only by repeating the initial investigation. Scientific advance is constructing a better system, but historical advance is a
fuller and more penetrating understanding of more particulars.
Finally, the scientist can aim at a full explanation of all phenomena, because his explanations are laws and structures that can
cover countless instances; but the historian that aimed at a full
explanation of all history would need more information than is
available and then countless explanations.” (M 219-20.)

WRITTEN/WRITTEN ABOUT.

See intra That is written about

HISTORY (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY):

L wrote at great length about
history. The data have been organized in five distinct but inseparable
entries: the topic as such and as discipline—HISTORY; those who work
in the discipline—HISTORIAN; the elements and processes of history—
HISTORICAL; our being in history—HISTORICITY; and history in generalized
empirical method (see GEM)—History (functional specialty) “Historicity means—very briefly—that human living is informed by meanings, that meanings are the product of intelligence, that human
intelligence develops cumulatively over time, and that such cumula-

tive development differs in different histories.” (PTP2 74-75.) Third of the
eight FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES of method (see GEM). Generalized Empirical
Method comprises two sets of four categories (see CATEGORY, CATEGORIES–GENERAL, –SPECIAL). The general categories pertain to the mediation
of a tradition; the special (special because essential to method in theology) to the tradition thus mediated. History is third of the four general categories—Research, Interpretation, History, Dialectic. Four
categories because each is tied to the cognitional operation proper to
that level (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–LEVELS OF). The mediating phase follows the order experience, understanding, judgment, decision (in the
mediated phase the order of operations is reversed). Thus History is
tied to the third level of intentional consciousness, judgment (see
JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT). While the context of L’s discussion is Method in
Theology, the general categories apply to all kinds of systematic
enquiry.
HOLY: In PHILOSOPHY OF GOD, the adjective holy describes the purity of
divine goodness.
HORIZON(S):

“As our field of vision, so too the scope of our knowledge, and the range of our interests are bounded. As fields of vision
vary with one’s standpoint, so too the scope of one’s knowledge and
the range of one’s interests vary with the period in which one lives,
one’s social background and milieu, one’s education and personal
development. So there has arisen a metaphorical or perhaps analogous meaning of the word, horizon. In this sense what lies beyond
one’s horizon is simply outside the range of one’s knowledge and interests: one neither knows nor cares. But what lies within one’s horizon is in some measure, great or small, an object of interest and of
knowledge.” (M 236.)
AND ACHIEVEMENT. See ACHIEVEMENT–AND PERSONAL HORIZON
AND DESIRE TO KNOW. “The objective of the detached and disinterested desire is unrestricted. But a desire with an unrestricted objective is an unrestricted desire, and so the DESIRE TO KNOW is
unrestricted. … Introspective reflection brings us once more to the
same affirmation. For whatever may be true about the cognitional
aspirations of others, might not my own be radically limited?
Might not my desire to understand correctly suffer from some immanent and hidden restriction and bias, so that there could be real
things that lay quite beyond its utmost horizon? Might not that be
so? Yet if I ask the question, it is in virtue of my desire to know;
and as the question itself reveals, my desire to know concerns itself
with what lies quite beyond a suspected limited horizon. Even my
desire seems unrestricted.” (In 662.)
AND FEELINGS.

See LOVE–FALLING IN

AND FREEDOM .

See LIBERTY–HORIZONTAL, –VERTICAL

AND HISTORIAN.

See HISTORIAN–HORIZON OF

AND INTERPRETATION.

See INTERPRETATION–AND UNDERSTANDING-ONESELF

AND LIBERTY. “Horizontal liberty is the exercise of liberty within a
determinate horizon and from the basis of a corresponding existential stance. Vertical liberty is the exercise of liberty that selects that
stance and the corresponding horizon.” (M 40.) See also LIBERTY–
HORIZONTAL, –VERTICAL

HORIZON(S) – HORIZON(S)
AND MENTAL ACTS.

See MENTAL–ACTS-OCCUR IN GENETICALLY DISTINCT HORIZONS

AND PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION.

See PHILOSOPHY

OF EDUCATION–AND HORI-

ZON OF EDUCATIONALIST

AND PROOF.

See

ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–ARGUMENT-AND

UNRESTRICTED ACT OF UNDERSTANDING-AND THE NONSYSTEMATIC

AND QUESTION OF GOD.

“The question of God [see QUESTION OF GOD,
… lies within man’s horizon. Man’s transcendental subjectivity is mutilated or abolished, unless he is stretching forth towards
the INTELLIGIBLE, the unconditioned, the good of [VALUE(S)]. The reach,
not of his attainment, but of his intending is unrestricted. There lies
within his horizon a region for the divine, a shrine for ultimate holiness. It cannot be ignored. The atheist may pronounce it empty.
The agnostic may urge that he finds his investigation has been inconclusive. The contemporary humanist will refuse to allow the
question to arise. But their negations presuppose the spark in our
clod, our native orientation to the divine.” (M 103.)
THE]

AND REALMS OF MEANING.
AND RESEARCH.
AND VALUES.

See MEANING–REALM(S) OF-AND HORIZON

See RESEARCH (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)–SPECIAL-AND HORIZON

See intra Opposed, dialectically

AND WISDOM.

Near the end of “Horizons and Transpositions”
(PTP2 ch. 22) L offers “a note on the similarity and the differences
of the notions ‘horizon’ and ‘WISDOM.’ Horizon is the field of one’s
interests and knowledge. Wisdom and, more modestly, philosophy
has the function of ordering all things and passing judgment on
them. ‘Horizon’ is the more general term: its range may be extended or contracted; its interests may be ruled by self-interest or,
to a greater or lesser extent, by values, by what really is worth
while. Wisdom regards all that exists to exclude human aberrations, and its judgments are not swayed by ‘what’s in it for me’ but
endeavor to conform to what truly is of value. The rise and fall of
medieval Scholasticism was a succession of horizons. The rise
culminated, in the judgment of many, in the wisdom of Aquinas.”
(PTP2 425-26.)
CONVERSION AND. “Any notable change of horizon is done, not on
the basis of that horizon, but by envisaging a quite different and, at
first sight, incomprehensible alternative and then undergoing a CONVERSION.” (M 224.) See also intra Opposed, dialectically
DIFFERENCES IN. “Differences in horizon may be complementary,
or genetic, or dialectical.” (M 236.)

Complementary. “Workers, foremen, supervisors, technicians,
engineers, managers, doctors, lawyers, professors have different
interests. They live in a sense in different worlds. Each is quite
familiar with his own world. But each also knows about the others, and each recognizes the need for the others. So their many
horizons in some measure include one another and, for the rest,
they complement one another. Singly they are not self-sufficient,
and together they represent the motivations and the knowledge
needed for the functioning of a communal world. Such horizons
are complementary.” (M 236.)
Dialectical. “What in one is found intelligible, in another is unintelligible. What for one is true, for another is false. What for
one is good, for another is evil. Each may have some awareness
of the other and so each in a manner may include the other. But
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such inclusion is also negation and rejection. For the other’s horizon, at least in part, is attributed to wishful thinking, to an acceptance of myth, to ignorance or fallacy, to blindness or illusion,
to backwardness or immaturity, to infidelity, to bad will, to a refusal of God’s grace. Such a rejection of the other may be passionate, and then the suggestion that OPENNESS is desirable will
make one furious. But again rejection may have the firmness of
ice without any trace of passion or even any show of feeling, except perhaps a wan smile. Both astrology and genocide are beyond the pale, but the former is ridiculed, the latter is execrated.”
(M 236-37.)

See DIALECTIC(S)

Genetic. “They are related as successive stages in some process
of development. Each later stage presupposes earlier stages, partly to include them, and partly to transform them. Precisely because the stages are earlier and later, no two are simultaneous.
They are parts, not of a single communal world, but of a single
biography or of a single history.” (M 236.)
EMPIRICISM AS.
IDEALISM AS.

See IDEALISM–AS HORIZON

See IDEALISM–AS HORIZON

OBJECTIFICATION OF.

The context is the functional specialty Dialecspecifically its structure (see
DIALECTIC(S)–STRUCTURE OF-MATERIALS-(5) CLASSIFICATION, -(6) SELECTION). “Now this
work of assembly, completion, comparison, reduction, classification, and selection will be performed by different investigators and
they will be operating from within different horizons. The results,
accordingly, will not be uniform. But the source of this lack of uniformity will be brought out into the open when each investigator
proceeds to distinguish between positions, which are compatible
with intellectual, moral, and religious conversion and, on the other
hand, counter-positions, which are incompatible either with intellectual, or with moral, or with religious conversion [see POSITION AND
COUNTERPOSITION]. A further objectification of horizon is obtained
when each investigator operates on the materials by indicating the
view that would result from developing what he has regarded as
positions and by reversing what he has regarded as counterpositions. There is a final objectification of horizon when the results of the foregoing process are themselves regarded as materials,
when they are assembled, completed, compared, reduced, classified, selected, when positions and counter-positions are distinguished, when positions are developed and counter-positions are
reversed.” (M 250.)
tic (see

DIALECTIC (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)),

OF EDUCATIONALIST.

See

PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION–AND HORIZON OF EDUCA-

TIONALIST

OF HISTORIAN.

See HISTORIAN–HORIZON OF

OF METAPHYSICS.

“The positive function of a critical metaphysics is
twofold. On the one hand it provides a basic heuristic structure [see
METAPHYSICS–AS INTEGRAL HEURISTIC STRUCTURE], a determinate horizon,
within which questions arise. On the other hand, it provides a criterion for settling the difference between literal and metaphorical
meaning and, again, between notional and real distinctions [see DISTINCTION(S)–NOTIONAL, –REAL].” (M 343.)
OPPOSED, DIALECTICALLY.

The general context is Dialectic (see DIAL’s particular focus is the

LECTIC (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY); DIALECTIC(S) ).
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HOW DO I FEEL? – HOW DO I FEEL?

root problem of dialectic, the absence of CONVERSION. Although his
concern is opposition among theologians, the problem is common
to all fields of inquiry, especially the absence of intellectual
conversion. “The presence or absence of intellectual, of moral, of
religious conversion gives rise to dialectically opposed horizons.
While complementary or genetic differences can be bridged, dialectical differences involve mutual repudiation [see intra Differences
in]. Each considers repudiation of its opposites the one and only intelligent, reasonable, and responsible stand and, when sufficient
sophistication is attained, each seeks a philosophy or a method that
will buttress what are considered appropriate views on the intelligent, the reasonable, the responsible. … There results a babel. All
three types of conversion may be lacking; any one may be present,
or any two, or all three. Even prescinding from differences in the
thoroughness of the conversion, there are eight radically differing
types. Moreover, every investigation is conducted from within
some horizon. This remains true even if one does not know one
operates from within a horizon, or even if one assumes that one
makes no assumptions. Whether they are explicitly acknowledged
or not, dialectically opposed horizons lead to opposed value judgments, opposed accounts of historical movements, opposed interpretations of authors, and different selections of relevant data in
special research [see RESEARCH (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)–SPECIAL].” (M 247-48.)
PERSONAL. “Deliberate DECISION about one’s horizon is high
achievement. For the most part people merely drift into some contemporary horizon [see DRIFTER]. They do not advert to the multiplicity of horizons. They do not exercise their vertical liberty [see
LIBERTY–VERTICAL] by migrating from the one they have inherited to
another they have discovered to be better.” (M 269.) See also intra Conversion and
OF. The possibility of horizon lies in selftranscendence. “One can live in a world, have a horizon, just in the
measure that one is not locked up totally within oneself.” (PTP2 11.)
Note that L structures his explication according to the levels of or
steps to self-transcendence (see SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE-STAGES OF), from
sensitive to intellectual to rational to moral.
(1) Sensitive. “The first step in this liberation is the sensitivity we
share with the higher animals. But while they are confined to a
habitat, we live within a universe, because beyond sensitivity we
question, and our questioning is unrestricted.” (PTP2 11.)

POSSIBILITY

(2) Intellectual. “There are questions for intelligence. We ask
what and why and how and how often. And our answers unify
and relate, classify and construct, serialize and generalize. From
the narrow strip of space-time open to immediate experience, we
move towards the construction of a [WORLDVIEW(S)] and towards the
exploration of what we ourselves could be and could do.” (PTP2 11.)
(3) Rational. “On questions for intelligence follow questions for
reflection. We move beyond imagination and guesswork, idea
and hypothesis, theory and system, to ask whether or not this
really is so or that really could be. Now self-transcendence [see
SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE] takes on a new meaning; it not merely goes
beyond the subject [see SUBJECT, THE] but also seeks what is independent of the subject. For a judgment that this or that really is

so reports, not what appears to me, not what I imagine, not what
I think, not what I would be inclined to say, not what seems to be
so, but what is so. … Still, such self-transcendence is only intentional, only cognitional; it is in the order not of doing but only of
knowing.” (PTP2 11-12.)
(4) Moral. “On the final level of questions, questions for deliberation, self-transcendence [see SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE] ceases to be
intentional and becomes real [moral]. For when we ask whether
this or that is worth while, whether it is not just apparently but
truly good, then we are inquiring, not about feelings of pleasure
or pain, not about comfort or ill ease, not about sensitive spontaneity, but about objective [VALUE(S)]. Because we can ask such
questions and answer them and live by the answers, we can effect in our living a real self-transcendence. That real selftranscendence is the possibility of benevolence and beneficence,
of willing what is truly good and doing it, of collaboration and
true love, of swinging completely out of the habitat of an animal
and of becoming a genuine person in a human society [see AUTHENTICITY].” (PTP2 12.)
SCHOLARLY. See SCHOLAR, SCHOLARLY–HORIZON
STEPS TO. See intra Possibility of
STRUCTURE OF. “Horizons … are the structured resultant of past
achievement and, as well, both the condition and the limitation of
further development. They are structured. All learning is, not a
mere addition to previous learning, but rather an organic growth
out of it. So all our intentions, statements, deeds stand within contexts. To such contexts we appeal when we outline the reasons for
our goals, when we clarify, amplify, qualify our statements, or
when we explain our deeds. Within such contexts must be fitted
each new item of knowledge and each new factor in our attitudes.
What does not fit, will not be noticed or, if forced on our attention,
it will seem irrelevant or unimportant. Horizons then are the sweep
of our interests and of our knowledge; they are the fertile source of
further knowledge and care; but they also are the boundaries that
limit our capacities for assimilating more than we already have attained.” (M 237.)

HOW DO I FEEL?: Lonergan makes these remarks about Robert M.
Doran’s fourth conversion (with intellectual, moral, religious), the
psychic (see CONVERSION–PSYCHIC). Psychic conversion “occurs when we
uncover within ourselves the working of our own psyches, the élan
vital which according to Ira Progoff has two manifestations. There
are the dynatypes and the cognitypes. The cognitypes are symbols.
The dynatypes are the root of the life-styles to which we are attracted, in which we excel, with which we find ourselves most easily
content. [Progoff, Depth Psychology and Modern Man 182-88.] By the dynatypes our
vital energies are programmed; by the cognitypes they are released.
The spontaneity that has been observed in the hummingbird for the
first time building a nest also has its counterpart in us. But in us that
counterpart is complemented, transposed, extended by the symbols
and stories that mediate between our vital energies and our intelligent, reasonable, responsible lives. … With me he would ask,
‘Why?’ ‘Is that so?’ ‘Is it worthwhile?’ But to these three he would
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add a fourth. It is Heidegger’s Befindlichkeit taken as the existential
question, ‘How do I feel?’ It is not just the question but also each
one’s intelligent answer, reasonable judgment, responsible acceptance.” (PTP2 390.) See FEELINGS
HUMAN: See also HUMANITY; SUBJECT, THE

EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–AND IDEA OF BEING
AFFAIRS. Human affairs are governed by people who obey or disobey the transcendental precepts to be attentive, intelligent, reasonable, and responsible (see TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS). Therefore they
are subject to the underlying dynamisms of all development denoted in the subentries.
AND STATISTICAL COM-

PARED–LAWS-IN HUMAN AFFAIRS

Dynamism in. See CLASSICAL

der AUTHENTICITY ■ FREEDOM ■ GOOD, THE–OF ORDER-AND CHOICE ■ WILL ■ WILLING–HABIT OF ■ WILLINGNESS.
And extrapolation. See EXTRAPOLATION–HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL
And myth/metaphysics. See

MYTH–AND METAPHYSICS-AND HUMAN DEVELOP-

MENT

ACHIEVEMENT, LIMIT OF. “The idea of being is absolutely transcendent. For it is the content of an act of unrestricted understanding.
But such an act not only takes us beyond all human achievement
but also assigns the ultimate limit to the whole process of going
beyond. Insights and viewpoints can be transcended as long as further questions can be asked. But once all about all is understood,
there is no room for further questions.” (In 666.) See ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S

Classical and statistical laws in. See CLASSICAL
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AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–LAWS-IN HUMAN AF-

FAIRS

Emergent Probability and. See EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND HUMAN AFFAIRS
Schemes of recurrence in. See EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND HUMAN AFFAIRS
L calls attention to Merleau-Ponty’s Phenomenology of Perception “in which a large number of our sense perceptions are explained in terms of our own bodies. … He works it out in beautiful
detail. In a sense, I believe his work is an attack on behaviorism.
But an awful lot of our perceiving would not be possible without
our bodies, not merely that we need our senses, but that we need
the whole body.” (UB 289.) “There is a sensitive basis for communication by the mere fact of the presence of another, and still more so
by the presence of another who is known and is the object of affection, and so on. The communication that arises on that base takes
place through signs, through the human body. The cluster of insights is not any disembodied thing that rests upon technical language aiming at universality and at the satisfaction of the logical
requirements of the possibility of a deductive system. It is immanent in this sensitive being. Man is an animal who also understands, and his understanding is the accidental form, as it were, of
his physical appearance. It is said that anyone over thirty is responsible for his face, and that is one way of putting it. In other words,
one communicates, one is already in communication, by virtue of
the fact that one is understanding; and what communication aims at
is the communication of that understanding.” (UB 89.)
COMMUNICATION. See COMMUNICATION–AND COMMON SENSE
CULTURE. See CULTURE, CULTURAL
DEVELOPMENT. Key elements of human development are found under CONVERSION ■ SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER ■ SELF-APPROPRIATION ■
BODY.

SUBJECT, THE

And choice. “CHOICE is a determinant in personal development and
in objective process.” (UB 229.) Directly relevant data are found un-

And self-control. See SELF ...–CONTROL
And self-knowledge. See SELF ...–KNOWLEDGE-AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
Downward/upward. “Human development is of two types. There
is development from below upwards: experience, understanding,
judgments of fact, judgments of value [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–
OPERATIONS]. That is the way we appropriate, make things our own.
On the other hand, there is development from above downwards,
the benefits of acculturation, socialization, education, the transmission of the tradition. Without that transmission of the tradition
we would all still be at the earliest stage of the preliterate tribe,
and we would have no possibility of getting beyond it because
there would be no transmitting what anyone did achieve; we
would always start at square one. So there is the presupposition
of the transmission of past achievement, and that is from above
downwards. It is insofar as one belongs to the group, is attached
to the group, attached to its ways, that you have the transmission.
On the other hand, if there is simply tradition without that personal appropriation of drawing upon one’s own personal experience, having one’s insights validated by one’s own experience,
then one is not on one’s own.” (PTP2 340.) See SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE-AS
ACHIEVEMENT, -AS INHERITANCE
Ethical. See ETHICS–DEVELOPMENT OF
Intellectual. The context is philosophy and self-development.
“Besides the objective side of the problem, which comes most
into view when one talks about integration, there is the subjective side of the problem, and that is the fundamental side. That is
the real block. According to the French existentialists … man is
defined, not by some static essence that he has at first, but by an
exigence, by a requirement to become intelligent and rational or
whatever the ideal formulated by the particular existentialist may
be. Quite clearly, there is a point to that. Everyone has his own
personal development, and that development is not exclusively in
the moral field. There is also a development on the purely intellectual side. SELF-APPROPRIATION is a function of the self that is appropriated, and development in the self is a prerequisite for
having something to appropriate that will be adequate to the task
of integration in philosophy …. We make ourselves. It is not
only that knowledge is an ideal and that its precise nature is
something that has to be discovered in the pursuit of knowledge
itself; but we ourselves are selves that develop. We develop in response to situations, outside influences, but we also develop
from within. That development from within is the fundamental
problem: becoming aware, explicitly conscious, of what intelligence is; becoming explicitly conscious of what judgment is; and
seeing the philosophic implications of what intelligence and
judgment are.” (UB 98-99.) See also INTEGRATOR–OF INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT

And common sense. See COMMON SENSE–AS INTELLECTUAL-DEVELOPMENT
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And higher integrations. See
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

DEVELOPMENT–NOTION OF ■ INTEGRATION(S)–IN
■ INTEGRATOR–OF INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT

And law of effect. See intra Development, laws of (4)-(1) effect
And law of genuineness. See intra Development, laws of (4)-(4) genuineness
And law of integration. See intra Development, laws of (4)-(2) integration
And law of limitation and transcendence. See intra Development, laws of
(4)-(3) limitation and transcendence
And self-knowledge. See SELF …–KNOWLEDGE-AND METAPHYSICS
And tension. See INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–TENSION(S) PRECEDING
And universe of being. See HUMANITY–AND UNIVERSE OF BEING
As dialectical. See SUBJECT, THE–DRAMATIC-DIALECTIC OF
Of will. See WILL–DEVELOPMENT OF

Problem of, main. “If a vacuum exists in the popular mind, a terrific irrational national convulsion can result. This is one of the
main problems of our time. We cannot be content merely to
make more cultivated and more civilized the intelligent and rational part of Trobriand [an isolated archipelago] living, while
maintaining a surrounding no man’s land which used to be inhabited by myth and magic but which is now empty—we do not admit, Here be strange beasts [designation for terra incognita on
early maps]; we simply do not bother about it. The real problem
of human development is the problem of occupying this territory,
this blank, with intelligence and reasonableness, just as we have
occupied the territory that can be controlled by sensible consequences.” (UB 101.) See also intra Development-intellectual
Problem of, real . “The scientist is completely intelligent and rational; he wants anything he does or thinks to have a justification
in its sensible consequences. His conception of science is a development of the intelligent and rational department of primitive
living. But instead of myth and magic on the other side, he has
antimyth and antimagic—a blank. He knows nothing about these
things; he is an agnostic; and for a great part of his life he does
not worry about it. … But while the person who is a scientist or a
mathematician does not suffer too much from that blank, the
general population does suffer. … The real problem of human
development is the problem of occupying this territory, this
blank, with intelligence and reasonableness, just as we have occupied the territory that can be controlled by sensible consequences. … What is to be done about this? That is a further
question, and still more practical questions are still more remote;
but I think that this fundamental issue has to be faced. Unless we
ask for a rather full account of knowledge, and then ask whether
that type of knowledge exists, what we are doing is affirming
something that is very abstract; because it is abstract, it will be
found alien. The philosophy department becomes just another
department, and it is alien to everyone else; it is alien to the students—they are not interested in it; and it is alien to the specialists in other fields. That ALIENATION becomes mediation, it becomes
a source of correcting the situation, insofar as we confront the
problem intelligently and attempt to meet it deliberately. In other

words, the issue is practical in a fundamental sense of selfdevelopment, of development of the self that is to be appropriated.” (In 101-02.) See also intra Development-intellectual
Sustained. See

INTEGRATION(S)–IN HUMAN DEVELOPMENT-AS DEMANDED IN HUMAN

SITUATION

Upward. See intra Development-downward/upward
DEVELOPMENT, LAWS OF (4). These laws are core elements of L’s theory of human development, itself part of his comprehensive theory
of DEVELOPMENT. Prior to explicating the laws, L explains certain
principles of development that help one understand the dynamics
of the laws from beginning (emergence), to middle (correspondence), to end (finality).
(1) Effect. “It contends that development takes place along lines
of successful functioning. Thus, a tree in a forest puts forth
branches and leaves not to its sides but at its top. Now such a
principle offers a specification of the operator [see OPERATOR(S)–
HIGHER INTEGRATIONS AS]. For the operator is the higher system on the
move [see SYSTEM(S)–HIGHER, –MOVING/ON THE MOVE]. The higher system is
the ground of the flexible circle of schemes of recurrence [see RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF–FLEXIBLE CIRCLES OF] in which the organism
functions. The law of effect states that the ground of functioning
advances to a new ground of functioning where functioning occurs successfully. Clearly, though this specification of the operator is extremely general, it offers some determination of the
direction of development. Its application to concrete instances
may not only confirm it but also give rise to further questions.
The further questions will lead to further insights and so to still
further questions. In this fashion, one’s understanding of the operator begins to be an instance of higher system on the move in
the development of scientific knowledge of development.” (In 492.)
(2) Integration. “The law of integration … is a declaration of
what is meant by human development. Because man is a unity,
his proper development is no more than initiated when a new
scheme of recurrence [see RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF] is established
in his outward behavior, in his thinking and willing, in his perceptiveness and feeling, in the organic and neural basis of his action. Generally speaking, such an initiation of development
invites complementary adjustments and advances, and unless
they are effected, either the initiated development recedes and atrophies in favor of the dynamic unity of the subject [see SUBJECT,
THE–UNITY OF], or else that unity is sacrificed and deformed to make
man a mere dumping ground for unrelated, unintegrated schemes
of recurrence and modes of behavior.” (In 497.)
(3) Limitation and transcendence. From these and the wealth of
technical terms cross-referenced below, the reader can estimate
the complexity of this law and its relations, and the effort required to gain unified understand of them. Here, a simplified
general statement of the core of the law is followed by a key portion of L’s very technical explanation (In 497-502).
In the human subject there is conscious tension between limitation and transcendence. The law of limitation and transcendence is a law of tension. “On the one hand, development is in
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the subject and of the subject; on the other hand, it is from the
subject as he is and towards the subject as he is to be. … Its
point of departure necessarily is the subject as he happens to be;
but its direction is against his remaining as he is; and though its
term will involve him in a fresh temptation to inertial repetition
and recurrence, that term is to be approached only by breaking
away from the inertia of his prior stage.” (In 497.) We resist personal development, yet develop we must or suffer serious consequences. The content of the law is simply stated: “As a man
cannot divest himself of his animality, so he cannot put off the
eros of his mind. To inquire and understand, to reflect and
judge, to deliberate and choose are as much an exigence of human nature as waking and sleeping, eating and drinking, talking
and loving. Nor is there any escape from the universe of being
and its intelligible order by devising some particular type of
metaphysics or countermetaphysics. For the universe of being
is whatever is intelligently grasped and reasonably affirmed; by
its definition it includes an intelligible order; and to set up as a
philosopher of any school whatever, one has to claim to understand and pretend to be reasonable. … It is this heightened tension that in human development supplies the content of the
compound, antithetical law of limitation and transcendence.” (In

between limitation and transcendence; and it is no vague tension between limitation in general and transcendence in general, but an unwelcome invasion of consciousness by opposed
apprehensions of oneself as one concretely is and as one concretely is to be.” (In 501-02.) See also SELF ....–TRANSCENDENCE ■ I–AND IT ■
TENSION(S)–FROM MORAL IMPOTENCE

(4) Genuineness. “The law of genuineness can be put as follows.
Every development involves a starting point in the subject as he
is, a term in the subject as he is to be, and a process from the
starting point to the term. However, inasmuch as a development
is conscious, there is some apprehension of the starting point, the
term, and the process. But such apprehensions may be correct or
mistaken. If they are correct, the conscious and unconscious
components of the development are operating from the same base
along the same route to the same goal. If they are mistaken, the
conscious and unconscious components, to a greater or less extent, are operating at cross-purposes. Such a conflict is inimical to
the development, and so we have the conditional law of genuineness, namely, that if a development is conscious, then its success
demands correct apprehensions of its starting point, its process,
and its goal.” (In 500.) See intra Development, laws of (4)-(4) genuineness;
see also GENUINENESS

498-99.)

In this highly technical excerpt, L writes that “all development involves a TENSION between limitation [see LIMIT(S)/LIMITATION]
and TRANSCENDENCE.” As above, he contrasts the subject [see SUBJECT, THE] as he or she is and the same subject in process of development. “On the one hand, there is the subject as he is
functioning more or less successfully in a flexible circle of
ranges of schemes of recurrence [see RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF–
FLEXIBLE CIRCLES OF]. On the other hand, there is the subject as a
higher SYSTEM(S)–ON THE MOVE. One and the same reality is both INTEGRATOR and operator [see OPERATOR(S)]; but the operator is relentless in transforming the integrator. The integrator resides in
successive levels of interrelated conjugate forms [see CONJUGATE
(ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–FORM] that are more familiar under
the common name of acquired HABIT(S). But habits are inertial.
The whole tendency of present perceptiveness, of present affectivity and aggressivity, of present ways of understanding and
judging, deliberating and choosing, speaking and doing [see
COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS] is for them to remain as they are.
Against this solid and salutary conservatism, however, there
operate the same principles that gave rise to the acquired habits
and now persist in attempting to transform them. Unconsciously operative is the FINALITY that consists in the upwardly
but indeterminately directed dynamism of all proportionate being [see BEING–PROPORTIONATE]. Consciously operative is the detached and disinterested desire [see DESIRE TO KNOW] raising ever
further questions. Among the topics for questioning are one’s
own UNCONSCIOUS initiatives, their subsumption under the general
order intelligence discovers in the universe of being [see BEING–
UNIVERSE OF], their integration [see INTEGRATION(S)] in the fabric of
one’s habitual living. So there emerges into CONSCIOUSNESS a
concrete apprehension of an obviously practicable and proximate ideal self; but along with it there also emerges the tension
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Other entries that illuminate human development include: AUTHENTICITY ■ BIAS ■ CONVERSION ■ INAUTHENTIC, INAUTHENTICITY ■ INTERIORITY

■ INTERSUBJECTIVITY ■ LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–NATURAL ■ LIBERATION ■ OPENNESS–AND THE PURE DESIRE TO KNOW ■ SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER, .–
TRANSCENDENCE ■ SELF …–APPROPRIATION ■ SUBJECT, THE–DIALECTIC OF

ERROR.
FACT.

See ERROR

See FACT–AMBIVALENCE OF HUMAN, SOCIAL

FORM, CENTRAL.
GENUINENESS.

See FORM–HUMAN CENTRAL

See intra Development, laws of (4)-(4) genuineness; see also

GENUINENESS
GOOD.

The human good is most succinctly stated in VALUE(S)–SCALE OF.

See also intra Good-structure of

And community. See COMMUNITY–AS COOPERATIVE-AND HUMAN GOOD
And task(s). See COMMUNITY–AS COOPERATIVE
Notion of. “The transcendental notion of value is what you are intending whenever you are asking a question for deliberation [see
DELIBERATION–QUESTIONS FOR]. You haven’t got the answer yet, but it is
the principle of all the questions for deliberation. … When you
objectify your transcendental notion of value [see NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL–GOODNESS/VALUE] you talk about the good, what’s worthwhile, what’s right.” (PTP2 151-52.)
Structure of. “The structure stands on three levels. On a first
level one considers the needs and capacities of individuals, their
operations which within society become cooperations, and the
resultant recurrent instances of the particular good. On a second
level one considers their plasticity and perfectibility, their training for assuming roles and performing tasks within already understood and accepted modes and styles of cooperating, and their
actual performance which results in the functioning or malfunctioning of the good of order. On a third level one considers individuals as free and responsible, adverts to their basic options for
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HUMAN – HUMAN

SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE or for ALIENATION, examines their personal relations with other individuals or groups within the society, and
notes the terminal values they bring about in themselves and encourage in others. Since all human beings have needs, and since
needs are far better met through cooperation, the social structure
of the good is a universal phenomenon. But it is realized in an
enormous variety of stages of technological, economic, political,
cultural, and religious development.” (M 359-60.) For a more detailed account see Table 2 p. 563.
KNOWING. See KNOWING
KNOWLEDGE. See KNOWLEDGE
LIBERATION. See LIBERATION
LIVING.

It can be said that every entry herein is directly or indirectly
concerned with some aspect of human living. See intra Studies; see

also PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE

And functional specialization. See intra Studies-and functional specialization

And good of order. See GOOD, THE–OF ORDER-AND HUMAN LIVING
And images. See IMAGE–AND SELF-APPROPRIATION
And knowledge. See KNOWLEDGE–AND HUMAN LIVING
And meaning. See MEANING–AND HUMAN LIVING
And patterns of experience. See PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–DRAMATIC
And symbols. See SYMBOL(S)–AND HUMAN LIVING
Art of. See PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–DRAMATIC; ART–OF LIVING
As self-expressive. See intra Studies
Control of. See TRANSPOSITION–FROM SELF-KNOWLEDGE/METAPHYSICS TO IMAGES;
LIMIT(S)/LIMITATION–OF EFFECTIVE FREEDOM

Flexibility of. See SUBJECT, THE–DRAMATIC-ELEMENTS IN-FLEXIBILITY
Higher integration in. See

INTEGRATION(S)–IN HUMAN DEVELOPMENT-AS DE-

MANDED IN HUMAN SITUATION

Orientation of. See SCIENTIFIC–OBSERVATION
Sensitive. See CONTROL–OF SENSITIVE LIVING/EXPERIENCE
MIND. See MIND
NATURE.

L’s concern with humanity is not in terms of abstract human nature but with the self-transcending Subject (see SELF ...–
TRANSCENDENCE). See also HUMANITY–AS CONCEPT, –CENTRAL FORM OF
And cognitional theory. See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY-REVISION OF
And correlations. See CORRELATION(S)–AND STUDY OF HUMAN NATURE
And cosmopolis. See COSMOPOLIS–PROPERTIES OF (4)-(3) SPEAKS THE SIMPLE
TRUTH

And deliberation/choice. See CONSCIOUSNESS–TENSION OF
And spirit. See intra Spirit
As immutable. See DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS–AS BASIS OF EXPLANATION
PERSON. L contrasts person and Subject. From conception to death
one is always a person at some stage of development. To be a Subject, however, requires being awake and taking deliberate control of
one’s personal development. See SUBJECT, THE; PERSON(S)

Unity of. “This brings us to our third special question of unity
[see UNIVERSE–UNITY OF; THING(S)–UNITY OF], for man is one yet both material and spiritual. Man is one. No less than electrons and atoms,
plants and animals, man is individual by his central potency, one
in nature by his central form, existent by his central act [see CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES]. Moreover, this basic unity extends to the distinctive conjugates of human intellectual activity .
The conjugate forms [see CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–
FORM] of the atom constitute the higher system of the atom’s own
subatomic events. The conjugate forms of the organism constitute the higher system of the organism’s own chemical processes.
The conjugate forms of the psyche constitute the higher system
of the animal’s own organic processes. In like manner, the conjugate forms of human intellectual activity constitute the higher
system of man’s sensitive living [see CONTROL–OF SENSITIVE LIVING/EXPERIENCE]. In each case an otherwise coincidental manifold
[see MANIFOLD(S)–COINCIDENTAL] of lower conjugate acts is rendered
SYSTEMATIC by conjugate forms on a higher level.” (In 538.)
SCIENCES. See SCIENCE(S)–HUMAN
SPIRIT. “We are not relativists, and so we acknowledge something
substantial and common to human nature and human activity; but
that we place not in eternally valid propositions but in the quite
open structure of the human spirit—in the ever immanent and operative though unexpressed transcendental precepts: Be attentive,
Be intelligent, Be reasonable, Be responsible [see TRANSCENDENTAL–
PRECEPTS].” (M 302.)
SPONTANEITY. See SPONTANEITY–AND INTERSUBJECTIVITY
STUDIES.

“Living expresses itself. In the expression there is present
the expressed. So the data of human studies are not just given; by
themselves, prior to any interpretation, they are expressions, manifestations, objectifications of human living. Further, when they are
understood by an interpreter, there also is understood the living that
is expressed, manifested, objectified. Finally, just as an interpretation expresses and communicates an interpreter’s understanding, so
too the objectifications of living are living’s own interpretation of
itself.” (M 210-11.)
And culture. “The contemporary notion of culture is empirical. A
culture is a set of meanings and values informing a common way
of life, and there are as many cultures as there are distinct sets of
such meanings and values. … This manner of conceiving culture
is relatively recent. It is a product of empirical human studies.” (M
301.) See also CULTURE, CULTURAL–VIEW OF-MODERN/EMPIRICAL

And dialectic. “In historical and empirical human studies scholars and scientists do not always agree. Here too, then, there is a
place for dialectic [see DIALECTIC(S)] that assembles differences,
classifies them, goes to their roots, and pushes them to extremes
by developing alleged positions while reversing alleged counterpositions [see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION]. … In this fashion any
ideological [see IDEOLOGY] intrusion into scholarly or scientific
human studies is filtered out.” (M 365.)
And functional specialization. “The functional specialties of research, interpretation, and history can be applied to the data of

HUMANITY – HUMANITY

any sphere of scholarly human studies [see FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES–
DYNAMIC UNITY OF-FIRST PHASE]. The same three specialties when conceived, not as specialties, but simply as experience, understanding, and judgment [see KNOWING–STRUCTURE OF], can be applied to the
data of any sphere of human living to obtain the classical principles and laws or the statistical trends of scientific human studies.”
(M 364-65.)

And ideological intrusion. See intra Studies-and dialectic
And scholarship. See SCHOLARSHIP–AND HUMAN STUDIES
SUBJECT. See SUBJECT, THE
HUMANITY: See also HUMAN

AND BIAS.

See BIAS

AND DIALECTIC.

See

INTEGRATION(S)–IN HUMAN DEVELOPMENT-AS DEMANDED IN HU-

MAN SITUATION

AND GOD.

See PHILOSOPHY OF GOD–AND RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE

AND ORDER OF THE UNIVERSE.

‘this humanity’—and as such they have only a remote relation to
If your concept is ‘man,’ you are seeing the implication of
existence in essence; your concept of being involves not only the
conception of the essence, the compound of matter and form, but
also the intention of existence, the question of existence. Being as
what, as a concept, an object of thought, is matter, form, and existence, where matter and form give you ‘humanity,’ and the question of existence, about to be raised, supplies the other component.
If you do not have a precise cognitional analysis [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–ANALYSIS], this question is very difficult to handle.” (UB 211.) See
BEING.

also intra As abstract
AS DRAMATIC.

AND ANIMALITY. Humanity “is an animal for whom mere animality
is indecent. It is true enough that eating and drinking are biological
performances. But in man they are dignified by their spatial and
psychological separation from the farm, the abattoir, the kitchen;
they are ornamented by the elaborate equipment of the dining
room, by the table manners imposed upon children, by the deportment of adult convention. Again, clothes are not a simple-minded
matter of keeping warm. They are the colored plumes of birds as
well as the furs of animals. They disguise as well as cover and
adorn, for man’s sensible and sensing body must not appear to be
merely a biological unit. Sex, finally, is manifestly biological yet
not merely so. On this point man can be so insistent that, within
the context of human living, sex becomes a great mystery,
shrouded in the delicacy of indirect speech, enveloped in an aura
of romantic idealism, enshrined in the sanctity of the home.” (In 210.)

See UNIVERSE–ORDER OF-HUMANITY’S ENTRY INTO

AS ABSTRACT.

“When you have an insight, you are given certain
data, and you ask, ‘Why are these data a man?’ You grasp form,
soul, and then you form the concept. You combine these data with
this intelligible unity as you utter a concept. What is the concept
that you utter, humanity or man? What do you know by combining
matter and form? What do you know where matter is particular,
insofar as you are not forming a universal concept but a particular
concept, even when you are dealing with the question of subsistence? Is it just matter and form, or is it matter and form as a differentiation of being? If it is just matter and form, what you
conceive as a result of grasping soul in these data is humanity; but
if it is this matter and form as a determination of being, it is a man.
Humanity, id quo est [that by which (a thing) is], is abstract; man,
id quod est [that which is], is concrete. Humanity is a principle
limiting the being to being a man.” (UB 152.) See also intra As concept
AS BEING IN PROCESS. See HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT
AS COMPOUND-IN-TENSION. “As the dialectic in the individual and in
society reveals [see SUBJECT, THE–DRAMATIC-DIALECTIC OF-VS D. OF COMMUNITY],
man is a compound-in-tension of INTELLIGENCE and INTERSUBJECTIVITY
….” (In 261.)
AS CONCEPT. “Your concepts may be of ESSENCE—‘humanity’ or
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See PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–DRAMATIC

AS DYNAMIC SYSTEM.

“Man is the being in whom the highest level
of integration is, not a static system, nor some dynamic system, but
a variable manifold of dynamic systems [see SYSTEM(S)–DYNAMIC]. For
the successive systems that express the development of human understanding are systems that regard the universe of being [see BEING–
UNIVERSE OF] in all its departments. To that development the human
organism and the human psyche have to find appropriate adaptations. In consequence of that development, the range of human
skills and techniques, of economies and polities, of sciences and
philosophies, of cultures and religions is diversified. Only the
broadest possible set of concepts can provide the initial basis and
the field of differences that will be adequate to dealing with a variable set of moving systems [see SYSTEM(S)–MOVING/ON THE MOVE] that regard the universe of being. Only a critical METAPHYSICS that envisages
at once positions and counterpositions [see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION] can hope to present successfully the complex alternatives that
arise in the pursuit of the human sciences [see SCIENCE(S)–HUMAN], in
which both the men under inquiry and the men that are inquiring
may or may not be involved in the ever possible and ever varied
aberrations of polymorphic consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–POLYMORPHISM OF HUMAN].” (In 532.)
AS POLYMORPHIC. See CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–POLYMORPHISM OF HUMAN
AS SOURCE OF HIGHER SYSTEMS. See SYSTEM(S)–HIGHER-HUMANITY SOURCE OF
CENTRAL FORM OF. “Man, the concrete being, is both material and
spiritual; he is material by his physical, chemical, organic, and sensitive conjugates; he is spiritual by his intellectual conjugates. Still,
man is not just an assemblage of conjugates; he is intelligibly one,
and that unity has its metaphysical ground in his central form [see
CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–FORM]. As was seen in the
chapter on self-affirmation [In ch. 11; see SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE
KNOWER], a single knower must be conscious empirically, intelligently, and rationally [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)]. Not
only is there a unity on the side of the object, inasmuch as the experienced is also understood, and the understood is also affirmed.
There is needed the prior unity on the side of the subject, inasmuch
as the one that inquires and understands must be identical with the
one that experiences, and the one that reflects and grasps the unconditioned [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–REFLECTIVE-AND VIRTUALLY UNCONDITIONED] must be identical with the one that both experiences and
understands. Now it is central form that constitutes the metaphysical ground of the truth of affirming that unity. But are we to say
that man’s central form is material or spiritual?” (In 541.) See also
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HUMOR/SATIRE – HYPOTHESIS

FORM–HUMAN CENTRAL
CIRCUITS IN HISTORY OF.
DEVELOPMENT OF.
FINALITY IN.

See HISTORY–CIRCUITS OF

See HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT

See FINALITY–VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL

AS GENUS AND SPECIES.

“Man … is at once explanatory genus and
explanatory species [see GENUS–EXPLANATORY]. He is explanatory genus,
for he represents a higher system beyond sensibility. But that genus
is coincident with species, for it is not just a higher system but a
source of higher systems [see SYSTEM(S)–HIGHER-HUMANITY SOURCE OF]. In
man there occurs the transition from the INTELLIGIBLE to the INTELLIGENT.” (In 292.)
LIBERATION OF. See LIBERATION
SCIENCE OF. See SCIENCE(S)–HUMAN
SPONTANEITY OF. See SPONTANEITY–AND INTERSUBJECTIVITY
TENSIONS IN. See INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–TENSION(S) PRECEDING
UNITY OF. See intra Central form of; see also CONTROL–OF SENSITIVE LIVING/EXPERIENCE; HUMAN–PERSON-UNITY OF
HUMOR/SATIRE: The larger context is the possibility of ethics (In ch.
18; see ETHICS–POSSIBILITY OF). The topic of possible functions of satire
and humor arises in L’s discussion of the problem of liberation (see
LIBERATION–PROBLEM OF ETHICAL). “Kierkegaardian thought draws attention
to an aesthetic, an ethical, and a religious sphere of existential subjectivity, and it finds in irony the means of effecting the transition from
the first to the second, and in humor the means for development from
the second to the third.” (In 647.)
AND POSITIONS/ COUNTERPOSITIONS. See POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION–
AND THE ETHICAL

CONTEXT.

“The concrete being of man, then, is being in process.
His existing lies in developing [see HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT]. His unrestricted DESIRE TO KNOW heads him ever towards a known unknown.
His sensitivity matches the operator of his intellectual advance with
a capacity and a need to respond to a further reality than meets the
eye and to grope his way towards it. Still, this basic, indeterminately directed dynamism has its ground in potency; it is without
the settled assurance and efficacy of form; it tends to be shouldered
out of the busy day, to make its force felt in the tranquility of darkness, in the solitude of loneliness, in the shattering upheavals of
personal or social disaster. … It is in this context that the profound
significance of satire and of humor comes to light.” (In 648-49.) See intra Significance of

POSSIBLE FUNCTIONS OF.

“Satire breaks in upon the busy day. It puts
printers to work, competes on the glossy page of advertisement,
challenges even the enclaves of bright chatter. It enters not by argument but by laughter. For argument would presuppose premises,
and premises that would be accepted easily also would be mistaken. But laughter supposes only human nature, and men there
are. Moreover, as it is without logical presuppositions, so it occurs
with apparent purposelessness; and that too is highly important for,
if men are afraid to think, they may not be afraid to laugh. Yet
proofless, purposeless laughter can dissolve honored pretence; it

can disrupt conventional humbug; it can disillusion man of his
most cherished illusions, for it is in league with the detached, disinterested, unrestricted desire to know. … Satire laughs at, humor
laughs with. Satire would depict the counter-positions in their current concrete features, and by that serene act of cool objectification
it would hurry them to their destiny of bringing about their own reversal. In contrast, humor keeps the positions in contact with human limitations and human infirmity. It listens with sincere respect
to the Stoic description of the Wise Man, and then requests an introduction. It has an honest admiration for the blueprints of Utopia,
but it also has a vivid imagination that puts a familiar Tom and
Dick and Harry in the unfamiliar roles. It questions neither aspirations nor ideals nor high seriousness nor earnest purpose nor selfsacrificing generosity; but it knows the difference between promise
and fulfilment, and it refuses to calculate without men as they are,
without me as I am. For if satire becomes red with indignation,
humor blushes with humility.” (In 649.)
SIGNIFICANCE OF.

This entry flows from intra Context. “The significance of satire and humor is, I suggest, out of proportion to their efficacy. Because counterpositions [see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION]
commonly keep shifting their ground, the satirist is likely to clip
one head off the monster he attacks only to witness another sprout
out in its place. Again, because the point of humor is TRANSCENDENT,
it is apt to be missed. But if satire and humor are weighed, not by
the results they obtain, but by the potentialities they reveal, then
theirs is the signal importance of marking with a chortle the chasms
that divide successive orientations of man’s polymorphic consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–POLYMORPHISM OF HUMAN]. For as
satire can help man swing out of the self-centeredness of an animal
in a habitat to the UNIVERSAL VIEWPOINT of an intelligent and reasonable
being, so humor can aid him to the discovery of the complex problem of grasping and holding the nettle of a restricted effective freedom [see FREEDOM–EFFECTIVE].” (In 649.)
HYLEMORPHISM (HYLOMORPHISM): The Aristotelian theory that
every natural body is composed of prime matter (see MATTER–PRIME) and
substantial form (see FORM–SUBSTANTIAL). “Because we conceive realities
by means of sensation and understanding, it is necessary that they be
composed of matter and form.” (S 207.) “One can only marvel at his
discovery of hylomorphism. … Aristotle did not state that all material things were composed of FORM and MATTER because he had perceived a form or QUIDDITY in each and every sensible object; rather,
because he had thoroughly understood the nature of human inquiry
and intelligence, he came to the conclusion that material things were
humanly knowable insofar as they consisted of two elements, one
material, known by the senses, and the other formal, known through
the intellect. For this reason, no matter how much human knowledge
advances, it will always progress by means of sense and intellect and
therefore always know a thing constituted by matter and form.” (S 583.)
HYPOTHESIS:

“A hypothesis … is a conceptual and also verbal expression that states a principle, that proceeds from an act of understanding, and that solves some primary problem. A hypothesis, of
itself, is neither true nor false; nevertheless, it can be true. A hypothesis is more probable the more problems it has the potential of solv-

HYPOTHETICAL – HYPOTHETICAL

ing. And it moves closer to certitude as every other way of solving
the same problems equally well or better is excluded.” (S 43.) In Insight, hypothesis always means unverified understanding. When verified, understanding becomes KNOWLEDGE. See also HYPOTHETICAL
AND BELIEF. See BELIEF–AND SCIENCE
AND EXPLANATION. See DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS–AS BASIS OF EXPLANATION; DESCRIPTION–AND EXPLANATION-ON THE BASIS OF SENSE/CONSCIOUSNESS
AND EXPRESSION.

See

INTERPRETATION–SKETCH OF METHOD FOR-(4) HYPOTHETICAL

EXPRESSIONS

AND FORMULATION.

See FORMULATION–AS HYPOTHETICAL

AND IDEAL TYPES, MODELS.

See IDEAL(S)–TYPES-AND HYPOTHESES

AND INSIGHT. “Insight is not simply a hypothesis. A behaviorist or
a certain type of linguistic analyst may say that intelligence, insight, has a meaning insofar as there are modes of external behavior that show a man to be intelligent. If that were the only
evidence, insight would be a hypothetical entity used to account
for that type of behavior. But if, in your presence to yourself within your own CONSCIOUSNESS, you are aware that there occur jumps,
that periods of darkness are followed by periods of increasing
light, catching on, understanding things and seeing how they hold
together, then insight is not simply a hypothetical entity but something that is verified in your experience.” (UB 142.)
AND INTELLIGIBILITY.

The context is the Canon of Relevance (see
“It notes that this
intelligibility [in the immediate DATA–OF SENSE as related not to our
senses but to one another] is hypothetical. It does not impose itself
upon us, as does the multiplication table or the binomial theorem.
It announces itself as a possibility, as what could be the relevant
correlation or function or law. Now the necessary must be, but the
possible, though it can be, may in fact be or not be. Hence empirical science rests upon two distinct grounds: as insight grasping
possibility, it is science; as verification selecting the possibilities
that in fact are realized, it is EMPIRICAL.” (In 101.)
CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(3) OF RELEVANCE).

AND INTERPRETATION.

See

INTERPRETATION–SKETCH OF METHOD FOR-(4) HYPO-

See

EMERGENT PROBABILITY–OF THINGS (4 POSTULATES)-(4)

IN SCIENTIFIC DEVELOPMENT.

“In the development of science there
is an external circuit. The scientist’s conception is a hypothesis. He
says, ‘Let us suppose that the distance traversed is proportional to
the time squared.’ He starts drawing the conclusions from that hypothesis, but he does not simply say, ‘Therefore, this is so.’ He
tests each one of the conclusions under all possible circumstances,
and by that further testing either he confirms the law which he
proposed as a hypothesis or he finds further data that lead him to
correct it or to move on to the discovery of further laws. In mathematics the circuit—presentations, inquiry, insight, conception—
is immanent [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS-PATTERN OF]; it is sufficient to draw the figures and write down the symbols. But the circuit in science involves dealing with things; it involves, as we will
put it later, a canon of operations [see CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC
METHOD-(2) OF OPERATIONS].” (UB 63.) See also intra In natural science

AND SPHERES OF BEING.

TENCE, LONERGAN’S–ARGUMENT-GENERAL CHARACTER OF ■ CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–DEVELOPMENT OF-MOMENTS IN (10)-(7) ■ INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS–AND SPECULATIVE

SEQUENTIAL

AND THEORY.

a frank confession of ignorance to plausible guesses that head beyond the confines of science.” (In 101.)
IN NATURAL SCIENCE. “In the natural sciences method inculcates a
spirit of inquiry and inquiries recur. It insists on accurate observation and description: both observations and descriptions recur.
Above all, it praises discovery, and discoveries recur. It demands
the formulation of discoveries in hypotheses, and hypotheses recur.
It requires the deduction of the implications of hypotheses, and deductions recur. It keeps urging that experiments be devised and
performed to check the implications of hypotheses against observable fact, and such processes of experimentation recur. … These
distinct and recurrent operations are related. Inquiry transforms
mere experiencing into the scrutiny of observation. What is observed, is pinned down by description. Contrasting descriptions
give rise to problems, and problems are solved by discoveries.
What is discovered is expressed in a hypothesis. From the hypothesis are deduced its implications, and these suggest experiments to be performed. So the many operations are related; the
relations form a pattern; and the pattern defines the right way of
going about a scientific investigation.” (M 4-5.)

HYPOTHETICAL: See also inter alia HYPOTHESIS ■ ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXIS-

THETICAL EXPRESSIONS

AND METHODOLOGY.
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VS PRACTICAL INTELLECT

See BEING–SPHERES OF, DISTINCT

See JUDGMENT(S)–PROBABLE/SCIENTIFIC

CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL.

See

CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–

■ JUDGMENT(S)–PROBABLE/SCIENTIFIC ■ METAPHYSICS–ELEMENTS

■ MODERN, MODERNITY–SCIENCE ■ MORAL–IMPOTENCE ■ NECES-

SITY–AND POSSIBILITY ■ QUESTION(S)–RANGE OF ■ REVISION–OF AFFIRMATION ON GENERA AND
SPECIES

■ SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER-REVISION OF ■ SUBSTANCE–METAPHYSICAL

VS PREDICAMENTAL ■ UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY–AND THE SCIENTIST

VERIFICATION-OF HYPOTHESES

COGNITIONAL THEORY AS.

OF-CONCRETENESS OF

See COGNITION,

COGNITIONAL–THEORY-AS HYPOTHETI-

ANALYTIC PROPOSITIONS AS.

CAL

AND INTERPRETATION.

GENERAL/PARTICULAR.

THETICAL EXPRESSIONS

“The general hypothesis has general presuppositions and implications, and so it can be tested in a variety of
manners; in contrast, the particular hypothesis is an ad hoc construction; it might be true but it also might be mere fiction; and, unfortunately, there is not available the evidence that would enable
one to decide which of these alternatives is correct. It follows from
the canon of parsimony [see CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(4) OF
PARSIMONY], which restricts scientific pronouncements to the verifiable, that holes in their evidence at times force interpreters to prefer

See

COGNITIONAL THEORY AS.

See PROPOSITION(S–ANALYTIC-AS HYPOTHETICAL

INTERPRETATION–SKETCH OF METHOD FOR-(4) HYPO-

See COGNITION,

COGNITIONAL–THEORY-AS HYPOTHETI-

CAL

EXPRESSION.

See

INTERPRETATION–SKETCH OF METHOD FOR-(4) HYPOTHETICAL EX-

PRESSIONS

FORMULATION.
INSIGHT.

See FORMULATION–AS HYPOTHETICAL

See ANALYSIS–METAPHYSICAL-(2) AND THE EXPLANATORY VIEWPOINT

POSSIBILITY AS.

See HYPOTHESIS–AND INTELLIGIBILITY
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I – I

REDUCTION AND ELIMINATION OF.

See DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS–AS BASIS OF

EXPLANATION

SYSTEM AS.

See SYSTEM(S)–AS HYPOTHETICAL

I
I: “Is there an ‘I’? Is the unity that perceives, understands, and judges
merely a postulate, or are my insights into my sensible presentations,
and is the rationality of my judgment dependent upon my insights
and my experience? Is there the one subject [see SUBJECT, THE], not in
the sense of finding the concepts ‘one’ and ‘subject’ in oneself, but in
the sense of finding in oneself somebody at home, presence of the
third type [see SELF-APPROPRIATION–AND PRESENCE-TYPES OF], that is intelligent
and rational and performs activities that are described in this fashion?
… First of all, then, the unity is given. It is on the empirical level [see
EXPERIENCE], where the empirical level does not mean sense, perception, and imagination, but presence in the third sense. The process of
conceiving the knower as characterized by this set of activities is a
process from internal experience to a conception of oneself. It is an
objectification of oneself. It is thinking oneself. When I consider the
possibility that I am a knower, I, as performing all these activities,
am on one side, and I consider a conceptual object on the other side,
namely, ‘a knower in this sense.’ I am both subject and object. As intelligently conceiving, I am the subject; and as intelligently conceived, I am the object. Similarly, on the third level, as rationally
reflecting [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–REFLECTIVE], grasping the unconditioned [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–REFLECTIVE-AND VIRTUALLY UNCONDITIONED], and judging [see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT], I am the subject; but as
affirmed in the judgment ‘I am a knower,’ I am part of the object. So
self-knowledge—the process from being present to oneself, and finding typical activities in that self, to understanding how these activities
are combined, and from that combination working out a theory of
what it is to be a knower—is an objectification of oneself.” (UB 140.)
See also SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER; SUBJECT, THE–OBJECTIFICATION OF
AND FREEDOM. See BREAKDOWN–PSYCHOLOGICAL
AND IT. The larger context is the elements of metaphysic (In ch. 15;
see METAPHYSICS–ELEMENTS OF). In discussing genetic method (see METHOD, GENETIC), L explicates four laws of human development. The
immediate context is the third (see HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT, LAWS OF (4)-(3) LIMITATION AND TRANSCENDENCE). He writes: “All development is development inasmuch as it possesses a point of departure, a concrete
material to be transmuted, but in man this concrete material is
permanent in the self-centered sensitive psyche content to orientate
itself within its visible and palpable environment and to deal with
it successfully. Nor are the pure desire [see DESIRE TO KNOW–PURE] and
the sensitive psyche [see PSYCHE–SENSITIVE] two things, one of them ‘I’
and the other ‘It.’ They are the unfolding on different levels of a
single, individual unity, identity, whole. Both are ‘I,’ and neither is
merely ‘It.’ If my intelligence is mine, so is my sexuality. If my
reasonableness is mine, so are my dreams. If my intelligence and
my reasonableness are to be thought more representative of me
than my organic and psychic spontaneity, that is only in virtue of
the higher integration [see INTEGRATION(S)–HIGHER] that in fact my intel-

ligence and reasonableness succeed in imposing on their underlying manifold [see MANIFOLD(S)], or proleptically, in virtue of the
development in which the higher integration is to achieve a fuller
measure of success. But no matter how full the success, the basic
situation within the self is unchanged, for the perfection of the
higher integration does not eliminate the integrated or modify the
essential opposition between self-centeredness and detachment.
The same ‘I’ on different and related levels of operation retains the
opposed characters.” (In 499.)
AND MY WORLD. “For Heidegger, a fundamental category is Sorge
[concern] correlated with Welt [world]. Dasein is being-in-theworld, and this being-in-the-world is a function of one’s concern.”
(UB 182.) “My world is centered on me, and as I move out from that
center in a series of concentric circles, my concern steadily decreases. If you think of a bus driver, a mechanic, a miner, and ask
what his world is, well, it is his family, his relatives, his work, and
so on. It is a world settled by concern, he is that concern, and about
concerns beyond that world he does not care. He is the center of
his world. It is the real for him. He is concerned with events in
Lebanon only when they threaten to upset that world. … This results normally in a tension between one’s own world and what is
beyond one’s [HORIZON(S)]. Everyone has his own world, and the universe of being [see BEING–UNIVERSE OF] is apt to seem very unreal in
comparison. The night of sense of the mystics is the destruction of
one’s Welt, but our aim is not to destroy it, or to bring it into coincidence with the universe of being, or to transpose it into that universe, but rather to highlight the idea of the real, and so to remove
the conflict. … The trouble, then, lies with the notion of the real
[see REAL, THE REAL]. Is the real to be identified with the universe of
being, or is it to be settled by my autobiography? The real for me
may well be my Welt—my autobiography—and then the not-real is
what I’m not concerned about [see REAL, THE REAL–NOT-REAL FOR ME]. But
the pure DESIRE TO KNOW can also become a dominant Sorge, and
then, though there will not be a complete elimination of merely
personal concern, still this world of one’s concern will move into
coincidence with the universe of being. … How does one promote
such development?” (UB 182-83.) See HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT
AND SELF-PRESENCE.

See CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–AND SELF-PRESENCE-AND

I

AND THOU.

The larger context is the HUMAN–GOOD. In the immediate
context of FEELINGS. “There are in full consciousness feelings so
deep and strong, especially when deliberately reinforced, that they
channel attention, shape one’s horizon, direct one’s life. Here the
supreme illustration is loving. A man or woman that falls in love is
engaged in loving not only when attending to the beloved but at all
times.” (M 32-33.)
And prior we. “Prior to the ‘we’ that results from the mutual love
of an ‘I” and a ‘thou’, there is the earlier ‘we’ that precedes the
distinction of subjects and survives its oblivion. This prior ‘we’ is
vital and functional. Just as one spontaneously raises one’s arm
to ward off a blow against one’s head, so with the same spontaneity one reaches out to save another from falling. Perception,
feeling, and bodily movement are involved, but the help given
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another is not deliberate but spontaneous. One adverts to it not
before it occurs but while it is occurring. It is as if ‘we’ were
members of one another prior to our distinctions of each from the
others.” (M 57.)
Transformed into we. “Besides particular acts of loving, there is
the prior state of being in love, and that prior state is, as it were,
the fount of all one’s actions. So mutual love is the intertwining
of two lives. It transforms an ‘I’ and ‘thou’ into a ‘we’ so intimate, so secure, so permanent, that each attends, imagines,
thinks, plans, feels, speaks, acts in concern for both.” (M 33.)
AS GROUND OF FREE ACT.
AS KNOWER.

See SUBJECT,

See FREE–CHOICE

THE–AS KNOWER

AS TRANSCENDENTAL EGO.

See

SUBJECT, THE–UNITY OF-AND TRANSCENDENTAL

EGO

AS WHOLE.

See METAPHYSICAL–ISSUES (3)-(2)

THAT UNDERSTANDS.

See METAPHYSICAL–ISSUES (3)-(2)

IDEA(S): “An idea is the content of an act of understanding. As a
sense datum is the content of an act of sensing, as an image is the
content of an act of imagining, as a percept is the content of an act of
perceiving, as a concept is the content of an act of conceiving, defining, supposing, considering, as a judgment is the content of an act of
judging, so an idea is the content of an act of understanding.” (In 667.)
ABSOLUTE. See BEING–AND ABSOLUTE IDEA
AS OBJECT OF THOUGHT. See WORD–INNER-GENERAL NOTION OF (7 ELEMENTS)-(4)
CLEAR AND DISTINCT.

“It is insight that makes the difference between the tantalizing problem and the evident solution. Accordingly, insights seem to be the source of what Descartes named clear
and distinct ideas, and on that showing insight into insight [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–UNDERSTANDING] would be the source of the
clear and distinct idea of clear and distinct ideas.” (In 4.)
HEGEL’S ABSOLUTE. See PROPER NAMES–HEGEL, HEGELIAN-AND ABSOLUTE IDEA
IN INVENTION/PRACTICAL ARTS.

“The general notion of an inner
word [see WORD–INNER-GENERAL NOTION OF (7 ELEMENTS)] is that it supplies the
object of thought [see OBJECT(S)–OF THOUGHT]. What is abstract, what is
true or false is not, as such, either a real thing or a mere copy of a
real thing. It is a product of the mind. It is not merely a product but
also a known product; and as known, it is an object. ... In invention, creative imagination is needed; in the practical arts, imagination moves in the worn grooves of custom and routine; but in both
cases there is the same general form of intellectual process, for in
both certain general principles are known, in both a determinate
end is envisaged, in both the principles are applied to the attainment of the end, and in both this application leads to a plan of operations that as such is, not knowing what is, but only knowing the
idea of what one may do.” (V 18.)
NOT INNATE.

“We shout our rare ‘Eurekas’ with Archimedes, but for
the most part we have to reason. … This necessity of reasoning
arises from the dependence of our intellects on sense. … Hence the
theory of innate ideas—and, one may add, of Kantian a priori
forms—contradicts the experience we all have of working from,
and on, a sensible basis towards understanding. The Kantian a priori form of space has been junked by the geometers, and the Kant-
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ian a priori form of time has been junked by the physicists, for
human understanding develops, and its posse omnia fieri [potency
to know everything] knows no limit save that set by its natural object, which is ens [being].” (V 45.)
OF BEING. See BEING– IDEA OF
OF ORDER. See VIEWPOINT–OF ORDER
TRANSCENDENT. See ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–ARGUMENTAND EXTRAPOLATION/VERIFICATION

WHAT IS SOUGHT BY INQUIRY.

“In us empirical consciousness [see
and INTENTIONALITY are
only a substratum for further activities. The DATA–OF SENSE provoke
inquiry, inquiry leads to understanding, understanding expresses itself in language. Without the data there would be nothing for us to
inquire about and nothing to be understood. Yet what is sought by
inquiry is never just another datum but the idea or form, the intelligible unity or relatedness, that organizes data into intelligible
wholes.” (M 10.)
CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL– LEVELS OF (5)-(1) EMPIRICAL]

IDEAL(S): See also inter alia IDEALISM ■ ABSTRACTION–CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL
MODES OF-AS COMPLEMENTARY

■ ACTUAL, ACTUALITY ■ ANALYSIS–AND SYNTHESIS ■ ART–

DEFINITION OF-AND PATTERN-IDEALIZATION OF

■ BREAKDOWN–PSYCHOLOGICAL ■ COGNITION,

COGNITIONAL–THEORY-LONERGAN VS RELATIVISM (11 ELEMENTS)-(3) ■ COMMON SENSE–AND
QUESTIONS, –WORLD OF

■ CONFLICT–EXISTENTIAL ■ CONTEXT(S)–OF JUDGMENT ■ COS-

MOPOLIS–PROPERTIES OF (4)-(3) SPEAKS THE SIMPLE TRUTH-AND DEBUNKS MYTHS ■ CULTURE,
CULTURAL–VIEW OF-CLASSICIST/NORMATIVE ■ DETERMINISM–SCIENTIST, MEDIATING INSIGHT,
AND-AND IDEAL CASE
METHOD/GEM

■ DEVELOPMENT–CULTURAL-DEGREES OF (4) ■ DIALECTIC(S)–AND

■ ETHICS–DEVELOPMENT OF ■ FORM–ASSIMILATED IN KNOWING, –KNOWN IN SCI-

ENCE NOT IN METAPHYSICS
OF (12)-(11)

■ FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES–DYNAMIC UNITY OF ■ GEM–FUNCTIONS

■ HISTORIAN–PRESUPPOSITIONS OF ■ HISTORY–THEORY/THEORIES OF ■ HUMAN–

DEVELOPMENT-INTELLECTUAL
ANTICIPATORY

■ IMAGE–AND SELF-APPROPRIATION ■ INFERENCE–PRACTICAL VS

■ INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–SYSTEMATIC ■ INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS–

AND SPECULATIVE VS PRACTICAL INTELLECT

■ INTERPRETATION–COUNTERPOSITION IN ■ JUDG-

MENT(S)–COHERENCE OF ■ JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–AS POSITING SYNTHESIS ■ KNOWLEDGE–
AND CAUSES

■ LANGUAGE–LITERARY, –MATHEMATICAL ■ LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–CLASSICAL-

ABSTRACT (4 ELEMENTS)-(2)

■ MATHEMATICAL–AND SCIENTIFIC THOUGHT, –MATTER ■ MEAN-

ING–STAGES OF ■ METAPHYSICAL–EQUIVALENCE-RULES OF (3)-(2) ■ METAPHYSICS–AND SCIENCE

■ MOVEMENT–AND SCHOLASTIC IDEAL OF SCIENCE ■ NECESSITY–AND SCIENCE ■

NOTION OF …–NONSYSTEMATIC PROCESS, –SCIENCE ■ PARTICULAR(S)–INSIGHT INTO ■ PROBABILITY–ESSENCE OF, –SCHEDULE OF ■ PROPER NAMES–ARISTOTLE, ARISTOTELIAN-AND IDEAL
OF SCIENCE, –PLATO, PLATONIC, PLATONIST-AND FORMS
OF

■ QUESTION(S)–AND KNOWLEDGE-IDEAL

■ REALISM–CRITICAL ■ RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF–SERIATION OF-(2) ■ REVISION–AND

LOGIC/DIALECTIC

■ SCHOLARSHIP–MODERN ■ SCIENCE(S)–AND CONCEPTUALISM, –AS EX-

PLANATORY, –KNOWLEDGE OF FORM IN

■ SCISSORS-LIKE ACTION–IN MATHEMATICS ■ SELF-

APPROPRIATION–AND EXISTENTIAL CONFLICT ■ SUBJECT, THE–UNITY OF-DYNAMIC VS STATIC ■
TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–CRITERIA OF-REMOTE ■ UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY–AS CONSTITUTIVE
NOT REGULATIVE (KANT)
DIALECTIC

■ UNCONSCIOUS–AND CONSCIOUS TENSION ■ UNCONVERTED–AND

■ UNIVERSAL VIEWPOINT ■ UNIVERSE–INITIAL SITUATION OF, –INTELLIGIBILITY OF-

AND METHODS (4)-(4) DIALECTICAL ■ VIEWPOINT(S)–DYNAMIC VS STATIC

AND ALIENATION.

See intra Formulation of

A case in point. See intra General theorem
AND THE SUBJECT. See SUBJECT, THE–TURN/SHIFT TO-AS SHIFT OF IDEALS
BASIS OF SOCIETY. See COMMUNITY–AS BASIS OF SOCIETY
CASE.

See

CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–SCIENCE; LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–

AND IDEAL CASES
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CONSTRUCTS, AND STAGES OF MEANING.

See MEANING–STAGES OF

FORMULATION OF.

“Using a Hegelian terminology, one can say that
any explicit formulation of the ideal is abstract. It does not fully
represent what is being expressed in this abstract fashion. That abstraction, the fact that it is abstract, reveals and will bring to light
an ALIENATION. The ideal, because it is different from the subject that
it expresses, because it does not adequately express the subject,
will be alien to the subject; there will be a tension between them.
Nonetheless, letting that ideal work out its full consequences will
bring to light ever more clearly this element of alienation. Consequently, it will be a means, a mediation, towards attaining a more
adequate expression of the ideal. … But insofar as there is SELFAPPROPRIATION, insofar as one moves towards what has to be present
for other things to be present to it, one is dealing with what conceptually is implicit still, but is de facto my empirical, intelligent,
rational consciousness. It is functionally operative in my knowing.
There is an escape from the abstraction insofar as I turn to the
sources that are functionally operative in my inquiries, my investigations, my attempts to formulate. And insofar as the subject himself is a concrete being, in the measure that he has self-appropriation, in the measure that he has moved in on the basis as it
operates, whence the ideals get expressed, he perhaps has a starting
point towards meeting it.” (UB 297-98.) See also intra General theorem

FREQUENCY.

See

FREQUENCY–TYPES OF (4)-(3) IDEAL ■

see also

CANON(S)–OF EM-

PIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD–(6) OF STATISTICAL RESIDUES-ELEMENTS OF(3)-(3)

■ CLASSICAL

AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–PROCEDURES-HEURISTIC ■ COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–
PROCESS-AND FORMULATION
TORY OF (6)

■ EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND WORLD ORDER-AS EXPLANA-

■ EVENT(S)–AND FORMULATIONS ■ INTELLIGIBILITY–MATERIAL-VS SPIRITUAL ■

JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–AND REFLECTIVE UNDERSTANDING ■ LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–
STATISTICAL ■ METHOD(S)–CRITICAL-AND THE NOTION OF GOD ■ VERIFICATION–OF THEORY

GENERAL THEOREM.

“There is a more general theorem that might be
put by a Hegelian, regarding the explicitation of ideals. It involves
six terms: implicit, explicit, abstract, ALIENATION, MEDIATION, reconciliation.” (UB 11-12.) L uses the example of the ideal of temperance and
the imposition of prohibition against alcohol as the means to
achieve the ideal. He traces the six moments from implicit to reconciliation. “The transition from the implicit to the explicit may be
illustrated by the ideal of temperance, as during the prohibition period. When you seek temperance, you are expressing a tendency
towards the ideal. The ideal arouses a lot of enthusiasm. But that
expression of man’s capacity for the ideal is abstract; it does not
express the whole of man’s capacity and desire for the ideal. It does
not deal with the whole concrete situation, and in that way it is an
abstraction. Because it is an abstraction there is an opposition between the expressed, explicit ideal and the subject in whom the
ideal is implicit. That opposition is ALIENATION. The pursuit of temperance through prohibition gave rise to considerable alienation,
and the laws of prohibition were repealed. While temperance is a
fine ideal, still that particular means of bringing it about led to all
sorts of abuses. The expression of the ideal, because it was just an
abstraction, something inadequate to the subject in whom the ideal
is implicit, was alien, and that alien aspect brings to light the opposition between the subject and the expression. Alienation mediates

or draws forth from the subject a more adequate expression of his
ideal. When that more adequate expression is thus mediated, we
have reconciliation.” (UB 12.) See also intra Formulation of
LOGICAL. See LOGIC–IDEAL OF
NORM.

See BEING–UNIVERSE OF-AND AFFECTIVITY ■ CHANCE–AND PROBABILITY ■ DESIRE

TO KNOW–AND UNIVERSAL WILLINGNESS ■ NONSYSTEMATIC–DIVERGENCE OF ACTUAL FREQUENCIES

■ PROBABILITY–AND INDETERMINACY, –ESSENCE OF ■ STATISTICAL–THEORY-(3)

OBSERVABLE EVENTS ■ WILLINGNESS–UNIVERSAL

OF COMMON SENSE.
OF HISTORY.

See COMMON SENSE–IDEAL OF

See HISTORY–GENERAL, –PRESUPPOSITIONLESS

OF KNOWLEDGE.

See ANALYSIS–AND IDEAL OF KNOWLEDGE ■ KNOWLEDGE–IDEAL OF-

FROM PHILOSOPHY, -FROM SCIENCE

■ SELF-APPROPRIATION–AND IDEAL OF KNOWLEDGE ■

SYSTEM(S)–AND IDEAL OF KNOWLEDGE
OF PURE REASON.

“The ideal of pure reason has been criticized: on
the one hand by Kant for his reasons, and on the other hand by
most contemporary scholastics in their objections to what they call
ESSENTIALISM. That ideal is wrong, but what is the right one? If it is
not pure reason, then philosophy is not a movement from selfevident, universal, necessary principles to equally certain conclusions. What is it? What are we trying to do? Next, there is the Hegelian difficulty, that any explicit ideal will be an abstraction and
will be found to be inadequate [see intra Formulation of]; another will
arise, and the new one will suffer from the same inadequacy.” (UB
13.) In L’s thought, philosophy is cognitional theory (see COGNITION,
COGNITIONAL–THEORY) and FOUNDATIONAL–METHODOLOGY.
OF SCIENCE. See SCIENCE(S)– IDEAL OF
OF SCIENTIFIC EXPLANATION.

See

CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–

EXPLANATION-SCIENTIFIC, IDEAL OF

PROBLEM. “For example, Newton’s theorem that the trajectory of a
body moving in a central field of force is a conic section is a conclusion that can be deduced from Newton’s principles and axioms.
It is the solution to a problem in an ideal case. There is not simply
a central field of force; there is another mass in the field from
which the force comes, normally at least, and that other mass will
involve a further complication of the problem. Newton’s theorem
meets an ideal problem, and the problem itself is set by an insight.
While in the concrete problem one has to have an insight into the
situation to know which laws to use, in this case from one’s knowledge of the laws one conceives ideal situations in which the laws
will work beautifully. Proceeding in this way, one can obtain a
very nice solution. One has the theorem that the trajectory of a
body in a field of central force is a conic section; one has the
knowledge of just what happens in a simple harmonic oscillator;
and so on. In other words, one can conceive ideal cases in the light
of the laws, and in such ideal cases one can know just what is going to happen all along the line.” (UB 70-71.)
PROCESS.
TYPES.

See PROCESS–IDEAL/TYPICAL

“The ideal-type … is not a description of reality or a hypothesis about reality. It is a theoretical construct in which possible
events are intelligibly related to constitute an internally coherent
system. Its utility is both heuristic and expository, that is, it can be
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useful inasmuch as it suggests and helps formulate hypotheses and,
again, when a concrete situation approximates to the theoretical
construct, it can guide an analysis of the situation and promote a
clear understanding of it.” (M 227.)
And description. “Models purport to be, not descriptions of reality, not hypotheses about reality, but simply interlocking sets of
terms and relations. Such sets, in fact, turn out to be useful in
guiding investigations, in framing hypotheses, and in writing descriptions.” (M 284-85.)
And hypotheses. “When one possesses models, the task of framing an hypothesis is reduced to the simpler matter of tailoring a
model to suit a given object or area.” (M 285.)
And mathematics. Ideal types “stand to the human sciences, to
philosophies, to theologies, much as mathematics stands to the
natural sciences.” (M 284.)
And the historian. In his discussion of heuristic structures in regard to history and the historian (M 224-33), L asks nine questions (see HISTORIAN–NINE HEURISTIC QUESTIONS FOR). The third asks, Does
the historian use ideal types? The answer is yes. L offers a succinct account of Marrou’s use (in Meaning of History) of de
Coulanges’ La cité antique as an ideal-type. He concludes: “The
use of such an ideal-type is twofold. In so far as the historical
situation satisfies the conditions of the ideal-type, the situation is
illuminated. In so far as the historical situation does not satisfy
the conditions of the ideal-type, it brings to light precise differences that otherwise would go unnoticed, and it sets questions
that otherwise might not be asked.” (M 227-28.) L also notes that
Marrou issued two warnings. “First, they are just theoretical constructs: one must resist the temptation of the enthusiast that mistakes them for descriptions of reality; even when they do hit off
main features of a historical reality, one must not easily be content with them, gloss over inadequacies, reduce history to what
essentially is an abstract scheme. Secondly, there is the difficulty
of working out appropriate ideal-types: the richer and the more
illuminating the construct, the greater the difficulty of applying
it; the thinner and looser the construct, the less is it able to contribute much to history.” (M 228.)
And Toynbee. See PROPER NAMES–TOYNBEE, ARNOLD-AND IDEAL TYPES
Grand scale. The context is theories of history (see HISTORY–
THEORY/THEORIES OF). L is discussing Mazlish’s account (in his The
Riddle of History) of history’s “great speculators.” Mazlish argues that they have to be criticized “in the light of their scientific,
philosophic, or theological basis. In so far as they survive such
criticism, they possess the utility of grand-scale ideal-types, and
may be employed under the precautions already indicated for the
use of ideal-types [see intra Types-and the historian]. But they never
grasp the full complexity of historical reality, and consequently
they tend to throw in high relief certain aspects and connections
and to disregard others that may be of equal or greater importance.” (M 229.)
IDEALISM :

Idealism maintains that the ultimate nature of reality is
ideal, or based upon ideas, values and essences; and that the so-called
external or real world is inseparable from consciousness, perception,
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mind, intellect, and reason in the sense of rigorous science.
AND COGNITIONAL MYTH. “The consequences of the myth [see
WORLD(S)– MEDIATED BY MEANING-AND COGNITIONAL MYTH] are various. … The idealist insists that human knowing always includes understanding as
well as sense; but he retains the empiricist’s notion of reality [see
EMPIRICISM/EMPIRICIST–AND MYTH ON OBJECTIVITY], and so he thinks of the
world mediated by meaning [see WORLD(S)–MEDIATED BY MEANING] as not
real but ideal.” (M 238-39.)
AND TERMS OF MEANING. Following his realist account of terms of
meaning (see MEANING–TERMS OF), L compares his position to various
counterpositions (see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION). “To transpose to
the empiricist position [see EMPIRICISM/EMPIRICIST], one disregards the
virtually unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY] and identifies
the real with what is exhibited in ostensive gestures. What is a
dog? Well, here you are, take a look. To move from empiricism to
idealism, one draws attention to the empiricist’s failure to note all
the structuring elements that are constitutive of human knowing
yet not given to sense. However, while the idealist is correct in rejecting the empiricist’s account of human knowledge, he is mistaken in accepting the empiricist notion of reality and so in
concluding that the object of human knowledge is not the real but
the ideal. Accordingly, to move beyond idealism to REALISM, one has
to discover that man’s intellectual and rational operations involve a
transcendence of the operating subject, that the real is what we
come to know through a grasp of a certain type of virtually unconditioned.” (M 76.) See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–PROCESS
AND THE REAL. “Accept reason as a criterion [of the real] but retain
the sense of reality as what gives meaning to the term ‘real,’ and
you are an idealist; for, like the sense of reality, the reality defined
by it is nonrational. Reason is the criterion and, as well, it is reason—not the sense of reality—that gives meaning to the term
‘real.’ The real is what is; and ‘what is’ is known in the rational act,
judgment.” (V 20.) See REAL, THE REAL–REASON, SENSE AS CRITERIA OF
AND THIRD LEVEL OF COGNITION.

“To advance from thinking to
knowing there must be added a reflective grasp of the virtually unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY] and its rational consequent,
judgment [see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT]. There is an insufficient awareness of this third level of cognitional activity … and a resultant
failure to break away cleanly and coherently from both [EMPIRICISM/EMPIRICIST] and idealism.” (M 213.)
AS COMPLICATION. See PROPER NAMES–COLLINGWOOD, RG-IDEALISM IN
AS HALFWAY HOUSE.

L several times refers to Maréchal’s “placing
idealism as a halfway house between realism and materialism, or
[POSITIVISM, POSITIVIST].” L notes that it “implies that the Kantian Copernican revolution was not revolutionary enough. On another
view of realism, you can have realism as the halfway house between materialism and idealism.” (UB 277.)
AS HORIZON. “Empiricism, idealism, and realism name three totally
different [HORIZON(S)] with no common identical objects. An idealist
never means what an empiricist means, and a realist never means
what either of them means. An empiricist may argue that quantum
theory cannot be about physical reality; it cannot because it deals
only with relations between phenomena. An idealist would concur
and add that, of course, the same is true of all science and, indeed,
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IDENTIFICATION – ILLUSTRATION

of the whole of human knowing. The critical realist will disagree
with both: a verified hypothesis is probably true; and what probably is true refers to what in reality probably is so. To change the illustration, What are historical facts? For the empiricist they are
what was out there and was capable of being looked at. For the
idealist they are mental constructions carefully based on data recorded in documents. For the critical realist they are events in the
world mediated by true acts of meaning [see WORLD(S)–MEDIATED BY MEANING; MEANING–ACTS OF].” (M 239.)
FROM EMPIRICISM TO. See intra And terms of meaning
FROM I. TO REALISM. See intra And terms of meaning
IN COLLINGWOOD. See PROPER NAMES–COLLINGWOOD, RG-IDEALISM IN
MORAL.

“When knowledge is deficient, then fine feelings are apt to
be expressed in what is called moral idealism, i.e. lovely proposals
that don’t work out and often do more harm than good.” (M 38.)

IDENTIFICATION: See TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–APPROPRIATION OF-(2) IDENTIFICATION
IDENTITY : Sameness in

some respect.
AND EXPERIENCE OF TIME. See NOW
COMPARED, PRINCIPLE OF. See PRINCIPLE(S) OF …–COMPARED IDENTITY
OF ACTION AND PASSION. See ACTION– IDENTITY OF A. AND PASSION
OF COLOR WITH SEEING. See INTELLIGIBILITY–OF PHANTASM/IMAGE
OF KNOWING AND KNOWING BEING. See KNOWING–AND BEING
OF THE SUBJECT. See SUBJECT, THE–UNITY OF-AND TRANSCENDENTAL EGO
OF UNDERSTANDER AND UNDERSTOOD.

“There can be a diversity between the potency to understand and the potency to be understood;
but the understanding in act and the understood in act are one and
the same.” (UB 241.) See also INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–IN ACT
PRINCIPLE OF. See PRINCIPLE(S)–FIRST-IDENTITY
IDEOLOGY : “Now it happens that ideology has two basic meanings.
In the language mostly of people that do not attempt to think seriously, it is no more than an otiose synonym for systematic thought.
But properly it denotes systematic RATIONALIZATION, that is, a system of
thought worked out to defend, justify, legitimate an iniquitous style
of living, of economic arrangements, of political government, of any
of the organized forms of human activity. So for Marx capitalist economics was the ideology of the bourgeoisie. For the advocates of free
enterprise, communism is the ideology of the Soviet commissars. So
in its proper meaning the term ‘ideology’ includes a moral judgment
of reprobation both of the system of thought that one opposes and of
the system of action that that system of thought would legitimate.”
(PTP2 323.)
AND ALIENATION.

See ALIENATION–AND IDEOLOGY

AND CULTURAL DECLINE.
AND GROUP EGOISM.

See BIAS–GROUP-AND DEVELOPMENT

See BIAS–GROUP-AND DEVELOPMENT

AND INTERPRETATION.

L is writing to a type of solution to errors
that distort culture. He speaks of Ricoeur’s work of applying the
hermeneutics of suspicion and recovery. See HERMENEUTIC(S)–OF SUSPICION/OF RECOVERY

AND SELF-TRANSCENDENCE.

See SELF

...–TRANSCENDENCE-AND IDEOLOGY

AND SIN.

See SIN–AND IDEOLOGY; BIAS–AND SOCIAL PROGRESS/DECLINE-MINOR

AND SOCIAL PROGRESS/DECLINE.

See

BIAS–AND SOCIAL PROGRESS/DECLINE-

MAJOR

BASIC FORM OF.

See ALIENATION–BASIC FORM OF

ILLUMINATION: See INTELLECT–AGENT-AS ILLUMINATING PHANTASM
ILLUSTRATION:

An explanation that makes some subject easier to

understand.
OF CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES.

See

CENTRAL (SUB-

STANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–ILLUSTRATION OF
OF CONCEPT.

See ABSTRACTION–CONCEPTION AND

OF CONCRETE JUDGMENT OF FACT.

See JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–CONCRETE

OF CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES.

See CENTRAL (SUB-

STANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–ILLUSTRATION OF
OF DEVELOPMENT.

See DEVELOPMENT–NOTION OF-ILLUSTRATION OF

OF HEURISTIC STRUCTURE. “To illustrate heuristic structure in Insight [36], I take a simple example from algebra. When after three
o’clock will the minute hand first exactly cover the hour hand?”
After expressing the problem mathematically and solving it, L continues. “What happened? The pursuit of knowledge is the pursuit
of an unknown. … Upon solving the equation we have our answer.
That is an analogy, an illustration of a heuristic process. By making explicit the fact that you are heading towards some unknown,
you make things more precise.” (UB 63-64.) See also HEURISTIC STRUCTURE
OF HIGHER VIEWPOINT.

Mounting to a higher viewpoint is a development of human intelligence (see HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT-INTELLECTUAL). “I
call the transition to a further system a transition to a higher viewpoint, and I illustrate it in Insight [13-17] by a process from very
elementary arithmetic to algebra. … Not only can we move from
one system to a subsequent system, from arithmetic to algebra, for
example; but this movement keeps on recurring. There is the
movement from Euclidean geometry to Gauss and Lobachevski
and then on to the more general geometry, and in general the
mathematician acknowledges the possibility of indefinite progress.
We can always move on to further systems, and the fact should not
surprise us.” (UB 54-55.) Later, L offers this illustration from natural
process: “In the biological unit of the cell, there is taking place a
continuous release of chemical actions, and every one of those actions occurs in accordance with the laws of chemistry. But if it is
not possible through chemical laws and the schemes of recurrence
[see RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF] that can be devised in chemistry to account for the regularity with which those chemical processes take
place in the cell, you have to appeal to a higher viewpoint [see VIEWPOINT(S)–HIGHER] to account for the regularity, and you introduce conjugate forms [see CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–FORM] on
the biological level with their laws and schemes. If in the animal
you find regularities that cannot be accounted for by the totality of
laws and schemes of recurrence on the biological level, you postulate another higher level. You have grounds for another higher
viewpoint, in which are introduced the conjugates of the sensitive
level. If you find, with regard to men, that all of the laws and
schemes of sensitive psychology, which pertain to the psychic lev-

IMAGE – IMAGE

el, do not account for the intelligible talk that men carry on, you
have to go on to a still higher level and posit intellectual forms that
account for human behavior.” (UB 205.)

TASM/FANTASM–AS INTELLECTUAL OBJECT, –INSIGHT INTO; INTELLECT–AGENT-AND PHAN-

OF IDEAL OF KNOWLEDGE.

AND CONCEPT.

KNOWLEDGE–IDEAL OF-FROM PHILOSOPHY, -FROM

See

AND COGNITIONAL PROCESS.

See intra Vs concept; see also
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TASM

See Intra Vs concept

SCIENCE

AND CONCRETE LIVING.

OF ISOMORPHISM.

AND EXPLANATORY SELF-KNOWLEDGE.

The most intellectually fruitful illustration of
isomorphism is that pertaining between the operations of knowing
(experiencing, understanding, judging) and the constitutive principles of the to-be-known (potency, form, act). See KNOWING–AND KNOWN,
ISOMORPHISM OF

OF JUDGMENT. “A man may be rich, over rich, in insights, but the
control needed for judgment may be lacking. One needs for judgment a fuller control of all faculties than one needs for insight. The
control of judgment requires the poise of consciousness and the
control over sensitive presentations and images that can be disturbed in the human makeup. If that control is disturbed, judgment
is disturbed. St Thomas says that we can syllogize in our dreams,
but when we wake up we find that we have made some mistake.
Syllogizing in one’s sleep is on the level of insight, but finding the
mistake upon waking up is on the level of judgment. While insights are not excluded by the fact that one is dreaming, the intellectual element is not dominant at all; the dream is disconnected,
and lower factors have control. The possibility of insight is there,
but the possibility of sound judgment is for the most part excluded,
because sound judgment means control of all the relevant factors,
and ‘relevant’ means ‘relevant to the prospective judgment.’” (UB

123.)

See also JUDGMENT(S)–GENERAL FORM OF

OF MEANING VS LANGUAGE.

See PHENOMENOLOGY–OF A SMILE-AND MEANING VS

LANGUAGE

OF METAPHYSICAL ANALYSIS.

See ANALYSIS–METAPHYSICAL-ILLUSTRATION OF

OF METAPHYSICAL TRANSFORMATION.

See

METAPHYSICS–AND ALL OTHER DE-

PARTMENTS-(3) TRANSFORMS-ILLUSTRATION

See

PROPER NAMES–DESCARTES, RENE-AND

DUALITY

See STATISTICAL–AND INDETERMINACY

OF SCHEMES OF RECURRENCE.

See RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S)

OF–AND GENERAL-

IZED EQUILIBRIA

OF SCIENTIFIC SYLLOGISM.

See

SYLLOGISM–SCIENTIFIC-AND SPECIAL RELATIVITY;

TRANSFORMATION–INVARIANCE UNDER INERTIAL
OF VIRTUALLY UNCONDITIONED.

See UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY–ILLUSTRATION

OF

IMAGE:

See LIVING–AND NECESSITY OF IMAGES, SYMBOLS

“Man’s explanatory selfknowledge can become effective in his concrete living only if the
content of systematic insights, the direction of judgments, the dynamism of decisions can be embodied in images that release feeling and emotion and flow spontaneously into deeds no less than
words.” (In 570.)

AND FORM.

See PHANTASM/FANTASM–INSIGHT INTO

AND GEOMETRY.
AND INSIGHT.
AND MUST.

See ABSTRACTION–DEGREES OF (3)-(2) FROM SENSIBLE QUALITIES

See PHANTASM/FANTASM–INSIGHT INTO, –AS INTELLECTUAL OBJECT

See MUST

AND SELF-APPROPRIATION. “The connection of the image with the
doctrine of SELF-APPROPRIATION that we have been developing is twofold. Our sensitive living is a matter of images that release emotions and affects and result in action. Intellect and reason and will
are a higher control. The execution of what we will depends upon
our ability to control our psyches and to manipulate them. However, on the side of cognition, insofar as man develops, insofar as
he develops first as an animal and then as intelligent and then as
rational, the image has a function to fulfil with regard to the whole
of human living. The image has to be able to carry the anticipations of intelligence and rationality; it has to carry the dim, imperfect development of the intelligence and rationality that are proper
to man [see intra And the developing subject]. In itself, the image, the
symbol, is a sensitive function. But in the integration of man, insofar as the image carries the significance and the ideals proper to intellect and reason and will, we have mystery.” (UB 217.) See also intra

As image, symbol, sign-in mystery/myth

OF POSITION/COUNTERPOSITION.

OF PROBABILITY.

PHAN-

“An image is the content of an act of imagining.” (In 667.)
“When one says one imagines something, one means first of all that
there is not something outside one that is causing the image; one is
causing the image oneself; one is producing the image. The image is
a term immanently produced by the imagination. The image that is
formed in imagination is a terminal object; it is something that is
produced by imagining.” (UB 145.) L frequently uses image as synonym
of the cognitional image called PHANTASM/FANTASM.
AMBIGUITY OF. See intra And the developing subject
AND AGENT INTELLECT. See INTELLECT–AGENT-AND PHANTASM

AND THE DEVELOPING SUBJECT.

“The main point is that there is a
fundamental ambiguity in the image. The significance of the image
has to be considered in connection with the polymorphism of the
human subject [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–POLYMORPHISM OF HUMAN].
Man develops as an animal, as intelligent, as rational. He reaches
maturity on those different levels at different times. Yet he can develop as a unity insofar as the image, the symbol, is capable of carrying higher meaning, of suggesting and evoking—one does not
know just what. It is the means of carrying the higher; but again, it
can run into the aberration of myth and magic. … The image … is
a principle of continuity in the developing subject. Again, it is a
principle of efficacy in the developed subject. No development of
intelligence and reason can legitimately claim that images were
simply used as a ladder to reach that level of development, and that
images can now be dispensed with. With regard to certain mystical
states, that may be true; but apart from exceptions and mystical
states are exceptional—the general rule is that the image is not
transcended. Your willing is efficacious in your living insofar as
what you will can be connected with images that are efficacious
for you. With images and symbols, forces are also necessarily associated; it is not just a matter of producing what you please, in the
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sense of any image at all. It is an image that in you releases emotion, affection, and action—it is that type of image that is significant.” (UB 218-19.)
AND THE GIVEN. See IMAGINATION–AND THE GIVEN
AND THING ITSELF.

This entry follows from THING(S)–INDIVIDUALITY OF.
“The problem of the individuality of things themselves is neither
unique nor isolated. …When there is no possibility of observation,
there is no possibility of a verifiable image; for the imagined as
imagined can be verified only when what is imagined also can be
sensed. Accordingly, there are no verifiable images for subatomic
elements. But if subatomic elements cannot be imagined, then atoms cannot be imagined, for one cannot imagine a whole as made
up of nonimaginable parts. It follows that no thing itself, no thing
as explained, can be imagined. If atoms cannot be imagined, then
by parity of reasoning, molecules cannot be imagined. If molecules
cannot be imagined, then neither can cells. If cells cannot be imagined, then neither can plants. Once one enters upon the way of explanation by relating things to one another, one has stepped out of
the path that yields valid representative images. No doubt, I can
imagine the plant as seen, as related to my senses, as described.
But if I apply the full principle of equivalence [see EQUIVALENCE–
PRINCIPLE OF] and prescind from all observers, then I also prescind
from all observables. As the electron, so also the tree, insofar as it
is considered as a thing itself, stands within a pattern of intelligible
relations and offers no foothold for imagination.” (In 275.) See also

sists in the affect-laden images and names that have to do with
this second sphere. However, as the analysis indicates, the primary field is not the only field, and so it will be well to distinguish between the image as image, the image as symbol, and the
image as sign.” (In 556-57.) See also intra As image, symbol, sign-in religion; see also MYTH–AND MYSTERY
In religion. “Anyone who has glanced through a history of religions will be aware of the enormously divergent attitudes and performances that are jumbled together under that single rubric. But
there is no reason for restricting interpretations of the image as
sign to the field of religion. The primary field of mystery and
myth [see MYTH–AND MYSTERY] is both quite general and quite permanent. For inquiry and reflection are both general and permanent;
the principle of correspondence between the intellectual and the
sensitive is both general and permanent; and so some sensitive
awareness and response, symbolic of the [KNOWN–UNKNOWN], must
be regarded as a generally and permanently recurring feature of
human living. Moreover, precisely because of its relation to the
known unknown, the image can be interpreted as sign in manners that are as numerous and diverse as human ingenuity and
human contrariness.” (In 557.)
Representative vs symbolic. See SYNTHESIS–IMAGINATIVE VS SYSTEMATIC UNIFICATION

of-in sciences-as distinct

L draws from several of Eliade’s works to conclude
that “for Eliade, the image is a transcultural language. One can understand a civilization that is totally removed from one’s own, both
in time and space and all historical connections, in terms of fundamental images. Those images by themselves constitute a language
that is independent of words.” (In 217.)

AS IMAGE, SYMBOL, SIGN.

AS OBJECT.

VERIFICATION–AND IMAGES
AND VERIFICATION.

See intra And thing itself

AS COINCIDENTAL MANIFOLD.

See intra Heuristic vs representative function

“It will be well to distinguish between the
image as image, the image as symbol, and the image as sign. The
image as image is the sensible content as operative on the sensitive
level; it is the image inasmuch as it functions within the psychic
syndrome of associations, affects, exclamations, and articulated
speech and actions. The image as symbol or as sign is the image as
standing in correspondence with activities or elements on the intellectual level. But as symbol, the image is linked simply with the
paradoxical ‘KNOWN–UNKNOWN.’ As sign, the image is linked with
some interpretation that offers to indicate the import of the image.”

(In 557.)

See also intra And self-appropriation

In metaphysics. See IMAGINATION–AND METAPHYSICAL ELEMENTS
In mystery/myth. “Feelings, emotions, sentiments become integrated in the flow of psychic events inasmuch as they are preceded by distinctive sensible presentations or imaginative
representations and inasmuch as they issue forth in exclamations
and bodily movements, in rites and ceremonies, in song and
speech. There results pragmatically a distinction between two
spheres of variable content: on the one hand, there is the sphere
of reality that is domesticated, familiar, common; on the other
hand, there is the sphere of the ulterior unknown, of the unexplored and strange, of the undefined surplus of significance and
momentousness. … The primary field of mystery and myth con-

AS LANGUAGE.

See PHANTASM/FANTASM–AS INTELLECTUAL OBJECT

AS PRINCIPLE OF CONTINUITY/EFFICACY.

See intra And the developing

Subject
BETWEEN SURMISE AND QUESTION.

See

HISTORICAL–INTELLIGENCE, QUESTION

FOR

CONTROL OF.
FREE.

See CONTROL–OVER SENSE AND IMAGE

See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–LEVELS OF-SCHEMA

HEURISTIC VS REPRESENTATIVE FUNCTION OF.

In regard to the representative function in science see DETERMINISM.
In mathematics. See MATHEMATICS–AND SYMBOLISM
In sciences. “If the domains of science and common sense are
distinct [see KNOWLEDGE–DOMAINS OF, DISTINCT], so also they are complementary. If one must recognize the differences in their objects,
their criteria, their universes of discourse, their methodological
precepts, one must also insist that they are the functionally related
parts within a single knowledge of a single world. The intelligibility that science grasps comprehensively is the intelligibility of
the concrete with which common sense deals effectively. To regard them as rivals or competitors is a mistake, for essentially
they are partners …. But if common sense itself, once it is supplied with its appropriate evidence, has little difficulty in recognizing this fact, theorists of science can hardly be credited with

IMAGINATION – IMAGINATION

an equal perspicacity. Misled by a confusion between the heuristic and the representative functions of imagination, they assumed
that the business of science was to paint a picture of the really
real. If, as we have argued, such a picture is essentially unverifiable and gratuitous, it cannot coincide with the verifiable pictures
of common sense.” (In 322-23.)
As distinct. “Successive, distinct autonomous sciences will be related as successive higher viewpoints [see VIEWPOINT(S)–HIGHER].
For the coincidental manifolds [see MANIFOLD(S)–COINCIDENTAL] of

lower conjugate acts, say Aij, can be imagined symbolically.
Moreover, as the coincidental manifolds are the conjugate potency for the higher conjugate forms [see CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL)
CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–FORM], so the symbolic images provide the
materials for insight into the laws relating the higher forms.
But there is a higher viewpoint when images of lower-level operations yield insight into the laws governing higher-level operations. Accordingly, the structure of the successive genera
runs parallel to the structure of successive higher viewpoints.
… If one affirms the real to be being and to be known by intelligent grasp and reasonable affirmation, then the real will be
existing unities differentiated by conjugate forms of various
genera and species. In that case the symbolic images will have
a merely heuristic value, for they will serve to facilitate the
transition from one science to another and to determine to what
extent data are explained or not explained by either science.” (In

IN QUESTION OF GOD.

“The question of God [see QUESTION OF GOD, THE]
… is not a matter of image or feeling, of concept or judgment.
They pertain to answers. It is a question.” (M 103.)

MEANING OF.

“The image has a logic of its own. It is not subject to
any law of univocity. Words have to have one meaning or a limited series of meanings; if it is not sufficiently clear which meaning
one is employing, words become useless. But the image is not tied
down to one meaning. It can have a different meaning today from
its meaning yesterday. It can have different meanings for different
people. It can become enriched in meaning as a person develops.
… The image can carry all levels of understanding, from the most
incomplete to the highest and most complete. Again, because of
that multiplicity of interpretations, the image is not under the law
of contradiction. It can mean different things at different times. It is
an implement of developing understanding, rationality, and virtue.
On the other hand, the image can also be a block; it can also function as MYTH. Living on the level of the image can be a closing off
against the development of intelligence and rationality and virtue.
Considered from this viewpoint, it is significant that Platonism involves a critique of the gods, a critique of common notions, a critique of Homer.” (UB 217-18.)

REPRESSION/INHIBITION OF.

See

CENSOR, CENSORSHIP–AND NEURAL-DEMAND

FUNCTIONS-INHIBITION OF

SYMBOLIC.

See intra Heuristic vs representative function of

464-65.)

UNVERIFIABLE.

As transitional in. “The succession of sciences corresponding to

VS CONCEPT.

the succession of higher genera does not admit any purely logical transition. Each of these main departments has its own basic terms defined implicitly by its own empirically established
correlations. Still, this negation of a logical transition must not
be interpreted as a negation of any transition whatever. For
logical operations are confined to the field of concepts and
definitions, hypotheses and theories, affirmations and negations. This field is only part of the larger domain that includes
as well sensitive presentations and imaginative representations,
inquiry and insight, reflection and critical understanding.
Within this larger domain, the successive departments of science are related, for the laws of the lower order yield images in
which insight grasps clues to laws of the higher order. In this
fashion, the Bohr model of the atom is an image that is based
on subatomic physics yet leads to insights into the nature of atoms. Again, the chemistry of the cell can yield an image of
catalytic process in which insight can grasp biological laws. …
One can argue … that, since there is no verifiable image of the
subatomic, there can be no verifiable image of objects composed of subatomic elements. The verifiably imagined is restricted to the sensibly given. One has to be content with
reasonable affirmations of intelligently conceived terms and relations. On that showing, the function of the transition images
is simply heuristic; such images represent, perhaps only symbolically, the coincidental manifold that becomes systematic
when subsumed within the higher genus.” (In 282-83.)
IN LIVING. See LIVING–AND NECESSITY OF IMAGES, SYMBOLS
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See intra And thing itself

“When I was talking about the concept of the point as
distinct from the image of a point, it was not as if I were talking to
you about mystical experience. Mystical experience does not lie,
perhaps, within the experience of all of us, but knowing what is
meant by position without magnitude does occur within our experience. Even though we cannot imagine anything whatever that
is just position without magnitude—we need something to mark
the position, and that will always have some magnitude—the concept of the point has a meaning for us.” (UB 136.) See also DEFINITION(S)–

GENESIS OF, MOMENTS IN (4)

IMAGINATION: See also inter alia IMAGE ■ ABSTRACTION–DEGREES OF (3)-(2) ■ BEING–NOTION OF-AND GENUS ■ CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(6) OF STATISTICAL
RESIDUES-BASIC DISTINCTION ■ CIRCUIT(S)–OF MATHEMATICAL AND SCIENTIFIC DEVELOPMENTS

■

COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–STRUCTURE-DYNAMISM OF ■ DEFINITION(S)– GENESIS OF, MOMENTS
IN (4)-(3)

■ IDEA(S)–IN INVENTION/PRACTICAL ARTS ■ INSIGHT (THE BOOK)–AND THE MODES OF

SCIENTIFIC THOUGHT-IMAGINATION IN SCIENCE

■ INTENDING–MODES OF ■ KNOWLEDGE–AND

EXPRESSION-(1) AND EXPERIENCE, –DOMAINS OF, DISTINCT
OUT INSTANCES ■ OBJECT(S)–CLASSES OF
AND CRITICAL POINT IN PHILOSOPHY

AND ABSTRACTION.

■ LEARNING ■ MEMORY–FERRETS

■ PHANTASM/FANTASM, –AS INTELLECTUAL OBJECT-

■ REFLECTION/REFLECTIVE–ON SINGULAR

See ABSTRACTION–DEGREES OF (3)-(2), -(3), –OBJECTIVE

AND CLASSICAL SCIENTIFIC THOUGHT.

The larger context is the
complementarity of classical and statistical investigations (In ch. 4;
see CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–INQUIRY). In the section on complementary procedures L asks “whether the statistical investigations of quantum mechanics may be expected to prepare the way
for a later resurgence of classical thought in the field of subatomic
physics.” (In 130.) He answers: “One may mean a return to the former
type of classical thought with its imaginable models, its belief in
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the universal possibility of imaginative synthesis, its affirmation of
a mechanist determinism, and its concept of explanation as the reduction of secondary to primary qualities [see intra And mechanist determinism]. On the other hand, it is possible to speak of ‘classical’
thought in a transposed and analogous sense. In that case, one
would grant to imagination a notable heuristic value, for images
supply the materials for insights; but at the same time one would
deny to unverified and unverifiable images any representative
value; classical laws would be conceived as abstract, the abstraction would be conceived as enriching, and so full knowledge of
classical laws would not preclude the existence of statistical residues [see RESIDUE(S)–STATISTICAL].” (In 130.)
AND CONCEPTS. “Just as imagination is the playground of our desires and our fears, so conception is the playground of our intelligence. Just as imagination can create objects never seen or heard
or felt, so too conception can create objects that cannot even be
imagined. How? By supposing. The imagined dot has magnitude
as well as position, but the geometer says, ‘Let us suppose it has
only position.’ The imagined line has breadth as well as length, but
the geometer says, ‘Let us suppose it has only length.’” (In 32.) See
also IMAGE–VS CONCEPT; DEFINITION(S)–GENESIS OF, MOMENTS IN (4); CONCEPT(S), CON-

[“the scientist may affirm what he can verify, and he may not affirm what he cannot verify”; see CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(4)
OF PARSIMONY], we can reach two conclusions. On the one hand, it
would seem that the only possible verification of the imagined as
imagined lies in a corresponding sensation; accordingly, if the particles are too small and the waves too subtle to be sensed as particles and waves, then the particles as imagined and the waves as
imagined cannot be verified; and if they cannot be verified, they
may not be affirmed by the scientist. On the other hand, it is possible to verify conceptual formulations if they possess sensible implications; for in the measure that an increasing number and
variety of such implications are found to correspond to sensible
experience, the verification of the conceptual formulation is approached. Thus, special relativity is said to be probable, not because many scientists feel that they have had a fairly good look at
a four-dimensional space-time manifold, but because many scientists working on different problems have found procedures and
predictions based on special relativity to be highly successful.” (In
158.)
AND INFALLIBILITY OF INSIGHT.
AND INHIBITION.

CEPTION(S)–EXPRESSION OF

INHIBITION OF

AND CONCEPTUALISM/NAÏVE REALISM.

AND INSIGHT.

This entry is related to certain
counterpositions (see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION), namely naïve realism (see REALISM–NAÏVE) and conceptualism (see CONCEPTUALISM, CONCEPTUALIST). “If one affirms the real to be a subdivision in the
‘already out there now,’ [see ALREADY-OUT-THERE-NOW-REAL] then the images will be, not heuristic symbols, but representations of things as
they really are; the successive intelligible systems will be merely
subjective arrangements, for the intelligible cannot be imagined;
and so the reality of each higher genus is emptied into the lower
until one reaches the image of the lowest; and as the lowest is imagined as too small to be seen, one is left with unverifiable images
of the lowest genus as one’s extrascientific and pseudometaphysical account of reality.” (In 465.)
AND EXPRESSION.

“As knowledge rises on the three levels of experience and imagination, understanding and conception, and reflection and judgment [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS], so in expression there may be distinguished three components. For as
affirmative or negative utterance, the expression corresponds to reflection and judgment. As a significant combination of words, the
expression corresponds to insight and conception. As an instrumental multiplicity, the expression corresponds to the material
multiplicity of experience and imagination.” (In 319.) See also CONCEPT(S), CONCEPTION(S)–EXPRESSION OF

AND GEOMETRY.

See ABSTRACTION–DEGREES OF (3)-(2) FROM SENSIBLE QUALITIES

AND INDETERMINISM.

The larger context is the complementarity of
classical and statistical investigations (In ch. 4; see CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED– INQUIRY). In the section on indeterminism in science
L writes: “Indeterminists tend to reject the old imaginable particles
and waves [see intra And mechanist determinism] and to favor some
type of conceptual symbolism. Here again the issue is the precise
nature of reality, but now, by appealing to the canon of parsimony

See

See INFALLIBILITY–OF INSIGHT-AND IMAGINATION

CENSOR, CENSORSHIP–AND NEURAL-DEMAND FUNCTIONS-

See INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–AND IMAGINATION

AND MECHANIST DETERMINISM.

“Relativity removed the space and
time in which imaginable entities, even though they could not be
seen, were much too small to be seen, at least were imaginable;
they were not imaginable with regard to secondary qualities such
as color and so on, but with regard to primary qualities that could
be handled by the geometer. The imaginable entities moved in
space over time according to determinate laws. Once that is posited, one is involved in a mechanist determinism.” (UB 191-92.) See DE-

TERMINISM– MECHANIST
AND METAPHYSICAL ELEMENTS.

“The metaphysical elements [see
are defined through the anticipation of explanatory knowledge [see METAPHYSICS–AS KNOWLEDGE-EXPLANATORY VS DESCRIPTIVE]. They regard things, not as related to us, not as related to
our senses, not as represented in our imaginations [see QUOAD NOS],
but as understood in their relations to one another [see QUOAD SE].”
(In 528.) “As we employ sensible names such as potency and form
and act, so too we are helped by imagining these constituents of
concrete being; and as the images represent the objects, so they
give rise to problems about the objects; but it is essential to grasp
that such images are merely symbolic and that such problems commonly are to be met by denying their suppositions. For on the one
hand, potency, form, and act are not the explanation of anything
but the general structure in which occurs the explanation of any
proportionate being [see BEING–PROPORTIONATE]. On the other hand—
and this is the more fundamental point—explaining and explained
do not lie within the field of the imaginable, but imaginable and
imagining lie within the field of explaining and explained.” (In 536.)
See also CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–AND IMAGINATION;
METAPHYSICS–ELEMENTS OF]

SENSE(S)–AND JUDGMENT

IMMANENCE – IMMATERIALITY
AND PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE.

See

PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–DRAMATIC-AND

IMAGINATION

AND RELATIVITY.

See intra And mechanist determinism

AND SPECIFIC/GENETIC DIFFERENCE. “Are there in this universe
things that differ specifically and generically, where these differences are conceived not descriptively but explanatorily? A negative
answer is dictated by the counterposition [see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION], for then reality reduces to imagined and unverifiable entities that differ, not intelligibly, but only in their imaginable
determinations. On the other hand, if we appeal to the immemorial
convictions of common sense or to the actual division of scientific
departments, all the evidence favors the affirmation of different
explanatory genera.” (In 467.) See also DIFFERENCE(S)–GENETIC; BEING–NOTION
OF-GENUS OR SPECIES OR DIFFERENCE?

AND SYNTHESIS.

See SYNTHESIS–IMAGINATIVE VS SYSTEMATIC UNIFICATION

AND THE GIVEN.

“We do not have control over the given; but we
can imagine pretty well what we please. If this process were simply a matter of understanding what we imagine, none of us would
ever make mistakes. Insight is infallible with respect to what one is
imagining. However, what one is imagining may not be the same
as what there is to be sensed, what can be sensed, what is given.
Insight is per se infallible and per accidens makes mistakes. It is
infallible because it is insight into what we imagine, and it is per
accidens mistaken insofar as what we imagine may be very different from what is to be seen or heard or tasted or smelt or felt.” (UB
174.)
AND THE OBJECT. “One can speak of objects metaphysically, and
then one distinguishes three types of objects: the agent object [see
OBJECT(S)–SENSES OF-METAPHYSICAL-AGENT], the terminal object, and the final
object.” (UB 145.)

Terminal. “When one says one imagines something, one means
first of all that there is not something outside one that is causing
the image; one is causing the image oneself; one is producing the
image. The image is a term immanently produced by the imagination. The image that is formed in imagination is a terminal object; it is something that is produced by imagining.” (UB 145.)
Final. “There is also a final object. We form images to have
some sort of apprehension of what is possible. When we think,
‘Will 1 do this? Well, I can see him doing that,’ and he is not doing it yet, we are just imagining him doing it. But there is a finality to that imagining, and that is a final object. We have the Latin
tag—actually, it comes from Aristotle—motus in imaginem est
idem ac motus in imaginatum. Imagining both produces an image and wants to represent some object, what is imagined. There
is a distinction between the image and what is imagined. We do
not produce in ourselves what is imagined, otherwise we could
produce in ourselves anything sensible. But we form the image
within ourselves to move to the final object.” (UB 146.)
Limited. “You can imagine only what is sensible; imagination
has a limited object.” (UB 147.) See IMAGE–AND THING ITSELF
AND THE THING ITSELF. See IMAGE–AND THING ITSELF
AND VITALISM.

“Our rejection of mechanism [see intra And mechanist
determinism] is not an affirmation of vitalism, for we do not believe
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that vitalism, at least as it commonly is conceived, is sufficiently
radical in its rejection of mechanism. For the vitalist seems to accept the mechanist view that reality consists in imaginable elements as imagined but to add that also there are unimaginable,
vital entelechies [see ENTELECHY]. In contrast, we reject outright the
belief that ultimate reality is known by a set of unverifiable images, and if we affirm forms, we affirm them not only in organisms
but also in electrons, protons, atoms, and chemical compounds.
Nor is such an affirmation to be termed mystery-mongering. For a
mystery is what is not understood, but a form is what is to be
known inasmuch as one understands correctly.” (In 505.)
COMMON SENSE VS SCIENCE AND. See KNOWLEDGE–DOMAINS OF, DISTINCT
HISTORICAL. See HISTORICAL–IMAGINATION
IN DRAMATIC PATTERN OF EXPERIENCE. See PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–
DRAMATIC-AND IMAGINATION

OPERATION OF.

“Operations are said to be immediate when their objects are present. So seeing is immediate to what is being seen,
hearing to what is being heard, touch to what is being touched. But
by imagination, language, symbols, we operate in a compound
manner; immediately with respect to the image, word, symbol;
mediately with respect to what is represented or signified. In this
fashion we come to operate not only with respect to the present and
actual but also with respect to the absent, the past, the future, the
merely possible or ideal or normative or fantastic.” (M 28.)
REPRESENTATIVE OR CREATIVE. See INTENDING–MODES OF
SPACE, TIME, AND. See SPACE AND TIME–CONCRETE VS IMAGINARY
SYNTHETIC. See SYNTHESIS– IMAGINATIVE VS SYSTEMATIC UNIFICATION
IMMANENCE: See KNOWING–AS IMMANENT
IMMANENT: Something is immanent when

within the thing itself like,
for example, the norms immanent in cognitional process—the demand for intelligibility, the demand for the unconditioned.
INTELLIGIBILITY. See INTELLIGIBILITY–IMMANENT
KNOWING AS. See KNOWING–AS IMMANENT
LAW. See SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER-AS IMMANENT LAW
NORMS.

See OBJECTIVITY–VS SUBJECTIVITY

IMMATERIALITY: See also inter alia SPIRITUAL ■ ESSENCE–COMPOSITION OF ■ EXISTENCE–INTENTIONAL ■ FORM–ASSIMILATED IN KNOWING ■ INTELLECT–AGENT-AND ACT OF
UNDERSTANDING ■ PROPER NAMES–ARISTOTLE, ARISTOTELIAN-AND SUBSTANCE-SEPARATE

AND IDEA OF BEING.

See

ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–

ARGUMENT-AND IDEA OF BEING

AND INSIGHT.

See INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–AS MATERIAL/IMMATERIAL

AND INTELLIGIBILITY .
AND TRUTH.

See intra Of knowing

See TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–CONFRONTATION VS IDENTITY AS

OF INTELLECT.
OF KNOWING.

See intra Of knowing

“[Aristotle’s] view was in terms of potency and act,
action and passion: the sense in potency is unlike the sensible in
potency; but the sense in act is like the sensible object on the general ground that effects are similar to their causes; it followed that
the senses were receptive of sensible forms without the matter
natural to those forms, much as wax is receptive of the imprint of a
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IMMEDIACY – IMPLEMENTATION

seal without being receptive of the gold of which the seal is made.
In human intellect immaterial assimilation reaches its fulness in
immaterial reception: not only is the matter of the agent not transferred to the recipient, as the gold of the seal is not transferred to
the wax; not only is the form of the agent not reproduced in matter
natural to it, as in sensation; but the form of the agent object is received in a strictly immaterial potency, the possible intellect [see INTELLECT–POSSIBLE].” (V 159-60.) See also KNOWLEDGE–BY IMMATERIALITY
Vs sensation. “The sensitive potency, such as sight, is form of
the sensitive organ, the eye; just as soul is the form of the body.
Sensation itself is the operation not merely of the organ nor
merely of the potency but of the compound of organ and potency. Directly, the sensible object acts on the sensitive organ;
but since matter and form, organ and potency are one, the movement of the organ immediately involves the operation of its form,
the sense. On the other hand, the possible intellect [see INTELLECT–
POSSIBLE] is not the form of any organ; it has no other nature but
ability to receive; it stands to all intelligible forms as prime matter
stands to all sensible forms; and precisely because it is in act
none of the things to be known, it offers no subjective resistance
to objective knowing. Thus possible intellect stands to its first
act, which is science, as the sensitive organ stands to its first
act, which is the sensitive potency; both sensation and understanding are the operations of compounds, but sensation is the
operation of a material compound, while understanding is the
operation of an immaterial compound; since, then, operari sequitur esse [activity follows being], the substantial form [see FORM–
SUBSTANTIAL] of man must be SUBSISTENT but the substantial form of a
brute cannot be subsistent.” (V 160-61.) See intra Of sensation
OF SENSATION .

“Sensation is what it is because it is immaterial, and
it is immaterial because of the mode of reception of the [subject
who senses].” (V 146.) Thus the roughness of a surface as sensed is
not in the subject sensing as it exists in the surface sensed. See also

elementary sense in which kittens know the ‘reality’ of milk.”
See also EXPERIENCE; REALISM–NAÏVE

IMPERATIVE: Sometimes the transcendental precepts are called transcendental imperatives. See TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS
MORAL. See MORAL–IMPERATIVE
TRANSCENDENTAL. See TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS
IMPLEMENTATION: The larger context is the implementation of L’s
thought, especially generalized empirical method (see GEM), in culture. L writes: “There is bound to be formed a solid right that is determined to live in a world that no longer exists. There is bound to be
formed a scattered left, captivated by now this, now that new development, exploring now this and now that new possibility. But what
will count is a perhaps not numerous center, big enough to be at
home in both the old and the new, painstaking enough to work out
one by one the transitions to be made, strong enough to refuse half
measures and insist on complete solutions even though it has to
wait.” (“Dimensions of Meaning” 1C p+.) This entry mainly regards the implementation of three elements of L’s thought: the fruitful ideas that
counter historical decline (see intra And general bias), the integral heuristic structure of proportionate being (see METAPHYSICS–STAGES/FORMS OFEXPLICIT (8 ELEMENTS)), and method. In regard to method, distinguish its
stage of development in Insight (see METHOD(S)–CRITICAL; INTERPRETATION–
SKETCH OF METHOD FOR), and its final form, generalized empirical method
(see GEM–IMPLEMENTATION OF). See also inter alia CRITICAL–VS EMPIRICAL IN HUMAN
SCIENCE

■ DECLINE ■ EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND ABSTRACT SYSTEM ■ FACT–

AMBIVALENCE OF HUMAN, SOCIAL

■ INTEGRATOR–OF INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT ■ INTELLEC-

TUAL–PROCESS-AND EGOISM ■ INTELLIGENT–TRANSITION FROM INTELLIGIBLE TO ■ INTERPRETATION–IN AUTHOR’S OWN TERMS ■ INTERSUBJECTIVITY–AND PRIVACY ■ INVARIANCE–
ANTICIPATION OF
PROBABILITY

■ KNOWLEDGE–IDEAL OF-FROM PHILOSOPHY ■ LIBERATION–AND EMERGENT

■ RESIDUE(S)–STATISTICAL ■ SOCIAL–DEVELOPMENT-BIAS OF ■ UNCONVERTED–

AND DIALECTIC ■ UNIVERSE– INTELLIGIBILITY OF-AND METHODS (4)

AND COSMOPOLIS.

See COSMOPOLIS–PROPERTIES OF (4)-(2) IMPLEMENTS INOPERATIVE

intra Of knowing-vs sensation

IDEAS

OF SOUL.

AND CRITICAL SCIENCE.

See SOUL

IMMEDIACY : Lack of an
AND MEANING.
AND REALISM.
MEDIATED.

intervening or mediating agent.

See intra World of

See REALISM–AS IMMEDIATE

See MEDIATION–OF IMMEDIACY

OF OPERATIONS.
WORLD OF.

See MEDIATION–NOTION OF

“There is another quite different meaning of the term,
object [see OBJECT(S)]. For besides the world mediated by meaning
[see WORLD(S)–MEDIATED BY MEANING] there also is a world of immediacy. It
is a world quite apart from questions and answers, a world in
which we lived before we spoke and while we were learning to
speak, a world into which we try to withdraw when we would forget the world mediated by meaning, when we relax, play, rest. In
that world the object is neither named nor described. But in the
world mediated by meaning one can recollect and reconstitute the
object of the world of immediacy. It is already, out, there, now, real
[see ALREADY-OUT-THERE-NOW-REAL].” (M 263.) This is “‘knowing’ in the

(In

277.)

AND

DIALECTIC.

See

See SCIENCE(S)–HUMAN-AS CRITICAL
DIALECTIC

(FUNCTIONAL

SPECIALTY)–AND

METHOD-

IMPLEMENTATION OF

AND GENERAL BIAS. The context is general bias (see BIAS–GENERAL) and
implications and consequences of the longer cycle of decline. See
DECLINE–CYCLE OF, LONGER-PROCESS-CONSEQUENCES (3)
AND LIBERTY.

See LIBERTY–AS PRINCIPLE OF PROGRESS

AND METAPHYSICS.

See METAPHYSICS–STAGES/FORMS OF-EXPLICIT (8 ELEMENTS)

AND SELF-UNDERSTANDING.

See

CRITICAL–VS EMPIRICAL IN HUMAN SCIENCE ; DE-

CLINE
COLLABORATION AND.

See METHOD(S)–AND COLLABORATION

OF CRITICAL METHOD.

See METHOD(S)–CRITICAL; INTERPRETATION–SKETCH OF ME-

THOD FOR

OF GEM.

See GEM–IMPLEMENTATION OF

OF GROUP ADVANTAGE.

See

DIALECTIC(S)– OF PROGRESS, DECLINE, AND RECOV-

ERY/REDEMPTION-PROCESS/PROBLEM

OF TIMELY/FRUITFUL IDEAS.

See DECLINE–CYCLE OF, LONGER-PROCESS

IMPOSSIBILITY – INDUCTION/INDUCTIVE
IMPOSSIBILITY : See also inter alia POSSIBILITY ■ ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXIS-

AND MATTER.

TENCE, LONERGAN’S–ARGUMENT-AND UNRESTRICTED ACT OF UNDERSTANDING-AND THE NON-

AND NONSYSTEMATIC.

SYSTEMATIC

■ COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY-LONERGAN VS KANT (5 ELEMENTS)-(5) ■

EVENT(S)–AND DEVELOPMENT ■ HISTORIAN–PRECONCEPTIONS OF ■ INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–VS CONCEPT ■ JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–CONCRETE-CONDITIONS FOR POSSIBLE (4)-(2)

■ LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–CLASSICAL ■ METAPHYSICAL–ARGUMENTS FROM CHANGE ■ METHOD,
GENETIC–GENERAL NOTIONS (7)-(5) ■ METHOD(S)–OF UNIVERSAL DOUBT-INDUBITABILITY, CONSEQUENCES OF (9)
MARY BEING

■ NECESSITY–APPREHENSION OF ■ PHILOSOPHY OF GOD-AND GOD-AS PRI-

■ POSSIBILITY–OF BEING ■ RELATIVE ■ SCEPTIC, SCEPTICISM ■ TRADITION–

SCIENCE AND

AND ABSTRACTION.

AND APPREHENSION.

AND PROBABILITY.

See DEDUCTION–IN THE GENERAL CASE IMPOSSIBLE

AND POSSIBILITY.

See POSSIBILITY–AND IMPOSSIBILITY

AND UNINTELLIGIBILITY.

See

CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD–(6) OF STA-

See PROBABILITY–AND INDETERMINACY

AND STATISTICAL LAW/INVESTIGATION.

AND STATISTICAL.

See LAW(S), LAW(S) OF

...–STATISTICAL-

See STATISTICAL–AXIOMATIC STRUCTURE OF

OF ABSTRACT LAWS.

See LAW(S),

LAW(S) OF ...–ABSTRACT-INDETERMINACY OF

See WILL–INDETERMINACY OF

INDIVIDUAL: In

See DETERMINISM–VS INDETERMINISM

regard to individual as person or Subject see also inter

alia ART–AND THE UNIVERSAL,

–OF LIVING ■ AUTHENTICITY–VS INAUTHENTICITY ■ COLLABO-

RATION–OF COMMON SENSE ■ COMMON SENSE–AND CERTAINTY ■ CONSTRAINT–AND SOCIETY

■ DECLINE–AND DETERMINISM ■ FREE–CHOICE ■ GENERALIST, THE ■ HUMAN–GOOD-

See BEING–CONCEPT OF

OF REVISING COGNITIONAL THEORY.

See

AND INDETERMINACY

VS DETERMINACY.

See POSSIBILITY–APPREHENSION OF P. AND IMPOSSIBILITY

AND DEDUCTION.

See MATTER–PRIME

TISTICAL RESIDUES-ELEMENTS OF

OF WILL.

See ABSTRACTION–POSSIBILITY/IMPOSSIBILITY OF
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COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY-

STRUCTURE OF

REVISION OF

■ INTELLIGENCE–SPONTANEITY VS ■ JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE–AND CONTINU-

■ MEANING–COMMON-AND ONTOLOGY ■ ORIENTATION–AND THE GOOD/VALUE ■

OUS GROWTH

SECULAR ■ SOCIAL–CRISIS VS SOCIAL TRANQUILITY.

IMPOTENCE: See MORAL–IMPOTENCE

In regard to individual as unit

see also inter alia INDIVIDUALITY ■ ABSTRACTION–CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL MODES OF,

IN A QUALIFIED SENSE:

“In some respect, but not in every respect;
according to part of its reality but not to the whole of it.” (S 713.)

–PHYSICAL ■ ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–ARGUMENT-AND UNRE-

IN SOME MEASURE: “Mediately, imperfectly, analogically. What is
understood perfectly is comprehended immediately through its essence.” (S 151.)

TINUUM–AND EMPIRICAL RESIDUE ■ FINALITY–FEATURES OF (9)-(3) ■ IMAGE–AND THING ITSELF ■

INAUTHENTIC, INAUTHENTICITY: In general, the inauthentic and inauthenticity arise from failure to obey the TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS.
AND LANGUAGE/TRADITION. See LANGUAGE–AND TRADITION
VS AUTHENTICITY. See AUTHENTICITY–VS INAUTHENTICITY
WITHDRAWAL FROM. See WITHDRAWAL–FROM INAUTHENTICITY
INCONSISTENCY :

The context is morality and consistency between
knowing and doing. See RATIONALIZATION; SELF ...–CONSISTENCY-ESCAPE FROM (3
ELEMENTS); DOING AND MAKING–AND THE MORAL IMPERATIVE, –AND THE SELF-DEVELOPING
SUBJECT

INDETERMINACY :

“The proper answer to the old determinism is an
affirmation, not of an indeterminism on the same imaginative level,
but of the indeterminacy of the abstract [see IMAGINATION–AND MECHANIST DETERMINISM].” (In 125.) See also inter alia DETERMINATION(S) ■ DETERMINISM ■ AGGREGATE(S)–COINCIDENTAL ■ ANTICIPATION–IN PRESCIENTIFIC/SCIENTIFIC THOUGHT

■

CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD–(6) OF STATISTICAL RESIDUES-ELEMENTS OF(3)-(1) ■
CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–PROCEDURES ■ CONCEPT(S), CONCEPTION(S)–
HEURISTIC-VS EXPLANATORY

ENCE/MATHEMATICS
FORMAL

ACTION.

See ACTION–INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP

AND COMMUNITY.
BIAS.
DATA.

See COMMUNITY–ORIENTATION-AND THE INDIVIDUAL

See BIAS–INDIVIDUAL
See CONJUGATE(S)–EXPERIENTIAL, –EXPLANATORY/PURE

DIFFERENCE.

See

DIFFERENCE(S)–EMPIRICAL AND INDIVIDUAL, –AND EXPLANATIONS OF

OUR UNIVERSE

INTELLIGIBILITY OF.
MATTER.

MEMORY.
THINGS.

■ NONSYSTEMATIC–IN DIVERGING SERIES OF CONDITIONS ■ PO-

See INTELLIGIBILITY–OF INDIVIDUAL/GROUP

See MATTER–AND INTELLIGIBILITY
See MEMORY–OF INDIVIDUAL/GROUP

See THING(S)–INDIVIDUALITY OF

INDIVIDUALITY: See also INDIVIDUAL
AND EMPIRICAL DIFFERENCE.

See DIFFERENCE(S)–EMPIRICAL AND INDIVIDUAL

OF CENTRAL POTENCY, FORM.

OF CREATIVE WORK .

■ METHOD, CLASSICAL–HEURISTIC ASSUMPTION OF ■ METHOD(S)–CRITICAL-AND THE

NOTION OF GOD

ENCE(S)–AND LAW-VS THING, –GENERALIZATIONS OF-AND EMPIRICAL RESIDUE

■ FREE–ACT ■ GENUS–EXPLANATORY-IS THE CONCEPT COR-

■ LOGIC–AND DEVELOPMENT OF KNOWLEDGE ■ MEANING–ACTS OF-(2)

■ ORDER–UNITY OF ■ PARTICULAR(S)–TIMES AND PLACES ■

PHANTASM/FANTASM–INSIGHT INTO-AND COMMON/INDIVIDUAL MATTER ■ PRESCIND ■ SCI-

CAUSES–POTENCY, –FORM

■ HEURISTIC–ASSUMPTION IN GENETIC METHOD ■ HEURISTIC STRUCTURE– AND SCI-

■ CHANGE–KNOWING ■ CON-

METAPHYSICAL–EQUIVALENCE-RULES OF (3)-(1) OF CONCRETENESS ■ METHOD(S)–THE FOURAND SYSTEM-BASIC CONDITION

■ CORRELATION(S)–AND SCIENTIFIC UNDERSTANDING ■ FINALITY–

IS IT POTENCY OR FORM OR ACT?
RECT?

STRICTED ACT OF UNDERSTANDING-AND THE EMPIRICAL RESIDUE

See

CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE

See ART–AND THE UNIVERSAL

OF EMPIRICAL RESIDUE.

See

CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–

POTENCY-AND INDIVIDUALITY OF EMPIRICAL RESIDUE

OF HISTORIAN.

See PERSPECTIVISM–AND INDIVIDUALITY OF HISTORIAN

TENCY/POTENTIAL–A TENSION OF OPPOSITES, –TO MOVEMENT ■ PRINCIPLE(S)–UNCERTAINTY ■

INDIVIDUATION: See DIFFERENCE(S)–EMPIRICAL AND INDIVIDUAL

REVISION–OF EMPIRICAL SCIENCE ■ UNIVERSE–INITIAL SITUATION OF

INDUCTION/INDUCTIVE:

AND CLASSICAL LAW.
AND FINALITY.

See LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–CLASSICAL-INDETERMINACY OF

See DEVELOPMENT–PRINCIPLE(S) OF (7)-(3) FINALITY

AND IMAGINATION.

See IMAGINATION–AND INDETERMINISM

Opposite: DEDUCTION/deductive. Inductive argument moves from particular to general. See intra Vs deduction in L’s

method
PROBLEM OF.

“With regard to the problem of induction, you have
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INFALLIBILITY – INFERENCE

to distinguish it from the problem of accurately formulating just
what you get in a given insight; that problem is not solved at all by
‘similars are similarly understood.’ … Again, the certainty of the
truth of the generalization is not solved by ‘similars are similarly
understood.’ … Once that is grasped there is no problem as to why
people generalize. The whole problem is to prevent them from expressing their generalization inaccurately, or making generalizations that they cannot establish. But the generalization itself ceases
to be a problem [see GENERALIZATION–AND UNDERSTANDING-AND PROBLEM OF INDUCTION].” (UB 189-90.) See also ANALOGY–ARGUMENT FROM
VS DEDUCTION IN L’S METHOD. This quote is a comment on L’s lecture. “I think much of Scholastic philosophy traditionally was
taught in a very deductive way: you began with self-evident principles, you plucked values, you might say, out of some noetic heaven, and then imposed these and, starting with your self-evident
principles, then you could deduce the whole system. I think the
great characteristic of Fr Lonergan’s approach, as distinct from
this, is that it is an experimental one; it’s rather inductive: he proceeds from experience through intelligent grasp and reasonable affirmation to deliberation, decision, and choice [see GENERALIZATION–
AND UNDERSTANDING-AND PROBLEM OF INDUCTION].” (PTP2 346.) See also INTENTIONALINFALLIBILITY : See also inter alia DEMONSTRATION ■ GEM–AND AUTHENTIC SUB■ SUBJECT, THE–TURN/SHIFT TO-FIRST AND BASIC MOMENT, -NOT MERELY SUBJECTIVE

■ TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–CRITERIA OF-REMOTE
ABSOLUTE OF.

See ABSOLUTE–OF INFALLIBILITY

AND CERTAINTY.
AND GEM.

See CERTITUDE, CERTAINTY–DEGREES OF

See GEM–NOT INFALLIBLE

“Insight is per se infallible and per accidens makes
mistakes. It is infallible because it is insight into what we imagine,
and it is per accidens mistaken insofar as what we imagine may be
very different from what is to be seen or heard or tasted or smelt or
felt.” (UB 174.) “Of itself, per se, apart from errors in imagining, insight is infallible; and, were that not so, one would not expect to
correct misunderstandings by pointing out what has been overlooked or by correcting what mistakenly has been fancied.” (V 186.)
And imagination. “One cannot misunderstand what one imagines; misunderstanding is the fault, not of intelligence but of
imagination, which can exhibit what is not and can fail to exhibit
all that is; hence, when we attempt to correct a misunderstanding,
we point out what we think is misrepresented or overlooked by
imagination; and when we acknowledge a misunderstanding, we
add that we had not adverted to this or that.” (In 432.) See also IMAGI-

OF INSIGHT.

NATION–AND THE GIVEN
OF INTELLECT.

See DEMONSTRATION

OF JUDGMENT.

See CERTITUDE,

CERTAINTY–DEGREES OF; JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE–

NOT INFALLIBLE

INFERENCE:

CONCRETE FROM CLASSICAL LAWS.

“Just as insight is a necessary intermediary between sets of measurements and the formulation of
laws, so also it is needed in the reverse process that applies known
laws to concrete situations. Hence a concrete scientific inference
has not two but three conditions: it supposes information on some
concrete situation; it supposes knowledge of laws; and it supposes
an insight into the given situation. For it is only by the insight that
one can know (1) which laws are to be selected for the inference,
(2) how the selected laws are to be combined to represent the spatial and dynamic configuration of the concrete situation, and (3)
what dimensions in the situation are to be measured to supply numerical values that particularize the selected and combined laws.”

(In 70.) See also LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–CLASSICAL

ITY ANALYSIS–AND GEM

JECTIVITY

activities of sense and, on the other hand, the concepts, judgments,
and inferences that constitute thought, there stands the intellect itself.
Unlike the natures of material things, which can be known only by
what they do, human intellect can be known by what it is.” (V 193.) See
also CONCLUSIONS; DEDUCTION
A POSTERIORI. An a posteriori inference is from effect to cause.
A PRIORI. An a priori inference is from cause to effect.
AND BELIEF. See BELIEF–AND INFERENCE

“All educated men, at least, are aware of their thoughts,
and so of the division of thoughts into concepts, judgments, and inferences. But only Aristotelians are sufficiently aware of their intellects to turn this awareness to philosophic account. Between the

And process. See PROCESS–IDEAL/TYPICAL
CONSTRUCTIVE. See intra Practical vs anticipatory
DEDUCTIVE. See intra Deductive-and virtually unconditioned; see also

MA-

THEMATICAL–JUDGMENTS-AND DEDUCTIVE INFERENCE

And mathematical judgment. See

MATHEMATICAL–JUDGMENTS-AND DEDUC-

TIVE INFERENCE

And virtually unconditioned. “Deductive inference cannot be the
basic case of judgment, for it presupposes other judgments to be
true. For that reason we have said that the form of deductive inference is merely a clear illustration of what is meant by grasping
a prospective judgment as virtually unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY].” (In 306.) See also MATHEMATICAL–JUDGMENTS-AND DEDUCTIVE
INFERENCE

Form of. “A study of the various kinds of insight provides the
ground for the logical theory of universals and particulars, experiential and explanatory conjugates [see CONJUGATE(S)–EXPERIENTIAL, –
EXPLANATORY/PURE], descriptive and explanatory genera and species
of things [see GENUS–EXPLANATORY], and Aristotle’s explanatory syllogism [see SYLLOGISM–SCIENTIFIC]. The ground of judgment in the reflective grasp of the virtually unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED,
VIRTUALLY] reveals the quite different basis of valid inference,
which is of the form ‘If A, then B; but A; therefore B,’ where A
and B are propositions or sets of propositions.” (In 599.)
 The deductive form

 For instance

If A, then B

If X is material and alive, X is mortal

But A

But men are material and alive

Therefore B.

Therefore, men are mortal.

“Now the conclusion is a conditioned, for an argument is needed
to support it. The major premise links this conditioned to its con-

INFINITY – INQUIRY

ditions, for it affirms ‘If A, then B.’ The minor premise presents
the fulfilment of the conditions, for it affirms the antecedent A.
The function, then, of the form of deductive inference is to exhibit a conclusion as virtually unconditioned. Reflective insight
[see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–REFLECTIVE] grasps the pattern, and by
rational compulsion there follows the judgment.” (In 305-6.) See also
intra Deductive-and virtually unconditioned
FORMAL.

See intra Deductive-form of

PRACTICAL VS ANTICIPATORY. “In these anticipatory concrete inferences a different type of insight comes into play. For in the practical inference the situation determines the relevant insight, and the
insight determines the selection, combination, and particularization
of laws. But in the anticipatory inference insight is creative and
constructive. It is not hampered by any given situation. Rather it
tends to be a free exploration of the potentialities of known laws,
and its principal fruit is the formulation of ideal or typical processes that are dominated throughout by human intelligence. For in
such processes the basic situation is any situation that satisfies the
requirements of the constructive insight, and provided the process
is closed off against all extraneous influence, every antecedent and
consequent situation must assume the dimensions determined by
the successive stages of the imaginative model.” (In 70-71.)
SCIENTIFIC. See intra Concrete from classical laws
VS JUDGMENT. See intra Deductive-and virtually unconditioned

INFINITY: The word appears in L’s philosophical and theological writings most often in the context of mathematics, science, and his philosophy and theology of God (see PHILOSOPHY OF GOD; ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S
EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S).
AND JUDGMENT. See JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–AND SYLLOGISM
AND SCIENTIFIC PROGRESS. See PROGRESS–SCIENTIFIC; CANON(S)–OF EMPIRI-

sharply distinguished from them. … What once I described as intersubjective community may be identified, I believe, with the infrastructure of some sociologists. It is any set of social arrangements
that goes beyond prehuman attainment but does so with a maximum
of obviousness, directness, simplicity. It can be the society of primitive fruit gatherers, or hunters, or fishers. … As there is a social, so
too there is a religious infrastructure. Arnold Toynbee has remarked,
not without penetration, that ‘The pith of primitive religion is not belief but action, and the test of conformity is not assent to a creed but
participation in ritual performances.’ [Somervell, A Study of History, Abridgement of
Volumes VII-X, 95] … Religions of the infrastructure can, in principle, be as
authentic and genuine as any, for I do not suppose that the grace of
God is refused to certain stages in the unfolding of human culture yet
granted to other stages. Nonetheless, it is true that the religions of the
infrastructure, like all things human, are under the dialectic of PROGRESS and DECLINE, righteousness and ABERRATION.” (PTP2 266-69.)
INHIBITION: See also inter alia DREAM(S)–FUNCTION OF-AND SCREENING MEMORIES ■
PSYCHOTHERAPY ■ SCIENTIFIC–OBSERVATION-AND EROS OF MIND/SPIRIT ■ SCOTOSIS, SCOTOMA–AND PERFORMANCE
AND DRAMATIC BIAS.
AND MEMORY.
OF AFFECTS.

See AFFECT(S)–INHIBITION OF
See

CENSOR, CENSORSHIP–AND NEURAL-DEMAND FUNC-

INQUIRY: See also inter alia ACT–KNOWING IN ■ BEING, –INTENTION OF ■ CATEGORY,
CATEGORIES–GENERAL, –SPECIAL ■ COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–STRUCTURE-DYNAMISM OF ■
CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–SPONTANEITIES OF ■ CONVERSION–ABSENCE OF, –PSYCHIC

■ DATA–EQUALITY OF, –OBSCURANTISM TOWARDS ■ DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS–AS BASIS OF
EXPLANATION

■ DELIBERATION–AND QUESTION OF GOD ■ EGOISM ■ EMPIRICISM/EMPIRICIST–

PHENOMENOLOGY AS

OF INTEGERS, UNDERSTANDING.

TEM

“The construction of
human reality gives rise to a distinction between an infrastructure and
a suprastructure. … By the social infrastructure, then, is meant simple prolongations of prehuman achievement. If I may quote what I
wrote some years ago: primitive community is intersubjective. Its
schemes of recurrence [see RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF] are simple prolongations of prehuman attainment, too obvious to be discussed or
criticized, too closely linked with more elementary processes to be

See MEMORY–SCREENED

TIONS-INHIBITION OF

RISTIC

INFRASTRUCTURE AND SUPRASTRUCTURE:

See SCOTOSIS, SCOTOMA–AND PERFORMANCE

OF IMAGE/IMAGINATION.

CAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(1) OF SELECTION

“The positive integers are an infinite
series of intelligibly related terms. Both the terms and the relations
are understood by anyone who can do arithmetic, and one can do
arithmetic without understanding what it is to understand. But besides the terms and their relations there is the generative principle
of the series; inasmuch as that generative principle is grasped, one
grasps the ground of an infinity of distinct concepts. Still, what is
the generative principle? It is intelligible, for it is grasped, understood. But it cannot be conceived without conceiving what an insight is, for the real generative principle of the series is the insight;
and only those ready to speak about insight are capable of asking
and answering the question, How does one know the infinite remainder of positive integers denoted by the ‘and so forth’?” (In 670.)
OF INTELLECT IN ACT. See INTELLECT–POTENTIAL OF
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■ FREQUENCY–AND INTELLIGIBILITY ■ GEM–FUNCTIONS OF (12)-(6) HEU-

■ HEURISTIC STRUCTURE–AND SCIENCE/MATHEMATICS ■ HUMANITY–AS DYNAMIC SYS-

■ HYPOTHESIS–IN NATURAL SCIENCE ■ INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–IN ACT ■

INTELLECT–AGENT, –AS SPIRIT OF WONDER, INQUIRY, CRITICAL REFLECTION ■ INTELLIGIBILITY–
AND TRANSCENDENT EXIGENCE, –DIFFERENCES OF-POTENTIAL, –SPIRITUAL-INCOMPLETE

■ MA-

TERIAL–VS SPIRITUAL ■ METHODIC/METHODICAL ■ POSTULATE(S) ■ QUESTION(S)–FURTHERAND FURTHER

■ QUIDDITY–AS DUMMY TERM ■ REAL, THE REAL–INTELLIGIBILITY OF-COMPLETE ■

SUBJECT, THE–UNITY OF ■ UNKNOWN, THE ■ VIEWPOINT(S)–OF THEORY ■ WONDER ■ X
(HEURISTIC)
AND CANONS.

See CANON(S)

AND DATA OF SENSE.
AND EGOISM.

See DATA–OF SENSE-PROVOKE INQUIRY

See EGOISM

AND EMERGENT PROBABILITY.

See

EMERGENT PROBABILITY–OF THINGS (4 POS-

TULATES)

AND EXPERIENCE. “What our knowing aims at is knowing everything about everything. On the level of potency, this is from nature, and it is independent of experience [see DESIRE TO KNOW]. We
must have it to be able to ask questions, to WONDER, to set the process going. However, the occurrence of actual wonder, actual inquiry, is not absolutely independent of experience. We cannot
wonder or inquire without having something about which to wonder or inquire; and it is the flow of sensations, perceptions, and images that provides the materials about which one wonders or
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inquires. So actual wondering has at least an occasion, an object,
supplied from experience. The experience provides the material
about which inquiry actually occurs. The potency is from nature;
the exercise involves experience.” (UB 164.)
AND HISTORICAL FACTS.

See

HISTORICAL–FACTS-UNDERSTANDING OF-AND TWO IN-

QUIRIES

AND IDEA.

See IDEA(S)–WHAT IS SOUGHT BY INQUIRY

AND INSIGHT.

L says of insight that “in itself it is so simple and obvious that it seems to merit the little attention that commonly it receives. At the same time, its function in cognitional activity is so
central that to grasp it in its conditions, its working, and its results
is to confer a basic yet startling unity on the whole field of human
inquiry and human opinion.” (In 3.) See also intra Tension of

And wonder. “We have spoken of inquiry and insight. But by inquiry we have not meant some pure WONDER; we have meant a
wonder about something. Similarly, by insight we have not
meant a pure understanding but an understanding of something.
Inquiry and insight, then, are related internally to materials about
which one inquires and into which one gains insight.” (In 367.)
AND LEVELS OF COGNITION. See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–LEVELS OF-SCHEMA
AND METAPHYSICS. See METAPHYSICS–AND ALL OTHER DEPARTMENTS-(1) UNDERLIES
AND METHOD/GEM. See GEM–FUNCTIONS OF (12)-(06) HEURISTIC
AND NONSYSTEMATIC.

See NONSYSTEMATIC–AND SUCCESSIVE LEVELS OF SCIENTIFIC

INQUIRY

AND PERCEPTION.

See SUBJECT, THE–UNITY OF

AND PURE DESIRE TO KNOW.

All answers to all questions come from
a single source. “They cannot be had without the functioning of the
pure desire [see DESIRE TO KNOW]. They cannot be had from the pure
desire alone. They are to be had inasmuch as the pure desire initiates and sustains cognitional process. Thus, if it is true that A is,
that A is one, and that there is only A, then the objective of the pure
desire is one. But if it is true that A is, that B is, that A is not B,
then the objective is many. Which, you ask, is true? The fact that
you ask, results from the pure desire. But to reach the answer, desiring is not enough; answers come only from inquiring and reflecting.” (In 374.)
AND QUESTION OF GOD. See QUESTION OF GOD, THE–AND INQUIRY
AND THE GIVEN. See GIVEN, THE
AND TRANSCENDENT EXIGENCE. “There is the transcendent exigence.
There is to human inquiry an unrestricted demand for intelligibility.
There is to human judgment a demand for the UNCONDITIONED. There
is to human deliberation a criterion that criticizes every finite
good.” (M 83-84.)
AND WONDER. See intra And insight-and wonder
AS ABSORBING. “Deep within us all, emergent when the noise of
other appetites is stilled, there is a drive to know [see DESIRE TO
KNOW], to understand, to see why, to discover the reason, to find the
cause, to ex plain. Just what is wanted has many names. In what
precisely it consists is a matter of dispute. But the fact of inquiry is
beyond all doubt. It can absorb a man. … It can fill his waking

thoughts, hide from him the world of ordinary affairs, invade the
very fabric of his dreams. It can demand endless sacrifices that are
made without regret though there is only the hope, never a certain
promise, of success. What better symbol could one find for this
obscure, exigent, imperious drive, than a man [Archimedes], naked, running, excitedly crying, ‘I’ve got it’?” (In 28.)
AS ANTICIPATION OF KNOWING.

See

ANTICIPATION–AND NOTION OF BEING; IN-

TELLIGIBILITY–ANTICIPATION OF
AS PRESUPPOSITION. “The mere fact of inquiry is itself a presupposition, for it implies that there is something to be known by understanding the data.” (In 128.)
CLASSICAL. See CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–INQUIRY
DYNAMISM OF. See HEURISTIC STRUCTURE–AND SCIENCE/MATHEMATICS
HISTORICAL. See HISTORICAL–INQUIRY
METHODS OF. See METHOD(S)–THE FOUR
MOVEMENTS IN. See ABSTRACTION–CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL MODES OF
OBJECT OF. See PRESENTATIONS–EMPIRICAL
RESTRAINT ON. See EGOISM; OBSCURANTISM
SPIRIT OF. See SPIRIT–OF INQUIRY
STATISTICAL. See CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–INQUIRY
TENSION OF.

“Archimedes had his insight by thinking about the
crown; we shall have ours by thinking about Archimedes. What we
have to grasp is that insight (1) comes as a release to the tension of
inquiry, (2) comes suddenly and unexpectedly, (3) is a function not
of outer circumstances but of inner conditions, (4) pivots between
the concrete and the abstract, and (5) passes into the habitual texture of one’s mind.” (In 28.) See also SPIRIT–OF INQUIRY

INSIGHT (THE BOOK): “To say it all with the greatest brevity: one has
not only to read Insight but also to discover oneself in oneself.” (M 260.)
“My little book Insight provides a set of exercises for those who wish
to find out what goes on in their own black boxes. But it is only a set
of exercises. What counts is doing them.” (PTP2 321-22.) Insight “may be
said to operate on three levels: it is a study of human understanding;
it unfolds the philosophic implications of understanding; it is a campaign against the flight from understanding [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–FLIGHT FROM]. These three levels are solidary. Without the first there
would be no base for the second and no precise meaning for the
third. Without the second the first could not get beyond elementary
statements, and there could be no punch to the third. Without the
third the second would be regarded as incredible, and the first would
be neglected.” (In 6-7.) “What I do in Insight, what I’ve been interested
in, is, What precisely do we do when we understand? And the problem dealt with in Insight is a double problem: What happens when
we understand? And why is it that so little is said about it? The reason why so little is said about it is that, if you acknowledge that intellect is intelligence, you can’t have any satisfactory theory of
knowledge without putting your whole weight on the true judgment.”
(UB 350.) See INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–UNDERSTANDING
AND DIALECTICAL TENSION IN THE SUBJECT. “Frequently in the
course of reading earlier chapters, the reader may have wondered,
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to the point of impatience and annoyance, why we did not begin
from the simple and obviously notion of the thing [see THING(S)–
NOTION OF]. Now, perhaps, he will grant not only that that notion is
neither as simple nor as obvious as it seems but also that things,
since they are concrete syntheses both of the object and of the subject, cannot be treated until there are assembled the elements to be
synthesized. … The basic difficulty is from the side of the subject.
He is involved in a dialectical tension, and he can be made aware
of the fact only after he has grasped what is meant and what is not
meant by inquiry, insight, and conception as opposed to sensible
data and schematic images. Accordingly, our first task was to clarify the nature of insight [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–UNDERSTANDING],
and to it we devoted our first five chapters. On that foundation we
constructed, first, a pure theory of COMMON SENSE, and secondly, an
account of its dialectical involvement. Only then could we hope to
distinguish effectively between things and ‘bodies,’ between the intelligible unities to be grasped when one is within the intellectual
pattern of experience [see PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–INTELLECTUAL] and, on
the other hand, the highly convincing instances of the ‘already out
there now real’ [see ALREADY-OUT-THERE-NOW-REAL] that are unquestioned and unquestionable not only for animals but also for the
general bias of common sense [see COMMON SENSE–BIAS OF, GENERAL].” (In
292-93.)
AND MATHEMATICS/PHYSICS. “The relevance of mathematics and
mathematical physics to the present investigation is not only the
transference of their clarity and precision to the account of insight
but also the significance of the transition from the old mechanism
to relativity and from the old determinism to statistical laws [see
DETERMINISM–MECHANIST; LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–STATISTICAL]. In earlier periods
the thinker that would come to grips with his thinking could be
aided by the dialogues of Plato, and on a more recondite level he
could appeal to what M. Gilson would call the experiment of history in ancient, medieval, and modern philosophy. But today there
are at his disposal both the exactitude and the impressive scale of a
complementary historical experiment that began with the blending
of scientific principles and philosophic assumptions in Galileo and
has ended with their sharp segregation in our own day. What a Plato labored to communicate through the effort in appropriation of
his artistic dialogues, what the intelligence of an Augustine only
slowly mastered in the throes of a religious conversion, what led a
Descartes to a method of universal doubt and prompted a Kant to
undertake a critique of pure reason, has cast a shadow, no less
momentous but far more sharply defined, in the realm of exact science. Clearly, in a contemporary effort to resolve the duality in
man’s knowledge, it would be foolhardy to ignore, if not the most
striking, at least the most precise element in the evidence available
on the issue.” (In 15-16.) See also intra And the modes of scientific thoughtmathematical/scientific precision; Viewpoint of
AND METAPHYSICS.

See

METAPHYSICS–ONTOLOGICALLY VS EPISTEMOLOGICALLY

STRUCTURED

AND MOVING VIEWPOINT. This topic follows L’s remarks about coherence (see intra Coherence of). “As is clear, a book designed to aid
a development must be written from a moving viewpoint. It cannot
begin by presupposing that a reader can assimilate at a stroke what
can be attained only at the term of a prolonged and arduous effort.
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On the contrary, it must begin from a minimal viewpoint and a
minimal context; it will exploit that minimum to raise a further
question that enlarges the viewpoint and the context; it will proceed with the enlarged viewpoint and context only as long as is
necessary to raise still deeper issues that again transform the basis
and the terms of reference of the inquiry; and clearly, this device
can be repeated not merely once or twice but as often as may be
required to reach the UNIVERSAL VIEWPOINT and the completely concrete
context that embraces every aspect of reality.” (In 18.) Later, L remarks: “Not only are we writing from a moving viewpoint but also
we are writing about a moving viewpoint.” (In 20.) See also intra Viewpoint of
AND NATURE OF KNOWLEDGE.
AND PROBABILITY.

See KNOWLEDGE–NATURE OF

See PROBABILITY–THEORY OF

AND SELF-APPROPRIATION.

See SELF-APPROPRIATION–AND THE BOOK INSIGHT

AND THE MODES OF SCIENTIFIC THOUGHT. In his introduction, L
writes of why the book appropriates the modes of scientific
thought. He says, “my initial concentration on mathematics and
natural science seems unduly to narrow the effective range of the
invitation that I issue to an appropriation of one’s own rational
self-consciousness.” (In 14.) He proceeds to give three reasons.
Imagination in science. “The present enterprise is concerned to
unravel an ambiguity and to eliminate an ambivalence. St Augustine of Hippo narrates that it took him years to make the discovery that the name ‘real’ might have a different connotation from
the name ‘body.’ Or, to bring the point nearer home, one might
say that it has taken modern science four centuries to make the
discovery that the objects of its inquiry need not be imaginable
entities moving through imaginable processes in an imaginable
space-time. The fact that a Plato attempted to communicate
through his dialogues, the fact that an Augustine eventually
learnt from the writers whom, rather generically, he refers to as
Platonists, has lost its antique flavor and its apparent irrelevance
to the modern mind. Even before Einstein and Heisenberg it was
clear enough that the world described by scientists was strangely
different from the world depicted by artists and inhabited by men
of common sense. But it was left to twentieth—century physicists to envisage the possibility that the objects of their science
were to be reached only by severing the umbilical cord that tied
them to the maternal imagination of man.” (In 15.)

Mathematical/scientific precision. “It is essential that the notion
of insight, of the accumulation of insights, of higher viewpoints,
and of their heuristic significance and implications not only
should be grasped clearly and distinctly but also, insofar as possible, should be identified in one’s own personal intellectual experience. The precise nature of such an identification will be
clarified in the chapter on [SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER], for, as
seems clear, it is both easy and common to conceive introspection and intellectual experience in a fashion that, when submitted
to scrutiny, proves to be meaningless. Still, if that account of our
awareness of the levels of consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)] is to be intelligible, it has to be preceded by a
grasp, both precise and firm, of the successive types of activity
that serve to mark and to define the successive levels of con-
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sciousness. In turn, if one’s apprehension of those activities is to
be clear and distinct, then one must prefer the fields of intellectual endeavor in which the greatest care is devoted to exactitude
and in fact the greatest exactitude is attained. For this reason,
then, I have felt obliged to begin my account of insight and its
expansion with mathematical and scientific illustrations, and
while I would grant that essentially the same activities can be illustrated from the ordinary use of intelligence that is named COMMON SENSE, I also must submit that it would be impossible for
common sense to grasp and say what precisely common sense
happens to illustrate.” (In 14-15.)
Mathematics/physics. See intra And mathematics/physics
AS COMPREHENSIVE.

In his preface, L offers ten aspects of insight
into insight, the topic of his book or, better, the foundation of his
philosophy. The tenth point argues in part that, from the previous
nine “there seems to follow the possibility of a philosophy that is
at once methodical, critical, and comprehensive. It will be comprehensive because it embraces in a single view every statement in
every philosophy.” (In 6.) See also intra As critical; As methodical
AS CRITICAL. In his preface, L offers ten aspects of insight into insight, the topic of his book or, better, the foundation of his philosophy. The tenth point argues in part that, from the previous nine
“there seems to follow the possibility of a philosophy that is at
once methodical, critical, and comprehensive. … It will be critical
because it discriminates between the products of the detached and
disinterested desire to understand and, on the other hand, the products of the flight from understanding.” (In 6.) See also intra As methodical; As comprehensive
AS METHODICAL.

In his preface, L offers ten aspects of insight into
insight, the topic of his book or, better, the foundation of his philosophy. The tenth point argues in part that, from the previous nine
“there seems to follow the possibility of a philosophy that is at
once methodical, critical, and comprehensive. … It will be methodical because it transposes the statements of philosophers and
metaphysicians to their origins in cognitional activity, and it settles
whether that activity is or is not aberrant by appealing, not to philosophers, not to metaphysicians, but to the insights, methods, and
procedures of mathematicians, scientists, and men of common
sense.” (In 6.) See also intra As critical; As comprehensive
COHERENCE OF. “This book is written, not from above downwards,
but from below upwards. Any coherent set of statements can be
divided into definitions, postulates, and conclusions. But it does
not follow that between the covers of a single book there must be a
single coherent set of statements. For the single book may be written from a moving viewpoint, and then it will contain, not a single
set of coherent statements, but a sequence of related sets of coherent statements.” (In 17-18.) See also intra And moving viewpoint
“Our goal is insight into insight, and that goal is reached
inasmuch as the insight that is sought rises upon a differentiated
series of illustrative insights. But the illustrative insights have to be
elementary. We cannot reproduce whole treatises, and if we could
and did we should defeat our purpose. Hence our illustrations have

GOAL OF.

to be simple insights stripped from their context of further complementary insights that correct, qualify, adjust, and refine.” (In 21.)
See also INSIGHT

AND UNDERSTANDING–UNDERSTANDING

And the specialist. “Now such stripping will pain specialist readers. If they miss our point entirely, it may even convince them
that insight itself is as superficial as our illustrations. However,
specialists have in their own understanding the remedy for their
pain, for they always can bring to light the complementary insights by asking themselves why our illustrations are unsatisfactory. Moreover, if they do so, they can advance rapidly towards
an insight into insight, while if they merely grumble that this set
of words is wrong and that set misleading, they risk encouraging
an oversight of insight and even a flight from understanding [see
INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–FLIGHT FROM].” (In 21.) See also INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–UNDERSTANDING
MEANING OF ‘EXISTENTIAL’ IN.

“May it be noted, once and for all,
that regularly the foregoing meaning is to be attributed to our use
of the terms ‘exist,’ ‘existence,’ ‘existential’? Only when the context demands it are these words to be given the meaning they bear
in existentialist philosophy.” (In 274.)

METALOGICAL VS LOGICAL IN.

“The order in which the moving
viewpoint [see intra And moving viewpoint] assembles the elements for
an appropriation of one’s own intellectual and rational selfconsciousness is governed, not by considerations of logical or metaphysical priority, but by considerations of pedagogical efficacy.
… In the course of chapter 14, or at least by chapter 17, the reader
will be able to hold in a single coherent view the totality of contradictory positions on knowledge, objectivity, and reality. But such a
perspective is dialectical or metalogical. It cannot be produced by
the logical arts of definition, postulation, and inference. It can be
mediated by a book only insofar as there is a communication of insights that in some remote fashion is analogous to the evocation of
images or to the suggestion of feelings. Hence, particularly in our
first ten chapters, which deal with the genesis of concepts and
judgments, of terms and propositions, the only possible vehicle for
the essential content of our analysis is a prelogical and even
preconceptual mode of communication.” (In 21.)
PEDAGOGY OF.

“It is much simpler to do things than to explain what
you are trying to do, what the method is that you are employing in
doing it, and how that method will give you the results. In other
words, the simple matter of attaining SELF-APPROPRIATION can be complicated by an enormous series of surrounding questions that are all
more difficult than the actual feat of attaining self-appropriation.
For that reason I do not start talking about the method of the book
Insight until about chapter 14. Prior to that there is a method, but it
is pedagogical—the type of method employed by a teacher who
does not explain to his pupils what he is trying to do but goes ahead
and does it. He has a method, but they are being cajoled. They have
their attention held, one thing is given them after another, and they
get there. But if the teacher had to answer such questions as ‘What
are we trying to do?’ and ‘How are we going to get there?’ he
would never succeed in teaching anything. Questions about method
and questions about the possibility of knowledge are much more
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difficult than the knowledge itself or the actual achievement.” (UB 34.)
RELEVANCE OF MATHEMATICS/PHYSICS IN.

See intra And the modes of

scientific thought-mathematics/physics
SUMMARY OF.

Near the end of the book, L speaks of “the inner
logic of the plan with which I began. From a succession of lower
contexts there was gradually to emerge an upper context. The
lower contexts were to be subject to further additions and to indefinite revision. The upper context was to be constituted (1) by
the invariant structures of experiencing, inquiring, and reflecting
[see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS-PATTERN OF], (2) by the consequent
isomorphic structures of all there is to be known of the universe of
proportionate being [see KNOWING–AND KNOWN-ISOMORPHISM OF], (3) by the
fuller invariant structure that adds reasonable choice and action to
intelligent and reasonable knowing [see DECISION], (4) by the profounder structure of knowing and known to be reached by acknowledging the full significance of the detached, disinterested,
unrestricted DESIRE TO KNOW, and (5) by the structure of the process in
which the existential situation sets human intelligence the problem
of rising above its native resources and seeking the divine solution
to man’s incapacity for sustained development [see EVIL–PROBLEM OF].”
(In 754.)
VIEWPOINT OF. “Despite the imposing name, TRANSCENDENCE is the
elementary matter of raising further questions. Thus, [Insight] has
been written from a moving viewpoint . It began from insight as an
interesting event in human consciousness. It went on to insight as a
central event in the genesis of mathematical knowledge. It went
beyond mathematics to study the role of insight in classical and
statistical investigations. It went beyond the reproducible insights
of scientists to the more complex functioning of intelligence in
common sense, in its relations to its psycho-neural basis, and in its
historical expansion in the development of technology, economies,
and polities. It went beyond all such direct and inverse insights to
the reflective grasp that grounds judgment. It went beyond all insights as activities, to consider them as elements in knowledge. It
went beyond actual knowledge to its permanent dynamic structure,
to construct an explicit metaphysics and add the general form of an
ethics. It has found man involved and engaged in developing, in
going beyond what he happens to be, and it has been confronted
both with man’s incapacity for sustained development and with his
need to go beyond the hitherto considered procedures of his endeavor to go beyond.” (In 658-59.) See also intra And moving viewpoint

INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING: From the title of Insight: A Study of
Human Understanding one can appreciate the intimate relation between insight and understanding. Entries under insight and understanding in the indexes of Insight and Understanding and Being (L’s
lectures on Insight), as well as the indexes of other volumes of the
Collected Works, comprise hundreds of subentries and crossreferences. To manage this complexity within the limits of a glossary,
the two distinct but intimately related terms are combined, only their
principle elements are defined, and only their most important relations to other topics are noted. The interested reader can profitably
consult the abovementioned indexes.
Sometimes the two terms are virtual synonyms. As a general
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guide, however, “insight” tends to be a noun referring to one’s having understood a particular aspect of something; “understanding”
tends to refer more often to the process of gaining an insight. To
say, “I had an insight into the situation,” and “I understood the situation,” do not always mean the same thing. Understanding something can require several, even many, insights; but every insight is
an act of understanding. “The insight is the enriching moment—the
grasp of the actual intelligibility … that is potentially in the phantasm.” (UB 282.) See intra Understanding; see also INTELLIGIBILITY–OF PHANTASM/IMAGE

■ COGNITIONAL THEORY ■ CONSCIOUSNESS–LEVELS OF (5)

ABERRATION OF.

See intra Flight from

ABSTRACTION IN.

See ABSTRACTION–AND INSIGHT

ACCUMULATION OF.

“Just as there is spontaneous inquiry, so too
there is a spontaneous accumulation of related insights. For questions are not an aggregate of isolated monads. Insofar as any question is followed by an insight, one has only to act, or to talk, or
perhaps merely to think, on the basis of that insight, for its incompleteness to come to light and thereby generate a further question.
Insofar as the further question is in turn met by the gratifying response of a further insight, once more the same process will reveal
another aspect of incompleteness, to give rise to still further questions and still further insights. Such is the spontaneous process of
learning [see LEARNING–SELF-CORRECTING PROCESS OF]. It is an accumulation
of insights in which each successive act complements the accuracy
and covers over the deficiency of those that went before.” (In 197.)
As viewpoint. See

TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–APPROPRIATION OF-A THREEFOLD PROB-

LEM-(1) LEARNING

Spontaneous. See intra Accumulation of
Willingness parallel to. See WILLINGNESS–AND HABITUAL ACCUMULATION OF INSIGHTS

ACT OF AS PASSION. See PASSION–AND ACT OF UNDERSTANDING AS
ACT OF VS CONTENT OF ACT. Knowing is a process of cognitive operations from experience to understanding to judgment. The structure is invariant. The act of understanding therefore is distinct from
the content of the act. L remarks: “Its content is so extensive that it
mocks encyclopedias and overflows libraries; its content is so difficult that a man does well devoting his life to mastering some part
of it; yet even so, its content is incomplete and subject to further
additions, inadequate and subject to repeated future revisions.” (In

12.)
ANALOGOUS. See METAPHYSICS–AND ESSENCE
AND A PRIORI SYNTHESIS.

“Every insight is both a priori and synthetic. It is a priori, for it goes beyond what is merely given to
sense or to empirical consciousness [see DATA–OF SENSE; DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS]. It is synthetic, for it adds to the merely given an explanatory unification or organization. It seems to follow that
insight into insight [see intra Understanding] will yield a synthetic and
a priori account of the full range of synthetic a priori components
in our cognitional activity.” (In 5.)
And deduction. See DEDUCTION–AND A PRIORI SYNTHESES
AND ALREADY OUT THERE NOW REAL.
AND UNDERSTANDING

See

ALREADY-OUT-THERE-NOW-REAL–
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AND ART. See ART–INSIGHT IN

AND INTERPRETATION.

AND COMMON SENSE.

AND KANT. See A PRIORI–KANT’S-VS ARISTOTLE/AQUINAS

“Common sense, unlike the sciences, is a specialization of intelligence in the particular and the concrete. It is
common without being general, for it consists in a set of insights
that remains incomplete until there is added at least one further insight into the situation in hand; and once that situation has passed,
the added insight is no longer relevant, so that COMMON SENSE at once
reverts to its normal state of incompleteness.” (In 198-99.) See also

COMMON SENSE–LIMITS OF
AND COMMUNICATION. See COMMUNICATION–AND UNDERSTANDING
AND CONCEPT/WORD.

“A single insight is expressed in many con-

cepts.” (In 39.) See intra Vs concept
AND DEFINITIONS.

“One may recite a definition by rote without understanding; but unless one really understands, one cannot define;
and as soon as one understands, one has defined.” (UB 23 n. 47.)
AND DREAMS. See DREAM(S)–AND INSIGHT
AND EMPIRICAL RESIDUE.

“Insight is into sensitive presentations and
imaginative representations, but it is no less a fact that what is
grasped by insight is not the empirical residue [see RESIDUE(S)–
EMPIRICAL] but what is abstracted from the empirical residue, and so
insight is not conditioned intrinsically by the empirical residue. In
fact, grasp of the unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY] presupposes a fulfilment of conditions that commonly is obtained by the
occurrence of appropriate sensitive experience; still, that occurrence is not the unconditioned that is grasped, unless perhaps one is
deciding whether there is occurring a sensitive experience; and
there are judgments in which the fulfilment consists, at least proximately, not in any sensitive experience, but in such acts as insight
and reflective understanding [see intra REFLECTIVE].” (In 542-43.)
And frames of reference. See FRAME(S) OF REFERENCE–EMPIRICAL RESIDUE,
INSIGHT AND

AND ESSENCE, ABSTRACT. See ESSENCE–ABSTRACT
AND EXPERIENCE.

Insight unifies the data of EXPERIENCE. These data
can be either of sense or of consciousness (see DATA–OF SENSE; DATA OF
CONSCIOUSNESS). For a succinct explanation of the process from the
data of sense experience to insight see KNOWING–PRÉCIS OF. On the relation of insight to the data of consciousness see SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF
THE KNOWER.
AND EXPRESSION. See EXPRESSION–AND UNDERSTANDING
AND FORM. See CONCEIVING; INTELLIGIBILITY– OF CONTINGENT ACT
AND FORMULATION. See FORMULATION–INSIGHT AND
AND GENERALIZATION. See GENERALIZATION–AND UNDERSTANDING
AND HYPOTHESIS. See HYPOTHESIS–AND INSIGHT
AND IMAGINATION.

“In the insight what you do is add intelligibility
to the sensible data. The sensible data or the imagined data are potentially intelligible. At the moment of insight you have actual intelligibility, you click.” (UB 286.) See also intra In act

AND INQUIRY.

See INQUIRY–AND INSIGHT

AND INTELLIGIBILITY.

See intra And imagination

AND LANGUAGE.
AND LAWS.

See INTERPRETATION–AND UNDERSTANDING

See DEFINITION(S)–TYPES OF-NOMINAL-VS EXPLANATORY

See LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–APPLICATION OF AND INSIGHT

AND NONSYSTEMATIC.
AND ONE/MANY.

See NONSYSTEMATIC–PROCESS-UNDERSTANDING OF

See intra As material/immaterial

AND ORDINARY/CONTINUOUS TIME.
AND OVERSIGHT.

See intra As material/immaterial

See OVERSIGHT

AND PARTICULAR.

See PARTICULAR(S)–INSIGHT INTO

AND PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE.

See

PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–INTELLECTUAL-

AND SPIRAL ASCENT OF UNDERSTANDING

AND POSSIBILITY.

See POSSIBILITY–AND INSIGHT

AND PRECONSCIOUS.

“When you are dealing with a problem, if you
define it as carefully as you can—all the aspects of it—then put it
aside, and take it out six months later, you are more likely to hit
upon the solution than if you just stuck with it. … In other words,
there is a subconscious and preconscious effort moving towards
this insight. Within a person there is a series of levels—physical,
chemical, biological, psychic, intellectual—and they have to be
working in harmony. It’s some form of disease when they are not.
And just as there can be an orientation in conscious living that favors the emergence of insight, so too there can be an orientation in
conscious living that is opposed to having the insight.” (UB 257.)

AND PSYCHIC DISORDER.

See intra And psychoneuroses

AND PSYCHONEUROSES.

“The analyst’s knowledge has two parts.
There is the basic accumulation derived from an academic formation and from personal experience. It consists in an understanding
of the psychoneuroses or parapathies in their origins, their development, their results: it is a grasp of a vast manifold of possibilities:
it involves an ability to proceed from a patients biography and behavior, his dreams and associations, to a grasp of his precise flight
from knowledge. However, that precise flight was the hidden component of an individual history: it possesses not merely typical features but also its own particular twists and turns; and it continues to
be operative in the analytical situation. The analyst has to outwit
the resistance. He has to discern the transference, be able to make
capital of it, and know when to end it. He has to be able to wait for
favorable opportunities, ready to take the initiative when the occasion calls for it, capable of giving up when he is defeated, and ingenious in keeping things going when he sees he can win. In this
complicated and dangerous chess game, he is to be gaining insight
into the patient’s basic trouble, winning his confidence by the explanation and removal of superficial symptoms, and preparing the
way for the discovery of the profound secret. Finally, he has to be
able to end the analysis, stiffen the analysand to self-reliance, contribute what he can to the happy ending in which both need of the
analyst and disturbing memories of the analysis pass away.” (In 22526.) See also PSYCHOTHERAPY
AND RELATIONS. “Inasmuch as it is the act of organizing intelligence, insight is an apprehension of relations. But among relations
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are meanings, for meaning seems to be a relation between sign and
signified. Insight, then, includes the apprehension of meaning, and
insight into insight [see intra Understanding] includes the apprehension of the meaning of meaning.” (In 4-5.) See also TERM(S)–AND RELATIONS;
DATA–OF SENSE-IMMANENT INTELLIGIBILITY OF
AND SPATIAL/NONSPATIAL.
AND SYSTEM.

See

See intra As material/immaterial

SYSTEM(S)–HIGHER-HUMANITY SOURCE OF; METHOD(S)–THE FOUR-

AND SYSTEM

AND THE GOOD/VALUE.

See GOOD, THE–AND INSIGHT

AND TRUTH. Understanding is not knowledge. Knowledge is had
when the operation of reflective understanding (see intra Reflective)
grasps evidence sufficient for judgment that it is so or is not so (see
intra Inverse)—grasps the virtually unconditioned (see UNCONDITIONED,
VIRTUALLY). Then one knows one’s understanding to be true. See also
TRUTH(S), THE TRUE
AND WILL.

See WILL–CAN PREVENT UNDERSTANDING

AND WONDER.

In answer to the question—“I wonder whether we
have to go to a certain habitual knowledge that the intellect has, so
that we can formulate a first question?”—L says: “Psychologically,
what is first is the question in the sense of WONDER. It is not the formulated question, the question you put in words, nor the precisely
conceived question that you have in your mind, but the intellectual
dis-ease and desire; and it is not those words—they are just ways
of expressing the matter. You can ask which comes first, food or
the hunger? But in the order of potency and act, it is the hunger
that desires, it is for the food, and you get the food because of the
hunger. Similarly there is a hunger of the mind that manifests itself
in this wonder, in this trying to understand, and that effort to understand is something that is first psychologically.” (UB 300.)
AS CREATIVE AND CONSTRUCTIVE. See INFERENCE–PRACTICAL VS ANTICIPATORY
AS DISCOVERY. “Insight comes suddenly and unexpectedly. It did
not occur when Archimedes was in the mood and posture that a
sculptor would select to portray ‘The Thinker.’ It came in a flash,
on a trivial occasion, in a moment of relaxation. Once more there
is dramatized a universal aspect of insight. For it is reached, in the
last analysis, not by learning rules, not by following precepts, not
by studying any methodology. Discovery is a new beginning. It is
the origin of new rules that supplement or even supplant the old.
Genius is creative. It is genius precisely because it disregards established routines, because it originates the novel ties that will be
the routines of the future. Were there rules for discovery, then discoveries would be mere conclusions.” (In 29.) See also intra Cumulative

series of
AS HYPOTHESIS.

See HYPOTHESIS–AND INSIGHT

AS MATERIAL/IMMATERIAL. “Our understanding is one yet of many,
for in a single act we understand the whole series of positive integers. Similarly, it is immaterial, for it abstracts from the empirical
residue [see RESIDUE(S)–EMPIRICAL], yet of the material, for it advances in
understanding of this universe. Again, while it is involved in an ordinal time, for it develops, it is not involved in the continuous time
of local motion, for its development is not through a sequence of
noncountable stages. Finally, while it pertains to a spatially conditioned subject, it is nonspatial, for it deals with the non-countable
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multiplicity of space through invariants that are independent of particular spatial standpoints.” (In 668-69.)
AS MEDIATOR. See FORMULATION–INSIGHT AND
AS PROPER ACT OF SOUL.

“This I should be inclined to translate:
‘The human soul understands itself by its understanding, which is
its proper act, perfectly demonstrating its power and its nature’ [ST 1,
q. 88, a. 2, ad 3m]. … But, however the passage is translated, it seems
clear that a psychological act, named intelligere [understanding], is
the basis of a perfect demonstration of the nature and the power of
the human soul. Now power and nature are metaphysical entities.
To demonstrate them perfectly involves one in a long list of metaphysical theorems. Yet we have Aquinas’ own word for it that a
perfect demonstration of these metaphysical entities may be derived from a consideration of intelligere, the proper act of the human soul.” (L, “Insight: Preface to a discussion” 1C 143.)
AS SIMPLE AND OBVIOUS. See MEANING–AS SIMPLE AND OBVIOUS
COHERENCE OF.

See COHERENCE–OF INSIGHTS

CORRECT.

“How do you know that the insight is correct? How do
you test the insights? The answer, very briefly, is that one can distinguish between vulnerable and invulnerable insights.” (UB 122.) See

intra Vulnerable/invulnerable
CUMULATIVE SERIES OF. “While each new insight uncovers evidence, moves one away from previous perspectives, selects or rejects data as relevant or irrelevant, and adds to the picture that is
being constructed, still what gains attention is, not each single insight, but the final insight in each cumulative series. It is such final
insights that are called discoveries. With them the full force of the
cumulative series breaks forth and, as the cumulation has a specific
direction and meaning, discoveries now are of the new evidence,
now of a new perspective, now of a different selection or critical
rejection in the data, now of ever more complicated structures.” (M

190.)

In the historian. “The historian finds his way in the complexity
of historical reality by the same type and mode of developing understanding, as the rest of us employ in day-to-day living. The
starting-point is not some set of postulates or some generally accepted theory but all that the historian already knows and believes. The more intelligent and the more cultivated he is, the
broader his experience, the more open he is to all human values,
the more competent and rigorous his training, the greater is his
capacity to discover the past. When an investigation is succeeding, his insights are so numerous, their coalescence so spontaneous, the manner in which they complement or qualify or correct
one another is so immediate and so deft, that the historian can objectify, not every twist and turn in the genesis of his discovery,
but only the broad lines of the picture at which eventually he arrives.” (M 216.)
DEFINITION.

“An interior and strictly spiritual act that occurs more
rarely and with greater difficulty in the slow-witted and more often
and with greater ease in the sharp-witted.” (S 151.)
DEVELOPMENT OF. L contrasts systematic, commonsense, and
scholarly developments of understanding.
And concepts. “Conceptualists [see

CONCEPTUALISM, CONCEPTUALIST]
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conceive understanding as something that results from concepts,
and concepts result from some sort of an intellectual look. So you
have development on that showing only when things change,
when things develop. But Aristotelians and Thomists hold that
understanding is with respect to sensible data, and it expresses itself in concepts, with the result that the more you understand, and
the more accurately you understand, your concepts keep moving.
And that’s the priority of understanding to concepts, consequently to the propositions, and to the rules of logic that govern
concepts and propositions: an intellectualist position. It’s what Insight is about, and also my verbum articles on St Thomas [Verbum].” (PTP2 65.) See also INTELLIGIBILITY–AND CONCEPTS, MULTIPLE
Commonsense. “In contrast, the commonsense type of development is one’s project in living, one’s making oneself what one is
to be. It is cognitive of one’s world, in communication with one’s
fellows, practical. Through it one is sharing and adapting a cultural tradition that was built up over the millennia. Of that tradition one has no full and precise inventory of its store. With
respect to it one has no mode of control over and above the
commonsense process of spontaneous inquiry, spontaneously accumulating insights, spontaneously teaching and learning. In that
spontaneous development each new advance is a function, not of
precise assumptions and procedures, but rather of the total apperceptive mass that has resulted from all previous acquisitions of
insight. Since the errors of system are systematic, a case can be
made for the use of Cartesian methodic doubt in the construction
of a philosophic or scientific system. But the controls of common
sense are not explicit but implicit; they are immanent and operative in our being attentive, intelligent, reasonable, responsible. If
we have gone astray, if the tradition we have inherited has gone
astray, doubting everything is no solution, for that would only reduce us to a second childhood. We have no choice but to follow
the advice of John Henry Newman—to accept ourselves as we
are, and by dint of constant and persevering attention, intelligence, reasonableness, responsibility [see TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS]
strive to expand what is true and force out what is mistaken in
views that we have inherited or spontaneously developed.” (PTP2
63-64.) See also COMMON SENSE–DEVELOPMENT OF

Scholarly. “In its essentials this development resembles not the
systematic but the commonsense type. But if it is concerned with
the words and deeds of individuals or groups, if it aims at an understanding of the particular and concrete, if it leaves to the systematizers to proclaim any universal truths for which scholarship
provides the evidence, still it is withdrawn from the hurly-burly
of everyday living, it can forget the passions of the present without entering into the passions of the past, and the results reached
by any scholar will be checked not only by his peers but also, if
the results survive, by their successors. Besides the systematic
tradition and the commonsense tradition, there is also the scholarly. All three can suffer decadence and decay. But it is the scholarly that can migrate to earlier times, that can discern their truth
and error, their values and aberrations, that can be challenged by
the past to criticize the present and, through that criticism, pro-

voke a renewal. It is through such renewals that is to be met the
remote criterion of truth, the criterion that consists in the twofold
authenticity—the authenticity of the tradition one has inherited
and the authenticity of one’s own assimilation of it.” (PTP2 64.)
Systematic. “The SYSTEMATIC type, precisely in the measure that it
succeeds in getting all assumptions out in the open and all procedures under control, achieves a detached and impersonal character. What is supposed does not depend on what so-and-so’s
teachers taught him or on what he thinks they taught him. What is
done is not subject to the bias that would be imposed by the past
development, the values, the goals, the feelings of this or that individual. In brief, when a system errs, it does so not accidentally
but systematically.” (PTP2 63.)
DIRECT.

See intra Inverse (a comparison of direct and inverse insights).
And empirical residue. See INTELLIGIBILITY–MATERIAL-VS SPIRITUAL

Vs reflective. “Now understanding is of two kinds: there is the
direct understanding, parent of the definition, in which the mind
clicks, one gets the idea, one feels like shouting ‘Eureka!’ with
Archimedes; there is also a reflective understanding, parent of
judgment, in which one sees that one cannot but judge something
to be so.” (V 25.) See also intra Reflective
Chapter 1 of Insight explicates the elements of insight. These have necessarily been distributed among many entries
intra and their many cross-references. See also COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–

ELEMENTS OF.

TERMS AND RELATIONS, BASIC NEST OF

Summary. “To conclude this chapter on the elements of insight,
let us indicate briefly what is essential, significant, important in
its contents and, on the other hand, what is incidental, irrelevant,
negligible. What alone is essential is insight into insight [see intra
Understanding]. Hence the incidental includes (1) the particular insights chosen as examples, (2) the formulation of these insights,
and (3) the images evoked by the formulation. It follows that for
the story of Archimedes the reader will profitably substitute some
less resounding yet more helpful experience of his own. Instead
of the definition of the circle he can take any other intelligently
performed act of defining and ask why the performance is, not
safe, not accurate, not the accepted terminology, but a creative
stroke of insight. Instead of the transition from elementary arithmetic to elementary algebra one may review the process from
Euclidean to Riemannian geometry. Instead of asking why surds
are surds, one can ask why transcendental numbers are transcendental. Similarly, one can ask whether the principle of inertia implies that Newton’s laws are invariant under inertial
transformations, what inspired Lorentz to suppose that the electromagnetic equations should be invariant under inertial transformations, whether an inverse insight accounts for the basic
postulate of general relativity, whether the differences of particular places or particular times are the same aspect of the empirical
residue [see RESIDUE(S)–EMPIRICAL] as the differences of completely
similar hydrogen atoms. For just as in any subject one comes to
master the essentials by varying the incidentals, so one reaches
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familiarity with the notion of insight by modifying the illustrations and discovering for oneself and in one’s own terms the
point that another attempts to put in terms he happens to think
will convey the idea to a probably nonexistent average reader.” (In
55-56.)
EMERGENCE OF.

See EMERGENCE–OF INSIGHT

EXPRESSION OF.

See EXPRESSION–OF INSIGHT

FLIGHT FROM.

“Just as insight into insight [see intra Understanding]
yields a clear and distinct idea of clear and distinct ideas, just as it
includes an apprehension of the meaning of meaning, just as it exhibits the range of the a priori synthetic components in our knowledge, just as it involves a philosophic unification of mathematics,
the sciences, and common sense, just as it implies a metaphysical
account of what is to be known through the various departments of
human inquiry, so also insight into the various modes of the flight
from understanding will explain (1) the range of really confused
yet apparently clear and distinct ideas, (2) aberrant views on the
meaning of meaning, (3) distortions in the a priori synthetic components in our knowledge, (4) the existence of a multiplicity of
philosophies, and (5) the series of mistaken metaphysical and antimetaphysical positions.” (In 6.) See also SCOTOSIS, SCOTOMA

HABITUAL.

“Insight passes into the habitual texture of one’s mind.
Before Archimedes could solve his problem, he needed an instant
of inspiration. But he needed no further inspiration when he went
to offer the king his solution. Once one has understood, one has
crossed a divide. What a moment ago was an insoluble problem
now becomes incredibly simple and obvious. Moreover, it tends to
remain simple and obvious. However laborious the first occurrence
of an insight may be, subsequent repetitions occur almost at will.
This, too, is a universal characteristic of insight, and indeed it constitutes the possibility of learning.” (In 30.)
HISTORICAL. See HISTORIAN–DEVELOPMENT OF
HYPOTHETICAL. See ANALYSIS–METAPHYSICAL-(2) AND THE EXPLANATORY VIEWPOINT
IN ACT. “The imagined object as merely imagined and as present to
a merely sensitive consciousness (subject) is not, properly speaking, intelligible in potency; but the same object present to a subject
that is intelligent as well as sensitive may fairly be described as intelligible in potency. Thus, pure reverie … illustrates the intelligible
in potency. But let active intelligence intervene … there is WONDER
and INQUIRY … the imagined object no longer is merely given but also a something-to-be-understood. It is the imagined object as present to intelligent consciousness as something-to-be-understood
that constitutes the intelligible in act … Finally, inquiry and wonder
give place to actual understanding ….” (V 174-75.) See also INTELLECT–IN
ACT

INFALLIBILITY OF.

See INFALLIBILITY–OF INSIGHT

INFINITY OF INTEGERS.

See INFINITY–OF INTEGERS, UNDERSTANDING

INTO INSIGHT. In his preface to Insight, L declares that “the aim of
the work is to convey an insight into insight.” (In 4.) See intra Understanding; Flight from
And metaphysics. See METAPHYSICS–AND INSIGHT INTO INSIGHT
INTO PARTICULAR. See PARTICULAR(S)–INSIGHT INTO

INTO PHANTASM.
INTROSPECTIVE.
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See PHANTASM/FANTASM–INSIGHT INTO
See CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–AS COGNITIONAL EVENT

INVERSE.

“If inverse insights are relatively rare, they are far from
being unimportant. Not only do they eliminate mistaken questions
but also they seem regularly to be connected with ideas or principles or methods or techniques of quite exceptional significance.” (In
50.) “An inverse insight has three characteristics: it supposes a positive object of inquiry; it denies intelligibility to the object; and the
denial runs counter to spontaneous anticipations of intelligence.” (In
78.) The term pertains to a kind of INTELLIGIBILITY in which the mind
grasps the point that there is no point. “The way I define inverse
insight is this: you anticipate an intelligibility, and then you demonstrate that there can’t be intelligibility of the type that was anticipated. For example, the irrational, the law of inertia, special
relativity, and so on—they are inverse insights. You have them
also in probability, and later, in the dialectic—human affairs.” (UB
287.) Although there is lack of intelligibility, that does not mean inverse insight lacks an object. “As direct, so also inverse insights
presuppose a positive object that is presented by sense or represented by imagination. But while direct insight meets the spontaneous effort of intelligence to understand, inverse insight responds
to a more subtle and critical attitude that distinguishes different degrees or levels or kinds of intelligibility. While direct insight grasps
the point, or sees the solution, or comes to know the reason, inverse insight apprehends that in some fashion the point is that there
is no point, or that the solution is to deny a solution, or that the reason is that the rationality of the real admits distinctions and qualifications. Finally, while the conceptual formulation of direct insight
affirms a positive intelligibility though it may deny expected empirical elements, the conceptual formulation of an inverse insight
affirms empirical elements only to deny an expected intelligibility.” (In 43-44.) L acknowledges the difficulty of providing examples
of the notion [see also intra Inverse-illustration of]. He offers the lack of
answers to the questions, What is the square root of two? What is
the proportion between the diagonal and a side of a square? “We
cannot have an insight into everything. There has to be a part in the
empirical presentations that is just given and that does not correspond to any insight. … That is the fundamental inverse insight
that makes scientific collaboration and scientific generalization
possible. It makes scientific collaboration possible, because the
work done in this place at this time is relevant to knowledge of
what will occur at this other place at this other time. The results
here do not depend upon the time and place, but upon something at
this time and at this place. Similarly, the results there do not depend upon that time and that place, but upon something at that
time and at that place. If that were not true, we would need a different science for every time and every place. Space and time are
the CONDITIONES MATERIAE. There is something in the empirical presentations that just remains on that level and has no corresponding insight—an empirical residue [see RESIDUE(S)–EMPIRICAL]. Again, there is
in the limit no explanation of the difference between this instance
and that instance. The difference is just a brute given; it is a fundamental datum.” (UB 58.) See also TRANSFORMATION–INVARIANCE UNDER INERTIAL

Abstraction and. “The idea of inverse insight arises in a much
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more general way, and in a way in which there is no surprise, in
connection with the idea of what St Thomas called the CONDITIONES
MATERIAE, the materia individualis, what is spoken of with regard
to abstraction. If one asks why this point is different from that
point, one may answer that they differ because of the distance
between them. Take a third point that is equidistant from the other two. Why does this one differ from the other two? One may
answer that it is because of these distances. Why do the three distances differ? One may answer that it is because they are pointing in different directions. But suppose they were pointing in the
same direction; then what would be the difference between
them? They are in different places. Why are they in different
places? Because they are between different points. We have gone
around in a circle. We can never arrive at any explanation; the
places are just different. We cannot have an insight into everything. There has to be a part in the empirical presentations that is
just given and that does not correspond to any insight.” (UB 57-58.)
And empirical residue. “Inverse insight and the empirical residue [see RESIDUE(S)–EMPIRICAL] are not exact correlatives. For inverse
insight was not characterized by a connection with ideas, principles, methods, or techniques of exceptional significance. Again,
the empirical residue has not been characterized by the spontaneity of the questions for intelligence that are to be met by a denial
of intelligibility. ... This difference ... makes the empirical residue
a broader category than inverse insight.” (M 51.) Elsewhere L
writes: “The empirical residue differs from the inverse insight insofar as there is lacking this element of anticipating an intelligibility. No one expects the physicist to have different explanations
for different instances of colors of exactly the same shade. De
facto you cannot give different explanations for colors of exactly
the same shade, but no one expects you to do so. That is why I
call empirical residue these cases of inverse insight where people
don’t anticipate any intelligibility at all.” (UB 287.)
And intellectual experience. “It can be called intellectual experience
in the sense that there is experience, and intellectual advertence
to the absence of intelligibility relevant to this experience. In
other words, it is not simply experience when you say it is empirical residue. You have also noticed that there is nothing to
be understood with regard to it.” (UB 287.)
And evil. See EVIL–AND INVERSE INSIGHT

And probability. “Probability as conceived in Insight is an affirmation of an INTELLIGIBILITY within a field that classical law is not
capable of handling. … So probability is not simply unintelligible as we conceive it. It presupposes the inverse insight that classical law cannot handle certain types of event, cannot provide a
systematic general explanation of certain types of event. But
through probability theory [see PROBABILITY–THEORY], you get the
next best: you get something that’s general, regards all cases, and
so on.” (UB 339.) See also EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND INVERSE INSIGHT
Devaluated. See FREQUENCY–AND INTELLIGIBILITY
Function of. See EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND INVERSE INSIGHT
Illustration of. “As a first example of inverse insight we shall

take what the ancients named incommensurable magnitudes and
the moderns call irrational numbers. In both cases there is a positive object indicated by the terms ‘magnitude,’ ‘number.’ In both
cases there is a negative element indicated by the epithets ‘incommensurable,’ ‘irrational.’ Finally, in both cases the negation
bears on the spontaneous anticipations of human intelligence.
‘Incommensurable’ denies the possibility of applying to certain
magnitudes some type of measurement, and Aristotle viewed this
denial as prima facie a matter of high surprise. Even more emphatically, ‘irrational’ denies a correspondence between certain
numbers and human reason.” (In 45.) L’s examples include the
square root of two and the lack of proportion between the diagonal and a side of a square.
INVULNERABLE. See intra Reflective-and virtually unconditioned
KNOWING AS. “If to convince oneself that knowing is understanding, one ascertains that knowing mathematics is understanding and
knowing science is understanding and the knowledge of common
sense is understanding, one ends up not only with a detailed account of understanding but also with a plan of what there is to be
known. The many sciences lose their isolation from one another;
the chasm between science and common sense is bridged; the
structure of the universe proportionate to man’s intellect is revealed; and as that revealed structure provides an object for a METAPHYSICS, so the initial self-criticism provides a method for
explaining how metaphysical and antimetaphysical affirmations
arise, for selecting those that are correct, and for eliminating those
that patently spring from a lack of accurate self-knowledge. Further, as a metaphysics is derived from the known structure of one’s
knowing [see KNOWING–AND KNOWN-ISOMORPHISM OF], so an ETHICS results
from knowledge of the compound structure of one’s knowing and
doing; and as the metaphysics, so too the ethics prolongs the initial
self-criticism into an explanation of the origin of all ethical positions and into a criterion for passing judgment on each of them.
Nor is this all. Still further questions press upon one. They might
be ignored if knowing were not understanding or if understanding
were compatible with the obscurantism that arbitrarily brushes
questions aside. But knowing is understanding, and understanding
is incompatible with the obscurantism that arbitrarily brushes questions aside. The issue of transcendent knowledge has to be faced.
Can man know more than the intelligibility immanent in the world
of possible experience? If he can, how can he conceive it? If he
can conceive it, how can he affirm it? [see QUESTION OF GOD, THE]” (In
22-23.) There remains, of course, the further step of judging whether
one’s understanding is correct; only correct understanding is KNOWLEDGE. See intra Reflective-and affirmation
MATHEMATICAL. See MATHEMATICAL–AND SCIENTIFIC INSIGHTS
MEDIATING. See DETERMINISM–SCIENTIST, MEDIATING INSIGHT, AND
OF INTEGERS. See INFINITY–OF INTEGERS, UNDERSTANDING
PERVERSE. See FACT–FALSE
PRACTICAL. “As any direct insight, it results from inquiry and it
emerges upon the sensitive flow, in which it grasps some intelligible unity or correlation. Again, as in any direct insight, the mere

INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING – INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING

fact of grasping the unity or correlation does not imply that the
unity exists or that the correlation governs actual events. For beyond the question for intelligence that is met by insight, there is
always the question for reflection [see REFLECTION/REFLECTIVE–QUESTIONS
FOR]. However, while the speculative or factual insight is followed
by the question whether the unity exists or whether the correlation
governs events, the practical insight is followed by the question
whether the unity is going to be made to exist or whether the correlation is going to be made to govern events. In other words, while
speculative and factual insights are concerned to lead to knowledge
of being, practical insights are concerned to lead to the making of
being. Their objective is not what is but what is to be done. They
reveal, not the unities and relations of things as they are, but the
unities and relations of possible courses of action.” (In 632-33.) See also
INFERENCE–PRACTICAL VS ANTICIPATORY; FREEDOM, ELEMENTS OF (4)–(3) PRACTICAL REFLECTION

And ethics. See ETHICS–QUESTIONS FOR
And freedom. See FREEDOM, ELEMENTS OF (4)–(2) PRACTICAL INSIGHT
Finality of. See FINALITY–OF PRACTICAL INSIGHT
REFLECTIVE. The act whereby we weigh the evidence for judgment. We judge in light of having grasped sufficient evidence. Sufficient evidence is drawn from prior insight(s) to inform the
reflective insight, our grasp that the object we understand is a real
thing. One is not certain the prior understanding is true (thus real
knowledge) until one has a reflective insight into the data that
grasps evidence sufficient to judge that one’s understanding is true.
See intra Direct-vs reflective; see also UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY–AND REFLECTIVE
INSIGHT

And affirmation. “All insight is a content. What you get or grasp
by insight is not yet known to be true. There’s a further requirement, a reflective act, in which you affirm what you grasped by
insight. And there are conditions for the affirmation, and the
conditions have to be fulfilled before the affirmation can be rational.” (UB 336.) See also JUDGMENT(S)–AS RELATED-(3) TO REFLECTIVE UNDERSTANDING

And judgment. See JUDGMENT(S)–AS RELATED-(3) TO REFLECTIVE UNDERSTANDING
And syllogism. See SYLLOGISM–FUNCTION OF
And virtually unconditioned. “There occurs a reflective insight
in which at once one grasps (1) a conditioned, the prospective
judgment that a given direct or introspective insight is correct,
(2) a link between the conditioned and its conditions, and this on
introspective analysis proves to be that an insight is correct if it is
invulnerable and it is invulnerable if there are no further pertinent
questions, and (3) the fulfilment of the conditions, namely, that
the given insight does put an end to further pertinent questioning
and that this occurs in a mind that is alert, familiar with the concrete situation, and intellectually master of it.” (In 312.) See also REFLECTION/REFLECTIVE; UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY–AND REFLECTIVE INSIGHT
Function of. “A virtually unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY] involves three elements, namely, (1) a conditioned, (2) a
link between the conditioned and its conditions, and (3) the fulfilment of the conditions. Hence a prospective judgment will be
virtually unconditioned if (1) it is the conditioned, (2) its condi-
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tions are known, and (3) the conditions are fulfilled. By the mere
fact that a question for reflection [see REFLECTION/REFLECTIVE–QUESTIONS
FOR] has been put, the prospective judgment is a conditioned: it
stands in need of evidence sufficient for reasonable pronouncement. The function of reflective understanding is to meet the
question for reflection by transforming the prospective judgment
from the status of a conditioned to the status of a virtually unconditioned; and reflective understanding effects this transformation by grasping the conditions of the conditioned and their
fulfilment.” (In 305.)
General form of. “Where are the scales on which we weigh the
evidence? What do we mean by weighing the evidence? We introduce the term ‘unconditioned,’ and consider two cases: the
formally unconditioned and the virtually unconditioned. The
formally unconditioned is unconditioned in the sense that it has
no conditions whatever. The only thing we could say is formally
unconditioned, then, is God, absolute necessity. The virtually unconditioned has conditions, but they are fulfilled; it is virtually
unconditioned. We can see in that notion something that ties in
with the absoluteness of truth, with the absoluteness, It is heavy,
that constitutes the objective element when we go beyond feeling
heaviness, feeling weight, appearances, to what is.” (UB 118.)
SCHOLARLY.
SCIENTIFIC.:

See intra Development of-scholarly
See

MATHEMATICAL–AND SCIENTIFIC INSIGHTS; CORRELATION(S)–AND

SCIENTIFIC UNDERSTANDING

SPIRAL ASCENT OF.

See

PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–INTELLECTUAL-AND SPIRAL AS-

CENT OF UNDERSTANDING

SYSTEMATIC. “What is the approach to probability that we have in
Insight? First, we set up our inverse insight: there is a limitation to
what can be known through classical laws. In other words, if there
were the ideal, full knowledge of classical laws and that does not
mean the knowledge attained at the present time—still one would
be able to predict in general only in the way that one can predict
the eclipses of the moon and the transit of Venus. That type of prediction could be generally possible only insofar as there are
schemes of recurrence [see RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF]—that is, what
corresponds in the actual world to a systematic insight. By a
scheme of recurrence we mean this: any law that you find has conditions, but you may have such a conjunction of laws that they fulfil one another’s conditions, so that the process goes on
indefinitely. That is the fundamental element, it seems, in the possibility of these long-term, fully accurate (within the ordinary limitations of observation) predictions.” (UB 76.)
TENSION(S) PRECEDING.

See INQUIRY–TENSION OF

TERMS, RELATIONS, AND.
THE THING.

See TERM(S)–AND RELATIONS

See THING(S)–NOTION OF

TWO KINDS.

“Understanding is of two kinds: there is the direct understanding [see intra Direct], parent of the definition, in which the
mind clicks, one gets the idea, one feels like shouting ‘Eureka!’
with Archimedes; there is also a reflective understanding [see intra
Reflective], parent of judgment, in which one sees that one cannot
but judge something to be so.” (V 25.)
UNDERSTANDING.

“Our aim regards (1) not the fact of knowledge
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INSTITUTIONS – INSTITUTIONS

but a discrimination between two facts of knowledge, (2) not the
details of the known but the structure of the knowing, (3) not the
knowing as an object characterized by catalogues of abstract properties but the appropriation of one’s own intellectual and rational
self-consciousness, (4) not a sudden leap to appropriation but a
slow and painstaking development, and (5) not a development indicated by appealing either to the logic of the as yet unknown goal
or to a presupposed and as yet unexplained ontologically structured
metaphysics, but a development that can begin in any sufficiently
cultured consciousness, that expands in virtue of the dynamic tendencies of that consciousness itself, and that heads through an understanding of all understanding to a basic understanding of all that
can be understood. ... The last phrase has the ring of a slogan, and
happily enough it sums up the positive content of this work. Thoroughly understand what it is to understand, and not only will you
understand the broad lines of all there is to be understood but also
you will possess a fixed base, an invariant pattern, opening upon
all further developments of understanding.” (In 22.) See also INTELLECT–
POSSIBLE-UNDERSTANDING ITS NATURE

And metaphysics. See METAPHYSICS–AND INSIGHT INTO INSIGHT
And progress. See PROGRESS–AND INSIGHT INTO INSIGHT
And verification. See VERIFICATION–OF PHILOSOPHY AND METAPHYSICS

ceiving and judging, even though we use concepts and judgments
when talking about chairs; there is no danger of the fallacy there.
But there is very much a danger of the fallacy when we talk about
our own minds. Consequently, when I say that by insight we grasp
necessity of the curve being perfectly round if the radii are all
equal, and impossibility of it being perfectly round if any are unequal, I am speaking, I am using concepts. Insight is prior to concepts, even to the ones I use here. I am giving an expression of the
insight. I think the expression is accurate, but the insight does not
consist in that expression; it does not consist in the concepts that
govern that expression. The insight consists in the basis from
which I can have those concepts and that expression.” (UB 40-41.) See
also PARTICULAR(S)–INSIGHT INTO

And metaphysics. “If you presuppose a metaphysics, then your
systematic proof of the distinction between insight and concept,
between intelligere [understanding] and dicere [uttering the word
or concept; see WORD–INNER], is from objects. Acts are specified by
their objects: unless you have different objects you have not got
different acts. Thus you have different objects for concept, insight, and sensible presentation. In your concept you include
common matter, in Thomist terms. Your insight adds form to the
sensible presentation; it grasps the intelligible that is in the sensible.” (UB 282.)

Unification by. “Unification and organization of other departments of knowledge is a philosophy. But every insight unifies
and organizes. Insight into insight, then, will unify and organize
the insights of mathematicians, scientists, and men of common
sense. It seems to follow that insight into insight will yield a philosophy.” (In 5.) That philosophy is L’s cognitional theory (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY).
UNIVERSAL ASPECT OF. “All understanding has its universal aspect,
for similars are similarly understood. But it is one thing to exploit
this universal aspect in a professional manner; it is another to exploit the intelligibility, which is by itself universal, by adding further intelligibilities until one comes to grips with concrete
situations. The latter line of development we have named COMMON
SENSE, so that by definition common sense deals with the particular.” (In 333.)

■ CONVERSION–AS FOUNDATIONAL REALITY ■ CULTURE, CULTURAL–AND MEANING ■ DECLINE–

UNRESTRICTED ACT OF.

CYCLE OF, LONGER-REVERSAL

See

ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–

ARGUMENT-AND UNRESTRICTED ACT OF UNDERSTANDING

VERIFICATION OF.
VS CONCEPT.

See HYPOTHESIS–AND INSIGHT

“When we say that the insight grasps necessity and
impossibility, we are saying. If one is saying, one is conceiving. If
one is conceiving and saying, one has already gone beyond the insight. Consequently, we have to be careful of what is called the
psychological fallacy. The psychologist is always going to use concepts and judgments when he talks, but what he is talking about
may be in a stage prior to conception and judgment. The fallacy is
this: if the psychologist is using concepts and judgments, then what
he is talking about is a matter of concepts and judgments. But that
does not follow, for you have to use concepts and judgments to
discuss anything, but everything is not simply concepts and judgments. There is no tendency, for example, to think of chairs con-

VS MYSTERY.

See MYSTERY–VS UNDERSTANDING

VS SENSATION.

See SENSATION–VS INSIGHT

VULNERABLE/INVULNERABLE.

“Insights are vulnerable when there
are further questions to be asked on the same issue. For the further
questions lead to further insights that certainly complement the initial insight, that to a greater or less extent modify its expression
and implications, that perhaps lead to an entirely new slant on the
issue. But when there are no further questions, the insight is invulnerable. For it is only through further questions that there arise the
further insights that complement, modify, or revise the initial approach and explanation.” (In 309.) For invulnerable see intra Reflectiveand virtually unconditioned.

INSTITUTIONS: See also inter alia COMMUNITY–AS COOPERATIVE-AND HUMAN GOOD

DEVELOPMENT OF

■ EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND CAPITALISM ■ ETHICS–

■ HISTORY–AS PRECRITICAL, –GENERAL, –SPECIAL ■ MEANING–AND

MYTH/MAGIC, –CONTROL OF-MOST VENERABLE, –FUNCTIONS OF (4)-(3) CONSTITUTIVE

■ ME-

THOD(S)–AND COLLABORATION ■ NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL–GOODNESS/VALUE ■ POLITY ■
PRIMITIVE(S)–MIND ■ VALUE(S)–SCALE OF-(2) SOCIAL
AND COOPERATION, ROLES, TASKS.

In his account of the structure of
L relates the categories “cooperation, institution, role, and task. Individuals, then, live
in groups. To a notable extent their operating is cooperating. It follows some settled pattern, and this pattern is fixed by a role to be
fulfilled or a task to be performed within an institutional framework. Such frame-works are the family and manners (mores), society and education, the state and the law, the economy and technology, the church or sect. They constitute the commonly understood
and already accepted basis and mode of cooperation. They tend to
the human good [see

HUMAN–GOOD-STRUCTURE OF],

INTEGRAL HEURISTIC STRUCTURE OF PROPORTIONATE BEING – INTEGRATION(S)

change only slowly for change, as distinct from breakdown, involves a new common understanding and a new common consent.”

HIGHER.

(M 48.)

(In 477.)

AND GOOD OF ORDER.
SOCIAL.

See GOOD, THE–OF ORDER; VALUE(S)–SCALE OF-(2) SOCIAL

METAPHYSICS–AS INTEGRAL HEURISTIC STRUCTURE

INTEGRATION(S): See also inter alia INTEGRATOR ■ ABSTRACT–QUESTION ABOUT
■ ABSTRACTION–AND PRESCINDING-AND VS PRESCINDING ■ CENSOR, CENSOR-

SHIP ■ COMMON SENSE–ECLECTICISM OF-AND AIM OF PHILOSOPHY ■ COMMUNICATION–AND
UNDERSTANDING

■ CONVERSION–PSYCHIC ■ FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES–DYNAMIC UNITY OF ■

I–AND IT ■ INTEGRATOR–OF INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT ■ LEVEL(S)–OF OUR TIMES ■ LIBERATION–PROBLEM OF ETHICAL-IS INDEPENDENT ■ LIVING–AND NECESSITY OF IMAGES, SYMBOLS

■ MEASUREMENT–AND DEVELOPMENT ■ METHOD, GENETIC–AND HIGHER SYSTEM ■ METHOD(S)–OF SCIENCE(S)-VS OF PHILOSOPHY-GENERALIZED/SPECIALIZED ■ PERCEPTION ■ PHILOSOPHY/PHILOSOPHIES–RESPONSIBILITY OF ■ PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION–FUNDAMENTAL
QUESTIONS OF

■ PSYCHIC–DEVELOPMENT ■ QUESTION(S)–AND KNOWLEDGE-EVADING ■ UN-

CONSCIOUS–AND CONSCIOUS TENSION ■ WORLDVIEW(S)–CLASSICAL, –LONERGAN’S
AND COSMOLOGY.

See COSMOLOGY

AND DEVELOPMENT.

See DEVELOPMENT–MODE OF OPERATION OF,

–PRINCIPLE(S) OF

(7)

AND DIALECTIC.
AND ENERGY.

See DIALECTIC(S)–AND METHOD/GEM

See ENERGY–NOTION OF
See FINALITY–AS OPERATOR, –VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL

AND FREEDOM.

See FREEDOM–AND COINCIDENTAL MANIFOLDS, –ESSENTIAL

See

IMAGE–AND SELF-APPROPRIATION, –AS IMAGE, SYMBOL, SIGN-IN MYS-

TERY/MYTH

AND METHOD/GEM.
AND SYSTEM.

See GEM–INTEGRATION IN

See intra In human development; see also

TELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT

INTEGRATOR–OF IN-

■ OPERATOR(S)–HIGHER INTEGRATIONS AS ■ METHOD, GE-

NETIC–AND HIGHER SYSTEM, –AND HIGHER SYSTEM-AS INTEGRATOR, –AND HIGHER SYSTEM-AS
OPERATOR

COMMON SENSE VS THEORETICAL.

The context is general bias (see BIand the longer cycle of decline (see DECLINE–CYCLES OF,LONGER). “Common sense … has no use for any theoretical integration, even for the totalitarian integration of commonsense practicality. It will desert the new empire for the individual or group
interests that it understands. This centrifugal tendency will be augmented by the prepossessions and prejudices, the resentments and
hatreds, that have been accumulating over the ages; for every reform, every revolution, every lower viewpoint overstates both the
case in its own favor and the case against those it would supersede;
from each generation to the next there are transmitted not only
sound ideas but also incomplete ideas, mutilated ideas, enthusiasms, passions, bitter memories, and terrifying bogies. In this fashion the objective social surd will be matched by a disunity of minds
all warped but each in its private way. The most difficult of enterprises will have to be undertaken under the most adverse circumstances, and under the present hypothesis that the general bias of
common sense remains effective, one cannot but expect the great
crises that end in complete disintegration and decay.” (In 257-58.)
AS–GENERAL)

And freedom. See FREEDOM–AND COINCIDENTAL MANIFOLDS
And manifolds. See MANIFOLD(S)–COINCIDENTAL-AND HIGHER INTEGRATIONS
And statistical residues. “The existence of statistical residues is
the possibility of higher integrations. There can be autonomous
sciences of physics, chemistry, biology, and psychology, because
on each earlier level of systematization there are statistical residues that constitute the merely coincidental manifolds to be systematized on the next level. It follows that higher laws and higher
schemes of recurrence cannot be deduced from lower laws and
lower schemes of recurrence, for the higher is engaged in regulating what the lower leaves as merely coincidental. Moreover,
since there are statistical residues on every level, it follows that
events on any given level cannot be deduced in systematic fashion from the combination of all the laws and all the schemes of
recurrence of that and of all prior levels.” (In 631.) For the continuation of this argument see FREEDOM–AND STATISTICAL RESIDUES
As integrator vs operator. See intra In human development; see also
METHOD, GENETIC–AND HIGHER SYSTEM, –AND HIGHER SYSTEM-AS INTEGRATOR, –AND
HIGHER SYSTEM-AS OPERATOR

AND FINALITY.

AND IMAGE.

INTEGRATION(S)–IN HUMAN DEVELOPMENT-AS DE-

MANDED IN HUMAN SITUATION

INTEGRAL HEURISTIC STRUCTURE OF PROPORTIONATE BEING: See

KNOWLEDGE

“Every higher integration systematizes an otherwise coincidental manifold [see MANIFOLD(S)–COINCIDENTAL-AND HIGHER INTEGRATIONS].”
And ethical liberation. See

See GOOD, THE–OF ORDER-AND INSTITUTIONS
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As operator. See OPERATOR(S)–HIGHER INTEGRATIONS AS
In humanity. See intra In human development
Psychic. See PSYCHIC–DEVELOPMENT-AND HIGHER INTEGRATION
Science as. “Acknowledgment of the NONSYSTEMATIC leads to an affirmation of successive levels of scientific inquiry. If the nonsystematic exists on the level of physics, then on that level there are
coincidental manifolds [see MANIFOLD(S)–COINCIDENTAL] that can be systematized by a higher chemical level without violating any physical law. If the nonsystematic exists on the level of chemistry, then
on that level there are coincidental manifolds that can be systematized by a higher biological level without violating any
chemical law. If the nonsystematic exists on the level of biology,
then on that level there are coincidental manifolds that can be
systematized by a higher psychic level without violating any biological law. If the nonsystematic exists on the level of the psyche,
then on that level there are coincidental manifolds that can be
systematized by a higher level of insight and reflection, deliberation and choice, without violating any law of the psyche.” (In 22930.) For the continuation of the argument see PSYCHIC–AND NONSYSTEMATIC

Static vs dynamic. “Every higher integration systematizes an
otherwise coincidental manifold [see MANIFOLD(S)–COINCIDENTAL], but
the systematization may be effected in two different manners. It
is static when it dominates the lower manifold with complete
success and thereby brings about a notable imperviousness to
change. Thus, the inert gases lock coincidental manifolds of subatomic events in remarkably permanent routines. On the other
hand, the higher integration is dynamic when it is not content to
systematize the underlying manifold but keeps adding to it and
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INTEGRATOR – INTELLECT

modifying it until, by the principle of correspondence [see DEVELOPMENT–PRINCIPLE(S) OF (7)-(2) CORRESPONDENCE], the existing integration is
eliminated and, by the principle of emergence [see DEVELOPMENT–
PRINCIPLE(S) OF (7)-(1) EMERGENCE], a new integration is introduced [see intra In human development].” (In 477-78.)
IN HUMAN DEVELOPMENT. The terminology of integration in regard
to human development is also explicated in the important entries
HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT, –DEVELOPMENT, LAWS OF.
And dynamic system. Humanity’s “concrete being involves (1) a
succession of levels of higher integration [see intra Higher], and (2)
a principle of correspondence [see DEVELOPMENT–PRINCIPLE(S) OF (7)-(2)
CORRESPONDENCE] between otherwise coincidental manifolds [see
MANIFOLD(S)–COINCIDENTAL] on each lower level and systematizing
forms on the next higher level. Moreover, these higher integrations on the organic, psychic, and intellectual levels are not static
but dynamic systems; they are systems on the move; the higher
integration is not only an integrator but also an operator [see
METHOD, GENETIC–AND HIGHER SYSTEM-AS OPERATOR]; and if developments on
different levels are not to conflict, there has to be a correspondence between their respective operators.” (In 555.)
And feelings. See HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT, LAWS OF (4)-(2) INTEGRATION
And formulation. See OPERATOR(S)–OF COGNITIONAL DEVELOPMENT-IS QUESTION
And freedom. See FREEDOM–AND COINCIDENTAL MANIFOLDS
As demanded in the human situation. L writes of “the failure of
self-determination, the schism in the body social, and the schism
in the soul that follow from an incapacity for sustained development. … The solution has to be a still higher integration [see intra
Higher] of human living. For the problem is radical and permanent; it is independent of the underlying physical, chemical, organic, and psychic manifolds; it is not met by revolutionary
change, nor by human discovery, nor by the enforced implementation of discovery; it is as large as human living and human history. Further, the solution has to take people just as they are. If it
is to be a solution and not a mere suppression of the problem, it
has to acknowledge and respect and work through man’s intelligence and reasonableness and freedom. It may eliminate neither
development nor tension yet it must be able to replace incapacity
by capacity for sustained development. Only a still higher integration can meet such requirements. For only a higher integration
leaves underlying manifolds with their autonomy yet succeeds in
introducing a higher systematization into their nonsystematic coincidences. And only a still higher integration than any that so far
has been considered can deal with the dialectical manifold immanent in human subjects and the human situation.” (In 655.)
Intellectual. See HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT-INTELLECTUAL
Psychic. See PSYCHIC–DEVELOPMENT-AND HIGHER INTEGRATION
IN HUMAN LIVING. See intra In human development-as demanded in human
situation
IN HUMANITY’S CONCRETE BEING.

See intra In human development-and

dynamic system
IN PHILOSOPHY.

See HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT-PROBLEM OF, MAIN, -PROBLEM OF, REAL

LAW OF.

See HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT, LAWS OF

METAPHYSICAL.
OF SCIENCES.

See METAPHYSICS–AND ALL OTHER DEPARTMENTS

PRINCIPLE OF.
PSYCHIC.

See METAPHYSICAL-ARGUMENTS FROM CHANGE, –INTEGRATION

See DIALECTIC(S)–AND METHOD/GEM

See PSYCHIC–DEVELOPMENT-AND INTEGRATION, -AND HIGHER INTEGRATION

SENSITIVE.

See

OPERATOR(S)–OF COGNITIONAL DEVELOPMENT-AND SENSITIVE INTEGRA-

TION; SENSITIVE–AND INTELLECTUAL-INTEGRATION OF

SENSITIVE/INTELLECTUAL AND MYSTERY/MYTH.

See

MYSTERY–AND INTEL-

LECTUAL/SENSITIVE INTEGRATION

INTEGRATOR: Most data on integration regard system and genetic
method. See METHOD, GENETIC–AND HIGHER SYSTEM, –AND HIGHER SYSTEM-AS INTEGRATOR, –AND HIGHER SYSTEM-AS OPERATOR
AND METHOD, GENETIC. See METHOD, GENETIC–AND HIGHER SYSTEM-AS INTEGRATOR

AND OPERATOR IN HIGHER SYSTEM. Data on integration in regard to
operator and operation in higher systems are found mainly under
genetic method. See METHOD, GENETIC–AND HIGHER SYSTEM, –AND HIGHER SYSTEMAS INTEGRATOR, –AND HIGHER SYSTEM-AS OPERATOR
HIGHER SYSTEM AS.

See METHOD, GENETIC–AND HIGHER SYSTEM, –AND HIGHER SYS-

TEM-AS INTEGRATOR

OF INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT.

“With the development of intelligence the reader already possesses some familiarity. The lower,
otherwise coincidental manifold [see MANIFOLD(S)–COINCIDENTAL] is provided by sensible presentations and imaginative representations. In
accord with the principle of correspondence [see DEVELOPMENT–
PRINCIPLE(S) OF (7)-(2) CORRESPONDENCE, –PRINCIPLE(S) OF (7)-(1) EMERGENCE], insights
emerge to unify and correlate elements in the sensible flow, to
ground the formulation of such unifications and correlations in
concepts, thoughts, suppositions, considerations, definitions, postulates, hypotheses, theories, and through such conceptual constructions, or their deductive expansions, or their concrete
implementation, to give rise sooner or later to further questions.
Clearly, as the conceptual construction is the formulated higher
system as integrator [see METHOD, GENETIC–AND HIGHER SYSTEM-AS INTEGRATOR],
so the emergence of the further question effects its transition into
the operator. For further questions lead to further insights only to
raise still further questions. So insights accumulate into viewpoints,
and lower viewpoints lead to higher viewpoints [see VIEWPOINT(S)–
HIGHER]. Such is the circle of the development of understanding, and
it occurs in the different departments of logic, mathematics, science, common sense, and philosophy, according to differences in
the route of the circle.” (In 493-94.) See also HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT-INTELLECTUAL
INTELLECT: The spiritual power of understanding and knowing.
“Unlike the natures of material things, which can be known only by
what they do, human intellect can be known by what it is. Efficiently,
it is the light of intelligence within us, the drive to wonder, to reflection, to criticism, the source of all science and philosophy. Receptively, it offers the three aspects of potency, habit, and act. As
potency, human intellect is the capacity to understand; it is common
to all men, for even the stupidest of men at least occasionally understand. As habit, human intellect is fivefold: it is nous, grasping the

INTELLECT – INTELLECT

point; epistêmê, grasping its implications; reflective sophia and
phronêsis, understanding what is and what is to be done, and finally
technê, grasping how to do it.” (V 193.)
AGENT. The immediate principle of the intellect that makes sensible
things actually intelligible. It is the ground of intellectual light (see
LIGHT OF INTELLECT). It has the power to abstract from the material and
singular, of illuminating the phantasm (see intra Agent-as illuminating
phantasm) and making the potentially intelligible actually intelligible (see INTELLIGIBILITY). This produces the intelligible species (see INTELLIGIBLE(S)–SPECIES) in the possible intellect (see intra Possible). L
offers first an intentionality, and then a THOMIST metaphysical, analysis (see INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS): “With regard to intellect, the sensible
object and the activity of the agent intellect are needed. So, in traditional theory, with regard to intellectual knowledge, we have by nature the agent intellect that uses our sensible knowledge to produce
acts of understanding. The capacity to understand, the agent intellect, the sensitive potencies, and correlations among these three are
from nature; but an actuation of the process requires, first, the actual perceptions and the formation of images, and then the intervention of inquiry at that occasion. When inquiry has intervened,
we begin to have acts of understanding.” (UB 161-62.) “Besides the potency to understand [see intra Agent-and possible intellect; Possible],
there is also an active principle. We have spoken of WONDER, intellectual alertness, and that is the intellectus agens; to account for the
occurrence of events in the intellect as a potency, you must have
an agent intellect that is relevant to the flow of sensations, perceptions, and images. Moreover, when you understand [have an insight; see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING], you are able to define; when you
understand, you are able to formulate at least a hypothesis. That is
an act that proceeds from the act of understanding [see intra Agentand act of understanding] by intellectual consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(2) INTELLECTUAL]. … Further, the intellectus
agens, when it arrives at a hypothesis or formulation, a verbum interius [see WORD–INNER], is not yet satisfied; it has there simply the
ground for going from ESSENCE to BEING by raising the question of
existence. When the question of existence is raised one has rational
reflection [see JUDGMENT(S)–AS RELATED-(3) TO REFLECTIVE UNDERSTANDING],
which heads toward another act, the reflective insight [see INSIGHT
AND UNDERSTANDING–REFLECTIVE] in which you grasp the virtually unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY].” (UB 209.)
And act of understanding. “Both agent intellect and phantasm
[see PHANTASM/FANTASM] concur in producing the act of understanding [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–ACT OF VS CONTENT OF ACT], but in their
cooperation each has its respective role. Just as corporal light, it
was supposed, did not include in itself the various colors of the
spectrum but only reduced to act either the colors themselves or
the diaphanum through which the colors were perceived, similarly agent intellect did not include the specific determinations of
the various natures of material things but only was capable of
making any such nature intelligible in act. Hence, while phantasm caused in possible intellect the determination of the act of
understanding, agent intellect caused the element of immaterialization, of intelligibility in act [see intra In act].” (V 93.) Agent intellect, therefore, produces the act of understanding.
And phantasm. “Perhaps, agent intellect is to be given the func-
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tion of the subconscious effect of ordering the phantasm to bring
about the right schematic image that releases the flash of understanding; for agent intellect is to phantasm as art is to artificial
products.” (V 93.) See intra Agent-as illuminating phantasm; see also PHANTASM/FANTASM; COGITATIVA
And possible intellect. “Whenever an object is understood, it is
understood only as illustrated by the light of agent intellect and
received in possible intellect. Just as corporeal light is seen in
seeing any color, so also intelligible light is seen in apprehending
any intelligibility.” (V 91.) See also intra Possible
As illuminating phantasm. “In the dark colors are visible in potency; in daylight they are visible in act but seen in potency; they
are seen in act only inasmuch as sight is in act; similarly, prior to
the illumination of agent intellect, phantasms are intelligible in
potency; by that illumination they become intelligible in act but
understood only in potency; they are understood in act only inasmuch as the possible intellect is in act. Moreover, there occurs a description of the intelligibility in act of phantasm: the
species intelligibilis [see INTELLIGIBLE(S)–SPECIES] is said to shine
forth in phantasm as the exemplar does in the example or image.”
(V 174.) “It is from the moment of intellectual alertness, intellectual
curiosity, wonder—it is when these commence, that you have
what is called the illumination of the phantasm. When the class
wakes up! They are not just hearing. They are wondering why.
And the insight is what answers that wondering, that why.” (UB
165.)

As natural potency. See intra Agent-vs possible intellect
As spirit of wonder, inquiry, critical reflection. “Both definition
and judgment proceed from acts of understanding, but the former
from direct, the latter from reflective understanding [see INSIGHT
AND UNDERSTANDING–DIRECT, –REFLECTIVE]. Both acts of understanding
have their principal cause in the agent intellect, but the direct act
in the agent intellect as spirit of WONDER and INQUIRY, the reflective
act in the agent intellect as spirit of critical reflection.” (V 60.)
Experienced. “In affirming the immanence of an agent intellect
in each of us, the appeal to experience is employed: if we had no
experience of abstracting intelligibilities and receiving them in
act, then it never would occur to us to talk and argue about
them.” (V 89-90.)
Vs possible intellect. “The distinction between agent intellect
and possible intellect [see intra Possible] is a distinction between
an efficient potency that produces and a natural potency that receives.” (V 149.)
AND ASSENT. See ASSENT
AND BEING. See KNOWING–AND BEING
AND WILL. See WILL–AND INTELLECT
AS DISCURSIVE. See DISCURSIVE
DEVELOPMENT OF. See HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT-INTELLECTUAL
FINALITY OF.

“Intelligent and rational FINALITY underpins all contents
in our knowing; it penetrates them all; and it goes beyond them all.
… The desire to understand heading to its full fruition requires that
you say what exactly, that you formulate exactly what you would
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hold as a result of understanding things in that fashion. When you
reach conception, again, the presence of a fundamental finality or
teleology of intellect reveals itself in a further question. It is not
enough to conceive; you want to know whether it is really so. The
finality will not be satisfied with anything less than an absolute, an
unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY]. If you are to judge, the
finality requires of you a grasp of the unconditioned, and if you
have grasped the unconditioned it obliges you to judge; it is your
rationality. All of these activities are underpinned by that finality.”
(UB 151.) See also CONCEPT(S), CONCEPTION(S)–AS PART OF PROCESS
GOOD OF.

“Intellect functions properly inasmuch as the detached
and disinterested DESIRE TO KNOW is dominant in cognitional operations. Still, this desire is merely spontaneous. It is the root of intelligent and rational self-consciousness, and it operates prior to our
insights, our judgments, and our decisions. Now if this desire is to
be maintained in its purity, if it is not to suffer from the competition of the attached and interested desires of man’s sensitivity and
intersubjectivity, if it is not to be overruled by the will’s connivance with rationalizations, then it must be aided, supported, reinforced, by a deliberate decision and a habitual determination of the
will itself.” (In 723.) See also BELIEF–TRUE-PROCESS OF-(3) VALUE JUDGMENT

IN ACT.

Things or objects of intellect are only potentially intelligible. To be intelligible actually or in act, the intellect must be in act
in respect to it. In fact, the intellect in act and the intelligible in act
are one and the same; they differ only in the thing’s potency to be
known, and the mind’s potency to know the potential thing. The
thing whose intelligibility is grasped by intellect is said to have intentional existence (see EXISTENCE–INTENTIONAL). “We must distinguish
between the intelligible in potency and the intelligible in act. Just
as at night colors are potentially visible while in the daytime they
are actually visible, so the phantasms [see PHANTASM/FANTASM] in
themselves are actually sensible but potentially intelligible.
Through the illumination of the agent intellect [see intra Agent] they
become actually intelligible, and then not only do we imagine
equal radii [see example of grasping the intelligibility of the circle
in JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT] but also we understand the necessity of
roundness in those imagined radii [see NECESSITY–AND VIRTUALLY UNCONDITIONED]. Upon grasping this necessity, we speak inwardly the simple
word [see WORD–INNER-SIMPLE] that is the definition of a circle [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–PROCESS-AND FORMULATION].” (S 567.) See also INSIGHT AND

UNDERSTANDING–IN ACT ■ INTELLIGIBILITY–DIFFERENCES OF-ACTUAL ■ ART–AND SPACEPICTURE

INFALLIBILITY OF.

See INFALLIBILITY–OF INSIGHT

INFINITY/OMNIPOTENCE OF.
KNOWLEDGE OF.
OBJECT OF.

See intra Potential of

See intra Possible-understanding its nature

“Sense is the first act of a material organ, and so its object is a form existing in matter as it exists in matter. Angelic intellect [Aristotle’s separate substance] is the potency of a pure form,
and so its object is a pure form. But human intellect is neither the
act of an organ, as sense, nor the potency of a pure form, as angelic
intellect; it is the potency of a form that actuates matter, and so its
object must be a form, existing indeed in matter, but not as it exists

in matter.” (V 169.) See intra In act; see also HYLEMORPHISM (HYLOMORPHISM)
“The cognitional name for the object that includes absolutely everything, every aspect of everything, is BEING. When St Thomas
wants to prove that the object of our intellect is ens [being], he adduces the Aristotelian account of intellect, the potens omnia facere
et fieri, able to make and become all things, a potential omnipotence, and he says that because it is omnia, it is ens, being. Being
does not lie within any restricted genus. While it can be divided up
into beings of different kinds, being itself is not some limited kind.
It corresponds to the negation of a finite limit, to everything about
everything. Being, then, is a final object, the term of an unrestricted
tendency, desire, effort to know. We work towards it.” (UB 148.) See
DESIRE TO KNOW

Phantasm as. See PHANTASM/FANTASM–AS INTELLECTUAL OBJECT
OPENNESS OF. See MYSTERY
OPPOSED VIEWS OF. See KNOWING–AND THE POSITIONS/COUNTERPOSITIONS
PASSIVITY OF.

See intra Possible-as potency, passive

POSSIBLE.

The possible intellect is our spiritual power to understand
and know.
And agent intellect. See intra Agent-and possible intellect
And immateriality. See IMMATERIALITY–OF KNOWING-VS SENSATION
As potency, natural. See intra Agent-vs possible intellect
As potency, passive. “Arguing against Averroes, [Aquinas] made
an antithesis of agere [acting] and pati [undergoing; receiving an
influence] and then urged, ‘To be able to understand is to be able
to receive an influence, since “understanding is a certain reception of influence”’ [CG, 2, c. 60, §8]. Proving that the possible intellect was a passive potency, he concluded, ‘It is thus evident that
our understanding is a certain reception of influence, in the
third manner of receiving an influence. And consequently, intellect in a passive potency’ [ST, 1, q. 79. a. 2 c.].” (V 142.)
Understanding its nature. “The acquisition of an understanding
of anything, of any habitual scientific knowledge, makes our intellect habitually capable not only of understanding the scientific
object in question but also of understanding itself. We can know
what understanding is by understanding anything and reflecting
on the nature of our understanding; for the species of the object
understood also is the species of the understanding intellect. It was
by scrutinizing both the object understood and the understanding
intellect that Aristotle investigated the nature of possible intellect. And, indeed, we can have no knowledge of our intellects
except by reflecting on our own acts of understanding.” (V 88.) See
also INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–UNDERSTANDING
POTENTIAL OF. It would seem that potential and infinite are opposite; but intellect is infinite potentially in respect to its total object,
the entire universe of proportionate being. “Human intellect is a
potential omnipotence, a potens omnia facere et fieri [able to make
and become all things].” (In 393.) See BEING–AS OBJECT, FINAL; INTELLECT–
OBJECT OF

PRACTICAL.

“Practical intellect thinks out plans, designs, programs.
Such plans, say, of an architect are the form whence external op-
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eration proceeds. But they cannot be the form whence proceeds the
‘thinking out’ that evolves the plans. There must be a prior form,
the intellectual habit of art, that stands to the thinking as the
thought-out plan stands to the external operation.” (V 200.)
And intentionality analysis. See

INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS–AND SPECULA-

TIVE VS PRACTICAL INTELLECT

PRIORITY OF.

See FACULTY

PSYCHOLOGY

PURE.

“What gives plausibility to the notion of pure intellect or
pure reason is the fact that cognitional self-transcendence is much
easier than moral self-transcendence [see SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCECOGNITIONAL, -MORAL]. But this does not mean that cognitional selftranscendence is easy. Primitive peoples live under a regime of
[MYTH–AND MAGIC]. Only slowly and reluctantly do the young master
grammar, logic, method. Only through deliberate decision do people dedicate themselves to lives of scholarship or science, and only
through the continuous renewal of that dedication do they achieve
the goals they have set themselves. A life of pure intellect or pure
reason without the control of DELIBERATION, evaluation [see DECISION–
AND REFLECTIVE EVALUATION], responsible CHOICE is something less than the
life of a psychopath.” (M 122.)
RANGE OF. See intra Potential of
SPECULATIVE. “What was named speculative intellect now is merely the operations of experiencing, understanding, and judging, performed under the guidance of the moral deliberation, evaluation,
decision that selects a method and sees to it that the method is observed.” (PTP2 85.) See also INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS–AND SPECULATIVE VS PRACTICAL INTELLECT; WISDOM–AS INTELLECTUAL HABIT-LONERGAN VS AQUINAS
STRUCTURE OF. See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–STRUCTURE
THOMAS AQUINAS AND. See THOMAS AQUINAS–AND INTELLECT
INTELLECTUAL: Of the intellect; “what regards all being, all truth,
all good.” (S 327.)
AND SCHEMES OF RECURRENCE. See CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE
CAUSES–ACT
APPETITE.

See WILL–A RATIONAL APPETITE

COMMON SENSE AS.
CONSCIOUSNESS.
DESIRE.

See CONSCIOUSNESS–INTELLECTUAL

See SCIENTIFIC–OBSERVATION-AND EROS OF MIND/SPIRIT

DEVELOPMENT.
EMANATION.
LIGHT.

See COMMON SENSE–AS INTELLECTUAL

See HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT-INTELLECTUAL

See EMANATION–INTELLECTUAL

See LIGHT

MEMORY.

OF INTELLECT

See MEMORY–SENSITIVE VS INTELLECTUAL

The phrase “intellectual nature” is part of Thomas
Aquinas’s definition of PERSON as a distinct SUBSISTENT in an intellectual nature.
Actuation of. “Initially our intellect is a tabula rasa, a slate upon
which nothing has been written. … The actuation of our intellectual nature is, in a sense, only a form and an act presupposing
sentient life. … Intellectual informing and actuation of sentient
life presupposes that sentient life; for unless we are rendered conscious through the operation of our senses, we cannot operate at
NATURE.
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all by intellect or will, since in this life we actually understand
absolutely nothing except in a phantasm [see PHANTASM/FANTASM–
INSIGHT INTO].” (S 403.)
And communication. “Since intellectual nature is that which regards the totality of being, truth, and goodness, once there is an
intellectual nature, interpersonal relationships and communications follow.” (S 351.)
And subsistence. “In every finite intellectual nature these four are
really distinct: SUBSTANCE, act of existence [see ACT–OF EXISTENCE,
PROPER], operational potency [see POTENCY/POTENTIAL], and OPERATION
itself [ST 1, q. 54, aa. 1-3]. On account of these real distinctions between
a SUBSISTENT itself and the intrinsic causes [see CAUSE(S)–INTRINSIC] by
which it is constituted, it is manifest that not everything that is in
a finite intellectual nature is also that which is, a subsistent.” (S
339.)
PATTERN OF EXPERIENCE.

See PATTERNS OF

EXPERIENCE–INTELLECTUAL

PROCESS.

The intellectual process is the unfolding of the subject’s
pure, detached, disinterested DESIRE TO KNOW, the process that leads
to authentic subjectivity (see AUTHENTICITY–AND SUBJECTIVITY).
And egoism. “The precise nature of egoistic interference with intellectual process calls for attention. It is not to be thought that
the EGOIST is devoid of the disinterestedness and detachment of intelligent inquiry. More than many others, he has developed a capacity to face issues squarely and to think them through. The
cool schemer, the shrewd calculator, the hardheaded self-seeker
are very far from indulging in mere wishful thinking. Without the
detachment of intelligence, they cannot invent and implement
stratagems that work. Without the disinterestedness of intelligence, they cannot raise and meet every further question that is
relevant within their restricted terms of reference. Nor can one
say that EGOISM consists in making intelligence the instrument of
more elementary desires and fears. For as long as the egoist is
engaged upon his problems, the immanent norms of intelligent
inquiry overrule any interference from desire or fear; and while
the egoist refuses to put the still further questions that would lead
to a profound modification of his solution, still that refusal does
not make intelligence an instrument but merely brushes it aside.”
(In 245.)

SELF-TRANSCENDENCE.

See SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE-INTELLECTUAL

INTELLECTUALISM, INTELLECTUALIST:

L often contrasts intellectualism/intellectualist (his position, the tradition of Aristotle and Aquinas) with conceptualism (see CONCEPTUALISM, CONCEPTUALIST). “The
conceptualist knows human intellect only by what it does, but the intellectualist knows and analyzes not only what intelligence in act
does but also what it is.” (V 195.)
AND FACULTY PSYCHOLOGY. See FACULTY PSYCHOLOGY
AND ORDER OF UNIVERSE. See UNIVERSE–PROCESS OF-AND CONCEPTUALIST VS INTELLECTUALIST

INTELLIGENCE: “Intelligence, then, is just the ability to grasp the intelligible? Yes, to grasp it correctly.” (UB 294.) See also REASONABLENESS
AND DEVELOPMENT. See HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT-INTELLECTUAL
AND FINALITY. “We are dealing with the emergence of the concept
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of being [see BEING–CONCEPT OF]. We have an inquiry, a natural finality, a teleology, which unfolds in cognitional process. It is dormant
when one is not intellectually alert, intellectually curious, when
one is living in a Humean world of experiences, sense impressions.
The sense impressions, the flow of sensations, perceptions, and
images, can be an occasion on which the finality becomes inquiry.
Through the insight and its expression, the finality becomes operative as a requirement, a criterion. The insight and the experience
together can give you either an abstract essence or a particularized
essence, depending on your point of view; but insofar as that essence satisfies the requirements of intelligence with respect to its
finality, insofar as it meets the criterion of intrinsic intelligibility,
you move from essence to being, from the id quo [that by which (it
is)] to the id quod [that which (is)].” (UB 167-78.) See also INTELLECT–
FINALITY OF; FINALITY–OF PRACTICAL INSIGHT
AND INTELLIGIBILITY. See INTELLIGIBILITY–AND INTELLIGENCE
AND REASONABLENESS. See REASONABLENESS–INTELLIGENCE AND
AS KNOWLEDGE. See OBJECTIVITY–EXTROVERSION AS
DETACHED AND DISINTERESTED.

See

DECLINE–CYCLE OF, LONGER-PROCESS-

CONSEQUENCES (3)-(2), -(3)

DEVELOPMENT OF.

See DEVELOPMENT–LEVELS OF

HEURISTIC CHARACTER OF.

See HEURISTIC–CHARACTER OF INTELLIGENCE

“You can use the word ‘intellect’ or intellectus, and
have a series of metaphysical definitions of types of intellect, and
the operations of intellect, and the conditions of the operations of
intellect, and do the whole theory of intellect without any psychological contents being involved—or only minimal psychological
contents, such as the universal concept, and the truth of a judgment. And when I said intellect is intelligence, I meant to express a
disagreement with that viewpoint. In other words, I don’t believe
that there is any intellect that is not intelligence ... in the sense that
what is not intelligent cannot be labeled ‘intellectual.’ And I think
that, if you apply that, you will find it is quite a broom.” (UB 294.)

INTELLECT AS.

PRACTICAL.

“Human intelligence is not only speculative but also
practical. So far from being content to determine the unities and
correlations in things as they are, it is constantly on the watch to
discern the possibilities that reveal things as they might be. But
such possibilities are manifold. In large part they are mutually exclusive. The inventiveness of practical intelligence can issue in
practical results only if there exist the conjugate potency, form, and
act of will, willingness, and willing [see WILLING–WILL, WILLINGNESS, AND W.
AS POTENCY-FORM-ACT], with the function of singling out some possibilities from the manifold and by that decision and choice initiating
and grounding the transition from the intellectual conception of a
possible order to its concrete realization.” (In 621.) See also INSIGHT AND
UNDERSTANDING–PRACTICAL; COMMON SENSE–PRACTICALITY OF
QUESTIONS FOR. They arise on the second level of intentional consciousness, the intellectual (see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)(2) INTELLECTUAL); they regard the second cognitional operation, understanding (see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING). They question EXPERIENCE,
asking for explanation: What is it? Why is it so? Note the pattern
of operations in cognitional process from experience to understand-

ing to judgment of fact. “Questions for intelligence presuppose
something to be understood, and that something is supplied by the
initial level. Understanding grasps in given or imagined presentations an intelligible form emergent in the presentations. Conception
formulates the grasped idea along with what is essential to the idea
in the presentations. Reflection asks whether such understanding
and formulation are correct. Judgment answers that they are or are
not.” (In 300.)
And question of God. See QUESTION OF GOD, THE–FORMS OF (4)-(1)
Vs questions for reflection. See REFLECTION/REFLECTIVE–QUESTIONS FOR-VS
QUESTIONS FOR INTELLIGENCE;

COMPLEMENTARITY–OF QUESTIONS FOR INTELLI-

GENCE/REFLECTION

SPONTANEITY VS. “Intersubjective spontaneity and intelligently devised social order have their ground in a duality immanent in man
himself. As intelligent, man is the originator and sponsor of the social systems within which, as an individual, he desires and labors,
enjoys and suffers. As intelligent, man is a legislator, but as an individual, he is subject to his own laws. By his insights he grasps
standard solutions to recurrent problems, but by his experience he
provides the instances that are to be subsumed under the standard
solutions. From the viewpoint of intelligence, the satisfactions allotted to individuals are to be measured by the ingenuity and diligence of each in contributing to the satisfactions of all; from the
same high viewpoint the desires of each are to be regarded quite
coolly as the motive power that keeps the social system functioning. But besides the detached and disinterested stand of intelligence, there is the more spontaneous viewpoint of the individual
subjected to needs and wants, pleasures and pains, labor and leisure, enjoyment and privation.” (In 239-40.)
SURRENDER OF TO PRACTICALITY.

See

DECLINE–CYCLE OF, LONGER-PROCESS-

CONSEQUENCES (3)

VS INTELLIGIBILITY.

See INTELLIGIBILITY–VS INTELLIGENCE

INTELLIGENT:

Often found in the phrase “intelligent and reasonable
affirmation” when L speaks of judgment; in “intelligently grasped
and reasonably affirmed” when he speaks of being; and in the second
transcendental precept (see TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS-(2) BE INTELLIGENT!).
While most often the second level of intentional consciousness is
called intellectual (see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(2) INTELLECTUAL)], it is sometimes called intelligent, especially in the common
phrase “intelligent and rational consciousness.” See also inter alia INTELLECT ■ INTELLECTUAL ■ INTELLECTUALISM, INTELLECTUALIST ■ INTELLIGENCE
TRANSITION FROM INTELLIGIBLE TO.

“Human science has to be
critical. It can afford to drop the nineteenth-century scientific outlook of mechanist determinism [see DETERMINISM–MECHANIST] in favor of
an EMERGENT PROBABILITY. It can profit by the distinction between the
intelligible Emergent Probability of prehuman process and the intelligent Emergent Probability that arises in the measure that man
succeeds in understanding himself and in implementing that understanding. Finally, it can be of inestimable value in aiding man to
understand himself and in guiding him in the implementation of
that understanding, if, and only if, it can learn to distinguish between PROGRESS and DECLINE, between the LIBERTY that generates pro-

gress and the BIAS that generates decline. In other words, human
science cannot be merely empirical; it has to be critical; to reach a
critical standpoint, it has to be normative.” (In 261.)
VS INTELLIGIBLE.

See CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–LAWS-IN HUMAN AF-

FAIRS

VS INTELLIGIBLE PROCESS.

See intra Transition from intelligible to

INTELLIGERE: Thomist term that L in Verbum identifies as understanding. See INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–AS PROPER ACT OF SOUL
INTELLIGIBILITY :

“By intelligibility is meant the content of a direct
insight. It is the component that is absent from our knowledge when
we do not understand, and added to our knowledge inasmuch as we
are understanding in the simple and straightforward manner described in [In ch. 1].” (In 44.)
ABSTRACT. Intelligibility “is abstract in concepts of unities, laws,
ideal frequencies, genetic operators, dialectical tensions and conflicts.” (In 696.)
Incomplete. “Abstract intelligibility necessarily is incomplete,
for it arises only in the self-expression of spiritual intelligibility.”
(In 696.)

Of Space and Time. See SPACE AND TIME–IMMANENT INTELLIGIBILITY OF
ACTUAL. See intra And metaphysics-act; Differences of-actual
AND ABSTRACTION. See ABSTRACTION–INTELLIGIBILITY AND
AND ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE. See ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S

EXIS-

TENCE, LONERGAN’S–AND PROBABILITY/INTELLIGIBILITY
AND BEING. This entry flows from intra Of extrinsic causality. “Being is
intelligible: it is what is to be known by correct understanding; by
definition, it is the intelligible. Being has to be the intelligible to be
what is to be known by correct understanding, because the intelligible is all that correct understanding knows. That is the first premise. … The second premise is that there are defects of intelligibility
in the existing world, and those defects are universal.” (In 243.) See intra Defects of; Differences of
AND CONCEPTS, MULTIPLE. “While two [or more] concepts remain
distinct as concepts, they may cease to be two intelligibilities and
merge into one. … How do two concepts become one intelligibility? Not by a change in the concepts but by a coalescence or a development of insights: where before there were two acts of
understanding, expressed singly in two concepts, now there is but
one act of understanding, expressed in the combination of two concepts. This combination of two, as a combination, forms but a single intelligible, a single though composite object of a single act of
understanding.” (V 64-65.)
AND EMPIRICAL RESIDUE.
AND FACT.

See intra Material-vs spiritual

See FACT–INTELLIGIBILITY OF

AND FREQUENCY.

See FREQUENCY–AND INTELLIGIBILITY

AND HYPOTHESIS.

See HYPOTHESIS–AND INTELLIGIBILITY

AND IDEA OF BEING. “Being is intrinsically intelligible. Therefore,
the idea of being is the idea of the total range of intelligibility.” (In

668.)

See BEING–IDEA OF

AND IMMATERIALITY.

See IMMATERIALITY–AND INTELLIGIBILITY

AND INSIGHT.
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See intra Anticipation of-and inverse insight; see also

INSIGHT

AND UNDERSTANDING–AND INTELLIGIBILITY
AND INTELLIGENCE.

“Intelligibility is intrinsic to being. There is in
the universe of proportionate being [see BEING–UNIVERSE OF, –
PROPORTIONATE] a potential intelligibility that makes experience a necessary component of our knowing, a formal intelligibility that
makes understanding a necessary component, and an actual intelligibility that makes judgment a necessary component. But we too
are. Besides the potential intelligibility of empirical objects, there is
the potential intelligence of the disinterested, detached, unrestricted
DESIRE TO KNOW. Besides the formal intelligibility of the unity and the
laws of things, there is the formal intelligence that consists in insights and grounds conceptions. Besides the actual intelligibility of
existences and occurrences, there is the actual intelligence that
grasps the unconditioned and posits being as known. Finally, we
not only are but also know ourselves. As known to ourselves, we
are intelligible, as every other known is.” (In 539.)
AND METAPHYSICS. The larger context is metaphysics as science (In
ch. 16; see METAPHYSICS–AS SCIENCE). The immediate context is the
unity of proportionate being (see UNIVERSE–UNITY OF). The metaphysical elements constitutive of proportionate being are potency, form,
act. Though distinct, they constitute one unity-identity-whole or
thing (see THING(S)–NOTION OF).
Potency. “Potential intelligibility is potency; it is the multiplicity
of the empirical residue [see RESIDUE(S)–EMPIRICAL] with the orientation to unity of finality.” (In 543.) “Potency, the empirical residue, is
not intelligible in itself. It’s intelligible in form. The empirical
residue as such is a limit to the intelligibility we find in data. But
insofar as one fully grasps the nature of form, I believe one finds
a certain intelligibility in the empirical residue, in potency.” (UB
340.) See also intra And intelligence; Of contingent act

Form. “Formal intelligibility is form; it is the unity of unification
or of correlation.” (In 543.) See also intra And intelligence
Act. “Actual intelligibility is act; it is the unity of identity and
noncontradiction, which are the basic principles of rational consciousness and judgment.” (In 543-44.) See also intra And intelligence;
Differences of-actual
AND NONSYSTEMATIC.
AND PROBABILITY.

See NONSYSTEMATIC–PROCESS-UNDERSTANDING OF

“What is the intelligibility of PROBABILITY as I affirm it? Well, probability as I affirm it is the intelligibility in what
Aristotle would call the per accidens—that’s St Thomas—the kata
symbebêkos. Aristotle’s conception of the terrestrial process is that
it is a coincidental process. Any event presupposes a cause acting
now. Why does this cause act now? Well, you have to invoke some
other cause to account for the ‘now.’ And why does that cause act
now? You have to invoke some further one. And the cause that accounts for this other agent acting now is a cause per accidens.
There is no nature that is such that it will cause other things to act
now. Its nature is some universal property. … Where does probability make a difference between Aristotle’s account and the coincidental process? It’s insofar as probability is the assertion of an
intelligibility in the coincidental itself. Probability as conceived in
Insight is an affirmation of an intelligibility within a field that classical law is not capable of handling. … So probability is not simply
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unintelligible as we conceive it. It presupposes the inverse insight
that classical law cannot handle certain types of event, cannot provide a systematic general explanation of certain types of event. But
through probability theory, you get the next best: you get something that’s general, regards all cases, and so on.” (In 339.)
AND QUESTION OF GOD. See HORIZON(S)–AND QUESTION OF GOD
AND SIN.

See SIN–AND INTELLIGIBILITY

AND SOCIAL SITUATION.
AND THE GOOD.

See SOCIAL–SITUATION-AND INTELLIGIBILITY

See VALUE(S)–AND THE GOOD

AND TRANSCENDENT EXIGENCE.

“There is the transcendent exigence.
There is to human inquiry an unrestricted demand for intelligibility.” (M 83-84.) This radical openness of human inquiry raises the
question of God. See QUESTION OF GOD, THE
AND UNITY. See UNITY–TRANSCENDENTAL NOTION OF
ANTICIPATION OF. In the context, L is comparing scientific and
mathematical understanding. “When dealing with imaginary objects such as the circle, the presentation can be continuous, but in
empirical science there is always some finite number of measurements, and arriving at a formula that expresses the numerical continuum or drawing a free-hand curve is going beyond what is really
known. You are expressing an anticipation of intelligibility in the
data, namely, that they will conform to some law.” (UB 62.) “The
physicist uses further tricks that expand these anticipations of intelligibility. He not only has in the back of his mind, probably not in
explicit consciousness, the fact that he is seeking the ‘nature of …’
according to a rule that similars are similarly understood and that
the relevant similarity lies in the relations of things to one another,
but he goes further and adds differential equations to his anticipation. There is an example of a differential equation in Insight. It is
an equation that can be reached under the most general suppositions. It is simply mathematical, quite independent of any determinate set of data. It is not arrived at by any process of observation
and experiment. The mathematician can provide the physicist with
a sufficient number of such differential equations, and they function as anticipations of the formulae that are to be discovered.” (UB
68.) See also HEURISTIC–FUNDAMENTAL ANTICIPATION/ASSUMPTION

And inverse insight. “The way I define inverse insight is this:
you anticipate an intelligibility, and then you demonstrate that
there can’t be intelligibility of the type that was anticipated. For
example, the irrational, the law of inertia, special relativity, and
so on—they are inverse insights.” (UB 287.) See INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–INVERSE

And empirical residue. “The empirical residue [see RESIDUE(S)–
differs from the inverse insight insofar as there is lacking
this element of anticipating an intelligibility. No one expects the
physicist to have different explanations for different instances of
colors of exactly the same shade. De facto you cannot give different explanations for colors of exactly the same shade, but no
one expects you to do so. That is why I call empirical residue
these cases of inverse insight where people don’t anticipate any
intelligibility at all.” (UB 287.) See also intra Defects of

EMPIRICAL]

AS FORMAL CAUSE.

See CAUSE(S)–FORMAL

AS HYPOTHETICAL.

See HYPOTHESIS–AND INTELLIGIBILITY

COMPLETE.

See REAL, THE REAL–INTELLIGIBILITY OF-COMPLETE

DEFECTS OF.

This entry follows from intra And being. “There are defects of intelligibility in the existing world, and those defects are
universal. They cannot be eliminated by any possible development
of science in the ordinary sense, that is, science that does not go on
to raise metaphysical questions. There is no technique or method of
obtaining from physics or chemistry or biology or any other similar
science an answer to the question, Why should there be anything at
all? A thing is, in fact, because it is a virtually unconditioned; its
conditions have been in fact fulfilled. You can explain it provisionally by saying that this is because that is. But why is that? As long
as you stay within the limits of the world of your experience, you
do not get beyond the virtually unconditioned, beyond that which
happens to be because its conditions are fulfilled.” (UB 243-44.) See UN-

CONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY
DENIAL OF.

“To deny an expected intelligibility is to run counter to
the spontaneous anticipations of human intelligence; it is to find
fault not with answers but with questions. In a demonstrative science it is to prove that a question of a given type cannot be answered. In an empirical science it is to put forward a successful
hypothesis or theory that assumes that certain questions mistakenly
are supposed to require an answer.” (In 44.)

DIFFERENCES OF. There are different kinds of intelligibility. “As intelligibility is intrinsic to being, so also the differences of intelligibility are intrinsic to being. In particular, proportionate being is
what is to be known by experience, intelligent grasp, and reasonable affirmation. It is not what is known by experience alone, for
such knowing falls short of human knowing. It is not what is
known by experience and understanding without judgment, for
without judgment there is not knowing but merely guesswork. Nor
can there be judgment without prior understanding, nor understanding without experience. The proportionate object of human
knowing not only is intrinsically intelligible but also is necessarily
a compound of three distinct types of intelligibility.” (In 525.) The
subentries are in systematic order.

Potential. “Our understanding results from inquiry, and as inquiry presupposes something into which we inquire, so our understanding presupposes some presentation of what is to be
understood. Such presentations are in some sense intelligible; as
materials for inquiry, they are what is to be understood; and
when inquiry reaches its term, they become understood. Still, this
intelligibility of the presentations is not formal but potential; it is
not the intelligibility of the idea, of what is grasped inasmuch as
one is understanding; it is the intelligibility of the materials in
which the idea is emergent, which the idea unifies and relates.” (In
524.)

Formal. “There is the intelligibility that is known inasmuch as
one is understanding; it is the formal intelligibility that is the
content of the insight and the dominant element in the consequent set of concepts.” (In 524.) See also intra And metaphysics-form

INTELLIGIBILITY – INTELLIGIBILITY

Actual. “Besides formal and potential intelligibility, there is a
third type. It is what is known inasmuch as one grasps the virtually unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY]; it is the intelligibility of the factual. While the potentially intelligible is what can
be understood, and the formally intelligible is what may or may
not be, the actually intelligible is restricted to what in fact is.” (In
524-25.)
FORMAL.

See intra Differences of-formal

FORMAL CONTINGENCE OF.
HISTORICAL.

See FREEDOM–ROOT OF

See HISTORICAL–INTELLIGIBILITY

IMMANENT. Immanent intelligibility is in the thing of which one
asks, What is it? See also intra Immanent-vs projected
And finality. See FINALITY–AND IMMANENT INTELLIGIBILITY

And higher systems. “Immanent intelligibility or constitutive design increases in significance as one mounts from higher to still
higher systems [see SYSTEM(S)–HIGHER].” (In 289.)
Of data. See CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(3) OF RELEVANCE
Of data of sense. See DATA–OF SENSE-IMMANENT INTELLIGIBILITY OF
Of Emergent Probability. See EMERGENT PROBABILITY–INTELLIGIBILITY IMMANENT IN

Of empirical residue. See intra Material-vs spiritual
Of finality. See FINALITY–AND IMMANENT INTELLIGIBILITY
Of Space and Time. See SPACE AND TIME–IMMANENT INTELLIGIBILITY OF
Vs projected. L’s insists that intelligibility is known only in
judgment. “If you hold that the criterion of reality is truth, then
you divide intelligibilities differently. There are those that enter
into true judgment, and they are knowledge of reality because
they are truly affirmed. On the other hand, if you grasp intelligibilities but do not see your way to place them in certainly true
judgments—you may place them in probably true judgments, or
possibly true judgments—then you don’t know yet whether they
are parts of reality, whether they pertain to the real or not. And if
you judge that the thing is not so, does not conform to this intelligible law, or whatever way you conceive the intelligibility, then it
does not pertain to the real. … In other words, from one viewpoint on knowledge a distinction between immanent and projected intelligibilities is plausible; but if your criterion of
knowledge of the real is truth, then the only relevant division of
intelligibilities is between those truly affirmed and those not truly
affirmed.” (UB 336-37.)
IN ACT.

See INTELLECT– IN ACT

INCOMPLETE.
INTRINSIC.
KINDS OF.

See intra Of contingent act

See intra And intelligence

“Intelligibility is intrinsic to being. This intelligibility we
have found to be of two kinds, material and spiritual [see intra Spiritual; Material]. In the first instance, we distinguished between the two
by saying that spiritual intelligibility also was intelligent while material intelligibility was not. In the second place, we moved beyond
this descriptive differentiation and determined that material intelligibility either is constituted or is conditioned intrinsically by the
empirical residue [see intra Material-vs spiritual; see also RESIDUE(S)–
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while spiritual intelligibility neither is constituted nor is
conditioned intrinsically by the empirical residue.” (In 541-42.) It is also abstract: “Intelligibility either is material or spiritual or abstract.” (In 696.) See also intra Abstract; Differences of
MATERIAL. Intelligibility “is material in the objects of physics,
chemistry, biology, and sensitive psychology.” (In 696.) See also intra
Material-vs spiritual; Kinds of; Vs intelligence
And empirical residue. See intra Material-vs spiritual
Incomplete. “Material intelligibility necessarily is incomplete,
for it is CONTINGENT in its existence and in its occurrences, in its
genera and species [see GENUS/GENERA AND SPECIES], in its classical
and statistical laws [see CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–LAWS], in
its genetic operators and the actual course of its EMERGENT PROBABILITY; moreover, it includes a merely empirical residue [see RESIDUE(S)–EMPIRICAL] of individuality, noncountable infinities, particular
places and times, and for systematic knowledge a NONSYSTEMATIC
divergence.” (In 696-97.)
Vs spiritual. “Inasmuch as the material universe can be understood correctly, there can be a correspondence between the material intelligibility that is understood and the spiritual intelligibility
that is understanding. But besides this correspondence, which
would seem to consist in some type of similarity, for the latter
term is knowledge of the former, there also is difference, for the
latter is spiritual and the former is material. Moreover, it seems
possible to pin down the precise nature of this difference. For our
direct understanding abstracts from the empirical residue [see
RESIDUE(S)–EMPIRICAL]. …Inasmuch as we are understanding, we are
grasping the universal apart from its instances, the limit apart
from the continuum, the invariant apart from particular places
and times, the ideal frequency [see FREQUENCY–TYPES OF (4)-(3) IDEAL]
apart from the nonsystematic divergence of actual frequencies
[see NONSYSTEMATIC–DIVERGENCE OF ACTUAL FREQUENCIES]. But just as spiritual intelligibility is apart from the empirical residue [see RESIDUE(S)–EMPIRICAL], so material intelligibility is not without it. The
universal can be thought, but cannot be, without the instance; the
limit can be thought, but cannot be, without the continuum; the
invariant can be considered, but does not exist, apart from particular places and times; ideal frequencies can be formulated, but
cannot be verified, apart from actual frequencies. The empirical
residue, then, is at once what spiritual intelligibility excludes and
what material intelligibility includes.” (In 539-40.) See also Anticipation
of-and empirical residue
OF BEING.

See BEING– IDEA OF

OF CONTINGENT ACT. “Form is intelligible in itself. Contingent act,
finite act, is not intelligible in itself. It is intelligible in the other.
Existence and events are CONTINGENT; they’re what corresponds to
the proper content of judgment. The proper content of judgment
depends upon a virtually unconditioned. A virtually unconditioned
is what in fact is unconditioned—in fact has its conditions fulfilled.
There’s a limitation on the intelligibility there, and for that reason
you are led to postulate efficient causes to account for contingent
existence and contingent events. … I said it was not intelligible in
itself. When you have your efficient cause you do account for this
contingent existence, this contingent event. But its intelligibility in-
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volves a relation to the other, a dependence on the other. Its intelligibility is not enclosed within itself. Form is the nucleus. It’s what
we know insofar as we understand. But only an object that is exclusively form is totally intelligible in itself—an object, a reality, in
which its form is also its act, by identity. Then you have total intelligibility in itself. … Form, where it’s just a component of the real,
is the nucleus of intelligibility intrinsic to that reality. Essence is intelligible in itself; material essence is intelligible in itself because,
while essence includes both form and potency, or form and matter,
and the matter or potency is not intelligible in itself, still it is intelligible in the form, and you’ve included the form in the essence.”

OF PRESENTATIONS.

See intra Differences of-potential

OF PROCESSION OF INNER WORD.
OF RELATIONS.
OF SPACE.

See WORD–INNER-INTELLIGIBILITY OF

See INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–AND RELATIONS

See SPACE AND TIME–IMMANENT INTELLIGIBILITY OF-ABSTRACT

OF THE GOOD.

See VALUE(S)–AND THE GOOD

OF THE REAL.

See REAL, THE REAL–INTELLIGIBILITY OF

OF THE UNIVERSE.

See

UNIVERSE–INTELLIGIBILITY OF, –PROCESS OF-INTELLIGIBILITY

OF

POTENTIAL.

See intra And metaphysics-potency

(UB 355-56.) See also intra Differences of-formal

PROJECTED.

See intra Immanent-vs projected

OF ESSENCE.

SCIENTIFIC

VS

OF EVENTS.

See intra Of contingent act

See FREQUENCY–AND INTELLIGIBILITY

OF EXTRINSIC CAUSALITY.

“Can we move from the intelligibility of
extrinsic causality, in the case of applied science or in any case you
please in ordinary human experience or in the concrete effects in
nature, to a universal application? Can we say that this type of intelligibility is universally relevant? Or would the use of those principles to go beyond this world be an illegitimate extension? …
That is a very fundamental question. The answer depends, first of
all, upon what you mean by ‘reality.’ If you do not mean ‘being’ by
the word ‘reality,’ I do not know of any way to prove that extrinsic
causality expresses principles that are universally valid and relevant.’ However, if by ‘the real’ you mean ‘being,’ then it can be
proved that those notions of extrinsic causality that I have illustrated are universally relevant.” (UB 243.) See also intra And being

OF FACT.

See FACT–INTELLIGIBILITY OF

OF FORM. See intra
OF FREQUENCY .

Of contingent act; Differences of-formal

See FREQUENCY–AND INTELLIGIBILITY

OF INDIVIDUAL/GROUP.

“As there is intelligibility in the life of the
individual, so too is there intelligibility in the common meanings,
common values, common purposes, common and complementary
activities of groups. As these can be common or complementary,
so too they can differ, be opposed, conflict. Therewith, in principle,
the possibility of historical understanding is reached. For if we can
understand singly our own lives and the lives of others, so too we
can understand them in their interconnections and interdependence.” (M 211.)

OF INNER WORD.
OF MATTER.

See WORD–INNER-INTELLIGIBILITY OF

See intra Material; see also MATTER–AND INTELLIGIBILITY

OF NONSYSTEMATIC PROCESS.

See NONSYSTEMATIC–PROCESS-INTELLIGIBILITY OF

OF PHANTASM/IMAGE.

“There is a point to notice about the intelligibility of the image. Qua image, it is simply potential intelligibility,
it is not actually intelligible; qua understood, it is the intelligible in
act, identical with the act of understanding. Color as seen is not on
the wall actually, it is there potentially; color as seen is identical
with the act of seeing. Not that the intelligibility grasped is only in
the act of understanding: it is potentially in the image from the fact
that the image causes it.” (UB 165.) See also PHANTASM/FANTASM

OF POTENCY.

See intra Of contingent act; Differences of-potential

HISTORICAL.

See

SCIENTIFIC–INTELLIGIBILITY; HISTORICAL–

INTELLIGIBILITY

SPIRITUAL. Intelligibility “is spiritual when it is identical with understanding.” (In 696.) See also intra Complete; Vs intelligence
And the empirical residue. See intra Material-vs spiritual

Incomplete. “Spiritual intelligibility is incomplete as long as it
can inquire.” (In 696.) See also intra Complete
STATISTICAL. See UNIVERSE–INTELLIGIBILITY OF-AND METHODS (4)-(2) STATISTICAL
TRANSCENDENTAL CONCEPT OF. “If we objectify the content of intelligent intending, we form the transcendental concept of the intelligible. ... But quite distinct from such transcendental concepts,
which can be misconceived and often are, there are the prior transcendental notions [see NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL] that constitute the
very dynamism of our conscious intending, promoting us from
mere experiencing towards understanding, from mere understanding towards truth and reality, from factual knowledge to responsible action.” (M 11-12.) See also UNITY–TRANSCENDENTAL NOTION OF
VS INTELLIGENCE.

“Inasmuch as the material universe can be understood correctly, there can be a correspondence between the material intelligibility that is understood and the spiritual intelligibility
that is understanding. But besides this correspondence, which
would seem to consist in some type of similarity, for the latter term
is knowledge of the former, there also is difference, for the latter is
spiritual and the former is material.” (In 539-40.) See also intra Material;

Spiritual
INTELLIGIBLE(S): Knowable by the INTELLECT; able to be received in
the possible intellect (see INTELLECT–POSSIBLE). Although there is considerable commonality between this term and INTELLIGIBILITY, the former
usually denotes the intelligible thing, while the latter denotes the
property that makes the thing intelligible.
AND BEING. See INTELLIGIBILITY–AND BEING
AND FORM. See INTELLIGIBILITY–OF CONTINGENT ACT
AND INTELLIGENT IN ACT. See INTELLECT–IN ACT
COMPONENT OF MATERIAL THINGS. See ANALOGY OF …–MATTER
EMANATION.: See EMANATION– INTELLIGIBLE
GOOD VS OBJECT OF DESIRE. See VALUE(S)–AND THE GOOD
IMPROPER. “Improperly speaking, the intelligible is whatever can
be conceived; thus, nothing, sin, the irrational, the unintelligible,

INTENDING – INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS

because they are conceivable, are said to be intelligible, but only in
an improper sense.” (TE 53.) See SIN; EVIL
IN ACT. See INTELLECT– IN ACT
IN ITSELF/IN THE OTHER.

See

INTELLIGIBILITY–OF CONTINGENT ACT; ARGUMENT

FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–AND PROBABILITY/INTELLIGIBILITY
IN POTENCY.

See INTELLECT–IN ACT

POTENTIALLY, FORMALLY, ACTUALLY.
PRIOR/POSTERIOR.
PROCESS.

See EMERGENT

REALITY AS.
SPECIES.

See INTELLIGIBILITY–DIFFERENCES OF

See ABSTRACTION–ORDER OF
PROBABILITY–INTELLIGIBLE VS INTELLIGENT AND

See REAL, THE REAL–INTELLIGIBILITY OF

See PHANTASM/FANTASM–AND SPECIES IMPRESSA

TO INTELLIGENT.

See INTELLIGENT–TRANSITION FROM INTELLIGIBLE TO

TWO MEANINGS OF. “If there is an intelligible in the profounder
sense, there also is an act of understanding with which it is identical; and then the intelligible is spiritual both in the sense that it is
identical with understanding and in the sense that it is intrinsically
independent of the empirical residue [see RESIDUE(S)–EMPIRICAL]. On the
other hand, if there is an intelligible in the ordinary sense, then it is
not identical with an act of understanding; but it may be abstracted
from the empirical residue inasmuch as it results from a spiritual
act; and so essences as conceived are spiritual in the sense that they
are products of spirit but not in the sense that they are intelligent intelligibles.” (In 670-71.)
UNITY. See UNITY–TRANSCENDENTAL NOTION OF
VS INTELLIGENT. See WORD–INNER-INTELLIGIBILITY OF-VS NATURAL PROCESS

INTENDING:

L speaks of intending as humanity’s “stretching forth
towards the intelligible, the unconditioned, the good of value.” (M 103.)

See

COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS-AS INTENTIONAL ■ INTENTIONAL ■ INTENTION-

ALITY ANALYSIS
AND ATTAINMENT.

See HORIZON(S)–AND QUESTION OF GOD

AND CONSCIOUSNESS.

See CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–AND SELF-PRESENCE-AND

THE OBJECT

AND HEURISTIC FUNCTION OF TRANSCENDENTAL METHOD.

See

GEM–

FUNCTIONS OF (12)-(6) HEURISTIC

AS RADICAL.
BEING.

See NOTIONS,

TRANSCENDENTAL

See NOTIONS,

of any concrete being selected by an incompletely determinate
(and, in that sense, abstract) content.” (M 10-11.) See also KNOWING
Fundamental difference among. “The most fundamental difference in modes of intending lies between the categorical [see CATEGORY, CATEGORIES] and the TRANSCENDENTAL. Categories are
determinations. They have a limited denotation. They vary with
cultural variations. …They may be reflectively known as categories, as were the Aristotelian [see PROPER NAMES–ARISTOTLE, ARISTOTELIANCATEGORIES]. They need not be called categories, as were the four
causes, end, agent, matter, form, [see CAUSE(S)–ARISTOTLE’S FOUR] or the
logical distinctions of GENUS, difference, species, property, accident [see DISTINCTION(S)–LOGICAL]. They may be the fine products of
scientific achievement as the concepts of modern physics, the
chemist’s periodic table, the biologist’s evolutionary tree. … In
contrast, the transcendentals [see NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL] are comprehensive in connotation, unrestricted in denotation, invariant
over cultural change. While categories are needed to put determinate questions and give determinate answers, the transcendentals are contained in questions prior to the answers. They are the
radical intending that moves us from ignorance to knowledge.”
(M 11.)
OBJECTS. “Edmund Husserl (1859-1938) by his painstaking analysis of intentionality made it evident that human thinking and judging are not just psychological events but always and intrinsically
intend, refer to, mean objects distinct from themselves.” (M 212.) See

also intra Psychological sense of
PSYCHOLOGICAL SENSE OF.

Cognitional operations (see COGNITION,
“have objects. They are transitive not merely
in the grammatical sense that they are denoted by transitive verbs
but also in the psychological sense that by the operation one becomes aware of the object. This psychological sense is what is
meant by the verb, intend, the adjective, intentional, the noun, intentionality. To say that the operations intend objects is to refer to
such facts as that by seeing there becomes present what is seen, by
hearing there becomes present what is heard, by imagining there
becomes present what is imagined, and so on, where in each case
the presence in question is a psychological event.” (M 7.)
COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS)

VALUE.

See DELIBERATION–ABOUT VALUE

INTENTIO INTENDENS/INTENTA: See BEING–INTENTION OF-INTENDED INTENTION

See BEING–INTENTION OF

DYNAMISM OF.
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TRANSCENDENTAL–DYNAMISM OF

MODES OF. The larger context is the basic pattern of cognitional operations (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS-PATTERN OF). “As different
operations yield qualitatively different modes of being conscious
subjects, so too they yield qualitatively different modes of intending. The intending of our senses is an attending; it normally is selective but not creative. The intending of our imaginations may be
representative or creative. What is grasped in insight [see INSIGHT AND
UNDERSTANDING], is neither an actually given datum of sense nor a
creation of the imagination but an intelligible organization that
may or may not be relevant to data. The intending that is conception [see CONCEPT(S), CONCEPTION(S)] puts together both the content
of the insight and as much of the image [see PHANTASM/FANTASM] as is
essential to the occurrence of the insight; the result is the intending

INTENTION OF BEING: See BEING– INTENTION OF
INTENTIONAL: The term is most commonly found in regard to cognitional operations (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS-AS INTENTIONAL) and
CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL. See also INTENDING; INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS
ACTS. See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS-APPLYING INTENTIONAL TO CONSCIOUS
CONSCIOUSNESS. See CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL
EXISTENCE. See EXISTENCE–INTENTIONAL
OPERATIONS.

See

COGNITION, COGNITIONAL– OPERATIONS-APPLYING INTENTIONAL TO

CONSCIOUS

RESPONSE.

See RESPONSE–INTENTIONAL

VS NATURAL EXISTENCE.

See EXISTENCE–INTENTIONAL-AND PERFECTION

INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS:

L speaks of “the process of intentional-
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ity analysis [that comprises] noting the acts, the operations, that one
performs in the process of knowing and naming them, finding them
in oneself, for oneself.” (PTP2 169 n. 9.) The process is, in fact, part of
SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER and SELF-APPROPRIATION.
AND COGNITIONAL THEORY. “The basic discipline, I believe, is not
METAPHYSICS but cognitional theory [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY].
By cognitional theory is meant, not a FACULTY PSYCHOLOGY [see intra
And faculty psychology] that presupposes a metaphysics, but an intentionality analysis that presupposes the DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS. From
the cognitional theory there can be derived an EPISTEMOLOGY, and
from both the cognitional theory and the epistemology there can be
derived a metaphysics. These three are related to all other disciplines, not by supplying them with elements for their basic terms
and relations [see TERM(S)–AND RELATIONS], but by providing the nucleus
for the formulation of their [METHOD(S)]. Instead of speaking of material objects one speaks of data or fields, and instead of speaking of
formal objects one simply applies to the data the operations prescribed by the method.” (PTP2 190.)
AND FACULTY PSYCHOLOGY.

“From the very first chapter we have
moved out of a FACULTY PSYCHOLOGY with its options between intellectualism and voluntarism, and into an intentionality analysis that
distinguishes four levels of conscious and intentional operations,
where each successive level sublates previous levels by going beyond them, by setting up a higher principle, by introducing new
operations, and by preserving the integrity of previous levels, while
extending enormously their range and their significance.”(M 340.) See
also intra And cognitional theory; And turn to the Subject; And priority of metaphysics
AND GEM.

“Besides the methods of the particular empirical sciences, there is the generalized empirical method [see GEM] born of
the reflective interplay between acting out the operations of the
particular disciplines and thematizing the operations one is acting
out. In this interplay the basic terms and relations of intentionality
analysis both are given their meaning and are verified. They are
given their meaning, for what the terms mean is the operations one
is consciously performing, and what the relations mean is the conscious dynamism of sensitive spontaneity, intelligent creativity, rational reflection, and responsible freedom, that promotes us
consciously from one operation to the next. They also are given
their VERIFICATION, for there are actually occurring the conscious operations and there is actually unfolding the conscious dynamism to
which the terms and relations refer.” (PTP2 377.)
AND HUSSERL. See PROPER NAMES–HUSSERL, EDMUND-AND INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS
AND PRIORITY OF METAPHYSICS. “Once the priority of metaphysics is
rejected [as L does], there also is rejected its implication of a FACULTY PSYCHOLOGY. When philosophy is conceived as a foundational
methodology [see FOUNDATIONAL–METHODOLOGY-AND METAPHYSICS], and when
cognitional theory [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY] is its basic step,
the empirical principle demands that cognitional theory take its
stand on the data of cognitional consciousness [see DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS]. But cognitional consciousness is of operations and of
the normative tendencies linking operations together. Cognitional
theory, accordingly, will consist of terms and relations, where the

terms name operations and the relations name normative tendencies. In this fashion faculty psychology gives way to an intentionality analysis. …This shift is of considerable importance. As long as
psychology is basically a discussion of faculties or potencies, there
arise questions regarding the relative priority or importance of the
sensitive, the conative, the intellectual, and the volitional components of human living and acting. Moreover, since clear-cut solutions to these questions do not exist, there result unending
complaints about the one-sidedness of the other fellow’s stand. …
In contrast, intentionality analysis transposes these issues into a
new form that automatically settles questions of precedence and
importance. For now there are compared, not potencies, but levels
of operation.” (PTP2 395-96.)
AND SPECULATIVE VS PRACTICAL INTELLECT.

“The Aristotelian corpus, on which Scholasticism drew for the framework of its solutions, suffers from a number of defects. The Posterior Analytics set
forth an ideal of science in which the key element is the notion of
necessity, of what cannot be otherwise. On this basis, science is
said to be of the necessary, while opinion regards the contingent;
similarly, wisdom is concerned with first principles, while prudence regards contingent human affairs. There follows the primacy
of speculative intellect, and this is buttressed by a verbalism that attributes to common names the properties of scientific terms. Finally, while man is acknowledged to be a political animal, the
historicity of the meanings that inform human living is not grasped,
and much less is there understood the fact that historical meaning is
to be presented not by poets but by historians. … In contrast, modern mathematics is fully aware that its axioms are not necessary
truths but only freely chosen and no more than probably consistent
postulates. The modern sciences ascertain, not what must be so but
only what is in itself hypothetical and so in need of verification.
First principles in philosophy are not verbal propositions but the de
facto invariants of human conscious intentionality. What was
named speculative intellect now is merely the operations of experiencing, understanding, and judging, performed under the guidance
of the moral deliberation, evaluation, decision that selects a method
and sees to it that the method is observed. The primacy now belongs to practical intellect, and, perforce, philosophy ultimately becomes a philosophy of action. Finally, it is only on the basis of
intentionality analysis that it is possible either to understand human
historicity or to set forth the foundations and criticize the practice
of contemporary HERMENEUTICS and critical history [see HISTORY–
CRITICAL].” (PTP2 84-85.) See also intra And turn to the Subject
AND TURN TO THE SUBJECT. “The shift to the existential human subject [see SUBJECT, THE–EXISTENTIAL] includes much more than the transition from universal essences to the personal experience of
individuals. It drops the Aristotelian primacy of metaphysics to
draw its basic concepts from the DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS. It replaces a
FACULTY PSYCHOLOGY by an intentionality analysis. It subsumes the
value of truth under the more comprehensive value of the good, to
sublate what was called speculative intellect under the free and responsible deliberations, evaluations, decisions of a subject that is
existential before being practical. It acknowledges the ongoing

INTERIORITY – INTERIORITY

character of human investigation, and so conceives logic as a tool
within the larger domain ruled by method [see GEM].” (PTP2 234.)
AND VARIOUS ISMS. “From the viewpoint of intentionality analysis
and SUBLATION, the old questions of sensism, intellectualism, sentimentalism, voluntarism merely vanish. Experience, understanding,
judgment, and decision [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS] all are
essential to human living. But while all are essential, while none
can be dropped or even slighted, still the successive levels are related inasmuch as the later presuppose the earlier and complement
them, and inasmuch as the earlier are ordained to the later and need
them to attain their human significance.” (PTP2 397.)
AND VERIFICATION.

See intra And GEM

INTERIORITY :

“We describe interiority in terms of intentional and
conscious acts on the four levels of experiencing [see EXPERIENCE], understanding [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING], judging [see JUDGMENT(S) OF
FACT; JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE], and deciding [see DECISION]. The lower levels
are presupposed and complemented by the higher. The higher sublate
[see SUBLATION] the lower.” (M 120.) See also inter alia ADVERTENCE ■ CATEGORY, CATEGORIES–THEORETICAL ■ CLASSICIST–AND THEORY VS COMMON SENSE ■ COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS-APPROPRIATION OF ■ COMMON SENSE–AND CONSCIOUSNESS

■ CONSCIOUSNESS–CLASSICAL ■ CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED, –FULLY ■ CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–AS INTENTIONAL-HEIGHTENING OF-AND KNOWLEDGE ■ CON-

personal experience one’s conscious and intentional acts and the
dynamic relations that link them to one another. It offers an invariant basis for ongoing systems [see SYSTEM(S)–ONGOING] and a standpoint from which all the differentiations of human consciousness
[see CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED] can be explored.” (M 305.)
AS FOUNDATION. “No doubt, we have all to begin from undifferentiated consciousness, from commonsense cognitional procedures,
from some one of the multitudinous ‘ordinary languages’ in which
the endless varieties of common sense express themselves. No
doubt, it is only by a humble and docile process of learning that
anyone can move beyond his original ordinary language and its
common sense and come to understand other ordinary languages
and their varieties of common sense. It is only by knowledge making its bloody entrance that one can move out of the realm of ordinary languages into the realm of theory and the totally different
scientific apprehension of reality. It is only through the long and
confused twilight of philosophic initiation that one can find one’s
way into interiority and achieve through SELF-APPROPRIATION a basis, a
foundation, that is distinct from common sense and theory, that acknowledges their disparateness, that accounts for both and critically grounds them both.” (M 85.)
AS PROCESS.

See SELF-APPROPRIATION

SCIOUSNESS, UNDIFFERENTIATED–AND COMMON SENSE ■ CONVERSION–PSYCHIC ■

EXPRESSION OF.

DEFINITION(S) ■ EXPERIENCE, RELIGIOUS–OBJECTIFICATIONS OF ■ GEM–AND SELF-

RELIGIOUS.

APPROPRIATION

■ METHOD IN THEOLOGY (LONERGAN) ■ MIND–ONGOING DISCOVERY OF ■

ORTHOPRAXIS ■ PROPER NAMES–ARISTOTLE, ARISTOTELIAN-AND RELATION OF SCIENCE AND
PHILOSOPHY

■ RELATIVISM–AS PHILOSOPHICAL PROBLEM ■ SCIENCE(S)–AND PHILOSOPHY, –

AND WORLD OF THEORY, –GENERAL AND SPECIAL

■ SUBJECT, THE ■ VALUE(S)–SCALE OF ■

WORLD(S)– MEDIATED BY MEANING-AND STAGES OF MEANING
AGE OF.

See CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–HISTORY OF-AGE OF INTERIORITY

AND ANALOGY.

See ANALOGY OF …–THE SUBJECT

AND CONSCIOUSNESS.

See CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–INTERIORLY

AND CRITICAL EXIGENCE.

Interiority is a differentiation of consciousness. “Differentiated consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED] appears when the critical exigence turns attention upon
interiority, when SELF-APPROPRIATION is achieved, when the subject relates his different procedures to the several realms [see MEANING–
REALM(S) OF-(3) INTERIORITY], relates the several realms to one another, and
consciously shifts from one realm to another by consciously
changing his procedures.” (M 84.)
AND FACULTY PSYCHOLOGY.

See FACULTY PSYCHOLOGY–AND INTERIORITY

AND GENERALIZED EMPIRICAL METHOD (GEM).

See

GEM–AS WISDOM, –AND

SELF-APPROPRIATION

AND MEANING.

See MEANING–REALM(S) OF-(3) INTERIORITY, –STAGES OF-(3) INTERIORITY

AND SELF-TRANSCENDENCE.

See

SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE-REVEALING THE SUB-

JECT

AND TRANSCENDENTAL NOTIONS.

See

NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL–AND INTERI-

ORITY

APPROPRIATION OF.

See intra World of-entry into-and appropriation of

AS BASIS OF ONGOING SYSTEMS.

The context is differentiations of
consciousness (see CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–INTERIORLY). L’s tenth
point speaks about the exploration of interiority. “It identifies in
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See LANGUAGE–TECHNICAL-AND EXPRESSION OF INTERIORITY

See EXPERIENCE, RELIGIOUS

SHIFT TO, HISTORICAL.

L speaks of “a series of fundamental changes
that have come about in the last four centuries and a half. They
modify man’s image of himself in his world, his science and his
conception of science, his history and his conception of history, his
philosophy and his conception of philosophy. They involve three
basic differentiations of consciousness [common sense; theory; interiority], and all three are quite beyond the horizon of ancient
Greece and medieval Europe.” (M 317.) The shift has been towards an
explicit fourth level of intentional consciousness (see CONSCIOUSNESS,
INTENTIONAL– LEVELS OF (5)-(4) RATIONAL SELF- (6 ELEMENTS)), and its operation, DECISION. “The … shift to interiority was essayed in various manners
from Descartes through Kant to the nineteenth-century German
idealists. But there followed a still more emphatic shift from
knowledge to faith, will, conscience, decision, action in Kierkegaard, Schopenhauer, Newman, Nietzsche, Blondel, the personalists, and the existentialists. The direction of this shift is correct in
the sense that the fourth level of intentional consciousness—the
level of deliberation, evaluation, decision, action—sublates [see
SUBLATION] the prior levels of experiencing, understanding, judging.
It goes beyond them, sets up a new principle and type of operations, directs them to a new goal but, so far from dwarfing them,
preserves them and brings them to a far fuller fruition.” (M 316.) See
also CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–HISTORY OF-AGE OF INTERIORITY
VIEWPOINT OF.

See VIEWPOINT(S)–OF INTERIORITY

WITHDRAWAL INTO.

“Man is confronted with the three basic questions.” (M 83.) See intra World of-and mental acts, -entry into-and appropriation

of

And return. “The withdrawal into interiority is not an end in itself. From it one returns to the realms of COMMON SENSE and THEORY
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with the ability to meet the methodical exigence. For SELFAPPROPRIATION of itself is a grasp of transcendental method [see
GEM], and that grasp provides one with the tools not only for an
analysis of common-sense procedures but also for the differentiation of the sciences and the construction of their methods.” (M 83.)
WORLD OF.

The world is that of meaning. See MEANING–REALM(S) OF-(3) IN-

TERIORITY, –STAGES OF-(3) INTERIORITY

And operators. See

CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–FULLY; SELF ...–

AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER

And mental acts. “From within the world of interiority, then,
mental acts as experienced and as systematically conceived are a
logical first. From them one can proceed to epistemology and
metaphysics. From all three one can proceed … to give a systematic account of meaning in its carriers, its elements, its functions, its realms, and its stages [see MEANING–CARRIERS OF, –ELEMENTS OF,
–FUNCTIONS OF, –REALMS OF, –STAGES OF].” (M 261) Note the systematic order: the phrase “mental acts as experienced and as systematically
conceived” denotes cognitional theory (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–
THEORY); with EPISTEMOLOGY and metaphysics (see METAPHYSICS–OF PROPORTIONATE BEING) the three emerge to answer three questions. See
WHAT IS KNOWING?; Why is doing that knowing? (see EPISTEMOLOGY–WHY
IS DOING THAT KNOWING?); WHAT DO I KNOW WHEN I DO IT? L does not assign a
specific question to the fourth level of intentional consciousness,
DECISION. Such a question could be phrased WHAT DO I DO WHEN I KNOW
IT? The reason for these mental acts is entry into the world of interiority.
Entry into. “The history of mathematics, natural science, and
philosophy and, as well, one’s own personal reflective engagement in all three are needed if both common sense and theory are
to construct the scaffolding for an entry into the world of interiority. … The conditions, then, for using mental acts as a logical
first are numerous. If one insists on remaining in the world of
common sense and ordinary language or if one insists on not going beyond the worlds of common sense and of theory, one’s decisions preclude the possibility of entering into the world of
interiority. But such decisions on the part of any individual or
group are hardly binding on the rest of mankind.” (M 261-62.)
And appropriation of. “What am I doing when I am knowing? Why

is doing that knowing? What do I know when I do it? With
these questions [see intra And mental acts] one turns from the outer realms of common sense and theory to appropriation of
one’s own interiority, one’s subjectivity, one’s operations, their
structure, their norms, their potentialities. Such appropriation,
in its technical expression, resembles theory. But in itself it is a
heightening of intentional consciousness, an attending not
merely to objects but also to the intending subject and his
acts.” (M 83.) See also SELF-APPROPRIATION
Language of. See CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–FULLY. On the further
realm of transcendence see SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE-REVEALING THE SUBJECT
Verification in. The context is verification of ones cognitional
operations (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS). L calls what goes
on inside us in the process of knowing the DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS.

They are to consciousness as the data of sense (see DATA–OF SENSE)
are to the senses. “What is verified in the data of consciousness
is essentially a private performance. One has to do it by oneself
and for oneself. Unless one does so, talk about the data of consciousness will be no more illuminating than a disquisition on
color to the blind or a treatise on counterpoint to the deaf.” (PTP2
123.) We must attend to ourselves as we experience, understanding, judge, and decide. “To carry out these procedures one has to
be operating in a twofold context.” (PTP2 123.) See KNOWING–AND SELFAPPROPRIATION-LOWER/UPPER CONTEXTS

INTERIORLY DIFFERENTIATED CONSCIOUSNESS: See CONSCIOUSNESS,
DIFFERENTIATED–INTERIORLY

INTERNAL: “That which is intrinsic to a subject in such a way that it
cannot be negated without negating the subject.” (S 731.) See EXTERNAL
INTERNAL DETERMINATION: See DETERMINATION(S)
INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS: “Our INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS distinguished the four levels of experience, understanding, factual judgment, and existential decision [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–STRUCTURE, –
OPERATIONS]. We must now advert to the fact that this structure may
prove open at both ends. The intellectual operator that promotes our
operations from the level of experience to the level of understanding
may well be preceded by a symbolic operator that coordinates neural
potentialities and needs with higher goals through its control over the
emergence of images and affects. Again, beyond the moral operator
that promotes us from judgments of fact to judgments of value with
their retinue of decisions and actions, there is a further realm of interpersonal relations and total commitment in which human beings
tend to find the immanent goal of their being and, with it, their fullest
joy and deepest peace. … So from an intentionality analysis distinguishing four levels one moves to an analysis that distinguishes six
levels. Moreover, the two added levels are particularly relevant to religious studies. The symbolic operator that shapes the development
of sensibility and, in its ultimate achievement, guides the Jungian
process of individuation, would seem highly relevant to an investigation of religious symbols. And the soul of religion has been seen to
lie in a total commitment that embraces the universe and frequently
does so in adoration of a personal God.” (PTP2 400.) As there is a “cloud
of unknowing,” a state of subjectivity “above” the fourth level of intentional consciousness, so there is a mysterious nonintentional state
of subjectivity “below” our waking consciousness. See also GOOD, THE–
OF ORDER-ELEMENTS OF (5); INTERSUBJECTIVITY
INTERPRETATION:

What is interpretation? “By an interpretation will
be meant a second expression addressed to a different audience.” (In

585.) See also intra Problem of
AND ‘READING INTO’.

“If the criterion of OBJECTIVITY is the ‘obviously
out there,’ then there is no objective interpretation whatever; there
is only gaping at ordered marks, and the only order is spatial. But
if the criterion of objectivity lies in intelligent inquiry, critical reflection, and grasp of the virtually unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED,
VIRTUALLY], then the humbug about the ‘out there’ and the simulated
indignation about ‘reading into’ are rather convincing evidence that
one has very little notion of what objectivity is.” (In 605.)

INTERPRETATION – INTERPRETATION
AND COMMON SENSE.

“The self-correcting process of learning [see
is, not only the way in which we
acquire our own COMMON SENSE, but also the way in which we acquire an understanding of other people’s common sense. … But
just as we can come to an understanding of our fellows’ understanding, a commonsense grasp of the ways in which we understand not with them but them, so the same process can be pushed
to a far fuller development, and then the self-correcting process of
learning will bring us to an understanding of the common sense of
another place, time, culture, and cast of mind. This is, however, the
enormous labor of becoming a scholar. … The phrase, understanding another’s common sense, must not be misunderstood. It is not
a matter of understanding what common sense is: that is the task of
the cognitional theorist. It is not making another’s common sense
one’s own, so that one would go about speaking and acting like a
fifth-century Athenian or a first-century Christian. But, just as
common sense itself is a matter of understanding what to say and
what to do in any of a series of situations that commonly arise, so
understanding another’s common sense is a matter of understanding what he would say and what he would do in any of the situations that commonly arose in his place and time.” (M 160-61.) The
many brands of common sense give rise to the general problem of
interpretation. See intra Problem of
LEARNING–SELF-CORRECTING PROCESS OF]

AND CONTEXT.

See intra Sketch of method for-(4) hypothetical expressions

AND CONTROL OF MEANING.
AND CONVERSION.

See CONVERSION–AND INTERPRETATION

AND CRITERIA OF TRUTH.
AND CRITICISM.

See intra Sketch of method for-(5) control

See TRUTH(S),

THE TRUE–CRITERIA OF

See CANON(S)–OF METHODICAL HERMENEUTICS-(3) OF SUCCESSIVE AP-

PROXIMATIONS

AND DOCUMENTS.

See

CANON(S)–OF METHODICAL HERMENEUTICS-(3) OF SUCCESSIVE

APPROXIMATIONS

AND EXPRESSION.

See intra Problem of-and expression; see also

EXPRES-

SION–AND SEQUENCE, –LEVELS OF; HEURISTIC STRUCTURE–FOR INTERPRETATION-UPPER
BLADE-AND TOTALITY OF EXPRESSIONS

AND HERMENEUTICS.
AND HORIZON.

See HERMENEUTIC(S)–AND INTERPRETATION

See intra And understanding-oneself

AND HUMAN SCIENCES.
AND HYPOTHESIS.

See intra Problem of-and human sciences

See intra Sketch of method for-(4) hypothetical expres-

sions
AND IDEOLOGY.

See IDEOLOGY–AND INTERPRETATION

AND INVERSE INSIGHT.

See

CANON(S)–OF METHODICAL HERMENEUTICS-(5) OF RESI-

DUES

AND LOGIC.

See LOGIC–AND DEVELOPMENT OF KNOWLEDGE

AND NONSYSTEMATIC.

See

CANON(S)– OF METHODICAL HERMENEUTICS-(3) OF SUC-

CESSIVE APPROXIMATIONS, -(5) OF RESIDUES

AND PROTEAN NOTION OF BEING.
AND RECONSTRUCTION.

See

See BEING–PROTEAN NOTION OF

INTERPRETATION (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)–AND RE-

CONSTRUCTION

AND RESEARCH.

“While research [see RESEARCH (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)]
makes available what was written, interpretation understands what
was meant. It grasps that meaning in its proper historical context,
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in accord with its proper mode and level of thought and expression, in the light of the circumstances and intention of the writer.
Its product is the commentary or monograph. It is an enterprise replete with pitfalls and today it is further complicated by the importation of the problems of cognitional theory [see COGNITION,
COGNITIONAL–THEORY], EPISTEMOLOGY, and METAPHYSICS.” (M 127.)
AND RESIDUES. See CANON(S)–OF METHODICAL HERMENEUTICS-(5) OF RESIDUES
AND SCISSORS-ACTION. See HEURISTIC STRUCTURE–FOR INTERPRETATION
AND SELF-KNOWLEDGE. See intra And understanding-oneself
AND THE CONTROVERSIALIST.

“On his mistaken assumption that the
author is speaking of Q, the controversialist sets about his triumphant demonstration of the author’s errors and absurdities. But the
interpreter considers the possibility that he himself is at fault. He
reads further. He rereads. Eventually he stumbles on the possibility
that the author was thinking, not of Q, but of P, and with that correction the meaning of the text becomes plain.” (M 158.)
AND THE HISTORIAN.

See HISTORIAN–INTERPRETIVE POWERS OF

AND THE INTERPRETER.

The always imperfect interpreter can accept
for the sake of argument any other EPISTEMOLOGY and grasp the argument in its terms. L’s method (see GEM) ups the ante. It not only
implicitly judges all other cognitive theories while permitting the
inquirer unlimited suspension of disbelief; L’s method explicitly
passes judgment on every counterposition (see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION) it brings to light in the interpreter’s own mind. Because of
the polymorphous character of consciousness (see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–POLYMORPHISM OF HUMAN), we are apt to mistake or confuse discrete patterns of experience (see PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE) and the
modes proper to expressing them (see EXPRESSION–AND SEQUENCE).
Those intent to objectify their cognitional operations, even those
who have achieved a high degree of SELF-APPROPRIATION, can without
awareness of it slip into counterpositions (see intra Counterposition in)
on SUBJECTIVITY, OBJECTIVITY, and REALITY. Thus, because the immanent
sources of interpretation are within the interpreter, the tasks of
achieving true understanding and giving true second expression to
another’s expression of meaning are subject to a host of variables.
See also HISTORIAN–INTERPRETIVE POWERS OF

Mediation of. “The principle of the empty head [see PRINCIPLE(S) OF
rests on a naive intuitionism. So far from tackling the
complex task of, first, understanding the object, the words, the
author, oneself, secondly, of judging just how correct one’s understanding is and, thirdly, of adverting to the problems in expressing one’s understanding and judgment, the principle of the
empty head bids the interpreter forget his own views, look at
what is out there, let the author interpret himself. In fact, what is
out there? There is just a series of signs. Anything over and above
a re-issue of the same signs in the same order will be mediated by
the experience, intelligence, and judgment of the interpreter. The
less that experience, the less cultivated that intelligence, the less
formed that judgment, the greater the likelihood that the interpreter will impute to the author an opinion that the author never
entertained. On the other hand, the wider the interpreter’s experience, the deeper and fuller the development of his understanding,
the better balanced his judgment, the greater the likelihood that
he will discover just what the author meant. Interpretation is not

...–EMPTY HEAD]
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just a matter of looking at signs. That is imperative. But it is no
less imperative that, guided by the signs, one proceed from one’s
habitual general knowledge to actual and more particular knowledge; and the greater the habitual knowledge one possesses, the
greater the likelihood that one will be guided by the signs themselves and not by personal preferences and by guess-work.” (M 15758.)
AND THE ‘OUT THERE’.
AND TRANSPOSITION.

See intra Counterposition in

See intra Sketch of method for-(4) hypothetical ex-

pressions
AND UNDERSTANDING.

The subentries are ordered not alphabetically

but systematically.
The thing. “The interpreter … has to understand the thing treated
in the text. Commonly he will possess such an understanding before considering the text, for he presumably will know the language in which the text is written and the things to which the
words of that language refer. Still, such knowledge is only general and potential. It will become particular and actual only
through a study of the text. And the point to be stressed here is
that the greater the interpreter’s experience, the more cultivated
his understanding, the better balanced his judgment, and the
more delicate his conscience, the greater will be the likelihood
that he will hit upon the meaning intended by the author. … Interpretation, then, is not just a matter of looking at signs. It is a
matter of being guided by the signs in a process that moves from
one’s antecedent general and potential knowledge to the consequent actual knowledge of what a particular author meant in a
given sentence, paragraph, chapter, or book. The greater one’s
initial resources, the greater the likelihood that one will have the
requisite general and potential knowledge.” (PTP2 55-56.)
The words. “Besides understanding the thing, the interpreter
must understand the words. Now it does happen that, when the
writer meant P, the reader thinks of Q. But in that case, sooner or
later, difficulty will arise. Not all that is true of P is also true of Q
and so the author will appear to be saying what is false or even
absurd. … Rules of HERMENEUTICS or EXEGESIS list the points worth
considering in one’s effort to arrive at an understanding of a text.
Such are an analysis of the composition of the text, the determination of the author’s purpose in writing, knowledge of the people for whom he wrote, of the occasion on which he wrote, of the
nature of the linguistic, grammatical, stylistic means he employed. However, the main point about all such rules is that one
does not understand the text because one has observed the rules,
but one observes the rules to arrive at an understanding of the
text. Observing the rules can be no more than the pedantry of the
obtuse. The essential observance is to note one’s every failure to
understand clearly and exactly, and to sustain one’s reading and
rereading until one’s inventiveness or good luck have eliminated
all one’s failures in comprehension.” (PTP2 56-57.)
The author. “Besides understanding the thing and the words, one
may have the task of understanding the author. When the meaning of a text is plain, then with the author and by his words we

understand the thing to which his words refer. When a simple
misunderstanding occurs, as when the reader thinks of Q when
the author meant P, then the correction is effected by sustained
rereading and inventiveness. But there are more difficult cases.
Then a first reading yields a little understanding and a host of
puzzles. A second reading yields very little more understanding
and a far greater number of puzzles. There has emerged the problem of understanding not only the thing and the words but also
the author himself, his nation, language, time, culture, way of
life, and cast of mind.” (PTP2 58.)
Oneself. “Besides understanding the thing, the words, and the
author, an interpreter may be challenged to an understanding of
himself [see SELF ...–KNOWLEDGE]. For the major texts, the classics, in
letters, in history, in philosophy, in religion, in theology, not only
are beyond the initial horizon of their interpreters but also may
demand of the interpreters an intellectual, or moral, or religious
conversion. … In such a case the interpreter’s initial knowledge
of the thing, the object, treated in the document is just inadequate. He will come to know it only by pushing the selfcorrecting process of learning [see LEARNING–SELF-CORRECTING PROCESS
OF] to a revolution in his own outlook. He can succeed in finding
an author’s wavelength and locking on to it only by effecting a
radical change in himself. It is not so much that his previous understanding of himself was mistaken as that he has to give himself a new self to be understood.” (PTP2 58-59.)
AND UNIVERSAL VIEWPOINT.
AS EXPLANATORY.

See UNIVERSAL VIEWPOINT

See CANON(S)– OF METHODICAL HERMENEUTICS-(2) OF EXPLANATION-

AND NONEXPLANATORY MEANING

AS HYPOTHETICAL.

See intra Sketch of method for-(4) hypothetical expres-

sions
CANONS OF.

See CANONS–OF METHODICAL HERMENEUTICS

COLLABORATION IN.
COMMONSENSE.
CONTEXT IN.

See intra Scientific-vs literary

See EXPRESSION–COMMONSENSE

See intra Sketch of method for-(4) hypothetical expressions

CONTROL OF.

The larger context is METAPHYSICS–AS DIALECTIC. The immediate context is the truth of interpretation (see intra Truth of). L’s
concern is to sketch the method to be employed in performing the
task of interpretation, later to be the functional specialty Interpretation (see INTERPRETATION (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)) of his generalized empirical method (see GEM). The fifth of five points states that “there is
the control, and it is threefold.” (In 603.)
(1) Expressions. “The totality of hypothetical expressions has to
stand in a one-to-one correspondence with the totality of documents.” (In 603.)
(2) Formulations. “The totality of pure formulations of contexts
has to exhibit the sequence of developing human insights, the
tendency of positions to unmodified survival, and the pressure on
counterpositions to shift their ground or to accept their own reversal [see intra Counterposition in].” (In 603.)
(3) Assumptions. “The totality of assumptions on available resources of language and channels of communication has to ex-

INTERPRETATION – INTERPRETATION

hibit the genetic sequence of modes of expression from the undifferentiated to the specialized [see EXPRESSION–AND SEQUENCE].” (In
603.)
CORRECT.

“I once conducted a seminar on interpretation, and found
that people often have the idea that the less we understand, the less
likely we are to have preconceived notions. And that is true. But to
arrive at a correct interpretation what you want is all possible preconceived notions. And if you are dealing with a first-class author
your present preconceived notions probably won’t be enough—
you’ll need still more. In other words, in interpretation, the closer
you approach to understanding everything, rather than the less you
understand, the better chance you have of arriving at a correct interpretation.” (UB 265-66.) See also intra Relativism in; Problem of-basic
COUNTERPOSITION IN.

L devotes a long section (603-08) to a topic
too complex for more than schematic accounts of his major points.
“If the real is the ‘out there’ and knowing it is taking a look, then
the ideal of interpretation has to be as close an approximation as
possible to a reconstruction of the cinema of what was done, of the
soundtrack of what was said, and even of the Huxleyan ‘feelie’ of
the emotions and sentiments of the participants in the drama of the
past. Fortunately, counterpositions [see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION]
bring about their own reversal. Just as Descartes’s vortices violated
the canon of parsimony that obliges the scientist to add nothing to
the data except the content of verifiable insights, so the ideal of the
cinema and soundtrack is the ideal not of historical science but of
historical fiction. There is no verifiable cinema of the past nor any
verifiable soundtrack of its speech. The available evidence lies in
spatially ordered marks in documents and on monuments, and the
interpreter’s business is not to create nonexistent evidence but to
understand the evidence that exists.” (In 604.)

DESCRIPTION AND EXPLANATION IN.

See

CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC

METHOD-(5) OF COMPLETE EXPLANATION, –OF METHODICAL HERMENEUTICS-(2) OF EXPLANATION

EVIDENCE FOR.

See CRITICISM–PRINCIPLE(S) OF-(4) GOAL OF TRUTH

EXPLANATORY OF NON-EXPLANATORY MEANING.

See

CANON(S)–OF ME-

THODICAL HERMENEUTICS-(2) OF EXPLANATION

HEURISTIC STRUCTURE FOR.
HISTORICAL.

See HEURISTIC STRUCTURE–FOR INTERPRETATION

See HISTORICAL–INTERPRETATION

IN AUTHOR’S OWN TERMS. “Commonly it is contended that an author
has to be interpreted in his own terms. Plato is to be interpreted by
Plato, Aquinas by Aquinas, Kant by Kant. This common contention
possesses three indisputable excellences. In the first place, it implements the lexicographical principle that the meanings of words
emerge from the sentences in which they occur, so that the meaning of an author’s words has to be settled by appealing, at least
proximately, to his own usage. In the second place, it implements
the epistemological principle that an explanation forms a closed
system; if one understands, then the content of one’s understanding
can be formulated only through a set of mutually determining and
determined terms and relations; accordingly, if one understands
Plato or Aquinas or Kant or anyone else, then the formulation of
one’s understanding will be some closed system, and both the elements of the system and the relations between the elements can be
found in the original author’s own statements. In the third place,
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the rule that an author must be allowed to speak for himself tends
to exclude the intrusion of another’s mentality into his meaning.
Inasmuch as the author’s usage determines his meanings, other
meanings are excluded; and inasmuch as the author’s system determines the relations between his meanings, other systems are excluded.” (In 606.)
INTUITIONISM IN. See PRINCIPLE(S) OF ...–EMPTY HEAD
MEDIATION OF. See intra And the interpreter-mediation of
METHOD FOR. See intra Sketch of method
OF NONEXPLANATORY MEANING.

See CANON(S)– OF METHODICAL HERMENEUTICS-

(2) OF EXPLANATION

OF PHILOSOPHIES.

See PHILOSOPHY, PHILOSOPHIES–INTERPRETATION OF

OF SYMBOLS.

“To explain the symbol, of course, is to go beyond
the symbol. It is to effect the transition from an elemental meaning
in an image or percept to a linguistic meaning. Moreover, it is to
use the context of the linguistic meaning as an arsenal of possible
relations, clues, suggestions in the construction of the elemental
context of the symbol. However, such interpretative contexts are
many and, perhaps, this multiplicity only reflects the many ways in
which human beings can develop and suffer deviation.” (M 67.) See
intra Systems of in psychology; see also IMAGE–AS IMAGE, SYMBOL, SIGN
POSITIVISTIC. “The merely positivistic approach to the problem of
interpreting a writer, which emphasizes the merely factual side, is
typical of history as developed from the nineteenth century up to
the present time. It is held that the really scientific part of history is
collecting and editing the documents, and making no comment
whatever that goes beyond the documents. On this view, then,
those who make some brief comment on the documents are a lower
type of scientist—if the comments are tightly tied in with the documents, well, they are fairly good scientists, though still secondrate. But if you go on to say something more intelligent about the
content of the documents, you have begun to speculate; and if you
attempt to consider the relations between successive philosophers,
that is just wind. That is what I meant in saying that one can be factual and nevertheless superficial.” (In 222-23.)
PROBLEM OF. In Insight, L introduces the general problem of interpretation (see also intra Problem of-basic) by distinguishing “expression, simple interpretation, and reflective interpretation.” (In 585.) The
order of subentries is not alphabetic but systematic.
And expression. “By an interpretation will be meant a second
expression addressed to a different audience. Hence, since it is an
expression, it will be guided by a practical insight F’ that depends
upon a principal insight A’ to be communicated, upon a grasp B’
of the anticipated audience’s habitual intellectual development
C’, and upon a grasp D’ of the deficiencies in insight E’ that have
to be overcome if the principal insight A’ is to be communicated.”
(In 585.) See intra Problem of-and reflective interpretation; see also EXPRESSION–AND SEQUENCE

And reflective interpretation. “A reflective interpretation, then, is
guided by a practical insight F” that depends upon insights A”,
B”, and D”. But now the insight B” is a grasp of the audience’s
habitual grasp C” of its own intellectual development C’ and of
the difference between that development and the habitual accu-
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mulation of the insights C in the initial audience. Similarly, the
insight D” is a grasp of the audience’s deficiencies E” in grasping
the differences between the habitual developments C’ and C, and
so in understanding the differences between the deficiencies E’
and E and between the practical insights F’ and F. Finally, the
principal insight A” to be communicated will be a grasp of the
identity of the insight A communicated in the original expression
and of the insight A’ communicated in the simple interpretation.
… However, the reflective interpretation suffers from two obvious difficulties. In the first place, it is relative to its anticipated
audience, and audiences are an ever shifting manifold.” (In 586.)
Relativity of. “Each culture in each of the stages of its progress
and decline is divided into a variety of schools, attitudes, orientations, and in each of these varieties there are numerous degrees of intellectual attainment. It would be a matter of
considerable difficulty to work out a reflective interpretation
that satisfied a single audience; but there is an enormous range
of other audiences that will remain to be satisfied; and the single audience one does satisfy will not live forever. In the second place, it is all very well to talk glibly about the habitual
intellectual development and the deficiencies of the original
and the present audience and the determination of the differences in the practical insights governing the original expression
and the simple interpretation. But it is quite another matter to
set about the investigation of such obscure objects, to reach
something better than a mere guess about them, and to find an
appropriate and effective manner of communicating the fruits
of one’s inquiry. Reflective interpretation is a smart idea, a
beautiful object of thought. But is it a practical possibility? Has
it ever been achieved? … This brings us to the basic problem of
interpretation.” (In 586-87.) See intra Problem of-basic
In Method, L takes a more global view. “There are very
many brands of common sense. Common sense is common,
not to all men of all places and times, but to the members of
a community successfully in communication with one another. Among them one’s commonsense statements have a
perfectly obvious meaning and stand in no need of any exegesis. But statements may be transported to other communities distant in place or in time. Horizons, values, interests,
intellectual development, experience may differ. Expression
may have intersubjective, artistic, symbolic components that
appear strange. Then there arises the question, What is meant
by the sentence, the paragraph, the chapter, the book? Many
answers seem possible, and none seems quite satisfactory.
Such in general is the problem of interpretation. But at the
present time four factors have combined to heighten it enormously.” (M 154.) See also intra Relativism in

And simple interpretation. “In the simple interpretation the principal insight A’ to be communicated purports to coincide with the
principal insight A of the original expression. Hence, differences
between the practical insights F and F’ depend directly upon differences between the habitual insights B and B’, D and D’, and
remotely upon differences between the habitual developments C

and C’, and the deficiencies E and E’. … Now the simple interpretation gives rise to further questions. On an elementary level
people ask why a faithful interpretation should differ from the
original expression. If this issue is met by appealing to the fact
that both the original expression and the interpretation are relative
to their respective audiences, there arises the problem of settling
the differences between the audiences and of incorporating them
into the interpretation.” (In 586.)
And world/historical consciousness. “The first is the emergence
of world consciousness and historical consciousness: we are
aware of many very different cultures existing at the present
time, and we are aware of the great differences that separate present from past cultures.” (M 154.)
And human sciences. “The second is the pursuit of the human
sciences, in which meaning is a fundamental category and, consequently, interpretation a fundamental task.” (M 154.)
And confusing epistemologies. “The third is the confusion that
reigns in cognitional theory [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY] and
EPISTEMOLOGY: interpretation is just a particular case of knowing,
namely, knowing what is meant; it follows that confusion about
knowing leads to confusion about interpreting.” (M 154.)
And modernity. See HERMENEUTIC(S)–AND PROBLEM OF MODERNITY
Basic. “It may very well happen that any simple interpretation is
correct, that it hits off for a contemporary audience the principal
insight communicated by the original document. It may also
happen that the interpreter knows his interpretation to be correct,
that he grasps the virtually unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY], or at least that he grasps the approximation of his interpretation to the virtually unconditioned. For analogous to common
sense there is a historical sense. Just as we by common sense can
know how our contemporaries would or would not speak or act
in any of a series of ordinary and typical situations, so the
scholar by a long familiarity with the documents and monuments
of another age and by an ever increasing accumulation of complementary insights can arrive at a participation of the common
sense of another period, and by this historical sense can tell how
the men and women of that time would or would not speak or act
in certain types of situation. … However, just as our common
sense is open to individual, group, and general BIAS, so also is the
historical sense. Moreover, just as our common sense cannot analyze itself or criticize itself or arrive at an abstract formulation of
its central nucleus, so also the historical sense is limited in a
similar fashion; both are far more likely to be correct in pronouncing verdicts than in assigning exact and convincing reasons
for them.” (In 587.)
RELATIVISM IN.

“The possibility of any interpretation whatever implies an upper blade of generalities; and the existing techniques of
scholars supply a lower blade by which the generalities can be determined with ever greater accuracy. Moreover, the introduction of
such a method meets the problem of RELATIVISM. For the relativism
with which HERMENEUTICS has been afflicted arises, not because scholars have been neglecting the lower blade that consists in the ex-
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traordinary array of techniques for dealing with the documents and
monuments of the past, but because there has not been available an
appropriate upper blade [see HEURISTIC STRUCTURE–FOR INTERPRETATIONLOWER BLADE, -UPPER BLADE]. In consequence they either labored under
the delusion that their inquiry was voraussetzungslos [presuppositionless] or else operated on the basis of assumptions that did not
square with the single legitimate assumption, namely, that in principle and under appropriate reservations a correct interpretation is
possible.” (In 600.) See also intra Problem of-and reflective interpretation-

(3) Pure formulations. “They proceed from the immanent
sources of meaning to determinate differentiations of the protean
notion of being [see BEING–PROTEAN NOTION OF]. Such differentiations
may be either the contents of single judgments or the contexts
constituted by more or less coherent aggregates of judgments. In
either case they are pure formulations if they proceed from an interpreter that grasps the universal viewpoint and if they are addressed to an audience that similarly grasps the universal
viewpoint.” (In 602.)

relativity of

(4) Hypothetical expressions. “Suppose P to be interpreting Q.
From his immanent sources of meaning P will work out a hypothetical pure formulation of Q’s context and of the content of Q’s
message. But the pure formulation of the content of Q’s message
proceeds from a universal viewpoint. It has to be transposed into
an equivalent content that would proceed from Q’s particular
viewpoint. That particular viewpoint is assigned in the pure formulation of Q’s context. Finally, inasmuch as this transposition is
effected under the limitations of the resources of language and of
the channels of communication available for Q, there results the
hypothetical expression.” (In 602-03.)

SCIENTIFIC VS LITERARY.

The larger context is METAPHYSICS–AS DIALECTIC
(In ch. 17). In explicating the truth of interpretation (see intra Truth
of), L introduces some canons for a methodical hermeneutic (see
CANON(S)–OF METHODICAL HERMENEUTICS; SCISSORS-LIKE ACTION–AND INTERPRETATION).
His concern is scientific interpretation. “An interpretation is the
expression of the meaning of another expression. It may be literary
or scientific. A literary interpretation offers the images and associations from which a reader can reach the insights and form the
judgments that the interpreter believes to correspond to the content
of the original expression. A scientific interpretation is concerned
to formulate the relevant insights and judgments, and to do so in a
manner that is consonant with scientific collaboration and scientific control.” (In 608.)
SIGN/IMAGE AS.

See IMAGE–HEURISTIC VS REPRESENTATIVE FUNCTION OF-IN SCIENCES

SKETCH OF METHOD FOR. “Though the actual implementation of a
method cannot be tucked into the corner of a chapter on a more
general topic, still some sketch seems desirable. To meet this reasonable demand, let us first envisage in summary fashion the ultimate results that may be anticipated, let us secondly confront the
counterpositions [see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION; GEM–AND POSITION/COUNTERPOSITION] that distort interpretation, and thirdly let us endeavor to indicate the canons of a methodical hermeneutics [see
CANON(S)–OF METHODICAL HERMENEUTICS] on the ANALOGY of the canons of
empirical method [see CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD] in such a
science as physics.” (In 601.) “Though this sketch claims to be no
more enlightening than the assertion that physics is a mathematization of sensible data, it will serve to bring out the significance of
the upper blade of method.” (In 603.) Later, Interpretation will become a functional specialty of generalized empirical method[see
GEM]. See INTERPRETATION (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY); see also HEURISTIC STRUCTURE–FOR INTERPRETATION-UPPER BLADE; HEURISTIC STRUCTURE–FOR INTERPRETATION

(1) Envisage the materials. “They consist in the totality of documents and monuments. The documents may be divided into primary, secondary, and tertiary, where original communications are
primary, interpretations of primary documents are secondary, and
critical studies of interpretations are tertiary.” (In 602.)
(2) Immanent sources of meaning. “They consist (1) in approximately reproducible human experience on all its levels, (2)
orientated under approximately reproducible blends and mixtures
of the elementary, the aesthetic, the dramatic, the practical, the intellectual, and the mystical [PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE], (3) informed
by the unities, distinctions, and relations grasped by accumulations of insights, and (4) actuated by sets of certain and probable
acts of assent and dissent.” (In 602.)

(5) Control. “The totality of hypothetical expressions has to
stand in a one-to-one correspondence with the totality of documents. The totality of pure formulations of contexts has to exhibit
the sequence of developing human insights, the tendency of positions to unmodified survival, and the pressure on counterpositions [see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION] to shift their ground or to
accept their own reversal. Finally, the totality of assumptions on
available resources of language and channels of communication
has to exhibit the genetic sequence of modes of expression from
the undifferentiated to the specialized [see EXPRESSION–AND SEQUENCE].” (In 603.)
SOURCES OF. See HISTORICAL–INTERPRETATION-SOURCES OF
SUBJECTIVE.

“As the counterpositions [see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSIlead to a misconception of the goal of interpretation, so also
they lead to blunders about the procedures of interpreters. If OBJECTIVITY is a matter of elementary extroversion, then the objective interpreter has to have more to look at than spatially ordered marks
on paper; not only the marks but also the meanings have to be ‘out
there’; and the difference between an objective interpreter and one
that is merely subjective is that the objective interpreter observes
simply the meanings that are obviously ‘out there,’ while the merely subjective interpreter ‘reads’ his own ideas ‘into’ statements that
obviously possess quite a different meaning. But the plain fact is
that there is nothing ‘out there’ [see ALREADY-OUT-THERE-NOW-REAL] except spatially ordered marks; to appeal to dictionaries and to
grammars, to linguistic and stylistic studies, is to appeal to more
marks. The proximate source of the whole experiential component
in the meaning of both objective and subjective interpreters lies in
their own experience; the proximate source of the whole intellectual component lies in their own insights; the proximate source of
the whole reflective component lies in their own critical reflection.
If the criterion of objectivity is the ‘obviously out there,’ then there
is no objective interpretation whatever; there is only gaping at ordered marks, and the only order is spatial. But if the criterion of ob-
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jectivity lies in intelligent inquiry, critical reflection, and grasp of
the virtually unconditioned, then the humbug about the ‘out there’
and the simulated indignation about ‘reading into’ are rather convincing evidence that one has very little notion of what objectivity
is.” (In 605.)
SYSTEMS OF IN PSYCHOLOGY. The context is symbols (see intra Of
symbols) and interpreting them. L offers a three-page overview (M

67-69) of the range of approaches. “There are … the three original
interpretative systems: the psychoanalysis of Freud, the individual
psychology of Adler, the analytic psychology of Jung. But the initial rigidities and oppositions are less and less maintained by their
successors. … There are marked tendencies among therapists to
develop their own systems of interpretation or to treat interpretation as an art to be learnt. … There are those that feel that therapeutic goals can be more effectively attained by pretty well
withdrawing from the interpretation of symbols. … Concomitant
with the foregoing movement there has been a parallel development outside the therapeutic context. Freud proposed not merely a
method of therapy but also highly speculative accounts of man’s
inner structure and of the nature of civilization and of religion. But
this extension of the therapeutic context over the whole of human
concern has been met by the erection of non-therapeutic contexts
in which symbols are studied and interpreted. Psychologists have
turned from the sick to the well, indeed, to those that keep growing
over a long lifetime, and there has even been raised the question
whether mental illness really pertains to a merely medical context,
whether the trouble is real guilt and not merely mistaken feelings
of guilt. Finally, and most significant from a basic viewpoint, there
is the existential approach that thinks of the dream, not as the twilight of life, but as its dawn, the beginning of the transition from
impersonal existence to presence in the world, to constitution of
one’s self in one’s world [see TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–AS SELF-CONSTITUTING].” (M
67-69.)
TRUTH OF.

See also TRUTH(S), THE

TRUE–CRITERIA OF

Proximate criterion. “The proximate criterion of the truth of an
interpretation is that no further relevant questions arise. If there
are no further relevant questions, then there is no opportunity for
further insights arising, and if there is no opportunity for further
insights arising, then there is no opportunity for effecting a correction of the understanding already attained.” (PTP2 61.) See also
TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–CRITERIA OF-PROXIMATE

Remote criterion. The following is L’s initial approach to the
topic. “Besides understanding the thing, the words, and the author, an interpreter may be challenged to an understanding of
himself. For the major texts, the classics, in letters, in history, in
philosophy, in religion, in theology, not only are beyond the initial horizon of their interpreters but also may demand of the interpreters an intellectual, or moral, or religious conversion. … In
such a case the interpreter’s initial knowledge of the thing, the
object, treated in the document is just inadequate. He will come
to know it only by pushing the self-correcting process of learning
to a revolution in his own outlook. He can succeed in finding an
author’s wavelength and locking on to it only by effecting a radi-

cal change in himself. It is not so much that his previous understanding of himself was mistaken as that he has to give himself a
new self to be understood.” (PTP2 61.) Later, L expands his treatment in terms of the “contrast between the systematic, the commonsense, and the scholarly development of understanding.” See
INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–DEVELOPMENT OF; TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–CRITERIA OFREMOTE

VERIFICATION OF.

See HEURISTIC STRUCTURE–FOR INTERPRETATION-UPPER BLADE

INTERPRETATION (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY):

Second of the eight
of method (see GEM). Generalized Empirical
Method comprises two sets of four categories (see CATEGORY, CATEGORIES–GENERAL, –SPECIAL). The general categories pertain to the mediation
of a tradition; the special (special because essential to method in theology) pertain to the tradition thus mediated. Interpretation is second
of the four general categories of the mediating phase—Research,
Interpretation, History, Dialectic. Four categories because each is tied
to the cognitional operation proper to that level (see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF). The mediating phase follows the order experience,
understanding, judgment, decision (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS;
in the mediated phase the order of operations is reversed). Thus
Interpretation is tied to the second level of intentional consciousness,
understanding (see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING).
“Interpretation corresponds to the seventh specialty, Systematics,
as both are functions on the second level of consciousness, that of
understanding. Interpretation understands what is meant. As a
functional specialty of theology it understands the meaning of the
data made available by research in religious scriptures and the
writings and documents of a religious tradition. The meaning it
seeks to uncover in these sources is determined by their historical
context, their particular mode and level of expression, and the circumstances and intent of their authors. The written form of interpretation is the commentary or the monograph (M 127). Both in
theology and in other fields, interpretation has to do with hermeneutics.
A systematic treatment of the problems involved in interpretation
is given in Insight. There L calls for a distinction between the original expression itself, a simple interpretation which renders the
original expression in a comparable current expression, and a reflective interpretation which justifies the accuracy of the simple interpretation and, thus, constitutes the basic problem of
interpretation. (585-87.) To address this problem, L introduces the notion of universal viewpoint, a potential and ordered totality of all
viewpoints, which is like a pegboard allowing for every possible
interpretation to be ‘posted.’ This notion opens up the horizon of
the thinker so that nothing is excluded, but everything must be assessed as to the truth it contributes to a proposed interpretation, or
how well it grasps what the author meant. This notion becomes the
basis for L’s notion of dialectic. (587-91.)
Central to L’s view of interpretation is the interpreter. The interpreting task depends on one’s ability to move from personal experience into an imaginative reconstruction of the situation of the
past. (UB 223.) L considers his work in Method, chapters seven
through eleven, as a more concrete expression of what he had done
FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES
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in the third part of chapter XVII in Insight. He also considered
these chapters to be a “set of directions” toward attaining the universal viewpoint he regarded as necessary if true interpretation is to
be reached. (2C 275-76.)
A case in point is L’s reference to history as the assembly of a
manifold of particular events into a single interpretive unity (M 199)
and historical reality as an inexhaustible incentive to fresh historical interpretations. (M 214.) Historical data arrived at by the critical
process must then go through an interpretive process. Here the historian pieces together the fragments. Only when this interpretive
process of reconstruction is completed can one refer to historical
‘facts.’ (M 203.)
The interrelationship of chapters seven through eleven of Method
(Interpretation through Foundations) can be understood further
when L explains that the interpreter may understand the text, the
author, and oneself, but should conversion take place, one has a different self to do the understanding. This new horizon in turn can
modify one’s understanding of the text, the author, and oneself.” (M
246.) (GP)
AND CONTROL OF MEANING.

See intra Sketch of method for-(5) control

AND RECONSTRUCTION. This entry concern the historian’s process
from data to facts (see HISTORY–CRITICAL-PROCESS FROM DATA TO FACTS IN).
“Facts ascertained in the critical process are, not historical facts,
but just data for the discovery of historical facts. The critical process has to be followed by an interpretative process, in which the
historian pieces together the fragments of information that he has
gathered and critically evaluated. Only when this interpretative
process of reconstruction is terminated do there emerge what may
properly be called the historical facts.” (M 203.)
SUMMARY OF.

“While research makes available what was written,
interpretation understands what was meant. It grasps that meaning
in its proper historical context, in accord with its proper mode and
level of thought and expression, in the light of the circumstances
and intention of the writer. Its product is the commentary or monograph. It is an enterprise replete with pitfalls and today it is further
complicated by the importation of the problems of [COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY], EPISTEMOLOGY, and METAPHYSICS.” (M 127.)
INTERSUBJECTIVITY :

“By intersubjectivity is meant that human persons spontaneously take care of one another. Just as one spontaneously raises one’s arm to ward off a blow to one’s head, so with equal
spontaneity one reaches out to save another from falling. Perception,
feeling, and bodily movement are involved, but the help given another is not deliberate but spontaneous. One adverts to it, not before
it occurs, but while it is occurring. It is as if ‘we’ were members of
one another prior to our distinctions of each from the others.” (PTP2
110.) “Prior to the “we” that results from the mutual love of an “I” and
a “thou”, there is the earlier “we” that precedes the distinction of subjects and survives its oblivion. This prior “we” is vital and functional.
Just as one spontaneously raises one’s arm to ward off a blow against
one’s head, so with the same spontaneity one reaches out to save another from falling. Perception, feeling, and bodily movement are involved, but the help given another is not deliberate but spontaneous.
One adverts to it not before it occurs but while it is occurring. It is as
if “we” were members of one another prior to our distinctions of
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each from the others.” (M 57.)
AND COMMUNICATION. See MEANING–INTERSUBJECTIVE
AND COMMUNITY. See COMMUNITY–AND INTERSUBJECTIVITY
AND EMBODIMENT OF MEANING. See MEANING–INTERSUBJECTIVE
AND FEELING. See FEELINGS–COMMUNITY OF, AND FELLOW F.
AND GOOD OF ORDER. See GOOD, THE–OF ORDER-ELEMENTS OF (5)
AND PRIVACY. “To each man his own desires, precisely because
they are his own, possess an insistence that the desires of others
can never have for him. To each man his own labors, because they
are his own, have a dimension of reality that is lacking in his apprehension of the labors of others. To each man his own joys and
sorrows have an expansive or contracting immediacy that others
can know only through their own experience of joy and sorrow.
Yet the ineluctable privacy of each one’s experience provides no
premise for a monadic theory of man. For the bonds of intersubjectivity make the experience of each resonate to the experience of
others; and besides this elementary communion, there are operative
in all a drive to understand and an insistence on behaving intelligently that generate and implement common ways, common manners, common undertakings, common commitments.” (In 240.)
AND

SCHEMES

OF

RECURRENCE.

See

RECURRENCE,

SCHEME(S)

OF–

INTERSUBJECTIVE

AND SOCIAL ORDER.
AND SPONTANEITY.

See COMMUNITY–AND INTERSUBJECTIVITY

See SPONTANEITY–AND INTERSUBJECTIVITY

AND THE SUBJECT/GROUP.

See

COMMUNITY–TENSION(S) IN; GENERAL–RULES AND

THE SUBJECT

AS CARRIER OF THE WORD.

See MEANING–CARRIERS OF-LANGUAGE

VS MONADIC THEORY OF HUMANITY.

See intra And privacy

INTROSPECTION: For the principal meaning of introspection in L’s
thought see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–AS COGNITIONAL EVENT.
AND INTENTIONAL CONSCIOUSNESS. See CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–AS
COGNITIONAL EVENT

IN

AQUINAS/ARISTOTLE.

See

PROPER

NAMES–ARISTOTLE,

ARISTOTELIAN-

INTROSPECTION IN

IN AUGUSTINE.

See PROPER NAMES–AUGUSTINE, AUGUSTINIAN-INTROSPECTION IN

INTUITION(S): In L’s philosophical thought, intuition usually means
what it does in these passage on the basic counterposition (see POSITION
AND COUNTERPOSITION ) in regard to KNOWING and OBJECTIVITY: “Knowing can
be conceived as intrinsically or essentially a matter of confrontation,
of taking a look, seeing what is there, intuition.” (UB 159.) “We have
given an account of experiential objectivity [see OBJECTIVITY–COMPONENTS
OF (3)-(3) EXPERIENTIAL]. But others might claim that it is just a travesty of
the notion of objectivity, that there is where the whole of knowledge
lies—taking a look at the object; it is not merely an experience, it is
seeing what is there, it is an intuition.” (UB 176.) See intra Philosophic; see
also TAKING A GOOD LOOK; ALREADY-OUT-THERE-NOW-REAL
AND MATHEMATICS. See MATHEMATICS–AND INTUITIONISTS
FOR HUSSERL. See PROPER NAMES–HUSSERL, EDMUND-INTUITION IN
FOR KANT. See PROPER NAMES–KANT, KANTIAN-INTUITION IN
OF EXISTENCE. See PROPER NAMES–SCOTUS, JOHN DUNS-INTUITION IN
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INTUITIONISM – INVARIANCE

PHILOSOPHIC.

The context is L’s critical realist (see REALISM–CRITICAL)
position on thing (In ch. 8; see THING(S)). The uncritical or naïve realist (see REALISM–NAÏVE), on the other hand, “would dispute our account of explanatory genera and species [see GENUS–EXPLANATORY]; on
his view the empirical scientist understands, not reality but phenomena; beyond the unities and relations grasped by the scientist
there is a deeper reality, a metaphysical essence, apprehended by
philosophic intuition. But what is this philosophic intuition? I have
looked for it and failed to find it. I know no reason for affirming its
occurrence, and I know no reason for refusing to identify the alleged metaphysical essence with the already quite precisely defined notion of ‘BODY.’” (In 294.)

INTUITIONISM : See PRINCIPLE(S) OF ...–EMPTY HEAD
INVARIANCE: All data for this entry are found in Insight. This category relates in most instances to cognitional process, metaphysics,
and science, especially physics. In physics, invariance pertains especially to SPACE and TIME (see also SPACE AND TIME) and, in regard to those
categories, to MEASUREMENT and DURATION(S). The complexities of these
categories and their interrelations, and of the mathematics L employs
to explain and illustrate them, means treatments herein are in most
instances limited to orienting the interested reader, and pointing to
contexts in Insight where further explanations are found. It is also
worthwhile to bear in mind that in Insight L’s interest in never in the
science as such; rather, he is always intent on demonstrating INSIGHT
AND UNDERSTANDING and the isomorphism of cognitional and natural
processes (see ISOMORPHISM–OF DYNAMISMS OF MIND AND PROPORTIONATE BEING),
with primacy always given to the cognitional. “The meaning of invariance is that (1) all scientists expect their correlations and laws to
be independent of merely spatiotemporal differences, (2) physicists
are confronted with a special difficulty inasmuch as they have to use
reference frames, and (3) physicists surmount their peculiar difficulty
by expressing their principles and laws in mathematical equations
that remain invariant under transformations of frames of reference.”
(In 64.) See also NOTION OF …–INVARIANCE
AND ABSTRACT PROPOSITIONS.

See

EXPRESSION–AND PROPOSITIONS-DISTINCT

FROM; SPACE AND TIME–IMMANENT INTELLIGIBILITY OF-ABSTRACT

AND EQUIVALENCE.
AND EXPRESSION.

See METHOD, CLASSICAL

See EXPRESSION–INVARIANT AND RELATIVE

AND FORMULATING SPACETIME INTELLIGIBILITY.

See

SPACE AND TIME–

IMMANENT INTELLIGIBILITY OF-INVARIANCE IN FORMULATION OF

AND MEASUREMENT.
AND METAPHYSICS.
AND PATTERN.
AND SCIENCE.

See MEASUREMENT–INVARIANCE IN

See METAPHYSICS–AS INVARIANT FORM

See PATTERN–INVARIANT

“Popular RELATIVISM is prone to argue that empirical
science is the most reliable form of human knowledge; but empirical science is subject to indefinite revision; therefore, all human
knowledge is equally subject to indefinite revision. Now such argument is necessarily fallacious. One must know invariant features
of human knowledge before one can assert that empirical science
is subject to indefinite revision; and if one definitively knows invariant features of human knowledge, then one knows what is not

subject to revision. Moreover, as is obvious, such knowledge surpasses empirical science at least in the respect that it is not subject
to revision.” (In 360.)
AND SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATION. See REVISION–OF ACCOUNT OF WORLD ORDER
AND THE TREATISE. See TREATISE–AND INVARIANCE
ANTICIPATION OF. The context is the heuristic structures of empirical method (see CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–HEURISTIC STRUCTURES)
and the specific topic is scientific anticipations. “By the principle
of equivalence [see EQUIVALENCE–PRINCIPLE OF] the mathematical expression of physical principles and laws is to be expected to be invariant as long as transformation equations are continuous functions of
real variables. … To implement this conclusion, which is no more
than a general anticipation based on cognitional theory, two further
steps are required. First, the broad invariance that we have described has to be conceived precisely in terms of tensors. Secondly,
appropriate empirical hypotheses have to be formulated and verified. But by those steps there are reached the general theory of
relativity and the generalized theory of gravitation, and incidentally
it may not be amiss to note that our remote anticipation offers a
simple explanation for certain aspects of those theories. For what
was anticipated was a nonrelatedness of abstract laws to observers.
It follows that the consequences of the anticipation should not be
verified (1) if the laws lose their abstract character through particularization, or (2) if investigation concentrates on the frequencies of
concrete events accessible to observers, as seems to be the case in
quantum mechanics.” (In 465-66.)
And special relativity. “A less general anticipation of invariance
is contained in the basic postulate of special relativity. Already in
illustrating inverse insight [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–INVERSE] we
have had occasion to put this postulate in the form of an explanatory syllogism [see SYLLOGISM–SCIENTIFIC-AND SPECIAL RELATIVITY], in which
the major premise expressed an anticipation of invariance and
the minor premise enounced the defect of intelligibility in inertial
transformations. On the present analysis, then, the difference between the anticipations represented respectively by general and
by special relativity is that, while both expect invariant mathematical expression to result from the abstractness of principles
and laws, general relativity implements this expectation by invoking a direct insight into the significance of measurements, but
special relativity implements it by invoking an inverse insight into the insignificance of constant velocity.” (In 66.)
And Newtonian dynamics. “A third and still less general anticipation of invariance has been attributed retrospectively to Newtonian dynamics, and it is not difficult to grasp in terms of insight
the justice of this view. For, as has been noted, the defect in intelligibility known in inverse insight [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–
INVERSE] is formulated only by employing a positive context of
concomitant direct insights [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–DIRECT]. In
particular, it has been remarked that the defect of intelligibility in
constant velocity was expressed for mechanics by Newton in his
first law of motion, but for physics generally by Einstein in the
basic postulate of special relativity. Accordingly, one can move
backwards from Einstein to Newton if (1) one holds fast to the
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defective intelligibility in constant velocity, and (2) one changes
the concomitant context of direct insights in terms of which the
inverse insight regarding constant velocity is expressed.” (In 66-67.)
AS POSTULATE.

The larger context is the elements of insight (In ch.
1). L is discussing inverse insight (see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–
INVERSE), and an example from special relativity, the basic postulate
of which is that “the mathematical expression of physical principles and laws is invariant under inertial transformations [see TRANSFORMATION–INVARIANCE UNDER INERTIAL]. To reach our illustration we have
only to grasp the concrete meaning of the postulate whenever it is
invoked by a physicist engaged in understanding any set of physical data [‘the positive object of inquiry’]. … The negative element
in the conception of the positive object is indicated by the word
‘invariant.’” (In 48.) See RELATIVITY–THEORY OF-SPECIAL-BASIC POSTULATE OF
IN EXPRESSIONS.

See EXPRESSION–INVARIANCE IN, –INVARIANT AND RELATIVE

IN LAWS OF PHYSICS. “If the invariance or relativity of expressions
follows from the abstractness or concreteness of the propositions
for which they stand [see EXPRESSION–INVARIANCE IN, –INVARIANT AND RELATIVE],
then, since all mathematical principles and all natural laws of the
classical type are abstract, it follows that their appropriate expression must be invariant. … In fact, such invariance of expression is
secured automatically in mathematics, in chemistry, and in biology
[because they contain no reference to space or time]. … However,
the science of physics does not enjoy the same immunity. It investigates local movements, and it cannot state their laws without
some reference to places and times. Since the laws contain a reference to places and times, they include an element that can vary
with variations of the speaker’s position and time. Accordingly,
there arises a problem peculiar to physics. Just as ordinary language develops an invariant copula [is] to express general truths,
so too the physicist has to find spatiotemporal invariants if he is to
employ the appropriate invariant expressions in stating laws of local motion.” (In 165.)
IN ORDER OF THE UNIVERSE. See WORLDVIEW(S)–LONERGAN’S-INVARIANCE IN
IN STRUCTURE OF COGNITIONAL PROCESS. See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–
STRUCTURE-INVARIANCE IN

NOTION OF.

See NOTION OF …–INVARIANCE

RODS, CLOCKS, AND.
SPATIO-TEMPORAL.

See MEASUREMENT–RODS, CLOCKS, AND-AND INVARIANCE

See SPACE AND TIME–INVARIANT INTERVAL OF

UNDER INERTIAL TRANSFORMATIONS.

See

TRANSFORMATION–INVARIANCE UN-

DER INERTIAL

INVESTIGATION: See INQUIRY; PROCEDURE(S)
IRRATIONAL:

Unreasonable; the SURD. In regard to human thinking
and doing, the irrational stands opposed to the third transcendental
precept (see TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS-(3) BE REASONABLE!). See also inter alia

ADVERTENCE–AND THE PRECEPTS ■ AUTHENTICITY–CONDITIONS OF POSSIBILITY FOR ■ BIAS–
AND SOCIAL PROGRESS/DECLINE-MINOR
SPONSIBILITY

■ CIVILIZATION(S)–IN DECLINE ■ DECISION–AND RE-

■ DECLINE–BASIS OF ■ FREE–WILL ■ FREEDOM–EVIDENCE FOR ■ HUMAN–

DEVELOPMENT-PROBLEM OF, MAIN

■ INTELLIGIBLE(S)–IMPROPER ■ IRRESPONSIBILITY ■

JUDGMENT(S)–AS RELATED-(3) TO REFLECTIVE UNDERSTANDING ■ LIBERATION–PROBLEM OF
ETHICAL-SOLUTION TO ■ MATHEMATICAL–SURD

AND COUNTERPOSITIONS.

■ SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE-AND DECLINE

See SUBJECT, THE–DRAMATIC-DIALECTIC OF
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AND DEVELOPMENT OF ETHICS. The context is the historical development of ethics. “There can be a break in development at the
point where consent is required. From the viewpoint of a positive
ethics, the policy may be the right thing to do; it may be for the
common good. But instead of consent, there is irrational refusal. Irrational refusal implies irrational action. Irrational action introduces
irrationality into the situation. The situation takes on characteristics
that it would not have if men were reasonable, and that it should
not have because men should be reasonable. The irrationality of the
situation gives rise to the ‘false fact.’” (UB 236.) See FACT–FALSE
AND JUDGMENT. See JUDGMENT(S)–AS RELATED-(3) TO REFLECTIVE UNDERSTANDING
AND SIN.

Whereas value is the intelligible good, SIN, the basic form
of EVIL, is unintelligible, does not follow reason. Sin is intrinsically
irrational.
IN SOCIAL SITUATION. See SOCIAL–SITUATION-AND POSITIONS/COUNTERPOSITION
NUMBERS. See INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–INVERSE-ILLUSTRATION OF
VS RATIONAL. See RATIONALITY–AND IRRATIONALITY
IRRELEVANT: See RELEVANCE/RELEVANT–AND IRRELEVANT
IRRESPONSIBILITY:

L often speaks of the consequences when individuals, groups, and societies fails to observe the transcendental precepts (see TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS), when they choose inattention,
stupidity, unreasonableness, and irresponsibility.
IS IT SO?: The question arises after one has an insight. Understanding is only potential knowledge. We have to ask if our understanding is true. Only after a reflective insight (see INSIGHT AND
UNDERSTANDING–REFLECTIVE) that grasps evidence sufficient for judgment
can one say it is so, or it is not so. See JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–A PRIORI CONDITIONS FOR (4)-(4)

IS IT TRULY WORTHWHILE?: The question arises on the fourth level
of consciousness and cognitional operations (see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(4) RATIONAL SELF- (6 ELEMENTS); DECISION). We want to choose
not the apparent good but the rational good, the truly worthwhile (see
VALUE(S); JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE–COMPONENTS OF (3)).
ISOMORPHIC: See STRUCTURE(S)–ISOMORPHIC
ISOMORPHISM : Isomorphism means of the same (iso) form (morphe). One could say that the coherence of the whole of L’s thought
rests the isomorphism of the structure of intentional consciousness
and the metaphysics of proportionate being or, in cognitional terms,
the isomorphism of knowing and known (see KNOWING–AND KNOWNISOMORPHISM OF).
AND ONTOLOGY. See ONTOLOGICAL–AND ISOMORPHISM
ILLUSTRATION OF. See ILLUSTRATION–OF ISOMORPHISM
OF COGNITIONAL AND ONTOLOGICAL TERMS.

See GEM–FUNCTIONS OF (12)-(4)

SYSTEMATIC

OF CONDITIONS OF KNOWING AND MEANING.

“Just as metaphysics
rests on the major premise of the isomorphism of the structures of
knowing and of proportionate being [see KNOWING–AND KNOWNISOMORPHISM OF], so logic rests on the major premise of the parallel between the conditions of knowing and the conditions of possible
terms of meaning.” (In 599.)

OF DYNAMISMS OF MIND AND PROPORTIONATE BEING.

See ETHICS–METHOD
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OF METAPHYSICS AND

OF KNOWING AND KNOWN.

See KNOWING–AND KNOWN-ISOMORPHISM OF

OF KNOWLEDGE AND EXPRESSION.

See KNOWLEDGE–AND EXPRESSION

OF STRUCTURES OF COGNITIONAL PROCESS AND THE UNIVERSE.

See

KNOWING–AND KNOWN-ISOMORPHISM OF
OF THOMIST AND SCIENTIFIC THOUGHT.:

See

THOMAS AQUINAS–HIS THOUGHT

AND SCIENCE, ISOMORPHISM OF

PRINCIPLE OF.

See PRINCIPLE(S) OF

…–ISOMORPHISM

J
JUDGMENT(S): There are separate entries for the two types of judgment, JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT and JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE. Although there is
some overlap, the subentries intra chiefly regard aspects of judgment
as such.
AND ALTERNATIVES. See intra As related-(4) to the person judging
AND DECISION COMPARED. See DECISION–AND JUDGMENT COMPARED
AND OBJECTIVITY. See OBJECTIVITY–COMPONENTS OF (3)-(1) ABSOLUTE
AND PERSONAL COMMITMENT.

See intra As related-(4) to the person judg-

ing
AND PHILOSOPHIC WRITING.
AND SENSES.

See SCIENTIFIC–WRITING VS PHILOSOPHIC

See SENSE(S)–AND JUDGMENT

AND SYNTHESIS.

See JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–AS POSITING SYNTHESIS

AND THE OBJECT.

“As in the imagination, so in judgment we can
speak of a terminal and a final object.” (UB 146.) See also OBJECT(S)–
TERMINAL, –FINAL
Final. “Through that concept and judgment there is a finality, a
final object. But is that final object, known through the concept
and the judgment—is that really what is real? That is the critical
question, and it begins to arise in chapter 14 of Insight.” (UB 146.)
See REAL, THE REAL; KNOWLEDGE–OF THE REAL

Terminal. “The terminal object which you produce in yourself is
the concept and the judgment.” (UB 146.)
AS RELATED. “Just as insight is related to presentations, inquiry, and
conception, so judgment is related to what goes on before it in the
process.” (UB 111.)
(1) To propositions. See intra As related-(2) to questions; see also
JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–AND PROPOSITIONS

(2) To questions. “There are two fundamental types of questions:
questions asking for explanation, that is, questions for intelligence [see INTELLIGENCE–QUESTIONS FOR]; and on the other hand, questions for reflection [see REFLECTION/REFLECTIVE–QUESTIONS FOR]. The
judgment is an answer to a question for reflection. … So we relate judgment, on the one hand, to propositions, and as related to
propositions it makes the difference between an object of thought
and an object of knowledge. On the other hand, we relate judgment to questions, and it answers the questions, Is it? Whether it
is so? It does not answer the questions, What? Why? How often?” (UB 111-12.)

(3) To reflective understanding. “Judgments are also related to
the process of weighing the evidence. … There is something that
can be said right away about the relation between judgment and
the act of grasping the sufficiency of the evidence for saying yes
or for saying no; namely, if you do not grasp the sufficiency of
the evidence and nevertheless say, ‘It is’ or ‘It is not,’ you are just
guessing, you do not know, you are making a rash judgment. On
the other hand, if you do grasp the sufficiency of the evidence,
and you want to hem and haw, you are being silly. It is clear as
day that it is or that it is not, and your hesitation about judging is
irrational. In other words, at that moment a man’s rationality is
being activated. He has the sufficiency of the evidence, and it is
up to him to judge; and if he does not judge he is introducing a
contradiction within himself. He is rational, he is a reasonable
being, and yet he is defaulting on his rationality if he grasps the
sufficiency of the evidence and does not judge. Again, he is defaulting on his rationality when he does not have sufficient evidence and nevertheless does judge.” (UB 112.) See also JUDGMENT(S) OF
FACT–AND REFLECTIVE UNDERSTANDING

(4) To the person judging. “So far I have been talking about
events as if there were nobody there; but there is someone who
senses, imagines, inquires, understands, formulates his understanding, asks whether it is so, grasps the sufficiency of the evidence, and makes the judgment. … There is the person who
understands, and there is the intellect by which, the act by which,
he understands. And from that aspect, as related to the person,
the judgment is a personal commitment. … Judgment is a personal act, a personal commitment. You do not have to say yes or
no; you can say, ‘I don’t know.’ You do not have to say, ‘It certainly is so’; you can say, ‘It probably is so’ or ‘It possibly is so.’
All the alternatives relevant to human weakness, ignorance, and
tardiness are provided for, and it is your rationality that is involved in picking out the right one. Judgment is something that
is entirely yours; it is an element in personal commitment in an
extremely pure state. Because it is so personal, so much an expression of one’s own reasonableness apart from any constraint,
because all alternatives are provided for, it is entirely one’s own
responsibility. Because it is entirely one’s own responsibility,
one does not complain about one’s bad judgments; one is responsible for them.” (UB 113.) See also intra Notion of-determination of
COHERENCE OF.

“We know our worlds not by one judgment but by
an accumulation of judgments, as the fruit of a long series of judgments, and the meaning of any judgment is dependent upon a retinue of other connected judgments that explain it, give its
presuppositions, exhibit its consequences, exhibit all the other
complementary things that, in some extremely delicate fashion,
qualify and elucidate the particular judgment we are making. …
This context of other judgments can be considered logically. In
that case we are concerned with the coherence of all the judgments
we have made. Logical consideration makes each judgment compatible with all the others. The pursuit of the logical ideal usually
results in correcting some of the judgments we have already made,
or at least in making those previous judgments more accurate. In
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other words, besides the logical endeavor to obtain coherence in
one’s judgments, there is also the dialectical tendency to upset
one’s present position and bring about a more fundamental advance.” (UB 115.)
COMMONSENSE.

In the context of his chapter on reflective understanding (In ch. 10; see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–REFLECTIVE), L devotes 11 pages to commonsense judgment. Elsewhere he
summarizes its main features: “Consider commonsense judgments.
Common sense is the development of intelligence, the accumulation of insights, that is expressed in the ordinary language of some
people or class at a particular place and time. It is the guide of everyday living, speaking, doing. It is generated by the group, each
partly finding things out for himself or herself and partly learning
from others. This finding things out is a matter of an insight generating a further relevant question leading to another insight that, in
turn, generates a further relevant question, and so on repeatedly
until one masters the matter in hand. So, because one has mastered
the matter in hand and there are no further relevant questions, one
proceeds to judge.” (PTP2 129-30.) See also COMMON SENSE–AND CERTAINTY;
COLLABORATION–OF COMMON SENSE
CONCRETE.

For the principle entry, see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–CONCRETE.
Hegelian. See PROPER NAMES–HEGEL, HEGELIAN-AND JUDGMENT

Of fact. See JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–CONCRETE
CONTEXT OF.

See CONTEXT(S)–OF JUDGMENT

CORRECT.

The “question is whether correct judgments occur, and
the answer to it is the act of making one.” (In 343.) See intra General
form of; see also SELF …–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER
CRITERIA OF. See intra Notion of
GENERAL FORM OF. “The general form is: If A, then B; but A; therefore B. In the major, B is a conditioned: if A, then B. In the minor,
its conditions are fulfilled: A. The fulfilment of the conditions
makes a virtually unconditioned; because it is a virtually unconditioned, it is asserted in the conclusion. Because the first two premises together give you a virtually unconditioned, the conditioned is
asserted in the conclusion.” (PTP2 128.) See also UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY–GENERAL FORM OF; INFERENCE–DEDUCTIVE-FORM OF
HABITUAL. “Past judgments remain with us. They form a habitual
orientation, present and operative, but only from behind the scenes.
They govern the direction of attention, evaluate insights, guide
formulations, and influence the acceptance or rejection of new
judgments. Previous insights remain with us. They facilitate the
occurrence of fresh insights, exert their influence on new formulations, provide presuppositions that underlie new judgments whether in the same or in connected or in merely analogous fields of
inquiry. Hence, when a new judgment is made, there is within us a
habitual context of insights and other judgments, and it stands
ready to elucidate the judgment just made, to complement it, to
balance it, to draw distinctions, to add qualifications, to provide
defence, to offer evidence or proof, to attempt persuasion.” (In 302.)

See also ORIENTATION–OF PAST JUDGMENTS

And insight. See JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–HABITS OF AND INSIGHT
HISTORICAL. See HISTORICAL–JUDGMENT

ILLUSTRATION OF.

See ILLUSTRATION–OF JUDGMENT

INFALLIBILITY OF.

See CERTITUDE, CERTAINTY–DEGREES OF

MATHEMATICAL.
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See MATHEMATICAL–JUDGMENTS

NECESSITY OF, RATIONAL.

See BECAUSE

NOTION OF.

L devotes a chapter to the notion of judgment (In ch.
9). Elsewhere, he summarizes its main features. “I distinguish a
proximate criterion and a remote criterion. The proximate criterion
regards single judgments. The remote criterion regards the context
of judgments within which any single judgment is inserted, through
which it is interpreted, which it corrects or modifies. The remote
criterion is that the judgments in the context in which the new
judgment is inserted be themselves true, satisfy their proximate criterion. So I begin with the proximate criterion. … The notion of
judgment will be clarified by distinguishing utterance, sentence,
proposition, consideration, and assent. ... If A says, ‘The king is
dead,’ and B says, ‘The king is dead,’ there are two utterances but
only one sentence. ... If A says, ‘The king is dead,’ and B says,
‘Der König ist tot,’ there are two sentences but only one proposition. Similarly, if A writes 2+2=4 and B writes 10+10=100, there
are two sentences but only one proposition. … Now propositions
may be merely considered, and then they are no more than objects
of thought; but again, propositions may meet with a person’s assent, and then they become that person’s judgments. … Why does
one assent to propositions? I shall indicate a general form.” (PTP2 127-

28.) See intra General form of

Determination of. L offers three determination. For the first see
PROPOSITION(S). “Questions fall into two main classes. There are
questions for reflection, and they may be met by answering yes
or no. There are questions for intelligence, and they may not be
met by answering yes or no. … Thus, one may ask, ‘Is there a logarithm of the square root of minus one?’ This is a question for
reflection. It is answered correctly by saying ‘Yes.’ On the other
hand, though it would be a mistake to answer ‘No,’ still that answer would make sense. But if one asks, ‘What is the logarithm
of the square root of minus one?’ there is no sense in answering
either yes or no. The question is not for reflection but for intelligence. The only appropriate answer is to show that the square
root of minus one results from raising a given base to a certain
power. … Our second determination of the notion of judgment is,
then, that judging is answering yes or no to a question for reflection. … A third determination of the notion of judgment is that it
involves a personal commitment. As de la Rochefoucauld remarked, ‘Everyone complains of his memory but no one of his
judgment.’ One is ready to confess to a poor memory because
one believes that memory is not within one’s power. One is not
ready to confess to poor judgment because the question for reflection can be answered not only by yes or no but also by ‘I
don’t know’; it can be answered assertorically or modally, with
certitude or only probability; finally, the question as presented
can be dismissed, distinctions introduced, and new questions substituted. The variety of possible answers makes full allowance for
the misfortunes and shortcomings of the person answering, and
by the same stroke it closes the door on possible excuses for mistakes. A judgment is the responsibility of the one that judges. It is
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a personal commitment [see JUDGMENT(S)–AS RELATED-(4) TO THE PERSON
JUDGING].” (In 297.)
OBJECTIVE. See OBJECTIVITY–VS SUBJECTIVITY
PAST, AND ORIENTATION. See ORIENTATION–OF PAST JUDGMENTS
PROBABLE/SCIENTIFIC. “We will be told by the scientist that his
judgments are only probable. Why is it that the scientific judgment, which is made with such an elaborate apparatus of methods,
directives, experimentation, and precautions, is a probable judgment, while the judgments of common sense can be certain? The
reason is this. The scientist works out, for example, the law of a
free fall: the law of a free fall is a constant acceleration. He verifies
that law not merely by dropping weights off the summit of the
tower of Pisa or by sliding weights down inclined planes, but
through four centuries of scientific work during which the law is
assumed and any defects that are found in the results are not traceable to the law; it involves an enormous amount of indirect verification. Why is it that the scientist does not arrive at the virtually
unconditioned? Why does he say his laws are probable? … The
virtually unconditioned really does involve an absolute. Positively,
the scientist can say that if the theory or the hypothesis is true, then
it conforms to the data. But he cannot establish the alternative,
namely, that there is no other theory that would cover all the data
we have at present and account for further data that at the present
are not accounted for. His argument, then, is really a matter of affirming the consequent; and the hypothetical argument in which
one affirms the consequent is not logically valid. The scientist does
not reach the virtually unconditioned.” (UB 125-26.) See also UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY; VERIFICATION– OF PROBABILITY/PROBABILITY OF VERIFICATION
SUBJECTIVE VS OBJECTIVE. See OBJECTIVITY–VS SUBJECTIVITY
TOTALITY OF CORRECT. Being is known only in judgment. Therefore, the notion of being (see BEING–NOTION OF) “is all-inclusive. Its
content is determined by the totality of correct judgments.” (In 378.)
Possible. See JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–STRATEGIC OF VARIOUS PHILOSOPHIES
UNIVERSAL AND NECESSARY. The larger context is self-affirmation of
the knower (In ch. 11; see SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER). After elucidating the notion of CONSCIOUSNESS and self-affirmation, L compares his analysis to Kant’s. The present entry pertains to the third
difference. “They stand in the forefront of the Kantian critique,
which was largely engaged in the problem of transcending Hume’s
experiential atomism. But in our analysis they play a minor role. A
universal and necessary judgment may be merely the affirmation of
an analytic proposition, and such analytic propositions may be
mere abstract possibilities without relevance to the central context
of judgments that we name knowledge. Our emphasis falls on the
judgment of fact [see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT] that itself is an increment
of knowledge and, as well, contributes to the transition from the
analytic proposition to the analytic principle [see PRINCIPLE(S)–ANALYTICVS ANALYTIC PROPOSITION(S)], that is, to the universal and necessary judgment whose terms and relations are existential in the sense that they
occur in judgments of fact.” (In 363-64.) See also JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–
CONCRETE-AND TRANSITION FROM ANALYTIC PROPOSITIONS TO ANALYTIC PRINCIPLES

And expression. See

PARTICULAR(S)–AND RELATIVE/INVARIANT EXPRESSION-

OBJECTIVITY OF

JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT :

In L’s cognitional theory (see COGNITION, COGthe operations of intellect (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–
OPERATIONS) are distinguished as 1. EXPERIENCE, 2. understanding (see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING), 3. judgment (of truth, fact), 4. DECISION (JUDGMENT (S) OF VALUE). “Take, for example, the spoken judgment, ‘I am
reading a book.’ Why do I utter this judgment? Because I have
grasped sufficient evidence as being sufficient. So there are three
elements here: the sufficient evidence itself, the grasp of the sufficient evidence as sufficient, and the judgment uttered on the grounds
of the sufficiency of the evidence [see intra Evidence for; And the unconditioned]. Now, a judgment is a compound word [see WORD–INNERCOMPOUND]. Grasping the sufficiency of evidence is a reflective act of
understanding [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–REFLECTIVE] whence there is
spoken a compound word. Sufficient evidence itself, insofar as it can
move any intellect to grasp its sufficiency, is a motive, and insofar as
it actually moves an intellect, it is the object moving it. … But this
same analysis holds in the case of [understanding; the second operation of intellect]. One who first discovers the definition of something
or one who learns it is not impelled by some blind spontaneity but by
his mental acuity and quickness to understand. Here, for example, is
the definition of a circle: ‘A locus of coplanar points equidistant from
a center.’ Why is it so defined? Because it is obvious that the line
must necessarily be perfectly round if all the radii are equal, and also
that it cannot be round if any radii are unequal. But where is this obvious? Is it in grasping a nexus between abstract concepts? Certainly
not, for there is only one abstract radius and one abstract point, whereas the definition involves an infinity of radii and points. Besides,
that necessary roundness which grounds and explains the definition
of the circle is grasped in those equal radii themselves. Here too are
three distinct elements: the equal radii I represented in the imagination, the grasp of the necessary roundness in these equal radii, and
the definition of the circle that proceeds from the grasp of this roundness. Now, a definition is a simple word [see WORD–INNER-SIMPLE] grasping the necessary roundness is a direct act of understanding [see
INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–DIRECT].” (S 567.)
A PRIORI CONDITIONS FOR (4). The larger context is the SELF ...–
AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER (In ch. 11). The immediate context is selfaffirmation in the possibility of judgments of fact.
(1) “The first condition ... of any possible judgment of fact is the
grasp of (1) a conditioned, (2) a link between the conditioned
and its conditions, and (3) the fulfilment of the conditions. It is
such a grasp that effects the transition from the question, Is it so?
to a rational, absolute answer.”
NITIONAL–THEORY),

(2) “It is a level of intellectual activity that posits systematic unities and relations (1) with some independence of a field of fulfilling conditions, and (2) with reference to such a field.” The
second presupposes a third.
(3) “There must be a field of fulfilling conditions. More exactly,
since conditions are simultaneous with what they condition, there
must be a prior field containing what can become fulfilling conditions. Of themselves, they will be neither conditioning nor
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conditioned; they will be merely given.”
(4) “Any possible judgment of fact would be some concrete
judgment [see intra Concrete]. The conditions of its possibility include the conditions of bringing together its diverse components.
There must be, then, a concrete unity-identity-whole that experiences the given, that inquires about the given to generate the free
development of systematic unities and relations, that reflects
upon such developments and demands the virtually unconditioned as its ground for answering yes or no. It is this concrete
unity that asks, Is it so? It is this concrete unity that initiates the
free development by asking about the given, What is this? Why
is it? How often does it exist or happen? It is this concrete unity
that grasps and formulates the conditioned as conditioned and
that appeals to the given to grasp the virtually unconditioned [see
UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY] and to affirm it rationally and absolutely.”

“Like the acts of direct and introspective understanding, the act of reflective understanding is an insight [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–DIRECT, –INTROSPECTIVE]. As they meet
questions for intelligence [see INTELLIGENCE–QUESTION(S) FOR], it meets
questions for reflection [see REFLECTION/REFLECTIVE–QUESTION(S) FOR]. As
they lead to definitions and formulations, it leads to judgments. As
they grasp UNITY, or system [see SYSTEM(S)], or ideal frequency [see
FREQUENCY–TYPES OF (4)-(3) IDEAL], it grasps the sufficiency of the evidence
for a prospective judgment.” (In 304.) See also JUDGMENT(S)–AS RELATED-(3) TO

(All quotes, In 360-62.)

REFLECTIVE UNDERSTANDING

AND ABSOLUTE.

See ABSOLUTE–AND JUDGMENT

AND ASSENT OF BELIEF COMPARED.

See BELIEF–ASSENT OF AND JUDGMENT

AND BELIEF. Assent to truths of fact and of value “only rarely depend exclusively on [one’s] immanently generated knowledge, for
such knowledge stands not by itself in some separate compartment
but in symbiotic fusion with a far larger context of beliefs.” (M 42.)

See BELIEF
AND CERTITUDE.

“The probability of a judgment, like the certainty
of a judgment, is a property of its content. If that content coincides
with what is grasped as virtually unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED,
VIRTUALLY], then it is a certainty. But what is grasped as virtually unconditioned may be that a given content heads towards the virtually unconditioned, and then the content is a PROBABILITY.” (In 574.) See
intra True and false; see also CERTITUDE, CERTAINTY–DEGREES OF
AND DECISION COMPARED. See DECISION–AND JUDGMENT COMPARED
AND DEVELOPING INTELLIGENCE. See intra Concrete-conditions for possible (4)-(2)
AND DOUBT.

See

METHOD(S)–OF UNIVERSAL DOUBT-INDUBITABILITY, CONSEQUENCES OF

(9)-(1)

AND FORMAL INFERENCE.
AND INTERPRETATION.
AND MATHEMATICS.
AND NECESSITY.

See INTERPRETATION–TRUTH OF

See MATHEMATICS–AND JUDGMENT OF EXISTENCE

See NECESSITY–OF JUDGMENT

AND OBJECTIVITY.
AND PLATO.

See INFERENCE–DEDUCTIVE-FORM OF

See OBJECTIVITY–COMPONENTS OF (3)-(1) ABSOLUTE

See PROPER NAMES–PLATO, PLATONIC, PLATONIST-AND JUDGMENT

AND PROBABILITY.

See VERIFICATION–OF PROBABILITY/PROBABILITY OF VERIFICATION

AND PROPOSITIONS. “The act of judgment is the act that adds assent
to a proposition [see PROPOSITION(S)], that changes a proposition from
the expression of an object of thought, the expression of some
bright idea that comes into your mind, into an object of affirmation. An object of thought may or may not be true; and this is not
confined to definitions, and the use of the verb ‘is’ is not excluded.
There can be in eight hundred pages all sorts of affirmations and
negations, but for you as yet they are just objects of thought, something you are willing to consider perhaps, but whether you agree

with them or not you do not yet know. You may agree with certain
parts and not with others. It is when one agrees, when one assents,
that the proposition then becomes an object of affirmation.” (UB 11011.)
AND QUESTIONS. See intra And reflective understanding; And relevant/pertinent questions
AND REFLECTIVE UNDERSTANDING.

AND RELATIVITY.

“Because the content of the judgment is an absolute, it is withdrawn from relativity to the subject that utters it, the
place in which he utters it, the time at which he utters it. Caesar’s
crossing of the Rubicon was a contingent event occurring at a particular place and time. But a true affirmation of that event is an
eternal, immutable, definitive validity. For if it is true that he did
cross, then no one whatever at any place or time can truly deny
that he did.” (In 402.)

AND RELEVANT/PERTINENT QUESTIONS.

“When an insight meets the
issue squarely, when it hits the bull’s eye, when it settles the matter, there are no further questions to be asked, and so there are no
further insights to challenge the initial position. But when the issue
is not met squarely, there are further questions that would reveal
the unsatisfactoriness of the insight and would evoke the further
insights that put a new light on the matter. ... Such, then, is the basic element in our solution. The link between the conditioned and
its conditions is a law immanent and operative in cognitional process. The conditioned is the prospective judgment, ‘This or that direct or introspective insight is correct.’ The immanent law of
cognitional process may be formulated from our analysis: Such an
insight is correct if there are no further pertinent questions. ... At
once it follows that the conditions for the prospective judgment are
fulfilled when there are no further pertinent questions.” (In 309.)
AND SUBJECTIVITY VS OBJECTIVITY. See OBJECTIVITY–VS SUBJECTIVITY
AND SYLLOGISM.

After explicating the general scheme of judgment
(see JUDGMENT(S)–GENERAL FORM OF), L asks: “How do we know that this
specific judgment is true? If it is by a further syllogism that we
prove it, then we go off to infinity. How do we ever make any
judgments? The answer to the question is that, in the case of syllogisms, the minor premise A, one or several propositions, is a set of
judgments; we are already on the third level. But the fulfilment of
the conditions need not be a set of judgments; it can be a set of experiences on the lower levels. Again, the major premise, If A, then
B, insofar as we have a syllogism, is a judgment; but it is not necessary for reflective understanding that it be a judgment. It can be a
structure immanent in one’s thinking. So one can have the types of
judgment necessary to arrive at the premises for syllogistic process.” (UB 120.) See also SYLLOGISM
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AND THE REAL.

“There is the critical question, namely, Is what you
know through a true judgment really what is real?” (UB 171.) The real
is a fact. See intra Concrete
AND VIRTUALLY UNCONDITIONED. See UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY–
ILLUSTRATION OF

AS AFFIRMATION OF PROPOSITIONS.

See PROPOSITION(S)–AND JUDGMENT

AS DEFINING OBJECTIVITY.

See OBJECTIVITY–AND JUDGMENT

AS FULL ACT OF MEANING.

See MEANING–ACTS OF-(3) FULL

AS LEVEL OF COGNITIONAL PROCESS.

See JUDGMENT(S)

AS POSITING SYNTHESIS.

L’s point is against the Platonist position on
judgment as synthesis. “Until judgment is reached, the increment
of knowing is incomplete. Before judgment is reached, the synthetic element is already present in knowing. All that judgment
adds to the question for reflection is the yes or no, the ‘is’ or ‘is
not.’ What is affirmed or denied may be a single proposition or the
whole set of propositions constitutive of a hypothesis, for either
may be regarded as conditioned, and either may be grasped as virtually unconditioned. Judgment, then, is not a synthesis of terms
but the unconditioned positing of such a synthesis. Corresponding
to judgment there is not a synthesis of Forms but the absolute of
fact. Platonism is magnificent in its devotion to the pure desire to
know. But its failure to grasp the nature of judgment resulted in a
deviation from the concrete universe of fact to an ideal heaven.” (In
390.) “The act of judgment is not an act of synthesis, but an act in
which one posits synthesis. A theory, a hypothesis, a proposition, a
definition, already contains a synthesis. Judgment does not add further synthesis; it simply posits the synthesis that is the object of
thought.” (UB 114.)
And proper/borrowed content. See intra Elements of content-proper, borrowed

BEING KNOWN IN.

“Being is known in judgment. It is in judgment
that we affirm or deny, and until we are ready to affirm or deny, we
do not yet know whether or not any X happens to be. Still, though
being is known only in judging, the notion of being [see BEING–NOTION
OF] is prior to judging. For prior to any judgment there is reflection,
and reflection is formulated in the question, Is it? That question
supposes some notion of being, and strangely enough, it is prior to
each instance of our knowing being.” (In 377.) See also KNOWING–AND BEING

COMMONSENSE.
CONCRETE.

nor insights nor concepts. They lie simply on the level of past and
present experience, of the occurrence of acts of seeing and smelling. [3] The link between the conditioned and the fulfilling conditions is a structure immanent and operative within cognitional
process. It is not a judgment. It is not a formulated set of concepts,
such as a definition. It is simply a way of doing things, a procedure
within the cognitional field. ... While our illustrative instance was
as simple as it could be, still it provides the model for the analysis
of more complex instances of the concrete judgment of fact. The
fulfilling conditions may be any combination of data from the
memories of a long life, and their acquisition may have involved
exceptional powers of observation. The cognitional structure may
suppose the cumulative development of understanding exemplified
by the man of experience, the specialist, the expert. Both complex
data and a complex structure may combine to yield a virtually unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY] that introspective analysis
could hardly hope to reproduce accurately and convincingly. But
the general nature of the concrete judgment of fact would remain
the same as in the simple case we considered.” (In 306-08.)
And transition from analytic propositions to analytic principles. “The point to the demand for a transition from analytic
propositions to analytic judgments primarily is a distinction between different types of unconditioned, and only secondarily
does it involve a resemblance to the verification principle. There
is a virtually unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY] that has
its conditions fulfilled solely by acts of defining and postulating;
such is the analytic proposition. To this virtually unconditioned
there can accrue a further fulfilment inasmuch as what it defines
and what it postulates also prove to be virtually unconditioned;
such is the analytic principle. This further fulfilment arises in
concrete judgments of fact, such as occur in the process of verification; and so our position resembles that of the logical positivists. But resemblance need not be identity. For unlike the logical
positivists, we are completely disillusioned of the notion that
knowing the real is somehow looking at what is already out there
now [see ALREADY-OUT-THERE-NOW-REAL]. Unlike them, we have much
to say about the unconditioned, and indeed it is in the unconditioned that we place the whole meaning and force of VERIFICATION.”
(In 694.) See also JUDGMENT(S)–UNIVERSAL AND NECESSARY; LANGUAGE–AND ANALYTIC
PROPOSITIONS

And universal doubt. See
See JUDGMENT(S)–COMMONSENSE

“Suppose a man to return from work to his tidy home
and to find the windows smashed, smoke in the air, and water on
the floor. Suppose him to make the extremely restrained judgment
of fact, ‘something happened.’ The question is, not whether he was
right, but how he reached his affirmation. [1] The conditioned will
be the judgment that something happened. [2] The fulfilling conditions will be two sets of data: the remembered data of his home as
he left it in the morning; the present data of his home as he finds it
in the evening. Observe that the fulfilling conditions are found on
the level of presentations. They are not judgments, as is the minor
premise of syllogisms. They involve no questions for intelligence

METHOD(S)–OF UNIVERSAL DOUBT-INDUBITABILITY,

CONSEQUENCES OF (9)

Conditions for actual. See intra Concrete-conditions for possible (4)(4)-corollary

Conditions for possible (4). The context is self-affirmation in the
possibility of judgments of fact. “Any such judgment can be represented by a yes or no in answer to a question, Is it so? The answer will be rational, that is, it will rest on known sufficient
reason. Moreover, the answer will be absolute: yes utterly excludes no, and no utterly excludes yes. Hence, since the known
sufficient reason for an absolute answer must itself be absolute
and known, the yes or no must rest on some apprehension or
grasp of the unconditioned.” (In 360.)

JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT – JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT

(1). “The judgment of fact is not to the effect that something

must be so or could not be otherwise; it merely states that
something is so; hence the unconditioned that grounds it will
be not formally but only virtually unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY ]. The first condition, then, of any possible
judgment of fact is the grasp of (1) a conditioned, (2) a link between the conditioned and its conditions, and (3) the fulfilment
of the conditions. It is such a grasp that effects the transition
from the question, Is it so? to a rational, absolute answer.” (In
360.)

See also intra Possibility of

(2). “The ‘it’ of the judgment of fact is not a bare ‘it.’ On the

contrary, it is the conditioned, known as conditioned, that
through the fulfilment of its conditions is grasped as virtually
unconditioned. Prior to the question for reflection, there must
be a level of activity that yields the conditioned as conditioned,
the conditioned as linked to its conditions. But this is a level of
intelligence, of positing systematic unities and systematic relations. Moreover, it will be a freely developing level; for without
free development questions of fact would not arise. The only
instances of the conditioned that would be envisaged would be
instances with the conditions fulfilled. In that case the answer
would always be an automatic yes; and if the answer were always an automatic yes, there would be no need to raise any
questions of fact. Still, though there is free development of systematic unities and relations, such development cannot occur in
some pure isolation from the fulfilling conditions. Were there
such isolation, it would be impossible to tell whether or not
conditions were fulfilled; and if that were impossible, then
judgments of fact could not occur. This yields the second condition of judgment of fact. It is a level of intellectual activity that
posits systematic unities and relations (1) with some independence of a field of fulfilling conditions, and (2) with reference to
such a field.” (In 361.)
(3). “This second requirement presupposes a third. There must

be a field of fulfilling conditions. More exactly, since conditions are simultaneous with what they condition, there must be
a prior field containing what can become fulfilling conditions.
Of themselves, they will be neither conditioning nor conditioned; they will be merely given.” (In 361.)
(4). “Possibility is concrete. Logicians may say that a ‘mountain

of gold’ is possible if there is no intrinsic contradiction involved
in supposing such a mountain. But, in fact, a mountain of gold
is possible only if the means are available for acquiring enough
gold to make a mountain, for transporting it to a single place,
for heaping it up in the fashion of a mountain, and for keeping
it there long enough for the golden mountain to exist for some
minimum interval of time. Similarly, any possible judgment of
fact would be some concrete judgment. The conditions of its
possibility include the conditions of bringing together its diverse components. There must be, then, a concrete unityidentity-whole that experiences the given, that inquires about
the given to generate the free development of systematic unities
and relations, that reflects upon such developments and demands the virtually unconditioned as its ground for answering
yes or no. It is this concrete unity that asks, Is it so? It is this
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concrete unity that initiates the free development by asking
about the given, What is this? Why is it? How often does it exist or happen? It is this concrete unity that grasps and formulates the conditioned as conditioned and that appeals to the
given to grasp the virtually unconditioned and to affirm it rationally and absolutely.” (In 361-62.)
Corollary. “Judgments of fact may be not only possible. They
may actually occur. But if any judgment of fact occurs, there
must be as well the occurrence of its conditions. Hence, if
there is any judgment of fact, no matter what its content, there
also is a concrete unity-identity-whole that experiences some
given, that inquires, understands, and formulates, that reflects,
grasps the unconditioned, and so affirms or denies. Finally,
such a concrete unity-identity-whole is a thing-itself, for it is
defined by an internally related set of operations, and the relations may be experientially validated in the conscious and
dynamic states (1) of inquiry leading from the given to insight, (2) of insight leading to formulation, (3) of reflection
leading from formulation to grasp of the unconditioned, and
(4) of that grasp leading to affirmation or denial. … From the
corollary there results our prior contention. There cannot occur a revision without the occurrence of some judgment of
fact. But if there occurs any judgment of fact, there occur the
dynamic states in which may be validated experientially the
relations that define the conjugate terms by which the thingitself that knows is differentiated.” (In 362.)

Illustration of. See UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY–ILLUSTRATION OF
Rules for. L writes of “the ultimate insufficiency of any set of
general rules. For the concrete goes beyond all generalities, and
the relevant concrete judgment of fact will vary not only with beliefs but also with sources, with communications, and with the
circumstances and knowledge of prospective believers. Intelligent inquiry and critical reflection have to deploy all their resources both to exclude the numerous possibilities of error and
inaccuracy and to discover and assemble the equally varied indications and confirmations of truth. Finally ..., while an analysis
can indicate the general lines along which man’s intellect proceeds to the concrete judgment of fact, it can never do justice to
the full range of its resources and to the delicacy of its discernment.” (In 732.)
Self-affirmation and. See intra Concrete-conditions for possible (4)-(4)corollary

Vs comprehensive. See intra Habits of and insight
CONDITIONED ELEMENT IN. See UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY
CONTENT OF. See intra Elements of content; see also JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE–
VS JUDGMENT OF FACT

CONTEXT OF.

See CONTEXT(S)–OF JUDGMENT

CONTROL OF.

See SCIENTIFIC–WRITING VS PHILOSOPHIC

ELEMENTS OF CONTENT.

Cognitional process (see COGNITION, COGNIis cumulative, “later steps presuppose earlier contributions and add to them. However, not all additions have the same
significance. ... Some constitute, as it were, the addition of new
dimensions in the construction of the full cognitional content. ...

TIONAL–PROCESS)
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From this viewpoint one may distinguish between the proper and
the borrowed content of judgment.” (In 300.) “Since judgment is positing synthesis, we can distinguish in the judgment between its
proper content and its borrowed content.” (UB 114.)
Borrowed. “The borrowed content of a judgment is twofold.” (In
300.)

Direct. “There is the direct borrowed content that is found in the
question to which one answers yes or no: and there is the indirect borrowed content that emerges in the reflective act linking
question and answer, that claims the yes or no to be true and,
indeed, either certainly or only probably true. ... Thus, the direct borrowed content of the judgment, I am writing, is the
question, Am I writing? The proper content of that judgment is
the answer, Yes, I am.” (In 300-01.)
Indirect. “The indirect borrowed content of the same judgment is
the implicit meaning ‘It certainly is true that I am writing.’” (In
301.)

Final. “Again, from the same viewpoint, the judgment may be
described as the total increment in cognitional process. Every
element in that process is at least a partial increment. It makes
some contribution to knowing. But the judgment is the last act in
the series that begins from presentations and advances through
understanding and formulation ultimately to reach reflection and
affirmation or denial. Thus, the proper content of judgment, the
yes or no, is the final partial increment in the process.” (In 301.) See
also intra Habits of and insight

Proper. “The proper content of a judgment is its specific contribution to cognitional process. This consists in the answers yes or
no.” (In 300.)
EVIDENCE FOR.

“What are the scales on which evidence is
weighed? What weight must evidence have if one is to pronounce
a yes or a no? ... Unfortunately, the more complex judgments become, the more complex is the analysis of the grounding act of reflective understanding.” (In 304-05.) See INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–
REFLECTIVE; UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY–AND SUFFICIENT EVIDENCE
EXISTENTIAL. See intra Concrete
GROUNDEDNESS OF.

“On the third level of reflection, grasp of the
unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY], and judgment, there is
rational consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(3) RATIONAL]. It is the emergence and the effective operation of a single
law of utmost generality, the law of sufficient reason [see PRINCIPLE(S)–FIRST-SUFFICIENT REASON], where the sufficient reason is the unconditioned. It emerges as a demand for the unconditioned and a
refusal to assent unreservedly on any lesser ground. It advances to
grasp of the unconditioned. It terminates in the rational compulsion
by which grasp of the unconditioned commands assent.” (In 346.)

HABITS OF AND INSIGHT.

“If each judgment is a total increment consisting of many parts, still it is only a minute contribution towards
the whole of knowledge. But further, our knowing is dynamic in
another sense. It is irretrievably habitual. For we can make but one
judgment at a time, and one judgment cannot bring all we know
into the full light of actual knowing. A judgment may be very

comprehensive and so bear witness to the depth and breadth of our
perspectives. It may be very concrete and so reveal our grasp of
nuance and detail. But it cannot be both comprehensive and concrete. All we know is somehow with us; it is present and operative
within our knowing; but it lurks behind the scenes, and it reveals
itself only in the exactitude with which each minor increment to
our knowing is effected. The business of the human mind in this
life seems to be, not contemplation of what we know, but relentless
devotion to the task of adding increments to a merely habitual
knowledge.” (In 302-03.)
HISTORICAL. See HISTORICAL–JUDGMENT
INFALLIBILITY OF. See CERTITUDE, CERTAINTY–DEGREES OF
MATHEMATICAL. See MATHEMATICAL–JUDGMENTS
OF CORRECTNESS OF INSIGHTS. See intra And relevant/pertinent questions
POSSIBILITY OF. “Judgments of fact may be not only possible. They
may actually occur. But if any judgment of fact occurs, there must
be as well the occurrence of its conditions. Hence, if there is any
judgment of fact, no matter what its content, there also is a concrete unity-identity-whole that experiences some given, that inquires, understands, and formulates, that reflects, grasps the
unconditioned, and so affirms or denies.” (In 362.) See also intra Concrete-conditions for possible
PRIVILEGED.
PROBABLE.

See SELF

...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER-A PRIVILEGED JUDGMENT

See intra And certitude; see also JUDGMENT(S)–PROBABLE/SCIENTIFIC

PROSPECTIVE. “Prospective judgments are propositions (1) that are
the content of an act of conceiving, thinking, defining, considering,
or supposing, (2) that are subjected to the question for reflection
[see REFLECTION/REFLECTIVE–QUESTIONS FOR], to the critical attitude of intelligence, and (3) that thereby are constituted as the conditioned. …
There is sufficient evidence for a prospective judgment when it
may be grasped by reflective understanding as virtually unconditioned [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–REFLECTIVE-AND VIRTUALLY UNCONDITIONED]. Hence sufficient evidence involves (1) a link of the
conditioned to its conditions, and (2) the fulfilment of the conditions. These two elements are supplied in different manners in different cases.” (In 339-40.)
RASH. “It is not enough to say that the conditions are fulfilled when
no further questions occur to me [see intra And relevant/pertinent questions]. The mere absence of further questions in my mind can have
other causes. My intellectual curiosity may be stifled by other interests. My eagerness to satisfy other drives may refuse the further
questions a chance to emerge. To pass judgment in that case is to
be rash, to leap before one looks.” (In 309.) See also JUDGMENT(S)–AS RELATED-(3) TO REFLECTIVE UNDERSTANDING

RATIONAL.

See JUDGMENT(S)–AS RELATED-(3) TO REFLECTIVE UNDERSTANDING

RESPONSIBILITY FOR.
REVISION OF.
RULES FOR.

See intra True and false

See COGNITION,

COGNITIONAL–STRUCTURE-REVISION OF

See intra Concrete-rules for

STRATEGIC OF VARIOUS PHILOSOPHIES. Since BEING is whatever can
be intelligently grasped and reasonably affirmed, being “is deter-

JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE – JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE

mined by the totality of correct judgments.” Besides correct judgments, there are possible judgments. That’s a still larger totality.
“Within it there are strategic sets that serve to define the general
character of the concrete universe in accord with the varying viewpoints of different philosophies.” Among the strategic sets: “there
is matter and nothing but matter, or there is appearance and nothing but appearance, or there is thought and nothing but thought, or
the structure of our knowing is determinate and so the structure of
being proportionate to our knowing is determinate [L’s position]. ...
Now in virtue of such strategic sets of judgments it is possible to
distinguish between the general character of the concrete universe
and, on the other hand, the concrete universe in all its details.
Clearly enough, a determination of the general character of the
concrete universe is an abstract view of being, for it considers not
the whole of being as a whole but the whole of being as fixed by
some strategic part or aspect. ... In this fashion one reaches a general meaning for the phrase ‘being as being.’ But to determine
what being as being is in any particular philosophy, one has to examine the strategic judgments of that philosophy; and to determine
what is the correct meaning of being as being, one has to examine
the strategic judgments of the correct philosophy [L’s criticalrealist philosophy].” (In 386.)
TOTALITY OF POSSIBLE. See intra Strategic of various philosophies
TRUE AND FALSE. “As questions for intelligence, What? and Why?
and How often? stand to insights and formulations, so questions
for reflection [see REFLECTION/REFLECTIVE–QUESTIONS FOR] stand to a further kind of insight and to judgment. It is on this third level [see
CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(3) RATIONAL] that there emerge the
notions of truth and falsity, of certitude and the probability that is
not a frequency but a quality of judgment. It is within this third
level that there is involved the personal commitment that makes
one responsible for one’s judgments. It is from this third level that
come utterances to express one’s affirming or denying, assenting or
dissenting, agreeing or disagreeing.” (In 298-99.)
VS JUDGMENT OF VALUE. See JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE–VS JUDGMENT OF FACT

JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE:

Judgments of value “affirm or deny that
some x is truly good or only apparently good. Or they compare distinct instances of the truly good to affirm or deny that one is better, or
more important, or more urgent, than the other.” (PTP2 16.) It is a component of activity at the fourth level of intentional consciousness (see
CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL– LEVELS OF (5)-(4) RATIONAL SELF- (6 ELEMENTS)). After a
value is judged, the Subject (see SUBJECT, THE) decides a course of action (see DECISION) and carries it out (see ORTHOPRAXIS; DOING AND MAKING).
AND AUTHENTICITY. See AUTHENTICITY–AND JUDGMENTS OF VALUE
AND CONSCIENCE. “Judgments are felt to be true or false insofar as
they generate a peaceful or an uneasy CONSCIENCE. But they attain
their proper context, their clarity and refinement, only through
man’s historical development and the individual’s personal appropriation of his social, cultural, and religious heritage. It is by the
transcendental notion of value [see NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL–
GOODNESS/VALUE] and its expression in a good and an uneasy conscience that man can develop morally. But a rounded moral judgment is ever the work of a fully developed self-transcending
subject [see intra And self-transcendence] or, as Aristotle put it, of the
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virtuous man.” (PTP2 19.) “The drive for value, the question for deliberation [see DELIBERATION–QUESTIONS FOR], reveals itself in the good
conscience or in the unhappy conscience, the uneasy conscience.”
(PTP2 143.) “The foundations of judgments of value are to be found in
the exercise of vertical liberty. It is insofar as one has been moving
to a fuller and better knowledge and appreciation that one becomes
some approximation to the virtuous man whose good conscience
provides the criterion for judgments of value.” (PTP2 145.) “The
judgment of value in a good person reveals its truth insofar as it
occurs with a good conscience and reveals its weakness by an uneasy conscience. Objectivity is the fruit of authentic subjectivity,
all along the line. Insofar as you are attentive, intelligent, reasonable, responsible [see TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS], you will also be objective. They are the criteria. If you want to have something else,
you will box yourself up in some corner.” (PTP2 198.)
AND CONTINUOUS GROWTH. “Continuous growth seems to be rare.
There are the deviations occasioned by neurotic need. There are
the refusals to keep on taking the plunge from settled routines to an
as yet unexperienced but richer mode of living. There are the mistaken endeavors to quieten an uneasy conscience by ignoring, belittling, denying, rejecting higher values [see VALUE(S)–SCALE OF].
Preference scales become distorted [see VALUE(S)–AND SCALE OF PREFERENCES]. FEELINGS sour. BIAS creeps into one’s outlook, RATIONALIZATION
into one’s morals, IDEOLOGY into one’s thought. So one may come to
hate the truly good [see GOOD, THE], and love the really EVIL. Nor is
that calamity limited to individuals. It can happen to groups, to nations, to blocks of nations, to mankind. It can take different, opposed, belligerent forms, to divide mankind and to menace
civilization with destruction.” (PTP2 18.)
AND DECISION COMPARED.

See DECISION–AND JUDGMENT COMPARED

AND DEVELOPMENT.

“The fact of development and the possibility of
failure imply that judgments of value occur in different contexts
[see CONTEXT(S)–OF JUDGMENT]. There is the context of growth, in which
one’s knowledge of human living and operating is increasing in extent, precision, refinement, and in which one’s responses are advancing from the agreeable to vital values, from vital to social,
from social to cultural, from cultural to personal, from personal to
religious [see VALUE(S)–SCALE OF]. Then there prevails an OPENNESS to
ever further achievement. Past gains are organized and consolidated but they are not rounded off into a closed system but remain
incomplete and so open to still further discoveries and developments. The free thrust of the subject into new areas is recurrent,
and as yet there is no supreme value that entails all others.” (PTP2 18.)

See HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT
AND METHOD/GEM.

“Accepting this or any other method rests on a
judgment of value. The value in question is the value of intelligence and of collaborative and sustained advance towards truth.”
(PTP2 381.) These are among the characteristics of L’s methodology.

See GEM
AND MORAL PERSON.

“It is in the morally developed person—his
judgments, his self-transcendence when his conscience is good,
when he is satisfied with the judgments he makes—that one has
the criterion for the judgment of value. The criterion is selftranscendence [see intra And self-transcendence], getting beyond one-
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self, when one really is doing that.” (PTP2 28.)
“True judgments of value go beyond
merely intentional self-transcendence without reaching the fullness
of real self-transcendence. That fullness is not merely knowing but
also doing, and man can know what is right without doing it. Still,
if he knows and does not perform, either he must be humble
enough to acknowledge himself a sinner, or else he will start destroying his moral being by rationalizing, by making out that what
truly is good really is not good at all. The judgment of value, then,
is itself a reality in the moral order. By it the subject moves beyond
the purely intentional order of knowing. By it the subject is constituting himself as proximately capable of real self-transcendence, of
benevolence and beneficence, of true loving.” (PTP2 16-17.) See SELF ...–

AND SELF-TRANSCENDENCE.

TRANSCENDENCE

AND THE HISTORIAN.

See HISTORIAN–AND VALUE JUDGMENTS

Joseph de Finance (Essai sur l’agir humain) “distinguishes between horizontal and vertical exercises of
LIBERTY. In the horizontal exercise, your being in the world is something set, and you keep on operating within that world. The vertical
movement of the exercise of liberty selects the stance and the corresponding horizon; you move out of one horizon into another. The
foundations of judgments of value are to be found in the exercise
of vertical liberty. It is insofar as one has been moving to a fuller
and better knowledge and appreciation that one becomes some approximation to the virtuous man whose good conscience provides
the criterion for judgments of value.” (PTP2 145.)
AND VERTICAL LIBERTY.

COMPONENTS OF (3).

“In the judgment of value ... three components
unite.” (M 38.)
(1) Knowledge of reality. “The judgment of value presupposes
knowledge of human life, of human possibilities proximate and
remote, of the probable consequences of projected courses of action.” (M 38.)
(2) Feelings. Feelings are intentional responses to values (see
“The judgment of value presupposes knowledge of human life, of human possibilities proximate and remote,
of the probable consequences of projected courses of action.
When knowledge is deficient, then fine feelings are apt to be expressed in what is called moral idealism, i.e. lovely proposals
that don’t work out and often do more harm than good. But
knowledge alone is not enough and, while everyone has some
measure of moral feeling for, as the saying is, there is honor
among thieves, still moral feelings have to be cultivated, enlightened, strengthened, refined, criticized and pruned of oddities.” (M
38.) “As knowledge is not enough, so moral feelings are not
enough. Moral feelings have to be criticized and developed.
There is honor among thieves, as they say.” (PTP2 145.)
(3) The initial thrust towards moral self-transcendence. That
thrust is constituted by the judgment of value itself. “The development of knowledge and the development of moral feeling head
to the existential discovery, the discovery of oneself as a moral
being, the realization that one not only chooses between courses
of action but also thereby makes oneself an authentic human beFEELINGS; VALUE(S)).

ing or an unauthentic one. With that discovery, there emerges in
consciousness the significance of personal value [see VALUE(S)–SCALE
OF-(4) PERSONAL/EXISTENTIAL] and the meaning of personal responsibility.” (M 38.)
CONTENT OF. See CONTENT(S)–OF JUDGMENTS OF FACT/VALUE
CONTEXTS OF, DIFFERENT.

“Judgments of value occur in different
contexts. There can be the context of growth: one’s knowledge of
one’s operating increases, and one’s responses advance up the
scale of values [see VALUE(S)–SCALE OF]; openness to further achievement prevails. At the summit there is the power and vigor of being
in love: the love of intimacy, the love of mankind, and the love of
God. On the other hand, there can be a context of deviations, neurotic needs, refusal to take risks, distortion of scales of preference
[see VALUE(S)–AND SCALE OF PREFERENCES], FEELINGS that sour. BIAS can set in,
RATIONALIZATION, IDEOLOGY, even hatred of the good.” (PTP2 145.) See intra
And development; Not infallible; see also CONTEXT(S)–OF JUDGMENT
CRITERION OF. “The criterion for a value judgment is that it occurs
in a virtuous person who pronounces a judgment with a good conscience. If you are vicious, you may have a good conscience when
making a bad judgment. But if you are virtuous, you will have a
bad conscience if you make a bad judgment. Such briefly is the
criterion.” (PTP2 197.) See also CONSCIENCE–PEACEFUL OR UNEASY
FOUNDATIONS OF.

See intra And vertical liberty

FULFILMENT/LOSS AND.

“One’s judgments of value are revealed as
the door to one’s fulfilment or to one’s loss. Experience, especially
repeated experience, of one’s frailty or wickedness raises the question of one’s salvation and, on a more fundamental level, there
arises the question of God [see QUESTION OF GOD, THE].” (M 39.)
NOT INFALLIBLE.

“I don’t say judgments of value are infallible.
They also can be mistaken. Again, judgments of value occur
within a context, and the context may be more or less developed.
For example, one’s ethical judgments and one’s ethical possibilities
depend on the people one is living with. If one is living with very
nice people who are very considerate and thoughtful and kind and
gentle and so on, it isn’t too hard oneself to be thoughtful, considerate, kind, and gentle. But if one is living with a group of thugs
and wants to survive~ one has to be a bit of a thug oneself. One’s
moral judgments and one’s moral possibilities are conditioned by
the milieu in which one lives. They are further conditioned by the
development of mankind. And besides developments, there are deteriorations. In other words, there are different moral judgments
made by different people in different societies. And I say that, as
far as moral judgments are concerned, they are objective insofar as
the subject is transcending himself in making them, and is a subject who does so habitually. Aristotle put it this way: that the virtuous act is the act that is judged to be virtuous by a man who is
virtuous. That leaves room for a great spectrum of moral judgments, and you will have people, on the way and in the process of
their development, making the best judgments they can. But you
get the objective moral judgment only at the term of the process.”

(PTP2 24-25.)
OBJECTIVE OR SUBJECTIVE.

Judgments of value “are objective or
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merely subjective inasmuch as they proceed or do not proceed
from a self-transcending subject [see SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE]. Their
truth or falsity, accordingly, has its criterion in the authenticity or
the lack of authenticity of the subject’s being [see AUTHENTICITY–VS INAUTHENTICITY]. But the criterion is one thing and the meaning of the
judgment is another. To say that an affirmative judgment of value
is true is to say what objectively is or would be good or better. To
say that an affirmative judgment of value is false is to say what objectively is not or would not be good or better.” (PTP2 16.) See also OBJECTIVITY–AND JUDGMENT
PRESUPPOSITIONS IN.

See intra Components of (3)-(2)

SIMPLE AND COMPARATIVE.

“Judgments of value are simple or
comparative. They affirm or deny that some x is truly good or only
apparently good. They compare distinct instances of the truly good
to affirm or deny that one is better, or more important, or more urgent, than the other.” (PTP2 16.)

TRUE. “True judgments of value go beyond merely intentional selftranscendence without reaching the fulness of moral selftranscendence [see SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE]. That fulness is not merely
knowing but also doing, and man can know what is right without
doing it. Still, if he knows and does not perform, either he must be
humble enough to acknowledge himself to be a sinner, or else he
will start destroying his moral being by rationalizing, by making
out that what truly is good really is not good at all. The judgment
of value, then, is itself a reality in the moral order. By it the subject
moves beyond pure and simple knowing. By it the subject is constituting himself as proximately capable of moral selftranscendence, of benevolence and beneficence, of true loving.” (M

379.)

SELF-AFFIRMATION OF.

KNOWING: On
A THING.

“Judgments of value differ in content but
not in structure from [JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT]. They differ in content, for
one can approve of what does not exist, and one can disapprove of
what does. They do not differ in structure, inasmuch as in both
there is the distinction between criterion and meaning. In both, the
criterion is the self-transcendence [see SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE] of the
subject, which, however, is only intentional in judgments of fact
but is heading towards real self-transcendence in judgments of value. In both, the meaning is or claims to be independent of the subject: judgments of fact state or purport to state what is or is not so;
judgments of value state or purport to state what is or is not truly
good or truly better.” (PTP2 16.) “Intermediate between judgments of
fact and judgments of value lie apprehensions of value.” (PTP2 17.)
See VALUE(S)–APPREHENSION OF

this topic see also KNOWER; KNOWLEDGE; KNOWN.

ACTUAL VS POSSIBLE ACHIEVEMENT OF. “If BEING is the object towards which our intellectual knowledge tends, then to know is to
know being; being is the object of the transitive verb ‘to know.’
We have a fundamental identity: intellectual knowing of the type
we have described and explained is identical with knowing being.
... We set up an object that is unlimited, not in the sense of actual
achievement, but in the sense that there is no a priori barrier to the
questions you might ask.” (UB 149.) See also QUESTION(S)–RANGE OF
AND BEING. “The cognitional name for the object that includes absolutely everything, every aspect of everything, is being. ... Being
does not lie within any restricted genus. While it can be divided up
into beings of different kinds, being itself is not some limited kind.
It corresponds to the negation of a finite limit, to everything about
everything. Being, then, is a final object, the term of an unrestricted tendency, desire, effort to know [see DESIRE TO KNOW]. We
work towards it. As through imagination we have an immanently
produced object, an image, and through the image have a representation of what is imagined, so through understanding and judgment
we have immanently produced objects, what is conceived and
what is affirmed, through which we know what is, being.” (UB 148.)

See also BEING–NOTION OF
AND DOING/MAKING.
AND FORM.

KANTIAN: See PROPER NAMES–KANT, KANTIAN
KNOWER: On

this topic see also KNOWING; KNOWLEDGE; KNOWN.
AND DESCRIPTION. See DESCRIPTION–AND THE KNOWER
AND KNOWN. See IDENTITY–OF KNOWER AND KNOWN
AND NECESSITY. See NECESSITY–AND THE KNOWER
AND THE SUBJECT. See SUBJECT, THE–AS KNOWER

See DOING AND MAKING

See FORM–ASSIMILATED IN KNOWING

AND INTENTION OF BEING.

See FINALITY–AND INTENTION OF BEING

See intra And known-isomorphism of

AND KNOWN.

The principal data on knowing and the known are
found in SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER
Complementarity of. See CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–
COMPLEMENTARITY OF-IN KNOWING, -IN KNOWN
Isomorphism of. “To know is to know being, but knowing is
structured. Knowing is a matter of experience, understanding,
and judgment. Consequently, knowing being involves a structure
by identity. Insofar as knowing develops on three stages, it is inevitable that the known involves a combination of three contents.
If knowing is experiencing and understanding and judging, and
if all three are required to have the known, then the known will
involve a content from the experiencing [potency], a content
from the understanding [form], and a content from the judging
[act], all combined into a single object.” (UB 154.) See also A PRIORI–
HEURISTIC STRUCTURES

K

See SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER

See LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–SCIENTIFIC

AND ISOMORPHISM.

VS JUDGMENT OF FACT.
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■ ISOMORPHISM–OF CONDITIONS OF KNOWING AND MEANING ■

ETHICS–METHOD OF METAPHYSICS AND ■ METAPHYSICS–OF PROPORTIONATE BEING, –AND
KNOWING

And Spinoza. See

PROPER NAMES–SPINOZA, BENEDICT DE-AND ISOMORPHISM OF

KNOWING AND KNOWN

And truth. See TRUTH(S),
AND LOOKING.

AND METAPHYSICS.
AND NATURE.

THE TRUE–AND ISOMORPHISM OF KNOWING AND KNOWN

See TAKING A GOOD LOOK; ALREADY-OUT-THERE-NOW-REAL
See METAPHYSICS–AND KNOWING

See NATURE–AND KNOWING
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AND OBJECT(S).

“We can speak of objects in a critical sense. Is this
type of knowing a knowing of what is real? We are using ‘knowing’ in a very determinate sense, as the combination of experiencing, understanding, and judging [see EXPERIENCE; INSIGHT AND
UNDERSTANDING; JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT]. When you reach the judgment,
you have a closed unit that is expressed in a determinate proposition. Through the judgment you know something. As in the imagination, so in judgment we can speak of a terminal and a final
object.” (UB 146.) See also OBJECT(S)–SENSES OF-METAPHYSICAL
Final. Through the terminal object “there is a finality, a final object.” (UB 146.) It is knowledge of the real. See OBJECT(S)–SENSES OFMETAPHYSICAL ■ JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT ■ KNOWLEDGE–OF THE REAL, –AS KNOWN TO
BE TRUE

Terminal. “The terminal object which you produce in yourself is
the concept and the judgment [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–AND THE
CONCEPT OR WORD].” (UB 146.)
AND OBJECTIVITY. See OBJECTIVITY–PROBLEM OF-(2) THE NOTION OF KNOWING
“What is it to know? What is
objectivity? What is reality? Propositions on these three topics differ; they are not the same for someone in the universe of being and
someone in his own world. In our philosophy the answer to these
questions is determined by the subject as intelligently and rationally conscious, but in the opposed notions knowing is looking, objectivity is what can be seen, and reality is what’s there.” (UB 185.)
See POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION; COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–AND REALITY, KNOWLAND POSITIONS/COUNTERPOSITIONS.

EDGE, OBJECTIVITY

AND PROPOSITIONS.
AND QUESTIONS.
AND REALITY.

See PROPOSITION(S)–AND KNOWING, OBJECTIVITY, REALITY

See QUESTION(S)–AND KNOWING

See KNOWLEDGE–OF THE REAL

AND SELF-APPROPRIATION.

Note in the following account that L unites the processes of human knowing and SELF-APPROPRIATION. “Human knowing consists in experiencing, understanding, and judging
[see EXPERIENCE; INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING; JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT]. Now
experience is either external or internal, either sensitive or conscious [see DATA–OF SENSE; DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS]. It follows that there
are two types of human knowing: one may compound sense experience with understanding and judging; and one may compound
experience as conscious with understanding and judging. It is the
latter procedure that is needed for our purpose. It will involve consciously experiencing each of the operators [see OPERATOR(S)–OF COGNITIONAL DEVELOPMENT], operations [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS],
and the relations between them; next it will involve understanding
the operators and the operations in each of their several relations;
finally it will involve finding the evidence for affirming that the
operators and operations exist and have been correctly understood.
To carry out these procedures one has to be operating in a twofold
context.” (PTP2 123-24.)
Lower/upper contexts. “There is the lower context of the operations to which one is adverting. There is the upper context of the
inquiry in which the adverting takes place. The lower context, for
example, may be closing and opening one’s eyes, and the upper
context will be the scrutiny that adverts not merely to the seen

but also to the experience of seeing. Again, the lower context
will be any of the endless instances of problem-solving, and the
upper context will be an exhaustive scrutiny of all the elements
that go into the solution, from the formulation of the problem,
the HEURISTIC STRUCTURE in which the unknown solution is named
and all its properties are listed, to the insight that grasps the solution from its properties. At a further stage, the lower context will
be supplied successively by each of the different types of judgment, and the upper context will be the investigation that determines just what happens in one’s arriving at a judgment. In brief,
what I am saying is that introspection is not just an inward look
[see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–AS COGNITIONAL EVENT] but an investigation that proceeds on two levels: there is the lower level that secures the conscious occurrence of the operations under study, and
there is the higher level on which the study takes place.” (PTP2 12324.) See also intra As immanent
AND SELF-PRESENCE.

“If you think of the knowing in this judgment
‘I am a knower’ as our knowing external objects, we must then add
that this knowing, on all its levels, is something that enters into my
presence to myself. In the first sense of presence, the chairs are
present in the room. In the second sense, you are present to me.
But in the third sense, I have to be present to myself for anyone to
be present to me. In self-appropriation [see intra And self-appropriation;
see also SELF-APPROPRIATION–AND PRESENCE; CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–AND
SELF-PRESENCE], it is this third presence with which we are concerned.” (UB 131-32.)
As looking. See TAKING A GOOD LOOK
AND SELF-TRANSCENDENCE. See SELF …–TRANSCENDENCE-COGNITIONAL
AND THE UNCONDITIONED. See UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY
AND TRUTH. See JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–A PRIORI CONDITIONS FOR (4)
AS CONFRONTATION. See TAKING A GOOD LOOK
AS IDENTITY. See TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–CONFRONTATION VS IDENTITY AS
AS IMMANENT. “Commonly transcendence is opposed to immanence, and then the simplest way to understand the opposition is to
begin from the ordinary view that knowing consists in looking [see
TAKING A GOOD LOOK; ALREADY-OUT-THERE-NOW-REAL]. For on that view the
fact of error is somewhat disconcerting: either error consists in seeing what is not there or else it consists in not seeing what is there.
But if the first look is erroneous, the second, third, fourth, or nth
may err in the same or in some different fashion. Which is to be
trusted? Is any to be trusted? Does not certitude require the possibility of some super-look in which one can compare the object to
be looked at and the object as seen? Would not the super-look be
open to exactly the same difficulty? Obviously it would, and so one
is brought to the conclusion that knowing is immanent not simply
in the ontological sense that knowing occurs within the knower but
also in the epistemological sense that nothing is known except the
content immanent within the act of knowing.” (In 657-58.)
AS NATURAL. See ACT–KNOWING IN
AS PERFECTION. “If knowing is conceived not as looking but as an
ontological perfection of the subject, then you might say that the
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more knowing there is in the subject that comes from himself the
better off he is. The premise that knowing is essentially a matter of
looking is denied by this view. A fellow who knows something is
better off than a fellow who is ignorant; an intelligent person is
better off than a stupid one, and he is more likely to know something. Knowing is a perfection of the subject that knows. It may be
that knowing, in some cases, includes knowing something else, but
that is incidental. Looking is not the essence of knowing. We have
knowing when we have experience, understanding, and grasp of
the unconditioned, and those terms say nothing about looking.” (UB
159.)
AS POTENCY, FORM, ACT.
AS UNDERSTANDING.

See ACT–KNOWING IN

See INSIGHT

AND UNDERSTANDING–KNOWING AS

BY ASSIMILATION. “That knowing is by assimilation is a theorem offering no special difficulty. It was a matter of common consent:
‘for this is part of the received wisdom of the human race, that like
is known by like’ [ST, 1, q. 84, a. 2 c.]. Its grounds in specifically Aristotelian theory are reached easily: as the thing is the thing it is in virtue
of its FORM or species, so too the knowing is the ontological reality it
is in virtue of its own form or species; further, unless the form of
the thing and the form of the knowing were similar, there would be
no ground for affirming that the knowing was knowing the thing.”

(V 159.)
CHANGE.

See CHANGE–KNOWING

COMPOUND.

“By compound knowing is meant the conjunction of
several instances of elementary knowing [see intra Elementary] into a
single knowing.” (M 12.) Compound knowing is related to compound
objects. See OBJECT(S)–ELEMENTARY AND COMPOUND. “The process of compounding is the work of the transcendental notions.” See NOTIONS,
TRANSCENDENTAL–DYNAMISM OF-AND COMPOUND KNOWING
CONTENTS OF.

See intra Actual vs possible achievement of

CYCLES OF. “Human knowing is cyclic and cumulative. It is cyclic
inasmuch as cognitional process advances from experience
through inquiry and reflection to judgment, only to revert to experience and recommence its ascent to another judgment. It is cumulative, not only in memory’s store of experiences and
understanding’s clustering of insights, but also in the coalescence
of judgments into the context named knowledge or mentality.” (In

399.)
DIVINE. L’s argument for the existence of God is based on unrestricted understanding. See ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–
ARGUMENT-AND UNRESTRICTED ACT OF UNDERSTANDING

DUALITY OF.

See EXISTENCE–VS NATURE OF KNOWLEDGE

DYNAMISM OF.

See SELF-APPROPRIATION–PROCESS OF-(1) THE PATTERN

ELEMENTARY.

“By elementary knowing is meant any cognitional
operation, such as seeing, hearing, understanding, and so on.” (M 12.)
Elementary knowing is related to elementary objects. See OBJECT(S)–

IN ACT.

See ACT–KNOWING IN

OBJECT OF.

See BEING–AS OBJECT, FINAL; INTELLECT– OBJECT OF

PRÉCIS OF. In “Relations,” appendix 3 of S, L presents a superb
précis of the interrelationships woven into knowing. Throughout
his philosophical and theological writings, L insists on the centrality of understanding. He writes: “One and the same act of understanding relates simultaneously to:
(1) the AGENT INTELLECT from which [INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING] exists
as from its principal cause,

(2) the [PHANTASM/FANTASM] from which it exists as from its instrumental cause,
(3) the phantasm in which it beholds its SPECIES illumined [see INTELLECT–AGENT-AS ILLUMINATING PHANTASM],
(4) the acts of sensing [see ACT–SENSE AND SENSIBLE IN] from which the
phantasms were derived,
(5) the objects of sensation [see OBJECT(S)–OF SENSE] which were
known through the acts of sensing,
(6) the simple inner word [see WORD–INNER-SIMPLE] which proceeds
from the act of understanding,
(7) the compound inner word [see WORD–INNER-COMPOUND] by which
the OBJECTIVITY of the simple word is judged [see JUDGMENT(S) OF
FACT],
(8) the real beings that are known in the word [see KNOWLEDGE–OF
THE REAL],
(9) the goods which are known through judgments of value [see
JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE],
(10) the acts of the will [see WILL–ACT OF] which are consequent
upon the INTELLECT,
(11) and to the operations that are directed and carried out by the
intellect and will [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS];
(12) finally, the more perfect the act of understanding, the more it
comprehends as a unified whole, and thereby extends to more
sensible objects, more acts of sensing, more phantasms, more
simple and compound words, more goods, more acts of the will,
and more operations.
These relations are internal, since they belong to the very essence of understanding which is joined to the body and directs
the will and operations. These relations are also real, since the act
of understanding itself is real, and there can be no real thing
which does not really include whatever belongs to its ESSENCE.” (S
735-37.)
PROCESS OF.

See intra Précis of

PROPORTIONATE BEING.
RANGE OF.

See BEING–PROPORTIONATE-AND KNOWING

See QUESTION(S)–RANGE OF

RELATED TERMS.

See SELF-APPROPRIATION–PROCESS OF

ELEMENTARY AND COMPOUND

STRUCTURE OF.

See intra Précis of; see also

EXPLANATORY ACCOUNT OF.

STRUCTURE

FINALITY OF.
HORIZON OF.

See SELF

...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER

See FINALITY–AND KNOWING
See MENTAL–ACTS-OCCUR IN GENETICALLY DISTINCT HORIZONS

IMMATERIALITY OF.

See IMMATERIALITY–OF KNOWING
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COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–

And ethics. See ETHICS–AND STRUCTURE OF KNOWING AND DOING
VALUE.

See VALUE(S)–APPREHENSION OF

VS DOING.

The relation between knowing and doing is that between
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the third and fourth levels of cognition (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–
LEVELS OF); it is, if you will, the difference between knowing the truth
and doing the truth (orthodoxy vs ORTHOPRAXIS). See AUTHENTICITY ■
FREE–ACT ■ DOING AND MAKING–AND KNOWING
WHY IS DOING THAT KNOWING?.

See EPISTEMOLOGY–WHY IS DOING THAT KNOW-

ING?

KNOWLEDGE:

Knowledge is personally verified understanding [see
SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER]. On this topic see also KNOWER; KNOWING;
KNOWN.
ANALOGOUS. See METAPHYSICS–AND ESSENCE
ANALYSIS OF, SCIENTIFIC. “You are probably familiar with Einstein’s answer to the person who asked him how a theorist of
knowledge is to take advantage or make use of the physicist. Einstein’s answer was, ‘Pay no attention to what they say, watch what
they do.’ ... The canons of empirical method express what scientists do in terms of the analysis of knowledge we have been setting
forth.” In other words, scientists when they do science experience,
understand, judge, and decide.” (UB 81.) See CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD

AND BEING.

See KNOWING–AND BEING

AND BELIEF.

See BELIEF–AND KNOWLEDGE

AND CAUSES.

First, L offers the classical view. “If through certain
knowledge of things—for example, I know this is a brush—I work
out all the causes, I have moved into science. This notion of science has an implication. If you are seeking certain knowledge of
things through their causes, you start out from the thing, and you
work to the discovery of the causes. When you have the causes,
you want to check; so you work back from the causes until you
can construct things out of them. ... From the ideal of science as
knowledge of things by their causes we get the two ideas of analysis and synthesis: movement from the things to the causes, and
then movement from the causes back to the things.” (UB 8.) Science
no longer pursues causes in that sense. “Now if science moves
from pursuing a knowledge of things by ultimate causes, first to
analysis and synthesis, and from analysis and synthesis to law and
system [by Newton and Euclidian geometry; further by Einstein
and a general geometry], and from law and system to states and
probabilities [by quantum mechanics], then one may ask, ‘What is
philosophy? Is philosophy any of these? Or is it some new form of
knowledge?’” (UB 181.) Philosophy for L is cognitional theory (see
COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY) and its appropriation (see SELFAPPROPRIATION). See also CAUSE(S)–AND MODERN SCIENCE
AND EXPRESSION.

The larger context is metaphysics as dialectic (In
ch. 17; see METAPHYSICS–AS DIALECTIC). Knowledge for L is understanding judged to be true. After explicating the notion of truth—its criterion, definition, and ontological aspects (see TRUTH(S), THE TRUE), L
explicates its expression. “If we have emphasized the distinction
between knowledge and expression, we have also to take into account their interpenetration. For coming to know is a process; it
advances by stages in which inquiry yields insights only to give
rise to further questions that lead to further insights and still further
questions. At each stage of the process it is helpful to fix what has

been reached and to formulate in some fashion what remains to be
sought. So expression enters into the very process of learning, and
the attainment of knowledge tends to coincide with the attainment
of the ability to express it.” (In 577.) Elsewhere L offers a more systematic expression of the relation between knowledge and expression: “As knowledge rises on the three levels of experience and
imagination, understanding and conception, and reflection and
judgment, so in expression there may be distinguished three components.” (In 576.) See also EXPRESSION–AND SEQUENCE
(1) And experience. “As an instrumental multiplicity, the expression corresponds to the material multiplicity of experience and
imagination.” (In 576.)
(2) And understanding. “As a significant combination of words,
the expression corresponds to insight and conception.” (In 576.) See
EXPRESSION–AND UNDERSTANDING

(3) And judgment. “As affirmative or negative utterance, the expression corresponds to reflection and judgment.” (In 576.)
And language. See EXPRESSION–AND LANGUAGE
Gulf between. “Efforts to explain what we mean sooner or later,
and sooner rather than later, end with the global assertion that
what is meant is obvious and neither needs nor admits any explanation. However, it is not difficult to introduce a crucial experiment that reestablishes the gulf between knowledge and
expression. For, after all, it is only a matter of common coincidence that this gulf disappears. Commonly it does happen that
conversation occurs between people that share the same common
sense, that writing is directed to readers that already understand
in considerable detail the subject under discussion. But there also
is communication between people with different habitual accumulations of insights, between teachers and pupils, between original thinkers and their contemporaries, between the great men of
the past and their present readers. And then the greater the gap
between the intellectual development of writer and reader, the
more stupendous can become the distinction between knowledge
and expression.” (In 579.)
Ideal of. See SELF-APPROPRIATION–AND IDEAL OF KNOWLEDGE-AND EXPRESSION
AND HUMAN LIVING.

“Knowledge is an important part of living; it
has a fundamental role within living; it is in no way thought little
of. Still, knowledge is not pursued for its own sake, it does not become an end in itself. It is simply one part in the total end which is
living, living as a man. In this case, knowledge is not specialized
away from the practical. If one seeks knowledge simply for the
sake of having knowledge, it will have practical applications; but
those practical applications are somebody else’s business the applied scientist, the engineer, the medical doctor, and so on. There
are plenty of people to attend to those practical applications. The
mathematician and the scientist are concerned with knowledge itself, and they specialize in that work, while others specialize in the
application of theoretical knowledge to practical living. However,
everyone has to do his own living; everyone has to deal constantly
with concrete, particular things, persons, situations; and there is a
knowledge adapted to that purpose. It is a knowledge that arises
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within the global context of living, and that context, as it were, determines the limits of this knowledge.” (UB 86.)
AND INTEREST. See HORIZON(S)
AND LANGUAGE. See LANGUAGE–KNOWLEDGE, EXPRESSION, AND
AND LOVE. See LOVE–AND KNOWLEDGE
AND PHILOSOPHY.

The problem of the relation between knowledge
and philosophy is not the existence of knowledge, “but a problem
of the existence of some detailed account of knowledge.” (UB 103.)
The solution has an objective and a subjective component. The objective component is L’s cognitional theory (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY); the subjective is the Subject’s (see SUBJECT, THE)
experiential verification of it (see SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER; SELFAPPROPRIATION). See also CONVERSION–INTELLECTUAL
AND QUESTIONS. See QUESTION(S)–AND KNOWLEDGE
AND REALISM. See REALISM–CRITICAL, –NAIVE
AND SELF-REFERENTIAL PROBLEM. See POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION–
POSITION-AND SELF-REFERENTIAL PROBLEM

AND VALUE.

See VALUE(S)–APPREHENSION OF

AS LOOKING.

See TAKING

AS PERFECTION.

A GOOD LOOK

See KNOWING–AS PERFECTION

BY CONFRONTATION.

See

TAKING A GOOD LOOK; TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–

CONFRONTATION VS IDENTITY AS

BY IDENTITY.

See TRUTH(S),

THE TRUE–CONFRONTATION VS IDENTITY AS

BY IMMATERIALITY.

“There is a general theorem that knowledge is
by immateriality. … Its meaning is negative; the knower need not
be the known; assimilation indeed is necessary, but it is on the level
of form and not that of matter; complete assimilation, both material
and formal, would make the knower be the known but would give
no guarantee of knowledge. Out of this negative and antiEmpedoclean meaning there arises a positive meaning. The form of
the knowing must be similar to the form of the known, but also it
must be different; it must be similar essentially for the known to be
known; but it must differ modally for the knower to know and not
merely be the known.” (V 162.) See also EXISTENCE–INTENTIONAL-VS NATURAL;
IMMATERIALITY–OF KNOWING
COMMONSENSE.

“There is a type of knowledge that differs from
mathematics and science, not insofar as they have practical applications, but in their pure state.” L proceeds to recall “the general
characteristics of the specialized pursuit of knowledge [see intra
Specialized]” so we can by contrast “form any adequate, precise notion of the far more common type of knowledge that we name
common sense.” (UB 84.) The contrast is mainly with science. L concludes: “In commonsense knowledge, then, there is an absence of
any systematic exploitation of universality through universal definition and deductive system. There is no attempt to conceive
things simply in their relations to one another [see QUOAD SE; QUOAD
NOS]; that is something that has to be discovered. Further, there is
no technical language, because technical language simply means
language invented for the purposes of the specialized knowledge
that arises in the pursuit of knowledge for its own sake.” (UB 86.)
“There is a type of knowledge with a different methodology [than
science] and, one might almost say, a different type of technical
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logic. That type is common sense, and we all have it. It has its differentiations from class to class, from culture to culture, from job
to job; but there is enough of it that is common to everyone.” (UB 94.)
See also COMMON SENSE–BIAS OF, GENERAL; THING(S)–NOTION OF-AS BRIDGE
DEPARTMENTS OF. See METAPHYSICS–AND ALL OTHER DEPARTMENTS
DESCRIPTIVE. See METAPHYSICS–AS KNOWLEDGE-EXPLANATORY VS DESCRIPTIVE
DEVELOPMENT OF. Development of knowledge regards several topics. Chief among them is the development enabled by GEM (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–TERMS AND RELATIONS, BASIC NEST OF-DIFFERENTIATED). See also
FEELINGS–AND WORDS; LOGIC–AND DEVELOPMENT OF KNOWLEDGE
DIFFERENTIATION OF.,

Knowledge can be differentiated into comprehensive categories of knowledge according to the operations of
intentional consciousness [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS]. The
pairs are: 1. Experience–Aesthetics. 2. Understanding–Science. 3.
Judgment–Philosophy/metaphysics. 4. Decision–Ethics. In regard
to transcendent knowledge [see intra Transcendent], the pair is 5.
Love–Theology.
DIRECT AND INDIRECT. See ANALOGY OF …–MATTER
DOMAINS OF, DISTINCT.

“It is necessary to distinguish within knowledge between separate yet complementary domains. There is a
comprehensive, universal, invariant, nonimaginable domain; its object is the thing-itself [see QUOAD SE], with differences in kind defined
by explanatory conjugates [see CONJUGATE(S)–EXPLANATORY/PURE], and
with differences in state defined by ideal frequencies [see FREQUENCY–TYPES OF (4)-(3) IDEAL ]. There is also an experiential, particular,
relative, imaginable domain; its object is the thing-for-us [see QUOAD
NOS], with differences in kind defined by experiential conjugates
[see CONJUGATE(S)–EXPERIENTIAL], and with differences in state defined by
expectations of the normal. The former field, of empirical science,
is to be reached only by abstracting from the empirical residue [see
RESIDUE(S)–EMPIRICAL-ABSTRACTION FROM]. The latter field includes the empirical residue; it views things in their individuality, their accidental
determinations, their arbitrariness, their continuity.” (In 319.)
Significance of distinction. “The significance of this distinction
appears in logic as the separation of two universes of discourse.
To put the matter concretely, let us take illustrative propositions
and consider the three cases of (1) ignoring the distinction of the
domains, (2) denying the distinction of the domains, and (3) accepting the distinction of the domains.” (In 319.)
(1) Ignoring it. “If one ignores the distinction of the domains, then
one has the problem of choosing between the propositions:
The planets move in approximately elliptical orbits with the sun at their focus.
The earth is at rest, and the sun rises and sets.” (In 319.)
(2) Denying it. “If one denies the distinction of the domains, one
is committed to the more rigorous choice between the propositions:
From every viewpoint, the planets move in elliptical orbits with the sun at
their focus.
From every viewpoint, the earth is at rest and the sun rises and sets.” (In
320.)

(3) Accepting it. “If one affirms the distinction of the domains,
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then one will reject all four of the preceding propositions to assert both of the following:
From the viewpoint of explanation, the planets move in approximately elliptical orbits with the sun at their focus.
From the viewpoint of ordinary description, the earth is at rest and the sun
rises and sets.” (In 320.)

For summary statements, see

IMAGE–HEURISTIC VS REPRESENTATIVE FUNC-

TION OF-IN SCIENCES

And imagination. See IMAGINATION–COMMONSENSE VS SCIENCE AND
EVIDENCE FOR ACCOUNT OF.

See

CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–AS INTEN-

TIONAL-HEIGHTENING OF-AND KNOWLEDGE

EXPLANATORY.
FALSE.

See METAPHYSICS–AS KNOWLEDGE-EXPLANATORY VS DESCRIPTIVE

See FALSE/FALSITY–AND KNOWLEDGE

HABITUAL.

See PHANTASM/FANTASM–AND HABITUAL KNOWLEDGE

HEURISTIC STRUCTURE OF.

“We can conceive different stages in
knowledge of fire. For Aristotle, fire was one of the four elements;
earth, air, fire, and water were four substances. For the immediate
predecessors of Lavoisier, fire was perhaps still a substance, but it
had a different name; it was not one of the four elements, and it
was called phlogiston. Since Lavoisier, fire has been conceived as
process, a process of oxidation. We have three accounts of fire.
How can those three accounts be of the same thing? Phlogiston is
precisely not one of the four elements, and a chemical process is
not any substance but just process. Where do we find the common
point between the three successive theories, so that we may say
that Aristotle’s notion of fire was wrong? If he was wrong, he must
have been talking about the same fire as the present chemists.
What is that fire that is the same? It is the fire that is the object of
the heuristic structure. We have sensible data of something burning, and we ask, ‘What is the nature of this?’ The question receives
successive different answers. With the development of knowledge,
the particular answers to the question change, but it is the same
heuristic structure all along the line: ‘What is the nature of these
phenomena? What do we know when we understand these phenomena?’ That is what is meant by fire, as common to Aristotle
and contemporary chemistry.” (UB 198.)

HISTORICAL.

See HISTORICAL–KNOWLEDGE

IDEAL OF.

“This ideal is not conceptually explicit. It becomes explicit only through the pursuit of knowledge. I will illustrate that
first from science and then from philosophy.” (UB 6.) See also SELFAPPROPRIATION–AND IDEAL OF KNOWLEDGE

And analysis. See ANALYSIS–AND IDEAL OF KNOWLEDGE
And self-appropriation. See SELF-APPROPRIATION–AND IDEAL OF KNOWLEDGE
And system. See SYSTEM(S)–AND IDEAL OF KNOWLEDGE
From philosophy. “What on earth can the philosopher be aiming
at? If he is seeking knowledge, he is seeking the implementation
of some ideal. What can that ideal be? … Philosophy became the
product of the movement of pure reason from self-evident principles to absolutely certain conclusions. That was one ideal, and
it was implemented by Spinoza, Leibniz, and Wolff. … Kant’s

Critique of Pure Reason is a critique of that ideal.” He argued
that “philosophy cannot successfully follow the method of pure
reason. … There we have an ideal in philosophy, a deductivist
ideal proceeding from analytic propositions to universal and necessary conclusions, and also a criticism of that ideal. In fact, the
ideal of pure reason is the Euclidean ideal. … However, there is a
more general theorem that might be put by a Hegelian, regarding
the explicitation of ideals. It involves six terms: implicit, explicit,
abstract, alien, mediation, reconciliation.” (UB 11-12.) See IDEAL(S)–
GENERAL THEOREM

From science. See SYSTEM(S)–AND IDEAL OF KNOWLEDGE
IMMANENTLY GENERATED. See BELIEF–TRUE-PROCESS OF-(5) ACT OF BELIEVING
INTELLIGENCE AS. See OBJECTIVITY–EXTROVERSION AS
METAPHYSICS AS. See METAPHYSICS–AS KNOWLEDGENATURE OF. The program of Insight is to ask “about the nature rather than about the existence of knowledge because in each of us
there exist two different kinds of knowledge. They are juxtaposed
in Cartesian dualism with its rational Cogito, ergo sum and with its
unquestioning extroversion to substantial extension. They are separated and alienated in the subsequent rationalist and empiricist philosophies. They are brought together again to cancel each other in
Kantian criticism. If these statements approximate the facts, then
the question of human knowledge is not whether it exists but what
precisely are its two diverse forms and what are the relations between them. If that is the relevant question, then any departure
from it is, in the same measure, the misfortune of missing the
point. But whether or not that is the relevant question can be settled only by undertaking an arduous exploratory journey through
the many fields in which men succeed in knowing or attempt the
task but fail.” (In 11-12.) See SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER
OBJECT OF. When the object of KNOWING—BEING—is intelligently
grasped and reasonably affirmed (see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT), one has
knowledge of some thing, knows it to be real, true, actual.
OBJECTIVE REALITY OF. See intra Of the real
OF

CONJUGATES.

See

COMPLEMENTARITY–OF

QUESTIONS

FOR

INTELLI-

GENCE/REFLECTION

OF ESSENCE.
OF EVIL.

See ESSENCE–KNOWLEDGE OF

See EVIL

OF KNOWLEDGE. Humans gain knowledge in three steps: first we
experience either externally or internally; second, by inquiring with
respect to sensible data or to the data of consciousness [see DATA–OF
SENSE; DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS] we understand and conceive; and third,
through reflecting and pondering evidence we affirm the true, and
through the true as through a medium we know being [see COGNITION,
COGNITIONAL–PROCESS]. “But it is one thing to complete the process of
knowing through these three steps and quite another to come to
know by this same three-step process that our knowledge is
achieved in these three steps [see SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER].” (S
317.) Ignorance of how knowledge is gained leads to the counterpositions (see POSITIONS AND COUNTERPOSITIONS).
OF PARTICULAR/SINGULAR/CONTINGENT.

See

ABSTRACTION–AND UNIVERSAL

KNOWLEDGE – KNOWLEDGE
VS PARTICULAR

OF THE REAL.

“First, our knowledge of the real is not knowledge of
some note or aspect or quality of things. The whole of each thing
is real; and by reality we mean nothing less than the universe in
the multiplicity of its members, in the totality and individuality of
each, in the interrelations of all. To know the real is to know the
universe. As our intellects are potential, so our knowledge of the
real is a development. The child has to learn to distinguish sharply
between fact and fiction; the young man has not yet acquired a sufficiently nuanced grasp of human living for the study of ethics to
be profitable; each of us, confronted with something outside the
beaten track of our experience, turns to the expert to be taught just
what it is. Still, in all this progress we are but discriminating, differentiating, categorizing the details of a scheme that somehow we
possessed from the start. To say that any X i s real is just to assign
it a place in that scheme; to deny the reality of any Y is to deny it a
place in the universal scheme.” (V 98.) See also REAL, THE REAL–
INTELLIGIBILITY OF; JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–AND THE REAL
As real. Knowledge of the real as real is metaphysics. See METAPHYSICS–AS KNOWLEDGE-AS WHOLE IN (NOT OF)
OF UNIVERSAL IN INSTANCE.

See ABSTRACTION–AND UNIVERSAL VS PARTICULAR

ORIGINS OF. “Our knowledge has a twofold source—an extrinsic
origin on the level of sense, but an intrinsic origin in the light of
our intellects. Sense is only the materia causae [matter for a cause]
of our knowledge. The object of understanding is supplied and offered to us, as it were materially, by the imagination; formally, as
object of understanding, it is completed by intellectual light. Perhaps, agent intellect [see INTELLECT–AGENT] is to be given the function
of the subconscious effect of ordering the [PHANTASM/FANTASM] to
bring about the right schematic image that releases the flash of understanding; for agent intellect is to phantasm as art is to artificial
products.” (V 92-93.)
PLATONIST VIEW. See PROPER NAMES–PLATO, PLATONIC, PLATONIST-AND KNOWLEDGE
POSSIBILITY OF.

The possibility of knowledge depends on the possibility of concrete judgments of fact. See JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–
CONCRETE-CONDITIONS FOR POSSIBLE (4)

PRESCIENTIFIC AND SCIENTIFIC. The classical definition of science
(see intra And causes; Scientific) is certain knowledge of realities
through knowledge of their causes. Before causes can be known,
we must discover them. Until then, we employ a general and prescientific knowledge whereby we apprehend and describe realities
but do not understand them; we cannot explain or define the realities. See QUOAD SE; QUOAD NOS; CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–
DESCRIPTION, PRESCIENTIFIC

SCIENTIFIC. While scientifically certain that water is H2O, the
meaning of the formula is not fully explained. Unlike knowledge
gained from grasp of the UNCONDITIONED and the consequent JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT, scientific knowledge regards evidence for the soundness of scientific theory; understanding, therefore, is never
complete or more than to some degree probable.
Analysis of. See intra Analysis of, scientific
Of form. See FORM–KNOWN IN SCIENCE NOT IN METAPHYSICS
SEEKING. “Seeking knowledge is seeking an unknown. If we knew
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what we were looking for when we are seeking knowledge, we
would not have to look for it, we would have it already. If you
want a motorcar, you know exactly what you want, but when you
want knowledge you cannot know what you want.” (UB 4.) See DESIRE
TO KNOW; KNOWN–UNKNOWN
SELF-. See SELF …–KNOWLEDGE
SENSE.

See SENSE(S)–KNOWLEDGE

SOCIAL CHARACTER OF.

See BELIEF–AND APPROPRIATION OF HERITAGE

SOCIOLOGY OF. The context regards BELIEF. “I have treated the topic
of belief more fully in [In 703-18]. The same facts are treated by
sociologists under the heading of the sociology of knowledge.” (M

41 n. 15.)
SPECIALIZED.

“There is a knowledge that results from an explicit,
methodical effort to arrive at knowledge for its own sake without
paying any attention to the practical utility that may arise from it.
Such knowledge does have practical utility, but the practical utility
appears in some concrete fashion perhaps one, two, three, or four
centuries later. The mathematician, the pure scientist, and the philosopher are concerned with knowledge insofar as it arises as the
result of an explicit, reflective, consciously methodical, deliberate
effort to arrive at knowledge. The operative criterion as they proceed is not practical utility, what use it will be or what good it will
be. If for every theorem Euclid proved, he also had to prove to his
listeners what the good of it would be, he would not have gotten
far, and he would have needed different answers for every group
of students. Euclid had to disregard questions of practical utility;
he had to go right ahead and do his job, and then perhaps persuade
others to think it worth while to go to all the trouble of learning.
And similarly with all knowledge of this specialized type that results from the pure DESIRE TO KNOW.” (UB 94.) See also intra Commonsense
And common sense. See COMMON SENSE–BIAS OF, GENERAL
THEORIES OF. See POSITIONS AND COUNTERPOSITIONS
TRANSCENDENT.

“Knowledge is transcendent, in our present usage,
inasmuch as it goes beyond the domain of proportionate being [see
BEING–PROPORTIONATE].” (In 709.)
And critical questions. “Man’s unrestricted DESIRE TO KNOW is
mated to a limited capacity to attain knowledge. From this paradox there follow both a fact and a requirement. The fact is that
the range of possible questions is larger than the range of possible answers. The requirement is a critical survey of possible
questions. For it is only through such a critical survey that man
can provide himself with intelligent and reasonable grounds both
for setting aside the questions that cannot be answered and for
limiting his attention to the questions to which answers are possible. … The paramount issue, then, in determining the possibility of knowledge is always the fact of knowledge. The argument
always will be that knowledge is possible if in fact knowledge of
that kind occurs. It follows that the critical issue can be tackled
only piecemeal. Facts have to be settled one after another, and it
is only in the grand strategy that guides the seriation of the facts
that the answer to the critical issue appears. … The bare bones of
the procedure are simple enough. Being is whatever can be
grasped intelligently and affirmed reasonably. Being is propor-
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tionate or transcendent according as it lies within or without the
domain of man’s outer and inner experience. The possibility of
transcendent knowledge, then, is the possibility of grasping intelligently and affirming reasonably a transcendent being. And the
proof of the possibility lies in the fact that such intelligent grasp
and reasonable affirmation occur.” (In 662-63.) See ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S
EXISTENCE; ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S; PHILOSOPHY OF GOD
And positivism. See POSITIVISM, POSITIVIST–AND TRANSCENDENT KNOWLEDGE
General. “General transcendent knowledge is the knowledge of
God that answers the basic questions raised by proportionate being (see BEING–PROPORTIONATE) namely, what BEING is and whether being is the REAL.” (In 709.) See ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE ■ ARGUMENT
FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S ■ PHILOSOPHY OF GOD

Possibility of. See intra Transcendent-and critical questions
Special. This category pertains not to PHILOSOPHY OF GOD but to theology. L writes: “Since God is the first agent of every event and
emergence and development, the question really is what God is
or has been doing about the fact of evil. The answer to that question we shall name special transcendent knowledge, and our discussion will fall under four main heads, namely, the fact of EVIL,
the existence of a solution, the heuristic structure of the properties of the possible solutions, and the identification of the solution that exists.” (In 709.) See also EVIL–PROBLEM OF
TWO OPPOSED VIEWS OF. See TAKING A GOOD LOOK; KNOWING–AS PERFECTION
TWO TYPES OF. See intra Commonsense; Specialized
VS OBJECT OF THOUGHT. See EXISTENCE–AND BEING
KNOWN: On
AND

this topic see also KNOWER; KNOWING; KNOWLEDGE.
COMPLEMENTARITY. See CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL

COMPARED–

COMPLEMENTARITY OF-IN KNOWN

AND CONTINGENCE OF ACTUALITY.

See

CONTINGENCE– OF ACTUALITY-(2) IN BE-

ING KNOWN

AND EXISTENCE.

See VERIFICATION–AND THE REAL

AND FORM.

“Form is what in itself is intelligible; it is the component in the known that is known precisely inasmuch as one is understanding.” (UB 207.) See also CONCEIVING; INTELLIGIBILITY–OF CONTINGENT ACT;

FORM–KNOWN IN SCIENCE NOT IN METAPHYSICS
AND KNOWLEDGE.

See JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–A PRIORI CONDITIONS FOR (4)

AND POTENCY.

See POTENCY/POTENTIAL–TO KNOW, TO BE KNOWN

AND REVISION.

See REVISION–OF KNOWN VS REVISION OF KNOWING

AND TRUTH.

See JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–A PRIORI CONDITIONS FOR (4)

AS OUT THERE.

See ALREADY-OUT-THERE-NOW-REAL; REALISM–NAÏVE

AS STRUCTURED.

See METAPHYSICS–AS HEURISTIC,

–AS INTEGRAL HEURISTIC STRUC-

TURE

BEING AS.

See JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–BEING KNOWN IN

CLASSICAL, STATISTICAL, AND THE.

See

CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COM-

PARED–COMPLEMENTARITY OF-IN KNOWN
KNOWING AND.
AND KNOWN

See KNOWING–AND KNOWN, ISOMORPHISM OF;

IDENTITY–OF KNOWER

UNKNOWN. L speaks of “the paradoxical category of the ‘known
unknown.’ For we have equated being with the objective of the
pure DESIRE TO KNOW, with what is to be known through the totality of
intelligent and reasonable answers. But in fact our questions outnumber our answers, so that we know of an unknown through our
unanswered questions.” (In 555.) “Beyond the known, which is the
first circle, as it were, there is the known unknown, the things I
know I do not know. That is a much broader circle. There is a
range of questions that I can raise, find significant, consider worth
while, have some idea of how to answer. But at the moment I cannot answer them. At the moment I may feel quite certain that I
never really will be able to answer them myself, but still I know
about these questions, I recognize some possibility of their being
answered, and so I know about something that is unknown to me.
That is the known unknown, the range of my docta ignorantia
[learned ignorance].” (TE 89.) See also MYSTERY–AND THE KNOWN UNKNOWN
And mystery. See MYSTERY–AND THE KNOWN UNKNOWN

L
LANGUAGE: Language in L’s thought is frequently employed to trace
the historical development of the Subject (see SUBJECT, THE), of intentional consciousness (see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL), and of civilization
as such. As HUMANITY progresses from MYTH to the differentiations of
consciousness (see CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED) that characterize present human development (see HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT, –DEVELOPMENT, LAWS OF (4)),
language too progresses to express (see EXPRESSION) each new realm of
meaning (see MEANING–REALMS OF).
AND ANALYTIC PROPOSITIONS. “We hear a good deal about ESSENTIALISM and EXISTENTIALISM. You can say that when you arrive at objects of
thought you are thinking about essences, and when you make
judgments you know existence [see EXISTENCE–AND ESSENCE]. But when
the linguistic apparatus is taken into consideration, you find that it
has laws of its own that enable you, by definition and laws of syntax, to construct analytic propositions [see PROPOSITION(S)–ANALYTIC], the
type of proposition such that, if you use the language, you have to
talk this way—in other words, analytic propositions arise from the
language itself. To move from the merely linguistic or merely essential or the mere object of thought, you need concrete judgments
of fact [see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–CONCRETE].” (UB 129.)
AND HERMENEUTICS. See HERMENEUTIC(S)–AND LINGUISTIC ANALYSTS
AND INTERIORITY. See INTERIORITY–WORLD OF-LANGUAGE OF
AND LEARNING. See EXPRESSION–AND LEARNING
AND MEANING. See MEANING–AND LANGUAGE
AND MENTAL ACTS. See MENTAL–ACTS-AND NEW LINGUISTIC USAGE
AND NEW USAGE. See MENTAL–ACTS-AND NEW LINGUISTIC USAGE
AND REALMS OF MEANING. See MEANING–REALMS OF
AND REDUCTIONISM. See REDUCTIONISM–AND LANGUAGE
AND THE SUBJECT’S WORLD.

“Not only does language mould developing consciousness but also it structures the world about the subject [see SUBJECT, THE]. Spatial adverbs and adjectives relate places to
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the place of the speaker. The tenses of verbs relate times to his present. Moods correspond to his intention to wish, or exhort, or
command, or declare. Voices make verbs now active and now passive and, at the same time, shift subjects to objects and objects to
subjects. Grammar almost gives us Aristotle’s categories of substance, quantity, quality, relation, action, passion, place, time, posture, habit, while Aristotle’s logic and theory of science are deeply
rooted in the grammatical function of predication.” (M 71.)
AND TRADITION.

The context is meaning and its functions (see MEANING–FUNCTIONS OF (4)). L’s particular topic is the function of language in
the authentic (see AUTHENTICITY) and inauthentic (see INAUTHENTIC, INAUTHENTICITY) appropriation of tradition by individuals and groups. The
tradition can be religious, philosophical, artistic, scientific, and so
on. When asked if they are of a particular tradition, people might
correctly affirm that they are. “But they can also answer affirmatively and still be mistaken. In that case there will exist a series of
points in which they are what the ideals of the tradition demand,
but there will be another series in which there is a greater or less
divergence. These points of divergence are overlooked from a selective inattention, or from a failure to understand, or from an undetected rationalization. What I am is one thing, what a genuine
[member of a particular tradition] is, is another, and I am unaware
of the difference. My unawareness is unexpressed. I have no language to express what I am, so I use the language of the tradition I
unauthentically appropriate, and thereby I devaluate, distort, water
down, corrupt that language. … Such devaluation, distortion, corruption may occur only in scattered individuals. But it may occur
on a more massive scale, and then the words are repeated, but the
meaning is gone.” (M 80.)
AND UNDIFFERENTIATED CONSCIOUSNESS.

See

CONSCIOUSNESS, UNDIFFER-

ENTIATED–AND COMMON SENSE-AND LANGUAGE
AND WORLDS OF MEANING.
AS EXPRESSION.

See MEANING–WORLDS OF-AND LANGUAGE

See intra Knowledge, expression, and

COMMON SENSE.

See intra Early-(3) development of; see also

DEVELOP-

MENT–OF LANGUAGE
DIFFERENTIATION OF.

[see DECISION] demand the sensible and proportionate substrate we
call expression.” Genesis because it “has the advantage of explaining both the strength and the weakness of early language.” (M 87.) L
notes three key steps in the development of proportionate EXPRESSION. (He draws from Cassirer, The Philosophy of Symbolic Forms;
Winter, Elements for a Social Ethic.) See also intra Knowledge, expression, and

(1) Indicative signification. “For instance, one tries to grasp but
fails. But the failure at least points. When pointing is understood
as pointing, then one no longer tries to grasp. One just points.” (M
86.)

(2) Generalization. “Not only does insight rise upon the basis of
a schematic image, it also can use the pattern discerned in the
image to guide bodily movements including vocal articulation.
Such movements may be mere imitation of another’s movements, but mimesis may be employed to signify, and then it
means the other’s movements. From mimesis one may advance
to ANALOGY: one repeats the pattern but the movements that embody it are quite different; and as mimesis may be used to signify
what is imitated, so analogy may be used to signify its original.”
(M 86-87.)

(3) Development of. “It is the work of the community that has
common insights into common needs and common tasks, and, of
course, already is in communication through intersubjective, indicative, mimetic, and analogical expression. Just as its members
understand one another’s smiles and frowns, their gestures, mimesis, and analogies, so too they can come to endow vocal
sounds with signification. So words come to refer to data of experience, sentences to the insights that shape the experience,
while the mood of the sentence varies to express assertions,
commands, and wishes.” (M 87.) L goes on (87-89) to offer instructive examples from history, social science, and literature of “the
strength and the weakness of early language.” See also DEVELOPMENT–OF LANGUAGE

See COMMON SENSE–LANGUAGE OF

DEVELOPMENT OF.
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See intra Specialization/differentiation of

EARLY. The context is meaning and the stages of its historical development (see MEANING–STAGES OF). L devotes a section to the topic of
early language (M 86-90) as prelude to the Greek discovery of
mind (see MIND–GREEK DISCOVERY OF), and the ensuing first differentiation of consciousness into COMMON SENSE and theoretical (see CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–THEORETICALLY). This entry will focus on the
necessity of language and the genesis of language as expression of
meaning. Necessity because “some sensible expression is intrinsic
to the pattern of our conscious and intentional operations [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL– OPERATIONS]. Just as inquiry supposes sensible data
[see DATA–OF SENSE], just as insight occurs with respect to some schematic image [see PHANTASM/FANTASM], just as the reflective act of understanding [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–REFLECTIVE] occurs with
respect to a convincing summation of the relevant evidence, so inversely the interior acts of conceiving [see CONCEPT(S), CONCEPTION(S)–AS
PART OF PROCESS], of judging [see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT], and of deciding

IMAGE AS.

See IMAGE–AS LANGUAGE

INSIGHT INTO.

See DEFINITION(S)–TYPES OF-NOMINAL-VS EXPLANATORY

KNOWLEDGE, EXPRESSION, AND. “The interpenetration of KNOWLEDGE
and EXPRESSION implies a solidarity, almost a fusion, of the development of knowledge and the development of language. Words are
sensible: they support and heighten the resonance of human intersubjectivity; the mere presence of another releases in the dynamism
of sensitive consciousness a modification of the flow of feelings
and emotions, images and memories, attitudes and sentiments; but
words possess their own retinues of associated representations and
affects, and so the addition of speech to presence brings about a
specialized, directed modification of intersubjective reaction and
response. Still, beyond the psychology of words, there is their
meaning. They belong together in typical patterns, and learning a
language is a matter, first, of grasping such patterns and, secondly,
of gradually allowing the insights by which the patterns are grasped
to be short-circuited by a sensitive routine that permits the attention
of intelligence to concentrate on higher-level controls. Just as the
concert pianist is not thinking of the place of middle C, so the
speaker or writer is not thinking of the meaning of his words. Rem
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tene et verba sequentur [grasp the thing and the words will follow].
But these sensitive routines, these typical patterns are able to carry
the meaning of words only because initially there occurred the insights that linked words intelligibly not only with one another but
also with terms of meaning and with sources of meaning [see MEANING–TERMS OF, –SOURCES OF].” (In 577-78.)
LITERARY. “While ordinary language [see intra Ordinary] is transient,
literary is permanent: it is the vehicle of a work, a poiëma, to be
learnt by heart or to be written out. While ordinary language is elliptical, content to supplement the common understanding and
common feeling already guiding common living, literary language
not only aims at fuller statement but also attempts to make up for
the lack of mutual presence. It would have the listener or reader
not only understand but also feel. So where the technical treatise
aims at conforming to the laws of logic and the precepts of
method, literary language tends to float somewhere in between
logic and symbol. When it is analyzed by a logical mind, it is
found to be full of what are termed figures of speech. But it is only
the intrusion of non-literary criteria into the study of literature that
makes figures of speech smack of artifice. For the expression of
feeling is symbolic and, if words owe a debt to logic, symbols follow the laws of image and affect. With Giambattista Vico, then, we
hold for the priority of poetry. Literal meaning literally expressed is
a later ideal and only with enormous effort and care can it be realized, as the tireless labors of linguistic analysts seem to show.” (M 7273.)
MATHEMATICAL.

“The mathematician and, ideally, the scientist too
do not want to make any general affirmations or negations that are
simply approximations to ‘You know what I mean.’ Mathematicians want to state things in such a way that they can go ahead and
draw all of the strictly logical conclusions that are possible and find
that every one of them is true. The scientist, to achieve this, has to
introduce a technical vocabulary, invent a language of his own, use
terms that do not occur in ordinary speech. The mathematician
goes even further. He simply uses symbols.” (UB 85.)
METALANGUAGE. See METALANGUAGE
OF HISTORICAL EXPLANATION.

“The HISTORIAN does not investigate
causes, where ‘cause’ is taken in a technical sense developed
through the advance of the sciences. However, if ‘cause’ is understood in the ordinary language meaning of ‘because,’ then the historian does investigate causes; for ordinary language is just the
language of common sense, and HISTORICAL–EXPLANATION is the EXPRESSION of the commonsense type of developing understanding.” (M 230.)
ORDINARY. “Ordinary language is the vehicle in which the human
COMMUNITY conducts its collaboration in the day-to-day pursuit of the
HUMAN–GOOD. It is the language of home and school, of industry and
commerce, of enjoyment and misfortune, of the mass media and
casual conversation. Such language is transient; it expresses the
thought of the moment at the moment for the moment. It is elliptical. It knows that a wink is as good as a nod, that full statement is
superfluous and would only irritate. Its basis is COMMON SENSE, where
by common sense is meant a nucleus of habitual insights such that
the addition of one or two more will bring one to the understand-

ing of any of an open series of concrete situations.” (M 71-72.) See also
intra Literary

And common sense. See COMMON SENSE–LANGUAGE OF-ORDINARY
And the historian. See intra Of historical explanation
Learning multitudinous. “No doubt, we have all to begin from
undifferentiated consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, UNDIFFERENTIATED–
AND COMMON SENSE-AND LANGUAGE], from commonsense cognitional procedures, from some one of the multitudinous ‘ordinary languages’ in which the endless varieties of COMMON SENSE express
themselves. No doubt, it is only by a humble and docile process
of learning that anyone can move beyond his original ordinary
language and its common sense and come to understand other
ordinary languages and their varieties of common sense. It is
only by knowledge making its bloody entrance that one can
move out of the realm of ordinary languages into the realm of
THEORY and the totally different scientific apprehension of reality.”
(M 85.)

Meaningfulness of. “I have no doubt that the ordinary meaningfulness of ordinary language is essentially public and only derivatively private. For language is ordinary if it is in common
use. It is in common use, not because some isolated individual
happens to have decided what it is to mean, but because all the
individuals of the relevant group understand what it means. Similarly, it is by performing expressed mental acts that children and
foreigners come to learn a language. But they learn the language
by learning how it ordinarily is used, so that their private knowledge of ordinary usage is derived from the common usage that
essentially is public.” (M 255.)
Words of. In ordinary language “words have the function, not of
naming the intrinsic properties of things, but of completing the
focusing of our conscious intentionality on the things, of crystallizing our attitudes, expectations, intentions, of guiding all our
actions.” (M 81-82.)
PHILOSOPHICAL. “The fundamental task in working out an appropriate technical language for philosophy would be to explore the
range of meanings that may be assumed by the basic variables:
KNOWLEDGE, REALITY, and OBJECTIVITY. There would follow the complementary task of selecting the range of different combinations of
particular values of the three basic variables and of showing how
each combination modified the meaning of the remaining terms of
philosophy. This, of course, would be a lengthy procedure, and allowance would have to be made for differences of opinion on the
manner in which variations in the basic combinations modified the
meaning of the remaining terms.” (In 451-52.) See PHILOSOPHY, PHILOSOPHIES– METALANGUAGE IN; see also intra Technical
Vs scientific. See SCIENTIFIC–LANGUAGE VS PHILOSOPHIC
SPECIALIZATION/DIFFERENTIATION OF.

“As language develops there
emerges a distinction between ordinary, technical, and literary language.” (M 71.) See intra Ordinary; Technical; Literary; Philosophical
TECHNICAL. The context is meaning and the stages of its historical
development (see MEANING–STAGES OF), and the first differentiation of
consciousness into COMMON SENSE and theoretical (see CONSCIOUSNESS,
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DIFFERENTIATED–THEORETICALLY). The development is from the meaning
of things only in relation to ourselves to also regarding the meaning of things in themselves (see QUOAD NOS; QUOAD SE ). So the context
of technical language is theory (see THEORY, THEORIES), “and the objects to which it refers are in the realm of theory. To these objects
one can ascend from commonsense starting-points, but they are
properly known, not by this ascent, but by their internal relations,
their congruences, and differences, the functions they fulfil in their
interactions. As one may approach theoretical objects from a
commonsense starting-point, so too one can invoke common sense
to correct theory. But the correction will not be effected in commonsense language but in theoretical language, and its implications will be the consequences, not of the commonsense facts that
were invoked, but of the theoretical correction that was made.” (M

opening the way to systematic meaning which develops technical
terms, assigns them their interrelations, constructs models, and
adjusts them until there is reached some well-ordered and explanatory view of this or that realm of experience. There result
two languages, two social groups, two worlds mediated by
meaning [see WORLD(S)–MEDIATED BY MEANING]. There is the world mediated by commonsense meaning and there is the world mediated
by systematic meaning. There are the groups that can employ
both ordinary and technical language, and the group that can employ only ordinary or commonsense language.” (M 304.)
TRANSCULTURAL. See IMAGE–AS LANGUAGE
UNDERSTANDING OF. See DEFINITION(S)–TYPES OF-NOMINAL-VS EXPLANATORY
UNIVERSAL. See UNIVERSAL VIEWPOINT–VS UNIVERSAL LANGUAGE

82.)

USE OF. “As the command and use of language develop, one’s
world expands enormously. For words denote not only what is present but also what is absent or past or future, not only what is factual but also the possible, the ideal, the normative. Again, words
express not merely what we have found out for ourselves but also
all we care to learn from the memories of other men, from the
common sense of the community, from the pages of literature,
from the labors of scholars, from the investigations of scientists,
from the experience of saints, from the meditations of philosophers
and theologians.” (M 76-77.)

And expression of interiority. The larger context is Dialectic (see
DIALECTIC(S); DIALECTIC (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)); the immediate context is
the new differentiation of consciousness, INTERIORITY (see CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–INTERIORLY). “The transition from COMMON
SENSE and theory [see THEORY, THEORIES] to interiority promotes us
from consciousness of self to knowledge of self [see SELF ...–
KNOWLEDGE].” The transition requires a new technical language because “we have advanced from merely given operations and
processes and unities to a basic system of terms and relations that
distinguish and relate and name the operations and processes and
unities and enable us to speak clearly, accurately, and explanatorily about them.” (M 260.) See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS, –THEORY
And magic. “If man’s practical bent is to be liberated from magic
and turned towards the development of science, if his critical
bent is to be liberated from MYTH and turned towards the development of philosophy, if his religious concern is to renounce aberrations and accept purification, then all three will be served by
a differentiation of consciousness, a recognition of a world of
theory [see CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–THEORETICALLY]. In such a
world things are conceived and known, not in their relations to
our sensory apparatus or to our needs and desires, but in the relations constituted by their uniform interactions with one another
[see QUOAD NOS; QUOAD SE]. To speak of things so conceived requires
the development of a special technical language, a language quite
distinct from that of common sense. No doubt, one has to begin
from within the world of commonsense apprehension and speech.
No doubt one frequently has to have recourse to this world. But
also there is no doubt that these withdrawals and returns only ensure the gradual construction of a quite different mode of apprehension and of expression.” (M 258.)
And systematic meaning. “Common sense knows the meanings
of the words it employs, not because it possesses definitions that
obtain omni et soli [‘Socrates had to explain repeatedly what a
definition was; again and again he would show that a good definition had to be omni et soli, had to apply to every instance of the
defined and to no instance of something else.’ (1C “Dimensions of meaning” p.+)] but, as an analyst would explain, because it understands
how the words might be employed appropriately: It was no paradox, then, that neither Socrates nor his interlocutors were able to
define words that they constantly employed. Rather Socrates was

LAW(S), LAW(S) OF …: For the most comprehensive categories of law
in regard to L’s thought in general see intra Classical; Statistical
ABSTRACT. The larger context is the canons of empirical method (In
ch. 3; see CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD). The immediate context
is the sixth canon and its fifth topic, the existence of statistical
residues (see CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(6) OF STATISTICAL RESIDUES). While statistical laws regard concrete occurrence, classical
laws are abstract (see intra Classical-abstract (4 elements)). L writes that
“an attempt must be made to indicate more precisely both the indeterminacy of abstract classical laws and the nature of the consequent statistical residues [see RESIDUE(S)–STATISTICAL]. Hence it will be
argued (1) that classical laws hold in concrete instances only inasmuch as conditions are fulfilled, (2) that the conditions to be fulfilled form diverging series [see NONSYSTEMATIC–IN DIVERGING SERIES OF
CONDITIONS], and (3) that in the general case the patterns of such diverging series are a nonsystematic aggregate [see AGGREGATE(S)–
NONSYSTEMATIC].” (In 117.) He argues under three headings. See intra Clas-

sical-and conditional predictions (3 elements)

Indeterminacy of. “It has been argued that classical laws are indeterminate because they are abstract and so can become determinate premises for the deduction of determinate events [see
FREQUENCY–AND INTELLIGIBILITY] only if sets of positive and negative
conditions are fulfilled. Moreover, from this indeterminacy of the
abstract there follows a canon of statistical residues [see RESIDUE(S)–STATISTICAL], because in the general case such sets of conditions are coincidental aggregates [see AGGREGATE(S)–COINCIDENTAL],
and coincidental aggregates can be investigated with scientific
generality only by statistical methods [see METHOD, STATISTICAL].” (In
120.)
AND COGNITION.

See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–AND LAW
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AND EMERGENT PROBABILITY.

“A universe in which both classical
and statistical laws [see intra Classical; Statistical] are verified will be
characterized by a process of EMERGENT PROBABILITY.” (M 288.)
AND EVENTS. See intra Statistical; see also EVENT(S)
AND EXISTENTIAL DECISION. See AUTHENTICITY–AND EXISTENTIAL DECISION
AND EXPLANATORY GENUS. See GENUS–EXPLANATORY-AND LAW
AND FORM.

The topic is the unity of a concrete being. The constitutive metaphysical principles of proportionate being are POTENCY,
FORM, ACT (see METAPHYSICS–OF PROPORTIONATE BEING). L writes that “though
they are three, they also are one: for potency is potency to form,
and form is the form of act; in other words, potency is capacity to
come under law and form is being under law and act is according
to law; again, just as one and the same reality is known by experience, understanding, and judgment, so one and the same reality is
constituted by potency, form, and act [see KNOWING–AND KNOWNISOMORPHISM OF].” (In 534.)
AND GOOD OF ORDER. See GOOD, THE–OF ORDER-AND ‘IF-THEN’ RELATIONSHIPS
AND IDEAL CASES.

“Full knowledge of all classical laws makes possible the invention or construction of a large series of ideal cases to
which actual events can be taken as approximations, and so we can
have scientific predictions.” (UB 71.) L offers as example the deduction from Newton’s principles and axioms of Newton’s theorem
that the trajectory of a body moving in a central field of force is a
conic section. (UB 70-71.)
AND PROBABILITY. L first offers a very detailed analysis of a coin
toss (UB 78-80.) He concludes that “if there is no systematic factor at
work, then the result of tossing the coin should be such that the
number of heads you get out of the total number of tosses will oscillate at random about a center, namely, one-half.” In regard to the
general structure of probability in relation to law, L writes: “Either
the data being examined come under law or they do not. In other
words, either law can account for them entirely the way it accounts
for the movements of the planets as long as outside interference
with the planetary system is excluded; or, on the other hand, there
is some point where law is not in control, namely, on this concrete
level where we have no scheme of recurrence. If there is some
point where law is not in control, then there is an absence of system, and that absence of system provides a premise for affirming
probability. In other words, if the actual relative frequencies do not
oscillate about the probability at random, then there is some systematic factor at work, and we have to shift back to the classical
case.” (UB 80.)
And necessity. See NECESSITY–AND LAWS OF PROBABILITY
“We have found it possible to conceive the universe of proportionate being [see BEING–PROPORTIONATE] in terms of central and conjugate potencies, forms, and acts [see CENTRAL
(SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES; CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE
CAUSES]. But conjugate forms are defined implicitly by their explanatory and empirically verified relations to one another. Still,
such relations are general laws; they hold in any number of instances; they admit application to the concrete only through the addition of further determinations, and such further determinations
AND RELATIONS.

pertain to a nonsystematic manifold [see MANIFOLD(S)–NONSYSTEMATIC].
There is, then, a primary relativity that is contained in the general
law; it is inseparable from its base in the conjugate form which implicitly it defines; and to reach the concrete relation that holds at a
given place and time, it is not enough to think about the general
law; one has to add further determinations that are contingent from
the very fact that they have to be obtained from a nonsystematic
manifold.” (In 516.) See also intra Vs system
AND SCHEME OF RECURRENCE. “There is a limitation to what can be
known through classical laws [see intra Classical]. In other words, if
there were the ideal, full knowledge of classical laws and that does
not mean the knowledge attained at the present time—still one
would be able to predict in general only in the way that one can
predict the eclipses of the moon and the transit of Venus. That type
of prediction could be generally possible only insofar as there are
schemes of recurrence [see RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF]—that is, what
corresponds in the actual world to a systematic insight.” (UB 76.)
AND SCIENCE. On scientific law as such see SCIENCE(S)–AND LAW. On particular laws see intra Classical; Statistical; see also CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–LAWS
AND SELF-AFFIRMATION.

See

SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER-AS IMMANENT

LAW

AND SYSTEM.

See CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(2) OF OPERATIONS-(6) AS

PRINCIPLE OF SYSTEMATIZATION

AND THE HISTORIAN.

See HISTORIAN–AND LAWS

APPLICATION OF AND INSIGHT.
CAUSE OF.

See INFERENCE–CONCRETE FROM CLASSICAL LAWS

See WORD–INNER-INTELLIGIBILITY OF

CLASSICAL.

“Laws of the classical type are considered not necessary but just verified possibilities; they are generalized on the principle that similars are similarly understood; they are a basis for
prediction or deduction, not by themselves, but only when combined into schemes of recurrence [see RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF]; such
schemes function concretely, not absolutely, but only if other things
are equal [see OTHER THINGS BEING EQUAL]; and whether other things are
equal, is a matter of statistical frequencies.” (M 226.) “Though classical laws are abstract, they retain their universality, so that occurrence is always according to law. Though the application of
abstract laws to concrete situations involves an appeal to a NONSYSTEMATIC manifold of further determinations, this merely means that
there can be no general procedure for establishing concrete premises of the type ‘If P, Q, R, … occur, then Z must occur.’ But it is
not impossible to formulate such premises in particular instances,
notably in the special situations created in laboratories. Nor is it
impossible to make accurate predictions of the distant future, when
schemes of recurrence exist and their survival is supposed [see intra
Classical-and conditional predictions (3 elements)].” (In 640.) See also CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–LAWS

A closed structure. “There is no need to interpret classical laws
concretely. They can be statements of elements in abstract system where (1) the abstract system is constituted by implicitly defined relations and terms [see CONJUGATE(S)–EXPLANATORY/PURE], (2) the
abstract system is connected with data not directly but through
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the mediation of a complementary set of descriptive concepts,
and (3) the laws of the abstract system are said to be verified inasmuch as they assign limits on which, OTHER THINGS BEING EQUAL,
vast varieties of data converge. On this showing, the completely
determinate relations of classical laws are between the completely determinate terms they implicitly define. This closed
structure is referred to data through a set of descriptive and so
approximative concepts. Finally, the closed structure is proved
relevant to data, not by exact coincidence, but by assigning the
limits on which data converge.” (In 159.) See DATA–CONVERGENCE OF
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113.)

(3) In their formulation. “As laws, they are correlations linking correlatives, and the correlatives are never the unique data of some
particular time and place. Indeed, they are not even generalized
data, but generalized combinations of combinations of combinations of data. Nor may one suppose that the data taken in
these serial combinations uniquely determine what the law
must be. For the discontinuous set of observations represented,
say, by points on a graph can be satisfied by any number of
laws, of which the scientist chooses the one that, all things considered, he reputes to be the simplest. Enriching abstraction is
still at work [see ABSTRACTION–ENRICHING/IMPOVERISHING].” (In 113-14.)
(4) In their verification. “Verification is reached, not by appealing to
this or that isolated instance, but by securing as large and various a range of instances as both direct and indirect procedures
make possible. It follows that what is verified is, not this or that
particular proposition, but the general, abstract formulation that
alone admits the large and various range of applications. Again,
to repeat the argument from another viewpoint, what is verified
is what can be refuted or revised. What can be refuted or revised is the general, abstract formulation. And so what is verified is the general, abstract formulation [see VERIFICATION–OF
FORMULATIONS].” (In 114.)
And system. See SYSTEM(S)–ABSTRACT-AND CLASSICAL PRINCIPLES/LAWS
And conditional predictions(3 elements). “It is possible to apply
classical laws to concrete situations and thereby reach conditioned predictions. … The necessity of positing conditions is
universal. For the link between the antecedent circumstances and
the consequent event rests on abstract classical laws. Just as the
discovery of such laws rests on an experimental exclusion of extraneous factors, just as their verification stands despite contrary
instances in which extraneous factors are not excluded, so when
one returns from the abstract to concrete applications, the possible existence of extraneous factors has to be taken into account.”

(2) In the experimental techniques of their discovery. “The experi-

(In 117.)

Abstract (4 elements). “To show that classical laws are not
merely the macroscopic illusion resulting from a multitude of
microscopic random occurrences, a correct theory of the abstract
is needed; and in the present hypothesis, that correct theory is
lacking. … What is, then, the correct theory?” (In 112.) See ABSTRACTION–ENRICHING/IMPOVERISHING-SUMMARY “Classical laws are abstract (1) in
their heuristic anticipation, (2) in the experimental techniques of
their discovery, (3) in their formulation, and (4) in their verification.” (In 113.)
(1) In their heuristic anticipation. “That anticipation rests on the de-

tached and disinterested drive of inquiry, and it consists in a
pure desire to understand [see DESIRE–TO UNDERSTAND]. Hence the
canon of relevance demands that one seek the immanent intelligibility of the data; the canon of parsimony demands that one
add to the data no more than the formulation of what is grasped
by understanding and verified; and the canon of complete explanation demands that this parsimonious addition of intelligibility be effected for all data [see CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC
METHOD]. Moreover, this anticipated enrichment is seen to be
universal: the nature to be known will be the same for all data
that are not significantly different, and the correlation to be
specified is reached only if it holds for all parallel instances.” (In

menter makes no pretence to deal with concrete situations in
their native complexity; on the contrary, he aims overtly at reducing that complexity to a minimum, and so he does all he
can to bring the concrete into some approximation to an ideal,
typical, definable conjunction of materials and agents. Accordingly, as he begins with an effort to secure materials from
which all impurities have been removed, so he ends with an argument that rests on their theoretical definitions. As he begins
by requiring instruments constructed in accord with accurate
specifications, so he ends by interpreting their performance on
the basis of their ideal, often schematic, structure. He measures,
but he does so many times, and his accepted result is just the
probable mean of actual results. He reaches a conclusion with
which others agree, but the agreement makes allowance for the
intrusion of extraneous factors, and it acknowledges no more
than a limited number of significant decimal places. At every
turn it seems apparent that the concern of experiment is to determine, not the particular observable qualities of the particular
materials with which one deals, but a theoretical correlation between definable and abstract entities.” (In 113.)

(1) Event must occur. “When the deduced or predicted event is
fully determinate, then the conditions must be fulfilled right up
to the occurrence of the event.” (In 117.)
(2) Conditions form a diverging series. “In the general case, conditions form a diverging series. … Any event Z will occur on the
fulfilment of a set of conditions. Each condition in the set will
be fulfilled on the fulfilment of its additional set of conditions.
Since there are no unconditioned events, there are no unconditioned fulfilments of conditions. Since there are no unconditioned fulfilments of conditions, the diverging series has as
many removes as one cares to explore. Finally, since each
event ordinarily has several conditions, the series ordinarily diverges.” (In 118.)
(3) Diverging series and its nonsystematic aggregate. “In the general
case, concrete patterns of diverging series of conditions are coincidental aggregates. For any event, say Z, occurs if positive
conditions P, Q, R, ... occur and negative conditions U, V, W, ...
do not occur. What is true of Z is true of all its conditions. Nor
in the general case can anything beyond the fulfilment of these
conditions be required. On the other hand, to demand that the
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diverging series of conditions be not a coincidental aggregate is
to add to the conditions necessary for the occurrence of Z; and
to introduce such an addition is to depart from the general case
and set up a particular case.” (In 119.)
And Galileo. See PROPER NAMES–GALILEO-WORLDVIEW-AND CLASSICAL LAW
And probability. See INTELLIGIBILITY–AND PROBABILITY
Inferences from. See INFERENCE–CONCRETE FROM CLASSICAL LAWS
Systematic unification of. “The discovery of laws has to be accompanied by the discovery of correlations between laws, and no
less of correlations between the correlations. There exists, then, a
movement towards the systematic unification of classical laws,
and as this unification is prompted by concrete problems, one
may expect that, when all laws are known exactly and completely, there also will be known a systematic unification commensurate with world process in its concrete historical unfolding.
… This consideration is, I think, impressive. But strangely
enough, world process in its concrete historical unfolding rather
conspicuously makes a large and generous use of the statistical
techniques of large numbers and long intervals of time; it exhibits not a rigid but a fluid stability; it brings forth novelty and development; it makes false starts and suffers breakdowns. It would
seem, then, that an understanding of the concrete unfolding of
world process will not be based exclusively on classical laws,
however exactly and completely known, but in a fundamental
manner ill appeal to statistical laws.” (In 114-15.) See SYNTHESIS–
IMAGINATIVE VS SYSTEMATIC UNIFICATION

Verification of. See CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–VERIFICATION
EFFECT. See HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT, LAWS OF (4)-(1) EFFECT
GENUINENESS. See HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT, LAWS OF (4)-GENUINENESS
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT. See HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT, LAWS OF(4)
IMMANENT. See SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER-AS IMMANENT LAW
IN COGNITIONAL PROCESS.

“The link between the conditioned and
its conditions is a law immanent and operative in cognitional process. The conditioned is the prospective judgment, ‘This or that direct or introspective insight is correct.’ The immanent law of
cognitional process may be formulated from our analysis: Such an
insight is correct if there are no further pertinent questions. … At
once it follows that the conditions for the prospective judgment are
fulfilled when there are no further pertinent questions.” (In 309.) See

UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY
INTEGRATION.

See HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT, LAWS OF (4)-(2) INTEGRATION

INVARIANCE IN.

See INVARIANCE–IN LAWS OF PHYSICS

LIMITATION AND TRANSCENDENCE.

See

HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT, LAWS OF (4)-(3)

LIMITATION AND TRANSCENDENCE

MATTER.

See MATERIAL–VS SPIRITUAL-AND LAW

NATURAL.

Our intentional operations are specified by the categories
of our subjectivity, what L calls INTERIORITY (see also CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)): experience, understanding, judgment of truth,
judgment of value, and the effective decisions to do and make that
L calls our “healing and creating in history.” We operate either au-

thentically or inauthentically (see AUTHENTICITY; INAUTHENTIC, INAUTHENTICAccording to L, we become authentic subjects (we live in
harmony with natural law) inasmuch as we obey what he calls the
transcendental precepts (see TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS). Transcendental because, by obeying the precept attached to each cognitional
operation, we transcend ourselves, mount to a fuller realization of
our humanity within a richer context of living. The precepts are:
Be attentive (to the data of external and internal experience; see
DATA–OF SENSE; DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS); Be intelligent (in understanding
our experience); Be reasonable (when judging the truth of our understanding); Be responsible (when, in response to the truth, we
judge value and decide and carry out the courses of action that
make us the people we are).
NATURE. Laws of nature are of two kinds. See intra Classical; Statistical
NECESSARY AND UNIVERSAL. L discusses this point in the context of
Galileo’s worldview and mechanist determinism. See PROPER NAMES–

ITY).

GALILEO-WORLDVIEW

PHYSICS.

See PHYSICS–LAWS OF

SCIENTIFIC. L compares knowing a scientific law and knowing a
thing. “I contend in Insight that you have a thing when you have a
unity-identity-whole which insight grasps, some identical unity
that is comprehensive of a whole in individual data. This distinguishes the thing from the scientific law. … The fundamental difference between the thing and the scientific law is that in knowing
a law, such as the law of inverse squares or the law of the free fall
of a body, your knowledge is relational; moreover, it is knowing
things in their relations to one another; it is based upon general
characteristics; it is not considering data as individual. On the other
hand, in knowing a thing, insight is not concerned with data as of a
kind, but with these data, and in these data it discovers an intelligible unity.” (UB 103-04.) On scientific law as such see intra Classical; Statistical; see also CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–LAWS
SPIRITUAL. See MATERIAL–VS SPIRITUAL-AND LAW
STATISTICAL.

“The law of nature [see intra Classical] ... is one thing.
The event of its illustration is another. And such events are subject
to laws of a different type, which is named statistical.” (In 105.) “Statistical laws are formulations that answer the question for intelligence, How often? They concern events [see EVENT(S)–DEFINED], for
the frequency they assign is a frequency of events. Finally, the frequency assigned by a statistical law is verifiable [see CLASSICAL AND
STATISTICAL COMPARED–VERIFICATION]; for the assigned frequency is an
ideal frequency; it is distinct from the actual frequencies that can
diverge from it in nonsystematic fashion; and it can be verified by
appealing to those actual frequencies [see FREQUENCY–TYPES OF (4)].” (In
105-07.) See also CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–LAWS

And determinism. See DETERMINISM–VS STATISTICAL KNOWLEDGE; INSIGHT (THE
BOOK)–AND MATHEMATICS/PHYSICS

And Galileo. See PROPER NAMES–GALILEO-WORLDVIEW-AND STATISTICAL LAW
And indeterminacy. See intra Statistical-axiomatic structure of
And the uncertainty principle. “An axiomatic structure for statistical laws will involve an uncertainty principle.” (In 123.) L expli-

LEARNING – LEARNING

cates the general case of an uncertainty principle prior to Heisenberg’s. See intra Statistical-axiomatic structure of
Axiomatic structure of. An axiomatic structure is a set of systematic premises. Statistical law deals with EVENT(S (by definition concrete). The concrete event, the particular instance of abstract
classical law, always includes a NONSYSTEMATIC element, “so the
concrete cannot be deduced in its full determinacy from any set
of systematic premises.” (In 123.) Because statistical law cannot fully determine the concrete event, the axiomatic structure “must
have some means of cutting short its implications before the full
determinations of the concrete are reached. And any such means
falls under the general case of an uncertainty principle.” (In 123-24.)
Indeterminacy, therefore, “is a general characteristic of statistical
investigations.” (In 124.) L concludes: “Prior to the measured uncertainty of Heisenberg’s equation, there was the unmeasured uncertainty inherent in classical statistics, in which predictions were
unique but nonetheless were not expected to be correct in every
case.” (In 124.)
Explanatory significance of. See intra Statistical-general form of-and
number

General form of. “The general form of the statistical law is that
on p occurrences of the occasion P, there tend to be q occurrences of the event Q. Now the occasion P is itself an event or a
combination of events. In either case it will possess its probability. In like manner, the occasions on which P is probable will
have their probability, and so there arises an indefinite regress of
probabilities from events of the type Q. More generally, for
events of any type X, there are corresponding indefinite regresses
of probabilities.” (In 136.)
And number. “It is not immediately apparent that such regresses

can be combined into a single view. But it suffices for present
purposes to remark that, were such a combination possible, one
would be on the way to attaining a statistical explanation of
data in their numbers and in their spatiotemporal distribution.
To invoke only the simplest considerations, low probabilities
are offset by large numbers of occasions, so that what is probable only once on a million occasions is to be expected a million times on a million million occasions. In like manner, the
rarity of occasions is offset by long intervals of time, so that if
occasions arise only once in a million years, still they arise a
thousand times in a thousand million years. At once there
emerges the explanatory significance of statistical laws. Why
are there in the world of our experience such vast numbers and
such enormous intervals of time? Because probabilities are low,
numbers have to be large; because occasions are rare, time intervals have to be long.” (In 136-37.)
Verification of. See CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–VERIFICATION
SYMBOLS. See LANGUAGE–LITERARY
UNDERSTANDING OF AND THINGS. See intra Scientific
UNIVERSAL.

L discusses this point in the context of Galileo’s worldview and mechanist determinism. See PROPER NAMES–GALILEO-WORLDVIEW
VS SYSTEM. The larger context is the canons of empirical method
(In ch. 3), specifically the second. See CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC
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METHOD-(2) OF OPERATIONS-(6) AS PRINCIPLE OF SYSTEMATIZATION

LEARNING: “To be talented is to find that one’s experience slips easily into the intellectual pattern [see PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–INTELLECTUAL],
that one’s sensitive spontaneity responds quickly and precisely to the
exigencies of mind. Insights come readily. Exact formulation follows
promptly. Outer sense pounces upon significant detail. Memory
tosses out immediately the contrary instance. Imagination devises at
once the contrary possibility. Still, even with talent, knowledge
makes a slow, if not a bloody entrance. To learn thoroughly is a vast
undertaking that calls for relentless perseverance.” (In 210.)
AND APPROPRIATING TRUTH. See TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–APPROPRIATION OF-A
THREEFOLD PROBLEM-(1) LEARNING

AND CONVERSION.

See CONVERSION–AND INTERPRETATION

AND EFFECTIVE FREEDOM.
AND EXPRESSION.

See FREEDOM–EFFECTIVE-CONDITIONS OF (4)-(3)

See EXPRESSION–AND LEARNING

AND IDENTIFICATION.

See

TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–APPROPRIATION OF-A THREEFOLD

PROBLEM-(2) IDENTIFICATION

AND METAPHYSICS.
AND QUESTIONS.

See METAPHYSICS–STAGES/FORMS OF-EXPLICIT (8 ELEMENTS)

See QUESTION(S)–AND LEARNING

AND WORLD PROCESS.
COLLABORATION IN.

See FINALITY–FEATURES OF (9)-(7) UNIVERSAL

See COLLABORATION–OF COMMON SENSE

IN UNDERSTANDING WORDS.

See intra Self-correcting process of-and inter-

preter vs controversialist
LIMITS OF.

See intra Self-correcting process of-limits of

POSSIBILITY OF.

See INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–HABITUAL

SELF-CORRECTING PROCESS OF.

“Just as there is spontaneous inquiry, so too there is a spontaneous accumulation of related insights. For questions are not an aggregate of isolated monads.
Insofar as any question is followed by an insight, one has only to
act, or to talk, or perhaps merely to think, on the basis of that insight, for its incompleteness to come to light and thereby generate a
further question. Insofar as the further question is in turn met by the
gratifying response of a further insight, once more the same process will reveal another aspect of incompleteness, to give rise to still
further questions and still further insights. Such is the spontaneous
process of learning. It is an accumulation of insights in which each
successive act complements the accuracy and covers over the deficiency of those that went before. Just as the mathematician advances from images through insights and formulations to symbols
that stimulate further insights, just as the scientist advances from
data through insights and formulations to experiments that stimulate further insights, so too the spontaneous and self-correcting
process of learning is a circuit in which insights reveal their shortcomings by putting forth deeds or words or thoughts, and through
that revelation prompt the further questions that lead to complementary insights.” (In 197.)
And hermeneutic circle. See HERMENEUTICAL CIRCLE–SOLUTION
And interpreter vs controversialist. “On his mistaken assumption that the author is speaking of Q, the controversialist sets
about his triumphant demonstration of the author’s errors and absurdities. But the interpreter considers the possibility that he him-
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LEVEL(S) – LIBERATION

self is at fault. He reads further. He rereads. Eventually he stumbles on the possibility that the author was thinking, not of Q, but
of P, and with that correction the meaning of the text becomes
plain. … Now this process can occur any number of times. It is
the self-correcting process of learning. It is the manner in which
we acquire and develop common sense. It heads towards a limit
in which we possess a habitual core of insights that enables us to
deal with any situation, or any text of a group, by adding one or
two more insights relevant to the situation or text in hand.” (M 158-

OF DECISION.

See COGNITION,

OF DEVELOPMENT.
OF EXISTENCE.

COGNITIONAL–LEVELS OF

See DEVELOPMENT–LEVELS OF

See JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–BEING KNOWN IN

OF EXPERIENCE.

See COGNITION,

OF EXPLANATION.
OF EXPRESSION.

COGNITIONAL–LEVELS OF

See EXPLANATION–LEVEL OF

See EXPRESSION–LEVELS OF, –AND SEQUENCE

OF IMAGINATION.

See IMAGINATION

59.)

OF INNER WORD .

And probable judgments. See TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–CONVERGENCE OF PROB-

OF JUDGMENT.

ABILITY ON

In “The Original Preface of Insight” L writes: “If I
may borrow a phrase from Ortega y Gasset, one has to strive to
mount to the level of one’s time.” Later, he expresses a need and
then supplies it: “There is a need for a philosophy on the level of
our time, a philosophy that is concrete, existential, genetic, historical, a ‘PHILOSOPHY OF …,’ …. There is required, too, an education that
is on the level of our time.” (TE 78.) He supplies it with Insight. In
Understanding and Being (his lectures on Insight) he writes: “I am
raising the question of philosophy on the level of our times. I am
raising the question of a philosophy that is capable of performing
an integrating function with regard to knowledge in general, that is
concerned with the intellectual and rational development of the
student of philosophy, a personal development concerned with the
man that is defined by a requirement.” (UB 102.) In regard to genius,
he unintentionally writes an autobiographical definition: “The
genius is simply the man at the level of his time, when the time is
ripe for a new orientation or a sweeping reorganization.” (In 444.)

See COGNITION,

COGNITIONAL–LEVELS OF

OF OUR TIMES.

And research. “Doing Research [see RESEARCH (FUNCTIONAL SPEwhether general or special, is always a concrete task that
is guided not by abstract generalities but by the practical intelligence generated by the self-correcting process of learning by
which also we acquire what we call COMMON SENSE.” (In 149.)
Limits of. Insights “occur within a self-correcting process in
which the shortcomings of each insight provoke further questions
to yield complementary insights. Moreover, this self-correcting
process tends to a limit. We become familiar with concrete situations; we know what to expect; when the unexpected occurs, we
can spot just what happened and why, and what can be done to
favor or to prevent such a recurrence; or, if the unexpected is
quite novel, we know enough to recommence the process of
learning, and we can recognize when, once more, that selfcorrecting process reaches its limit in familiarity with the concrete situation and in easy mastery of it.” (In 311-12.) See also SCIENCE–

CIALTY)],

OF SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY.

EMPIRICAL-LIMITS OF

SPIRAL ASCENT OF.

See

PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–INTELLECTUAL-AND SPIRAL AS-

SPONTANEOUS PROCESS OF.
THOROUGHLY.

See

See QUESTION(S)–AND LEARNING

PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–INTELLECTUAL-AND SPIRAL ASCENT OF

LEVEL(S): Often a synonym of STAGE(S). Many sets of categories distinguished as levels are related directly to the levels of cognition and
of consciousness (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–LEVELS OF; CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)). Note that L’s worldview (see WORLDVIEW(S)–
LONERGAN’S) is holistic, organic; levels, therefore, do not connote classical hierarchical structure.
AND QUESTIONS. See QUESTION(S)–CLASSES AND TYPES OF
AND SELF-APPROPRIATION. See SELF-APPROPRIATION–AND PRESENCE
DESCRIPTIVE.

See GOOD,

OF UNDERSTANDING.
OF WORDS.

See QUOAD NOS; DESCRIPTION–AND EXPLANATION

See CONSCIOUSNESS,

EXPLANATORY.

INTENTIONAL– LEVELS OF (5)-(1) EMPIRICAL

See QUOAD SE; DESCRIPTION–AND EXPLANATION

INTELLECTUAL.

See CONSCIOUSNESS,

INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(2) INTELLECTUAL

MORAL. See CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)

-(4) RATIONAL SELF- (6 ELE-

MENTS)

OF COGNITION.

See COGNITION,

OF CONSCIOUSNESS.

COGNITIONAL–LEVELS OF

See CONSCIOUSNESS,

INTENTIONAL– LEVELS OF (5)

NONSYSTEMATIC–AND SUCCESSIVE LEVELS OF SCIEN-

THE–LEVELS OF (3)

See COGNITION,

COGNITIONAL–LEVELS OF

See ANALYSIS–METAPHYSICAL-(2) AND THE EXPLANATORY VIEWPOINT

RATIONAL SELF-.

UNDERSTANDING

See

TIFIC INQUIRY

OF THE GOOD.

CENT OF UNDERSTANDING

EMPIRICAL.

See WORD–INNER-SIMPLE, -COMPOUND

See

CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL– LEVELS OF (5) -(4) RATIONAL

SELF- (6 ELEMENTS)

RATIONAL.

See CONSCIOUSNESS,

TRANSCENDENCE.

INTENTIONAL– LEVELS OF (5)-(3) RATIONAL

See CONSCIOUSNESS,

INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(5) FIFTH?

LIBERATION: See also inter alia LIBERTY ■ AFFECT(S)–IN DREAMS ■ ART–DEFINITION
OF-AND PATTERN-EXPERIENTIAL
SUMMARY
PSYCHIC
CIAL

■ CENSOR, CENSORSHIP–AND NEURAL-DEMAND FUNCTIONS-

■ CONSTRAINT–EXTERNAL ■ CONTROL–OVER SENSE AND IMAGE ■ CONVERSION–

■ DREAM(S)–FUNCTION OF ■ EXISTENTIALISM ■ FACT–AMBIVALENCE OF HUMAN, SO-

■ METAPHYSICS—AS PRINCIPLE OF TRANSFORMATION ■ MIND–GREEK DISCOVERY OF ■

SOCIAL–ANIMAL ■ SYSTEM(S)–AND LOGIC ■ WONDER–AND ART
AESTHETIC.

The larger context is COMMON SENSE and its subject (In ch.
6). Explicating the subjective field of common sense (see COMMON
SENSE–SUBJECTIVE FIELD OF), L explains patterns of experience. The aesthetic comes between the biological and intellectual patterns (see
PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–AESTHETIC; see also ART–AND EXPERIENCE). In that
context he speaks of aesthetic liberation. “Experience can occur for
the sake of experiencing, ... it can slip beyond the confines of serious-minded biological purpose, and ... this very liberation is a

LIBERATION – LIBERATION

spontaneous, self-justifying joy. ... Indeed, the very obscurity of art
is in a sense its most generic meaning. Prior to the neatly formulated questions of systematizing intelligence, there is the deep-set
wonder in which all questions have their source and ground. As an
expression of the subject, art would show forth that wonder in its
elemental sweep. Again, as a twofold liberation of sense and of intelligence, art would exhibit the reality of the primary object for
that wonder. ... Man’s artistry testifies to his freedom. As he can
do, so he can be what he pleases.” (In 207-9.) See also ART–INSIGHT IN; PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–AESTHETIC, –DRAMATIC-AS ARTISTRY
AND EMERGENT PROBABILITY. Understanding this entry requires
some familiarity with EMERGENT PROBABILITY. In brief, “it is the cumulative realization of concretely possible schemes of recurrence [see
RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF ] in accord with successive schedules of
probabilities [see PROBABILITY–SCHEDULE OF].” (In 252.) As it pertains to
human liberation, the larger context of “human history is in accord
with Emergent Probability.” (In 252.) Humanity makes its own history. “The specific difference of human history is that among the
probable possibilities is a sequence of operative insights by which
men grasp possible schemes of recurrence and take the initiative in
bringing about the material and social conditions that make these
schemes concretely possible, probable, and actual. In this fashion
man becomes for man the executor of the Emergent Probability of
human affairs. Instead of being developed by his environment,
man turns to transforming his environment in his own selfdevelopment.” (In 252.) Later, in light of his earlier explication of biological, aesthetic, and intellectual PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE, L notes
that in the intellectual pattern humanity “grasps possible schemes
of recurrence and fulfils by his own action the conditions for their
realization. Now we must proceed to the root of these liberations.
They rest on two facts. On the one hand, inquiry and insight are
not so much a higher system as a perennial source of higher systems, so that human living has its basic task in reflecting on systems and judging them, deliberating on their implementation and
choosing between possibilities.” (In 291.) See also SYSTEM(S)–HIGHERHUMANITY SOURCE OF

FROM CONFUSION.
VIEWPOINT(S)–HIGHER]

“The basic service of the higher viewpoint [see
will be a liberation from confusion through clear

[DISTINCTION(S)].” (In 260.)
FROM MYTH/MAGIC. See LANGUAGE–TECHNICAL-AND MAGIC
FROM NAÏVE REALISM/CONCEPTUALISM. See CONVERSION–INTELLECTUAL
OF LANGUAGE. See MEANING–AND LANGUAGE
PROBLEM OF ETHICAL. The larger context is the possibility of ethics
(In ch. 18; see ETHICS–POSSIBILITY OF). L first explicates the good and
freedom (see GOOD, THE; FREEDOM). Although the five subsections of
L’s explication are summarized herein, the reader will profit from
The Problem of Liberation (In 643-56). “Essentially the problem
lies in an incapacity for sustained development. The tension divides and disorientates cognitional activity by the conflict of positions and counterpositions [see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION]. This
conflict issues into contrary views of the good, which in turn make
good will appear misdirected, and misdirected will appear good.
There follows the confounding of the social situation with the social surd [see SOCIAL–SITUATION, –SURD] to provide misleading inspiration
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for further insights, deceptive evidence for further judgments, and
illusory causes to fascinate unwary wills.” (In 653.) See also HUMAN–
DEVELOPMENT, –DEVELOPMENT, LAWS OF (4)

■ FREEDOM ■ FREEDOM, ELEMENTS OF ■

The subentries are in systematic, not alphabetic, order.
Is radical. “The problem is radical, for it is a problem in the very
dynamic structure of cognitional, volitional, and social activity. It
is not a question of error on this or that general or particular issue.
It is a question of orientation, approach, procedure, method. It affects concretely every issue, both general and particular, for it recurs with every use of the dynamic structure [see COGNITION,
COGNITIONAL–STRUCTURE-DYNAMISM OF].” (In 653.)

COSMOPOLIS

Is permanent. “The problem is permanent. It vanishes if one supposes man’s intelligence, reasonableness, and willingness not to
be potentialities in process of development but already in possession of the insights that make learning superfluous, of the reasonableness that makes judgments correct, of the willingness that
makes persuasion unnecessary. Again, it vanishes if one supposes
the elimination of the tension and opposition between the detached, disinterested, unrestricted DESIRE TO KNOW and, on the other
hand, attached, interested, and narrow sensitivity and intersubjectivity. But in fact both development and tension pertain to the
very nature of man, and as long as they exist the problem remains
in full force.” (In 654.)
Is independent. “The problem is independent of the underlying
manifolds. No doubt, if the underlying manifolds were different,
the higher cognitional and volitional integration would differ in
its content. But such a change of content would leave the dynamic structure of the higher integration unmodified; and it is in
the structure that the problem resides. It follows that neither physics nor chemistry nor biology nor sensitive psychology can bring
forth devices that go to the root of the trouble.” (In 654.)
Is not primarily social. “The problem is not primarily social. It
results in the social surd [see SOCIAL–SURD]. It receives from the social surd its continuity, its aggravation, its cumulative character.
But its root is elsewhere. Hence it is that a revolution can sweep
away old evils and initiate a fresh effort; but the fresh effort will
occur through the same dynamic structure as the old effort and
lead to essentially the same results.” (In 654.)
Is not a correct theory. “The problem is not to discover a correct
philosophy, ethics, or human science. For such discoveries are
quite compatible with the continued existence of the problem.
The correct philosophy can be but one of many philosophies, the
correct ethics one of many ethical systems, the correct human
science an old or new view among many views. But precisely
because they are correct, they will not appear correct to minds
disorientated by the conflict between positions and counterpositions [see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION]. Precisely because they are
correct, they will not appear workable to wills with restricted
ranges of effective freedom [see FREEDOM–EFFECTIVE]. Precisely because they are correct, they will be weak competitors for serious
attention in the realm of practical affairs.” (In 654.)
Solution to. “The problem is not met by setting up a benevolent
despotism to enforce a correct philosophy, ethics, or human science. No doubt, if there is to be the appeal to force, then it is bet-
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ter that the force be directed by wisdom than by folly, by benevolence than by malevolence. But the appeal to force is a counsel of
despair. So far from solving the problem, it regards the problem
as insoluble. For if men are intelligent, reasonable, and willing,
they do not have to be forced. Only in the measure that men are
unintelligent, unreasonable, unwilling, does force enter into human affairs. Finally, if force can be used by the group against the
wayward individual and by the larger group against the smaller, it
does not follow that it can be used to correct the general bias of
common sense [see COMMON SENSE–BIAS OF, GENERAL]. For the general
bias of common sense is the bias of all men, and to a notable extent it consists in the notion that ideas are negligible unless they
are reinforced by sensitive desires and fears. Is everyone to use
force against everyone to convince everyone that force is beside
the point?” (In 654-55.) See also INTEGRATION(S)–IN HUMAN DEVELOPMENT-AS DEMANDED IN HUMAN SITUATION

Is real. “The problem is real. In the present work it has been
reached in the compendious fashion that operates through the integral heuristic structure of proportionate being [see METAPHYSICS–AS
INTEGRAL HEURISTIC STRUCTURE] and the consequent ethics. [see ETHICS–AND
METAPHYSICS] But the expeditiousness of the procedure must not be
allowed to engender the mistake that the problem resides in some
theoretical realm. On the contrary, its dimensions are the dimensions of human history, and the fourth, fifth, and sixth volumes of
Arnold Toynbee’s Study of History illustrate abundantly and
rather relevantly the failure of self-determination [see LIBERTY–AND
SELF-DETERMINATION], the schism in the body social, and the schism in
the soul that follow from an incapacity for sustained development.” (In 655.)
LIBERTY: See also inter alia LIBERATION ■ CRITICAL–VS EMPIRICAL IN HUMAN SCIENCE
■ DIALECTICAL–MATERIALISM ■ HORIZON(S)–PERSONAL ■ INTELLIGENT–TRANSITION FROM INTELLIGIBLE TO

■ JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE–AND CONSCIENCE ■ LOVE–AND KNOWLEDGE-K. PRE-

CEDES-MINOR EXCEPTION

AND ART.

See ART–SUMMARY REMARKS

AND COMMUNITY.

“Liberty is exercised within a matrix of personal
relations. In the cooperating community persons are bound together by their needs and by the common good of order [see GOOD,
THE–OF ORDER] that meets their needs. They are related by the commitments that they have freely undertaken and by the expectations
aroused in others by the commitments, by the roles they have assumed and by the tasks that they meet to perform.” (M 50.) See also
intra And feelings; Substance of
AND DELIBERATION. See DELIBERATION–AND LIBERTY
AND FEELINGS.

“Liberty is exercised within a matrix of personal relations. ... These relationships normally are alive with feeling.
There are common or opposed feelings about qualitative values
and scales of preference [see VALUE(S)–SCALE OF, –AND SCALE OF PREFERENCES]. There are mutual feelings in which one responds to another
as an ontic value or as just a source of satisfactions. Beyond feelings there is the substance of COMMUNITY.” (M 50.) See also intra Sub-

stance of
AND HORIZON.

See HORIZON(S)–AND LIBERTY

AND SELF-DETERMINATION.

“Liberty means ... not indeterminism but
self-determination. Any course of individual or group action is
only a finite good and, because only finite, it is open to criticism. It
has its alternatives, its limitations, its risks, its drawbacks. Accordingly, the process of deliberation and evaluation [see DECISION–AND REFLECTIVE EVALUATION] is not itself decisive, and so we experience our
liberty as the active thrust of the subject terminating the process of
deliberation by settling on one of the possible courses of action and
proceeding to execute it.” (M 50.)
AS PRINCIPLE OF PROGRESS. “There is such a thing as PROGRESS, and
its principle is liberty. There is progress, because practical intelligence grasps ideas in data, guides activity by the ideas, and reaches
fuller and more accurate ideas through the situations produced by
the activity. The principle of progress is liberty, for the ideas occur
to the man on the spot, their only satisfactory expression is their
implementation, their only adequate correction is the emergence of
further insights; on the other hand, one might as well declare openly that all new ideas are taboo, as require that they be examined,
evaluated, and approved by some hierarchy of officials and bureaucrats; for members of this hierarchy possess authority and power in
inverse ratio to their familiarity with the concrete situations in
which the new ideas emerge; they never know whether or not the
new idea will work; much less can they divine how it might be corrected or developed; and since the one thing they dread is making a
mistake, they devote their energies to paper work and postpone decisions. … However, while there is progress and while its principle
is liberty, there also is DECLINE and its principle is BIAS.” (In 259-60.) See
also EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND CAPITALISM
EXERCISE OF.

See intra And feelings

HORIZONTAL.

“Horizontal liberty is the exercise of liberty within a
determinate [HORIZON(S)] and from the basis of a corresponding existential stance.” (M 40.) See also intra Vertical
Exercise of. “A horizontal exercise is a decision or choice that
occurs within an established horizon.” (M 237.) “You can be in a
given orientation towards life, towards activity, and so on, and
keep developing within that orientation. That is more or less a horizontal exercise of liberty.” (PTP2 153.) See also intra Vertical-exercise
of
SUBSTANCE OF.

“Beyond feelings there is the substance of COMMUPeople are joined by common experience, by common or
complementary insights, by similar judgments of fact and of value,
by parallel orientations in life. They are separated, estranged, rendered hostile, when they have got out of touch, when they misunderstand one another, when they judge in opposed fashions, opt for
contrary social goals. So personal relations vary from intimacy to
ignorance, from love to exploitation, from respect to contempt,
from friendliness to enmity. They bind a community together, or
divide it into factions, or tear it apart.” (M 50-51.)
NITY.

VERTICAL.

“Vertical liberty is the exercise of liberty that selects that
stance and the corresponding [HORIZON(S)]. Such vertical liberty may
be implicit: it occurs in responding to the motives that lead one to
ever fuller AUTHENTICITY, or in ignoring such motives and drifting into

LIGHT OF INTELLECT – LIMIT(S)/LIMITATION

an ever less authentic selfhood. But it also can be explicit. Then
one is responding to the transcendental notion of value [see NOTIONS,
TRANSCENDENTAL–GOODNESS/VALUE], by determining what it would be
worth while for one to make of oneself, and what it would be
worth while for one to do for one’s fellow men.” (M 40.) See also intra

FOUNDATIONS OF

Horizontal

SCHEME OF RECURRENCE. –CLASSICAL-A CLOSED STRUCTURE

And judgment(s) of value. See JUDGMENT(S) OF

VALUE–AND VERTICAL LIB-

SENSE

Exercise of. “A vertical exercise is the set of judgments and decisions by which we move from one [HORIZON(S)] to another. Now
there may be a sequence of such vertical exercises of freedom,
and in each case the new horizon, though notably deeper and
broader and richer, none the less is consonant with the old and a
development out of its potentialities.” (M 237.) “You can change in
some serious way: drop things that before you considered important; promote things that you considered unimportant. And if that
is for the good, it is a vertical exercise of liberty.” (PTP2 153.) See also intra Horizontal-exercise of

■ GIVEN, THE ■ HERMENEUTIC(S)–METHODICAL ■ HISTORICAL–CONTEXT, –

■ HORIZON(S)–STRUCTURE OF ■ IDEA(S)–NOT INNATE ■ INSIGHT AND UNDERSTAND-

ING–SYSTEMATIC ■ INTELLIGIBILITY–AND METAPHYSICS-POTENCY, –DEFECTS OF, –MATERIAL-VS
SPIRITUAL, –OF CONTINGENT ACT
ING

horizon involves an about-face; it comes out of the old by repudiating characteristic features; it begins a new sequence that
can keep revealing ever greater depth and breadth and wealth.
Such an about-face and new beginning is what is meant by a
CONVERSION.” (M 237-38.)
LIGHT OF INTELLECT: While his strictly philosophical

explanation of
the light of intellect would not include theological elements, in L’s
Christian perspective the light of our intelligence “is a created participation of the uncreated light that is God himself. Just as the uncreated light that is God himself is the ground of all possibility and
actuality—it is a real omnipotence—so this created participation of
the eternal light, that is our intelligence, that comes to light in intelligent and rational consciousness, is an intentional omnipotence, a capacity to ask questions about everything and, by understanding and
forming concepts and making judgments, to know them.” (UB 390; L’s
emphases.) See also INTELLECT–AGENT-AS ILLUMINATING PHANTASM; PHANTASM/FANTASM
AND BEING. See BEING–INTENTION OF-INTENDING INTENTION
AND PHANTASM. See INTELLECT–AGENT-AS ILLUMINATING PHANTASM
AS ORIGIN OF WONDER. See BEING–INTENTION OF-INTENDING INTENTION

■ NONSYSTEMATIC–AND MEASUREMENT, –PROCESS-INTELLIGIBILITY OF-AND NUMBER ■

PHILOSOPHIES– METHODICALLY RESTRICTED-AND EXISTENCE ■ PHILOSOPHY OF GOD–AND

■ POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION ■ POTENCY/POTENTIAL–A TEN-

ANALOGY-LIMITATION OF
SION OF OPPOSITES

■ PREDICTION ■ PROBABILITY–AND POSSIBILITY, –AND PREDICTION, –
■ PROCESS––SCIENTIFIC ■ PROPER NAMES–ARISTOTLE, ARISTO-

DEFINITION OF-A POSTERIORI

TELIAN-AND SUBSTANCE-SEPARATE

OF–AND GENERALIZED EQUILIBRIA ■ REDUCTIONISM–AND LANGUAGE ■ RELATIVE ■ REVISION–
OF EMPIRICAL SCIENCE
DIALECTIC

■ SCHOLARSHIP–MODERN ■ SCIENCE(S)–CLASSICAL, –NATURAL-AND

■ SIN–REIGN OF-AND DIALECTICAL ANALYSIS ■ STATISTICAL–SCIENCE-AND LIMITATION
■ SYMBOL(S)–AND DREAMS ■ TERM(S)–AND RELATIONS ■ THING(S)–

■ TRADITION–PHILOSOPHY AND-AND PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT ■

NOTION OF-AS BRIDGE

TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–CONVERGENCE OF PROBABILITY ON ■ UNIVERSE–PROCESS OF-AND CONCEPTUALIST VS INTELLECTUALIST ■ VIEWPOINT(S)–DYNAMIC VS STATIC

AND BEING.

See BEING–AS OBJECT, FINAL, –NOTION OF-AND GENUS

AND CERTITUDE.
AND FINALITY.

See CERTITUDE, CERTAINTY–AND LIMITING STRUCTURES

See

DEVELOPMENT–PRINCIPLE(S) OF (7)-(3) FINALITY; FINALITY–AS OP-

ERATOR

AND POTENCY.

See POTENCY/POTENTIAL–PRIME

AND PROBABILITY.
AND STRUCTURE.

See PROBABILITY–AND LIMITS

See CERTITUDE, CERTAINTY–AND LIMITING STRUCTURES

AND TRANSCENDENCE.

CONVERGENCE OF DATA ON.

PROCEDURES

■ CORRELATION(S)–AND SCIENTIFIC UNDERSTANDING ■ DATA OF CONSCIOUS-

EMPIRICAL RESIDUE AS.

IDEAL.

See

OF CONTEXT.

See MATHEMATICAL–LIMIT

See

See COMMON SENSE-LIMITS OF

CONTEXT(S)–ACTUAL, –AND HERMENEUTICAL CIRCLE, –AND RELE-

VANCE, –PRIOR

OF CONTINUUM.

See INTELLIGIBILITY–MATERIAL-VS SPIRITUAL

OF DESIRE TO KNOW.
TO KNOW

VERSAL DESIGN-CONSEQUENT PROPERTIES OF (12)-(5)

■

EVIL–PROBLEM

OF

■

■ ESSENTIALISM–AND CLOSED CONCEP-

EXISTENCE–INTENTIONAL-AND

PERFECTION

■

EXISTENTIALISM–AS RESTRICTED TO PER SE ■ EXPERIENCE, RELIGIOUS ■ FIELD (AND SUBJECT)–TRANSCENDENTAL ■ FEEDBACK–LINGUISTIC-AND DEVELOPMENT OF LANGUAGE ■ FINALITY–FEATURES OF (9)-(7) UNIVERSAL, –VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL ■ FORM–ASSIMILATED IN
KNOWING

■ FREQUENCY–RANDOM OSCILLATION OF ■ GEM–AND LOGICAL/NONLOGICAL OPERA-

TIONS, –FUNCTIONS OF (12)-(5) CONTINUOUS

■ GENERALIZATION–OF COMMON SENSE ■ GENUS–

See ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–AND

ABSTRACTION–CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL MODES OF-AS COMPLEMENTARY;

PSYCHOLOGY, –PRINCIPLE(S) OF (7)-(6) FLEXIBILITY, MINOR

TUALISM

See PROBABILITY–AND LIMITS

DEVELOPMENT–CULTURAL-DEGREES OF (4)

TO KNOW–AS IMMANENT SOURCE OF TRANSCENDENCE ■ DEVELOPMENT–NOTION OF-AND DEPTH

■ EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AS UNI-

See DATA–CONVERGENCE OF

PROBABILITY/INTELLIGIBILITY

OF COMMON SENSE.

NESS–AS BASIS OF EXPLANATION ■ DEDUCTION–IN THE GENERAL CASE IMPOSSIBLE ■ DESIRE

HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT, LAWS OF (4)-(3) LIMITATION AND

CONVERGENCE OF PROBABILITY ON.

MATHEMATICAL.

■ CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–PROBABILITY-ASSIGNING, –

See

TRANSCENDENCE

LIMIT(S)/LIMITATION: See also inter alia A PRIORI–KANT’S-AND FORM ■ ANTICIPA-

FUNCTIONS-SUMMARY

■ PSYCHIC–DEVELOPMENT-AND HIGHER INTEGRATION ■

QUESTION(S)–AND BEING, –ANSWERABLE AND UNANSWERABLE ■ RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S)

TION–IN PRESCIENTIFIC/SCIENTIFIC THOUGHT ■ ART–AND SYMBOLISM-OBSCURITY OF ■
CANON(S)–OF METHODICAL HERMENEUTICS ■ CENSOR, CENSORSHIP–AND NEURAL-DEMAND

■ LOGIC–AND METHOD ■ MEAN-

OBJECT(S)–CLASSES OF ■ OBSCURANTISM ■ OTHER THINGS BEING EQUAL ■ PHILOSOPHY,

OF CLASSICAL PROCEDURE

And conversion. “It is also possible that the movement into a new

■ INTERPRETATION–PROBLEM OF-BASIC ■ KNOWING–AND BE-

■ KNOWLEDGE–TRANSCENDENT-AND CRITICAL QUESTIONS ■ LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–AND

ING–AND LANGUAGE ■ METALANGUAGE ■ METHOD, GENETIC–AND HIGHER SYSTEM-AS OPERATOR

ERTY
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See DESIRE TO KNOW–OBJECTIVE OF; HORIZON(S)–AND DESIRE

OF EFFECTIVE FREEDOM. “As long as one is moving towards full
self-possession, the detached and disinterested DESIRE TO KNOW tends
to be in control. But once one is in the state of rational selfconsciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(4) RATIONAL SELF(6 ELEMENTS)], then one’s DECISIONs are in control, for they set the objective of one’s total activity and select the actions that are to lead to
the goal. So it is that a person, caught as it were unawares, may be
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ready for any scheme or exploit but, on the second thoughts of rational self-consciousness, settles back into the narrow routine defined by his antecedent willingness [see WILLINGNESS–ANTECEDENT]. For
unless one’s antecedent willingness has the height and breadth and
depth of the unrestricted desire to know, the emergence of rational
self-consciousness involves the addition of a restriction upon one’s
effective freedom.” (In 646.) See also BREAKDOWN–PSYCHOLOGICAL; FREEDOM–
EFFECTIVE-CONDITIONS OF (4), –AND FOURTH LEVEL OF INTENTIONALITY
OF EMPIRICAL SCIENCE.

See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY-LONERGAN VS

OF HUMAN ACHIEVEMENT.

OF INTELLECT.

OF

See MENTAL–ACTS-AND NEW LINGUISTIC USAGE

RATION–AND SELF-TRANSCENDENCE ■ COMMON SENSE ■ COMMUNICATION–AND UNDER-

■ CONSCIOUSNESS–ARTISTIC ELEMENT IN ■ CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–

DEVELOPMENT OF-MOMENTS IN (10)-(3)

■ CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–CONFRONTATIONAL

■ CONVERSION, –PSYCHIC ■ CULTURE, CULTURAL–FUNCTION OF ■ DATA–OF

■ DELIBERATION–QUESTIONS FOR ■ DEVELOPMENT–NOTION OF-ILLUSTRATION OF ■

SONA AND

■ EGOISM–ABOLISHMENT OF ■ EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND HUMAN AFFAIRS ■

EVIL–PROBLEM OF ■ EXPERIENCE, RELIGIOUS–NOT SOLITARY ■ FEELINGS–AND EXPLANATION

■ FREE–ACT-EMERGENCE OF ■ GENUINENESS ■ GOOD, THE–AND MORAL SELF-

See PRIMITIVE(S)–MIND

TRANSCENDENCE

See QUESTION(S)–LIMITS OF

SELF-CORRECTING PROCESS OF

to various aspects of human living. See also

CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–LAWS-IN HUMAN AFFAIRS ■ COLLABO-

DIALECTIC(S)–AND METHOD/GEM ■ DIALECTICAL–ANALYSIS ■ EGO–DIFFERENTIATION OF PER-

See IMAGINATION–AND THE OBJECT-LIMITED

OF MYTHIC CONSCIOUSNESS.

See FEEDBACK–LINGUISTIC-AND DEVELOPMENT OF LANGUAGE

LIVING: Most data pertain

inter alia

SENSE

See HUMAN–ACHIEVEMENT, LIMIT OF

See INTELLECT–OBJECT OF

OF QUESTIONS.

USAGE.

See MEANING–LINGUISTIC

See OBJECT(S)–SENSES OF-LINGUISTIC

PROCESS.

ELEMENT OF

RELATIVISM (11 ELEMENTS)

OF IMAGINATION.

OBJECT.

STANDING

See PROGRESS–SCIENTIFIC

OF EXPLANATORY SYSTEM.

MEANING.

■ HERMENEUTIC(S)–AS BASIC TO HUMAN SCIENCES ■ HISTORICITY ■ HIS-

TORY–AS EXISTENTIAL ■ HORIZON(S)–POSSIBILITY OF-(4) MORAL ■ HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT, LAWS
LEARNING.

See

LEARNING–SELF-

OF (4)-(3) LIMITATION AND TRANSCENDENCE

■ HUMANITY–AND ANIMALITY ■ IMAGE–AND EXPLANA-

CORRECTING PROCESS OF-LIMITS OF

TORY SELF-KNOWLEDGE, –AND SELF-APPROPRIATION

OF TREATISE.

PRECONSCIOUS

See TREATISE–LIMITS OF

PRINCIPLE OF.

■ INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS–AND VARIOUS ISMS ■ JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE–AND CONTINUOUS

See POTENCY/POTENTIAL–PRIME

QUANTITATIVE.

GROWTH, –NOT INFALLIBLE

See MASS–AND ENERGY

TO EMERGENT PROBABILITY.
TO FULL KNOWLEDGE.
TO GOING BEYOND.

■ INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–AND

■ INTEGRATION(S)–IN HUMAN DEVELOPMENT-AS DEMANDED IN HUMAN SITUATION

PROBABILITY

See EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND WORLD ORDER

See CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–SCIENCE

See ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–AND IDEA

ING

■ MODEL–AND GENERAL/SPECIAL CATEGORIES ■ NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL–RELATIONS

AMONG

■ PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE ■ PERSON(S)–AND FOURTH LEVEL OF INTENTIONALITY ■

PROGRESS–THESIS OF ■ RATIONALIZATION–AND LOVE OF EVIL ■ SCHOLARSHIP–AND HUMAN
STUDIES

OF BEING-IS ABSOLUTELY TRANSCENDENT

■ LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–NATURAL ■ LIBERATION–AND EMERGENT

■ MANIFOLD(S)–COINCIDENTAL-AND HIGHER SYSTEM ■ MEANING–AND HUMAN LIV-

■ SCIENTIFIC–OBSERVATION ■ SELF ...–CONSISTENCY-ESCAPE FROM (3 ELEMENTS) ■

SIN–REIGN OF-AND DIALECTICAL ANALYSIS ■ SYSTEM(S)–HIGHER-HUMANITY SOURCE OF ■ TEN-

LINGUISTIC(S): See also LANGUAGE
ANALYSIS.

SION(S)–FROM MORAL IMPOTENCE ■ UNCONSCIOUS–AND CONSCIOUS TENSION ■ VALUE(S)–

See ANALYSIS–LINGUISTIC

SCALE OF ■ WONDER–EMERGENCE OF

AND PERFORMATIVE MEANING.

“Performative meaning is constitutive or effective meaning [see MEANING–FUNCTIONS OF (4)-(3) CONSTITUTIVE, -(2)
EFFECTIVE/EFFICIENT] linguistically expressed.” (M 75 n. 19.)

ARGUMENT.

In his account of the Greek discover of mind (see MIND–
GREEK DISCOVERY OF), L, acknowledging the achievement of Parmenides, writes: “While his specific achievement was only a mistake, still it provided a carrier for a breakthrough. Linguistic
argument had emerged as an independent power that could dare to
challenge the evidence of the senses. The distinction between sense
and intellect was established.” (M 91-92.)
CATEGORIES. See HISTORICAL–KNOWLEDGE-AND H. EXPERIENCE
DIFFERENTIATION OF CONSCIOUSNESS.

See

CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTI-

ATED–LINGUISTICALLY
EXPRESSION.

“I do not believe [against the linguistic analyst] that
mental acts occur without a sustaining flow of EXPRESSION. The expression may not be linguistic. It may not be adequate. It may not
be presented to the attention of others. But it occurs. Indeed, Ernst
Cassirer has reported that students of aphasia, agnosia, and apraxia
universally have found these disorders of speech, knowledge, and
action to be interrelated.” (M 255.)

FEEDBACK .

See FEEDBACK–LINGUISTIC

AN ART.

See ART–OF LIVING

AND ART.

See ART–AND CONCRETE POTENTIALITY, –DEFINITION OF

AND NECESSITY OF IMAGES, SYMBOLS. “The achievement … of full
understanding and the attainment even of the totality of correct
judgments would not free man from the necessity of dynamic images that partly are symbols and partly are signs. This necessity
neither supposes nor implies the commonly pejorative meaning of
myth, for it remains despite complete and fully conscious rejection
of counterpositions [see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION], of the attempt
to confine explanation within a descriptive mold, of gnosticism and
of magic. It is a necessity that has its ground in the very structure of
man’s being, in which intellectual activity is a higher integration of
the sensitive flow and the sensitive flow is a higher integration of
organic performance. To such images, then, let us give the name of
mysteries [see IMAGE–AS IMAGE, SYMBOL, SIGN-IN MYSTERY/MYTH].” (In 570-71.) See

also SYMBOL(S)–AND HUMAN LIVING
AND PERCEPTION.

“To be alive, then, is to be a more or less
autonomous center of activity. It is to deal with a succession of
changing situations; it is to do so promptly, efficaciously, economically; it is to attend continuously to the present, to learn perpetually
from the past, to anticipate constantly the future. Thus the flow of
sensations, as completed by memories and prolonged by imagina-

LOGIC – LOGIC

tive acts of anticipation, becomes the flow of perceptions. It is of
the latter, perceptual flow that we are conscious. It is only when the
perceptual flow goes wrong that the mere sensation bursts into consciousness, as for example in the experience of trying to go down
another step when already one has reached the floor.” (In 96.)
CANNOT BE POSTPONED. “No one can postpone his living until he
has learnt, until he has become WILLING, until his sensitivity has been
adapted. To learn, to be persuaded, to become adapted, occur within living and through living. The living is ever now, but the knowledge to guide living, the WILLINGNESS to follow knowledge, the
sensitive adaptation that vigorously and joyously executes the WILL’s
decisions, these belong to the future, and when the future is present, there will be beyond it a further future with steeper demands.”

(In 711.)
ETHICAL.
HUMAN.

See ETHICS–EXISTENTIAL

See HUMAN–LIVING, –STUDIES

OBJECTIFICATION OF. “Living expresses itself. In the EXPRESSION
there is present the expressed. So the data of human studies are not
just given; by themselves, prior to any INTERPRETATION, they are expressions, manifestations, objectifications of human living. Further,
when they are understood by an interpreter, there also is understood
the living that is expressed, manifested, objectified. Finally, just as
an interpretation expresses and communicates an interpreter’s understanding, so too the objectifications of living are living’s own
interpretation of itself. … In the concrete physical, chemical, vital
reality of human living, then, there also is MEANING.” (M 210-11.)
ORDINARY. Entries directly related to ordinary living include: ART–

ABSTRACT.
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See PROOF

ANALOGY AND.

“The analogy that the logician can examine is merely an instance of the heuristic premise that similars are similarly
understood. It can yield a valid argument only if the two concrete
situations exhibit no significant dissimilarity.” (In 199.)
AND ACCIDENTS. See ACCIDENT(S)–IN LOGIC
AND ANALYSIS. See METAPHYSICAL–EQUIVALENCE-RULES OF (3)-(3) STRUCTURAL TRANSPOSITION

AND COMMON SENSE.
AND CONTEXT.

See COMMON SENSE–AND LOGIC

See CONTEXT(S)–LOGICAL, –OF JUDGMENT

AND CONTROL OF MEANING.

See MEANING–STAGES OF-(2) THEORY, –CONTROL OF;

TREATISE–LIMITS OF
AND DEDUCTION, UNDERSTANDING. “Coming to understand is not a
logical deduction. It is a self-correcting process of learning [see
LEARNING–SELF-CORRECTING PROCESS OF] that spirals into the meaning of the
whole by using each new part to fill out and qualify and correct the
understanding reached in reading the earlier parts.” (M 159.)
AND DESIRE TO KNOW.

See DESIRE TO KNOW–AND LOGIC

–NOTION OF ■ ORTHOPRAXIS ■ PHILOSOPHY OF GOD–STATIC VS DYNAMIC VIEWPOINT IN ■

The larger context is metaphysics as dialectic (In ch. 17; see METAPHYSICS–AS DIALECTIC). L follows
his explication of the notion of truth (see TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–DEFINITION
OF) with the truth of interpretation (see INTERPRETATION–TRUTH OF), the
context of his remarks about logic and the development of knowledge. “A little learning is a dangerous thing, and the adage has,
perhaps, its most abundant illustrations from the application of
logic to the tasks of interpretation.” (In 596.) In discussing the limitations of a treatise (see TREATISE–LIMITS OF, –LIMITS OF-(1) AND LOGIC), he writes
that they “reveal rather convincingly the importance of the distinction between logic as a science and logic as a technique. Logic as a
science may be deduced from cognitional analysis. [See PRINCIPLE(S)–
FIRST] ... However, while logic as a science is quite well established,
it owes its universality and its rigor to the simple fact that it deals
with unspecified concepts and problems. Hence it differs in an essential fashion from logic as an applied technique for, as an applied
technique, logic deals not with indeterminate acts and contents of
conceiving and judging but with the more or less accurately determined contents of some department of human knowledge at some
stage of its development. On the supposition that the knowledge of
that department at that stage is both fully determinate and completely coherent, logic as a technique can be applied successfully.
But in fact human knowledge commonly is in process of development, and to a notable extent the objects of human knowledge also
are in process of development. As long as they are developing,
they are heading for the determinacy and the coherence that will
legitimate the application of logic as a technique; but until that legitimacy becomes a fact, the utility of the technique consists simply in its capacity to demonstrate the commonly admitted view that
further progress remains to be made.” (In 599-600.)

PROPER NAMES–ARISTOTLE, ARISTOTELIAN-CATEGORIES ■ QUOD QUID EST ■ SCIENCE(S)–

AND DEVELOPMENT, NOTION OF.

AND CONCRETE POTENTIALITY

■ CONSCIOUSNESS–ARTISTIC ELEMENT IN ■ PATTERNS OF

EXPERIENCE–DRAMATIC-AND ORDINARY LIVING ■ WITHDRAWAL–FROM ORDINARY LIVING;

on
ordinary living vs scientific observation see SCIENTIFIC–OBSERVATION
PRACTICAL/CONCRETE. See APPREHENSION–AND APPRECIATION OF ART, –ARTISTIC
PROBLEM OF. See EMERGENT PROBABILITY–FUNDAMENTAL ELEMENT OF
SENSITIVE. See CONTROL–OF SENSITIVE LIVING/EXPERIENCE
LOGIC: See also inter alia ACCIDENT(S) ■ ANALOGY OF …–COMMON SENSE ■ BELIEF–
AND COLLABORATION

■ COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–CONTEXT ■ COMMON SENSE–AS INTELLEC-

TUAL, –LANGUAGE OF, –LIMITS OF

■

CONSCIOUSNESS,

SYSTEMATICALLY

■ COMMUNICATION(S) (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)–INTERNAL

DIFFERENTIATED–DEVELOPMENT

CYCLE OF, LONGER-AND DIALECTIC, DISTORTED
NOTION OF-ILLUSTRATION OF
ENCES

IN

(10)-(7),

–

■ DEVELOPMENT–CULTURAL-DEGREES OF (4), –

■ DIALECTIC(S)–HEGELIAN VS LONERGANIAN-SOURCE OF DIFFER-

■ EXISTENTIALISM–AND MATHEMATICAL LOGIC ■ FEEDBACK–LINGUISTIC ■ HISTORY–

COPERNICAN REVOLUTION IN
CEPTS

OF-MOMENTS

■ CONTINUITY–FACTORS OF ■ CONVERSION–AND OBJECTIVITY ■ DECLINE–

■ INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–DEVELOPMENT OF-AND CON-

■ INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS–AND TURN TO THE SUBJECT ■ ISOMORPHISM–OF CONDI-

TIONS OF KNOWING AND MEANING
SIGNIFICANCE OF DISTINCTION

■ KNOWLEDGE–COMMONSENSE, –DOMAINS OF, DISTINCT-

■ LANGUAGE–AND THE SUBJECT’S WORLD, –LITERARY ■ MATHE-

MATICS–CONCEPTUALIST VS INTELLECTUALIST IN ■ MEANING–STAGES OF-(2) THEORY ■ METAPHYSICS–AND GRAMMAR, LOGIC ■ METHOD(S)–AND DESIRE TO KNOW, PURE, –EMERGENCE OF,

UNIFICATION OF

■ SCIENTIFIC–WRITING VS PHILOSOPHIC ■ SELF-APPROPRIATION–AND WILLING

■ SUBJECT, THE–TURN/SHIFT TO-AS SHIFT OF IDEALS ■ SYMBOL(S)–AND TENSIONS, CONFLICTS,
ETC.

■ VIEWPOINT(S)–DYNAMIC VS STATIC ■ WISDOM ■ WORLD(S)– MEDIATED BY MEANING-AND

SOME COUNTERPOSITIONS

AND DEVELOPMENT OF KNOWLEDGE.

AND DISTINCTION.
AND ESSENCE.
AND GEM.

See DEVELOPMENT–NOTION OF

See DISTINCTION(S)–LOGICAL

See ESSENCE–IN LOGICAL AND METAPHYSICAL SENSES

See GEM–AND LOGICAL/NONLOGICAL OPERATIONS
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“A familiarity with the elements of logic
can be obtained by a very modest effort and in a very short time.
Until one has made notable progress in cognitional analysis [see
COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–ANALYSIS], one is constantly tempted to mistake
the rules of logic for the laws of thought.” (In 596.)
AND MENTAL ACTS. See INTERIORITY–WORLD OF-AND MENTAL ACTS
AND LAWS OF THOUGHT.

AND METAPHYSICS.

See METAPHYSICS–AND LOGIC, –AND GRAMMAR, LOGIC

AND METHOD/GEM.

“Our preliminary notion conceives method [see
GEM] not as a set of rules but as a prior, normative pattern of operations from which the rules may be derived. Further, the operations
envisaged are not limited to strictly logical operations, that is, to
operations on propositions, terms, relations. It includes such operations, of course, for it speaks of describing, of formulating problems and hypotheses, of deducing implications. But it does not
hesitate to move outside this group and to speak of inquiry, observation, discovery, experiment, synthesis, verification.” (M 6.) See METHOD(S)–SHIFT FROM LOGIC TO, –NOTION OF-FALSE ■ DESIRE TO KNOW–AND LOGIC ■
SCIENCE(S)–UNIFICATION OF ■ SUBJECT, THE–TURN/SHIFT TO-AS SHIFT OF IDEALS
AND MOVING SYSTEM.
AND OPERATIONS.
AND POSITIVISM.
AND PROOF.

See SYSTEM(S)–MOVING/ON THE MOVE-AND LOGIC

See GEM–AND LOGICAL/NONLOGICAL OPERATIONS

See POSITIVISM, POSITIVIST–LOGICAL

See PROOF

AND REASON.

See REASON(S)–IN LOGIC

AND REVISION.
AND SCIENCE.

See REVISION–AND LOGIC/DIALECTIC

See intra And development of knowledge

And successive sciences. “The succession of sciences corresponding to the succession of higher genera does not admit any
purely logical transition. Each of these main departments has its
own basic terms defined implicitly by its own empirically established correlations. Still, this negation of a logical transition must
not be interpreted as a negation of any transition whatever. For
logical operations are confined to the field of concepts and definitions, hypotheses and theories, affirmations and negations. This
field is only part of the larger domain that includes as well sensitive presentations and imaginative representations, inquiry and
insight, reflection and critical understanding. Within this larger
domain, the successive departments of science are related, for the
laws of the lower order yield images in which insight grasps
clues to laws of the higher order.” Among the examples offered,
L notes that “the Bohr model of the atom is an image that is
based on subatomic physics yet leads to insights into the nature
of atoms.” (In 282.) See SCIENCE(S)–AUTONOMY OF
AND SYMBOLS.

“Symbols obey the laws not of logic but of image
and feeling. For the logical class the symbol uses a representative
figure. For univocity it substitutes a wealth of multiple meanings.
It does not prove but it overwhelms with a manifold of images that
converge in meaning. It does not bow to the principle of excluded
middle but admits the coincidentia oppositorum [coincidence of
opposites], of love and hate, of courage and fear, and so on. It does
not negate but overcomes what it rejects by heaping up all that is
opposite to it. It does not move on some single track or on some

single level, but condenses into a bizarre unity all its present concerns.” (M 66.) See intra Discourse, symbol, and; see also SYMBOL(S)–AND INNER
COMMUNICATION

AND SYSTEM.

See SYSTEM(S)–AND LOGIC, –LOGICAL, –MOVING/ON THE MOVE-AND LOGIC

AND THEORY.

See MEANING–STAGES OF-(2) THEORY

AND TRANSPOSITION.
AND TREATISE.

See SCIENTIFIC–WRITING VS PHILOSOPHIC

See intra And development of knowledge; see also TREATISE–

LIMITS OF-(1) AND LOGIC

AS IDEAL.

See SUBJECT, THE–TURN/SHIFT TO-AS SHIFT OF IDEALS

AS SCIENCE.

See intra And development of knowledge; And science-and successive sciences

AS TECHNIQUE.

See intra And development of knowledge

COMMON SENSE AND.

“Common sense has no use for a technical
language and no tendency towards a formal mode of speech. It
agrees that one must say what one means and mean what one says.
But its correspondence between saving and meaning is at once
subtle and fluid. ... Such a procedure, clearly, is logical, if by ‘logical’ you mean ‘intelligent and reasonable.’ With equal clearness,
such a procedure is not logical, if by ‘logical’ you mean conformity to a set of general rules valid in every instance of a defined
range; for no set of general rules can keep pace with the resourcefulness of intelligence in its adaptations to the possibilities and exigencies of concrete tasks of self-communication.” (In 200-01.)

DISCOURSE, SYMBOL, AND. “The symbol ... has the power of recognizing and expressing what logical discourse abhors: the existence
of internal tensions, incompatibilities, conflicts, struggles, destructions. A dialectical or methodical viewpoint can embrace, of
course, what is concrete, contradictory, and dynamic. But the symbol did this before either logic or dialectic were conceived. It does
this for those unfamiliar with logic and dialectic. Finally, it does it
in a way that complements and fills out logic and dialectic, for it
meets a need that these refinements cannot meet.” (M 66.) See also in-

tra And symbols
FOUNDATIONS OF. “The foundations of logic are placed in the inevitabilities of our processes of thought. Nor is logic a unique example. ... The theory of relativity [see RELATIVITY–THEORY OF] in its basic
postulate rests upon a structural feature of our cognitional process.” (In 329.) See also DESIRE TO KNOW–AND LOGIC
FROM L. TO METHOD. See METHOD(S)–SHIFT FROM LOGIC TO
GRAMMAR, AND ANALYSIS.

“True propositions may be analyzed.
Grammarians distinguish nouns and verbs, adjectives and adverbs,
etc. Logicians distinguish subject, copula, and predicate, terms and
relations. In both cases, the analysis is based on a consideration of
the end products of cognitional process, of the definitions formed
in conception, of the affirmations and negations uttered by reflection.” (In 526.) Elsewhere L notes: “Grammar is concerned with
words and sentences; logic is concerned with concepts and judgments; but metaphysics is concerned with the enumeration of the
necessary and sufficient realities on the supposition that judgments
are true.” (In 684.) See also intra Metaphysics, and analysis
IDEAL OF.

“The unity of a subject in process of development is dy-

LONERGAN, BERNARD – LOVE

namic. For as long as further advance is possible, the perfection of
complete immobility has not yet been attained, and, for that reason,
there cannot yet be reached the logical ideal of fixed terms, accurately and immutably formulated axioms, and absolutely rigorous
deduction of all possible conclusions. The absence, however, of
static unity does not preclude the presence of dynamic unity [see
UNITY–DYNAMIC, –STATIC].” (M 138.) See also CONTEXT(S)–OF JUDGMENT
And dialectic. See REVISION–AND LOGIC/DIALECTIC
IN CLASSICISM. See PROOF
IN DIALECTIC (HEGEL VS L). See DIALECTIC(S)–HEGELIAN VS LONERGANIAN
INTERPRETATION AND. See intra And development of knowledge
MATHEMATICS AND. L reviews the relation between mathematics
and logic (UB 253-56) from the Russell and Whitehead attempt to base
mathematics on logic; to Hilbert’s attempt to do mathematics from
mathematical, not logical, axioms; to Gödel’s Theorem (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–AND GÖDEL’S THEOREM); to the Bourbaki group—“They
say, ‘Let’s forget about all this logic’”; to L’s position: “The objection against them is, Well, you do a beautiful piece of work on
your mathematics, but it is rigid, static. How do you account for
the way mathematics has developed up to where it is at present,
and how can you go beyond this to the mathematics of the future?
There is a static element in a rigid deduction, and there are also
other difficulties. So opposed to that static approach you have people like [Ferdinand] Gonseth who hold that mathematics has to
remain in contact with science and with general cultural movements, that that is where the development comes from: the interaction between mathematical thinking, the requirements of science,
and the general cultural movement of the age.” (UB 256.) See also MATHEMATICS–CONCEPTUALIST VS INTELLECTUALIST IN
MEDIATION AND.

See GENERALIST

METAPHYSICS, AND ANALYSIS.

“Metaphysical analysis [see ANALYSIS–
METAPHYSICAL] has a quite different basis [see intra Grammar, and analysis]. It takes its stand, not on the end products, but on the dynamic
structure of cognitional process. For it, the significant division has
nothing to do with nouns and verbs, subjects and predicates, or
even terms and relations; it concentrates on the merely empirical
residue from which all understanding will abstract [see RESIDUE(S)–
EMPIRICAL-ABSTRACTION FROM], on the content of the act of understanding
itself [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–ACT OF VS CONTENT OF ACT], on the virtually unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY] grasped in the act
[see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–REFLECTIVE] that grounds and leads to
judgment [see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT].” (In 526.) Elsewhere L notes:
“Grammar is concerned with words and sentences; logic is concerned with concepts and judgments; but metaphysics is concerned
with the enumeration of the necessary and sufficient realities on
the supposition that judgments are true.” (In 684.)
OF IMAGE.

See IMAGE–MEANING OF

OF INSIGHT.

See INSIGHT

OPERATIONS, FIELD OF.
PRINCIPLES OF.

(THE BOOK)–SUMMARY OF

See intra And science–and successive sciences

See PRINCIPLE(S)–FIRST

SHIFT FROM TO METHOD.
SYMBOLIC.

See METHOD(S)–SHIFT FROM LOGIC TO

“The computer operates in terms of zeros and ones, but
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what it can represent is a symbolic logic, and your symbolic logic
can represent whatever propositions you please. A computer will
operate from the set of premises provided. To get your premises is
another matter: ordinary thinking, even philosophic thinking, usually has not got its premises in a sufficiently accurate form of expression for use in symbolic logic. But insofar as any type of
premise is made sufficiently precise you can get what follows.” (UB
253.) See also ESSENTIALISM–AND CLOSED CONCEPTUALISM
VS PEDAGOGY AND DIALECTIC IN INSIGHT.

See

INSIGHT (THE BOOK)–

PEDAGOGY OF

LONERGAN, BERNARD: Bernard Joseph Francis Lonergan (190484). Born Buckingham, Quebec, Canada. Economist, philosopher,
methodologist, theologian, Jesuit priest. The opera omnia comprise
the 25 volumes of the Collected Works of Bernard Lonergan and a
wealth of archival material. In addition to several good biographical
sketches available on the internet, see Frederick E. Crowe, Lonergan;
Richard Liddy, Transforming Light; and William A. Matthews, Lonergan's Quest.
LONERGANIAN: Adjective

to describe L’s thought, his followers, and

their work.
CATEGORIES. Broadly speaking, the categories that constitute the
bedrock of L’s entire thinking, those of intentional operations: EXPERIENCE, understanding (see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING), judgment (see
JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT; JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE), DECISION. From these are generated the many categories that have separate entries here, and the
many more mentioned within them. Most notable are the categories
of GEM. See CATEGORY, CATEGORIES
DIALECTIC VS HEGELIAN. See DIALECTIC(S)–HEGELIAN VS LONERGANIAN

LOOK, TAKING A GOOD: See TAKING A GOOD LOOK
LOVE: “Love is the basic act of WILL….” (M 32.) Will regards the intelligible good, value. To will someone’s good is to love; to do the good
one wills for another is to love more.
AND BELOVED IN THE LOVER. See WILL–PROCESSION IN
AND CONVERSION. The conversion that regards love of proportionate being (see BEING–PROPORTIONATE) in its human and nonhuman forms
is moral conversion (see CONVERSION–MORAL), love of the good (good,
being, truth are convertible terms). Religious conversion (see CONVERSIONS–RELIGIOUS) sublates (see SUBLATION) all the others and is properly not philosophical or ethical but theological (thus outside the
scope of this glossary).
AND FEELING.

In L’s thought FEELINGS are intentional responses (see
to VALUE(S). The scale of values (see VALUE(S)–SCALE
OF) is isomorphic (see ISOMORPHISM) with cognitional operations (see
COGNITION, COGNITIONAL– OPERATIONS). Love is the basic act of will, so the
primary relation between love and feeling regards the fourth cognitional operation (see JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE; DECISION; DOING AND MAKING),
and the fourth level of intentional consciousness (CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(4) RATIONAL SELF- (6 ELEMENTS)); here we speak of personal value. “Personal value is the person in his selftranscendence, as loving and being loved, as originator of values in
himself and in his milieu, as an inspiration and invitation to others
to do likewise.” (M 32.) See VALUE(S)–SCALE OF-(4) PERSONAL/EXISTENTIAL
RESPONSE–INTENTIONAL)
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LOWER BLADE – MANIFOLD(S)

AND I, THOU, WE.

See intra Falling in

AND KNOWLEDGE.

“There is a knowledge born of love. Of it Pascal
spoke when he remarked that the heart has reasons which reason
does not know. Here by reason I would understand the compound
of the activities on the first three levels of cognitional activity,
namely, of experiencing, of understanding, and of judging [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS]. By the heart’s reasons I would understand feelings that are intentional responses to values [see RESPONSE–
INTENTIONAL; VALUE(S)]; and I would recall the two aspects of such responses, the absolute aspect that is a recognition of value [see
VALUE(S)–SCALE OF], and the relative aspect that is a preference of one
value over another [see VALUE(S)–AND SCALE OF PREFERENCES]. Finally, by
the heart I understand the subject on the fourth, existential level of
intentional consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(4)
RATIONAL SELF- (6 ELEMENTS)] and in the dynamic state of being in love [see
intra Being in].” (M 115.)
And cognition. See intra And knowledge-k. precedes
K. precedes. “It used to be said, Nihil amatum nisi praecognitum, knowledge precedes love. The truth of this tag is the fact
that ordinarily operations on the fourth level of intentional consciousness [see DECISION] presuppose and complement corresponding operations on the other three [see EXPERIENCE; INSIGHT AND
UNDERSTANDING; JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT].” (M 122.) See also EMANATION–
INTELLIGIBLE-AND THE WILL

Minor exception. “There is a minor exception to this rule inas-

much as people do fall in love, and that falling in love is something disproportionate to its causes, conditions, occasions,
antecedents. For falling in love is a new beginning, an exercise
of vertical liberty [see LIBERTY–VERTICAL-EXERCISE OF] in which one’s
world undergoes a new organization.” (M 122.)
AND RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE. “Olivier Rabut has asked whether
there exists any unassailable fact [L’expérience religieuse fondamentale 168]. He found such a fact in the existence of love. It is as
though a room were filled with music though one can have no sure
knowledge of its source. There is in the world, as it were, a
charged field of love and meaning; here and there it reaches a notable intensity; but it is ever unobtrusive, hidden, inviting each of
us to join. And join we must if we are to perceive it, for our perceiving is through our own loving.” (M 290.)
AND SELF-TRANSCENDENCE.
AND SILENCE.

See SELF

See intra Being in

AND TRANSCENDENTAL NOTIONS.
AND WILL.

KINDS OF.

L distinguishes different kinds of love: “the love of intimacy, of husband and wife, of parents and children; the love of
mankind devoted to the pursuit of human welfare locally or nationally or globally; and [religious love; see intra Self-sacrificing].” (M

289.)
OF EVIL.

L speaks of “mistaken endeavors to quieten an uneasy
conscience by ignoring, belittling, denying, rejecting higher values
[see VALUE(S)]. Preference scales [see VALUE(S)–AND SCALE OF PREFERENCES]
become distorted, FEELINGS soured, BIAS creeps into one’s outlook,
RATIONALIZATION into one’s morals, IDEOLOGY into one’s thought. So one
may come to hate the truly good, and love the really evil.” (M 40.)
And bias. See BIAS–AND LOVE OF EVIL
And rationalization. See RATIONALIZATION–AND LOVE OF EVIL
SELF-SACRIFICING.

The larger context of L’s discussion is theological. Yet, it comprises a number of philosophical issues, especially
ALIENATION and IDEOLOGY. Moreover, self-sacrificing love is the pinnacle of the self-transcending process (see SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE) common to all HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT. Even the notion of SIN has nontheological aspects. “Sin is alienation from man’s authentic being,
which is self-transcendence, and sin justifies itself by ideology. As
alienation and ideology are destructive of community, so the selfsacrificing love that is Christian charity reconciles alienated man to
his true being, and undoes the mischief initiated by alienation and
consolidated by ideology.” (M 364.)
UNASSAILABLE FACT OF. See intra And religious experience
LOWER BLADE: See HEURISTIC STRUCTURE–FOR INTERPRETATION-LOWER BLADE

See NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL–AND LOVE

M

See WILL–PROCESSION IN; EMANATION–INTELLIGIBLE-AND THE WILL

AS REVEALED.
BEING IN:

...–TRANSCENDENCE-AND LOVE

state of being in love with God is the fulfilment of humanity’s
thrust towards self-transcendence (see SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE), the
apex animae [peak of the soul].
FALLING IN. “There are in full consciousness feelings so deep and
strong, especially when deliberately reinforced, that they channel
attention, shape one’s horizon, direct one’s life. Here the supreme
illustration is loving. A man or woman that falls in love is engaged
in loving not only when attending to the beloved but at all times.
Besides particular acts of loving, there is the prior state of being in
love, and that prior state is, as it were, the fount of all one’s actions. So mutual love is the intertwining of two lives. It transforms
an ‘I’ and ‘thou’ into a ‘we’ so intimate, so secure, so permanent,
that each attends, imagines, thinks, plans, feels, speaks, acts in
concern for both.” (M 32-33.)

See intra Being in

“When a man and a woman love each other but do not
avow their love, they are not yet in love. Their very silence means
that their love has not reached the point of self-surrender and selfdonation. It is the love that each freely and fully reveals to the other that brings about the radically new situation of being in love and
that begins the unfolding of its life-long implications.” (M 112-13.) L’s
treatment of this topic is mostly theological. There, the dynamic

MAGIC: See MYTH–AND MAGIC
MAKING: See DOING AND MAKING
MAN: See HUMANITY
MANIFOLD(S): See also inter alia COSMOLOGY ■ DECISION–AND REFLECTIVE EVALUATION-AND ALTERNATIVES
INSIGHT

■ DEDUCTION–IN THE GENERAL CASE IMPOSSIBLE ■ EMERGENCE–OF

■ EMERGENT PROBABILITY–GENERALIZED ■ FINALITY–AS OPERATOR ■ GENUS–

EXPLANATORY-IS THE CONCEPT CORRECT?, –FOUNDATIONS OF

■ GOOD, THE–AS SYSTEM,

MASS –
HIGHER, –VS FEELINGS, SENTIMENTS
RELATIONS

■ HUMAN–PERSON-UNITY OF ■ LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–AND

■ LIBERATION–PROBLEM OF ETHICAL-IS INDEPENDENT ■ METHOD, GENETIC–AND

HIGHER SYSTEM, –AND ORGANIC DEVELOPMENT
MENT-IS QUESTION
CONFLICTING

■ OPERATOR(S)–OF COGNITIONAL DEVELOP-

■ SENSITIVE–AND INTELLECTUAL-AND HIGHER SYSTEM ■ SYSTEM(S)–

■ UNIVERSE–UNITY OF

AND COURSES OF ACTION.
AND DEVELOPMENT.

See FREEDOM–ESSENTIAL

See DEVELOPMENT

AND FEELINGS.

See UNIVERSE–ORDER OF-AND THE TOTAL MANIFOLD-AND FEELINGS

AND FINALITY.

See

DEVELOPMENT–PRINCIPLE(S) OF-(3) FINALITY; FINALITY–FEATURES

OF (9)

AND THE GOOD.

See intra Total

COINCIDENTAL. A manifold is an object of scientific attention with
many and varied features. When coincidental, it may provide material for a higher integration; thus subatomic events achieve higher
integration in chemical elements.
And conjugate potency. See SCIENCE(S)–EMPIRICAL-AS DISTINCT AND AUTONOMOUS-AND HIGHER VIEWPOINTS

And freedom. See FREEDOM–AND COINCIDENTAL MANIFOLDS
And higher integrations. “Every higher integration systematizes
an otherwise coincidental manifold.” (In 477.) “Otherwise coincidental manifolds of lower conjugate acts invite the higher integration effected by higher conjugate forms. Thus, in our account
of explanatory genera chemical elements and compounds are
higher integrations of otherwise coincidental manifolds of subatomic events; organisms are higher integrations of otherwise coincidental manifolds of chemical processes; sensitive
consciousness is a higher integration of otherwise coincidental
manifolds of changes in neural tissues; and accumulating insights
are higher integrations of otherwise coincidental manifolds of
images or of data.” (In 477.) See also INTEGRATION(S)–HIGHER-SCIENCE AS
And higher system. “The detached, disinterested, unrestricted DEgrasps intelligently and affirms reasonably not only
the facts of the universe of being but also its practical possibilities. Such practical possibilities include intelligent transformations not only of the environment in which man lives but also of
man’s own spontaneous living. For that living exhibits an otherwise coincidental manifold into which man can introduce a
higher system by his own understanding of himself and his own
deliberate choices.” (In 622.) See also SYSTEM(S)–HIGHER
And schemes of recurrence. See RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF
SIRE TO KNOW

And the systematic. “The conjugate forms of human intellectual
activity constitute the higher system of man’s sensitive living. In
each case an otherwise coincidental manifold of lower conjugate
acts is rendered systematic by conjugate forms on a higher
level.” (In 538.)
And things. See EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND THINGS
And unity. See UNIVERSE–UNITY OF
Image as. See IMAGE–HEURISTIC VS REPRESENTATIVE FUNCTION OF-IN SCIENCES-AS
DISTINCT

NONSYSTEMATIC.

See

AND LAW-AMBIGUITY OF

■ NONSYSTEMATIC–AND SUCCESSIVE LEVELS OF SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY,

LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–CLASSICAL ■ MATERIAL–VS SPIRITUAL-
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–PROCESS-BASIC SITUATION OF ■ NOTION OF …–NONSYSTEMATIC PROCESS ■ PSYCHIC–AND
NONSYSTEMATIC

TOTAL.

This topic regards the identity of being and the good, the
order of the universe, and the potential good that lies in the total
manifold. See UNIVERSE–ORDER OF-AND THE TOTAL MANIFOLD

MASS: “The higher one ascends in the scientific superstructure, the
greater the possibility that some element in the theory that at the present time is assumed as basic may later lose its basic position. In mechanics and dynamics, the concept of mass is fundamental; in
relativity, mass does not have exactly the same properties as it has in
Newtonian mechanics. Insofar as special relativity is said to have
been sufficiently established, that is, to be still more probable than
Newtonian mechanics, there is a change in that fundamental notion.
Is there any way of proving that in any future mechanics mass will
have the fundamental position that it has at the present time? This is
the sort of question the scientist does not raise; he finds it simpler to
say that he will consider that sort of question when the need for considering it arises. But he does not exclude the possibility, and insofar
as such possibilities are not excluded, the scientist will in general say
that his theory is probable.” (UB 125-26.)
AND CONJUGATE FORM. “Experiential conjugates are terms defined
by the relations to us. The definitions ultimately come down to
some content of experience. What do I mean by ‘red’? Well, I
mean what I see under such circumstances as the present where
I’m looking at the flag. I see the red cross in the center. You explain what you mean by ‘red’ by saying, ‘something like this.’ And
the same for sounds, tastes, and so on. What you ultimately appeal
to is some element in experience. … On the other hand, the pure
conjugate is a term that is defined from verified correlations. It’s
contained in laws. For example, understanding exactly the electric
and magnetic field vectors in Clerk Maxwell’s equations: what are
they? They are the terms that satisfy these equations. Mass is another example. Temperature also: temperature … is not an experience, not the same as feeling hotter, or feeling cooler. The iron
rung here feels cooler than the seat of the chair, but they’re at the
same temperature. Temperature, then, is a pure conjugate. It’s a
notion that’s defined by being contained implicitly within certain
correlations. At least, that’s one way of going about it, and it seems
to be the most satisfactory.” (UB 307-08.)
AND ENERGY. “There is an inertia of energy, and there is an equation
relating mass and energy. Is one to relate the inertial coefficient of
mass to the prime potency it informs, and to conceive mass itself as
a conjugate form that is implicitly defined by the laws that relate
masses to one another? … What would seem desirable is a single
coherent answer to all these questions such that prime potency
would be conceived as a ground of quantitative limitation and general heuristic considerations would relate quantitative limitation to
the properties that science verifies in the quantity it names energy.”
(In 469.) See POTENCY/POTENTIAL–PRIME
NOTION OF. “There are basic terms that are defined by referring
them to your senses, and there are other basic terms that are defined
because they’re contained implicitly in verified correlations. And
that is, simply, the meaning of ‘explanatory’ or ‘pure’ conjugates—
such as the notion of mass.” (UB 316.) See CONJUGATE(S)–EXPLANATORY/PURE
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MATERIAL – MATERIALISM/MATERIALIST

MATERIAL: See intra Explanation/definition of
AND INTELLIGIBILITY.

See INTELLIGIBILITY–MATERIAL

AND UNDERSTANDING.

See INSIGHT

CAUSALITY.
CONTEXT.

AND UNDERSTANDING–AS MATERIAL/IMMATERIAL

See CAUSE(S)– MATERIAL

See CONTEXT(S)–MATERIAL

EXPLANATION/DEFINITION OF.

This entry flows from MATTER–PRIME.
“The metaphysical equivalent of the empirical residue [see RESIDUE(S)–EMPIRICAL] has been found to be prime potency [see POTENCY/POTENTIAL–PRIME]. But since the empirical residue is the ground
of materiality, prime potency also is prime matter. There follows
the possibility of explaining what matter is and what the material
is. Nor is this superfluous. The materialist thinks the nature of matter perfectly obvious: matter is the real, and the real is a subdivision
in the ‘already out there now.’ [See ALREADY-OUT-THERE-NOW-REAL] But
we are committed to the view that the real is BEING and that being is
whatever is to be grasped intelligently and affirmed reasonably. So
if we are to say that matter is real, we have first to grasp its nature
and then find sufficient grounds for our affirmation. But there exist
in this universe subatomic entities, chemical elements and compounds, plants and animals. A brief consideration of their functioning reveals not merely that it does not occur, but even that it could
not occur, apart from the empirical residue, apart from manifolds of
instances in a space-time continuum, and apart from actual frequencies that nonsystematically diverge from ideal frequencies.
Accordingly, the material can be defined as whatever is constituted
by the empirical residue or is conditioned intrinsically by that residue. It follows that conjugate potencies, forms, and acts [see CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES] on the physical, chemical,
organic, and psychic levels are material. Further, since central
forms are differentiated by their conjugates, it follows that the corresponding central forms are material. Finally, since act shares the
definition of the form with which it constitutes a unity, it follows
that the corresponding central acts are material [see CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES].” (In 540-41.) See also intra Vs spiritual
MULTIPLICATION. See ONE AND MANY–AND MATERIAL MULTIPLICATION
VS SPIRITUAL. “If our definition of the material is correct [see intra
Explanation/definition of], then it must be possible to say that the spiritual neither is constituted, nor is conditioned intrinsically, by the
empirical residue [see RESIDUE(S)–EMPIRICAL]. Certainly, it is not constituted by the empirical residue: for inasmuch as we are understanding, we are abstracting from that residue; and inasmuch as we are
grasping the unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY–AND REFLECTIVE
INSIGHT], we are attaining the lucid, fully rational factualness that
contrasts so violently with the brute factualness with which instances similar in all respects still are different instances, with
which the multiplicity of the continuum is noncountable because
nonordinable, with which actual frequencies diverge from ideal
frequencies in any manner provided it is nonsystematic. But if insight and grasp of the unconditioned are constituted quite differently from the empirical residue, so also are the inquiry and critical
reflection that lead to them and the conception and judgment that
result from them and express them. … Further, our definition re-

quires that the spiritual be not conditioned intrinsically by the empirical residue. Quite obviously, there is some conditioning. Our
inquiry and insight demand something apart from themselves into
which we inquire and attain insight; initially and commonly that
other is sensible experience, and in it is found the empirical residue. But if sensible experience and so the empirical residue condition inquiry and insight, it is no less plain that that conditioning is
extrinsic.” (In 541.) See also INTELLIGIBILITY–MATERIAL-VS SPIRITUAL
And law. “The distinction between the spiritual and the material
emphasizes the fact that the intelligent and rational emergence of
courses of action stands to the level of distinctively human operations as dynamic systems on the move stand to the psychic and
organic levels and as static systems stand to the chemical and
physical orders of events. In other words, practical insight, reflection, and decision are a legislative function; instead of being subject to laws, as are physical and chemical events, they are what
make the laws of the distinctively human level of operations.
Where material reality is subject to law and thereby intelligible,
spiritual reality has intelligibility, not through subjection to law,
but by its native intelligence; and while spiritual reality is manifested through the higher systematization or order it imposes on
lower levels of being, still that systematization or order is not imposed upon spiritual reality, as the law of inverse squares upon
masses, but is generated by practical insights [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–PRACTICAL], rational reflection [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–REFLECTIVE], and DECISION.” (In 640-41.)
Ambiguity of. L speaks of “the ambiguity of the notion of law.

There are, then, the laws of matter and the laws of spirit. The
laws of matter are investigated by empirical scientists, and
when spirit is said to be legislative, one means that spirit originates intelligible orders that are parallel to the intelligibilities
investigated by empirical scientists. On the other hand, the
laws of spirit are the principles and norms that govern spirit in
the exercise of its legislative function; and they differ radically
from the laws of matter, not only in their higher point of application, but also in their nature and content. As has been seen,
the laws of matter are abstract, and they can be applied concretely only by the addition of further determinations from a
nonsystematic manifold. But the laws of spirit reside in the dynamic structure of its cognitional and volitional operations, and
their concrete application is effected through spirit’s own operations within that dynamic structure [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–
OPERATIONS].” (In 641.)
MATERIALISM/MATERIALIST: See also inter alia MATERIAL ■ FORM–
ASSIMILATED IN KNOWING
POINT IN PHILOSOPHY

■ PHANTASM/FANTASM, –AS INTELLECTUAL OBJECT-AND CRITICAL

■ PROPER NAMES–ARISTOTLE, ARISTOTELIAN-EPISTEMOLOGICAL LAW ■

REALISM–DUALITY OF ■ REALITY–CHILDHOOD NOTION OF, –SENSE OF AND PHILOSOPHIES ■
SELF-APPROPRIATION–AND PHILOSOPHY-DIFFERENT TYPES OF ■ SENSISM–AND COGNITIONAL
MYTH

AND ANALOGY.

See ANALOGY OF …–MATTER

AND IDEALISM/REALISM.

See IDEALISM–AS HALFWAY HOUSE

AND MATTER/THE REAL.

See MATERIAL–EXPLANATION/DEFINITION OF

MATHEMATICAL – MATHEMATICAL
DIALECTICAL.

See DIALECTICAL–MATERIALISM

MATHEMATICAL: See also inter alia MATHEMATICS ■ BEING–SPHERES OF, DISTINCT
■ CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(2) OF OPERATIONS ■ CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–VERIFICATION-OF HYPOTHESES ■ COMMON SENSE–AND QUESTIONS ■ CONCEPT(S), CONCEPTION(S)–EXPRESSION OF ■ CORRELATION(S) ■ DATA–CONTINUOUS AND
DISCONTINUOUS, –OF SENSE-AND CONDITIONS FOR AFFIRMATION
ILLUSTRATION OF

■ DEVELOPMENT–NOTION OF-

■ FREQUENCY–TYPES OF (4)-(4) RELATIVE ACTUAL ■ ILLUSTRATION– OF HEU-

RISTIC STRUCTURE

■ INSIGHT (THE BOOK)–AND MATHEMATICS/PHYSICS, –AND THE MODES OF

SCIENTIFIC THOUGHT

■ INTELLIGIBILITY–ANTICIPATION OF ■ INVARIANCE–ANTICIPATION OF ■

MEASUREMENT–AND SPECIAL RELATIVITY ■ METHOD, GENETIC–GENERAL NOTIONS (7)-(6) ■ METHOD(S)–EMPIRICAL-AND HIGHER VIEWPOINT ■ NOTION OF …–INVARIANCE ■ PHYSICS–LAWS OF

■ PROBABILITY–AND POSSIBILITY ■ PROPER NAMES–PLATO, PLATONIC, PLATONIST-AND THE OBJECT

■ SENSE(S)–AND JUDGMENT ■ SENSITIVE–AND EMERGENCE OF HIGHER SYSTEM ■ SPACE

AND TIME–ABSOLUTE-OBJECTIFICATION OF, –CONCRETE VS IMAGINARY ■ STATISTICAL–THEORY(4) FOUNDATIONS

■ TRANSFORMATION–INVARIANCE UNDER INERTIAL

ABSTRACTION.

See ABSTRACTION–MATHEMATICAL

ANALOGY AND METAPHYSICS. The context is L’s answering the question whether there can be more than one true METAPHYSICS. He turns
to the example of mathematics. “To cite but one of a number of
examples that kept multiplying until mathematicians grew tired of
the novelty, the pattern of relations constitutive of the theoretical
content of Euclidean geometry was formulated with complete logical rigor, first by Hubert in terms of ‘point,’ ‘line,’ and ‘between,’
and then by Huntington in terms of ‘sphere’ and ‘inclusion.’ Hence
it is argued that, since the same geometry admits different yet
equivalent conceptualizations and expressions, there is no reason
to expect the conceptualization of the true metaphysics to be
unique. Further, in confirmation, it is pointed out that a metaphysics in terms of potency, form, and act is indigenous to Mediterranean and Western thought; but is it not to be expected that,
once we overcome the parochialism of our outlook and come to
understand the mentality of the East, then we shall have to acknowledge a plurality of different yet true and so equivalent metaphysics? … The argument from the cultural differences of East and
West does not seem to touch our position.” (In 758.) See PHILOSOPHY, PHILOSOPHIES–EASTERN VS WESTERN For a summary of the universality of L’s
metaphysics see METAPHYSICS–REVISION OF. On analogy see ABSOLUTE–BEINGAND METAPHYSICS; METAPHYSICS–AND ESSENCE
AND SCIENTIFIC INSIGHTS. The larger context is the heuristic structures of empirical method (In ch. 2; see HEURISTIC STRUCTURE–CLASSICAL,
–STATISTICAL). L begins by comparing mathematical and scientific insights. He summarizes his detailed comparison thus: “The circuit,
then, of mathematical development may be named immanent: it
moves from images through insights and conceptions to the production of symbolic images whence higher insights arise. But the
circuit of scientific development [see CIRCUIT(S)–OF MATHEMATICAL AND SCIENTIFIC DEVELOPMENTS] includes action upon external things: it moves
from observation and experiment to tabulations and graphs, from
these to insights and formulations, from formulations to forecasts,
from forecasts to operations, in which it obtains fresh evidence either for the confirmation or for the revision of existing views.” (In

59.)
AND SCIENTIFIC THOUGHT. “On the one hand, there is the movement
of empirical science from description to explanation, from proper
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domains of data to systems of laws that implicitly define the terms
they relate; and at the end of this movement there is the ideal goal
that is to be attained when all aspects of data except the empirical
residue [see RESIDUE(S)–EMPIRICAL] will have their intelligible counterpart in systems of explanatory conjugates [see CONJUGATE(S)–
EXPLANATORY/PURE] and ideal frequencies [see FREQUENCY–TYPES OF (4)-(3)
IDEAL]. On the other hand, there is the movement of mathematical
thought that begins from the empirical residue and endeavors to
explore the totality of manners in which enriching abstraction [see
ABSTRACTION–ENRICHING/IMPOVERISHING] can confer INTELLIGIBILITY upon any
materials that resemble the empirical residue. Clearly, these two
movements are complementary. For the mathematician begins
from the empirical residue with which the empirical scientist would
end; and if the mathematical exploration of intelligible systems is
thorough, then it is bound to include the systems of explanatory
conjugates that the empirical sciences will verify in their respective
domains.” (In 337-38.) See also DATA–OF SENSE-AND SCIENTIFIC UNDERSTANDING
DEVELOPMENT. See CIRCUIT(S)–OF MATHEMATICAL AND SCIENTIFIC DEVELOPMENTS
FORMALIZATIONS. “We may presuppose each department of mathematics to be formalized, that is, to be stated in a set of definitions, postulates, and deductions. Finally, we shall presuppose that
there are other formalizations, equally rigorous, equally elegant,
but in fact not members of the mathematical series. Our problem
thus becomes the question, In the light of our general analysis of
knowledge, how is one to recognize some formalizations as mathematical and others as not mathematical? … Our answer contains three elements, and it will be convenient to refer to them
respectively as the material element, the formal element, and the
actual element.” (In 335-36.)

Material element. “The material element is what we have named
the empirical residue [see RESIDUE(S)–EMPIRICAL]. There are aspects of
data from which understanding always abstracts. Such have been
seen to be the individual, the continuum, particular places and
times, and the nonsystematic divergence of actual frequency [see
NONSYSTEMATIC–DIVERGENCE OF ACTUAL FREQUENCIES] from probable expectations.” (In 336.)
Formal element. “The formal element may be designated by abstraction as enriching [see ABSTRACTION–ENRICHING/IMPOVERISHING]. It has
been seen that insight goes beyond images and data by adding
intelligible unities and correlations and frequencies, which, indeed, contain a reference to images or data but nonetheless add a
component to knowledge that does not exist actually on the level
of sense or imagination.” (In 336.)
Actual element. “The actual element lies in the conjunction of
the material and the formal elements.” (In 336.)
FRAMES OF REFERENCE.

See FRAME(S) OF REFERENCE–SPECIAL-MATHEMATICAL VS

PHYSICAL

JUDGMENTS.

For the main points see intra Formalizations

And analytic propositions. This entry regards the results of
mathematical checking. “Insofar as the definitions and postulates
coalesce into a self-justifying meaning, there is the virtually unconditioned of analytic propositions.” (In 335.) See also PROPOSITION(S)–ANALYTIC-AND VIRTUALLY UNCONDITIONED
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And checking. “The process of checking can be developed into
an elaborate technique. What is checked becomes a whole department of mathematics. Definitions are worked out. Postulates
are added. From the definitions and postulates it is shown that all
the conclusions of the department can be reached by the rigorous
procedure of deductive inference. ... But what is the goal of
checking? Clearly, it is to marshal the evidence in the shape in
which reflective understanding [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–
REFLECTIVE] can grasp the virtually unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED,
VIRTUALLY–AND REFLECTIVE INSIGHT] and so ground rational judgment [see
JUDGMENT(S)–AS RELATED-(3) TO REFLECTIVE UNDERSTANDING].” (In 335.) In regard
to the results see intra Judgments-and analytic propositions, -and deductive inference

And deductive inference. This entry regards the results of mathematical checking. “Insofar as the checking reduces conclusions
to premises, there is the virtually unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED,
VIRTUALLY] of the form of deductive inference [see INFERENCE–
DEDUCTIVE-AND VIRTUALLY UNCONDITIONED].” (In 335.)
LANGUAGE. See LANGUAGE–MATHEMATICAL
LIMIT. “The mathematical notion of limit bears a general resemblance to the notion of PROBABILITY. Accordingly, let us consider the
simple sum
S = 1/2 + 1/4 + 1/8 + ... [to n terms] = 1 - 1/2n

where, as n increases, S differs from unity by an ever smaller
fraction, and so, by assigning n ever larger values, the difference
between the sum S and unity can be made as small as one pleases. In the limit, then, when the number of terms in the series is
infinite, the sum S is unity. However, one cannot write out an infinite number of terms; one cannot even conceive each of an infinite number of terms. Moreover, while it is contradictory to
suppose that an unending series is ended, still one can understand
the principle on which each fraction in the series is constructed,
one can tell whether or not any fraction belongs to the series, one
can conceive as many of the fractions as one pleases, and one
can grasp that the more terms there are to the series, the nearer
the sum is to unity. Finally, there is no contradiction in thinking
or speaking of all the terms in the series, and one can see that
there is no point in bothering about explicit conception of the
remainder because it contains nothing that is not already understood. Now advertence to this absence of further intelligibility in
the remainder is the abstractive aspect of the insight that claims
the whole series to be understood sufficiently in its content and
in its properties for it to be summed and for the sum to be
equated with unity.” (In 83.)
LOGIC.

While the topic is outside the scope of this work, the interested reader can consult Lonergan, Phenomenology and Logic: The
Boston College Lectures on Mathematical Logic and Existentialism. See also LOGIC

MATTER.

“Besides its preference for the general, the complete, the
ideal, the development of mathematical thought also seems restricted by its material element. By this I do not mean that the
mathematician is confined to individuals that exist, to continua that

exist, to places and times that exist, to nonsystematic divergences
that occur, or to any other actual elements in the empirical residue
[see RESIDUE(S)–EMPIRICAL] that may be discovered through the introduction of new techniques of abstraction. For it is quite dear that
mathematical thought in its pursuit of the general and complete
and ideal reveals a profound unconcern for the existent. Still, it
does seem to be true that the empirical residue does supply mathematics with samples of the type of stuff on which mathematical
ideas confer intelligibility and order. For unless the mathematician
is investigating the pure intelligibilities that Aquinas identified with
angels, there must be some mathematical matter; and since there
are other sciences that deal with data as of determinate kinds, there
remains for the mathematician the empirical residue of all data.” (In
337.)

See also intra Formalizations-material element

OPERATIONS, NUMBERS, RULES.

“The reader familiar with group theory will be aware that the definition of operations by rules, and of
numbers—or more generally symbols—by operations is a procedure that penetrates deeply into the nature of mathematics. But
there is a further aspect to the matter, and it has to do with the
gradual development by which one advances through intermediate
stages from elementary to higher mathematics. … At each stage of
the process there exists a set of rules that govern operations which
result in numbers. To each stage there corresponds a symbolic image of doing arithmetic, doing algebra, doing calculus. In each
successive image there is the potentiality of grasping by insight a
higher set of rules that will govern the operations and by them
elicit the numbers or symbols of the next stage. Only insofar as a
man makes his slow progress up that escalator does he become a
technically competent mathematician. Without it he may acquire a
rough idea of what mathematics is about, but he will never be a
master, perfectly aware of the precise meaning and the exact implications of every symbol and operation.” (In 41-42.)

SPHERE OF BEING. “A distinction … has to be drawn between a
sphere of real being and other restricted spheres such as the mathematical, the hypothetical, the logical, and so on.” (M 75.) See also
BEING–SPHERES OF, DISTINCT
SURD. “‘Irrational’ denies a correspondence between certain numbers and human reason. … To indicate the relevant insight, let us
ask why a SURD is a surd. Essentially the question is parallel to the
earlier question, Why is a cartwheel round? But while the earlier
answer revealed an intelligibility immanent in the wheel, the present answer consists in showing that a surd cannot possess the intelligibility one would expect it to have. … Thus, the square root
of two is some magnitude greater than unity and less than two.
One would expect it to be some improper fraction, say m/n where
m and n are positive integers and by the removal of all common
factors m may always be made prime to n. Moreover, were this
expectation correct, then the diagonal and the side of a square
would be respectively m times and n times some common unit of
length. However so far from being correct, the expectation leads to
a contradiction. For if 2 = m/n, then 2 = m2/n2. But if m is prime
to n, then m2 is prime to n2; and in that case m2/n2 cannot be equal
to two or, indeed, to any greater integer. The argument is easily ge-
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neralized, and so it appears that a surd is a surd because it is not
the rational fraction that intelligence anticipates it to be.” (In 45-46.)
THOUGHT. See intra And scientific thought
VIEWPOINT. See VIEWPOINT(S)–HIGHER-MATHEMATICAL
mathematics is used in Insight to demonstrate the emergence, nature of, and fact of understanding. See also

MATHEMATICS: Like science,
MATHEMATICAL
AND ABSTRACTION.

See ABSTRACTION–DEGREES OF (3)-(2) FROM SENSIBLE QUALITIES

AND EMPIRICAL RESIDUE.
AND GÖDEL’S THEOREM.
AND

HEURISTIC

See RESIDUE(S)–EMPIRICAL

See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–AND GÖDEL’S THEOREM

STRUCTURE.

See

HEURISTIC

STRUCTURE–AND

SCI-

ENCE/MATHEMATICS

AND IMMANENT CIRCUIT.

See intra Vs science

AND IMPLICIT DEFINITIONS.
AND INSIGHT (THE BOOK).
AND INSIGHT.

See DEFINITION(S)–TYPES OF-IMPLICIT

See INSIGHT (THE BOOK)–AND MATHEMATICS/PHYSICS

See MATHEMATICAL–AND SCIENTIFIC INSIGHTS

AND INTUITIONISTS.

“The act of reflective understanding [see INSIGHT
occurs within rational consciousness,
within the field determined by rational consciousness. Logicians
acknowledge a principle of excluded middle [see PRINCIPLE(S)–FIRSTEXCLUDED MIDDLE]: either it is or it is not; there is nothing in between.
At the present time among mathematicians there is some dispute
about the use of that principle. The intuitionists do not want to admit it into mathematics, while others insist upon admitting it. You
can see where their difficulty lies. We can put questions that are not
answered by either yes or no. Sometimes we want to change the
question, when it is a tricky question of the type, ‘Have you
stopped beating your wife yet?’ We do not want to answer either
yes or no, because both answers have awkward implications. In
other words, besides the choice between ‘It is’ and ‘It is not,’ we
have the right to draw distinctions, to reformulate the question. I
think that to insist that in any case, for any formulation, the principle of excluded middle can be applied is mistaken.” (UB 116.)
AND UNDERSTANDING–REFLECTIVE]

AND JUDGMENT OF EXISTENCE. “There is no doubt that one can
make concrete judgments of fact [see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–CONCRETE]
that involve 1, 2, 3, 4, up to any small number, and there is no
doubt that concrete judgments of fact including numbers of the order of 1030 do not occur. If someone does happen to make a concrete judgment of fact that involves exactly that number, we can
add 1 onto it and ask him to make the judgment about that. In other
words, part of the number series does occur in concrete judgments
of fact, but there is an enormous stretch of it that does not. Again,
there may not exist absolutely level planes, but there are approximations to them. just as there is a process to infinity in mathematics, so there is also a process of idealization. The mathematician
turns analytic propositions into serially analytic principles [see
PROPOSITION(S)–ANALYTIC; PRINCIPLE(S)–ANALYTIC-SERIAL] insofar as in concrete
judgments of fact some part of the theory or some approximation to
what he is thinking about can be illustrated. … I should note that
this account of the mathematical judgment of existence is not
commonly proposed or considered by theorists on the foundations
of mathematics. There are different schools on this issue.” (UB 130.)

AND LOGIC.
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See LOGIC–MATHEMATICS AND

AND PROBABILITY.
AND SCIENCE.

See PROBABILITY–AND MATHEMATICS

See SCIENCE(S)–AND MATHEMATICS

AND SYMBOLISM.

In the larger context of higher viewpoints (see
L discusses the significance of symbolism, using
mathematical development as example. “Mathematical operations
are not merely the logical expansion of conceptual premises. Image and question, insight and concepts all combine. The function
of the symbolism is to supply the relevant image, and the symbolism is apt inasmuch as its immanent patterns as well as the dynamic patterns of its manipulation run parallel to the rules and
operations that have been grasped by insight and formulated in
concepts. … The benefits of this parallelism are manifold.” (In 42.)
He makes five points.
VIEWPOINT(S)–HIGHER),

(1) And solutions. “In the first place, the symbolism itself takes
over a notable part of the solution of problems, for the symbols,
complemented by habits that have become automatic, dictate
what has to be done. Thus, a mathematician will work at a problem up to a point and then announce that the rest is mere routine.” (In 42.)
(2) As heuristic. “Symbolism constitutes a HEURISTIC technique:
the mathematician is not content to seek his unknowns; he names
them; he assigns them symbols; he writes down in equations all
their properties; he knows how many equations he will need; and
when he has reached that number he can say that the rest of the
solution is automatic.” (In 43.)
(3) As suggestive. “Symbolism offers clues, hints, suggestions.
Just as the definition of the circle was approached from the clue
of the equality of the spokes, so generally insights do not come
to us in their full stature: we begin from little hints, from suspicions, from possibilities; we try them out; if they lead nowhere,
we drop them; if they promise success, we push them for all they
are worth. But this can be done only if we chance upon the hints,
the clues, the possibilities; and the effect of the apt symbolism is
to reduce, if not entirely eliminate, this element of chance. Here,
of course, the classical example is analytic geometry. To solve a
problem by Euclidean methods, one has to stumble upon the correct construction. To solve a problem analytically, one has only
to manipulate the symbols.” (In 43.)
(4) As invariant. “There is the highly significant notion of INVARIANCE. An apt symbolism will endow the pattern of a mathematical
expression with the totality of its meaning. Whether or not one
uses the Latin, Greek, or Hebrew alphabet is a matter of no importance. The mathematical meaning of an expression resides in
the distinction between constants and variables, and in the signs
or collocations that dictate operations of combining, multiplying,
summing, differentiating, integrating, and so forth. It follows
that, as long as the symbolic pattern of a mathematical expression is unchanged, its mathematical meaning is unchanged. Further, it follows that if a symbolic pattern is unchanged by any
substitutions of a determinate group, then the mathematical
meaning of the pattern is independent of the meaning of the substitutions.” (In 43.)
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(5) And next stage. “The symbolism appropriate to any stage of
mathematical development provides the image in which may be
grasped by insight the rules for the next stage.” (In 43.)

misses; but basic premisses are freely chosen postulates and not
necessary truths.” (M 315.)
SCISSORS-LIKE ACTION IN. See SCISSORS-LIKE ACTION–IN MATHEMATICS

“In general, the discovery of an apt symbolism greatly simplifies mathematics and makes possible enormous developments. …
The apt symbolism is an enormously important element in the
advance of mathematics, because, where in elementary geometry
one gets insight into one’s constructions, in mathematics one gets
insight into the structure of one’s symbols. Because one can get
insight into the structure of one’s symbols, the mathematician
goes on with the business of higher viewpoints in a way no one
else does.” (UB 56.)

VS COMMON SENSE. “There is a type of knowledge that differs from
mathematics and science, not insofar as they have practical applications, but in their pure state. I wish to recall, then, the general characteristics of the specialized pursuit of knowledge, because it is
only by contrast with that specialized knowledge that one can form
any adequate, precise notion of the far more common type of
knowledge that we name COMMON SENSE.” (UB 84.)
VS SCIENCE. See CIRCUIT(S)–OF MATHEMATICAL AND SCIENTIFIC DEVELOPMENTS

AND TREATISE.

See TREATISE–LIMITS OF-(2) AND MATHEMATICS

CONCEPTUALIST VS INTELLECTUALIST IN.

“Commonly, it would be
agreed that mathematics is based on mere analytic propositions [see
PROPOSITION(S)–ANALYTIC], and it would be explained that, if one disregards merely arbitrary definitions and syntactical rules, one can
distinguish (1) logic, which deals with such relations as ‘and,’ ‘or,’
‘if ... then,’ (2) mathematics, which deals with relations of equivalence or congruence in individuals and sets, and (3) a more general
subject, call it ‘mathesis,’ which deals with rules common to logic
and to mathematics. … The principal difference in our approach is
that it goes behind concepts and affirmations to the grounding acts
of direct and reflective understanding. From this feature there follows its dynamic character, for it contains an invitation to mathematicians to explore the possibility of setting up the series of
deductive expansions that would do as much for other empirical
sciences as has been done for physics.” (In 339.)
CRITERIA OF.

See SENSE(S)–AND JUDGMENT

These remarks flow from POSTULATE(S)–PARALLEL.
“Lobatchevski discovered the hyperbolic space, and Gauss, I think,
the elliptical, and these discoveries effected a transformation in the
notion of what mathematics is. Prior to the Lobatchevskian experience mathematics was a matter of deducing conclusions from necessary, self-evident truths. But after that experience, first geometry
and then mathematics in general became hypothetico-deductive.
You selected a number of axioms and postulated them, and mathematics was a matter of working out the implications of your postulates. It was no longer a matter of drawing conclusions from
necessary, self-evident truths, but of seeing what would follow if
certain assumptions were made. The question, What is the validity
of the assumptions? is the current question of the foundations of
mathematics, and there are several different schools on the matter.”

(TE 122.)

See MATHEMATICAL–OPERATIONS, NUMBERS, RULES

HIGHER VIEWPOINTS IN.
IDEAL OF.

See VIEWPOINT(S)–HIGHER-MATHEMATICAL

See IDEAL(S)–TYPES-AND MATHEMATICS

LIMITS OF.

See MATHEMATICAL–LIMIT

MATERIAL AND FORMAL ELEMENTS IN.
NON-NECESSITY IN.

MATTER:

For the principal meaning see ANALOGY OF …–MATTER
ABSTRACTION AND. See ABSTRACTION–APPREHENSIVE, –DEGREES OF, –PHYSICAL, –

POSSIBILITY/IMPOSSIBILITY OF

ANALOGY OF.
AND FORM.

See ANALOGY OF …–MATTER

See FORM–AS ANSWER TO WHY, –SUBSTANTIAL

AND INSIGHT. “The matter is this, what one points to, while the form
is what is known by insight into the sensible data.” (UB 32.)
AND INTELLIGIBILITY. “Individual matter is not intelligible in itself
but only in its relation to the per se universality of forms which it
individuates.” (V 200.) See also PHANTASM/FANTASM–INSIGHT INTO-AND COMMON/INDIVIDUAL MATTER; ANALOGY OF …–MATTER
AND MATERIALISM. See MATERIAL–EXPLANATION/DEFINITION OF
AND MOVEMENT. Movement supposes matter.
AND SENSATION.

Sensation is without matter. See also intra Sensible vs

intelligible

FOUNDATIONS OF.

GROUP THEORY IN.

MATHESIS: See MATHEMATICS–CONCEPTUALIST VS INTELLECTUALIST IN

See MATHEMATICAL–FORMALIZATIONS

“Today in mathematics necessity is a marginal
notion: conclusions indeed follow necessarily from their pre-

AS CAUSE. Matter is one of Aristotle’s four causes. “There are four:
end, agent, matter, and form. The end moves the agent, the agent
moves the matter, and from the matter being moved arises the
form, which is the end as realized.” (UB 8.)
COMMON/INDIVIDUAL.

See

PHANTASM/FANTASM–INSIGHT

INTO-AND

COM-

MON/INDIVIDUAL MATTER

EXPLANATION/DEFINITION OF.
MATHEMATICAL.
PARTS OF.

See MATERIAL–EXPLANATION/DEFINITION OF

See MATHEMATICAL–MATTER

See ANALOGY OF …–MATTER

PRIME. In SCHOLASTICISM it is the pure passive potency of substance;
undifferentiated, indeterminate material of the physical universe,
subject to all kinds of change; the first intrinsic, potential principle
of any bodily essence. In scholasticism metaphysics is a priori. In
L’s thought, metaphysics is not a priori but empirical because derived from the facts of cognitional analysis. As the integral heuristic structure of proportionate being (see METAPHYSICS–AS INTEGRAL
HEURISTIC STRUCTURE), L’s METAPHYSICS–OF PROPORTIONATE BEING regards the tobe-known, and as heuristic the KNOWN–UNKNOWN. In regard to “undifferentiated, indeterminate material of the physical universe,” L
says: “It will be convenient to introduce the name ‘prime potency’
to denote the potency of the lowest level that provides the principle
of limitation for the whole range of proportionate being. … Might
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one not say that the quantity of energy is the concrete prime potency that is informed mechanically or thermally or electrically as
the case may be?” (In 468.) “Now the metaphysical equivalent of the
empirical residue [see RESIDUE(S)–EMPIRICAL] has been found to be prime
potency [see POTENCY/POTENTIAL–AND EMPIRICAL RESIDUE]. But since the empirical residue is the ground of materiality, prime potency also is
prime matter.” (In 540.) This entry flows into MATERIAL–
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defined, supposed, formulated. However, the precise nature of
this distinction has not as yet been clarified. One is meaning precisely what one is thinking about, but one has yet to determine
whether the object of one’s thought is merely an object of
thought or something more than that.” (M 74.) See also intra Terms of

SENSIBLE VS INTELLIGIBLE. “Besides prime matter, there are sensible and intelligible matter, common and individual matter, appendages of matter, parts of the matter, material and individual
conditions. What are all these? The answer is simple if one grasps
that natural form stands to natural matter as the object of insight
[intelligible form] stands to the object of sense [sensible matter].” (V

(3) Full. “The full act of meaning is an act of judging. One settles the status of the object of thought, that it is merely an object
of thought, or a mathematical entity, or a real thing lying in the
world of human experience, or a transcendent reality beyond that
world.” (M 74.) “In full acts of meaning there occurs the probable
or certain determination of the status of the term [of meaning;
what is meant]; one settles whether or not A is, or whether or not
A is B.” (M 75.) “With regard to full terms of meaning one has to
distinguish different spheres of being.” (M 75.) See BEING–SPHERES OF,

155.)

DISTINCT

EXPLANATION/DEFINITION OF

MEANING:

L has given us a new technical vocabulary for systematic
expression of meaning. The vocabulary is complex. In one of few
summary statements that include a good number of technical terms,
L writes: “Meaning … is a constitutive element in the conscious flow
that is the normally controlling side of human action. … Now meaning may regard the general or the universal, but most human thought
and speech and action are concerned with the particular and the concrete. Again, there are structural and material invariants to meaning,
but there also are changes that affect the manner in which the carriers
of meaning are employed, the elements of meaning are combined,
the functions of meaning are distinguished and developed, the realms
of meaning are extended, the stages of meaning blossom forth, meet
resistance, compromise, collapse. Finally, there are the further vicissitudes of meaning as common meaning.” (M 178.)
ACTIVE. “Active meanings come with judgments of value, decisions, actions [see JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE; DECISION–AND COURSES OF ACTION].
This is a topic to which we revert when we treat … the effective
and constitutive functions of meaning in the individual and the
community.” (M 74.) See intra Functions of (4)-(2) efficient/effective, -(3) constitutive
ACTS OF. “The core of all acts of meaning is the intention of being
[see BEING–INTENTION OF].” (In 382.) “Acts of meaning are (1) potential, (2)
formal, (3) full, (4) constitutive or effective, and (5) instrumental.”

(M 74.)

(1) Potential. “In the potential act meaning is elemental [see intra
Elemental]. There has not yet been reached the distinction between
meaning and meant. ... Again, acts of sensing and of understanding of themselves have only potential meaning. As Aristotle put
it, the sensible in act and the sense in act are one and the same.
Thus, sounding and hearing are an identity: without ears there
can be longitudinal waves in the atmosphere but there cannot be
sound. Similarly, data are potentially intelligible, but their intelligibility in act coincides with an intelligence in act.” (M 74.)
(2) Formal. “In formal acts, the distinction [between meaning
and meant] has emerged but the exact status of the term remains
indeterminate.” (M 75.) “The formal act of meaning is an act of
conceiving, thinking, considering, defining, supposing, formulating. There has emerged the distinction between meaning and
meant, for the meant is what is conceived, thought, considered,

(4) Constitutive/effective. “In constitutive or effective acts of
meaning one settles one’s attitude to A, what one will do for B,
whether one will endeavor to bring about C.” (M 75.)
As performative. “Performative meaning is constitutive or effective meaning linguistically expressed. It has been studied by
the analysts, notably by Donald Evans, The Logic of Selfinvolvement.” (M 75 n. 19.) See also intra Acts of-(5) instrumental
(5) Instrumental. “Instrumental acts of meaning are expressions.
They externalize and exhibit for INTERPRETATION by others the potential, formal, full, constitutive, or effective acts of meaning of
the subject. As the expression and the interpretation may be adequate or faulty, instrumental acts of meaning provide the materials for … HERMENEUTICS.” (M 74-75.)
And empiricism. See EMPIRICISM/EMPIRICIST–AND INSTRUMENTAL ACTS OF MEANING
Ostensive. See

EMPIRICISM/EMPIRICIST–AND INSTRUMENTAL ACTS OF MEANING-

OSTENSIVE

Vs principal. “Acts of meaning are principal or instrumental;

principal acts are formal or full inasmuch as they are constituted by acts of defining, supposing, considering, or by acts of
assenting or dissenting; instrumental acts are sensible manifestations of meaning through gestures, speech, and writing.” (In
592.)

Principal. See intra Acts of-(5) instrumental-vs principal
“If people were shown how to find in their
own experience elements of meaning, how these elements can be
assembled into ancient modes of meaning, why in antiquity the
elements were assembled in that manner, then they would find
themselves in possession of a very precise tool, they would know it
in all its suppositions and implications, they could form for themselves an exact notion and they could check just how well it accounted for the foreign, strange, archaic things presented by the
exegetes.” (M 172-73.)
ANCIENT MODES OF.

AND ART.

See intra Realm(s) of-(6) art; see also ART–AND ELEMENTAL MEANING, –

AS CARRIER OF MEANING

AND BEING.

See intra Core of

AND COMMUNITY.

stitutive

See intra Functions of (4)-(2) effective/efficient, -(3) con-
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AND CONTENT.

See CONTENT(S)–AND MEANING

AND CULTURE.

See CULTURE, CULTURAL–AND MEANING

AND EXPRESSION.

See intra As simple and obvious; see also

EXPRESSION;

COMMUNICATION(S) (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)

As instrument of. See intra Acts of-(5) instrumental
Dialectical factor in. “There is a genetic absence of static system in expression when new ideas have to be exteriorized
through a gradual transformation of prior modes of expression.
Then the tension between meaning and expression will be at its
maximum at the beginning of the movement: images and words
that previously bore an established significance appear in strange
collocations; they struggle under a burden of meaning that they
do not succeed in conveying; quite suddenly they pass out of currency to be replaced by fresh efforts, and these in turn may have
their day only to yield, so to speak, to a third generation of words
and images; finally, if the movement endures, the transformations of language do not end until a technical vocabulary on an
explanatory basis is established.” (In 614.)
Elemental. See ART–AND ELEMENTAL MEANING
Levels of. See EXPRESSION–LEVELS OF
Literal. “The expression of feeling is symbolic and, if words owe
a debt to logic, symbols follow the laws of image and affect. With
Giambattista Vico, then, we hold for the priority of poetry. Literal
meaning literally expressed is a later ideal and only with enormous effort and care can it be realized, as the tireless labors of
linguistic analysts seem to show.” (M 73.)
Performative. See intra Acts of-(4) constitutive or effective-as performative

Recurrent gap between. See CRITICISM–PRINCIPLE(S) OF (4)-(3)
AND FEELINGS.

The context is the historical development of realms
of meaning (see intra Realm(s) of), the Greek discovery of mind (see
MIND–GREEK DISCOVERY OF), the ensuing differentiation of consciousness
(see CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED), and the emergence of a new
realm of meaning. “Man must discover mind. He has to sort out
and somehow detach from one another feeling and doing [see DOING
AND MAKING], KNOWING and deciding [see DECISION]. He has to clarify
just what it is to know and, in the light of that clarification, keep
the cognitive function of meaning [see intra Functions of (4)] apart
from its constitutive and efficient functions and from its role in the
communication of feeling [see FEELINGS–COMMUNICATION OF].” (M 90.)
AND HERMENEUTICS. See HERMENEUTIC(S)–AND MEANING
AND HUMAN LIVING.

The context is the dynamic unity of the functional specialties of method (see FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES). The specific
topic is the necessity in the forward movement of the church for
academic theology; historical development entails “the real life of
differentiated consciousness.” L’s remarks, however, apply to any
authentic tradition of academic inquiry. “The principal part of human living is constituted by meaning, and so the principal part of
human movements is concerned with meaning. It follows more or
less inevitably that the further any MOVEMENT spreads and the longer
it lasts, the more it is forced to reflect on its own proper meaning,

to distinguish itself from other meanings, to guard itself against ABERRATION.” (M 139.) “In the concrete physical, chemical, vital reality of
human living, then, there also is meaning. It is at once inward and
outward, inward as expressing, outward as expressed. It manifests
need and satisfaction. It responds to values. It intends goals. It orders means to ends. It constitutes social systems and endows them
with cultural significance. It transforms environing nature.” (M 211.)
See also intra Inward/outward

Symbols, signs, and. See REPRESENTATION–VS PRESENTATION-AND HUMAN LIVING

AND INNER WORD.

See WORD–INNER

AND INTERPRETATION.
AND ISOMORPHISM.

See INTERPRETATION–SKETCH OF METHOD FOR-(5) CONTROL

See ISOMORPHISM–OF CONDITIONS OF KNOWING AND MEANING

AND LANGUAGE.

“By its embodiment in language, in a set of conventional signs, meaning finds its greatest liberation. For conventional signs can be multiplied almost indefinitely. They can be
differentiated and specialized to the utmost refinement. They can
be used reflexively in the analysis and control of linguistic meaning itself. In contrast intersubjective and symbolic meanings [see intra Intersubjective; see also SYMBOL(S)–MEANING OF] seem restricted to the
spontaneities of people living together and, while the visual and
aural arts can develop conventions, still the conventions themselves are limited by the materials in which colors and shapes,
solid forms and structures, sounds and movements are embodied.”
(M 70.) See also LANGUAGE; ANALYSIS–LINGUISTIC
AND MEANT.

The context is acts of meaning, specifically the potential (see intra Acts of-(1) potential). “In the potential act … there has
not yet been reached the distinction between meaning and meant.
Such is the meaning of the smile that acts simply as an intersubjective determinant, the meaning of the work of art prior to its interpretation by a critic, the meaning of the symbol performing its
office of internal communication without help from the therapist.”
(M 74.) “Meaning, when fully developed, intends something meant.”
(M 62.)

See also intra Acts of-(2) formal

AND MYTH/MAGIC. “Man moves from the infant’s world of immediacy into a world mediated by meaning [see WORLD(S)–MEDIATED BY MEANING]. However, the mediating meaning is not purely cognitive [see
intra Functions of (4)-(1) cognitive]. It blends insensibly with the constitutive [see intra Functions of (4)-(3) constitutive], and the result is MYTH.
Man constitutes not only his social institutions and their cultural
significance but also the story of the world’s shape and origin and
destiny. … As the constitutive function of meaning intrudes into
the field of ‘speculative’ knowledge, so the efficient intrudes into
that of ‘practical’ knowledge. The result is magic. Words bring
about results not only by directing human action but also by a
power of their own which myth explains.” (M 89.) See also intra Control

of-and myth/magic

In first stage. In the first stage of meaning (see intra Stages of-(1)
common sense) “the cognitive function of meaning is exercised
[see intra Functions of (4)-(1) cognitive].” (M 89.)
AND TRADITION.

of

See intra And human living; Incarnate; Ontology of; Stages
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AND WORDS. “They belong together in typical patterns, and learning
a language is a matter, first, of grasping such patterns and, secondly, of gradually allowing the insights by which the patterns are
grasped to be short-circuited by a sensitive routine that permits the
attention of intelligence to concentrate on higher-level controls.
Just as the concert pianist is not thinking of the place of middle C,
so the speaker or writer is not thinking of the meaning of his
words. … But these sensitive routines, these typical patterns are
able to carry the meaning of words only because initially there occurred the insights that linked words intelligibly.” (In 577.)
AS COGNITIVE. See intra Functions of (4)-(1) cognitive
AS COMMUNICATIVE. See intra Functions of (4)-(4) communicative
AS CONSTITUTIVE. See intra Functions of (4)-(3) constitutive; Acts of-(4)

constitutive/effective
AS EFFECTIVE.

See intra Acts of-(4) constitutive/effective

AS EFFICIENT.

See intra Functions of (4)-(2) efficient

AS OUT THERE.

See ALREADY-OUT-THERE-NOW-REAL

AS SIMPLE AND OBVIOUS. “If often enough the meaning of an expression is simple and obvious, why should it not always be so? Why
should honest truth ever hide in the voluminous folds of a lengthy,
complicated, and difficult exposition? Perhaps we have done something to meet this objection. Once one has understood, the content
of an insight is simple and obvious even though it is expressed
poorly. Until one has understood, the content of an insight is as
hidden as the far side of the moon. Accordingly, one finds the
meaning of expressions simple and obvious when the speaker or
writer is communicating what one understands already, and one
finds their meaning obscure and difficult when he is stating what
one has still to learn. In the latter case no amount of pedagogic and
linguistic skill will eliminate the necessity of the effort to learn. For
this reason only the man that understands everything already is in a
position to demand that all meaning be simple and obvious to
him.” (In 581.)
CARRIERS OF.

“Meaning is embodied or carried in human INTERSUBin art, in symbols, in language, and in the lives and deeds
of persons. It can be clarified by a reduction to its elements. It fulfils various functions in human living. It opens upon quite different
realms. Its techniques vary in the successive stages of man’s historical development. To say something on each of these topics not
only will prepare the way for an account of such FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES as interpretation, history, systematics, and communications, but
also will yield some insight into the diversity of the expressions of
religious experience [see EXPERIENCE, RELIGIOUS].” (M 57.) See also intra
JECTIVITY,

Incarnate

Art. See ART–AS CARRIER OF MEANING
Human lives/deeds. See intra Intersubjective
Intersubjectivity. See intra Intersubjective
Language. See intra And language
Symbol. See SYMBOL(S)–MEANING OF
CHANGES OF. The context is the constitutive function of meaning
(see intra Functions of (4)-(3) constitutive). “The family, the state, the
law, the economy are not fixed and immutable entities. They adapt
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to changing circumstances; they can be reconceived in the light of
new ideas; they can be subjected to revolutionary change. But all
such change involves change of meaning—a change of idea or
concept, a change of judgment or evaluation, a change of the order
or request. The state can be changed by rewriting its constitution.
More subtly but no less effectively it can be changed by reinterpreting the constitution or, again, by working on men’s minds and
hearts to change the objects that command their respect, hold their
allegiance, fire their loyalty.” (M 78.)
COMMON. “A community is not just a number of men within a geographical frontier. It is an achievement of common meaning, and
there are kinds and degrees of achievement.” (M 79.) The subentries
are in systematic, not alphabetic, order.

Potential. “Common meaning is potential when there is a common field of experience, and to withdraw from that common
field is to get out of touch.” (M 79.)
Formal. “Common meaning is formal when there is common
understanding, and one withdraws from that common understanding by misunderstanding, by incomprehension, by mutual
incomprehension.” (M 79.)
Actual. “Common meaning is actual inasmuch as there are
common judgments, areas in which all affirm and deny in the
same manner; and one withdraws from that common judgment
when one disagrees, when one considers true what others hold
false and false what they think true.” (M 79.)
Realized. “Common meaning is realized by decisions and choices, especially by permanent dedication, in the love that makes
families, in the loyalty that makes states, in the faith that makes
religions. Community coheres or divides, begins or ends, just
where the common field of experience, common understanding,
common judgment, common commitments begin and end. So
communities are of many kinds: linguistic, religious, cultural, social, political, domestic. They vary in extent, in age, in cohesiveness, in their oppositions to one another.” (M 79.)
And ontology. The context is Communications (see COMMUNICATION(S) (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)). In the section on common meaning
and ontology (M 356-58), L writes: “Community is not just an
aggregate of individuals within a frontier, for that overlooks its
formal constituent [its ontology], which is common meaning.”
Note the fourfold structure of cognitional operations (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–STRUCTURE) as he continues. “Such common meaning calls for a common field of experience and, when that is
lacking, people get out of touch. It calls for common or complementary ways of understanding and, when they are lacking, people begin to misunderstand, to distrust, to suspect, to fear, to
resort to violence. It calls for common judgments and, when they
are lacking, people reside in different worlds. It calls for common values [decision], goals, policies and, when they are lacking, people operate at cross-purposes. ... Such common meaning
is doubly constitutive. In each individual it is constitutive of the
individual as a member of the community. In the group of individuals it is constitutive of the community.” (M 356-57; emphases added.)
Contraction of. “Meaning is common in the measure that community exists and functions, in the measure that there is a com-
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mon field of experience, common and complementary understanding, common judgments or at least an agreement to disagree, common and complementary commitments. But people
can get out of touch, misunderstand one another, hold radically
opposed views, commit themselves to conflicting goals. Then
common meaning contracts, becomes confined to banalities,
moves towards ideological warfare.” (M 178.)
COMMONSENSE. See TREATISE–AND INVARIANCE
CONSTITUTIVE. See intra Functions of (4)-(3) constitutive
CONTEXT OF. See CONTEXT(S)–OF MEANING
CONTROL OF.

“Among high cultures one may distinguish classical
and modern by the general type of their controls: the classical
thinks of the control as a universal fixed for all time; the modern
thinks of the controls as themselves involved in an ongoing process.” (M 29.) See also INTERPRETATION–SKETCH OF METHOD FOR-(5) CONTROL
And human living. See

TRANSPOSITION–FROM SELF-KNOWLEDGE/METAPHYSICS

TO IMAGES; LIMIT(S)/LIMITATION–OF EFFECTIVE FREEDOM

And myth/magic. “Many factors contribute to the control of
meaning that eliminates or at least neutralizes myth and magic:
the multiplication and differentiation of arts and crafts, the
growth of cities, the flourishing of trade, the concentration of
power and, with its breakdown, the emergence of a new individualism, and, if last not least, reflection on human language and
human knowledge. Alphabets make words visible, grammars
schematize their morphology and syntax, dictionaries indicate
their meanings, logics foster clarity, coherence, and rigor, hermeneutics explores different worlds mediated by meaning, philosophies ask whether the worlds we happen to mean really exist.”
(PTP2 117.)

Metaphysical equivalence and. See

METAPHYSICAL–EQUIVALENCE-

SIGNIFICANCE OF-CONTROL OF MEANING

Most venerable. “Perhaps the most venerable of the controls of
meaning lies in the classical culture that took its rise in ancient
Greece and Rome, came to new life well before the middle of the
present millennium, and, in many places, lasted right into this
century. Its beliefs were regarded as eternal verities, its art and literature were praised as immortal, its laws and institutions were
the deposit of the prudence and the wisdom of mankind. Change
was never more than accidental; the substance of human living
was ever the same. There were the educated and the uneducated,
but all genuine education had but a single goal: culture. ... This
normative notion of culture no longer obtains. Today we think of
culture empirically.” (PTP2 117.) See CULTURE, CULTURAL–VIEW OFCLASSICIST/NORMATIVE, –VIEW OF-MODERN/EMPIRICAL
Reflexive techniques for. See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONSINTENTIONAL-MEDIATE AND IMMEDIATE

■ CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–HISTORY OF-

AGE OF COMMON SENSE AND THEORY

■ MEDIATION–NOTION OF ■ MIND–GREEK DISCOVERY

OF

CORE OF.

L’s systematic treatment of meaning is more developed in
Method, but the distinctions that he makes in Insight are worth noting. Here, his topic is being. “As the notion of being [see BEING–

NOTION OF]

underpins all contents and penetrates them and constitutes
them as cognitional, so also it is the core of meaning.” (In 381.) L distinguishes:
(1) Sources of meaning. See intra Sources of
(2) Acts of meaning. See intra Acts of
(3) Terms of meaning. See intra Terms of

(4) Core of meaning. “The core of all acts of meaning is the intention of being.” (In 382.) See BEING–INTENTION OF
DIALECTICAL FACTOR IN. The larger context is metaphysics as dialectic (In ch. 17; see METAPHYSICS–AS DIALECTIC). L is discussing canons
for a methodical hermeneutics (see CANON(S)–OF METHODICAL HERMENEUTICS), thus the dialectical factor of meaning in the context of INTERPRETATION. “Not only does human meaning have its source in a
moving system [see SYSTEM(S)–MOVING/ON THE MOVE] but also it is subject
to the stress and distortion of the counterpositions [see POSITION AND
COUNTERPOSITION] and, in the limit, of mythic consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–MYTHIC]. It is here that the interpreter has to
deal with the dialectical, with the intrusion of the NONSYSTEMATIC into
moving system, with the ambivalent tendency of the counterposition and the mythical either to bring about its own reversal or to attempt to save itself by perpetually shifting its ground. But on this
aspect of the problem of interpretation enough has been said already in insisting upon the UNIVERSAL VIEWPOINT and in defining the
work of interpreting as differentiating the protean notion of being
[see BEING–PROTEAN NOTION OF].” (In 614.)
EFFECTIVE. See intra Functions of (4)-(2) effective/efficient
ELEMENTAL. “In the potential act [see intra Acts of-(1) potential] meaning is elemental. There has not yet been reached the distinction between meaning and meant. Such is the meaning of the smile that
acts simply as an intersubjective determinant, the meaning of the
work of art prior to its interpretation by a critic, the meaning of the
symbol performing its office of internal communication without
help from the therapist.” (M 74.)
And art. See ART–AND ELEMENTAL MEANING
Distinguish:

ELEMENTS OF.

(1) Sources. See intra Sources of
(2) Acts. See intra Acts of
(3) Terms. See intra Terms of
EMBODIED.

See intra Incarnate

EXTRAPOLATION OF.

See CRITICISM–PRINCIPLE(S) OF (4)-(2)

FORMULATION OF.

“They proceed from the immanent sources of
meaning to determinate differentiations of the protean notion of
being [see BEING–PROTEAN NOTION OF]. Such differentiations may be either the contents of single judgments or the contexts constituted by
more or less coherent aggregates of judgments. In either case they
are pure formulations [see INTERPRETATION–SKETCH OF METHOD FOR-(3) PURE
FORMULATIONS] if they proceed from an interpreter that grasps the UNIVERSAL VIEWPOINT and if they are addressed to an audience that similarly grasps the universal viewpoint.” (In 602.)
FUNCTIONS OF (4).

“The larger world, mediated by meaning, does
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not lie within anyone’s immediate experience; it is not the integral
sum of all the worlds of immediate experience. It involves an addition to experience through acts of understanding, formulation, reflection, and judgment.” (PTP2 108.)
(1) Cognitive. “It takes us out of the infant’s world of immediacy
[see IMMEDIACY–WORLD OF], and places us in the adult’s world, which
is a world mediated by meaning [see WORLD(S)–MEDIATED BY MEANING].
The world of the infant is no bigger than the nursery. It is the
world of what is felt, touched, grasped, sucked, seen, heard. It is
a world of immediate experience, of the given as given [see GIVEN,
THE], of IMAGE and affect without any perceptible intrusion from
insight or concept, reflection or judgment, deliberation or choice.
It is the world of pleasure and pain, hunger and thirst, food and
drink, rage and satisfaction and sleep.” (M 76.)
(2) Effective/efficient. “Men work. But their work is not mindless. What we make, we first intend. We imagine, we plan, we
investigate possibilities, we weigh pros and cons, we enter into
contracts, we have countless orders given and executed. From
the beginning to the end of the process, we are engaged in acts of
meaning; and without them the process would not occur or the
end be achieved. The pioneers on this continent found shore and
heartland, mountains and plains, but they have covered it with cities, laced it with roads, exploited it with industries, till the world
man has made stands between us and nature. The whole of that
added, man-made, artificial world is the cumulative, now
planned, now chaotic, product of human acts of meaning.” (M 7778.)

(3) Constitutive. “A third function of meaning is constitutive.
Just as language is constituted by articulate sound and meaning,
so social institutions and human cultures have meanings as intrinsic components. Religions and art-forms, languages and literatures, sciences, philosophies, histories, all are inextricably
involved in acts of meaning. What is true of cultural achievements, no less is true of social institutions. The family, the state,
the law, the economy are not fixed and immutable entities. They
adapt to changing circumstances; they can be reconceived in the
light of new ideas; they can be subjected to revolutionary
change. But all such change involves change of meaning—a
change of idea or concept, a change of judgment or evaluation, a
change of the order or request. The state can be changed by rewriting its constitution. More subtly but no less effectively it can
be changed by reinterpreting the constitution or, again, by working on men’s minds and hearts to change the objects that command their respect, hold their allegiance, fire their loyalty.” (M 78.)
“It is here where man’s freedom reaches its high point, here that
his responsibility is greatest, here that there emerges the existential subject who discovers for himself that he has to decide for
himself what he is to make of himself.” (PTP2 110.)
(4) Communicative. “What one man means is communicated to
another intersubjectively, artistically, symbolically, linguistically,
incarnately. So individual meaning becomes common meaning.
But a rich store of common meaning is not the work of isolated
individuals or even of single generations. Common meanings
have histories. They originate in single minds. They become
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common only through successful and widespread communication. They are transmitted to successive generations only through
training and education. Slowly and gradually they are clarified,
expressed, formulated, defined, only to be enriched and deepened and transformed, and no less often to be impoverished,
emptied out, and deformed.” (M 78-79.)
“The conjunction of both the constitutive and communicative
functions of meaning yields the three key notions of COMMUNITY ,
EXISTENCE, HISTORY.” (M 79.)
And ontology. See intra Ontology of
GENETIC SEQUENCE IN. Expressions of meaning are related to viewpoints (see VIEWPOINT(S)): “For further questions lead to further insights only to raise still further questions. So insights accumulate
into viewpoints, and lower viewpoints lead to higher viewpoints.”
(In 494.) One could, for example, write about Insight in the manner of
a book report, describe what the book is all about from a phenomenological viewpoint. Or one could choose a higher viewpoint
that sublates a descriptive account by explaining the content. Or
one could marshal evidence sufficient to judge that one’s explanation is scientifically true (highly probable); that is a higher viewpoint still. From the intellectual to the ethical, one could make
value judgments about the book by answering the question, What’s
it good for? Or one could mount to the highest viewpoint by expressing not only its practical, intellectual, and ethical but also its
theological meaning and value. Obviously, one can analyze a text
for the presence or absence of these modes of expression. Note that
the genetic sequence of modes of expression is isomorphic with
the levels and operations of consciousness, thus isomorphic with
the categories of GEM. The genetic sequence of meaning in relation
to the order of cognitional operations can be named: commonsense
(or aesthetic), scientific, philosophical, ethical, theological.
INCARNATE.

“Incarnate meaning combines all or at least many of
the other carriers of meaning (see intra Carriers of). It can be at once
intersubjective, artistic, symbolic, linguistic. It is the meaning of a
person, of his way of life, of his words, or of his deeds. It may be
his meaning for just one other person, or for a small group, or for a
whole national, or social, or cultural, or religious tradition.” (M 73.)

INTERSUBJECTIVE. L states that the purpose of his section on intersubjective meaning (M 59-61) is “to point to the existence of a
special carrier or embodiment of meaning, namely, human INTERSUBJECTIVITY.” (M 61.) He uses the example of the smile and contrasts it
and linguistic meaning. See CULTURE, CULTURAL–AND MEANING-OF SMILE IN
INWARD/OUTWARD.

In the context of history and historians, L writes:
“In the concrete physical, chemical, vital reality of human living,
then, there also is meaning. It is at once inward and outward, inward as expressing, outward as expressed. It manifests NEED and
satisfaction [see SATISFACTION(S)]. It responds to values [see VALUE(S)]. It
intends goals. It orders means to ends [see FINALITY]. It constitutes
social systems and endows them with cultural significance. It
transforms environing nature.” (M 210-11.)
LIBERATION OF. See intra And language
LINGUISTIC. See intra And language
NONEXPLANATORY. See CANON(S)– OF METHODICAL HERMENEUTICS-(2) OF EXPLANA-
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TION-AND NONEXPLANATORY MEANING

NONSYSTEMATIC IN FIELD OF.
OBVIOUS.

See EXPRESSION–NONSYSTEMATIC

See KNOWLEDGE–AND EXPRESSION-GULF BETWEEN

OF A TEXT.
OF IMAGE.

See EXEGESIS

See IMAGE–MEANING OF

OF MEANING.

“Inasmuch as it is the act of organizing intelligence,
insight is an apprehension of relations. But among relations are
meanings, for meaning seems to be a relation between sign and
signified. Insight, then, includes the apprehension of meaning, and
insight into insight includes the apprehension of the meaning of
meaning.” (In 4-5.)

OF OBJECT.

See OBJECT(S)–MEANINGS OF (2)

OF OBJECTIVITY.
OF SMILE.

See OBJECTIVITY–MEANINGS OF

See CULTURE, CULTURAL–AND MEANING-OF SMILE IN

ONTOLOGY OF.

“We distinguished four functions of meaning: it is
cognitive, constitutive, communicative, effective [see intra Functions
of (4)]. … Such functions have their ONTOLOGICAL aspect. In so far as
meaning is cognitive, what is meant is real. In so far as it is constitutive, it constitutes part of the reality of the one that means: his
horizon, his assimilative powers, his knowledge, his values, his
character. In so far as it is communicative, it induces in the hearer
some share in the cognitive, constitutive, or effective meaning of
the speaker. In so far as it is effective, it persuades or commands
others or it directs man’s control over nature. ... Such ontological
aspects pertain to meaning, no matter what its content or its carrier.
They are found then in all the diverse stages of meaning [see intra
Stages of], in all the diverse cultural traditions, in any of the differentiations of consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED], and in
the presence and absence of intellectual, moral, and religious CONVERSION. Again, they pertain to meaning, whether its carrier is INTERSUBJECTIVITY or ART or [SYMBOL(S)] or exemplary or abominable
conduct or everyday or literary or technical LANGUAGE.” (M 356.)
And common meaning. See intra Common-and ontology
ORDINARY. See LANGUAGE–ORDINARY
OUTWARD.

See intra Inward/outward

PERFORMATIVE.
POTENTIAL.

See intra Acts of-(4) constitutive/effective-as performative

See intra Acts of-(1) potential, Common-potential

REALM(S) OF.

“Different exigencies give rise to different modes of
conscious and intentional operation, and different modes of such
operation give rise to different realms of meaning.” (M 81.) See also
COMMON SENSE; THEORY, THEORIES; INTERIORITY; TRANSCENDENCE There is a
great deal of overlap in the descriptions and explanations of the
realms, stages, and worlds of meaning. Each category has its own
perspective on what is common to the three, namely cognitional
operations in differentiated and undifferentiated consciousness. “In
fully differentiated consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–
FULLY] there are four realms of meaning.” (M 257.)
(1) Common Sense. “There is the realm of COMMON SENSE with its
meanings expressed in everyday or ordinary language.” (M 257.) See
LANGUAGE–ORDINARY

(2) Theory. “There is the realm of theory [see THEORY, THEORIES]
where language is technical, simply objective in reference, and so
refers to the subject and his operations only as objects.” (M 257.)
(3) Interiority. “There is the realm of INTERIORITY where language
speaks indeed of the subject and his operations as objects but,
none the less, rests upon a SELF-APPROPRIATION that has verified in
personal experience the operator, the operations, and the processes referred to in the basic terms and relations of the language
employed.” (M 257.) “When expression is confined to the realm of
common sense, it can succeed only by drawing upon the power
of symbols and figures to suggest or evoke what cannot adequately be said. When the realm of theory becomes explicit …
there emerge the strange contrast and tension between the old
commonsense apprehension instinct with feeling and the new
theoretical apprehension devoid of feeling and bristling with
definitions and theorems. … Nor can this contrast be understood
or the tension removed within the realms of common sense and
of theory. One must go behind them to the realm of interiority.
For only through the realm of interiority can differentiated consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED] understand itself and
so explain the nature and the complementary purposes of different patterns of cognitional activity.” (M 114-15.)
(4) Transcendence. L’s treatment in Method is mostly theological—“there is the realm of transcendence in which the subject is
related to divinity in the language of prayer and of prayerful silence” (M 257.)—while herein treatment of the transcendent is limited to natural theology or PHILOSOPHY OF GOD. See also QUESTION OF
GOD, THE ■ ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE ■ ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE,
LONERGAN’S

(5) Scholarship. In his discussion of pluralism in expression (see
L recalls “the four basic realms of meaning: the realm of common sense, the realm of theory, the realm
of interiority, and the realm of transcendence. To these for present purposes may be added the realm of scholarship and the
realm of ART. Any realm becomes differentiated from the others
when it develops its own language, its own distinct mode of apprehension, and its own cultural, social, or professional group
speaking in that fashion and apprehending in that manner.” (M 272.)
EXPRESSION–PLURALISM OF),

See SCHOLARSHIP

(6) Art. See intra Realm(s) of-(5) scholarship; see also ART
And differentiated consciousness. See CONSCIOUSNESS,

DIFFERENTI-

ATED–FULLY

And function of philosophy. “Philosophy finds its proper data in
intentional consciousness [see DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS]. Its primary
function is to promote the SELF-APPROPRIATION that cuts to the root of
philosophic differences and incomprehensions. It has further,
secondary functions in distinguishing, relating, grounding the
several realms of meaning and, no less, in grounding the methods of the sciences and so promoting their unification.” (M 95.)
RELIGIOUS. See EXPERIENCE, RELIGIOUS
RULES OF. See intra Terms of-(2) rules of
SOURCES OF. The elements of meaning (see intra Elements of) are (1)
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sources, (2) acts, and (3) terms. L’s systematic treatment of meaning is more developed in Method, but the distinctions among terms
that he makes in Insight are worth noting. His account of sources
of meaning is in the context of the method of interpretation (see intra Immanent). In Method, he writes: “Sources of meaning are all
conscious acts and all intended contents, whether in the dream
state or on any of the four levels of waking consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL– LEVELS OF (5)]. The principal division of sources
is into TRANSCENDENTAL and CATEGORIAL.” (M 73.)
Categorial. “The CATEGORIAL are the determinations reached
through experiencing, understanding, judging, deciding [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS]. ... Answers develop categorial determinations.” (M 73-74.)
Immanent. “They consist (1) in approximately reproducible human experience on all its levels, (2) orientated under approximately reproducible blends and mixtures of the elementary, the
aesthetic, the dramatic, the practical, the intellectual, and the
mystical patterns of experience [see PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE], (3) informed by the unities, distinctions, and relations grasped by accumulations of insights, and (4) actuated by sets of certain and
probable acts of assent and dissent.” (In 602.)
Transcendental. “The transcendental are the very dynamism of
intentional consciousness, a capacity that consciously and unceasingly both heads for and recognizes data, intelligibility, truth,
reality, and value. ... The transcendental notions ground questioning [see NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL].” (M 73-74.)
STAGES OF. “The stages in question are ideal constructs, and the
key to the constructing is undifferentiation or differentiation of
consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, UNDIFFERENTIATED; CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED]. In the main we have in mind the Western tradition and
we distinguish three stages.” (M 85.)
(1) Common sense. “In the first stage conscious and intentional
operations follow the mode of COMMON SENSE.” (M 85.)

(2) Theory. “In a second stage besides the mode of common
sense there is also the mode of theory [see THEORY, THEORIES],
where the theory is controlled by a logic.” (M 85.)
(3) Interiority. “In a third stage the modes of common sense and
theory remain, science asserts its autonomy from philosophy, and
there occur philosophies that leave theory to science and take
their stand on INTERIORITY.” (M 85.)
And undifferentiated consciousness. See

CONSCIOUSNESS, UNDIFFER-

ENTIATED–AND LATER STAGES OF MEANING
STATING OF.
SYMBOLIC.

See EXEGESIS

See SYMBOL(S)–MEANING OF

SYSTEMATIC.

“What is true of ordinary meaning [see intra Ordinary]
is not only true but also explicit in systematic meaning. Distinguish
formal, referential, and empirical system. Let me say that a formal
system is one in which primitive terms [see TERM(S)–PRIMITIVE VS DERIVED]
are fixed by primitive relations [see TERM(S)–AND RELATIONS], and primitive relations are fixed by primitive terms. Next, a formal system
becomes referential when the primitive terms and relations are
linked directly or indirectly (through derived terms and relations)
to the data of experience. Finally, a referential system becomes
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empirical when all its implications are verified in the data of experience.” (PTP2 121.) L explains that his strategy is to apply “the
technique of formal, referential, and empirical system, not to the
data of external experience, but to the data of internal experience,
to the data of consciousness [see DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS–AND SYSTEM].”
(PTP2 122.)

See also

CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–DEVELOPMENT OF-MOMENTS IN

The subentries are in systematic, not alphabetic, order.
Formal system. “The formal system consists of three operators
and four sets of operations. The three operators are questions [see
OPERATOR(S)–OF COGNITIONAL DEVELOPMENT-IS QUESTION]. There are questions
for intelligence: What? Why? How? How often? What for?
There are questions for reflection: Is that so? Are you certain? Is
it only probable? And there are questions for deliberation: Is that
worth while? Is it truly good or only apparently good? The four
levels of operations are (1) sense experience, (2) insights and
formulations, (3) reflective understanding and judgment, and (4)
evaluation and decision. …Such are the primitive terms. The
primitive relations are implicit in the primitive terms. The first
operator, What? Why? How often? What for? promotes consciousness from sense experience to the effort to understand. The
effort to understand leads to acts of understanding. Acts of understanding lead to formulations that express both the understanding itself and what is essential to the understanding in the
data or schematic image. The second operator, Is that so? promotes consciousness from intelligible formulations to the search
for a sufficient reason for affirming the formulations. This leads
to acts of reflective understanding in which sufficient reason is
grasped. Reflective understanding leads to judgment, to an affirmation or negation because of the sufficient reason that has been
grasped. I will leave the third operator and evaluations and decisions to the next lecture [see JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE; WHAT DO I DO WHEN I
KNOW IT?].” (PTP2 122.)
Language of. See LANGUAGE–TECHNICAL-AND SYSTEMATIC MEANING
Referential system. “The transition from formal system to referential system is effected by noting that the foregoing operators,
operations, and relations are given in consciousness. … First,
then, the operators and operations are expressed by transitive
verbs in the active voice; since the verbs are transitive, they are
related to objects; moreover, the relation to objects is not merely
grammatical but also psychological. By the operator there is intended an object that as yet is not known. By the operation there
becomes present an object that otherwise would be unknown.
Seeing makes present what is seen; hearing makes present what
is heard; touching makes present what is felt; insight makes present the intelligibility of what is understood, and so on. Such is
the intentionality of operations and operators. … But there is also
a further aspect to them, consciousness. The transitive verbs in
the active voice have not only objects but also subjects. By consciousness is meant that the activation of operations or operators
makes the subject aware of himself, and of his operators and operations. Note that this awareness does not consist in the presence of an object. The object is what is intended, attended to,
sensed, understood, thought, reflected on, affirmed. The subject
is aware of himself through his intending, his attending, his in(10)-(5); DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS–AND SYSTEM
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quiring, his coming to understand, his formulation of what he has
understood, and so on. The subject is present to himself, not as
part of the spectacle, but through his role as spectator.” (PTP2 12223.)

Empirical system. “The transition from the referential system to
the empirical system involves an extension of the ordinary meaning of ‘empirical.’ Ordinarily, by ‘empirical’ is meant what is
verified by an appeal to sensitive observation or sensible experiment. In the extended sense, we beg leave to use the word ‘empirical’ to denote what is verified in the data of sense or in the
data of consciousness [see DATA–OF SENSE; DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS]. …
Of course, as does happen, by generalizing the meaning of ‘empirical’ we have also generalized the meaning of ‘VERIFICATION.’
Ordinarily, verification is public in the sense that anyone sufficiently in the know and with the proper equipment can repeat for
himself the act of verifying, or that several such persons can perform the verification as a team. However, what is verified in the
data of consciousness is essentially a private performance. One
has to do it by oneself and for oneself. Unless one does so, talk
about the data of consciousness will be no more illuminating
than a disquisition on color to the blind or a treatise on counterpoint to the deaf.” (PTP2 123.)
TERMS OF.

“A term of meaning is what is meant.” (M 75.) L’s systematic treatment of meaning is more developed in Method, but the
distinctions among terms that he makes in Insight are worth noting. “Terms of meaning may be divided in two ways. There is the
basic distinction between what is meant when one affirms or denies, and on the other hand, what is meant when one merely considers, supposes, defines. Again, in utterances there is the obvious
distinction between the incomplete meaning of a word and the
complete meaning of a sentence. So one is led to distinguish (1)
partial terms of meaning, (2) rules of meaning, (3) formal terms of
meaning, and (4) full terms of meaning.” (In 329-30.)
(1) Partial. “The partial term of meaning is what is meant by a
word or by a phrase.” (In 330.)
(2) Rules of. “Rules of meaning govern the coalescence of words
and phrases into the complete sense that may be supposed or
considered, affirmed or denied.” (In 330.)
(3) Formal. “The formal term of meaning is what could be affirmed or denied but in fact is merely supposed or considered.” (In
330.) Thus anything that is thought can be a formal term of meaning.
(4) Full. “The full term of meaning is what is affirmed or denied.” (In 330.) “With regard to full terms of meaning one has to
distinguish different spheres of being [see BEING–SPHERES OF, DISTINCT ].” (M 75.) See also intra Terms of-and virtually unconditioned
And acts. In Method L does not offer a formal list of distinctions
(as he does for acts, elements, functions, realms) but he does relate terms to acts. “In potential acts of meaning, meaning and
meant are not yet sorted out. In formal acts, the distinction has
emerged but the exact status of the term remains indeterminate.
In full acts of meaning there occurs the probable or certain de-

termination of the status of the term; one settles whether or not A
is, or whether or not A is B. In constitutive or effective acts of
meaning one settles one’s attitude to A, what one will do for B,
whether one will endeavor to bring about C.” (M 75.)
And idealism. See IDEALISM–AND TERMS OF MEANING
And virtually unconditioned. “There results at once [from the
four terms of meaning] a particular case of the virtually unconditioned. A formal term of meaning provides the conditioned. The
definitions of its partial terms provide the fulfilling conditions.
And the rules of meaning provide the link between the conditions and the conditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY–GENERAL FORM
OF].” (In 330.)
All-inclusive. “The all-inclusive term of meaning is BEING, for
apart from being there is nothing.” (In 382.)
Existential. See PRINCIPLE(S)–ANALYTIC
UNIVERSE OF, TOTAL. “There is … a universe of meanings, and its
four dimensions are the full range of possible combinations (1) of
experiences and lack of experience, (2) of insights and lack of insight, (3) of judgments and of failures to judge, and (4) of the various orientations of the polymorphic consciousness of man [see
CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–POLYMORPHISM OF HUMAN]. Now in the measure
that one grasps the structure of this protean notion of being [see BEING–PROTEAN NOTION OF], one possesses the base and ground from which
one can proceed to the content and context of every meaning. In
the measure that one explores human experience, human insights,
human reflection, and human polymorphic consciousness, one becomes capable, when provided with the appropriate data, of approximating to the content and context of the meaning of any
given expression.” (In 590.) Note that in Insight L has not yet fully
differentiated the fourth level of intentional consciousness [see also
DECISION; CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(4) RATIONAL SELF- (6 ELEMENTS)], DELIBERATION and DECISION, where consciousness becomes CONSCIENCE.
WORLD MEDIATED BY. See WORLD(S)–MEDIATED BY MEANING
WORLDS OF. Entry into a world of meaning results from achieving a
particular differentiation of consciousness. See CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED

(1) Immediacy. See IMMEDIACY–WORLD OF
(2) Common sense. See COMMON SENSE–WORLD OF
(3) Theory. See THEORY, THEORIES–WORLD OF
(4) Interiority. See INTERIORITY–WORLD OF
(5) Transcendence. See TRANSCENDENCE–WORLD OF
And language. “Just as the world of theory is quite distinct from
the world of common sense yet is constructed only through a
manifold use of commonsense knowledge and ordinary language,
so also the world of interiority is quite distinct from the worlds of
theory and of common sense yet it is constructed only through a
manifold use of mathematical, scientific, and commonsense
knowledge and of both ordinary and technical language. As the
world of common sense and its language provide the scaffolding
for entering into the world of theory, so both the worlds of com-
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mon sense and of theory and their languages provide the scaffolding for entering into the world of interiority. But while the
transition from common sense to theory introduces us to entities
that we do not directly experience, the transition from common
sense and theory to interiority promotes us from consciousness of
self to knowledge of self. Common sense and theory have mediated to us what is immediately given in consciousness. Through
them we have advanced from merely given operations and processes and unities to a basic system of terms and relations that distinguish and relate and name the operations and processes and
unities and enable us to speak clearly, accurately, and explanatorily about them.” (M 259-60.)
commonsense and scientific

notions of space and time. See also inter alia ABSTRACTION–CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL MODES OF

■ ANALOGY OF …–MATTER-SIGNIFICANCE OF ■ ANTICIPATION– IN PRESCI-

ENTIFIC/SCIENTIFIC THOUGHT
DEVELOPMENT

■ ART–AND TIME ■ AUTHENTICITY ■ BIAS–GROUP-AND

■ CANON(S)–OF METHODICAL HERMENEUTICS-(4) OF PARSIMONY ■ CLASSICAL

AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–DESCRIPTION, SCIENTIFIC, –INQUIRY-FROM FREQUENCIES TO
PROBABILITIES, –PROBABILITY-ASSIGNING, –PROCEDURES, –VERIFICATION-OF HYPOTHESES

■

COLLABORATION–AND SELF-TRANSCENDENCE ■ COMMUNITY–AS BASIS OF SOCIETY ■ CONCEPT(S), CONCEPTION(S)–HEURISTIC-VS EXPLANATORY ■ CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–AS
INTENTIONAL-AND QUESTION OF GOD

■ CORRELATION(S)–AND SCIENTIFIC UNDERSTANDING ■

DATA–HAZINESS OF ■ EQUIVALENCE–PRINCIPLE OF ■ FREEDOM–AND RESPONSIBILITY ■ GEM–
FUNCTIONS OF (12)-(04) SYSTEMATIC

function of one’s weight, and one’s ability in mathematics does not
vary with one’s height. Besides this loss in significance, there is
also a loss in efficacy. Classical method [see METHOD, CLASSICAL] can
select among the functions that solve differential equations by appealing to measurements and empirically established curves. What
the differential equation is to classical method, the general notion
of development is to genetic method [see METHOD, GENETIC]. But while
the differential equation is mathematical, the general notion of development is not. It follows that, while measurement is an efficacious technique for finding boundary conditions that restrict
differential equations, it possesses no assignable efficacy when it
comes to particularizing the general notion of development.” (In 488.)
See DEVELOPMENT–NOTION OF

MEANINGFULNESS: See LANGUAGE–ORDINARY-MEANINGFULNESS OF
MEASUREMENT: Most subentries regard

■ HORIZON(S)–POSSIBILITY OF ■ IDEAL(S)–FORMULATION OF

AND FRAMES OF REFERENCE.
AND HIGHER SCIENCES.

See FRAME(S) OF REFERENCE–NORMAL/ABNORMAL

See intra And development

AND LENGTH. “On Newtonian suppositions a measurement is a
number that stands to unity as the length of the measured magnitude stands to the length of a standard unit. Thus, to say that a room
is twenty feet long is to say that the length of the room stands to the
length of a foot rule as the number ‘twenty’ stands to unity. Again,
to say that a process lasts five seconds is to say that the length of
the process stands to the length of a standard second as the number
‘five’ stands to unity. Finally, lengths are invariant under permissible transformations, and so measurements valid in one reference
frame are valid in all permissible frames.” (In 192.) See also intra And

■ IN SOME MEASURE ■ INFERENCE–CONCRETE FROM CLASSICAL LAWS ■ INSIGHT AND UN-

simultaneity

DERSTANDING–INVERSE-ILLUSTRATION OF ■ INVARIANCE–ANTICIPATION OF-AND SPECIAL RELA-

AND RELATIONS OF THINGS TO ONE ANOTHER.

TIVITY

■ LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–CLASSICAL-ABSTRACT (4 ELEMENTS)-(2), –STATISTICAL-AXIOMATIC

STRUCTURE OF

■ MEANING–COMMON-CONTRACTION OF, –UNIVERSE OF, TOTAL ■ METAPHYS-

ICS–METHOD OF-AND PEDAGOGY ■ MORAL–IMPOTENCE ■ PRINCIPLE(S)–UNCERTAINTY ■ PROGRESS–SCIENTIFIC ■ SCIENCE(S)–CLASSICAL, –HEURISTIC PROCEDURE IN ■ SCIENTIFIC–
THOUGHT

■ SELF-APPROPRIATION–AND METAPHYSICS, –AND VERIFICATION ■ SIMILARITY–TWO

TYPES OF-IN RELATION TO ONE ANOTHER
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■ SPACE AND TIME–INVARIANT INTERVAL OF ■ STATIS-

TICAL–SCIENCE ■ STATISTICAL–THEORY-(3) OBSERVABLE EVENTS ■ SYLLOGISM–SCIENTIFIC ■
TRANSPOSITION ■ WORLDVIEW(S)–LONERGAN’S-INVARIANCE IN
ABSOLUTE IN.

In his discussion of SPACE AND TIME, L notes that “to escape the relativity of simultaneity, appeal must be made to some
ABSOLUTE. But the absolute in measurement, as the absolute in space
and time, resides in the realm of principles and laws. For principles
and laws, because they abstract from particular places and particular times, cannot vary with variations in place and time.” (In 193.)
AND DEVELOPMENT. “The extraordinary success of the physical sciences naturally enough led investigators of the organism, the psyche, and intelligence to a servile rather than an intelligent adoption
of the successful procedures. In physics and chemistry, measuring
is a basic technique that takes inquiry from the relations of things
to our senses to their relations to one another [see intra And relations
of things to one another]. But when one mounts to the higher integrations of the organism, the psyche, and intelligence, one finds that
measuring loses both in significance and in efficacy. It loses in significance, for the higher integration is, within limits, independent
of the exact quantities of the lower manifold it systematizes.
Moreover, the higher the integration, the greater the independence
of lower quantities, so that the meaning of one’s dreams is not a

“Empirical science
seeks not the relations of things to our senses [see QUOAD NOS] but
their relations to one another [see QUOAD SE ]. For … observations
give way to measurements; measurements relate things to one another rather than to our senses; and it is only the more remote relations of measurements to one another that lead to empirical
correlations, functions, laws. Now clearly if laws are reached by
eliminating the relations of things to the senses of observers and by
arriving at relations between the measured relations of things to
one another, then there exists an extremely solid foundation for the
affirmation that principles and laws are the same for all observers
because they lie simply and completely outside the range of observational activities. It is, for example, not the appearance of colors
but the general explanation in terms of wavelengths of light that is
exactly the same no matter what may be the state of observers’
eyes, the lighting by which they see, or the speed with which they
may happen to be in relative motion.” (In 65.)

AND SIMULTANEITY. “The transition to the suppositions of special
relativity may be effected very simply by noting an oversight in the
foregoing account of measurement. Two rods, AP and BQ, are
equal in length if, and only if, A coincides with B at the same time
as P coincides with Q. In particular, if A coincides with B at one
moment and P coincides with Q at another moment, relative motion could occur during the interval, and so equality could not be
asserted. Similarly, two clocks, R and S, are synchronous if, and
only if, readings taken at the same time agree. In particular, synchronization cannot be asserted on the ground that the readings
from R at one series of moments agree with the readings from S at
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another series of moments. … Moreover, not only is an exact determination of the meaning of simultaneity an essential condition in
measuring spatial and temporal differences but also, as has been
seen, it cannot be presumed that that meaning is identical for all
spatiotemporal standpoints. Indeed, since simultaneity is a relation
between particular events occurring at particular times in particular
places, it may be expected to be analogous to such notions as ‘now’
and ‘here.’ … Further, to escape the relativity of simultaneity, appeal must be made to some absolute. But the absolute in measurement, as the absolute in space and time, resides in the realm of
principles and laws. For principles and laws, because they abstract
from particular places and particular times, cannot vary with variations in place and time.” (In 192-93.) See also intra And special relativity
AND SIZE.

“Sizes differ in two manners: internally, in virtue of expansions and contractions, prolongations and curtailments; externally, in virtue of the relative position of our senses and the quality
of our subjective states. The obvious advantage of the notion of
length is that it eliminates merely external differences of size. Still,
one must not jump to the conclusion that therefore length will
prove invariant. As has been seen, determinations of length depend
upon determinations of simultaneity, and it may be that simultaneity is not invariant. Again, determinations of length depend upon
the supposition of some specific geometry, and it may happen that
the specific geometry verified in Space and Time does not regard
length as invariant.” (In 192.) See also intra And length

AND SPECIAL RELATIVITY.

This entry flows from intra And simultaneity.
“The basic supposition of measurement in special relativity will coincide with its basic postulate that the mathematical expression of
physical principles and laws is invariant under inertial transformations. It follows that the appropriate geometry into which sizes
must be fitted to yield lengths will be Minkowski space. Further, it
follows that the correct notion of simultaneity will be the notion
implicit (1) theoretically in the Lorentz-Einstein transformation,
and (2) operationally in the fact that in all reference frames clocks
are synchronized by light signals, and the velocity of light is always the same constant. … Hence in special relativity the measurement of any spatial or temporal difference determines a
spatiotemporal interval (1) that is invariant for all reference frames,
but (2) that resolves into different spatial and temporal components
in different relatively moving frames. … Further, a distinction may
be drawn between normal and abnormal reference frames.” (In 193.)

See also RELATIVITY–THEORY OF-SPECIAL-AND MEASUREMENT

And reference frames. “A distinction may be drawn between
normal and abnormal reference frames.” (In 193.)
Normal/abnormal. “If a measured magnitude is purely spatial, in a

normal frame it will have a temporal component that is zero,
but in an abnormal frame it will have a temporal component
that is not zero. Similarly, if a measured magnitude is purely
temporal, in a normal frame it will have a spatial component
that is zero, but in an abnormal frame it will have a spatial
component that is not zero. It follows that in actual measuring
only normal frames should be used if one is to avoid the complexity of discovering the temporal component in a spatial dif-

ference and the spatial component in a temporal difference.” (In
193.) See also FRAME(S) OF REFERENCE–NORMAL/ABNORMAL
DISTINGUISHED FROM SIZE AND LENGTH.

“Let us begin by distinguishing (1) size, (2) length, and (3) measurement. … By size will
be meant magnitude apart from any geometrical conceptions. It is
an elementary experiential conjugate, and it is to be characterized
in terms of simple experiences. … Thus, spatial size may be indicated sufficiently by saying that it varies in two manners. It varies
in an external fashion, inasmuch as the nearer it is, the bigger it
looks. Also it varies in an internal fashion, inasmuch as it expands
or contracts. … Temporal size similarly varies in two manners.
There is the external variation named psychological time, which
rushes by when we are interested and lags when we are bored.
There are also internal differences between the sizes of durations:
twenty years is a long time, even if one is not in prison; and a second is a short time, even if one is. … By length will be meant size
as fitted into a geometrical construction. Spatial length, at a first
approximation, seems simply to be size in a single direction or dimension. Still, one does have to use some such expression as direction or dimension. This fact recalls, not only the analysis of size
into length, breadth, and depth, but also the requirement that length
has to be taken along a straight line or geodetic. Further, the ends of
a straight line or geodetic are points, but the ends of a size are hardly just points; it follows that the size of the material object must
have been submitted to some detailed geometrical analysis, so that
boundaries of the size stand in some unique correspondence with
points on a straight line. Finally, material objects may be varying
internally in size, and they may be moving locally; an expanding or
contracting object has a series of lengths at a series of instants; a
moving object successively lies between two series of bounding
positions; its length is not the distance between present and past
bounding positions; and so it follows that the length of an object
depends, not only on a geometry of space, but also upon determinations of the instant and of simultaneity.” (In 191-92.) See also DURATION(S)–

LENGTH OF

GENERAL NOTION OF.

See intra Rods, clocks, and-revision of basic contexts

(3 elements)-(2)
INVARIANCE IN.

See intra Rods, clocks, and-and invariance

NONSYSTEMATIC IN.

See NONSYSTEMATIC–AND MEASUREMENT

RODS, CLOCKS, AND.

The special theory of relativity “necessitates
some revision of earlier notions on measurable magnitudes, standard units, measuring, and measurement. For on the earlier view a
measurement of a distance or duration is some single number valid
in all reference frames. On the new view a measurement of a distance or a duration seems to be a series of numbers in correspondence with a series of reference frames. … Such a revision is not
easy. Ordinarily people form their notions of measurements at a
time when they take Newtonian presuppositions for granted. Later,
when they are confronted with relativity, they are apt to be content
to make obvious alterations without thinking things through to a
fully coherent position. There results a piecemeal and inadequate
revision of basic concepts, and this manifests itself in a parade of
alleged Einsteinian paradoxes. … Our proposal is to attempt a

MECHANICS – MEDIATION

thorough revision.” (In 184-85.) See intra Rods, clocks, and-revision of basic
contexts (3 elements)

And invariance. “On Galilean and Newtonian suppositions,
measurements of distance and of duration are invariant, so that if
a measurement is correct in any frame of reference, the same
measurement must be correct in all frames of reference that are
permissible. … On the special theory of relativity the invariant is
the four-dimensional interval ds, where ds2 = dx2 + dy2 + dz2 c2dt2. Hence, if the value of ds is correct in any reference frame,
the same value must be correct in all permissible frames. On the
other hand, the values of the spatial components dx, dy, dz and
the value of the temporal component dt can be correct in one reference frame without therefore being correct in other permissible
frames. As is clear from the above equation, the spatial and temporal components can assume any values compatible with the
constancy of the interval ds. Clearly enough, this theory necessitates some revision of earlier notions on measurable magnitudes,
standard units, measuring, and measurement. For on the earlier
view a measurement of a distance or duration is some single
number valid in all reference frames. On the new view a measurement of a distance or a duration seems to be a series of numbers in correspondence with a series of reference frames.” (In 18485.)

Revision of basic contexts (3 elements). “First, we shall examine
the elementary paradox that the measuring rods of one reference
frame are both shorter and longer than those of another, and that
the clocks of one frame run both slower and faster than those of
another. Secondly, we shall work out a generic notion of measurement that is independent of differences between Galileo and
Einstein. Thirdly, we shall show how the same generic notion
admits differentiation into the two different specific views.” (In
185.)

(1) Elementary paradox. L offers a series of transformation equa-

tions related to location, velocity, and frame of reference. “Accordingly, inasmuch as standard units of distance and of time
are expected to transform invariantly, a problem of interpretation arises, and three answers may be given.” (In 186.) The sets of
equations and L’s three detailed interpretations of them are too
long to be recorded here. He concludes: “While the first interpretation differs from the other two, the second and third are
compatible and complementary. For the second explains the
differences that arise on transforming units of distance and time
by remarking that, when the relative velocity is not zero, the
transformation equations cover over a peculiar technique in
synchronization, while the third interpretation systematizes the
whole matter by adverting to spatiotemporal invariants and by
noting that these invariants divide differently into spatial and
temporal components in different reference frames. It remains,
however, that something be said on the general notion of measurement presupposed by the second and third interpretations.”
(In 188.)

(2) Generic notion of measurement. Summarizing his long account

of scientific standards in regard to measurement, he writes:
“What holds for standards also holds for their use. It is neces-
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sary to define as accurately as possible the precise type of magnitude that is to be measured. It is necessary to define the
precise procedure that leads from the measurable magnitude
and the standard unit to the determination of the number named
a measurement. At each stage in the development of a science,
these definitions will be formed in the light of acquired or presumed knowledge. But at every subsequent stage, there is the
possibility of further acquisitions and of new presumptions and
so of a revision of the definitions. Such a revision involves, not
the deduction of new conclusions from old premises, but a leap
to fresh premises. … Such, then, is the generic notion of measurement. Clearly, it contains within itself the possibility of successive differentiations that result from revisions that occur in
the abstract field of definitions, principles, and laws. We have
now to turn our attention to the revision involved in the notions
of spatial and temporal measurements by the special theory of
relativity.” (In 190-91.)
(3) Two specific views. Because the data comprise a number of
specific topics, they have been distributed among entries that
can be consulted in this systematic order: See intra Distinguished
from size and length; DURATION(S)–LENGTH OF; intra And size, And length,
And simultaneity, And special relativity, Summary.

Summary. “It may be remarked that on the present analysis there
seems to vanish the apparently arbitrary division of the universe
into rods and clocks on the one hand and, on the other, everything
else. For the fundamental point is the relativity of simultaneity,
and that relativity enters into the very notion of a determinate
measurement. Hence, while measurements are relations between
rods and clocks on the one hand and, on the other, all other spatial and temporal magnitudes, still there is no peculiarity in rods
that is lacking in other spatial magnitudes, and there is no peculiarity in clocks that is lacking in other temporal magnitudes. …
Finally, it is perhaps unnecessary to note that our account of measurement makes no attempt to treat either the notion of measurement implicit in general relativity or the problems that arise when
the activity of measuring introduces a coincidental or nonsystematic element into the objects under investigation. No doubt these
issues could not be omitted in a general treatment of the subject,
but our purpose has been to reinforce the point that absolutes do
not lie in the field of sensible particulars and to disassociate our
account of the abstract intelligibility of Space and Time from the
paradoxes that too readily have been supposed to be inherent in
the special theory of relativity.” (In 194.)
SPECIES OF. See intra Distinguished from size and length
STANDARD UNITS OF. “A standard unit … is a physical magnitude
among other similar physical magnitudes. Its position of privilege
is due to the systematic simplicity of implying the relations of each
of these magnitudes to all the others by stating only the relations of
all to some one.” (In 189.)

MECHANICS: See ENERGY–AND MECHANICS
MECHANISM, MECHANIST : See DETERMINISM–MECHANIST
MEDIATION: +The interested reader will find L’s detailed account of
this notion in PTP1 163-76. Using the word mediation does not settle
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“anything specific or even anything determinately generic.” Generalized, it is “extremely vague” and “more general than the notion of
causality.” L distinguishes a general and three specific notions. He illustrates the general with examples of four types. For the mechanical
type he writes of the movement of a watch. “Movement is immediate
in the mainspring”; thus movement is mediate in the rest of the
mechanism; it is mediated by the mainspring. Control is immediate
in the balance wheel and mediated in the parts.” For the three specific notions, see intra Mutual, Self-; Mutual selfFor L, mediation is a generalization of Aristotle usage of immediate, mediate, mediated. [PTP1 162.] As used by L, the term refers to
the function of meaning that relates the subject to the real world.
The world of the infant is “immediate.” The child responds only to
objects present, to what is seen, felt, and heard in the world of immediate experience (M 28, 76). With language, that world expands to
include the world mediated by meaning [see WORLD(S)–MEDIATED BY MEANING]. Besides the world mediated by meaning there is also the “mediation of immediacy by meaning when one objectifies cognitional
process in transcendental method [see GEM–AND SELF-APPROPRIATION] and
when one discovers, identifies, accepts one’s submerged feelings in
psychotherapy” (M 77). Thus, meaning can mediate the mediator to
him or herself and there arises a nuanced meaning of ‘self’ mediation [see intra Self-].
From the perspective of the critical realist [see REALISM–CRITICAL], L
attempts to show how the notion of mediation can be developed into a pattern of structures. If the reader is bewildered, it is because
while mediation is an even less determinate notion than causality,
its significance is clear.
Meaning, through the operations of the conscious subject [see
COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS], introduces one to a world mediated
by meaning and motivated by value [see WORLD(S)–MOTIVATED BY VALUE].
The world mediated by meaning is the world revealed through the
memories of others, through the common sense of various communities through the pages of literature, through the works of artists,
scholars and scientists, through the experience of holy people of
every culture, and through the reflections of philosophers and theologians (M 28). As the human consciousness interacts with reality it is
not an enclosed, self-contained entity, but an entity-in-relation.
Higher cultures develop reflexive techniques to control and safeguard meaning [see MEANING–CONTROL OF]—alphabet, dictionaries,
grammars, logic, hermeneutics, philosophies (M 28-29). Consciousness can be theoretically or scientifically differentiated, and it can
be differentiated aesthetically corresponding to different worlds
mediated by meaning and also different differentiations of consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED]. In each case but in different ways, meaning mediates a different world of experience. (2C
20; M 28, 76, 77.) (GP)
AND INSIGHT. See DETERMINISM–SCIENTIST, MEDIATING INSIGHT, AND
AND LOWER/HIGHER CULTURES. See intra Notion of
FROM ALIENATION TO. See HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT-PROBLEM OF, REAL
INTELLIGENT. See GENERALIST, THE–AS MEDIATOR
LOGICAL. See GENERALIST, THE–AS MEDIATOR

MUTUAL.

See intra Mutual self-

“The term mutual self-mediation appears in the
1963 ‘The Mediation of Christ in Prayer.’ On mutual mediation:
When there are at least two principles and each mediates the other
or others, there is mutual mediation which constitutes the functional whole. … When we reveal ourselves, we do so in an act of
confidence, of intimacy, entrusting ourselves to another. We become open to the influence of others and they are open to being influenced by us. Mutual self-mediation occurs in meeting, in falling
in love, in getting married. Matrices of relations for mutual selfmediation occur in education, in parenting, in neighborhoods, industry, commerce, in the professions and in politics. Mutual selfmediation is the enduring theme of novelists and dramatists. It is
the elusive something that does not show up in educational charts
and statistics. It disappears when communication becomes indirect
through books, television, or a correspondence course.” (GP)
NOTION OF. “There is the notion of mediation. Operations are said
to be immediate when their objects are present. So seeing is immediate to what is being seen, hearing to what is being heard,
touch to what is being touched. But by imagination, language,
symbols, we operate in a compound manner; immediately with respect to the image, word, symbol; mediately with respect to what
is represented or signified. In this fashion we come to operate not
only with respect to the present and actual but also with respect to
the absent, the past, the future, the merely possible or ideal or normative or fantastic. As the child learns to speak, he moves out of
the world of his immediate surroundings towards the far larger
world revealed through the memories of other men, through the
common sense of community, through the pages of literature,
through the labors of scholars, through the investigations of scientists, through the experience of saints, through the meditations of
philosophers and theologians. … This distinction between immediate and mediate operations has quite a broad relevance. It sets off
the world of immediacy of the infant against the vastly larger world
mediated by meaning [see WORLD(S)–MEDIATED BY MEANING]. Further, it
provides a basis for a distinction between lower and higher cultures. The lower regards a world mediated by meaning but it lacks
controls over meaning and so easily indulges in magic and myth.
The higher culture develops reflexive techniques that operate on
the mediate operations themselves in an effort to safeguard meaning.” (M 28.)
MUTUAL SELF-.

OF IMMEDIACY. “Besides the immediate world of the infant and the
adult’s world mediated by meaning, there is the mediation of immediacy by meaning when one objectifies cognitional process in
transcendental method [see GEM] and when one discovers, identifies,
accepts one’s submerged feelings in psychotherapy.” (M 77.)
OF INSIGHT IN STATISTICAL SCIENCE.

See DETERMINISM–VS STATISTICAL KNOWL-

EDGE

OF THE INTERPRETER.
OF TRADITION.
SELF-.

See INTERPRETATION–AND THE INTERPRETER-MEDIATION OF

See COMMUNICATION(S) (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)

“The whole has consequences that transform the whole itself. L distinguishes three levels of self-mediation: 1.) The dis-

MEMORY – MENTAL

placement upwards of organic growth; 2.) The displacement inwards of animal consciousness; 3.) The deliberate shift of center of
existential commitment that occurs in community, in love, in loyalty, in faith. Mutual mediation and self-mediation combine in mutual self-mediation. As there is a self-mediation towards autonomy,
so there is a mutual self-mediation [see intra Mutual self-] occasioned
by encounter in all its forms: meeting and living together. One’s
own self-discovery and self-commitment can remain one’s own,
revealed to others only when one chooses to do so.” (GP)
SPECIFIC. See intra Mutual; Self-; Mutual selfMEMORY: See also inter alia ART–POETRY-DRAMA, -NARRATIVE ■ CENSOR, CENSORSHIP–AND NEURAL-DEMAND FUNCTIONS-PSYCHIC CONTROL OVER-INVERSE OF ■ CONSCIOUSNESS,

INTENTIONAL–CONFRONTATIONAL

PHENOMENOLOGY AS
DETERMINATION OF

ELEMENT

OF

■

EMPIRICISM/EMPIRICIST–

■ HISTORY–SCISSORS AND PASTE ■ JUDGMENT(S)–NOTION OF-

■ KNOWING–CYCLES OF ■ LEARNING ■ PHANTASM/FANTASM–AND COGI-

TATIVA ■ REALISM–DUALITY OF ■ REASON(S)–AS ACTIVITY

AND DREAMS.

See DREAM(S)–FUNCTION OF-AND SCREENING MEMORIES

AND FORM/HABIT.
AND HISTORY.

See PHANTASM/FANTASM–AND SPECIES IMPRESSA

See HISTORY–AND GROUP MEMORY

FERRETS OUT INSTANCES.

“In the theorist intent upon a problem,
even the subconscious goes to work to yield at unexpected moments the suggestive images of clues and missing links, of patterns
and perspectives, that evoke the desiderated insight and the delighted cry ‘Eureka!’ In reflection, there arises a passionless calm.
Memory ferrets out instances that would run counter to the prospective judgment. Imagination anticipates the shape of possibilities that would prove the judgment wrong. So deep is the
penetration, so firm the dominance, so strange the transformation
of sensitive spontaneity, that memories and anticipations rise above
the threshold of consciousness only if they possess at least a plausible relevance to the decision to be made. For the stream of sensitive experience is a chameleon; and as its pattern can be biological
or artistic, so too it can become the automatic instrument, or rather
the vitally adaptive collaborator, of the spirit of inquiry.” (In 209.)

IN AUGUSTINE VS AQUINAS.

See PROPER NAMES–AUGUSTINE, AUGUSTINIAN-MEMORY

IN

OF INDIVIDUAL/GROUP.

“Whether slow and broad or rapid and short,
the psychological present [see PSYCHOLOGICAL–PRESENT] reaches into its
past by memories and into its future by anticipations. Anticipations
are not merely of the prospective objects of our fears and our desires but also the shrewd estimate of the man of experience or the
rigorously calculated forecast of applied science. Again, besides
the memories of each individual, there are the pooled memories of
the group, their celebration in song and story, their preservation in
written narratives, in coins and monuments and every other trace
of the group’s words and deeds left to posterity. Such is the field of
historical investigation.” (M 177.) See also HISTORY–AND GROUP MEMORY
SCREENED. “Of our childhood we are apt to remember only a few
vivid scenes, and when these are submitted to scrutiny and investigation, they are likely to prove mere fictions. Freud has divined
such false memories to be screens. Behind them are actions which
later understanding would view in a fashion unsuspected by the
child that performed them. If the memory of such actions is not to
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enter consciousness, it has to be repressed; if it is repressed, it undergoes the disassociation and recombination that result from inhibition. In this fashion there is formed the false and screening
memory that enables the dramatic actor to play his present role
with all the more conviction because he does not believe his past to
differ too strikingly from his present.” (In 220.) See also CENSOR, CENSORSHIP
SENSITIVE VS INTELLECTUAL.

“If you once catch on to something it
sticks with you. It is a different type of memory from sensible
memory. If you do your geometry correctly, if you really learn it,
you do not forget it. There is quite a difference, then, between intellectual memory and sensitive memory, and what that means is
again form in the sense of HABIT. Once you catch on to something,
once you have the idea, you are able to operate on your own, you
do not need the teacher.” (UB 296.)
MENTAL: Of the mind.
ACTS.

“I do not believe that mental acts occur without a sustaining
flow of EXPRESSION. The expression may not be linguistic. It may not
be adequate. It may not be presented to the attention of others. But
it occurs. Indeed, Ernst Cassirer has reported that students of aphasia, agnosia, and apraxia universally have found these disorders of
speech, knowledge, and action to be interrelated.” (M 255.)
And linguistic expression. See LINGUISTIC(S)–EXPRESSION
And metalanguage. See METALANGUAGE
And new linguistic usage. “Developments consist in discovering
new uses for existing words, in inventing new words, and in diffusing the discoveries and inventions. All three are a matter of
expressed mental acts. The discovery of a new usage is a mental
act expressed by the new usage. The invention of a new word is
a mental act expressed by the new word. The communication of
the discoveries and inventions can be done technically by introducing definitions or spontaneously as when A utters his new
verbal constellation, B responds, A grasps in B’s response how
successful he was in communicating his meaning and, in the
measure he failed, he seeks and tries out further discoveries and
inventions. Through a process of trial and error a new usage
takes shape, and, if there occurs a sufficiently broad diffusion of
the new usage, then a new ordinary usage is established. Unlike
ordinary meaningfulness, then, unqualified meaningfulness originates in expressed mental acts, is communicated and perfected
through expressed mental acts, and attains ordinariness when the
perfected communication is extended to a large enough number
of individuals.” (M 255-56.)
As logical first. See INTERIORITY–WORLD OF-AND MENTAL ACTS
As private. See LANGUAGE–ORDINARY
Occur in genetically distinct horizons. “Talking about mental
acts … occur in genetically distinct HORIZON(S) [see MEANING–REALM(S)
OF]. In any of these the talk may be correct or incorrect but, the
more differentiated the horizon, the fuller, the more accurate, and
the more explanatory will be the talk.” (M 257.) See EXPRESSION–AND
SEQUENCE, –COMPONENTS OF-(2) GENETIC; CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–FULLY
Talk about. See intra Acts-occur in genetically distinct horizons
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METALANGUAGE – METAPHYSICAL

“If A is because of B without being caused
by B, the dependence of A on B seems to be merely mental. It is
true that a processio intelligibilis [see EMANATION–INTELLIGIBLE] cannot be
real except in a mind. On the other hand, in a mind it necessarily is
real; just as the mind itself and its operation are real, so the intelligible procession within the mind [of a word of understanding; see
WORD–INNER-GENERAL NOTION OF (7 ELEMENTS)] … [is] real. ‘Mental’ is opposed to ‘real’ only inasmuch as one prescinds from the reality of
mind.” (V 208.)
NOT OPPOSED TO REAL.

METALANGUAGE: “Two quite different meanings may be given to
the statement that all philosophic problems are linguistic problems. If
one conceives language as the expression of mental acts, one will
conclude that philosophic problems have their source not only in linguistic expression but also in mental acts, and it could happen that
one would devote much more attention to the mental acts than to the
linguistic expression. But one may feel that mental acts are just occult entities or, if they really exist, that philosophers are going to
keep on floundering indefinitely if they pay any attention to them or,
at least, if they make them basic to their method. On a reductionist
view, then, or on a stronger or weaker methodological option, one
may decide to limit philosophic discourse or, at least, basic philosophic discourse to the usage of ordinary language illumined, perhaps,
by the metalanguages of syntax, semantics, and pragmatics.” (M 256.)
See also CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–POLYMORPHISM OF HUMAN-AND PHILOSOPHY; PHILOSOPHY, PHILOSOPHIES–PROBLEMS IN, FUNDAMENTAL
AND PHILOSOPHY.

See

CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–POLYMORPHISM OF HUMAN-

AND PHILOSOPHY

METALOGICAL: See INSIGHT (THE BOOK)–METALOGICAL VS LOGICAL IN
METAPHILOSOPHY: A philosophy of philosophy. Because L’s philosophy is a foundational methodology grounded in the terms and relations of the source of all meaning—cognitional structure and
operations—it might be said to be, in that sense, an unrevisable metaphilosophy (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–PROCESS-REVISION OF; GEM–REVISION
OF).
METAPHOR: See MYTH–AND METAPHOR
METAPHYSICAL: See also inter alia METAPHYSICS ■ A PRIORI–KANT’S-AND SPACE ■
ACT–AND AGENT ■ COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS ■ CONCEPT(S), CONCEPTION(S)–
ULTIMATE

■ CONSCIOUSNESS–WITHIN ■ DEDUCTION–ABSTRACT ■ DENOMINATION–

EXTRINSIC/INTRINSIC
GENERALIZED
INTELLECT

■ DIALECTIC(S)–PRINCIPLE OF, CARDINAL ■ EMERGENT PROBABILITY–

■ FREEDOM, ELEMENTS OF (4) ■ GEM–AS WISDOM ■ HABIT(S)– OF SPECULATIVE

■ HUMANITY–CENTRAL FORM OF ■ IMAGINATION–AND THE OBJECT ■ INSIGHT AND

UNDERSTANDING–AS PROPER ACT OF SOUL, –FLIGHT FROM, –KNOWING AS ■ INTELLECT–AGENT

■ INTELLIGENCE–INTELLECT AS ■ INTELLIGIBILITY–DEFECTS OF ■ INTUITION(S)–PHILOSOPHIC
■ LOGIC–METAPHYSICS, AND ANALYSIS ■ MATERIAL–EXPLANATION/DEFINITION OF ■ METHOD,
GENETIC–SUMMARY ■ METHOD(S)–OF SCIENCE(S)-AND VARIOUS PHILOSOPHIES ■ NONSYSTEMATIC–AND MEASUREMENT ■ NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL–AND INTERIORITY ■ OBJECTIVITY–
PROBLEM OF-(1) THE STARTING POINT

■ PASSION–AND IMMANENT ACT ■ POSITION AND COUN-

TERPOSITION–COUNTERPOSITION ■ POTENCY/POTENTIAL–PURE ■ REAL, THE REAL–ALREADY
IN HERE NOW
MINATIONS

■ RELATION(S)– OF EQUALITY ■ RELATIVITY–AND PRIMARY VS SECONDARY DETER-

■ SCIENCE(S)–AND WORLD OF THEORY, –RELATIONS OF ■ SENSE(S)–AND JUDGMENT

■ SPACE AND TIME–ABSOLUTE-OBJECTIFICATION OF ■ SUBJECT, THE–TURN/SHIFT TO-AS SHIFT
OF IDEALS

■ SYSTEMATIC–THINKING ■ TERM(S)–AND RELATIONS ■ THOMAS AQUINAS–AND IN-

TELLECT

■ THOMISM ■ TRANSCENDENTAL–PROPERTIES ■ VERIFICATION–OF THEORY ■

VIEWPOINT(S)–EXPLANATORY VS DESCRIPTIVE-AND ANTHROPOMORPHIC PROJECTION
ABSTRACTION.
ANALYSIS.

See ABSTRACTION–DEGREES OF (3)-(3) FROM ALL MATTER, –ORDER OF

See ANALYSIS–METAPHYSICAL

ARGUMENTS FROM CHANGE. “If you conceive metaphysics in terms
of necessity and impossibility, you haven’t got from change a
metaphysical argument. But if you conceive metaphysics, as I do,
as what is true as a matter of fact in our knowledge—there are factual conditions for it—then metaphysics differs from physics, not
in terms of necessity and impossibility, but on the level at which it
considers the same reality. Metaphysics considers the same reality
with the same degree and type of factual knowledge as you have in
physics, but it does so as a total integrating function. So in that
sense of metaphysics you can have metaphysical arguments from
change. And they are metaphysical in the sense that they don’t exclude the possibility of the contradictory.” (UB 367.) See also METAPHYSICS–ELEMENTS OF-AND CHANGE
CONTEXT.

See CONTEXT(S)–METAPHYSICAL

DETERMINATION.
DEVELOPMENT.
DISTINCTIONS.
ELEMENTS.

See DETERMINATION(S)–METAPHYSICAL

See METAPHYSICS–DEVELOPMENT OF

See DISTINCTION(S)–METAPHYSICAL

See METAPHYSICS–ELEMENTS OF

EQUIVALENCE.

The larger context is metaphysics as science (In ch.
16; see METAPHYSICS–AS SCIENCE). The present topic emerges in the context of L’s explicating the meaning of the metaphysical elements
(see METAPHYSICS–ELEMENTS OF). The following subentries are in L’s systematic, not alphabetic, order.
A case in point. See EFFECT–FORMAL AND FORMAL CAUSE
And extrinsic denomination. See DENOMINATION–EXTRINSIC/INTRINSIC
And true propositions. L first asks about “the relations between
the metaphysical elements, on the one hand, and on the other, the
objects of true propositions.” (In 526.) See also intra Equivalence-rules
of (3)-(3) structural transposition
And scientist, metaphysician. This entry flows from intra Equivalence-inverse aspect of “Just as the scientist has to raise ultimate

questions and seek their answers from a metaphysics, so the
metaphysician has to raise proximate questions and seek their
answers from scientists. In either case, the tool to be employed
is metaphysical equivalence, which assigns to true propositions
their grounds in the constituents of proportionate being and
thereby reveals both what exactly the propositions mean and
what the constituents are.” (In 533.)
And science. See intra Equivalence-inverse aspect of
And transposition. See intra Rules of (3)-(2), -(3)
Inverse aspect of. “If the sciences of nature and of man can derive from metaphysics as a technique a common yet systematically and critically differentiated object, so, inversely,
metaphysics derives from the sciences the content and enrichment that actual activity brings to a dynamic structure. In human
knowledge metaphysics is the initially latent structure that comes

METAPHYSICAL – METAPHYSICAL

to light only through developments in particular fields [see METAPHYSICS–STAGES/FORMS OF-EXPLICIT (8 ELEMENTS)]. It becomes the explicitly
transforming and unifying structure that possesses a content, insofar as it has materials to transform and unify. In theory, it is
possible for metaphysics to rest solely on the known structure of
the human mind. In practice, it is necessary for the metaphysician ever to bear in mind that scientific views are subject to revision. But neither the theoretical possibility nor the practical
restraint add up to the conclusion that the metaphysician does
well to lose contact with the sciences; for that loss of contact not
only means that metaphysics ceases to play its integrating role in
the unity of the human mind but also exposes the metaphysician
to the ever recurrent danger of discoursing on quiddities without
suspecting that quiddity means what is to be known through scientific understanding.” (In 532-33.) See also intra Equivalence-and true
propositions-and scientist, metaphysician

Of empirical residue. See POTENCY/POTENTIAL–PRIME-AND EMPIRICAL RESIDUE
Rules of (3). L’s immediate concern is “the relations between
the metaphysical elements, on the one hand, and on the other, the
objects of true propositions.” (In 526.) Until an exact conception of
metaphysics is reached, “metaphysics is apt to languish in a morass of pseudo problems that have no basis apart from a confusion of the metaphysical with the logical and grammatical.
Accordingly, even though we do not attempt to offer an exhaustive list of precepts, it may be worth while to set down at least a
few obvious rules.” (In 530.)
(1) Concreteness. Application of the rule of concreteness “yields

a solution to the problem of individuation. For, in the first
place, since potencies, forms, and acts are all concrete, they are
all individual, and so there is no problem of their individuation.
Secondly, since the problem does not regard the individuality
of the metaphysical elements, it has to regard the individuality
of beings as referred to in grammatical or logical propositions.
Thirdly, the problem does not regard any kind of individuality
but solely the individuality that consists in merely empirical
difference. Thus, consider two points, A and B, and ask why
they are different. One will appeal, perhaps, to the distance between them. Construct, then, an equilateral triangle, ABC, and
ask why he distances AB, BC, CA differ from one another. It is
not because they are unequal, for they are equal. Nor can one
say that it is because of their different positions, for then one
will be explaining the difference of the distances by the difference of the points and vice versa the difference of the points by
the difference of the distances. The only solution is to answer
from the start that the points A and B differ from one another
not intelligibly but materially, not for an intrinsically assignable
reason but as a pure matter of fact. Such is the meaning of
merely empirical difference. It is the object of the problem of
individuation.” (In 527-28.)
(2) Explanatory formulation. “The metaphysical elements are de-

fined through the anticipation of explanatory knowledge. They
regard things, not as related to us, not as related to our senses,
not as represented in our imaginations, but as understood in
their relations to one another [see QUOAD NOS; QUOAD SE]. Now true
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propositions may be merely descriptive; to assign their metaphysical equivalents, they must be transposed into an explanatory form; and until that transposition is effected, formally or
virtually, it is useless to attempt to assign the metaphysical
grounds of their truth. Accordingly, besides the rule of concreteness, there also is a rule of explanatory formulation. … It
is a rule of extreme importance, for the failure to observe it results in the substitution of a pseudometaphysical mythmaking
for scientific inquiry. One takes the descriptive conception of
sensible contents, and without any effort to understand them
one asks for their metaphysical equivalents. One bypasses the
scientific theory of color or sound, for after all it is merely a
theory and, at best, probable; one insists on the evidence of red,
green, and blue, of sharp and flat; and one leaps to a set of objective forms without realizing that the meaning of form is
what will be known when the informed object is understood.
… Such blind leaping is inimical not only to science but also to
philosophy. The scientific effort to understand is blocked by a
pretense that one understands already, and indeed in the deep,
metaphysical fashion. But philosophy suffers far more, for the
absence of at least a virtual transposition from the descriptive
to the explanatory commonly is accompanied by counterpositions on reality, knowledge, and objectivity [see POSITION AND
THE
REAL;
THE
POSICOUNTERPOSITION–AND
KNOWING–AND
TIONS/COUNTERPOSITIONS; POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION–AND OBJECTIVITY].
When one is endeavoring to explain, one is orientated to the
universe of being; one is setting up distinctions within being;
one is relating distinct beings to one another; and one is relegating all the merely descriptive elements in knowledge to particular instances of the case that arises when some being with
senses and imagination is related through his senses and imagination to other beings. But while explanatory knowledge includes descriptive, descriptive knowledge is a part that is prone
to fall under the illusion of being the whole. It is a fact that explanatory knowledge is an unattained ideal and that the explanations we have reached are commonly mere opinions. It is
also a fact that metaphysics takes its stand on the present existence and functioning of the dynamic structure of explanatory
knowledge. But the first fact is far more accessible than the
second. There arises a demand for a metaphysics that is
grounded, not in the impalpable potentiality of explanation, but
in the manifest truth of description. The correct ground of metaphysics is rejected, and instead there is erected a pseudo metaphysics whose elements stand in a happy, if ultimately
incoherent, conjunction with sensitive presentations and imaginative representations. Then the real is the ‘already out there
now,’ [see ALREADY-OUT-THERE-NOW-REAL] knowing it is TAKING A GOOD
LOOK, and objectivity begins from the obviousness of extroversion to end in the despair of solipsism.” (In 528-29.)
(3) Structural transposition. “Even when true propositions have
been transposed into a concrete and virtually explanatory formulation, there remain structural differences between logical
and metaphysical analysis. True propositions contain affirmations and negations about subjects. Their metaphysical equivalents are positions, distinctions, and relations in the universe of
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being. If it is true that A is similar to B, then ‘similarity to B’ is
predicated truly of the subject A. But it does not follow that
‘similarity to B’ is some one of the metaphysical components
constitutive of A. For B is not a constitutive component of A,
yet without B there is no similarity of A to B. The rule of structural transposition requires a transition from the logical subject
A to two beings, A and B. The predicate ‘similarity’ has its
metaphysical ground in the fact that the difference between at
least one constitutive component of A and one constitutive
component of B is merely empirical. … The foregoing point
might have been made in a different manner, for the metaphysical equivalent of a true proposition is also the metaphysical equivalent for all the necessary implications of the true
proposition. Since A cannot be similar to B without B being
similar to A, one and the same metaphysical equivalent has to
provide the ground for both propositions.” (In 529-30.) See also DENOMINATION–EXTRINSIC/INTRINSIC

Significance of. “The significance of metaphysical equivalence
is twofold. On the one hand, it provides a critical technique for
the precise control of meaning. On the other hand, it is an implement for the development of metaphysics.” (In 530.)
Control of meaning. “‘Mean what you say, and say what you
mean’ is an excellent precept. Obviously, it has to be observed
if human communication is to be successful on any but superficial levels. Yet it is a common experience that, as the basic issues in any field are approached, it becomes increasingly
difficult to pin down exactly what others mean or, for that matter, what one oneself means. Nor can that fact be surprising to
the reader familiar with the distinction between different patterns of human experience [see PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE], the alternative positions and counterpositions [see POSITION AND
COUNTERPOSITION] in which may be expressed what one discovers
or learns, and the protean character of the notion of being [see
BEING–PROTEAN NOTION OF] that turns out to mean whatever is to be
grasped intelligently and affirmed reasonably. Now just as the
study of human experience, of the philosophies, of the notion
of being [see BEING–NOTION OF] enables one to grasp in a general
fashion the range of the possibilities of meaning, so the use of
metaphysical equivalence as a technique enables those who
possess such a grasp of possibilities to assign with precision
which of possible meanings is their actual meaning.” (In 530-31.)
ESSENCE. See ESSENCE–IN LOGICAL AND METAPHYSICAL SENSES
FIELD OF OPERATION. See DEVELOPMENT–FIELD OF OPERATION OF-METAPHYSICAL
INTEGRATION. “In Insight we say that as the notion of being [see BEING–NOTION OF] underlies and penetrates and goes beyond all other
contents, so also metaphysics is the department of human knowledge that underlies, penetrates, transforms, and unifies all other departments. Metaphysics, then, is conceived in terms of the totality
of knowing and the totality of the object of knowing. It is conceived in terms of integration.” (UB 189.) In the context of metaphysical analysis and integration (UB ch. 9), L writes: “If metaphysics is
concerned with being qua being, and being is the all-inclusive,
then metaphysics has to say something about the all-inclusive.

Metaphysics is not merely analysis of particular beings; it is a view
of the whole.” (UB 215-16.) The lengthy section (215-24) devoted to
integration centers on the very complex topic of SELF-APPROPRIATION.
“Self-appropriation enables us not only to have an analysis of particular beings in terms of potency, form, act [see intra Analysis]—
conjugate and central [see CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES;
CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES]—explanatory genera and
species [see GENUS–EXPLANATORY], and also DEVELOPMENT [see HUMAN–
DEVELOPMENT] …, but also to grasp proportionate being [see BEING–
PROPORTIONATE] as a whole: on the less than human levels, I did it in
terms of EMERGENT PROBABILITY; and on the human level, the categories
of a scientific hermeneuticsl [see INTERPRETATION–SCIENTIFIC] … offered
some indications.” (UB 224.) See also METAPHYSICS–AND ALL OTHER DEPARTMENTS
Editorial note l reads: “It might seem that Lonergan here excludes Emergent Probability from the human level (‘on the less
than human level ... Emergent Probability ... on the human level
... hermeneutics’), but he speaks, the scholastics would say, sensu
aiente [as far as it goes], not negante [exclusively]; see Insight:
‘if human affairs fall under the dominion of Emergent Probability, they do so in their own way’ (210); there is a ‘generalized
Emergent Probability,’ and it is relevant to ‘the threefold development in man’ (462); ‘the structural unification of the methods [is
achieved] by generalized Emergent Probability’ (486; see also 48182).” (UB 420-21.)
ISSUES (3).

“We have given a general sketch of metaphysics and
metaphysical analysis on the basis of cognitional analysis [see
METAPHYSICS–AND COGNITIONAL ANALYSIS]. We have a basis, then, from
which to deal with metaphysical issues. Three may be considered
here.” (UB 210.)
(1). “First, there is the relation between BEING and ESSENCE. Is existence a third component over and above matter and form? Is being all three? Is the id quod est [that which exists, the whole; see
QUOD QUID EST] the compound of all three, a triple compound? Or
is the id quod est the form and matter, and does it exercise the act
of existence? It’s a nice question.” (UB 210.)
(2). “Let us take a second question. What is the relation of SUBSTANCE and ACCIDENT? I understand by my intelligence. My intelligence is an id quo [that by which (something is)]; it is conjugate
or accidental potency [see CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–
POTENCY]. What is it that understands? What is the ‘I’? … Is the ‘I’
that understands the being, the id quod est, the whole, or is it just
some id quo?” (UB 211.)
(3). “Thirdly, there are questions of CONSCIOUSNESS. Who is conscious? In virtue of sense and imagination we have an empirical
consciousness; by understanding we have an intellectual consciousness; by reflection we have a rational consciousness; and
when we go on to will, we have rational self-consciousness. But
who is conscious?” (UB 212.) See CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)
METHOD.
OBJECT.

See METAPHYSICS–METHOD OF

See OBJECT(S)–SENSES OF-METAPHYSICAL

POSITIONS.

See METHOD(S)–AND METAPHYSICS

PRINCIPLES.

See

CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES; CONJUGATE

METAPHYSICS – METAPHYSICS
(ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES
PSEUDO-.

See GENUS/GENERA AND SPECIES–AND HIGHER VIEWPOINTS

PSYCHOLOGY.

See FACULTY PSYCHOLOGY

SAUSAGE MACHINE.

See CONCEPTUALISM, CONCEPTUALIST–VS CRITICAL REALISM

STRUCTURE.

See METAPHYSICS–AS HEURISTIC

SUBSTANCE.

See SUBSTANCE–METAPHYSICAL VS PREDICAMENTAL

UNIFICATION. “Metaphysical unification does not involve only a
transformation of the results of the sciences insofar as counterpositions [see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION] are involved in their expression. It also implies a transformation of COMMON SENSE, and in
particular of my own common sense. My common sense is the
home of my Sorge [see I–AND MY WORLD], my world, my horizon. It is
its citadel. To insist on common sense, to appeal to common sense,
is one of the best ways of avoiding the transition from Sorge to the
pure DESIRE TO KNOW, from my world to the universe of being [see BEING–UNIVERSE OF].” (UB 193.)
VS GNOSEOLOGICAL CAUSALITY. See ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–ARGUMENT-GENERAL CHARACTER OF
VS PSEUDOMETAPHYSICAL MYTHMAKING.

See intra Equivalence-rules of

(3)-(2) explanatory formulation
METAPHYSICS:

L’s Metaphysics is empirical. He writes: “For me, a
metaphysics is not first but derived from cognitional theory and epistemology.” (PTP2 4-6; see intra And knowing.) Classical metaphysics is a
priori. Called the science of sciences, classical metaphysics first explains the world to be known in terms of its ultimate causes; then it
describes and explains the Subject’s knowing in the prior metaphysical terms employed to explain the world. Thus the metaphysics of the
known is not grounded in verifiable epistemic fact—the opposite of
L’s approach (so classical metaphysics is not science in the modern
sense; see FACULTY PSYCHOLOGY). It is in his explaining this statement—
“Explicit metaphysics is the conception, affirmation, and implementation of the integral heuristic structure of proportionate being” (In
416)—that we learn the meaning of L’s metaphysics. See intra Stages/forms of; Elements of; As heuristic
ABSTRACT. See DEDUCTION–ABSTRACT
AND ACCIDENTS. See ACCIDENT(S)–IN METAPHYSICS
AND AFFIRMATION. See SELF …–AFFIRMATION
AND AGENT. See OBJECT(S)–SENSES OF-METAPHYSICAL
AND ALL OTHER DEPARTMENTS. Metaphysics “is a concern with the
universe as opposed to a world determined by a Sorge [see I–AND MY
WORLD], by a concern. It is concerned with a synthesis. … If knowing being is a matter of knowing everything about everything, a
notion of metaphysics has to be of similar dimensions. And so in
Insight we say that as the notion of being [see BEING–NOTION OF] underlies and penetrates and goes beyond all other contents, so also
metaphysics is the department of human knowledge that underlies,
penetrates, transforms, and unifies all other departments. Metaphysics, then, is conceived in terms of the totality of knowing and
the totality of the object of knowing.” (UB 188-89.)

(1) Underlies. “Metaphysics underlies all other departments, because all other departments are specializations of the total basic
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inquiry. We have spoken of the pure DESIRE TO KNOW, intelligence,
intellectual alertness, critical reflection, and we based a notion of
being upon that desire to know. What is correlative to the desire
is everything about everything. Still, that desire needs at least the
occasion, the materials of sense, perception, and imagination, to
go from a mere innate capacity to a WONDER about something, a
wonder about something that is expressed in a question. When it
becomes wonder about something, it is wonder about this or
wonder about something of this kind. While that initial wonder
is completely universal in its sweep, in its goal, still it leads to
something only insofar as there are developed particular departments of knowledge. I see a certain felicity, therefore, in the
name, metaphysics, insofar as it means ‘after physics.’ The other
sciences develop, and it is insofar as you are aware of the others
as a multiplicity that the further question arises of their integration. Other departments, then, are initiated by wonder as concerned with data of a certain kind. But there is also the total
question; as the ground of metaphysics, the total question is
something that underlies all other departments.” (UB 189.) On the
total question see also intra And all other departments-(4) unifies
(2) Penetrates. “Metaphysics penetrates all other departments, in
a sense, insofar as all other departments have the same principle
as metaphysics, namely, intellectual alertness, critical reflection.
While the other departments are many, still they seek spontaneously a mutual compatibility and coherence. If the question of
compatibility and coherence is to be treated systematically, methodically, there has to be a discipline that is concerned with all.”
(UB 189-90.)

(3) Transforms. “Metaphysics transforms the results of other departments. Metaphysics rests upon a SELF-APPROPRIATION of the subject in which the self-appropriating subject discovers that,
besides the man that he is, there is also the man he is committed
to being. The subject is fundamentally a tension between what he
is and what he ought to be. … While this tension, on the moral
level, is familiar, it exists equally on the cognitional level. There
is development not merely on the moral side of man, there is a
more fundamental development on the cognitional side [see HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT-INTELLECTUAL], in the transition from a world defined
by Sorge [see I–AND MY WORLD] to a world defined by the pure DESIRE
TO KNOW, and all the implications in that. Insofar as the metaphysician is a man in whom that development has occurred, he will be
able to straighten out the results of the other departments.” (UB 19091.)

Illustration. “Up to the end of the nineteenth century, modern science was involved in a mechanist determinism [see DETERMINISM–
MECHANIST], and the search for foundations that concerns a certain
number of contemporary scientists arises from the fact that the
mechanist determinist basis of science has been removed by
science itself. In other words, it is not merely the person that is
doing philosophy who discovers in himself the opposition between positions and counterpositions [see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION]. While it may take about four centuries, science
eventually develops to the point where it cannot be content
with the real world as thought of by Galileo and as more firmly
conceived as a result of Newton’s work.” (UB 191.)
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(4) Unifies. “Metaphysics unifies other departments. For other
departments meet particular ranges of questions, but it is the
original, total question, and it moves to the total answer by transforming and putting together all other answers. Metaphysics,
then, is the whole in knowledge but not the whole of knowledge.
A whole is not without its parts, nor independent of them, nor
identical with them. So it is that, while the principles of metaphysics are prior to all other knowledge, still the attainment of
metaphysics is the keystone that rests upon the other parts and
presses them together in the unity of a whole.” (In 415-16.)
AND ANALOGY. See intra And essence
AND ANTICIPATION.

See NOTION(S)–HEURISTIC

AND ATTRIBUTES.

“Metaphysics differs from the analysis of attributes into transcendentals (being, one, true, good; see NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL) and predicaments or categories (substance, quantity,
quality, relation, place, time, action, passion, posture, habit). Although these attributes [see CATEGORY, CATEGORIES; PROPER NAMES–
ARISTOTLE, ARISTOTELIAN-CATEGORIES] refer to being, they do not in any way
express the causes of being.” (OPCC 49.) On the causes of being see
CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES; CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES
AND BEING.

“We were led to conceive metaphysics, which traditionally is the science of being, as an implementation of the integral heuristic structure [see intra As integral heuristic structure] of the
realm of being that coincides with the field of possible experience.” (In 544.) That field of possible experience is the whatever can
be intelligently grasped and reasonably affirmed; in other words,
everything that exists. See also BEING–NOTION OF
Absolute. See ABSOLUTE–BEING-AND METAPHYSICS
As described/explained. “Metaphysics primarily regards being
as explained, but secondarily it includes being as described. Primarily, it regards being as explained, for it is a HEURISTIC STRUCTURE,
and a heuristic structure looks to what is to be known when one
understands. Secondarily, it includes being as described. For explanation is of things as related to one another [see QUOAD SE]; description is of things as related to us [see QUOAD NOS]; and so, since
we are things, the descriptive relations [see intra And descriptive relations (4)] must be identical with some of the explanatory relations.” (In 419.)
AND COGNITIONAL ANALYSIS. See intra And knowing
AND DESCRIPTIVE KNOWLEDGE.

See intra As knowledge-explanatory vs

descriptive
AND DESCRIPTIVE RELATIONS (4). “It is to be noted that the inclusion
of descriptive relations in metaphysics is implicit, general, mediated, and intellectual.” (In 419.)

(1) Implicit. “Explicitly metaphysics regards things as explained.” See intra And being-as described/explained
(2) General. “Metaphysics is just a heuristic structure [see intra
As integral heuristic structure], and so only in the most general fashion can it determine which explanatory relations are identical
with descriptive relations.” See intra And being-as described/explained

(3) Mediated. It is mediated “inasmuch as metaphysics unifies
the sciences and common sense and through them it can determine more precisely which explanatory relations also are descriptive.”
(4) Intellectual. “It occurs on the level of intelligence and judgment and not on the level of sense [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–LEVELS
OF]. Just as thinking of the thermodynamic equations will not
make anyone feel warmer or cooler, so the metaphysics of heat
will be incapable of producing the experience of heat as felt.
Similarly, no metaphysics, even if it regards mathematical science as superficial and undertakes to uphold the distinctive reality of quality, will be able to impart to a blind man the experience
of color as seen or to a deaf man the experience of sound as
heard. … Incidentally, once this last point is grasped, it would
seem that metaphysical attempts to uphold the distinctive reality
of sensible quality have nothing to uphold.” (All quotes, In 419-20.)
AND DIALECTIC.
AND DOUBT.

See MYTH–AND METAPHYSICS-OPPOSED/DIALECTICALLY RELATED

See METHOD(S)–OF UNIVERSAL DOUBT

AND EPISTEMOLOGY.

See intra Ontologically vs epistemologically structured;
see also EPISTEMOLOGY–COGNITIONAL THEORY, METAPHYSICS, AND

AND EQUIVALENCE.

See METAPHYSICAL–EQUIVALENCE

AND EXPLANATION.

See SCIENTIFIC–EXPLANATION

AND ESSENCE.

“Knowledge of the essences of different types of beings pertains to the particular departments of knowledge, and the
metaphysician leaves knowledge of those essences to the people
working in the particular departments. What will be determined in
the various departments are the essences of the different kinds of
beings, and that is proper knowledge. But the metaphysician has
analogical knowledge. For him, the essences function as a series of
x’s. When we were discussing the concept of being [see BEING–NOTION
OF], we saw that in ESSENCE intelligence grasps the possibility of being; because of essence, it raises the question of existence. There is
a connection, then, between essence and being, essence and existence; beings are compounded of essences and existences. One
might say as a first approximation that the metaphysician is concerned with the proportion between essences and existences, with
the analogy of the series x1/y1, x2/y2, etc., where existences are indicated by the y’s and essences by the x’s. That analogy is the occupation of the metaphysician [on the roots of analogy in
metaphysics see ABSOLUTE–BEING-AND METAPHYSICS]. His understanding is
analogous. It is an understanding of being and of all being, but it is
not a matter of understanding essences proper to each being.
Metaphysics is understanding and exploiting the analogy in all being.” (UB 201-02.) See intra Elements of-and essence
AND ETHICS.

See ETHICS–AND METAPHYSICS

AND EXPLANATION.

See intra And descriptive relations (4)

AND FACT. “If a metaphysics aims at integrating the empirical sciences and common sense to yield a single view of the universe of
proportionate being, then it has to deal with facts. It cannot accept
the criteria of a deductivism that is content to affirm the necessary
laws of any possible world. It is bound to be nuanced; it may have
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no doubt about central and conjugate potencies, forms, and acts
[see CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES; CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES]; yet it can be content with unique probability when
it comes to differentiating the explanatory genera and species of
forms.” (In 466-67.) See intra As factual; see also GENUS–EXPLANATORY
AND FORM. See FORM–KNOWN IN SCIENCE NOT IN METAPHYSICS

every term in cognitional theory (knowing) has a corresponding
term in metaphysics (the known, being). The isomorphic pairs are
experience–potency, understanding–form, judgment–act (actuality,
existence). Our minds and proportionate being are made for each
other. See intra As heuristic; see also KNOWING–AND KNOWN, ISOMORPHISM OF
Form. See FORM–KNOWN IN SCIENCE NOT IN METAPHYSICS

AND GRAMMAR, LOGIC.

AND LOGIC. “Metaphysics differs ... from logic. Logic does not deal
with BEING as being but with arguments and propositions, resolving
them not into their ultimate causes but into premises and conclusions, into universal subjects and particular subjects, into affirmative and negative copulas, and into predicates that express GENUS,
[DIFFERENCE(S)], ESSENCE, [PROPERTY, PROPERTIES], and [ACCIDENT(S)].” (OPCC

The larger context is metaphysical analysis
(see ANALYSIS–METAPHYSICAL). The immediate context is the relation between the metaphysical elements (components intrinsic to being;
see intra Elements of) and the object of the true proposition, BEING. He
contrasts metaphysical analysis with the analysis of grammarians
and logicians. “True propositions may be analyzed. Grammarians
distinguish nouns and verbs, adjectives and adverbs, etc. Logicians
distinguish subject, copula, and predicate, terms and relations. In
both cases, the analysis is based on a consideration of the end
products of cognitional process, of the definitions formed in conception, of the affirmations and negations uttered by reflection. On
the other hand, metaphysical analysis has a quite different basis. It
takes its stand, not on the end products, but on the dynamic structure of cognitional process [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–PROCESS]. For it,
the significant division has nothing to do with nouns and verbs,
subjects and predicates, or even terms and relations; it concentrates
on the merely empirical residue [see RESIDUE(S)–EMPIRICAL] from which
all understanding will abstract, on the content of the act of understanding itself, on the virtually unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY] grasped in the act that grounds and leads to judgment.” (In
526.)

See also intra And propositions

AND IMAGE/IMAGINATION.

See IMAGINATION–AND METAPHYSICAL ELEMENTS

AND INSIGHT INTO INSIGHT. “One cannot unify and organize knowing without concluding to a unification and organization of the
known. But a unification and organization of what is known in
mathematics, in the sciences, and by common sense is a metaphysics. Hence, in the measure that insight into insight unifies and organizes all our knowing, it will imply a metaphysics.” (In 5.) See
INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–UNDERSTANDING
AND INTELLIGIBILITY.

See INTELLIGIBILITY–AND METAPHYSICS

AND INTENTIONAL CONSCIOUSNESS.

See

CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–

POLYMORPHISM OF HUMAN-AND METAPHYSICS

AND INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS.

See INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS–AND PRIORITY OF

METAPHYSICS

AND ISOMORPHISM.

See intra And knowing; see also

KNOWING–AND KNOWN,

ISOMORPHISM OF

AND KNOWING. L derives his metaphysics from answering the third
of three questions (see QUESTION(S)–BASIC): (1) What is knowing? The
answer yields a cognitional theory (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY).
(2) Why is doing that knowing? The answer yields an epistemology (see EPISTEMOLOGY–WHY IS DOING THAT KNOWING?). (3) What do we know
when we do it? The answer yields L’s empirical metaphysics of
proportionate being, empirical because grounded in verifiable epistemic fact. This integral relationship between knowing and known
means that the structures of knowing (experiencing, understanding,
judging) and known (potency, form, act) are isomorphic. To say
that the structures of being and knowing are isomorphic means that

49.)

See also LOGIC–METAPHYSICS, AND ANALYSIS

AND METHOD.

See METHOD(S)–AND METAPHYSICS

AND MYSTERY, MYTH.
AND NECESSITY.

See MYTH–AND METAPHYSICS

See METAPHYSICAL–ARGUMENTS FROM CHANGE

AND OBJECTS VS OPERATIONS.

See

FOUNDATIONAL–METHODOLOGY-AND META-

PHYSICS

AND ONTOLOGY.
AND PHYSICS.

See intra Ontologically vs epistemologically structured

See METAPHYSICAL–ARGUMENTS FROM CHANGE

AND PROPOSITIONS.

See intra Elements of-and true propositions

AND QUALITIES. The qualities are Aristotle’s ten predicates or categories (see PROPER NAMES–ARISTOTLE, ARISTOTELIAN-CATEGORIES). “Metaphysics, as it is being conceived, is a HEURISTIC STRUCTURE that regards
being as explained and only implicitly, generally, mediately, and
intellectually includes being as described. It follows that Aristotle’s
ten categories, though they regard proportionate being, nonetheless
do not pertain to the constitutive structure of metaphysics.” (In 420.)
L adds (ibid. n. 1): “In Aristotelian terms, metaphysics is a science; a
science is knowledge through causes; and causes are not the ten
categories but the end, the agent, the matter, and the form.”
AND QUESTIONS. See QUESTION(S)–AND METAPHYSICS
AND SCIENCE. “There is a principle of transformation in this notion
of metaphysics [see intra As principle of transformation]. Not only does
it underlie and interconnect, as having the same basis and as concerned with the integration of the other sciences, but it also involves a principle of transformation of their results. The results of
the other sciences are the work of scientists, but those scientists are
also men. Just as the philosopher has a problem of SELFAPPROPRIATION, of discovery that the self to be appropriated needs to
be developed, and that the ideal does not correspond to actual
achievement, so too does the scientist. In the measure that actual
achievement does not correspond to the ideal, the expression of
scientific results will contain the counterpositions [see POSITION AND
COUNTERPOSITION]. Insofar as the metaphysician is aware of the fundamental issue, he may discern, as it were, how far the scientific
element goes, and where the counterposition from the man who
happens to be a scientist comes in.” (UB 192-93.) See intra And all other
departments; As invariant form; see also METAPHYSICAL–EQUIVALENCE, –
ARGUMENTS FROM CHANGE; GEM–AND UNIFIED SCIENCE
AND SELF-APPROPRIATION .
AND SELF-KNOWLEDGE.

See SELF-APPROPRIATION–AND METAPHYSICS

See SELF ...–KNOWLEDGE-AND METAPHYSICS
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AND SHIFT FROM LOGIC TO METHOD.
AND SYNTHESIS.

See METHOD(S)–SHIFT FROM LOGIC TO

See intra And all other departments

AND THE GOOD.

Metaphysics regards being QUOAD SE, being as it is in
itself. Thus there is no fourth metaphysical term constitutive of being as such that is isomorphic with the fourth cognitive activity of
choosing, willing and doing the concrete good incarnating potency,
form, and act. This is not a lacuna in the unity of order [see ORDER–
UNITY OF]. There is a relation between metaphysics and the good. The
good is related to potency, form, and act because the good is always concrete, “for good and being and ontological truth are convertible terms”; thus when he discusses the ontology of the good, L
refers to potential, formal, and actual good. See WILLING–WILL, WILLING-

AS FACTUAL.

NESS, AND W. AS POTENCY-FORM-ACT

AND THE METAPHYSICIAN.
AND THE SUBJECT.

See METAPHYSICAL–EQUIVALENCE-INVERSE ASPECT OF

See SUBJECT, THE–AND EXPLICIT METAPHYSICS

AND THE TOTAL QUESTION.

See intra And all other departments-(1) under-

lies
AND TRANSCENDENTAL METHOD.
AND TRANSPOSITION.

fined as the integral heuristic structure of proportionate being, and
so the existence of a heuristic structure for interpretation brings under metaphysics the interpretation not only of less general utterances but also of every possible philosophy and metaphysics. A
similar claim would be made, of course, by Hegelianism, but between the Hegelian view and our own there exists the important
difference that the idealist position with its alleged dialectical necessity has to pretend to be complete independently of nonsystematic matters of fact, while our realism permits us not only to respect
but even to include every valid conclusion of empirical human science.” (In 616-17.)
AS EXPLANATORY. See intra As knowledge-explanatory vs descriptive

See GEM–FUNCTIONS OF (12)-(3) DIALECTICAL

See TRANSPOSITION–FROM SELF-KNOWLEDGE/METAPHYSICS TO

IMAGES

“Proportionate being is not the merely possible nor
need it be absolutely necessary. It is what in fact is, and the science
that views it as a whole can be content to ascertain what in fact is
true. Moreover, the various empirical sciences and the myriad instances of common sense aim at no more than knowing what in
fact is so; but metaphysics is their unification; as a principle, it precedes them; but as an attainment, it follows upon them, emerges
from them, depends upon them; and so, like them, it too will be
factual.” (In 418.) See also intra And fact

AND WISDOM.

See GEM–AS WISDOM

AS FOUNDATIONAL.

AND WONDER.

See intra And all other departments-(1) underlies

AS HEURISTIC.

AS A MATTER OF FACT.
AS BASIC DISCIPLINE.

See METAPHYSICAL–ARGUMENTS FROM CHANGE

See INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS–AND COGNITIONAL THEORY

L devotes the whole of Insight’s ch. 17 to this complex topic. It flows from ch. 16’s topic, METAPHYSICS–AS SCIENCE. He
begins from the “general theorem to the effect that any philosophy,
whether actual or possible, will rest upon the dynamic structure of
cognitional activity either as correctly conceived or as distorted by
oversights and by mistaken orientations.” (In 553.) He proceeds
through these topics in the given order: METAPHYSICS ■ MYSTERY ■ MYTH

AS DIALECTIC.

■ TRUTH(S), THE TRUE ■ EXPRESSION ■ TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–APPROPRIATION OF ■ INTERPRETATION ■ UNIVERSAL VIEWPOINT ■ EXPRESSION–LEVELS OF, –AND SEQUENCE ■
TREATISE–LIMITS OF ■ CANON(S)–OF METHODICAL HERMENEUTICS. These

remarks are
from his summary. “As our study of insight began from an analysis
of the procedures of mathematics and of the natural sciences, so the
present endeavor has been to draw upon the consequent theories of
OBJECTIVITY and MEANING to outline the possibility of a general HEURISTIC
STRUCTURE for a methodical hermeneutics [see HERMENEUTIC(S)–
METHODICAL]. While the practical significance of such a structure can
hardly appear before it is complemented with the array of concrete
techniques familiar to the historical inquirer, at least it is at once
apparent that the present account of insight into the insights of others possesses peculiar relevance at a time when theoretical differences of a philosophic character so frequently constitute the
principal cause of divergence not only in the conclusions reached
but also in the methods employed by otherwise competent investigators. However, while readers perhaps will be more interested in
such possible applications of the proposed method, it will not be
amiss for us to draw attention once more to the fact that our primary intention is somewhat different. Metaphysics has been de-

See FOUNDATIONAL–METHODOLOGY-AND METAPHYSICS

Every proper object of our questions for understanding is constituted by the metaphysical elements called potency,
form, and act; and these elements are paired respectively with the
cognitive operations of experiencing, understanding, and judging.
Thus L calls metaphysics the integral heuristic structure of proportionate being (see intra As integral heuristic structure). Integral because
it has potential to integrate into a single viewpoint all incidents of
knowing; heuristic because it anticipates everything to be known.
Do not think that the metaphysical elements are things to be
imagined: “What are the metaphysical elements? [See intra Elements of] Clearly, the answer has to be that the elements do not
possess any essence, any ‘What is it?’ of their own. On the contrary, they express the structure in which one knows what proportionate being is; they outline the mold in which an understanding
of proportionate being necessarily will flow; they arise from understanding understanding, and they regard proportionate being,
not as understood, but only as to be understood.” (In 521; emphasis added.)

Empirical metaphysics makes it possible to anticipate and integrate into our worldview every possible instance of knowledge.
Provided consciousness obey the norms of its own procedures,
the structural isomorphism of mind and being grounds the possibility of an explanatory expression of the unity of existence defensible against any philosophic or scientific objection. Thus the
ordering that is the work of WISDOM relies upon explicit metaphysics; the structure of CONSCIOUSNESS is itself an instance of the heuristic structure of proportionate being. Just as the structure of
knowing is the primary instance of order in regard to ourselves,
metaphysics is the primary instance of order in regard to the object of knowing, the universe of proportionate being. With customary confidence, L writes that “there is only one integrated
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view of one universe and there is only one set of directives that
lead to it [see WORLDVIEW(S)–LONERGAN’S].” (In 450.)
AS HIGHEST VIEWPOINT. See intra Stages/forms of-explicit (8 elements)-(7)
Stable
AS HORIZON.

See HORIZON(S)–OF METAPHYSICS

AS INTEGRAL HEURISTIC STRUCTURE.

As heuristic (see intra As heuristic), metaphysics might be thought of as a defined structure, a form

that anticipates a specific content, i.e., content conforming to the
structure’s terms and relations. As heuristic it belongs to “the paradoxical category of the ‘known unknown.’” (In 555.) But metaphysical structure is common to every “proper object” of intellect.
Therefore metaphysics as the “integral heuristic structure” allows
us to know in advance something about the nature of everything
yet unknown. We already know that the object of knowledge will
have potency isomorphic with our power to experience it, form
isomorphic with our power to understand it, and act, actuality,
isomorphic with our power to judge that it is so and thereby know
the self-constituting truth that it is a thing, “a unity, identity,
whole.” Likewise our expression of meaning will be isomorphic
with knowing and being: the explanation of the “thing” will have
unified content derived from experience, from understanding, and
from judgment [see KNOWING–AND KNOWN-ISOMORPHISM OF]. (In 509.) See also
intra Stages/forms of-explicit (8 elements)-(1); on its emergence see intra
Method of-(3) and confinement-as foundational
AS INVARIANT FORM. “Our sketch of metaphysics makes it the invariant form for which the sciences provide the variable matter,
and our dialectical analysis provides a technique that systematically discriminates between the genuine discoveries that science
ever brings forth and the counterpositions [see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION] in which they may happen to be formulated.” (In 755.) See

also intra Stages/forms of-explicit (8 elements)-(7) Stable
AS KNOWLEDGE.

“If your metaphysics is an implementation of the
integral heuristic structure of proportionate being [see intra As integral heuristic structure], then you are concerned with anticipating the
structure of your knowledge when it is at the stage of completion.
You are concerned, therefore, with what is known when insight is
full.” (UB 198.)
As whole in (not of). “Other departments meet particular ranges
of questions, but [metaphysics] is the original, total question, and
it moves to the total answer by transforming and putting together
all other answers. Metaphysics, then, is the whole in knowledge
but not the whole of knowledge. A whole is not without its parts,
nor independent of them, nor identical with them. So it is that,
while the principles of metaphysics are prior to all other knowledge, still the attainment of metaphysics is the keystone that rests
upon the other parts and presses them together in the unity of a
whole.” (In 416.)
Explanatory vs descriptive. “While we have to use particular
types of information when we are doing metaphysics, those types
of information have to be in explanatory form. The metaphysics
we are proposing will not appeal to merely descriptive knowledge, but to explanatory knowledge. … There is a fundamental
difference between the notion of metaphysics we are presenting
and what has become fairly common down a number of centu-
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ries in scholastic notions of metaphysics. … If you conceive
metaphysics as concerned with the total heuristic structure of
proportionate being, you must be concerned simply with causes
and not at all with predicaments [see CATEGORY, CATEGORIES; PROPER
NAMES–ARISTOTLE, ARISTOTELIAN-CATEGORIES], because a heuristic structure
[see intra As integral heuristic structure] aims at what is known
through understanding.” (UB 198-99.) See also METAPHYSICAL–EQUIVALENCERULES OF (3)-(2) OF EXPLANATORY FORMULATION; SCIENCE(S)–RELATIONS OF
AS PRINCIPLE OF TRANSFORMATION. “Metaphysics springs from the
pure DESIRE TO KNOW; it is free from the restrictions of particular
viewpoints; it distinguishes positions from counterpositions [see
POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION] in the whole of knowledge: it is a transforming principle that urges positions to fuller development and,
by reversing counterpositions, liberates discoveries from the shackles in which at first they were formulated. … It unifies all other
departments [see intra And all other departments-(4) unifies].” (In 415.) See
also intra And science
AS SCIENCE. The embracing context is the meaning of understanding (see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–UNDERSTANDING). L is arguing the method of metaphysics (see intra Method of). Within this argument, he
devotes a chapter to metaphysics as science (In ch. 16, esp. 54452). Metaphysics regards general acts of understanding. Science
regards specialized acts of understanding (see FORM–KNOWN IN SCIENCE
NOT IN METAPHYSICS), while metaphysics regards being as such. “What
the being is in each particular case—even what proportionate being is—is a question to be answered by a particular science.” (UB
195.) L writes: “As in the natural sciences, so also in metaphysics
the function of method is to secure a firm orientation and a tendency that in the long run is efficacious. As in the natural sciences
this goal is attained by requiring a fulfilment in the data of observation and experiment, so that there will exist a possible transition
from the conditioned supposition of thought to the virtually unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY] affirmation of judgment, so
too in metaphysics a similar goal is to be attained by requiring a
fulfilment in the utilized structure of our knowledge, so that there
will exist a possible transition from metaphysical speculation to
metaphysical affirmation. Finally, as in the natural sciences, so also
in metaphysics, an understanding of the method, its accurate formulation, its acceptance, and its proper use are neither automatically achieved nor automatically efficacious. They are operations
of intelligence and reasonableness. They result only from sustained
inquiry and sustained reflection. Their power is no more than the
power of intelligence and reasonableness, and while that power is
great indeed, it is not exercised after the fashion of the steamroller
that crushes opposition but through a mounting dialectical tension
that makes absurdity ever more evidently absurd until man either
rejects it or destroys himself by clinging to it.” (In 549-50.) See also in-

tra Method of
AS SYNTHESIS.
AS WHOLE.

See intra And all other departments

See intra As knowledge-as whole in (not of)

CENTRAL.

L’s metaphysics of proportionate being comprises two
sets of terms: central potency, form, and act; and conjugate potency, form, and act. See CENTRAL (OR SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES;

CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES
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CONCERN OF.

“We have worked out a notion of being in terms of
the completely universal and the completely concrete. Being is
completely universal: it includes everything. Being is completely
concrete: it includes everything about everything. It is in terms of
that notion of being that we developed a notion of metaphysics.
Metaphysics is not a concern with the reality of the candlestick or
the snuffbox; it is a concern with the universe as opposed to a
world determined by a Sorge [see I–AND MY WORLD], by a concern. It is
concerned with a synthesis [see intra And all other departments].” (UB

188.)
CONJUGATE.

L’s metaphysics of proportionate being comprises two
sets of terms: central potency, form, and act; and conjugate potency, form, and act. See CENTRAL (OR SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES;

CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES
CONTEXT OF.

DEFINED.

See DEDUCTION–ABSTRACT

See intra And all other departments; see also

NOTION OF …–

METAPHYSICS

DESCRIPTION IN.

See intra And descriptive relations (4)

DEVELOPMENT OF.

and they regard proportionate being [see
not as understood, but only as to be understood
[i.e., the elements constitute a HEURISTIC STRUCTURE].” (In 521.) “There is
form, there is potency, there is act; but the three are as components
in one being, and no one is the other two. Form is neither potency
nor act. Form is neither of the other two, because form is intelligible in itself. Neither act nor potency is intelligible in itself, if we are
talking about finite act. But one and the same cannot have contradictory predicates; one and the same cannot be both intelligible in
itself and not intelligible in itself. If there are contradictory predicates, both of which are to be affirmed, then there have to be different subjects. Therefore, form is not potency, form is not act.
That is a distinction that is true; therefore, it is a real distinction, it
regards reality.” (UB 207.) See CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES;
CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES

See CONTEXT(S)–METAPHYSICAL

DEDUCTIVIST.

DERSTANDING–UNDERSTANDING],

BEING–PROPORTIONATE],

The context is the method of metaphysics (In ch.
14; see METAPHYSICS–METHOD OF). L explains the process of development
in the Subject’s knowledge of metaphysics (see intra Stages/forms of).
Before proceeding to the dialectic of method in metaphysics (see intra Method of-and dialectic), he summarizes his position: “Without the
method it is impossible to assign with exactitude the objectives, the
presuppositions, and the procedures of metaphysics; and this lack
of exactitude may result in setting one’s aim too low or too high, in
resting one’s case on alien or insecure foundations, in proceeding to
one’s goal through unnecessary detours. … The misconceptions in
which metaphysics thus becomes involved may rob it of its validity
and of its capacity for development; what should provide an integration for the science and the common sense of any age risks taking on the appearance of a mummy that would preserve for all time
Greek science and medieval common sense. … To recapitulate, the
goal of the method [of metaphysics] is the emergence of explicit
metaphysics [see intra Stages/forms of-explicit (8 elements)] in the minds
of particular men and women. It begins from them as they are, no
matter what that may be. It involves a preliminary stage that can be
methodical only in the sense in which a pedagogy is methodical;
that is, the goal and the procedure are known and pursued explicitly
by a teacher but not by the pupil. The preliminary stage ends when
the subject reaches an intelligent and reasonable self-affirmation.
Such self-affirmation is also self-knowledge [see SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF
THE KNOWER, –KNOWLEDGE]. It makes explicit the pursuit of the goal that
has been implicit in the pure DESIRE TO KNOW. From that explicit pursuit there follow the directives, first, of reorientating one’s scientific knowledge and one’s common sense, and secondly, of
integrating what one knows and can know of proportionate being
[see BEING–PROPORTIONATE] through the known structures of one’s cognitional activities [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS].” (In 425-26.)
ELEMENTS OF. The metaphysical elements are potency, form, act;
“they arise from understanding understanding [see INSIGHT AND UN-

And change. “Potency, form, and act are constituents of what is
known by experience, understanding, and judgment, where potency corresponds to the experiencing, form to the understanding, and act to the judging. Quite clearly, then, potency itself is
not known by experiencing, understanding, and judgment, and so
it is not composed of a further potency, form, and act. But if this
is so, then there is a profound difference between discourse about
horses and dogs and discourse about potency, form, and act; for
from the former through the rules of metaphysical equivalence
[see METAPHYSICAL–EQUIVALENCE-RULES OF (3)] one arrives at constituent
potencies, forms, and acts; but from the latter one cannot legitimately proceed to a repetition of the analysis with respect to the
elements themselves. It is this difference that is expressed in traditional metaphysics when it is affirmed that, while horses and
dogs exist and change, potency, form, and act are, not what exists
or changes, but that by which are constituted the beings that exist
and change.” (In 535-36.) See KNOWING–AND KNOWN-ISOMORPHISM OF
And essence. “What are the metaphysical elements? Clearly, the
answer has to be that the elements do not possess any ESSENCE,
any ‘What is it?’ of their own. On the contrary, they express the
structure in which one knows what proportionate being is; they
outline the mold in which an understanding of proportionate being necessarily will flow; they arise from understanding understanding [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–UNDERSTANDING], and they
regard proportionate being, not as understood, but only as to be
understood.” (In 521.) See intra And essence; see also CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES; CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES
And imagination. See IMAGINATION–AND METAPHYSICAL ELEMENTS
And true propositions. “While ‘potency,’ ‘form,’ and ‘act’ are
general concepts and names, their reference is exclusively to
concrete potencies, forms, and acts. On the other hand, true
propositions may be abstract in their meaning; and then to assign
their metaphysical equivalent [see METAPHYSICAL–EQUIVALENCE], they
have to be transposed into concrete propositions. Such transposition may be easy or difficult, but insofar as it is found difficult,
there also will be found some measure of ignorance taking cover
under the abstract expression. It is not the metaphysician’s business to remove that ignorance. He fulfils his function by assign-
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ing the equivalent metaphysical elements corresponding to true
propositions whose concrete meaning is known.” (In 527.)
Cognitional or ontological. See intra Elements-distinction of
Concreteness of. “The concepts and names of the metaphysical
elements are general: ‘potency’ can denote any instance of potency. Still, this generality does not involve them in abstractness,
for there is nothing to a thing apart from its potencies, forms, and
acts. The ground of this generality without abstractness is that the
metaphysical elements are defined heuristically; the definition of
form does not refer immediately to reality, as does the definition
of man or of hydrogen; its immediate reference is to a type of
cognitional activity, and only through the occurrence, which is
usually hypothetical, of such activity does it refer to being; finally, since the envisaged hypothetical activity is to be full and
complete, necessarily it will pertain to knowledge of the concrete.” (In 527.) See also TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–METAPHYSICS OF
Distinction of. “It may be asked whether the metaphysical elements constitute an extrinsic or an intrinsic structure of proportionate being. Are they merely the structure in which
proportionate being is known? Or are they the structure immanent in the reality of proportionate being? To put the issue in its
traditional form, are the metaphysical elements notionally distinct or really distinct? … The question has to do with the relation between knowing and reality. For central and conjugate
potency, form, and act have been defined heuristically in terms of
cognitional acts; if there were more or fewer basic types of cognitional acts, there would be more or fewer metaphysical elements. So, as far as their definitions go, the differences of the
metaphysical elements are differences in the process of knowing,
and unless further evidence is forthcoming, they are not differences in the being to be known.” (In 522-23.) See CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL)
CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES; CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES
In relation to theories. “The foregoing account of potency, form,
and act will cover any possible scientific explanation. For a scientific explanation is a theory verified in instances; as verified, it
refers to act; as theory, it refers to form; as in instances, it refers
to potency. Again, as a theory of the classical type, it refers to
forms as forms; as a theory of the statistical type, it refers to
forms as setting ideal frequencies from which acts do not diverge
systematically; as a theory of the genetic type, it refers to the
conditions of the emergence of form from potency.” (In 458; emphases
added.) See CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–COMPLEMENTARITY OF

Unity of. “Potency, form, and act constitute a unity. For what is
experienced is what is understood; and what is understood is
what is affirmed. The three levels of cognitional activity yield a
single knowing, for experience alone is not human knowing; experience and understanding do not suffice for knowing; only
when the unconditioned is reached and affirmation or negation
occurs does knowing in the proper meaning of the term arise. In
like manner, the contents of the three levels of cognitional activity constitute a unity; one does not know a first proportionate being by experiencing, a second by understanding, and a third by
judging; on the contrary, the three contents coalesce into a single
known. Hence potency, form, and act, since they are known by
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experience, understanding, and judgment, are not three proportionate beings but three components in a single proportionate being.” (In 457.) See also KNOWING–AND KNOWN, ISOMORPHISM OF
EVIDENCE FOR.

“As the significance of metaphysics, so the evidence for it lies in the present. But the uniqueness of metaphysics
makes an account of the evidence extremely difficult. Any doctrine
can be presented in a set or sets of definitions, postulates, and deductions. But evidence does not lie in the outward vocal or written
expression, nor even in the inner assent, but in the prior reflective
grasp that compels reasonableness to assent. Once one has accepted definitions and postulates, deduction makes manifest the
unconditioned that is to be grasped reflectively [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–REFLECTIVE-AND VIRTUALLY UNCONDITIONED]. But the definitions
and postulates of metaphysics are a manifold of disputed alternatives; the evidence for discriminating between them is as large as
the universe on which they pronounce; and a grasp of that evidence
lies, not within easy reach of every indolent mind, but only at the
term of a long and difficult accumulation of direct and reflective
insights.” (In 508.) See also intra Method of-(1) and breakthrough, -(2) and
encirclement/envelopment, -(3) and confinement
EXPLANATION IN.
EXPLICIT.

See intra And being-as described/explained

See intra Stages/forms of-explicit (8 elements)

GENERAL UNDERSTANDING IS.
GROUND OF.

See FORM–KNOWN IN SCIENCE NOT IN METAPHYSICS

See intra And all other departments-(1) underlies

IMPLICIT/LATENT.

See intra Stages/forms of-latent (implicit)

METHOD OF.

“A statement of the evidence for a metaphysics has to
be in dynamic terms. If a spatial image and a military metaphor
may be helpful, the advance of metaphysical evidence is at once a
breakthrough, an envelopment, and a confinement.” (In 508-09.) See also METHOD(S)–AND METAPHYSICS; GEM–AS WISDOM
(1) And breakthrough. “The breakthrough is effected in one’s affirmation of oneself as empirically, intelligently, and rationally
conscious.” (In 509.)
(2) And encirclement/envelopment. “The envelopment is effected through the protean notion of being as whatever one intelligently grasps and reasonably affirms.” (In 509.)
(3) And confinement. “The confinement is effected through the
dialectical opposition of twofold notions of the real, of knowing,
and of objectivity, so that every attempt to escape is blocked by
the awareness that one would be merely substituting some counterposition for a known position, merely deserting the being that
can be intelligently grasped and reasonably affirmed, merely distorting the consciousness that is not only empirical but also intelligent and not only intelligent but also reasonable.” (In 509.) See
POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION

As foundational. “Once this foundation [L’s epistemology; see
EPISTEMOLOGY–COGNITIONAL THEORY, METAPHYSICS, AND]

is laid and as long
as it is retained effectively, one can proceed rapidly with the
erection of the integral heuristic structure of proportionate being [see intra As integral heuristic structure]. In a first moment, dialectical criticism transforms one’s commonsense and scientific
views to provide the secondary minor premise of the argument.
In a second moment, cognitional theory brings to light the four
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methods of possible inquiry [see METHOD(S)–THE FOUR], the condition of their use, and the possibility of their integration, to yield
the principal minor premise. In a third moment, metaphysical
understanding unites the principal and secondary minor premises, much as a physicist unites a differential equation with empirically ascertained boundary conditions, to obtain the integral
heuristic structure relevant to this universe. In a fourth moment,
there is invoked the isomorphism of knowing and known [see
KNOWING–AND KNOWN-ISOMORPHISM OF]: the pattern of relations immanent in the structure of cognitional acts [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS-PATTERN OF] also is to be found in the contents of
anticipated acts and still will be found to obtain when the heuristic contents of anticipated acts give place to the actual contents of occurring acts.” (In 509.)
And dialectic. The larger context is the method of metaphysics
(In ch. 14). This entry and its crossreferences touch the main
points of L’s long argument (426-55). “A method can direct activity to a goal only by anticipating the general nature of the goal.
But the only question to be settled in metaphysics is the general
nature of the goal of KNOWLEDGE, for all questions of detail have to
be met by the sciences and by common sense. Accordingly, it
would seem that every method in metaphysics must be involved
in the fallacy of begging the question. By the mere fact of settling
upon a method, one presupposes as settled the very issue that
metaphysics proposes to resolve.” (In 426.) To resolve the problem
of his apparently begging the question, L goes on to recall the
distinction between latent and explicit metaphysics (see intra
Stages/forms of-explicit (8 elements), -latent (implicit)). “In metaphysics
… methods and results are of equal generality and tend to be coincident. It follows that differences in metaphysical positions can
be studied expeditiously and compendiously by examining differences in method. Moreover, such a study is not confined to
tabulating the correlations that hold between different methods
and different metaphysical systems. For there is only one method
that is not arbitrary, and it grounds its explicit anticipations on the
anticipations that, though latent, are present and operative in consciousness. Finally, besides the correlations between methods and
systems, besides the criticism of methods based on the latent metaphysics of the human mind, there is the dialectical unfolding of
positions inviting development and counterpositions inviting reversal [see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION]. It is to this dialectic of metaphysical methods that attention now is to be directed, not of
course in the full expansion that would be possible only in a survey of the whole history of philosophy, but in the articulation of
its basic alternatives and with the modest purpose of indicating
the outlines of a heuristic scheme for historical investigations.” (In
426.) L first looks at deductive methods and finds them unsuitable
(see DEDUCTION–ABSTRACT); for his detailed argument see In 427-33.
He looks next at universal doubt (see METHOD(S)–OF UNIVERSAL DOUBT),
and its denial of judgments of fact. If there are no concrete judgments of fact, then the criterion of indubitability cannot be indubitable. “To accept the criterion of indubitability is to deprive
oneself of the means of ascertaining what precisely that criterion
implies; and to accept a criterion without being able to determine

its precise implications is to make a leap in the dark.” (In 435.) Next
he looks at empiricism (see EMPIRICISM/EMPIRICIST, –PHENOMENOLOGY AS).
“Empiricism as a method rests on an elementary confusion. What
is obvious in knowing is, indeed, looking. Compared to looking,
insight is obscure, and grasp of the unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY] is doubly obscure. But empiricism amounts to the
assumption that what is obvious in knowing is what knowing obviously is. That assumption is false, for if one would learn mathematics or science or philosophy or if one sought
commonsense advice, then one would go to a man that is intelligent and reasonable rather than to a man that is stupid and silly.”
(In 441.) “The third of the methods that would guide the philosopher
to his goal is commonsense eclecticism [see COMMON SENSE–
ECLECTICISM OF-AND AIM OF PHILOSOPHY]. If it rarely is adopted by original
thinkers, it remains the inertial center of the philosophic process.”
(In 441.)

“Whether one considers the deductive methods that offer to
function automatically or the guiding methods that rest on the
conviction that the subject cannot be ignored, one is forced to
the conclusion that philosophic method must concern itself with
the structure and the aberrations of human cognitional process.
Abstract deduction yields to concrete; the use of concrete deduction raises the question of its own possibility; and that possibility is found to lie in the genesis of a wisdom that is prior to
metaphysics. Universal doubt heads for the same emptiness as
abstract deduction; empiricism seeks the concrete in the obvious manner that proves mistaken in almost every respect; and a
commonsense use of judgment leaves philosophy obtuse, superficial, and divided. Might one not conclude, then, that the
method of philosophy lies in this very process that turns positions into their contradictories only to discover in such reversal
a new position that begets its opposite to bring to birth a third
position with similar consequences until through successive repetitions the totality of positions and opposites forms a dialectical whole? Such, approximately, was Hegel’s inspiration, and
since I venture to employ his term ‘dialectic’ I feel constrained
to list the differences that separate his notion from my own.” (In
441.) For details on this central portion of L’s argument see DIALECTIC(S)–HEGELIAN VS LONERGANIAN; LOGIC–IN DIALECTIC (HEGEL VS L) Finally, before advancing to the elements of metaphysics (In ch. 15), L
remarks on science and philosophy (for the many relations between them see inter alia SCIENCE(S)–AND PHILOSOPHY; CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD; CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–HEURISTIC
STRUCTURES, –INQUIRY, –PROCEDURES, –VERIFICATION; METHOD(S)–OF SCIENCE(S)AND VARIOUS PHILOSOPHIES, -VS OF PHILOSOPHY): “Philosophy has been fertilized repeatedly by scientific achievement. But it would seem
a mistake to expect that philosophy should conform to the method, to the linguistic technique, or to the group mentality of the
scientist. The contribution of science and of scientific method
to philosophy lies in a unique ability to supply philosophy with
instances of the heuristic structures which a metaphysics integrates into a single view of the concrete universe.” (In 454-55.) See
also LEVEL(S)–OF OUR TIMES; METHOD(S)–OF SCIENCE(S)-AND VARIOUS PHILOSOPHIES
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And disputes. “Method puts an end to mere disputation. It divides the field of possible knowledge of proportionate being into
knowledge of things as related to us and knowledge of things as
related to one another [see QUOAD NOS; QUOAD SE]. It divides the latter
field into science that explains and metaphysics that anticipates
the general structure of proportionate being as explained. It divides such anticipations into grounded assertions, that possess a
factual premise in the utilized structure of our knowing, and empty assertions, that lack such a premise. Finally, it divides
grounded assertions into coherent positions that admit development and incoherent counterpositions that invite reversal [see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION]. Now every disputant has something to
say. But what he says either refers to proportionate being [see intra Of proportionate being] or not, either to proportionate beings in
their relations to one another or not, either to the anticipated
structure of proportionate being as explained or not. If the disputant’s statement falls under the negative member of any of these
dichotomies, then it is not a metaphysical statement and it is to be
disregarded in metaphysics. But if it is a metaphysical statement,
then either it possesses a factual premise in the utilized structure
of our knowing or it does not; and if it does not, then it is an
empty assertion. Finally, if it is a grounded assertion, then either
it is a position that admits development or else it is not; and if it is
not, then it is a counterposition to be reversed by the simple technique of making it coherent with the statement that it is stated intelligently and reasonably.” (In 548.)
And method of ethics. See ETHICS–METHOD OF METAPHYSICS AND ETHICS
And pedagogy. “The first directive … is to begin from interest,
to excite it, to use its momentum to carry things along. In other
words, the method of metaphysics primarily is pedagogical: it is
headed towards an end that is unknown and as yet cannot be disclosed; from the viewpoint of the pupil, it proceeds by cajoling or
forcing attention and not by explaining the intended goal and by
inviting an intelligent and reasonable cooperation. So it was that
without mentioning metaphysics, we studied the fact and the nature of insight in mathematics, in the empirical sciences, in common sense, in judgments on mathematics, on the empirical
sciences, and on the myriad concrete and particular objects of
common sense. So too we examined self-affirmation [see SELF ...–
AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER] and the notions of being [see BEING–NOTION OF]
and of OBJECTIVITY. So too we began to talk about the dialectic of
philosophy. In the measure in which we have been successful, the
reader will know what is meant by insight, what is meant by reasonableness, how both differ from the internal and external experience that they presuppose, how all three form a patterned
orientation that differs from other orientations that commonly are
more familiar and more frequent. In the measure that such selfknowledge has been reached, it is possible to leave pedagogy and
to discuss method; and so we find ourselves discussing method.”
(In 422-23.)

And science. See METHOD(S)–OF SCIENCE(S)
Goal of. “The goal of the method is the emergence of explicit
metaphysics in the minds of particular men and women [see intra
Stages/forms of-explicit (8 elements)]. It begins from them as they are,
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no matter what that may be. It involves a preliminary stage that
can be methodical only in the sense in which a pedagogy is methodical; that is, the goal and the procedure are known and pursued explicitly by a teacher but not by the pupil. The preliminary
stage ends when the subject reaches an intelligent and reasonable
self-affirmation [see SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER]. Such selfaffirmation is also self-knowledge. It makes explicit the pursuit
of the goal that has been implicit in the pure desire to know.
From that explicit pursuit there follow the directives, first, of reorientating one’s scientific knowledge and one’s common sense,
and secondly, of integrating what one knows and can know of
proportionate being through the known structures of one’s cognitional activities [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–STRUCTURE].” (In 426.)
METHODS OF, OTHER. The subentries regard how thinkers other than
L employed metaphysics.
Commonsense eclecticism. See COMMON SENSE–ECLECTICISM OF
Deductivism. See DEDUCTION–ABSTRACT
Empiricism. See EMPIRICISM/EMPIRICIST
Hegelian dialectic. See DIALECTIC(S)–HEGELIAN VS LONERGANIAN; LOGIC–IN DIALECTIC (HEGEL VS L)

Scientific. See METHOD(S)–OF SCIENCE(S)
Universal doubt. See METHOD(S)–OF UNIVERSAL DOUBT
NOTION OF. See NOTION OF …–METAPHYSICS
OF ALL POSSIBLE WORLDS. See DEDUCTION–ABSTRACT
OF KNOWING. See intra As integral heuristic structure
OF PERSON. See PERSON(S)–CONSTITUTION OF FINITE
OF PROPORTIONATE BEING. What is proportionate being? “In its full
sweep, being is whatever is to be known by intelligent grasp and
reasonable affirmation. But being that is proportionate to human
knowing not only is to be understood and affirmed but also is to be
experienced. So proportionate being may be defined as whatever is
to be known by human experience, intelligent grasp, and reasonable affirmation.” (In 558.) Thus metaphysics of proportionate being
and human cognition have isomorphic structures. See KNOWING–AND
KNOWN, ISOMORPHISM OF

ONTOLOGICALLY VS EPISTEMOLOGICALLY STRUCTURED.

This entry
regards the fifth of five points that L makes about the aim of Insight. “Our aim [in Insight] regards (1) not the fact of knowledge
but a discrimination between two facts of knowledge, (2) not the
details of the known but the structure of the knowing, (3) not the
knowing as an object characterized by catalogues of abstract properties but the appropriation of one’s own intellectual and rational
self-consciousness, (4) not a sudden leap to appropriation but a
slow and painstaking development, and (5) not a development indicated by appealing either to the logic of the as yet unknown goal
or to a presupposed and as yet unexplained ontologically structured
metaphysics, but a development that can begin in any sufficiently
cultured consciousness, that expands in virtue of the dynamic tendencies of that consciousness itself, and that heads through an understanding of all understanding to a basic understanding of all that
can be understood.” (In 22.) See INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–UNDERSTANDING

PRIORITY OF.

See INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS–AND PRIORITY OF METAPHYSICS
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PROBLEMATIC.

See intra Stages/forms of-problematic

RELATIONS OF.

“Because we conceived metaphysics as the implementation of integral heuristic structure [see intra As integral heuristic
structure], we had to affirm that it regarded proportionate being as
explained, and so we had also to affirm that real relations are relations that would still be affirmed in a definitive explanatory account of this universe. By distinguishing in concrete relations
between their primary relativity and their secondary determinations
[see RELATION(S)–COMPONENTS OF], it was possible to locate the relative
component of the concrete relation entirely within the list of metaphysical elements. Scientific laws and systems are successive approximations to the relations between conjugate forms. Scientific
probabilities are approximations to the relations between forms
and acts of existence and occurrence. Finally, the emergent processes investigated by genetic and dialectical method [see METHOD, GENETIC; METHOD, DIALECTICAL] contain the relations of successive levels of
conjugate forms and the sequences of relations between successive
stages in the development of conjugate forms [see CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–FORM].” (In 517.) See also intra As knowledgeexplanatory vs descriptive
REVISION OF.

See intra Stages/forms of-explicit (8 elements)-(7) Stable

STABILITY OF.

See intra Stages/forms of-explicit (8 elements)-(7) Stable

STAGES/FORMS OF.

“Metaphysics can exist in three stages or
forms.” (In 416.) The subentries are in systematic, not alphabetic, order.
Latent (implicit). “In its first stage, it is latent. Empirical, intellectual, and rational consciousness are immanent and operative
in all human knowing; from them spring both the various departments of knowledge and the attempts that are made to reverse counterpositions [see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION] and to
attain coherence and unity; but the common source of all knowledge is not grasped with sufficient clarity and precision; the dialectical principle of transformation is not a developed technique;
and efforts at unification are haphazard and spasmodic.” (In 416.)
Distortion of. “Though there is a latent metaphysics common to
all minds, there also is common a variable interference with the
proper functioning of the pure desire to know, and consequently there also is common a distortion of the latent metaphysics. So it is that the philosophia perennis is flanked by no
less perennial counterphilosophies. But as the detached, disinterested, unrestricted desire to know is a constant, so too are the
principles that interfere with its unfolding. However much at
variance with one another positions and counterpositions may
be, a dialectical analysis based upon a sufficiently accurate
cognitional theory can proceed to a universal viewpoint that
embraces at once (1) the positions in the contemporary stage of
their development, (2) the positions at each prior stage of their
development, and (3) the successive counterpositions of the
past and present with their essential incoherence with the claim
that they are grasped intelligently and affirmed reasonably.” (In
760.)

Problematic. “In its second stage, metaphysics is problematic.

The need of a systematic effort for unification is felt; studies of
the nature of knowledge abound; but these very studies are involved in the disarray of the positions and counterpositions that
result from the polymorphic consciousness of man [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–POLYMORPHISM OF HUMAN].” (In 416.)
Explicit (8 elements). “In its third stage, metaphysics is explicit.
Latent metaphysics, which always is operative, succeeds in conceiving itself, in working out its implications and techniques, and
in affirming the conception, the implications, and the techniques.” (In 416.) “What is this explicit metaphysics? … Let us say
that explicit metaphysics is the conception, affirmation, and implementation of the integral heuristic structure of proportionate
being [see intra As heuristic]. The meaning and implications of this
statement have now to be explored.” (In 416.) L proceeds to make
eight points. See also SELF-APPROPRIATION–AND METAPHYSICS-EXPLICIT
(1) Integral heuristic structure. “What is meant by an integral heuristic structure? … A heuristic notion … is the notion of an unknown content, and it is determined by anticipating the type of
act through which the unknown would become known [judgment]. A heuristic structure is an ordered set of heuristic notions. Finally, an integral heuristic structure is the ordered set of
all heuristic notions [see intra As heuristic]. … In illustration, one
may point to the definition of proportionate being. It is whatever is to be known by human experience, intelligent grasp,
and reasonable affirmation. The definition does not assign the
content of any experience, of any understanding, of any affirmation. Yet it does assign an ordered set of types of acts, and it
implies that every proportionate being is to be known through
such an ordered set. Accordingly, the definition is an instance
of a heuristic structure; but it is not an instance of an integral
heuristic structure, for it does not exhaust the resources of the
human mind in anticipating what it is to know.” (In 417.)
(2) Explicit. “If the integral heuristic structure of proportionate
being were conceived, affirmed, and implemented, then latent
metaphysics [see intra Stages/forms of-latent (implicit)] would become explicit. For latent metaphysics is the dynamic unity of
empirical, intellectual, and rational consciousness as underlying, penetrating, transforming, and unifying the other departments of knowledge [see intra And all other departments]. But an
integral heuristic structure of proportionate being would perform these offices in an explicit manner. As heuristic, it would
underlie other knowledge. As the questions which other knowledge answers, it would penetrate other fields. As dialectical, it
would transform these answers [see DIALECTIC(S)–AS METHOD-IN METAPHYSICS]. As integral, it would contain in itself the order that
binds other departments into a single intelligible whole.” (In 417.)
(3) Progressive. “Such an explicit metaphysics would be progressive. For heuristic notions and structures are not discovered by
some Platonic recall of a prior state of contemplative bliss.
They result from the resourcefulness of human intelligence in
operation. They are to be known only by an analysis of operations that have become familiar and are submitted to examination. Just as the other departments of knowledge advance by
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discovering new methods, so metaphysics advances by adding
these discoveries to its account of the integral heuristic structure of proportionate being.” (In 417-18.)
(4) Nuanced. “Such an explicit metaphysics would be nuanced. It

would be a whole of many parts, and different parts would possess varying degrees of clarity and precision, of evidence and
inevitability. It follows that not all parts could be affirmed with
the same confidence, that some could be regarded as certain,
others as highly probable, others as recommended by the lack
of alternatives, others as doubtful and in need of further confirmation.” (In 418.)
(5) Factual. “Such a metaphysics would be factual. Proportionate

being is not the merely possible nor need it be absolutely necessary. It is what in fact is, and the science that views it as a
whole can be content to ascertain what in fact is true. Moreover, the various empirical sciences and the myriad instances
of common sense aim at no more than knowing what in fact is
so; but metaphysics is their unification; as a principle, it precedes them; but as an attainment, it follows upon them,
emerges from them, depends upon them; and so, like them, it
too will be factual.” (In 418.)
(6) Unifying. “The dependence of such a metaphysics upon the

sciences and upon common sense would be the dependence,
neither of a conclusion on premises nor of an effect upon its
cause, but of a generating, transforming, and unifying principle
upon the materials that it generates, transforms, and unifies.
Metaphysics does not undertake either to discover or to teach
science; it does not undertake either to develop or to impart
common sense; it does not pretend to know the universe of
proportionate being independently of science and common
sense; but it can and does take over the results of such distinct
efforts, it works them into coherence by reversing their counterpositions [see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION], and it knits them
into a unity by discerning in them the concrete prolongations of
the integral heuristic structure which it itself is.” (In 418.)
(7) Stable. “Such a metaphysics, once it had surmounted its ini-

tial difficulties, would be stable. It would admit incidental
modifications and improvements, but it could not undergo the
revolutionary changes to which the empirical sciences are subject. For a science is open to revolutionary change inasmuch as
it is possible to reach a higher viewpoint and consequently to
alter the content of its primitive terms and relations. But it is
possible to reach a higher viewpoint only within the framework
of inquiring and critical intelligence; there is not, in human
knowledge, any possible higher viewpoint that goes beyond
that framework itself and replaces intelligent inquiry and critical reflection by some surrogate; and the viewpoint of metaphysics is constituted by nothing less than inquiring
intelligence and critical reflection. Moreover, a higher viewpoint can alter the content of primitive terms and relations only
if that content is some determinate object of thought or affirmation. The Aristotelian, the Galilean, the Newtonian, and the
Einsteinian accounts of the free fall of heavy bodies are all
open to revision, for all are determinate contents. On the other
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hand, a merely heuristic account is not open to revision. One
cannot revise the heuristic notion that the nature of a free fall is
what is to be known when the free fall is understood correctly;
for it is that heuristic notion that is both antecedent to each determinate account and, as well, subsequent to each and the
principle of the revision of each. Accordingly, since metaphysics is the integral heuristic structure of proportionate being,
since it is a structure that is coincident with inquiring intelligence and critical reflection, metaphysics is not open to revolutionary change.” (In 418-19.)
(8) Describes/explains. “Metaphysics primarily regards being as

explained, but secondarily it includes being as described. Primarily, it regards being as explained, for it is a heuristic structure, and a heuristic structure looks to what is to be known
when one understands. Secondarily, it includes being as described. For explanation is of things as related to one another;
description is of things as related to us; and so, since we are
things, the descriptive relations must be identical with some of
the explanatory relations [see intra And descriptive relations (4)].” (In
419.)

Development of. “As there is a development in heuristic struc-

tures, so also there is a development in explicit metaphysics.
Thus, if I agree with Aristotle that potency, form, and act are
related as eye, sight, and seeing, I also agree with Aquinas who
added to Aristotle’s metaphysical elements the substantial act
of esse or existence. Further, agreement with Aquinas on the
basic elements does not preclude a development of his thought
to provide a metaphysical analysis of explanatory genera and
species and of development itself.” (In 759-60.)
Summary. “Perhaps enough has been said to clarify what we
mean by metaphysics. The detached and disinterested desire to
know and its unfolding in inquiry and reflection not only constitute a notion of being but also impose a normative structure
upon man’s cognitional acts. Such a structure provides the relations by which unknown contents of the acts can be defined
heuristically. This heuristic structure is immanent and operative
in all human knowing, but initially it is latent, and the polymorphism of human consciousness makes it problematic as
well. Nonetheless, it can be conceived, affirmed, and implemented, and from that implementation there follow a transformation and an integration of the sciences and of the myriad
instances of common sense. But knowing is knowing being. So
the integral heuristic structure of proportionate being, as determined by the sciences and common sense, is knowledge of the
organizing structure of proportionate being. As has been said,
such a metaphysics is progressive, nuanced, factual, formally
dependent on cognitional theory and materially dependent on
the sciences and on common sense, stable, and in its outlook
explanatory.” (In 420-21.)
SYMBOLIC IMAGE IN.
UNICITY OF.

See IMAGINATION–AND METAPHYSICAL ELEMENTS

“Concepts change inasmuch as things change, inasmuch as human understanding develops, and inasmuch as that development is formulated coherently or incoherently. But behind
every change there is an underlying unity, and that unity may be
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formulated explicitly on the level of heuristic anticipation or of
consciously adopted method or of a dialectical metaphysics. Hence
it follows that changes in conceptualization do not imply any ultimate multiplicity and that behind any conceptual variation there is
a conceptual constant that can be formulated from a UNIVERSAL VIEWPOINT.” (In 760-61.)
VERIFICATION OF. See VERIFICATION–OF PHILOSOPHY AND METAPHYSICS
METHOD IN THEOLOGY (LONERGAN): In M, L speaks of his method
as transcendental. Because of differences between him and others associated with transcendental method, it has become normative
among Lonergan scholars to speak instead of L’s generalized empirical method or GEM. GEM comprises two sets of four categories, general (Research, Interpretation, History, Dialectic) and special
(Foundations, Doctrines, Systematics, Communication), that denote
scholarly specialties. The sets of categories are derived from the
categories of INTERIORITY, the source of all expressions of meaning.
Each set, therefore, is tied in the given order to the order of cognitional operations—experiencing, understanding, judging, and deciding (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY, –STRUCTURE, –OPERATIONS, –PROCESS);
thus Research-experiencing, Interpretation-understanding, and so on;
the special categories are tied to cognitional operations in reverse order, thus Foundations-decision, and so on. The general categories apply to every type of inquiry. Although the special are explicated by L
in terms of theological investigation, in principle they can be adapted
to all other types of inquiry. See FUNCTIONAL SPECIALIZATION(S); FUNCTIONAL
SPECIALTIES

METHOD(S):

“A method is a set of directives that serve to guide a
process towards a result.” (In 421.) See intra Use of. For generalized empirical method see GEM
AND AUTHENTIC SUBJECTIVITY. See GEM–AND AUTHENTIC SUBJECTIVITY
AND COLLABORATION. “There can and to some extent there does exist a COLLABORATION of men in the advancement and the dissemination
of knowledge. On that collaboration there rest the invention and
development of languages, the erection of schools and universities,
the use of scientific methods and the publication of scientific journals, our domestic, economic, and political institutions, and the
whole network of communications of the civilized world with their
implicit, and often explicit, reprobation of perjury, deceit, and
propaganda. Now insofar as this collaboration is conducted properly, there is an implementation of the essential detachability and
communicability of truth. To a common fund each may contribute
inasmuch as he grasps the virtually unconditioned; to that common
fund each does contribute inasmuch as he expresses exactly the unconditioned that he grasps; and from the common fund each may
make his own appropriations inasmuch as intelligently and critically he believes the truths which others have grasped.” (In 729.) See
BELIEF–AND COLLABORATION; GEM–FUNCTIONS OF (12)-(11) UNIFIES SCIENCE
AND CONVERSION. See CONVERSION–MANIFESTATION OF IN METHOD
AND DESCARTES. See PROPER NAMES–DESCARTES, RENE-AND DUALITY
AND DESIRE TO KNOW, PURE. “Upon the normative exigences of the
pure desire rests the validity of all logics and all methods. A logic
or method is not an ultimate that can be established only by a hul-

labaloo of starry-eyed praise for Medieval Philosophy or for Modern Science, along with an insecure resentment of everything else.
Logic and method are intelligent and rational; their grounds are not
belief nor propaganda nor the pragmatic utility of atom bombs and
nylon stockings; their grounds are the inner exigence of the pure
DESIRE TO KNOW. They are to be accepted insofar as they succeed in
formulating that dynamic exigence; and they are to be revised insofar as they fail.” (In 405.)
AND HISTORIANS. See HISTORY (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)
AND INTEGRATION. See GEM–INTEGRATION IN
AND INTERPRETATION. See INTERPRETATION–SKETCH OF METHOD FOR
AND LOGIC. See LOGIC–AND METHOD
AND METAPHYSICS. “Because the results obtained in the empirical
sciences commonly are far less general than the methods they employ, scientists are not troubled to any notable extent by a predetermination of their results by their choice of method. In
metaphysics, however, methods and results are of equal generality
and tend to be coincident. It follows that differences in metaphysical positions can be studied expeditiously and compendiously by
examining differences in method. Moreover, such a study is not
confined to tabulating the correlations that hold between different
methods and different metaphysical systems. For there is only one
method that is not arbitrary, and it grounds its explicit anticipations
on the anticipations that, though latent, are present and operative in
consciousness. Finally, besides the correlations between methods
and systems, besides the criticism of methods based on the latent
metaphysics of the human mind, there is the dialectical unfolding
of positions inviting development and counterpositions inviting reversal. It is to this dialectic of metaphysical methods.” (In 427.) See
also METAPHYSICS–METHOD OF
AND RESULTS.

See intra And metaphysics

AND THE TRANSCULTURAL.

See GEM–AS TRANSCULTURAL

AND THE UNIFICATION OF SCIENCES.
AND

THEORETICAL

See GEM–AND UNIFIED SCIENCE

DEVELOPMENTS.

See

LANGUAGE–

SPECIALIZATION/DIFFERENTIATION OF

AND TRANSCENDENTAL PRECEPTS.
AND WISDOM .

See GEM–AND TRANSCENDENTAL PRECEPTS

See GEM–AS WISDOM

APPROACHES TO (3).

“Thought on method is apt to run in some one
of three channels.” (M 3.)
(1). “In the first, method will be conceived more as an art than as
a science. It is to be learnt not from books or lectures but in the
laboratory or in the seminar. What counts is the example of the
master, the effort to do likewise, his comments on one’s performance. Such, I think, must be the origin of all thought on method
for such thought has to be reflection on previous achievement.
Such, also, will always remain the one way in which the refinements and subtleties proper to specialized areas will be communicated.” (M 3.)
(2). “There are, however, bolder spirits. They select the conspicuously successful science of their time. They study its proce-
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dures. They formulate precepts. Finally, they propose an analogy
of science. Science properly so called is the successful science
they have analyzed. Other subjects are scientific in the measure
they conform to its procedures and, in the measure they do not,
they are something less than scientific.” (M 3.)
“Clearly enough, these approaches to the problem of method do
little to advance the less successful subjects. For in the less successful subject, precisely because it is less successful, there is a
lack of masters to be followed and of models to be imitated. Nor
will recourse to the analogy of science be of any use, for that
analogy, so far from extending a helping hand to the less successful, is content to assign them a lower rank in the pecking order.”
(M 4.)

(3). “Some third way, then, must be found and, even though it is
difficult and laborious, that price must be paid if the less successful subject is not to remain a mediocrity or slip into decadence
and desuetude.” (M 4.) The third way is generalized empirical method. See GEM
AS EXPLOITATION OF CONSCIOUS INTENDING. See GEM–FUNCTIONS OF (12)-(6)
HEURISTIC

with a claim that we understand everything about everything. Just
as the scientist is ready to abandon every scientific hypothesis
and theory without losing confidence in the correctness of scientific method, so the metaphysician affirms the reality of what the
scientist seeks to know, and the critical thinker does not allow
developments in the notion of God to generate any doubt that it is
one and the same being to which all men refer whether they are
more or less successful in conceiving him, whether correctly they
affirm his existence or mistakenly they deny it.” (In 708.) See ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S

Function of. See GEM–FUNCTIONS OF (12)-(2) CRITICAL
DEDUCTION IN. See intra Empirical-and higher viewpoint
DEDUCTIVE. See DEDUCTION–ABSTRACT
DIALECTIC OF. See DIALECTIC(S)–OF METHODS
DIALECTICAL. See METHOD, DIALECTICAL
DISCOVERY OF. See GEM–DISCOVERY OF
EMERGENCE OF. See CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–DEVELOPMENT OF-MOMENTS
IN (10)-(7)

For the principle data on empirical method see CANON(S)–
On generalized empirical method see GEM.
And higher viewpoint. “Higher viewpoints in mathematics are
reached inasmuch as initial images yield insights, insights yield
definitions and postulates, definitions and postulates guide symbolic operations, and symbolic operations provide a more general
image in which the insights of the higher viewpoint are emergent.
Now in empirical method there is a similar circle, but it follows a
slightly different route. The operations that follow upon the formulation of laws are not merely symbolic. For the formulation
expresses a grasp of possibility. It is a hypothesis. It provides a
basis for deductions and calculations no less than mathematical
premises do.” (In 59.)
Heuristic structures of. See HEURISTIC STRUCTURE–CLASSICAL, –STATISTICAL
FUNCTIONS OF. See GEM–FUNCTIONS OF (12)
GENERALIZED EMPIRICAL (GEM). See GEM
GENERALIZED SENSE. See intra Of science(s)-vs of philosophyEMPIRICAL.

BASIC IDEA OF.
CLASSICAL.
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See intra Approaches to (3)-(3); Notion of

See METHOD, CLASSICAL

CONCEIVED CONCRETELY.

See GEM–CONCEIVED CONCRETELY

CRITICAL.

“What, then, is critical method? It is method with respect
to the ultimate, method applied to the most basic issues. Now it has
been seen that the method of the empirical sciences rests on the
HEURISTIC STRUCTURE of man’s desire and capacity to understand data
correctly. In similar fashion the method of metaphysics [see METAPHYSICS– METHOD OF] consisted in integrating and implementing classical and statistical, genetic and dialectical methods [see METHOD,
CLASSICAL; METHOD, DIALECTICAL; METHOD, GENETIC; METHOD, STATISTICAL]. Critical method differs from other methods only in its subject matter.
As they, so it takes its stand on the detached, disinterested, unrestricted desire to understand correctly. As they, so it grasps and affirms an object correlative to the desire. As they, so it insists both
that general statements can be made about the object before it actually is understood and that such statements, though valid and true
and useful, fall far short of what is to be known if understanding is
attained. In brief, critical method neither is nor can be the bland
procedure of consigning transcendental issues to oblivion.” (In 708.)
And the notion of God. “Just as scientific method does not repudiate the notion of nature but makes it explicit and precise as the
indeterminate function to be determined, as the ideal frequency
from which actual frequencies cannot diverge systematically [see
NONSYSTEMATIC–DIVERGENCE OF ACTUAL FREQUENCIES], as the genetic operator, as the dialectical tension and opposition between the pure desire [see DESIRE TO KNOW–PURE] and human sensitivity, so critical
method does not repudiate the notion of God but formulates it as
the unrestricted act of understanding and works out its general attributes [see ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–ARGUMENT-AND UNRESTRICTED ACT OF UNDERSTANDING]. Just as scientific method does not
confuse knowledge of method with its fruits, so critical method
does not confuse our formulation of unrestricted understanding

OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD.

generalized/specialized
GENETIC.

See METHOD, GENETIC

HEURISTIC.

See HEURISTIC STRUCTURE–CLASSICAL, –STATISTICAL

HISTORICAL. “The precise object of historical inquiry and the precise nature of historical investigation are matters of not a little obscurity. This is not because there are no good historians. It is not
because good historians have not by and large learnt what to do. It
is mainly because historical knowledge is an instance of knowledge, and few people are in possession of a satisfactory cognitional
theory. … A similar view has been expressed by Gerhard Ebeling
[Word and Faith 49]. He considers it unquestionable that modern
historical science is still a long way from being able to offer a theoretically unobjectionable account of the critical historical method,
and that it needs the cooperation of philosophy to reach that goal.”
(M 175 and n. 1.) See HISTORY (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)
IN NATURAL SCIENCE.

“In the natural sciences method inculcates a
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spirit of inquiry and inquiries recur. It insists on accurate observation and description: both observations and descriptions recur.
Above all, it praises discovery, and discoveries recur. It demands
the formulation of discoveries in hypotheses, and hypotheses recur.
It requires the deduction of the implications of hypotheses, and deductions recur. It keeps urging that experiments be devised and performed to check the implications of hypotheses against observable
fact, and such processes of experimentation recur.” (M 4-5.)
NOT AUTHORITARIAN. See GEM–NOT AUTHORITARIAN
NOT INFALLIBLE. See GEM–NOT INFALLIBLE
NOT RULES. See GEM–NOT RULES
NOTION OF.

“We reach the notion of method when we ask how does
one effect the transition from one universe of discourse to another
or, more profoundly, how is there effected the transition from one
level or stage in human culture to another later level or stage or,
vice versa, from a later to an earlier level or stage. Obviously, the
operations involved in such transitions are not ruled by the logic of
clear terms, coherent propositions, rigorous inferences. Quite different, though quite common, types of operation have to be considered, and considered just as explicitly as the logical operations that
from Aristotle to Hegel were thought to control legitimate mental
process. … These further operations are attending to the data of
outer and inner experience, precise descriptions of what is given,
stumbling upon oddities, the formulation of problems, the search
for solutions, the discovery of new viewpoints, the formulation of
hypotheses, the deduction of their suppositions and of their implications, the planning of processes of control by observations and/or
experiments, the confirmation of the hypothesis or the need for revising it and, in that case, the recurrence of the methodical process.” (PTP2 375.)
False. “Knowledge of method becomes a necessity when false
notions of method are current and more or less disastrous. …
Common to all of these views is the unavowed assumption that
logic is ultimate and, indeed, absolutely ultimate. Now it is ultimate with regard to the clarity of terms, the coherence of propositions, the rigor of inferences. But it is not absolutely ultimate
even in human discourse, for there are many actual and many
more possible ‘universes of discourse’; and it always is possible
to introduce still one more universe of discourse in which fresh
distinctions are introduced, terms become clearer, different
propositions are found coherent, and different conclusions are inferred.” (PTP2 374-75.) See also LOGIC–AND METHOD

OF COMMON SENSE.

“Though scientific description deals with things
as related to our senses, it does so with an ulterior purpose and under the guidance of a method that strains towards its realization. ...
Common sense, on the other hand, has no theoretical inclinations.
It remains completely in the familiar world of things for us. The
further questions by which it accumulates insights are bounded by
the interests and concerns of human living, by the successful performance of daily tasks, by the discovery of immediate solutions
that will work. Indeed, the supreme canon of common sense is the
restriction of further questions to the realm of the concrete and par-

ticular, the immediate and practical. To advance in common sense
is to restrain the omnivorous drive of inquiring intelligence and to
brush aside as irrelevant, if not silly, any question whose answer
would not make an immediately palpable difference.” (In 201.)
OF ETHICS. See ETHICS–METHOD OF METAPHYSICS AND ETHICS
OF METAPHYSICS. See METAPHYSICS–METHOD OF
OF SCIENCE(S). See also inter alia CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD ■
CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–HEURISTIC STRUCTURES, –INQUIRY, –
PROCEDURES, –VERIFICATION
And cognitional theory. See FUNCTIONAL SPECIALIZATION(S)–AND SCIENTIFIC
INVESTIGATION

And discovery. See DISCOVERY–IN SCIENTIFIC METHOD
And various philosophies. “We break completely from mere extroverted consciousness [L argues against Descartes, Hegel,
Kant], not because it is illusory, but because it is confusing and
philosophically irrelevant. At the same time, a more thorough and
precise account of human knowing enables us to eliminate the rigidity of the Kantian a priori, to uncover a grasp of the unconditioned as essential to judgment, to identify the notion of being
with the drive of intelligent inquiry and critical reflection, to define metaphysics by the integral heuristic structure of this drive,
and so to conceive philosophy as universal knowledge without
infringing upon the autonomy either of empirical science or of
common sense. Finally, as will appear shortly, this procedure
yields a metaphysics that brings to contemporary thought the
wisdom of the Greeks and of the medieval schoolmen as reached
by Aristotle and Aquinas, but purged of every trace of antiquated
science, formulated to integrate not only the science of the present but also of the future, and elaborated in accord with a method that makes it possible to reduce every dispute in the field of
metaphysical speculation to a question of concrete psychological
fact.” (In 448.)
Vs of philosophy. “The basic difference is that scientific method
is prior to scientific work and independent of particular scientific
results, but philosophic method is coincident with philosophic
work and so stands or falls with the success or failure of a particular philosophy. This difference leads the scientist to conclude
that it is nonsense to talk about a philosophic method and that the
plain fact is that philosophy has no method at all. Now there is no
use disputing about names, but there is a point to understanding
just where differences lie.” (In 450.) The differences are rooted in
POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION on knowing.
Generalized/specialized. “At least in a generalized sense, there is a
method if there is an intelligible set of directives that lead from
a starting point that may be assumed to a goal that is to be obtained. In this generalized sense, both science and philosophy
possess method. In a specialized sense, there is a method if the
same intelligible set of directives will lead to a variety of different goals. In this specialized sense, science has a method and
philosophy has not. The first reason for this difference is that
there are many particular sciences and each of them deals with
a variety of objects, but there is only one integrated view of one
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universe and there is only one set of directives that lead to it.
The second reason for the difference is that the sciences are
concerned to assign determinate conceptual contents to fill
empty HEURISTIC STRUCTUREs, so that the same method leads successively to a series of different determinations; on the other
hand, philosophy obtains its integrated view of a single universe, not by determining the contents that fill heuristic structures, but by relating the heuristic structures to one another.
Because of these differences in their objectives, scientific
method stands to scientific conclusions as a genetic universal to
generated particulars, but philosophic method stands to philosophic conclusions as the genesis to the attainment of a single
all-inclusive view.” (In 450-51.)
OF UNIVERSAL DOUBT. “In its simplest form the method of universal
doubt is the precept ‘Doubt everything that can be doubted.’ Let us
begin by attempting to determine the consequences of following
out this precept, by applying rigorously its criterion of indubitability.” (In 433.) “The only method to reach the conclusions of science is
the method of science. The only method to reach the conclusions of
common sense is the method of common sense. Universal doubt
leads the philosopher to reject what he is not equipped to restore.
But philosophers that do not practice universal doubt are not in that
predicament, and it is only a mistaken argument from analogy that
expects of them a validation of scientific or commonsense views.”
(In 436.) It is instructive to note Newman’s position, that it is better to
believe everything. See BELIEF–UNIVERSAL

And Descartes. For Descartes “universal doubt was not a school
of scepticism but a philosophic program that aimed to embrace
the universe, to assign a clear and precise reason for everything,
to exclude the influence of unacknowledged presuppositions. For
that program we have only praise, but we also believe that it
should be disassociated from the method of universal doubt,
whether that method is interpreted rigorously or mitigated in a fashion that cannot avoid being arbitrary.” (In 436.) See intra Of universal doubt-indubitability, consequences of (9)-(9)

Indubitability, consequences of (9). “Not even the criterion of
indubitability is indubitable. It is clear enough that one makes no
mistake in accepting the indubitable. It is not at all clear that one
makes no mistake in rejecting everything that in fact is true. But
the criterion of indubitability excludes all concrete judgments of
fact, no matter how true and certain they may be. Therefore, the
criterion of indubitability is not itself indubitable. It follows that
the frustrated existential subject practicing universal doubt cannot
console himself with the thought that there is anything rational
about his doubting.” (In 435.) It helps to bear in mind throughout his
explication of this complex and difficult topic the bedrock of L’s
position: truth is known only in judgment. The intrinsic rationality of intentional consciousness makes it impossible for the mind,
when it grasps sufficient evidence (thus no more relevant questions), to prevent a judgment of fact.
(1) Excludes judgments of fact. A concrete JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT rests
on invulnerable insights (see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–REFLECTIVEAND VIRTUALLY UNCONDITIONED),

invulnerable because of the simple fact
that no further relevant question arises. “A criterion of indubi-
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tability is more exigent. It demands the impossibility of further
relevant questions, and in concrete judgments of fact such impossibility neither exists nor is apprehended.” (In 433.) Elsewhere
L will call’s such blocking of the natural dynamism of our conscious intending “OBSCURANTISM in its most radical form” (M 12).
(2) Excludes common sense and empirical science. Both COMMON SENSE
and empirical science (see SCIENCE(S)–EMPIRICAL) “aim at ascertaining what in fact is so, and neither succeeds in reaching the indubitable. No doubt, it would be silly to suppose that there are
further relevant questions that would lead to the correction of
the insights grounding bare statements of fact [common sense]
or elementary measurements [empirical science]. But that is beside the point, for the question is not what certainly is true or
false but what indubitably is true or false; and indubitability requires not the fact but the impossibility of further relevant questions.” (In 433-34.)
(3) Meanings become obscure and unsettled. This subentry is dense

with fundamental technical terms. “The meaning of a judgment
can be clear and precise only if one can assign a clear and precise meaning to such terms as REALITY; KNOWLEDGE; OBJECTIVITY. A
clear and precise meaning can be assigned to such terms only if
one succeeds in clarifying the polymorphic consciousness of
man [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–POLYMORPHISM OF HUMAN]. Such a
clarification can be effected by a lengthy, difficult, and delicate
inquiry into the facts of human cognitional activity [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL]. But if one excludes all concrete judgments of
fact, one excludes the clarification, and so one is bound to regard the meaning of every judgment as obscure and unsettled.”
(In 434.)

(4) All suppositions satisfy the criterion. “The mere supposition excludes the question for reflection [see REFLECTION–QUESTION(S) FOR],
and doubt becomes possible only after the question for reflection arises. Thus, if you suppose that A is B, and I ask whether
A really is B, you are entitled to point out that you are merely
supposing A to be B, and that my question tries to put an end to
mere supposing. On the other hand, there is no possibility of
doubting whether or not A is B until that question arises, and so
all mere suppositions are indubitable. It follows that all analytic
propositions [see PROPOSITION(S)–ANALYTIC] are indubitable, inasmuch as they rest on rules of syntax and on definitions of terms,
and all such rules and definitions are regarded as mere suppositions. On the other hand, analytic principles [see PRINCIPLE(S)–
ANALYTIC] are not indubitable, for they require concrete judgments
of fact in which occur the defined terms in their defined sense;
and, as has been seen, all concrete judgments of fact are excluded by the criterion of indubitability.” (In 434.)
(5) The existential subject survives. “The existential subject [see SUBJECT, THE–EXISTENTIAL]

is the subject as prior to the question, Am I?
The criterion of indubitability does not eliminate the experienced center of experiencing, the intelligent center of inquiry,
insight, and formulations, the rational center of critical reflection, scrutiny, hesitation, doubt, and frustration [see EXPERIENCE;
INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING; JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT]. Indeed, the method
of universal doubt presupposes the existence of this center and
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imposes frustration upon it. One can argue that before I can
doubt, I must exist, but what does the conclusion mean? What
is the ‘I’? [See I.] What is existing? What is the meaning of affirming? All these questions can be given answers that are correct in fact. But as long as the criterion of indubitability remains
in force, they cannot be given any clear or precise answer, for
that would suppose a clarification of the polymorphism of human consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–POLYMORPHISM OF
HUMAN].” (In 434-35.)
(6) Indubitability is not indubitable. If there are no concrete judgments
of fact, then the criterion of indubitability cannot be indubitable. “It follows that the frustrated existential subject practicing
universal doubt cannot console himself with the thought that
there is anything rational about his doubting.” (In 435.)
(7) Every reason for it is eliminated. “Thus, one might adopt the me-

thod of universal doubt in the hope of being left with premises
for a deduction of the universe; but the exercise of the doubt
removes all premises and leaves only mere suppositions; moreover, even if it left some premises, it would question the validity of the project of deducing the universe, for it is not
indubitable that the universe can be deduced. Again, one might
adopt the method of universal doubt because one felt the disagreement of philosophers to reveal their incompetence and to
justify the use of a violent remedy; but the exercise of the doubt
leaves nothing for philosophers to disagree about, and as well it
leaves open to suspicion the assumption that their disagreement
stems from their incompetence; for it is conceivable that philosophic process is dialectical, with positions inviting development and counterpositions inviting reversal.” (In 435.)
(8) A leap in the dark. L’s argument has rested on his presupposed
cognitional theory (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY) and the polymorphism of human consciousness (see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–POLYMORPHISM OF HUMAN)

“But that account is not indubitable.
At most, it is true as a matter of fact. Accordingly, to accept the
criterion of indubitability is to deprive oneself of the means of
ascertaining what precisely that criterion implies; and to accept
a criterion without being able to determine its precise implications is to make a leap in the dark.” (In 435.)

(9) Proximate results are arbitrary. “While the consequences of universal doubt will come to light in the long run, the proximate
results of the method will be arbitrary and illusory. Proximate
results will be arbitrary, for the exact implications of the method are unknown. Moreover, proximate results will be illusory,
for doubting affects, not the underlying texture and fabric of the
mind, but only the explicit judgments that issue from it. One
can profess in all sincerity to doubt all that can be doubted, but
one cannot abolish at a stroke the past development of one’s
mentality, one’s accumulation of insights, one’s prepossessions
and prejudices, one’s habitual orientation in life. So one will
have little difficulty in seeing that the views of others are very
far from being indubitable; at the same time, because the doubt
is applied arbitrarily, one’s own rooted convictions not merely
will survive but also will be illuminated with the illusory splen-

dor of having passed unscathed through an ordeal that the
views of others could not stand. Accordingly, it will be only in
the long run that the full implications of universal doubt will
come to light, when the method has been applied by many persons with quite different initial convictions.” (In 436.)
OPPOSED. See GEM–OPPOSITION TO
PEDAGOGICAL.
REVISION OF.

See INSIGHT (THE BOOK)–PEDAGOGY OF

See GEM–REVISION OF

SCISSORS ACTION IN.

See SCISSORS-LIKE ACTION

SHIFT FROM LOGIC TO.

“The shift [from the priority of metaphysics;
is a shift from logic to
method. Logic regards particular systems in their clarity, their coherence, and their rigor. Method regards movement, movement
from nonsystem into systematic thinking, and from the systematic
thinking of a given place and time to the better systematic thinking
of a later time, whether at the same or at another place.” (PTP2 394.)

see

FOUNDATIONAL– METHODOLOGY-AND METAPHYSICS]

SPECIAL.

See GEM–FUNCTIONS OF (12)-(1) NORMATIVE

SPECIALIZED

SENSE.

See

intra

Of

science(s)-vs

of

philosophy-

generalized/specialized
STATISTICAL.

See METHOD, STATISTICAL

THE FOUR.

The four are classical, statistical, genetic, dialectical (see
METHOD, CLASSICAL; METHOD, STATISTICAL; METHOD, GENETIC; METHOD, DIALECTICAL). While there is indeed the critically important method of metaphysics (see METAPHYSICS–METHOD OF), it consists of “integrating and
implementing classical and statistical, genetic and dialectical methods” (In 708); that is because metaphysics is heuristic; “metaphysics
… is the whole in knowledge but not the whole of knowledge.” (In
716) See METAPHYSICS–AND ALL OTHER DEPARTMENTS

And inquiry. See intra The four-and system
And order of universe. See UNIVERSE–INTELLIGIBILITY OF-AND METHODS (4)
And system. “One begins by noting that understanding leads to
the formulation of systems, and that systems may be supposed
either to be constant over time or to change in time. Again, besides the direct understanding that posits systems, there is the inverse understanding that rests on the opposite assumption of
defective intelligibility. Accordingly, the anticipation of a constant system to be discovered grounds classical method; the anticipation of an intelligibly related sequence of systems grounds
genetic method; the anticipation that data will not conform to
system grounds statistical method; and the anticipation that the
relations between the successive stages of changing system will
not be directly intelligible grounds dialectical method. But data
must either conform or not conform to system, and successive
systems must be either related or not related in a directly intelligible manner. Accordingly, taken together, the four methods are
relevant to any field of data; they do not dictate what data must
be; they are able to cope with data no matter what they may
prove to be.” (In 509-10.)
Basic condition. “The use of the methods has a basic condition.
For they head to general systems and structures which, despite
their generality, must be discovered, verified, and applied in da-

METHOD, CLASSICAL – METHOD, GENETIC

ta that are all individual. To link intelligibly the individual data
with the general structures, there is needed a further and distinct
type of understanding that grasps concrete unities, identities,
wholes. Whence it follows that the general structures are concerned with the properties of things, where properties and
things are what is to be known by understanding the same data
by different but complementary procedures.” (In 510.)
And the good. “The middle term in the identification of the good
with being is INTELLIGIBILITY. The intelligibility of this universe is to
be grasped not only by direct but also by inverse insights; it is to
be reached not by a single method but by the fourfold battery of
classical and genetic, statistical and dialectical methods.” (In 630.)
See also UNIVERSE–INTELLIGIBILITY OF-AND METHODS (4)

Contrasts of. See intra Critical; The four-and system; see also UNIVERSE–
INTELLIGIBILITY OF-AND METHODS (4). On the contrast between classical and
genetic see METHOD, GENETIC–SUMMARY, –GENERAL NOTIONS (7)-(6), -(7)
Grounds of. See intra The four-and system
Unity of. See intra The four-and system
TRANSCENDENTAL. In M, L speaks of his method as transcendental.
Because of differences between him and others associated with
transcendental method, it has become normative among Lonergan
scholars to speak instead of L’s generalized empirical method. See
GEM
USE OF.

See intra The four-and system-basic condition

METHOD, CLASSICAL:

Many data on classical method are found in
L’s explication of classical heuristic structure (see HEURISTIC STRUCTURE–
CLASSICAL). “The structure of classical empirical method … operates as
a pair of scissors. Its upper blade consists in a heuristic structure:
thus, the nature to be known will be expressed by some function; this
function will satisfy differential equations that can be reached from
quite general considerations; moreover, the function will satisfy a canon of invariance and, in the case of full abstraction from observers,
a canon of equivalence as well. The upper blade, then, is a set of generalities demanding specific determination, and such determination
comes from the lower blade of working hypotheses, precise measurements, empirical correlations, deductions of their implications,
experiments to test the deduced conclusions, revisions of the hypothesis, and so da capo [repeat from beginning].” (In 600.) Although
the example given is scientific, “With appropriate modifications the
same method can be applied to the problem of interpretation”; see
HEURISTIC STRUCTURE–FOR INTERPRETATION. He writes: “Under ten successive
headings we shall recall distinctive features of classical heuristic
structure, note their reason or ground, and in each case proceed to an
analogous feature in a statistical heuristic structure.” (In 85.) See CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–HEURISTIC STRUCTURES-DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF (10)
AND INTERPRETATION.

See HEURISTIC STRUCTURE–FOR INTERPRETATION

AND ORDER OF UNIVERSE.

See UNIVERSE–INTELLIGIBILITY OF-AND METHODS (4)

AND STATISTICAL COMPARED.

See

CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–

INQUIRY, –PROCEDURES

CONTRASTED WITH OTHERS.

See METHOD(S)–THE FOUR-CONTRASTS OF

HEURISTIC ASSUMPTION OF. “The heuristic assumption of classical
method is the indeterminate function to be determined.” (In 486.)
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HEURISTIC PRINCIPLES OF.

“At the root of classical method there are
two heuristic principles. The first is that similars are understood
similarly, that a difference of understanding presupposes a significant difference of data. The second is that the similarities relevant
to explanation lie not in the relations of things to our senses but in
their relations to one another [see QUOAD NOS; QUOAD SE]. Next, when
these heuristic principles are applied, there result classifications by
sensible similarity, then correlations, and finally the verification of
correlations and of systems of correlations. But verified correlations necessarily involve the verification of terms implicitly defined by the correlations; and they do not involve more than such
implicitly defined terms as related, for what is verified accurately is
not this or that particular proposition but the general and abstract
proposition on which ranges of ranges of particular propositions
converge. Accordingly, there is a fundamental heuristic structure
that leads to the determination of conjugates, that is, of terms defined implicitly by their empirically verified and explanatory relations. Such terms as related are known by understanding, and so
they are forms. Let us name them conjugate forms.” (In 460-61.) One
conjugate potency, form, act see CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE
CAUSES

METHOD, CRITICAL: See METHOD(S)–CRITICAL
METHOD, DIALECTICAL:

On Dialectic in generalized empirical
method (see GEM), see DIALECTIC (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY). See also DIALECTIC(S)
AND ORDER OF UNIVERSE. See UNIVERSE–INTELLIGIBILITY OF-AND METHODS (4)
AND SYSTEM. See METHOD(S)–THE FOUR-AND SYSTEM
CONTRASTED WITH OTHERS. See METHOD(S)–THE FOUR-CONTRASTS OF
IN ETHICS. See UNIVERSE–INTELLIGIBILITY OF-AND METHODS (4)-(4) DIALECTICAL

METHOD, EMPIRICAL: See METHOD(S)–EMPIRICAL
METHOD, GENETIC:

“As classical method anticipates an unspecified
correlation to be specified, an indeterminate function to be determined, so genetic method finds its heuristic notion in development.”
(In 484.) The subentries are in systematic, not alphabetic, order.
AND ORDER OF UNIVERSE. See UNIVERSE–INTELLIGIBILITY OF-AND METHODS (4)
AND ORGANIC DEVELOPMENT. “Study of an organism begins from
the thing-for-us, from the organism as exhibited to our senses. A
first step is a descriptive differentiation of different parts, and since
most of the parts are inside, this descriptive preliminary necessitates dissection or anatomy. A second step consists in the accumulation of insights that relate the described parts to organic events,
occurrences, operations. By these insights, the parts become known
as organs, and the further knowledge constituted by the insights is a
grasp of intelligibilities that (1) are immanent in the several parts,
(2) refer each part to what it can do and, under determinable conditions, will do, and (3) relate the capacity-for-performance of each
part to the capacities-for-performance of the other parts. So physiology follows anatomy. A third step is to effect the transition from
the thing-for-us to the thing-itself [see QUOAD NOS; QUOAD SE], from insights that grasp described parts as organs to insights that grasp
conjugate forms [see CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–FORM]
systematizing otherwise coincidental manifolds [see MANIFOLD(S)–
COINCIDENTAL] of chemical and physical processes.” (In 489.) See also in-
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METHOD, GENETIC – METHOD, GENETIC

tra General notions (7)
AND EMERGENCE.

See EMERGENCE–FACT OF

AND HIGHER SYSTEM.

“The foregoing three steps of anatomy, physiology, and their transposition to the thing-itself reveal one aspect of
the organism as higher system in an underlying manifold of cells,
chemical processes, and physical changes. Let us name that aspect
the higher system as integrator. The higher system itself is the set
of conjugate forms [see CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–
FORM]. As integrator, this set is related (1) to inspected organs as the
set of functions grasped by the physiologist in sensible data, (2) to
the physical, chemical, and cytological manifold as the [CONJUGATE(S)] implicitly defined by the correlations that account for additional regularities in the otherwise coincidental manifold [see
MANIFOLD(S)–COINCIDENTAL], and (3) to immanent and transient activities
of the organism in its environment as the ground of the flexible circle of ranges of schemes of recurrence [see RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF–
FLEXIBLE CIRCLES OF]. However, the organism grows and develops. Its
higher system at any stage of development not only is an integrator
but also an operator, that is, it so integrates the underlying manifold
as to call forth, by the principles of correspondence and emergence
[see DEVELOPMENT–PRINCIPLE(S) OF (7)-(1) EMERGENCE, -(2) CORRESPONDENCE], its
own replacement by a more specific and effective integrator.” (In 48990.)
As integrator. “The foregoing three steps of anatomy, physiology,
and their transposition to the thing-itself reveal one aspect of the
organism as higher system in an underlying manifold of cells,
chemical processes, and physical changes. Let us name that aspect the higher system as integrator. The higher system itself is
the set of conjugate forms [see CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE
CAUSES–FORM]. As integrator, this set is related (1) to inspected organs as the set of functions grasped by the physiologist in sensible data [see DATA–OF SENSE], (2) to the physical, chemical, and
cytological manifold as the [CONJUGATE(S)] implicitly defined by
the correlations that account for additional regularities in the otherwise coincidental manifold [see MANIFOLD(S)–COINCIDENTAL], and (3)
to immanent and transient activities of the organism in its environment as the ground of the flexible circle of ranges of schemes
of recurrence [see RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF–FLEXIBLE CIRCLES OF]. However, the organism grows and develops. Its higher system at any
stage of development not only is an integrator but also an operator [see intra And higher system-as operator], that is, it so integrates
the underlying manifold as to call forth, by the principles of correspondence and emergence [see DEVELOPMENT–PRINCIPLE(S) OF (7)-(2) CORRESPONDENCE, -(1) EMERGENCE], its own replacement by a more specific
and effective integrator.” (In 490.) See also PSYCHIC–SCHEMES OF RECURRENCE

As operator. “The difference between the higher system as integra-

tor and as operator may be illustrated rather simply. There is a
well-known interlocking of organic parts that enables the biologist to reconstruct an organism by examining, say, its bones. Now
this simultaneous interlocking of parts rests on the higher system
as integrator: the conjugate forms are related to one another but
also are emergent in organic parts; it follows that the parts are re-

lated to one another and that through those relations the whole
can be reconstructed from the part. But besides the simultaneous
interlocking, there also is a successive interlocking. Just as the
dinosaur can be reconstructed from the fossil, so a determinate
stage in the development of the whole can be made the basis
from which earlier or later stages could be reconstructed; and in
this reconstruction over time the major premise of the inference is
supplied by the higher system as operator. … What is the operator? In the general case, it is the upwardly directed dynamism of
proportionate being that we have named finality. It is conditioned
by instability in the underlying manifold, by incompleteness in
the higher integration, by imperfection in the correspondence between the two. It is constituted inasmuch as the higher system not
merely suffers but provokes the underlying instability; inasmuch
as the incompleteness of the higher system consists in a generic,
rudimentary, undifferentiated character that can become differentiated, effective, specific: inasmuch as the imperfection of the
correspondence is, so to speak, under control and moving towards a limit where the principles of correspondence and emergence result in the replacement of the prior integration by a more
developed successor; inasmuch as such operators form a flexible
series along which the organism advances from the generic functioning of the initial cell to the flexible circle of ranges of
schemes of the mature type.” (In 490-91.) See also PSYCHIC–SCHEMES OF
RECURRENCE

AND LIMITATIONS OF THE TREATISE.

See

TREATISE– LIMITS OF-(3) AND GENETIC

METHOD

AND PHYSIOLOGY.

See intra And higher system

AND THING FOR US/IN ITSELF.
CONTRASTED WITH OTHERS.

See intra And higher system

See METHOD(S)–THE FOUR-CONTRASTS OF

GENERAL NOTIONS (7).

The complexity of the topic is reflected in the
unavoidable web of cross-references. The main supplementary entries, also complex, are DEVELOPMENT and HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT.
(1) “In any plant, animal, or man, there is to be affirmed an individual existing unity. By central potency it is individual; by
central form it is a unity, identity, whole; by central act it is existent.” (In 484.) See CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES
(2) “Besides central potency, form, and act, there are conjugate
potencies, forms, and acts. Moreover, the central potency, form,
and act are constants throughout the development; it is the same
individual and existing unity that develops organically, psychically, intellectually; and so development is to be formulated in
terms of conjugate potency, form, and act.” (In 484.) See CONJUGATE
(ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES

(3) See CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–ACT
(4) See CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–FORM
(5) “The foregoing parallel [established in (4)] is highly abstract. It rests on the connection between formulation and
judgment, law and event, conjugate form and conjugate act.
But far more conspicuous than the parallel, there are the differences between physics and, on the other hand, biology, psy-

METHOD, SCIENTIFIC –

chology, and intellectual theory. Regular physical events are apt
to recur in some single determinate scheme. But organic, psychic, and intellectual events are recurrent, not in single
schemes, but in flexible circles of ranges of schemes [see RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF–FLEXIBLE CIRCLES OF]. Nor is this all. There is the
fact of DEVELOPMENT. In the course of time the conjugate forms
advance from generic indeterminacy towards a specific perfection. Concomitantly the flexible circle of schemes of recurrence
both shifts and expands. Operations that initially were impossible or extremely awkward and inefficient become possible,
spontaneous, economical, rapid, and effective. Masses and
electric charges, atoms and molecules are statically systematic;
their performance is not a function of their age; there is not a
different law of gravitation for each succeeding century. In contrast, organic, psychic, and intellectual development involves a
succession of stages; and in that succession the previously impossible becomes possible and the previously awkward and difficult becomes a ready routine. The infant can neither walk nor
talk, and once we all were infants. Hence, where the physicist
or chemist is out to determine single sets of conjugate forms
and consequent schemes of recurrence, the biologist or psychologist or intellectual theorist is out to determine genetic sequences of conjugate forms and consequent sequences of
flexible circles of schemes of recurrence.” (In 485-86.)
(6) “There follows the outstanding difference between classical
and genetic method. Classical method is concerned to reduce
regular events to laws. Genetic method is concerned with sequences in which correlations and regularities change. Accordingly, the principal object of genetic method is to master the
sequence itself, to understand the development, and thereby to
proceed from the correlations and regularities of one stage to
those of the next. If a mathematical illustration is helpful and
not too much out of place, one might say that genetic method is
concerned with a sequence of operators that successively generate further functions from an initial function.” (In 486.) See also
intra Summary

(7) “As the heuristic assumption of classical method is the indeterminate function to be determined, so the heuristic assumption of genetic method lies in the notion of development. Again,
as classical method determines its functions both by the particular procedures of measuring and curve fitting and by the general procedures of invoking differential equations and
principles of invariance and equivalence, so also genetic
method determines the course of a development by the SCISSORSLIKE ACTION of both particular and general procedures.” (In 486.)
HEURISTIC ASSUMPTION OF. See HEURISTIC–ASSUMPTION IN GENETIC METHOD
IN ETHICS. See UNIVERSE–INTELLIGIBILITY OF-AND METHODS (4)-(3) GENETIC
IN STUDY OF DEVELOPMENT. See intra And higher system
SANCTION OF GENUINENESS. “To fail in genuineness is not to escape
but only to displace the tension between limitation and transcendence [see HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT, LAWS OF (4)-(3) LIMITATION AND TRANSCENDENCE].
Such a displacement is the root of the dialectical phenomena of
scotosis [see SCOTOSIS, SCOTOMA] in the individual, of the bias of
common sense [see COMMON SENSE–BIAS OF, GENERAL], of basic philoso-
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phical differences [see DIALECTIC(S)–OF PHILOSOPHIES], and of their prolongation in natural and human science, in morals and religion, in
educational theory and history. But this issue takes us from genetic
method to dialectic, and so the present discussion ends.” (In 503.) L
proceed to his summary (see intra Summary).
SCISSORS-ACTION IN. See intra General notions (7)-(7)
SUMMARY. “It has all been, of course, very general. It is meant to be
so. A heuristic structure is only the framework in which investigation is to introduce specific laws and particular facts. The question
before us is not whether we have dealt adequately with human development [see HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT, –DEVELOPMENT, LAWS OF (4)]. The question before us is not whether we have established the fertility of the
heuristic structure or even whether we have explained its precise
mode of application. Our topic is genetic method, and the sole
question is whether the key idea of the method has been found. Our
account takes its stand upon the structure of human knowing [see
KNOWING–PRÉCIS OF]. Its basic elements are supplied by the theory of
explanatory genera and species [see GENUS–EXPLANATORY], by the consequent analysis of DEVELOPMENT in general, and by the special characteristics of the triply compounded development of man. It finds
that, as classical method [see METHOD, CLASSICAL] rests on the assumption that similars are to be understood similarly, so genetic method
rests on the assumption that an understanding of significantly dissimilar individuals is to be reached by subsuming their respective
histories under common genetic principles. Again, it finds that as
classical method is concerned with laws, so genetic method is concerned with emergent trends, with successions of operators that
successively change the laws to which an individual is subject. Further, it finds that, because genetic method is concerned with emergent trends, its object can be formulated only by introducing
categories in which the notion of EMERGENCE and its implications are
set forth adequately and with sufficient generality. Finally, it is for
this reason that the account of genetic method had to await the discussion of METAPHYSICS; and within this metaphysical context it has
been found possible, I believe, to offer a single integrated view that
finds its point of departure in classical method yet embraces biology, the psychology of behavior and depth psychology, existentialist reflection upon man, and fundamental elements in the theory of
individual and social history, of morals and asceticism, of education and religion.” (In 503-04.)

METHOD, SCIENTIFIC: Scientific method(s) is/are accounted for in a
number of entries. See inter alia CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD ■
CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–COMPLEMENTARITY OF, –FORMULATION, –HEURISTIC
STRUCTURES, –INQUIRY, –LAWS, –PROCEDURES, –SCIENCE, –VERIFICATION ■ SCIENCE(S).
These entries comprise a wealth of crossreferences to more detailed
data.
METHOD, STATISTICAL: Many data on statistical method are found in
L’s explication of classical heuristic structure. He writes: “Under ten
successive headings we shall recall distinctive features of classical
heuristic structure, note their reason or ground, and in each case proceed to an analogous feature in a statistical heuristic structure.” (In 85.)

See CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–HEURISTIC STRUCTURES-DISTINCTIVE FEATURES
OF (10)

AND CLASSICAL COMPARED.

See

CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–
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METHODIC/METHODICAL – MIND

COMPLEMENTARITY OF, –HEURISTIC STRUCTURES, –INQUIRY, –LAWS, –PROCEDURES, –
VERIFICATION

AND COINCIDENTAL AGGREGATES.

See

AGGREGATE(S)–COINCIDENTAL-AND STA-

TISTICAL METHOD

AND ORDER OF UNIVERSE.
AND PROCESS.

See UNIVERSE–INTELLIGIBILITY OF-AND METHODS (4)

See PROCESS–IDEAL/TYPICAL

AND UNCERTAINTY PRINCIPLE.
CONTRASTED WITH OTHERS.
IN ETHICS.

See PRINCIPLE(S)–UNCERTAINTY

See METHOD(S)–THE FOUR-CONTRASTS OF

See UNIVERSE–INTELLIGIBILITY OF-AND METHODS (4)-(2) STATISTICAL

METHODIC/METHODICAL: Since every inquiry that entails a method
is methodical, inquiry that practices GEM can be distinguished by calling it methodic.
PHILOSOPHY. See INSIGHT (THE BOOK)–AS METHODICAL; PHILOSOPHY, PHILOSOPHIES– METHODICALLY RESTRICTED

METHODOLOGICAL:

alia

Also methodology, methodologist. See also inter

BIAS–DRAMATIC-(7) A NOTE ON METHOD ■ CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-

AND TRANSPOSITION
KNOWN

■ CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–COMPLEMENTARITY OF-IN

■ COMMON SENSE–LIMITS OF ■ DIALECTIC(S)– OF PHILOSOPHIES ■ EMERGENT PROB-

ABILITY–OF THINGS (4 POSTULATES) ■ FACULTY PSYCHOLOGY ■ FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES–
INTERDEPENDENCE OF

■ GIVEN, THE ■ HISTORIAN–AND ANALOGY-AND SCIENCE/MIRACLES ■

IMAGE–HEURISTIC VS REPRESENTATIVE FUNCTION OF-IN SCIENCES ■ INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–AS DISCOVERY ■ INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS–AND PRIORITY OF METAPHYSICS ■
JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE–AND METHOD ■ KNOWLEDGE–COMMONSENSE ■ LONERGAN, BERNARD

■ METALANGUAGE ■ NONSYSTEMATIC–AND SUCCESSIVE LEVELS OF SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY, –
PROCESS-INTELLIGIBILITY OF-CONCLUSION
ARISTOTLE,
WORLDVIEW

ARISTOTELIAN-WORLDVIEW,

■ PRINCIPLE(S)–FIRST, –MORAL ■ PROPER NAMES–
–DARWIN,

DARWINIAN-WORLDVIEW,

–GALILEO-

■ QUANTUM–MECHANICS ■ QUOD QUID EST ■ RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF–

INTERSUBJECTIVE

■ REDUCTIONISM–AND LANGUAGE ■ REVISION–AND EMPIRICAL SCIENCE ■

RULE(S)–AND INSIGHT ■ SCIENCE(S)–AND COMMON SENSE-COMMON OBJECT OF ■ SPONTANEITY–OF COGNITIONAL OPERATIONS ■ WORLDVIEW(S)–CONTRASTING ■ X (HEURISTIC)
EXIGENCE.

See GEM–AND SELF-APPROPRIATION

FOUNDATIONS.

See FOUNDATIONAL–METHODOLOGY

HERMENEUTICS.

See CANON(S)– OF METHODICAL HERMENEUTICS

ISSUE, FUNDAMENTAL.

See BELIEF–AND COLLABORATION-FUNDAMENTAL ISSUE

POSITIONS.

See CLARIFICATION BY CONTRAST

PRECEPTS.

See FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES–DISTINCTION AND DIVISION OF-(1) NOT SIMPLY

FOR CONVENIENCE

MIND: Most entries herein relate directly or indirectly to the intellectually conscious dimension of the Subject. See also inter alia COGNITION,
COGNITIONAL ■ CONSCIOUSNESS ■ CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED ■ CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL ■ CONSCIOUSNESS, UNDIFFERENTIATED ■ DESIRE TO KNOW ■ INSIGHT
AND UNDERSTANDING ■ INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS ■ INTERIORITY ■ KNOWING ■ KNOWLEDGE ■ MENTAL ■ PSYCHIC ■ PSYCHOLOGICAL ■ QUESTION(S) ■ SUBJECT, THE ■
TRUTH(S), THE TRUE ■ WILL
AND METHOD/GEM.

See GEM; METHOD(S)

GREEK DISCOVERY OF.

On the Greek discovery of mind, L remarks:
“The discovery of mind marks the transition from the first stage of
meaning to the second. In the first stage the world mediated by
meaning is just the world of common sense. In the second stage the

world mediated by meaning splits into the realm of common sense
and the realm of theory. Corresponding to this division and grounding it, there is a differentiation of consciousness.” (M 93.) See MEANING–
STAGES OF; CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED
The realm of theoretical meaning corresponds to the cognitional level of understanding. Lonergan’s favorite example regards Eddington’s (The Nature of the Physical World xi-xv)
tables. “There was one table that was brown, six feet by four by
three, and so on. And the other table was mostly a vacuum. There
are two entirely different views of exactly the same table. There
is an opposition between the objects in the world of theory and
the objects in the world of common sense. They are the same objects, but the mode of consideration is opposed.” (PTP1 112) He continues: “In the world of theory, intelligence is dominant; anything
that occurs, that is permitted to occur, regards a purely intellectual end, an aim of understanding, an aim to arrive at truth. One
wills to exclude other considerations which would be irrelevant
to the purpose. The theorist is not the whole man functioning, but
the rest of the man subordinated to his intelligence …. That is not
the way in which the man of common sense lives; he is intelligent, he is rational, he means to be both, but he does not live for
them; they are just a part of him, one part of total living.” (PTP1 114)
McPartland notes that this differentiation, like the next one, had
a long preparatory history: “Lonergan traces the actual Greek
discovery of mind through a number of milestones [M 90-92].
Hesiod discerned false myths. Xenophanes and Hecataeus presented a bold critique of myths as such. Herodotus, the physicians, and the physicists displayed an empirical bent. Heraclitus
explored the logos. Parmenides distinguished between sensation
and understanding …. The process of discovery reached its culmination and climax in the towering efforts of Socrates, Plato,
and Aristotle. In contrast to the compact mode of expression
found in the Age of Myth, a specialized technical language had
now entered the cultural horizon, the language of theoretically
differentiated consciousness.” (McPartland “Meaning, Mystery” 227-28)
The effects on people and subsequently on culture are dramatic:
“The autonomy of the human spirit emerges. There is a development of argument, definition, science, the critique of Gods, of
myths, of magic, of taboos, of institutions and manners, of aims
and values. … The individual asserts his freedom to be himself.
He liberates aesthetic, intellectual, scientific, moral, and religious
activity from traditionally restricted functions within the collectivity.” (T 76.)
The great achievements of classical culture and the fruitful resurgence of its ideals in the Renaissance are well known; but the
cultural achievements of the age of theory became normative and
static, remaining until the recent past the fixed standards to
measure civilization and distinguish it from barbarism. While the
leading developmental edge of the age of theory did demythologize myth and magic, it nonetheless lacked a technique for a
similar kind of self-criticism. People who appropriate the second
stage of meaning know they experience, understand, and judge,
but they lack a reflexive technique to control theoretical meaning.
In the age dominated by theory, meaning was controlled by logic

MIRACLE – MODERN, MODERNITY
AND HYPOTHESES.

and metaphysics.
And poetry. See POETRY–AND DISCOVERY OF MIND

AND OBJECTIVITY.

ONGOING DISCOVERY OF. L’s treats the history of the ongoing discovery of mind in regard to theology. One could, however, construct a similar history in regard to science or any discipline whose
development parallels development in the differentiation of consciousness (see CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–DEVELOPMENT OF-MOMENTS IN
(10)). The fact of such development is best illustrated by L’s new
discovery, INTERIORITY. See also CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–INTERIORLY, –
AND CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT

PRIMITIVE.

See PRIMITIVE(S)–MIND

MIRACLE: See HISTORIAN–AND ANALOGY-AND SCIENCE/MIRACLES
MODE(S): A way in
OF ABSTRACTION.

which something exists, has being.

See ABSTRACTION–CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL MODES OF

OF COGNITION.

“The direct mode of cognitional process [see COGNIbegins from data of sense, advances
through insights and formulations to reach reflection and judgment.
Thus, empirical science pertains to the direct mode of cognitional
process. the three levels of the direct mode of cognitional process
provide the data for the introspective mode; and as the direct mode,
so also the introspective unfolds on the three levels: an initial level
of data, a second level of understanding and formulation, and a
third level of reflection and judgment.” (In 299-300.)
OF EXPRESSION. See MEANING–GENETIC SEQUENCE IN
OF INTENDING. See INTENDING–MODES OF
OF SCIENTIFIC THOUGHT. See INSIGHT (THE BOOK)–AND THE MODES OF SCIENTIFIC
TION, COGNITIONAL–PROCESS]

See MEANING–STAGES OF-(2) THEORY

MODEL: See also inter alia CAUSE(S)–EXTRINSIC ■ CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTI■

ATED–DEVELOPMENT

OF-MOMENTS

CLASSICIST/NORMATIVE

■ GENERALIST, THE–AS THEMATIZER ■ IMAGE–HEURISTIC VS REPRE-

IN

(10)-(5)

SENTATIVE FUNCTION OF-IN SCIENCES-AS TRANSITIONAL IN
ENTIFIC THOUGHT
CONCRETE
(3)-(2)

See HYPOTHESIS–AND IDEAL TYPES, MODELS
See

PROPER NAMES–SCOTUS, JOHN DUNS-AND OBJECTIVE KNOW-

ING

AND TERMS.

See intra Definition of

DEFINITION OF.

“In general, what we shall have to say, is to be taken as a model. By a model is not meant something to be copied or
imitated. By a model is not meant a description of reality or a hypothesis about reality. It is simply an intelligible, interlocking set of
terms and relations that it may be well to have about when it
comes to describing reality or to forming hypotheses. As the proverb, so the model is something worth keeping in mind when one
confronts a situation or tackles a job. … However, I do not think I
am offering merely models. On the contrary, I hope readers will
find more than mere models in what I shall say. But it is up to
them to find it.” (M xii.) See also intra Utility of

IDEAL.

See IDEAL(S)–TYPES

OF CHANGE.

“Since the basic nest of terms and relations is a dynamic structure, there are various ways in which models of CHANGE
can be worked out. Fire, for instance, has been conceived as one of
the four elements, as due to phlogiston, and as a process of oxydization. But while the answers have little in common, they are answers to the same question, What will you know when you
understand the data on fire? More generally, the nature of any x is
what one will know when the data on x are understood. So by turning to the HEURISTIC notions [see NOTION(S)–HEURISTIC] behind common
names, one finds the unifying principle of the successive meanings
attributed to the name.” (M 287.)
UTILITY OF.

THOUGHT

OF THEORY.
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CULTURE,

CULTURAL–VIEW

OF-

■ IMAGINATION–AND CLASSICAL SCI-

■ INFERENCE–PRACTICAL VS ANTICIPATORY ■ JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–

■ LANGUAGE–TECHNICAL-AND SYSTEMATIC MEANING ■ METHOD(S)–APPROACHES TO

■ PROCESS–IDEAL/TYPICAL ■ PROPER NAMES– HUSSERL, EDMUND-INTUITION IN, –

SCOTUS, JOHN DUNS-AND OBJECTIVE KNOWING

■ SCIENCE(S)–HUMAN-AND HISTORY/HISTORIAN,

–NATURAL-AND DIALECTIC ■ SENSE(S)–AND EXPERIENCING SUBJECT ■ SOCIOLOGY–AND NATURAL SCIENCES ■ SYLLOGISM–SCIENTIFIC

AND COMMUNICATION(S).

See COMMUNICATION(S)

(FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)–USE

OF MODELS IN

AND EXTROVERSION.

See

PROPER NAMES–SCOTUS, JOHN DUNS-AND OBJECTIVE

KNOWING

AND GENERAL/SPECIAL CATEGORIES. “What has been said about
models, is relevant to the question concerning the validity of the
general and special theological categories [see CATEGORY, CATEGORIES–
GENERAL, –SPECIAL]. First, such categories will form a set of interlocking terms and relations and, accordingly, they will possess the utility of models. Further, these models will be built up from basic
terms and relations that refer to transcultural components in human
living and operation and, accordingly, at their roots they will possess quite exceptional validity.” (M 285.)

“Models … stand to the human sciences, to philosophies, to theologies, much as mathematics stands to the natural sciences. For models purport to be, not descriptions of reality, not
hypotheses about reality, but simply interlocking sets of terms and
relations. Such sets, in fact, turn out to be useful in guiding investigations, in framing hypotheses, and in writing descriptions. Thus,
a model will direct the attention of an investigator in a determinate
direction with either of two results; it may provide him with a basic sketch of what he finds to be the case; or it may prove largely
irrelevant, yet the discovery of this irrelevance may be the occasion of uncovering clues that otherwise might be overlooked.
Again, when one possesses models, the task of framing an hypothesis is reduced to the simpler matter of tailoring a model to
suit a given object or area. Finally, the utility of the model may
arise when it comes to describing a known reality. For known realities can be exceedingly complicated, and an adequate language
to describe them hard to come by. So the formulation of models
and their general acceptance as models can facilitate enormously
both description and communication.” (M 284-85.)

MODERN, MODERNITY: See also inter alia CERTITUDE, CERTAINTY ■ CLASSICAL
■ CLASSICISM–AND MISTAKEN VIEWS OF CULTURE ■ COMMUNITY–CONVERSION AND ■ CONCEPT(S), CONCEPTION(S)–HEURISTIC ■ CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–DEVELOPMENT
OF-MOMENTS IN (10)-(7), -(9), –SCIENTIFICALLY

■ COSMOLOGY ■ DEVELOPMENT–CULTURAL-

DEGREES OF (4) ■ GEM–AND LOGICAL/NONLOGICAL OPERATIONS, -AND THE EXISTENTIAL SUBJECT

■ GIVEN, THE–NOT THE REAL ■ GOOD, THE–OF ORDER-AND SOCIETY ■ HERMENEUTIC(S)–AND
MEANING

■ INSIGHT (THE BOOK)–AND THE MODES OF SCIENTIFIC THOUGHT-IMAGINATION IN SCI-
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ENCE

MODERNIST – MORAL
■ INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS–AND SPECULATIVE VS PRACTICAL INTELLECT ■ METAPHYS-

ICS ■ METHOD(S)–HISTORICAL ■ NECESSITY–AND SCIENCE ■ PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION–
TRADITIONALIST VS MODERNIST (3 ELEMENTS) ■ PHILOSOPHY OF GOD–STATIC VS DYNAMIC VIEWPOINT IN
IN

■ PROPER NAMES–ARISTOTLE, ARISTOTELIAN-AND IDEAL OF SCIENCE, -INTROSPECTION

■ QUESTION(S)–AS HEURISTIC STRUCTURE ■ SCHOLASTICISM ■ SCIENCE(S)–HEURISTIC

PROCEDURE IN

■ SELF-APPROPRIATION–AND PHILOSOPHY-DIFFERENT TYPES OF ■ SPACE ■

SUBJECT, THE–TURN/SHIFT TO ■ SYSTEM(S)–LOGICAL ■ SYSTEMATIC–THINKING ■ THOMISM–
FACTORS IN PASSING OF (3)-(2) MODERN SCIENCE

AND HERMENEUTICS.

See HERMENEUTIC(S)–AND PROBLEM OF MODERNITY

AND INTERPRETATION.

See HISTORICAL–INTERPRETATION-PROBLEM OF

CONTROL OF MEANING.
CULTURE.

See MEANING–CONTROL OF

See CULTURE, CULTURAL–VIEW OF-MODERN/EMPIRICAL

MATHEMATICS.

“Modern mathematics is fully aware that its axioms
are not necessary truths but only freely chosen and no more than
probably consistent postulates.” (PTP2 85.)

PHILOSOPHY.

“First principles [see PRINCIPLE(S)–FIRST] in philosophy
are not verbal propositions but the de facto invariants of human
conscious intentionality.” (PTP2 85.) See also CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–INTERIORLY, –MODERN PHILOSOPHIC ■ EMPIRICISM/EMPIRICIST ■ OBJECTIVITY–
EXTROVERSION AS ■ PHILOSOPHY, PHILOSOPHIES–MODERNIST TENDENCY IN

SCHOLARSHIP.

See SCHOLARSHIP–MODERN

SCIENCE.

“The modern sciences ascertain, not what must be so but
only what is in itself hypothetical and so in need of VERIFICATION.”

(PTP2 85.)

See also

SCIENCE(S)–MODERN ■ DISCOVERY–AND SCIENTIFIC PROGRESS ■

NOTION OF …–SCIENCE
VIEW OF CULTURE.

See CULTURE, CULTURAL–VIEW OF-MODERN/EMPIRICAL

MODERNIST. See PHILOSOPHY, PHILOSOPHIES– MODERNIST TENDENCY IN ■ PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION–TRADITIONALIST VS MODERNIST (3 ELEMENTS) ■ SELF-APPROPRIATION–
AND PHILOSOPHY-DIFFERENT TYPES OF

MORAL: See also inter alia ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–AND
NATURAL DESIRE TO GOD

■ AUTHENTICITY–AND CLASSICISM, –AND JUDGMENTS OF VALUE ■ BE-

LIEF–BREAKDOWN OF ■ BIAS–AND LOVE OF EVIL ■ CONSCIENCE ■ DECLINE–AND CONVERSION

■ DELIBERATION ■ EMANATION–INTELLIGIBLE-AND THE WILL ■ ETHICS–AND ‘OUGHT’ ■ FACT–
AMBIVALENCE OF HUMAN, SOCIAL

■ GEM–AND TRANSCENDENTAL PRECEPTS ■ GOOD, THE–AND

MORAL SELF-TRANSCENDENCE

■ HISTORIAN–AND VALUE JUDGMENTS ■ HORIZON(S)–

POSSIBILITY OF

■ IDEOLOGY ■ INCONSISTENCY ■ JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE–AND CONSCIENCE

■ METAPHYSICS–AND ALL OTHER DEPARTMENTS-(3) TRANSFORMS ■ NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL–RELATIONS AMONG ■ OBJECT(S)–OF WILL ■ QUESTION(S)–CLASSES AND TYPES OF ■ SELF
...–DISCOVERY ■ SIN–BASIC ■ TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS-(4) BE RESPONSIBLE! ■ VALUE(S)–
AND SCALE OF PREFERENCES-SCRUTINY OF

AND QUESTION OF GOD.
CONSCIENCE.

See

See QUESTION OF GOD, THE–FORMS OF (4)

CONSCIENCE; ETHICS–CONTENT OF VS DYNAMISM OF MORAL CON-

SCIENCE

CONSCIOUSNESS.

Moral consciousness is the fourth level of intentional consciousness where consciousness becomes CONSCIENCE. See
also ETHICS–CONTENT OF VS DYNAMISM OF MORAL CONSCIENCE; CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(4) RATIONAL SELFCONVERSION.

See CONVERSION–MORAL

DEVELOPMENT.

See ETHICS–DEVELOPMENT OF

DRIFTER.

See DRIFTER–AND SELF-TRANSCENDENCE

ENTERPRISE.
EVIL.

See QUESTION OF GOD, THE–AND MORAL ENTERPRISE

See SIN–MORAL

FEELINGS.

L defines feelings as intentional responses to values, to
the intelligible good, the truly worthwhile. See VALUE(S); FEELINGS–AND
VALUES, –AS INTENTIONAL RESPONSE
HISTORY AS. See HISTORY–AS MORAL
IDEALISM. See IDEALISM– MORAL
IMPERATIVE. “We have been considering moral self-consciousness
in its complete generality [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(4)
RATIONAL SELF- (6 ELEMENTS)]. … Our consideration has centered on that
dynamic function, on the operative exigence for self-consistency in
self-consciousness, and since contrast is luminous, on the threefold
escape of fleeing self-consciousness, of mitigating the moral code
by rationalization, [see SELF ...–CONSISTENCY-ESCAPE FROM (3 ELEMENTS)] and of
giving up hope in the struggle. In brief, we have been dealing with
the question, Is there a meaning to the word ‘ought’?” (In 623-24.)
And doing/making. See DOING AND MAKING–AND THE MORAL IMPERATIVE
And the will. See WILLING–AND THE MORAL IMPERATIVE
Concrete. The larger context is the possibility of ethics (In ch.
18; see ETHICS–POSSIBILITY OF). The immediate context is the notion of
value (see NOTION OF …–VALUE). The topic is consistency between
knowing and doing (see DOING AND MAKING–AND THE MORAL IMPERATIVE). We
must choose intelligible goods or values (see VALUE(S)). “For ‘not
to choose’ is not the object of a possible choice, and while one’s
choices can be reasonable or not, while they can be more reasonable or less, still one’s own rational consciousness is an accomplished fact in the field of knowing, and it demands in the name
of its own consistency its extension into the field of doing. Such
is the dynamic exigence, the operative moral imperative. But as
it concretely exists and functions in consciousness, it is immanent in its own concrete presuppositions and implications.” (In 625.)

See also ETHICS–PRECEPTS OF

Vs Freud. “Again, our answer differs from the views at least popularly associated with Freud’s name for, while we grant that
moral self-consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)(4) RATIONAL SELF- (6 ELEMENTS)] has a concomitant in moral emotions
and moral sentiments, and while we agree that these emotions
and sentiments have a psychoneural basis and are subject to psychoneural aberration, we contend that it is a blunder to confuse
these concomitants with moral self-consciousness itself. When
Freud decided eventually to publish his Traumdeutung [The Interpretation of Dreams], he was overcoming emotions and sentiments and following what he considered the only intelligent
and reasonable course of action; and such following is what we
mean by obeying moral conscience.” (In 624.)
Vs Kant. “Our answer differs from the Kantian answer, for if we
agree in affirming a categorical imperative, we disagree inasmuch as we derive it wholly from speculative intelligence and
reason.” (In 624.)
IMPOTENCE.

“To assert moral impotence is to assert that man’s ef-

MOTION – MUST

fective freedom [see FREEDOM–EFFECTIVE] is restricted, not in the superficial fashion that results from external circumstance or psychic
abnormality, but in the profound fashion that follows from incomplete intellectual and volitional development [see HUMAN–DEVELOPMENTINTELLECTUAL; ETHICS–DEVELOPMENT OF; CONVERSION– MORAL] For when that development is incomplete, there are practical insights that could be
had if a man took time out to acquire the necessary preparatory insights, and there are courses of action that would be chosen if a
man took time out to persuade himself to willingness. There follows a gap between the proximate effective freedom he actually
possesses and, on the other hand, the remote and hypothetical effective freedom that he would possess if certain conditions happened to be fulfilled. Now this gap measures one’s moral
impotence. For complete self-development is a long and difficult
process. During that process one has to live and make decisions in
the light of one’s undeveloped intelligence and under the guidance
of one’s incomplete willingness. And the less developed one is, the
less one appreciates the need of development and the less one is
willing to take time out for one’s intellectual and moral education.”
(In 650.)

Tension(s) from. See TENSION(S)–FROM MORAL IMPOTENCE
PRECEPTS.

See ETHICS–PRECEPTS OF

PRINCIPLES.

See PRINCIPLE(S)–MORAL

RENUNCIATION.

See SELF ...–CONSISTENCY-ESCAPE FROM (3 ELEMENTS)

SELF-TRANSCENDENCE.
SIN.

See SELF

…–TRANSCENDENCE-MORAL

See SIN–MORAL

TRUTH.

See EXPRESSION–AND FALSITY/TRUTH

VALUES.

See VALUE(S)

MOTION:

Passage from one place to another (see MOVEMENT–LOCAL). Any
passage of something from POTENCY to ACT; any CHANGE; any reception
of a PERFECTION.
AND ACTION/PASSION. See ACTION–IDENTITY OF A. AND PASSION
AND NATURE. See NATURE
AND PROOF OF GOD’S EXISTENCE. “The five ways in which Aquinas
proves the existence of God are so many particular cases of the
general statement that the proportionate universe is incompletely
intelligible and that complete intelligibility is demanded. Thus,
there is an argument from motion, because the transition from potency to act is conditioned, and an unlimited aggregate of conditioned transitions does not add up to complete intelligibility.” (In 700.)

See also PHILOSOPHY OF GOD–AND AQUINAS’S 5 WAYS
AND TIME.

See TIME–AND MOTION/MOVEMENT

ARISTOTLE’S.
LOCAL.

See PROPER NAMES–ARISTOTLE, ARISTOTELIAN-MOTION IN

See MOVEMENT–LOCAL

MOVEMENT:

“There is no difficulty in thinking of movement in the
strict sense of actus imperfecti [see ACT–OF WHAT IS INCOMPLETE (ACTUS IMPERFECTI)] as a pati [see ACTION–IDENTITY OF A. AND PASSION]. But there appears to
be enormous difficulty in thinking of MOVEMENT in the broad sense,
which includes the actus perfecti [see ACT–OF WHAT IS COMPLETE (ACTUS PERFECTI)], as a pati. Since that difficulty necessarily tends to the substitution of what someone else thinks for what Aquinas said, we must
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endeavor to surmount it at once. We begin from the variety of meanings of the term pati in Aquinas’s source.” (V 116.) Entries relevant to
movement are also found under MOTION. See intra Principles of
ANALYTIC/SYNTHETIC. See intra And scholastic ideal of science
AND COMPLETE/INCOMPLETE ACTS. See ACT–OF WHAT IS COMPLETE (ACTUS PERFECTI), –OF WHAT IS INCOMPLETE (ACTUS IMPERFECTI)
AND INQUIRY. See ABSTRACTION–CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL MODES OF
AND MATTER. See MATTER–AND MOVEMENT
AND NATURE. See NATURE
AND SCHOLASTIC IDEAL OF SCIENCE.

“If you are seeking certain
knowledge of things through their causes, you start out from the
thing, and you work to the discovery of the causes. When you have
the causes, you want to check; so you work back from the causes
until you can construct things out of them. The scholastics called
the first part of this movement resolution into the causes, resolutio
in causas, analysis. The second part of the movement was compositio ex causis, synthesis. From the ideal of science as knowledge
of things by their causes we get the two ideas of analysis and synthesis: movement from the things to the causes, and then movement from the causes back to the things.” (UB 8.) For the modern
notion of science see NOTION OF …–SCIENCE; CAUSE(S)–AND MODERN SCIENCE
AND THOUGHT (ARISTOTLE). See PROPER NAMES–ARISTOTLE, ARISTOTELIAN-ON
MOVEMENT AND THOUGHT

AND TIME.

See TIME–AND MOTION/MOVEMENT

AS KINESIS AND ENERGEIA.
AS PATI (PASSION).

See ENERGEIA

See ACTION–IDENTITY OF A. AND PASSION

AS SENSIBLE OBJECT.

“In direct knowledge, the experienced is the
sensible object of seeing, hearing, feeling, tasting, smelling, and
movement.” (UB 33.) See also DATA–OF SENSE

FROM MY WORLD TO UNIVERSE OF BEING.
FROM POTENCY TO ACT.

See I–AND MY WORLD

See ACT–KNOWING IN

LOCAL.

“Local motion is an incomplete realization of being there,
being in a place. You’re not in any place when you’re moving;
you’re on your way to some place.” (UB 366.)
OF BODY. See PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–NOTION OF
POTENCY TO.

See POTENCY/POTENTIAL–TO MOVEMENT

PRINCIPLES OF.

“Aquinas points out that in the thing that is changed
there are two principles of movement—its matter and also the formal principle on which movement follows. Neither of these principles is [active potency; see POTENCY/POTENTIAL–ACTIVE/PASSIVE], for
whatever is moved is moved by the other, and nothing moves itself
unless it has two parts, one moving and the other moved; accordingly, insofar as potency is a principle of movement in what is
moved, it pertains to [passive potency] rather than potentia activa.”
(V 127-28.)
SYNTHETIC.
TERMS OF.

See intra And scholastic ideal of science

See COGNITION,

TO HIGHER VIEWPOINTS.

COGNITIONAL–TERMS AND RELATIONS, BASIC NEST OF

See VIEWPOINT(S)–HIGHER-MOUNTING TO

TO STATES AND PROBABILITIES.

MUST: The context is insight

See PROBABILITY–STATES AND

in Euclid. L draws a geometric diagram
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MYSTERY – MYTH

and concludes: “You see what must be so in the image. But you
don’t imagine the must; you understand it. Imagination and sense
present what is there. I can see a piece of yellow chalk, but I cannot
see that there must be a piece of yellow chalk. One cannot see a
must. You just see facts or the factual or the empirical or the given.
So we have here another example of an insight, a casual insight that
existed for centuries before geometry textbooks made it explicit.
Euclid says he is proving everything from his definitions, axioms,
and postulates, but he really is not. He uses casual insights as he goes
along.” (In 25.)
MYSTERY: “A mystery is what is not understood.” (In 505.) For the
principal data see intra And the known unknown; Vs understanding
ABERRATION OF. See IMAGE–AS IMAGE, SYMBOL, SIGN-IN MYSTERY/MYTH
AND IMAGE, SYMBOL. See IMAGE–AS IMAGE, SYMBOL, SIGN-IN MYSTERY/MYTH
AND INTELLECTUAL/SENSITIVE INTEGRATION.

“The primary field of
mystery and MYTH is both quite general and quite permanent. For inquiry and reflection are both general and permanent; the principle
of correspondence between the intellectual and the sensitive is both
general and permanent; and so some sensitive awareness and response, symbolic of the known-unknown [see intra And the known unknown], must be regarded as a generally and permanently recurring
feature of human living.” (In 557.) See also MYSTERY–AND INTELLECTUAL/SENSITIVE INTEGRATION

AND METAPHYSICS.
AND MYTH.

See MYTH–AND METAPHYSICS

See IMAGE–AS IMAGE, SYMBOL, SIGN-IN MYSTERY/MYTH

AND NOTION OF BEING.

“Without a transcendental notion of being as
the to-be-known, transcendent mystery can come to be named
nothing at all.” (M 110.) See NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL–AND TRANSCENDENT MYSTERY

AND THE KNOWN UNKNOWN.

“Besides myth there is mystery. Man’s
unanswered questions confront him with a ‘KNOWN–UNKNOWN,’ and that
confrontation may not be dodged. The detached and disinterested
DESIRE TO KNOW is unrestricted; it flings at us the name of obscurantists if we restrict it by allowing other desire to interfere with its
proper unfolding; and while that unfolding can establish that our
naturally possible knowledge is restricted, this restriction on possible attainment is not a restriction on the desire itself; on the contrary, the question whether attainment is in all cases possible
presupposes the fact that in all cases attainment is desired. Moreover, this unrestricted openness of our intelligence and reasonableness not only is the concrete operator of our intellectual
development but also is accompanied by a corresponding operator
that deeply and powerfully holds our sensitive integrations open to
transforming change. Man by nature is orientated into mystery, and
naturam expellas furca, tamen usque recurret [though you drive
out nature with a pitchfork, she will always come back; Horace,
Epistolae, I, 10, 24].” (In 570.)
ORIENTATION INTO. See intra And the known unknown
SEX AS.

“Sex … is manifestly biological yet not merely so. On this
point man can be so insistent that, within the context of human living, sex becomes a great mystery, shrouded in the delicacy of indi-

rect speech, enveloped in an aura of romantic idealism, enshrined
in the sanctity of the home.” (In 210.)
TRANSCENDENT. See intra And notion of being
VS UNDERSTANDING.

The context is L’s rejection of mechanist determinism (see DETERMINISM–MECHANIST). “We reject outright the belief
that ultimate reality is known by a set of unverifiable images, and if
we affirm FORMs, we affirm them not only in organisms but also in
electrons, protons, atoms, and chemical compounds. Nor is such an
affirmation to be termed mystery-mongering. For a mystery is what
is not understood, but a form is what is to be known inasmuch as
one understands correctly. The real mystery is that, while scientists
are regarded universally as men of intelligence, nonetheless it is
thought outrageous to suggest that they know anything by understanding or that they know better and more adequately when they
understand better or more adequately.” (In 505.)
WORLD OF SENSE AS. See MOVEMENT–AS SENSIBLE OBJECT
MYSTICAL: See PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–MYSTICAL
MYTH: L treats of two senses of myth, one positive (see intra As story),
one negative (as unscientific or unphilosophic explanation, “an untutored effort of the DESIRE TO KNOW to grasp and formulate the nature of
things” (In 569.)). See also VIEWPOINT(S)–EXPLANATORY VS DESCRIPTIVE-AND ANTHROPOMORPHIC PROJECTION ■ CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–MYTHIC

ANCIENT.

See MIND–GREEK DISCOVERY OF

AND ALLEGORY.

L writes of “an allegorical aspect of myth. It is an
aspect that emerges when myth is conceived as a solution to a
problem of expression. ... A problem of expression arises inasmuch
as the mythmaker is endeavoring to transcend the counterpositions
[see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION], inasmuch as he is trying to turn attention from the sensible to the intelligible, inasmuch as he has
reached a viewpoint that current modes of expression cannot convey. We have described myth as an untutored effort of the desire to
know to grasp and formulate the nature of things. In the measure
that such an effort tries to free itself from its fetters, myth attains
an allegorical significance.” (In 569.)
AND BLENDED FUNCTIONS OF MEANING. See intra And magic
AND CAUSALITY.

See

VIEWPOINT(S)–EXPLANATORY VS DESCRIPTIVE-AND ANTHROPO-

MORPHIC PROJECTION

AND CONSCIOUSNESS.
AND CONVERSION.
AND COSMOPOLIS.

See CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–MYTHIC

See CONVERSION–AND MYTH
See

COSMOPOLIS–PROPERTIES OF (4)-(3) SPEAKS THE SIMPLE

TRUTH-AND DEBUNKS MYTHS

AND EDUCATION.
AND EXPRESSION.

See intra And metaphysics-and human development
See EXPRESSION–MYTHIC VS DEVELOPED

AND INTELLECTUAL/SENSITIVE INTEGRATION.

See

MYSTERY–AND INTELLEC-

TUAL/SENSITIVE INTEGRATION

AND MAGIC.

“As the constitutive function of meaning intrudes into
the field of ‘speculative’ knowledge, so the efficient intrudes into
that of ‘practical’ knowledge [see MEANING–FUNCTIONS OF (4)-(2) EFFECTIVE/EFFICIENT, -(3) CONSTITUTIVE]. The result is magic. Words bring about
results not only by directing human action but also by a power of

MYTH – MYTH

their own which myth explains.” (M 89.) “As technique advances, it
reveals by contrast the inefficacy of magic and turns man in his
weakness from magical incantation to religious supplication. However, if myth is to be broken, more is needed. Man must discover
mind [see MIND–GREEK DISCOVERY OF]. He has to sort out and somehow
detach from one another feeling and doing, knowing and deciding.
He has to clarify just what it is to know and, in the light of that clarification, keep the cognitive function of meaning [see MEANING–
FUNCTIONS OF (4)-(1) COGNITIVE] apart from its constitutive and efficient
functions and from its role in the communication of feeling.” (M 90.)
See also intra And metaphysics
AND MEANING.

See MEANING–AND MYTH/MAGIC

AND METAPHOR. “To the contrasts between myth and METAPHYSICS,
mythic consciousness and self ...–knowledge [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–MYTHIC; SELF ...–KNOWLEDGE], there must be added a further contrast between mythic expression and developed expression. For just
as it is true that nearly all we say is metaphor, so also it is true that
metaphor is revised and contracted myth and that myth is anticipated and expanded metaphor. If the philologist can take the words we
use and work backwards from our meaning through a series of other meanings to the initial meaning of the root, there must have existed a series of discoveries of new meanings; as long as such
discoveries were merely expansions of existing viewpoints, the
new meanings could be communicated by employing old words
outside their customary contexts; but whenever the discoveries
ushered in new viewpoints, a more elaborate procedure was required to effect the communication. So the parables of the Gospels
recall the experiences and propound the images that lead to insight
into what is meant by the kingdom of God. So Plato in his dialogues introduces myths to convey insights and judgments and
evaluations that would seem strange and novel. But the same technique can be employed for the same purpose without the technique
itself becoming an object of investigation and analysis, of reflection and evaluation, and then its use is unaccompanied by the announcement that what is said is merely a parable or merely a myth,
because it cannot be accompanied by an explanation of what is
meant by the mere parable or the mere myth. Then the wise man
speaks his riddles, and thoughtful listeners are left to wonder and
ponder what he means.” (In 568-69.)
AND METAPHYSICS. “A genetic account of the radical meaning of
mystery and myth, of their significance and function, of the
grounds of their emergence, survival, and disappearance can hardly
be omitted in a contemporary metaphysics. Myth is a prominent
category in Comte’s notion of three stages in man’s development,
in Schelling’s later philosophy, in E. Cassirer’s Philosophy of Symbolic Forms, in P. Tillich’s views on religion and theology. Mystery is a notion that plays a fundamental role in the philosophy of
Gabriel Marcel and in widely different ranges of religious reflection. Finally, while we have been engaged in indicating the character of explicit metaphysics, we also have acknowledged prior
stages of latent and of problematic metaphysics [see METAPHYSICS–
STAGES/FORMS OF]; and naturally enough there arises the question
whether mystery and myth are cognate to these earlier stages and
whether they vanish in the measure that the earlier stages are transcended.” (In 554-55.) See also IMAGE–AS IMAGE, SYMBOL, SIGN-IN MYSTERY/MYTH
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And human development. “Outside the field of philosophy, there
is the problem of human development [see HUMAN–DEVELOPMENTPROBLEM OF, REAL] that arises with each new generation. Because men
do not develop intellectually or, if they do, because they become
involved in counterpositions [see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION], they
cannot be dealt with on the basis of intelligence and reason; but
this makes it all the easier to deal with them on the sensitive level, to capture their imaginations, to whip up their emotions, to
lead them to action. Power in its highest form is power over men,
and the successful maker of myths has that power within his
reach and grasp. But, clearly, if an adequate metaphysics can do
something to overcome philosophic misinterpretations of the notion of myth, it needs to be extended into a PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION,
and the education has to be made effective before there can be
exorcized the risk of adventurers climbing to power through sagacious mythmaking.” (In 567.)
Opposed/dialectically related. “Mythic consciousness is the absence of self-knowledge, and myth is a consequence of mythic
consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–MYTHIC] as metaphysics
is a corollary of self-knowledge. Myth, then, and metaphysics are
opposites. For myth recedes and metaphysics advances in the
measure that the counterpositions are rejected [see POSITION AND
COUNTERPOSITION], that the attempt to understand things as related to
us [see QUOAD NOS] gives way to the effort to understand them as
related to one another [see QUOAD SE], that effective criteria become
available for determining the occurrence and the adequacy of understanding. As myth and metaphysics are opposed, so also they
are related dialectically [see DIALECTIC(S)]. For myth is the product
of an untutored desire to understand and formulate the nature of
things. That desire [see DESIRE TO KNOW] is the root of all science
and philosophy. Only by the mistaken unfolding of that desire has
man learnt how to avoid the pitfalls, and guard against the dangers, to which its unfolding is exposed. So it is that, by a dialectical relationship of which it is not aware, myth looks forward to
its own negation and to the metaphysics that is all the more consciously true because it is also the conscious rejection of error. …
Because myth has a permanent basis in the polymorphism of
human consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–POLYMORPHISM OF
HUMAN], there is a permanent task of overcoming myth by metaphysics, and it takes two forms. On the one hand, philosophic attempts to defend counterpositions cannot but regard the notion of
being [see BEING–NOTION OF] as the root of myth and the metaphysical
analysis [see ANALYSIS–METAPHYSICAL] of being as an extension of scientific techniques into the domain of myth; for if the real is not
being or if being is not the intelligently grasped and reasonably
affirmed, then being is mythical, the possibility of metaphysics is
precluded ….” (In 566-67.)
AND MYSTERY.

See intra And metaphysics

AND PRIMITIVES.

“Primitive peoples live under a regime of myth
and magic. Only slowly and reluctantly do the young master
grammar, logic, method. Only through deliberate decision do people dedicate themselves to lives of scholarship or science, and only
through the continuous renewal of that dedication do they achieve
the goals they have set themselves. A life of pure intellect or pure
reason without the control of DELIBERATION, evaluation [see DECISION–
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NAÏVE REALISM – NATURE

AND REFLECTIVE EVALUATION], responsible CHOICE is something less than the
life of a psychopath.” (M 122.)
AND REDUCTIONISM. See REDUCTIONISM–AND MYTH

AND TOTALITARIANISM.

“The helplessness of tolerance to provide
coherent solutions to social problems called forth the totalitarian,
who takes the narrow and complacent practicality of COMMON SENSE
and elevates it to the role of a complete and exclusive viewpoint.
On the totalitarian view every type of intellectual independence,
whether personal, cultural, scientific, philosophic, or religious, has
no better basis than nonconscious myth. The time has come for the
conscious myth that will secure man’s total subordination to the
requirements of reality. Reality is the economic development, the
military equipment, and the political dominance of the all-inclusive
state. Its ends justify all means. Its means include not merely every
technique of indoctrination and propaganda, every tactic of economic and diplomatic pressure, every device for breaking down
the moral conscience and exploiting the secret affects of civilized
man, but also the terrorism of a political police, of prisons and torture, of concentration camps, of transported or extirpated minorities, and of total war. The succession of less comprehensive
viewpoints has been a succession of adaptations of theory to practice. In the limit, practice becomes a theoretically unified whole,
and theory is reduced to the status of a myth that lingers on to represent the frustrated aspirations of detached and disinterested intelligence.” (In 256-57.)

AS EXPLANATION.

See

VIEWPOINT(S)–EXPLANATORY VS DESCRIPTIVE-AND ANTHROPO-

MORPHIC PROJECTION

AS STORY.

“For the rationalist, myth was simply the product of ignorance, if not of waywardness. But a more benign view has been
gaining ground in this century. … I would suggest that since man’s
being is being-in-the-world, he cannot rise to his full stature until
he knows the world. But there is much that is obscure about the
world. People easily enough raise questions for intelligence, for reflection, for deliberation [see INTELLIGENCE–QUESTIONS FOR; REFLECTION/REFLECTIVE–QUESTIONS FOR; DELIBERATION–QUESTIONS FOR]. But we can
have hunches that we cannot formulate clearly and exactly, so we
tell a story. Stories, as is being currently affirmed, are existential:
there are true stories that reveal the life that we are really leading,
and there are cover stories that make out our lives to be somewhat
better than in reality they are. So stories today and the myths of
yesterday suffer from a basic ambiguity. They can bring to light
what truly is human, but they can also propagate an apparently
more pleasant view of human aspiration and human destiny.” (PTP2
386.) See also intra And allegory; And metaphor; see also VIEWPOINT(S)–

NATURAL: “The real is divided into the natural (for example, a horse
in itself) and the INTENTIONAL (for example, a horse as intended). Hence,
there are two aspects to psychological acts; for the same psychological act is intentional insofar as it refers to some other, and natural insofar as it is considered in itself.” (S 141.) See also EXISTENCE–INTENTIONAL-VS
NATURAL

DESIRE TO SEE GOD.

DETERMINATION.
DEVELOPMENT.

EXISTENCE VS INTENTIONAL.
KNOWING AS.
LAW.

PROCESS.

See LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–NATURE

SCIENCE.

See SCIENCE(S)–NATURAL

THEOLOGY.

See PHILOSOPHY OF GOD

NATURE: Aristotle defines nature as, “The principle of movement or
rest in that which the movement or rest is, not in some sense, but
primarily and of itself [Phys., II, 1; 192b 23].” The intrinsic first principle of
the specific operations of a thing; therefore substantial form (see
FORM–SUBSTANTIAL).
AND ART. See ART–AND NATURE
AND HEURISTIC STRUCTURE. See HEURISTIC STRUCTURE–CLASSICAL, –
STATISTICAL

AND KNOWING.

“In traditional theory, with regard to intellectual
knowledge, we have by nature the agent intellect [see INTELLECT–
AGENT] that uses our sensible knowledge to produce acts of understanding. The capacity to understand, the agent intellect, the sensitive potencies, and correlations among these three are from nature;
but an actuation of the process requires, first, the actual perceptions
and the formation of images [see PHANTASM/FANTASM], and then the intervention of INQUIRY at that occasion. When inquiry has intervened,
we begin to have acts of understanding [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–ACT OF].” (UB 162.) In regard to judgment of one’s understanding
“the requirement that you have to have the virtually unconditioned
[see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY] if you are to judge, and that if you have
the virtually unconditioned you cannot be rational and not judge—
not without doing violence to your own rational consciousness—
that is had from nature.” (UB 168.) See also ACT–KNOWING IN; SELFAPPROPRIATION–AND IDEAL OF KNOWLEDGE
AND POTENCY.

See POTENCY/POTENTIAL–NATURAL

BIFURCATION OF.

OVERCOMING.

See intra And metaphysics-opposed/dialectically related

N
NAÏVE REALISM : See REALISM–NAIVE

See EXISTENCE–INTENTIONAL-VS NATURAL

See LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–NATURAL

AS SYMBOLIC APPREHENSION.

See WORLD(S)–MEDIATED BY MEANING-AND COGNITIONAL MYTH

PROBABILITY

See ACT–KNOWING IN

AS ESSENCE.

COGNITIONAL.

See DETERMINATION(S)–OF NATURAL MODE

See EMERGENT

EXPLANATORY VS DESCRIPTIVE-AND ANTHROPOMORPHIC PROJECTION

See APPREHENSION–SYMBOLIC

See ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–AND NAT-

URAL DESIRE TO SEE GOD

See ESSENCE

The bifurcation of nature “is really the bifurcation
of understanding.” (UB 65.) L means the distinction between understanding the thing in relation to us (e.g., water as a clear liquid; see
QUOAD NOS) and as it is in itself (e.g., water as H2O; see QUOAD SE).
HUMAN. See HUMAN–NATURE
OF ….

“We talk about the nature of life, the nature of light, the nature of energy, the nature of man, and so on. We can talk about all

NECESSARY – NECESSITY

of those things even though we do not know what their natures are.
What do we mean by ‘nature’? By the nature of light we mean
what we will know when we understand light. In other words, ‘nature’ is the name of the unknown towards which inquiry is heading. Just as the algebraist writes down x, so in common speech we
use the ‘nature of …’ The ‘nature of …’ is the name for what we
either know or do not know, that is, for what we would know if we
understood a given set of data. When you ask, ‘What?’ you ask
about the ‘nature of …’ The question, What is it? may be made
more explicit: What is the ‘nature of …’?” (UB 64.) See also ANTICIPATION–IN PRESCIENTIFIC/SCIENTIFIC THOUGHT; CLASSIFICATION–PRELIMINARY; SCIENCE(S)–
HEURISTIC PROCEDURE IN; SIMILARITY–TWO TYPES OF
OF KNOWLEDGE. See KNOWLEDGE–NATURE OF
NECESSARY :

Essential, obligatory, not

CONTINGENT.

See also inter alia

NECESSITY ■ ABSTRACTION–AND INSIGHT, –CONCEPTION AND ■ ACCIDENTAL ■ ARGUMENT
FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–AND IDEA OF BEING-GOD THE ■ BELIEF–MISTAKENELIMINATION OF

■ COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY-LONERGAN VS KANT (5 ELEMENTS)-(3) ■

COHERENCE–OF INSIGHTS ■ COMMON SENSE–ECLECTICISM OF ■ CONCEPT(S), CONCEPTION(S)–AND DEFINITIONS ■ CONDITION(S) ■ CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL– MYTHIC ■ DATA–AND FINALITY ■ DEDUCTION–ABSTRACT ■ DEFINITION(S)–TYPES OF-QUIDDITATIVE, –

■ DENOMINATION–EXTRINSIC/INTRINSIC ■ DIALECTIC(S)–HEGELIAN VS LONERGANIAN

UNIVERSAL

■ EMANATION–INTELLIGIBLE-OF CONCEPT/WORD ■ ESSENTIALISM–AND CLOSED CONCEPTUALISM

■ FREE–WILL ■ GENUINENESS ■ HYLEMORPHISM (HYLOMORPHISM) ■ IDEAL(S)–OF PURE

REASON
GENCE

■ INFERENCE–CONCRETE FROM CLASSICAL LAWS ■ INTELLIGIBILITY–AND INTELLI-

■ INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS–AND SPECULATIVE VS PRACTICAL INTELLECT ■ METAPHYS-

ICS–AS FACTUAL ■ MODERN/MODERNITY–MATHEMATICS ■ MUST ■ OBJECTIVITY– MEANINGS OF

■ ONTOLOGICAL–CONSTITUTION ■ PHANTASM/FANTASM–AND HABITUAL KNOWLEDGE ■ PHILOSOPHY, PHILOSOPHIES–AND THE BASIC AND TOTAL SCIENCE ■ PROBABILITY–AND GOD ■
PROPER NAMES–ARISTOTLE, ARISTOTELIAN-WORLDVIEW, –GALILEO-WORLDVIEW-AND STATISTICAL LAW, –SPINOZA, BENEDICT DE-AND ISOMORPHISM OF KNOWING AND KNOWN

TION(S)–SYNTHETIC A PRIORI

■ QUESTION OF GOD, THE ■

■ PROPOSI-

REASON(S)–IN LOGIC

■

RELATION(S)–COMPONENTS OF ■ SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER-A PRIVILEGED JUDGMENT

■ SENSE(S)–AND JUDGMENT ■ SOUL–SELF-KNOWLEDGE OF ■ THOMISM–FACTORS IN

PASSING OF (3)-(2) MODERN SCIENCE

■ UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY–ILLUSTRATION OF ■ UNI-

VERSE–PROCESS OF-AND CONCEPTUALIST VS INTELLECTUALIST ■ VALUE(S)–SCALE OF ■
WORD–INNER-GENERAL NOTION OF (7 ELEMENTS)-(6)
AND CONTINGENT.
BEING.

See

See NECESSITY–AND CONTINGENCE

ONTOLOGICAL–ARGUMENT; PHILOSOPHY OF GOD–AND GOD-AS NECESSARY

BEING

JUDGMENTS.
LAWS.

See JUDGMENT(S)–UNIVERSAL AND NECESSARY

See PROPER NAMES–GALILEO-WORLDVIEW

PRINCIPLES.
TRUTH.

See PRINCIPLE(S)–NECESSARY AND SELF-EVIDENT

See PRINCIPLE(S)–FIRST; DEDUCTION–ABSTRACT

NECESSITY :

“Traditionally, necessity is connected with universality;
but that notion of necessity is more doubtful at the present time. Necessity is no longer stressed so much because, clearly, all of the sciences proceed by HYPOTHESIS and VERIFICATION; they do not arrive at what
is necessarily so, but only at what de facto is true. That is the most
they hope to attain. Mathematicians have discovered that they are in
exactly the same boat. They can deduce their conclusions with rigorous necessity from their initial primitive propositions, but they cannot affirm that their primitive propositions are necessary. In other
words, the formulation they have found for their primitive proposi-
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tions may admit higher viewpoints [see VIEWPOINT(S)–HIGHER].” (UB 84-85.)
See also NECESSARY; MUST
ABSOLUTE. “The formally unconditioned is unconditioned in the
sense that it has no conditions whatever. The only thing we could
say is formally unconditioned, then, is God, absolute necessity.”
(UB 118.) See also ONTOLOGICAL–ARGUMENT
AND CONTINGENCE.

“How then does necessity turn out to be contingence? Clearly, there is no change in the necessity itself, but
there occurs a change in the context. Rational consciousness is being transformed into rational self-consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS,
INTENTIONAL– LEVELS OF (5)-(4) RATIONAL SELF- (6 ELEMENTS)]. What in the context
of rational consciousness is a rational necessity, in the context of
rational self-consciousness becomes a rational exigence [requirement]. If a proposed action is obligatory, then one cannot be a rational knower and deny the obligation, and one cannot be a rational
doer and not fulfil the obligation. But one can be a rational knower
without an act of WILLING, and one cannot be a rational doer without
an act of willing. It is the addition of the further constitutive requirement of an act of will that (1) marks the shift from rational
consciousness to rational self-consciousness, and (2) changes what
is rational necessity in the field of knowing into rational exigence
in the larger field of both KNOWING and doing [see DOING AND MAKING].”
(In 638.) See also intra

And fact

Conditional. The larger context is the self-affirmation of the
knower (In ch. 11; see SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER). After a long
exposition of CONSCIOUSNESS, then self-affirmation, L writes of
self-affirmation as immanent law. In this context he observes:
“The foregoing account of self-affirmation stresses its positive
aspect. It is a judgment of fact [see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT], and so it
rests heavily upon the experiential component in knowing. Still,
it is a singular type of judgment for it possesses a variety of overtones. I might not be, yet if I am, I am. I might be other than I
am, yet in fact I am what I am. The CONTINGENT, if you suppose it
as a fact, becomes conditionally necessary [see NECESSITY–
CONDITIONAL], and this piece of elementary logic places the merely
factual self-affirmation in a context of necessity.” (In 353.) On the
conditional necessity of fact, he writes: “Fact [see intra And fact] is
virtually unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY]: it might not
have been; it might have been other than it is; but, as things
stand, it possesses conditional necessity, and nothing can possibly alter it now.” (In 355.)
In Aristotle. See PROPER NAMES–ARISTOTLE, ARISTOTELIAN-AND CONTINGENCE
“It’s true that this lighter is on this table. Not necessarily
so. … The ‘necessarily so’ is simply using the principle of identity:
If it’s there, it’s there. That’s the only necessity involved—in the
fact. And it’s only a set of facts that enables me to make the judgments: that I have these insights, and know these words, and know
that’s the correct way to employ them—they’re all facts too. That
contingent element, namely, is found in all these instances. …
Again, ‘It’s necessarily so’—in the sense that, if it’s there, it’s
there—is also eternally true. It never could be true, it never will be
true, that at this particular moment it’s not there.” (UB 327.) See intra
And laws of probability; see also FACT–MERE MATTER OF
AND FREEDOM IN BELIEF. See BELIEF–FREEDOM AND NECESSITY IN
AND FACT.
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NEURAL – NEURAL

AND LAWS OF PROBABILITY.

“If this universe is knowable through
laws of probability, not simply classical laws, [see CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–LAWS] if a statistical element is not merely a cloak
for ignorance but knowledge of this universe, well, it’s knowledge
that’s true as a matter of fact; it’s not a matter of necessity.” (UB 337.)

See also intra And fact
AND OBLIGATION.

See OBLIGATION

AND POSSIBILITY.

L is discussing the canons of empirical method
(see CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(3) OF RELEVANCE). The Canon of
Relevance “notes that this intelligibility [immanent in the immediate DATA–OF SENSE] is hypothetical. It does not impose itself upon us,
as does the multiplication table or the binomial theorem. It announces itself as a possibility, as what could be the relevant correlation or function or law. Now the necessary must be, but the
possible, though it can be, may in fact be or not be. Hence empirical science rests upon two distinct grounds: as insight grasping
possibility, it is science; as VERIFICATION selecting the possibilities that
in fact are realized, it is empirical.” (In 101.)
AND SCIENCE. The context is SCHOLASTICISM’s Aristotelianism and its
understanding of history . “So far was the Aristotelian corpus from
providing either guidance for historical research or an understanding of the historicity of human reality, that it set forth its scientific ideal in terms of necessity. Moreover, this mistaken ideal
infected not only Scholasticism but also much of modern thought.
It was the discovery and acceptance of non-Euclidean geometry
that brought mathematicians to acknowledge that their postulates
or axioms were not necessary truths. It was quantum theory that
led physicists to drop their talk about the necessary laws of nature.” (M 280.)
AND THE KNOWER.

L’s explanatory account of the knower relates
the elements intelligibly to one another. Because of this “the account necessarily implies the unity of the subject [see SUBJECT, THE–
UNITY OF] that inquires about his experience, has insight into sensible
data, and so on. There is an intelligible unity-identity-whole [see
THING(S)–NOTION OF] implicit in this set of terms. Moreover, each different type of act is related to the others. We have a relational
structure in which the different types of event are intelligibly connected. There is also a necessity of a concrete unity-identity-whole,
because the insight has to be into experiences of the one having the
insight.” (UB 142.)
AND VIRTUALLY UNCONDITIONED.

In illustrating the three acts of
cognitional process that lead to knowing (experiencing, understanding, judging; see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–PROCESS), L often uses the
image of a circle with equal radii emanating from the centre. At the
intellectual level of judging “we grasp the necessity of roundness,
which is an appearance, as following from the equality of the radii.
Here what we know is necessity. The intellectual level adds necessity, an intelligible necessity, linking different data. We ask
whether in this instance that necessity really is found, and we reach
the virtually unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY]. There is a
necessity if on inspection this is perfectly round …. We reach fact,
the virtually unconditioned.” (UB 390-91.) See also intra Apprehension of;

And fact

APPREHENSION OF. In the context of arguing for the necessity of
image or phantasm for the occurrence of insight (see INTELLECT–AGENTAS ILLUMINATING PHANTASM), L uses the example of grasping why a figure
must be round when it fulfills the definition of a circle. “Points and
lines cannot be imagined. But neither can necessity or impossibility be imagined. Yet in approaching the definition of the circle
there occurred some apprehension of necessity and of impossibility. As we remarked, if all the radii are equal the curve must be
perfectly round, and if any radii are unequal the curve cannot avoid
bumps or dents. … Further, the necessity in question was not necessity in general but a necessity of roundness resulting from these
equal radii. Similarly, the impossibility in question was not impossibility in the abstract but an impossibility of roundness resulting
from these unequal radii. Eliminate the image of the center, the radii, the curve, and by the same stroke there vanishes all grasp of
necessary or of impossible roundness. … But it is that grasp that
constitutes the insight.” (In 33.) See also PHANTASM/FANTASM–INSIGHT INTO
CHANGE, METAPHYSICS, AND. See METAPHYSICAL–ARGUMENTS FROM CHANGE
CONDITIONAL. L speaks of the conditional necessity of contingent
fact in the self-affirmation of the knower (see SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE
KNOWER). One can be or not be, or be otherwise than one in fact is.
“The contingent, if you suppose it as a fact, becomes conditionally
necessary, and this piece of elementary logic places the merely factual self-affirmation in a context of necessity.” (In 353.)

And the sceptic. The sceptic in this context is one who answers
“no” or “I do not know” to the question, Am I a knower? The
conditional necessity of contingent fact “involves the talking
sceptic in contradiction. If enthusiasm for the achievement of
Freud were to lead me to affirm that all thought and affirmation
is just a byproduct of the libido, then since I have admitted no
exceptions, this very assertion of mine would have to be mere
assertion from a suspect source. If second thoughts lead me to
acknowledge an exception, they lead me to acknowledge the
necessary presuppositions of the exception. By the time that list
has been drawn up and accepted, I am no longer a sceptic.” (In
353.)
INSIGHT AND.

See intra Apprehension of; see also PHANTASM/FANTASM–INSIGHT

INTO

KANT AND.

See PROPER NAMES–KANT, KANTIAN-AND NECESSITY

OF JUDGMENT.

“Our rationality reaches a point where, with regard
to some judgment, sufficiently qualified, we are satisfied that there
are no further relevant questions that will occur. We need not be
satisfied that there are no further relevant questions that absolutely
could occur; we are not dealing with judgments of absolute necessity when we are dealing with judgments on the correctness of our
insights.” (UB 124.) See intra Absolute; see also BECAUSE OF
OF PHANTASM. See PHANTASM/FANTASM–AND HABITUAL KNOWLEDGE, –AS INTELLECTUAL OBJECT

OF WORD/VERBUM.

NEURAL: This

See WORD–INNER-NECESSITY OF

topic generally regards the PSYCHIC and censorship. See

CENSOR, CENSORSHIP–AND NEURAL

NIHILISM – NONSYSTEMATIC
AND PSYCHE.

…–NONSYSTEMATIC PROCESS; SYSTEMATIC–VS NONSYSTEMATIC

See PSYCHIC–DEVELOPMENT-AND NEURAL

DEMAND FUNCTIONS.

See CENSOR, CENSORSHIP–AND NEURAL-DEMAND FUNCTIONS

DEVELOPMENT/POTENTIALITY/DIFFERENTIATION.

See

PSYCHIC–

DEVELOPMENT-AND NEURAL

“As a result of the crisis of RATIONALISM, what has appeared
finally is nihilism. As a philosophy of nothingness, it has a certain attraction for people of our time. Its adherents claim that the search is
an end in itself, without any hope or possibility of ever attaining the
goal of truth. In the nihilist interpretation, life is no more than an occasion for sensations and experiences in which the ephemeral has
pride of place. Nihilism is at the root of the widespread mentality
which claims that a definitive commitment should no longer be
made, because everything is fleeting and provisional.” (John Paul II, Fides et

Ratio, par. 46c.)

OF:

PRINCIPLE

See

PRINCIPLE(S)–FIRST-

NONCONTRADICTION

NONINTENTIONAL:

Opposed in L’s cognitional theory (see COGNITION,
to INTENTIONAL; it is the Subject “stretching forth towards the [INTELLIGIBLE(S)], the UNCONDITIONED, the good of [VALUE(S)].” (M

COGNITIONAL–THEORY)

103.)
CONSCIOUSNESS.

See INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS

RESPONSE.

FEELINGS–AND NON-INTENTIONAL STATES, TRENDS, AND GOALS;

See

STATE(S)–NONINTENTIONAL
STATES, TRENDS, AND GOALS.

See

FEELINGS–AND NON-INTENTIONAL STATES,

TRENDS, AND GOALS; STATE(S)–NONINTENTIONAL

NONSENSE: See also BIAS–AND SOCIAL PROGRESS/DECLINE ■ COMMON SENSE–AND
LONG-TERM CONSEQUENCES

■ CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–INTERIORLY ■ COSMOPO-

LIS–PROPERTIES OF (4)-(3) SPEAKS THE SIMPLE TRUTH
LOSOPHY

■

AGGREGATES.

See AGGREGATES–NONSYSTEMATIC

AND DOCUMENTS.

See INTERPRETATION–AND NONSYSTEMATIC

AND INDETERMINACY.

NIHILISM :

NONCONTRADICTION,

POSITIVISM, POSITIVIST–LOGICAL
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■ METHOD(S)–OF SCIENCE(S)-VS OF PHI-

■ REALITY–CHILDHOOD NOTION OF ■

See

CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(6) OF STA-

TISTICAL RESIDUES-ELEMENTS OF

AND INTERPRETATION.

See INTERPRETATION–AND THE NONSYSTEMATIC

AND MEASUREMENT.

The larger context is METAPHYSICS–AS SCIENCE (In
ch. 16). L assumes one has understood his prior explanation of
classical and statistical laws (see LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–CLASSICAL, –
STATISTICAL; CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–LAWS). In the section on relations (514-20), L solves the problem of “which relations survive
in a definitive explanation and so pertain to a metaphysical account
of reality,” i.e., to metaphysics as science. His solution also relates
to the limits of science. The nonsystematic measurement in question does not pertain to size, “an aspect of things standing in certain relations to our senses,” but to quantity, “anything that can
serve as a term in a numerical ratio,” and proportion, “a numerically definable ratio between quantities.” Note that, unlike size,
quantity and proportion do not pertain to a thing QUOAD NOS but to a
thing QUOAD SE. If the numerical ratio between A and B is “twice,” it
is so “only at a given time under given conditions; moreover, this
ratio may change, and the change will occur in accord with probabilities; but while probabilities will explain why objects like A
and B every so often have sizes in the ratio of two to one, they will
not explain why A and B are in fact in that relation here and now;
and so the numerical ratio ‘twice’ is a nonsystematic element in the
relation.” Thus “there is within the limits of human science no ultimate and fully determinate explanation of why A happens to be
just twice B at a given moment.” (In 515.)
AND PHILOSOPHY OF GOD.

See ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–

REFLECTION/REFLECTIVE–QUESTIONS FOR-VS QUESTIONS FOR INTELLIGENCE ■ SCEPTIC,

ARGUMENT-AND UNRESTRICTED ACT OF UNDERSTANDING-AND THE NONSYSTEMATIC

SCEPTICISM ■ SCOTOSIS, SCOTOMA ■ SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER-AND CONTRA-

AND PREDICTION.

DICTION

AND COMMON SENSE.

“Common sense commonly feels itself omnicompetent in practical affairs, commonly is blind to long-term consequences of policies and courses of action, commonly is unaware
of the admixture of common nonsense in its more cherished convictions and slogans.” (M 53.)

AND THEORY. The topic is stages of meaning (see MEANING–STAGES OF),
specifically undifferentiated consciousness in the later stages (see
CONSCIOUSNESS, UNDIFFERENTIATED–AND LATER STAGES OF MEANING). In tracing the
history of various strands of humanism, L notes that, in regard to
theory, “the worlds of theory and of common sense [see THEORY,
THEORIES–WORLD OF; COMMON SENSE–WORLD OF] partly interpenetrate and
partly merge. The results are ambivalent. It will happen that the exaggerations of philosophic error are abandoned, while the profundities of philosophic truth find a vehicle that compensates for the loss
of the discredited myths. But it will also happen that theory fuses
more with common nonsense than with common sense, to make
the nonsense pretentious and, because it is common, dangerous and
even disastrous.” (M 98.)
COMMON. See intra And common sense

NONSYSTEMATIC: See intra Process-basic situation of; see also NOTION OF

The larger context is the heuristic structures of
empirical method (In ch. 2; CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–HEURISTIC
STRUCTURES). The immediate context is concrete inference from classical law (see INFERENCE–CONCRETE FROM CLASSICAL LAWS) in nonsystematic
processes (see intra Process). In the fifth of five points on that
topic—“the difficulty of investigating their nature increases with
the number and diversity of their several distinct and unrelated intelligibilities”—L concludes: “So, perhaps, it is that astronomers
can publish the exact times of the eclipses of past and future centuries, but meteorologists need a constant supply of fresh and accurate information to tell us about tomorrow’s weather.” (In 74.) In
regard to freedom see FREEDOM–AND STATISTICAL RESIDUES
AND PROBABILITY. See PROBABILITY–AND NONSYSTEMATIC
AND PSYCHE. See PSYCHIC–AND NONSYSTEMATIC
AND SUCCESSIVE LEVELS OF SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY.

The larger context
is common sense and its subject (In ch. 6). The immediate topic is
developments in the scientific methodology of depth psychology.
These concerns are covered in various relevant entries (e.g., PSYCHE;
PSYCHOLOGY; PSYCHIC–HEALTH). Our concern is the result when “an acknowledgment of the nonsystematic leads to an affirmation of successive levels of scientific inquiry.” (In 229.) L then lists the series of
higher integrations (see INTEGRATION(S)–HIGHER) in world process that he
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NONSYSTEMATIC – NONSYSTEMATIC

explained earlier in terms of EMERGENT PROBABILITY (In ch. 4; see CLASfrom physical to chemical to
organic to psycho-neural to intellectual. “If the nonsystematic exists on the level of physics, then on that level there are coincidental
manifolds [see MANIFOLD(S)–COINCIDENTAL] that can be systematized by a
higher chemical level without violating any physical law.” And so
on: the level of chemistry systematized by a higher biological level; biology systematized by a psychic level; psyche systematized
by “a higher level of insight and reflection, deliberation and choice
[see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS]”—without any of the higher integrations violating any law of the underlying manifolds.” (In 229-30.)

SICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–INQUIRY):

See also SUBLATION
AS

WOMB

OF

NOVELTY.

See

SYSTEMATIC–PROCESS-VS

NONSYSTEMATIC-

COROLLARIES (5)-(1) AND NOVELTY

DIVERGENCE OF ACTUAL FREQUENCIES.

“Statistical laws possess a
capacity to generate explanation. Their heuristic assumption is
simply that the nonsystematic cannot diverge systematically from
the systematic. But this incapacity for systematic divergence, when
combined with large numbers and long intervals of time, is equivalent to a positive tendency, to an intelligible order, to an effective
thrust, that is no less explanatory than the rigorous conclusions
based on classical laws. In other words, probability is one thing,
and chance is another. Probability is an ideal norm that, for all its
ideality, is concretely successful in the long run. Chance is merely
the nonsystematic divergence of actual frequencies from the ideal
frequencies named probabilities [see FREQUENCY–AND PROBABILITY].
Chance explains nothing. It pertains irretrievably to the merely empirical residue [see RESIDUE(S)–EMPIRICAL], to the aspects of data from
which intelligence always abstracts. But probability is an intelligibility; it is, as it were, rescued from the merely empirical residue by
the roundabout device in which inquiring intelligence sets up the
heuristic anticipations of the statistical type of investigation.” (In 137.)

EXISTENCE AS.

The larger context is the possibility of ETHICS (In ch.
18; see ETHICS–POSSIBILITY OF). L’s immediate concern is “the difference
between the acknowledgment of actuality in judgment [see JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE] and the bestowal of actuality by DECISION.” (In 638.) Actuality is CONTINGENT in three ways (as real, as known, as willed).
Our concern is the nonsystematic in regard to the contingence of
actuality in its being. See CONTINGENCE–OF ACTUALITY-(1) IN BEING
EXPRESSION. See EXPRESSION–NONSYSTEMATIC
IN DIVERGING SERIES OF CONDITIONS. The larger context is the canons of empirical method (see CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD). “It
has been argued that classical laws are indeterminate because they
are abstract and so can become determinate premises for the deduction of determinate events only if sets of positive and negative conditions are fulfilled. Moreover, from this indeterminacy of the
abstract there follows a canon of statistical residues [see CANON(S)–OF
EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(6) OF STATISTICAL RESIDUES], because in the general
case such sets of conditions are coincidental aggregates [see AGGREGATE(S)–COINCIDENTAL], and coincidental aggregates can be investigated
with scientific generality only by statistical methods. … In conclusion, two points may be noted. The root fallacy in determinist opposition to the objectivity of statistical knowledge is an oversight of

insight. The determinist begins by overlooking the fact that a concrete inference from classical laws supposes an insight that mediates between the abstract laws and the concrete situation; and once
that oversight occurs there is precluded a discovery of the difference between systematic processes and coincidental aggregates. …
Secondly, our analysis prescinds from all questions regarding the
intellectual capacity of Laplace’s demon and other nonhuman beings. Clearly, such issues have no bearing on the nature of empirical science, or indeed of human understanding. Finally, this
restriction seems contained in our definition of an orderly sequence; for a sequence is orderly if it can be mastered by an insight
that can be expressed in general terms, and, it would seem, only
human insights can be so expressed.” (In 120-21.)
And deduction. See DEDUCTION–IN THE GENERAL CASE IMPOSSIBLE
And events. “The conditions of any event Z, at any nth remove,
are scattered in space and time. They are scattered in space, inasmuch as the occurrences and nonoccurrences conditioning the
event Z, whether directly or indirectly, proximately or remotely,
may be found in any direction and at any distance from the event
Z. They are scattered in time, inasmuch as the influence from the
condition to the conditioned is propagated with a finite velocity,
and in different cases traverses either equal distances with unequal speeds or unequal distances with equal speeds. Evidently,
this scattering of the conditions makes it imperative to know beforehand the aggregate of concrete patterns of diverging series of
conditions for events of all kinds; otherwise, one would not know
which observations to make, and it would be only by luck that
one hit upon those that were relevant.” (In 119.) See also LAW(S), LAW(S)
OF ...–CLASSICAL-AND CONDITIONAL PREDICTIONS (3 ELEMENTS)
IN FIELD OF MEANING/EXPRESSION.

See EXPRESSION–NONSYSTEMATIC

IN RELATIONS. “The point … to our distinction between the primary
relativity of a relation and its secondary determinations is that it separates the systematic and the nonsystematic. If A and B are things
of determinate kinds, then they must be quantitative; and if they are
quantitative, there must be some proportion between their quantities. But just what that proportion will be at any given time will depend on the manifold of factors that form the nonsystematic pattern
of a diverging series of conditions, and so there is within the limits
of human science no ultimate and fully determinate explanation of
why A happens to be just twice B at a given moment. … There is a
further point to our distinction. As it separates the systematic and
the nonsystematic, so also it separates the relative from its absolute
determinations. All that is relative in the notion ‘twice’ is also
found in the notion ‘proportion’; the difference between them is
that ‘twice’ is a proportion specified by some pair of quantities
such as one and two, or two and four, etc.; and such pairs of quantities, simply as pairs of quantities, prescind from the relations of one
to the other.” (In 515-16.)
INSIGHT AND INTELLIGIBILITY IN. See intra Process-understanding of
OCCURRENCE. See NONSYSTEMATIC–DIVERGENCE OF ACTUAL FREQUENCIES
ON LEVELS OF PSYCHE. See intra And successive levels of scientific inquiry
PROCESS.

“A nonsystematic process is as positive an object of in-

NONSYSTEMATIC – NONSYSTEMATIC

quiry as any process; it is nonsystematic inasmuch as it lacks the
intelligibility that characterizes systematic process; and its properties are very surprising indeed when they are compared with what
commonly Laplace is supposed to have meant when he claimed
that any situation in world history could be deduced from any
other.” (In 79.) The following subentries are in systematic, not alphabetic, order.
Of the universe. See UNIVERSE–PROCESS OF-SYSTEMATIC AND NONSYSTEMATIC
Understanding of. “If nonsystematic process is understood, the
understanding will be multiple. There will be no single insight, or
single set of unified insights, that masters at once the whole process and all its events. The only correct understanding will be either a set of different insights or else a set of different unified
sets. In the former case the different insights will not be unified
intelligibly, and so they will not be related to one another in any
orderly series or progression or grouping whatever. In the latter
case the different sets of unified insights will have no higher intelligible unity, and so they will not be related to one another in
any orderly series or progression or grouping whatever. Finally,
let us say that a series, progression, grouping is orderly if the relations between the elements of the series, progression, grouping
either (1) can be grasped by an insight that can be expressed in
general terms, or (2) can be concluded from any single insight or
any single set of unified insights.” (In 72.)
Basic situation of. “The basic situation of nonsystematic process
must be a coincidental manifold [see MANIFOLD(S)–COINCIDENTAL]. For it
has unity by spatial juxtaposition; but it cannot be one on the
level of insight and intelligible relation. If the basic situation
were intelligibly one, then the deduction of the process from that
intelligible unity would constitute an orderly grouping for the set
of different insights and for the succession of different combinations of selected laws. But both the set of different insights and
the succession of different combinations of selected laws are coincidental aggregates [see AGGREGATE(S)–COINCIDENTAL] that cannot be
unified by any orderly series or progression or grouping whatever. Therefore, the basic situation can be no more than a merely
spatial unification of different intelligibilities that can be grasped
only by a set of different and unrelated insights.” (In 73-74.)
As irreversible. “Nonsystematic process may easily be irreversible. For it is not the unfolding of some single idea, and successive situations are not related in accord with the dictates of any
single insight or any single set of unified insights. What is in
control is not intelligence but any random basic situation, and the
resulting coincidental sequence of coincidental situations easily
includes both the emergence and the destruction of systematic
processes. Hence, to expect nonsystematic process to be reversible is to expect destroyed systematic processes to reemerge from
their ruins; again, it is to expect that reversed systematic processes will resolve into their origins at the right moment and in the
right manner though no provision is made for that resolution.” (In
75.)

Intelligibility of. “To discover the intelligibility that statistical
science finds in nonsystematic process, we must look to the differences pronounced significant. It follows that differences in
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frequencies of events are random when they lack not only the intelligibility of systematic process but also the intelligibility of
nonsystematic process.” (In 81.) L first offers a definition of probability (see PROBABILITY–DEFINITION OF). The following subentries are in
systematic, not alphabetic, order.
Classical and statistical inquiry. The discussion follows that of the
defect of intelligibility called devaluated inverse insight (see
FREQUENCY–AND INTELLIGIBILITY). On inquiry see CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL
COMPARED–INQUIRY-ELEMENTS OF (4)

Basic problem. See CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–INQUIRY-BASIC PROBLEM OF

And representative sample. See NOTION OF …–REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLE
And mathematical limit. See MATHEMATICAL–LIMIT
And number. “Like a mathematical limit, a probability is a number. Like a limit, a probability is a number that cannot be
reached from the data of a problem without the intervention of
an insight. Again, just as the limit we considered lay beyond
more terms than can be conceived, so a probability lies concealed within the random oscillations of relative actual frequencies. Finally, just as intelligence can reach a limit by
grasping that there is nothing further to be understood in the
unconceived infinite remainder of further terms, so also intelligence can reach probabilities by abstracting from the random
oscillations of relative actual frequencies to discover a set of
universally valid constants.” (In 83.) L proceeds to a detailed
analysis of a coin toss. He concludes: “It has been shown that
the relative actual frequencies of ‘heads’ (1) can and often does
differ from one-half, but (2) only at random, and (3) in a manner that yields an oscillation about one-half as a center. Intelligence, then, can grasp a regularity in the frequencies by
abstracting from their random features and by settling on the
center about which they oscillate. That abstractive grasp of intelligibility is the insight that is expressed by saying that the
probability of ‘heads’ is one-half.” (In 85.)
Conclusion. “It is only in games of chance that there can be discerned an antecedent symmetry in the set of possible combinations of determinants of events. In other instances probabilities
have to be reached a posteriori, and to reach them a statistical
heuristic structure has to be developed. …Not indeed in the
hope of determining what precisely probability must be in all
cases, but rather with the intention of grasping the underlying
anticipations that inform statistical inquiry and are to be expected gradually to mount through trial and error, through theoretical discoveries and developing techniques, to some rounded
methodological position such as already is enjoyed in classical
investigations. In other words, besides the methodical genesis
of scientific insights, there is the genesis of scientific method itself, and when a satisfactory account of the former is still a
matter of obscure debates, a study of human understanding can
draw no less profit from a consideration of the latter.” (In 85.) For
the next step see CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–HEURISTIC STRUCTURES

Notion of. See NOTION OF …–NONSYSTEMATIC PROCESS
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NORMAL – NOTION OF…

Vs systematic. See SYSTEMATIC–PROCESS-VS NONSYSTEMATIC
VS SYSTEMATIC.

See SYSTEMATIC–VS NONSYSTEMATIC

NORMAL: The term appears in a variety of contexts, and often with
abnormal. For normal alone, see inter alia NORMATIVE ■ NORMS ■ ANALOGY
OF …–COMMON SENSE ■ BIAS–GROUP ■ CONVERSION ■ CRITICISM–OF HUMAN SCIENCESRADICAL INTERNAL

■ INTENDING–MODES OF ■ KNOWLEDGE–DOMAINS OF, DISTINCT ■

TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–AS GOOD
AND/OR ABNORMAL.

NORMATIVE ■ NORMS ■ CENSOR, CENSOR-

PARED–DESCRIPTION, PRESCIENTIFIC, –DESCRIPTION, SCIENTIFIC, –HEURISTIC THEOREM ■
COMMON SENSE–SUBJECTIVE FIELD OF ■ DEVELOPMENT–ORGANIC ■ FACT–AMBIVALENCE

■ FRAME(S) OF REFERENCE–NORMAL/ABNORMAL ■ FREEDOM–

EFFECTIVE-CONDITIONS OF (4)-(2), -(6)

■ MEASUREMENT–AND SPECIAL RELATIVITY-AND REF-

■ MORAL–IMPOTENCE ■ PSYCHIC–DEVELOPMENT-AND DIFFERENTIATION, –
SCHEMES OF RECURRENCE ■ SUPERLOOK

ERENCE FRAMES

NORMATIVE: See inter alia NORMAL ■ NORMS ■ A PRIORI–HEURISTIC STRUCTURES ■
BEING–UNIVERSE OF-AND AFFECTIVITY ■ COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–STRUCTURE-REVISION OF

■ DIALECTICAL–ANALYSIS ■ DISCOVERY–AND SCIENTIFIC PROGRESS ■ FACULTY PSYCHOLOGY
■ FREEDOM–ELEMENTS OF (4) ■ GEM–AND TRANSCENDENTAL PRECEPTS, –CONCEIVED CONCRETELY, –FUNCTIONS OF (12)

■ GOOD, THE–OF ORDER-AS DYNAMIC SYSTEM ■ INTELLIGENT–

TRANSITION FROM INTELLIGIBLE TO
ICS

■ INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS–AND PRIORITY OF METAPHYS-

■ METAPHYSICS–STAGES/FORMS OF-EXPLICIT (8 ELEMENTS)-SUMMARY ■ METHOD IN THE-

OLOGY (LONERGAN) ■ PRINCIPLE(S)–EMPIRICAL, –MORAL ■ SIN–AS CRIME ■ SUBJECTIVITY ■
TRANSCENDENTAL–PROPERTIES
AND METHOD/GEM, FUNCTION OF.
CRITICISM.

See GEM–FUNCTIONS OF (12)-(1) NORMATIVE

See SCIENCE(S)–HUMAN-AS CRITICAL

DIALECTIC. See DIALECTIC(S)–HEGELIAN VS LONERGANIAN, –NORMATIVE
METHOD AS. See CUMULATIVE–AND METHOD; GEM–AND THE EXISTENTIAL SUBJECT
OBJECTIVITY.

See OBJECTIVITY–COMPONENTS OF (3)-(2) NORMATIVE

PATTERN OF OPERATIONS.
SCIENCE.

See

See COGNITION,

COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS-PATTERN OF

SCIENCE(S)–HUMAN-AS CRITICAL; CRITICAL–VS EMPIRICAL IN HUMAN SCI-

ENCE

In ordinary usage, normative usually means a typical
standard or model or pattern. Here, L’s meaning is closer to natural,
given.
Of conscious and intentional acts. See CONTINUITY–FACTORS OF
Of desire to know. See DESIRE TO KNOW–A NORMATIVE STRUCTURE, –AND LOGIC

STRUCTURE.

Of intentional consciousness. See

CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–AS IN-

TENTIONAL-NORMATIVE STRUCTURE OF

Of intentional operations. See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–STRUCTURE
VIEW OF CULTURE.

See CULTURE, CULTURAL–VIEW OF-CLASSICIST/NORMATIVE

NORMS: See also inter alia NORMAL; NORMATIVE
ABSOLUTE.

See ABSOLUTE–NORMS

CULTURAL.

See CULTURE, CULTURAL–VIEW OF-MODERN/EMPIRICAL

HEURISTIC.

See PHYSICS–PROBLEM PECULIAR TO

IMMANENT.

See OBJECTIVITY–VS SUBJECTIVITY

IDEAL.

See CHANCE–AND PROBABILITY

OBJECTIVE.

See CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–A FOURFOLD EXPERIENCE

OF COMMON SENSE.

L means the mode of intellectual operations “in
which conscious and intentional operations [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS] occur in accord with their own immanent and
spontaneous norms.” (M 97.)
OF SCIENCES. See GEM–FUNCTIONS OF (12)-(7) FOUNDATIONAL, -(11) UNIFIES SCIENCE
NOTHING: See NOTION …–OF NOTHING

See inter alia

SHIP–AND NEURAL-DEMAND FUNCTIONS-SUMMARY ■ CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COM-

OF HUMAN, SOCIAL

OF COGNITION.

See SUBJECTIVISM

NOTION OF…:

On the meaning of notion see NOTION(S)
ABSTRACTION. The encompassing context in Insight is to understand understanding (see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–UNDERSTANDING). The
context of L’s explanation of the notion of ABSTRACTION is the canons
of empirical method (In ch. 3; see CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD). “On a simple and common view, the ABSTRACT is an impoverished replica of the concrete. ‘Red’ means what is common to all
instances of ‘red.’ ‘Man’ means what is common to all instances of
‘man.’ That is all there is to it.” On that view of abstraction, one
can admit classical laws and statistical laws (see LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–
CLASSICAL, –STATISTICAL). But the canons of empirical method require
determining a single view that acknowledges both classical and
statistical laws. (In 111.) What is the correct view? Against the view
that abstraction impoverishes the data of sense, L asserts that “abstraction in all its essential moments is enriching” (see ABSTRACTION–
ENRICHING/IMPOVERISHING-MOMENTS IN); and “abstraction is an enrichment
that goes beyond” sensible data. Thus his notion of abstraction
provides a coherent manner in which both classical (abstract) and
statistical (concrete) laws can be acknowledged. “Hence full and
exact knowledge of the systems to be reached by abstraction by no
means denies the existence of an empirical residue [see RESIDUE(S)–
EMPIRICAL-ABSTRACTION FROM; see also intra Empirical residue] that is NONSYSTEMATIC. Again, just as in abstraction we prescind from the empirical
residue, so when we come to the concrete applications of abstract
principles and laws, we are forced to take into account the nonsystematic conditions under which the systematic has its concrete realization [see NONSYSTEMATIC–DIVERGENCE OF ACTUAL FREQUENCIES; PROBABILITY–
DEFINITION OF].” (In 112.)
BEAUTY. See NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL–BEAUTY
BEING. See BEING–NOTION OF
‘BODY’. “Primarily a focal point of extroverted biological anticipation and attention. It is an ‘already out there now real,’ [see ALREADYOUT-THERE-NOW-REAL–AND BODY VS THING] where these terms have their
meaning fixed solely by elements within sensitive experience and
so without any use of intelligent and reasonable questions and answers.” (In 279.)
CHANGE.
CHOICE.

See CHANGE–NOTION OF
See CHOICE

CONCRETE SPACE OR TIME (DESCRIPTIVE).

The context is SPACE AND
(In ch. 5) and the problem peculiar to physics (see PHYSICS–
PROBLEM PECULIAR TO). The immediate context is the description of
space and time. He will begin “from elementary experiences” (In
165; see SPACE AND TIME–FOR US; TIME–EXPERIENCE OF) and work out descriptive notions of space and time. (Then he goes on to define their inTIME

NOTION OF… – NOTION OF…

telligibility—see SPACE AND TIME–IMMANENT INTELLIGIBILITY OF—and show
how they necessarily involve frames of reference (see FRAME(S) OF
REFERENCE) and of transformations (see TRANSFORMATION).) “Essentially, then, the descriptive notion of Space is of Space-for-us, and
the descriptive notion of Time is of Time-for-us. Again, one might
say that these notions necessarily contain, on the one hand, an empirical or material element, and on the other hand, an intelligible or
formal element. The empirical or material element consists of concrete extensions and of concrete durations. The intelligible or formal element orders these materials into singular totalities.
Moreover, without this intervention of ordering intelligence, the
notion of Space cannot be both concrete and all-embracing, and
similarly the notion of Time cannot regard the totality of concrete
durations. ... Still, these descriptive notions of Space and Time
cannot contain the intelligibility that is explanatory of Space and
Time. ... They can be the intelligibility of Space-for-us and of
Time-for-us [see QUOAD NOS; QUOAD SE].” (In 172.)
CONSCIOUSNESS. See CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL– NOTION OF
CULTURE. See CULTURE, CULTURAL–VIEW OF
DEVELOPMENT.

See DEVELOPMENT–NOTION OF

DIALECTIC.

“There are two types of knowing. Each is modified by
its own development. They are opposed, for one arises through intelligent and reasonable questions and answers, and the other does
not. They are linked together in man, who at once is an animal, intelligent, and reasonable. Unless they are distinguished sharply by
a critical theory of knowledge, they become confused, to generate
aberrations that afflict not only scientific thought but far more conspicuously the thought of philosophers.” (In 278.) See also DIALECTIC(S)
EMERGENT PROBABILITY. See EMERGENT PROBABILITY–GENERAL NOTION OF
EMPIRICAL RESIDUE.

At the end of his long discussion of the elements of insight (In ch. 1) L introduces “the notion of an empirical
residue that (1) consists in positive empirical data, (2) is to be denied any immanent intelligibility [see INTELLIGIBILITY, IMMANENT] of its
own, and [3] is connected with some compensating higher intelligibility of notable importance. In clarification of the first characteristic one may note that, inasmuch as a vacuum is merely an
absence of data, it cannot be part of the empirical residue. In clarification of the second it is to be remembered that a denial of immanent intelligibility is not a denial of EXPERIENCE or DESCRIPTION. Not
only are elements in the empirical residue given positively but also
they are pointed out, conceived, named, considered, discussed, and
affirmed or denied. ... In clarification of the third characteristic it is
to be noted that inverse insight and the empirical residue are not
exact correlatives [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–INVERSE-AND EMPIRICAL RESIDUE].” (In 50-51.)
ENERGY. See ENERGY–NOTION OF
EQUALITY.

The larger context is the elements of insight (In ch. 1).
L’s topic is the emergence and formulation of a higher viewpoint.
He asks, “Just what happens?” To answer, he selects “as our pilot
instance the transition from arithmetic to elementary algebra.” After the first step of defining positive integers, he takes the second
step of “making somewhat more precise the familiar notion of
equality [adding equals to equals]” that will result in a deductive
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expansion of the integers. He goes on to introduce new operations
and the resulting homogeneous expansion that “constitutes a vast
extension of the initial deductive expansion.” Then he introduces
step four, the need for a higher viewpoint; and, in step five, he
formulates it [see VIEWPOINT(S)–HIGHER-FORMULATION OF]. (In 38-40.)
EXPLANATORY GENUS. “The notion of the thing [see THING(S)–NOTION OF]
as an intelligible concrete unity differentiated by experiential and
explanatory conjugates [see CONJUGATE(S)–EXPERIENTIAL, –EXPLANATORY/PURE]
clearly implies the possibility of different kinds of things. Moreover, since explanatory conjugates are defined by their relations to
one another, there is the possibility of distinct sets of such conjugates. There follows the notion of the explanatory genus.” (In 361.)
See also GENUS–EXPLANATORY
FINALITY. The notion of FINALITY is HEURISTIC. “It is not only our notion of being that is heuristic, that heads for an objective that can
be defined only in terms of the process of knowing it, but also the
reality of proportionate being [see BEING–PROPORTIONATE] itself exhibits
a similar incompleteness and a similar dynamic orientation towards a completeness that becomes determinate only in the process of completion.” (In 470.)
FREEDOM.

The larger context is the possibility of ethics (In ch. 18;

see ETHICS–POSSIBILITY OF). L notes that to clarify “the notions of will
[see WILL–NOTION OF] and choice [see CHOICE] ... demands a consideration of the nature of human freedom.” (In 631.) See FREEDOM, ELEMENTS
OF ; FREEDOM–EFFECTIVE, –ROOT OF)
GOD.

See PHILOSOPHY OF GOD-AND GOD-AS PRIMARY BEING

GOOD/GOODNESS/VALUE.
HEURISTIC STRUCTURE.
HUMAN GOOD.

See NOTIONS,

TRANSCENDENTAL–GOODNESS/VALUE

See HEURISTIC STRUCTURE

See HUMAN–GOOD

IMPLICIT DEFINITION.

See DEFINITION(S)–IMPLICIT

INVARIANCE.

The larger context is the elements of insight (In ch. 1).
L’s is explaining higher viewpoints (see VIEWPOINT(S)–HIGHER). His immediate concern is the significance of symbolism (see SYMBOL(S)).
Using mathematical symbolism, he states in the fourth of five
points: “There is the highly significant notion of INVARIANCE. An apt
symbolism will endow the pattern of a mathematical expression
with the totality of its meaning. Whether or not one uses the Latin,
Greek, or Hebrew alphabet is a matter of no importance. The mathematical meaning of an expression resides in the distinction between constants and variables, and in the signs or collocations that
dictate operations of combining, multiplying, summing, differentiating, integrating, and so forth. It follows that, as long as the symbolic pattern of a mathematical expression is unchanged, its
mathematical meaning is unchanged. Further, it follows that if a
symbolic pattern is unchanged by any substitutions of a determinate group, then the mathematical meaning of the pattern is independent of the meaning of the substitutions.” (In 43.) See also
MATHEMATICS–AND SYMBOLISM
INVERSE INSIGHT.
JUDGMENT.
KNOWING.

See INSIGHT

AND UNDERSTANDING–INVERSE

See JUDGMENT(S)–NOTION OF

See OBJECTIVITY–PROBLEM OF-(2) THE NOTION OF KNOWING

LIMIT (MATHEMATICAL).

See MATHEMATICAL–LIMIT
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NOTION OF… – NOTION OF…

MASS.

See MASS–NOTION OF

MEASUREMENT.

See

MEASUREMENT–RODS, CLOCKS, AND-REVISION OF BASIC CON-

TEXTS (3 ELEMENTS)-(2)

MEDIATION.

See MEDIATION–NOTION OF

METAPHYSICS.

“If knowing being is a matter of knowing everything
about everything, a notion of METAPHYSICS has to be of similar dimensions. And so in Insight we say that as the notion of being underlies and penetrates and goes beyond all other contents, so also
metaphysics is the department of human knowledge that underlies,
penetrates, transforms, and unifies all other departments. Metaphysics, then, is conceived in terms of the totality of knowing and
the totality of the object of knowing [see KNOWING–AND KNOWNISOMORPHISM OF]. It is conceived in terms of integration.” (UB 188-89.)
“This notion of metaphysics is simply heuristic structure, still it is
heuristic structure that aims at understanding. If there comes an answer to the question, that answer will be the fruit of understanding.
… The metaphysics we are proposing will not appeal to merely
descriptive knowledge, but to explanatory knowledge. … There is
a fundamental difference between the notion of metaphysics we
are presenting and what has become fairly common down a number of centuries in scholastic notions of metaphysics.” (UB 198-99.)
And principle of transformation. See

METAPHYSICS–AS PRINCIPLE OF

TRANSFORMATION

METHOD.

See METHOD(S)–NOTION OF

NONSYSTEMATIC PROCESS.

“If the nature of statistical inquiry [see
is to be understood, it is of considerable importance to grasp that a quite different type of process not only can be
constructed but also probably can be verified. Accordingly, let us
divide ideally constructed processes into systematic and nonsystematic.” (In 71.) See NONSYSTEMATIC–PROCESS; SYSTEMATIC–PROCESS
NOTHING. “Being apart from ESSENCE is being apart from the possibility of existence; it is being that cannot exist; but what cannot exist is nothing, and so the notion of being [see BEING–NOTION OF] apart
from essence is the notion of nothing.” (In 396.)
NOTION. See NOTION(S)
OBJECTIVITY. See OBJECTIVITY–NOTION OF, PRINCIPAL
PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE. See PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–NOTION OF
PROBABILITY. See PROBABILITY
PURE REASON/INTELLECT. See DECISION–AND RESPONSIBILITY
REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLE. Need of VERIFICATION “provides a simple
formulation for the notion of a representative sample. For a set of
relative actual frequencies [see FREQUENCY–TYPES OF (4)-(4) RELATIVE ACTUAL]
is a representative sample if the probabilities to which they lead
prove to be correct. On the other hand, a set of relative actual frequencies is not a representative sample if the probabilities to which
they lead run counter to the facts.” (In 82.)
STATISTICAL–INQUIRY]

SCHEME OF RECURRENCE.

“The notion of the scheme of recurrence
[see RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF] arose when it was noted that the diverging series of positive conditions for an event might coil around
in a circle. In that case, a series of events A, B, C, ... would be so

related that the fulfilment of the conditions for each would be the
occurrence of the others. Schematically, then, the scheme might be
represented by the series of conditionals: If A occurs, B will occur;
if B occurs, C will occur; if C occurs, ... A will recur. Such a circular arrangement may involve any number of terms, the possibility
of alternative routes, and in general any degree of complexity.” (In
141.)

Conditioned series of. “Let us say that the schemes P, Q, R, ...
form a conditioned series if all prior members of the series must
be functioning actually for any later member to become a concrete possibility. Then the scheme P can function though neither
Q nor R exists; the scheme Q can function though R does not yet
exist; but Q cannot function unless P is already functioning; and
R cannot function unless Q is already functioning. ... By way of a
simple illustration, one may advert to the dietary schemes of animals. All carnivorous animals cannot live off other carnivorous
animals. Hence a carnivorous dietary scheme supposes another,
herbivorous dietary scheme, but inversely, there could be herbivorous animals without any carnivorous animals. ... Such in
briefest outline is the notion of the conditioned series of schemes
of recurrence.” (In 142.) For a more precise account see RECURRENCE,
SCHEME(S) OF–CONDITIONED SERIES OF

Classical/empirical. See CAUSE(S)–AND MODERN SCIENCE
SCIENCE. “Once it was held that science was certain knowledge of
things through their causes.” (M 315; emphasis added.) Science is seeking
knowledge of things through their causes. “You start out from the
thing, and you work to the discovery of the causes. When you have
the causes, you want to check; so you work back from the causes
until you can construct things out of them.” (UB 8.) Elsewhere he
writes, “Modern science is not certain but probable. It attends to
data rather than things. It speaks of causes but it means correlations and not end, agent, matter, form [see CAUSE(S)–ARISTOTLE’S FOUR].”
(M 315.) The notion of science is related to the ideal of knowledge
(see SYSTEM(S)–AND IDEAL OF KNOWLEDGE). As L argues, the ideal changes
with the very pursuit of knowledge; so the content of science
changes as notions of thing and cause develop.
SPECIES.

“The fundamental element in EMERGENT PROBABILITY is the
conditioned series of things and schemes; that series is realized
cumulatively in accord with successive schedules of probabilities;
but a species is not conceived as an accumulated aggregate of
theoretically observable variations; on the contrary, it is an intelligible solution to a problem of living in a given environment, where
the living is a higher systematization of a controlled aggregation of
aggregates of aggregates of aggregates, and the environment tends
to be constituted more and more by other living things. This notion
of the intelligibility of species differs greatly from Plato’s eternal
Forms or even from Aristotle’s alleged transference of Forms from
their noetic heaven into things. Still, it does not take the notion of
species out of the realm of the intelligible and place it in some aggregation of sensible qualities. Though later species are solutions
to concrete problems in concrete circumstances, though they are
solutions that take into account and, as it were, rise upon previous
solutions, still a solution is the sort of thing that insight hits upon

NOTION(S) – NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL

and not the sort that results from accumulated observable differences.” (In 290.)
SUCCESSIVE HIGHER VIEWPOINTS. See VIEWPOINT(S)–HIGHER
SYSTEM. “A single insight yields a conception, a definition, an object of thought; but from a cluster of insights, you build up a system of definitions, axioms, postulates, and deductions. We have to
note that a system is quite an achievement; systems are not numerous. There are Euclid’s geometry and subsequent developments in
geometry, Newton’s mechanics and dynamics and the building
upon Newton, and the Mendeleev table in chemistry. System, then,
is the expression of a cluster of insights.” (UB 52.) See SYSTEM(S)
SYSTEMATIC PROCESS.

“If the nature of statistical inquiry [see STATISis to be understood, it is of considerable importance to
grasp that a quite different type of process not only can be constructed but also probably can be verified. Accordingly, let us divide ideally constructed processes into systematic and
nonsystematic.” (In 71.) See SYSTEMATIC–PROCESS
TICAL–INQUIRY]

THE GROUNDED.
THING.

See REASONABLENESS–AND NOTION OF BEING

See THING(S)–NOTION OF

TRANSCENDENCE.
TRUTH.
UNITY.

See TRANSCENDENCE

See NOTIONS,

TRANSCENDENTAL–TRUTH

See UNITY–TRANSCENDENTAL NOTION OF

VALUE. See NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL–GOODNESS/VALUE
WILL.

See WILL–NOTION OF

NOTION(S):

“I use the word ‘notion’ not uniformly, but, at times, in a
special sense. A notion: there are different types of questions in
which we intend an object without knowing it. We ask the question,
Why? What? What for? How? not because we know what or why,
but because we want to know. We are intending an intelligibility that
we want to know but do not know, and that is a notion. These notions
are not abstract; they are comprehensive. These questions keep recurring as long as there is something I have not yet understood. And because, of themselves, they are comprehensive, they are not
abstracting from any intelligibility, they are intending intelligibility
and they keep on intending it.” (PTP2 337.)
HEURISTIC. “Prior to the understanding that issues in answers, there
are the questions that anticipate answers; ... such anticipation may
be employed systematically in the determination of answers that as
yet are unknown; for while the content of a future cognitional act
is unknown, the general characteristics of the act itself not only can
be known but also can supply a premise that leads to the act. A
heuristic notion, then, is the notion of an unknown content, and it
is determined by anticipating the type of act through which the unknown would become known. A heuristic structure is an ordered
set of heuristic notions [see HEURISTIC STRUCTURE]. Finally, an integral
heuristic structure is the ordered set of all heuristic notions [see
HEURISTIC STRUCTURE–INTEGRAL H. S. OF PROPORTIONATE BEING].” (In 417.) See also
REVISION–AND HEURISTIC NOTION

Supreme. See BEING–AS SUPREME HEURISTIC NOTION
TRANSCENDENTAL.

See NOTIONS,

TRANSCENDENTAL

NOTIONAL: See APPREHENSION–NOTIONAL; DISTINCTION(S)–NOTIONAL
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“The transcendentals are comprehensive in connotation, unrestricted in denotation, invariant over cultural
change. While categories are needed to put determinate questions
and give determinate answers, the transcendentals are contained in
questions prior to the answers. They are the radical intending that
moves us from ignorance to knowledge. They are A PRIORI [see intra As
a priori] because they go beyond what we know to seek what we do
not know yet. They are unrestricted because answers are never complete and so only give rise to still further questions. They are comprehensive because they intend the unknown whole or totality of
which our answers reveal only part. So intelligence takes us beyond
experiencing to ask what and why and how and what for. Reasonableness takes us beyond the answers of intelligence to ask whether
the answers are true and whether what they mean really is so. Responsibility goes beyond fact and desire and possibility to discern between what truly is good and what only apparently is good.” (M 11.)
AND CATEGORIAL DETERMINATIONS. “The transcendental are the
very dynamism of intentional consciousness, a capacity that consciously and unceasingly both heads for and recognizes data, intelligibility, truth, reality, and value. The categorial are the
determinations reached through experiencing, understanding, judging, deciding. The transcendental notions ground questioning. Answers develop categorial determinations.” (M 73-74.)
NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL

AND COMMUNITY.

See COMMUNITY–ORIENTATION-AND THE INDIVIDUAL

AND COMPOUND OBJECT. “The process of compounding is the work
of the transcendental notions which, from the beginning, intend the
unknown that, gradually, becomes better known. In virtue of this
intending, what is experienced can be the same as what is understood; what is experienced and understood can be the same as what
is conceived, what is experienced and understood and conceived,
can be the same as what is affirmed to be real; what is experienced,
understood, conceived, affirmed, can be the same as what is approved as truly good. So the many elementary objects are constructed into a single compound object, and in turn the many
compound objects will be ordered in a single universe.” (M 12.) See

also OBJECT(S)–ELEMENTARY AND COMPOUND
AND CONCEPTS.

See CONCEPT(S), CONCEPTION(S)–TRANSCENDENTAL

AND CULTURAL ADVANCE.

“The prior transcendental notions that
constitute the very dynamism of our conscious intending, promoting us from mere experiencing towards understanding, from mere
understanding towards truth and reality, from factual knowledge to
responsible action. That dynamism, so far from being a product of
cultural advance, is the condition of its possibility; and any ignorance or error, any negligence or malice, that misrepresents or
blocks that dynamism is obscurantism in its most radical form.” (M
12.)
AND INTERIORITY. “We describe INTERIORITY in terms of intentional
and conscious acts on the four levels of experiencing, understanding, judging, and deciding [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–LEVELS OF]. The
lower levels are presupposed and complemented by the higher. The
higher sublate the lower. If one wishes to transpose this analysis
into metaphysical terms, then the active potencies are the transcendental notions revealed in [INTELLIGENCE–QUESTIONS FOR; REFLECTION/REFLECTIVE–QUESTIONS FOR; DELIBERATION–QUESTIONS FOR].” (M 120.)
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NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL – NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL

AND LOVE.

“The transcendental notions, that is, our questions for
intelligence, for reflection, and for deliberation, constitute our capacity for self-transcendence [see INTELLIGENCE–QUESTIONS FOR; REFLECTION/REFLECTIVE–QUESTIONS FOR; DELIBERATION– QUESTIONS FOR]. That capacity
becomes an actuality when one falls in love. Then one’s being becomes being-in-love. Such being-in-love has its antecedents, its
causes, its conditions, its occasions. But once it has blossomed
forth and as long as it lasts, it takes over. It is the first principle.
From it flow one’s desires and fears, one’s joys and sorrows, one’s
discernment of values, one’s decisions and deeds.” (M 105.)
AND OBSCURANTISM. See intra And cultural advance
AND QUESTIONS. See intra Ground questioning
AND TRANSCENDENT MYSTERY. “Without a transcendental notion of
being as the to-be-known, transcendent mystery can come to be
named nothing at all.” (M 110.)
AS A PRIORI.

“While categories are needed to put determinate questions and give determinate answers, the transcendentals are contained in questions prior to the answers. They are the radical
intending that moves us from ignorance to knowledge. They are a
priori because they go beyond what we know to seek what we do
not know yet. They are unrestricted because answers are never
complete and so only give rise to still further questions. They are
comprehensive because they intend the unknown whole or totality
of which our answers reveal only part.” (M 11.)
AS ACTIVE POTENCIES. See FACULTY PSYCHOLOGY–AND INTERIORITY
AS CAPACITY FOR SELF-TRANSCENDENCE. See intra And love
AS CONCRETE. See intra Not abstract
BEAUTY.

Like his mentor Thomas Aquinas, L does not include
beauty among the transcendentals. Thomas does advance the
then prevailing opinion—that beauty and the good are the
same—by noting a conceptual distinction between them. The
concept of one is not the concept of the other. On this point it is
noteworthy that, although they are convertible terms, being,
truth, and goodness are also conceptually distinct from one another. To be transcendental, a notion must be prior to questions.
On the basis of what has been said, one could ground the distinction of beauty in its uniqueness. Unlike the other transcendental
notions, beauty is experienced immediately. The transcendental
notion of goodness or value, on the other hand, does not become
determinate until the fourth-level operation (see JUDGMENT(S) OF
VALUE). L also relates the transcendentals to cognitional operations
(and includes beauty among them) in intra Relations among. “Intentional responses that respond to values [see FEELINGS] … may be
qualitative, such as beauty, understanding, truth, virtuous acts, noble deeds.” (PTP2 141.) “When they listen to music, gaze upon a tree
or landscape, are stopped by beauty of any kind, they are freeing
their sensitivity from the routines imposed by development and allowing it to follow fresher and deeper rhythms of apprehension and
feeling.” (M 29.) “Feelings that are intentional responses regard two
main classes of objects: on the one hand, the agreeable or disagreeable, the satisfying or dissatisfying; on the other hand, values,
whether the ontic value of persons or the qualitative value of

beauty, understanding, truth, virtuous acts, noble deeds. In general,
response to value both carries us towards self-transcendence and
selects an object for the sake of whom or of which we transcend
ourselves. In contrast, response to the agreeable or disagreeable is
ambiguous.” (M 31.)
And artistically differentiated consciousness. “Consciousness
may be undifferentiated or it may be differentiated to deal expertly with some combination of such different realms as common sense, transcendence, beauty, system, method, scholarship,
and philosophic interiority.” (M 326) “Artistically differentiated
consciousness is a specialist in the realm of beauty. It promptly
recognizes and fully responds to beautiful objects. Its higher attainment is creating: it invents commanding forms; works out
their implications; conceives and produces their embodiment.” (M:
273.)

Pursued in art. See intra Relations among
BEING. The transcendental notion of being differs from the other
transcendental notions in that it regards everything about everything in the universe before the other notions are distinguished. See
intra And compound object; And transcendent mystery; see also BEING–
INTENTION OF

DIVINE AS OBJECTIVE. “The divine is the objective of the transcendental notions in their unrestricted and absolute aspects.” (M 88.) See

also PHILOSOPHY OF GOD
DYNAMISM OF.

L says that the “transcendental notions are the dynamism of conscious intentionality. They promote the subject from
lower to higher levels of consciousness, from the experiential to
the intellectual, from the intellectual to the rational, from the rational to the existential. Again, with respect to objects, they are the
intermediaries between ignorance and knowledge; indeed, they refer to objects immediately and directly, while answers refer to objects only mediately, only because they are answers to the
questions that intend the objects.” (M 35.) See also intra And cultural advance

And compound knowing. See intra And compound object
GOODNESS/VALUE. “I am suggesting that the transcendental notion
of the good regards [VALUE(S)]. It is distinct from the particular good
that satisfies individual appetite, such as the appetite for food and
drink, the appetite for union and communion, the appetite for
knowledge, or virtue, or pleasure. Again, it is distinct from the
good of order [see GOOD, THE–OF ORDER], the objective arrangement or
institution that ensures for a group of people the regular recurrence
of particular goods. As appetite wants breakfast, so an economic
system is to ensure breakfast every morning. As appetite wants union, so marriage is to ensure life-long union. As appetite wants
knowledge, so an educational system ensures the imparting of
knowledge to each successive generation. But beyond the particular good and the good of order, there is the good of value. It is by
appealing to value or values that we satisfy some appetites and do
not satisfy others, that we approve some systems for achieving the
good of order and disapprove of others, that we praise or blame
human persons as good or evil and their actions as right or wrong.”

NOW – OBJECT(S)
(L, “The Subject” 81-82.) See also HUMAN–GOOD-NOTION OF

Beyond criticism. “By the good is never meant some abstraction.
Only the concrete is good. Again, as the transcendental notions of
the intelligible, the true, the real head for a complete intelligibility, all truth, the real in its every part and aspect, so the transcendental notion of the good heads for a goodness that is beyond
criticism. For that notion is our raising questions for deliberation
[see DELIBERATION–QUESTIONS FOR]. It is our being stopped with the disenchantment that asks whether what we are doing is worth while.
That disenchantment brings to light the limitation in every finite
achievement, the stain in every flawed perfection, the irony of
soaring ambition and faltering performance. It plunges us into the
height and depth of love, but it also keeps us aware of how much
our loving falls short of its aim. In brief, the transcendental notion
of the good so invites, presses, harries us, that we could rest only
in an encounter with a goodness completely beyond its powers of
criticism.” (M 36.)
Pursued in morals. See intra Relations among
GROUND QUESTIONING. “The transcendental notions ground questioning. Answers develop categorial determinations.” (M 74.) “Not
only do the transcendental notions promote the subject to full consciousness and direct him to his goals. They also provide the criteria that reveal whether the goals are being reached. The drive to
understand is satisfied when understanding is reached but it is dissatisfied with every incomplete attainment and so it is the source of
ever further questions. The drive to truth compels rationality to assent when evidence is sufficient but refuses assent and demands
doubt whenever evidence is insufficient.” (M 34-35.) “The transcendental notions are our capacity for seeking and, when found, for
recognizing instances of the intelligible, the true, the real, the good.
It follows that they are relevant to every object that we come to
know by asking and answering questions.” (M 282.)
NOT ABSTRACT. “The transcendental notions are not abstract but
comprehensive; they intend everything about everything. So far
from being abstract, it is by them that we intend the concrete, i.e.,
all that is to be known about a thing. Finally, while it is, of course,
true that human knowing is limited, still the transcendental notions
are not a matter of knowing but of intending; they intended all that
each of us has managed to learn, and they now intend all that as
yet remains unknown.” (M 23-24.)
OBJECTIFICATION OF. See CONCEPT(S), CONCEPTION(S)–TRANSCENDENTAL
RELATIONS AMONG. “So intimate is the relation between the successive transcendental notions, that it is only by a specialized differentiation of consciousness that we withdraw from more ordinary
ways of living to devote ourselves to a moral pursuit of goodness,
a philosophic pursuit of truth, a scientific pursuit of understanding,
an artistic pursuit of beauty.” (M 12.) Note the reverse order of intentional operations (COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS).
TRUTH. L defines being as whatever can be grasped intelligently
and affirmed reasonably to be. Intelligent grasp and reasonable affirmation is also a definition of the true.
UNITY (INTELLIGIBLE). See UNITY–TRANSCENDENTAL NOTION OF
VALUE. See intra Goodness/value
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NOW: See PSYCHOLOGICAL–PRESENT
NUMBER: See also inter alia ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–
ARGUMENT-AND UNRESTRICTED ACT OF UNDERSTANDING-AND THE NONSYSTEMATIC

■ ART–AND

TIME

■ BELIEF–BREAKDOWN OF ■ CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(1)-OF SELEC-

TION

■ CERTITUDE, CERTAINTY–AND LIMITING STRUCTURES ■ CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL

COMPARED–PROCEDURES ■ DATA–OBSCURANTISM TOWARDS ■ DEFINITION(S)–TYPES OFIMPLICIT

■ EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AS UNIVERSAL DESIGN-CONSEQUENT PROPERTIES OF (12) ■

FINALITY–AND METAPHYSICS ■ FREEDOM, ELEMENTS OF (4)–(3) PRACTICAL REFLECTION ■
FREQUENCY–TYPES OF (4)-(1) ABSOLUTE ■ GOOD, THE–OF ORDER-ELEMENTS OF (5) ■ HEURISTIC STRUCTURE–AND SCIENCE/MATHEMATICS ■ IMAGINATION–AND INDETERMINISM ■ INTELLIGIBILITY–ANTICIPATION OF ■ MATHEMATICAL–OPERATIONS, NUMBERS, RULES, –SURD ■
MATHEMATICS–AND JUDGMENT OF EXISTENCE ■ NONSYSTEMATIC–AND PREDICTION ■ NOTION
OF …–SCHEME OF RECURRENCE ■ POSTULATE(S) ■ PROBABILITY–DEFINITION OF-A POSTERIORI

■ PROGRESS–SCIENTIFIC ■ SIN–AND PRINCIPLE OF EXCLUDED MIDDLE ■ X (HEURISTIC)
ABSOLUTE.

See

EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND WORLD ORDER-AS EXPLANATORY OF (6)-

(2), –GENERAL NOTION OF

AND DISTRIBUTION OF DATA.

See

LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–STATISTICAL-GENERAL

FORM OF-AND NUMBER

AND HIGHER VIEWPOINT.

See VIEWPOINT(S)–HIGHER-FORMULATION OF

AND MATHEMATICAL LIMIT.
AND MEASUREMENT.

See MATHEMATICAL–LIMIT

See MEASUREMENT–AND LENGTH, –RODS, CLOCKS, AND

AND NONSYSTEMATIC PROCESS.

See

NONSYSTEMATIC–PROCESS-INTELLIGIBILITY

OF-AND NUMBER

AND OCCURRENCE.

See OCCURRENCE–AS MATTER OF FACT

AND PROBABILITY.

See

LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–AND PROBABILITY; PROBABILITY–AND

POSSIBILITY

AND SCHEMES OF RECURRENCE.

See RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF–CONDITIONED

SERIES OF

IN WORLD ORDER.

See

EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND WORLD ORDER-AS EXPLANA-

TORY OF (6)-(2)

IRRATIONAL.

See INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–INVERSE-ILLUSTRATION OF

PRINCIPLE OF.
SUFFICIENT.

See ONE–PREDICAMENTAL

See SUPPOSITION/SUPPOSE–OF SUFFICIENT NUMBERS/INTERVALS OF TIME

O
OBJECT(S): See intra Definition of
AND ABSTRACTION.

See ABSTRACTION–APPREHENSIVE, –FORMATIVE

AND ACTS, POTENCIES, ESSENCES (ARISTOTLE).

The topic is the Aristotelian soul, “defined as the first act of an organic body” (De anima, II, 1,
412 b 4-5). “A single method is worked out for determining the differences of souls and so for investigating each species of the genus.
Souls are differentiated by their potencies; potencies are known by
their acts; acts are specified by their objects. But what is meant by
an object? That is the decisive question. For the meaning given the
term ‘object’ will settle the specification given acts; the specification of acts will settle the distinction between potencies; and the
distinction between potencies will settle the essential differences
between the souls of plants, animals, and men.” (V 4.) See also SOUL–
KINDS OF, –AQUINAS’S ACCOUNT OF
AND BEING.

The object of our desire to know is being (see DESIRE TO
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OBJECT(S) – OBJECT(S)

KNOW–OBJECTIVE OF; BEING–AS OBJECT, FINAL),

i.e., everything that can be
intelligently grasped and reasonably affirmed—everything.

AND FEELINGS

See FEELINGS–AS RELATED TO OBJECTS, VALUES, ETC.

AND IMAGINATION.

See IMAGINATION–AND THE OBJECT

AND INNER WORD.

See WORD–INNER

AND INTELLECTUAL LIGHT.

Intellectual light is not an object but
the medium through which the object is apprehended. See LIGHT
OF INTELLECT; INTELLECT–AGENT
AND KNOWING. See KNOWING–AND OBJECTS
AND METHODOLOGICAL EXIGENCE. See GEM–AND SELF-APPROPRIATION
AND PROBLEM OF TRANSCENDENCE. See OBJECTIVITY–NOTION OF, PRINCIPALPROPERTIES OF (6)-(6)

AND SELF-APPROPRIATION
AND SELF-PRESENCE

See

See SELF-APPROPRIATION–AND OBJECTS

CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–AND SELF-PRESENCE-AND

THE OBJECT

AND SUBJECT See I–AND IT
AND SYSTEMATIC EXIGENCE.
ARISTOTLE’S APPROACH To.

See SYSTEMATIC–EXIGENCE

See intra And acts, potencies, essences (Aris-

totle)
AS IMMEDIATE.

See IMMEDIACY–WORLD OF

“One can divide objects into two classes, limited and
unlimited.” L offers this illustration: “Sight sees only colors; there
is no seeing without seeing colors, including black and white.
Sight has no cognizance of sound, but there are sounds; therefore,
the object of sight is a limited object. Hearing is hearing only
sounds; you do not hear colors. Hearing has a limited object. You
can imagine only what is sensible; imagination has a limited object.” Sensing is one thing, knowing is another. So L asks: “What
about the process of knowing? Has it a limited or an unlimited object?” (UB 146-47.) See intra And being
COGNITIONAL. See intra Elementary and compound
COMMON SENSE AS. See COMMON SENSE–AS OBJECT
COMPOUND. See intra Elementary and compound
CLASSES OF.

DEFINITION OF.

“If it is true that we are defining ‘object’ in terms of
truth, in terms of judgment, then we want a set of judgments to define what we mean by distinct objects, facts. A is; B is; C is; A is
not B nor C; B is not C nor A, and so on. If you have a set of affirmative and negative judgments in that pattern, then A, B, and C
are distinct objects. By an object we mean what you know through
a set of true judgments. If you have just one, then you have one object; if you have a series, and no one is any of the others, you have
a set of distinct objects. That is the principal notion of the object,
defined through your true judgment in which you know, It is. ‘It is’
stands for the fulfilment of the virtually unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY]; A, B, and C stand for intelligibilities that have been
promoted to thought of being.” (UB 171.)
DESCRIPTION AND EXPLANATION OF. See DESCRIPTION–AND EXPLANATION-OF
SAME OBJECT

ELEMENTARY AND COMPOUND.

Cognitional operations intend ob-

jects. L distinguishes between elementary and compound knowing,
and thus between elementary and compound objects. “By elementary knowing is meant any cognitional operation, such as seeing,
hearing, understanding, and so on. By the elementary object is
meant what is intended in elementary knowing. By compound
knowing is meant the conjunction of several instances of elementary knowing into a single knowing. By the compound object is
meant the object constructed by uniting several elementary objects.” (M 12.) See also NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL–AND COMPOUND OBJECT
FINAL. “As in the imagination, so in judgment we can speak of a
terminal [see intra Terminal] and a final object.” (UB 146.) See JUDGMENT(S)–AND THE OBJECT-FINAL

Of imagination. See IMAGINATION–AND THE OBJECT-FINAL
Of judgment. See JUDGMENT(S)–AND THE OBJECT-FINAL
FOR PLATO. See PROPER NAMES–PLATO, PLATONIC, PLATONIST-AND THE OBJECT
FORMAL. See INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS–AND COGNITIONAL THEORY
IMAGE/PHANTASM AS. See PHANTASM/FANTASM–AS INTELLECTUAL OBJECT
INTENDING. See INTENDING–OBJECTS
LIMITED/UNLIMITED. See intra Classes of
MATERIAL. See INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS–AND COGNITIONAL THEORY
MEANINGS OF (2).

“There are … two quite disparate meanings of the
term, object. There is the object in the world mediated by meaning
[see WORLD(S)–MEDIATED BY MEANING]: it is what is intended by the question, and it is what becomes understood, affirmed, decided by the
answer. To this type of object we are related immediately by our
questions and only mediately by the operations relevant to answers, for the answers refer to objects only because they are answers to questions. … But there is another quite different meaning
of the term, object. For besides the world mediated by meaning
there also is a world of immediacy [see IMMEDIACY–WORLD OF]. It is a
world quite apart from questions and answers, a world in which we
lived before we spoke and while we were learning to speak, a
world into which we try to withdraw when we would forget the
world mediated by meaning, when we relax, play, rest. In that
world the object is neither named nor described. But in the world
mediated by meaning one can recollect and reconstitute the object
of the world of immediacy. It is already, out, there, now, real [see
ALREADY-OUT-THERE-NOW-REAL]. … As there are two meanings of the
word, object, so too there are two meanings of the word, objectivity [see OBJECTIVITY–MEANINGS OF].” (M 262-63.)
OF APPETITE. “The object of appetite is the good on an elementary
level. When attained, it is experienced as pleasant, enjoyable, satisfying.” (UB 225.)
OF DESCRIPTION AND EXPLANATION.

See

DESCRIPTION–AND EXPLANATION-OF

SAME OBJECT

OF DESIRE TO KNOW.

See BEING–AS OBJECT, FINAL; INTELLECT–OBJECT OF

OF DESIRE. “The object of desire is an object for the satisfaction of
my desire.” (UB 379.) L contrasts the individual’s object of desire with
the intelligible good, the truly worthwhile. See WILL–A RATIONAL APPETITE;
VALUE(S)

OBJECTIFICATION – OBJECTIFICATION
OF EXPERIENCE.

See DATA–OF SENSE; DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS

OF INQUIRY AND REFLECTION.

See

BEING–AS OBJECT, FINAL; INTELLECT–OBJECT

OF

OF INSIGHT.

See BEING–AS OBJECT, FINAL; INTELLECT–OBJECT OF

OF INTELLECT.

See

INTELLECT–OBJECT OF; PHANTASM/FANTASM–AS INTELLECTUAL

OBJECT

OF KNOWLEDGE.

See KNOWLEDGE–OBJECT OF

OF SENSE.

“The structures of sense and intellect differ radically.
The sensitive potency, such as sight, is form of the sensitive organ,
the eye; just as soul is the form of the body. Sensation itself is the
operation not merely of the organ nor merely of the potency but of
the compound of organ and potency. Directly, the sensible object
acts on the sensitive organ; but since matter and form, organ and
potency are one, the movement of the organ immediately involves
the operation of its form, the sense.” (V 160.)

OF THOUGHT.

The object of thought is contrasted with the object of
knowledge, i.e., with what is truly affirmed to be. “Until I judge, I
am merely thinking; once I judge, I know; as insight draws the definite object of thought from the hazy object of experience, so
judgment selects the objects of thought that are objects of knowledge. Finally … to know means to know being, and to know being
includes knowing objects and subjects.” (In 364.) See also WORD–INNER-

GENERAL NOTION OF (7 ELEMENTS)

And existence. See EXISTENCE–THOUGHT PRESCINDS FROM
As universal. “The universal RATIO or object of thought known by
means of the inner word [see WORD–INNER] is not subjective but objective; it is not the thinking, meaning, defining, but the thought,
meant, defined; but though it is objective, still it is universal,
and all reality is particular; accordingly its immediate reference is
not to the thing except potentially, inasmuch as reflection and the
use of sense enable one to apply the universal ratio to particular
things.” (V 166.)
OF TRUE PROPOSITIONS.

See

METAPHYSICAL–EQUIVALENCE-AND TRUE PROPOSI-

TIONS; METAPHYSICS–ELEMENTS OF-AND TRUE PROPOSITIONS

OF WILL.

L writes: “Nowhere in the writings of St Thomas will you
find any other CAUSE for the specification of the act of the will than
the apprehended object of desire.” (S 621.) From living at the level of
stimulus and response we develop to rational self-conscious obedience to the moral imperative naturally operative in us, the decisive
step on our journey to full human subjectivity. L states plainly the
case for the necessity of human moral action: “For sensitive desires and aversions arise spontaneously; their objects cannot be
willed until they are subsumed under some intelligible order; intelligible orders are linked one with another in mutual dependence, or
as condition and conditioned, or as part and whole; and prior to
becoming engaged of one’s own choice, one already is engaged in
the process by the fact of one’s desires and aversions, by one’s intelligent grasp of the intelligible orders under which they can be
satisfied, and by one’s self-consciousness of oneself as an actually
rational knower and a potentially rational doer. For ‘not to choose’
is not the object of a possible choice, and while one’s choices can
be reasonable or not, while they can be more reasonable or less,
still one’s own rational consciousness is an accomplished fact in
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the field of knowing, and it demands in the name of its own consistency its extension into the field of doing. Such is the dynamic exigence, the operative moral imperative.” (In 625; emphasis added.)
SENSES OF. In addition to the following subentries see also intra the
various objects following Of …
Critical. See KNOWLEDGE–OBJECT OF
Linguistic. “What do you know from this type of process [see
KNOWING–OBJECT(S)]? What is the object of the transitive verb ‘to
know’ that we use for the activity ‘knowing’?” (UB 146.) “Now,
however, we consider for a start an object in the linguistic sense.
What do you know from this type of process? What is the object
of the transitive verb ‘to know’ that we use for the activity
‘knowing’? That is the present question.” (UB 145-47.) “When we
turn to the notion of being, there arises the question of the object
of knowledge. So far we have been talking about knowing, but
the natural question is, Knowing what? If we put the question
that way we are using ‘object’ in its linguistic or grammatical
sense, as the object of the transitive verb ‘to know.’ But you can
also speak of objects in a cognitional or criteriological sense, and
then you ask, ‘Is the knowing objective?’” (UB 145.)
Metaphysical. “One can speak of objects metaphysically, and
then one distinguishes three types of objects: the agent object, the
terminal object, and the final object. The agent object is illustrated by seeing. What one sees is colors, and the colors are part
of the causative process in producing the seeing.” (UB 145.) See also
KNOWING–OBJECT(S); OBJECT(S)–FINAL, –TERMINAL
Agent. “The agent object is illustrated by seeing. What one sees
is colors, and the colors are part of the causative process in
producing the seeing. If I see red and there is no red there to be
seen, then something is wrong. The object of seeing is part of
the agent, the efficient cause, that produces the act of external
sense. If there are no sounds and you hear sounds, there is
something wrong; and similarly with regard to all the external
senses.” (UB 145.)
Final. See

IMAGINATION–AND THE OBJECT-FINAL; JUDGMENT(S)–AND THE OBJECT-

FINAL

Terminal. See IMAGINATION–AND THE OBJECT-TERMINAL; JUDGMENT(S)–AND THE OBJECT-TERMINAL

TERMINAL. “As in the imagination, so in judgment we can speak of
a terminal and a final [see intra Final] object.” (UB 146.) See also IMAGE;
PHANTASM/FANTASM–AS INTELLECTUAL OBJECT

Of imagination. See IMAGINATION–AND THE OBJECT-TERMINAL
Of judgment. See JUDGMENT(S)–AND THE OBJECT-TERMINAL
THE GOOD AS. See VALUE(S)–APPREHENSION OF
OBJECTIFICATION: See also inter alia OBJECT(S) ■ OBJECTIVE ■ OBJECTIVITY ■
COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–STRUCTURE-REVISION OF ■ CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–
DEVELOPMENT OF-MOMENTS IN (10)-(1)
EVENT, –RELIGIOUS/TRANSCENDENT

■ CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–AS COGNITIONAL

■ DIALECTIC (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)–AND METHOD-

IMPLEMENTATION OF-WAYS OF (7)-AS CONCRETE

■ DIFFERENTIATION(S)–AND GROWTH OF CHILD

■ FEEDBACK–LINGUISTIC-AND DEVELOPMENT OF LANGUAGE ■ GEM–FUNCTIONS OF (12)-(4) SYSTEMATIC, –REVISION OF

■ HISTORY–AS SCIENTIFIC ■ HUMAN–STUDIES ■ HUMOR/SATIRE–

POSSIBLE FUNCTIONS OF

■ INTERPRETATION–AND THE INTERPRETER ■ MEDIATION ■ QUES-
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TION OF GOD, THE–AND ABSOLUTE TRUTH, REALITY, HOLINESS ■ ROCK, THE ■ SELF ...–

AND ISOMORPHISM.

KNOWLEDGE-AND METAPHYSICS, –AND REVISION

KNOWING–AND KNOWN-ISOMORPHISM OF

AND FOUNDATIONS.
AND

See CONVERSION–AS FOUNDATIONAL REALITY
CONCEPTS.

TRANSCENDENTAL

See

CONCEPT(S),

AND JUDGMENT
CONCEPTION(S)–

TRANSCENDENTAL

IN ART.

ABSOLUTE

SPACE

AND

TIME.

See

SPACE

AND

AND PROPOSITIONS.
TIME–ABSOLUTE-

OBJECTIFICATION OF

See

COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS-

APPLYING INTENTIONAL TO CONSCIOUS

OF CONVERSION.

OF LIVING.

See CONVERSION–AS FOUNDATIONAL REALITY

See GEM–FUNCTIONS OF (12)-(4)

OF RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE.

See EXPERIENCE, RELIGIOUS–OBJECTIFICATIONS OF

OF SELF/SUBJECT AND OPERATIONS.

See

SUBJECT, THE–OBJECTIFICATION OF-

AND OPERATIONS; I

See SPACE AND TIME–ABSOLUTE-OBJECTIFICATION OF

OF SUBJECTIVITY.

See SUBJECTIVITY–OBJECTIFICATION OF

OF TRANSCENDENTAL NOTIONS/CONCEPTS.

See CONCEPT(S), CONCEPTION(S)–

TRANSCENDENTAL

OBJECTIVE: As synonym of goal see FINALITY. As opposite of subjective see OBJECTIVITY
JUDGMENT OF VALUE AS. See JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE–OBJECTIVE OR SUBJECTIVE
OF DESIRE TO KNOW. See DESIRE TO KNOW–OBJECTIVE OF
PROCESS. See GOOD, THE–OF ORDER-AND CHOICE
OBJECTIVITY :

“Objectivity is the fruit of authentic subjectivity [see
all along the line. Insofar as you are attentive, intelligent, reasonable, responsible [see TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS], you will
also be objective. They are the criteria. If you want to have something else, you will box yourself up in some corner.” (PTP2 198.) What is
reached by reflection and judgment; what is independent of us and
our thinking, what is really so. (M 35.) See intra Notion of, principal
ABSOLUTE. See intra Components of (3)-(1) absolute
AND ABSTRACTION. See ABSTRACTION–OBJECTIVE
AUTHENTICITY],

AND AUTHENTIC SUBJECTIVITY
AND COGNITIONAL THEORY
AND COMMON SENSE.
AND CONVERSION
AND DESCARTES

See AUTHENTICITY–AND SUBJECTIVITY

See COGNITION,

COGNITIONAL–AND OBJECTIVITY

See intra Notion of, principal-and common sense

See CONVERSION–AND OBJECTIVITY

See PROPER NAMES–DESCARTES, RENE-AND DUALITY

AND EXISTENTIALISM.
AND

EXPRESSION.

See EXISTENTIALISM–AND SUBJECTIVITY/OBJECTIVITY

See

PARTICULAR(S)–AND

RELATIVE/INVARIANT

OBJECTIVITY OF

AND HISTORY

AND SELF-TRANSCENDENCE

See CONVERSION–AND OBJECTIVITY

See HISTORY–CRITICAL-AS OBJECTIVE KNOWLEDGE

AND IMAGINABLE

See IMAGE–UNVERIFIABLE

AND TAKING A GOOD LOOK .

See intra Extroversion as

See TAKING A GOOD LOOK–AND OBJECTIVITY

In UB, L treats of four senses of objectivity.
For the first, see intra Notion of, principal; the remaining three follow
his order of exposition.

See HORIZON(S)–OBJECTIFICATION OF

OF SPACE/TIME.

See THING(S)–NOTION OF-AS OBJECTIVE/SUBJECTIVE

See PROPOSITION(S)–AND KNOWING, OBJECTIVITY, REALITY

COMPONENTS OF (3).

See LIVING–OBJECTIFICATION OF

OF METHOD.

See PROOF

AND SOME COUNTERPOSITIONS.

OF COGNITIONAL OPERATIONS.

OF HORIZON.

See intra Problem of-(2) the notion of knowing

AND NOTION OF THING.

See SUBJECTIVITY–OBJECTIFICATION OF

ISOMORPHISM–OF CONDITIONS OF KNOWING AND MEANING;

See intra Components of (3)-(1) absolute

AND LOGICAL PROOF

See ART–OBJECTIFICATION IN

IN DIALECTICAL METHOD.
OF

AND KNOWING

See

EXPRESSION-

(1) Absolute. “In the WORLD–MEDIATED BY MEANING objectivity has three
components. ... There is the absolute objectivity that results from
combining the results of experiential and normative objectivity
so that through experiential objectivity conditions are fulfilled
while through normative objectivity conditions are linked to
what they condition. The combination, then, yields a conditioned
with its conditions fulfilled and that, in knowledge, is a fact and,
in reality, it is a contingent being or event.” (M 263.) “The ground of
absolute objectivity is the virtually unconditioned that is grasped
by reflective understanding [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–REFLECTIVEAND VIRTUALLY UNCONDITIONED] and posited in judgment. The formally
unconditioned, which has no conditions at all, stands outside the
interlocked field of conditioning and conditioned terms; it is intrinsically absolute [see PHILOSOPHY OF GOD–AND GOD-AS FORMALLY UNCONDITIONED]. The virtually unconditioned stands within that field; it has
conditions; it itself is among the conditions of other instances of
the conditioned; still its conditions are fulfilled; it is a de facto
absolute. … Because the content of the judgment is an absolute,
it is withdrawn from relativity to the subject that utters it, the
place in which he utters it, the time at which he utters it. Caesar’s
crossing of the Rubicon was a contingent event occurring at a
particular place and time. But a true affirmation of that event is
an eternal, immutable, definitive validity. For if it is true that he
did cross, then no one whatever at any place or time can truly deny that he did.” (In 402.) See also PARTICULAR(S)–AND RELATIVE/INVARIANT EXPRESSION-OBJECTIVITY OF; SUBJECT, THE–OBJECTIFICATION OF
(2) Normative. There is the normative objectivity constituted by
the exigencies of intelligence and reasonableness. “Through
normative objectivity conditions are linked to what they condition.” (M 263.) “Normative objectivity is constituted by the immanent exigence of the pure desire [see DESIRE TO KNOW–PURE] in the
pursuit of its unrestricted objective. A dynamic orientation defines its objective. No less, it defines the means towards attaining
its objective. Not only does the pure desire head for the universe
of being, but also it does so by desiring to understand and by desiring to grasp the understood as unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED,
VIRTUALLY]. Hence, to be objective, in the normative sense of the
term, is to give free rein to the pure desire, to its questions for in-

OBJECTIVITY – OBJECTIVITY

telligence, and to its questions for reflection [see INTELLIGENCE–
QUESTIONS FOR; REFLECTION/REFLECTIVE–QUESTIONS FOR]. Further, it is to distinguish between questions for intelligence that admit proximate
solutions and other questions of the same type that, at present,
cannot be solved. Similarly, it is to distinguish between sound
questions and, on the other hand, questions that are meaningless
or incoherent or illegitimate. For the pure desire not only desires;
it desires intelligently and reasonably; it desires to understand because it is intelligent, and it desires to grasp the unconditioned
because it desires to be reasonable.” (In 404-05.) See also intra Vs subjectivity

(3) Experiential. There is the experiential objectivity constituted
by the givenness of the DATA–OF SENSE and the DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS.
“Through experiential objectivity conditions are fulfilled.” (M 263.)
“Experiential objectivity … is the given as opposed to what is
produced ad libitum, what is produced at will. It is the given that
will fulfil conditions for the virtually unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY]. But it is not formally the fulfilling condition. It
fulfils conditions insofar as there is an intellectual structure that
is raised, and insofar as what is given fits in. As given, it is merely given; but as within the context of the activities of intelligence
and reasonableness, it becomes condition and fulfilling condition.” (UB 174.)
EMPIRICIST VIEW OF
EXPERIENTIAL.

See EMPIRICISM/EMPIRICIST–AND MYTH ON OBJECTIVITY

See intra Components of (3)-(3) experiential

EXTROVERSION AS. “The conflict between objectivity as extroversion and intelligence as knowledge has provided a fundamental
theme in the unfolding of modern philosophy. Cartesian dualism
was the juxtaposition of the rational affirmation Cogito, ergo sum
and of the ‘already out there now real’ stripped of its secondary
qualities and of any substantiality distinct from spatial extension.
While Spinoza and Malebranche attempted to swallow the dualism
on the rationalist side, Hobbes reduced thinking to an unprivileged
instance of matter in motion. The Cambridge Platonists endeavored
to accept Hobbes’s conception of the real as ‘out there now’ and yet
to affirm God as supremely real because his omnipresence was the
reality of space and his eternity was the reality of time. Berkeley
sought the same end by a different route; he granted secondary
qualities to be mere appearance, and concluded that primary qualities with still greater certainty were mere appearance; being then
was being perceived, and so reality shifted from apparent ‘bodies’
to the cognitional order. Finally, Hume brought analysis to bear effectively on the issue; our knowing involves not only elements but
also unities and relations; the elements consist in a manifold of unrelated sense impressions; the unities and relations have no better
foundation than our mental habits and beliefs; whatever may be the
practical utility of our knowledge, at least it cannot pretend to philosophic validity.” (In 438.) See also PROPER NAMES–SCOTUS, JOHN DUNS-AND OBJECTIVE KNOWING

FOUR SENSES OF.

See intra Notion of, principal; Components of (3)

MEANINGS OF “As there are two meanings of the word, object, so
too there are two meanings of the word, objectivity. In the world of
immediacy [see IMMEDIACY–WORLD OF] the necessary and sufficient condition of objectivity is to be a successfully functioning animal. But
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in the world mediated by meaning [see WORLD(S)–MEDIATED BY MEANING]
objectivity has three components.” (M 263.) See intra Components of (3)
NORMATIVE. See intra Components of (3)-(2) normative
In UB, L treats of four senses of objectivity.
This is the first; for the others see intra Components of (3). “What happens when you judge? Experiences, understanding, grasp of the
unconditioned, according to the requirements of the process. The
process will terminate in judgment. If your judgments fall into the
pattern we have described, then insofar as those judgments are acts
of knowing, you are knowing objects and subjects according to the
fulfilment of the conditions. In other words, there is no problem of
a bridge. If you can reach the judgment, you are there. An object
means no more than that A is. If I am A, and A is, and B is, and A
is not B, then we have a subject: I am a knower …; and we have an
object: something that A knows, that I know, that is not myself,
that is not the subject. Through true propositions, you can arrive at
an objective world. That is the principal notion of objectivity.” (UB
NOTION OF, PRINCIPAL.

172.)

Properties of (6). “The properties of the principal notion of objectivity have now to be noted.” (In 400.)
(1). “The notion resides in a context of judgments [see JUDGwithout a plurality of judgments that satisfy a definite pattern, the notion does not emerge.” (In 400.)

MENT(S)–GENERAL FORM OF];

(2). “There follows an immediate corollary: the principal notion of objectivity, as defined, is not contained in any single
judgment, and still less in any experiential or normative factor
that occurs in cognitional process prior to judgment.” (In 400.)
(3). “The validity of the principal notion of objectivity is the
same as the validity of the set of judgments that contain it; if
the judgments are correct, then it is correct that there are objects and subjects in the sense defined, for the sense defined is
simply the correctness of the appropriate pattern of judgments.” (In 400.)
(4). “Judgments in the appropriate pattern commonly are made
and commonly are regarded as correct. It follows that commonly people will know objects and subjects and that commonly they will be surprised that any doubt should be
entertained about the matter. On the other hand, it does not follow that people will commonly be able to give a lucid account
of their knowledge of objects and subjects. For the lucid account employs the somewhat recondite art of implicit definition [see DEFINITION(S)–IMPLICIT], and at the same time people are apt
to jump to the conclusion that so evident a matter as the existence of objects and subjects must rest on something as obvious and conspicuous as the experiential aspect of objectivity.
Hence, on the one hand, they will say that the typewriter is an
object because they see it or feel it; on the other hand, however,
they will admit they would not consider the typewriter an object if they knew it to be true either that there was no typewriter
at all or that what they named a typewriter was identical with
everything else.” (In 400-01.)
(5). “The principal notion of objectivity is closely related to the
notion of being [see BEING–NOTION OF]. Being is what is to be
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known through the totality of correct judgments. Objectivity in
its principal sense is what is known through any set of judgments satisfying a determinate pattern. In brief, there is objectivity if there are distinct beings, some of which both know
themselves and know others as others. Moreover, the notion of
being explains why objectivity in its principal sense is to be
reached only through a pattern of judgments. For the notion of
being becomes determinate only insofar as judgments are
made; prior to judgment, one can think of being but one cannot
know it; and any single judgment is but a minute increment in
the process towards knowing it. Again, being is divided from
within; apart from being there is nothing; it follows that there
cannot be a subject that stands outside being and looks at it; the
subject has to be before he can look; and once he is, then he is
not outside being but either the whole of it or some part. If he
is the whole of it, then he is the sole object. If he is only a part,
then he has to begin by knowing a multiplicity of parts (A is; B
is; A is not B) and add that one part knows others (‘I’ am A).”
(In 401.)

(6). It “solves the problem of TRANSCENDENCE. How does the
knower get beyond himself to a known? The question is, we
suggest, misleading. It supposes the knower to know himself
and asks how he can know anything else. Our answer involves
two elements. On the one hand, we contend that, while the
knower may experience himself or think about himself without
judging, still he cannot know himself until he makes the correct
affirmation, ‘I am,’ and then he knows himself as being and as
object. On the other hand, we contend that other judgments are
equally possible and reasonable, so that through experience,
inquiry, and reflection there arises knowledge of other objects
both as beings and as being other than the knower. Hence we
place transcendence, not in going beyond a known knower, but
in heading for being, within which there are positive differences and, among such differences, the difference between object and subject. Inasmuch as such judgments occur, there are
in fact objectivity and transcendence; and whether or not such
judgments are correct is a distinct question to be resolved along
the lines reached in the analysis of judgment.” (In 401-02.)
“Besides the notion of objectivity, there is a problem of objectivity, and something must be said about it. We have set up
conceptions, but we have to face the fact that there is a problem.” (UB 177.) See intra Problem of
And common sense. “Despite its complexity, it [this account] can
be the notion of objectivity that COMMON SENSE presupposes and
utilizes. The principal notion is implicit within a suitable pattern
of judgments; it arises automatically when the judgments that
happen to be made fall within such a pattern. The absolute aspect
is implicit in judgment for, as we have argued at length, judgment affirms the unconditioned that reflective understanding
grasps [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–REFLECTIVE-AND VIRTUALLY UNCONDITIONED]. The normative aspect is not any set of rules that has to be
invented; it results from the intelligent inquiry and the reflective
reasonableness that are the unfolding of the pure DESIRE TO KNOW.

Finally, the experiential aspect, while it may appear to do violence to commonsense expectations, is fully in accord with scientific practice, which claims to be an extension and refinement of
common sense.” (In 408.)
And taking a good look. See TAKING A GOOD LOOK–AND OBJECTIVITY
OF POSSIBILITY. See ACT–AND POTENCY
PROBLEM OF. After explicating the four types of objectivity (see intra Principal notion of, Components of (3)), L remarks: “Besides the notion of objectivity, there is a problem of objectivity, and something
must be said about it. We have set up conceptions, but we have to
face the fact that there is a problem. ... And the problem has [three]
aspects.” (UB 177.)
(1) The starting point. “We began from cognitional process [see
COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–PROCESS], and we have reached a point where
a notion of objectivity has been defined entirely on the basis of a
study of cognitional process. As we shall see, we can proceed to
a METAPHYSICS of the object in general, of the knower, and of
knowing. When we have reached that point, we will be able to
give an account of knowing by positing being in terms of our
metaphysics, conceiving the knower as a being, reformulating
everything that has been said in terms of beings that are known
and beings that know. All of the activities can be spoken of in
terms of BEING, [POTENCY/POTENTIAL], FORM, and ACT. It is just a matter
of changing the language. So one may begin from knowing, arrive at objectivity, work out the metaphysics of objects and of
knowing, and then repeat the whole account of knowing in metaphysical terms. … The problem of the starting point ... is not a
material problem, a serious problem. What counts is completing
the circle correctly. Start where you please, start where it best
meets the exigences of your audience or your reader. Again,
what counts is getting things right and being more and more
complete in what you have to say.” (UB 177-78.)
(2) The notion of knowing. “This is the basic issue. What is your
dominant supposition? Is knowing ... a looking? Or is it ... basically a perfection?” (UB 179.) “The problem is not just a matter of
opposition over the basic issue of knowing as looking or as a
perfection. Far more fundamental and far more difficult is the existential problem of the subject, the shift which is the development of the self which is to be appropriated [see SELFAPPROPRIATION].” (UB 180.) See also COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–AND REALITY, KNOWLEDGE, OBJECTIVITY

Change. See CHANGE–KNOWING

(3) The cognitional problem of fact. “What is true? What do we
know? The conversion, on the intellectual side, is effected by the
study of facts. Whether one adverts to it or not, the finality of the
subject [see KNOWING–AS PERFECTION] is operative; but through the
study of facts one can bring the subject to a fruitful advertence to
the conflict between what he holds as theory and what he does in
actual knowing and practice.” (UB 180.) See CONVERSION–INTELLECTUAL
VS SUBJECTIVITY.

OBLIGATION:

See SUBJECTIVITY

The context is elements of freedom (see

FREEDOM, ELE-

OBSCURANTISM – ONE
MENTS OF–(4) DECISION-COROLLARIES (4)).

“It is possible for practical reflection
to reach with certitude the conclusion that a proposed course of action is obligatory, that either I decide in favor of the proposal or else I
surrender consistency between my knowing and my doing. Now in
such instances it is apparent that the emergence of an obligation is
the emergence of a rational necessity in rational consciousness. I
cannot prevent questions for reflection [see REFLECTION/REFLECTIVE–
QUESTIONS FOR] from arising; once they arise, I cannot set aside the demand of my rationality that I assent if, and only if, I grasp the virtually unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY]; and once I judge that I
ought to act in a determinate manner, that I cannot both be reasonable
and act otherwise, then my reasonableness is bound to the act by a
link of necessity. Such is the meaning of obligation. ... Yet the fact
remains that I can fail to fulfil my known obligations, that the iron
link of necessity can prove to be a wisp of straw. How can this be?
How can necessity turn out to be contingence [see NECESSITY–AND CONTINGENCE]? The answer lies in the enlarging transformation of consciousness. The rationality that imposes an obligation is not conditioned
internally by an act of will [see WILL–ACT OF]. The rationality that carries
out an obligation is conditioned internally by the occurrence of a reasonable act of will. To repeat the point in other words, the rational
subject as imposing an obligation upon himself is just a knower, and
his rationality consists radically in not allowing other desire to interfere with the unfolding of the detached and disinterested DESIRE TO
KNOW. But the rational subject as carrying out an obligation is not just
a knower but also a doer, and his rationality consists not merely in
excluding interference with [COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–PROCESS] but also in
extending the rationality of his knowing into the field of doing. But
that extension does not occur simply by knowing one’s obligations. It
occurs just inasmuch as one wills to meet one’s obligations. ... How
then does necessity turn out to be contingence? Clearly, there is no
change in the necessity itself, but there occurs a change in the context. Rational consciousness is being transformed into rational selfconsciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(4) RATIONAL SELF- (6
ELEMENTS)]. What in the context of rational consciousness is a rational
necessity, in the context of rational self-consciousness becomes a rational exigence. If a proposed action is obligatory, then one cannot be
a rational knower and deny the obligation, and one cannot be a rational doer and not fulfil the obligation. But one can be a rational
knower without an act of willing, and one cannot be a rational doer
without an act of willing. It is the addition of the further constitutive
requirement of an act of will that (1) marks the shift from rational
consciousness to rational self-consciousness, and (2) changes what is
rational necessity in the field of knowing into rational exigence in the
larger field of both knowing and doing.” (In 638.)
OBSCURANTISM :

“The radical meaning of obscurantism is implicitly
or explicitly holding the thesis that the range of our knowledge, the
range of our DESIRE TO KNOW, is limited.” (UB 148.) See also BEING–AS OBJECT,

FINAL

RADICAL.

See NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL–AND CULTURAL ADVANCE

OCCURRENCE: See also EVENT(S)
AND EXISTENCE.

“Now existence may be defined as what is known
inasmuch as an affirmative answer is given to the question, Are
there things? Accordingly, existence stands to the thing as event or
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occurrence stands to the conjugate [see intra Defined]. For the existence of the thing is known by verifying the notion of the thing [see
NOTION OF …–THING], as the occurrence is known by verifying the conjugate [see CONJUGATE(S)]. Moreover, general knowledge of things,
like knowledge of conjugates, is reached by classical procedures,
but general knowledge of existence, like knowledge of occurrence,
is obtained through statistical laws [see LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–STATISTICAL].
Thus, the definitions of chemical elements and compounds are of
the classical type, but predictions of successful analysis or synthesis in nature or in the laboratory have to be based on probabilities.”
(In 273-74.)
AS CONJUGATE ACT.

See intra Defined

AS MATTER OF FACT.

“Both questions and answers occur, and so
without occurrences there would be neither questions nor answers.
Statistical laws [see LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–STATISTICAL] assign the respective
numbers of different kinds of occurrences, but their numbers are
one thing and their occurring is another. In particular cases, the
scientist can deduce some occurrences from others, but the others
are no less conditioned than those that are deduced. Without initial
premises, there is no deduction; and without conditions that happen to be fulfilled, there are no initial premises. As far as empirical
science goes, occurrence is just a matter of fact; and a methodically
restricted philosophy [see PHILOSOPHY, PHILOSOPHIES–METHODICALLY RESTRICTED] can repeat the argument about existence to show that occurrence too must be regarded as mere matter of fact [see FACT–MERE
MATTER OF] as long as one remains within the realm of proportionate
being [see BEING–PROPORTIONATE].” (In 677.)
CONTINGENCE OF. “Everything that is to be known by empirical
science [see SCIENCE(S)–EMPIRICAL] and by [a methodically] restricted
philosophy [see PHILOSOPHY, PHILOSOPHIES–METHODICALLY RESTRICTED] is penetrated by the contingence of existence and occurrence [see CONTINGENCE–OF EXISTENCE, –OF OCCURRENCE].” (In 677.)
DEFINED.

“Conjugate act is occurrence, for what occurs is defined
explanatorily by appealing to conjugate form.” (In 462.) See CONJUGATE
(ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–ACT, –FORM
NONSYSTEMATIC. See NONSYSTEMATIC–DIVERGENCE OF ACTUAL FREQUENCIES
QUESTIONS ABOUT.
RANDOM.

See intra As matter of fact

See NONSYSTEMATIC–DIVERGENCE OF ACTUAL FREQUENCIES

SYSTEMATIC.

See NONSYSTEMATIC–DIVERGENCE OF ACTUAL FREQUENCIES; PROBABIL-

ITY–DEFINITION OF

ONE:

“We distinguish three meanings of ‘one’: ‘transcendental one,’
‘natural one’ (that is, the formal ‘one,’ or one per se), and ‘predicamental one.’” (OPCC 31.)
AND BEING. “That ‘one’ adds nothing to being except negations is
clear from the definition of ‘one.’ For what is one is undivided in
itself and divided from everything else; but ‘undivided in itself
merely denies internal division, and ‘divided from everything else’
merely denies identification with or admixture of anything else.”
(OPCC 33.)
NATURAL OR FORMAL. “‘Natural or formal one,’ one per se, is what
first becomes known in the first operation of the intellect [understanding]. Thus a pile of stones is said to be one-by-accident, since
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no intelligible principle of unity is apprehended in it but only spatial juxtaposition. A human being, on the other hand, or an animal
is said to be one per se, not only because I perceive a spatial juxtaposition of parts but also because with my mind I grasp a unit that
has its own proper intelligibility.” (OPCC 31.)
PREDICAMENTAL.

“‘Predicamental one’ is the principle of number,
and it first becomes known through experience. For example, seeing my fingers I distinguish the first, the second, the third, and so
on.” (OPCC 31.)

TRANSCENDENTAL.

“‘Transcendental one’ is undivided in itself and
divided from everything else; and this ‘one’ first becomes known in
the second operation of the intellect [judgment], inasmuch as the
object of judgment is necessarily subject to the principles of identity and contradiction. For whatever is reasonably affirmed or denied is necessarily identical with itself and not confused with
anything else.” (OPCC 33.)

ONE AND MANY:

L centers his answer to the primordial question of
Western philosophy—the one and the many—in his notion of being
(see BEING–NOTION OF). See intra And being
AND BEING. “Is the notion of being [see BEING–NOTION OF] one or is it
many? If it is one, is its unity the unity of a single content or is it
the unity of a function of variable contents?” (In 391.) The reader will
ascertain from BEING and its many associated entries that it is one in
that being denotes all that can be intelligently grasped and reasonably affirmed (thus everything); but we know only determinations of being, the many, THING(S); see also THING(S)–INDIVIDUALITY OF
AND MATERIAL MULTIPLICATION. “One and one are two. But I plus
myself am not two but one. For one and one to be two, the second
‘one’ cannot be identical with the first; but neither can it differ in
meaning, in idea, in ESSENCE, from the first; else it would not be
‘one’ that was added to ‘one,’ but something else. When the geometer argues about two triangles similar in all respects, he deals
with two triangles, and not with some one triangle; but if they are
similar in all respects. then they do not differ in idea, in essence, in
nature, or in any accidental characteristic; there is mere material
multiplication. In Aristotelian and in Thomist psychology, the second ‘one’ or the second ‘triangle’ is accounted for, not by a second
concept, but by the reflection of intellect back to phantasm [see
PHANTASM/FANTASM] where the many instances of the one idea are represented.” (V 40.)
AND UNITY OF ORDER.

See ORDER–UNITY OF

ONTOLOGICAL: The ontological is the real.
AND COGNITIONAL.

The relation between ontological and cognitional is that between the real and knowing it as real. See KNOWING–
AND KNOWN-ISOMORPHISM OF

AND ISOMORPHISM.

cal (see
phy.

The isomorphism of cognitional and ontologigrounds L’s entire philoso-

KNOWING–AND KNOWN-ISOMORPHISM OF)

ARGUMENT.

“I distinguish between analytic propositions and analytic principles [see PRINCIPLE(S)–ANALYTIC-VS ANALYTIC PROPOSITION(S)]. Although I do not subscribe to logical positivism, an analytic

proposition, which may be obtained from definitions and rules of
syntax, is more or less a tautology. ‘The necessary being necessarily exists’ can be established to be analytic through definitions and
rules of syntax; consequently, it is just an analytic proposition. On
the other hand, to have an analytic principle, you must have a true
judgment of concrete fact [see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–CONCRETE] in which
there occur the terms in the sense defined in the analytic proposition. In other words, in order to transform this analytic proposition
‘The necessary being necessarily exists’ from an analytic proposition which depends upon definition and rules of syntax, which is
just linguistic convention, into objective knowledge, there is required a true judgment to the effect that there does exist a necessary being. If that judgment is true independently, then you have
an analytic principle. In other words, once the existence of God is
known, the situation changes; you think of God as the necessary
being.” (UB 242.)
All forms fallacious. “When we grasp what God is, our grasp is
not an unrestricted act of understanding but a restricted understanding that extrapolates from itself to an unrestricted act and by
asking ever further questions arrives at a list of attributes of the
unrestricted act. Accordingly, what is grasped is not the unrestricted act but the extrapolation that proceeds from the properties of a restricted act to the properties of the unrestricted act.
Hence, when the extrapolation is completed, there remains the
further question whether the unrestricted act is just an object of
thought or a reality. ... It follows that all forms of the ontological
argument are fallacious. For they argue from the conception of
God to his existence. But our conceptions yield no more than
analytic propositions. ... One can effect the transition from the
analytic proposition to the analytic principle only inasmuch as
the terms and relations of the proposition occur in concrete
judgments of fact.” (In 693.) L goes on to reply to the arguments of
Anselm, Descartes, Liebnitz.
CONSTITUTION. L’s treatment of ontological constitution, of what
makes something real, might require the reader to consult a good
number of cross-referenced philosophical terms. He ties the unity
of potency, form, and act—the metaphysical elements constitutive
of proportionate being (see CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES;
CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES)—to experiencing, understanding, and judging a particular reality; the structures of cognitional and ontological are isomorphic (see KNOWING–AND KNOWNISOMORPHISM OF).
Let us suppose this statement is true: “This is the wise man
Peter.” To ask about the ontological constitution of this truth is
simply to ask what is required and sufficient on the side of reality that it be true that this particular wise man named Peter
does exist. Now, required and sufficient would be: (1) an act of
existence (see ACT–OF EXISTENCE, PROPER) making it true that Peter is;
(2) individuating matter making it true that Peter is this; (3) a
human form making it true that Peter is this man; (4) the virtue
of WISDOM received in possible intellect (see INTELLECT–POSSIBLE)
making it true that Peter is wise; and (5) some ens quod or SUBSISTENT comprising all these so that all these attributes be had by
Peter. (S 455)

ONTOLOGY – OPENNESS

L’s statement imposes the order of discussion as act, potency,
and form. Act comes first because we are inquiring into a real object; first the real object must be. The principle called potency is
prime matter in the abstract but as concrete it individuates the
unique material body of this human being. The body’s form—
“the substantial form of the body” in scholasticism—is the intellectual soul that informs the individuating matter, Peter’s body,
and distinguishes him from all other species of animal; the human soul is naturally united to a human body. The unity of potency, form, and act constitutes the man Peter as this “ens quod or
subsistent.” We experience him, understand him, and judge that
our understanding fulfills the conditions required to pass judgment on, affirm as certain, the hypothesis that this is a man.
The characteristics of his embodiment provide what is necessary for us to experience with our senses that Peter is “this” man;
that he is human, that his body is informed by an intellectual soul,
their union allowing our minds to understand, grasp the intelligibility, the essence, the form of Peter as this “man.” Having understood that this concrete unity of potency, form, and act has all the
conditions necessary to qualify as human, we answer “the what
question” with the judgment, “This man Peter exists.” He is a
subsistent, this and no other, the subject possessing all these attributes who answers to the name Peter.
But what would ground the judgment, “This man Peter is
wise”? To affirm that this real man named Peter is also wise requires something additional. Peter must have “received in possible intellect” the habitus of wisdom. Through repeated obedience
to the norms of the pure desire to know as it directs and dynamizes his love of truth, Peter through many acts acquires a habit; he
possesses as his own, as connatural, as part of the habitual fabric
of his cognitive activity, the habitus, habit, virtue of wisdom. He
has acquired a good habit and will keep and develop it inasmuch
as he uses it in everything he does and makes.
STRUCTURE. In the context of the functions of method (see GEM), L
writes of “a set of basic terms and relations, namely, the terms that
refer to the operations of cognitional process, and the relations that
link these operations to one another. Such terms and relations are
the substance of cognitional theory. They reveal the ground for
epistemology. They are found to be isomorphic with the terms and
relations denoting the ontological structure of any reality proportionate to human cognitional process.” (M 21.) See KNOWING–AND KNOWNISOMORPHISM OF

TRUTH.
VS

See TRUTH(S),

COGNITIONAL

THE TRUE–ONTOLOGY OF
ELEMENTS

OF

METAPHYSICS.

See

METAPHYSICS–

ONTOLOGICALLY VS EPISTEMOLOGICALLY STRUCTURED

ONTOLOGY :

Ontology is the science of being, of the real, i.e., of all
that can be intelligently grasped (understood) and reasonably affirmed (judged to be so).
OF MEANING. See MEANING–ONTOLOGY OF
OF THE GOOD. See GOOD, THE–ONTOLOGY OF
OF TRUTH. See TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–ONTOLOGY OF

OPENNESS:
TION OF BEING

Also open, opening. See also inter alia

ANTICIPATION– AND NO-

■ ART–AND EXPERIENCE ■ AUTHENTICITY–AND CLASSICISM ■ CENSOR, CEN-

SORSHIP–AND

NEURAL-DEMAND

OPERATIONS-PATTERN OF

FUNCTIONS-SUMMARY

■

COGNITION,
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COGNITIONAL–

■ COMMON SENSE–LANGUAGE OF-ORDINARY ■ COMMUNITY–

ORIENTATION-AND CONVERSION

■ CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–DEVELOPMENT OF-

MOMENTS IN (10)-(5), –MODERN PHILOSOPHIC

■ CONVERSION, –INTELLECTUAL ■ COSMOPOLIS

■ CRITICISM–OF HUMAN SCIENCES-INTERNAL ■ DIALECTIC(S)–HEGELIAN VS LONERGANIAN ■
DISCOVERY–AND SCIENTIFIC PROGRESS ■ EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND INVERSE INSIGHT, –
AS UNIVERSAL DESIGN-CONSEQUENT PROPERTIES OF (12)-(2)

■ EXISTENTIALISM ■ FINALITY ■

FREEDOM–ESSENTIAL-VS EFFECTIVE ■ GEM–AND LOGICAL/NONLOGICAL OPERATIONS, –
DISCOVERY OF

■ HEURISTIC STRUCTURE–FOR INTERPRETATION-UPPER BLADE ■ HISTORIAN–

AND CONVERSION, –DEVELOPMENT OF, –INTERPRETIVE POWERS OF

■ HISTORICAL– SENSE ■

HISTORY–AS ONGOING PROCESS ■ HORIZON(S)–OBJECTIFICATION OF ■ HUMAN–SPIRIT ■ INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–CUMULATIVE SERIES OF-IN THE HISTORIAN, –DEVELOPMENT OFSYSTEMATIC, –UNDERSTANDING

■ INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS ■ LANGUAGE–ORDINARY ■

MEDIATION–MUTUAL SELF- ■ METAPHYSICS–STAGES/FORMS OF-EXPLICIT (8 ELEMENTS)-(7) ■
PERSPECTIVISM–AND RELATIVISM ■ PHILOSOPHY, PHILOSOPHIES–PERENNIAL ■ PSYCHOGENIC ■ REVISION–AND HEURISTIC NOTION ■ SELF ...–CONTROL ■ SENSITIVE–AND INTELLECTUAL-INTEGRATION OF ■ STATISTICAL–THEORY

AND DEVELOPMENT.

See

JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE–AND DEVELOPMENT, –CONTEXTS

OF, DIFFERENT

AND HORIZON.

See HORIZON(S)–DIFFERENCES IN-DIALECTICAL

AND PURE DESIRE TO KNOW.

L treats this topic in “Openness and
Religious Experience” (1C 185-87). The larger context of his brief
reflection outlines the elements of any “philosophy of”—“I should
say that my book, Insight, may be taken as a ‘philosophy of…’” (1C
185)—including an emergent philosophy of religious experience.
Every such philosophy is a determination of three factors. “With
respect to each and all of its particularizations, ‘philosophy of ...’
determines (1) basic terms, (2) basic correlations, (3) a basic orientation.” (1C 185) We will treat 1 and 2 indirectly and focus on 3, for
the basic orientation is openness. For a systematic explanation of
all three in their unity see PHILOSOPHY OF …–FOUNDATIONS OF A.
Basic orientation. The basic orientation is the pure DESIRE TO
KNOW, and L equates it with humanity’s radical openness to being.
We spontaneously and continually ask questions about our experience. Show us something new, and we will likely respond
with the question, What is it? In fact, humanity’s spontaneous curiosity is universal and persistent throughout recorded history.
We ask questions, but we also desire answers to them. The evidence makes it reasonable to affirm with Lonergan that the fundamental eros of the human spirit, our basic orientation in the
world, is our pure desire to know. “The pure desire is unrestricted. It inquires into everything, and asks everything about
everything.” (1C 186.) Our minds, in fact, have the potential to
know everything about everything that can be experienced, understood, and judged. See also intra Three factors-(1) as fact
AS OPERATOR. See OPERATOR(S)–OF COGNITIONAL DEVELOPMENT
OF EMPIRICAL METHOD.

See

CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–INQUIRY-

ANTICIPATION IN-COROLLARIES (2)

OF FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES.

See FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES–OPENNESS OF

OF HUMAN INQUIRY, RADICAL.

See INTELLIGIBILITY–AND TRANSCENDENT EXIGENCE

OF INTELLECT.

See MYSTERY

THREE FACTORS. L speaks of openness to the universe of created
and uncreated being as (1) fact, (2) achievement, and (3) gift.
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OPERATION(S) – OPERATOR(S)

(1) As fact. “Openness as a fact is the pure DESIRE TO KNOW,” the
“primordial fact,” the wonder that is the beginning of all art, science, philosophy, and theology. “It is referred to by Aquinas
when he speaks of the natural desire to know God by his essence. … As fact it does not consistently and completely dominate human consciousness. … The primordial fact is no more
than a principle of possible achievement, a definition of the ultimate horizon that is to be reached only through successive
enlargements of the actual horizon.” As principle of possible
achievement, as fact, and as enlarger of [HORIZON(S)] openness is
our power to experience, understand, judge truth, and judge
value. These are the four levels of intentional consciousness explained in cognitional theory [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS
OF (5)].” (L, “Openness and Religious Experience” 1C 186.)
(2) As achievement. “Openness as an achievement has two aspects,” one regards the subject (see SUBJECT, THE) and the other the
OBJECT(S). The subject has to advert to the fact of openness, acknowledge and accept that its “implications for all his thinking
and acting have to be worked out and successfully applied to actual thinking and actual acting.” When the subject follows the
norms of cognitional operations—the levels of consciousness as
functioning—and obeys the TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS that guide
thinking and acting, the pure DESIRE TO KNOW is “no less immediate
than the levels of consciousness when they are functioning.” (L,
“Openness and Religious Experience” 1C 186.) Achievement, the subject’s continual appropriation of truth and value (see SELF-APPROPRIATION), becomes self–constituting (see TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–AS SELF-CONSTITUTING).
(3) As gift. Openness as gift has two aspects. One, not mentioned
in the article, is our inheritance, the achievements of others we
can make our own. Appropriating them entails the same thinking
and acting—but in reverse order. On the fourth level they are
judged worthwhile, on the third their truth is affirmed, on the
second their meaning is understood; their understood meaning
becomes, on the first level, experiential data that impel us upward to further achievement (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–LEVELS OF).
Thus do we develop our inheritance for the beneficial advance of
culture. From the Christian perspective, openness is also the effect of grace.
The three factors related. Lonergan relates the three factors of
openness under the heading “openness and religious experience.”
In other words, his determination of the three factors is a contribution to a philosophy of religious experience (see EXPERIENCE, RELIGIOUS). All our questioning, all our striving for understanding,
truth, and value implicitly comprise the question of God (see
QUESTION OF GOD, THE), the final end of all our striving. “Openness as
fact is for openness as gift; and openness as achievement rises
from the fact and conditions and, at the same time, is conditioned
by the gift. … But openness as fact is the inner self, the self as
ground of all higher aspiration. … Openness as achievement is
the self in its self-appropriation and SELF–REALIZATION. Openness as
gift is the self entering into personal relationship with God. Because these three are linked in the historical unfolding of the human spirit, they reveal how religious experience holds a

fundamental place primarily in man’s making of man.” (L, “Openness
and Religious Experience” 1C 187.)

OPERATION(S):

Most applications of the term regard cognitional operations and the canon of operations.
AND ACHIEVEMENT. See CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL– LEVELS OF (5)-AND ACHIEVEMENT

AND DEVELOPMENT.
AND EXEGESIS.

See EXEGESIS–AND BASIC EXEGETICAL OPERATIONS

AND IMAGINATION.
AND OPERATOR.
AND RULES.

See DEVELOPMENT–MODE OF OPERATION OF

See IMAGINATION–OPERATION OF

See OPERATOR(S)–AND OPERATIONS AS GROUPED

See VIEWPOINT(S)–HIGHER-FORMULATION OF

AND SYSTEMATIC MEANING.
AND THE SUBJECT.
AND WILL.
CANON OF.

See MEANING–SYSTEMATIC

See CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–AS COGNITIONAL EVENT

See WILL–AND TERM OF OPERATION; WILLING–AS OPERATION
See CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(2) OF OPERATIONS

COGNITIONAL.

See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS

DELIBERATION AS.

See DELIBERATION–AS OPERATION

DIFFERENTIATION OF.

See

COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–TERMS AND RELATIONS, BASIC

NEST OF-DIFFERENTIATED

IMMEDIATE/MEDIATE.
INTENTIONALITY OF.

See MEDIATION–NOTION OF

See DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS–AND SYSTEM-REFERENTIAL

LOGICAL AND NON-LOGICAL.
MATHEMATICAL.

See GEM–AND LOGICAL/NONLOGICAL OPERATIONS

See MATHEMATICAL–OPERATIONS, NUMBERS, RULES

PATTERN OF.

See COGNITION,

VS OBJECTS.

See INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS–AND COGNITIONAL THEORY

OPERATOR(S):

COGNITIONAL– OPERATIONS-PATTERN OF

For the clearest expression of the meaning of operator

see intra And development; Of cognitional development-is question. See also INTEGRATOR
AND DEVELOPMENT. “DEVELOPMENT takes place along lines of successful functioning. Thus, a tree in a forest puts forth branches and
leaves not to its sides but at its top. Now such a principle offers a
specification of the operator. For the operator is the higher system
on the move. The higher system is the ground of the flexible circle
of schemes of recurrence [see RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF–FLEXIBLE CIRCLES
OF] in which the organism functions. The law of effect states that
the ground of functioning advances to a new ground of functioning
where functioning occurs successfully. Clearly, though this specification of the operator is extremely general, it offers some determination of the direction of development. Its application to concrete
instances may not only confirm it but also give rise to further questions. The further questions will lead to further insights and so to
still further questions. In this fashion, one’s understanding of the
operator begins to be an instance of higher system on the move in
the development of scientific knowledge of development.” (In 492.)
AND IMMEDIATE/MEDIATE OPERATIONS.
AND INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS.
AND METHOD, GENETIC.

See MEDIATION–NOTION OF

See INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS

See METHOD, GENETIC–AND HIGHER SYSTEM-AS OPERATOR

OPPOSITION/OPPOSED – OPPOSITION/OPPOSED
AND OPERATIONS AS GROUPED. “Skill [see SKILLS] begets mastery and,
to define it, Piaget invoked the mathematical notion of group. The
principal characteristic of the group of operations is that every operation in the group is matched by an opposite operation and every
combination of operations is matched by an opposite combination.
Hence, inasmuch as operations are grouped, the operator can always return to his starting-point and, when he can do so unhesitatingly, he has reached mastery at some level of development. It was
by distinguishing and defining different groups of operations and
successive grouping of groups that Piaget was able to mark off
stages in child development and to predict what operations school
children of various ages would be able or unable to perform.” (M 2728.)
AND SYSTEMATIC MEANING. See MEANING–SYSTEMATIC
AND WORLD OF INTERIORITY.

See

CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–FULLY;

SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER
FINALITY AS.

See FINALITY–AS OPERATOR

GUIDED BY ‘IF-THEN’ RELATIONSHIPS.

See GOOD, THE–OF ORDER-AND ‘IF-THEN’

RELATIONSHIPS

HIGHER INTEGRATIONS AS.

See

METHOD, GENETIC–AND HIGHER SYSTEM-AS OP-

See

METHOD, GENETIC–AND HIGHER SYSTEM-AS OP-

ERATOR

IN GENETIC DEVELOPMENT.
ERATOR

IN PSYCHIC DEVELOPMENT.
INTENTIONALITY OF.

See PSYCHIC–DEVELOPMENT-AND HIGHER INTEGRATION

See DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS–AND SYSTEM-REFERENTIAL

OF COGNITIONAL DEVELOPMENT.

The “unrestricted openness of our
intelligence and reasonableness ... is the concrete operator of our
intellectual development.” (In 570.) “On the intellectual level the operator is concretely the detached and disinterested DESIRE TO KNOW. It
is this desire, not in contemplation of the already known, but
headed towards further knowledge, orientated into the KNOWN–
UNKNOWN.” (In 555.) See also DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS–AND SYSTEM
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gence (see HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT-INTELLECTUAL). “The lower, otherwise
coincidental manifold is provided by sensible presentations and
imaginative representations [see DATA–OF SENSE; PHANTASM/FANTASM]. In
accord with the principle of correspondence [see DEVELOPMENT–
PRINCIPLE(S) OF-(2) CORRESPONDENCE], insights emerge to unify and correlate elements in the sensible flow, to ground the formulation of
such unifications and correlations in concepts, thoughts, suppositions, considerations, definitions, postulates, hypotheses, theories, and through such conceptual constructions, or their
deductive expansions, or their concrete implementation, to give
rise sooner or later to further questions. Clearly, as the conceptual
construction is the formulated higher system as integrator, so the
emergence of the further question effects its transition into the
operator. For further questions lead to further insights only to
raise still further questions. So insights accumulate into viewpoints, and lower viewpoints lead to higher viewpoints. Such is
the circle of the development of understanding, and it occurs in
the different departments of logic, mathematics, science, common sense, and philosophy, according to differences in the route
of the circle.” (In 493-94.)
PSYCHIC. See PSYCHIC–OPERATOR
SENSITIVE. “There is also in the purely experiential pattern what in
Insight I referred to as the operator. Just as on the intellectual level
the operator is wonder, the pure DESIRE TO KNOW, so on the sensitive
level there is a corresponding operator. With it are associated feelings of awe, fascination, the uncanny. It is an openness to the
world, to adventure, to greatness, to goodness, to majesty.” (TE 214.)

See also intra Of cognitional development-and sensitive integration
SUBJECT AS.
SYMBOLIC.

See SUBJECT,

THE–AS OPERATOR

See INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS

OPPOSITION/OPPOSED: See also inter alia ACCIDENT(S)–IN LOGIC ■ ACCIDENTAL ■ AUTHENTICITY–VS INAUTHENTICITY-AND POSITION/COUNTERPOSITION ■ BIAS–GROUP-AND
DEVELOPMENT

■ CATEGORIAL ■ CLARIFICATION BY CONTRAST ■ CLASSICAL ■ CLASSICAL

And sensitive integration. The “unrestricted openness of our intelligence and reasonableness ... is accompanied by a corresponding operator that deeply and powerfully holds our sensitive
integrations open to transforming change. Man by nature is orientated into mystery, and naturam expellas furca, tamen usque
recurret [though you drive nature out with a pitchfork, she will
always come back; Horace, Epistolae, I, 10, 24].” (In 570.)

AND STATISTICAL COMPARED ■ COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–TERMS AND RELATIONS, BASIC

Is desire to know. “On the intellectual level the operator is concretely the detached and disinterested DESIRE TO KNOW. It is this desire, not in contemplation of the already known, but headed
towards further knowledge, orientated into the known unknown.
The principle of dynamic correspondence [see DEVELOPMENT–
PRINCIPLE(S) OF (7)-(2) CORRESPONDENCE] calls for a harmonious orientation
on the psychic level, and from the nature of the case such an orientation would have to consist in some cosmic dimension, in
some intimation of unplumbed depths, that accrued to man’s
feelings, emotions, sentiments. Nor is this merely a theoretical
conclusion, as R. Otto’s study of the nonrational element in the
Idea of the Holy rather abundantly indicates.” (In 555.)

AND PRECONSCIOUS

Is question. The immediate context is the development of intelli-

NEST OF-DIFFERENTIATED

■ COMMON SENSE–AND PRUDENCE ■ COMMUNITY–SUBSTANCE OF ■

CONCEPTUALISM, CONCEPTUALIST ■ CONVERSION–ABSENCE OF ■ DIALECTIC(S)–AND
METHOD/GEM

■ EXISTENTIALISM–AND SUBJECTIVITY/OBJECTIVITY ■ FEELINGS–COMMUNITY OF,

AND FELLOW F.

■ GEM–CONCEIVED CONCRETELY ■ GENERAL ■ GROUP(S)–ACTIVITY ■ HISTO-

RIAN–AND VALUE JUDGMENTS ■ HISTORY–RELATIVITY OF ■ HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT, LAWS OF (4)(3) LIMITATION AND TRANSCENDENCE

■ I–AND IT ■ IDEOLOGY ■ INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–

■ IRRATIONAL ■ JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE–AND CONTINUOUS GROWTH ■

KNOWING–AS IMMANENT , –AND THE SUBJECT-AS LOOKING, -AS PERFECTION ■ KNOWING–AS IMMANENT

■ LIBERTY–AND FEELINGS, –SUBSTANCE OF ■ MEANING–COMMON-CONTRACTION OF ■

METAPHYSICS–AND ALL OTHER DEPARTMENTS ■ NONINTENTIONAL ■ NOTION OF …–DIALECTIC

■ OBJECTIVITY–COMPONENTS OF (3)-(3) ■ PASSION–AND IMMANENT ACT ■ PERSPECTIVISM–
AND INDIVIDUALISM OF HISTORIAN
IST (3 ELEMENTS)-(2)

■ PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION–TRADITIONALIST VS MODERN-

■ POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION–AND DIALECTIC ■ PROPER NAMES–

PLATO, PLATONIC, PLATONIST-AND KNOWLEDGE

■ QUOAD SE ■ QUOAD NOS ■ RATIONALIZA-

TION–AND LOVE OF EVIL ■ REAL, THE REAL ■ SCIENCE(S)–CLASSICAL, –HUMAN-AND DIALECTIC,
–HUMAN-AND HISTORY/HISTORIAN ■ SELF-APPROPRIATION–AND WILLING ■ SOCIAL–CRISIS VS
SOCIAL TRANQUILITY

■ SUBJECT, THE–DRAMATIC-DIALECTIC OF ■ SUBJECTIVITY ■ TRADITION–

PHILOSOPHY AND

AND ALIENATION.

See IDEAL(S)–GENERAL THEOREM
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ORDER – ORDER

AND CONTEXT.

See CONTEXT(S)–FORMAL

AND DIALECTIC.
AND GEM.

See DIALECTIC(S)–AND CONFLICT; CONTRADICTORIES/CONTRARIES

See GEM–OPPOSITION TO

AND INTERPRETATION.

See

CANON(S)–OF METHODICAL HERMENEUTICS-(1) OF RELE-

VANCE

AND MYTH/METAPHYSICS.

See

MYTH–AND METAPHYSICS-OPPOSED/DIALECTICALLY

RELATED

AND OBJECTIVITY.
GROUP.

See HORIZON(S)–OPPOSED, DIALECTICALLY

OF MENTAL/REAL.
PHILOSOPHIC.

See MENTAL–NOT OPPOSED TO REAL

See PHILOSOPHY, PHILOSOPHIES–OPPOSED

VIEWS OF INTELLECT.
VIEWS OF KNOWING.

See KNOWING–AND THE POSITIONS/COUNTERPOSITIONS

See TAKING A GOOD LOOK; KNOWING–AS PERFECTION

ORDER: “Order is a fundamental notion that is not reducible to prior
notions, but is explained and determined through its psychological
origins. The senses, in a way, apprehend things absolutely, while it is
the work of WISDOM to set things in order. In other words, to apprehend
order is a function of the intellect and reason, whose highest perfection is wisdom.” (S 687 ed. n. 1.) Many treat “order” in familiar expressions like natural order, intelligible order, moral order, supernatural
order, as abstract. Order is a concrete noun. Order also implies an ordered plurality. We retain some sense of the concreteness of order in
our notion of the political order; but we tend to reduce the noun to an
abstract descriptor when we speak of orders like the intelligible,
moral, and supernatural that are no less real for their being also spiritual; witness the mind each one of us possesses as personal property;
it is real and spiritual, a concrete order. For the moment we’ll ignore
the various goods of order we create—the political, economic, domestic, and so on (see GOOD, THE–OF ORDER)—to consider nature and ourselves from the viewpoint of order.
The noun order implies an intelligible thing whose constitutive
“parts” are arranged a certain way to make a unified whole. The
“certain way” is common to all orders whether natural or made by
us in imitation of nature. Common, because whether or not the orders in relation to one another are isomorphic, or similar, or congruent, or harmonious, all because real fall under the categories
being, knowing, and creating. Given the isomorphism of being,
knowing, and creating, it would not be rash to claim that the paradigm of order is the dynamic structure of our intellectual subjectivity [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–STRUCTURE-DYNAMISM OF]. In short: being is
ordered; knowing is ordered; creating (doing and making) is ordered; the constitutive “parts” of being, knowing, and making are
isomorphic; therefore every authentic order imitates the paradigm.
Orders are intelligible goods, therefore concrete VALUE(S) to be chosen.
AND FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES. See FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES–AND LEVELS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS

AND WISDOM.
ETHICAL.

See GOOD, THE–OF ORDER

IN SERIES, PROGRESSION, GROUPING.

The context is systematic process (see SYSTEMATIC–PROCESS). “A series, progression, grouping is orderly if the relations between the elements of the series,
progression, grouping either (1) can be grasped by an insight that
can be expressed in general terms, or (2) can be concluded from
any single insight or any single set of unified insights.” (In 72.)
INTELLIGIBLE.

See OBJECTIVITY–PROBLEM OF-(2) THE NOTION OF KNOWING

See DIALECTIC(S)–OF COMMUNITY

HORIZONS.

GOOD OF.

See WISDOM–AND ORDER

See UNIVERSE–INTELLIGIBILITY OF-AND METHODS (4)

See ETHICS–PRECEPTS OF

OF ABSTRACTION.

See ABSTRACTION–ORDER OF

OF DISCOVERY. “The order of discovery is just the opposite of the
order of [teaching/learning]. In [teaching/learning] you start from
principles and draw all the conclusions, but in discovery you discover one conclusion after another and gradually you move on to
your principles.” (UB 9.) For example, a series of discoveries leads to
the periodic table of elements; from the table, the teacher draws
conclusions.
OF TEACHING/LEARNING. “Quite distinct from the order of discovery
is the order of teaching. For a teacher postpones solutions that presuppose other solutions. He begins with the issues whose solution
does not presuppose the solution of other issues.” (M 345-46.)
OF THE UNIVERSE.

See UNIVERSE–ORDER OF

UNITY OF. Readers unfamiliar with the language of scholasticism
but familiar with L’s own philosophic vocabulary will recognize
“end” as FINALITY. The later L will speak not so much of human “perfection” as he does of the process of SELF-APPROPRIATION, itself part of
his comprehensive theory of DEVELOPMENT (see also HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT).
To have “formality” is to be real. All entities have the formalities of
end and perfection, so “each and every thing, inasmuch as it exists,
is a being in the strict sense; but inasmuch as it attains its end, it is a
good in the strict sense and perfect in the strict sense.” Moreover,
the formalities of end and perfection apply “not only to individual
things as individual but also to many individual things as many. For
every agent acts because of an end, and so if there occur many, they
occur because of an end.” The end of something multiple cannot be
the multiple, “for a multitude as material lacks a definite term. For
example, if it is deemed better to make two than one, it follows that
it is much better still to make three than two; and so on to infinity.
But this infinity is contrary to the formality of end.” Nor can the
end be that the many become one, “since that would mean the destruction rather than the perfection of the many.” If the individuals
are perfected, “this leaves the many, precisely as many, without an
end.” How does the end of one and many occur? “The end and final perfection of the many consists in the unity of order. This unity
does not do away with the multitude or multiply it indefinitely or
leave it unstructured, but perfects it precisely as a multitude. This is
confirmed by many examples. By way of examples, L first speaks
of the universe. He quotes and paraphrases THOMAS AQUINAS: In the
first place, “The total universe participates in and represents the divine goodness more perfectly than does any other creature.” [ST, 1, q.
47, a. 1.] But the universe is not a total unity save through a unity of
order. [Ibid., 1, q. 47, a. 3.] This order is the intrinsic goal of the universe:
‘The goal of the universe is a good that exists in the universe,

ORDINARY – OTHER THINGS BEING EQUAL

namely, the order of the universe itself.’” [Ibid., 1, q. 103, a. 2 ad 3m.] From
examples taken from the orders of the universe, culture, and the
person body and soul, L concludes: “From all this it seems we must
without doubt conclude that perfection has two formalities, since
individual beings as individuals attain their end and perfection
through act, and these same many beings as many are perfected
through the unity of order.” (S 423-27.)
VIEWPOINT OF. See VIEWPOINT(S)–OF ORDER
WORLD. See UNIVERSE–ORDER OF
ORDINARY: See LANGUAGE–ORDINARY; LIVING–ORDINARY

■ BIAS–DRAMATIC-AND SEX ■ CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTI-

TUTIVE CAUSES, –ACT, –FORM ■ CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–AS INTENTIONAL-AND APPREHENSION OF VALUES, –LEVELS OF (5)

■ CONTROL–OF SENSITIVE LIVING/EXPERIENCE ■

DEVELOPMENT–NOTION OF-ILLUSTRATION OF ■ EMERGENT PROBABILITY ■ EMPIRICISM/EMPIRICIST–PHENOMENOLOGY AS ■ EVENT(S)–AND DEVELOPMENT ■ FEELINGS–AND

■ FINALITY–AND METAPHYSICS, –AS OPERATOR, –VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL ■

SYMBOLS

FORM–HUMAN CENTRAL ■ GOOD, THE–OF ORDER-ELEMENTS OF (5) ■ HORIZON(S)–STRUCTURE
OF

■ HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT, LAWS OF (4)-(2) INTEGRATION ■ HUMANITY–CENTRAL FORM OF ■ I–

AND IT

■ INTEGRATION(S)–IN HUMAN DEVELOPMENT-AND DYNAMIC SYSTEM, –IN HUMAN DEVEL-

OPMENT-AS DEMANDED IN HUMAN SITUATION
SYMBOLS

■ LEVEL(S) ■ LIVING–AND NECESSITY OF IMAGES,

■ MATERIAL–EXPLANATION/DEFINITION OF ■ MEDIATION–SELF- ■ METHOD, GENETIC–

GENERAL NOTIONS (7)-(2), –AND HIGHER SYSTEM-AS OPERATOR
CESSIVE LEVELS OF SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
TOTLE)

■ NONSYSTEMATIC–AND SUC-

■ OBJECT(S)–AND ACTS, POTENCIES, ESSENCES (ARIS-

■ PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–BIOLOGICAL-AND EXTROVERSION ■ PSYCHIC–

DEVELOPMENT

■ SENSITIVE–AND EMERGENCE OF HIGHER SYSTEM ■ SYMBOL(S)–AND INNER

COMMUNICATION

ACTS.

■ UNCONSCIOUS–SENSITIVE/INTELLECTUAL RELATION OF

See RECURRENCE,

SCHEME(S) OF–AND ORGANIC ACTS

AND SCHEMES OF RECURRENCE.

See

RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF–AND OR-

GANIC ACTS

DEVELOPMENT.

See

DEVELOPMENT–ORGANIC; METHOD, GENETIC–AND ORGANIC DE-

VELOPMENT

DIFFERENTIATION.

See

DEVELOPMENT–PRINCIPLE(S) OF-(5) EXPLANATORY DIFFEREN-

TIATION

ORIENTATION:

“Orientation is, so to speak, the direction of develop-

ment.” (M 52.)
AND APPROPRIATION OF TRUTH.

See TRUTH(S),

beyond it. That notion must be the immanent, dynamic orientation
of cognitional process.” (In 378.) See also BEING–NOTION OF
OF COMMUNITY. See COMMUNITY–ORIENTATION
OF INDIVIDUAL WITHIN COMMUNITY. See intra And the good/value
OF PAST JUDGMENTS. “Past judgments remain with us. They form a
habitual orientation, present and operative, but only from behind
the scenes. They govern the direction of attention, evaluate insights, guide formulations, and influence the acceptance or rejection of new judgments.” (In 302.)
OF PERCEPTION.

ORGANIC: See also inter alia ART–DEFINITION OF-AND PATTERN, –OF LIVING ■ BELIEF–
MISTAKEN-ELIMINATION OF
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THE TRUE–APPROPRIATION OF-A

THREEFOLD PROBLEM-(3) ORIENTATION

AND THE GOOD/VALUE. “Our concern is with the orientation of the
individual within the orientated community [see COMMUNITY–
ORIENTATION]. At its root this consists in the transcendental notions
[see NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL] that both enable us and require us to
advance in understanding, to judge truthfully, to respond to values.
Still, this possibility and exigence become effective only through
development [see HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT]. One has to acquire the skills
and learning of a competent human being in some walk of life.
One has to grow in sensitivity and responsiveness to values if
one’s humanity is to be authentic [see AUTHENTICITY].” (M 51.) See also
Table 2 “The Structure of the Human Good” p. 563.
COGNITIONAL VS THAT OF ORDINARY LIVING. See SCIENTIFIC–OBSERVATION
OF COGNITIONAL PROCESS. “The notion of being … is prior to conception and goes beyond it; and it is prior to judgment and goes

“Our perceiving is not just a function of the impressions made on our senses. It has an orientation of its own and
it selects, out of a myriad of others, just those impressions that can
be constructed into a pattern with a meaning. So one can converse
with a friend on a noisy street, disregard the meaningless surrounding tumult, and pick out the band of sound waves that has a meaning.” (M 59.)

THROUGH NAMES. “Prizing names is prizing the human achievement of bringing conscious intentionality into sharp focus and,
thereby, setting about the double task of both ordering one’s world
and orientating oneself within it. Just as the dream at daybreak
may be said to be the beginning of the process from an impersonal
existence to the presence of a person in his world, so listening and
speaking are a major part in the achievement of that presence.” (M

70.)
TO THE DIVINE.

See QUESTION OF GOD, THE

TOWARDS BEING.

See DESIRE TO KNOW–AS CONSCIOUS

ORIGINATING VALUES: See VALUE(S)–ORIGINATING
ORTHOPRAXIS:

Often paired with ORTHODOXY (right belief), orthopraxis means right action. Although L’s remarks regard long-awaited
changes in Catholic teaching wrought by Vatican Council II, they apply without emendation to his own work. “It places orthopraxis
above orthodoxy, but it has no doubt that ‘doing the truth’ involves
‘saying the truth,’ that ‘saying the truth’ heads into the broader context of ‘writing the truth,’ that symbolic and anthropomorphic speaking and writing have eventually to give an account of themselves
with a literalness and coherence that meet the requirements of logic.”
(PTP2 238.) L’s account of human INTERIORITY places LOVE (doing good)
above KNOWLEDGE (knowing truth; see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT). See also DECISION; JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE; CONSCIENCE–AND SELF-TRANSCENDENCE
OTHER THINGS BEING EQUAL: “The dependence of classical upon
statistical formulation comes to light when one probes into the meaning of the classical proviso ‘other things being equal.’ What are the
other things? In what does their equality consist? These questions
cannot be given an answer that is both detailed and systematic. For
the proviso, which limits classical laws, is effectively any relevant
pattern of a diverging series of conditions. Such series vary with circumstances, and the aggregate of patterns of such series is both
enormous and nonsystematic. In other words, classical laws tell what
would happen if conditions were fulfilled; statistical laws tell how often conditions are fulfilled; and so the phrase ‘other things being
equal’ amounts to a vague reference to the statistical residues [see RESIDUE(S)–STATISTICAL], which are the province of the complementary statistical laws.” (In 131.) For other mentions of the phrase see ABSTRACTION–
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OVERSIGHT – PARTICULAR(S)

CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL MODES OF
FORMULATION, –PROBABILITY-ASSIGNING
ESSENTIALS OF (9)-(5)

■ CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–

■ EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AS UNIVERSAL DESIGN-

■ LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–CLASSICAL-A CLOSED STRUCTURE ■ RECUR-

RENCE, SCHEME(S) OF–PROBABILITY OF ■ RESIDUE(S)–EMPIRICAL-ABSTRACTION FROM ■ SYS-

QUESTION(S)–RESTRICTIVE ■ SCHOLARSHIP–AIM OF ■ SIMULTANEITY ■ SPACE AND TIME–
ABSOLUTE

■ SYNTHESIS–IMAGINATIVE VS SYSTEMATIC UNIFICATION ■ SYSTEM(S)–ABSTRACT ■

TIME–ABSOLUTE ■ WORD–INNER-GENERAL NOTION OF (7 ELEMENTS)-(2), –INNER-INTELLIGIBILITY
OF

TEMATIC–PROCESS

AND ABSTRACT SYSTEM.

OVERSIGHT: “Besides insights there are oversights. Besides the dynamic context of detached and disinterested inquiry in which insights
emerge with a notable frequency, there are the contrary dynamic contexts of the flight from understanding [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–
FLIGHT FROM] in which oversights occur regularly and one might almost
say systematically. Hence, if insight into insight [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–UNDERSTANDING] is not to be an oversight of oversights, it must
include an insight into the principal devices of the flight from understanding.” (In 5.)
AND AUTHENTICITY. See AUTHENTICITY–AND CLASSICISM, –NEVER SECURE
AND CANON OF OPERATIONS. See CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(2)

AND ABSTRACTION.

OF OPERATIONS-(5) TESTS IMPARTIALITY AND ACCURACY

AND CLASSICAL HEURISTIC STRUCTURE.

See

HEURISTIC STRUCTURE–

CLASSICAL

AND DECLINE.

See DECLINE–CUMULATIVE-AND INSIGHT INTO OVERSIGHT

AND DETERMINISM.

See

DETERMINISM–VS STATISTICAL KNOWLEDGE; NONSYSTEM-

ATIC–IN DIVERGING SERIES OF CONDITIONS
AND DIALECTIC.

See POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION–AND DIALECTIC

AND POSITION/COUNTERPOSITION.

See

POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION–AND

DIALECTIC

AND RELATIVISM.

See

COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY-LONERGAN VS RELATIVISM

(11 ELEMENTS)-(6)

AND SELF-TRANSCENDENCE.
AND SPECIALIST THINKERS.

See SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE-AND DECLINE

See INSIGHT (THE BOOK)–GOAL OF-AND THE SPECIALIST

See SYSTEM(S)–ABSTRACT-AND PARTICULAR CASES

See ABSTRACTION–AND UNIVERSAL VS PARTICULAR

AND COMMON SENSE.

See COMMON

SENSE–AND CONCRETE PARTICULAR, –AS INTEL-

LECTUAL

AND RELATIVE/INVARIANT EXPRESSION.

“As long as we are speaking
of particular things at particular times in particular places, we cannot avoid employing relative expressions; for it is through our
senses that we know the particular, and our senses are in particular
places at particular times. On the other hand, invariant expression,
which is independent of the spatiotemporal standpoint of particular
thinkers, is a property of abstract propositions; it can be demanded
only of the principles and laws of a science, and the trajectory of
the fall of a particular penny is not a principle or a law in any science.” (In 179.) See EXPRESSION–AND PROPOSITIONS-DISTINCT FROM
Objectivity of. “It is important not to confuse the absolute objectivity of any correct judgment with the invariance proper to the
expression of universal judgments. Both universal and particular
judgments, if correct, are absolutely objective. But the former are
expressed invariantly because the expression is independent of
variations in spatiotemporal reference frames, while the latter are
expressed relatively because their expression does not enjoy such
independence. However, the variation of the expression presupposes and reveals the absolute objectivity of what is expressed.
Because ‘I am here now’ has absolute objectivity, there is an
identical truth to be repeated only by employing the different
words, ‘He was there then.’” (In 403.)

AS OBJECT OF INSIGHT.

See OBJECT(S)–COGNITIONAL

BEING(S).

P
PARSIMONY, CANON OF: See CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(4) OF
PARSIMONY, –OF METHODICAL HERMENEUTICS-(4) OF PARSIMONY

PARTICULAR(S):

Opposite:

GENERAL, UNIVERSAL.

See also inter alia

A PRI-

ORI–KANT’S-AND PROPOSITIONS/INTUITIONS/CONCEPTS, –CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL MODES OF

■ ANALOGY OF …–COMMON SENSE, –MATTER-SIGNIFICANCE OF ■ ANALOGY–ARGUMENT FROM
■ BEING–NOTION OF-SUMMARY OF, –PROPORTIONATE ■ CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–PROBABILITY-ASSIGNING ■ DESIRE TO KNOW–PROVISIONALLY RESTRICTED ■ EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND ABSTRACT SYSTEM ■ EXISTENCE–FOR EMPIRICAL SCIENCE ■ FACT–
FALSE

■ FORM–KNOWN IN SCIENCE NOT IN METAPHYSICS ■ GENERALIST–AS MEDIATOR ■ GEN-

ERALIZATION–AND UNDERSTANDING-AND PROBLEM OF INDUCTION ■ HISTORIAN–TASK(S) OF ■
HISTORY–VERIFICATION IN ■ HUMANITY–AS ABSTRACT ■ I–AND THOU-TRANSFORMED INTO WE ■

L’s is a METAPHYSICS–OF PROPORTIONATE BEING, i.e., of all that can
be intelligently grasped and reasonably affirmed, i.e., of everything. “The experiential element is what differentiates proportionate being from being in general. … What the being is in each
particular case—even what proportionate being is—is a question to
be answered by a particular science.” (UB 195.)

And notion of being. See BEING–NOTION OF
The context is the canon of statistical residues. “The basic
distinction is between abstract system and particular cases.” (In 109.)
See intra Insight into; see also CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(6) OF STA-

CASES.

TISTICAL RESIDUES-BASIC DISTINCTION
PREDICTIONS (3 ELEMENTS)-(3)
TICULAR CASES

INDUCTION/INDUCTIVE ■ INFERENCE–CONCRETE FROM CLASSICAL LAWS, –DEDUCTIVE-FORM OF

CONCERN WITH.

■ INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS–AND GEM ■ INTERPRETATION–AND UNDERSTANDING-THE THING

CONCRETE.

■ LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–CLASSICAL-ABSTRACT (4 ELEMENTS)-(2), –STATISTICAL-AXIOMATIC
STRUCTURE OF

■ LIBERATION–PROBLEM OF ETHICAL-IS RADICAL ■ MEANING ■ MEASURE-

MENT–AND DEVELOPMENT, –AND SIMULTANEITY ■ METAPHYSICAL–INTEGRATION ■ METHOD,

■ LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–CLASSICAL-AND CONDITIONAL

■ RESIDUE(S)–STATISTICAL ■ SYSTEM(S)–ABSTRACT-AND PAR-

ESSENCE.
GOOD.

See COMMON SENSE–AND CONCRETE PARTICULAR

See COMMON SENSE–AND CONCRETE PARTICULAR

See ESSENCE–PARTICULAR

See GOOD, THE–PARTICULAR

CLASSICAL–HEURISTIC PRINCIPLES OF ■ METHOD, GENETIC–GENERAL NOTIONS (7)-(7) ■ OPEN-

HISTORY.

NESS–AND PURE DESIRE TO KNOW ■ PRINCIPLE(S)–MORAL ■ PROBABILITY–AND CERTAINTY ■

INSIGHT INTO.

See HISTORIAN–AND A PARTICULAR HISTORY

“Insight is not yet conception. What is the general

PASSION – PASSION

statement of the conditions when two coplanar circles must intersect? You have to take time out to think out a general formula that
adequately expresses the insight. The insight is into this particular
case, and you can see that in any other drawing exactly similar to
this one the circles would be bound to intersect. But you have to do
some further thinking if you want a conception, an expression, a
general formulation, of that insight. … The Athenians had insights
that dealt with particular cases, but they did not pursue the scientific ideals of definition of terms and of general formulation. Socrates’ questions, on the other hand, tended to be of the type, What is
the general formula that covers all cases of bravery, temperance,
justice, or wisdom? That is the same sort of question as, What is
the general formula that covers all cases of circles intersecting? The
Athenians had never thought of that sort of thing, and even today
the commonsense people of any city have never thought of it. Men
of common sense know perfectly well, in any particular case,
whether a fellow is brave or cowardly, and they will acknowledge
a series of intermediate cases where they would not use the words
or would not know what words to use. In particular instances, they
have perfectly clear ideas, just as when we constructed the equilateral triangle it was clear to us that the circles would intersect. But
to go on to give a general account, a general formula, that covers
all cases of bravery and settles all disputed or borderline instances
is quite another matter, and it involves the introduction of a scientific ideal.” (UB 36-39.)
And expression. “The difference between insight into the particular case … and the more general formulation that covers all possible cases … is of considerable importance for distinguishing
between the scientific expression of an insight and, for example,
the artistic expression of an insight. An artist has insights, but he
does not express them in general formulae, in terms of R1, R2,
and S. He does not express them in any abstract terms, where
‘abstract’ refers to scientific or philosophic terms. He expresses
himself in poetry, in painting, in the plastic and visual arts, and in
other manners. Artistic expression does not move off into this
abstract field of general formulation. The artist gives a concrete
expression to the insight into particular situations or data. In
short, I think there is an insight in art, but the artist does not attempt this type of conception. The artist’s expression of his insight is his work of art, whatever the work of art may be.” (UB 3839.)

And general formulation. “Men of common sense know perfectly well, in any particular case, whether a fellow is brave or
cowardly, and they will acknowledge a series of intermediate
cases where they would not use the words or would not know
what words to use. In particular instances, they have perfectly
clear ideas …. But to go on to give a general account, a general
formula, that covers all cases of bravery and settles all disputed
or borderline instances is quite another matter, and it involves the
introduction of a scientific ideal [of definition of terms and of
general formulation].” (UB 39.) See DEFINITION(S)–UNIVERSAL; CLASSICAL AND
STATISTICAL COMPARED–FORMULATION; VERIFICATION–OF FORMULATIONS
Data and. “When data are considered as particular, and a multiplicity of data are referred to a single unity, you have a grasp of
form of one type, which we may call central or substantial form.
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We have insights into data as particular. It is in considering these
data that I have insight into the unity of this man. Consequently,
there is a central form in beings, a central form which corresponds to what is grasped when you say it is one and the same
over a spatiotemporal volume of particular data.” (UB 39.) See also
CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–FORM
PHILOSOPHIES AND THE UNIVERSAL VIEWPOINT.

See

UNIVERSAL VIEW-

POINT–AND A PARTICULAR PHILOSOPHY
THINGS.

See THING(S)–AS PARTICULAR/GENERAL, –FROM GENERAL NOTION TO PARTICULAR

TIMES AND PLACES.

“Particular places and particular times pertain
to the empirical residue [see RESIDUE(S)–EMPIRICAL-ABSTRACTION FROM]. They
are positive aspects of experience. Each differs from every other.
But because no one ever asks why one place is not another or why
one time is not another, people are apt to be puzzled when the
question is put, to imagine that something different from such obvious foolishness must be meant, and to experience a variety of
fictitious difficulties before arriving at the simple conclusion that
(1) particular places and particular times differ as a matter of fact
[see FACT–MERE MATTER OF], and (2) there is no immanent intelligibility
[see INTELLIGIBILITY–IMMANENT] to be grasped by direct insight [see INSIGHT
AND UNDERSTANDING–DIRECT] into that fact.” (In 51.) In more scholastic
terms: “What is variously termed materia individualis [individual
matter], materia designata, materia signate [designated (this) matter], the hic et nunc [here and now], cannot be an explanatory factor in any science; it is irrelevant to all scientific explanation; it is
irrelevant a priori; time and place as such explain nothing, for the
reason for anything, the cause of anything, is never this instance at
this place and time, but always a nature which, if found here, can
be found elsewhere, if found now, can be found later. Hence natural scientist, mathematician, and metaphysician all abstract from
individual matter, ‘which is the underlying matter in its determinate dimensions’ [Aquinas, De veritate, q. 10, a. 5 c.]. Intellect abstracts from
the hic et nunc.” (V 53.) See also FRAME(S) OF REFERENCE–EMPIRICAL RESIDUE, INSIGHT AND

PASSION: Also pati. A reception of influence. To be changed, moved,
to receive. One of Aristotle’s predicaments or categories (see PROPER
NAMES–ARISTOTLE, ARISTOTELIAN-CATEGORIES). Any reception of a PERFECTION or
privation. “There is no difficulty in thinking of movement in the
strict sense of actus imperfecti as a pati [see ACT–OF WHAT IS COMPLETE (ACTUS
PERFECTI)]. But there appears to be enormous difficulty in thinking of
MOVEMENT in the broad sense, which includes the actus perfecti, as a pati [see MOVEMENT–AS PATI]. Since that difficulty necessarily tends to the
substitution of what someone else thinks for what Aquinas said, we
must endeavor to surmount it at once. We begin from the variety of
meanings of the term pati in Aquinas’s source [see ACTION–IDENTITY OF A.
AND PASSION].” (V 116.)
ACTUS PERFECTI AS. See ACT–OF WHAT IS COMPLETE (ACTUS PERFECTI)
AND IMMANENT ACT. “Among the various meanings of passio, pati,
many are opposed to immanent act; but pati in the metaphysical
sense of receiving is opposed only to the exercise of efficient causality in an equally strict metaphysical sense; hence pati is not incompatible with immanent act or with actio or operatio in the
sense of immanent act; on the contrary, inasmuch as immanent act
is a perfection received in a creature, necessarily it is a pati.” (V 148.)
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PASSIVE – PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE

IDENTITY OF P. AND ACTION.

See ACTION–IDENTITY OF A. AND PASSION

SENSING AS.

“We may perhaps be permitted … to point out that
Aquinas as a matter of fact actually does say that sentire [sensing]
is a pati and that intelligere [understanding; see intra Understanding
as] is a pati, and then to present our daring hypothesis that perhaps
Aquinas meant what he said. In the following passages the reader
will note that Aquinas is speaking not of some prior condition of
sensation but of sensation itself and that Aquinas does not say that
sensation has a prior condition or cause in some change but that it
consists in a change and is completed in a change. I quote: ‘sensing
consists in being moved and receiving an influence’ [Aquinas, In II De anima, lect. 10, §350]; ‘sense knowledge is completed in this, that the sense
is moved by the sensible thing’[Aquinas, Super IV Setentiarum, d. 50, q. 1, a 4 sol];
‘knowledge in an external sense is constituted by this alone, that
the sense is changed by the sensible thing’ [Aquinas, Quaestiones quodlibetales, 5, a. 9, ad 2m].” (V 141.)
“In the Sentences, discussing the mutability
proper to creatures, [Aristotle] concludes that creatures are mutable
both inasmuch as they can lose what they possess and inasmuch
as they can acquire what they do not possess; the latter is a true
mutability, though in a broad sense, as when all reception is said
to be a pati [to be changed, moved, to receive] and moveri [to be
moved], for example, ‘‘understanding is a certain reception of influence’ [Aquinas, Super I Sententiarum, d. 8, q. 3, a. 2 sol] … Again, discussing the
meanings of pati, he urges that there is no pati proprie [in proper
sense] in the intellect because it is immaterial, but still there is there
an element of passion inasmuch as there is reception; and that is the
meaning of ‘understanding is a certain reception of influence.’” (V

UNDERSTANDING AS.

142.)

PASSIVE:
FECTION)
FORM.

That which is in POTENCY/POTENTIAL to be perfected (see PERor determined (see DETERMINATION(S)) by some other AGENT or

See also PATIENT

PATI: See PASSION
PATIENT: The subject of CHANGE; the subject acted upon or influenced
by a cause; the subject of PASSION; the recipient of an ACTION; material
cause (see CAUSE(S)–MATERIAL) in the broad sense of the determinable subject of change.
PATTERN: The term is found principally in L’s explication of his cognitional theory (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS-PATTERN OF), method
(see GEM; METHOD(S)), and in regard to PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE. L says of
the former that “in the procedures of the human mind we shall discern … a basic pattern of operations employed in every cognitional
enterprise”; method is “a normative pattern,” and “the set of relations
furnish a pattern,” and “the pattern is described as the right way of
doing the job,” and “operations in accord with the pattern may be repeated indefinitely” (M 4); and “the pattern of the relations between the
acts is similar in form to the pattern of the relations between the contents of the acts.” (In 424.)
ALIEN VS PURE. See SENSE(S)–AND EXPERIENCING SUBJECT
AND METHOD/GEM. See GEM; METHOD(S)
EXPERIENTIAL/OF EXPERIENCE. See PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE

IN ART.

See ART–DEFINITION OF-AND PATTERN

INVARIANT.

In regard to his analysis of the structure of knowing,
and the possibility of revising it, L writes: “It is true that things can
be said more accurately and more fully. There are all sorts of further questions that can be raised apropos of things said in Insight.
But if it is true that this is a structure that excludes the possibility of
a revision, in the sense that any future revision in any concrete
sense of ‘revision’ would presuppose knowing to be precisely a
structure of this type, we have arrived at a fundamental invariant
pattern. Any future advance in self-knowledge may fill out this pattern with further details, may enrich it with all sorts of conclusions;
but to be a revision it has to preserve this pattern.” (UB 144.) See also
COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS-PATTERN OF, –STRUCTURE-REVISION OF
OF COGNITIONAL OPERATIONS.

See

COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS-

PATTERN OF

OF KNOWING.
PURE.

See COGNITION,

COGNITIONAL–STRUCTURE

See SENSE(S)–AND EXPERIENCING SUBJECT

RECURRENT.

In regard to cognition see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–
in regard to method see METHOD(S); GEM; in regard

OPERATIONS-PATTERN OF;

to expression see EXPRESSION–AND PSYCHIC FLOW
PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE: “I’m not attempting an exhaustive account of possible patterns of experience. I’m trying to break down
the notion that a man is some fixed entity. Psychologically we develop. And for every stage of development, in every stage of human
culture, and history, and society, and so on, you have different developments. Everyone has something. … Human lives are not all the
same. What is the possibility of that? What are the types of factor
that enter in?” (UB 320.) “There are … different dynamic patterns of experience, nor is it difficult for us to say just what we mean by such a
pattern. As conceived, it is the formulation of an insight; but all insight arises from sensitive or imaginative presentations, and in the
present case the relevant presentations are simply the various elements in the experience that is organized by the pattern.” (In 205.) “Perhaps the most relevant thing with regard to those patterns of
experience is this: The ones I give are simply indications of the fact
that people differ from one another, that they live in different ways,
that this or that is a possibility, and so on. What I’m trying to indicate
is the possibility of different components that can enter into human
living. I’m not trying to offer a set of formulae and say, ‘Now you
have people of this type, with so much of the dramatic pattern and so
much of the practical, and a little dose of the aesthetic now and then,’
and find a chemical formula under which you’ll be able to classify
types of human beings. But I wish to indicate the potentialities of
man in a general way.” (UB 309.) See HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT
AESTHETIC. “Just as the mathematician grasps intelligible forms in
schematic images, just as the scientist seeks intelligible systems
that cover the data of his field, so too the artist exercises his intelligence in discovering ever novel forms that unify and relate the contents and acts of aesthetic experience. Still, sense does not escape
one master merely to fall into the clutches of another. Art is a twofold freedom. As it liberates experience from the drag of biological
purposiveness, so it liberates intelligence from the wearying con-

PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE – PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE

straints of mathematical proofs, scientific verifications, and commonsense factualness. For the validation of the artistic idea is the
artistic deed. The artist establishes his insights, not by proof or verification, but by skilfully embodying them in colors and shapes, in
sounds and movements, in the unfolding situations and actions of
fiction. To the spontaneous joy of conscious living there is added
the spontaneous joy of free intellectual creation.” (In 208.) See intra
Dramatic-as artistry; And common sense; see also ART–AND EXPERIENCE
And dramatic. “I use the aesthetic pattern to indicate the possibility of a transition from the biological to other patterns of experience. Also to provide an underpinning of the dramatic. The
dramatic is, as it were, a specialization, or an extension, of the
aesthetic.” (UB 307.)
“The question then: Is common sense a pattern of experience distinct from the four patterns of experience
mentioned in the text [Insight]?—In the text there are considered
the biological, aesthetic, intellectual, dramatic, and practical patterns of experience; so, first, is common sense a pattern of experience distinct from these?—Or is it identified with any one of them?
Or is it identified with the sum total of all the patterns? Or is it a
partial aspect of all the patterns?” (UB 306.) “Common sense occurs,
ordinarily, it develops, in the dramatic and practical patterns of experience. The aesthetic pattern of experience also has its common
sense. Scientific knowledge begins from commonsense knowledge,
but starts moving away from it because of its own aims; it has its
specific end. Common sense, as a mode in which insight develops,
is something common, I prefer to say, to some of the patterns. … I
would not say that any of them excludes common sense. The intellectual pattern begins from it and also has to use it. The scientist
has to have a certain amount of common sense; otherwise he
wouldn’t be able to find his way into his lab.” (UB 307.)
BIOLOGICAL. “By such a pattern is not meant the visible or imaginative focus of attention offered by the characteristic shape and appearance of an animal. Nor again is the pattern reached by grasping
that spatially and temporally distinct data all belong to a single living thing, for plants no less than animals are alive, and as yet we
have not satisfied ourselves upon the validity of the notion of the
thing [see THING(S)–NOTION OF]. Rather, the pattern is a set of intelligible
relations that link together sequences of sensations, memories, images, conations, emotions, and bodily movements; and to name the
pattern biological is simply to affirm that the sequences converge
upon terminal activities of intussusception or reproduction, or,
when negative in scope, self-preservation. Accordingly, the notion
of the pattern takes us beyond behaviorism, inasmuch as attention
is not confined to external data; it takes us beyond a narrow positivism, inasmuch as the canon of relevance [see CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(3) OF RELEVANCE] leads us to acknowledge that there
is a content to insight; but it observes the canon of parsimony [see
CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(4) OF PARSIMONY] by adding no more
than a set of intelligible relations to elements of experience.” (In 206.)
AND COMMON SENSE.

And extroversion. “Conscious living is only a part of the animal’s total living. As in the plant, so in the animal there go forward immanent vital processes without the benefit of any
conscious control. The formation and nutrition of organic struc-
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tures and of their skeletal supports, the distribution and neural
control of muscles, the physics of the vascular system, the chemistry of digestion, the metabolism of the cell, all are sequences of
events that fit into intelligible patterns of biological significance.
Yet it is only when their functioning is disturbed that they enter
into consciousness. Indeed, not only is a large part of animal living nonconscious, but the conscious part itself is intermittent.
Animals sleep. It is as though the full-time business of living
called forth consciousness as a part-time employee, occasionally
to meet problems of malfunctioning, but regularly to deal rapidly,
effectively, and economically with the external situations in
which sustenance is to be won and into which offspring are to be
born. … Thus extroversion is a basic characteristic of the biological pattern of experience.” (In 206-07.) See also EXTROVERSION–OF ANIMALS; CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–CONFRONTATIONAL ELEMENT OF
DRAMATIC. “If now we turn to ordinary human living, it is plain that
we have to do with neither the biological nor the artistic nor the intellectual pattern of experience. Still, there is a stream of consciousness, and the stream involves not only succession but also
direction. Conspicuous in this direction is a concern to get things
done. But behind palpable activities, there are motives and purposes; and in them it is not difficult to discern an artistic, or more
precisely, a dramatic component.” (In 210.) See intra Dramatic-as artistry;
see also SUBJECT, THE–DRAMATIC

And aesthetic. See intra Aesthetic-and dramatic
And imagination. “There is no deliberation or choice about becoming stamped with some character; there is no deliberation
about the fact that our past behavior determines our present habitual attitudes; nor is there any appreciable effect from our present good resolutions upon our future spontaneity. Before there
can be reflection or criticism, evaluation or deliberation, our
imaginations and intelligence must collaborate in representing
the projected course of action that is to be submitted to reflection
and criticism, to evaluation and decision. Already in the prior
collaboration of imagination and intelligence, the dramatic pattern is operative, outlining how we might behave before others
and charging the outline with an artistic transformation of a more
elementary aggressivity and affectivity.” (In 212.)
And ordinary living. “Ordinary living is not ordinary drama. It is
not learning a role and developing in oneself the feelings appropriate to its performance. It is not the prior task of assembling
materials and through insight imposing upon them an artistic pattern. For in ordinary living there are not first the materials and
then the pattern, nor first the role and then the feelings. On the
contrary, the materials that emerge in consciousness are already
patterned, and the pattern is already charged emotionally and
conatively.” (In 212.)
And the drama as such. “The characters in this drama of living
are molded by the drama itself. As other insights emerge and accumulate, so too do the insights that govern the imaginative projects of dramatic living. As other insights are corrected through
the trial and error that give rise to further questions and yield still
further complementary insights, so too does each individual discover and develop the possible roles he might play, and under the
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PERCEPTION – PERCEPTION

pressure of artistic and affective criteria, work out his own selection and adaptation. Out of the plasticity and exuberance of
childhood through the discipline and the play of education there
gradually is formed the character of the man. It is a process in
which rational consciousness with its reflection and criticism, its
deliberation and choice, exerts a decisive influence.” (In 211-12.) See
CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL– LEVELS OF (5)-(4) RATIONAL SELF- (6 ELEMENTS)

As artistry. “Not only … is man capable of aesthetic liberation
[see LIBERATION–AESTHETIC] and artistic creativity, but his first work of
art is his own living. The fair, the beautiful, the admirable is embodied by man in his own body and actions before it is given a
still freer realization in painting and sculpture, in music and poetry. Style is the man before it appears in the artistic product.
Still, if the style of living is more fundamental, it is also more
constrained. For man’s own body and actions cannot be treated as
the painter treats his uncomplaining oils and the poet his verbal
materials. As in the animal, so also in man, there exist the exigencies of underlying materials, and the pattern of experience has
to meet these exigencies by granting them psychic representation
and conscious integration. The biological cannot be ignored, and
yet in man it can be transformed. … To grant free rein to man’s
impulse for artistically manifested dignity is to set so-called
hardheaded industrialists and financiers to the task of stimulating
artistic imagination with advertisements and of meeting its demands with the raw materials of the earth and with the technology of an age of science. … Such artistry is dramatic.” (In 210-11.)
See intra Aesthetic; see also ART–OF LIVING
As social. “Such artistry is dramatic. It is in the presence of others, and the others too are also actors in the primordial drama that
the theatre only imitates. If aesthetic values, realized in one’s own
living, yield one the satisfaction of good performance, still it is
well to have the objectivity of that satisfaction confirmed by the
admiration of others; it is better to be united with others by winning their approval; it is best to be bound to them by deserving
and obtaining their respect and even their affection. For man is a
social animal. He is born in one family only to found another of
his own. His artistry and his knowledge accumulate over the centuries because he imitates and learns from others. The execution
of his practical schemes requires the collaboration of others.” (In
211.)
INTELLECTUAL.

“If what you’re seeking is universally valid knowledge, then you have to be in the intellectual pattern of experience to
get proper results. … I don’t hold that the intellectuals are a superior race. But I think that, with regard to all human conduct, there is
a dependence upon knowledge. And insofar as human life enters
into the complexities that develop in cultures, and develop in civilizations, and so on, general knowledge becomes a necessity. And
the way to arrive at it is through the intellectual pattern of experience.” (UB 321.) “A man can unfold his detached, disinterested, unrestricted DESIRE TO KNOW by asking and answering questions, and then
he operates in the intellectual pattern of experience.” (In 758.)
And spiral ascent of understanding. “No doubt, the frequency,
intensity, duration, and purity of the intellectual pattern of experi-

ence are subject to great variation. For they depend upon native
aptitude, upon training, upon age and development, upon external
circumstance, upon the chance that confronts one with problems
and that supplies at least the intermittent opportunity to work towards their solution. To be talented is to find that one’s experience slips easily into the intellectual pattern, that one’s sensitive
spontaneity responds quickly and precisely to the exigencies of
mind. Insights come readily. Exact formulation follows promptly.
Outer sense pounces upon significant detail. Memory tosses out
immediately the contrary instance. Imagination devises at once
the contrary possibility. Still, even with talent, knowledge makes
a slow, if not a bloody entrance. To learn thoroughly is a vast undertaking that calls for relentless perseverance. To strike out on a
new line and become more than a weekend celebrity calls for
years in which one’s living is more or less constantly absorbed in
the effort to understand, in which one’s understanding gradually
works round and up a spiral of viewpoints with each complementing its predecessor and only the last embracing the whole
field to be mastered.” (In 209-10.)
MYSTICAL.

“A man can unfold his detached, disinterested, unrestricted DESIRE TO KNOW by asking and answering questions, and then
he operates in the intellectual pattern of experience; again, he can
reflect that asking questions can never lead to more than mere answers, that his intellectual desire demands more than mere answers,
and then he will endeavor to enter into the mystical pattern of experience. Both procedures have the same origin and both have the
same ultimate goal. Both yield their different and basically equivalent accounts of ultimate reality.” (In 758.)

NOTION OF.

“The notion of the pattern of experience may best be
approached by remarking how abstract it is to speak of a sensation.
No doubt, we are all familiar with acts of seeing, hearing, touching, tasting, smelling. Still, such acts never occur in isolation both
from one another and from all other events. On the contrary, they
have a bodily basis; they are functionally related to bodily movements; and they occur in some dynamic context that somehow unifies a manifold of sensed contents and of acts of sensing. ... There
are, then, different dynamic patterns of experience, nor is it difficult for us to say just what we mean by such a pattern. As conceived, it is the formulation of an insight; but all insight arises
from sensitive or imaginative presentations, and in the present case
the relevant presentations are simply the various elements in the
experience that is organized by the pattern.” (In 204-05.)
PRACTICAL. See intra Dramatic
PURE. See SENSE(S)–AND EXPERIENCING SUBJECT
PERCEPTION: L is asked to describe the role of intellectual operations as related to perception. He replies: “There is a flow of sensations. They are integrated into a flow of perceptions insofar as the
sensations take their place within horizons; that is Husserl’s terminology—he has done a lot of reflecting on this sort of thing. The perceptions give a profile, an Abschattung. The perception is a horizon
that will contain a whole series of these possible sense perceptions.
The perception can have a flow filled out with images, whatever their

PERFECTION – PERSON(S)

source is—memory and so on—and this is governed by various psychological laws. All this occurs within empirical consciousness. …
Then there is intellectual consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–
LEVELS OF (5)-(2) INTELLECTUAL]. You have your intellect, agent intellect, the
source of WONDER. Wonder starts, there is something that excites your
curiosity, you wonder why about something. We have a flow of images, but we have gone past the stage where we wonder about trees,
so they are not good examples for anything intellectual; what we
have been dealing with mostly … have been geometrical images because they are easier than any others to pin down. When wonder
arises with respect to an image or a presentation, you have what the
scholastics named the illumination of the phantasm [see INTELLECT–
AGENT-AS ILLUMINATING PHANTASM].” (UB 296.)
AND INQUIRY. See SUBJECT, THE–UNITY OF
AND INTENTIONAL CONSCIOUSNESS. See CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–AS
PERCEPTION

AND LIVING.

See LIVING–AND PERCEPTION

ORIENTATION OF.
VS SENSATION.

See ORIENTATION–OF PERCEPTION

See SENSATION–VS PERCEPTION

PERFECTION: A scholastic term, in

L’s later thought its equivalents in
his dynamic worldview are FINALITY (for perfection is often coupled
with “end”) and DEVELOPMENT. Perfection is any good possessed by a
being that is suitable to it and conceived as really or mentally distinct
from other perfections it might have. A state in which nothing is lacking to its nature, the fulfilment of its natural powers, and the attainment of its end.
AND INTENTIONAL EXISTENCE. See EXISTENCE–INTENTIONAL-AND PERFECTION
OF THE SUBJECT. See KNOWING–AS PERFECTION
TWOFOLD. See ORDER–UNITY OF

PERFORMANCE:

alia

Also perform, performer, operating. See also inter

PERFORMATIVE ■ AFFECT(S)–IN DREAMS ■ ART–DEFINITION OF-AND PATTERN-

EXPERIENTIAL
MON SENSE

■ BEING–UNIVERSE OF-AND AFFECTIVITY ■ CIVILIZATION(S)–AND WORLD OF COM-

■ COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS-APPLYING INTENTIONAL TO CONSCIOUS,

–OPERATIONS-CONSCIOUSNESS OF ■ COLLABORATION–AND SELF-TRANSCENDENCE ■ COMMON
SENSE–SPECIALIZATION OF-POLITICAL ■ COMMUNITY–AS COOPERATIVE ■ CONSCIOUSNESS,
INTENTIONAL–CONTINUITY AND UNITY OF ■ DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS–VERIFICATION OF ■ DESIRE TO KNOW–AND UNIVERSAL WILLINGNESS ■ DEVELOPMENT–ORGANIC ■ DIALECTIC(S)–
STRUCTURE OF-MATERIALS (6)
ING/JUDGMENT

■ DREAM(S) ■ EXISTENCE–AND ESSENCE-AND UNDERSTAND-

■ FORM–HUMAN CENTRAL ■ FREEDOM, ELEMENTS OF (4) ■ FUNCTIONAL SPE-

CIALIZATION(S) ■ GEM–FUNCTIONS OF (12)-(2) ■ HUMAN–GOOD-STRUCTURE OF ■ I ■ MAGE–AS
IMAGE, SYMBOL, SIGN-IN RELIGION

■ INFRASTRUCTURE AND SUPRASTRUCTURE ■ INSIGHT

AND UNDERSTANDING–ELEMENTS OF-SUMMARY ■ INTELLECT–SPECULATIVE ■ INTENTIONALITY
ANALYSIS ■ JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE–AND SELF-TRANSCENDENCE ■ LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–
CLASSICAL-ABSTRACT (4 ELEMENTS)-(2)
FORMATIVE MEANING

■ LEVEL(S)– OF OUR TIMES ■ LINGUISTIC(S)–AND PER-

■ LIVING–AND NECESSITY OF IMAGES, SYMBOLS ■ MEANING–ACTS OF-

CONSTITUTIVE OR EFFECTIVE-AS PERFORMATIVE

■ OPERATOR(S)–AND OPERATIONS AS GROUPED

■ PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–DRAMATIC-AND ORDINARY LIVING ■ RESEARCH (FUNCTIONAL
SPECIALTY)–SPECIAL-AND HORIZON ■ SELF …–TRANSCENDENCE ■ SELF-APPROPRIATION–
PROCESS OF-(1) THE PATTERN

■ SPONTANEITY–AND SENSITIVE CONSCIOUSNESS ■ SUBJECT,

THE–AS OPERATOR ■ VIEWPOINT(S)–HIGHER-FORMULATION OF ■ WILLINGNESS–UNIVERSAL
AND ASPIRATION.

See WILLINGNESS–UNIVERSAL

AND DRAMATIC BIAS.

See BIAS–DRAMATIC-(4) PERFORMANCE; SCOTOSIS, SCOTOMA–
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AND PERFORMANCE

AND SCOTOSIS.

See SCOTOSIS, SCOTOMA–AND PERFORMANCE

CAPACITY FOR.

See METHOD, GENETIC–AND ORGANIC DEVELOPMENT

PRIVATE.

See INTERIORITY–WORLD OF-VERIFICATION IN

PERFORMATIVE: L often contrasts words and performance in regard
to positions on knowing. One defends a counterposition by performing the operations comprised by L’s position, although the selfcontradiction is not apparent to the defender. See POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION

PERSON(S):

The classic definition of SCHOLASTICISM (from THOMAS AQUIdistinct subsistent in an intellectual nature—was formulated
in a theological context that considers humanity, angels, and God.
The definition applies to all three (applied to God it is, of course,
analogous). The human person can be distinguished as an embodied
distinct subsistent in an intellectual nature. Note that L distinguishes
person (which every human being is) and Subject (see SUBJECT, THE).
The Subject is the person taking explicit possession of his or her subjectivity (see SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER; SELF-APPROPRIATION). See also
NAS)—a

PERSONAL
AND DIALECTIC. DIALECTIC(S),

the fourth functional specialty (see DIA“moves beyond the realm of ordinary
empirical science. It meets persons. It acknowledges the values
they represent. It deprecates their short-comings. It scrutinizes their
intellectual, moral, and religious assumptions. It picks out significant figures, compares their basic views, discerns processes of DEVELOPMENT and ABERRATION.” (M 252.)

LECTIC (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY))

AND FOURTH LEVEL OF INTENTIONALITY. In the context, L is discussing the dimensions of authentic subjectivity (see AUTHENTICITY).
Beyond the third level of intentional consciousness (see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL– LEVELS OF (5)-(3) RATIONAL) and its single-minded concern
for truth, there is the dimension belonging to the fourth, the level
of rational self-consciousness or conscience (see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(4) RATIONAL SELF- (6 ELEMENTS)). “There we emerge as
persons, meet one another in a common concern for values, seek to
abolish the organization of human living on the basis of competing
egoisms and to replace it by an organization on the basis of man’s
perceptiveness and intelligence, his reasonableness, and his responsible exercise of freedom.” (M 10.)
AND INCARNATE MEANING. See MEANING–INCARNATE
AND JUDGMENT. See JUDGMENT(S)–AS RELATED-(4) TO THE PERSON JUDGING
AND MORAL SELF-TRANSCENDENCE. See SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE-MORAL
AUTHENTIC. See AUTHENTICITY
CONSTITUTION OF FINITE. In finite beings ESSENCE and EXISTENCE are
really distinct. In the absolute being conceived in PHILOSOPHY OF GOD,
existence and essence are infinite and identical. Determining the
constitution of a finite person means (1) assigning the intrinsic
causes by which it is composed and (2) applying out of these several causes the laws that govern the composition of a unityidentity-whole.

Step 1. “Assigning the intrinsic causes. To constitute a finite person the following are required.
(1) A substantial essence of an intellectual nature; otherwise
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PERSONA VS EGO – PERSPECTIVISM

there would be no person;
(2) an act of existence; otherwise there would be no subsistent,
no that-which-is, no being in the strict sense;
(3) an act of existence received in an essence; otherwise the
person would not be finite;
(4) a proper act of existence; [see ACT–OF EXISTENCE, PROPER] otherwise it would have another’s act of existence and could be neither ‘undivided in itself’ or ‘divided from everything else’;
(5) at least inseparable accidents; otherwise the essence itself
would not exist.” (OPCC 59-61.)
Step 2. Applying the laws of composition.
“The law of composition is that intrinsic causes be proportionate to one another in such a way that by different causes one
and the same thing is perfectible and perfected. … But one and
the same finite person is perfectible by the substantial essence
of an intellectual nature and perfected by the act of existence
proper to it; and again, one and the same person is perfectible
by these substantial principles and perfected by its accidents.
… On the other hand, if the act of existence were not proper to
this essence, it would belong to another; and then through essence it would be ‘this’ in potency, and through the act of existence it would be ‘that other’ in act; and thus there would be no
‘one’ in the strict sense, as something simply undivided in itself
and divided from everything else.” (OPCC 61.)
DEFINITION OF.

In L’s thought, the classic notion of person as substance, and definition of person (Aquinas) as distinct subsistent in
an intellectual nature, are not at the centre of his personalism; rather, L speaks of the Subject. See SUBJECT, THE, –VS SUBSTANCE
Aquinas. See THOMAS AQUINAS–AND DEFINITION OF PERSON
Augustine. See PROPER NAMES–AUGUSTINE, AUGUSTINIAN-AND PERSON
FINITE. See intra Constitution of finite
HUMAN. See HUMAN–PERSON
PERSONA VS EGO: See EGO–DIFFERENTIATION OF PERSONA AND
PERSONAL: See also inter alia PERSON(S) ■ INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS ■ ASSENT ■ AUTHENTICITY–AND JUDGMENTS OF VALUE ■ BELIEF–AND COLLABORATION, –FALSE ■
COMMITMENT ■ COMMON SENSE–LANGUAGE OF-ORDINARY ■ CONFLICT–EXISTENTIAL ■ CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–FULLY ■ DECISION–AND REFLECTIVE EVALUATION ■ DECLINE–
CYCLE OF, LONGER

■ DIALECTIC (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)–AND METHOD-IMPLEMENTATION OF-

WAYS OF (7)-AS CONCRETE

■ DREAM(S)–EXISTENTIAL APPROACH TO ■ EXISTENTIAL–CONCERNS

■ EXPERIENCE, RELIGIOUS–NOT SOLITARY ■ FACT–FALSE ■ FEELINGS–AS RELATED TO OBJECTS, VALUES, ETC.
AND CHOICE

■ GOOD, THE–OF ORDER-AS PERSONAL VALUE ■ HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT-

■ INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–AND PSYCHONEUROSES ■ INTERIORITY–WORLD

OF-ENTRY INTO

■ JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE–AND CONSCIENCE, –AND DEVELOPMENT ■ KNOWL-

EDGE ■ LEVEL(S)–OF OUR TIMES ■ LIBERTY–AND COMMUNITY ■ LOVE–AND FEELING ■ MEANING–REALM(S) OF-(3) INTERIORITY ■ PERSPECTIVISM ■ REAL, THE REAL–NOT-REAL FOR ME ■
REASONABLENESS–OF SCIENTIST/PHILOSOPHER ■ RESPONSIBILITY–AND PHILOSOPHY ■ SECULAR ■ SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER ■ SELF …–TRANSCENDENCE-JUDGMENT ON, MORAL

■ SELF-APPROPRIATION–AND EXISTENTIAL CONFLICT ■ SUBJECT, THE–AND EXPLICIT

METAPHYSICS

■ SUBJECTIVITY–OBJECTIFICATION OF ■ TENSION(S)–FROM MORAL IMPOTENCE ■

TRADITION–PHILOSOPHY AND-AND PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT ■ TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS-

ACKNOWLEDGE YOUR HISTORICITY! ■ UNIVERSAL VIEWPOINT

ACHIEVEMENT.
BIAS.

■ WILLING–CONTINGENCE OF

See HORIZON(S)–PERSONAL

See BIAS–INDIVIDUAL

COMMITMENT OF JUDGMENT.

See

JUDGMENT(S)–AS RELATED-(4) TO THE PERSON

JUDGING

COMMITMENT

TO

PHILOSOPHY.

See

REASONABLENESS– OF

SCIEN-

TIST/PHILOSOPHER

CONVERSION AS.

See CONVERSION–AS PERSONAL

DIFFERENTIATIONS.

See DIFFERENTIATION(S)–PERSONAL

FRAME OF REFERENCE.
HORIZON.

See FRAME(S)

OF REFERENCE–PERSONAL

See HORIZON(S)–PERSONAL

RELATIONS.

Among the entries that directly regard personal relations see COMMUNITY–AND GOOD OF ORDER, –SUBSTANCE OF ■ FEELINGS–AS RELATED
TO OBJECTS, VALUES, ETC., –COMMUNITY OF, AND FELLOW F. ■ HUMAN–GOOD-STRUCTURE OF
■ INTERSUBJECTIVITY ■ LIBERTY–AND COMMUNITY, –AND FEELINGS, –SUBSTANCE OF ■
OPENNESS–THREE FACTORS-THE THREE FACTORS RELATED ■ SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE-AND
ALIENATION

RESPONSIBILITY AND PHILOSOPHY.
VALUE.

See RESPONSIBILITY–AND PHILOSOPHY

See VALUE(S)–SCALE OF-(4) PERSONAL/EXISTENTIAL

PERSPECTIVISM : The context

is the development of historical understanding (see HISTORY–CRITICAL-PROCESS FROM DATA TO FACTS IN). “Perspectivism
stresses the complexity of what the historian is writing about and, as
well, the specific difference of historical from mathematical, scientific, and philosophic knowledge.” L offers a detailed account (M
216-20) then summarizes his argument: “In brief, the historical process itself and, within it, the personal development of the historian
give rise to a series of different standpoints. The different standpoints
give rise to different selective processes. The different selective processes give rise to different histories that are (1) not contradictory, (2)
not complete information and not complete explanation, but (3) incomplete and approximate portrayals of an enormously complex reality.” (M 218-19.)
AND INDIVIDUALITY OF HISTORIAN. “Standpoints are many, and the
many are of different kinds. There is the coloring that arises from
the individuality of the historian and results in perspectivism.
There is the inadequacy that is revealed when further data are uncovered and a better understanding achieved. There are, finally, the
gross differences due to the fact that historians with opposed horizons are endeavoring to make intelligible to themselves the same
sequence of events. ... With such gross differences dialectic is concerned [see HISTORIAN–AND DIALECTIC]. They are not merely perspectival,
for perspectivism results from the individuality of the historian, but
these gross differences occur between opposed and even hostile
classes of historians. They are not ordinarily to be removed by uncovering further data, for the further data, in all probability, will be
as susceptible of opposed interpretations as the data at present
available. The cause of the gross differences is a gross difference
of [HORIZON(S)], and the proportionate remedy is nothing less than a
CONVERSION.” (M 246.)
AND RELATIVISM.

“Where

RELATIVISM

has lost hope about the attain-

PHANTASM/FANTASM – PHANTASM/FANTASM

ment of truth, perspectivism stresses the complexity of what the
historian is writing about and, as well, the specific difference of
historical from mathematical, scientific, and philosophic knowledge. It does not lock historians up in their backgrounds, confine
them to their biases, deny them access to development and openness.” (M 217.)
PHANTASM/FANTASM : A sense

image. The image in the human IMAGIas related to the activity of the agent intellect (see INTELLECT–
AGENT) and the SPECIES in the possible intellect (see INTELLECT–POSSIBLE).

NATION

See intra As intellectual object
ABSTRACTION FROM.

See ABSTRACTION–FROM PHANTASM

AND AGENT INTELLECT.

See INTELLECT–AGENT-AS ILLUMINATING PHANTASM

AND COGITATIVA. It is through the vis cogitativa (cognitive power;
akin to “mulling it over”) along with imagination and sense memory (see MEMORY–SENSITIVE VS INTELLECTUAL) that the potentially intelligible
phantasm is prepared to receive the action of the agent intellect (see
INTELLECT–AGENT). It makes the phantasm actually intelligible (see INTELLIGIBILITY–OF PHANTASM/IMAGE). Having done this, the agent intellect
causes the insight.
AND HABITUAL KNOWLEDGE. “Because the necessity of phantasm is
the necessity of an object, that necessity regards not merely the
genesis but also the use of scientific grasp. It makes no difference
how spiritual the object, how far removed from sense; phantasm
remains necessary; ‘even God is known by us through the phantasm of his effect, insofar as we know God through negation, or
through causality, or through excellence’ [Aquinas, De malo, q. 16, a. 8, ad 3m].
Habitual possession of scientific knowledge is useless without conversion to phantasm ‘in which the intelligible species shines forth
as an exemplar in the illustration or in the image’ [CG, 2, c. 73, §38]. The
difference between invention or learning and use of science is that,
in the first instance, phantasm has to produce the act of insight
whereas, in subsequent instances, informed intellect guides the
production of an appropriate phantasm; in other words, in the first
instance we are at the mercy of fortune, the subconscious, or a
teacher’s skill, for the emergence of an appropriate phantasm; we
are in a ferment of trying to grasp we know not what; but once we
have understood, then we can operate on our own, marshaling images to a habitually known end.” (V 42.) See also intra As intellectual ob-

ject
AND LIGHT OF INTELLECT.

See INTELLECT–AGENT-AS ILLUMINATING PHANTASM

AND SPECIES IMPRESSA. “The phantasm, the image, is said to be the
instrument through which the possible intellect [see INTELLECT–
POSSIBLE] receives a species impressa, an impressed FORM. Why is it a
form? It grounds an intellectual habit. If you once catch on to
something it sticks with you. It is a different type of memory from
sensible memory. If you do your geometry correctly, if you really
learn it, you do not forget it. There is quite a difference, then, between intellectual memory and sensitive memory, and what that
means is again form in the sense of habit. Once you catch on to
something, once you have the idea, you are able to operate on your
own, you do not need the teacher.” (UB 296.)
AS INTELLECTUAL OBJECT. “Phantasm is to intellect as object to potency, as sensible objects to sense, as color to vision. Phantasm is
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the object of intellect. It is also the mover of intellect, but it is not
the object because it is the mover and so is the object perhaps only
in some mechanical or metaphysical but nonpsychological sense; it
is the mover because it is the object. Human intellect in this life
needs phantasms as objects—indeed, as proper objects. Since
knowledge requires an object, and since phantasm is the object of
intellect, a phantasm is always necessary for intellectual activity,
no matter how perfect the species intelligibilis [see intra And species
impressa]: ‘sensitive potencies are necessary if the soul is to understand, not per accidens as stimulating it, as Plato said, nor as only
disposing it, as Avicenna said, but as representing to the intellective
soul its proper object, as the Philosopher [Aristotle] says in III De
anima [Aquinas, De anima, a. 15 c. ad fin].’” (V 41-42.)
And critical point in philosophy. “Objective abstraction, the illumination of phantasm, constitutes the imagined object as
something to be understood with regard to its specific nature.
Apprehensive abstraction, insight into phantasm, actually understands what objective abstraction presented to be understood. But
what was presented to be understood was the imagined object,
the phantasm …. It is not merely that there is the act of understanding and simultaneously the act of imagination, each with its
respective object. But the two objects are intrinsically related: the
imagined object is presented as something to be understood; and
the insight or apprehensive abstraction grasps the intelligibility
of the imagined object in the imagined object; thus, insight
grasps imagined equal radii in a plane surface as the necessary
and sufficient condition of an imagined uniform curve; imagination presents terms which insight intelligibly relates or unifies.” (V
189.) L calls one’s position on this matter the critical point in philosophy. “For a materialist the terms are real, the intelligible unification subjective; for an idealist the terms cannot be reality, and
the intelligible unification is not objective; for the Platonist the
terms are not reality but the intelligible unifications are objective in another world; for the Aristotelian both are objective in
this world; Thomism adds a third category, existence, to Aristotelian matter and form.” (V 189 n. 199.)
Final. See IMAGINATION–AND THE OBJECT-FINAL
Terminal. See IMAGINATION–AND THE OBJECT-TERMINAL
“According to the De anima [Aquinas] intellect
‘apprehends directly the quiddity of flesh, but by reflection, the
flesh itself [In III De anima, lect. 8, §713].’ According to the Pars prima [ST,
1] intellect must convert to phantasm to know its proper object
which still is the QUIDDITY [ST, 1, q. 84, a. 7 c]. It seems that direct apprehension is by conversion!” (V 169-70.) See intra Conversion to-vs reflection
CONVERSION TO.

on

For knowledge of singular. See intra Conversion to-vs reflection on
Vs reflection on. “We read that the first object and the first
known of intellect is the quiddity of a material thing [ST, 1, q. 85, a. 8;
q. 87, a. 3; q. 88, a. 3 c]. How can what is known not only directly but
also first nonetheless be known only by a conversion to phantasm? … To solve this difficulty one must first distinguish conversion to phantasm from reflection on phantasm, and secondly,
settle precisely what is meant by conversion. Now conversion
and reflection are quite distinct both in themselves and in their
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consequents. They are distinct in themselves: conversion to
phantasm is necessary to know the quiddity, the proper object of
human intellect; but reflection on phantasm presupposes not only
conversion to phantasm but also knowledge of the quiddity; it is
needed, not for knowledge of the proper object, but only for
knowledge of the indirect object, the singular [ST, 1, q. 86, a. 1 c].” (V
170.)

See also ABSTRACTION–AND UNIVERSAL VS PARTICULAR

ILLUMINATION OF.

See INTELLECT–AGENT-AS ILLUMINATING PHANTASM

INSIGHT INTO.

“The insight is the enriching moment—the grasp of
the actual intelligibility … that is potentially in the phantasm.” (UB
282; see also INTELLIGIBILITY–OF PHANTASM/IMAGE, –AND METAPHYSICS-POTENCY.)
“The act of intellect with respect to phantasm is an insight: ‘since
phantasms are related to intellect as objects in which it inspects
everything that it inspects, either according to a complete representation or according to negation’[Aquinas, In Boet. De Trin., q. 6, a. 2, ad 3m].” (V
43.) “Insight into phantasm is the first part of the process that moves
from sense through understanding to essential definition. Though
Aquinas derived the doctrine from Aristotle, he also affirmed it as a
matter of experience: ‘We can all experience in ourselves that,
when we try to understand something, we form for ourselves images, byway of examples, in which as it were we inspect what we
desire to understand’[ST, 1, q. 84, a. 7].” (V 38.) “When Aquinas affirms [ST,
1, q. 84, a. 7] the necessity of conversion to phantasm and of acts of imagination and other sensitive potencies both in the initial acquisition of science and in its subsequent use; when he argues both from
the experimental fact that the lesion of a sensitive organ interferes
with scientific knowledge, and again from the universal experience that whenever we try to understand we construct images in
which, as it were, we inspect the solution; when he concludes that
the proper object of human intellect in this life is the QUIDDITY or nature existing in corporeal matter; when he maintains that true and
complete knowledge of this object can be had only inasmuch as
there is presupposed an act of imagination or sense apprehending
the material singular and there supervenes an act of intellect apprehending the universal nature existing in that particular; then Aquinas is describing in his manner what from a concatenation of texts
we already have described as insight into phantasm.” (V 172-73.) See al-

so INTELLIGIBILITY–OF PHANTASM/IMAGE

And common/individual matter. “When the content of the insight into the phantasm is formulated in a conception, the conception may simply express form and common matter, and then you
have ‘humanity’ or ‘circularity.’ It may express individual matter
and form, and then you have ‘this instance of humanity’ or ‘this
instance of circularity.’ Or, you can go further, and in the form
and individual matter understand the full potentiality of being,
and then you make the step from the id quo [that by which] to the
id quod [that which].” (UB 166.)
As instrumental cause of. “Both definition and judgment proceed
from acts of understanding, but the former from direct, the latter
from reflective understanding [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–DIRECT,
–REFLECTIVE]. Both acts of understanding have their principal cause
in the agent intellect [see INTELLECT–AGENT], but the direct act in the
agent intellect as spirit of WONDER and INQUIRY, the reflective act in

the agent intellect as spirit of critical reflection, as virtus iudicativa. Again, both acts of understanding have their instrumental or
material causes, but the direct act has this cause in a schematic
image or phantasm, while the reflective act reviews not only imagination but also sense experience, and direct acts of understanding, and definitions, to find in all taken together the
sufficient ground or evidence for a judgment [see JUDGMENT(S) OF
FACT–AND REFLECTIVE UNDERSTANDING]. Hence, while the direct act of understanding generates in definition the expression of the intelligibility of a phantasm, the reflective act generates in judgment the
expression of consciously possessed truth through which reality
is both known and known to be known.” (V 60-61.)
As preconceptual. “The object of insight into phantasm is
preconceptual, so that any expression of it is as conceived and
not as such, just as any expression of the object of sight is of it
as conceived and not as such. It is this fact that accounts for the
variety of the descriptions one finds. Most commonly it is the
intelligibility in act of phantasm. In the Pars prima [Aquinas, ST
1] it is ‘the quiddity or nature of a material thing existing in corporeal matter’; ‘a form existing indeed individually in corporeal
matter, but not in the way it exists there’ [ST, 1, q. 85, a. 1 c.].” (V 174.)
INTELLIGIBILITY OF. See intra Insight into
NECESSITY OF. See intra And habitual knowledge
REFLECTION ON. See intra Conversion to-vs reflection on
PHENOMENAL: See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY-LONERGAN VS KANT (5 ELEMENTS)

PHENOMENOLOGIST: “The Aristotelian distinction between parts of
the matter and parts of the form offers, I think, a fundamental clue to
what the phenomenologist is after. The phenomenologist does not
want to describe absolutely everything. He gives a selective description, a description of what is significant or, as he himself says, of
what is essential, of what is relevant. That description, the presentation of data that communicates to us what is essential, is a selection
of the parts of the form that are in the matter. It is not discussion on
the level of conception, where one tries to give a general formula that
covers all possible cases. The phenomenologist presents us with a
concrete situation, and in that concrete situation he picks out the parts
of the form from the viewpoint of certain insights. It is a concrete
mode of communicating insights. I do not say, of course, that this
formulation of phenomenology is that of any phenomenologist, but I
think it is a good clue to understanding what phenomenologists are
doing.” (UB 44-45.)
HUSSERL. See PROPER NAMES–HUSSERL, EDMUND
PHENOMENOLOGY :

Phenomenology is a philosophical method developed in the early years of the twentieth century by Edmund
Husserl and a circle of followers at the universities of Göttingen and
Munich in Germany. Subsequently, phenomenological themes were
taken up by philosophers in France, the United States, and elsewhere,
often in contexts far removed from Husserl’s work. In Husserl’s conception, phenomenology is primarily concerned with making the
structures of consciousness, and the phenomena which appear in acts
of consciousness, objects of systematic reflection and analysis. (W) See

PHILOSOPHIC, PHILOSOPHICAL – PHILOSOPHIC, PHILOSOPHICAL

also inter alia

means to another; it has the meaning of a fact and not the
meaning of a proposition.

PHENOMENOLOGIST ■ CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–

DESCRIPTION, PRESCIENTIFIC

■ EXISTENTIALISM–AND MATHEMATICAL LOGIC ■ EXPERIENCE,

RELIGIOUS–AND CATEGORIES ■ HUMAN–BODY ■ MEANING– GENETIC SEQUENCE IN ■ PHILOSO-

(4). Linguistic meaning is objective. It expresses what has been
objectified. But the meaning of the smile is intersubjective. It
supposes the interpersonal situation with its antecedents in previous encounters. It is a recognition and an acknowledgment of
that situation and, at the same time, a determinant of the situation, an element in the situation as process, a meaning with its
significance in the context of antecedent and subsequent meanings. Moreover, that meaning is not about some object. Rather
it reveals or even betrays the subject, and the revelation is immediate. It is not the basis of some inference, but rather in the
smile one incarnate subject is transparent or, again, hidden to
another, and that transparency or hiddenness antedates all subsequent analysis that speaks of body and soul, or of sign and
signified.

PHY OF EDUCATION–FUNDAMENTAL QUESTIONS OF ■ SYMBOL(S)–MEANING OF
AND ARTISTIC INSIGHT.
AS EMPIRICISM.

See ART–INSIGHT IN

See EMPIRICISM/EMPIRICIST–PHENOMENOLOGY AS

FORMULATION OF.

See PHENOMENOLOGIST

OF A SMILE. “A smile does have a meaning. It is not just a certain
combination of movements of lips, facial muscles, eyes. It is a
combination with a meaning. Because that meaning is different
from the meaning of a frown, a scowl, a stare, a glare, a snicker, a
laugh, it is named a smile. Because we all know that that meaning
exists, we do not go about the streets smiling at everyone we meet.
We know we should be misunderstood. … Next, a smile is highly
perceptible. For our perceiving is not just a function of the impressions made on our senses. It has an orientation of its own and it selects, out of a myriad of others, just those impressions that can be
constructed into a pattern with a meaning. So one can converse
with a friend on a noisy street, disregard the meaningless surrounding tumult, and pick out the band of sound waves that has a meaning. So, too, a smile, because of its meaning, is easily perceived.
Smiles occur in an enormous range of variations of facial movements, of lighting, of angle of vision. But even an incipient, suppressed smile is not missed, for the smile is a Gestalt, a patterned
set of variable movements, and it is recognized as a whole. … Both
the meaning of the smile and the act of smiling are natural and
spontaneous. We do not learn to smile as we learn to walk, to talk,
to swim, to skate. Commonly we do not think of smiling and then
do it. We just do it. Again, we do not learn the meaning of smiling
as we learn the meaning of words. The meaning of the smile is a
discovery we make on our own, and that meaning does not seem to
vary from culture to culture, as does the meaning of gestures. …
There is something irreducible to the smile. It cannot be explained
by causes outside meaning. It cannot be elucidated by other types
of meaning. Some illustration of this will be had by comparing the
meaning of the smile with that of language.” (M 59-60.)

And meaning vs language. The smile “cannot be elucidated by
other types of meaning. Some illustration of this will be had by
comparing the meaning of the smile with that of language.” (M 60.)
(1). Linguistic meaning tends to be univocal, but smiles have a

wide variety of different meanings. There are smiles of recognition, of welcome, of friendliness, of friendship, of love, of joy,
of delight, of contentment, of satisfaction, of amusement, of refusal, of contempt. Smiles may be ironic, sardonic, enigmatic,
glad or sad, fresh or weary, eager or resigned.
(2). Linguistic meaning may be true in two ways: true as op-

posed to mendacious and true as opposed to false. A smile may
be simulated and so it may be true as opposed to mendacious,
but it cannot be true as opposed to false.
(3). Linguistic meaning contains distinctions between what we

feel, what we desire, what we fear, what we think, what we
know, what we wish, what we command, what we intend. The
meaning of a smile is global; it expresses what one person
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“From smiles one might go on to all the facial or bodily movements or pauses, to all the variations of voice in tone, pitch, volume, and in silence, to all the ways in which our feelings are
revealed or betrayed by ourselves or are depicted by actors on
the stage. But our purpose is not to exhaust the topic but rather
to point to the existence of a special carrier or embodiment of
meaning, namely, human intersubjectivity.” (All quotes M 60-61.)
VS ART. See COMMUNICATION–AND ART VS PHENOMENOLOGY
PHILOSOPHIC, PHILOSOPHICAL: See also inter alia PHILOSOPHY OF … ■
PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION ■ PHILOSOPHY OF GOD ■ PHILOSOPHY, PHILOSOPHIES ■ ABSTRACT–APPLIED TO CONCRETE-IN INSIGHT ■ ANALYSIS–LINGUISTIC-AND FUNCTION OF PHILOSOPHY

■ APPREHENSION–SYMBOLIC ■ ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE–POSITIONS AND

COUNTERPOSITIONS IN

■ ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–ARGUMENT-

GENERAL CHARACTER OF

■ BODY ■ COMMON SENSE–AND WORLD’S WORK ■ CONSCIOUS-

NESS, UNDIFFERENTIATED–AND COMMON SENSE-AND LANGUAGE ■ DEVELOPMENT–NOTION OFILLUSTRATION OF

■ ETHICS–AND COGNITIONAL THEORY ■ EXPLANATION–LEVEL OF, –TYPES OF

■ HISTORY–THEORY/THEORIES OF ■ HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT-INTELLECTUAL ■ INFERENCE ■ INSIGHT (THE BOOK) ■ LIGHT OF INTELLECT ■ LOVE–AND CONVERSION ■ MEANING– GENETIC
SEQUENCE IN

■ METHOD(S)–OF SCIENCE(S)-VS OF PHILOSOPHY ■ MYTH–AND METAPHYSICS-

OPPOSED/DIALECTICALLY RELATED

■ NONSENSE–AND THEORY ■ POSITION AND COUNTERPO-

SITION ■ QUESTION OF GOD, THE–FORMS OF (4) ■ REASONABLENESS–OF SCIEN-

■ REDUCTIONISM–AND LANGUAGE ■ SCIENCE(S)–NATURAL-AND DIALECTIC,

TIST/PHILOSOPHER

–SOCIAL ■ SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER-REVISION OF ■ SIN–BASIC ■ SOCIOLOGY–
STYLES OF

■ SUBJECT, THE–TURN/SHIFT TO-AS SHIFT OF IDEALS ■ SUBJECTIVISM ■ SYS-

TEM(S)–AND LOGIC ■ THOMISM ■ TRADITION–PHILOSOPHY AND-AND PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
AND POETRY.
AUTHORITY.

See POETRY–PRE- AND POST-PHILOSOPHIC

See ARGUMENT–FROM AUTHORITY

COMMITMENTS.
DIFFERENCES.

See HISTORIAN–AND PHILOSOPHY

See

COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY-AND PHILOSOPHY; DIALEC-

TIC(S)–OF PHILOSOPHIES
DIFFERENTIATION OF CONSCIOUSNESS.

See

CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTI-

ATED–MODERN PHILOSOPHIC
EVIDENCE.

See REASONABLENESS–OF SCIENTIST/PHILOSOPHER

INITIATION.
INTUITION.
LANGUAGE.

See INTERIORITY–AS FOUNDATION
See INTUITION(S)–PHILOSOPHIC
See LANGUAGE–PHILOSOPHICAL; SCIENTIFIC–LANGUAGE VS PHILOSOPHIC
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PHILOSOPHY OF … – PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION

PROBLEMS.

See METALANGUAGE; PHILOSOPHY, PHILOSOPHIES–PROBLEMS IN, FUNDA-

MENTAL

QUESTIONS, EXISTENTIALIST.
RELATIVISM.

See EXISTENTIALISM–AS RESTRICTED TO PER SE

See RELATIVISM–AS PHILOSOPHICAL PROBLEM

WRITING AND JUDGMENT.

PHILOSOPHY OF …: This

See SCIENTIFIC–WRITING VS PHILOSOPHIC

entry mainly regards elements of any “phi-

losophy of.”
EDUCATION.

See PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION

FOUNDATIONS OF A.

Lonergan specifies the foundations of any “philosophy of …” in his brief article “Openness and Religious Experience” (1C 185-87). “I should defend the existence of a
discipline, viz., ‘philosophy of ...,’ which with minor adaptations to
diverse materials may be extended into any of the particular departments such as (1) philosophy of nature, (2) philosophy of science, (3) philosophy of man, (4) philosophy of history, (5)
philosophy of the state, (6) PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION, (7) philosophy
of spirit, (8) philosophy of religion, etc.” (1C 185.)
In each of the above and any other department of inquiry, the
“philosophy of …” will explicate its particular data on foundations common to all. Each will be a particular determination of
three factors: “(1) basic terms, (2) basic correlations, (3) a basic
orientation.” (1C 186.) In other words, L’s explication of these factors constitute the foundations of a philosophy of philosophy or a
METAPHILOSOPHY.
Basic correlations. “The basic correlations are the relations of
empirical to intellectual consciousness and of empirical and intellectual consciousness to rational consciousness. I note that these
relations are isomorphic with the relations of potency, form, and
act in the Aristotelian-Thomist tradition.” (1C 185.) L means that
just as knowing is constituted by unifying the contents of operations on the three levels, so the known—being—is constituted by
the unity of its constitutive metaphysical principles (potency,
form, and act). In L’s critical realist epistemology, KNOWING is by
identity between what the knower intelligently grasps and reasonably affirms and the known that exists independent of the
knower; the two differ only in their potencies. See KNOWING–AND
KNOWN-ISOMORPHISM OF

Basic orientation. “The basic orientation finally is the pure, detached, disinterested, and unrestricted DESIRE TO KNOW. I should
note that this desire, when it is functioning, is no less immediate
than the levels of consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–
LEVELS OF (5)] when they are functioning.” (1C 186.) L identifies the desire to know with our natural openness to created and uncreated
being. See OPENNESS–AND PURE DESIRE TO KNOW
Basic terms. “In it the basic terms are empirical, intellectual, and
rational consciousness; and I should note that as levels of consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)] they are immediate in their content though mediated by reflection in their
formulation.” (1C 185.) The formulation constitutes a cognitional
theory. For each level has a cognitive operation: empirical consciousness–experiencing;
intellectual
consciousness–

understanding; rational consciousness–judging. Elsewhere L
writes: “From the cognitional theory [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–
THEORY] there can be derived an EPISTEMOLOGY, and from both the
cognitional theory and the epistemology there can be derived a
METAPHYSICS. These three are related to all other disciplines, not by
supplying them with elements for their basic terms and relations,
but by providing the nucleus for the formulation of their methods.” (PTP2 190.) Because of significant later developments in L’s
thought, especially Method, one would especially include among
basic terms and correlations his fourth level of intentional consciousness (see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(4) RATIONAL SELF- (6
ELEMENTS)) and its operation, DECISION. Here, “consciousness becomes conscience.” (M 268.) Here, every “philosophy of …” takes
account not only of the distinctive truths of its genre, but also declares its distinctive value.
GOD. See PHILOSOPHY OF GOD
PHILOSOPHY. See METAPHILOSOPHY
PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION: “I think the first question that arises
with regard to the topic’ philosophy of education’ is, What is the
good of it? I will argue that its value is not merely negative, but also
that the discovery and articulation of its positive function calls for
originality and creativity. For traditionalist responses to modern philosophies of education are inadequate, and the formulation of a truly
satisfactory alternative will demand that we face complicated technical issues that take seriously the context of contemporary learning.”
(TE 3.)
AND HORIZON OF EDUCATIONALIST.

“With regard to the philosophy
of education itself, the fundamental problem is the horizon [see HORIZON(S)] of the educationalist—of the person or group that has the
power and the money, that runs the bureaucracy, that makes the
decisions—and the horizon of the teacher. Insofar as their horizons
are insufficiently enlarged, there will be difficulties all along the
line. So the genuine function of a philosophy of education is to
bring the horizon of the educationalist to the point where he is not
living in some private world of educationalists, but in the universe
of being [see BEING–UNIVERSE OF].” (TE 106.)
AS JUSTIFICATION OF EDUCATIONALIST. “It is state control that
brought to birth the function and the class of educationalists. To
obtain money from taxpayers, politicians, the rich, foundations, to
plan and construct buildings, their adjuncts and equipment, their
libraries and laboratories, to devise curricula, set standards, impose
tests, to select, train, organize, direct, inspect, hire and fire teachers
and professors—for such tasks there were needed, not mathematicians nor scientists nor linguists nor litterateurs nor historians nor
economists nor sociologists nor psychologists nor philosophers nor
theologians nor even pedagogues. There had to be created a new
caste, a priesthood of the new philosophy, the men of universal
wisdom able to consult and judge specialists in any particular field.
To be able to select and judge all the specialists and pass the ultimate pronouncements on all issues, there was needed a universal
wisdom; and the universal wisdom that is the justification of the
educationalist is philosophy of education.” (TE 13.)

PHILOSOPHY OF GOD – PHILOSOPHY OF GOD
FUNDAMENTAL QUESTIONS OF. “Ernst Cassirer in his Essay on Man
states that from the viewpoint of the phenomenology of culture,
man is animal symbolicum, not a rational animal. This claim in
fact poses succinctly the challenge of our age: Are we to seek an
integration of the human good on the level of historical consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–HISTORICAL], with the acknowledgment of man’s responsibility for the human situation? If so, how
are we to go about it? These are the fundamental questions for a
philosophy of education today. There is a need for a philosophy on
the level of our time, a philosophy that is concrete, existential, genetic, historical, a ‘philosophy of...,’. … There is required, too, an
education that is on the level of our time.” (TE 78.)
TRADITIONALIST VS MODERNIST (3 ELEMENTS).

See also

PHILOSOPHY, PHI-

LOSOPHIES–MODERNIST TENDENCY IN

(1) Liberal education. “Both traditionalists and modernists affirm liberal education, but the modernists hold that all questions
of value, and so all questions of the aims and ends of education,
must be settled by the methods of empirical science; and once
they make that claim, they are excluding entirely the traditionalist
view of a liberal education. Thus, while both are striving for liberal education, they mean by it totally different things. The
agreement on this point is verbal and nugatory [of no real value].” (TE 6.)
(2) Simplified curriculum. “Both traditionalists and modernists
advocate a simplification of an overloaded and congested curriculum, but their ways of going about this task are again opposed. We might say very schematically that the modernists tend
to reduce mathematics and philosophy in favor of the empirical
sciences, to reduce the study of languages and literatures in favor
of social psychology, sociology, and current affairs, and to solve
issues by moving to details, to techniques of gathering and sifting
information. Against this modernist tendency, there is the opposite traditionalist tendency, which favors mathematics and philosophy, languages and literature, as the medium of education.
Instead of appealing to techniques of gathering and sifting information, the traditionalist appeals to principles. So, while both
groups want a simplification of the program, still they want to go
about it on the basis of entirely different criteria, and they head in
quite opposite directions.” (TE 6.)
(3) Relevance of the past. “Both the traditionalists and the modernists acknowledge the relevance of the past to the present—
education is not simply a new beginning; but the modernists hold
that the wisdom of the past has to be reformulated as a scientific
hypothesis and verified, and apart from that its value is nothing,
while the traditionalists will not accept the view that all ideas are
to be put into the form of scientific hypotheses and judged by the
degree of empirical verification obtainable by strictly empirical
methods.” (TE 7.)
“Behind this thoroughgoing opposition in education there is
an opposition in philosophy, and the difference between the
traditionalists and the modernists on this point is that the modernists have a philosophy made specifically for educational
purposes, while the traditionalists, taken as a total group, have
not. It is for this reason that a positive alternative to the tradi-

tionalist response must be attempted.”

(TE 7.)

See
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PHILOSOPHY, PHI-

LOSOPHIES–MODERNIST TENDENCY IN
UTILITY OF.

“Educators tend to be sceptical of the philosophy of
education because there are so many philosophies, and they all differ [see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION]. But one of the great utilities of
a philosophy of education, if the problem of differences can be got
round somehow, is that it will provide ultimate criteria for judging
the truth and estimating the value of what is to be found in the
constant, enormous flow of books and articles written for educators.” (TE 158.) The problem of differences arises from the problem of
development in general. See DEVELOPMENT–PRINCIPLE(S) OF (7)
VALUE OF. “I think the first question that arises with regard to the
topic ‘philosophy of education’ is, What is the good of it? I will argue that its value is not merely negative, but also that the discovery
and articulation of its positive function calls for originality and
creativity. For traditionalist responses to modern philosophies of
education are inadequate, and the formulation of a truly satisfactory alternative will demand that we face complicated technical issues that take seriously the context of contemporary learning.” (TE

3.)

PHILOSOPHY OF GOD:

“By ‘philosophy of God’ is meant thought
and affirmations or negations concerning God that are not logically
derived from revealed religion. In this statement the operative word
is ‘logically,’ for in my opinion the notion of a philosophy of God
pertains to a context in which CLASSICISM and conceptualism [see CONCEPTUALISM, CONCEPTUALIST] are taken for granted as self-evident. By a
classicist I mean a person for whom the rhetorician or orator, Isocrates or Cicero, represents the fine flower of human culture. By a
conceptualist I mean a person that is a keen logician, that is extremely precise in his use of terms, and that never imagined that the
meaning of terms varied with the acts of understanding that they expressed, that there are as many meanings for terms as there are different developments of intelligence that is expressing itself.” (PTP2 160.)
AND ANALOGY. Problems and solutions in philosophy of God and
theology differ. “Judgment about a theological understanding
differs from all that is known about God by the natural light of
reason through the mediation of creatures. Indeed, it differs in
both its problem and its solution. It differs in its problem, for the
problem or question that theological understanding resolves
arises only from revelation; take away the revelation, and there
would be no problem …. It differs in its solution, for philosophical knowledge of God neither proposes nor systematically
develops hypothetical, internally obscure analogies. When philosophy affirms something analogously about God, it also
proves what it affirms. Thus a philosopher would say and prove
that God is conscious; but a philosopher cannot demonstrate
that God is dynamically conscious, and a philosopher has no valid reason for supposing that God is dynamically conscious.” (S
49-51.)

Limitation of. Neither theologian nor philosopher has direct
knowledge of God. “So it is that without quidditative knowledge
the degree to which analogies are imperfect is also unknown.
And there is the further fact that conclusions follow from these
analogies … which we know to be compatible only insofar as
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they are derived with certitude from premises that are certain,
and imply no obvious contradiction.” (S 685.)
AND AQUINAS’S 5 WAYS. “The five ways in which Aquinas proves the
existence of God are so many particular cases of the general statement that the proportionate universe is incompletely intelligible
and that complete intelligibility is demanded. Thus, there is an argument from motion, because the transition from potency to act is
conditioned, and an unlimited aggregate of conditioned transitions
does not add up to complete intelligibility. There is an argument
from efficient causality, for the intelligible dependence of effect on
cause becomes completely intelligible only if there is a cause that is
intelligible without being dependent. There is an argument from
contingence, for the contingent is as a matter of fact, and the matter
of fact is not completely intelligible. There is an argument from the
several levels of being, for the many can be completely intelligible
only by being related to the one and unique. There is an argument
from the order of the universe, for the intelligibility of an order is
conditioned in its intelligibility by its relation to an intelligence.” (In
700-01.)

See also

ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–ARGUMENT-FROM

THOMAS AQUINAS

AND CRITICAL METHOD.

See METHOD(S)–CRITICAL-AND THE NOTION OF GOD

AND EXISTENZ.

“To affirm that God exists is not to ascribe to him
the EXISTENZ or the subtly drawn Dasein [being-in-the-world] of existentialist thought. For such existence is the existence of man, not
as intelligently grasped and reasonably affirmed, but as experiencing, inquiring, and reflecting, yet not obtaining any definitive answers to his questions about himself.” (In 692.)

AND FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY SYSTEMATICS.

See intra And theology

AND GOD.

The subentries are taken from the final stages of L’s natural theology or philosophy of God (In ch. 19).
Affirmation of. “Our knowledge of being is by intelligent grasp
and reasonable affirmation. By asking what being is, we have
been led to grasp and conceive what God is. Since it has been
shown that BEING is the core of all MEANING, it follows that our grasp
and conception of the notion of God is the most meaningful of all
possible objects of our thought. Still, every object of thought
raises a further question; for once the activity of intelligent consciousness is completed, the activity of reflective consciousness
begins. Is God then merely an object of thought? Or is God real?
Is he an object of reasonable affirmation? Does he exist? …
These four further questions are one and the same. For the real is
being, and apart from being there is nothing. Being is not known
without reasonable affirmation, and existence is the respect in
which being is known precisely inasmuch as it is affirmed reasonably. Hence it is one and the same thing to say that God is
real, that he is an object of reasonable affirmation, and that he exists.” (In 692.)
And finality. “The immanent order of this universe [see UNIVERSE–
ORDER OF] is a compound conditioned series of things and schemes
of recurrence [see RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF] realized in accord with
successive schedules of probabilities; and it has been added that,
from the viewpoint of unrestricted understanding, the nonsystem-

atic vanishes to yield place to a fully determinate and absolutely
efficacious plan and intention. It follows that FINALITY is to be conceived more accurately. Instead of an upward but indeterminately
directed dynamism, there is the intended ordination of each potency for the form it receives, of each form for the act it receives,
of each manifold of lower acts for the higher unities and integrations under which they are subsumed. So it is that every tendency
and force, every movement and change, every desire and striving
is designed to bring about the order of the universe in the manner
in which in fact they contribute to it; and since the order of the
universe itself has been shown to be because of the perfection
and excellence of the primary being and good, so all that is for
the order of the universe is headed ultimately to the perfection
and excellence that is its primary source and ground.” (In 688.)
As absolutely transcendent. See

ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LON-

ERGAN’S–AND IDEA OF BEING-IS ABSOLUTELY TRANSCENDENT

As final cause. “The final cause … is the ground of value, and it
is the ultimate cause of causes for it overcomes contingence at its
deepest level. Being cannot be arbitrary, and contingent being
cannot be necessary. It follows that contingent being must be a
reasonably realized possibility. Its possibility is grounded in the
exemplary cause, its realization in the efficient cause, but its reasonableness in the final cause. Without that reasonableness, it
would be arbitrary, and so it would be apart from being; but what
is apart from being is not possible; and what is not possible cannot be realized.” (In 679-80.)
As formally unconditioned. “In the self-knowledge of a selfexplanatory being it would be one and the same thing for him to
know what he is and whether he is. For his knowledge of what he
is would consist in a grasp of the formally unconditioned, and as
the grasp answers the question, What? so the unconditioned answers the question, Whether? … But it does not follow that the
two questions have a single answer in our knowledge. For when
we grasp what God is, our grasp is not an unrestricted act of understanding but a restricted understanding that extrapolates from
itself to an unrestricted act and by asking ever further questions
arrives at a list of attributes of the unrestricted act. Accordingly,
what is grasped is not the unrestricted act but the extrapolation
that proceeds from the properties of a restricted act to the properties of the unrestricted act. Hence, when the extrapolation is
completed, there remains the further question whether the unrestricted act is just an object of thought or a reality [see ONTOLOGICAL–ARGUMENT-ALL FORMS FALLACIOUS].” (In 692-93.)
As necessary being. A being which by its nature must exist. In
natural theology or philosophy of God, God alone is necessary
being. Opposite: CONTINGENT. See intra And God-as primary being-either
necessary or impossible; see also ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–AND IDEA OF BEING-GOD THE; ONTOLOGICAL–ARGUMENT
As originating value. “To conceive God as originating value and
the world as terminal value [see VALUE(S)–ORIGINATING, –TERMINAL] implies that God too is self-transcending and that the world is the
fruit of his self-transcendence [see SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE], the expression and manifestation of his benevolence and beneficence,
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his glory.” (M 116.)
As primary being. In explicating his notion of God, L reaches “in
the twenty-sixth place.” Space does not allow an account of all
twenty-six [see intra And God-summary]. All elements flow from
first positing primary being as unrestricted act of understanding
(see ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–ARGUMENT-AND UNRESTRICTED
ACT OF UNDERSTANDING). “What is known by correct and true understanding is being; so the primary intelligible would be also the
primary being; and the primary being would be spiritual in the
full sense of the identity of the INTELLIGENT and INTELLIGIBLE. … The
primary being would be without any defect or lack or imperfection. For were there any defect or lack or imperfection, at least
unrestricted understanding would grasp what was missing. But
the consequent is impossible, and so the antecedent must be false.
For the primary being is identical with the unrestricted act, and so
a grasp of what was missing in the primary being would be a
grasp of a restriction in the unrestricted act.” (In 681.)
Either necessary or impossible. “It cannot be contingent, since the
contingent is not self-explanatory. Hence, if it exists, it exists of
necessity and without any conditions; and if it does not exist,
then it is impossible, for there is no condition from which it
could result. But whether it exists or not is a question that does
not pertain to the idea of being or to the notion of God.” (In 682.)
Unconditioned. “For the primary being is identical with the pri-

mary intelligible; and the primary intelligible must be UNCONDIfor if it depended on anything else, it would not be selfexplanatory. Finally, it is impossible for the primary intelligible
to be completely independent and the primary being identical
with it to be dependent on something else.” (In 682.)

TIONED,

As primary good. “The good is identical with intelligible being,
and so the primary intelligible and completely perfect primary
being also is the primary good.” (In 681.)
As primary intelligible. “If there is an unrestricted act of understanding [see ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–ARGUMENT-AND UNRESTRICTED ACT OF UNDERSTANDING], there is by identity a primary
intelligible. For the unrestricted act understands itself. … Because the act is unrestricted, there would be no possibility of correction, or revision, or improvement, and so the unrestricted act
would be invulnerable as understanding. Moreover, since it knew
itself, it would know it was unrestricted and so invulnerable. Accordingly, by identity, it would be a reflective act of understanding [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–REFLECTIVE] grasping itself as
UNCONDITIONED and therefore correct and true; and so, by identity,
the primary intelligible would be also the primary truth.” (In 681.)
Self-explanatory. “The primary intelligible is self-explanatory. For
if it were not, it would be incomplete in intelligibility; and we
have already shown any defect or lack or imperfection to be incompatible with unrestricted understanding.” (In 682.)
As primary truth. See intra And God-as primary intelligible

As unrestricted act of understanding. See ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–ARGUMENT-AND UNRESTRICTED ACT OF UNDERSTANDING

Summary. These are the 26 elements of L’s notion of God. 1
there is a primary intelligible (see intra And God-as primary intelligible)
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2 invulnerable as understanding ■ 3 primary intelligible is primary being (see intra And God-as primary being) ■ 4 without any defect or lack or imperfection (see intra And God-as primary intelligibleself-explanatory) ■ 5 the primary good (see intra And God-as primary
good) ■ 6, 7 self-explanatory (see intra And God-as primary intelligibleself-explanatory) ■ 8 unconditioned (see intra And God-as primary beingunconditioned) ■ 9 is necessary or impossible (see intra And God-as
primary being-either necessary or impossible) ■ 10 only one primary being ■ 11 is simple ■ 12 is timeless ■ 13 is eternal ■ 14 secondary
intelligibles are conditioned ■ 15 omnipotent efficient cause ■ 16
omniscient exemplary cause ■ 17 is free ■ 18 because man develops … ■ 19 God would be the creator ■ 20 God would be the conserver ■ 21 God would be the first agent of every event ■ 22 God
would be the ultimate final cause of any universe ■ 23 a transformation of metaphysics as we have conceived it ■ 24 a transformation of the ethics based on restricted metaphysics ■ 25
about evil and sin ■ 26 God is personal. (In 680-92.)
AND LEVELS OF COGNITION. See QUESTION OF GOD, THE
AND OLD NATURAL THEOLOGY. See THOMISM–AND NATURAL THEOLOGY
AND QUESTION OF. See QUESTION OF GOD, THE
■

AND RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE.

See intra And theology-common origin and

objective
AND THEOLOGY.

“If philosophy of God has much to gain by being
joined by the functional specialty ‘Systematics,’ [see SYSTEMATICS
(FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)] it is no less true that the functional specialty
has much to gain by the same union. For the categories employed
by the theologian are both general and special. The special categories [as explicated in M] are employed only by theologians. The
general categories are employed in other disciplines as well: in philosophy, in the sciences, in hermeneutics and history. For theology,
insofar as it acquires a method, becomes a reflection on the significance and value of a religion within a culture; because it treats of a
religion, it has its own special terms; because it is concerned with
the significance and value of the religion within a given culture, it
has to have recourse to the general terms that refer to significance,
value, and culture in their many aspects. … In brief, the world of
the theologian is not some isolated sphere cut off from the affairs of
men.” (PTP2 208-09.)
Common origin and objective. “Philosophy of God and the
functional specialty ‘Systematics’ have a common origin and a
common objective: their origin is religious experience [see EXPERIENCE, RELIGIOUS], and their objective is to discover its significance
and estimate its value. I have argued that philosophic questions
concerning God lead into strictly religious questions, and that the
philosophic inquiry needs the support of the properly religious
context for the full and effective attainment of its goal. I also
have argued that the functional specialty ‘Systematics’ is concerned not only with the strictly supernatural but also with the effect of God’s gift of his love on man’s life and history in this
world; hence the functional specialty not only has its own special
and strictly religious categories but also the categories it shares
with other fields, and notably the ones it shares with philosophy.”
(PTP2 210.)
STATIC VS DYNAMIC VIEWPOINT IN.

“Dropping the static and accept-
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ing the dynamic viewpoint implies that one is setting aside the oldtime notions of philosophy and theology. Logic ceases to rule the
roost. The dominant issue is method. The possibility of method is a
multiple differentiation of consciousness: the religious, the linguistic, the literary, the systematic, the scientific, the scholarly, and the
SELF-APPROPRIATION of INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS. When all of these differentiations of consciousness have been achieved [see CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED], the consequent notions of philosophy and theology are
quite different from what they were when only the first four differentiations had occurred. For example, the Thomist and especially
the neo-Thomist conceptions of philosophy and theology rest on
the religious, the linguistic, the literary, and the systematic differentiations of consciousness. Commonly they are unfamiliar with the
differentiations resulting from modern science, modern scholarship, and contemporary intentionality analysis.” (PTP2 209.)
PHILOSOPHY, PHILOSOPHIES: See also inter alia PHILOSOPHIC, PHILOSOPHICAL ■ PHILOSOPHY OF … ■ PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION ■ PHILOSOPHY OF GOD
AND COGNITIONAL THEORY.

In L’s thought, in what he calls the third
stage of meaning (see MEANING–STAGES OF-(3) INTERIORITY; INTERIORITY–WORLD
OF), philosophy is both cognitional theory and foundational methodology. See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY; FOUNDATIONAL–METHODOLOGY
AND COMMON SENSE. See intra Responsibility of; see also COMMON SENSE–
ECLECTICISM OF

AND CONVERSION.
AND EDUCATION.
AND HISTORY.

See CONVERSION–AND POSITIONS/COUNTERPOSITIONS

See EDUCATION–AND PHILOSOPHY

“There is … a very real connection between the historian and philosophy, when ‘philosophy’ is understood in an extremely restricted sense, namely, the set of real conditions of the
possibility of historical inquiry. Those real conditions are the human race, remains and traces from its past, the community of historians with their traditions and instruments, their conscious and
intentional operations especially in so far as they occur in historical
investigation. It is to be noted that the relevant conditions are conditions of possibility and not the far larger and quite determinate
set that in each instance condition historical investigation. … In
brief, then, history is related to philosophy, as historical method is
related to transcendental method or, again, as theological method is
related to transcendental method [see GEM].” (M 225.) “No less than
HERMENEUTICS, contemporary historical thought and criticism, over
and above their specific tasks, have become involved in the basic
philosophic problems of our time.” (M 128.) Later, L makes his assertion specific: “Historical knowledge is an instance of knowledge,
and few people are in possession of a satisfactory cognitional theory.” (M 175.) Besides the entries on cognitional theory (see COGNITION,
COGNITIONAL–THEORY), meanings relevant to the present entry are found
under HISTORICAL and the subentries most directly concerned with
cognitional theory. Especially see HISTORICAL–EVIDENCE, –EXPERIENCE, –
FACTS, –INQUIRY, –INTELLIGIBILITY, –KNOWLEDGE; see also HISTORIAN–AND PHILOSOPHY
AND HUMAN SCIENCES. See RELATIVISM–AS PHILOSOPHICAL PROBLEM
AND INSIGHT. See INSIGHT (THE BOOK)–AS CRITICAL
AND INTERIORITY. See INTERIORITY

AND JUDGMENT.

See JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–STRATEGIC OF VARIOUS PHILOSOPHIES

AND LINGUISTIC ANALYSIS.

See

ANALYSIS– LINGUISTIC-AND FUNCTION OF PHILOSO-

PHY

AND LINGUISTIC FEEDBACK .

See FEEDBACK–LINGUISTIC

AND METHOD/GEM. “I don’t believe in discussing the possibility, or
the method, and so on, of a philosophy. I think the method [see
GEM] is identical with the philosophy itself.” (UB 325.) Nonetheless,
there is a distinction. See intra Methodically restricted; see also INSIGHT
(THE BOOK)–AS METHODICAL
AND PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY.

See RESPONSIBILITY–AND PHILOSOPHY

AND PHILOSOPHER’S COMMITMENT.

See

REASONABLENESS–OF SCIEN-

TIST/PHILOSOPHER

AND

POSITION/COUNTERPOSITION.

See

CONSCIOUSNESS,

INTENTIONAL–

POLYMORPHISM OF HUMAN-AND POSITION/COUNTERPOSITION

AND QUANTUM THEORY.
AND SCIENCE(S).

See QUANTUM–THEORY-AND VARIOUS PHILOSOPHIES

See SCIENCE(S)–AND PHILOSOPHY

AND SCIENTIFIC METHOD.

See

METHOD(S)–OF SCIENCE(S)-AND VARIOUS PHILOSO-

PHIES

AND SELF-APPROPRIATION.

See SELF-APPROPRIATION–AND PHILOSOPHY

AND SELF-EVIDENT PRINCIPLES. “There was a time when necessary
principles were the acknowledged basis of philosophy, and these
principles were identified with the self-evident propositions that
were the basic premisses for philosophic deductions. Now it is true
that there exist analytic propositions: if one defines A by the possession of a relation, R, to B, then there cannot be an A without a
relation, R, to B. But it is equally true that there need exist no A
with a relation, R, to B. For finite existence is known, not by defining terms, not by constructing analytic propositions, but by a process named VERIFICATION.” (M 316.) See also intra First
AND SENSE OF REALITY. See REALITY–SENSE OF AND PHILOSOPHIES
AND THE BASIC AND TOTAL SCIENCE. In Aristotelian and scholastic
thought, “metaphysics is the science that sets forth necessary principles and conclusions about being as being. These principles and
conclusions must hold for every being. And so metaphysics must
be the total and basic science.” (PTP2 355.) In L’s thought, metaphysics is one of four elements of a compound. “Essentially my answer
is simple: the basic and total science is not just metaphysics but the
compound of (1) cognitional theory [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–
THEORY], (2) EPISTEMOLOGY, (3) the METAPHYSICS–OF PROPORTIONATE BEING, and
(4) existential ethics [they parallel the four levels and operations of
intentional consciousness; see ETHICS–EXISTENTIAL ■ CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5) ■ COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS].” (PTP2 357.)
AND THE HISTORIAN. See HISTORIAN–AND PHILOSOPHY
AND TRADITION. See TRADITION–PHILOSOPHY AND
BASIS OF DIFFERENCES. See intra Contradictory
COMPREHENSIVE. See INSIGHT (THE BOOK)–AS COMPREHENSIVE
CONTRADICTORY.

L is concerned with the root of contradictory philosophies, all products of minds with similar natural powers to experience, understand, judge, and decide. “It is not too surprising …
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that the philosophies have been many, contradictory, and disparate.
For surprise merely expresses the mistaken assumption that the
task of philosophy lies in the observation or utterance of some
simple entity by some simple mind. In fact, the mind is polymorphic [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–POLYMORPHISM OF HUMAN]; it has to
master its own manifold before it can determine what utterance is,
or what is uttered, or what is the relation between the two; and
when it does so, it finds its own complexity at the root of antithetical solutions. From the welter of conflicting philosophic definitions and from the babel of endless philosophic arguments, it has
been concluded that the object of philosophy either does not exist
or cannot be attained. But this conclusion disregards two facts. On
the one hand, the philosophers have been men of exceptional acumen and profundity. On the other hand, the many, contradictory,
disparate philosophies can all be contributions to the clarification
of some basic but polymorphic fact; because the fact is basic, its
implications range over the universe; but because it is polymorphic, its alternative forms ground diverse sets of implications.” (In
411-12.)

See also POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION ■ DIALECTIC(S)–OF PHILOSOPHIES ■

comprehensions. It has further, secondary functions in distinguishing, relating, grounding the several realms of meaning [see MEANING–
REALM(S) OF] and, no less, in grounding the methods of the sciences
[see METHOD(S)–OF SCIENCES] and so promoting their unification.” (M 95.)
See also ANALYSIS–LINGUISTIC-AND FUNCTION OF PHILOSOPHY
HISTORY OF.

See SELF-APPROPRIATION–HISTORICAL COMPONENT OF

IN WORLD OF THEORY.

See THEORY, THEORIES–WORLD OF

INTERPRETATION OF. “Instead of asking whether the views of any
given philosopher follow from assumptions of a specified type, we
propose to ask whether there exists a single base of operations
from which any philosophy can be interpreted correctly, and we
propose to show that our cognitional analysis provides such a
base.” (In 553.) See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–ANALYSIS
LANGUAGE OF.

See LANGUAGE–PHILOSOPHICAL

METALANGUAGE IN.

See CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–POLYMORPHISM OF HUMAN-

AND PHILOSOPHY

METHOD OF.

See GEM

SELF-APPROPRIATION

METHODICAL.

CRITICAL.

METHODICALLY RESTRICTED.

DATA OF.

See INSIGHT (THE BOOK)–AS CRITICAL

See DATA–OF PHILOSOPHY

DIALECTIC OF.

See DIALECTIC(S)–OF PHILOSOPHIES

DIFFERENCES AMONG.

See intra Contradictory

EASTERN VS WESTERN.

“The argument from the cultural differences
of East and West does not seem to touch our position [see MATHEMATICAL–ANALOGY AND METAPHYSICS]. For while those differences are profound and manifest, they are not differences that lie within the
intellectual pattern of experience. A man can unfold his detached,
disinterested, unrestricted DESIRE TO KNOW by asking and answering
questions, and then he operates in the intellectual pattern of experience [see PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–INTELLECTUAL]; again, he can reflect that
asking questions can never lead to more than mere answers, that
his intellectual desire demands more than mere answers, and then
he will endeavor to enter into the mystical pattern of experience.
Both procedures have the same origin and both have the same ultimate goal. Both yield their different and basically equivalent accounts of ultimate reality. But both do not yield a METAPHYSICS in the
sense in which metaphysics has been conceived in this work; for
metaphysics, as it has been conceived, arises in the intellectual pattern of experience, and when an Easterner inquires and understands, reflects and judges, he performs the same operations as a
Westerner.” (In 758.) See also ANTHROPOLOGY; DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS
FIRST (ARISTOTLE, AQUINAS). “Aristotle and Aquinas affirmed selfevident principles that result necessarily from the definitions of
their terms. But Aquinas, at least, had a further requirement; it was
not enough for the principles to result necessarily from any terms
whatever; the terms themselves needed some validation, and this
office was attributed to the judicial habit or virtue named WISDOM.
What, then, is wisdom?” (In 432.) That wisdom is now L’s generalized empirical method (see GEM–AS WISDOM). See also intra And the basic

and total science
FUNCTION OF.
APPROPRIATION

“Its primary function is to promote the SELFthat cuts to the root of philosophic differences and in-
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See INSIGHT (THE BOOK)–AS METHODICAL

The larger context is general transcendent knowledge (see KNOWLEDGE–TRANSCENDENT-GENERAL). The present
topic appears near the end of L’s contribution to natural theology or
PHILOSOPHY OF GOD (see ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S).
And existence. “As far as empirical science goes, existence is just
a matter of fact [see FACT–MERE MATTER OF]. Nor is the methodically
restricted philosophy better off. So far from accounting for existence, the philosopher can establish that it cannot be accounted
for within the limits of proportionate being. For every proportionate being that exists, exists conditionally; it exists inasmuch
as the conditions of its existence happen to be fulfilled; and the
contingence of that happening cannot be eliminated by appealing
to another happening that equally is contingent.” (In 677.)
And occurrence. “What is true of existence is no less true of occurrence. … As far as empirical science goes, occurrence is just
a matter of fact; and a methodically restricted philosophy can repeat the argument about existence to show that occurrence too
must be regarded as mere matter of fact as long as one remains
within the realm of proportionate being.” (In 677.)
MODERNIST TENDENCY IN.

The context is PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION. After his longer elucidation of five points L concludes. “On the basis
of this philosophy we are told that ‘experience—always in the
process of being reevaluated—is not only the best teacher; it is the
only teacher. So ‘education must go either backward to the intellectual and moral standards of a prescientific age or forward to a
greater utilization of scientific method in the development of the
possibilities of a growing, expanding experience [Adler and Mayer, The
Revolution in Education 160].’” (TE 8.) He then summarizes his five points:
“First, nothing is to be taken for granted or accepted on blind faith;
secondly, there is no fixed reality to be known—knowledge is a
component in an ever changing process; thirdly, the methods of
empirical science are the only valid methods; fourthly, these are to
be applied to the whole of traditional wisdom, which is simply the
product of a prescientific, preindustrial, predemocratic age and society, and consequently is not to be expected to be very relevant to
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our quite different times; and finally, the great appeal is to be to
experience. … The traditionalist position is set out at greater length
by Adler and Mayer [ibid. 163-73]. They urge that the traditionalist
would say that things exist prior to changing, and change does not
eliminate all previous properties; some are permanent. Within the
field of science methods differ widely, and there are still greater
differences between these scientific methods and the methods
proper to mathematics or philosophy or ethics. Finally, there are
certain truths accessible to a prescientific, preindustrial, and predemocratic age, and these truths hold for any age.” (TE 8-9.) See also
PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION–TRADITIONALIST VS MODERNIST (3 ELEMENTS)
OPPOSED.

“The presence and absence of intellectual, moral, or religious conversion [see CONVERSION] not only give rise to opposed horizons [see HORIZON(S)–OPPOSED, DIALECTICALLY] but also, with the advent of
sophistication, generate opposed philosophies, theologies, methods
[see GEM–OPPOSITION TO], to justify and defend the various horizons.” (M

253.)
PARTICULAR, AND UNIVERSAL VIEWPOINT.

See UNIVERSAL

VIEWPOINT– AND A

PARTICULAR PHILOSOPHY

PERENNIAL.

“I believe that the perennial philosophy is essentially
an open philosophy, that it can take cognizance of individual and
historical developments, that it can be concrete, existential in the
general sense of that term (not in the sense of particular existentialist schools), and that it can be historical, Catholic, and a ‘philosophy of ...’ It need not be confined simply to timeless truths and
conclusions from universals to particulars.” (TE 22.)

PROBLEMS IN, FUNDAMENTAL.

“The distinction between the world
mediated by meaning [see WORLD(S)–MEDIATED BY MEANING] and the world
of immediacy [see WORLD(S)–OF IMMEDIACY] sets the fundamental problems in philosophy, because you have there two meanings of the
word ‘real,’ two meanings of the word ‘OBJECTIVITY,’ and two sets of
criteria about what it is to be real [see REAL, THE REAL–REASON, SENSE AS CRITERIA OF] and what it is to really know [see KNOWING]. You can get fundamental philosophic conflicts out of those two worlds.” (PTP2 336.)
PROFESSOR OF. See GENERALIST, THE
REFLECTS ON WORLDS. See WORLD(S)–REFLECTION ON
RESPONSIBILITY OF.

“One may think of philosophy as not merely
another specialization—another hole or series of holes in which we
dig and outside which we very carefully put the things we find but
as having something to do with going around and seeing what is
coming out of all the holes. If one’s philosophy is to fulfil any integrating function, it has to be cognizant not merely of commonsense
knowledge but of scientific knowledge as well. Scientific knowledge has to be taken into account. If it is not, and in the measure
that it is not, philosophy is refusing the responsibility that belongs
to its office. If philosophy is an integrating discipline, then it has to
integrate. It cannot insist on being a specialty based upon common
sense.” (UB 96.)

THE QUESTION OF.

“I have been asked, What hope is there of communicating a philosophy of SELF-APPROPRIATION ? The hope is simply
this: there is a possibility of communicating a philosophy of selfappropriation insofar as you can interest people in self-

development, in intellectual self-development. … I am not talking
about the possibility of having a true philosophy. I believe that, if
you work from common sense alone, you can arrive at a very large
number of propositions that are absolutely true and extremely important, but I am raising the question of philosophy on the level of
our times. I am raising the question of a philosophy that is capable
of performing an integrating function with regard to knowledge in
general, that is concerned with the intellectual and rational development of the student of philosophy, a personal development concerned with the man that is defined by a requirement. One may say
I am concerned with the bene esse of philosophy, not with its esse,
not with its existence, but with its fruitfulness.” (UB 102.) See also SELFAPPROPRIATION–AND PHILOSOPHY
TYPES OF.

See SELF-APPROPRIATION–AND PHILOSOPHY-DIFFERENT TYPES OF

PHYSICAL: Many of the most important mentions of physics in Insight are in the phrase “physical principles and laws” (see PHYSICS–LAWS
OF).
ABSTRACTION. See ABSTRACTION–PHYSICAL
AND SYSTEM, REFERENTIAL. See DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS–AND SYSTEMREFERENTIAL

EVIL.

See SIN–PHYSICAL

FRAMES OF REFERENCE.

See FRAME(S) OF REFERENCE–SPECIAL-MATHEMATICAL VS

PHYSICAL

LIMITATION OF FREEDOM.
MEASUREMENT AS.

See MEASUREMENT–STANDARD UNITS OF

PRINCIPLES AND LAWS.
SCIENCES.

See FREEDOM–EFFECTIVE-LIMITATION OF

See PHYSICS–LAWS OF

See SCIENCE(S)–THE VARIOUS

Many of the most important mentions of physics in Insight
are in the phrase “physical principles and laws.” There are also, of
course, L’s examples of insight drawn from physics. See INSIGHT (THE

PHYSICS:

BOOK)–AND MATHEMATICS/PHYSICS
AND CONCRETE SITUATIONS.

See COMMON SENSE–AND CONCRETE SITUATION-AND

PHYSICS

AND INSIGHT.

See INSIGHT

AND METAPHYSICS.

(THE BOOK)–AND MATHEMATICS/PHYSICS

See METAPHYSICAL–ARGUMENTS FROM CHANGE

AND SCISSORS-LIKE ACTION.
AND SPACE, TIME.

See

See SCISSORS-LIKE ACTION–IN SCIENCE

SPACE AND TIME–PHYSICS AND PROBLEM OF DEFINING, –

IMMANENT INTELLIGIBILITY OF-CONCRETE

AND THE ABSTRACT.

See SPACE AND TIME–IMMANENT INTELLIGIBILITY OF-ABSTRACT

LAWS OF. Many of the most important mentions of physics in Insight are in the phrase “physical principles and laws.” L invokes
“the basic postulate of the special theory of relativity” to illustrate
inverse insight (see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–INVERSE). “The postulate
itself is that the mathematical expression of physical principles and
laws is invariant under inertial transformations. To reach our illustration we have only to grasp the concrete meaning of the postulate
whenever it is invoked by a physicist engaged in understanding any
set of physical data. … For then the positive object of inquiry consists in the data inasmuch as they are considered (1) as referred to

PIVOT – POLITY

initial axes of coordinates, say K, and (2) as referred to other axes,
say K’ moving with a constant velocity relative to the axes K.” (In 4748.) See also intra Problem peculiar to

And equivalence. See EQUIVALENCE–PRINCIPLE OF
And necessity of insight. See COMMON SENSE–AND CONCRETE SITUATION-AND
PHYSICS

Invariance in. See INVARIANCE–IN LAWS OF PHYSICS
PRINCIPLES OF. See intra Laws of
PROBLEM PECULIAR TO. “To formulate this problem, distinctions
must be drawn (1) between propositions and expressions, and (2)
between invariant and relative expressions [see PARTICULAR(S)–AND RELATIVE/INVARIANT EXPRESSION].” (In 163.) See also EXPRESSION–AND PROPOSITIONSDISTINCT FROM

SOURCES OF (3).

“There are three sources of pluralism.” (PTP2 97.)
(1). “Linguistic, social, and cultural differences give rise to different brands of COMMON SENSE.” (PTP2 97.)
(2). “Consciousness may be undifferentiated or it may differentiate [see CONSCIOUSNESS, UNDIFFERENTIATED; CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED]
to deal effectively with such realms as those of common sense,
transcendence, theory, scholarship, interiority [see MEANING–REALM(S)
OF]. Such differentiations maybe single or they may combine so
that, mathematically, there are sixteen different ways (thirty-two
if the realm of the aesthetic is added) in which consciousness
may be structured and so envisage its world.” (PTP2 97-98.)
(3). “In any individual at any time there may be the mere beginnings, or greater or less progress, or the high development, of intellectual, of moral, and of religious CONVERSION. Finally, the
foregoing sets of differences are cumulative. One is born in a
given linguistic, social, and cultural milieu. One’s consciousness
remains undifferentiated or it differentiates in any of a number of
manners. One may fail to attain any type of conversion; one may
attain conversion in one or two or all three manners; and the
conversion attained may be followed up by greater or less development.” (PTP2 98.)

“This problem arises in physics inasmuch as it is involved in
spatial and temporal relations, and that the general form of its solution is to postulate the invariance of physical principles and
laws. … Because that science deals with objects in their spatial
and temporal relations, the expression of its principles and laws
does not automatically attain the invariance proper to such abstract propositions. However … this difficulty can be turned to
profit inasmuch as the physicist can posit a postulate of INVARIANCE
and then employ that postulate as a HEURISTIC norm in determining
which expressions can represent physical principles and laws.” (In

PLANATION

172-73.)

PRACTICAL INTELLECT

VS OTHER SCIENCES.

See EVENT(S)–AND DEVELOPMENT

PIVOT: The

term appears most often to denote a dynamic moment
in the genesis of insight and its expression. See DEFINITION(S)–GENESIS
OF, MOMENTS IN (4)

AND DEFINITION.
AND EGOISM.

See DEFINITION(S)– GENESIS OF, MOMENTS IN (4)

See EGOISM

AND FORMULATION.
AND INSIGHT.

See FORMULATION–INSIGHT AND

See DEFINITION(S)– GENESIS OF, MOMENTS IN (4)

BETWEEN CONCRETE AND ABSTRACT.

See

ABSTRACT–APPLIED TO CONCRETE-IN

INSIGHT

PLATONIC, PLATONIST: See PROPER NAMES–PLATO, PLATONIC, PLATONIST
PLURALISM :

L discussions of pluralism are mostly in a theological
context. Although many of his points can be transposed to a nontheological context (the principles are often similar), that work cannot
be done here. Most of the present entry concerns pluralism in expression and in culture.
AND CULTURE. See CULTURE, CULTURAL–VIEW OF-PLURALIST
AND COMMUNICATION. See COMMUNICATION(S) (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)–
PLURALISM IN

OF EXPRESSION.
RADICAL.

See EXPRESSION–PLURALISM OF

“Besides the radical pluralism that results from the presence or absence of intellectual, moral, or religious CONVERSION, there
exists a more benign yet still puzzling variety that has its root in
the differentiation of human consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED]. … The most common type by far is undifferentiated
consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, UNDIFFERENTIATED].” (M 276.)
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POETRY: See also inter alia CULTURE, CULTURAL–TYPES OF (3) ■ FEELINGS–AND EX■ FINALITY–AND POTENCY ■ INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS–AND SPECULATIVE VS
■ PARTICULAR(S)–INSIGHT INTO-AND EXPRESSION ■ PATTERNS OF EX-

PERIENCE–DRAMATIC-AS ARTISTRY
AND ART.

See ART–POETRY

AND DISCOVERY OF MIND.

“How the Greeks discovered mind [see
has been told by Bruno Snell. On a first level
there was the literary revelation of man to himself. Homeric simile
drew on the characteristics of inanimate nature and of plants and
animals to illuminate and objectify and distinguish the varied
springs of action in the epic heroes. The lyric poets worked out expressions of personal human feeling. The tragedians exhibited human decisions, their conflicts and interplay, and their
consequences.” (M 90.)
MIND–GREEK DISCOVERY OF],

PRE- AND POST-PHILOSOPHIC. “Bruno Snell [The Discovery of the
Mind] has contrasted the pre-philosophical with the post-philosophical poets. The earlier poetry, he remarked, was ever intent to
stake out new areas of the mind. The epic sagas opened the way to
history, the cosmogonies to Ionian speculation on the first principle, the lyric to Heraclitus, the drama to Socrates and Plato. The
later poetry is acquainted with the literary critics and with theories
of poetry. Poets have to select their genre, style, tone. They can be
content, as was Callimachus, to be playful and artistic or, with
Virgil in his Eclogues, to express a complex civilization’s nostalgia
for earlier times and simpler living.” (M 98.)
PRIORITY OF.

See LANGUAGE–LITERARY

POIESIS: Greek ENERGEIA (act) and POIĒSIS (making) were both rendered into Latin by actio (see ACTION) and operatio (see OPERATION(S)).
Thus in Latin one must attend to context to determine “whether the
word actio or the word operatio refers to act or to an exercise of efficient causality [see CAUSE(S)–EFFICIENT].” (S 535.)
POLITY:

The term appears most often in the context of the good of
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POLYMORPHISM – POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION

order (see GOOD, THE–OF ORDER) in such phrases as “the family as an institution, the technology, the economy, and the polity.”
BREAKDOWN IN. See BREAKDOWN–IN CIVILIZATION/ECONOMY/POLITY/SOCIAL ORDER
POLYMORPHISM : Poly (many) morphism (forms). L’s use of the term
is usually in relation to consciousness and to the Subject.
AND SELF-APPROPRIATION. See SELF-APPROPRIATION–AS MANIFESTED-SCALE OF
ACTIVITIES AND PRODUCTS (4)-(3) POLYMORPHIC

OF HUMAN CONSCIOUSNESS.

See CONSCIOUSNESS,

INTENTIONAL–POLYMORPHISM

OF HUMAN

OF THE SUBJECT.

See

IMAGE–AND THE DEVELOPING SUBJECT; CONSCIOUSNESS, IN-

TENTIONAL–POLYMORPHISM OF HUMAN

POSITION: See POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION-POSITION
POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION:

“The inevitable philosophic
component immanent in the formulation of cognitional theory will be
either a basic position or else a basic counterposition.” (In 413.) “Fundamentally, positions are philosophic, ethical, artistic, practical views
that are in harmony with the full implications of the three levels [of
cognition; see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–LEVELS OF]. Counterpositions are
views, whether philosophic, ethical, practical, or artistic, that involve
a blind spot, a limited horizon, where the limitation is either to the intellectual level or to the experiential level. The systematic formulation of the difference between positions and counterpositions is given
in epistemological terms: if the real is what you know by understanding correctly, you have a position; if the real is anything but that, or if
no real at all is acknowledged, you have a counterposition.” (TE 179.)

ing more and more deeply hidden sins. Human development [see
HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT], in brief, is largely through the resolution of conflicts and, within the realm of intentional consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL], the basic conflicts are defined by the
opposition of positions and counter-positions.” (In 252.) See intra Counterposition; Dialectic of; Position
AND INTERPRETATION. See INTERPRETATION–COUNTERPOSITION IN
AND KNOWING. See KNOWING–AND POSITIONS/COUNTERPOSITIONS
AND METHOD/GEM. See GEM–FUNCTIONS OF (12)-(3) DIALECTICAL
AND OBJECTIVITY.

On the position see OBJECTIVITY–FOUR SENSES OF, –
On the counterposition see OBJECTIVITY–EXTROVERSION AS.
AND PHILOSOPHIES. See CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–POLYMORPHISM OF HUMAN-

COMPONENTS OF (3).

AND POSITION/COUNTERPOSITION

AND POLYMORPHISM OF CONSCIOUSNESS.

See

CONSCIOUSNESS, INTEN-

TIONAL–POLYMORPHISM OF HUMAN-AND POSITION/COUNTERPOSITION
AND PROOF OF GOD’S EXISTENCE.

See

ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE–

POSITIONS AND COUNTERPOSITIONS IN

AND PROPOSITIONS.
AND SORGE/WELT.

See PROPOSITION(S)–AND POSITIONS/COUNTERPOSITIONS

See PROPOSITION(S)–AND POSITIONS/COUNTERPOSITIONS

“Positions are statements compatible with intellectual, moral, and religious CONVERSION; they are developed by being integrated with fresh data and further discovery. Counterpositions are statements incompatible with intellectual, or moral, or
religious conversion; they are reversed when the incompatible elements are removed.” (M 249.) See intra And dialectic; Position; Counterposi-

AND THE ETHICAL. “The aesthetic and the ethical spheres would
seem to stand … to the existential subject [see SUBJECT, THE–
EXISTENTIAL], as the counterpositions and the positions stand to the
cognitional subject.” The counterposition of the good is the inevitable outcome of prior counterposition on the real (see REAL, THE
REAL), OBJECTIVITY, and KNOWING (see intra Counterposition). “On the
counterpositions, the good is identified with objects of desire [see
OBJECT(S)–OF DESIRE] while the intelligible good of order [see GOOD, THE–
OF ORDER] and the rational good of value [see VALUE(S)] are regarded as
so much ideological superstructure that can claim to be good only
inasmuch as it furthers the attainment of objects of desire.” On the
position, also the inevitable outcome of prior positions on the real,
objectivity, and knowing (see intra Position) “one lumps objects of
desire along with objects of aversion as instances of the potential
good, subordinates both to the formal good of order, and selects
between alternative orders by appealing to the rational criteria that
are the sources of the meaning of the name ‘value.’” (In 647-48.)

tion

AND THE REAL.

AND DIALECTIC.

sition see

See also PHILOSOPHY, PHILOSOPHIES–CONTRADICTORY
AND ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE.

See

ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXIS-

TENCE–POSITIONS AND COUNTERPOSITIONS IN
AND

CONFLICTING PHILOSOPHIES.

See

CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–

POLYMORPHISM OF HUMAN-AND POSITION/COUNTERPOSITION

AND CONVERSION.

“The structure of dialectic has two levels. On an
upper level are the operators. On a lower level are assembled the
materials to be operated on. … The operators are two precepts: develop positions; reverse counter-positions. Positions and counterpositions are not just contradictory abstractions. They are to be understood concretely as opposed moments in ongoing process. They
are to be apprehended in their proper dialectical character. Human
AUTHENTICITY is not some pure quality, some serene freedom from all
oversights, all misunderstanding, all mistakes, all sins. Rather it
consists in a withdrawal from unauthenticity [see INAUTHENTIC, INAUTHENTICITY], and the withdrawal is never a permanent achievement.
It is ever precarious, ever to be achieved afresh, ever in great part a
matter of uncovering still more oversights, acknowledging still further failures to understand, correcting still more mistakes, repent-

On the position see REAL, THE REAL. On the counterpo-

ALREADY-OUT-THERE-NOW-REAL ■ CONCEPTUALISM, CONCEPTUALIST ■

REALISM–NAÏVE ■ TAKING A GOOD LOOK.
AND UNIVERSAL VIEWPOINT. “As the detached, disinterested, unrestricted DESIRE TO KNOW is a constant, so too are the principles that interfere with its unfolding. However much at variance with one
another positions and counterpositions may be, a dialectical analysis based upon a sufficiently accurate cognitional theory can proceed to a UNIVERSAL VIEWPOINT that embraces at once (1) the positions
in the contemporary stage of their development, (2) the positions at
each prior stage of their development, and (3) the successive counterpositions of the past and present with their essential incoherence
with the claim that they are grasped intelligently and affirmed reasonably.” (In 760.)
AND VALUE. See intra And the ethical

POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION – POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION
COUNTERPOSITION. L calls a position opposed to his critical-realist
(see REALISM–CRITICAL) position on REALITY, KNOWING, and OBJECTIVITY a
“counterposition.” He says that “a basic counterposition … contradicts one or more of the basic positions. … Any philosophic pronouncement on any epistemological, metaphysical, ethical, or
theological issue will be named a position if it is coherent with the
basic positions on the real [see REAL, THE REAL], on knowing, and on
objectivity; and it will be named a counterposition if it is coherent
with one or more of the basic counterpositions.” (In 413.) “The only
coherent way to maintain a counterposition is that of the animal;
for animals not only do not speak but also do not offer excuses for
their silence.” (In 413.)
And finality. See FINALITY–AND SOME COUNTERPOSITIONS

And self-contradiction. “Spontaneously thinking things to be so,
and taking things for granted, occurs not only in common sense
but also in the sciences. In terms of that opposition and conflict,
which works out on a rather general level of the polymorphism of
the subject [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–POLYMORPHISM OF HUMAN]—
it’s developed in terms of that—you can divide basic propositions, propositions about knowledge, into two sets: a set called
positions that is compatible with this structure of knowledge, and
another set that is incompatible with it. And insofar as any
thinker is de facto intelligent and reasonable, but what he’s saying is in the second set, the counterpositions, he’s in a conflict.
It’s a conflict between himself as intelligent and rational, and
what he’s holding, advancing.” (UB 368.)
Duality of. “On the counterposition there is an ultimate duality
between knower and known; for objectivity is conceived on the
analogy of extroversion; and so knowing is essentially a looking,
gazing, intuiting, beholding, while the known has to be something else that is looked at, gazed upon, intuited, beheld. On the
position, such a duality is rejected; knowing is knowing being; in
any given case the knowing and the known being may be the
same or different; and whether or nor they are the same or different is to be determined by making the relevant correct judgments.” (In 669.)
Reversal of. “All counterpositions invite reversal. For any lack of
coherence prompts the intelligent and reasonable inquirer to introduce coherence. But counterpositions, though coherent with
one another, though the insertion of their symbolic equivalents
into an electronic computer would not lead to a breakdown, nonetheless are incoherent with the activities of grasping them intelligently and affirming them reasonably. For these activities
contain the basic positions; and the basic positions are incoherent
with any counterposition. One can grasp and accept, propose and
defend a counterposition; but that activity commits one to grasping and accepting one’s grasping and accepting; and that commitment involves a grasp and acceptance of the basic positions.”
(In 413.)

Root of. See PHILOSOPHY, PHILOSOPHIES–CONTRADICTORY
DIALECTIC OF. “The historical series of philosophies would be regarded as a sequence of contributions to a single but complex goal.
Significant discoveries, because they are not the prerogative of
completely successful philosophers, are expressed either as posi-
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tions or as counterpositions. But positions invite development, and
so the sequence of discoveries expressed as positions should form
a unified, cumulative structure that can be enriched by adding the
discoveries initially expressed as counterpositions. On the other
hand, since counterpositions invite reversal, a free unfolding of
human thought should tend to separate the discovery from its author’s bias in the measure that its presuppositions are examined
and its implications tested.” (In 414.) See also intra And dialectic
ILLUSTRATION OF. See PROPER NAMES–DESCARTES, RENE-AND DUALITY
IN ONGOING PROCESS. See intra And dialectic
POSITION. “The inevitable philosophic component immanent in the
formulation of cognitional theory will be either a basic position or
else a basic counterposition. … It will be a basic position (1) if the
real is the concrete universe of being [see BEING–UNIVERSE OF] and not a
subdivision of the ‘already out there now’ [see ALREADY-OUT-THERE-NOWREAL]; (2) if the subject becomes known when it affirms itself intelligently and reasonably [see SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER] and so is
not known yet in any prior ‘existential’ state; and (3) if OBJECTIVITY is
conceived as a consequence of intelligent inquiry and critical reflection, and not as a property of vital anticipation, extroversion,
and satisfaction.” (In 413.)
And self-referential problem. “We have a theory of knowledge
that accounts for itself and thus solves a fundamental difficulty in
theory of knowledge, the self-referential problem. People can
work out a theory of knowledge and say what knowledge is, but
the knowledge they describe may not be capable of providing
that account of knowledge. The simplest case of this is Hume’s
theory of knowledge. Hume said that our knowledge consists in
sense impressions which are put together by habit. Is that theory
of knowledge a matter of sense impressions put together by habit? If it is, it is of no more value than the knowledge that Hume
criticizes. In other words, there is the knowledge of the critic and
the knowledge that he criticizes. If the knowledge that he criticizes is inadequate, where did he get his criticism? Is it knowledge? But in our account, we have exactly the same structure, the
same type of acts occurring, in the knowledge as described and
in the knowledge that does the describing or gives the account.”
(UB 34.)

Invites development. “All positions invite development. For they
are coherent not only with one another but also with the activities
of inquiring intelligence and reflective reasonableness; because
these activities are coherent with existing attainment, their exercise is possible; because existing attainment is incomplete, further development is invited.” (In 413.)
TRUTH, EXPRESSION, AND.

The context is the relation between truth
and expression. L’s argument “rests on the position that truth resides in the internal act of judgment, of assenting or dissenting. But
against every position there stands a counterposition. It can be
maintained that truth and falsity reside not in the judgment but in
the expression, that if judgments are true or false then that is so because they agree with true or false expressions, that the public or
common field through which men can communicate is not an absolute, independent of all subjects because reached through the virtually unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY], but simply the
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POSITIVISM, POSITIVIST – POSSIBILITY

atmosphere which, as we breathe it in common, so also we set vibrating in the various manners that carry our words from one to
another.” (In 580-81.)
POSITIVISM, POSITIVIST:

“For the positivist, any knowledge apart
from sense data is merely subjective; for the Aristotelian [and L],
intellectual knowledge is as objective as sensitive; and the illumination of phantasm [see INTELLECT–AGENT-AS ILLUMINATING PHANTASM] is the assumption that there is an INTELLIGIBILITY to be known.” (V 93.)
AND FUNCTION OF PHILOSOPHY. See SCIENCE(S)–AND PHILOSOPHY-AND AUTONOMOUS SCIENCES

See INTERPRETATION–POSITIVISTIC

“One cannot confine human
knowledge within the domain of proportionate being without condemning it to mere matters of fact without explanation and so
stripping it of knowledge not only of transcendent but also of proportionate being [see BEING–PROPORTIONATE, –TRANSCENDENT]. In other
words, every positivism is involved essentially in the counterpositions [see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION ].” (In 676.)
AND VERIFICATION. See PRINCIPLE(S)–ANALYTIC-AND LOGICAL POSITIVISM
LOGICAL.

“If one agrees with the logical positivists that meaning refers to sensible data or to signs that refer to sensible data, then one
must conclude that the majority of philosophers have been indulging in nonsense; it will follow that a history of philosophy is engaged mainly in cataloguing and comparing different brands of
nonsense; and it will be a matter of small moment just how much
nonsense of what brand is attributed to this or that philosopher.” (In

607.)

And analytic principles. See PRINCIPLE(S)–ANALYTIC-AND LOGICAL POSITIVISM
POSSIBILITY : Also possible,

impossible, IMPOSSIBILITY. See also inter alia

POTENCY/POTENTIAL ■ ACT–KNOWING IN ■ ANALOGY OF …–BEING ■ APPREHENSION–AND
APPRECIATION OF ART

■ ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE–AND EPISTEMOLOGICAL PROBLEM

■ ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–AND CAUSALITY ■ CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(1) OF SELECTION, –OF METHODICAL HERMENEUTICS-(1) OF RELEVANCE

VERIFICATION

STATISTICAL

COMPARED–PROBABILITY-CALCULUS

OF,

–SCIENCE,

■
–

■ COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY-LONERGAN VS KANT (5 ELEMENTS), –

THEORY-LONERGAN VS RELATIVISM (11 ELEMENTS)

■ COMMUNICATION(S) (FUNCTIONAL SPE-

CIALTY)–AND THE SUBJECT ■ CONCEPT(S), CONCEPTION(S)–ULTIMATE ■ CONSCIENCE–
DEPENDS ON

■ CONSCIOUSNESS–ARTISTIC ELEMENT IN ■ CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–AS

INTENTIONAL-KNOWLEDGE OF
TION

■ DATA–HAZINESS OF,–OF SENSE-AND CONDITIONS FOR AFFIRMA-

■ DEDUCTION–ABSTRACT, –IN THE GENERAL CASE IMPOSSIBLE ■ DEVELOPMENT–MODE

OF OPERATION OF, –PRINCIPLE(S) OF (7)
CONTENT

■ DREAM(S)–AND INSIGHT, –FUNCTION OF-AND LATENT

■ EGOISM–AND INTELLIGENCE VS SPONTANEITY ■ ETHICS–PRECEPTS OF ■ EXIS-

TENCE–AND ESSENCE-REAL DISTINCTION OF ■ EXPRESSION–COMPONENTS OF ■ EXTRAPOLATION–HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL ■ FINALITY–AND METAPHYSICS ■ FORMULATION–AS
HYPOTHETICAL ■ FREEDOM–AND COINCIDENTAL MANIFOLDS

■ FREEDOM, ELEMENTS OF (4)–(1),

–(4) ■ FREQUENCY–TYPES OF (4)-(4) ■ GEM–DISCOVERY OF, –FUNCTIONS OF (12)-(11) UNIFIES
SCIENCE,

–REVISION OF ■ GENUS–EXPLANATORY ■ GOOD, THE–AND MORAL SELF-

TRANSCENDENCE

■ GROUP(S)–ACTIVITY ■ HEURISTIC STRUCTURE–FOR INTERPRETATION ■

HISTORIAN–AND ANALOGY-AND SCIENCE/MIRACLES ■ HISTORICAL–INQUIRY-CONDITIONS OF ■
HUMAN–BODY ■ HUMANITY–AS DYNAMIC SYSTEM ■ IDEAL(S)–TYPES ■ IMAGE–AND THING ITSELF

■ LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–CLASSICAL ■ LIBERATION–AND EMERGENT PROBABILITY ■ LIGHT

OF INTELLECT ■ MANIFOLD(S)–COINCIDENTAL-AND HIGHER SYSTEM ■ MASS ■ MEANING–
UNIVERSE OF, TOTAL
AS FACT

■ MYSTERY–AND THE KNOWN UNKNOWN ■ OPENNESS–THREE FACTORS-(1)

■ PARTICULAR(S)–INSIGHT INTO-AND EXPRESSION ■ PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE ■

PSYCHIC–DEVELOPMENT-AND NEURAL ■ SCEPTIC, SCEPTICISM ■ SCIENCE(S)–DEVELOPMENT
OF, –EMPIRICAL
PROGRESS
KINDS OF

■ SELF-APPROPRIATION–AND PHILOSOPHY-DIFFERENT TYPES OF ■ SOCIAL–

■ STATISTICAL–STATES-VERIFICATION OF ■ SYSTEMATIC–THINKING ■ THING(S)–

■ UNIVERSAL VIEWPOINT ■ UNIVERSE–FINALITY OF, –PROCESS OF-AND CONCEPTU-

ALIST VS INTELLECTUALIST

■ WILL–A RATIONAL APPETITE ■ WILLING–WILL, WILLINGNESS, AND W.

AND ABSTRACTION.

AND TRANSCENDENT KNOWLEDGE.

AND

BLE

AS POTENCY-FORM-ACT ■ WORLD(S)–POSSIBLE

AND INTERPRETATION.

CLASSICAL

JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–A PRIORI CONDITIONS FOR (4) ■ JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE–NOT INFALLI-

■ IMAGINATION–AND INDETERMINISM ■ INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–INVERSE ■ IN-

TELLECT–POSSIBLE ■ INTELLIGENCE–PRACTICAL ■ INTERIORITY–WORLD OF-ENTRY INTO ■

AND AUTHENTICITY.

See ABSTRACTION–POSSIBILITY/IMPOSSIBILITY OF
See AUTHENTICITY–CONDITIONS OF POSSIBILITY FOR

AND COURSES OF ACTION.

See CONTINGENCE–OF ACTUALITY-(3) IN BEING WILLED ■

DECISION–AND REFLECTIVE EVALUATION ■ DELIBERATION–AND LIBERTY, –AS OPERATION ■
ETHICS ■ FREE–ACT ■ FREEDOM–ESSENTIAL ■ WILLING–CONTINGENCE OF ■ WILLINGNESS–AND HABITUAL ACCUMULATION OF INSIGHTS
AND EMERGENT PROBABILITY.

See EMERGENT PROBABILITY

AND EMPIRICAL SCIENCE.

“The necessary must be, but the possible,
though it can be, may in fact be or not be. Hence empirical science
rests upon two distinct grounds: as insight grasping possibility, it is
science; as VERIFICATION selecting the possibilities that in fact are realized, it is EMPIRICAL.” (In 101.)
AND FINALITY. See FINALITY–AND POSSIBILITY
AND HUMOR/SATIRE. See HUMOR/SATIRE–POSSIBLE FUNCTIONS OF
AND HYPOTHESIS. See HYPOTHESIS–AND INTELLIGIBILITY
AND IMPOSSIBILITY. See intra Of being; Apprehension of p. and impossibility
AND INSIGHT. L writes of “an act of insight, seeing in the data what
itself cannot be a datum; when we express this insight by a concept, we say ‘possibility.’ In closed eyes we discern the possibility
of actual seeing; in eyes we discern the possibility of sight; what is
possible is the act, and its possibility is the potency; both are objective, but the act is objective when it occurs, the potency when
the act is possible; and that objectivity of possibility is, for instance,
what makes the difference between an invention and a mere bright
idea. Ultimate concepts, like derived concepts, proceed from understanding.” (V 56-57.)
AND INTELLIGIBILITY. See intra Of being
AND JUDGMENT OF FACT. See JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–POSSIBILITY OF
AND KNOWLEDGE OF ESSENCE. See ESSENCE–KNOWLEDGE OF
AND NECESSITY. See NECESSITY–AND POSSIBILITY
AND PROBABILITY. See PROBABILITY–AND POSSIBILITY
AND SCHEMES OF RECURRENCE.

See

RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF–SERIATION

OF-(1) THE POSSIBLE

AND SELF-AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER.

See

SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE

KNOWER-POSSIBILITY OF

AND VERIFICATION.

See STATISTICAL–STATES-VERIFICATION OF

APPREHENSION OF P. AND IMPOSSIBILITY.

L is discussing similarity
and difference. He speaks of the image that gives rise to the defini-

POSTULATE(S) – POSTULATE(S)
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tion of a circle, and discontinuous points on a distance-time graph
that plots the incidents of falling bodies. “Insight into the image of
the wheel grasps necessity and impossibility: if the radii are equal,
the curve must be round; if the radii drawn from the center are unequal, the curve cannot be round. But the insight into the discontinuous series of points on the graph consists in a grasp, not of
necessity or impossibility, but simply of possibility. The simplest
smooth curve could represent the law of falling bodies, but any of
a vast range of more elaborate curves could equally well pass
through all the known points.” (In 58-59.) See also intra As concrete

insight. … That is the fundamental inverse insight that makes scientific collaboration and scientific generalization possible. It makes
scientific collaboration possible, because the work done in this
place at this time is relevant to knowledge of what will occur at
this other place at this other time. The results here do not depend
upon the time and place, but upon something at this time and at
this place. Similarly, the results there do not depend upon that time
and that place, but upon something at that time and at that place. If
that were not true, we would need a different science for every
time and every place.” (UB 58.)

AS CONCRETE. “I believe all discussions of concrete possibility to
suffer from a radical ambiguity. For on any concrete issue further
insight is always possible, and when it occurs, what previously
seemed impossible turns out to be quite feasible after all.” (In 161.)

POSTULATE(S): “Definitions, postulates, and inferences are the formulation of general knowledge. They regard, not the particular but
the universal, not the concrete but the abstract.” (In 198.) See also DECI-

Vs logical. “Possibility is concrete. Logicians may say that a
‘mountain of gold’ is possible if there is no intrinsic contradiction
involved in supposing such a mountain. But, in fact, a mountain
of gold is possible only if the means are available for acquiring
enough gold to make a mountain, for transporting it to a single
place, for heaping it up in the fashion of a mountain, and for
keeping it there long enough for the golden mountain to exist for
some minimum interval of time.” (In 361.)
OBJECTIVITY OF. See ACT–AND POTENCY

VARIANCE–ANTICIPATION

OF BEING.

“Tell any bumpkin a plausible tale and he will remark,
‘Well now, that may be so.’ He is not perhaps exercising consciously the virtue of WISDOM, which has the function of knowing the
‘what it means to be and what it means not to be.’ But his understanding has expressed itself as grasp of possible being. Intelligibility is the ground of possibility, and possibility is the possibility of
being; equally, unintelligibility is the ground of impossibility, and
impossibility means impossibility of being. To affirm actual being,
more than a plausible tale is wanted; for experience, though it is not
as such the source of the concept of being—else, as Kant held, the
real would have to be confined to the field of possible experience—still it is the condition of the transition from the affirmation
of the possibility to the affirmation of the actuality of being.” (V 57.)
See also BEING–CONCEPT OF; INTELLIGIBILITY–POTENTIAL
OF BELIEF. See BELIEF–AND TRUTH
OF COSMOPOLIS. See COSMOPOLIS
OF ETHICS. See ETHICS–POSSIBILITY OF
OF EVENTS. See EVENT(S)–AND DEVELOPMENT
OF EXPLANATORY GENUS. See NOTION OF …–EXPLANATORY GENUS
OF HORIZON. See HORIZON(S)–POSSIBILITY OF
OF IMAGINATIVE SYSTEM. See SYNTHESIS–IMAGINATIVE VS SYSTEMATIC UNIFICATIONPOSSIBILITY OF

OF KNOWLEDGE.

See KNOWLEDGE–POSSIBILITY OF

OF REVISING TRANSCENDENTAL METHOD.

See GEM–REVISION OF

OF SCIENTIFIC COLLABORATION/GENERALIZATION. The context is the
inverse insight (see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–INVERSE) that grasps the
irrelevance to insight of time and place. “We cannot have an insight into everything. There has to be a part in the empirical presentations that is just given and that does not correspond to any

SION–AND REFLECTIVE EVALUATION ■ DEFINITION(S)–TYPES OF-EXPLANATORY/ESSENTIAL ■ INOF-AND

SPECIAL

RELATIVITY

■ LOGIC–FOUNDATIONS OF ■

MATHEMATICAL–JUDGMENTS ■ MATHEMATICS–NON-NECESSITY IN ■ METAPHYSICS–EVIDENCE
FOR

■ METHOD(S)–EMPIRICAL-AND HIGHER VIEWPOINT ■ MODERN, MODERNITY–MATHEMATICS

■ PHYSICS–LAWS OF–, PROBLEM PECULIAR TO ■ PROPER NAMES–FREUD, SIGMUND-AND DETERMINISM

■ SUBJECT, THE–UNITY OF ■ TIME–AND MOTION/MOVEMENT ■ TRANSFORMATION–

INVARIANCE

UNDER

INERTIAL

■ VIEWPOINT(S)–HIGHER-EMERGENCE OF ■ WILLING–

CONTINGENCE OF

AND EMERGENT PROBABILITY.

See EMERGENT PROBABILITY–OF THINGS (4 POSTU-

LATES)

AND GÖDEL’S THEOREM.

See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–AND GÖDEL’S THEOREM

BASIC, OF SPECIAL RELATIVITY.

See

RELATIVITY–THEORY OF-SPECIAL-BASIC POS-

TULATE OF

INVARIANCE AS.

See INVARIANCE–AS POSTULATE

PARALLEL. “Euclidean geometry rests upon the parallel postulate.
The parallel postulate is a matter of insight into phantasm [see PHANTASM/FANTASM–INSIGHT INTO]. One can easily feel that it is absolutely necessary that there is one and only one case in which lines produced
indefinitely in either direction will never meet. The parallel postulate seems necessary, and it seems necessary by the same process
as the one we used to define the circle, to see the intersection of the
circles, and to prove that the external angle of a triangle is greater
than the internal opposite. And there is in fact an insight involved
in the parallel postulate. But the fallacy in the apparent necessity of
the parallel postulate is that, if you imagine lines produced indefinitely, you are constructing an image. You do not just imagine the
lines; you imagine something growing indefinitely; and that indefinite growth occurs according to a certain law. Your imagination extends those lines according to a certain imaginative assumption
about space. And that imaginative assumption about space is precisely the parallel postulate. So if you imagine lines produced indefinitely on the imaginative assumption that space is equally
roomy all over, that it does not become more or less roomy as you
produce these lines indefinitely, then your parallel postulate is true.
But it is only a particular case. As you produce the lines indefinitely in your imagination, space may be becoming tighter, less
roomy, and then you will have an elliptical space; or it may be becoming more roomy, and then you will have a hyperbolic space.
Lobatchevski discovered the hyperbolic space, and Gauss, I think,
the elliptical, and these discoveries effected a transformation in the
notion of what mathematics is.” (TE 122.)
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POTENCY/POTENTIAL – POTENCY/POTENTIAL

POTENCY/POTENTIAL: “Potency is related to FORM as the eye is to
eyesight (the ability to see), as the ear is to hearing (the ability to
hear), as matter is to the soul, as the possible intellect [see INTELLECT–
POSSIBLE] is to the impressed species [see PHANTASM/FANTASM–AND SPECIES IMPRESSA], or as the WILL is to a habit received in the will [see WILLING–HABIT
OF].” (OPCC 47.) “There are two kinds of potencies, natural and obediential.” (OPCC 61.) See intra Natural; obediential potency is theological.
“First potency is like the eye, which needs to be perfected initially by
form (eyesight) and then by second act (seeing). Second potency in
the same as form or first act.” (S 537.) For a fuller treatment of potency
as metaphysical element see CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–
POTENCY; CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–POTENCY
A TENSION OF OPPOSITES. “FINALITY is the direction immanent in the
dynamism of the real. For the real is dynamic inasmuch as it is incomplete, inasmuch as it is less than it can be. But act constitutes
its achievement; form determines what that achievement is; only in
potency can one discern the principle that refers determinate
achievement to some indeterminate betterment. … It follows that
potency is a tension of opposites. As we have seen, it is the ground
of universal limitation; as we have just added, it is the ground of
the finality that carries proportionate being [see BEING–PROPORTIONATE]
ever beyond actual limitations.” (In 476.)
ACTIVE/PASSIVE.

“Following Aristotle, [Aquinas] defines active potency as the principle of motion or change in another as other, and
passive potency as the principle of motion or change by the other
as other.” (S 539.) See intra Active/passive-and object
And act. See ACT–AND POTENCY
And object. “‘Every action belongs either to an active potency or
to a passive potency. But the object is to the act of a passive potency as principle and moving cause; for color is the principle of
vision insofar as it moves the faculty of sight. But an object is to
the act of an active potency as term and end; as the object of the
faculty of growth is achieving its due quantity, which is the end
of growth [ST, 1, q. 77, a. 3 c.].’” (S 561.)
And transcendental notions. See NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL–AS ACTIVE
POTENCIES

ANALOGY OF P. TO ACT.

See ANALOGY OF …–POTENCY TO ACT

AND ACT.

See ACT–AND POTENCY

AND ART.

See ART–AND CONCRETE POTENTIALITY

AND EMPIRICAL RESIDUE.

“Form is intelligible in itself. It’s what you
know by insight, by understanding. It’s as much of the thing as
you know insofar as you’re understanding it. And that is a pure intelligibility. But potency, the empirical residue [see RESIDUE(S)–
EMPIRICAL], is not intelligible in itself. It’s intelligible in form. The
empirical residue as such is a limit to the intelligibility we find in
data. But insofar as one fully grasps the nature of form, I believe
one finds a certain intelligibility in the empirical residue, in potency. Potency has an intelligibility, not in itself, but from its
form.” (UB 340.) See also intra Prime-and empirical residue; see also INTELLI-

GIBILITY–AND METAPHYSICS-POTENCY
AND EVIL.

See EVIL–AND POTENTIALITY

AND EXPERIENCE.
AND FINALITY.
AND FORM.

See FORM–AND POTENCY

AND KNOWING.

See BEING–PROPORTIONATE-AND KNOWING-POTENCY

AND LIMITATION.
CENTRAL.

See WILLING–WILL, WILLINGNESS, AND W. AS POTENCY-FORM-ACT

See FINALITY–AND POSSIBILITY

See intra Prime

See CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–POTENCY

CONJUGATE.

See CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–POTENCY

INTELLIGIBILITY.

See intra And empirical residue

NATURAL.

“A natural potency is one that is directed to an act whose
character is determined by the very nature of the thing in question.” (OPPC 61.)
OF HUMAN INTELLECT. See INTELLECT–POTENTIAL OF
PASSIVE.

See intra Active/passive

PRIME. “Since each higher genus is limited by the preceding lower
genus, it follows that the lowest genus provides a principle of limitation for the whole domain of proportionate being [see BEING–
PROPORTIONATE]. … Moreover, this universal principle of limitation resides in the potency of the lowest genus. For act corresponds to
judgment, form to insight, and potency to experience [see KNOWING–
AND KNOWN-ISOMORPHISM OF] of the empirical residue [see RESIDUE(S)–
EMPIRICAL]. But the yes of judgment is restricted to the formulation it
affirms; and this formulation results from an insight that is restricted to the pattern of the data to be understood. Accordingly, as
judgment is limited by insight, and insight by data, so act is limited
by form, and form is limited by potency. … It will be convenient to
introduce the name ‘prime potency’ to denote the potency of the
lowest level that provides the principle of limitation for the whole
range of proportionate being.” (In 468.)

And empirical residue. “Potency is what is to be known by intellectually patterned experience of the empirical residue. The empirical residue consists in individuality, the continuum, particular
place and time, and the nonsystematic divergence from theoretically grounded anticipations. Since all these features of the empirical residue are to be verified in the lowest genus of
proportionate being, all are to be attributed to prime potency.” (In
468.) See also MATERIAL–EXPLANATION/DEFINITION OF

And energy. “One may ask whether, in the light of contemporary
science, prime potency has anything to do with energy. In a general fashion one may argue that, since energy may be latent or
potential, it is not act. Since it is relevant to mechanics, thermodynamics, electromagnetics, chemistry, and biology, it is not
form. Finally, since it functions as a universal principle of limitation, it must be grounded in prime potency.” (In 468.)
PURE. Matter as conceived metaphysically in FACULTY PSYCHOLOGY. L
conceives matter empirically. See MATTER–PRIME
TO KNOW, TO BE KNOWN. “‘The sensible in act is the sense in act,
and the intelligible in act is the intellect in act. For we sense or understand something in act from this, that our intellect or sense is informed in act by the SPECIES of the sensible or the intelligible. And
sense or intellect is other than the sensible or the intelligible only

PRACTICAL – PREDICATES

insofar as each is in potency [ST 1, q. 14, a. 2 c.].” (V 84.)
TO MOVEMENT. “The nature of movement is difficult to grasp because it is a reality that, as reality, is incomplete and so involves
the indeterminate. Still, movement may be defined as the act of
what is in potency inasmuch as it is in potency, or as the act of the
movable just as movable. Again, one may say that what is about to
be moved is in potency to two acts: one of these is complete and so
admits categorial specification; but this act is the term of another
which is incomplete and so does not admit categorial specification; movement is the latter, incomplete act. Since this definition
does not presuppose the concept of time, it is employed in defining
time.” (V 112.)
PRACTICAL: See also inter alia PRACTICALITY ■ ANTICIPATION–OF TYPICAL CASES ■
APPREHENSION–AND APPRECIATION OF ART ■ AUTONOMY–EXISTENTIAL ■ BREAKDOWN–
PSYCHOLOGICAL

■ CIVILIZATION(S)–ANCIENT HIGH ■ COMMON SENSE, –AND CONSCIOUSNESS

■ CONSCIENCE–AND SELF-TRANSCENDENCE ■ CONSCIOUSNESS–ARTISTIC ELEMENT IN ■ CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(1) EMPIRICAL ■ COSMOPOLIS–AND FORCE ■ DECLINE–CUMULATIVE-AND INSIGHT INTO OVERSIGHT ■ DIALECTIC(S)–OF COMMUNITY ■ DOING
AND MAKING–AND THE MORAL IMPERATIVE ■ ETHICS–AND VIRTUALLY UNCONDITIONED, –
QUESTIONS FOR

■ FACULTY PSYCHOLOGY–AND INTERIORITY ■ FINALITY–OF PRACTICAL IN-

SIGHT ■ FREEDOM–EFFECTIVE-CONDITIONS OF (4)-(3) ■ FREEDOM, ELEMENTS OF (4)–(2) PRACTICAL INSIGHT, –(3) PRACTICAL REFLECTION
DEVELOPMENT-PROBLEM OF, REAL

■ GOOD, THE–AS SYSTEM, HIGHER ■ HUMAN–

■ IMPLEMENTATION–AND GENERAL BIAS ■ INTERPRETA-

TION–PROBLEM OF ■ KNOWLEDGE–SPECIALIZED ■ LANGUAGE–TECHNICAL-AND MAGIC ■ MANIFOLD(S)–COINCIDENTAL-AND HIGHER SYSTEM ■ MATERIAL–VS SPIRITUAL-AND LAW ■ MEANING–
AND MYTH/MAGIC

■ METHOD(S)–OF COMMON SENSE ■ NONSENSE–AND COMMON SENSE ■

QUESTION(S)–FURTHER-FOR COMMON SENSE/SCIENCE ■ SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE—MORAL ■
SOCIAL–DEVELOPMENT,

OF,

–PROGRESS-CIRCUITS

–SITUATION-AND

POSI-

TIONS/COUNTERPOSITION ■ THING(S)–NOTION OF-AS BRIDGE ■ TREATISE–LIMITS OF ■ WILL–
ACT OF-NOT ARBITRARY

■ WILLING–AND THE MORAL IMPERATIVE, –WILL, WILLINGNESS, AND W. AS

POTENCY-FORM-ACT

ARTS. See IDEA(S)–IN INVENTION/PRACTICAL ARTS
COMMON SENSE. See COMMON SENSE–PRACTICALITY OF
CONSCIOUSNESS. See CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–EXTROVERTED
INFERENCE.
INSIGHT.

See INFERENCE–PRACTICAL VS ANTICIPATORY

See

INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–PRACTICAL; FREEDOM, ELEMENTS OF–

(2) PRACTICAL INSIGHT

INTELLIGENCE.

See INTELLIGENCE–PRACTICAL

PATTERN OF EXPERIENCE.
REFLECTION.

UNDERSTANDING.
VIEWPOINT.

See PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–DRAMATIC

See FREEDOM, ELEMENTS OF (4)–(3) PRACTICAL REFLECTION

THEORY OF HISTORY.

See HISTORY–THEORY/THEORIES OF-PRACTICAL

See INSIGHT

AND UNDERSTANDING–PRACTICAL

See VIEWPOINT–OF COMMON SENSE

“Doing Research, whether general or special [see REis always a concrete
task that is guided not by abstract generalities but by the practical
intelligence generated by the self-correcting process of learning
[see LEARNING–SELF-CORRECTING PROCESS OF] by which also we acquire
what we call COMMON SENSE.” (M 149.) See also COMMON SENSE–PRACTICALITY
SEARCH (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)–GENERAL, –SPECIAL],

OF

OF COMMON SENSE.

See COMMON SENSE–PRACTICALITY OF

PRAXIS: See ORTHOPRAXIS
PRECEPT(S): The most important category of precept in L’s thought
is transcendental. See TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS
AND NINETEENTH-CENTURY ECONOMICS. “What nineteenth-century
economics did was issue precepts to free men. It told individuals to
keep government out of things, laissez faire; it told individuals to
be thrifty and to be enterprising. Those precepts resulted in an
enormous development of parliamentary democracy throughout
Europe, and in an enormous economic development. While that
economics and its precepts are inadequate, nevertheless they serve
to illustrate the difference between a human science as uttering
precepts and a human science as predictive, as imitating what the
physicist or the chemist does.” (UB 194.)
CATEGORIAL. See CATEGORIAL–PRECEPTS
DIALECTICAL. See DIALECTIC(S)–STRUCTURE OF-OPERATORS
ETHICAL. See ETHICS–PRECEPTS OF
METHODOLOGICAL.

See FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES–DISTINCTION AND DIVISION OF-(1)

NOT SIMPLY FOR CONVENIENCE

TRANSCENDENTAL.

See TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS

PRECONCEPTUAL: Most mentions of the term are in the context of
explicating insight, for insight is preconceptual, i.e., concept follows
insight (see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–AND THE CONCEPT OR WORD). On the
counterposition see CONCEPTUALISM, CONCEPTUALIST.
AND INSIGHT INTO PHANTASM. See PHANTASM/FANTASM–INSIGHT INTO-AS PRECONCEPTUAL

AND PROBABILITY.

See FREQUENCY–AND PROBABILITY-AND THE PRECONCEPTUAL
See HISTORIAN–PRECONCEPTIONS OF

PRECONSCIOUS:

Not to be confused with UNCONSCIOUS, it usually refers to the state immediately before waking CONSCIOUSNESS.
AND DREAMS. See DREAM(S)
AND GENERA/SPECIES. See REVISION–OF AFFIRMATION ON GENERA AND SPECIES
AND INSIGHT. See INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–AND PRECONSCIOUS
AND INDIVIDUAL BIAS.

See BIAS–INDIVIDUAL

EXERCISE OF INTELLECTUAL ORIENTATION.

PRACTICALITY: See also PRACTICAL
AND COSMOPOLIS.

CONSEQUENCES (3)

IN RESEARCH.

AND THE HISTORIAN.

INTELLECT. See INTELLECT–PRACTICAL
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See

SUBJECT, THE–DRAMATIC-

DIALECTIC OF-VS D. OF COMMUNITY

See COSMOPOLIS–PROPERTIES OF (4)-(1) PREVENTS GENERAL BIAS,

-(3) SPEAKS THE SIMPLE TRUTH

PREDICAMENT(S): See CATEGORY, CATEGORIES; PROPER NAMES–ARISTOTLE, ARISTOTELIAN-CATEGORIES

AND CRITICISM.
AND INSIGHT.

See COMMON SENSE–BIAS OF, GENERAL

See INSIGHT

AND UNDERSTANDING–PRACTICAL

AND INTELLECTUAL SURRENDER.

See

DECLINE–CYCLE OF, LONGER-PROCESS-

PREDICATES:
PREDICAMENT(S);
AND

Synonym of

CATEGORY, CATEGORIES; QUALITY,

attributes,

see also PROPER NAMES–ARISTOTLE, ARISTOTELIAN-CATEGORIES.

EXTRINSIC/INTRINSIC

DENOMINATION.

See

DENOMINATION–
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PREDICTION – PRESENTATIONS
AND CLASSICAL LAW.

EXTRINSIC/INTRINSIC

AND FIRST PRINCIPLES.
AND METAPHYSICS.
AND THINGS.

AND DEDUCTION.

See PRINCIPLE(S)–FIRST

AND FOUNDATIONS.

See METAPHYSICS–AND QUALITIES

ARISTOTLE’S PREDICATES/CATEGORIES/QUALITIES. See METAPHYSICS–AND

AND HISTORICITY.

See HISTORICITY–THEORETICAL PREMISES OF

QUALITIES; PROPER NAMES–ARISTOTLE, ARISTOTELIAN-CATEGORIES

AND INFERENCE.

FUNCTION OF.

AND ISOMORPHISM.

See LANGUAGE–AND THE SUBJECT’S WORLD

IN SYLLOGISM.

AND JUDGMENT.

See REASON(S)–IN LOGIC

AND LOGIC.

See SYLLOGISM–SCIENTIFIC

PREDICTION: As the subentries attest, prediction pertains to a very
complex topic in science. The most important context for L’s explication of this term is his argument for statistical science. One could begin with classical law and the limits of classical procedure (see
STATISTICAL–SCIENCE-AND LIMITATION OF CLASSICAL PROCEDURE), and proceed to CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–SCIENCE.
ACCURATE. See AGGREGATE(S)–AND PROBABILITY; HISTORIAN–AND ANALOGY-AND SCIENCE/MIRACLES

AND CHILD DEVELOPMENT.
AND CLASSICAL LAW.

AND DEDUCTION.

DEDUCTION–IN THE GENERAL CASE IMPOSSIBLE; FINALITY–

See FINALITY–VS CLASSICAL TELEOLOGY,

AND METAPHYSICS.
AND RELATIVISM.

–FEATURES OF (9)-(3) NOT DE-

See HISTORIAN–AND ANALOGY-AND SCIENCE/MIRACLES

AND PROBABILITY.

See RELATIVISM

“By a scheme of recurrence [see
we mean this: any law that you find has conditions, but you may have such a conjunction of laws that they
fulfil one another’s conditions, so that the process goes on indefinitely. That is the fundamental element, it seems, in the possibility
of these long-term, fully accurate (within the ordinary limitations
of observation) predictions [see CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–
SCIENCE].” (UB 76.) See also INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–SYSTEMATIC; FINALITY–
RE-

CURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF ]

FEATURES OF (9)-(3)

See ABSTRACTION–AND PRESCINDING

See NONSYSTEMATIC–AND PREDICTION

See INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–SYSTEMATIC;

SYSTEM-

See LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–CLASSICAL-AND CONDITIONAL PREDICTIONS (3

ELEMENTS)

IN CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL PROCEDURES.

See CLASSICAL

AND STATIS-

TICAL COMPARED–PROCEDURES

See intra And scheme of recurrence

PREMISE(S): A statement that serves as a basis for argument or discussion. The term usually regards the elements of a syllogism, the
major and minor premises from which the conclusion will be drawn.

See SUBJECT, THE–AS OPERATOR

See PSYCHOLOGICAL–PRESENT

See SELF …–PRESENCE

See SELF-APPROPRIATION–AND PRESENCE-TYPES OF

PRESENTATIONS: The principal usage regards the first level of intentional consciousness (see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(1) EMPIRICAL) and the cognitive operation of EXPERIENCE (of DATA or image; see
IMAGE–AND COGNITIONAL PROCESS). L sometimes calls it the level of presentations (of data or image). “Presentations are what one inquires about
and has insights into, so as to be able to formulate what is essential,
significant, relevant, in the presentations.” (UB 59.) See also DATA–OF SENSE
AND SENSITIVE FLOW. See FREEDOM, ELEMENTS OF (4)–(1) UNDERLYING SENSITIVE
FLOW

“Empirical presentations are what are presupposed by
If one’s mind is a perfect blank, one cannot ask questions.
There has to be something given to wonder about, some interruption in the blank, if one is to be able to ask, What? Why? How often? or Is it so? Empirical presentations, then, are the material
presupposed by inquiry; they are the material into which you have
insights; and they are that from which you abstract the parts of the
form, omitting parts of the matter, when you have a general conception. Similarly, what is inquiry? It is what arises upon empirical
presentations and leads on to insight and conception. Insight is
what answers inquiry about empirical presentations and what
grounds conception. Conception has its relations as well. It expresses the insight that satisfies the inquiry into empirical presentations. We have, then, a nest of terms related to one another.” (UB 47.)

INQUIRY.

ATIC–PROCESS
CONDITIONAL.

For the various meanings of presence see SELF-

A PSYCHOLOGICAL EVENT.

EMPIRICAL.

AND THE SYSTEMATIC.

See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY-LONERGAN VS RELATIVISM

PRESENCE, PRESENT:

TYPES OF.

AND SCHEME OF RECURRENCE.

AND THE NONSYSTEMATIC.

See RELATIVISM

To separate or divide in thought, consider individually,
withdraw one’s attention from.
FROM EXISTENCE. See EXISTENCE–AND BEING
FROM OTHER QUESTIONS. See DESIRE TO KNOW–PROVISIONALLY RESTRICTED

SELF-PRESENCE.

See PROBABILITY–AND PREDICTION

AND RELATIVIST PREMISES.

See MATHEMATICS–NON-NECESSITY IN

See METAPHYSICS–AS INTEGRAL HEURISTIC STRUCTURE

PRESCIND:

PSYCHOLOGICAL.

AND MIRACLES.

See SYLLOGISM

AND MATHEMATICS.

APPROPRIATION–AND PRESENCE-TYPES OF.

DUCTIVIST

LONG-TERM.

See JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–AND SYLLOGISM

See LOGIC–SYMBOLIC

VS ABSTRACT.

See AGGREGATE(S)–COINCIDENTAL

FEATURES OF (9)-(3) NOT DEDUCTIVIST

AND FINALITY.

See ISOMORPHISM–OF CONDITIONS OF KNOWING AND MEANING

(11 ELEMENTS)-(5)

See LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–AND IDEAL CASES, –CLASSICAL

See

See INFERENCE–DEDUCTIVE-FORM OF

FROM RELATIONS.

See OPERATOR(S)–AND OPERATIONS AS GROUPED

AND COINCIDENTAL AGGREGATES.

See FOUNDATIONS (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)–AS A SET OF PREM-

ISES/PROPOSITIONS

See DENOMINATION–EXTRINSIC/INTRINSIC; THING(S)–ATTRIBUTES OF

IN DEDUCTIVE LOGIC.

See LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–CLASSICAL

See DEDUCTION–AND A PRIORI SYNTHESES

PRESUPPOSITION – PRINCIPLE(S)

See also DATA–OF SENSE

DEVELOPMENT-PROBLEM OF, REAL

PRESUPPOSITION: See also inter alia SUPPOSITION ■ A PRIORI–KANT’S-VS ARISTOTLE/AQUINAS

■ ABSOLUTE–AND FACT ■ ABSTRACTION–DEGREES OF (3)-(2), –ORDER OF ■

PURE

■ NECESSITY
AND MYTH/MAGIC.

AND APPROPRIATION OF HERITAGE, –AND SCIENCE, –TRUE-PROCESS OF-(3) VALUE JUDGMENT

COMMUNITY.

■

CURACY
TURES

■ CAUSE(S)–AND MODERN SCIENCE ■ CERTITUDE, CERTAINTY–AND LIMITING STRUC-

■ CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–DESCRIPTION, PRESCIENTIFIC, –INQUIRY-

■ INFRASTRUCTURE AND SUPRASTRUCTURE ■ INTELLECT–

■ MEANING–SYSTEMATIC ■ METAPHYSICS–STAGES/FORMS OF-EXPLICIT (8 ELEMENTS)-(7)

ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–AND PROBABILITY/INTELLIGIBILITY ■ BELIEF–
CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(2) OF OPERATIONS-(5) TESTS IMPARTIALITY AND AC-
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CONCEPT.
LIVING.

See MYTH–AND PRIMITIVES; CIVILIZATION(S)–ANCIENT HIGH

See COMMUNITY–AND INTERSUBJECTIVITY

See CONCEPT(S), CONCEPTION(S)–PRIMITIVE VS DERIVED

See CIVILIZATION(S)–ANCIENT HIGH

TASM/FANTASM–CONVERSION TO-VS REFLECTION ON, –INSIGHT INTO ■ POSITION AND COUN-

The context is the limitations of mythic consciousness (see
CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–MYTHIC). “As Ernst Cassirer states [The Philosophy of Symbolic Forms], it lacks any clear dividing line between mere ‘representation’ and ‘real’ perception, between wish
and fulfilment, between image and thing. He goes on immediately
to mention the continuity of dream and waking consciousness and,
later, he adds that no less than the image, the name tends to merge
with the thing. It would seem, despite his later retraction, to be the
same absence of distinction that Lucien Lévy-Bruhl [Les fonctions
mentales dans les sociétés inférieures] wished to describe when he
spoke of a law of participation governing the common representations and the institutions of primitives, a participation that made the
content of their representations appear mystical while it made relations between representations largely tolerant of contradictions. …
Now these characteristics of the primitive mind seem very mysterious. But one is not to conclude that they argue any lack of intelligence or reasonableness on the part of primitives. For, after all, to
draw distinctions is not a simple matter, and to acknowledge the
import of the distinctions, once they are drawn, is not a simple matter.” (M 92-93.) See also CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–MYTHIC; CIVILIZATION(S)–

TERPOSITION–DIALECTIC OF ■ POTENCY/POTENTIAL–TO MOVEMENT ■ PROBABILITY–AND

ANCIENT HIGH

MATHEMATICS, –OF EMPIRICAL SCIENCES

NOTION.

ANTICIPATION IN-COROLLARIES (2)
REVISION OF

■ COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–LEVELS OF-SCHEMA, –THEORY-

■ CONSCIENCE–CONSCIOUSNESS AS ■ CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–AS IN-

TENTIONAL-AND FEELINGS

■ COSMOPOLIS–PROPERTIES OF (4)-(4) CRITIQUES HISTORY ■ DESIRE

TO KNOW–AND WONDER ■ DETERMINISM–SCIENTIST, MEDIATING INSIGHT, AND-AND IDEAL CASE ■
DIALECTIC(S)–OF PHILOSOPHIES ■ EMPIRICISM/EMPIRICIST–AND INSTRUMENTAL ACTS OF MEANING

■ EXISTENTIALISM–AS RESTRICTED TO PER SE ■ EXPERIENCE, RELIGIOUS ■ FACULTY

PSYCHOLOGY–AND INTERIORITY ■ FEELINGS–AND NON-INTENTIONAL STATES, TRENDS, AND
GOALS, –COMMUNITY OF, AND FELLOW F.
SIGHT AND

■ FRAME(S) OF REFERENCE–EMPIRICAL RESIDUE, IN-

■ FREEDOM–AND FOURTH LEVEL OF INTENTIONALITY ■ FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES–

INTERDEPENDENCE OF

■ GEM–AS WISDOM, –REVISION OF ■ GIVEN, THE ■ HISTORIAN–AND

■ HORIZON(S)–AND QUESTION OF GOD, –DIFFERENCES IN-GENETIC ■ HU-

VALUE JUDGMENTS

MOR/SATIRE–POSSIBLE FUNCTIONS OF ■ INFERENCE–DEDUCTIVE-AND VIRTUALLY UNCONDITIONED

■ INSIGHT (THE BOOK)–AND MOVING VIEWPOINT ■ INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–

INVERSE, I–VS CONCEPT-AND METAPHYSICS

■ INTELLIGIBILITY–AND PROBABILITY ■ INTENTION-

ALITY ANALYSIS–AND COGNITIONAL THEORY, –AND VARIOUS ISMS ■ JUDGMENT(S)–HABITUAL ■
LOVE–AND KNOWLEDGE-K. PRECEDES ■ MATHEMATICAL–FORMALIZATIONS ■ METHOD(S)–OF
UNIVERSAL DOUBT-INDUBITABILITY, CONSEQUENCES OF (9)-(5)
KNOWN

■ MYSTERY–AND THE KNOWN UN-

■ NECESSITY–CONDITIONAL-AND THE SCEPTIC ■ ORDER–OF TEACHING/LEARNING ■

PARTICULAR(S)–AND RELATIVE EXPRESSION-OBJECTIVITY OF ■ PATTERN–INVARIANT ■ PHAN-

■ PROPER NAMES–ARISTOTLE-ARISTOTELIAN-AND THE

VIRTUOUS PERSON ■ QUALITY–AND QUANTITY
KNOWLEDGE-IDEAL OF
THE KNOWER

■ QUESTION OF GOD, THE ■ QUESTION(S)–AND

■ RELATIVISM ■ RESIDUE(S)–STATISTICAL ■ SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF

■ SPIRIT–OF INQUIRY ■ STATISTICAL–AND INDETERMINACY ■ SYSTEM(S)–AND

LOGIC, –MOVING/ON THE MOVE-AND LOGIC

■ THING(S)–INDIVIDUALITY OF ■ UNIVERSE–ORDER

COMMUNICATION.

See

COMMUNICATION(S) (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)–

AND EMPIRICAL PRESENTATIONS.

See PRESENTATIONS–EMPIRICAL

See FREE–ACT

AND HISTORY.

See HISTORY–PRESUPPOSITIONLESS

AND INQUIRY.

See INQUIRY–AS PRESUPPOSITION

AND JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT.

See

JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–CONCRETE-CONDITIONS

FOR POSSIBLE (4)

AND JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE.

See JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE–COMPONENTS OF (3)-(2)

AND SYSTEMATIC PRINCIPLE.

See PRINCIPLE(S)–SYSTEMATIC

AND THE HISTORIAN.

See HISTORIAN–PRESUPPOSITIONS OF

PRIME MATTER: See MATTER–PRIME
PRIMITIVE(S): As philosophical

the term means underived; as anthropological it means uncivilized. See also inter alia ANTHROPOLOGY ■ BELIEF–

AND COLLABORATION

■ COMMON SENSE–DEVELOPMENT OF ■ COMMUNITY–CIVIL ■ CON-

SCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–HISTORY OF-AGE OF MYTH ■ DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS–AND
SYSTEM-FORMAL

See

TERM(S)–PRIMITIVE VS DERIVED; CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE

CAUSES
UNDIFFERENTIATED CONSCIOUSNESS.

See CIVILIZATION(S)–AND WORLD OF COM-

PRINCIPLE(S): A principle is what comes first in

an ordered series.
“An analytic proposition is a proposition that follows
from the definition of its terms. If A is defined as possessing a relation R to B, there may be derived the analytic proposition, ‘Every
A has the relation R to a B.’ ... An analytic principle is an analytic
proposition whose terms and relations, in the sense defined, are
verified in all relevant instances to which the terms refer.” (PTP2 130.)
L explains his distinction between analytic proposition and principle in the context of refuting the ontological argument for the existence of God. See ONTOLOGICAL–ARGUMENT; see also UNCONDITIONED,
ANALYTIC.

PRESUPPOSES UNDERSTANDING

AND FREE ACT.

TERMS.

See EVENT(S)–DEFINITION OF

MON SENSE

OF-AND THE TOTAL MANIFOLD-AND THE GOOD

AND

MIND.

■ DEDUCTION–ABSTRACT ■ DEFINITION(S)–UNIVERSAL ■ HUMAN–

VIRTUALLY–AND SUFFICIENT EVIDENCE-IN DIFFERENT CASES

And common sense. “Because we have denied that common
sense reaches analytic principles, it is not to be inferred that the
average man has no principles. Analytic principles suppose
analysis; analysis supposes accurate conceptualization. But prior
to analysis, to concepts, to judgments, there are the native endowments of intelligence and reasonableness and the inherent
structures of cognitional process. These are the real principles on
which the rest depend. Moreover, all understanding has its uni-
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versal aspect, for similars are similarly understood. But it is one
thing to exploit this universal aspect in a professional manner; it
is another to exploit the intelligibility, which is by itself universal,
by adding further intelligibilities until one comes to grips with
concrete situations. The latter line of development we have
named common sense, so that by definition common sense deals
with the particular [see COMMON SENSE–AND CONCRETE PARTICULAR].” (In 333.)
And logical positivism. “There is a virtually unconditioned [see
UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY ] that has its conditions fulfilled solely by
acts of defining and postulating; such is the analytic proposition.
To this virtually unconditioned there can accrue a further fulfilment inasmuch as what it defines and what it postulates also
prove to be virtually unconditioned; such is the analytic principle.
This further fulfilment arises in concrete judgments of fact [see
JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–CONCRETE], such as occur in the process of VERIFICATION; and so our position resembles that of the logical positivists. But resemblance need not be identity. For unlike the logical
positivists, we are completely disillusioned of the notion that
knowing the real is somehow looking at what is already out there
now [see ALREADY-OUT-THERE-NOW-REAL]. Unlike them, we have much
to say about the unconditioned, and indeed it is in the unconditioned that we place the whole meaning and force of VERIFICATION.”
(In 694.)

As existential. “By an analytic principle is meant an analytic
proposition of which the partial terms are existential; further, the
partial terms of an analytic proposition are existential if they occur in their defined sense in judgments of fact, such as the concrete judgment of fact [see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–CONCRETE] or the
definitively established empirical GENERALIZATION. … Further, since
such analytic principles are hard to come by, we shall also speak
of two mitigated cases. … The provisional analytic principle is
an analytic proposition of which the terms are probably existential, that is, they occur in probable empirical generalizations. …
The serially analytic principle is an analytic proposition of which
the terms are serially existential; what is meant by the serially existential will be clarified in our next section on mathematical
judgments [see MATHEMATICAL–JUDGMENTS-AND ANALYTIC PROPOSITIONS].” (In
331.)

From analytic propositions to. See JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–CONCRETE-AND
TRANSITION FROM ANALYTIC PROPOSITIONS TO ANALYTIC PRINCIPLES

Provisional. “A provisional analytic principle is one whose
terms and relations probably are verified in all relevant instances.
Scientific definitions become provisional analytic principles,
through the way of using them. Pure water is H2O.” (PTP2 130.)
Serial. “Serially analytic principles are the principles that generate the ranges of systems, some instances of whose elements can
be verified.” (PTP2 130.)
Vs analytic proposition(s). L explains his distinction between
analytic proposition and principle in the context of refuting the
ontological argument for the existence of God (see ONTOLOGICAL–
ARGUMENT), and judgment. See also JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–CONCRETE-AND
TRANSITION FROM ANALYTIC PROPOSITIONS TO ANALYTIC PRINCIPLES; UNCONDITIONED,

VIRTUALLY–AND SUFFICIENT EVIDENCE-IN DIFFERENT CASES
AND CONCLUSIONS.

See CONCLUSION(S)–AND PRINCIPLES

BEHAVIORIST. It “would confine human psychology to the methods
available in animal psychology.” (PTP2 302-03.)
DIALECTICAL. Related to the empirical principle (see intra Empirical).
“Human science as human is subject to a dialectical principle. For
the data on man are ambiguous: man’s actions may be good or
evil; his statements may be true or false; his development may be
authentic or unauthentic. … This ambiguity is radical. It affects the
very data on which an empirical science rises and rests. To cope
with this radical ambiguity is the office of the dialectical principle.
Its precise nature must be our immediate concern. … Now if the
term ‘[DIALECTIC(S)]’ is employed to refer to a concrete process involved in contradictions, it has a twofold application in human science. There is a first application to the object, which falls short of
intelligibility. There is a second application to the subject of human
science, who may or may not anticipate complete intelligibility in
his object.” (PTP2 303-05.)
EMPIRICAL. This term is directly related to the dialectical principle
(see intra Dialectical). “Human science as science is subject to an
empirical principle. This principle is positive in its content but
negative in its enunciation. It is that there are no true factual judgments without a foundation in relevant data. … Relevant data include the DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS as well as the DATA–OF SENSE. Hence
the empirical principle does not imply the behaviorist principle [see
intra Behaviorist] .... It does not imply the positivist principle [see intra Positivist] .... It is not to be confused with the verification or falsification principle [see intra Verification/falsification] .... Finally,
statements about factual judgments [see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT] are not
to be extended to moral judgments, to judgments of value [see
JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE], and the like, which are not factual but NORMATIVE.” (PTP2 302-03.)
FALSIFICATION. See intra Verification/falsification
FIRST. In regard to how, as a power of analysis, the reasoning of
agent intellect (see INTELLECT–AGENT) uses images (see PHANTASM/FANTASM) to grasp meaning, it must be admitted that, in moving
from data with potential meaning (or that already has some meaning) toward well-reasoned conclusions which grasp meaning, the
reasoning process necessarily employs a structure or form of its
own. It consists of essential conditions which must be met if, in the
movement toward understanding and knowledge, objects are to be
related to each other in ways that can reveal intelligible law and relate orders of law with one another.
A basic set of principles or laws methodologically grounds how
reasoning occurs. The foundational character of these prime principles or laws explains why they are called universal or first principles. They are known and accepted by all who seek to know
anything. These principles include: common notions called “first
conceptions of the intellect” or “common conceptions,” predicates or attributes that stand on their own. They are needed to
make distinctions between one thing and another. There are also
“judgments” or “axioms” which elicit a predicate from a subject

PRINCIPLE(S) – PRINCIPLE(S)

to state a truth about the nature of understanding. Common notions are instanced by being (see BEING–NOTION OF), one, and good,
although these are not the only examples. As a common notion,
being (ens) is the first, most basic of all notions since the object
of our DESIRE TO KNOW is being. L defines being as what can be
known by intelligent grasp and reasonable understanding; thus
outside being there is simply nothing at all. In moving toward
understanding and knowledge, the intention of being (see BEING–
INTENTION OF) implicitly informs and guides our finding the answer
to any question we ask. See also PHILOSOPHY, PHILOSOPHIES–FIRST, –AND
SELF-EVIDENT PRINCIPLES

And certitude. “There are truths that naturally are known; they
form the touchstone of other truth; and judging is a matter of reducing other issues to the naturally known first principles. Thus,
in demonstrations certitude is attained by a resolution to first
principles; such a resolution is the efficient cause of the certitude;
until the resolution reaches the first principles doubt is possible,
but once it has reached them doubt is excluded.” (V 74-75.)
And philosophy. See PHILOSOPHY, PHILOSOPHIES–AND SELF-EVIDENT PRINCIPLES
Basic. See intra First-noncontradiction
Excluded middle. “The principle of excluded middle possesses
ultimate but not immediate validity: it possesses ultimate validity
because, if a judgment occurs, it must be either an affirmation or
a denial; it does not possess immediate validity, for with respect
to each proposition, rational consciousness is presented with the
three alternatives of affirmation, of negation, and of seeking a
better understanding and so a more adequate formulation of the
issue.” (In 405.) On the question of whether the principle can be applied in every case and formulation see MATHEMATICS–AND INTUITIONISTS.
And sin. See SIN–AND PRINCIPLE OF EXCLUDED MIDDLE
Identity. “The principle of identity is the immutable and definitive validity of the true.” (In 402.) It is what is undivided in itself
and divided from every other. When called principle of compared
identity, it means that two identical with a third are identical with
each other.
Noncontradiction. From notions of being and nonbeing comes
the principle of noncontradiction, the basic first principle that the
same thing cannot be affirmed and denied at the same time. All
other axioms emerge from this first principle. Examples include
“every whole is greater than its parts,” and “things equal to one
and the same are equal to one another.”
Sufficient reason. Many define it in terms of event. L defines
it in terms of cognition. “On the third level [of cognitional operations] of REFLECTION, grasp of the unconditioned, and judgment
[see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–AND THE UNCONDITIONED], there is rational consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(3) RATIONAL]. It is
the emergence and the effective operation of a single law of utmost generality, the law of sufficient reason, where the sufficient
reason is the unconditioned. It emerges as a demand for the unconditioned and a refusal to assent unreservedly on any lesser
ground. It advances to grasp of the unconditioned. It terminates in
the rational compulsion by which grasp of the unconditioned
commands assent.” (In 346.)

LOGICAL.
MORAL.
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See intra First

“A commonsense use of ‘moral principles’ usually means
any set of conceptualized standards, such as, ‘The punishment
should fit the crime’ or ‘First, do no harm.’
When ethicists consider how moral principles should be used,
disagreements arise. Some scorn them because principles are only abstract generalizations that do not apply in concrete situations. When we try to apply them, disputes arise about the
meaning of terms such as ‘crime’ or ‘harm.’ Particular cases always require further value judgments on the relative importance
of mitigating factors, which general statements omit. What
counts is a thorough assessment of the concrete situation, which
will result in an intuition of what seems best.
Others reject such situation-based ethics because people have
different intuitions about what seems best in particular situations.
What is needed is a general principle that supports the common
good. Moreover, history proves that formulated principles are
good things. Because they represent WISDOM gained by others who
met threats to their well being, to neglect them is to unknowingly
expose oneself to the same threats. We codify principles in our
laws, appeal to them in our debates, and teach them to our children. For children in particular, and for adults whose moral intelligence has not matured, principles are firm anchors in a stormy
sea.
Generalized empirical method [see GEM] regards principles as
concepts that need the critique of a reflection on the methods
used to develop them. They are not really principles in the sense
of starting points. That is, they are not the source of normative
demands. The actual sources of normative demands are selftranscending subjects being attentive, intelligent, reasonable, and
responsible [see TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS]. Formulated principles
are the products of minds shaped by an ambiguous heritage and
exposed to a dialectic of opinions. These minds are shaped by
personal commitments within intellectual, moral and affective
horizons. These horizons may complement each other; they may
develop from earlier stages; or they may be dialectically opposed
[see HORIZON(S)–OPPOSED, DIALECTICALLY], as when people who mouth the
same principles attach opposite meanings to them, or when people espouse the principle but act otherwise. Generalized empirical
method grants no exception for moral principles proposed by religions. A religious revelation is considered neither a delivery
from the sky of inscribed tablets nor a dictation heard from unseen divinities. In its DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS perspective, generalized empirical method considers revelation as a judgment of
value [see JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE] regarding known proposals,
whether inscribed or spoken or imagined. Its religious sanction is
based on a claim that the judgment is prompted by a transcendent
love from a transcendent source in human hearts.
Those who formulate specific moral principles need to understand distinct methodological issues as distinct functional specialties [see FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES]. This understanding begins with
men and women who think about their intellectual, moral and affective commitments in explanatory categories (foundations). It
is first expressed in these categories as judgments of fact or value
(doctrines/policies). It expands through understanding the rela-
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tionships these principles have with other principles (systematics/planning). It becomes effective thorough adaptations that take
into account the current worldview of a community, the media
used, and the values implicit in the community’s language (communications/implementation).
Generalized empirical method’s strategy for resolving differences among principles is to exercise the functional specialty Dialectic [see DIALECTIC (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)] to reveal their true
source. Investigators evaluate not only the historical accounts of
how any principle arose, but also the principle itself. Where investigators overcome disagreements, the parties have lain open
their basic horizons, particularly the intellectual, moral and affective horizons that reveal the radical grounds of disagreements and
agreements. In this mutual encounter, people concerned about
morality are already familiar with normative elements in their
consciousness and may only lack the insights and language to
make them intelligible parts of how they present their views. The
strategy is not to prove one’s principle or disprove another’s but
to tap every person’s experience of a desire for AUTHENTICITY. Generalized empirical method counts on the probability that those
with more effective intellectual, moral and affective horizons
will, by laying bare the roots of any differences, attract and guide
those whose horizons are less effective. (Thanks to TD for valuable input on this term.)” (GP)
NECESSARY AND SELF-EVIDENT. “There was a time when necessary
principles were the acknowledged basis of philosophy, and these
principles were identified with the self-evident propositions that
were the basic premisses for philosophic deductions. Now it is true
that there exist analytic propositions: if one defines A by the possession of a relation, R, to B, then there cannot be an A without a
relation, R, to B. But it is equally true that there need exist no A
with a relation, R, to B. For finite existence is known, not by defining terms, not by constructing analytic propositions, but by a process named verification.” (M 316.)
And philosophy. See PHILOSOPHY, PHILOSOPHIES–AND SELF-EVIDENT PRINCIPLES
OF DEVELOPMENT. See DEVELOPMENT–PRINCIPLE(S) OF
ORIGINATING.

“That from which something has an origin.” (S 145.)
It “overlooks the a priori contained in man’s questions
for intelligence, for reflection, for deliberation.” (PTP2 303.) See intra
Analytic-and logical positivism; see also INTELLIGENCE–QUESTIONS FOR ■ REFLECPOSITIVIST.

TION/REFLECTIVE–QUESTIONS FOR ■ DELIBERATION–QUESTIONS FOR
SELF-EVIDENT.
SYSTEMATIC.

See intra Necessary and self-evident

The systematic principle regards ordering. When allied to generalized empirical method (see GEM) it means the natural
systematic order of our gaining knowledge (see KNOWING–PRÉCIS OF)
and acting upon it (see DOING AND MAKING). When it regards EXPRESSION,
the principle regards ordering of ideas. In a systematic argument,
one begins with an idea that does not presuppose another idea. If
one conceives one’s ideas or propositions as explicit or implicit
questions, the answer to the first question must virtually answer
every other relevant question: “Putting things in their right order is
the special talent of the wise person, and so the wise person will

start with the problem that is first in the sense (1) that its solution
does not presuppose the solution of other problems, (2) that solving
it will expedite solving a second problem, (3) that solving the first
and second problems will lead right away to solving a third, and so
on through all consequent connected problems.” (S 23.)
And higher viewpoints. See SYSTEM(S)–AND HIGHER VIEWPOINTS
And ideal of knowledge. See KNOWLEDGE–IDEAL OF
Notion of. See NOTION OF …–SYSTEM
UNCERTAINTY.

“An axiomatic structure for statistical laws will involve an uncertainty principle. … For the concrete includes a NONSYSTEMATIC component, and so the concrete cannot be deduced in its
full determinacy from any set of systematic premises. … But an
axiomatic structure is a set of systematic premises. Its implications
reach to the concrete, for they regard statistical laws [see LAW(S),
LAW(S) OF ...–STATISTICAL-AND INDETERMINACY] that deal with events, and
events are always fully concrete. … Therefore, the axiomatic structure for statistical laws must have some means of cutting short its
implications before the full determinations of the concrete are
reached. And any such means falls under the general case of an
uncertainty principle. … On this analysis, then, indeterminacy is a
general characteristic of statistical investigations. So, prior to the
measured uncertainty of Heisenberg’s equation, there was the unmeasured uncertainty inherent in classical statistics, in which predictions were unique but nonetheless were not expected to be
correct in every case. … Nor is this generality surprising. It runs
parallel to the possibility of deducing Heisenberg’s principle from
a general axiomatic structure. It follows from the fact that the deduction of conclusions supposes systematic relations, so that if
some relations are not systematic, the field of possible conclusions
must be restricted.” (In 123-24.)
VERIFICATION/FALSIFICATION. It “confines human knowledge to the
world of EXPERIENCE.” (PTP2 303.) See also VERIFICATION
PRINCIPLE(S) OF ...: The phrase distinguishes the subentries from
those under PRINCIPLE(S), although “principle of” also appears in some
entries under principle(s). See also inter alia ACT–AND AGENT ■ ARGUMENT FOR
GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–AND CAUSALITY-EXTRINSIC, –ARGUMENT-GENERAL CHARACTER OF

■ CRITICAL–PROBLEM ■ EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND CAPITALISM ■ EXISTENTIAL-

ISM–AND SUBJECTIVITY/OBJECTIVITY ■ FINALITY–DISTINCT FROM ARISTOTLE’S FINAL CAUSALITY ■
FORM–ASSIMILATED IN KNOWING ■ HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT, LAWS OF (4)-(1) EFFECT ■ INTEGRATION(S)–HIGHER-STATIC VS DYNAMIC ■ INTERPRETATION–AND THE INTERPRETER-MEDIATION OF

■ LOGIC–AND SYMBOLS ■ MATERIAL–EXPLANATION/DEFINITION OF ■ MATHEMATICS–AND INTUITIONISTS

■ MODEL–OF CHANGE ■ NATURE ■ NECESSITY–AND FACT ■ OPERATOR(S)–OF

COGNITIONAL DEVELOPMENT-IS DESIRE TO KNOW, -IS QUESTION
ICS

■

REVISION–AND HEURISTIC NOTION

ERATIONS

■ QUESTION(S)–AND METAPHYS-

■ SILLINESS ■ SPONTANEITY–OF COGNITIONAL OP-

■ UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY–AS CONSTITUTIVE NOT REGULATIVE (KANT) ■

VALUE(S)–AND THE WILL
ALL QUESTIONS FOR DELIBERATION.
ANALYSIS.

See HUMAN–GOOD-NOTION OF

See CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(2) OF OPERATIONS-(3)

ANY BODILY ESSENCE.

See MATTER–PRIME

BENEVOLENCE/BENEFICENCE.
DRIFTER–AND SELF-TRANSCENDENCE

See

COLLABORATION–AND SELF-TRANSCENDENCE;

– PROBABILITY
BIAS.

See DECLINE–AND BIAS-MINOR, -MAJOR

IDENTITY.

CAUSALITY.

Every contingent being requires a cause distinct from
itself to explain its existence. See also ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE,
LONERGAN’S–ARGUMENT-GENERAL CHARACTER OF; CAUSE(S)–EXTERNAL-AS FULLNESS
CLASSICAL METHOD. See METHOD, CLASSICAL–HEURISTIC PRINCIPLES OF
COMPARED IDENTITY. It states that compared identities are the same
when considered under the same aspect both really and conceptually.
CONSTRUCTION.

See

CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(2) OF OPERATIONS-

(2) AS PRINCIPLE OF CONSTRUCTION

CONTINUITY.

See IMAGE–AND THE DEVELOPING SUBJECT

CONTRADICTION/NONCONTRADICTION.

See

PRINCIPLE(S)– FIRST-

NONCONTRADICTION

CORRESPONDENCE.

See DEVELOPMENT-PRINCIPLE(S) OF (7)-(2) CORRESPONDENCE

CRITICAL DIALECTIC, CARDINAL.
CRITICISM.

See DIALECTIC(S)–PRINCIPLE OF, CARDINAL

See CRITICISM–PRINCIPLES OF (4)

CUMULATIVE EXPANSION.

See

CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(2) OF

See PRINCIPLE(S)–FIRST-IDENTITY

IMMANENCE.

CUMULATIVE VERIFICATION.

See

CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(2)

See KNOWING–AS IMMANENT

INTEGRATION.

See DIALECTIC(S)–AND METHOD/GEM

INTELLECT, IMMEDIATE.

See INTELLECT–AGENT

INTELLECTUAL EMANATION.

See EMANATION–INTELLIGIBLE-AND SPIRATION

ISOMORPHISM.

“Cognitional activity operates within heuristic structures towards goals that are isomorphic with the structures. If this
basic feature of cognitional activity is overlooked, metaphysics is
latent. If this feature is noted, if the structures are determined, if the
principle of isomorphism is grasped, then the latent metaphysics to
which everyone subscribes without knowing he does so ceases to
be latent and becomes explicit [see METAPHYSICS–STAGES/FORMS OF-LATENT
(IMPLICIT), -EXPLICIT].” (In 425.) See KNOWING–AND KNOWN-ISOMORPHISM OF
LIMITATION. See POTENCY/POTENTIAL–PRIME
LIMITING STRUCTURES. See CERTITUDE, CERTAINTY–AND LIMITING STRUCTURES
METAPHYSICAL EQUIVALENCE.
MOTION/CHANGE.
MOVEMENT.

OPERATIONS-(1)

See MOVEMENT–PRINCIPLES OF

NONCONTRADICTION.

See PRINCIPLE(S)–FIRST-NONCONTRADICTION

NUMBER.

See ONE–PREDICAMENTAL

DECLINE.

PHYSICS.

See PHYSICS–LAWS OF

DEVELOPMENT.
DIALECTIC.

See DEVELOPMENT–PRINCIPLE(S) OF (7)

See DIALECTIC(S)–PRINCIPLE OF, CARDINAL

DIFFERENTIATION OF UNITIES.

“Central form proves to be a principle of unity that is to be differentiated by further inquiry, and the
conjugate forms prove to be principles of differentiation of unities
to be determined by further inquiry. Just as potency, form, and act
are the many components of a single reality, so central and conjugate forms equally are the many components of a single reality.” (In
535.) See CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–FORM; CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–FORM
DISCOVERY.

See HEURISTIC

EMERGENCE.

See DEVELOPMENT–PRINCIPLE(S) OF (7)-(1) EMERGENCE

EMPTY HEAD.

“According to this principle, if one is to practice not
eisegesis but EXEGESIS, if one is not to read into the text what is not
there, if one is not to settle in a priori fashion what the text must
mean no matter what it says, then one must just drop all preconceptions of every kind, attend simply to the text, see all that is there
and nothing that is not there, allow the author to speak for himself,
allow him to be his own interpreter.” (M 55.) See also INTERPRETATION–AND
THE INTERPRETER-MEDIATION OF

In historian. See HISTORIAN–CONSTRUCTIVE ACTIVITY OF
In interpretation. See INTERPRETATION–AND THE INTERPRETER-MEDIATION OF
ENDING DISPUTES. See CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(1) OF SELECTIONAND SCIENTIFIC DISPUTES

EQUIVALENCE.

See EQUIVALENCE–PRINCIPLE OF

EXCLUDED MIDDLE.
FINALITY.

See PRINCIPLE(S)–FIRST-EXCLUDED MIDDLE

See DEVELOPMENT–PRINCIPLE(S) OF (7)-(3) FINALITY

GENERATIVE.

See INFINITY–OF INTEGERS, UNDERSTANDING

POSSIBLE ACHIEVEMENT.
PROGRESS.

See METAPHYSICAL–EQUIVALENCE-PRINCIPLE OF

See POTENCY/POTENTIAL–ACTIVE/PASSIVE

OF OPERATIONS-(4)

See DECLINE–AND BIAS
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See OPENNESS–THREE FACTORS-(1) AS FACT

See LIBERTY–AS PRINCIPLE OF PROGRESS

SELECTION.

See PROPOSITION(S)–ANALYTIC

SELF-CONTROL.

See DECISION–AND RESPONSIBILITY

SUFFICIENT REASON.
SYSTEMATIZATION.

See PRINCIPLE(S)–FIRST-SUFFICIENT REASON

See

CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(2) OF OPERA-

TIONS-(6) AS PRINCIPLE OF SYSTEMATIZATION

TRANSFORMATION.
UNITY.

See METAPHYSICS–AS PRINCIPLE OF TRANSFORMATION

See CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–FORM; PROBABILITY–AND

CERTAINTY

UNIVERSALIZATION/ULTIMATE SYNTHESIS.

See

EGOISM–AND INTELLIGENCE VS

SPONTANEITY

PROBABILITY: “I do not attempt to offer a theory of probability in Insight, but a heuristic structure that heads toward the determination of
a theory of probability.” (In 81.) See intra Theory of The most important
entry in regard to probability is EMERGENT PROBABILITY. The present entry
is concerned with aspects of probability as such. “To discover the intelligibility that statistical science [see STATISTICAL–SCIENCE] finds in nonsystematic process [see NONSYSTEMATIC–PROCESS], we must look to the
differences pronounced significant. It follows that differences in frequencies of events [see intra Definition of] are random when they lack
not only the intelligibility of systematic process [see SYSTEMATIC–
PROCESS] but also the intelligibility of nonsystematic process. … Still,
the reader will be more interested in hearing what this intelligibility
is than in being told that it is lacking in random differences [see
EVENT(S)–DETERMINATE E. AND RANDOM DIFFERENCES]. Its name, then, is probability, but to grasp the meaning of the name is to reach an explanatory
definition. Let us begin from the definition and then try to understand
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PROBABILITY – PROBABILITY

it.” (In 81.) See intra Definition of
A CASE IN POINT. See STATISTICAL–AND INDETERMINACY
A POSTERIORI DEFINITION OF. See intra Definition of-a posteriori
A PRIORI DEFINITION OF. See intra Definition of-a priori
AND AGGREGATES. See AGGREGATE(S)–AND PROBABILITY
AND ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE. See intra And God
AND CERTAINTY.

“We distinguish sharply between ‘probably occurring’ and ‘probably true.’ For the same reasons we refuse to identify ‘certainty’ in the sense of unit probability with ‘certainty’ in the
sense of ‘certainly verified.’ It follows that we find it meaningless
to represent by a fraction the probability of a verification. Similarly,
we find it fallacious to argue that probable events are not certain
events because probable judgments are not certain judgments. Indeed, that fallacy would wreck our analysis. Not only are there two
meanings to probability and two meanings to certainty but also
there are two manners in which some events of nonsystematic
process can be investigated. Classical procedures would yield particular, probably verified conclusions about single events assigned
a unit probability, where statistical procedures would yield general,
probably verified conclusions about events as members of coincidental aggregates by assigning them fractional probabilities.” (In 90.)
AND CHANCE. See CHANCE–AND PROBABILITY
AND EVENTS. See intra And certainty
AND FREQUENCY. See FREQUENCY–AND PROBABILITY
AND GOD.

“To say that anything is necessary is not for me an ultimate mode of speech. The one necessary being is God. If this universe is knowable through laws of probability, not simply classical
laws, if a statistical element is not merely a cloak for ignorance but
knowledge of this universe, well, it’s knowledge that’s true as a
matter of fact; it’s not a matter of necessity. Statistical laws [see
LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–STATISTICAL; CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–LAWS ], as
far as we can make out—I give reasons in Insight—are part of our
knowledge of reality in fact.” (UB 337.) See ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE,
LONERGAN’S–AND PROBABILITY/INTELLIGIBILITY
AND INDETERMINACY.

“Between indeterminism and probability the
only apparent link is a common lack of precision and definiteness.
But the indeterminacy of the abstract brings to light the NONSYSTEMATIC character of the concrete. And the essence of probability is that
it sets an ideal norm from which actual frequencies can diverge but
not systematically [see NONSYSTEMATIC–DIVERGENCE OF ACTUAL FREQUENCIES].”
(In 125.) See also STATISTICAL–AND INDETERMINACY
AND INTELLIGIBILITY.

See INTELLIGIBILITY–AND PROBABILITY

AND INVERSE INSIGHT.

See INSIGHT

AND UNDERSTANDING–INVERSE-AND PROBABIL-

ITY

AND JUDGMENT.
AND LIMITS.

See JUDGMENT(S)–PROBABLE/SCIENTIFIC

“Those conclusions [of empirical science] are probable
inasmuch as the self-correcting process of learning [see LEARNING–
SELF-CORRECTING PROCESS OF] is approaching a limit. Our argument was
based upon the immanent tendency of the process itself to a limit,
inasmuch as each great stage of scientific development [see SCI-

ENCE(S)–DEVELOPMENT OF]

heads for the closed coherence of [SYSTEM(S)],
and each successive system grips the facts with greater nuance and
accuracy over wider expanses of data. Still, this immanent tendency receives confirmation if there exist external limitations to the
process itself. For they too point to the possibility of some system,
as yet unknown, that increasingly is determined inasmuch as it will
have to meet the requirement of verification in a body of fact that is
increasingly large and increasingly organized.” (In 329.)

AND MATHEMATICS.

“There exists a mathematical calculus of probabilities, and the essence of the calculus is that, given probabilities
P1, P2, P3, one can deduce other probabilities PX, PY, PZ. That is
the calculus of probabilities. It presupposes certain proper fractions,
given as probabilities, and deduces other probabilities from them.
That set of procedures can be cast in an axiomatic form and made
into a mathematics.” (UB 73.) See also MATHEMATICAL–LIMIT

AND NECESSITY.

See NECESSITY–AND LAWS OF PROBABILITY

AND NONSYSTEMATIC.
AND NUMBER.

See intra Definition of

See NONSYSTEMATIC–PROCESS-INTELLIGIBILITY OF-AND NUMBER

AND POSSIBILITY.

“In tossing a coin and selecting the sequence of
tosses at random under the required conditions, a run of n heads
has a probability of 1/2n. When does that probability begin to exist? … How many tosses must you have before that probability
would be falsified? … I think these questions are relevant if one is
to have an empirical theory of probability. An empirical theory
would have to provide a statement of the number of occasions necessary for the probability to exist—for the probability, in other
words, not to be merely a possibility but for that predicted event to
be truly probable—and a statement of a larger number where, if
what is probable does not occur within that range, then there is reason for saying that that probability is wrong. That is, an empirical
notion of probability raises questions of existence, of possible verification and possible refutation, that do not arise within the limits
of a purely mathematical theory.” (UB 75.)

AND PREDICTION.

“The notion of probability itself implies the notion
of prediction. As I work out probability there’s no incompatibility
between probability and accurate prediction in each single case.
For example, in casting dice, there’s no suspension of any of the
laws of mechanics. In the probability in death rates, there’s no suspension of any law of medicine or biology. And these are cases that
come under probability as I conceive it. In other words, probability
is concerned with general knowledge on a level where you don’t
have the type of insight that yields the scheme of recurrence [see
RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF]. It’s a limitation on general knowledge.” (UB
354.) See also INSIGHT (THE BOOK)–AND PROBABILITY
AND RELATIONS.

See NONSYSTEMATIC–AND MEASUREMENT

AND STATISTICS.

See STATISTICAL–AND INDETERMINACY

AND TRUTH.

See TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–CONVERGENCE OF PROBABILITY ON

AND VERIFICATION.

See VERIFICATION–OF PROBABILITY/PROBABILITY OF VERIFICATION

AND WORLD ORDER.
CALCULUS OF.
OF

See

See EMERGENT

PROBABILITY–AND WORLD ORDER

CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–PROBABILITY-CALCULUS

PROBLEM – PROBLEM
CONVERGENCE OF ON TRUTH.

See CONVERGENCE–AND ADVANCE OF SCIENCE

DEFINITION OF.

“Let us begin from the definition and then try to understand it. … Consider a set of classes of events, P, Q, R, … and
suppose that in a sequence of intervals or occasions, events in each
class occur respectively p1, q1, r1, … p2, q2, r2, … pi, qi, ri, … times.
Then, the sequence of relative actual frequencies of the events will
be the series of sets of proper fractions pi/ni, qi/ni, ri/ni, … where i =
1, 2, 3, … and in each case ni = pi + qi + ri + … Now if there exists
a single set of constant proper fractions, say p/n, q/n, r/n, … such
that the differences p/n - pi/ni, q/n - qi/ni, r/n - ri/ni, … are always
random, then the constant proper fractions will be the respective
probabilities of the classes of events, the association of these probabilities with the classes of events defines a state, and the set of observed relative actual frequencies is a representative sample of the
state. … The foregoing … outlines a procedure in which the central
moment is an insight. By that insight the inquirer abstracts from the
randomness in frequencies to discover regularities that are expressed in constant proper fractions named probabilities.” (In 81-82.)
See also NONSYSTEMATIC–PROCESS

A posteriori. “One a posteriori definition of PROBABILITY that is
given is that the probability (or the relative actual frequency,
some fraction) is equal to the limit, as n approaches infinity, of
the ratio of n (the number of cases that occur) to some total
number of cases (n): p = lim (ni /n)

that lead to a still fuller understanding. Now in this process the successive formulations have three distinct aspects. First, they are the
expression of insights that grasp the intelligible form of data; thus
they are probable empirical conclusions. Secondly, they are the
presupposition of the further questions that lead to further insights;
from this viewpoint they are provisional analytic principles. Thirdly, they are revised in the light of the further insights and so cease
to be probable empirical conclusions and provisional analytic principles, to pass into the limbo of the analytic propositions [see PRINCIPLE(S)–ANALYTIC-VS ANALYTIC PROPOSITION(S)], whose terms have no existential
reference.” (In 334.)
OF SCHEMES OF RECURRENCE. See RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF–AND PROBABILITY

“To effect a transformation of prescientific anticipations and descriptions, there has to be formulated an ideal of scientific explanation. Hence, just as the classical inquirer places
knowledge of nature in the discovery and verification of determinate functional relations, so the statistical inquirer places knowledge of states in the association of sets of classes of events with
corresponding sets of probabilities. In other words, just as the mysterious nature of gravity turns out to be for the scientist merely a
constant acceleration, so the mysterious state of so-and-so’s health
turns out to be for the scientist a schedule of probabilities attached
to a schedule of classes of events.” (In 86.)

SCHEDULE OF.

n
Some sort of definition of that type is needed if you are going
to have an a posteriori notion of probability that will be suitable for empirical work.” (UB 73.) L goes on (73-76) to note difficulties with the definition.

STATES AND.

A priori. “The a priori case is fairly simple but not relevant to
empirical science. Suppose you want to know the probability of
casting a seven or having a run of n heads. In that case, because
of a full knowledge of the operations involved, you can work out
a priori what the probabilities are going to be.” (UB 73.)

THEORY OF.

EFFECTIVE P. AND FINALITY.

See FINALITY–FEATURES OF (9)-(5) REALIZED POSSIBIL-

ITY

EMERGENT.

See EMERGENT

PROBABILITY

ESSENCE OF. “The essence of probability is that it sets an ideal norm
from which actual frequencies can diverge but not systematically.”

(In 125.)
HEURISTIC STRUCTURES AND.

See

CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–

PROBABILITY-ASSIGNING, –PROBABILITY-CALCULUS OF

LAWS OF.

See LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–AND PROBABILITY

NOTION OF.

See intra Definition of; see also A POSTERIORI–NOTION OF PROBABIL-
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“Science moves from pursuing a knowledge of things
by ultimate causes, first to analysis and synthesis, and from analysis and synthesis to law and system, and from law and system to
states and probabilities.” (UB 181.) See intra Definition of; see also STATISTICAL–STATES-VERIFICATION OF; ANALYSIS–AND IDEAL OF KNOWLEDGE

“An empirical theory would have to provide a statement of the number of occasions necessary for the probability to
exist—for the probability, in other words, not to be merely a possibility but for that predicted event to be truly probable—and a
statement of a larger number where, if what is probable does not
occur within that range, then there is reason for saying that that
probability is wrong. That is, an empirical notion of probability
raises questions of existence, of possible verification and possible
refutation, that do not arise within the limits of a purely mathematical theory. … Now difficulties with the theory of probability originate from a number of sources, some of which are recognized and
some of which are my own; but for those reasons I did not attempt
in Insight to do more than set up a framework in which the notion
of probability may, with the advance of science, be more fully developed.” (UB 75.) See intra And possibility; And prediction; see also INSIGHT
AND UNDERSTANDING–SYSTEMATIC; CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–
PROBABILITY-ASSIGNING

ITY

OF EMPIRICAL SCIENCES.

“One may say that the advance of empirical science is an instance of the advance of the self-correcting
process of learning [see LEARNING–SELF-CORRECTING PROCESS OF]. But in this
instance the previous insights yield correlations, definitions, and inferences. It is in terms of such formulations that are framed the further questions that will complement and modify the previous
insights by later insights. In like manner the later insights receive
their formulation, which is presupposed by the further questions

PROBLEM : See also inter alia ANALOGY–ARGUMENT FROM ■ ANALYSIS–
METAPHYSICAL-(2) AND THE EXPLANATORY VIEWPOINT

■ BELIEF–MISTAKEN-CRITIQUE OF ■ COM-

MON SENSE–ECLECTICISM OF-AND AIM OF PHILOSOPHY ■ CONTEXT(S)–AND HERMENEUTICAL
CIRCLE

■ CONVERSION–ABSENCE OF ■ COSMOPOLIS–CHIEF CHARACTERISTIC OF ■ DATA–OF

SENSE

■ DEDUCTION–ABSTRACT, –AND WORLDVIEW ■ DESIRE TO KNOW–PURE ■ DISTINC-

TION(S)–PROBLEMATIC ■ DUALISM ■ EXISTENTIALISM ■ EXPRESSION–TYPES OF ■ FRAME(S)
OF REFERENCE–TRANSFORMATION BETWEEN ■ GIVEN, THE–NOT THE REAL ■ GOOD, THE–OF
ORDER-AND SOCIETY

■ HEURISTIC STRUCTURE–FOR INTERPRETATION ■ HISTORICAL–
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PROCEDURE(S) – PROCEDURE(S)
■ HISTORY–AND TRUTH ■ HORIZON(S)–OPPOSED, DIALECTICALLY ■ HU-

OF OBJECTIVITY.

See OBJECTIVITY–PROBLEM OF

MOR/SATIRE–SIGNIFICANCE OF ■ HYPOTHESIS ■ IMAGINATION–AND METAPHYSICAL ELEMENTS

OF PHILOSOPHY.

See CONSCIOUSNESS,

INTERPRETATION

■ INSIGHT (THE BOOK) ■ INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–AND PRECONSCIOUS, –HABITUAL ■
INTERIORITY–WORLD OF-VERIFICATION IN ■ KNOWLEDGE–AND PHILOSOPHY ■ MATHEMATICS–

■ MEMORY–FERRETS OUT INSTANCES ■ METALANGUAGE ■ METAPHYSICS–

AND SYMBOLISM
AND SCIENCE

■ MYTH–AND TOTALITARIANISM ■ NONSYSTEMATIC–AND MEASUREMENT ■ PHI-

OF PHYSICS.

See PHYSICS–PROBLEM PECULIAR TO

OF PRIORITY.

See FACULTY

PSYCHOLOGY

LOSOPHY, PHILOSOPHIES–AND HISTORY ■ PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION–AND HORIZON OF

OF RELATIVISM.

EDUCATIONALIST, –UTILITY OF

OF SCIENCE, FUNDAMENTAL.

SYSTEMATIC
LEMATIC

■ PHILOSOPHY OF GOD–AND ANALOGY ■ PRINCIPLE(S)–

■ QUESTION(S)–AND KNOWLEDGE-EVADING ■ RELATION(S)–TYPES OF (4)-(2) PROB-

■ RELATIVITY–AND PRIMARY VS SECONDARY DETERMINATIONS ■ SCIENCE(S)–HUMAN-

AND DIALECTIC, –NATURAL-AND DIALECTIC, –SOCIAL

■ SCIENTIFIC–LANGUAGE VS PHILOSOPHIC

■ SELF-APPROPRIATION–AND FACT, –AND IDEAL OF KNOWLEDGE ■ SOCIOLOGY–STYLES OF ■
SOUL–KINDS OF ■ SPACE ■ SPACE AND TIME–IMMANENT INTELLIGIBILITY OF-A GEOMETRY, –
PHYSICS AND PROBLEM OF DEFINING

■ STATISTICAL–THEORY-(6) IMAGES AND PARSIMONY ■

See RELATIVISM–AS PHILOSOPHICAL PROBLEM

OF STATISTICAL INQUIRY.

See

OF SUSTAINED DEVELOPMENT.

OF UNIVERSAL PROPOSITION.

See BIAS–DRAMATIC-(5) COMMON PROBLEM

ARCHIMEDES’.
CRITICAL.

See ABSTRACT–APPLIED TO CONCRETE-IN INSIGHT

See CRITICAL–PROBLEM

EPISTEMOLOGICAL.

See

ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE–AND EPISTEMOLOGICAL

See

INTEGRATION(S)–IN HUMAN DEVELOPMENT-AS

PSEUDO-.

See OBJECTIVITY–NOTION OF, PRINCIPAL-PROPERTIES OF (6)-(6)
See PROPOSITION(S)–UNIVERSAL

See METAPHYSICAL–EQUIVALENCE-RULES OF (3)

SELF-REFERENTIAL.

See

POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION–POSITION-AND SELF-

REFERENTIAL PROBLEM

PROCEDURE(S): In some contexts procedure is synonym of METHOD(S)
of INQUIRY and vice versa. See also inter alia ABSTRACTION–CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL MODES OF-AS COMPLEMENTARY

■ ANALOGY–ARGUMENT FROM ■ ARGUMENT FOR

GOD’S EXISTENCE–AND SCHLEIERMACHER ■ ART–AND ELEMENTAL MEANING ■ BELIEF–FALSE, –

PROBLEM

IDEAL.

CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–INQUIRY-

DEMANDED IN HUMAN SITUATION

OF TRANSCENDENCE.

AND BIAS.

GEM–FUNCTIONS OF (12)-(7) FOUNDATIONAL , -(11)

BASIC PROBLEM OF

THING(S)–INDIVIDUALITY OF ■ TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–APPROPRIATION OF-SENSITIVE ■ UNIVERCEPTUALIST VS INTELLECTUALIST, –UNITY OF

See

UNIFIES SCIENCE

SYSTEMATIC–PRINCIPLE ■ SYSTEMATICS (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)–AND COMMUNICATIONS ■
SAL VIEWPOINT–AND EXPRESSION ■ UNIVERSE–INTELLIGIBILITY OF, –PROCESS OF-AND CON-

INTENTIONAL–POLYMORPHISM OF HUMAN-AND

PHILOSOPHY, -AND THE TERMS KNOWLEDGE, REALITY, OBJECTIVITY

MISTAKEN

See IDEAL(S)–PROBLEM

IN PHILOSOPHY.

See PHILOSOPHY, PHILOSOPHIES–PROBLEMS IN, FUNDAMENTAL

INTERDISCIPLINARY.

See GEM–FUNCTIONS OF (12)-(7) FOUNDATIONAL

OF APPROPRIATING TRUTH.

See TRUTH(S),

THE TRUE–APPROPRIATION OF-A THREE-

FOLD PROBLEM

See COSMOPOLIS–AND DIALECTICAL ANALYSIS

OF CLASSICAL PREDICTION.

See

CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–

ENCE

■ GOOD, THE–OF ORDER-AND SOCIETY ■ HEURISTIC–ASSUMPTION IN GENETIC METHOD ■

OF EXPRESSION.

See OBJECTIVITY–PROBLEM OF-(3) THE COGNITIONAL PROBLEM OF FACT

OF HERMENEUTICS.

See

See HERMENEUTICAL CIRCLE–SOLUTION

HERMENEUTIC(S)–AND CONVERSION, –AND PROBLEM OF

MODERNITY, –OF SUSPICION/OF RECOVERY

See

See HISTORICAL–INTERPRETATION-PROBLEM OF

HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT-INTELLECTUAL, -PROBLEM

OF, MAIN, -PROBLEM OF, REAL

OF INDIVIDUATION.
OF INDUCTION.

See INDUCTION/INDUCTIVE–PROBLEM O

OF LIBERATION.

See INTERPRETATION–PROBLEM OF

See LIBERATION–PROBLEM OF ETHICAL

See EMERGENT PROBABILITY–FUNDAMENTAL ELEMENT OF

OF METAPHYSICAL METHOD.
OF METAPHYSICS.
OF METHOD.

■ PATTERN ■ PROBABILITY–AND CERTAINTY, –AND MATHEMATICS, –DEFINITION OF ■

CLASSICAL, –HUMAN-AND HISTORY/HISTORIAN, –HUMAN-AND NATURAL SCIENCE, –MODERN-AS
PRODUCT OF SCIENTIFIC COMMUNITY

■ SCISSORS-LIKE ACTION–IN SELF-AFFIRMATION ■ SELF

...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER-DESCRIPTION AND EXPLANATION ■ SIMILARITY–TWO TYPES OF

PROCEDURE

■ SYSTEMATIC–THINKING ■ THOMISM–AND NATURAL THEOLOGY ■ URPATTERN ■

VIEWPOINT(S)–EXPLANATORY VS DESCRIPTIVE ■ X (HEURISTIC)
AND METHOD/GEM.

See DIFFERENCE(S)–EMPIRICAL AND INDIVIDUAL

OF INTERPRETATION.

ISTENCE

PROPER NAMES–COLLINGWOOD, RG-IDEALISM IN ■ RELATIVITY–THEORY OF ■ SCIENCE(S)–

■ SOCIOLOGY–AND NATURAL SCIENCES ■ STATISTICAL–SCIENCE-AND LIMITATION OF CLASSICAL

OF HISTORICAL INTERPRETATION.
OF HUMAN DEVELOPMENT.

■ INTERIORITY–AND CRITICAL EXIGENCE ■ KNOWING–AND SELF-

■ KNOWLEDGE–TRANSCENDENT-AND CRITICAL QUESTIONS ■ LAW(S), LAW(S)

NETIC–GENERAL NOTIONS (7)-(7) ■ METHOD(S)–APPROACHES TO (3)-(2) ■ OCCURRENCE–AND EX-

See EXPRESSION–TYPES OF; MYTH–AND ALLEGORY

OF HERMENEUTIC CIRCLE.

IN, –RELATIVITY OF
APPROPRIATION

MATHEMATICAL–JUDGMENTS-AND CHECKING, –OPERATIONS, NUMBERS, RULES ■ METHOD, GE-

See EVIL–PROBLEM OF

OF LIVING.

■ FORM–KNOWN IN SCIENCE NOT IN METAPHYSICS ■ GEM–FUNCTIONS OF (12)-(11) UNIFIES SCI-

OF ...–CLASSICAL ■ LIBERATION–PROBLEM OF ETHICAL-IS REAL ■ LOGIC–COMMON SENSE AND ■

SCIENCE

OF FACT.

ENTIATED–AND COMMON SENSE ■ DEVELOPMENT–ORGANIC ■ DIALECTIC(S)–OF PHILOSOPHIES

HISTORIAN–AND ANALOGY ■ HISTORICAL–KNOWLEDGE ■ HISTORY–COPERNICAN REVOLUTION

OF BREAKING FROM BABEL.

OF EVIL.

■ CHANGE–KNOWING ■ CLASSICIST–AND THEORY VS COMMON SENSE ■ COMMON

SENSE, –AND LOGIC ■ CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED ■ CONSCIOUSNESS, UNDIFFER-

See GEM–AS WISDOM

See METAPHYSICS–STAGES/FORMS OF-PROBLEMATIC

See METHOD(S)–APPROACHES TO (3)

See GEM–AND SCIENCE

CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL.

See

CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–

PROCEDURES

CRITICAL/CONSTRUCTIVE.

“If history is considered not in this or that
work but as a totality, then it is an autonomous discipline. It depends upon data, on the remains of the past perceptible in the present. But it is not a matter of believing authorities, and it is not a
matter of inferring from authorities. Critical procedures decide in
what manner and measure sources will be used. Constructive procedures arrive at results that may not have been known by the au-

PROCESS – PROCESS

thors of the sources.” (M 206.)
HEURISTIC. “Where the mathematician says ‘x’ and the physicist
mentions ‘some indeterminate function,’ in ordinary speech one
says ‘the nature of …’ What is the nature of light? The nature of
light is what we will understand, what we will know, when we understand light. This HEURISTIC procedure anticipates the future act of
understanding and its conceptualization, and it uses that anticipation to guide the process towards attaining the act of understanding
in question.” (UB 196.) See also HEURISTIC STRUCTURE
And nature. See NATURE–OF …
And unknown. See UNKNOWN, THE–AND HEURISTIC PROCESS
And X. See X (HEURISTIC)
Classical/statistical. See CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–

See LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–NATURE

AND LEARNING.
AND SIN.

See LEARNING–SELF-CORRECTING PROCESS OF

See SIN–IN SOCIAL PROCESS

AND STATISTICAL THEORY.
AND WORD.

AS HEURISTIC STRUCTURE.

COGNITIONAL.

See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–PROCESS

FROM INSIGHT TO CONCEPTION.

FROM REFLECTIVE UNDERSTANDING TO JUDGMENT.

PROCEDURE

HISTORICAL.

PROCESS:

As the subentries demonstrate, process regards a wide
range of contexts. See also inter alia PROCEDURE(S) ■ A PRIORI–KANT’S-AND
■ ANALOGY–ARGUMENT FROM ■ ANALYSIS–AND IDEAL OF
■ ART–AND EMOTION, –AND EXPERIENCE

■ AUTHENTICITY–ACHIEVEMENT OF, –MAJOR/MINOR ■ BEING–AND BECOMING ■ BELIEF–AND
SCIENCE

■ CENSOR, CENSORSHIP ■ CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–INQUIRY-

ELEMENTS OF (4)

■ COHERENCE ■ COMMON SENSE ■ COMMUNICATION–AND COMMON SENSE

■ COMMUNITY–AS COOPERATIVE-AND HUMAN GOOD ■ CONDITION(S)–AND SCHEME OF RECURRENCE

■ CONFLICT–EXISTENTIAL ■ CONSCIOUSNESS ■ CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–AS

COGNITIONAL EVENT, –CONTINUITY AND UNITY OF, –SPONTANEITIES OF

■ CONTEXT(S)–ACTUAL ■

COSMOLOGY ■ COSMOPOLIS–PROPERTIES OF (4)-(1) PREVENTS GENERAL BIAS ■ DECLINE–AND
CONVERSION

■ DEDUCTION ■ DELIBERATION ■ DEVELOPMENT–LEVELS OF ■ DIALECTIC(S)–

AND CONVERSION

■ DISCOVERY–AND SCIENTIFIC PROGRESS ■ DREAM(S)–BASIC MEANING OF ■

DURATION(S)–AS EXPERIENTIAL/PURE CONJUGATES ■ ECONOMY–RADICAL CRITICISM OF ■
EMERGENCE–FACT OF ■ ESSENTIALISM–AND CLOSED CONCEPTUALISM ■ ETHICS–PRECEPTS OF

■ EXISTENTIALISM ■ EXPRESSION–AND LEARNING ■ FOUNDATIONS (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)–AS A SET OF PREMISES/PROPOSITIONS ■ FREE–ACT-EMERGENCE OF ■ FREE–WILL ■
FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES–INTERDEPENDENCE OF ■ GEM–AND LOGICAL/NONLOGICAL OPERATIONS

■ GENERALIST, THE–AS THEMATIZER ■ GENERALIZATION ■ GOOD, THE–OF ORDER-AND

CHOICE

■ HERMENEUTIC(S)–AND HISTORY ■ HISTORICAL–JUDGMENT ■ HISTORY–CRITICAL-AND

SOURCES

■ HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT, LAWS OF (4)-(4) GENUINENESS ■ ILLUSTRATION–OF HEURIS-

TIC STRUCTURE
TORY

■ IMPLEMENTATION–AND GENERAL BIAS ■ INFERENCE–PRACTICAL VS ANTICIPA-

■ INTELLIGIBILITY–AND PROBABILITY ■ INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS ■ INTERPRETATION–

AND COMMON SENSE

■ INVARIANCE ■ KNOWLEDGE–AND EXPRESSION, –HEURISTIC STRUCTURE

■ METHOD(S)–NOTION OF ■ MODE(S)–OF COGNITION ■ OBJECT(S)–SENSES OF-LINGUISTIC, -

METAPHYSICAL

■ PERSPECTIVISM ■ PROBABILITY ■ QUESTION(S)–AND LEARNING ■ SCI-

ENCE(S)–AS EXPLANATORY-AND TRUTH, –EMPIRICAL-AS DISTINCT AND AUTONOMOUS ■ SCOTOSIS, SCOTOMA ■ SUBJECTIVITY ■ UNIVERSE–FINALITY OF ■ UNKNOWN, THE–AND HEURISTIC
PROCESS ■ WORD–INNER-INTELLIGIBILITY OF-VS NATURAL PROCESS

AND CONCEPT.

See CONCEPT(S), CONCEPTION(S)–AS PART OF PROCESS

AND EXPLICIT METAPHYSICS.

See INSIGHT AND UN-

See HEURISTIC STRUCTURE–FOR INTERPRETATION-UPPER BLADE-AND TOTALITY

OF EXPRESSIONS

HUMAN.

See HISTORY–CRITICAL-PROCESS FROM DATA TO FACTS IN

See HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT

IDEAL/TYPICAL.

See SCISSORS-LIKE ACTION–IN SCIENCE

KNOWLEDGE, –METAPHYSICAL-(1) AND THE CONCRETE

See WORD–AS END OF PROCESS; INSIGHT AND

UNDERSTANDING–AND THE CONCEPT OR WORD

GENETIC.

PROPOSITIONS/INTUITIONS/CONCEPTS

See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–PROCESS-AS HEURISTIC

STRUCTURE

In science. See SCIENCE(S)–HEURISTIC PROCEDURE IN
Limitation of classical. See STATISTICAL–SCIENCE-AND LIMITATION OF CLASSICAL
See MATHEMATICAL–OPERATIONS, NUMBERS, RULES

See STATISTICAL–THEORY-(2) NOT PROCESSES

See WORD–AS END OF PROCESS

DERSTANDING–REFLECTIVE

OF SCIENCES.

OF

PROCESS

AND LAW.

PROCEDURES

MATHEMATICAL.
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See

METAPHYSICS–STAGES/FORMS OF-EXPLICIT (8

AND INTELLECTUAL CONVERSION.

See CONVERSION–INTELLECTUAL-AS LEARNING

ELEMENTS)

The larger context is the heuristic structures of empirical method (In ch. 2; see CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–HEURISTIC
STRUCTURES). The immediate context is concrete inferences from classical laws (see INFERENCE–CONCRETE FROM CLASSICAL LAWS). “Just as insight
is a necessary intermediary between sets of measurements and the
formulation of laws, so also it is needed in the reverse process that
applies known laws to concrete situations. … While practical people wait for concrete situations to arise before attempting to work
out their consequences, theoretical minds are given to anticipating
ideal or typical cases and to determining how a deduction could be
carried out in each case. … In the anticipatory inference insight is
creative and constructive. It is not hampered by any given situation.
Rather it tends to be a free exploration of the potentialities of
known laws, and its principal fruit is the formulation of ideal or
typical processes that are dominated throughout by human intelligence. For in such processes the basic situation is any situation that
satisfies the requirements of the constructive insight, and provided
the process is closed off against all extraneous influence, every antecedent and consequent situation must assume the dimensions determined by the successive stages of the imaginative model. … It
can happen that such ideal or typical processes can be verified in a
sequence of concrete situations, and then three very notable consequences follow.” (In 70-71.)
Consequences. “In the first place, some insight or some set of
unified insights can grasp not only the process as a whole but also
every event in the whole. Secondly, this single insight or single
unified set can be expressed in a corresponding combination of
selected laws, and any situation can be deduced from any other
without any explicit consideration of intervening situations.
Thirdly, when such processes exist and their laws are as yet unknown, their investigation enjoys a number of singular advantages. For the intelligible unity of the whole process implies (1)
that data on any situation are equivalent to data on the whole
process, (2) that if data are found to be significant in any situation, then similar data will be significant in every other situation,
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PROCESSION – PROGRESS

and (3) that the accuracy of reports on any situation can be
checked by inferences from reports on other situations. Moreover, once initial difficulties are overcome and basic insights are
reached, the investigation approaches a supreme moment when
all data suddenly fall into a single perspective, sweeping yet accurate deductions become possible, and subsequent exact predictions regularly will prove to have been correct. … If the nature of
statistical inquiry is to be understood, it is of considerable importance to grasp that a quite different type of process not only can
be constructed but also probably can be verified. Accordingly, let
us divide ideally constructed processes into systematic and nonsystematic.” (In 71.) See SYSTEMATIC–PROCESS; NOTION OF …–SYSTEMATIC PROCESS; NONSYSTEMATIC–PROCESS
INTELLECTUAL/INTELLIGIBLE. See INTELLIGENT–VS INTELLIGIBLE PROCESS
LINGUISTIC. See FEEDBACK–LINGUISTIC-AND DEVELOPMENT OF LANGUAGE
METHOD AS. See METHOD(S)–THE FOUR-AND SYSTEM
NATURAL.
NEURAL.

CENSOR, CENSORSHIP–AND NEURAL-DEMAND FUNCTIONS-PSYCHIC CON-

TROL OVER

NONSYSTEMATIC.
OBJECTIVE.
OF BELIEF.

See NONSYSTEMATIC–PROCESS

See GOOD, THE–OF ORDER-AND CHOICE

See BELIEF–TRUE-PROCESS OF

OF COMING TO BELIEVE.
OF CONVERSION.

See BELIEF–TRUE-PROCESS OF

OF FINALITY.

See EMERGENT PROBABILITY

See FINALITY

OF INTERNAL COMMUNICATION.
OF KNOWING.

See ART–DEFINITION OF-OBJECTIFICATION

OF SELF-APPROPRIATION.
OF UNIVERSE.

See SYMBOL(S)–AND INNER COMMUNICATION

See KNOWING–PRÉCIS OF

OF OBJECTIFYING.

See SELF-APPROPRIATION–PROCESS OF

See UNIVERSE–PROCESS OF

ONGOING.

Note that the subentries comprise most major categories
of L’s thought. Often the data on system imply the dynamic concept of ongoing process.
And conversion. See CONVERSION
And history. See HISTORY–AS ONGOING PROCESS
And position/counterposition. See POSITION

WORLD.

AND BELIEF.

See QUESTION OF GOD, THE–AND MORAL ENTERPRISE

See BELIEF–PROGRESS, DECLINE, AND

AND DECLINE.

See DIALECTIC(S)–OF PROGRESS, DECLINE, AND RECOVERY/REDEMPTION

AND EXPLICIT METAPHYSICS.

See

METAPHYSICS–STAGES/FORMS OF-EXPLICIT (8

AND INSIGHT INTO INSIGHT. “Insight into insight brings to light the
cumulative process of progress. For concrete situations give rise to
insights which issue into policies and courses of action. Action
transforms the existing situation to give rise to further insights, better policies, more effective courses of action. It follows that if insight occurs, it keeps recurring; and at each recurrence knowledge
develops, action increases its scope, and situations improve.” (In 8.)

AND LIBERTY.

See LIBERTY–AS PRINCIPLE OF PROGRESS

AND ORIGINATING VALUE. “Progress proceeds from originating
value [see VALUE(S)–ORIGINATING], from subjects being their true selves
by observing the transcendental precepts, Be attentive, Be intelligent, Be reasonable, Be responsible [see TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS].
Being attentive includes attention to human affairs. Being intelligent includes a grasp of hitherto unnoticed or unrealized possibilities. Being reasonable includes the rejection of what probably
would not work but also the acknowledgment of what probably
would. Being responsible includes basing one’s decisions and
choices on an unbiased evaluation of short-term and long-term
costs and benefits to oneself, to one’s group, to other groups. …
Progress, of course, is not some single improvement but a continuous flow of them. But the transcendental precepts are permanent.”

(M 53.)

And science. See SCIENCE(S)–AS ONGOING PROCESS
And system. See INTERIORITY–AS BASIS OF ONGOING SYSTEMS
TYPES OF.

AND AUTHENTICITY.

AND COUNTERPOSITION–IN

ONGOING PROCESS

SYSTEMATIC.

PROGRESS, DECLINE, AND RECOVERY/REDEMPTION

See also INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–UNDERSTANDING

See CONVERSION

OF EMERGENT PROBABILITY.

PROGRESS: L distinguishes but does not separate progress in the development of the Subject (see HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT) and progress in the
development of groups, cultures, and civilizations. See DIALECTIC(S)–OF

ELEMENTS)-(3)

See LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–NATURE

See

to elucidate the reasonableness of Christian belief that God is at once
one and a trinity of coequal persons. Applying the analogy to explicate the divine processions of word of the Father’s understanding (see
WORD–INNER; Son) and LOVE (Holy Spirit) requires meticulously detailed
accounts of our cognitional operations.
AND INTELLECT. See WORD–INNER-PROCESSION OF
AND WILL. See WILL–PROCESSION IN

See SYSTEMATIC–PROCESS; NOTION OF …–SYSTEMATIC PROCESS

See METHOD(S)–THE FOUR

See UNIVERSE–PROCESS OF

PROCESSION: Procession is “the origin of one from another.” (S 145.)
Although the term is theological, it is included here to point out its
value in cognitional theory. L is in the Augustine-Aquinas tradition
that employs the psychological analogy (see ANALOGY OF …–THE SUBJECT)

AND

RECOVERY.

See

DIALECTIC(S)–OF

PROGRESS,

DECLINE,

AND

RECOV-

ERY/REDEMPTION

AUTOMATIC, THEORY OF.
CULT OF.

See DIALECTICAL–MATERIALISM

“The cult of progress has suffered an eclipse, not because
man does not develop, nor because development does not imply a
revision of what has been, but because development does imply
that perfection belongs not to the present but to the future. Had that
implication of present shortcomings not been overlooked with such
abandon, had the apostles of progress not mistaken their basic
views for premature attainments of future perfection, then the disillusionment of the twentieth century could hardly have been at once

PROJECTION – PROPER NAMES

so unexpected, so bitter, and so complete.” (In 710.) See also intra Thesis of
PRINCIPLE OF.

See LIBERTY–AS PRINCIPLE OF PROGRESS

SCIENTIFIC. “Is scientific progress indefinite? ... First, the advance
of science through increasing accuracy would seem to head towards a limit. A measurement is not a point but an interval, not
simply a number but a number plus or minus some quantity determined by a theory of errors. Hence increasing accuracy has to result from the invention of new techniques and instruments, and
while such inventions may go well beyond our present anticipations, still we have no reason to expect an infinite series of them. ...
Secondly, as the advance of science has a lower limit in the field of
presentations, so also it has an upper limit in the basic structure of
the human mind. Theories can be revised if there is a reviser.” The
reviser is the human mind; in its operations, intentional consciousness is unrevisable (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–STRUCTURE-REVISION OF).
Moreover, L has demonstrated the isomorphism between cognitional and natural processes (see KNOWING–AND KNOWN-ISOMORPHISM OF),
and of the conditions of knowing and meaning (see ISOMORPHISM–OF
CONDITIONS OF KNOWING AND MEANING). “Now if the invariants governing
mental process imply invariants in our theoretical constructions,
there will follow an upper limit to the variation of theoretical constructions and a possibility of mapping out in advance the alternatives between which theoretical effort has to choose.” (In 328-29.) See

also CONVERGENCE–AND ADVANCE OF SCIENCE

And deduction. See DEDUCTION–AND SCIENTIFIC PROGRESS
And discovery. See DISCOVERY–AND SCIENTIFIC PROGRESS
SOCIAL. See SOCIAL–PROGRESS
THESIS OF. Having passed judgment on the cult of progress in the
20th century (see intra Cult of), L goes on to say: “The thesis of progress needs to be affirmed again. For the very structure of man’s
being is dynamic. His knowing and willing rest on inquiry, and inquiry is unrestricted. His knowing consists in understanding, and
every act of understanding not only raises further questions but
also opens the way to further answers. His good will is consistent
with his knowledge, and as his knowledge develops, he can be persuaded effectively to an ever fuller willingness. His sensitivity and
his INTERSUBJECTIVITY are, like his KNOWLEDGE and WILLINGNESS, systems
on the move [see SYSTEM(S)–MOVING/ON THE MOVE]; if their adaptation to
spiritual advance is slow, at least it tends to endure; and so the accepted manners and customs of an earlier time can become abominations, at once incredible and repulsive, to a later age. … As the
thesis of progress never places man on the pinnacle of perfection,
it ever asserts that his knowledge is incomplete, that his willingness is imperfect, that his sensitivity and inter-subjectivity still
need to be adapted. … To learn, to be persuaded, to become
adapted, occur within living and through living. The living is ever
now, but the knowledge to guide living, the willingness to follow
knowledge, the sensitive adaptation that vigorously and joyously
executes the will’s decisions, these belong to the future, and when
the future is present, there will be beyond it a further future with
steeper demands.” (In 711.)

PROJECTION:

In a footnote to his discussion of religious experience
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(see EXPERIENCE, RELIGIOUS–EXPRESSION OF), L writes: “Note that here we are
touching on the nature of projection, i.e. the transfer of subjective
experience into the field of the perceived or imagined. The transfer
occurs to make insight into the experience possible. At a higher level
of linguistic development, the possibility of insight is achieved by
linguistic feed-back, by expressing the subjective experience in
words and as subjective.” (M 88 n. 34.) See also VIEWPOINT(S)–EXPLANATORY VS
DESCRIPTIVE-AND SUBJECTIVE PROJECTION

AND RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE.
ANTHROPOMORPHIC.

See

See EXPERIENCE, RELIGIOUS–EXPRESSION OF

VIEWPOINT(S)–EXPLANATORY VS DESCRIPTIVE-AND AN-

THROPOMORPHIC PROJECTION

SUBJECTIVE.

See

VIEWPOINT(S)–EXPLANATORY VS DESCRIPTIVE-AND SUBJECTIVE PRO-

JECTION

PROOF: The context is the basis of method and the transition from
the abstract to the concrete, from logical proof to CONVERSION. “The
fact of the matter is that proof becomes rigorous only within a systematically formulated horizon [see HORIZON(S)], that the formulation of
horizons varies with the presence and absence of intellectual, moral,
religious conversion, and that conversion is never the logical consequence of one’s previous position but, on the contrary, a radical revision of that position. … Basically the issue is a transition from the
abstract logic of classicism to the concreteness of method. On the
former view what is basic is proof. On the latter view what is basic is
conversion. Proof appeals to an abstraction named right reason. Conversion transforms the concrete individual to make him capable of
grasping not merely conclusions but principles as well. … Again, the
issue is one’s notion of objectivity [see OBJECTIVITY–NOTION OF, PRINCIPAL]. If
one considers logical proof to be basic, one wants an objectivity that
is independent of the concrete existing subject. But while objectivity
reaches what is independent of the concrete existing subject, objectivity itself is not reached by what is independent of the concrete existing subject. On the contrary, objectivity is reached through the
self-transcendence [see SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE] of the concrete existing
subject, and the fundamental forms of self-transcendence are intellectual, moral, and religious conversion [see CONVERSION–INTELLECTUAL, –
MORAL, –RELIGIOUS]. To attempt to ensure objectivity apart from selftranscendence only generates illusions.” (M 338.)
PROPER NAMES: This entry is restricted

to names with notable mentions herein. In some instances intra further subentries have been
added.
AQUINAS, THOMAS. See THOMAS AQUINAS
ARCHIMEDES. “Our first illustrative instance of insight will be the
story of Archimedes rushing naked from the baths of Syracuse with
the cryptic cry ‘Eureka!’ King Hiero, it seems, had had a votive
crown fashioned by a smith of rare skill and doubtful honesty. He
wished to know whether or not baser metals had been added to the
gold. Archimedes was set the problem and in the bath had hit upon
the solution. Weigh the crown in water! Implicit in this directive
were the principles of displacement and of specific gravity. … With
those principles of hydrostatics we are not directly concerned. For
our objective is an insight into insight. Archimedes had his insight
by thinking about the crown; we shall have ours by thinking about
Archimedes. What we have to grasp is that insight (1) comes as a
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release to the tension of inquiry, (2) comes suddenly and unexpectedly, (3) is a function not of outer circumstances but of inner conditions, (4) pivots between the concrete and the abstract, and (5)
passes into the habitual texture of one’s mind.” (In 27-28.)
ARISTOTLE, ARISTOTELIAN.

See also

ACTION–IDENTITY OF A. AND PASSION ■

AGENT(S)–IN ARISTOTLE ■ ANALYSIS–METAPHYSICAL-(2) AND THE EXPLANATORY VIEWPOINT ■
ART–AND TIME ■ CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–COMPLEMENTARITY OF-IN
KNOWN

■ CONCEPT(S), CONCEPTION(S)–HEURISTIC ■ CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–

SCIENTIFICALLY, –THEORETICALLY
SCIENTIFIC PROGRESS

■ DESIRE TO KNOW–AND WONDER ■ DISCOVERY–AND

■ FINALITY–DISTINCT FROM ARISTOTLE’S FINAL CAUSALITY ■ GOOD,

ground of being in things and the cognitional act of grasping
form as the insight from which originates the conceptual content
‘being.’ … In this fashion, medieval scholasticism inherited a
problem. Is the notion of being one or is it many? If it is one, is
its unity the unity of a single content or is it the unity of a function of variable contents?” (In 390-91.)
And causes. See CAUSE(S)–ARISTOTLE’S FOUR
And contingence. See intra Aristotle, Aristotelian-worldview
And eidos. See SPECIES–AMBIGUITY OF

THE–AND DESIRE ■ IMAGINATION–AND THE OBJECT-FINAL ■ IMMATERIALITY–OF KNOWING ■

And Emergent Probability. See intra Aristotle, Aristotelian-worldview-

INTELLECT–OBJECT OF, –POSSIBLE-UNDERSTANDING ITS NATURE ■ JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE–

and Emergent Probability

NOT INFALLIBLE
TIAL

■ LANGUAGE–AND THE SUBJECT’S WORLD ■ MEANING–ACTS OF-(1) POTEN-

■ MEDIATION ■ PASSION–UNDERSTANDING AS ■ PHANTASM/FANTASM–AS INTELLEC-

TUAL OBJECT, –INSIGHT INTO
HEURISTIC STRUCTURE
AND SPECIAL

■ PHILOSOPHY, PHILOSOPHIES–FIRST ■ QUESTION(S)–AS

■ SCEPTIC, SKEPTICISM ■ SCHOLASTICISM ■ SCIENCE(S)– GENERAL

■ SOUL–SELF-KNOWLEDGE OF ■ THING(S)–ATTRIBUTES OF ■ THOMISM–
■ WISDOM–AND ORDER

FACTORS IN PASSING OF (3)-(2) MODERN SCIENCE

And a priori. See A PRIORI–KANT’S-VS ARISTOTLE/AQUINAS
And accidental form. See CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–
FORM-VS ARISTOTLE’S

And act, complete/incomplete. See ACT–OF WHAT IS COMPLETE (ACTUS PERFECTI)

And act. See ACT–REMAINING IN THE AGENT
And action. See ACTION–IDENTITY OF A. AND PASSION
And being. “Aristotle asks what being is. That question expresses
the demand for understanding, for knowledge of the cause. Quite
naturally, Aristotle answers that the cause of being is its immanent form [Metaphysics, VII, 17]. Primarily, being is what is constituted
by a substantial form or, on second thoughts, by the combination
of substantial form and matter. Secondarily, being is what is constituted by accidental forms; ‘white,’ ‘heat,’ ‘strength’ are not
nothing, though they are not simply what is meant by being.
Again, being is the collection of existing substances with their
properties and incidental modifications; but though being denotes
the factually existent, still existing is no more than the reality of
substantial forms along with their mainly immanent suppositions
and consequences. … Quite plainly this position is going to give
rise to a problem of the unity of the notion of being. Aristotle
broke with his Parmenidean and Platonist antecedents by identifying being with the concrete universe as in fact it is known to be.
But Aristotle did not break with their supposition that the notion
of being [see BEING–NOTION OF] was a conceptual content. He asked
what being is. In other words, he supposed that being is some
conceptual content [see BEING–CONCEPTUAL], and he demanded what
act of understanding occurred prior to the formulation of that
content. But, as we have seen, being can be defined by us only
indirectly, and so Aristotle was unable to assign any specific act
of understanding that resulted in the conceptual content of being.
However, the conspicuous type of acts of understanding is the insight that grasps intelligible form emergent in sensible data; and
so Aristotle assigned the ontological principle ‘FORM’ as the

And faculty psychology. See FACULTY PSYCHOLOGY, –AND SCIENCE
And hylemorphism/hylomorphism. See HYLEMORPHISM (HYLOMORPHISM)
And ideal of science. This subentry flows from intra And systematic meaning. “Not only has Aristotle been superseded, but also certain defects have become manifest. … His ideal of science in
terms of necessity has been set aside not only by modern empirical science but also by modern mathematics. Again, there is to his
thinking a certain blurring of the difference between the common
names developed by common sense and the technical terms elaborated by explanatory science. Both of these defects, magnified
several times, reappear in the fourteenth and fifteenth century
Scholasticism. The excessively rigorous ideal of science offers
some explanation for the emergence first of scepticism and then
of decadence. The blurred distinction between common names
and technical terms has some responsibility for the verbalism for
which Scholasticism has been so bitterly reproached.” (M 311.) See
also FACULTY PSYCHOLOGY–AND SCIENCE; SCIENCE(S)–MODERN “For Aristotle
perfect science is certain; but all science is knowledge through
causes, and knowledge through causes is understanding and so of
the universal and necessary.” (V 218-19.) For L’s position see NOTION OF
…–SCIENCE

And immateriality of knowing. See IMMATERIALITY–OF KNOWING
And necessity. See intra Aristotle, Aristotelian-worldview
And objects. “In Aristotle, there are not two sets of objects but
two approaches to one set. Theory is concerned with what is prior
in itself but posterior for us; but everyday human knowledge is
concerned with what is prior for us though posterior in itself. But,
though Aristotle by beguilingly simple analogies could set up a
properly systematic metaphysics, his contrast was not between
theory and common sense as we understand these terms [see MEANING–REALM(S) OF-(1) COMMON SENSE, -(2) THEORY] but between episteme and
doxa, between sophia and phronesis, between necessity and contingence [see NECESSITY–AND CONTINGENCE].” (M 95.) See also OBJECT(S)–AND
ACTS, POTENCIES, ESSENCES (ARISTOTLE)

And potency. See POTENCY/POTENTIAL–ACTIVE/PASSIVE
And probability. See INTELLIGIBILITY–AND PROBABILITY
And relation of science and philosophy. “Aristotle and his followers acknowledged special sciences that deal with beings of
determinate kinds and a general science that dealt with being as
being. Now the natural and human sciences aim at accounting for

PROPER NAMES – PROPER NAMES

all the DATA–OF SENSE. Accordingly, if there is to be any general science, its data will have to be the DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS. So there is
effected the turn to INTERIORITY. The general science is, first, cognitional theory (what are you doing when you are knowing?) [see
COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY-AND PHILOSOPHY], secondly, EPISTEMOLOGY–
WHY IS DOING THAT KNOWING? (why is doing that knowing?), and thirdly
METAPHYSICS (what do you know when you do it?). Such general
science will be the general case of the methods of the special sciences [see METHOD(S)–OF SCIENCE(S)] and not, as in Aristotelianism, the
general case of the content of the special sciences.” (M 316.)
And substance. A substance is a being whose essence naturally
requires that it exist in itself; ens per se. See SUBSTANCE
Separate. “As soon as Aristotle arrived at the meaning of the

question, What is a man? he immediately concluded that the
separate substances must be objects of a different type of
knowledge and inquiry [Aquinas, In VII Metaphys., lect. 17, §§1669-71]. The
Platonist extrapolation to higher regions was modeled on the
universal concept, and Aristotle rightly criticized the anthropomorphism of such a procedure [ibid. lect. 16, §§1642-46]. Aristotle’s
own extrapolation is not from universal concepts, but from the
act of insight: it consists in affirming the quality of understanding while removing the sensible object and limitation; the result
is a noêsis noêseôs [Aristotle. Metaphysics, XII, 9, 1074b 34; Aquinas, In XII Metaphys., lect. 11] in which understander and understood are identical
[Aristotle, De anima, III, 4, 430a 3; see Aquinas, Summa theologiae, 1, q. 87, a. 1, ad 3m; De
veritate, q. 8 aa. 6 & 7; De substantiis separatis, c. 3 (ed Mandonnet), 1, 81); In IX Metaphys.,
lect. 11, §1904]. Thus the pure Aristotelian theory of intellect is to be
sought in the Aristotelian account of his separate substances,
and from that account O. Hamelin rightly derives the main features of his description of Aristotelian intellect [Octave Hamelin, Le
systèm d’Aristôte. Huitième leçon, ‘Le concept,’ pp. 108-27].” (V 46.) “As the Aristotelian form differs from the Platonic Idea, so the Aristotelian separate substance differs from the Platonic separate Idea. The
separate Idea is what is known by confrontation in conception.
The separate substance is at once a pure form and a pure act of
understanding. When we understand, we understand with respect to sensible data. But the separate substances understand,
yet have no senses. As their understanding is not of this or that
sensible presentation, so it is not potency but act, and not by
confrontation with the other but by and in identity with the self.
‘In his quae sunt sine materia, idem est intelligens et intellectum’ [in the immaterial order the one understanding and the
thing understood are identical; see TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–
CONFRONTATION VS IDENTITY AS].” (V 196.)
And substantial form. See FORM–SUBSTANTIAL
And syllogism. See SYLLOGISM–SCIENTIFIC
And systematic meaning. “There can be little doubt that it was
necessary for medieval thinkers to turn to some outside source to
obtain a systematic substructure. There is little doubt that they
could not do better than to turn to Aristotle. But today it is very
evident that Aristotle has been superseded. Magnificently he represented an early stage of human development—the emergence
of systematic meaning. But he did not anticipate the later emergence of a method that envisaged an ongoing succession of sys-
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tems. He did not envisage the later emergence of a philologie that
made its aim the historical reconstruction of the constructions of
mankind. He did not formulate the later ideal of a philosophy that
was at once critical and historically-minded, that would cut to the
roots of philosophic disputes, and that would ground a view that
embraced the differentiations of human consciousness and the
epochs of human history. … Not only has Aristotle been superseded, but also certain defects have become manifest.” (M 310-11.)
See intra And ideal of science

And the virtuous person. “While Aristotle spoke not of values but
of virtues, still his account of virtue presupposes the existence of
virtuous men, as my account of value presupposes the existence
of self-transcending subjects [Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics, II, iii, 4; 1105b 5-8]:
‘Actions, then, are called just and temperate when they are such
as the just and temperate man would do; but it is not the man who
does these that is just and temperate, but the man who also does
them as just and temperate men do them.’ Similarly [ibid., II, vi, 15;
1106b 36 ff.]: ‘Virtue, then, is a state of character concerned with
choice, lying in a mean, i e. the mean relative to us, this being determined by a rational principle, and by that principle by which
the man of practical wisdom would determine it.’” (M 41 n. 14.)
And Thomas Aquinas. See THOMAS AQUINAS–AND ARISTOTLE
And time. “Fortunately, besides questions about time that are answered by numbers and measurements, there is a further different
set concerned with ‘now.’ Aristotle asked whether there is a succession of ‘nows’ or just a single ‘now.’ He answered with a
comparison. Just as ‘time’ is the measure of the movement, so the
‘now’ corresponds to the body that is moving. In so far as there is
succession, there is difference in the ‘now.’ But underpinning
such differences is the identity of the substratum.” (M 176-77.) L advances to discussion of the PSYCHOLOGICAL–PRESENT.
And truth. See TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–CONFRONTATION VS IDENTITY AS
Categories. Except for “relation,” Aristotle’s predicaments pertain to logic, not to metaphysics. “The predicaments are not
causes. The predicaments express the ultimate kinds or categories
of beings, and ultimate categories are not ultimate causes.” (S 723.)
“Any of the ten categories that Aristotle listed in a short treatise on
logic (The Categories): [1] substance, [2] quantity, [3] quantity,
[4] relation, [5] action, [6] passion, [7] place, [8] time, [9] posture,
[10] accessory.” (S 721; bracketed numbers added.)
Are descriptive. The ten categories are descriptive. “A naturalist
will assign the genus, species, and instance (substance) of an animal, its size and weight (quantity), its color, shape, abilities,
propensities (quality), its similarities to other animals and its differences from them (relation), its performance and susceptibilities (action and passion), its habitat and seasonal changes (place
and time), its mode of motion and rest (posture), and its possession of such items as claws, talons, hooves, fur, feathers, horns
(habit).” (In 420.)
Not causes. “The predicaments are not causes. The predicaments
express the ultimate kinds or categories of beings, and ultimate
categories are not ultimate causes.” (S 723.)

Diagram and insight. “Geometrical problems … are difficult
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when the construction is merely in potency; but draw in the construction, and one solves the problem almost by inspection. Stare
at a triangle as long as you please, and you will not be any nearer
seeing that its three angles must equal two right angles. But
through the vertex draw a line parallel to the base, and the equality of alternate angles ends the matter at once [Metaphysics, IX, 9, 1051a
22-33]. The act of understanding leaps forth when the sensible data
are in a suitable constellation.” (V 27-28.)
Epistemological law. “It is only because Aristotle’s real thing is
not the materialists’ real thing that Aristotle was able to satisfy
his own epistemological law: unless particulars are identical, at
least inadequately, with their quiddities, then the former cannot
be objects of scientific knowledge and the latter cannot be realities” [Aristotle, Metaphysics, VII, 6, 1031b 3-5; Aquinas, In VII Metaphys., lect. 5, §1363]. (V
155.)

Four causes. See CAUSE(S)–ARISTOTLE’S FOUR
Introspection in. “The account I have been giving of cognitional
analysis has been facilitated enormously by the development of
modern science and the techniques of introspective psychology,
which did not exist at the time of Aristotle or Aquinas; they lead to
a mode of expression that was not previously possible. That is a
general phenomenon. For a man to have self-appropriation, it is
not enough for him to be empirically, intelligently, and rationally
conscious; he has to know that he is. Knowing that he is, is conditioned by self-expression, self-manifestation.” (UB 219.) “If Aristotle
and Aquinas used introspection and did so brilliantly, it remains
that they did not thematize their use, did not elevate it into a reflectively elaborated technique, did not work out a proper method for
psychology, and thereby lay the groundwork for the contemporary
distinctions between nature and spirit and between the natural and
the human sciences.” (V 5-6.)
Motion/movement in. See NATURE
Notion of science. Aristotle’s is the classical notion of science. To
ascertain its nature in relation to L’s modern notion see NOTION OF
…–SCIENCE ■ SCIENCE(S)–AND WORLD OF THEORY, -DEVELOPMENT OF, -GENERAL AND
SPECIAL, -IDEAL OF, -MODERN
On movement and thought. Aristotle’s theory of movement is
beyond the scope of this glossary. See NATURE “That movement
does not square with the categories of thought is accepted by Aristotle as well as by Bergson; because Bergson conceives the real as
the empirically experienced, he concludes that the categories of
thought fall short of the reality of movement; because Aristotle
conceives the real as being, convertible with the true, he concludes
that the reality of movement falls short of the reality corresponding to the categories of thought.” (V 113 n. 33.)
On the soul. See OBJECT(S)–AND ACTS, POTENCIES, ESSENCES (ARISTOTLE)
Questions (4 kinds). “Aristotle divides questions into four types:
(1) What? What is it? (2) Is it? (3) Why is it so? (4) Is it so? ‘Is it
so?’ and ‘Is it?’ are just factual questions, questions of existence.
‘What is it?’ and ‘Why is it so?’ are questions for intelligence,
questions of some determination of what exists. … What means
why. How can what mean why? In some cases, he says, it is

quite easy to see. You can change the what question into a why
question. If you ask, for example, ‘What is an eclipse?’ you can
say instead, ‘Why is the moon thus darkened?’ The reason why
the moon is darkened in this way is what an eclipse is—namely,
a blocking of the sun’s light on the object that is eclipsed. The
answer to the why question and the answer to the what question
are the same. … Aristotle notes that there are some cases where
you cannot break it up in this way. …When you ask, ‘What is a
man?’ you mean, Why is this a man? You have this, what you
point to, the materials. You ask, ‘Why is this a man?’” (UB 29-30.)
Worldview. “The context is generalized empirical method (see
and the complementarity of classical and statistical investigations in ascertaining “the main features of the universe of our
experience,” a worldview (see WORLDVIEW(S)). These main features
are comprised by L’s theory of EMERGENT PROBABILITY. L’s immediate
concern is “how different methodological positions result in different worldviews.” (In 151.) He contrasts his worldview with Aristotle’s. “Aristotle recognized both natural laws [see LAW(S), LAW(S) OF
...–NATURAL] and statistical residues [see RESIDUE(S)–STATISTICAL]. But his
natural laws lumped together in primitive confusion not only
classical laws and schemes of recurrence [see LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–
CLASSICAL; RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF ] but also an element or aspect of
statistical laws [see LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–STATISTICAL]. His distinction was
between the necessary and the contingent [see NECESSITY–AND CONTINGENCE]. The necessary was what always happens, as in the movements of the stars. The contingent was what usually happens;
thus, usually heavy bodies fall to the earth, but sometimes they
are propped up and so do not fall.” (In 151.) See also WORLDVIEW(S)–
CLASSICAL The following subentries are in L’s order of exposition.
And probability. “Not only did Aristotle fail to grasp the abstract
laws of nature of the classical type, but explicitly he repudiated
the possibility of a theory of probability [see PROBABILITY–THEORY
OF]. For him all terrestrial events were contingent. … Hence,
while Aristotle recognized statistical residues [see RESIDUE(S)–
STATISTICAL] and concrete patterns of diverging series of conditions [see NONSYSTEMATIC–IN DIVERGING SERIES OF CONDITIONS], he had no
theory of probability to bring them to heel within the field of
scientific knowledge [see KNOWLEDGE–SCIENTIFIC].” (In 152.) See also INGEM),

TELLIGIBILITY–AND PROBABILITY

And Emergent Probability. “EMERGENT PROBABILITY differs from the Aristotelian worldview because it rests on a different notion of
science and of law. Classical laws are abstract [see LAW(S), LAW(S)
OF ...–CLASSICAL-ABSTRACT (4 ELEMENTS)]. The alleged necessary movements of the heavens are merely schemes of recurrence [see RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF ] that arose through the unfolding of
probabilities and will survive in accord with probabilities. The
regularities of terrestrial process are essentially similar, though
here the schemes are more complex and the probabilities lower.
Finally, eternal cyclic recurrence vanishes, and in its place there
comes the successive realization, in accord with successive
schedules of probabilities, of a conditioned series of ever more
complex schemes of recurrence. It is not celestial necessity that
assures the success of terrestrial process, but emergent prob-
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ability that provides the design of all process; and that design is
not an eternal cyclic recurrence, but the realization through
probability of a conditioned series of ever more developed
schemes.” (In 152.)
AUGUSTINE, AUGUSTINIAN.

Most mentions of Augustine in L’s principal works are in a theological context. For notable references to
Augustine herein see ART–DEFINITION OF-ULTERIOR SIGNIFICANCE; COSMOPOLIS;
INSIGHT (THE BOOK)–AND THE MODES OF SCIENTIFIC THOUGHT-IMAGINATION IN SCIENCE

BERGSON, HENRI. See intra
BINSWANGER, LUDWIG.
BOHR, NIELS.

Eternal. “The Thomist validation of rational reflection is con-

nected with the Augustinian vision of eternal truth. Augustine
had argued that we know truth not by looking without but by
looking within ourselves. Still, we all may know the same
truths, and you do not know them by looking within me, nor I
by looking within you, so that knowledge of truth is not
merely a matter of looking each within himself. Our inward
glance really is directly upward to what is above us, and it is in
a vision of one eternal truth that all can find the same truth.
Now the Platonism of this position is palpable, for its ultimate
answer is not something that we are but something that we see;
it supposes that knowledge essentially is not identity with the
known but some spiritual contact or confrontation with the
known. Such a view Aquinas could not accept. One knows by
what one is. Our knowledge of truth is not to be accounted for
by any vision or contact or confrontation with the other, however lofty and sublime.” (V 85.)
Introspection in. “‘For whence does the mind know some (other)
mind, if it does not know itself? Nor (does it see) the way the eye
of the body sees other eyes and does not see itself ... Our mind itself therefore, as it gathers knowledge of corporeal things through
the senses of the body, so also (does it gather knowledge) of incorporeal things through itself. Therefore it knows itself too
through itself’” [Augustine, De trinitate, IX, iii, 3]. (V 8.)
Memory in. “For Augustinian memoria Aquinas substituted intellectus in actu intelligens et dicens [‘an intellect actually understanding and uttering’].” (V 221 n. 139.)
AVICENNA. See PHANTASM/FANTASM–AS INTELLECTUAL OBJECT
BECKER, CARL.

See

HISTORIAN–CONSTRUCTIVE ACTIVITY OF, –DETACHMENT OF, –

ILLUSIONS OF, –PRECONCEPTIONS OF, –PRESUPPOSITIONS OF
PRESUPPOSITIONLESS

■ HISTORY–AS MORAL, –

Aristotle, Aristotelian-on movement and thought

See ART–PRELUDE TO DISCUSSION OF

IMAGE–HEURISTIC VS REPRESENTATIVE FUNCTION OF-IN SCIENCES-AS

TRANSITIONAL IN ■ LOGIC–AND SCIENCE-AND SUCCESSIVE SCIENCES

■ SCIENCE(S)–NATURAL-

AND DIALECTIC

CASSIRER, ERNST.

See

CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–SYMBOLIC, PATHOLOGY OF ■

DISTINCTION(S)–AND MYTHIC CONSCIOUSNESS ■ LANGUAGE–EARLY ■ LINGUISTIC(S)–
EXPRESSION

And self-knowledge. “For Augustine, the mind’s self-knowledge
was basic; it was the rock of certitude on which shattered Academic doubt; it provided the ground from which one could argue
to the validity both of the senses of one’s own body and, with the
mediation of testimony, of the senses of the bodies of others.” (V 9.)
And truth. “For years, as he tells us, St Augustine was unable to
grasp that the real could be anything but a body. When with neoPlatonist aid he got beyond that view, his name for reality was
veritas; and for him truth was to be known, not by looking out,
nor yet by looking within, but rather by looking above, where in
an immutable light men consult and contemplate the eternal reasons of things. It is disputed, of course, just how literally St
Augustine intended this inspection of the eternal to be understood.” (In 437.)

See
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■ MYTH–AND METAPHYSICS ■ PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION–FUNDAMENTAL

QUESTIONS OF ■ PRIMITIVE(S)–MIND

COLLINGWOOD, RG.

See also HISTORIAN–AND ANALOGY-AND THE SOCIAL/CULTURAL, –

AUTHORITY OF, –CONSTRUCTIVE ACTIVITY OF

■ HISTORY–AN ART?, –AS RE-ENACTING PAST, –

SCISSORS AND PASTE, –COPERNICAN REVOLUTION IN

Idealism in. “If history is considered not in this or that work but as
a totality, then it is an autonomous discipline. It depends upon
data, on the remains of the past perceptible in the present. But it is
not a matter of believing authorities, and it is not a matter of inferring from authorities. Critical procedures decide in what manner
and measure sources will be used. Constructive procedures arrive
at results that may not have been known by the authors of the
sources. … Such is the Copernican revolution Collingwood recognized in modem history. It is a view that cannot be assimilated
on naive realist or empiricist premisses. As presented by Collingwood, unfortunately it is contained in an idealist context. But by
introducing a satisfactory theory of objectivity and of judgment,
the idealism can be removed without dropping the substance of
what Collingwood taught about the historical imagination, historical evidence, and the logic of question and answer.” (M 206.)
COPERNICUS, COPERNICAN.

See

HISTORY–COPERNICAN REVOLUTION IN ■ TIME–

STANDARD ■ WORLDVIEW(S)–CLASSICAL

DARWIN, DARWINIAN.

See also EVOLUTION; WORLDVIEW(S)–CLASSICAL

Worldview. The context is generalized empirical method (see GEM),
and the complementarity of classical and statistical investigations
(see CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–INQUIRY) in ascertaining “the
main features of the universe of our experience,” a worldview.
These main features are comprised by L’s theory of EMERGENT PROBABILITY. L’s immediate concern is “how different methodological
positions result in different worldviews.” (In 151.)
And chance variation. See EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND CHANCE VARIATION
And Emergent Probability. See EMERGENT PROBABILITY–VS DARWINISM
And schemes of recurrence. “Darwinism … affirms a conditioned
series of species of things to be realized in accord with successive schedules of probability. The two views are parallel in their
formal structures. They are related, inasmuch as species of living things emerge and function within ranges of alternative sets
of schemes of recurrence. Nonetheless, there is a profound difference. For Darwinian probabilities of emergence and survival
regard, not schemes of recurrence, but underlying potential
components for any schemes within a limited range, and the
Darwinian series of species is a sequence of higher potentialities
that exhibit their development by their capacity to function in
ever greater ranges of alternative sets of schemes.” (In 156-57.) See
also RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF–VS NATURAL SELECTION
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DESCARTES, CARTESIAN.

See also A POSTERIORI–ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE

TEM(S)–AND IDEAL OF KNOWLEDGE, –AS ACHIEVEMENT

■ ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–ARGUMENT-GENERAL CHARACTER OF ■

FREUD, SIGMUND.

BELIEF–UNIVERSAL ■ DUALISM ■ IDEA(S)– CLEAR AND DISTINCT ■ FORM–SUBSTANTIAL ■ IN-

OVER SENSE AND IMAGE

SIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–DEVELOPMENT OF-COMMONSENSE ■ INTERPRETATION–
COUNTERPOSITION IN

■ KNOWLEDGE–NATURE OF ■ STATISTICAL–THEORY-(5) ■ SYSTEM(S)–

AND LOGIC

ART–DEFINITION OF-SYMBOLIC MEANING ■ CONTROL–

■ CONVERSION–PSYCHIC ■ CRITICISM–OF HUMAN SCIENCES-

■ DEVELOPMENT–NOTION OF-AND DEPTH PSYCHOLOGY ■ DREAM(S)–

FUNCTION OF-AND SCREENING MEMORIES

■ EGO–AND SUPEREGO ■ ETHICS–AND ‘OUGHT’ ■

INTERPRETATION–SYSTEMS OF IN PSYCHOLOGY ■ MEMORY–SCREENED ■ MORAL–

And duality. The immediate context is POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION.
“Let us say that Cartesian dualism contains both a basic position
and a basic counterposition. The basic position is the cogito, ergo
sum, and as Descartes did not endow it with the clarity and precision that are to be desired, its further development is invited by
such questions as, What is the self? What is thinking? What is being? What are the relations between them? On the other hand, the
basic counterposition is the affirmation of the res extensa; it is
real as a subdivision of the ‘already out there now’; its objectivity
is a matter of extroversion; knowing it is not a matter of inquiry
and reflection. This counterposition invites reversal, not merely
in virtue of its conjunction with the other component in Cartesian
thought, but even when posited by itself in anyone’s thought.” (In
413-14.)

And method. “In the midst of that vast and profound stirring of
human minds which we name the Renaissance, Descartes was
convinced that too many people felt it beneath them to direct
their efforts to apparently trifling problems. Again and again in
his Regulae ad directionem ingenii, he reverts to this theme. Intellectual mastery of mathematics, of the departments of science,
of philosophy is the fruit of a slow and steady accumulation of
little insights. Great problems are solved by being broken down
into little problems. The strokes of genius are but the outcome of
a continuous habit of inquiry that grasps clearly and distinctly all
that is involved in the simple things that anyone can understand.”
(In 27.)

And objectivity. See intra And duality
And the real. See intra And duality
And universal doubt. See METHOD(S)–OF UNIVERSAL DOUBT-AND DESCARTES
DILTHEY, WILHELM.

See

GROUP(S)–ACTIVITY ■ HISTORIAN–HORIZON OF ■ SCI-

ENCE(S)–HUMAN-AND HISTORY/HISTORIAN
EDDINGTON, SIR ARTHUR.

See

AGE OF COMMON SENSE AND THEORY

CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–HISTORY OF-

■ CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–TROUBLED ■ MIND–

See ANALYSIS–AND IDEAL OF KNOWLEDGE ■ DETERMINISM–VS IN-

DETERMINISM ■ HEURISTIC STRUCTURE–CLASSICAL

■ HISTORIAN–AND TIME ■ INVARIANCE–

■ KNOWLEDGE–ANALYSIS OF, SCIENTIFIC, –AND
CAUSES ■ MEASUREMENT–AND SPECIAL RELATIVITY ■ SYSTEM(S)–AND IDEAL OF KNOWLEDGE
ANTICIPATION OF-AND NEWTONIAN DYNAMICS

See

CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–RELIGIOUSLY; IMAGE–AS

LANGUAGE

See

CORRELATION(S)–AND EMPIRICAL SCIENCE ■ DEFINITION(S)–TYPES OF-

EXPLANATORY/ESSENTIAL

■ NECESSITY–CONDITIONAL-AND THE SCEPTIC ■ PSYCHIC–

DEVELOPMENT-AND INTEGRATION

And determinism. “Freud was professedly determinist. But insofar as DETERMINISM is operative in Freud’s work, it amounts to the
postulate that there is a reason for everything, even for numbers
that one appears to select at random. But if one admits that some
reasons are nonsystematic, that postulate becomes compatible
with statistical laws; and if Laplace has failed to exclude probability from physics, there is little likelihood of its being excluded
from psychology.” (In 229.) See also PSYCHOGENIC
And moral imperative. See MORAL–IMPERATIVE-VS FREUD
And psychogenic. See PSYCHOGENIC
And superego. See EGO–AND SUPEREGO
Incompleteness of his thought. “The incompleteness of Freudian
thought comes to light in two manners. On the one hand, Freudian analysis moves from a contemporary psychic situation in a
patient back to its origins in childhood, in infancy, in prenatal experience. But this backward movement necessarily presupposes
in the patient or client a previous forward movement that proceeded from the origins to the present state of affairs. Besides the
archeology that discovers traces of the past in the present, there
also exists a teleology along which the present emerged from the
past. Moreover—and this is the second element in the matter—
that process of emergence can be disturbed and distorted, and
such disturbances and distortions, in principle, can be corrected
or remedied. For if no correction or remedy is possible, then it
would be useless to consult a psychoanalyst on one’s neurosis or
to listen to one when he would liberate civilizations from their illusions.” (PTP2 262.)
GADAMER,

GALILEO.

HANS-GEORG.

See

HISTORIAN–HORIZON

OF

■

HISTORY–

See also ALREADY-OUT-THERE-NOW-REAL–AND THE SCIENCES ■ CLASSICAL

AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–COMPLEMENTARITY OF-IN KNOWN ■ DATA–CONTINUOUS AND
DISCONTINUOUS

EINSTEIN, ALBERT.

ELIADE, MIRCEA.

IMPERATIVE-VS FREUD

PRESUPPOSITIONLESS ■ SCHOLAR, SCHOLARLY–HORIZON

GREEK DISCOVERY OF

EUCLID.

RADICAL INTERNAL

See also

■ ILLUSTRATION–OF HIGHER VIEWPOINT ■ KNOWLEDGE–AND

CAUSES, –IDEAL OF-FROM PHILOSOPHY, –SPECIALIZED

■ MATHEMATICAL–ANALOGY AND

METAPHYSICS

■ MATHEMATICS–AND SYMBOLISM-(3) AS SUGGESTIVE ■ MUST ■ NECESSITY–

AND SCIENCE

■ NOTION OF …–SYSTEM ■ PROPOSITION(S)–SYNTHETIC A PRIORI ■ SYS-

■ DURATION(S)–AS EXPERIENTIAL/PURE CONJUGATES ■ INSIGHT (THE

BOOK)–AND MATHEMATICS/PHYSICS ■ METAPHYSICS–AND ALL OTHER DEPARTMENTS-(3)
TRANSFORMS-ILLUSTRATION

■ SCIENCE(S)–DEVELOPMENT OF ■ SIMILARITY–TWO TYPES OF-

IN RELATION TO ONE ANOTHER
IMAGES AND PARSIMONY

■ SPACE AND TIME–AND QUALITIES ■ STATISTICAL–THEORY-(6)

■ SYSTEM(S)–AND LOGIC ■ TIME–ABSOLUTE ■ VERIFICATION–OF

PRIMARY AND SECONDARY QUALITIES

Worldview. The context is generalized empirical method (see GEM),
and the complementarity of classical and statistical investigations
(see CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–COMPLEMENTARITY OF, –INQUIRY-, –
PROCEDURES) in ascertaining “the main features of the universe of
our experience,” a worldview. These main features are comprised
by L’s theory of EMERGENT PROBABILITY. L’s immediate concern is
“how different methodological positions result in different world-
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views.” (In 151.)

CAL/NONLOGICAL OPERATIONS
REASON

CLASSICAL-ABSTRACT (4 ELEMENTS)].

WORLD(S)– MEDIATED BY MEANING-AND SOME COUNTERPOSITIONS

And mechanist determinism. “Within this context the negation of

statistical laws involves mechanism. A machine is a set of imaginable parts, each of which stands in determinate systematic
relations to all the others. In like manner, the universe implicit
in Galilean methodology is an aggregate of imaginable parts,
and each is related systematically to all the others. The sole difference is that, apart from the machine, there are other imaginable elements that can interfere with its operation, but apart
from the universe of imaginable elements, what imaginable interventions can there arise? Mechanism accordingly becomes a
determinism. … Until recently, this Galilean view had been
dominant in scientific circles. It easily survived the rather
veiled implications of Darwinism. But it seems to have suffered
a crippling wound from the overt claims of quantum mechanics.” (In 153-54.)
And statistical law. “From this concreteness of the conception of

natural laws there follows a twofold consequence. On the one
hand, there arises the hostility of incomprehension against statistical laws. On the other hand, there results a mechanistic
view of the universe. For in the abstract, classical laws possess
universality and necessity. The Galilean acknowledges this universality and necessity but cannot recognize its abstractness.
For him it is attached immediately to imaginable particles or an
imaginable ether or both. For him it is already concrete, and so
it is not in need of further determinations to reach concreteness.
For him the further determinations, which would be nonsystematically related to one another, simply do not exist. Accordingly, since he has no doubt of the existence of classical laws,
he cannot but regard statistical laws as mere formulations of
our ignorance. There is some vast aggregate of discrete or continuous but imaginable elements; they are subject to universal
and necessary laws: and the business of the scientist is the hard
task of determining those laws and so predicting what cannot
but occur.” (In 153-54.)
GILSON, ETIENNE.
GÖDEL, KURT.
MATHEMATICS AND

See INSIGHT (THE BOOK)–AND MATHEMATICS/PHYSICS

See

COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–AND GÖDEL’S THEOREM ■ LOGIC–

■ TREATISE–LIMITS OF-(2) AND MATHEMATICS ■ see also intra Spino-

za, Benedict de-and ethics
HEGEL, HEGELIAN.
(5

■ IDEAL(S)–FORMULATION OF, –GENERAL THEOREM, –OF PURE

■ SELF-APPROPRIATION–AND IDEAL OF KNOWLEDGE-AND EXPRESSION ■ SUBLA-

And classical law. “Galileo discovered our law of falling bodies,
but he failed to recognize its abstractness [see LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–

Correctly, he grasped that explanation lies beyond description, that the relations of things to our
senses must be transcended [see QUOAD NOS], that the relations of
things to one another must be grasped [see QUOAD SE], and that a
geometrization of nature is the key tool in performing this task.
… Galilean laws of nature are not conceived in abstraction
from sensible, or at least imaginable, elements, and consequently that the Galilean law stands in the field, not of our abstract classical laws, but, rather of our schemes of recurrence
[see RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF], in which abstract laws and imaginable elements can combine.” (In 152-53.)

ELEMENTS)-(5)

See also COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY-LONERGAN VS KANT

■ DISCOVERY–AND SCIENTIFIC PROGRESS ■ GEM–AND LOGI-
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TION–LONERGAN VS HEGEL ON ■ UNIVERSAL VIEWPOINT–A HEURISTIC STRUCTURE ■

And absolute. “Hegel’s absolute is a terminal concept that generates no antithesis to be sublated in a higher synthesis; we recognize a manifold of instances of the virtually unconditioned [see
UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY], and through them attain knowledge of
proportionate being [see BEING–PROPORTIONATE] in its distinctions and
relations.” (In 447.)
And Absolute Idea. “The only objective Hegel can offer the pure
desire [see DESIRE TO KNOW–PURE] is a universe of all-inclusive concreteness that is devoid of the existential, the factual, the virtually
unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY]. There is no reason
why such an objective should be named being. It is, as Hegel
named it, an Absolute Idea. It is the all-inclusive summit of the
pure desire’s immanent dialectical process from position through
opposition to SUBLATION that yields a new position to recommence
the triadic process until the Absolute Idea is reached.” (In 397.)
And being. See DIALECTIC(S)–HEGELIAN VS LONERGANIAN-SOURCE OF DIFFERENCES
And concrete. See

DIALECTIC(S)–HEGELIAN VS LONERGANIAN-SOURCE OF DIFFER-

ENCES

And dialectic. See DIALECTIC(S)–HEGELIAN VS LONERGANIAN; LOGIC–IN DIALECTIC
(HEGEL VS L)

And fact. See intra His system
And the ideal. See IDEAL(S)–FORMULATION OF
His system. “Hegel’s System is not afraid of facts: it explains any
fact alleged against it by showing it to be a manifestation of an
incomplete viewpoint included within the System. Hegel’s System is not afraid of contradictions: it explains any contradiction
alleged against it by revealing what opposed and incomplete
viewpoints, accounted for by the System, yield the alleged contradictory terms. The only thing the System has to fear is that it
itself should be no more than some incomplete viewpoint, and in
fact that is what it is. Hegel aimed at rehabilitating the speculative reason that Kant had dethroned. But the basis of the Kantian
attack was that the unconditioned is not a constitutive component
of judgment. A complete rehabilitation of human rational consciousness will show that the unconditioned is a constitutive
component of judgment. This, Hegel did not do. His viewpoint is
essentially the viewpoint of a thinker who does not and cannot
regard the factual as unconditioned, who cannot acknowledge
any factually fixed points of reference, who cannot advance by
distinguishing the definitively certain, the more or less probable,
and the unknown. Hegel’s range of vision is enormous; indeed, it
is unrestricted in extent. But it is always restricted in content, for
it views everything as it would be if there were no facts. It is a restricted viewpoint that can topple outwards into the factualness of
Marx or inwards into the factualness of Kierkegaard. It is a viewpoint that is transcended automatically by anyone that, in any instance, grasps the virtually unconditioned and affirms it.” (In 397-98.)
L’s attitude toward. “It is not to be inferred that my attitude towards Hegel is merely negative. In fact, characteristic features in
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the very movement of his thought have their parallels in the present work. As his Aufhebung both rejects and retains, so also in
their own fashion do our higher viewpoints. As he repeatedly
proceeds from an sich, through für sich, to an und für sich, so our
whole argument is a movement from the objects of mathematical,
scientific, and commonsense understanding, through the acts of
understanding themselves, to an understanding of understanding.” (In 398 n. 21.)
Viewpoint, incomplete. See intra His system
HEIDEGGER, MARTIN.
OF

See ART–AND SPACE-ARCHITECTURE, –PRELUDE TO DISCUSSION

■ EXPRESSION–AND UNDERSTANDING-AS PROCEEDING FROM ■ HISTORY–AS SCIENTIFIC ■

HOW DO I FEEL? ■ I–AND MY WORLD
HEISENBERG, WERNER.

See also DETERMINISM–VS INDETERMINISM ■ INSIGHT

(THE

BOOK)–AND THE MODES OF SCIENTIFIC THOUGHT-IMAGINATION IN SCIENCE ■ LAW(S), LAW(S)
OF ...–STATISTICAL-AND THE UNCERTAINTY PRINCIPLE, -AXIOMATIC STRUCTURE OF ■ PRINCIPLE(S)–UNCERTAINTY ■ WORLDVIEW(S)–CLASSICAL
HERACLITUS.

See MIND–GREEK DISCOVERY OF; POETRY–PRE- AND POST-PHILOSOPHIC

HILBERT, DAVID.
HOMER.

See

See DEFINITION(S)–TYPES OF-IMPLICIT; LOGIC–MATHEMATICS AND

DEVELOPMENT–OF LANGUAGE ■ POETRY–AND DISCOVERY OF MIND ■ IM-

AGE–MEANING OF
HUME, DAVID.
MENTS)-(3)

See

COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY-LONERGAN VS KANT (5 ELE-

■ CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–SPONTANEITIES OF ■ GEM–FUNCTIONS OF (12)-

(2) CRITICAL

■ INTELLIGENCE–AND FINALITY ■ JUDGMENT(S)–UNIVERSAL AND NECESSARY ■

OBJECTIVITY–EXTROVERSION AS ■ POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION–POSITION-AND SELFREFERENTIAL PROBLEM ■ WORLD(S)–MEDIATED BY MEANING-AND SOME COUNTERPOSITIONS

HUSSERL, EDMUND.

See also AUTHENTICITY–MAJOR/MINOR ■ EXPRESSION–AND UN-

DERSTANDING-AS PROCEEDING FROM ■ INTENDING– OBJECTS ■ PERCEPTION

And intentionality analysis. See INTENDING–OBJECTS
Intuition in. “Scientific description can be no more than a preliminary to scientific explanation. But Husserl begins from relatedness-to-us, not to advance to the relatedness of terms to one
another, but to mount to an abstract looking from which the looker and the looked-at have been dropped because of their particularity and contingence. The vitality of animal extroversion is
attenuated from sensitive perception to intuition of universals,
and from intuition of universals to the more impalpable inspection of formal essences (approximately, scholastic transcendentals). As objects increase in generality and purity, subjects shrink
to intentional acts. With remarkable acuteness and discrimination
there are uncovered, described, compared, and classified the pure
forms of noetic experience terminating in noematic contents. But
the whole enterprise is under the shadow of the principle of immanence, and it fails to transcend the crippling influence of the
extroversion that provides the model for the pure ego.” (In 440.)
JASPERS, KARL. See WORLD(S)–MOTIVATED BY VALUE
JUNG, CARL GUSTAV.

See ANIMA ■ DEVELOPMENT–NOTION OF-AND DEPTH PSYCHOL-

OGY ■ INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS

KANT, KANTIAN.

See also

■ INTERPRETATION–SYSTEMS OF IN PSYCHOLOGY

A POSTERIORI–ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE ■ A PRI-

ORI–KANT’S ■ ANALOGY OF …–MATTER ■ ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–ARGUMENT-PRESUPPOSITIONS OF ■ ART–DEFINITION OF ■ BEING–CONCEPT OF ■
COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY-LONERGAN VS KANT (5 ELEMENTS) ■ DATA–AND FINALITY

■ DEDUCTION–TRANSCENDENTAL ■ ETHICS–AND ‘OUGHT’ ■ FINALITY–AND SOME COUNTERPOSITIONS
NATE

■ GEM–CONCEIVED CONCRETELY ■ HISTORIAN–HORIZON OF ■ IDEA(S)–NOT IN-

■ IDEAL(S)–OF PURE REASON ■ IDEALISM–AS HALFWAY HOUSE ■ INSIGHT (THE BOOK)–

AND MATHEMATICS/PHYSICS

■ INTERIORITY–SHIFT TO, HISTORICAL ■ JUDGMENT(S)–

UNIVERSAL AND NECESSARY

■ KNOWLEDGE–IDEAL OF-FROM PHILOSOPHY, –NATURE OF ■

MORAL–IMPERATIVE-VS KANT ■ POSSIBILITY–OF BEING ■ PROPOSITION(S)–SYNTHETIC A PRIORI

■ QUALITY–PRIMARY AND SECONDARY ■ REALISM–AS IMMEDIATE ■ RELATION(S)–

EXTERNAL

■ SELF-APPROPRIATION–AND PHILOSOPHY-DIFFERENT TYPES OF ■ SPACE AND

TIME–ABSOLUTE-OBJECTIFICATION OF ■ SUBJECT, THE–TURN/SHIFT TO ■ SYSTEM(S)–AND
LOGIC

■ THOMISM–FACTORS IN PASSING OF (3)-(3) MODERN PHILOSOPHY ■ TRANSCENDEN-

TAL–ILLUSION ■ UNIVERSAL VIEWPOINT–A HEURISTIC STRUCTURE ■ WORLD(S)– MEDIATED BY
MEANING-AND SOME COUNTERPOSITIONS

And insight. See A PRIORI–KANT’S-VS ARISTOTLE/AQUINAS
And moral imperative. See MORAL–IMPERATIVE-VS KANT
And necessity. “Kant assigns absolutely a priori propositions two
characteristics, necessity and universality. Strict necessity is never
given in experience; experience is simply a fact. Again, strict universality is never given; you do not obtain a general law merely
from observation. You can say, ‘It usually happens,’ but you cannot say, ‘It always happens,’ because you are not present on all
occasions, particularly on future occasions. So strict necessity and
strict universality—either one or the other—are taken as criteria of
a priori propositions.” (UB 157-58.)
And space. See A PRIORI–KANT’S-AND SPACE
And the real. See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY-LONERGAN VS KANT (5 ELEMENTS)-(4)

And thing-in-itself. See ANALOGY OF …–MATTER
And transcendental deduction. See DEDUCTION–TRANSCENDENTAL
And unconditioned. See

UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY–AS CONSTITUTIVE NOT

REGULATIVE (KANT)

Intuition in. “Kant holds that there are a priori intuitions, a priori
concepts, and also a priori ideas. He reaches an a priori intuition
by removing from intuition all of its contingent elements. If you
are looking at a body and you remove the color, shape, hardness,
its impenetrability, and so on, you are left with empty space; you
don’t remove that: it is intrinsic to having an intuition. So the
space is a priori. Similarly, with regard to the concept, by a process of removal you are finally left with something that you do not
obtain from experience, and Kant calls that a priori.” (UB 158.)
And truth. “Kant … starts with the assertion that intuition is of appearances: we have no intuition of things themselves. Now if intuition is the decisive part in knowledge, that statement of
Kant’s is valid only insofar as there is an intuition of ‘intuitions
of only appearances.’ But, for everyone, if it is true that intuition
is only of appearances, well, you are finished: you have settled
the matter on the level of truth. If Kant’s statement is true, then
intuitions are only of appearances. In other words, implicitly
Kant is acknowledging that truth is the decisive factor when he
makes that statement.” (UB 277.)
KIERKEGAARD, S ØREN. See HUMOR/SATIRE ■ INTERIORITY–SHIFT TO, HISTORICAL ■
REAL, THE REAL–COUNTERPOSITIONS ON-IDEALISM-ABSOLUTE ■ SUBJECT, THE–TURN/SHIFT
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TO-ANTECEDENTS TO ■ WORLD(S)– MEDIATED BY MEANING-AND SOME COUNTERPOSITIONS

NIETZSCHE, FRIEDRICH.

LANGER, SUSANNE K . See APPREHENSION–ARTISTIC; ART–DEFINITION OF

HISTORICAL

LAPLACE, PIERRE SIMON DE.

See

ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONER-

See
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FEELINGS–ABERRATIONS OF ■ INTERIORITY–SHIFT TO,

■ REAL, THE REAL–COUNTERPOSITIONS ON-IDEALISM-ABSOLUTE ■ RESSENTI-

MENT ■ SIN

GAN’S–ARGUMENT-GENERAL CHARACTER OF ■ CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE

OTTO, RUDOLF. See OPERATOR(S)–OF COGNITIONAL DEVELOPMENT-IS DESIRE TO KNOW

CAUSES–FORM ■ HISTORIAN–AND ANALOGY-AND SCIENCE/MIRACLES ■ NONSYSTEMATIC–IN

PIAGET, IVAN. See OPERATOR(S)–AND OPERATIONS AS GROUPED; SKILLS

DIVERGING SERIES OF CONDITIONS, –PROCESS

PLATO, PLATONIC, PLATONIST.

■ PSYCHOGENIC ■ see intra Freud, Sig-

mund-and determinism
LORENTZ, H.A.

See

FROM AUTHORITY

INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–ELEMENTS OF-SUMMARY ■ MEAS-

UREMENT–AND SPECIAL RELATIVITY ■ SPACE AND TIME–INVARIANT INTERVAL OF
MARÉCHAL, JOSEF. See IDEALISM–AS HALFWAY HOUSE
MARROU, H.I.

See

HISTORIAN–DEVELOPMENT OF ■ HISTORY–THEORY/THEORIES OF ■

IDEAL(S)–TYPES-AND THE HISTORIAN

ATED–SYSTEMATICALLY ■ DUALISM ■ EMERGENT PROBABILITY–FUNDAMENTAL ELEMENT OF

■ EXPRESSION–COMPONENTS OF-(3) INCIDENTAL ■ INSIGHT (THE BOOK)–AND MATHEMATICS/PHYSICS, –AND THE MODES OF SCIENTIFIC THOUGHT-IMAGINATION IN SCIENCE

MARX, KARL.

See

COMMON SENSE–BIAS OF, GENERAL-CORRECTION OF ■ COSMOPO-

■ ECONOMY–RADICAL CRITICISM OF ■ HISTORY–THEORY/THEORIES OFPRACTICAL ■ IDEOLOGY ■ SIN

MATERIALISM

MAXWELL, JAMES CLERK .

See

CONJUGATE(S)–EXPLANATORY/PURE; SYSTEMATIC–

EXIGENCE

MINKOWSKI, H. See also MEASUREMENT–AND SPECIAL RELATIVITY

Space. “It asserts that, within the context of special relativity, it is
a blunder to suppose that a difference of position is a merely spatial entity or that a difference of time is a merely temporal entity.
Hence a standard rod is spatiotemporal: it is not merely a distance
between two positions; it is a distance between a position x1 at a
time t1 and a position x2 at a time t2. Similarly, a standard clock is
spatiotemporal: it does not assign merely temporal differences; it
assigns a difference between a time t1 at a position x1 and a time
t2 at a position x2. Moreover, a unit on any standard rod determines one and the same invariant spatiotemporal interval for all
frames of reference, namely, unity; and a unit on any standard
clock determines one and the same invariant spatiotemporal interval for all frames of reference, namely, ic.7 However, while
standard rods and clocks determine the same spatiotemporal intervals for all frames of reference, still these invariant intervals
divide differently into spatial and temporal components in different frames of reference.” (In 187.) See also FRAME(S) OF REFERENCE–
NORMAL/ABNORMAL

NEWMAN, JOHN HENRY.

See APPREHENSION–NOTIONAL ■ BELIEF–UNIVERSAL ■ IN-

SIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–DEVELOPMENT OF-COMMONSENSE ■ INTERIORITY–SHIFT TO,
HISTORICAL

■ REAL, THE REAL–COUNTERPOSITIONS ON-IDEALISM-ABSOLUTE ■ SUBJECT,

THE–TURN/SHIFT TO-ANTECEDENTS TO
NEWTON, NEWTONIAN.

See also

A PRIORI–KANT’S-AND SPACE ■ ALREADY-OUT-

THERE-NOW-REAL–AND THE SCIENCES ■ ANALYSIS–AND IDEAL OF KNOWLEDGE ■ ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–ARGUMENT-GENERAL CHARACTER OF ■ CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–FORM ■ DETERMINISM– MECHANIST ■
HISTORIAN–AND TIME ■ IDEAL(S)–PROBLEM ■ INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–ELEMENTS
OF-SUMMARY
DYNAMICS

■ KNOWLEDGE–AND CAUSES ■ INVARIANCE–ANTICIPATION OF-AND NEWTONIAN

■ LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–AND IDEAL CASES ■ MASS ■ MEASUREMENT–AND

LENGTH, –RODS, CLOCKS, AND

■ METAPHYSICS–STAGES/FORMS OF-EXPLICIT (8 ELEMENTS)-(7)

■ NOTION OF …–SYSTEM ■ RELATIVITY–THEORY OF-SPECIAL-AND CAUSALITY ■ REVISION–
AND HEURISTIC NOTION

■ SCIENCE(S)–CLASSICAL, –HUMAN-AND NATURAL SCIENCE, –IDEAL OF

■ SPACE AND TIME–ABSOLUTE ■ SYSTEM(S)–AND IDEAL OF KNOWLEDGE, –AND LOGIC ■
THING(S)–NOTION OF-AS BRIDGE ■ TIME–ABSOLUTE, –STANDARD ■ TRANSPOSITION

■ JUDG-

MENT(S) OF FACT–AS POSITING SYNTHESIS ■ METAPHYSICS–STAGES/FORMS OF-EXPLICIT (8
ELEMENTS)-(3)
SPECIES

LIS–PROPERTIES OF (4)-(4) CRITIQUES HISTORY, –SYNTHETIC VIEW ■ DIALECTICAL–

See also ANALOGY OF …–MATTER ■ ARGUMENT–

■ CONCEPTUALISM, CONCEPTUALIST ■ CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTI-

■ MIND–GREEK DISCOVERY OF ■ MYTH–AND METAPHOR ■ NOTION OF …–

■ PHANTASM/FANTASM–AS INTELLECTUAL OBJECT ■ POETRY–PRE- AND POST-

PHILOSOPHIC

■ TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–CONFRONTATION VS IDENTITY AS ■ WORD–INNER-AND

OUTER ■ see intra

Aristotle, Aristotelian-and being, -and substance-separate

And being. “In the Sophist the philosopher is described as heading through rational discourse for the Idea of Being. It is acknowledged that the isolation of each Form from all the others
would eliminate the possibility of discourse, which lies in the
conjunction of distinct Forms or categories. There is, then, a
commingling or participation among the Forms, and there is a
Form of Not-being just as much as of the Great or the Fair …
The inadequacy of this position lies in its failure to distinguish
between the level of intelligence and the level of reflection.” (In
389.) See intra Plato, Platonic, Platonist-and judgment
And forms. “Plato’s Forms were projections into a noetic heaven
of what transcends ordinary sensitive experience. The Forms,
then, are the ideal objectives of (1) aesthetic experience, (2) the
insights of the mathematician and physicist, (3) the unconditioned of reflective understanding, (4) moral conscience, and (5)
intelligently and reasonably purposive living. They are a confused bag, and, as it seems, the Parmenides marks the turning
point in which the necessity of drawing distinctions and setting
up a more comprehensive theory becomes evident.” (In 389.)
And judgment. This entry flows from intra And being. “The inadequacy of this position lies in its failure to distinguish between the
level of intelligence and the level of reflection. Without that distinction, the unconditioned of judgment is surreptitiously attributed to mere objects of thought, to transform them into eternal
Forms, and inversely, the ‘is’ and ‘is not’ by which judgment posits the unconditioned can have a meaning only if they too are
supposed to be Forms. There results an aggregate of Forms, each
radically and eternally distinct from all the others.” (In 389.) On L’s
position see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY–AND REFLECTIVE INSIGHT
And knowledge. “There are two radically opposed views of
knowing. For the Platonist, knowing is primarily a confrontation;
it supposes the duality of knower and known; it consists in a consequent, added movement. The supposition of duality appears in
Plato’s inference that, because we know ideas, therefore ideas
subsist. The conception of knowing as movement appears in Plato’s dilemma that the subsistent Idea of Being either must be in
movement or else must be without knowing. The same dilemma
forced Plotinus to place the One beyond knowing; Nous could
not be first, because Nous could not be simple. In St Augustine
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the notion that knowing is by confrontation appears in the affirmation that we somehow see and consult the eternal reasons. In
the medieval writers of the Augustinian reaction, knowing as
confrontation reappears in the species impressa that is an object,
and in the doctrine of intuitive, intellectual cognition of material
and singular existents. To cut a long story short, contemporary
dogmatic realists escape the critical problem by asserting a confrontation of intellect with concrete reality. For the Aristotelian,
on the other hand, confrontation is secondary. Primarily and essentially, knowing is perfection, act, identity.” (V 92.)
And the object. “The Platonists posited not only sensible objects
and eternal Forms but also pure mathematical objects; their reason for adding the third category was the fact that mathematical
objects are like the Forms by their necessity and immobility, but
unlike the Forms and like sensible objects inasmuch as they are
many of the same kind. One and one are two. But I plus myself
am not two but one. For one and one to be two, the second ‘one’
cannot be identical with the first; but neither can it differ in
meaning, in idea, in essence, from the first; else it would not be
‘one’ that was added to ‘one,’ but something else. When the geometer argues about two triangles similar in all respects, he deals
with two triangles, and not with some one triangle; but if they are
similar in all respects. then they do not differ in idea, in essence,
in nature, or in any accidental characteristic; there is mere material multiplication. In Aristotelian and in Thomist psychology, the
second ‘one’ or the second ‘triangle’ is accounted for, not by a
second concept, but by the reflection of intellect back to phantasm where the many instances of the one idea are represented.”
(V 40.)

On the real. See ANALOGY OF …–MATTER-SIGNIFICANCE OF
Two worlds of. “At a certain stage in Plato’s thought there seem
to be asserted two really distinct worlds, a transcendent world of
eternal Forms, and a transient world of appearance.” (M 95.)
RICOEUR, PAUL.

L makes reference to Ricoeur most notably in
PTP2. For references to Ricoeur herein see CRITICISM–OF HUMAN SCIENCESRADICAL INTERNAL

■ HERMENEUTIC(S)–OF SUSPICION/OF RECOVERY ■ IDEOLOGY–AND IN-

TERPRETATION ■ REAL, THE REAL–COUNTERPOSITIONS ON-IDEALISM-ABSOLUTE

SCHELER, MAX.

See

FEELINGS–ABERRATIONS OF, –COMMUNITY OF, AND FELLOW F;

RESSENTIMENT
SCHLEIERMACHER, FRIEDRICH.

See

ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE–AND

SCHLEIERMACHER; HISTORY–AS RE-ENACTING PAST

SCOTUS, JOHN DUNS.

See also

BEING ■ EMANATION–INTELLIGIBLE-OF CON-

CEPT/WORD ■ FINALITY–AND SOME COUNTERPOSITIONS

And objective knowing. For Scotus “objective knowing is a matter of taking a look at what actually is there to be seen. If, then, intellect apprehends the intelligible in the sensible and the universal
in the particular, its apprehension must be illusory, for it sees what
is not there to be seen. Nonetheless, we do know what is intelligible and universal. To account for this fact without violating his
convictions on extroversion as the model of objectivity, Scotus
distinguished a series of steps in the genesis of intellectual knowledge. The first step was abstraction; it occurs unconsciously; it

consists in the impression upon intellect of a universal conceptual
content. The second step was intellection: intellect takes a look at
the conceptual content. The third step was a comparison of different contents, with the result that intellect saw which concepts were
conjoined necessarily and which were incompatible. There follows the deduction of the abstract metaphysics of all possible
worlds, and to it one adds an intuition of the existing and present
as existing and present, to attain knowledge of the actual world.”
(In 431.)

Formal distinction of. “It may be noted that the Scotist formal
distinction on the side of the object (1) presupposes the counterposition on objectivity [see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION–AND OBJECTIVITY].” (In 514.) The Scotist formal distinction is between a thing and
its formality or between formalities of a thing.
SNELL, BRUNO.

See

CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–DEVELOPMENT OF-MOMENTS

IN (10)-(4); POETRY–AND DISCOVERY OF MIND

SOCRATES.

See also

CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(4) OF PARSIMONY ■

COMMON SENSE–VS UNIVERSALITY ■ CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–DEVELOPMENT
OF-MOMENTS IN (10)-(5), –HISTORY OF-AGE OF COMMON SENSE AND THEORY
UNIVERSAL
OF

■ DEFINITION(S)–

■ LANGUAGE–TECHNICAL-AND SYSTEMATIC MEANING ■ MIND–GREEK DISCOVERY

■ PARTICULAR(S)– INSIGHT INTO ■ POETRY–PRE- AND POST-PHILOSOPHIC ■ TREATISE–

LIMITS OF-(4) AND DIALECTICAL METHOD

And definitions. “Common sense makes concrete judgments of
fact, and it passes judgment on the correctness of insights into
concrete situations. But in neither case does it employ terms in
the sense assigned them by abstract definitions. As Socrates discovered, the average man does not define; he is suspicious of the
search for definitions; and when that pursuit brings out the inference that he does not know what he is talking about, he is rather
resentful.” (In 332.)
SPINOZA, BENEDICT DE.

See also KNOWLEDGE–IDEAL OF-FROM PHILOSOPHY; FINAL-

ITY–AND SOME COUNTERPOSITIONS

And ethics. In context, L is outlining the order of his argument in
Insight. He writes: “If Spinoza wrote his Ethics in what in his day
was thought to be the geometric style, it is not to be inferred that I
am endeavoring to walk in his footsteps, that I never heard of
Gödel’s theorem [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–AND GÖDEL’S THEOREM], that I
am not operating from a moving viewpoint that successively sets
up contexts only to go beyond them.” (In 18.)
And isomorphism of knowing and known. “There exists a necessary isomorphism between our knowing and its proportionate
known. But that parallel is missed by Spinoza’s deductivist ordo
idearum est ordo rerum. The correct locus of the parallel is to be
found in the dynamic structure of our knowing.” (In 511.) See KNOWING–AND KNOWN-ISOMORPHISM OF
TOYNBEE, ARNOLD.

See also

COMMON SENSE–SPECIALIZATION OF-POLITICAL ■ IN-

FRASTRUCTURE AND SUPRASTRUCTURE ■ LIBERATION–PROBLEM OF ETHICAL-IS REAL ■
WITHDRAWAL–AND RETURN

And ideal types. “I would like to suggest that Arnold Toynbee’s A
Study of History might be regarded as a source-book of idealtypes. Toynbee himself has granted that his work was not quite as
empirical as he once thought it. At the same time so resolute a

PROPERTY, PROPERTIES – PROPOSITION(S)

critic as Pieter Geyl [Debates with Historians] has found the work
immensely stimulating and has confessed that such daring and imaginative spirits as Toynbee have an essential function to fulfil.
That function is, I suggest, to provide the materials from which
carefully formulated ideal-types might be derived.” (M 228.)
VON HILDEBRAND, DIETRICH. See FEELINGS–AND NONINTENTIONAL STATES,
TRENDS, AND GOALS

WEBER, MAX.

See SCIENCE(S)–SOCIAL-POLICY; SOCIOLOGY–STYLES OF

WHITEHEAD, ALFRED NORTH.

See

LOGIC–MATHEMATICS AND; SIMILARITY–TWO

TYPES OF-IN RELATION TO US

WINTER, GIBSON.

See SOCIOLOGY–STYLES OF; LANGUAGE–EARLY

PROPERTY, PROPERTIES: See also inter alia ACCIDENTS ■ CONJUGATES ■
PREDICATES ■ ABSTRACT–APPLIED TO CONCRETE-IN THINGS ■ DESCRIPTION–AND EXPLANATION-AND SCIENTIFIC THOUGHT

■ DISTINCTION(S)–LOGICAL ■ FORM–SUBSTANTIAL ■ FREE-

OF ESSENCE TO EXISTENCE.
OF FORM TO POTENCY .
OF MATTER TO FORM.

AS ABSTRACT/CONCRETE

ANALYTIC.

■ JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–AND CERTITUDE ■ KNOWING–AND SELF-

CAL INTELLECT

APPROPRIATION-LOWER/UPPER CONTEXTS

■ KNOWLEDGE–TRANSCENDENT-SPECIAL ■ LAN-

GUAGE–ORDINARY-WORDS OF ■ MASS ■ METAPHYSICS–AND LOGIC, –ONTOLOGICALLY VS EPISTEMOLOGICALLY STRUCTURED

■ METHOD(S)–THE FOUR-AND SYSTEM-BASIC CONDITION ■

NONSYSTEMATIC–PROCESS ■ ONTOLOGICAL–ARGUMENT-ALL FORMS FALLACIOUS ■ PARTICULAR(S)–AND RELATIVE/INVARIANT EXPRESSION ■ PHILOSOPHY, PHILOSOPHIES–MODERNIST
TENDENCY IN

■ PHILOSOPHY OF GOD–AND GOD-AS FORMALLY UNCONDITIONED ■ QUOD QUID

EST ■ SCIENTIFIC–THOUGHT ■ SIN–AND PRINCIPLE OF EXCLUDED MIDDLE ■ SOUL–REASONING
TO CONCEPT OF

■ STATISTICAL–THEORY-(4) FOUNDATIONS ■ SUBJECT, THE–AND INDEPEND-

ENCE OF TRUTH
INTELLIGIBILITY OF

■ SUBLATION ■ SYSTEMATIC–PROCESS ■ UNIVERSE–PROCESS OF■ WORLD(S)–POSSIBLE ■ X (HEURISTIC)

OF CONCEPTS.

See CONCEPT(S), CONCEPTION(S)–PROPERTIES OF

OF COSMOPOLIS.

See COSMOPOLIS–PROPERTIES OF (4)

OF EMERGENT PROBABILITY.

See EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AS UNIVERSAL DESIGN-

CONSEQUENT PROPERTIES OF (12)

OF OBJECTIVITY.

See OBJECTIVITY–NOTION OF, PRINCIPAL-PROPERTIES OF (6)

TRANSCENDENTAL.

See TRANSCENDENTAL–PROPERTIES

UNIVERSAL.

“The empirical residue possesses the universal property of being what intelligence abstracts from [see RESIDUE(S)–
EMPIRICAL-ABSTRACTION FROM]. Such a universal property provides the basis for a second set of heuristic procedures that take their stand on
the simple premise that the NONSYSTEMATIC cannot be systematized.”
(In 112.)

PROPORTION: For

its definition see intra And quantity

ANALOGY OF. See METAPHYSICS–AND ESSENCE
AND QUANTITY. “If we ask what a proportion is, we necessarily introduce the abstract notion of quantity, and we make the discovery
that quantities and proportions are terms and relations such that the
terms fix the relations and the relations fix the terms. For the notion of quantity is not to be confused with a sensitive or imaginative apprehension of a size; a quantity is anything that can serve as
a term in a numerical ratio; and inversely, a proportion, in the present context, is a numerically definable ratio between quantities.”

(In 515.)

See ANALOGY OF

…–FORM TO MATTER

PROPOSITION(S): “Now with regard to propositions there are two
distinct mental attitudes: one may merely consider them, or one may
agree or disagree with them. Thus, what I write I also affirm; but
what you are reading you may neither affirm nor deny but merely
consider. … A proposition, then, may be simply an object of thought,
the content of an act of conceiving, defining, thinking, supposing,
considering. … But a proposition also may be the content of an act of
judging; and then it is the content of an affirming or denying, an
agreeing or disagreeing, an assenting or dissenting.” (In 296-97.)
ABSTRACT AND CONCRETE. See EXPRESSION–AND PROPOSITIONS-DISTINCT FROM-

INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–UNDERSTANDING ■ INTELLIGIBLE(S) ■ INTENDING– MODES OF-

■ INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS–AND SPECULATIVE VS PRACTI-

See ANALOGY OF …–EXISTENCE TO ESSENCE

See ANALOGY OF …–FORM TO POTENCY

PROPORTIONATE BEING: See BEING–PROPORTIONATE

DOM–EFFECTIVE ■ GENERALIZATION ■ GENUS–EXPLANATORY-IS THE CONCEPT CORRECT? ■

FUNDAMENTAL DIFFERENCE AMONG
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“An analytic proposition is a proposition that follows
from the definition of its terms. If A is defined as possessing a relation R to B, there may be derived the analytic proposition, ‘Every
A has the relation R to a B.’” (PTP2 130.) “The analytic proposition, by
itself, is not a significant increment of knowledge; without the fulfilment of further conditions it remains in isolation and fails to enter fruitfully into the texture of knowing. … Hence we are in
substantial agreement with the contemporary view that mere analytic propositions are tautologies. The use of the term ‘tautology’
would seem to be incorrect, but the general meaning of the statement is sound.” (In 331.) See also A PRIORI–KANT’S-AND PROPOSITIONS/INTUITIONS/CONCEPTS

And language. See LANGUAGE–AND ANALYTIC PROPOSITIONS
And virtually unconditioned. “Now, since the analytic proposition is an instance of the virtually unconditioned, reflective understanding will find in it its proper object [see INSIGHT AND
UNDERSTANDING–REFLECTIVE-AND VIRTUALLY UNCONDITIONED] and thereby
ground a judgment. There then arises a further question, What
precisely is the meaning or force or implication of such a judgment?” (In 330.) See intra Analytic-as hypothetical; see also MATHEMATICAL–
JUDGMENTS-AND ANALYTIC PROPOSITIONS

As hypothetical. This entry flows from intra Analytic-and virtually unconditioned. “It would seem that its meaning is not assertoric but
hypothetical. If there occur suppositions or judgments containing
significant terms in the same sense as they are assigned in the
analytic proposition, then such suppositions or judgments must
be consistent with the analytic proposition; moreover, when that
condition and other logical requirements are met, there follow
valid inferences. On the other hand, the mere fact that a proposition is analytic offers no guarantee that its terms in their defined
sense occur in any supposition or judgment apart from the affirmation of the analytic proposition. … It follows that analytic
propositions remain in sterile isolation unless there accrues to
them some form of validation. This will consist in the occurrence
of the same terms in their defined sense in some other supposition or judgment; and the precise nature of the validation will depend upon the nature of the added supposition or judgment.” (In
330.)
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Formal and the material aspects of. See intra Universal
Validation of. See intra Analytic-as hypothetical
Vs analytic principle(s). See

PRINCIPLE(S)–ANALYTIC-VS ANALYTIC PROPOSI-

TION(S)

AND EXPRESSION.
AND JUDGMENT.

See EXPRESSION–AND PROPOSITIONS

See JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–AND PROPOSITIONS

AND KNOWING, OBJECTIVITY, REALITY.

The larger context is a definition of metaphysics (UB ch. 8). The immediate context is POSITION
AND COUNTERPOSITION (see intra And positions/counterpositions) on knowing, objectivity, reality. “The technical explanation of this dialectic
runs as follows. The totality of propositions can be divided into a
basic set and a consequent set. The basic set, in the present approach, has to do with knowledge. What is it to know? What is objectivity? What is reality? Propositions on these three topics differ;
they are not the same for someone in the universe of being and
someone in his own world. In our philosophy the answer to these
questions is determined by the subject as intelligently and rationally conscious, but in the opposed notions knowing is looking, objectivity is what can be seen, and reality is what’s there [see
ALREADY-OUT-THERE-NOW-REAL; TAKING A GOOD LOOK]. Besides the basic set,
there is the consequent set of propositions, consisting of all others.
They are consequent, not in the sense of following logically, but in
the sense that, as the basic set differs, so all other expressions of
reality will differ. That is, the meaning of consequent propositions
changes with the meaning of the basic: with every basic meaning
of knowing, objectivity, and reality, you give a meaning as well to
all other propositions.” (UB 185.)
AND POSITIONS/COUNTERPOSITIONS.

“Basic propositions are either
positions or counterpositions [see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION]. They
are positions if propositions on knowing, objectivity, and reality are
expressions of intelligent and rational consciousness and compatible with its orientation to the universe of being. They are counterpositions if they are expressions which are contradictory to the
positions and incompatible with orientation to the universe of being. The counterpositions express Sorge and its Welt [see I–AND MY
WORLD] insofar as Sorge differs from the pure DESIRE TO KNOW and the
Welt differs from the universe of being [see BEING–UNIVERSE OF].” (UB
185.)
AND VIRTUALLY UNCONDITIONED. See UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY–GENERAL
FORM OF

BASIC AND CONSEQUENT SETS OF.
FORMAL.

See intra And knowing, objectivity, reality

See intra Universal

MATERIAL.

See intra Universal

PRIMITIVE AND DERIVED.
SYNTHETIC A PRIORI.

See DEDUCTION–ABSTRACT

“You can imagine a triangle that conforms exactly to your definition of a triangle. Because you can have an image that conforms exactly to your definition and represents it
perfectly, it is possible to have synthetic a priori principles, and not
only analytic principles, in mathematics. In an analytic principle
there is a subject and a predicate, and the predicate expresses what
belongs to the subject. But the synthetic principle is a universal and

necessary proposition in which the predicate is not just part of the
subject but goes beyond the subject. You can have synthetic principles in mathematics because in mathematics you can have this
image, you can construct an a priori intuition. An a priori intuition
of what? Of the concept of the subject. Because you have that construction, you can add on a predicate that is not contained merely in
the idea of the subject. … Kant has made a very good point. What
he is talking about, it seems to me, is materially the same sort of
thing we were illustrating from Euclid. How do you know that the
circles must intersect? If you attend just to the Euclidean definitions, axioms, and postulates, you can derive analytic propositions
and necessary conclusions from those propositions. But it is only
when you appeal to the image of the circles in the three cases—one
inside the other, one totally outside, and the two intersecting—that
you can define the conditions under which the two will intersect. In
that case, because you can appeal to the image, you can have a synthetic a priori proposition.” (UB 30-31.) See also A PRIORI–KANT’S-AND PROPOSITIONS/INTUITIONS/CONCEPTS

TRUE.

See

METAPHYSICAL–EQUIVALENCE-AND TRUE PROPOSITIONS; METAPHYSICS–

ELEMENTS OF-AND TRUE PROPOSITIONS

UNIVERSAL.

“The problem of the universal proposition may be met
by distinguishing between the formal and the material aspects of
the analytic proposition. Formally, an analytic proposition is (1) a
conditioned, (2) linked to its conditions by the laws governing the
coalescence of the partial instrumental meanings of words into the
complete instrumental meaning of the sentence, and (3) having its
conditions fulfilled by the meanings or definitions of the words it
employs. Materially, analytic propositions differ inasmuch as the
terms and relations employed (1) may be known to occur in concrete judgments of fact, (2) may not be known to occur in concrete
judgments of fact, or (3) may be known not to occur in concrete
judgments of fact. … Formally, every analytic proposition regards
the concrete universe inasmuch as syntactical laws are factual aspects of the coalescence of partial into complete instrumental
meanings. Materially, some analytic propositions regard the concrete universe either in fact, as in the first case, or tentatively, as in
the second.” (In 387-88.)
And notion of being. “The notion of being [see BEING–NOTION OF] is
the notion of the concrete universe. But universal propositions are
abstract, and nonetheless they may be affirmed in judgment. Either, then, judgment is not about being, or else being is not concrete. … The notion of being is the notion of the concrete in the
same manner as it is of the universe. It is of the universe because
questions end only when there is nothing more to be asked. It is
of the concrete, because until the concrete is reached, there remain further questions. Hence it is not the single judgment but
the totality of correct judgments that equates with the concrete
universe that is being.” (In 387.)

PROTEAN NOTION OF BEING: See BEING–PROTEAN NOTION OF
PRUDENCE: See COMMON SENSE–AND PRUDENCE
PSYCHE: See PSYCHIC
PSYCHIC:

Like the fields of science and mathematics, psychotherapy

PSYCHIC – PSYCHIC

appears in L’s thought, especially Insight, to illuminate insight into
insight. Early in Insight, in the context of dramatic bias (see BIAS–
DRAMATIC), L writes that he is building the argument “that a flight from
insight is the infantile beginning of psychic trouble.” (In 233.) Psyche
also appears notably in the contexts of CENSOR, CENSORSHIP; DEVELOPMENT,
EMERGENT PROBABILITY, and genetic method (see METHOD, GENETIC).
ABERRATION. See intra And nonsystematic
AND ANALYTIC TREATMENT. See intra And nonsystematic
AND EXPRESSION. See EXPRESSION–AND PSYCHIC FLOW
AND NONSYSTEMATIC. “If the NONSYSTEMATIC exists on the level of the
psyche, then on that level there are coincidental manifolds [see MANIFOLD(S)–COINCIDENTAL] that can be systematized by a higher level of insight and reflection, deliberation and choice, without violating any
law of the psyche. In brief, an acknowledgment of the nonsystematic makes it possible to conceive (1) psychic health as a harmonious unfolding of a process that moves at once on distinct yet
related levels, (2) psychic aberration as an orientation of the stream
of consciousness in conflict with its function of systematizing underlying manifolds, and (3) analytic treatment as an effort to reorientate an aberrant stream of consciousness and to effect a release
from unconscious obstructions with a psychic origin.” (In 230.) On the
pre-psychic levels see INTEGRATION(S)–HIGHER-SCIENCE AS
AND SENSE. The topic is the sensitive psyche. See I–AND IT
CONTAGION. “Psychic contagion and emotional identification have
a vital rather than an intentional basis. Psychic contagion is a matter of sharing another’s emotion without adverting to the object of
the emotion. One grins when others are laughing although one does
not know what they find funny. One becomes sorrowful when others are weeping although one does not know the cause of their
grief. An on-looker, without undergoing another’s ills, is caught up
in the feeling of extreme pain expressed on the face of the sufferer.
Such contagion seems to be the mechanism of mass-excitement in
panics, revolutions, revolts, demonstrations, strikes, where in general there is a disappearance of personal responsibility, a domination of drives over thinking, a decrease of the intelligence level,
and a readiness for submission to a leader. Needless to say, such
contagion can be deliberately provoked, built up, exploited by political activists, by the entertainment industry, by religious and especially pseudo-religious leaders.” (M 58.)
CONTROL OVER NEURAL.

See

CENSOR, CENSORSHIP–AND NEURAL-DEMAND FUNC-

TIONS-PSYCHIC CONTROL OVER

CONVERSION.

See CONVERSION–PSYCHIC

DEVELOPMENT.

“As there is organic, so also there is psychic development. As the organism in its growth has to assemble and arrange
its multitudinous cells, so the animal in its development has to include the genesis and patterned distribution of neural tissues. As the
differentiation of material organs grounds a sequence of integrations of intelligible organic functions, so neural differentiation and
structure provide a material basis for a sequence of increasingly
complex forms of sensitive consciousness. As it is not in the plant
but in the animal that the full potentialities of organic diversity are
realized, so it is not in the animal but in man that the full potentialities of a richly diverse and highly integrated sensitive conscious-
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ness are attained.” (In 480-81.) The subentries are in L’s order of
exposition.
And neural. “In the single cell there seems to be the irritability
that in a generic and highly rudimentary fashion foreshadows the
later sensitivity of touch. But it is a potentiality that the plant neglects and the animal exploits. Moreover, such exploitation
moves in two different directions. The multiplication of particularized nerve endings grounds a possibility of increasingly differentiated sensible impressions and sensitively guided components
of movements. The mounting hierarchy of nerve centers grounds
the possibility of ever more notable integrations of impressions
and ever more diversified coordinations of response. Without the
rods and cones there is no seeing. Without the brain there is no
center on which external influences converge, and there is no
base from which integrated responses emanate. The two types of
development are complementary, and if animals surpass man in
keenness of sense or agility of movement, man surpasses them in
powers of integration.” (In 481.) See also INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS
And differentiation. “Neural development merely supplies the
underlying manifold for psychic development. The latter is conditioned by the former but it consists neither in neural tissues nor
in neural configurations nor in neural events but in a sequence of
increasingly differentiated and integrated sets of capacities for
perceptiveness, for aggressive or affective response, for memory,
for imaginative projects, and for skilfully and economically executed performance. While the capacities have a basis in some
neural counterpart of association, still the distinction between the
two is emphasized by the difference between the normal single
integration of capacities and the abnormality of multiple personality, in which a single individual exhibits at different times quite
different integrations of different perceptive, associative, emotive, conative, and operative characteristics. Just as the single cell
is so integrated as to head towards a duplication of its dynamic
pattern and a consequent division, so in a fashion that is not altogether different the higher integration of sensitive consciousness
can so interact with its neural basis as to generate different and
incompatible integrations.” (In 481.) See also intra Development-and
higher integration

Animal. “Perhaps because animal consciousness is dominated by
biological purpose, its development is more conspicuous in a
comparison of different animals than in contrasts between the behavior of the young and the mature members of the same species,
in the effects of training, and in experimentally provoked and
charted instances of learning. In any case, it is in man that there
are to be observed the greatest diversities of perceptiveness, of
imaginative power, of nuanced affects, and of acquired skills. The
generic consciousness of the infant becomes differentiated in the
process of sensitive living at home, in school, at work, and the
traditional laws of the development are the power of example and
the maxim that practice makes perfect.” (In 481-82.)
And the censor. See CENSOR, CENSORSHIP
And integration. “There are three general principles relevant to
the possibility of Freud’s embryology of sensitive sexual phenomena with their successive stages and their consequent dangers
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PSYCHOGENIC – PSYCHOGENIC

of arrested development, perversion, and retrogression.” (In 483.)
Principles of (3). “The first principle is that a developing integration moves from the generic to the specific. The second is that
integration cannot precede the unfolding of its underlying
manifold; just as the accumulation of insights follows the successive presentations of relevant data, so psychic integration
has to follow the stages of development of the organic and neural basis. The third principle is that, so to speak, the degrees of
freedom of the sensitive integration decrease as one moves
from the highest nerve centers towards the particularized nerve
endings; hence one can imagine as one pleases but one cannot
both be normal and see as one pleases. It follows that the psychic side of sexual development will be from the generic to the
specific, that it will divide into stages imposed by somatic development, that the successive sensitive integrations have to
meet increasingly determinate neural demands, and that to meet
these demands they must imitate, not the artist or mathematician or philosopher following out the logic of previous positions, but the scientist or man of common sense attending
principally to ever larger fields of quite determinate data.” (In
483.) L goes on to the principal illustration of the notion of development (see HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT-INTELLECTUAL) and then to genetic
method (see METHOD, GENETIC).
And higher integration. “Essentially the same HEURISTIC STRUCTURE
is applicable to the study of the psyche and of intelligence. But
now we are confronted with twofold and threefold developments.
In the animal, there is psychic development supervening upon
organic development. In man, there is intellectual development
supervening upon psychic and psychic supervening upon organic.
Moreover, there is an important difference in the accessibility of
data. In the organism both the underlying manifold and the higher
system are unconscious. In intellectual development both the underlying manifold of sensible presentations and the higher system
of insights and formulations are conscious. In psychic development the underlying neural manifold is unconscious and the supervening higher system is conscious. Finally, the higher the
level of integration, the greater the freedom from material limitation, the more dominant the dynamic and expansive aspect of the
operator [see OPERATOR(S)–AND DEVELOPMENT], the more significant are
the laws of development itself, and consequently the fuller is the
development not only on the higher level but also on subordinate
levels. Thus, organic differentiation reaches its maximum in animals, and psychic differentiation reaches its maximum in man.”
(In 492.)

And intersubjectivity. See RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF–INTERSUBJECTIVE
And schemes of recurrence. See

RECURRENCE,

SCHEME(S)

OF–

INTERSUBJECTIVE

DISORDER AND INSIGHT.

See

INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–AND PSYCHONEURO-

SES

DISTANCE.

See ART–AND PSYCHIC DISTANCE

FLEXIBILITY.
OF

See intra Schemes of recurrence; see also

DREAM(S)–FUNCTION

FLOW.

See EXPRESSION–AND PSYCHIC FLOW

HEALTH.

See intra And nonsystematic

OPERATOR.

See intra Schemes of recurrence

In mythic consciousness. “There exist infantile and demonic aspects of mythic consciousness. To account for them, one must
advert to the existence of an inverse component of the psychic
operator. In other words, development is not only advance into
the known unknown but also a flight from anxiety and, in more
marked instances, from uncanny feelings of horror, loathing,
dread.” (In n. 3 556.)
SCHEMES OF RECURRENCE.

“The study of animal behavior, of stimulus and response, would reveal at any stage of development a flexible circle of ranges of schemes of recurrence [see RECURRENCE,
SCHEME(S) OF–FLEXIBLE CIRCLES OF]. Implicit in such a circle of schemes,
there would be correlations of the classical type. Implicit in such
correlations, there would be the conjugate forms [see CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–FORM] that (1) account for habitual perceptiveness of determinate types and habitual modes of aggressive
and affective response, and (2) would seem to be emergent in underlying neural configurations or dispositions as insights are emergent in images and functions in organs. While such study would
reveal the higher system as integrator [see METHOD, GENETIC–AND HIGHER
SYSTEM-AS INTEGRATOR] at any given stage of development, comparative
study of successive stages, of normal and abnormal successions, of
similarities and differences of successions in different subspecies,
species, and genera, and of the general economy of increasing psychic differentiation would provide the materials to be understood in
grasping the nature of the higher system as operator.” (In 493.) See also
FREEDOM–AND COINCIDENTAL MANIFOLDS
VITALITY.

See SYMBOL(S)–AND INNER COMMUNICATION

PSYCHOGENIC:

The larger context is L’s connecting dramatic bias
with the evidence provided by specialists in psychotherapy (see BIAS–
DRAMATIC-(6) PIECE OF EVIDENCE); his argument also provides a history of the
development of science away from mechanist determinism (see DETERMINISM– MECHANIST) to today’s notion of empirical science as the determination of correlations verified in observables. “Freud was
professedly determinist. But insofar as determinism is operative in
Freud’s work, it amounts to the postulate that there is a reason for
everything, even for numbers that one appears to select at random.
But if one admits that some reasons are nonsystematic, that postulate
becomes compatible with statistical laws; and if Laplace has failed to
exclude probability from physics, there is little likelihood of its being
excluded from psychology. … Still, whatever may have been Freud’s
involvement in mechanist determinism, it remains that his scientific
discovery was psychogenic disease. It is not science but a philosophy
that pronounces conscious events to be appearance and some underlying ultimate to be reality. It is not science but a philosophy that
confers upon atoms the exclusive role of ruling the course of conscious events. On the other hand, it is Freud’s discovery that reveals
the psychogenic to be more than an illusory name; and it is a sacrifice of mechanist determinism that opens the way to the recognition
of the psychogenic as a genuine category.” (In 229.)

PSYCHOLOGICAL – PSYCHOTHERAPY
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PSYCHOLOGICAL: See also inter alia PSYCHIC ■ PSYCHOGENIC ■ PSYCHOLO-

SUMMARY

GIST ■ PSYCHOLOGY ■ PSYCHOTHERAPY ■ ABSTRACTION–DEGREES OF (3) ■ AUTHENTIC-

TRADITIONALIST VS MODERNIST (3 ELEMENTS)-(2)

ITY–VS INAUTHENTICITY-AND POSITION/COUNTERPOSITION ■ BIAS–DRAMATIC-AND SEX ■

NAMES–ARISTOTLE, ARISTOTELIAN-INTROSPECTION IN, –FREUD, SIGMUND-AND DETERMINISM ■

■ ONE AND MANY–AND MATERIAL MULTIPLICATION ■ PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION–
■ PRINCIPLE(S)–BEHAVIORIST ■ PROPER

COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS-CONSCIOUSNESS OF ■ CONCEPT(S), CONCEPTION(S)–

SCIENCE(S)–HUMAN-AND HISTORY/HISTORIAN ■ SCISSORS-LIKE ACTION–AND ALL THE SCIENCES

■ CONSCIOUSNESS–WITHIN ■ CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL ■ DATA OF CON-

■ SELF-APPROPRIATION–AND PHILOSOPHY-DIFFERENT TYPES OF ■ SENSE(S)–AND EXPERIENC-

ULTIMATE

SCIOUSNESS–AND SYSTEM-REFERENTIAL ■ DECLINE–AND DETERMINISM ■ DIALECTICAL–

■ DUALISM ■ EGO ■ EXPERIENCE, RELIGIOUS–AND CATEGORIES ■ FREEDOM, ELE-

ANALYSIS

MENTS OF (4)–(1) UNDERLYING SENSITIVE FLOW ■ HISTORIAN–INTERPRETIVE POWERS OF ■ HUMANITY–AND ANIMALITY ■ INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–AND WONDER, –AS PROPER ACT OF
SOUL ■ INTELLIGENCE–INTELLECT AS

■ MEANING–SYSTEMATIC-REFERENTIAL SYSTEM ■ ORDER

■ PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE ■ PERCEPTION ■ SELF-APPROPRIATION–PROCESS OF-(1) THE
PATTERN

■ SOCIAL–SITUATION-AND POSITIONS/COUNTERPOSITION ■ SOCIOLOGY–AND NATURAL

SCIENCES

■ SPIRIT–OF INQUIRY ■ THOMAS AQUINAS–AND INTELLECT ■ TIME–EXPERIENCE OF

■ WORD
ACCOUNT OF ABSTRACTION.
ACT.

FALLACY.

See BREAKDOWN–PSYCHOLOGICAL

See INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–VS CONCEPT

PRESENCE.

See SUBJECT, THE–AS OPERATOR

PRESENT.

The context is the HISTORIAN–AND TIME. “The psychological
present … is not an instant, a mathematical point, but a time-span,
so that our experience of time is, not of a raceway of instants, but a
now leisurely, a now rapid succession of overlapping time-spans.
… Whether slow and broad or rapid and short, the psychological
present reaches into its past by memories and into its future by anticipations. Anticipations are not merely of the prospective objects
of our fears and our desires but also the shrewd estimate of the
man of experience or the rigorously calculated forecast of applied
science. Again, besides the memories of each individual, there are
the pooled memories of the group, their celebration in song and
story, their preservation in written narratives, in coins and monuments and every other trace of the group’s words and deeds left to
posterity. Such is the field of historical investigation.” (M 177.) See also ART–AND TIME
SENSE OF INTENDING.

See INTENDING–PSYCHOLOGICAL SENSE OF

PSYCHOLOGISM : See SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER-A PRIVILEGED JUDGMENT
PSYCHOLOGIST: See inter alia PSYCHIC ■ PSYCHOGENIC ■ PSYCHOLOGICAL ■
PSYCHOLOGY ■ PSYCHOTHERAPY ■ BIAS–DRAMATIC-AND SEX ■ DEVELOPMENT–NOTION OFAND DEPTH PSYCHOLOGY

■ EGO–AND SUPEREGO ■ EVENT(S)–AND DEVELOPMENT ■ FREE-

DOM–AND COINCIDENTAL MANIFOLDS ■ FREEDOM, ELEMENTS OF (4)–(1) UNDERLYING SENSITIVE
FLOW

■ GIVEN, THE ■ INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–VS CONCEPT ■ INTERPRETATION–

SYSTEMS OF IN PSYCHOLOGY ■ METHOD, GENETIC–GENERAL NOTIONS (7)-(5) ■ PHILOSOPHY OF

EDUCATION–AS JUSTIFICATION OF EDUCATIONALIST ■ SCIENCE(S)–KNOWLEDGE OF FORM IN ■
SYMBOL(S)–AND DREAMS

PSYCHOLOGY: See also inter alia PSYCHIC ■ PSYCHOGENIC ■ PSYCHOLOGICAL ■
PSYCHOLOGIST ■ PSYCHOTHERAPY ■ ANALOGY OF …–THE SUBJECT ■ ANIMA ■ BIAS–
DRAMATIC-(7) A NOTE ON METHOD

■ CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–MODERN PHILOSOPHIC

■ DEVELOPMENT–OF LANGUAGE-AND KNOWLEDGE ■ DEVELOPMENT–PRINCIPLE(S) OF (7)-(7)
FLEXIBILITY, MAJOR

AND AQUINAS.

See THOMAS AQUINAS–AND PSYCHOLOGY

AND ARISTOTLE.
AND ART.

See ACT–AND AGENT

See ART–PRELUDE TO DISCUSSION OF

AND COMMUNICATION.
AND CONVERSION.

See COMMUNICATION–AND UNDERSTANDING

See CONVERSION–PSYCHIC

■ EVENT(S)–AND DEVELOPMENT ■ EXPRESSION–AND SEQUENCE, –AND UN-

DERSTANDING-AS OBJECT OF

■ HISTORIAN–INTERPRETIVE POWERS OF ■ INTENTIONALITY

ANALYSIS–AND PRIORITY OF METAPHYSICS ■ METHOD, GENETIC–GENERAL NOTIONS (7)-(5), –

See

PSYCHIC–DEVELOPMENT-AND HIGHER INTEGRA-

TION

AND HIGHER VIEWPOINT.

See ANALOGY OF …–THE SUBJECT

BREAKDOWN.

■ SKILLS ■ SOCIOLOGY–AND NATURAL SCIENCES ■ TREATISE–LIMITS OF-(3) AND

AND HIGHER INTEGRATIONS.

See ABSTRACTION–DEGREES OF (3)-PRELIMINARIES

See NATURAL

ANALOGY.

ING SUBJECT

GENETIC METHOD

AND INTERPRETATION.

See ILLUSTRATION–OF HIGHER VIEWPOINT

See INTERPRETATION–SYSTEMS OF IN PSYCHOLOGY

AND NATURAL SCIENCES.

See SCIENCE(S)–HUMAN-AND HISTORY/HISTORIAN

AND RESHAPING THE SENSES.

See SENSE(S)–AND EXPERIENCING SUBJECT

DEPTH.

L’s principal concern is the relation between insight and
depth psychology, “whether any specialists in the field of psychiatry offer any evidence for a correlation that links both psychic trouble with a flight from insight [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–FLIGHT
FROM] and psychic recovery with an intellectual illumination.” (In 224.)
See PSYCHOTHERAPY; NONSYSTEMATIC–AND SUCCESSIVE LEVELS OF SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
And notion of development. See DEVELOPMENT–NOTION OF-AND DEPTH PSYCHOLOGY

And scientific methodology. See BIAS–DRAMATIC-(7) A NOTE ON METHOD
And sex. See BIAS–DRAMATIC-AND SEX
EXISTENTIAL. See EXISTENTIAL–PSYCHOLOGY
FACULTY. See FACULTY PSYCHOLOGY
INTROSPECTIVE. See PROPER NAMES–ARISTOTLE, ARISTOTELIAN-INTROSPECTION IN
OF WOMEN. See COMMUNITY–AND INTERSUBJECTIVITY
SENSITIVE. See GENUS–EXPLANATORY, –EXPLANATORY-AND LAW ■ ILLUSTRATION–OF
HIGHER VIEWPOINT

■ INTELLIGIBILITY–MATERIAL ■ LIBERATION–PROBLEM OF ETHICAL-IS IN-

DEPENDENT ■ SCISSORS-LIKE ACTION–AND ALL THE SCIENCES ■ WILL–INDETERMINACY OF

PSYCHONEUROSES: See PSYCHOTHERAPY
PSYCHOTHERAPY: L’s principal concern is “whether any specialists
in the field of psychiatry offer any evidence for a correlation that
links both psychic trouble with a flight from insight [see INSIGHT AND
UNDERSTANDING–FLIGHT FROM] and psychic recovery with an intellectual illumination.” (In 224.) The situation involves a scotoma (see SCOTOSIS,
SCOTOMA). After his account of the complex details of the therapy
(drawing from Stekel, Technique of Analytical Psychotherapy), L
concludes: “Just as the disorder is linked with a refusal to understand,
so its cure is an insight, a ‘lightning flash of illumination.’ Just as the
refusal excluded not some single insight but an expanding series, so
the cure consists in the occurrence of at least the principal insights
that were blocked. It is the re-formation of the patient’s mentality.
Moreover, these insights must occur, not in the detached and disinterested intellectual pattern of experience, but in the dramatic pattern
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PUBLIC – QUANTUM

[see PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–INTELLECTUAL, –DRAMATIC] in which images are
tinged with affects. Otherwise the insights will occur but they will
not undo the inhibitions that account for the patient’s affective disorders; there will result a development of theoretical intelligence without a change in sensitive spontaneity.” (In 224-25.) “The knowledge in
question is of a particular kind: it is not sensitive knowledge apart
from organization through insights, for hypnosis is not a satisfactory
method; it is not knowledge on the level of critical reflection and
judgment, for delusions are not the principal characteristic of psychoneurosis; it is the intermediate factor that we have been investigating under the name of insight, and on the present theoretical level
it makes no difference whether the patient be led to the insight by an
active method or left to discover it for himself by a passive method.”
(In 227.) See also INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–AND PSYCHONEUROSES
AND SELF-THERAPY.

“The patient is not to be thought capable of
curing himself; for the cure consists precisely in the insights which
arise from the schematic images that spontaneously the patient represses: and even if by an extraordinary effort of intellectual detachment the patient succeeded in grasping in part what he was
refusing to understand, this grasp would occur in the intellectual
pattern of experience [see PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–INTELLECTUAL] and so
would prove ineffectual; indeed, the effort would be likely to produce an obsession with analytic notions, and there would be some
danger that such merely theoretical insight would tend to inoculate
the patient against the benefit of a true analytical experience with
its dramatic overtones.” (In 25.)

PUBLIC: See FRAME(S) OF REFERENCE–PUBLIC
PURE: Free of all that would
AND ART.

change, weaken, or impair its nature.

See ART–DEFINITION OF-PURE

CONJUGATES.

See CONJUGATE(S)–PURE/EXPLANATORY

DESIRE TO KNOW.
FORMULATION.

See DESIRE TO KNOW–PURE

See

INTERPRETATION–SKETCH OF METHOD FOR-(3) PURE FORMULA-

TIONS

INTELLECT.

See INTELLECT–PURE

NOTION OF BEING.

See DESIRE TO KNOW–AS PURE NOTION OF BEING

PATTERN OF EXPERIENCE.
POTENCY.

See SENSE(S)–AND EXPERIENCING SUBJECT

See POTENCY/POTENTIAL–PURE

QUESTION.

See SPIRIT–OF INQUIRY

REASON.

See IDEAL(S)–OF PURE REASON

SCIENCE.

See SCIENCE(S)–APPLIED VS PURE

Q
QUALITY: In metaphysics, an accident intrinsically completing and
perfecting a SUBSTANCE either in its being or in its OPERATION. See also in-

tra And quantity
ABSTRACTION FROM.
AND METAPHYSICS.
AND QUANTITY.

See ABSTRACTION–DEGREES OF-SECOND

See METAPHYSICS–AND QUALITIES

“In the order of intelligible priority, a thing is consti-

tuted, first by substance, secondly by quantity, thirdly by quality,
fourthly by passions and movements. Now one cannot conceive the
intelligibly posterior and prescind from the prior: substance enters
into the definition of accident; similarly, sensible qualities presuppose quantity, and changes presuppose sensible qualities; it follows
that one cannot abstract accident from substance, sensible quality
from quantity, change from sensible quality.” (V 167-68.)
PRIMARY AND SECONDARY.

“Kant distinguished thing-for-us and
thing-itself [see QUOAD NOS; QUOAD SE] as phenomenon and noumenon.
Just what he meant is a matter of dispute, but at least it is clear that
the distinction pertained to his formulation of a theory of objectivity. Moreover, it seems to me to be probable enough that the historical origin of the Kantian distinction is to be sought in the
Renaissance distinction of primary and secondary qualities, where
the former pertained to the real and objective things themselves
while the latter pertained to the subject’s apprehension of them. In
any case, our distinction is neither the Renaissance nor the Kantian
distinction. It is simply a distinction between description and explanation, between the kind of cognitional activities that fix contents by indicating what they resemble and, on the other hand, the
kind that fix contents by assigning their experientially validated relations. A thing is a concrete unity-identity-whole grasped in data
as individual. Describe it, and it is a thing-for-us [see QUOAD NOS].
Explain it, and it is a thing-itself [see QUOAD SE].” (In 363.) See also

IMAGINATION–AND MECHANIST DETERMINISM

QUANTITY : “If

we ask what a proportion is, we necessarily introduce
the abstract notion of quantity, and we make the discovery that quantities and proportions are terms and relations such that the terms fix
the relations and the relations fix the terms. For the notion of quantity
is not to be confused with a sensitive or imaginative apprehension of
a size; a quantity is anything that can serve as a term in a numerical
ratio; and inversely, a proportion, in the present context, is a numerically definable ratio between quantities.” (In 515.) An accident by virtue
of which a material body has extension. See QUALITY–AND QUANTITY
AND PROPORTION. See PROPORTION–AND QUANTITY
AND QUALITY. See QUALITY–AND QUANTITY
QUANTUM :

It should always be borne in mind when the topic is science that L’s concern is not the science as such but its relations to,
especially, understanding and method.
AND CLASSICAL SCIENCE. See SCIENCE(S)–CLASSICAL
AND STATISTICAL PROCEDURES. See CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–
PROCEDURES

MECHANICS. L’s concern is statistical investigation, not quantum
mechanics as such. His “account of the general character of statistical investigations must not be mistaken for a description of quantum mechanics. The canon of statistical residues [see CANON(S)–OF
EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(6) OF STATISTICAL RESIDUES] is methodological. Its
generality is not that of recent physics but of statistical method [see
METHOD, STATISTICAL]. Its basis lies, not in the conclusions of subatomic
investigation, but in the analysis of the cognitional process [see
COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–ANALYSIS] that begins from data and inquiry, proceeds through insight and formulation, and recommences when ex-

QUESTION OF GOD, THE – QUESTION OF GOD, THE

periments yield significantly new data. Its technical terms are derived, not from the usage that scientists have found suitable for
their purposes, but from the exigences of a quite different study.
Accordingly, as already we have had occasion to insist, only a further critical and creative effort can bring our conclusions into contact with the diverse interpretations of the results of contemporary
physics.” (In 124.)
And anticipation of invariance. See INVARIANCE–ANTICIPATION OF
And classical thought. See IMAGINATION–AND CLASSICAL SCIENTIFIC THOUGHT
And definition of observables. See THEORY, THEORIES–STATISTICAL, GENERAL-(5) USE OF CLASSICAL CONCEPTS

And ideal of knowledge. See SCIENCE(S)–IDEAL OF
And mechanist determinism. See DETERMINISM–MECHANIST
THEORY. “Up to 1926 most physicists considered it scientific to affirm a mechanist determinism (see DETERMINISM–MECHANIST), and quantum theory just shot that right down.” (PTP2 65.)
And necessary laws. See NECESSITY–AND SCIENCE

And various philosophies. “An idealist never means what an
empiricist means, and a realist never means what either of them
means. An empiricist may argue that quantum theory cannot be
about physical reality; it cannot because it deals only with relations between phenomena. An idealist would concur and add that,
of course, the same is true of all science and, indeed, of the whole
of human knowing. The critical realist will disagree with both: a
verified hypothesis is probably true; and what probably is true refers to what in reality probably is so.” (M 239.) See also IDEALISM–AS HORIZON

QUESTION OF GOD, THE: “We should put an end to the practice of
isolating from each other the philosophy of God and the functional
specialty ‘Systematics.’” (PTP2 207-08.) See SYSTEMATICS (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY) That is the context of L’s discussion of the question of God.
His treatment of the question presupposes familiarity with the four
cognitional operations—experience, understanding, judgment, decision (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS); and the levels of intentional
consciousness (see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)). The question
of God arises on each level; but on each level it has a different form
(see intra Forms of (4)). In Method, L poses the question this way: “If
we are to speak of a virtually unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY], we must first speak of an unconditioned. The virtually unconditioned has no unfulfilled conditions. The strictly unconditioned has
no conditions whatever. In traditional terms, the former is a contingent being, and the latter is a necessary being. In more contemporary
terms the former pertains to this world, to the world of possible experience, while the latter transcends this world in the sense that its
reality is of a totally different order. But in either case we come to the
question of God. Does a necessary being exist? Does there exist a reality that transcends the reality of this world?” (M 102.) See also intra And

moral enterprise
ADVERTENCE TO.

See ADVERTENCE–AND THE QUESTION OF GOD

AND ABSOLUTE TRUTH, REALITY, HOLINESS. This relation of absolute
regards our unrestricted thrust towards self-transcendence (see SELF
…–TRANSCENDENCE) and our apprehension of transcendent value (see
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VALUE(S)–SCALE OF-TRANSCENDENT).

“The experienced fulfilment of that
thrust in its unrestrictedness may be objectified as a clouded revelation of absolute intelligence and intelligibility, absolute truth and
reality, absolute goodness and holiness. With that objectification
there recurs the question of God in a new form.” (M 116.)

AND CAUSALITY.

See ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–AND CAUSAL-

ITY

AND DELIBERATION.

See DELIBERATION–AND QUESTION OF GOD

AND EXPRESSION.

“It is a question that will be manifested differently in the different stages of man’s historical development and in
the many varieties of his culture. But such differences of manifestation and expression are secondary. They may introduce alien
elements that overlay, obscure, distort the pure question, the question that questions questioning itself. None the less, the obscurity
and the distortion presuppose what they obscure and distort. It follows that, however much religious or irreligious answers differ,
however much there differ the questions they explicitly raise, still
at their root there is the same transcendental tendency of the human spirit that questions, that questions without restriction, that
questions the significance of its own questioning, and so comes to
the question of God.” (M 103.)

AND HORIZON.

See HORIZON(S)–AND QUESTION OF GOD

AND INQUIRY.

“The possibility of inquiry on the side of the subject
lies in his intelligence, in his drive to know what, why, how, and in
his ability to reach intellectually satisfying answers. But why
should the answers that satisfy the intelligence of the subject yield
anything more than a subjective satisfaction? Why should they be
supposed to possess any relevance to knowledge of the universe?
Of course, we assume that they do. We can point to the fact that
our assumption is confirmed by its fruits. So implicitly we grant
that the universe is intelligible and, once that is granted, there
arises the question whether the universe could be intelligible without having an intelligent ground. But that is the question about
God.” (M 101.)

AND INTELLIGIBILITY.

See HORIZON(S)–AND QUESTION OF GOD

AND METHOD/GEM.

“The facts of good and evil, of progress and decline, raise questions about the character of our universe. Such
questions have been put in very many ways, and the answers given
have been even more numerous. But behind this multiplicity there
is a basic unity that comes to light in the exercise of transcendental
method [generalized empirical method; see GEM]. We can inquire into the possibility of fruitful inquiry. We can reflect on the nature of
reflection. We can deliberate whether our deliberating is worth
while. In each case, there arises the question of God.” (M 101.)

AND MORAL ENTERPRISE. “To deliberate about x is to ask whether x
is worth while. To deliberate about deliberating is to ask whether
any deliberating is worth while. Has “worth while” any ultimate
meaning? Is moral enterprise consonant with this world? We praise
the developing subject ever more capable of attention, insight, reasonableness, responsibility. We praise progress and denounce every
manifestation of decline. But is the universe on our side, or are we
just gamblers and, if we are gamblers, are we not perhaps fools,
individually struggling for authenticity and collectively endeavor-
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ing to snatch progress from the ever mounting welter of decline?
The questions arise and, clearly, our attitudes and our resoluteness
may be profoundly affected by the answers. Does there or does
there not necessarily exist a transcendent, intelligent ground of the
universe? Is that ground or are we the primary instance of moral
consciousness? Are cosmogenesis, biological evolution, historical
process basically cognate to us as moral beings or are they indifferent and so alien to us? … Such is the question of God. It is not a
matter of image or feeling, of concept or judgment. They pertain to
answers. It is a question. It rises out of our conscious intentionality,
out of the a priori structured drive that promotes us from experiencing to the effort to understand, from understanding to the effort
to judge truly, from judging to the effort to choose rightly. In the
measure that we advert to our own questioning and proceed to
question it, there arises the question of God.” (M 102-03.) See also intra
Forms of (4)-(3)
AND QUESTIONING.

See intra And expression; And moral enterprise

AND STRICTLY UNCONDITIONED.
AND THE UNIVERSE.

See WORLD(S)–AND STRICTLY UNCONDITIONED

See intra And inquiry

AND TRANSCENDENT EXIGENCE.

See

INTELLIGIBILITY–AND TRANSCENDENT EXI-

GENCE

AND TRANSCENDENTAL SUBJECTIVITY.
AND UNRESTRICTED INTENDING.

See HORIZON(S)–AND QUESTION OF GOD

See HORIZON(S)–AND QUESTION OF GOD

FORMS OF (4).

“The basic form of the question of God arises when
one questions one’s questioning. Now our questioning is of different kinds. There are our questions for intelligence, and by them we
ask, What? and Why? and How? and What for? Next, there are our
questions for reflection, and by them we ask, Is that so or is it not
so? Is it certain or is it only probable? Thirdly, there are our questions for deliberation, and by them we ask whether what we are
doing is really worth while, whether it is truly good or only apparently good. Finally, there is the religious question: we are suffering
from an unconditioned, unrestricted love; with whom, then, are we
in love?” (PTP2 205-06.)
“If the question of God arises on four different levels, it does
not follow that there are four distinct and separate questions. The
questions are distinct but they also are cumulative. The question
of God is epistemological when we ask how the universe can be
intelligible. It is philosophic when we ask why we should bow to
the principle of sufficient reason when there is no sufficient reason for the existence of contingent things. It is moral when we
ask whether the universe has a moral ground and so a moral goal.
It finally is religious when we ask whether there is anyone for us
to love with all our heart and all our soul and all our mind and all
our strength.” (PTP2 207.)
(1). “A first form of the question of God may be derived from
our questions for intelligence [see INTELLIGENCE–QUESTIONS FOR]. Answers to such questions are reached when the desire to understand expressed in the question is met by the satisfaction of
actually understanding: I’ve got it! Eureka!” (PTP2 206.)
(2). “A second form of the question of God arises when we reflect on our questions for reflection [see REFLECTION/REFLECTIVE–

In Insight, I concluded that answering questions for
reflection supposes that we reach a virtually unconditioned [see
UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY]. … Now all the objects in our sensible universe are known only as virtually unconditioned. Their existence
is not necessary but conditioned, something that you verify, not
something that you deduce from ‘pure reason.’ They are contingent beings, and so they can be known to exist only when their
existence has been verified. But can everything be contingent?
Must there not exist some necessary being, whose existence is
unconditioned, to account for the existence of the beings whose
existence is conditioned? In this fashion there once more arises
the question of God.” (PTP2 206.)
QUESTIONS FOR].

(3). “A third form of the question of God is had when one deliberates about one’s deliberating. To deliberate is to ask whether
this or that course of action is worth while [see DELIBERATION–
QUESTIONS FOR]. To deliberate about one’s deliberating is to ask
whether it is worth while ever to stop and ask whether one’s
course of action is worth while. Is deliberating worth while? No
doubt, we are moral beings. No doubt, we are forever praising X
and blaming Y. But the fundamental question is whether or not
morality begins with the human race. If it does, then basically the
universe is amoral; and if basically the universe is amoral, then
are not man’s aspirations to be moral doomed to failure? But if
man is not the first instance of moral aspiration, if basically the
universe is moral, then once more there arises the question of
God. One asks whether the necessarily existing and intelligent
ground of the universe also is a moral being, and that is another
form of the question.” (PTP2 206-07.) See also intra And moral enterprise
(4). A fourth form of the question of God arises when one reflects on religious experience [see EXPERIENCE, RELIGIOUS]. No doubt,
such experience takes many forms. No doubt, it suffers many aberrations. But it keeps recurring. Its many forms can be explained
by the many varieties of human culture. Its many aberrations can
be accounted for by the precariousness of the human achievement of AUTHENTICITY. Underneath the many forms and prior to the
many aberrations some have found that there exists an unrestricted being in love, a mystery of love and awe, a being
grasped by ultimate concern, a happiness that has a determinate
content but no intellectually apprehended object. Such people
will ask, ‘With whom are we in love?’ So in the fourth and final
manner there arises the question of God.” (PTP2 207.)
QUESTION(S): See intra Classes and types of
ABOUT OCCURRENCE.

See OCCURRENCE–AS MATTER OF FACT

AND ANIMALS. “When an animal has nothing to do it goes to sleep.
When a man has nothing to do he may ask questions. The first
moment is an awakening to one’s intelligence. It is release from
the dominance of biological drive and from the routines of everyday living. It is the effective emergence of WONDER, of the desire to
understand [see intra And desire to know].” (In 34.)
AND ART.

“Man’s artistry testifies to his freedom. As he can do, so
he can be what he pleases. What is he to be? Why? Art may offer
attractive or repellent answers to these questions, but in its subtler
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forms it is content to communicate any of the moods in which such
questions arise, to convey any of the tones in which they may be
answered or ignored.” (In 209.)
AND BEING. “It is never intelligent or reasonable to brush aside
questions without any reason whatever. If your intellect were
something that was confined within a finite range, then there could
possibly be questions that you could brush aside without any reason whatever, and so a certain measure of radical obscurantism
would be justified. But if no obscurantism whatever is justified,
then in principle there is no finite limit to our knowing. What the
effort to know heads to is unrestricted, and because it is unrestricted we name it BEING.” (UB 149.) See intra And desire to know
AND CAPACITY FOR SELF-TRANSCENDENCE.

See

SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE-

CAPACITY FOR

AND COMMON SENSE.

See COMMON SENSE–AND QUESTIONS

AND DESIRE TO KNOW. “Man wants to understand completely. As
the desire to understand is the opposite of total obscurantism, so the
unrestricted desire to understand is the opposite of any and every
partial obscurantism no matter how slight. The rejection of total
obscurantism is the demand that some questions, at least, are not to
be met with an arbitrary exclamation, ‘Let’s forget it!’ The rejection of any and every partial obscurantism is the demand that no
question whatever is to be met arbitrarily, that every question is to
be submitted to the process of intelligent grasp and critical reflection. Negatively, then, the unrestricted desire excludes the unintelligent and uncritical rejection of any question, and positively the
unrestricted desire demands the intelligent and critical handling of
every question.” (In 662.) See also intra And being; Answerable and unanswerable; Further
AND EXPLANATION. See EXPLANATION–AND QUESTIONS
AND JUDGMENT. See JUDGMENT(S)–AS RELATED-(2) TO QUESTIONS
AND KNOWING. “Now the real issue is, How much of knowing is
from the subject, and how much is from the object? That is the
fundamental question of fact. We can examine our knowing and
distinguish its different elements or parts or components and pick
out those that come from the subject and those that come from the
object—that is a question of fact. But there is also the question of
significance: depending upon your notion of what knowing ought
to be or must be, you can attach an enormous or a negligible significance to the question.” See intra Critical; see also KNOWING–AND SELFPRESENCE, –AND OBJECT(S)
AND KNOWLEDGE.

“A teacher … does not explain to his pupils what
he is trying to do but goes ahead and does it. He has a method, but
they are being cajoled. They have their attention held, one thing is
given them after another, and they get there. But if the teacher had
to answer such questions as ‘What are we trying to do?’ and ‘How
are we going to get there?’ he would never succeed in teaching
anything. Questions about method and questions about the possibility of knowledge are much more difficult than the knowledge itself or the actual achievement.” (UB 4.) See also ABSTRACT–QUESTION ABOUT
KNOWLEDGE

Evading. L speak of the evasion of the philosopher who “concentrates on commonsense knowledge and asks himself abstract
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questions such as, ‘Does knowledge exist? Is there any knowledge at all?’ rather than the question, ‘Is there knowledge of this
very accurately determined, specific character?’ In other words,
you can ask in general the questions, ‘Does knowledge exist? Do
we know anything at all? Is scepticism wrong?’ and you can answer that scepticism is wrong, and conclude that you are all set.
On the other hand, you can ask, ‘What is knowledge?’ and proceed to give an extremely lengthy account, in considerable detail
and with considerable sweep, of just what you mean by knowing,
just what the conditions are under which it arises, just what the
conditions are under which it develops. Then you can ask whether that knowledge exists. What happens in the first case, when
you put the extremely abstract question? You create a little
world, within which you have complete certitude, and you are
quite right in having that; knowledge does exist, there is no doubt
about it whatever. But the territory you are occupying is very
small, and you lose your power of influencing and integrating
other fields: the problem of integration [see INTEGRATION(S)] is ignored.” (UB 101.)
Ideal of. “In all one’s questions, in all one’s efforts to know, one
is presupposing some ideal of knowledge, more or less unconsciously perhaps.” (UB 14.) See KNOWLEDGE–IDEAL OF; SELF-APPROPRIATION–
AND IDEAL OF KNOWLEDGE

AND LEARNING.

“Just as there is spontaneous inquiry, so too there is
a spontaneous accumulation of related insights. For questions are
not an aggregate of isolated monads. Insofar as any question is followed by an insight, one has only to act, or to talk, or perhaps
merely to think, on the basis of that insight, for its incompleteness
to come to light and thereby generate a further question. Insofar as
the further question is in turn met by the gratifying response of a
further insight, once more the same process will reveal another aspect of incompleteness, to give rise to still further questions and
still further insights. Such is the spontaneous process of learning.”

(In 197.) See also intra

Limits of

AND METAPHYSICS.

“Metaphysics unifies other departments [see
Other departments ask particular questions, but metaphysics asks questions that regard the
whole. Insofar as it has answers to the more general questions, it is
a principle of unification.” (UB 191.)
METAPHYSICS–AND ALL OTHER DEPARTMENTS].

AND NOTION OF JUDGMENT.
AND OBSCURANTISM.
AND OPERATORS.

See JUDGMENT(S)–NOTION OF-DETERMINATION OF

See intra And desire to know

See OPERATOR(S)–OF COGNITIONAL DEVELOPMENT-IS QUESTION

AND SELF-CORRECTING PROCESS OF LEARNING.
AND THE CHILD.

See intra Limits of

See intra Interesting and uninteresting

AND THE OBJECT.

See OBJECT(S)–MEANINGS OF (2)

AND THE TRANSCENDENTAL NOTIONS.

See

NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL–

GROUND QUESTIONING

AND WONDER.

See INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–AND WONDER

ANSWERABLE AND UNANSWERABLE.

“Whatever may be true about
the cognitional aspirations of others, might not my own be radically limited? Might not my desire to understand correctly suffer
from some immanent and hidden restriction and bias, so that there
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could be real things that lay quite beyond its utmost horizon?
Might not that be so? Yet if I ask the question, it is in virtue of my
DESIRE TO KNOW; and as the question itself reveals, my desire to know
concerns itself with what lies quite beyond a suspected limited horizon. Even my desire seems unrestricted. … Man’s unrestricted
desire to know is mated to a limited capacity to attain knowledge.
From this paradox there follow both a fact and a requirement. The
fact is that the range of possible questions is larger than the range
of possible answers. The requirement is a critical survey of possible questions. For it is only through such a critical survey that man
can provide himself with intelligent and reasonable grounds both
for setting aside the questions that cannot be answered and for limiting his attention to the questions to which answers are possible.”
(In 662.)
ARISTOTLE’S.

See PROPER NAMES–ARISTOTLE, ARISTOTELIAN-QUESTIONS (4 KINDS)

AS HEURISTIC STRUCTURE.

“While for Aristotle fire is one of the
four elements, now it is understood as a chemical reaction. Yet,
however divergent these answers are, both Aristotle and modern
scientists have the same thing in mind when they ask what fire is.
In asking the question, both in some way have in mind the same
nature that is to be understood in specifically the same sensible
data. When this question, therefore, this dynamic orientation of
the wondering and inquiring mind, is brought to bear upon determinate sensible data or upon determinate truths, it constitutes a
HEURISTIC STRUCTURE, which remains somehow one whatever answers are given.” (S 311.)
AS OPERATOR IN INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT. See OPERATOR(S)–OF
COGNITIONAL DEVELOPMENT-IS QUESTION

AS SCIENTIFIC.

“A question is put scientifically when we add the
reasons why this question ought to be put.” (S 21.)
AS SPONTANEOUS. “A question occurs spontaneously in the experience of wonder that is the origin not only of all science and philosophy but also of all theology.” (S 21.) See also INSIGHT AND
UNDERSTANDING–AND WONDER
BASIC.

Each question arises on a level of cognition. See

WHAT IS

DO I DO WHEN I KNOW IT?

See intra And being; And desire to know

CLASSES AND TYPES OF.

“Questions fall into two main classes.
There are questions for reflection, and they may be met by answering yes or no. There are questions for intelligence, and they may
not be met by answering yes or no.” (In 297.) “There are three distinct
types of question. There are questions for intelligence asking what,
why, how, what for. There are questions for reflection asking
whether our answers to the previous type of question are true or
false, certain or only probable. Finally, there are questions for deliberation, and deliberations are of two kinds: there are the deliberations of the egoist asking what’s in it for me or for us; there are
also the deliberations of moral people who inquire whether the
proposed end is a value, whether it is really and truly worthwhile.”
(PTP2 20.) See intra Empirical; see also INTELLIGENCE–QUESTIONS FOR ■ REFLEC-

TION/REFLECTIVE–QUESTIONS FOR ■ DELIBERATION–QUESTIONS FOR

EMPIRICAL. “Any question, we are told and so any answer and any
item of knowledge—can be listed under one of four headings. Either one asks (1) whether there is an X, or (2) what is an X, or (3)
whether X is Y, or (4) why X is Y. The superficial eye will pair off
the first two questions together and the last two; but the significant
parallel is between the first and the third, and between the second
and the fourth. In modern language the first and third are empirical
questions: they ask about matters of fact; they can be answered by
an appeal to observation or experiment. But the fourth question is
not empirical; it asks for a cause or reason; and, at least in some
cases, the second question is identical with the fourth, and hence it
too is not empirical, but likewise asks for a cause or reason. Thus,
‘Why does light refract?’ and ‘What is refraction?’ are, not two
questions, but one and the same. Again, to take Aristotle’s stock
example, ‘What is an eclipse of the moon?’ and ‘Why is the moon
thus darkened?’ are, not two questions, but one and the same.” (V

26.)
FOR DELIBERATION.
FOR ETHICS.

See DELIBERATION–QUESTIONS FOR

See ETHICS–QUESTIONS FOR

FOR HISTORICAL UNDERSTANDING.

See

HISTORICAL–INTELLIGENCE, QUESTION

FOR

KNOWING? ■ WHY IS DOING THAT KNOWING? ■ WHAT DO I KNOW WHEN I DO IT? ■ WHAT

BRUSHING ASIDE.

Aristotle’s. See PROPER NAMES–ARISTOTLE, ARISTOTELIAN-QUESTIONS (4 KINDS)
“We can speak of objects in a critical sense. Is this type
of knowing a knowing of what is real? We are using ‘knowing’ in
a very determinate sense, as the combination of experiencing, understanding, and judging. When you reach the judgment, you have
a closed unit that is expressed in a determinate proposition.
Through the judgment you know something. As in the imagination,
so in judgment we can speak of a terminal and a final object. The
terminal object which you produce in yourself is the concept and
the judgment, and through that concept and judgment there is a finality, a final object. But is that final object, known through the
concept and the judgment—is that really what is real? That is the
critical question.” (UB 146.) See KNOWLEDGE–OF THE REAL

CRITICAL.

FOR INTELLIGENCE.
FOR REFLECTION.
FURTHER.
JUDGMENT

See INTELLIGENCE–QUESTIONS FOR

See REFLECTION/REFLECTIVE–QUESTIONS FOR

See also

BIAS–INDIVIDUAL ■ CONTEXT(S)–ACTUAL, –PRIOR ■ HISTORICAL–

■ INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–REFLECTIVE-AND VIRTUALLY UNCONDITIONED ■

INTERPRETATION–TRUTH OF-PROXIMATE CRITERION ■ METHOD(S)–OF UNIVERSAL DOUBTINDUBITABILITY, CONSEQUENCES OF (9)

■ NECESSITY–OF JUDGMENT ■ SCIENCE(S)–VS COM-

MON SENSE

And further. The context is proof of humanity’s unrestricted DESIRE TO KNOW. “Neither centuries of inquiry nor enormous libraries
of answers have revealed any tendency for the stream of further
questions to diminish. Philosophies and counterphilosophies
have been multiplied, but whether intellectualist or antiintellectualist, whether they proclaim the rule of reason or advocate thinking with the blood, they do not exclude any field of inquiry without first arguing that the effort is useless or enervating
or misleading or illusory. And in this respect we may be confident that the future will resemble the past, for unless someone
comes forth to speak in the name of stupidity and silliness, he
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will not be able to claim that some questions, specified or unspecified, are to be brushed aside though there is no reason
whatever for doing so.” (In 661.)
And transcendence. “The immanent source of transcendence in
man is his detached, disinterested, unrestricted DESIRE TO KNOW. As
it is the origin of all his questions, it is the origin of the radical
further questions that take him beyond the defined limits of particular issues. Nor is it solely the operator of his cognitional development. For its detachment and disinterestedness set it in
opposition to his attached and interested sensitivity and intersubjectivity; and the knowledge it yields demands of his WILL the endeavor to develop in WILLINGNESS and so make his doing consistent
with his knowing.” (In 659.)
And vulnerable/invulnerable insights. “Let us now distinguish
between vulnerable and invulnerable insights. Insights are vulnerable when there are further questions to be asked on the same
issue. For the further questions lead to further insights that certainly complement the initial insight, that to a greater or less extent modify its expression and implications, that perhaps lead to
an entirely new slant on the issue. But when there are no further
questions, the insight is invulnerable. For it is only through further questions that there arise the further insights that complement, modify, or revise the initial approach and explanation.” (In
309.)

For common sense/science. “Both ordinary description and empirical science reach their conclusions through the self-correcting
process of learning [see LEARNING–SELF-CORRECTING PROCESS OF]. Still,
they reach very different conclusions because, though they use
essentially the same process, they operate with different standards and criteria. What is a further pertinent question for empirical science is not necessarily a further pertinent question for
ordinary description. Inversely, what is a further pertinent question for ordinary description is not necessarily a further pertinent
question for empirical science. It is this fundamental difference
in the criterion of the relevance of further questions that marks
the great divide between a scientific attitude and a commonsense
attitude. Because he aims at ultimate explanation, the scientist
has to keep asking why until ultimate explanation is reached. Because the layman aims at knowing things as related to us, as entering into the domain of human concerns, his questioning ceases
as soon as further inquiry would lead to no immediate appreciable difference in the daily life of man. Hence it is that the layman
is attempting to impose his criteria on the scientist when he asks
him what he is doing and follows that up with the further question, What is the good of it? For if the practical question can be
put to engineers and technologists and medical doctors, its only
effect upon pure science would be to eliminate all further progress. Inversely, the pure scientist is attempting to impose his criteria upon common sense when he interprets a practical attitude
as a lack of interest in truth; it is, indeed, a lack of interest in the
truth that the scientist seeks, but that is not the sole domain in
which truth is to be learned.” (In 320-21.)
No further relevant. See INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–REFLECTIVE-AND VIRTUALLY UNCONDITIONED

IN COGNITIONAL PROCESS.
IN HERMENEUTICS.
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See intra Classes and types of

See CONTEXT(S)–AND RELEVANCE

INTERESTING AND UNINTERESTING.

“In the human child it is a secret
wonder that, once the mystery of language has been unraveled,
rushes forth in a cascade of questions. … The child would understand everything at once. It does not suspect that there is a strategy
in the accumulation of insights, that the answers to many questions
depend on answers to still other questions, that often enough advertence to these other questions arises only from the insight that
to meet interesting questions one has to begin from quite uninteresting ones.” (In 197.)
IS IT SO?. See IS IT SO?
LIMITS OF.

“The self-correcting process of learning [see LEARNING–
consists in a sequence of questions, insights, further questions, and further insights that moves towards a
limit in which no further pertinent questions arise. When we are
well beyond that limit, judgments are obviously certain. When we
are well short of that limit, judgments are at best probable. When
we are on the borderline, the rash are completely certain and the
indecisive full of doubts. In brief, because the self-correcting process of learning is an approach to a limit of no further pertinent
questions, there are probable judgments that are probably true in
the sense that they approximate to a truth that as yet is not known.”
SELF-CORRECTING PROCESS OF]

(In 325.) See also intra Range of
OF EXISTENCE.
OF GOD.

See EXISTENCE–QUESTION(S) OF

See QUESTION OF GOD, THE

OF HISTORIANS. Historians “may investigate the same area, but they
ask different questions. Where the questions are similar, the implicit, defining contexts of suppositions and implications are not
identical. Some may take for granted what others labor to prove.
Discoveries can be equivalent, yet approached from different sets
of previous questions, expressed in different terms, and so leading
to different sequences of further questions.” (M 217.)

Priorities in. “History has become both critical and constructive.
This process is ascribed to the historical imagination and, again,
to a logic in which questions are more fundamental than answers.
The two ascriptions are far from incompatible. The historian
starts out from statements he finds in his sources. The attempt to
represent imaginatively their meaning gives rise to questions that
lead on to further statements in the sources. Eventually he will
have stretched a web of imaginative construction linking together
the fixed points supplied by the statements in the sources.” (M 205.)
OF PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION.

See PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION–FUNDAMENTAL

QUESTIONS OF

OF PHILOSOPHY.
PRACTICAL.

See PHILOSOPHY,

See intra Further-for common sense/science

PSYCHOLOGICALLY FIRST.
PURE.

PHILOSOPHIES–THE QUESTION OF

See INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–AND WONDER

See WONDER

RANGE OF.

“Has our capacity to know, our DESIRE TO KNOW, our range
of possible vision, a horizon beyond which there is no question of
our knowing? Or is there no horizon? … We may ask the question,
Might there not be something so totally different from our catego-
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ries of knowing that it could not possibly fall within the range of
knowing of this type? At least we raise the question, and the range
of our knowing has its fundamental basis in asking questions. Is
there an a priori limit [see intra Limits of] to the questions we can
ask, to the sort of thing we can desire to know? We can ask if there
is anything beyond our total range. If we ask that, we have already
asked a question about existence with regard to what lies beyond
any hypothetical range one might like to set. Our range of interest
extends beyond any finite limit that one cares to set. The mere fact
that we make a hypothesis about a finite limit, any finite limit, to
the range of possible questions reveals the unrestricted character of
our knowing. I am not referring to questions that we hope to answer, or that can involve answers within the field of actual
achievement. I am talking about a radical limitation to our mind. Is
there a radical limitation to our mind, such that the question cannot
even arise? There is not such a limit if we ask whether there are
objects beyond the natural range; when we put that question our
interest already transcends any hypothetical range. If this is so,
then the range of our intellect, the radical range and not the range
of what will fall within actual achievement at any future date, is
unlimited. The range of our radical capacity, the range of our desire to know, then, is unrestricted. The object is everything about
everything.” (UB 147-48.)
RELEVANT.

“What makes a question relevant? What makes a question relevant is this business of context, formally understood. You
can build up a limited context, and that provides a basis of what’s
relevant. ... A very simple illustration of relevance: a man leaves
his perfectly ordered home in the morning; he comes back at night,
and he finds the windows broken, water on the floor and dripping
from the walls, smoke in the air. Well, he shouldn’t leap to the
judgment that there was a fire ..., but if he says, ‘something happened,’ he’s saying something that he’s certain of. If he goes on
and says, ‘Where’s my wife?’ well, that isn’t relevant to that first
statement. It’s relevant to him, but not to that first question, What
happened?” (PTP2 67-68.)
And judgment. See JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–AND RELEVANT/PERTINENT QUESTIONS
And the egoist. See BIAS–INDIVIDUAL
No further. See INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–REFLECTIVE-AND VIRTUALLY UNCONDITIONED

RESTRICTIVE.

The larger context is general transcendent knowledge
(In ch. 19; see KNOWLEDGE–TRANSCENDENT). L is discussing preliminaries
to conceiving the transcendent idea. “Though the pure notion [of
being] is unrestricted desire, still it is intelligent and reasonable desire. Hence it is content to restrict itself provisionally, to ask one
question at a time, to prescind from other questions while working
towards the solution of the issue in hand. From such prescinding,
which anticipates comparative negative judgments, as the notion of
nature or essence or universal anticipates the content of intelligent
definition, there follow restricted inquiries, restricted acts of understanding and conceiving, reflection on such conceptions, and
judgments about particular beings and particular domains of being.” (In 665.)

SELF-DESTRUCTIVE. “Spontaneously I fall victim to the WONDER that
Aristotle named the beginning of all science and philosophy. I try
to understand. I enter, without questioning, the dynamic state that
is revealed in questions for intelligence [see INTELLIGENCE–QUESTIONS
FOR]. Theoretically there is a disjunction between ‘being intelligent’
and ‘not being intelligent.’ But the theoretical disjunction is not a
practical choice for me. I can deprecate intelligence; I can ridicule
its aspirations; I can reduce its use to a minimum; but it does not
follow that I can eliminate it. I can question everything else, but to
question questioning is self-destructive. I might call upon intelligence for the conception of a plan to escape intelligence, but the
effort to escape would only reveal my present involvement, and
strangely enough, I would want, to go about the business intelligently, and I would want to claim that escaping was the intelligent
thing to do.” (In 354.)
TOTAL, THE. See METAPHYSICS–AND ALL OTHER DEPARTMENTS-(1) UNDERLIES
TYPES OF. See JUDGMENT(S)–AS RELATED-(2) TO QUESTIONS
UNRESTRICTED. “Unrestricted questioning is our capacity for selftranscendence [see SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE].” (M 106.) See also intra And be-

ing
WHAT IS IT?.

See WHAT

IS IT?

QUIDDITY : The “whatness”; the ESSENCE; the answer to the question,
What is it?; the definition; “what is to be known through scientific
understanding.” (In 533.)
AND CONVERSION TO PHANTASM. See PHANTASM/FANTASM–CONVERSION TO
AND DEFINITION

See DEFINITION(S)–TYPES OF-QUIDDITATIVE

AND QUOD QUID EST.

See QUOD QUID EST

AND REFLECTION ON SINGULAR.

See REFLECTION/REFLECTIVE–ON SINGULAR

AS DUMMY TERM. “Quiddity is what you know when you know
what it is, when you understand it. It is, if you wish, a dummy
term—you do not know yet but still it is not a useless dummy. It is
an extremely significant dummy, because it expresses your inquiry, your anticipation of a future insight. Just as in the algebraic
problem, by studying certain properties of the x we really did find
out what the x is, so by making explicit our talk of the ‘nature of
…’ we will be on our way to discovering what the nature is.” (UB 64-

65.)

QUOAD NOS: The thing considered in

relation to us. The thing as described. The notion opposed to QUOAD SE. Most of its uses relate to
DATA–OF SENSE, COMMON SENSE and their subentries. See also COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY-LONERGAN VS KANT (5 ELEMENTS)-(2) ■ LANGUAGE–TECHNICAL, -AND MAGIC
■ SIMILARITY–TWO TYPES OF-IN RELATION TO US ■ QUALITY–PRIMARY AND SECONDARY ■ SCIENCE(S)–AS DESCRIPTIVE-VS COMMON SENSE

QUOAD SE:: The

thing in relation or in regard to itself; something as
it is in itself. The thing as explained. The notion opposed to QUOAD NOS.
Most of its uses relate to INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING; EXPLANATION; SCIENCE(S) and their subentries. See also COGNITION, COGNITIONAL– THEORYLONERGAN VS KANT (5 ELEMENTS)-(2) ■ LANGUAGE–TECHNICAL, -AND MAGIC ■ SIMILARITY–TWO
TYPES OF-IN RELATION TO ONE ANOTHER

■ MEASUREMENT–AND RELATIONS OF THINGS TO ONE

ANOTHER ■ QUALITY–PRIMARY AND SECONDARY

QUOD QUID EST – RATIONALIZATION

“The quod quid est is the key idea not only in all
logic and methodology, but also in all metaphysics.” (V 37.) In Aristotelian-Thomist thought “what something is” is or corresponds to the
ESSENCE or essential definition. Moreover, L writes: “Quod quid est is
the first and immediate middle term of scientific syllogistic demonstration [see SYLLOGISM–SCIENTIFIC]; simultaneously, it is the goal and
term of all positive inquiry, which begins from WONDER about data and
proceeds to the search for causes—material, efficient, final, but principally formal; for the formal cause makes matter a thing and, combined with common matter, is the essence of the thing. The quod
quid est is the key idea not only in all logic and methodology, but also in all metaphysics. Simpliciter it is SUBSTANCE; for substance alone
is a quid without qualification; accidents, too, are instances of quid,
but only after a fashion, for their intelligibility is not merely what
they are, but also includes an added relation to their subject; and this
difference in their intelligibility and essence involves a generically
different modus essendi. There follows the logico-ontological parallel: as methodology moves to discovery of the quid, so motion and
generation move towards its reality; as demonstration establishes
properties from the quid, so real essences are the real grounds of real
properties. Nor is there only parallel; there is also interaction: the real
is the cause of knowledge; inversely, the idea of the technician or artist is the cause of the technical or artistic product.” (V 37.)
QUOD QUID EST:

R
RANDOM : See also inter alia ABSTRACTION–ENRICHING/IMPOVERISHING ■ CLASSICAL
AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–PROCEDURES, –VERIFICATION-OF HYPOTHESES ■ CONCEPT(S),
CONCEPTION(S)–PROPERTIES OF ■ COSMOLOGY ■ EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND INVERSE INSIGHT

■ LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–AND PROBABILITY, –CLASSICAL-ABSTRACT (4 ELEMENTS) ■ NON-

SYSTEMATIC–PROCESS-AS IRREVERSIBLE, –PROCESS-INTELLIGIBILITY OF ■ PROBABILITY–AND
POSSIBILITY, –DEFINITION OF

■ SCIENCE(S)–CLASSICAL ■ SYSTEMATIC–PROCESS-VS NONSYS-

TEMATIC-COROLLARIES (5)-(2), -(5)

■ UNIVERSE–PROCESS OF-SYSTEMATIC AND NONSYSTEMATIC-

IF NONSYSTEMATIC

AND STATISTICAL SCIENCE.
DIFFERENCES.

See EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND INVERSE INSIGHT

See ABSTRACTION–CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL MODES OF ■ CLASSICAL

AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–HEURISTIC THEOREM, –INQUIRY-ELEMENTS OF (4)-(4) ■
EVENT(S)–DETERMINATE E. AND RANDOM DIFFERENCES ■ FREQUENCY–AND PROBABILITY, –
TYPES OF (4)-(4) RELATIVE ACTUAL

■ PROBABILITY ■ RESIDUE(S)–EMPIRICAL-ABSTRACTION

FREQUENCY.
OBJECTIVE

See FREQUENCY–RANDOM OSCILLATION OF, –AND INTELLIGIBILITY
MEANING

OF.

See

SYSTEMATIC–PROCESS-VS

NONSYSTEMATIC-

COROLLARIES (5)-(5)

OCCURRENCE.

See NONSYSTEMATIC–DIVERGENCE OF ACTUAL FREQUENCIES

OSCILLATIONS.

See

FREQUENCY–RANDOM OSCILLATION OF; NONSYSTEMATIC–

PROCESS-INTELLIGIBILITY OF-AND NUMBER

SITUATION.

See NONSYSTEMATIC–PROCESS-AS IRREVERSIBLE

Ratio has numerous meanings. Deferrari (Latin-English Dictionary of St. Thomas Aquinas) devotes almost 13 columns to the
term. In most cases Ratio denotes the ESSENCE or NATURE as INTELLIGIBLE,
the ground [see GROUND(S)/GROUNDED], REASON(S), or rationale of a thing.

RATIO:

See also OBJECT(S)–OF THOUGHT-AS UNIVERSAL

RATIONAL:

This adjective describes a number of objects that are in
accord with reason. See also RATIONALITY
CHOICE. See VALUE(S)
CONSCIOUSNESS. See CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(3) RATIONAL
DISTINCTION. See DISTINCTION(S)–RATIONAL
EXIGENCE. See NECESSITY–AND CONTINGENCE
JUDGMENT. See JUDGMENT(S)–AS RELATED-(3) TO REFLECTIVE UNDERSTANDING
SELF-CONSCIOUSNESS.

See

CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(4) RA-

TIONAL SELF- (6 ELEMENTS)

WILLING.

See WILL–ACT OF, –A RATIONAL APPETITE

RATIONALISM :

The view that reason is self-sufficient to know all
things; or the a priori reason, independently of experience and verification of fact, can give certain knowledge of everything.

RATIONALITY: Rationality pertains to the third level of intentional
consciousness (see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(3) RATIONAL). In
the context of self-affirmation (see SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER) L
remarks: “We can think of playing the stupid fellow, letting on that
we do not understand. Sometimes it is a useful device to say, ‘What
do you mean? I don’t get it.’ But we want to do that with a slight
suggestion that we are not as stupid as we seem. We want to be intelligent about our acts of stupidity, and similarly with regard to our rationality. You may play the fool, but you want to give a hint that you
are a wise man when you are doing it. Your rationality is yourself,
and it is yourself at an extremely intimate level; you cannot break
away from it.” (UB 139-40.)
AND IRRATIONALITY. “The disjunction between rationality and nonrationality is an abstract alternative but not a concrete choice. Rationality is my very dignity, and so closely to it do I cling that I
would want the best of reasons for abandoning it. Indeed, I am so
much one with my reasonableness that, when I lapse from its high
standards, I am compelled either to repent my folly or to rationalize
it.” (In 356.)
BASIC VS DERIVED.
OF INNER WORD.
OF JUDGMENT.

See CONCEPTUALISM, CONCEPTUALIST–VS CRITICAL REALISM

See CONCEPTUALISM, CONCEPTUALIST–VS CRITICAL REALISM
See

JUDGMENT(S)–AS RELATED-(3) TO REFLECTIVE UNDERSTANDING;

DECISION–AND JUDGMENT COMPARED
REFLECTIVE.

FROM ■ VERIFICATION–OF PROBABILITY/PROBABILITY OF VERIFICATION
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See JUDGMENT(S)–AS RELATED-(3) TO REFLECTIVE UNDERSTANDING

RATIONALIZATION:

On rationalization as such see

SELF ...–CONSISTENCY-

ESCAPE FROM (3 ELEMENTS)-(2) RATIONALIZATION

AND CONVERSION. “CONVERSION is a change of direction and, indeed,
a change for the better. One frees oneself from the unauthentic [see
INAUTHENTIC, INAUTHENTICITY]. One grows in AUTHENTICITY. ... Errors, rationalizations, ideologies fall and shatter to leave one open to
things as they are and to man as he should be.” (M 52.)
AND COSMOPOLIS. See COSMOPOLIS–PROPERTIES OF (4)-(3) SPEAKS THE SIMPLE TRUTH
AND LOVE OF EVIL. “There are the refusals to keep on taking the
plunge from settled routines to an as yet unexperienced but richer
mode of living. There are the mistaken endeavors to quieten an uneasy conscience by ignoring, belittling, denying, rejecting higher
values. Preference scales become distorted. Feelings soured. Bias
creeps into one’s outlook, rationalization into one’s morals, ideol-
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ogy into one’s thought. So one may come to hate the truly good,
and love the really evil. Nor is that calamity limited to individuals.
It can happen to groups, to nations, to blocks of nations, to mankind. It can take different, opposed, belligerent forms to divide
mankind and to menace civilization with destruction.” (M 40.)
AND SCOTOSIS. See SCOTOSIS, SCOTOMA
REAL, THE REAL: The real stands in opposition to a being of reason
(ens rationis), which is indeed conceived but which is not within the
real; or that which is not only thought but which is also truly affirmed
to be; or that which is not only conceived but which also truly is.
That to which the act of existence belongs in its own way. That
which is truly affirmed to exist, either that which exists or that by
which an existent being is constituted. “What is meant by reality?
What are the criteria for claiming to know it? … At a first approximation, there are two candidates for the meaning of the word ‘real’:
the first is the world of immediacy [see IMMEDIACY–WORLD OF] in which
one lives in one’s infancy; the second is the world one comes to
know through successive differentiations of consciousness [see
WORLD(S)– MEDIATED BY MEANING; CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED]. But the existence of two candidates gives rise at a second approximation to the
emergence of a series of other candidates.” (PTP2 126.) See intra Counter-

positions on
ALREADY IN HERE NOW.

The larger context is METAPHYSICS–AS SCIENCE
(In ch. 16). L’s immediate topic is the meaning of the metaphysical
elements (see METAPHYSICS–ELEMENTS OF). Like the already out there
now (see ALREADY–OUT–THERE–NOW–REAL), the already in here now pertains to the relation between knowing and reality. L asks of the
metaphysical elements: “Are they merely the structure in which
proportionate being is known? Or are they the structure immanent
in the reality of proportionate being? To put the issue in its traditional form, are the metaphysical elements notionally distinct or
really distinct?” (In 522-23.) The answer depends on one’s prior notion
of being (see BEING–NOTION OF; for L, the real is being). “One might
claim that the real is a subdivision in the ‘already out there now’
or, if one pleases, the ‘already in here now.’ On that view, intelligent inquiry and critical reflection, however useful or praiseworthy
they may be, necessarily are extrinsic to knowing reality, for extroversion or introversion of consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED-EXTROVERTED] is prior to asking questions and independent of
answers to questions. Accordingly, by deserting the position on being and reverting to the counterposition [see KNOWING–AND THE POSITIONS/COUNTERPOSITIONS], one can form a notion of the real to which
intelligibility is extrinsic. Moreover, since such desertion and reversion can take place inadvertently by a mere shift in the pattern
of one’s experience, it can happen easily enough that the intrinsic
intelligibility of being [see intra Intelligibility of] will seem a puzzling
or a preposterous view. But once all this is admitted, it becomes
still clearer that, if the counterposition is rejected in principle, then
in principle being must be intrinsically intelligible, and if in fact
one is in the intellectual pattern of experience [see PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–INTELLECTUAL], then in fact this intrinsic intelligibility sheds
its obscurity.” (In 523-24.)
ALREADY OUT THERE NOW. See ALREADY-OUT-THERE-NOW-REAL

AND COMMON SENSE.
AND DESCARTES.
AND ESSENCE.

See ESSENTIALISM

AND IDEALISM.

See IDEALISM–AND THE REAL

AND JUDGMENT.
AND KANT.

See COMMON SENSE–AND CONCRETE PARTICULAR

See PROPER NAMES–DESCARTES, RENE-AND DUALITY

See JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–AND THE REAL

See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY-LONERGAN VS KANT (5 ELEMENTS)-(4)

AND KNOWING.

See KNOWLEDGE–OF THE REAL

AND MATERIALISM.

See MATERIAL–EXPLANATION/DEFINITION OF

AND POTENCY, FORM, AND ACT. Potency, form, and act are the constituent principles of proportionate being, the real. See CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES; CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES;
METAPHYSICS–OF PROPORTIONATE BEING “One can ask, ‘Are these three simply posited as real? Are they components of reality, or are they
components of reality as known?’ We spoke of all three in terms
of their intelligibility, and that would suggest that they are components of reality as known. However, if we go back to our definition
of being—being is the object of the verb ‘to know’—we note that
it has an intrinsic relation to knowing. Being has to be intrinsically
intelligible; otherwise understanding and understanding correctly
could not be knowledge of being.” (UB 208.) See also EPISTEMOLOGY–
COGNITIONAL THEORY, METAPHYSICS, AND

■ KNOWING–AND KNOWN-ISOMORPHISM OF ■

TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–AND ISOMORPHISM OF KNOWING AND KNOWN
AND SORGE.

See I–AND MY WORLD

AND THE ABSOLUTE.
AND THE GIVEN.

See ABSOLUTE–AND THE REAL

See GIVEN, THE–NOT THE REAL

AND THE MYTHICAL.

See MYTH–AND METAPHYSICS

AND UNDERSTANDING.

The real is being; and being is whatever
can be intelligently grasped and reasonably understood. See intra Intelligibility of
AS DYNAMIC.

“Finality is the dynamic aspect of the real.” (In 472.) See

FINALITY–FEATURES OF (9)-(1) DYNAMIC
AS OBJECT OF THOUGHT.
AS REAL.

See intra Intelligibility of

Knowledge of the real as real is metaphysics. See

META-

PHYSICS–AS KNOWLEDGE-AS WHOLE IN (NOT OF)
CORRESPONDENCE OF MENTAL WITH. The correspondence of what is
in the mind with what is so—real, being—is the critical-realist (see
REALISM–CRITICAL ) definition of truth. See TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–CONFRONTATION
VS IDENTITY AS

COUNTERPOSITIONS ON.

See intra Already in here now; see also

POSITION

AND COUNTERPOSITION ■ ALREADY–OUT–THERE–NOW–REAL ■ TAKING A GOOD LOOK

Empiricism. See EMPIRICISM/EMPIRICIST
Idealism. On idealism in the general sense see IDEALISM–AND THE REAL
Absolute. “The absolute idealist wants to restore speculative reason, not indeed in the old Scholastic or rationalist sense in
which speculative reason revealed the real world, but in a new
sense by new techniques that lead to the mental reconstruction
of the universe in all its aspects. … While the absolute idealists
enormously enriched the scope of philosophy, their ambition to
restore the primacy of speculative reason has not been widely

REALISM – REALISM

followed. [L mentions Schopenhauer, Kierkegaard, Newman,
Nietzsche, Dilthey, Blondel, Ricoeur.] And in the same direction have proceeded pragmatists, existentialists, and personalists.” (PTP2 127.)
Critical. “The critical idealist takes the empiricist seriously. He is

awakened from his dogmatic slumbers. He lays it down that
immediate knowledge of objects is only by Anschauung, by
taking a good look [see TAKING A GOOD LOOK]. It follows that the
categories of the understanding, of themselves, are empty; they
are not immediately referred to objects. They can be applied,
however, to the objects presented by Anschauung and so, by the
mediation of sense, become relevant to objects.” (PTP2 127.)
Naïve realism. See REALISM–NAÏVE
DISTINCTION. See DISTINCTION(S)–REAL
FIRST PRINCIPLES OF. See PRINCIPLE(S)–FIRST
INTELLIGIBILITY OF. “Being is completely intelligible. For being is
the objective of the detached, disinterested, unrestricted DESIRE TO
KNOW; this desire consists in intelligent inquiry and critical reflection; it results in partial knowledge inasmuch as intelligent inquiry
yields understanding and critical reflection grasps understanding to
be correct; but it reaches its objective, which is being, only when
every intelligent question has been given an intelligent answer and
that answer has been found to be correct. Being, then, is intelligible, for it is what is to be known by correct understanding; and it is
completely intelligible, for being is known completely only when
all intelligent questions are answered correctly. … Moreover, the
real is being. For the real is what is meant by the name ‘real.’ But
all that is meant is either a mere object of thought or else both an
object of thought and an object of affirmation. The real is not
merely an object of thought; and so it is both an object of thought
and an object of affirmation [see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–CONCRETE]. Nor is
the real merely some of the objects of both thought and affirmation
but all of them. And similarly, being is all that is to be known by
intelligent grasp and reasonable affirmation.” (In 695-96.)
Complete. “If the real is completely intelligible, then complete
intelligibility exists. For just as the real could not be intelligible if
intelligibility were nonexistent, so the real could not be completely intelligible if complete intelligibility were nonexistent. In
other words, to affirm the complete intelligibility of the real is to
affirm the complete intelligibility of all that is to be affirmed. But
one cannot affirm the complete intelligibility of all that is to be
affirmed without affirming complete intelligibility. And to affirm
complete intelligibility is to know its existence. ... The only possibility of complete intelligibility lies in a spiritual intelligibility
that cannot inquire because it understands everything about everything. And such unrestricted understanding is the idea of being
[see BEING–IDEA OF].” (In 696-97.) See also UNIVERSE–INTELLIGIBILITY OF-COMPLETE
IS BEING. See intra Intelligibility of
IS THE VERIFIED. See VERIFICATION–AND THE REAL
KNOWLEDGE OF. See KNOWLEDGE–OF THE REAL
NOT-REAL FOR ME. “Everyone has his own world, and the universe
of being is apt to seem very unreal in comparison. The night of
sense of the mystics is the destruction of one’s Welt [see I–AND MY
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WORLD],

but our aim is not to destroy it, or to bring it into coincidence with the universe of being, or to transpose it into that universe, but rather to highlight the idea of the real, and so to remove
the conflict. … The trouble, then, lies with the notion of the real. Is
the real to be identified with the universe of being, or is it to be settled by my autobiography? The real for me may well be my Welt—
my autobiography—and then the not-real is what I’m not concerned about. But the pure desire to know can also become a dominant Sorge [see I–AND MY WORLD], and then, though there will not be a
complete elimination of merely personal concern, still this world of
one’s concern will move into coincidence with the universe of being.6” (UB 364-65.) Note 6 (edited) reads: “Verbally, [‘move into coincidence with the universe of being’] contradicts the statements of
the preceding paragraph, but … the emphasis … is not on static coincidence, but on a process of becoming.”
PLATO ON. See ANALOGY OF …–MATTER-SIGNIFICANCE OF

REALLY R. “You can say that that being is really nothing, it is not
the ‘really real.’ I can understand your difficulty. You want to say
that that being is just a subjective activity: I understand, I make my
judgment, I do all the understanding and judging as correctly as
you please, and I arrive at judgments, and I say, ‘This is, and that
isn’t,’ ‘This is, and that is,’ and ‘This is not that, and I am this.’
And I get, by some quite incredible mystery, something that corresponds to what people think is the ‘really real.’ But still it is not the
really real; I don’t know the really real that way; when you really
know it, you have an entirely different access to it.” (UB 386-87.) That
access is through JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–AND THE REAL
REASON, SENSE AS CRITERIA OF. “Reason is the criterion and, as
well, it is reason—not the sense of reality—that gives meaning to
the term ‘real.’ The real is what is; and ‘what is’ is known in the rational act, judgment.” (V 20.)
RELATION.
SENSE OF.

See RELATION(S)–REAL

See REALITY–SENSE OF AND PHILOSOPHIES

THE GIVEN IS NOT THE .

See ALREADY-OUT-THERE-NOW-REAL

TRANSCENDENTAL NOTION OF.
TRUTH AND .
VS BODY.

REALISM :

TRANSCENDENTAL–BEING

THE TRUE–ONTOLOGY OF

See ALREADY-OUT-THERE-NOW-REAL–AND BODY VS THING

VS MENTAL.
WORLD.

See TRUTH(S),

See NOTIONS,

See MENTAL–NOT OPPOSED TO REAL

See UNIVERSE–INTELLIGIBILITY OF-COMPLETE

“There are two realisms, naive [see intra Naive] and critical
[see intra Critical], so also ‘real,’ ‘object,’ ‘evident,’ ‘to know,’ and
similar notions have two different meanings. The first is a meaning
of reality, objectivity, evidence, and knowledge according to which a
kind of animal faith is carried toward a world of objects that are each
already, out, there, now, and in this sense, ‘real.’ The other, quite different meaning of these very same notions is that according to which
the mind, led by questions, conceives the nature of things from an
understanding of what it has experienced, affirms the true from
grasping an unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY], and apprehends being in the true as in a medium.” (S 321.)
AND OTHER PHILOSOPHIES. See IDEALISM–AS HALFWAY HOUSE, –AS HORIZON
AND SELF-TRANSCENDENCE. See SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE-AND CONVERSION-
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INTELLECTUAL

AS HORIZON.

See IDEALISM–AS HORIZON

AS IMMEDIATE.

“Because it is constitutive and alone decisive, the
one criterion in our knowledge is rational judgment; and this rules
out the vestigial empiricism so often denounced in Kantian
thought. Still, our unconditioned is only virtual [see UNCONDITIONED,
VIRTUALLY]; it is only what is so in fact; and the universal relevance of
fact in this sense both corrects pre-Kantian rationalism and excludes post-Kantian idealism. Finally, our realism, while not intuitive, will be immediate; cognitional analysis [see COGNITION,
COGNITIONAL–ANALYSIS] is needed not to know being but to know knowledge.” (In 364-65.)
CRITICAL. The context is “the realist account of full terms of meaning [see MEANING–TERMS OF-FULL]. To transpose to the empiricist position,
one disregards the virtually unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY] and identifies the real with what is exhibited in ostensive gestures. What is a dog? Well, here you are, take a look. To move from
empiricism to idealism, one draws attention to the empiricist’s failure to note all the structuring elements that are constitutive of human knowing yet not given to sense. However, while the idealist is
correct in rejecting the empiricist’s account of human knowledge,
he is mistaken in accepting the empiricist notion of reality and so in
concluding that the object of human knowledge is not the real but
the ideal. Accordingly, to move beyond idealism to realism, one
has to discover that man’s intellectual and rational operations involve a transcendence of the operating subject [see SELF ...–
TRANSCENDENCE-COGNITIONAL, -INTELLECTUAL], that the real is what we come
to know through a grasp of a certain type of virtually unconditioned.” (M 76.) See also intra Duality of
And imagination. See IMAGINATION–AND CONCEPTUALISM/NAÏVE REALISM
Vs conceptualism. See CONCEPTUALISM, CONCEPTUALIST–VS CRITICAL REALISM
OF. “The appropriation of one’s own rational selfconsciousness [see SELF-APPROPRIATION] … is not an end in itself but
rather a beginning. It is a necessary beginning, for unless one
breaks the duality in one’s knowing, one doubts that understanding
correctly is knowing. Under the pressure of that doubt, either one
will sink into the bog of a knowing that is without understanding,
or else one will cling to understanding but sacrifice knowing on the
altar of an immanentism, an idealism, a relativism. From the horns
of that dilemma one escapes only through the discovery—and one
has not made it yet if one has no clear memory of its startling
strangeness—that there are two quite different realisms, that there
is an incoherent realism, half animal and half human, that poses as
a halfway house between materialism and idealism, and on the
other hand that there is an intelligent and reasonable realism between which and materialism the halfway house is idealism.” (In 22.)

DUALITY

NAÏVE.

“The naive realist knows the world mediated by meaning,
but he fancies that he knows it by taking a good look at what is going on out there now.” (M 263-64; see WORLD–MEDIATED BY MEANING ■ TAKING A
GOOD LOOK ■ ALREADY–OUT–THERE–NOW–REAL.) If you hold that the real
world is the given as it is, that knowing something means taking a
good look at it—the more you study it the more you know it; that

one knows in this way the objective world ‘already out there now
real,’ (In 276) then you are not distinguishing experiential data from
facts. Knowing is answering the question, Is it so? That the real is
known only in true judgment takes a while to sink in. Only after
reflective understanding grasps sufficient evidence, the unconditioned (see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–REFLECTIVE-AND VIRTUALLY UNCONDITIONED), does reason oblige us to judge that the once “already out
there now real” of immediate experience is real in fact. One not
only understands but knows, bestows self-constituting intentional
existence upon, the object; otherwise it’s just a body out there. In
judgment, the mind bestows intentional existence (the intelligible
in act; see EXISTENCE–INTENTIONAL) on what really exists outside the
mind. The two differ only in the thing’s potency to be known, and
the mind’s potency to know the potential thing. … Affirming the
objective thinghood of things requires neither special education nor
encounter with everything that is. We need only make a habit of
awareness that everything that comes our way, every object of
knowledge, is known only in judgment. When we know by our
knowing, we discover that objectivity is the result of a subject’s
knowing authentically. L will later say, “Genuine OBJECTIVITY is the
fruit of authentic subjectivity.” (M 292.) See also TAKING A GOOD LOOK;
KNOWING–AS LOOKING

And history. See PROPER NAMES–COLLINGWOOD, RG-IDEALISM IN
And world mediated by meaning. See WORLD(S)–MEDIATED BY MEANING-AND
COGNITIONAL MYTH

REALITY: Reality is said “either of what is, or of that by which what
is is constituted.” (S 713.) The term is found often is L’s linking it with
KNOWING and OBJECTIVITY; one’s position or counterposition (see POSITION
AND COUNTERPOSITION) on these categories determine one’s philosophy.
“What is meant by reality? What are the criteria for claiming to know
it?” (PTP2 126.) See REAL, THE
ABSOLUTE. See QUESTION OF GOD, THE–AND ABSOLUTE TRUTH, REALITY, HOLINESS
AND COGNITION. See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–AND REALITY
AND ESSENCE. See ESSENTIALISM
AND KNOWLEDGE, OBJECTIVITY. See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–AND REALITY,
KNOWLEDGE, OBJECTIVITY

AND PROPOSITIONS.

See PROPOSITION(S)–AND KNOWING, OBJECTIVITY, REALITY

AND THE POSITIONS.
AS OUT THERE.

See POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION–AND THE REAL

See ALREADY-OUT-THERE-NOW-REAL

CHILDHOOD NOTION OF.

“There are notions of knowledge and of
reality that are formed in childhood, that are in terms of seeing and
of what’s there to be seen, that down the centuries have provided
the unshakable foundations of materialism, empiricism, positivism,
sensism, phenomenalism, behaviorism, pragmatism, and that at the
same time constitute the notions of knowledge and reality that idealists know to be nonsense.” (M 213-14.) See also WORLD(S)–MEDIATED BY

MEANING-AND COGNITIONAL MYTH

CRITERIA OF.

See REAL, THE

DESCRIPTION OF.

REAL–REASON, SENSE AS CRITERIA OF

See IDEAL(S)–TYPES-AND THE HISTORIAN

DISTINCTIVE, OF SENSIBLE QUALITY.

See METAPHYSICS–AND DESCRIPTIVE RELA-

REALM(S) OF MEANING – REASONABLENESS
TIONS (4)-(4) INTELLECTUAL

FOUNDATIONAL.

“Foundational reality, as distinct from its expression, is conversion: religious, moral, and intellectual.” See CONVERSION
HISTORICAL.

See HISTORICAL–REALITY

KNOWLEDGE OF.
MEDIATED.

See KNOWLEDGE–OF THE REAL

See WORLD(S)–MEDIATED BY MEANING-STRUCTURE OF

SENSE OF AND PHILOSOPHIES.

“Take [sensitive integration of sensible
data] as knowledge of reality, and there results the secular contrast
between the solid sense of reality and the bloodless categories of
the mind. Accept the sense of reality as criterion of reality, and you
are a materialist, sensist, positivist, pragmatist, sentimentalist, and
so on, as you please. Accept reason as a criterion but retain the
sense of reality as what gives meaning to the term ‘real,’ and you
are an idealist; for, like the sense of reality, the reality defined by it
is nonrational. Insofar as I grasp it, the Thomist position is the
clearheaded third position: reason is the criterion and, as well, it is
reason—not the sense of reality—that gives meaning to the term
‘real.’ The real is what is; and ‘what is’ is known in the rational act,
judgment.” (V 20.)
SPHERE OF.

See BEING–SPHERES OF, DISTINCT

WORD AND.

See WORD–AND CORRESPONDENCE TO REALITY

REALM(S) OF MEANING: See MEANING–REALM(S) OF
REASON(S): As noun, reason is the intellective power to engage in
reasoning (see also intra As activity).
AND INNER WORD. See CONCEPTUALISM, CONCEPTUALIST–VS CRITICAL REALISM
AND THE WILL. See WILL–A RATIONAL APPETITE
AND UNDERSTANDING. “Properly human understanding is named
reason, though—it is not to be forgotten—reasoning terminates in
understanding inasmuch as inquiry eventually yields knowledge of
essence.” (V 68.) See ESSENCE–KNOWLEDGE OF

Process of. See WORD–INNER-GENERAL NOTION OF (7 ELEMENTS)
AS ACTIVITY. “Reasoning in its essence is simply the development
of insight; it is motion towards understanding. In the concrete
such development is a dialectical interplay of sense, memory,
imagination, insight, definition, critical reflection, judgment; we
bring to bear on the issue all the resources at our command.” (V 71.)
See also REALITY–SENSE OF AND PHILOSOPHIES
AS CRITERION OF THE REAL.

See REALITY–SENSE OF AND PHILOSOPHIES

FUNCTION OF. “It is the function of the reason (1) to inquire into
sensible data in order to come to know [QUIDDITY]; (2) to work from
quiddities that are understood separately in order to formulate general principles; (3) to proceed discursively from principles to conclusions; and (4) to argue from cause to effect. But when reasoning
has been reached, the intellect begins its work and attempts to apprehend in a single intuitive grasp the effects in their causes, conclusions in their principles, and quiddities in their sensible data.
And the more powerful the intellect, the more things it comprehends in fewer and more synthetic acts.” (S 629.)
IN LOGIC .

“Conceive reasoning in terms of deductive logic and
there can be no reasoning unless one already is in possession of the
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necessary three terms ‘subject,’ ‘middle,’ and ‘predicate.’ But conceive reasoning as understanding in development and there is not
the slightest difficulty about the Thomist view that we have to reason to grasp even the terms: ‘When I want to conceive the intelligibility of a stone, I must come to it by a process of reasoning; and so
it is with everything else that we understand, except perhaps in the
case of first principles [see PRINCIPLE(S)–FIRST], which, since they are
known simpliciter, are known without any discursive activity of
reason’ [Aquinas, Super Ioannem, c. 1, lect. 1].” (V 68.)
PURE. See IDEAL(S)– OF PURE REASON
SUFFICIENT. See PRINCIPLE(S)–FIRST-SUFFICIENT REASON
REASONABLE: The term appears very often, especially in the phrase
“intelligent and reasonable.” Being reasonable (see REASONABLENESS),
using one’s power to reason, pertains to the third level of intentional
consciousness (see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(3) RATIONAL), the
third cognitional operation (see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT), and the third transcendental precept (see TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS-(3) BE REASONABLE!).
REASONABLENESS:

“Reasonableness takes us beyond the answers
of intelligence to ask whether the answers are true and whether what
they mean really is so.” (M 11.) On the function of reasonableness in
regard to the Subject (see SUBJECT, THE) see intra And groundedness.
AND DESIRE TO KNOW. See DESIRE TO KNOW–AS CONSCIOUS
AND GROUNDEDNESS. “Reasonableness and groundedness are the
obverse and reverse of the third level of knowing [see JUDGMENT(S)
OF FACT]. Reasonableness is reflection inasmuch as it seeks
groundedness for objects of thought: reasonableness discovers
groundedness in its reflective grasp of the unconditioned [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–REFLECTIVE-AND VIRTUALLY UNCONDITIONED]; reasonableness exploits groundedness when it affirms objects because
they are grounded. In man’s artifacts there are the reverse elements of the intelligibility and groundedness, but there are not the
obverse elements of intelligence and reasonableness. The obverse
elements pertain to cognitional process on its second and third
levels [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–PROCESS, –LEVELS OF]: they do not pertain to the contents emergent on those levels, to the idea or concept, to the unconditioned or affirmed; on the contrary, they
characterize the acts with which those contents are coupled, and
so they are specific differentiations of the awareness of consciousness. Clear and distinct conception not only reveals the intelligibility of the object but also manifests the intelligence of the
subject. Exact and balanced judgment not only affirms things as
they are but also testifies to the dominance of reasonableness in
the subject.” (In 347.)
AND NOTION OF BEING.

“Just as the notion of the intelligible is involved in the actual functioning of intelligence, just as the notion
of the grounded [see intra And groundedness] is involved in the actual functioning of reasonableness, so the notion of being [see BEING–NOTION OF] is involved in the unrestricted drive of inquiring
intelligence and reflecting reasonableness.” (In 380.)
INTELLIGENCE AND. “It may be asked, ‘Am I really conscious of
intelligence and reasonableness?’ The question, I think, is misleading. It suggests that there is a type of knowing in which intelligence and reasonableness come up for inspection. But what is
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REASONING – RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF

asserted is not that you can uncover intelligence by introspection,
as you can point to Calcutta on a map. The assertion is that you
have conscious states and conscious acts that are intelligent and
reasonable. Intelligent and rational consciousness denote characters of cognitional process [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–PROCESS], and
the characters they denote pertain not to the contents but to the
proceeding.” (In 347-48.) See also intra And notion of being
OF SCIENTIST/PHILOSOPHER. “While a scientist is reasonable in entering into the scientific tradition and carrying on its work, a philosopher cannot be reasonable on the same terms; he has to
become familiar with different traditions; he has to find grounds
for deciding between them; and it is the reasonableness of that
decision on which will rest the reasonableness of his collaboration within any single tradition. ... It follows that, while the reasonableness of each scientist is a consequence of the
reasonableness of all, the philosopher’s reasonableness is
grounded on a personal commitment and on personal knowledge.
For the issues in philosophy cannot be settled by looking up a
handbook, by appealing to a set of experiments performed so
painstakingly by so-and-so, by referring to the masterful presentation of overwhelming evidence in some famous work. Philosophic evidence is within the philosopher himself. It is his own
inability to avoid experience, to renounce intelligence in inquiry,
to desert reasonableness in reflection. It is his own detached, disinterested DESIRE TO KNOW.” (In 453-54.)
OF SELF-AFFIRMATION.

See

SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER-AND CONTRA-

DICTION

REASONING: See REASON(S)–AS ACTIVITY
RECEIVER, RECEIVED: Whatever is received is received according
to the capacity of the receiver.
RECOVERY: Third term in

L’s triad of progress, decline, recovery (see
the structure of
history. In a theological context L’s usual usage is redemption instead
of recovery.
AND HERMENEUTICS. See HERMENEUTIC(S)–OF SUSPICION/OF RECOVERY

DIALECTIC(S)–OF PROGRESS, DECLINE, AND RECOVERY/REDEMPTION),

RECURRENCE: The notion of recurrence has wide application in L’s
thought. The category of recurrence with the widest application is
scheme. See RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF
AND EMERGENT PROBABILITY. See RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF–PROBABILITY
OF

AND METHOD/GEM.

“A method is a normative pattern of recurrent
and related operations yielding cumulative and progressive results.” (M 4.) See METHOD(S)–IN GENERAL SENSE; GEM
OF PARTICULAR GOODS. L is explicating the structure of the human
good (see HUMAN–GOOD-STRUCTURE OF). His immediate topic is the good
of order (see GOOD, THE–OF ORDER). The good of order “is distinct from
instances of the particular good but it is not separate from them. It
regards them, however, not singly and as related to the individual
they satisfy, but all together and as recurrent. My dinner today is
for me an instance of the particular good. But dinner every day for
all members of the group that earn it is part of the good of order.

Again, my education was for me a particular good. But education
for everyone that wants it is another part of the good of order.” (M
49.)
SCHEMES OF.

See RECURRENCE,

SCHEME(S) OF

RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF: “By a scheme of recurrence we
mean this: any law that you find has conditions, but you may have
such a conjunction of laws that they fulfil one another’s conditions,
so that the process goes on indefinitely. That is the fundamental element, it seems, in the possibility of these long-term, fully accurate
(within the ordinary limitations of observation) predictions.” (UB 76.)
Whereas scheme of recurrence is a simple notion, the context it operates in has the complexity of world process in its natural and human
forms. “In illustration of schemes of recurrence the reader may think
of the planetary system, of the circulation of water over the surface
of the earth, of the nitrogen cycle familiar to biologists, of the routines of animal life, of the repetitive economic rhythms of production
and exchange. In illustration of schemes with defensive circles, one
may advert to generalized equilibria [see intra And generalized equilibria].” (In 141.) Chief among the categories that illuminate the scheme of
recurrence: EMERGENT PROBABILITY ■ DEVELOPMENT ■ EVENTS ■ CLASSICAL AND
STATISTICAL COMPARED ■ CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES ■ CENTRAL
(SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES

Even educated people think it a matter of common sense that
when all classical laws of science “are known exactly and completely, there also will be known a systematic unification commensurate with world process in its concrete historical unfolding.” (In
115.) But besides the abstract generalities of classical laws, there are
the statistical, the laws governing actual events. L continues:
“Strangely enough, world process in its concrete historical unfolding rather conspicuously makes a large and generous use of the statistical techniques of large numbers and long intervals of time; it
exhibits not a rigid but a fluid stability; it brings forth novelty and
development; it makes false starts and suffers breakdowns. It
would seem, then, that an understanding of the concrete unfolding
of world process will not be based exclusively on classical laws,
however exactly and completely known, but in a fundamental
manner will appeal to statistical laws.” (In 115.)
The scheme of recurrence is a simple notion. For a good example
from common knowledge, consider the cycle of water. It evaporates, forms clouds; the clouds disperse and return the water over
the earth in rain and snow; the cycle repeats over and over. We also
know from general knowledge that this aquatic scheme of recurrence is the condition of possibility for the emergence of ecosystems, so there are also conditioned schemes of recurrence (see intra
Conditioned series of). Imagine the cosmos evolving over 13-14 billion years from the “Big Bang” into the (almost) unimaginable
complexity of the ordered universe of our experience. Think of the
initial state as “‘prime potency.’” Three minutes after the big bang,
conditions are such that stable atomic nuclei take form; over long
periods of time and after countless events, many survive. There are
false starts and breakdowns. Environments change to enhance or
diminish probabilities of emergence and survival of this or that
scheme. Imagine conditions that allow atoms of gases to form and

RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF – RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF

survive, then molecules, then compounds, then bodies that coalesce
and evolve into stars that generate many elements of the periodic
table.
From the foregoing example one can abstract this schema: Here,
A occurs but B does not; A remains. There, because of A, B occurs.
B survives, and C occurs, so A recurs. In this region of space a
complex scheme survives, in that region it does not. Systems of
suns and planets acquire stable form. Earth evolves until conditions
favor the emergence of living things, the biochemical evolves into
the biological, the sensitive, the psychic, the conscious, the intelligent, the self-conscious. Every step of the way to the present “fluid
stability” of the world of our experience, cosmic process is characterized by schemes of recurrence governed by classical and statistical laws. Note the process of sublation in these material and
nonmaterial processes: “Chemical elements and compounds are
higher integrations of otherwise coincidental manifolds of subatomic events; organisms are higher integrations of otherwise coincidental manifolds of chemical processes; sensitive consciousness
is a higher integration of otherwise coincidental manifolds of
changes in neural tissues; and accumulating insights are higher integrations of otherwise coincidental manifolds of images or of data.” (In 477.)
The foregoing fits within his overarching theory of DEVELOPMENT
(see also EMERGENT PROBABILITY–GENERALIZED) and, more topically, the
isomorphism of natural and intellectual processes (see KNOWING–AND
KNOWN-ISOMORPHISM OF; ETHICS–METHOD OF METAPHYSICS AND). From the accounts of COGNITION and Emergent Probability, one can discern parallel dynamisms in cognitive and cosmic processes. The dynamisms
are directed upward towards every fuller realization of knowing
and being. That fact raises the question of purpose, and suggests L’s
complementary theory of FINALITY.
AND DARWIN. See PROPER NAMES–DARWIN, DARWINIAN-WORLDVIEW-AND SCHEMES OF
RECURRENCE

AND DEFENSIVE CIRCLES.
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excretion, the psychic acts of perception, conation, response, the
intellectual acts of insight and formulation, reflective understanding and judgment. Further, such acts are recurrent, and their recurrence exhibits a regularity that establishes the relevance of
schemes of recurrence. But the regularity in question lacks the
fixed and rigid periodicity of the planetary system, and indeed, if
the functioning of the organism, the psyche, or intelligence is to be
understood, one must think not of some single scheme of recurrence but rather of a flexible circle of ranges of schemes. For the
same organism, the same psychic habits and dispositions, the same
intellectual development result in widely different operations under
different conditions and in accord with different circumstances.” (In
484-85.)
AND STATISTICS.
AND THINGS.

See STATISTICAL–AND INDETERMINACY

See EMERGENT PROBABILITY–OF THINGS (4 POSTULATES)

CONDITIONED SERIES OF.

In a conditioned scheme of recurrence, “a
series of events A, B, C, … would be so related that the fulfilment
of the conditions for each would be the occurrence of the others.
Schematically, then, the scheme might be represented by the series
of conditionals: If A occurs, B will occur; if B occurs, C will occur;
if C occurs, … A will recur. Such a circular arrangement may involve any number of terms, the possibility of alternative routes,
and in general any degree of complexity.” (In 141; emphasis added.) “Two
instances of greater complexity may be noted. On the one hand, a
scheme might consist of a set of almost complete circular arrangements of which none could function alone yet all would function if conjoined in an interdependent combination. On the other
hand, schemes might be complemented by defensive circles, so
that if some event F tended to upset the scheme, there would be
some such sequence of conditions as ‘If F occurs, then G occurs; if
G occurs, then H occurs; if H occurs, then F is eliminated.” (In 141.)
L adds greater precision to the notion of conditioned series. See intra Seriation of

See intra And generalized equilibria; Conditioned

series of
AND EMERGENT PROBABILITY.

See EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND WORLD ORDER-

AS EXPLANATORY OF (6)

AND GENERALIZED EQUILIBRIA.

“In illustration of schemes of recurrence the reader may think of the planetary system, of the circulation of water over the surface of the earth, of the nitrogen cycle
familiar to biologists, of the routines of animal life, of the repetitive economic rhythms of production and exchange. In illustration
of schemes with defensive circles, one may advert to generalized
equilibria. Just as a chain reaction is a cumulative series of changes
terminating in an explosive difference, so a generalized equilibrium is such a combination of defensive circles that any change
within a limited range is offset by opposite changes that tend to restore the initial situation. Thus, health in a plant or animal is a generalized equilibrium; again, the balance of various forms of plant
and animal life within an environment is a generalized equilibrium;
again, economic.” (In 141-42.)
AND LAW. See LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–AND SCHEME OF RECURRENCE
AND ORGANIC ACTS. “Conjugate acts are occurrences, events, functioning. Such are the organic acts of intussusception, assimilation,

Notion of. See NOTION OF …–SCHEME OF RECURRENCE-CONDITIONED SERIES OF
DEVELOPMENT OF.

See EMERGENT

FLEXIBLE CIRCLES OF.
ILLUSTRATION OF.
IN FINALITY.

PROBABILITY–GENERALIZED

See intra And organic acts

See intra And generalized equilibria

See FINALITY–FEATURES OF (9)-(3)

IN HUMAN AFFAIRS.

See EMERGENT

PROBABILITY–AND HUMAN AFFAIRS

INTERSUBJECTIVE. L alerts the reader to H.S. Sullivan’s The Interpersonal Theory of Psychiatry. “May I add that Sullivan’s work
seems to me to possess a remarkable significance from a methodological viewpoint? His adherence to the canon of parsimony [see
CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(4) OF PARSIMONY] has its reward not
only in a liberating clarity but even in the achievement of a basic
set of genetic concepts. Roughly, Sullivan deals with ranges of intersubjective schemes of recurrence (dynamisms meeting needs),
their integrator (the self-system), and their operator (the avoidance
of anxiety). From such elements he is in a position to construct any
number of fortunate or unfortunate developments from a rather
convincing extrapolation to infantile experience, through mischievous children, chums and gangs, early and late adolescence, either
to the attainment of psychic maturity, or to the eruption of neurotic
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REDEMPTION – REDUCTION

suffers from the indeterminacy of the abstract [see LAW(S), LAW(S) OF
...–ABSTRACT-INDETERMINACY OF], and so exhibits the process of a universe [see UNIVERSE–PROCESS OF] with laws similar to ours.” (In 143.)
(2) The probable. “The probable seriation differs from the actual. For the actual diverges nonsystematically from probability
expectations. The actual is the factual, but the probable is ideal.
Hence, while the actual seriation has the uniqueness of the matter
of fact, the probable seriation has to exhibit the cumulative ramifications of probable alternatives. Accordingly, the probable seriation is not a single series but a manifold of series. At each stage
of world process there is a set of probable next stages, of which
some are more probable than others. The actual seriation includes only the stages that occur. The probable seriation includes
all that would occur without systematic divergence from the
probabilities.” (In 142.) “The probable seriation depends on statistical as well as classical laws [see LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–CLASSICAL, –
STATISTICAL], and indeed on the statistical laws that arise from the
initial or basic situation of our world. Still, if it is not as abstract
as the possible seriation, nonetheless it is ideal. For each moment
of world history it assigns a most probable future course. But it
also assigns a series of less probable courses, and it has to acknowledge that any of these may prove to be the fact.” (In 143.)

malfunctioning, or to the invasion of consciousness by the horrors
of the ‘not-me’ in schizophrenia.” (In 556 n. 3.)
NOTION OF. See NOTION OF …–SCHEME OF RECURRENCE
PROBABILITY OF. “Have schemes any probability?” The interested
reader will find (In 143-44) L’s detailed argument for concluding:
“There exists … a probability of emergence for a scheme of recurrence. That probability consists in the sum of the respective probabilities of all the events included in the scheme, and it arises as
soon as the prior conditions for the functioning of the scheme are
satisfied.” (In 144) He also asks: “If they have, is there a distinct
probability for their emergence and another for their survival?” (In
143) He answers: “There also exists a probability for the survival of
schemes that have begun to function. For, of itself, a scheme tends
to assure its own perpetuity. The positive conditions for the occurrence of its component events reside in the occurrence of those
events. Even negative conditions, within limited ranges, can be
provided for by the development of defensive circles. Nonetheless,
the perpetuity of a scheme is not necessary. Just as classical laws
are subject to the proviso ‘OTHER THINGS BEING EQUAL,’ so also are the
schemes constituted by combinations of classical laws; and
whether or not other things will continue to be equal is a question
that admits an answer only in terms of statistical laws. Accordingly, the probability of the survival of a scheme of recurrence is
the probability of the nonoccurrence of any of the events that
would disrupt the scheme.” (In 144)
And classical method. See EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND ABSTRACT SYSTEM
RANGES OF. See PROPER NAMES–DARWIN, DARWINIAN-WORLDVIEW-AND SCHEMES OF

(3) The actual. “The actual seriation is unique. It consists of the
schemes that actually were, are, or will be functioning in our universe along with precise specifications of their places, their durations, and their relations to one another.” (In 142.) “The actual
seriation … purchases its uniqueness by going beyond the field
of all laws, classical and statistical [see LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–CLASSICAL, –
STATISTICAL], and entering the field of observation, in which alone
nonsystematic divergences from probability are determinate.” (In

RECURRENCE

SELECTION OF.

“There is a selective significance attached to the distinction between probabilities of emergence and probabilities of
survival. If both are low, the occurrence of the scheme will be both
rare and fleeting. If both are high, the occurrences will be both
common and enduring. If the probability of emergence is low and
that of survival is high, the scheme is to be expected to be rare but
enduring. Finally, in the opposite case, the expectation is that the
scheme will be common but fleeting.” (In 146) See also intra Stability of

SERIATION OF.

Here, L adds greater precision to the notion of conditioned series; see intra Conditioned series of. “Let us seek a slight increase in precision by drawing a threefold distinction between (1)
the possible seriation, (2) the probable seriation, and (3) the actual
seriation.
(1) The possible. “The possible seriation is still more remote
from actuality. It includes all the schemes of recurrence that
could be devised from the classical laws [see LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–
CLASSICAL] of our universe. It orders them in a conditioned series
that ramifies not only along the lines of probable alternatives but
also along lines of mere possibility or negligible probability. It is
equally relevant to our universe and to any other universe subject
to the same classical laws, no matter what its initial numbers, diversities, and distribution of elements.” (In 142-43.) “Of the three seriations … the possible exhibits the greatest complexity and
variety. It depends solely on a consideration of classical laws. It

143.)
STABILITY OF. “Selectivity [see intra Selection of] has its significance
for stability. The functioning of later schemes depends upon the
functioning of earlier schemes, so that if the earlier collapse, then
the later will collapse as well. It follows that the line of maximum
stability would be of common and enduring schemes, while the
line of minimum stability would be of rare and fleeting schemes.”

(In 146)
SURVIVAL OF.

See intra Selection of; Probability of

VS NATURAL SELECTION.

“Just as mechanist determinism [see DETERhas involved an extrascientific worldview [see
WORLDVIEW(S)], so also has Darwinism. … We have replaced the
natural selection of chance variations by an EMERGENT PROBABILITY of
schemes of recurrence [see RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF].” (In 157) See also
MINISM–MECHANIST]

PROPER NAMES–DARWIN, DARWINIAN-WORLDVIEW-AND SCHEMES OF RECURRENCE

REDEMPTION: See RECOVERY
REDUCTION:

The act or process of bringing something to a specified
form or condition, especially to a more fundamental form. See inter

alia

ART–AND TIME ■ CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED –COMPLEMENTARITY OF-IN

KNOWN

■ CONVERSION–MANIFESTATION OF IN METHOD ■ DEMONSTRATION ■ DIALECTIC–

STRUCTURE OF-MATERIALS (6)-(4) REDUCTION

■ HERMENEUTIC(S)–OF SUSPICION/OF RECOVERY

■ HORIZON(S)–OBJECTIFICATION OF ■ MEANING–CARRIERS OF ■ METALANGUAGE ■ SCI-

REDUCTIONISM – REFLECTION/REFLECTIVE
ENCE(S)–HUMAN-AND DIALECTIC ■ SPACE AND TIME–AND QUALITIES ■ THOMAS AQUINAS–AND
INTELLECT

REDUCTIONISM :

Can mean either (a) an approach to understanding
the nature of complex things by reducing them to the interactions of
their parts, or to simpler or more fundamental things or (b) a philosophical position that a complex system is nothing but the sum of its
parts, and that an account of it can be reduced to accounts of individual constituents. (W)
AND HUMAN SCIENCES. “Reductionists extend the methods of natural science to the study of man. Their results, accordingly, are valid
only in so far as a man resembles a robot or a rat and, while such
resemblance does exist, exclusive attention to it gives a grossly
mutilated and distorted view.” (M 248.)
AND LANGUAGE. “One may feel that mental acts [see MENTAL–ACTS] are
just occult entities or, if they really exist, that philosophers are going to keep on floundering indefinitely if they pay any attention to
them or, at least, if they make them basic to their method. On a reductionist view, then, or on a stronger or weaker methodological
option, one may decide to limit philosophic discourse or, at least,
basic philosophic discourse to the usage of ordinary language illumined, perhaps, by the metalanguages of syntax, semantics, and
pragmatics. … However, if one adopts this approach, one cannot
account for the meaningfulness of language by appealing to its originating mental acts. That would be a simple solution. It would be
a true solution. But it is not an admissible solution, for it puts mental acts at the basis of the meaningfulness of language and, thereby,
it does precisely what the philosophic or the methodological decision prohibited.” (M 256.) See also MENTAL–ACTS-AND NEW LINGUISTIC USAGE
AND MYTH. “What is a MYTH? There are psychological, anthropological, historical, and philosophic answers to the question. But
there also are reductionist answers: myth is a narrative about entities not to be found within an empiricist, an idealist, a historicist,
an existentialist horizon.” (M 239.)
ILLUSTRATION OF. “Just as the image of doing arithmetic leads to
the insights that ground algebra, so images based on the lower science lead to insights that ground elements of the higher science.
Finally, it is because new insights intervene that the higher science
is essentially different from the lower. … Naturally. the reader will
be inclined to view these images as pictures of reality. In this fashion intelligence is reduced to a pattern of sensations: sensation is
reduced to a neural pattern; neural patterns are reduced to chemical
processes; and chemical processes to subatomic movements. The
force of this reductionism, however, is proportionate to the tendency to conceive the real as a subdivision of the ‘[ALREADY-OUTTHERE-NOW-REAL].’ When that tendency is rejected, reductionism vanishes. The real becomes the verified, and one can argue in the opposite direction that, since there is no verifiable image of the
subatomic, there can be no verifiable image of objects composed of
subatomic elements. The verifiably imagined is restricted to the
sensibly given. One has to be content with reasonable affirmations
of intelligently conceived terms and relations. On that showing, the
function of the transition images is simply heuristic; such images
represent, perhaps only symbolically, the coincidental manifold that
becomes systematic when subsumed within the higher genus.” (In
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282-83.)

REFLECTION/REFLECTIVE: “Reflection consists in an actuation of rational self-consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(4) RATIONAL SELF- (6 ELEMENTS)]. I am empirically conscious inasmuch as I am
experiencing, intellectually conscious inasmuch as I am inquiring or
formulating intelligently, rationally conscious inasmuch as I am seeking to grasp the virtually unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY] or
judging on the basis of such a grasp.” (In 634.) Later, in M, L refines his
terminology. Rational consciousness becomes the third, and rational
self-consciousness becomes the fourth, level of intentional consciousness.
AND BELIEF. See BELIEF–REFLECTION IN ACT OF
AND COGNITIONAL PROCESS. See INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–REFLECTIVE
AND ESSENTIAL FREEDOM. See FREEDOM–ESSENTIAL
AND EVIDENCE. See INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–REFLECTIVE
AND INTELLECT. See INTELLECT–AS SPIRIT OF WONDER, INQUIRY, CRITICAL REFLECTION
AND INTERPRETATION. See INTERPRETATION–PROBLEM OF-AND REFLECTIVE INTERPRETATION

AND JUDGMENT/AFFIRMATION.

See JUDGMENT(S)

OF FACT–AND REFLECTIVE UN-

DERSTANDING; INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–REFLECTIVE-AND AFFIRMATION

AND MEMORY.

See MEMORY–FERRETS OUT INSTANCES

AND NEST OF COGNITIONAL TERMS.

See COGNITION,

COGNITIONAL–TERMS AND

RELATIONS, BASIC NEST OF

AND THE RELATIVIST. “Just as the relativist [see RELATIVISM] insists on
the level of intelligence against the empiricist [see EMPIRICISM/EMPIRICIST], so we insist on the level of reflection against the
relativist. Human knowing is not merely theory about the given;
there are also facts: and the relativist has not and cannot establish
that there are no facts, for the absence of any other fact would itself be a fact.” (In 366.)
AS LEVEL OF COGNITIONAL PROCESS.

See

INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–

REFLECTIVE

CRITICAL.

See JUDGMENT(S)–AS RELATED-(3) TO REFLECTIVE UNDERSTANDING

EVALUATION.

See DECISION–AND REFLECTIVE EVALUATION

IN ACT OF BELIEF.
INSIGHT.

See BELIEF–ACT OF

See INSIGHT

AND UNDERSTANDING–REFLECTIVE

OF INTELLECT ON ITSELF.
ON PHANTASM.

See SENSE(S)–KNOWLEDGE

See PHANTASM/FANTASM–CONVERSION TO

ON SINGULAR.

“Man by his imagination knows a singular and by his
intellect understands a universal nature; the question raised is
how can he know that the universal nature he understands is the
nature of the singular that he is imagining; the very terms of the
question involve reflection on one’s acts of understanding and
imagining; and the very nature of understanding, which initially is
insight into phantasm, supplies the answer.” (V 182.) See also PHAN-

TASM/FANTASM–CONVERSION TO-VS REFLECTION ON
PRACTICAL.

See FREEDOM, ELEMENTS OF (4)–(3) PRACTICAL REFLECTION

PRONOUNCES ON INSIGHT.

“Prior to concepts there are insights. A
single insight is expressed only by uttering several concepts. They
are tittered in conjunction, and reflection pronounces whether the
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RELATION(S) – RELATION(S)

insight and so the conjunction is correct.” (In 332-33.)
“We conceive in order to judge. As questions for
intelligence, What? and Why? and How often? stand to insights
and formulations, so questions for reflection stand to a further kind
of insight and to judgment.” (In 298-99.) See JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–TRUE AND

QUESTIONS FOR.

FALSE

And alternatives. “The answers on the third level [of JUDGMENT(S)]
are of the type yes or no. It is or it is not. There are two basic alternatives. Those answers can also be modal: they can be qualified in as many ways as one pleases—possibly, probably,
certainly, I don’t know, we’ll see. However, they are all of the
basic type, it is and it is not.” (UB 111.)
And question of God. See QUESTION OF GOD, THE–FORMS OF (4)-(2)
Vs questions for intelligence. “There is a fundamental difference
between the question raised on the second level [of INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING] and that raised on the third [of JUDGMENT(S)]. If one
asks, ‘What is the logarithm of the square root of minus one?’ it
makes no sense to say yes or no. The question, What? is a question on the second level, and it asks for some sort of explanation,
tentative or definitive. The answers, yes and no, are on a third
level, and consequently you get nonsense if you say yes or no to
the questions, What? and Why? ‘Why are you here?’ ‘Yes.’ It
does not make sense. There are two fundamental types of questions: questions asking for explanation, that is, questions for intelligence [see INTELLIGENCE–QUESTIONS FOR]; and on the other hand,
questions for reflection. The judgment is an answer to a question
for reflection.” (UB 111.) See also COMPLEMENTARITY–OF QUESTIONS FOR INTELLIGENCE/REFLECTION

RATIONALITY.

See JUDGMENT(S)–AS RELATED-(3) TO REFLECTIVE UNDERSTANDING

RELATION(S): “In any pair of correlatives one may distinguish between a relation R, its base P, its term Q, the converse relation R’, the
converse base Q, and the converse term P. Thus, if the relation ‘father’ has Abraham as its base and Isaac as its term, the converse relation ‘son’ has Isaac as converse base and Abraham as converse
term.” (In 514.) See intra Types of (4); note also that relation sometimes
figures in discussion of RELATIVE and RELATIVITY.
AND CHANGE. See intra Of equality
AND DESCRIPTION. See METAPHYSICS–AS EXPLANATORY; SCIENTIFIC–EXPLANATION
AND IMPLICIT DEFINITIONS. See DEFINITION(S)–IMPLICIT
AND INSIGHT.

See INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–AND RELATIONS

AND INTELLIGIBILITY.
AND LAWS.

See LAW(S),

AND MEASUREMENT.
AND PROBABILITY.
AND QUANTITY.

See INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–AND RELATIONS

LAW(S) OF ...–AND RELATIONS

See MEASUREMENT–AND RELATIONS OF THINGS TO ONE ANOTHER

See NONSYSTEMATIC–AND MEASUREMENT

See QUANTITY

AND SECONDARY DETERMINATIONS.
AND TERMS, FIXING OF.

See TERM(S)–AND RELATIONS

AND TRANSCENDENTAL NOTIONS.
AMONG

See intra Of equality

See

NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL–RELATIONS

AS DISTINCT FROM ITS BASE.
CLASSES OF.

See DISTINCTION(S)–OF RELATION FROM ITS BASE

See intra Types of (4); Internal; External

COGNITIONAL.

See COGNITION,

COGNITIONAL–TERMS AND RELATIONS, BASIC NEST OF

COMPONENTS OF. This entry follows upon NONSYSTEMATIC–IN RELATIONS.
“We are brought to conceiving relations as involving two components. One component contains all the relativity of the relation, and
it is necessary and permanent inasmuch as it is inseparable from its
base in a thing of a determinate kind. The other component, however, is contingent; it is subject to variation in accord with the successive schedules of probabilities in world process; but these
variations change, not the primary component, but only the secondary determinations; they modify not the relative but the absolute.”

(In 516.)
DEFINITION BY.

See

METAPHYSICS–AS KNOWLEDGE-EXPLANATORY VS DESCRIPTIVE;

SCIENTIFIC–EXPLANATION
EPISTEMIC.

See intra Formal

EXPLANATORY.

“At the root of classical method [see METHOD, CLASSIthere are two heuristic principles [see HEURISTIC–PRINCIPLES AND CLASSICAL METHOD]. The first is that similars are understood similarly, that
a difference of understanding presupposes a significant difference
of data. The second is that the similarities relevant to explanation
lie not in the relations of things to our senses [see QUOAD NOS] but in
their relations to one another [see QUOAD SE; EXPLANATION–VS DESCRIPTION].
… Accordingly, there is a fundamental HEURISTIC STRUCTURE that leads
to the determination of conjugates [see CONJUGATE(S)–EXPLANATORY/PURE],
that is, of terms defined implicitly by their empirically verified and
explanatory relations. Such terms as related are known by understanding [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–AND DEFINITIONS], and so they are
forms. Let us name them conjugate forms [see CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL)
CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–FORM].” (In 460-61.) See also DESCRIPTION–AND EXPLANATIONCAL]

IN RELATIONS

EXTERNAL.

“Relations are said to be internal when the concept of
the relation is intrinsic to the concept of its base; they are external
when the base remains essentially the same whether or not the relation accrues to it. Thus, if mass is conceived as a quantity of matter and matter is conceived as whatever satisfies the Kantian
scheme of providing a filling for the empty form of time, then the
law of inverse squares is external to the notion of mass. On the
other hand, if masses are conceived as implicitly defined by their
relations to one another and the law of inverse squares is the most
fundamental of those relations, then the law is an internal relation,
for the denial of the law would involve a change in the concept of
mass.” (In 517.) See also intra Internal

FORMAL.

“We always start from relations of things to us [see QUOAD
from what some present-day analysts
of science call epistemic relations; but science advances to the
point where it principally is concerned with what are called formal
relations, that is, relations that hold between things themselves considered apart from us, and the things are then defined by those relations they have to one another [see QUOAD SE; EXPLANATION–VS
DESCRIPTION].” (UB 88.)
HUMAN. See INTERSUBJECTIVITY; COMMUNITY
SE; EXPLANATION–VS DESCRIPTION],

RELATIVE – RELATIVISM
INTERNAL. “A relation is named internal to an object when, without
the relation, the object would differ radically. Thus, we have spoken of inquiry and insight. But by inquiry we have not meant some
pure WONDER; we have meant a wonder about something. Similarly,
by insight we have not meant a pure understanding but an understanding of something. Inquiry and insight, then, are related internally to materials about which one inquires and into which one
gains insight.” (In 367.) See also intra External
And description. See DESCRIPTION–AND EXPLANATION-OF DATA

And the relativist. “If one supposes that the whole universe is a
pattern of internal relations, clearly it follows that no part and no
aspect of the universe can be known in isolation from any other
part or aspect; for every item is related internally to every other;
and to prescind from such relations is to prescind from things as
they are and to substitute in their place other, imaginary objects
that simply are not. If then, one asks the relativist to explain why
questions run off to infinity, he has a ready answer. The universe
to be known by answering questions is a tissue of internal relations.” (In 367.) See also RELATIVISM
INTERPERSONAL. See INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS
MIXED. See intra Types of (4)-(4) mixed
NONSYSTEMATIC IN. See NONSYSTEMATIC–IN RELATIONS
NOTIONAL. See intra Types of (4)-(1) notional
OF BEING TO KNOWING. See BEING–NOTION OF, –IDEA OF, –CONCEPT OF
OF EQUALITY. “Concrete relations such as equality and similarity
lie in the field of descriptive knowledge. Their metaphysical analysis supposes their transference to the explanatory field. Through
such transference it appears that such relations are not simple entities but composite. They involve a component of primary relativity
and a component of secondary determinations. The primary relativity is inseparable from its base, and for that reason all change is
change in the base and only incidentally and consequently change
in the relativity. The secondary determinations are constitutive neither of the relation nor of its reality as relation but simply of the
differentiation of concrete relations; and because that differentiation depends, not on the base alone but on the base and term together, it can vary without variation in the base.” (In 519.) See also
RELATIVITY–AND PRIMARY VS SECONDARY DETERMINATIONS
OF METAPHYSICS.
OF SCIENCE.

See METAPHYSICS–RELATIONS OF

See SCIENCE(S)–RELATIONS OF

OF SIMILARITY.

See intra Of equality

OF THINGS TO EACH OTHER.
OF THINGS TO US.
PERSONAL.
PRIMARY.

See LIBERTY–AND COMMUNITY

See intra Of equality

PROBLEMATIC.
REAL.

See QUOAD SE

See QUOAD NOS

See intra Types of (4)-(2) problematic

See intra Types of (4)-(3) real

TERMS AND.
TYPES OF.

See TERM(S)–AND RELATIONS

“As distinctions, so relations may be notional, problematic, real, or mixed.” (In 514.)
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(1) Notional. “They are notional if they are merely supposed,
merely objects of thought.” (In 514.)
(2) Problematic. “They are problematic if their affirmation occurs in a description or in a provisional explanation.” (In 514.) See
also MYTH–AND ALLEGORY

(3) Real. “They are real if their affirmation would survive in a
definitive explanatory account of this universe.” (In 514.)
(4) Mixed. “They are mixed if one correlative is real and the other notional.” (In 514.)
RELATIVE:

Opposite: ABSOLUTE. “That which has an order to another
being.” (S 713.) Referred to another in some way; ordered to, connected
with, dependent upon, limited by another in some way. Considered in
its relation to something else rather than absolutely in itself. Unintelligible or impossible except as related to something else. See RELATION(S)
ABSOLUTE COMPONENT OF.

“The difference between an absolute and
a relative consists in this, that an absolute reality possesses its entire meaning within itself, whereas a relative reality has its complete meaning only by comparison to something else.” (S 697.) In his
discussion of metaphysics as science (see METAPHYSICS–AS SCIENCE), L
speaks of the absolute component of the relative. See also NONSYSTEMATIC–IN RELATIONS

RELATIVISM : The view that knowledge entirely depends on and varies with the limited ability of each mind and its conditions of knowing; the denial of absolute truth and certitude. L speaks of “the
premises set forth by relativists. These premises are: (1) the meaning
of any statement is relative to its context; (2) every context is subject
to change; it stands within a process of development and/or decay;
and (3) it is not possible to predict what the future context will be. …
The trouble is twofold. On the one hand, these premises, as far as
they go, are true. On the other hand, the complement they need does
not consist primarily in further propositions. It is to be found only by
unveiling the invariant structure of man’s conscious and intentional
acts; and that unveiling is a long and difficult task.” (PTP2 75-76.) Later L
writes: “Relativism means that nothing is true. The doctrine of internal relations was taught by certain British idealists towards the end of
the nineteenth century, namely, that everything is related to everything else; you can’t make a true statement about anything without
making all the true statements about everything, because everything
is related to everything else, and that relation is intrinsic to its reality.
That is a theoretical statement of relativism, that you can never know
anything. It presupposes that in this world nothing is contingent,
nothing is merely statistical. ‘The cup is on the table’ does not depend upon the nebula of Andromeda; it can be on the table or off the
table, and the nebula of Andromeda remains exactly the same, as far
as the statement, ‘The cup is on the table,’ goes. In other words, there
are contingent events, and concrete judgments of fact [see JUDGMENT(S)
OF FACT–CONCRETE] are in that category. That’s the question of relativism,
and relativity is an entirely different thing.” (PTP2 348.)
AND COGNITIONAL THEORY. See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY-LONERGAN VS
RELATIVISM (11 ELEMENTS)

AND ERROR.
MENTS)-(11)

See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY-LONERGAN VS RELATIVISM (11 ELE-
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RELATIVITY – RELEVANCE/RELEVANT

AND FACT.

See

COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY-LONERGAN VS RELATIVISM (11 ELE-

MENTS)-(11)

AND INTERPRETATION.
AND PERSPECTIVISM.
AND RELATIONS.

See INTERPRETATION–RELATIVISM IN

See PERSPECTIVISM–AND RELATIVISM

See RELATION(S)–INTERNAL-AND THE RELATIVIST

AND RELATIVITY.

“With regard to relativity and relativism, a distinction is to be drawn: anything anyone understands is related to
something else, it’s involved in a relativity, and history reveals a
terrific relativity. But the mere fact that you are writing history, that
you can have a historical science, means that your historical differences are put in an understood continuum, or you are trying to get
them into an understood continuum or discontinuities, as the case
may be. You are setting up relations, and by setting up the relations
you move to understanding, and you find that while it differs in this
and this respect, still it’s the same in this and this respect, and so
on. … Relativity is not relativism; relativism means that nothing is
true.” (PTP2 348.)
AND SCIENTIFIC REVISION. See DEDUCTION–AND SCIENTIFIC PROGRESS
AS PHILOSOPHICAL PROBLEM.

“As science develops, philosophy is
impelled to migrate from the world of theory and to find its basis
in the world of interiority [see THEORY, THEORIES–WORLD OF; INTERIORITY–
WORLD OF]. On the one hand, science gives up any claim to necessity
and truth. It settles for verifiable possibilities that offer an ever better approximation to truth. But, on the other hand, its success lends
color to totalitarian ambitions, and science conceives its goal as the
full explanation of all phenomena. In this situation philosophy is
left with the problems of truth and relativism, of what is meant by
REALITY, of the grounds of theory and of common sense and of the
relations between the two [see MEANING–REALM(S) OF-(1) COMMON SENSE, –
REALM(S) OF-(2) THEORY], of the grounds of specifically human sciences.
It finds itself confronted with the fact that all human knowledge
has a basis in the data of experience [see DATA–OF SENSE] and, since
science seems to have acquired at least squatters’ rights to the data
of sense, it will have to take its stand on the DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS.”

tween two components, namely, a primary relativity and other,
secondary determinations. Thus, if it is true that the size of A is just
twice the size of B, then the primary relativity is a proportion and
the secondary determinations are the numerical ratio ‘twice’ and
the two observable sizes.” (In 515.) See also RELATION(S)–OF EQUALITY
AND RELATIVISM. See RELATIVISM–AND RELATIVITY
INVARIANCE IN.

OF DESCRIPTION.
OF EXPRESSION.
OF HISTORY.

And causality. “Special relativity is primarily a field theory, that
is, it is concerned not with the efficient, instrumental, material,
or final causes of events, but with the intelligibility immanent
in data; but Newtonian dynamics seems primarily a theory of
efficient causes, of forces, their action, and the reaction evoked
by action.” (In 67.)
And measurement. “In special relativity the measurement of any
spatial or temporal difference determines a spatiotemporal interval (1) that is invariant for all reference frames, but (2) that
resolves into different spatial and temporal components in different relatively moving frames.” (In 193.) See SPACE AND TIME
Basic postulate of. The context is L’s illustration of inverse insight
(see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–INVERSE), namely getting the point
that there is no point; in this case, that there is no intelligibility
to be grasped. The basic postulate states: “The mathematical
expression of physical principles and laws is invariant under
inertial transformations.” (In 47-48.) For a detailed explanation see

“Relativist thought is largely devoted to a refutation
of empiricism [see EMPIRICISM/EMPIRICIST].” (In 366.) See COGNITION, COGNI-

TIONAL–THEORY-LONERGAN VS RELATIVISM (11 ELEMENTS)

See ETHICS–LEGALISM AND RELATIVISM IN

In regard to science see intra Theory of-special-basic postu-

late of
AND JUDGMENT.

See JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–AND RELATIVITY

The larger context is
L divides relations into types (see RELATION(S)–TYPES OF).
The ground of the division “lies in our view that metaphysics regards proportionate being as explained.” As a consequence, there is
“the problem of determining which relations survive in a definitive
explanation [of the universe; see EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND WORLD ORDER]
and so pertain to a metaphysical account of reality. … To meet this
problem, it is necessary to distinguish in concrete relations be-

See INTERPRETATION–RELATIVISM IN

Special. A number of fundamental observations about special relativity are included in L’s explaining how the notion of anticipation of invariance in the natural world is rooted in insight (see
INVARIANCE–ANTICIPATION OF). He also uses the insight behind special
relativity to demonstrate the scientific syllogism (see SYLLOGISM–
SCIENTIFIC-AND SPECIAL RELATIVITY).

VS EMPIRICISM.

RELATIVITY :

See PARTICULAR(S)–AND RELATIVE/INVARIANT EXPRESSION

See HISTORY–RELATIVITY OF

THEORY OF. L’s interest in scientific anticipations, procedures, and
results is never the science per se; rather, he employs the rigors of
science to throw light on the genesis and nature of insight and its
object.
General. See INVARIANCE–ANTICIPATION OF

See HISTORICAL–RELATIVISM

VS LEGALISM IN ETHICS.

See VIEWPOINT(S)–EXPLANATORY VS DESCRIPTIVE

OF INTERPRETATION.

(M 259.) See also INTERPRETATION–RELATIVISM IN
HISTORICAL.

See TRANSFORMATION–INVARIANCE UNDER INERTIAL

TRANSFORMATION–INVARIANCE UNDER INERTIAL

RELEVANCE/RELEVANT: See also inter alia ABSTRACT–APPLIED TO CONCRETE-IN
INSIGHT

■ ABSTRACTION ■ ANALOGY OF …–COMMON SENSE ■ ART–SUMMARY REMARKS ■

CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(1)-OF SELECTION ■ CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL

AND PRIMARY VS SECONDARY DETERMINATIONS.

COMPARED–INQUIRY-ANTICIPATION

METAPHYSICS.

OPERATIONS-INTENTIONAL-MEDIATE AND IMMEDIATE, –THEORY-LONERGAN VS KANT (5 ELEMENTS)-

IN-COROLLARIES

(2)

(3), –THEORY-LONERGAN VS RELATIVISM (11 ELEMENTS)-(9)

■ COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–
■ CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CON-

STITUTIVE CAUSES–ACT ■ CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–HISTORICAL ■ CONTROL–OF SENSITIVE LIVING/EXPERIENCE

■ DETERMINISM–SCIENTIST, MEDIATING INSIGHT, AND ■ DIALECTIC(S)–

HEGELIAN VS LONERGANIAN-SOURCE OF DIFFERENCES
OUR UNIVERSE

■ DIFFERENCE(S)–AND EXPLANATIONS OF

■ DREAM(S)–AND INSIGHT ■ EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND CAPITALISM ■ ETH-

RELIGION – REPRESENTATION
ICS–AND VIRTUALLY UNCONDITIONED ■ EXPRESSION–TYPES OF ■ HISTORIAN–AND A PARTICULAR HISTORY
VANCE IN

■ HISTORICAL–EVIDENCE-ACTUAL, –INTELLIGIBILITY, –KNOWLEDGE-SPIRAL AD-

■ HISTORY–VERIFICATION IN ■ INSIGHT (THE BOOK)–AND MATHEMATICS/PHYSICS ■

INTELLECTUAL–PROCESS-AND EGOISM ■ INTELLIGIBILITY–OF EXTRINSIC CAUSALITY ■ JUDGMENT(S)–COMMONSENSE ■ KNOWLEDGE–NATURE OF ■ POSSIBILITY–OF SCIENTIFIC COLLABORATION/GENERALIZATION ■ SKILLS ■ SYSTEM(S)–ABSTRACT-AND PARTICULAR CASES

AND ABSTRACTION.

See

ABSTRACTION–AND PRESCINDING, –DEGREES OF (3)-

PRELIMINARIES

symbols employed in this or that religion. (3C 161.) The responsibility
prompted by religion includes not only morality but the total commitment that authentic religion prompts. (2C 154-55, 211.)” (GP)
RELIGIOUS: See also inter alia RELIGION ■ TRANSCENDENT ■ ARGUMENT FOR
GOD’S EXISTENCE–AND SCHLEIERMACHER ■ AUTHENTICITY–MAJOR/MINOR ■ BELIEF–AND APPROPRIATION OF HERITAGE, –BREAKDOWN OF

See

CANON(S)– OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC

■ DIALECTIC

(FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY) ■ DIALOGUE ■ EDUCATION–AND HUMANISM ■ EXPERIENCE–AND
BELIEF

METHOD-(3) OF RELEVANCE

AND HERMENEUTICS.

■ CONVERSION–PRIORITY IN ■ DEVELOPMENT–

CULTURAL-DEGREES OF (4), –NOTION OF-AND DEPTH PSYCHOLOGY, –OF LANGUAGE

See CONTEXT(S)–AND RELEVANCE

AND EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD.

■ BIAS–AS BLOCK TO CHARITY ■ CATEGORY,

CATEGORIES–THEORETICAL ■ CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(5) FIFTH?, –
POLYMORPHISM OF HUMAN-AND DIALECTIC

AND CONTEXT.
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■ FEELINGS–AND HEART’S REASONS ■ FIELD (AND SUBJECT) ■ GEM–AS WISDOM ■

HISTORICAL–KNOWLEDGE-AND H. EXPERIENCE ■ HUMAN–GOOD-STRUCTURE OF ■ HU-

See

CANON(S)–OF METHODICAL HERMENEUTICS-(1) OF RELE-

MOR/SATIRE ■ INFRASTRUCTURE AND SUPRASTRUCTURE ■ INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS ■

VANCE

INTERPRETATION (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY) ■ JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE–AND CONSCIENCE, –

AND IRRELEVANT. The most common context for relevant vs irrelevant is ABSTRACTION.

AND DEVELOPMENT

And detached/disinterested intelligence. See DECLINE–CYCLE OF, LONG-

–AND METAPHYSICS, –AND TOTALITARIANISM ■ OPENNESS–AND PURE DESIRE TO KNOW ■ PERSON(S)–AND DIALECTIC ■ PHILOSOPHY OF GOD–AND THEOLOGY-COMMON ORIGIN AND OBJEC-

ER-PROCESS-CONSEQUENCES (3)-(2)

And historical knowledge. See HISTORICAL–KNOWLEDGE-SPIRAL ADVANCE IN
And insight. See ABSTRACTION–AND INSIGHT
And model. See MODEL–UTILITY OF
Data as. See INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–CUMULATIVE SERIES OF
In abstraction. See ABSTRACTION–ENRICHING/IMPOVERISHING-MOMENTS IN (3)-(3)
In canon of selection. See

■ LANGUAGE–AND TRADITION, –TECHNICAL-AND MAGIC ■ LOVE–KINDS OF ■

MEANING–COMMON-REALIZED, –INCARNATE ■ MIND–GREEK DISCOVERY OF ■ MYTH–AND MAGIC,

CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(1)-OF

TIVE, –STATIC VS DYNAMIC VIEWPOINT IN
CONTAGION

...–TRANSCENDENCE-INTELLECTUAL
TYPES OF

In time and place. See PARTICULAR(S)–TIMES AND PLACES
AND JUDGMENT. See JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–AND RELEVANT/PERTINENT QUESTIONS
AND METHODICAL HERMENEUTICS. See CANON(S)–OF METHODICAL HERMENEU-

SCALE OF PREFERENCES

CONSCIOUSNESS.

See

CONSCIOUSNESS,

DIFFERENTIATION OF CONSCIOUSNESS.

See

CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTI-

ATED–RELIGIOUSLY
EXPERIENCE.

See EXPERIENCE, RELIGIOUS

CANON OF.

See CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(3) OF RELEVANCE

SELF-TRANSCENDENCE.

DATA.

ACTUAL, ACTUALITY ■ BEING–SPHERES OF, DISTINCT ■ CONTEXT(S)–AND

VALUES.

■ CONTINGENCE– OF ACTUALITY-(2) IN BEING KNOWN ■ CONVER-

CON-

See CONVERSION–RELIGIOUS

TICS-(1) OF RELEVANCE

See

DIFFERENTIATED–RELIGIOUSLY;

SCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–RELIGIOUS/TRANSCENDENT

MEANING.

HERMENEUTICAL CIRCLE

■ SELF-APPROPRIATION–AND PHILOSOPHY-DIFFERENT

■ SIN ■ SYMBOL(S)–AND DREAMS ■ TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS ■ VALUE(S)–AND

CONVERSION.

SELECTION-AND THE RELEVANT/IRRELEVANT

■ PRINCIPLE(S)–MORAL ■ PROJECTION ■ PSYCHIC–

■ QUESTION OF GOD, THE–AND EXPRESSION, –FORMS OF (4) ■ SECULAR ■ SELF

See MEANING–RELIGIOUS
See SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE-RELIGIOUS

See VALUE(S)–SCALE OF-(5) TRANSCENDENT

REPENTANCE: See CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(4) RATIONAL SELF- (6

SION–AND RESEARCH ■ DATA–OF SENSE-AND CONDITIONS FOR AFFIRMATION, –OF SENSE-AND

ELEMENTS)-AND REPENTANCE

■ EGOISM–AND INTELLIGENCE VS SPONTANEITY ■ FUNCTIONAL
SPECIALTIES–DISTINCTION AND DIVISION OF-(1) ■ PRINCIPLE(S)–EMPIRICAL

REPRESENTATION: See also inter alia REPRESENTATIVE ■ BIAS–NOTION OF-AND

SCIENTIFIC UNDERSTANDING

OF MATH AND PHYSICS IN INSIGHT.

See

INSIGHT (THE BOOK)–AND MATHEMAT-

ICS/PHYSICS

OF PAST.

GENUS

■ CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(2) OF OPERATIONS-(7) AS SOURCE OF

HIGHER VIEWPOINTS

■ DEVELOPMENT–OF LANGUAGE-AND KNOWLEDGE ■ DISTINCTION(S)–AND

MYTHIC CONSCIOUSNESS

See PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION–TRADITIONALIST VS MODERNIST (3 ELEMENTS)-

■ DREAM(S)–BASIC MEANING OF ■ EGO–DIFFERENTIATION OF PERSONA

■ FEELINGS–AND WORDS ■ FREEDOM, ELEMENTS OF (4)–(1) UNDERLYING SENSITIVE FLOW

■ GENUS–EXPLANATORY-IS THE CONCEPT CORRECT? ■ GENUS/GENERA AND SPECIES–AND

(3)

QUESTIONS, FURTHER.

AND

See

QUESTION(S)–FURTHER-FOR COMMON SENSE/SCIENCE, –

RELEVANT

RELIGION: “As L is wont to do, he gives us a functional definition.
Religion is the capacity of the human consciousness to apprehend ultimate meaning and ultimate value symbolically. (3C 161.) In contrast,
theology questions this apprehension. It mediates between religion
and the role of that religion in its cultural matrix. (M xi.) Religious studies, a third term, is the historical study of religions. Theology is to religion what economics is to business and biology is to health. (2C 97.)
The function of religion is to provide a worldview within which one
might live intelligently, reasonably, and responsibly. Theology endeavors to discern whether there is any real fire behind the smoke of

HIGHER VIEWPOINTS

■ IMAGE–AS IMAGE, SYMBOL, SIGN-IN MYSTERY/MYTH ■ INTEGRATOR–OF

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
DRAMATIC-AS ARTISTRY

■ KNOWING–AND BEING ■ PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–

■ PHANTASM/FANTASM–INSIGHT INTO ■ PRIMITIVE(S)–MIND ■ SENSI-

TIVE–AND INTELLECTUAL-INTEGRATION OF ■ VIEWPOINT(S)–IN MATHEMATICS
PSYCHIC.

See

CENSOR, CENSORSHIP–AND NEURAL-DEMAND FUNCTIONS-PSYCHIC CON-

TROL OVER-INVERSE OF, -SUMMARY

VS PRESENTATION.

The distinction is between presentations of sense
(see PRESENTATIONS–EMPIRICAL; DATA–OF SENSE) and the subsequent representations of imagination (see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–AND IMAGINATION).
And human living. “As intellectual development occurs through
insights into sensible presentations and imaginative representa-
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tions, so also the intelligent and reasonable control of human living can be effective only in the measure that it has at its disposal
the symbols and signs by which it translates its directives to human sensibility. … Unless one can carry out in deeds what one
knows and wills, then the willing already is a failure, and from
failing will to bad will to unconcern for truth there are the easy
and, unfortunately, familiar steps.” (In 585.)
And underlying sensitive flow. See FREEDOM,

ELEMENTS OF–(1) UNDERLY-

ING SENSITIVE FLOW

REPRESENTATIVE: See also inter alia REPRESENTATION ■ ART–AND SYMBOLISM,
–DEFINITION OF-AND PATTERN ■ IMAGE–AND THING ITSELF ■ INTENDING–MODES OF ■ LOGIC–
AND SYMBOLS

■ SYNTHESIS–IMAGINATIVE VS SYSTEMATIC UNIFICATION-POSSIBILITY OF

FUNCTION OF IMAGINATION.

See KNOWLEDGE–DOMAINS OF, DISTINCT

IMAGE AND IMAGINATIVE SYNTHESIS.

See SYNTHESIS–IMAGINATIVE VS SYSTEM-

ATIC UNIFICATION-POSSIBILITY OF

IMAGE, FUNCTION OF.
SAMPLE.

See

See IMAGE–HEURISTIC VS REPRESENTATIVE FUNCTION OF

CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–INQUIRY-AND REPRESENTATIVE

SAMPLES; NOTION OF …–REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLE

REPRESSION: See CENSOR, CENSORSHIP–REPRESSIVE
RESEARCH (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY):

First of the eight FUNCTIONAL
of method. Generalized Empirical Method (see GEM)
comprises two sets of four categories (see CATEGORY, CATEGORIES–GENERAL,
–SPECIAL). The general categories pertain to the mediation of a
tradition; the special (special because essential to method in theology) to the tradition thus mediated. Research is first of the four general categories—Research, Interpretation, History, Dialectic. Four
categories because each is tied to the cognitional operation (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL– LEVELS OF) proper to that level of intentional
consciousness (see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)). The mediating phase follows the order experience, understanding, judgment,
decision (in the mediated phase the order of operations is reversed).
Thus Research is tied to the first level of intentional consciousness,
EXPERIENCE (of data; see DATA–OF SENSE, DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS). While the
context of L’s discussion is Method in Theology, the general
categories apply to all kinds of systematic enquiry.
AND COMMON SENSE. See COMMON SENSE–AND RESEARCH
AND CONVERSION. See CONVERSION–AND RESEARCH
SPECIALTIES

AND INTERPRETATION.

“While research makes available what was
written, interpretation [see INTERPRETATION (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)] understands what was meant.” (M 127.)
DROYSON’S DIVISION OF. “For Droysen [see Hunermann, Der Durchbruch geschichtlichen … 111-28], ... the historian does not first
determine the facts and then discover their interconnections. On
the contrary, facts and interconnections form a single piece, a garment without seam. Together they constitute historical reality in
the fulness of its conditions and the process of its emergence. They
are discovered in an interpretative process guided by the watchword, forschend verstehen, advance through research to understanding. The research was directed to four areas: first, to the
course of events, say, in a military campaign; secondly, to the conditions forming the context of the events; thirdly, to the character

of the participants; and fourthly, to the purposes and ideas that
were being realized.” (M 199.)
GENERAL. “General research locates, excavates, and maps ancient
cities. It fills museums and reproduces or copies inscriptions, symbols, pictures, statues. It deciphers unknown scripts and languages.
It collects and catalogues manuscripts, and prepares critical editions of texts. It composes indices, tables, repertories, bibliographies, abstracts, bulletins, handbooks, dictionaries, encyclopedias.
Some day, perhaps, it will give us a complete information-retrieval
system.” (M 127.) See also intra Special
PRACTICALITY IN.

See PRACTICALITY–IN RESEARCH

SPECIAL.

Research can be special or general. “Special research is
concerned with assembling the data relevant to some particular
question or problem, such as the doctrine of Mr. X on the question
Y. Such special research operates all the more rapidly and effectively the more familiar it is with the tools made available by general research.” (M 127.) See also intra General
And horizon. “Special research, finally, is conducted with a view
to particular exegetical or historical tasks. The [HORIZON(S)] that
guide the performance of the tasks also guide the performance of
the research. One easily finds what fits into one’s horizon. One
has very little ability to notice what one has never understood or
conceived. No less than INTERPRETATION [see INTERPRETATION (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)] and HISTORY [see HISTORY (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)], the
preliminary special research can reveal differences of horizon.”
(M 246-47.)
SUMMARY OF.

“Research makes available the data relevant to ... investigation. It is either general or special.” (M 127.) See intra General;
Special
RESIDUE(S): See also inter alia ABSTRACTION–AND INSIGHT, –CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL MODES OF

■ BEING–AS SUPREME HEURISTIC NOTION ■ CHANCE–AND PROBABILITY ■

CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–PROBABILITY-ASSIGNING ■ COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY-LONERGAN VS RELATIVISM (11 ELEMENTS)-(8) ■ EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND
ABSTRACT SYSTEM

■ INTELLIGIBLE(S)–TWO MEANINGS OF ■ LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–ABSTRACT ■

LOGIC–METAPHYSICS, AND ANALYSIS ■ MATERIAL–EXPLANATION/DEFINITION OF, –VS SPIRITUAL ■
MATHEMATICAL–AND SCIENTIFIC THOUGHT, –MATTER ■ NOTION OF …–ABSTRACTION ■ OTHER
THINGS BEING EQUAL ■ PROPER NAMES–ARISTOTLE, ARISTOTELIAN-WORLDVIEW ■ SCIENCE(S)–GENERALIZATIONS OF ■ SCISSORS-LIKE ACTION–IN MATHEMATICS ■ SOCIAL–SURD ■
SYSTEM(S)–ABSTRACT-AND PARTICULAR CASES ■ TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–ONTOLOGY OF
AND INTERPRETATION.

See

CANON(S)–OF METHODICAL HERMENEUTICS-(5) OF RESI-

DUES

AND MATHEMATICS.
CANON OF.

See

See MATHEMATICAL–FORMALIZATIONS-MATERIAL ELEMENT

CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(6) OF STATISTICAL RESI-

DUES, –OF METHODICAL HERMENEUTICS-(5) OF RESIDUES

EMPIRICAL.

The larger context is the elements of insight (In ch. 1).
At the end of the chapter L introduces “the notion of an empirical
residue that (1) consists in positive empirical data, (2) is to be denied any immanent intelligibility of its own, and (3) is connected
with some compensating higher intelligibility of notable importance.” (In 50.) Later (545) he identifies the empirical residue with
the CONDITIONES MATERIAE of Thomist thought. The notion is also re-
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lated to inverse insight (grasping the point that there is no point;
see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–AND EMPIRICAL RESIDUE, –INVERSE-AND EMPIRICAL RESIDUE). He clarifies the three elements of the notion as follows: (1)
“Inasmuch as a vacuum is merely an absence of data, it cannot be
part of the empirical residue.” (2) “It is to be remembered that a
denial of immanent intelligibility is not a denial of experience or
description. Not only are elements in the empirical residue given
positively but also they are pointed out, conceived, named, considered, discussed, and affirmed or denied. But though they are no
less given than color or sound or heat, though they may be thought
about no less accurately and talked about no less fluently, still they
are not objects of any direct insight, and so they cannot be explained by transverse waves or longitudinal waves or molecular
motion or any other theoretical construction that might be thought
more apposite.” (3) “It is to be noted that inverse insight and the
empirical residue are not exact correlatives. For inverse insight was
not characterized by a connection with ideas, principles, methods,
or techniques of exceptional significance. Again, the empirical
residue has not been characterized by the spontaneity of the questions for intelligence that are to be met by a denial of intelligibility.” (In 50-51.) The term empirical residue appears in hundreds of
other subentries herein.
Abstraction from. The context is the heuristic structures of empirical method, specifically discovery, both classical and statistical. “While both types of discovery are universal and so abstract,
still they involve different types of abstraction. In both classical
and statistical constructs there is abstraction from the empirically
residual aspects of individuality, of the continuum, of particular
places and times, and of constant velocity. But classical laws, at
least in the determination of each law, also abstract from coincidental aggregates [see AGGREGATE(S)–COINCIDENTAL] inasmuch as they
demand the qualification ‘OTHER THINGS BEING EQUAL.’ On the other
hand, statistical states [see STATISTICAL–STATES] express an intelligibility immanent in coincidental aggregates [see AGGREGATE(S)–
COINCIDENTAL], and to reach this intelligibility they abstract from the
random differences in relative actual frequencies [see FREQUENCY–
RANDOM OSCILLATION OF].” (In 87-88.)

And insight. See
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INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–AND EMPIRICAL RESIDUE, –

INVERSE-AND EMPIRICAL RESIDUE

And intellectual experience. See

INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–INVERSE-

AND EMPIRICAL RESIDUE-AND INTELLECTUAL EXPERIENCE

And intelligibility. See INTELLIGIBILITY–ANTICIPATION OF-AND EMPIRICAL RESIDUE,
–MATERIAL-AND EMPIRICAL RESIDUE, –KINDS OF
And mathematics. See MATHEMATICAL–FORMALIZATIONS-MATERIAL ELEMENT
And nonsystematic divergence of actual frequencies. See NONSYSTEMATIC–DIVERGENCE OF ACTUAL FREQUENCIES

And potency, prime. See POTENCY/POTENTIAL–PRIME-AND EMPIRICAL RESIDUE
And potency. See POTENCY/POTENTIAL–AND EMPIRICAL RESIDUE; CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–POTENCY-AND INDIVIDUALITY OF EMPIRICAL RESIDUE

And social surd. See SOCIAL–SURD
And the spiritual. See INTELLIGIBILITY–SPIRITUAL-AND EMPIRICAL RESIDUE
And understanding. See INTELLIGIBILITY–MATERIAL-AND EMPIRICAL RESIDUE ,

–

SPIRITUAL-AND EMPIRICAL RESIDUE

Dependence on/independence from. See ESSENCE–CONCEIVED E. AS SPIRITUAL

Individuality of. See CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–POTENCYAND INDIVIDUALITY OF EMPIRICAL RESIDUE

Metaphysical equivalent of. See POTENCY/POTENTIAL–PRIME-AND EMPIRICAL
RESIDUE

Notion of. See NOTION OF …–EMPIRICAL RESIDUE

And conditiones materiae. See CONDITIONES MATERIAE
And data. See GIVEN, THE–AS RESIDUAL
And direct insight. See INTELLIGIBILITY–MATERIAL-VS SPIRITUAL
And essence. See ESSENCE–CONCEIVED E. AS SPIRITUAL
And frames of reference. See FRAME(S) OF REFERENCE–EMPIRICAL RESIDUE,

STATISTICAL. Among the canons of empirical method is the canon
of statistical residues (see CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(6) OF STATISTICAL RESIDUES). “It presupposes the existence of inquiry of the classical type [see METHOD, CLASSICAL], and from that premise it concludes
to the existence of residues that call for statistical inquiry.” L distinguishes between two objects of insight, abstract system and particular cases. “But the particular case is the typical instance,
presented by sense or imagination and understood by insight into
the presentation. In contrast, the abstract system is neither sensible
nor imaginable: it is a conceptual object constituted by terms and
relations that, at least in the last resort, are defined implicitly.”
Since “the formulation of system comes at the end of a cumulative
series of insights into different particular cases,” L asks whether
the enormous manifold of particular cases can be cast in an ordered sequence. He concludes: “There does not exist a single ordered sequence that embraces the totality of particular cases
through which abstract system might be applied to the concrete
universe. In other words, though all events are linked to one another by law, still the laws reveal only the abstract component in
concrete relations; the further concrete component, though mastered by insight into particular cases, is involved in the empirical
residue from which systematizing intelligence abstracts; it does not
admit general treatment along classical lines; it is a residue, left
over after classical method has been applied, and it calls for the
implementation of statistical method [see METHOD, STATISTICAL].” (In 109-

INSIGHT AND

11.)

And central potency. “Since central form is the intelligible unity
of data as individual, central potency may be identified with the
individuality of the empirical residue. On the other hand, conjugate forms are verified in spatiotemporal continua, conjunctions,
and successions; and so these aspects of the empirical residue are
to be deputed to conjugate potency.” (In 462.) See CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES ■ CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES ■
INTELLIGIBILITY–AND METAPHYSICS-POTENCY

And God. See

PHILOSOPHY OF GOD–AND GOD-AS UNRESTRICTED ACT OF UNDER-

STANDING-AND THE EMPIRICAL RESIDUE

And freedom. See FREEDOM–AND STATISTICAL RESIDUES
And higher integrations. See

INTEGRATION(S)–HIGHER-AND STATISTICAL RESI-
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DUES

Canon of. See CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(6) OF STATISTICAL RESIDUES

RESPONSE:

This entry is directly related to FEELINGS ■ VALUE(S) ■ INTEN-

TIONALITY.
INTENTIONAL.

Opposed to nonintentional. To intend is to be conscious and deliberate about the object of your attention. You do not
intend the myriad data you see around you; you do intend when
you choose something for consideration. See INTENDING–OBJECTS; INTEN-

TIONAL–ACTS

And feelings. See FEELINGS–AS INTENTIONAL RESPONSE
And goals. See FEELINGS–AND NONINTENTIONAL STATES, TRENDS, AND GOALS
And values. See FEELINGS–AS RELATED TO OBJECTS, VALUES, ETC.
NONINTENTIONAL. See FEELINGS–AND NONINTENTIONAL STATES, TRENDS, AND GOALS
RESPONSIBILITY: “Responsibility goes beyond fact and desire and
possibility to discern between what truly is good and what only apparently is good.” (M 11.) Most discussion of responsibility centers on
the fourth level of intentional consciousness (see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(4) RATIONAL SELF- (6 ELEMENTS)) and the fourth transcendental precept (see TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS-(4) BE RESPONSIBLE!).
AND DECISION. See DECISION–AND RESPONSIBILITY
AND FREEDOM. See FREEDOM–AND RESPONSIBILITY
AND JUDGMENT.

See

JUDGMENT(S)–AS RELATED-(4) TO THE PERSON JUDGING; JUDG-

MENT(S) OF FACT–TRUE AND FALSE
AND PHILOSOPHY.

“I think that philosophy is a matter of the engagement of personal responsibility, and I am concerned with the
individual coming to find intelligence and rationality in himself, so
that he won’t be a plaster cast of a man, but will be able to think
these things out for himself, and make up his mind about them.” (UB

269.)
AND SCALE OF VALUES.

See VALUE(S)–SCALE OF-(4) PERSONAL/EXISTENTIAL

AND TRANSCENDENTAL PRECEPTS.

See

ADVERTENCE–AND THE PRECEPTS;

TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS-(4) BE RESPONSIBLE!
OF PHILOSOPHY.
PERSONAL.

See PHILOSOPHY, PHILOSOPHIES–RESPONSIBILITY OF

See JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE–COMPONENTS OF (3)-(3)

RESSENTIMENT: “As there is a development of feelings, so too there
are aberrations [see FEELINGS–ABERRATIONS OF]. Perhaps the most notable is
what has been named “ressentiment,” a loan-word from the French
that was introduced into philosophy by Friedrich Nietzsche and later
in a revised form employed by Max Scheler [in Frings, Max Scheler]. According to Scheler, ressentiment is a re-feeling of a specific
clash with someone else’s value-qualities. The someone else is one’s
superior physically or intellectually or morally or spiritually. The refeeling is not active or aggressive but extends over time, even a lifetime. It is a feeling of hostility, anger, indignation that is neither repudiated nor directly expressed. What it attacks is the value-quality
that the superior person possessed and the inferior not only lacked
but also feels unequal to acquiring. The attack amounts to a continuous belittling of the value in question, and it can extend to hatred and

even violence against those that possess that value-quality. But perhaps its worst feature is that its rejection of one value involves a distortion of the whole scale of values [see VALUE(S)–SCALE OF] and that this
distortion can spread through a whole social class, a whole people, a
whole epoch. So the analysis of ressentiment can turn out to be a tool
of ethical, social, and historical criticism.” (M 33.)
REVISION: “A revision appeals to data. It contends that previous theory does not satisfactorily account for all the data. It claims to have
reached complementary insights that lead to more accurate statements. It shows that these new statements either are UNCONDITIONED or
more closely approximate to the unconditioned than previous statements.” (In 359-60.)
AND EMPIRICAL SCIENCE. On basic revision see DEDUCTION–AND SCIENTIFIC
PROGRESS; see also intra Of empirical science
And relativism. “Popular RELATIVISM is prone to argue that empirical science is the most reliable form of human knowledge; but
empirical science is subject to indefinite revision; therefore, all
human knowledge is equally subject to indefinite revision. Now
such argument is necessarily fallacious. One must know invariant features of human knowledge before one can assert that empirical science is subject to indefinite revision; and if one
definitively knows invariant features of human knowledge, then
one knows what is not subject to revision. Moreover, as is obvious, such knowledge surpasses empirical science at least in the
respect that it is not subject to revision.” (In 360.)
AND HEURISTIC NOTION. “The Aristotelian, the Galilean, the Newtonian, and the Einsteinian accounts of the free fall of heavy bodies
are all open to revision, for all are determinate contents. On the
other hand, a merely heuristic account is not open to revision. One
cannot revise the heuristic notion that the nature of a free fall is
what is to be known when the free fall is understood correctly; for
it is that heuristic notion that is both antecedent to each determinate account and, as well, subsequent to each and the principle of
the revision of each.” (In 419.) See also NOTION(S)–HEURISTIC
AND LOGIC/DIALECTIC.

In regard to logic, dialectic, and revision of
the ideal of knowledge (see SELF-APPROPRIATION–AND IDEAL OF KNOWLEDGE), L
speaks of the logical ideal (see LOGIC–IDEAL OF). “The pursuit of the
logical ideal, so far from favoring a static immobility, serves to reveal the inadequacy of any intermediate stage in the development
of knowledge. The more deeply it probes, the more effectively it
forces the cognitional process to undergo a radical revision of its
terms and postulates and so to pursue the logical ideal from a new
base of operations. However, such revision has its limits, for there
is no revision of revisers themselves. They are subject to the general conditions of beginning from presentations, advancing through
insights and formulations, to terminate with reflections and judgments. Their insights are acts of grasping concrete unities, systematic regularities, or ideal frequencies. Their judgments are personal
commitments to a yes or no; both answers cannot be given to the
same question; and under ideal conditions either one of the two answers has to be given. The simple fact of the uniformity of nature
in revisers provides both logic and dialectic with an immutable ul-
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timacy.” (In 302.)
AND METAPHYSICS.

See METAPHYSICS–REVISION OF

AND METHOD/GEM.

See GEM–REVISION OF

AND REVISER.

See intra And logic/dialectic

AND SELF-KNOWLEDGE.

See SELF

...–KNOWLEDGE-AND REVISION

OF ACCOUNT OF WORLD ORDER.

“Our account of the design or order
of this universe will be relatively invariant. The content of the natural sciences is a variable. There has been the science of the Renaissance. There has been the science of the Enlightenment. There is
the science of today. There will be the successive stages of scientific development in the future. But knitting together these diverse
manifestations of scientific thought, generating each in turn only to
bring forth the revision and transformation of each, there is the underlying invariant that loosely may be named scientific method and
more precisely, I think, would be designated as the dynamic structure of inquiring intelligence. For, as has been seen, it is the desire
to understand that results both in the heuristic structure of classical
procedure and in the complementary structure of statistical investigation [see CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–INQUIRY]; and it is the nature of insight that accounts for the six canons of selection,
operations, relevance, parsimony, complete explanation, and statistical residues [see CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD], in accord with
which the HEURISTIC STRUCTURE s generate the series of scientific theories and systems. Now our premise is to be, not the variable contents of the sciences, but the invariant forms governing scientific
investigation. It follows that the design of the universe to which we
shall conclude will enjoy the invariance of the premise which we
shall invoke.” (In 139-40.) See UNIVERSE–ORDER OF
OF AFFIRMATION ON GENERA AND SPECIES. L’s position on the
present topic implies his position on description and explanation
(see DESCRIPTION–AND EXPLANATION-OF SAME OBJECT) in regard to genera and
species (see GENUS–EXPLANATORY). The larger context of his remarks is
the elements of metaphysics (In ch. 15; see METAPHYSICS–ELEMENTS OF).
In the section on explanatory genera and species he writes: “Are
there in this universe things that differ specifically and generically,
where these differences are conceived not descriptively but explanatorily?” L’s answer is yes. “A negative answer is dictated by the
counterposition [see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION], for then reality reduces to imagined and unverifiable entities that differ, not intelligibly, but only in their imaginable determinations. On the other hand,
if we appeal to the immemorial convictions of common sense or to
the actual division of scientific departments, all the evidence favors
the affirmation of different explanatory genera. Finally, we may
invoke the testimony of the future and hypothetical reviser of the
present affirmation. For if he is to revise that or any other affirmation, he must appeal to experience, understanding, and judgment
[see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS], and so he will be a concrete
and intelligible unity of empirical, intelligent, and rational consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)]. Moreover, he
must make his pronouncement, not while he is conscious within
the biological, the aesthetic, the artistic, the dramatic, or the practical patterns of experience, but while he is conscious within the intellectual pattern [see PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–INTELLECTUAL]. Still, he will
be capable of experience in those other patterns or in some blend
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or alternation of them, for otherwise he would not be a man. It follows that the hypothetical reviser, if he is a man, will be more than
a concrete and intelligible unity of empirical, intelligent, and rational consciousness. What else will he be? One has to invoke at
least one other genus of conjugate forms [see CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL)
CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–FORM] to account for the concrete possibility of
other patterns of experience, to account for preconscious and subconscious influences upon consciousness, to account for the fact
that the hypothetical reviser eats and breathes and walks on other
things besides men. On the other hand, if ones hypothetical reviser
is not a man, then one is rather hard put to it to conceive a manner
in which the existence of different explanatory genera can be denied.” (In 467.)
OF COGNITIONAL THEORY/PROCESS IMPOSSIBLE.

See

COGNITION, COGNI-

TIONAL–PROCESS-REVISION OF, –THEORY-REVISION OF
OF EMPIRICAL SCIENCE. The larger context is the complementarity
of classical and statistical investigations (In ch. 4; see CLASSICAL AND
STATISTICAL COMPARED–PROCEDURES). In his section on CLARIFICATION BY CONTRAST, L discusses indeterminism (see INDETERMINACY). In that context
he writes that the old determinism has to yield to a “purely methodological view that consists in a developing anticipation of a determinate object.” His position is within the limits of empirical
science, and it would “distinguish between an antecedent component of methodological assumptions and a consequent component
of probably verified laws and frequencies. Both components would
be regarded as variable. The antecedent component develops: initially it consists in such vague generalities as the assertion that
there is a reason for everything; subsequently, as science advances,
it takes on the increasing precision of ever more accurately differentiated heuristic structures. Again, the consequent component is
subject to variation, for what is regarded as verified at any time
may be called into question and subjected to revision. The concrete
conjunction of the two components in the minds of scientists constitutes at any time their anticipations of a determinate object; and
when the components are undergoing profound change, there naturally will be some uncertainty in their anticipations.” (In 160-61.) “As
the advance of science has a lower limit in the field of presentations, so also it has an upper limit in the basic structure of the human mind. Theories can be revised if there is a reviser. But to talk
about revising the revisers is to enter a field of empty speculation in
which the name ‘revision’ loses its determinate meaning.” (In 328-29.)

See also intra And empirical science
OF KNOWN VS REVISION OF KNOWING.

“Our primary concern is not
the known but the knowing. The known is extensive, but the
knowing is a recurrent structure that can be investigated sufficiently in a series of strategically chosen instances. The known is
difficult to master, but in our day competent specialists have labored to select for serious readers and to present to them in an
adequate fashion the basic components of the various departments
of knowledge. Finally, the known is incomplete and subject to revision, but our concern is the knower that will be the source of the
future additions and revisions.” (In 12.)

OF PHILOSOPHY OF INSIGHT. The philosophy of Insight is a cognitional theory. On revision of L’s cognitional theory see COGNITION,
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ROCK, THE – SCHOLAR, SCHOLARLY

COGNITIONAL–STRUCTURE-REVISION OF; GEM–REVISION OF
OF REVISER.

See intra Of empirical science; see also PROGRESS–SCIENTIFIC

OF STANDARDS OF MEASUREMENT.
REGARDING SPACE AND TIME.

See MEASUREMENT–INVARIANCE IN

See RELATIVITY–INVARIANCE IN

ROCK, THE:

“There is then a rock on which one can build.” The rock
is the unrevisable “normative pattern of our conscious and intentional
operations” (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS-PATTERN OF; GEM–REVISION
OF) of knowing and doing. “The activity of revising consists in such
operations in accord with such a pattern, so that a revision rejecting
the pattern would be rejecting itself.” L continues: “Let me repeat the
precise character of the rock. …Any theory, description, account of
our conscious and intentional operations is bound to be incomplete
and to admit further clarifications and extensions. But all such clarifications and extensions are to be derived from the conscious and intentional operations themselves. They as given in consciousness are
the rock; they confirm every exact account; they refute every inexact
or incomplete account. The rock, then, is the subject in his conscious,
unobjectified attentiveness, intelligence, reasonableness, responsibility. The point to the labor of objectifying the subject [see SUBJECT, THE–
OBJECTIFICATION OF] and his conscious operations is that thereby one begins to learn what these are and that they are.” (M 19-20.)
RODS AND CLOCKS: See MEASUREMENT–RODS, CLOCKS, AND
RULE(S): Sometimes instead of rule L uses canon. See CANON(S)
AND INSIGHT.

Insight “is reached, in the last analysis, not by learning rules, not by following precepts, not by studying any methodology. Discovery is a new beginning. It is the origin of new rules
that supplement or even supplant the old. Genius is creative. It is
genius precisely because it disregards established routines, because
it originates the novel ties that will be the routines of the future.
Were there rules for discovery, then discoveries would be mere
conclusions.” (In 29.)
AND METHOD/GEM. See GEM–NOT RULES
AND OPERATIONS, NUMBERS. See VIEWPOINT(S)–HIGHER-FORMULATION OF
AND STRAIGHT LINE. “You can define a straight line as a line that
lies evenly between its extremes; and that gives you a good rule for
using the words ‘straight line.’” (UB 45.)
FOR JUDGMENT OF FACT. See JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–CONCRETE-RULES FOR
GENERAL, AND THE SUBJECT. See GENERAL–RULES AND THE SUBJECT
MATHEMATICAL. See MATHEMATICAL–OPERATIONS, NUMBERS, RULES
OF CONCRETENESS. See METAPHYSICAL–EQUIVALENCE-RULES OF-(1) CONCRETENESS
OF EXPLANATORY FORMULATION.

See

METAPHYSICAL–EQUIVALENCE-RULES OF-

(2) EXPLANATORY FORMULATION

OF HIGHER VIEWPOINTS.
OF MEANING.

See VIEWPOINT(S)–HIGHER-EMERGENCE OF

See MEANING–TERMS OF-(2) RULES OF

OF METAPHYSICAL EQUIVALENCE.

See METAPHYSICAL–EQUIVALENCE-RULES OF

OF STRUCTURAL TRANSPOSITION.
(3) STRUCTURAL TRANSPOSITION

See

METAPHYSICAL–EQUIVALENCE-RULES OF-

S
SACRAL: See SECULAR
SACRALIZATION/SECULARIZATION: See SECULAR
SATIRE: See HUMOR/SATIRE
SATISFACTION(S):

The term is most often associated with our DESIRE
and our desire for VALUE(S), the truly worthwhile, and moral
conversion (see CONVERSION–MORAL).
AND DESIRE TO KNOW. See GOOD, THE–ELEMENTARY
AND GOOD OF ORDER. See GOOD, THE–OF ORDER-AND SATISFACTIONS
AND VALUE. See VALUE(S)

TO KNOW

SCALE OF PREFERENCES: See VALUE(S)–AND SCALE OF PREFERENCES
SCALE OF VALUES: See VALUE(S)–SCALE OF
SCEPTIC, SCEPTICISM : Scepticism denies the possibility of knowledge. To claim to know that knowledge is impossible is contradictory. “While it is a contingent fact that I am a knower, still de facto I
am, and if I talk as though I were not, I am involved in contradiction.
The contradiction is between what explicitly I say and what implicitly I am. As Aristotle said it, What do you do with the sceptic? You
get him to talk [see ARGUMENT–AND THE TALKING SCEPTIC]. He cannot talk absolute nonsense; otherwise he would not be putting forth good arguments for his position. If he does not talk absolute nonsense, you can
bring out what implicitly he is by showing him the signs of what he
is, revealed in his talking.” (UB 141.)
AND ARGUMENT. See ARGUMENT–AND THE TALKING SCEPTIC
AND KNOWLEDGE. See QUESTION(S)–AND KNOWLEDGE-EVADING
AND NECESSITY. See NECESSITY–CONDITIONAL-AND THE SCEPTIC
INCOHERENCE OF.

“As I might not be, as I might be other than I
am, so my knowing might not be and it might be other than it is.
The ultimate basis of our knowing is not necessity but contingent
fact, and the fact is established, not prior to our engagement in
knowing, but simultaneously with it. The sceptic, then, is not involved in a conflict with absolute necessity. He might not be; he
might not be a knower. Contradiction arises when he utilizes cognitional process to deny it.” (In 356-57.) See also ARGUMENT–AND THE TALKING

SCEPTIC

UNIVERSAL.

See ALIENATION–AND THE ABSTRACT

SCHEDULE: See PROBABILITY–SCHEDULE OF
SCHEME OF RECURRENCE: See RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF
SCHOLAR, SCHOLARLY: In addition to the categories noted in the
subentries, scholar is most often associated with the categories SCHOLARSHIP ■ HISTORY ■ HISTORIAN ■ INTERPRETATION ■ HERMENEUTICS.
DIFFERENTIATION OF CONSCIOUSNESS. See CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–SCHOLARLY
HORIZON.

In “Merging Horizons: System, Common Sense, Scholarship” (PTP2 49-63) L speaks of scholarly understanding. (After the
paragraphs quoted below he launched a small treatise on INTERPRETATION.)

SCHOLARSHIP – SCHOLASTICISM

“Like the systematic thinker, the scholar moves out of his immediate environment and is concerned with matters that ostensibly are of no practical interest. But unlike the systematic thinker
and like the man of common sense, the scholar does not aim at
knowledge that can be packaged in definitions, postulates, and inferences. Rather he is concerned to enter the milieu and to understand the ways of thinking, speaking, acting, of another real or
fictitious place and time. To use the language of Professor Gadamer in his great work Wahrheit und Methode, scholarship is a
matter of Horizontsverschmelzung, of merging or fusing horizons
[see Hans-Georg Gadamer, Truth and Method, index s.v. “Fusion
of horizons.”]. It is a matter of retaining the COMMON SENSE that
guides one’s own speaking and acting and that interprets the
words and deeds of other people in one’s milieu, and nonetheless
acquiring the ability to interpret the words and deeds of other
people, real or fictitious, of another, often remote place and time.
For the scholar, as it were, lives in two worlds, possesses two horizons. He is not an anachronistic reading contemporary common
sense into the past; and he is not an archaist employing an ancient
common sense in contemporary speech and action. To be neither
an anachronist nor an archaist, he must both retain the common
sense of his own place and time and, as well, develop the common sense of another place and time.
Now the merging or fusing of a commonsense and a scholarly
horizon is not the only case of such merging. Commonsense and
scientific understanding can merge to give us technicians. Scholarly and scientific understanding can merge to apply modern
economics to the understanding of ancient empires. But it is the
merging of commonsense and scholarly horizons that, I think,
stands most in need of elucidation. So I propose to select one of
the scholar’s tasks, that of INTERPRETATION, of EXEGESIS, of correctly
understanding an author’s meaning. On the general character of
documents to be interpreted I shall be brief. I shall speak more
fully on the process of coming to understand what the author was
treating, what precisely his words meant, what his cast of mind
and outlook were, what finally in the interpreter himself may
have been blocking his understanding. I shall close with some
account of the proximate and the remote criteria that guide one’s
judgment on the accuracy of one’s interpretation.” (PTP2 53-54.) See
UNDERSTANDING.

SCHOLARSHIP:

principles and laws that are the goal of the natural sciences and the
generalizing human sciences. Its aim is simply to understand the
meaning intended in particular statements and the intentions embodied in particular deeds.” (M 274.) See also CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–SCHOLARLY
AND COMMON SENSE.

See INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–DEVELOPMENT OF-SCHOLARLY

“I wish to propose a convention. Let the term, science, be reserved for knowledge that is contained in principles and
laws and either is verified universally or else is revised. Let the term,
scholarship, be employed to denote the learning that consists in a
commonsense grasp of the commonsense thought, speech, action of
distant places and/or times. Men of letters, linguists, exegetes, historians generally would be named, not scientists, but scholars. It would
be understood, however, that a man might be both a scientist and
scholar. He might apply contemporary science to an understanding of
ancient history, or he might draw on historical knowledge to enrich
contemporary theory.” (M 233-34.)
AIM OF. “Because scholarship operates in the commonsense style
of developing intelligence, it is not trying to reach the universal

See COMMON SENSE–AND SCHOLARSHIP

AND HUMAN STUDIES.

“The FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES of research, interpretation, and history can be applied to the data of any sphere of
scholarly human studies. The same three specialties when conceived, not as specialties, but simply as experience, understanding,
and judgment, can be applied to the data of any sphere of human
living to obtain the classical principles and laws or the statistical
trends of scientific human studies.” (M 364-65.)
AND SCIENCE. See intra the main entry
DEVELOPMENT OF. The context is the history of the various differentiations of consciousness (see CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–HISTORY OF).
The eighth of ten points states: “There is the development of scholarship, of the skills of the linguist, the EXEGETE, the HISTORIAN. Unlike
the natural scientist, the scholar does not aim at constructing a system, a set of universal principles and laws. He aims at coming to
understand the COMMON SENSE of another place and time. The understanding he reaches is itself of the same style and manner as his
own original common sense. But its content is not the content of
his own common sense but rather the content of the common sense
of some distant land or some former time.” (M 305.) See also CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–DEVELOPMENT OF-MOMENTS IN (10)-(8)
MODERN. The immediate context is the development of culture. L
speaks of four degrees (see DEVELOPMENT–CULTURAL-DEGREES OF). “The
third is a further radical departure that partly reinterprets and partly
goes beyond and replaces the second degree. It is the development
characterized by modern science and modern scholarship: where
the second degree aimed at truth and so at a system that would be
eternally valid, the third degree aims at an ever fuller intelligibility,
with truth postponed to the attainment of the ideal limit where
there are no unexplained phenomena.” (PTP2 278.) See also CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–SCHOLARLY
REALM OF.

See MEANING–REALM(S) OF-(5) SCHOLARSHIP

SCHOLASTICISM :

SCHOLARSHIP
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The interest here is with the transition from an intellectual Catholicism dominated for centuries by scholasticism, to
scholasticism’s virtual disappearance, and to its development by L into something better. The words are those of Fr William A. Stewart,
s.j. “If I can use the distinction between Scholasticism and Thomism,
without trying to explain it here, I think much of Scholastic philosophy traditionally was taught in a very deductive way: you began with
self-evident principles, you plucked values, you might say, out of
some noetic heaven, and then imposed these and, starting with your
self-evident principles, then you could deduce the whole system. I
think the great characteristic of Fr Lonergan’s approach, as distinct
from this, is that it is an experimental one; it’s rather inductive: he
proceeds from experience through intelligent grasp and reasonable
affirmation to deliberation, decision, and choice [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS]. So the discovery of [VALUE(S)] is not something written on the wall out there for all to see, but something that is
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discovered rather by the collaboration of many people in an ongoing
process. Man is what he makes of himself, as he says at one point in
Insight, through his own free decisions.” (PTP2 346.)
“On a Scholastic view, … philosophy was concerned with ultimate, naturally known truths about the universe. It was concerned
with the universe: in other words, its material object was unrestricted. It was concerned with truths: it did not aim at setting up a
theory in the perpetual hope of later arriving at a still better theory,
as do the natural and human sciences; it aimed at determining for
all time just what was so. It was concerned with naturally known
truths: for it acknowledged the existence of supernaturally known
truths, but left that domain to theology. Finally, it was concerned
with ultimate, naturally known truths, and thereby it distinguished
itself from the sciences concerned with proximate truths about the
various parts and levels of the universe.” (PTP2 392.) “The Aristotelian
corpus, on which Scholasticism drew for the framework of its solutions, suffers from a number of defects. The Posterior Analytics set
forth an ideal of science in which the key element is the notion of
necessity, of what cannot be otherwise. On this basis, science is
said to be of the necessary, while opinion regards the contingent;
similarly, wisdom is concerned with first principles, while prudence regards contingent human affairs. There follows the primacy
of speculative intellect, and this is buttressed by a verbalism that attributes to common names the properties of scientific terms. Finally, while man is acknowledged to be a political animal, the
historicity of the meanings that inform human living is not grasped,
and much less is there understood the fact that historical meaning is
to be presented not by poets but by historians. … The defects of
Scholasticism, then, were the defects of its time. It could not inspect the methods of modern history and thereby learn the importance of history in theology. It could not inspect modern science
and thereby correct the mistakes in Aristotle’s conceptual system.”
(PTP2 84-85.)

See also ABSTRACTION–ORDER OF ■ ACT–IN SCHOLASTICISM ■ ANALYSIS–

AND SCIENCE

■ ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–ARGUMENT-GENERAL

CHARACTER OF, –DIFFERS FROM TRADITIONAL FORMULATIONS
PRELUDE TO DISCUSSION OF

■ ART–IN SCHOLASTICISM, –

■ CHANGE–SUBSTANTIAL ■ CONDITIONES MATERIAE ■ FAC-

ULTY PSYCHOLOGY ■ FORM–HUMAN CENTRAL, –SUBSTANTIAL ■ GEM–CONCEIVED CONCRETELY

■ HORIZON(S)–AND WISDOM ■ INDUCTION/INDUCTIVE–VS DEDUCTION IN L’S

METHOD

■ INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS–AND SPECULATIVE VS PRACTICAL INTELLECT ■ MAT-

TER–PRIME ■ METAPHYSICAL–INTEGRATION ■ METAPHYSICS–AS KNOWLEDGE-EXPLANATORY
VS DESCRIPTIVE
ENCE

■ MOVEMENT–AND SCHOLASTIC IDEAL OF SCIENCE ■ NECESSITY–AND SCI-

■ ONTOLOGICAL–CONSTITUTION ■ ORDER–UNITY OF ■ PARTICULAR(S)–TIMES AND

PLACES

■ PERCEPTION ■ PERFECTION ■ PERSON(S) ■ PHILOSOPHY, PHILOSOPHIES–AND

THE BASIC AND TOTAL SCIENCE
AND IDEAL OF SCIENCE,

■ PROPER NAMES–ARISTOTLE, ARISTOTELIAN-AND BEING, –

–HUSSERL, EDMUND-INTUITION IN ■ REAL, THE

COUNTERPOSITIONS ON-IDEALISM-ABSOLUTE
EDGE-READY-MADE

REAL–

■ SELF-APPROPRIATION–AND IDEAL OF KNOWL-

■ SOUL ■ SYSTEMATIC–THINKING ■ THOMISM

SCIENCE(S): In his introduction to Insight, L writes of why the book
appropriates the modes of scientific thought. He says, “My initial
concentration on mathematics and natural science seems unduly to
narrow the effective range of the invitation that I issue to an appropriation of one’s own rational self-consciousness [see SELFAPPROPRIATION].” (In 14.) He proceeds to give three reasons for his ap-

proach. See INSIGHT

(THE BOOK)–AND THE MODES OF SCIENTIFIC THOUGHT;

see also in-

tra And mathematics
ANALOGY OF HUMAN AND NATURAL.

See intra Human-distinguished from

human studies
AND ABSTRACTION.

See ABSTRACTION

AND ALREADY OUT THERE NOW REAL.

See

ALREADY-OUT-THERE-NOW-REAL–

AND THE SCIENCES

AND ANALYSIS.

See ANALYSIS–AND SCIENCE

AND ART.

“Just as the mathematician grasps intelligible forms in
schematic images, just as the scientist seeks intelligible systems
that cover the data of his field, so too the artist exercises his intelligence in discovering ever novel forms that unify and relate the
contents and acts of aesthetic experience [see PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–
AESTHETIC].” (In 208.)
And insight. “Is artistic insight insight in the same sense as in
phenomenology? Is it insight in the same sense as in geometry,
or science? Those questions remain.” (UB 292.)
AND BELIEF. See BELIEF–AND SCIENCE
AND CAUSALITY/CERTAINTY. See CAUSE(S)–AND MODERN SCIENCE
AND COMMON SENSE. The context is the complementarity of science
and commonsense. The topic is their common object and the function of imagination (see IMAGINATION–COMMON SENSE VS SCIENCE AND) in both
domains. See intra Generalizations of-and common sense
Common object of. “If one must recognize the differences in their
objects, their criteria, their universes of discourse, their methodological precepts, one must also insist that they are the functionally
related parts within a single knowledge of a single world. The intelligibility that science grasps comprehensively is the intelligibility of the concrete with which common sense deals effectively.
To regard them as rivals or competitors is a mistake, for essentially they are partners, and it is their successful cooperation that
constitutes applied science and technology, that adds inventions
to scientific discoveries, that supplements inventions with organizations, knowhow, and specialized skills.” (In 322-23.)
AND CONCEPTUALISM. “Coherently enough on their position, conceptualists conceive science simply in terms of certitude. For them
the scientific ideal is the certitude one has of the particular and
contingent fact of one’s own existence. For them the substance of
theology is what they are certain about, while the separable accidents are what they consider probable. … Still, without in any way
deprecating certitude or even solidity, one may point out that the
cult of certitude, the search for rigorous demonstration unaccompanied by a still greater effort to understand, has been tried and
has. been found wanting. It is the secret of fourteenth-century
scepticism. Moreover, the same result follows from the same cause
at any time; for one can be certain only because one understands,
or else because one believes someone else who certainly understands. It is only inasmuch as different concepts proceed from one
act of understanding that different concepts are seen to be joined
by a necessary nexus. Remove the effort to understand, and understanding will decrease; as understanding decreases, fewer concepts
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are seen to be joined by a necessary nexus; and as this seeing decreases, certitudes decrease. To stop the process, either one must
restore the effort to understand or one must appeal not to intellect
but to some higher or lower power.” (V 218.)
AND CORRELATIONS. See CORRELATION(S)–AND EMPIRICAL SCIENCE
AND DEFINITIONS. “A definition always rests on prior knowledge; to
know the QUIDDITY, to define, to conceive the FORM of the thing, are
identified; to know the definition is to know in potency the science
that is demonstrated from the definition; definition is comprehension, embracing the whole range of implications of the defined.” (V

48-49.)

See DEFINITION(S)–STAGES OF (3)

AND FORM.

See intra Knowledge of form in

AND FORMULATION.

See CLASSICAL

AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–FORMULATION;

VERIFICATION–OF FORMULATIONS
AND

HEURISTIC

STRUCTURES.

See

HEURISTIC

STRUCTURE–AND

AND IMAGE.

See HISTORY–AND SCIENCE
See INSIGHT

AND INVARIANCE.

AND UNDERSTANDING–SCIENTIFIC

See INVARIANCE–AND SCIENCE

AND LAW. The concern here is not particular laws but scientific law
as such. There are two complementary types. See LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–
CLASSICAL, –STATISTICAL; CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–LAWS
Vs thing. “You have a thing when you have a unity-identitywhole which insight grasps, some identical unity that is comprehensive of a whole in individual data. This distinguishes the
thing from the scientific law. … The fundamental difference between the thing and the scientific law is that in knowing a law,
such as the law of inverse squares or the law of the free fall of a
body, your knowledge is relational; moreover, it is knowing
things in their relations to one another [see QUOAD SE]; it is based
upon general characteristics; it is not considering data as individual. On the other hand, in knowing a thing, insight is not concerned with data as of a kind, but with these data, and in these
data it discovers an intelligible unity. The unity is not instantaneous; it is a unity of data in their temporal succession, a unity not
just within space but within space and time. It is an identity; it is
what you mean by ‘the same’ or, at least, it is connected with
that notion.” (UB 103-04.)
AND LOGIC.

AND NECESSITY.

See NECESSITY–AND SCIENCE

AND PHILOSOPHY. “The contribution of science and of scientific
method to philosophy lies in a unique ability to supply philosophy
with instances of the HEURISTIC STRUCTURES which a METAPHYSICS integrates into a single view of the concrete universe [see METAPHYSICS–AS
INTEGRAL HEURISTIC STRUCTURE; WORLDVIEW(S)– LONERGAN’S].” (In 455.) This entry
regards the various facets of the relationship. The context is stages
of meaning (see MEANING–STAGES OF). “In a third stage [see INTERIORITY]
the modes of COMMON SENSE and theory (see THEORY, THEORIES) remain,
science asserts its autonomy from philosophy, and there occur philosophies that leave theory to science and take their stand on interiority.” (M 85.) See intra General and special; see also METHOD(S)–OF

And autonomous sciences. “The emergence of the autonomous
sciences has repercussions on philosophy.” (M 94.) The repercussions would seem to be destructive. “Since the sciences between
them undertake the explanation of all sensible data, one may
conclude with the positivists that the function of philosophy is to
announce that philosophy has nothing to say. Since philosophy
has no theoretic function, one may conclude with the linguistic
analysts that the function of philosophy is to work out a hermeneutics for the clarification of the local variety of everyday language.” (M 94.) For L, the situation calls for creativity, for a new
definition of philosophy and its task. “But there remains the possibility—and it is our option—that philosophy is neither a theory
in the manner of science nor a somewhat technical form of
common sense, nor even a reversal to Presocratic wisdom. Philosophy finds its proper data in intentional consciousness. Its
primary function is to promote the SELF-APPROPRIATION that cuts to
the root of philosophic differences and incomprehensions. It has
further, secondary functions in distinguishing, relating, grounding the several realms of meaning [see MEANING–REALMS OF] and, no
less, in grounding the methods of the sciences and so promoting
their unification.” (M 95.) See also intra Autonomy of
AND PROBABILITY. See THEORY, THEORIES–PROBABILITY ■ PROBABILITY ■ EMERGENT PROBABILITY
AND SCHOLARSHIP.

The intimacy between modern science and mathematics is too obvious for comment. The interested reader will
find many entries relevant to science and mathematics under MATHEMATICS and MATHEMATICAL. It should be borne in mind that science
and mathematics in L’s thought are usually found in the context of
L’s explicating the genesis of insight and insight into insight. See
also INSIGHT (THE BOOK)–AND MATHEMATICS/PHYSICS, –AND THE MODES OF SCIENTIFIC
THOUGHT

AND SCISSORS ACTION.

See SCISSORS-LIKE ACTION–AND ALL THE SCIENCES

L wrote Insight as an essay in aid of SELFIn his introduction he explains why he dwells so
much on the modes of scientific thought. See INSIGHT (THE BOOK)–AND
APPROPRIATION.

THE MODES OF SCIENTIFIC THOUGHT

AND THE UNIVERSAL. The laws of classical science are universal and
abstract (actual occurrence is concrete and governed by both classical and statistical laws). The notion of universality in science enters into a variety of entries. See inter alia ABSTRACTION–CLASSICAL AND
STATISTICAL MODES OF

Development of and science. See

See SCHOLARSHIP

AND SELF-APPROPRIATION.

See LOGIC–AND SCIENCE

AND MATHEMATICS.

CIRCUIT(S)–OF MATHEMATICAL AND SCIEN-

■ CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–PROBABILITY-ASSIGNING

■ CORRELATION(S)–AND SCIENTIFIC UNDERSTANDING ■ DEFINITION(S)– UNIVERSAL ■ EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AS UNIVERSAL DESIGN ■ FREQUENCY–RANDOM OSCILLATION OF ■

TIFIC DEVELOPMENTS

AND MEASUREMENT.

See GEM–AND SCIENCE

SCIENCE(S)-AND VARIOUS PHILOSOPHIES

See IMAGE–HEURISTIC VS REPRESENTATIVE FUNCTION OF-IN SCIENCES

AND INSIGHT.

See METAPHYSICS–AND SCIENCE

AND METHOD/GEM.

SCI-

ENCE/MATHEMATICS

AND HISTORY.

AND METAPHYSICS.
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See intra Heuristic procedure in; see also

MENT–AND HIGHER SCIENCES

MEASURE-

LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–CLASSICAL
AND THE VIRTUALLY UNCONDITIONED.

See UNCONDITIONED,

VIRTUALLY–AND
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THE SCIENTIST

AND THEORY.
AND THINGS.

See JUDGMENT(S)–PROBABLE/SCIENTIFIC
See SCIENTIFIC–THOUGHT

AND TRADITION.
AND TRUTH.

See TRADITION–SCIENCE AND

See intra As explanatory-and truth

AND VERIFICATION.

See

CANON(S)– OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(4) OF PARSI-

MONY

AND WORLD OF THEORY.

The context is the first differentiation of
consciousness, i.e., the differentiation of common sense and theory
(see CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–AND COMMON SENSE, –THEORETICALLY). “In
this differentiation, which knows only two realms, technical science, technical philosophy, technical theology are all three located
in the realms of theory. All three operate principally with concepts
and judgments, with terms and relations, with some approximation
to the logical ideal of clarity, coherence, and rigor. All three, finally, deal primarily with objects and, while they may advert to the
subject and his operations, still any systematic treatment, as in Aristotle and in Aquinas, is of the subject and the operations as objectified and, indeed, conceived metaphysically in terms of matter and
form, of potency, habit, and act, of efficient and final causes. ...
However, as science develops, philosophy is impelled to migrate
from the world of theory and to find its basis in the world of interiority [see THEORY, THEORIES–WORLD OF; INTERIORITY–WORLD OF].” (M 258-59.)
APPLIED VS PURE. The larger context is the canons of empirical method (In ch. 3). The canon of relevance (see CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(3) OF RELEVANCE) holds that “pure science aims
immediately at reaching the immanent intelligibility of data and
leaves to applied science the categories of final, material, instrumental, and efficient causality [see CAUSE(S)].” (In 94.) Later, L writes:
“Now it would be a mistake to say that the empirical scientist has
no use whatever for final, material, instrumental, or efficient
causes. Inasmuch as he praises the value and utility of science, he
speaks of final causes. Inasmuch as he places that value and utility
in the technological transformation of raw materials, he knows and
acknowledges material and instrumental causes. Inasmuch as he
accepts and acts upon the canon of operations, he is an efficient
cause engaged in testing his knowledge by its consequences. ...
However, it is also clear that such types of causality lie not in the
core but on the periphery of empirical science. They are the concern, not of pure but only of applied science. They have to do with
the use to which science may be put rather than with the inner constituents of science itself.” (In 100.)
And imaginative synthesis. See SYNTHESIS–IMAGINATIVE VS SYSTEMATIC UNIFICATION

AS DESCRIPTIVE.

“In any science there is a preliminary stage in
which the science is descriptive, in which it is simply cataloguing
the sensible qualities of things. A good example of this is botany,
at least the older classification, in which different elements in the
flower are selected, and classifications are based upon genera and
species and subspecies according to the presence or absence of
sensible qualities that are easily determined. However, no science
that becomes explanatory remains at that level; it moves on to an-

other level on which one deals with things in their relations to one
another. The chemist will begin with things as described in terms
of their sensible qualities, but he moves on to construct a periodic
table in which about a hundred elements are mainly determined by
their relations to one another within the table—by their atomic
numbers, atomic weights, affinities, valences, and so on. The objects are defined in their relations to one another, and these objects,
insofar as they are so determined, bear no immediate relation to us,
to our sensible apprehensions; yet they form the basis from which
more than three hundred thousand compounds can at least in principle be composed.” (UB 85-86.)
Vs common sense. “It has been said that the advance of science is
from description to explanation, from things as related to our
senses [see QUOAD NOS], through measurements, to things as related
to one another [see QUOAD SE]. It is clear that common sense is not
concerned with the relations of things to one another, and that it
does not employ the technical terms that scientists invent to express those relations. Still, this obvious difference provides no
premise for the inference that the object of scientific description
is the same as the object of commonsense communication. …
Common sense, on the other hand, has no theoretical inclinations. It remains completely in the familiar world of things for
us. The further questions by which it accumulates insights are
bounded by the interests and concerns of human living, by the
successful performance of daily tasks, by the discovery of immediate solutions that will work. Indeed, the supreme canon of
common sense is the restriction of further questions to the realm
of the concrete and particular, the immediate and practical.” (In
201.)
AS EXPLANATORY.

“The sciences aim at a complete explanation of
all phenomena. You can ask what a phenomenon is, what an explanation is, what a complete explanation is, and then we step into
approximations to a certain extent. … Up to 1900 there was an
ideal of scientific explanation that is not operative at the present
time. In other words, the ideal itself develops in the pursuit: a full
account of what explanation is going to amount to will develop.
But we attempt SELF-APPROPRIATION: What occurs in us when we understand? And, in that way, from the properties of that act of understanding, we’re able to block out an account of explanation
that’s independent of the different stages of the development.” (UB
329.)

See also SCIENTIFIC–EXPLANATION

And truth. In terms of L’s cognitional theory, science is an activity of the second level of intentional consciousness (see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(2) INTELLECTUAL), and its cognitive
operation (see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING). Science, therefore, does
not aim for more than what might be called scientific truth, i.e.,
ever higher degrees of probability that a theory is true. “There is a
notable difference between the fuller understanding of data and
the fuller understanding of a truth. When data are more fully understood, there result the emergence of a new theory and the rejection of previous theories. Such is the ongoing process in the
empirical sciences. But when a truth is more fully understood, it
is still the same truth that is being understood. It is true that the
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sum of two and two is four. That same truth has been known in
quite different contexts, say, by the ancient Babylonians, by the
Greeks, and by modern mathematicians. But it is better understood by the modern mathematicians than it was by the Greeks,
and in all likelihood it was better understood by the Greek thinkers than by the Babylonians.” (M 258-59.) See intra As ongoing process;
see also TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–IN SCIENCE
AS ONGOING PROCESS.

The context is stages of meaning (see MEAN“In the third stage ... the sciences have become ongoing processes. Instead of stating the truth about this or that kind of
reality, their aim is an ever better approximation towards the truth,
and this is attained by an ever fuller and exacter understanding of
all relevant data. In the second stage, theory was a specialty for the
attainment of truth; in the third stage scientific theory has become
a specialty for the advance of understanding.” (M 94.) See intra As explanatory-and truth; see also TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–IN SCIENCE “When data are
more fully understood, there result the emergence of a new theory
and the rejection of previous theories. Such is the ongoing process
in the empirical sciences.” (M 325.)
ING–STAGES OF).

AS SPECIALIZED UNDERSTANDING.

See intra And form

AS SUCCESSION OF HIGHER INTEGRATIONS.

See

INTEGRATION(S)–HIGHER-

SCIENCE AS

AS SYSTEM.

See intra Modern-systems of

AUTONOMY OF.

“The sciences are autonomous. They consider questions scientific if and only if they can be settled by an appeal to
sensible data. As they have evolved, they have developed ever
more effective ways of using this criterion in settling issues. In
other words, they have worked out their respective methods, and
there is no higher discipline that could discover their proper methods for them.” (M 94.) See also intra And philosophy-and autonomous sciences; Empirical-as distinct and autonomous
BASIC AND TOTAL.

See PHILOSOPHY,

PHILOSOPHIES–AND THE BASIC AND TOTAL SCI-

ENCE

CHANGE, AND CENTRAL FORM.
CLASSICAL.

See SCIENTIFIC–EXPLANATION-AND CENTRAL FORM

“It may be well to add a word on the use of the terms
classical’ and ‘statistical.’ In contemporary physics it is customary
to oppose ‘classical’ to ‘quantum’ and ‘statistical’ to ‘mechanical.’
So there arises the familiar division of classical mechanics (Newton), classical statistics (Boltzmann), quantum mechanics
(Schrödinger, Heisenberg), and quantum statistics (Bose-Einstein,
Fermi-Dirac). Clearly, however, the present study of HEURISTIC STRUCTUREs demands not a fourfold but a twofold division. Either intelligence anticipates the discovery of functional relations on which
relations between measurements will converge, or else it anticipates the discovery of probabilities from which relative actual frequencies may diverge though only at random. The latter alternative
has a fairly clear claim to the name ‘statistical.’ The former alternative is not limited to Newtonian mechanics, and in the opinion of
many does not regard quantum mechanics. It is a mode of inquiry
common to Galileo, Newton, Clerk Maxwell, and Einstein; it is as
familiar to the chemist as to the physicist; it long was considered
the unique mode of scientific investigation; it has been the principal source of the high repute of science. In such a work as the pre-
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sent no one, I trust, will be misled if so classical a procedure is
named ‘classical.’” (In 90-91.) See STATISTICAL–SCIENCE
CONTROL THROUGH.

See CANON(S)– OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(2) OF OPERA-

TIONS-(3) AS PRINCIPLE OF ANALYSIS

CRITICAL AND NORMATIVE.
DATA OF.

See intra Human-as critical

See DATA–AND SCIENCE, –OF SENSE-AND SCIENTIFIC UNDERSTANDING

DEVELOPMENT OF. “The possibility of the development of the sciences—of the fact that the sciences move from one system to a
higher viewpoint, which is another system—the possibility of that
movement is that the insights expressed by the lower system are
expressed inadequately.” (UB 286.) See intra Ideal of; see also CIRCUIT(S)–OF
MATHEMATICAL AND SCIENTIFIC DEVELOPMENTS

And hypothesis. See HYPOTHESIS–IN SCIENTIFIC DEVELOPMENT
Circuit of. See CIRCUIT(S)–OF MATHEMATICAL AND SCIENTIFIC DEVELOPMENTS
Pattern in. In answering question 36 (S appendix 3, “Relations”), L writes: “Since the divisions of things necessarily follow their definitions, distinctions about divisions must be made
in the same way as distinctions about knowledge itself and about
definitions.” (S 721.) The development of science, the definitions of
the developing science, and the divisions that follow share a developmental pattern. See DEFINITION(S)–STAGES OF (3)
Vs d. of mathematics. See CIRCUIT(S)–OF MATHEMATICAL AND SCIENTIFIC DEVELOPMENTS

DISTINCTION OF.

See intra Empirical-as distinct and autonomous-and higher
viewpoints; The various
EMPIRICAL. “Empirical science rests upon two distinct grounds: as
insight grasping possibility, it is science; as VERIFICATION selecting the
possibilities that in fact are realized, it is EMPIRICAL.” (In 101.)
An ongoing process. See intra As ongoing process
And correlations. See CORRELATION(S)–AND EMPIRICAL SCIENCE
And deduction. See DEDUCTION–IN EMPIRICAL SCIENCE AND COMMON SENSE
And possibility. See POSSIBILITY–AND EMPIRICAL SCIENCE
As distinct and autonomous. “Corresponding to the successive
genera [see GENUS/GENERA AND SPECIES], there will be distinct and
autonomous empirical sciences. For each genus has its proper
range of schemes of recurrence [see RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF] Si, Sj,
Sk, ... Investigation of these regularities will lead to the discovery
of empirically verified [CORRELATION(S)] and so of implicitly defined sets of [CONJUGATE(S)] Ci, Cj, Ck, ... All the terms of the set Ci
will be defined by their internal relations; all the terms of the set
Cj will be defined by their internal relations; and since the two
sets have no terms in common, there will be no logical process
from one set to another. Because there is no logical process from
one set to another, the several empirical sciences will be distinct
and autonomous.” (In 464.) See also INTEGRATION(S)–HIGHER-AND STATISTICAL
RESIDUES

And higher viewpoints. The larger context is the elements of metaphysics (In ch. 15; see METAPHYSICS–ELEMENTS OF). The immediate
context is explanatory genera and species (see GENUS–
EXPLANATORY). See IMAGE–HEURISTIC VS REPRESENTATIVE FUNCTION OF-IN SCIENCESAS DISTINCT
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As systematic. “In general, empirical science is systematic, not in
the sense that it offers a system valid for all time but in the sense
that it offers a succession of provisional systems, where each later
system satisfies the known data better than its predecessors.” (PTP2
377.)

Limits of. See PROGRESS–SCIENTIFIC
Probability of. See PROBABILITY–OF EMPIRICAL SCIENCES
Revision of. See REVISION–AND EMPIRICAL SCIENCE
EXPANSION OF. See CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(2) OF OPERATIONS
FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEMS IN, SOLUTION TO. See GEM–FUNCTIONS OF (12)-(7)
FOUNDATIONAL, -(11) UNIFIES SCIENCE
GENERAL AND SPECIAL.

“Aristotle and his followers acknowledged
special sciences that deal with beings of determinate kinds and a
general science that dealt with being as being. Now the natural and
human sciences aim at accounting for all the DATA–OF SENSE. Accordingly, if there is to be any general science, its data will have to be
the DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS. So there is effected the turn to INTERIORITY.
The general science is, first, cognitional theory (what are you doing when you are knowing?) [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY], secondly, EPISTEMOLOGY–WHY IS DOING THAT KNOWING? (why is doing that
knowing?), and thirdly METAPHYSICS (what do you know when you
do it?). Such general science will be the general case of the methods of the special sciences and not, as in Aristotelianism, the general case of the content of the special sciences.” (M 316.)
GENERALIZATIONS OF. “Even more fundamental than scientific collaboration is scientific generalization. When chemists have mastered all of the elements, their isotopes, and their compounds, they
may forget to be grateful that they do not have to discover different
explanations for each of the hydrogen atoms which, it seems, make
up about fifty-five per cent of the matter of our universe. But at
least the fact that such a myriad of explanations is not needed is
very relevant to our purpose. Every chemical element and every
compound differs from every other kind of element or compound,
and all the differences have to be explained. Every hydrogen atom
differs from every other hydrogen atom, and no explanation is
needed. Clearly, we have to do with another aspect of the empirical
residue, and no less clearly, this aspect is coupled with the most
powerful of all scientific techniques, generalization.” (In 52-53.)
And common sense. “Common sense, because it does not have to
be articulate, can operate directly from its accumulated insights.
In correspondence with the similarities of the situation, it can appeal to an incomplete set of insights. In correspondence with the
significant difference of situations, it can add the different insights relevant to each. Again, common sense may seem to generalize. But a generalization proposed by common sense has
quite a different meaning from a generalization proposed by science. The scientific generalization aims to offer a premise from
which correct deductions can be drawn. But the generalizations
issued by common sense are not meant to be premises for deductions. Rather they would communicate pointers that ordinarily it
is well to bear in mind. Proverbs are older far than principles,
and like rules of grammar they do not lose their validity because

of their numerous exceptions. For they aim to express, not the
scientist’s rounded set of insights that either holds in every instance or in none at all, but the incomplete set of insights which
is called upon in every concrete instance but becomes proximately relevant only after a good look around has resulted in the
needed additional insights. Look before you leap!” (In 199.)
And empirical residue. “Individuals differ, but the ultimate difference in our universe is a matter of fact to which there corresponds nothing to be grasped by direct insight. Moreover, as
scientific collaboration rests on the empirically residual difference of particular places and of particular times, so scientific generalization rests on the empirically residual difference between
individuals of the same class. Just what the lowest class is has to
be discovered by scientific advance in direct insight. Even if it
should prove that in some sense there are as many classes as individuals, still we can know at once that that sense is not that the
individuality of individuals is understood but merely that singular combinations of universal explanatory elements may be set in
correspondence with singular combinations of common properties or aspects in each individual. For the content grasped in insight can be embodied no less in imagination than in sense; and
whether there is more than one instance in sense can be settled
only by an empirical tour of inspection.” (In 54.)
Possibility of. See POSSIBILITY–OF SCIENTIFIC COLLABORATION/GENERALIZATION
HEURISTIC PROCEDURE IN. The larger context is the dynamic aspect
of knowing (UB ch. 3). “How do we go about finding the ‘nature
of …’? … When we know the nature of our x, we will have had an
insight, we will have understood. Whenever we understand, there
is this property at least to what is understood, namely, that similars
are similarly understood. … If the physicists or the chemists required a different explanation for every hydrogen atom, it would
he very difficult for them to find them all because hydrogen is
supposed to make up about fifty-five per cent of the universe; but
they need only one, from the cognitional viewpoint, because similars are similarly understood. One cannot have a different insight if
the presentations are similar in all respects. A number of other
conclusions can be drawn from this point that similars are similarly
understood; the ‘nature of …’ is some sort of universal. … Now
we can put a further question. What do we mean by ‘similar’? …
By ‘similar’ one may mean similar to me,’ as when one says, ‘It
looks similar,’ and in that case, the sense data, the color, shape,
sound, feel, and so on, are similar, and similarity means similarity
in relation to observers, to us. But by ‘similar’ one can also mean
similarity of things in their relations to one another. Things can be
similar insofar as they are found in the same place, are of the same
size, change size at the same rate, and so on. … The second type
of similarity is the point to measurement. … That step by means of
which we arrive, through measurement, at the relations of things to
one another is the fundamental step in the whole of the development of science from Galileo to the present day. Modern science
employs the procedure of withdrawing from relations of things to
us [see QUOAD NOS], considering the relations of things to one another
[see QUOAD SE], and attending to the similarities there, in order to de-
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termine the ‘nature of …’ … From the correlation of measurements, you arrive at formulae, and in the formulae you get constants—the constants of mass, for example.” (UB 66.)
HUMAN.

“Today the English word, science, means natural science.
One descends a rung or more in the ladder when one speaks of behavioral or human sciences.” (M 3.)
And dialectic. The immediate context is the problem of dialectically opposed horizons (the result of the presence or absence of
intellectual, moral, and religious conversions; see HORIZON(S)–
OPPOSED, DIALECTICALLY; CONVERSION). “There results a babel.” Whereas
“to a great extent natural science escapes this trap,” L argues, in
the human sciences “the problems are far more acute. Reductionists extend the methods of natural science to the study of man.
Their results, accordingly, are valid only in so far as a man resembles a robot or a rat and, while such resemblance does exist,
exclusive attention to it gives a grossly mutilated and distorted
view. General system theory rejects reductionism in all its forms,
but it still is aware of its unsolved problems; for systems engineering involves a progressive mechanization that tends to reduce man’s role in the system to that of a robot, while systems
generally can be employed for destructive as well as constructive
ends. ... Both in the natural and in the human sciences, then,
there obtrude issues that are not to be solved by empirical methods.” (M 247-49.) On sociology see intra Human-and history/historian; see
also SOCIOLOGY–AND NATURAL SCIENCES

And hermeneutics. See HERMENEUTIC(S)–AS BASIC TO HUMAN SCIENCES
And history/historian. “Psychology and sociology ... may be
modeled on the procedures of the natural sciences. In so far as
this approach is carried out rigorously, meaning in human speech
and action is ignored, and the science regards only the unconscious side of human process. In this case the relations between
history and human science are much the same as the relations between history and natural science. However, there is much psychology and sociology that does recognize meaning as a
constitutive and normally controlling element in human action.
To their study the historian leaves all that is the repetition of routine in human speech and action and all that is universal in the
genesis, development, breakdown of routines. Moreover, the
more psychology and sociology the historian knows, the more he
will increase his interpretative powers. Conversely, the greater
the achievements of historians, the broader will be the field of
evidence on human speech and action that has been opened up
for psychological and sociological investigation.” (M 180.) “Just as
the historian can narrate an intelligible course of events, so too
human scientists can proceed to the analysis of recurring or developing structures and processes in individual and group living.
So far from being opposed, history and the human sciences will
be interdependent. The human scientist will have to view his data
within their appropriate historical context; and the historian can
fully master his materials only if he also masters the relevant
human sciences [L cites Dilthey, Pattern and Meaning in History].” (M 211-12.) See also intra Natural-and history
And meaning. See INTERPRETATION–PROBLEM OF-AND HUMAN SCIENCES
And natural science. “As the sciences of nature are empirical, so
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also the science of man is empirical; for science is the resultant of
an accumulation of related insights, and scientific insights grasp
ideas that are immanent not in what is imagined but in what is
given. If the sciences of nature can be led astray by the blunder
that the objective is, not the verified, but the ‘out there,’ so also
can the human sciences; but while this blunder in physics yields
no more than the ineptitude of Galileo’s primary qualities [see DURATION(S)–AS EXPERIENTIAL/PURE CONJUGATES] and Newton’s true motion, it
leads zealous practitioners of scientific method in the human field
to rule out of court a major portion of the data and so deny the
empirical principle. Durkheimian sociology and behaviorist psychology may have excuses for barring the DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS,
for there exist notable difficulties in determining such data; but
the business of the scientist is not to allege difficulties as excuses
but to overcome them, and neither objectivity in the sense of verification nor the principle of empiricism can be advanced as reasons for ignoring the data of consciousness. Further, as
mathematics has to deal not only with direct intelligibilities but
also with such inverse instances as primes, surds, imaginaries,
continua, and infinities, as the physicist has to employ not only
the classical procedures and techniques that deal with the systematic but also the statistical procedures and techniques that take
into account the NONSYSTEMATIC, so also human science has to be
critical [see intra Human-as critical].” (In 260-61.) See intra Natural-and history; see also DEVELOPMENT–AND SCIENTIFIC MEASUREMENT
And philosophy. See RELATIVISM–AS PHILOSOPHICAL PROBLEM
And reductionism. See REDUCTIONISM–AND HUMAN SCIENCES
And scientific measurement. See MEASUREMENT–AND DEVELOPMENT
As critical. The larger context is COMMON SENSE–AS OBJECT (In ch. 7).
Explicating general bias (see BIAS–GENERAL), L writes of reversing
the longer cycle of historical decline (see DECLINE–CYCLE OF, LONGERREVERSAL). Human science “can be of inestimable value in aiding
man to understand himself and in guiding him in the implementation of that understanding, if, and only if, it can learn to distinguish between progress and decline, between the LIBERTY that
generates progress and the bias that generates decline. In other
words, human science cannot be merely empirical; it has to be
critical; to reach a critical standpoint, it has to be normative. This
is a tall order for human science as hitherto it has existed. But
people looking for easy tasks had best renounce any ambition to
be scientists; and if mathematicians and physicists can surmount
their SURDs, the human scientist can learn to master his.” (In 261.)
Vs empirical. See CRITICAL–VS EMPIRICAL IN HUMAN SCIENCE
Criticism of. See CRITICISM–OF HUMAN SCIENCES
Distinguished from human studies. “It is well to distinguish between human sciences, engaged in discerning universal laws, and
human studies, such as INTERPRETATION and HISTORY, engaged in understanding particular texts and particular processes. … Both
human sciences and human studies are cognitional activities that
the philosopher has to thematize, but there must be two separate
thematizations. The human sciences are analogous to the natural
sciences, but human studies are analogous to the development of
common sense. … It is of considerable importance that the analogy between natural and human science be clarified. There is
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identity insofar as man is an animal. There is difference insofar as
man sublates [see SUBLATION] his animality and lives in a world
mediated by meaning and motivated by values [see WORLD(S)–
MEDIATED BY MEANING, –MOTIVATED BY VALUE]. Insofar as man is an animal,
the human sciences will follow the same methods as physicists,
chemists, biologists, animal psychologists. But insofar as man
sublates his animality and lives in a world mediated by meaning
and motivated by values, then the relevant methods are those of
human studies; and it is only by postulating continuity in accepted meanings and values that the human scientist can extrapolate from the past to the future.” (PTP2 370-71.)

understanding in which one grasps the relations between experience, understanding, and judgment, and the isomorphism of these
activities with the constituents of what is to be known [see KNOWING–
AND KNOWN-ISOMORPHISM OF]. If the metaphysician must leave to the
physicist the understanding of physics and to the chemist the understanding of chemistry, he has the task of working out for the
physicist and chemist, for the biologist and the psychologist, the
dynamic structure that initiates and controls their respective inquiries [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–STRUCTURE-DYNAMISM OF] and, no less, the
general characteristics of the goal towards which they head [see METAPHYSICS–ELEMENTS OF, –AND SCIENCE, –AS SCIENCE].” (In 521-22.) See also FORM;

Empirical. “There have developed in recent centuries the empirical human sciences [see intra EMPIRICAL], and they cannot be classed
with the natural sciences [see intra NATURAL]. However, as the human sciences are actually carried out at the present time, to a
large extent they can be so classed. Many human scientists are
trying to ride the bandwagon of the physicists and chemists, and
a science of man is pursued as though man were just another
electron or another atom. As long as human science is of that
type, as long as it is carried out in that manner, we shall have
creeping socialism. For if the scientific knowledge of man is in
terms of the types of knowledge that are possible of electrons and
atoms, then there is no question of developing a science of man
that can speak to man. Rather, we simply develop scientists who
are consultants to government, thereby giving government more
power to control man. If philosophy is not attempting an integration of the sciences in the proper sense, then it cannot exert an influence upon the human sciences.” (UB 96-97.)

SCIENTIFIC–EXPLANATION-AND CENTRAL FORM

Vs critical. See CRITICAL–VS EMPIRICAL IN HUMAN SCIENCE

Normative. See intra Human-as critical
IDEAL OF.

“The pursuit of knowledge, the pursuit of a science, the
pursuit of a philosophy, is the pursuit of something that you don’t
know yet—otherwise you would not be pursuing it—and to account for that you have to appeal to some sort of ideal. While there
are tendencies in us, such as WONDER, wanting to understand, wanting to understand things correctly, still, historically, it is clear that
the expression, the conceptual formulation, of this ideal has been
inadequate, that we move towards a more adequate conceptual
formulation of the ideal. You have the Aristotelian idea of science,
Galileo’s idea of science, the idea of science that became possible
with Newton, with Einstein, with the states and probabilities of
quantum mechanics. The ideal of science in its development shifts;
it becomes more precise. We stop looking for things that we were
very much concerned about in previous periods.” (UB 297.) See also

IDEAL(S)–FORMULATION OF
INTEGRATION OF.

See METAPHYSICS–AND ALL OTHER DEPARTMENTS

KNOWLEDGE OF FORM IN.

“Forms become known inasmuch as the
sciences approximate towards their ideal of complete explanation;
and there is no method apart from scientific method by which one
can reach such explanation. However, besides the specialized acts
of understanding in which particular types of forms are grasped in
their actual intelligibility, there also exist the more general acts of

LANGUAGE OF.

See SCIENTIFIC–LANGUAGE VS PHILOSOPHIC

METAPHYSICS AND/AS.
METHOD OF.

See METAPHYSICS–AND SCIENCE, –AS SCIENCE

See METHOD(S)–OF SCIENCE(S)

MODERN. “The aim of an Aristotle or an Aquinas was to ascertain
and state what was true. Their systems were intended to be permanent achievements. But modern science, while it intends truth, intends it only as an ultimate goal. Its proximate aim is an ever better
understanding of the data of experience and, no less, the data accessible through experiment. What the modern scientist refutes, he
will consider certainly mistaken. But what he positively advances,
he will pronounce no more than probable, the best available opinion. So modern science is an ongoing process. As it advances in
understanding, it is drawing nearer to truth. But until there are no
unexplained phenomena, modern science cannot settle down in
some permanent abode.” (PTP2 115.) See also CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–SCIENTIFICALLY

And causes. See CAUSE(S)–AND MODERN SCIENCE
And method. See METHOD(S)–OF SCIENCE(S)
As product of scientific community. “On the Aristotelian notion
of science, science could be a habit in the mind of a man, and its
principles could be logical premises. On the modern notion, science is the cumulative product of a scientific community. Its
members have to submit to an initiatory program in a university
and a graduate school. They achieve standing by the significance
of their contributions to the common endeavor. They themselves
by their AUTHENTICITY—by their attentiveness, their intelligence,
their reasonableness, their responsibility [see TRANSCENDENTAL–
PRECEPTS]—are the principles whence the ongoing science proceeds and in whom, accordingly, the norms of empirical and dialectical procedure [see METHOD, CLASSICAL; METHOD, DIALECTICAL] have to
be incarnated.” (PTP2 306.)
Systems of. “The systems … of modern science differ from the
Aristotelian type in three manners. First of all, they fought to liberate science from domination by metaphysics. Instead of borrowing their basic terms and relations from metaphysics, they
worked out their own basic terms and relations, such as mass,
temperature, the electromagnetic field, the equations of quantum
theory, the periodic table, the evolutionary tree. Secondly, they
discovered that the intelligibility they attained was the intelligibility, not of what must be so, but of what can be so and happens
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in fact to be verified. A science in which discoveries have to be
verified is a science that discovers not necessities but possibilities. Where Aristotelian system aims to present truth, modern
empirical systems aim at an ever fuller understanding and so at
an asymptotic approach towards truth. Finally, modern science is
more fully aware of the exigences of system. It does not believe
that to reach systematic thinking it is enough to add to a word in
ordinary language the appendage ‘as such,’ qua tale, kath’ hauto.
Aristotle was not sufficiently aware of this pitfall, and much less
were his fourteenth-century followers.” (PTP2 167.) See also CANON(S)–
OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(2) OF OPERATIONS-(6) AS PRINCIPLE OF SYSTEMATIZATION

NATURAL.

“Today the English word, science, means natural sci-

ence.” (M 3.)
And critical history. “There is … a criterion for historical judgment, and so there is a point where formal evidence becomes actual evidence. Such judgments occur repeatedly throughout an
investigation, as each minor and then each major portion of the
work is completed. But as in natural science, so too in critical history the positive content of judgment aspires to be no more than
the best available opinion. This is evident as long as an historical
investigation is in process, for later discoveries may force a correction and revision of earlier ones. But what is true of investigations in process, has to be extended to investigations that to all
intents and purposes are completed.” (M 191-92.)
And dialectic. The immediate context is the problem of dialectically opposed horizons (the result of the presence or absence of
intellectual, moral, and religious conversions; see HORIZON(S)–
OPPOSED, DIALECTICALLY; CONVERSION ). “There results a babel.” L argues
that “to a great extent natural science escapes this trap. It limits
itself to questions that can be settled through an appeal to observation and experiment. It draws its theoretical models from
mathematics. It aims at an empirical knowledge in which value
judgments have no constitutive role. Still these advantages do not
give complete immunity. An account of scientific method stands
to cognitional theory as the less to the more general, so that no
firm barrier separates science, scientific method, and general
cognitional theory [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY]. So mechanist
determinism [see DETERMINISM–MECHANIST] used to be part of science;
now it is a discarded philosophic opinion. But in its place there is
Niels Bohr’s doctrine of complementarity, which includes philosophic views on human knowledge and on reality, and any departure from Bohr’s position involves still more philosophy [L
cites Heelan, Quantum Mechanics and Objectivity ch. 3]. Again,
while physics, chemistry, biology do not make value judgments,
still the transition from liberal to totalitarian regimes has made
scientists reflect on the value of science and their rights as scientists, while military and other uses of scientific discoveries have
made them advert to their duties.” (M 247-48.)
And history. “The study of history differs from the study of
physical, chemical, biological nature. There is a difference in
their objects, for the objects of physics, chemistry, biology are
not in part constituted by acts of meaning. There is similarity inasmuch as both types of study consist in an ongoing process of
cumulative discoveries, that is, of original insights, of original
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acts of understanding, where by “insight,” “act of understanding”
is meant a prepropositional, preverbal, preconceptual event, in
the sense that propositions, words, concepts express the content
of the event and so do not precede it but follow from it. There is,
however, a difference in the expression of the respective sets of
discoveries. The discoveries of physics, chemistry, biology are
expressed in universal systems and are refuted if they are found
to be incompatible with a relevant particular instance. But the
discoveries of the historian are expressed in narratives and descriptions that regard particular persons, places, and times.” (M 17980.)

And hypothesis. See HYPOTHESIS–IN NATURAL SCIENCE
Aristotle’s view of. See

PROPER NAMES–ARISTOTLE, ARISTOTELIAN-NOTION OF

SCIENCE

NORMATIVE.

See intra Human-as critical; see also

CRITICAL–VS EMPIRICAL IN

HUMAN SCIENCE

NOTION OF.

See NOTION OF …–SCIENCE

PRECISION OF.

“Because science is analytic and abstractive, its
terms are exact; because its correlations purport to be generally valid, they must be determined with utmost precision; because its
terms are exact and its correlations general, it must be ready to bear
the weight of a vast superstructure of logical deductions in which
each conclusion must be equally exact and valid generally.” (In 321.)

PROGRESS OF.

See PROGRESS–SCIENTIFIC

RELATIONS OF.

The relation between explanatory metaphysics (see
, –RELATIONS OF) and explanatory science is inseparable. L notes: “What holds for the relations of scientific explanation also holds for the relations of
metaphysical explanation.” (In 516.) He expresses how heuristic metaphysics anticipates the framework that scientific advance and data will fill. “As conjugate forms [see CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL)
CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–FORM] are defined by their relations to one another, so central forms [see CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–
FORM] are unities differentiated by their conjugate forms; and central
and conjugate potency and act stand to central and conjugate forms
as experience and judgment stand to understanding. The whole
structure is relational: one cannot conceive the terms without the
relations nor the relations without the terms. Both terms and relations constitute a basic framework to be filled out, first, by the advance of the sciences, and secondly, by full information on
concrete situations.” (In 516.) See also TERM(S)–AND RELATIONS
METAPHYSICS–AS KNOWLEDGE-EXPLANATORY VS DESCRIPTIVE

REORIENTATION OF.

See CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–POLYMORPHISM OF HUMAN-

AND METAPHYSICS

SOCIAL. “The problem [with the social sciences] is that where your
object is an empirically, intelligently, rationally conscious subject
that develops in his intelligence and reasonableness, you’re dealing
with an entity that, even from the viewpoint of your scientific method, has to be approached in a manner essentially different from
the study of atoms or plants or animals. And it’s only insofar as the
human sciences will be willing to expect some philosophic commitments or, on the other hand, be masters of all possible philosophic commitments that they’ll be able to think on a level that is
truly human in their human sciences.” (UB 363.)
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SCIENTIFIC – SCIENTIFIC

Policy. “We are setting up a distinction, parallel in some fashion
to Max Weber’s distinction [in Methodology of the Social Sciences, 51 ff] between social science and social policy. Social science is an empirical discipline organizing the evidence on group
behavior. It has to be pursued in the first instance for its own
sake. Only when it has reached its proper term, can it usefully be
employed in the construction of effective policies for the attainment of social ends.” (M 231.) L complements his account of Weber’s contribution with Gibson Winter’s (in Elements for a Social
Ethic). See SOCIOLOGY–STYLES OF
STATISTICAL.

See STATISTICAL–SCIENCE

THE VARIOUS.

“Intelligibility immanent in the immediate data of
sense [see DATA–OF SENSE] resides in the relations of things, not to our
senses, but to one another [see QUOAD NOS; QUOAD SE ]. Thus, mechanics studies the relations of masses, not to our senses, but to one another; physics studies the relations of types of energy, not to our
senses, but to one another; chemistry defines its elements, not by
their relations to our senses, but by their places in the pattern of relationships named the periodic table; biology has become an explanatory science by viewing all living forms as related to one
another in that complex and comprehensive fashion that is summarily denoted by the single word ‘evolution.’” (In 101.) See also INTEGRA-

SCIENTIFIC: See also inter alia SCIENCE(S) ■ A PRIORI–KANT’S-AND SPACE ■ AGGREGATE(S)–COINCIDENTAL-AND STATISTICAL METHOD ■ ALREADY-OUT-THERE-NOW-REAL–AND
THE SCIENCES

See METAPHYSICS–AND SCIENCE

UNIFICATION OF.

The sciences “consider questions scientific if and
only if they can be settled by an appeal to sensible data [see DATA–OF
SENSE]. As they have evolved, they have developed ever more effective ways of using this criterion in settling issues. In other words,
they have worked out their respective methods, and there is no
higher discipline that could discover their proper methods for
them. Finally, since they are ongoing processes, their unification
has to be an ongoing process; it cannot be some single wellordered formulation; it has to be a succession of different formulations; in other words, unification will be the achievement not of
logic but of method.” (M 94.) See GEM–FUNCTIONS OF (12)-(11) UNIFIES SCIENCE;

METAPHYSICS–AND ALL OTHER DEPARTMENTS

And law. See GENUS–EXPLANATORY-AND LAW
And metaphysics. See METAPHYSICS–AND ALL OTHER DEPARTMENTS
And method/GEM. See GEM–FUNCTIONS OF (12)-(11) UNIFIES SCIENCE
And philosophy. Method is grounded in self-appropriated philosophy. “Philosophy finds its proper data in intentional consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL; DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS]. Its
primary function is to promote the SELF-APPROPRIATION that cuts to
the root of philosophic differences and incomprehensions. It has
further, secondary functions in distinguishing, relating, grounding the several realms of meaning [see MEANING–REALM(S) OF] and, no
less, in grounding the methods of the sciences [see METHOD(S)–OF
SCIENCE(S)] and so promoting their unification.” (M 95.)
VS COMMON SENSE. “Both ordinary description and empirical science reach their conclusions through the self-correcting process of
learning [see LEARNING–SELF-CORRECTING PROCESS OF]. Still, they reach very
different conclusions because, though they use essentially the same

■ ANALOGY OF …–MATTER-SIGNIFICANCE OF ■ ARGUMENT–FROM AUTHORITY ■

ART–POETRY ■ BELIEF–AND SCIENCE, –MISTAKEN-ELIMINATION OF ■ BIAS–DRAMATIC-(7) A NOTE
ON METHOD

TION(S)–HIGHER-SCIENCE AS
TRANSFORMATION OF.

process, they operate with different standards and criteria. What is
a further pertinent question for empirical science is not necessarily
a further pertinent question for ordinary description. Inversely,
what is a further pertinent question for ordinary description is not
necessarily a further pertinent question for empirical science. It is
this fundamental difference in the criterion of the relevance of further questions that marks the great divide between a scientific attitude and a commonsense attitude. Because he aims at ultimate
explanation, the scientist has to keep asking why until ultimate explanation is reached. Because the layman aims at knowing things
as related to us [see QUOAD NOS], as entering into the domain of human concerns, his questioning ceases as soon as further inquiry
would lead to no immediate appreciable difference in the daily life
of man.” (In 320-21.) See also INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–AND COMMON SENSE
And imagination. See KNOWLEDGE–DOMAINS OF, DISTINCT
VS HISTORY. See HISTORY–VS SCIENCE
VS MATHEMATICS. See CIRCUIT(S)–OF MATHEMATICAL AND SCIENTIFIC DEVELOPMENTS

■ CERTITUDE, CERTAINTY ■ CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–

COMPLEMENTARITY OF-IN KNOWN, –INQUIRY-ELEMENTS OF (4)-(3)

■ COMMON SENSE, –AND

■ CONCEPT(S), CONCEPTION(S)–EXPRESSION OF ■ CONDITIONES MATERIAE ■

QUESTIONS

CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–AND COMMON SENSE ■ CONVERSION– MANIFESTATION OF
IN METHOD

■ COSMOLOGY ■ CRITICISM–PRINCIPLE(S) OF (4) ■ DATA–CONTINUOUS AND DIS-

CONTINUOUS, –HAZINESS OF, –OF SENSE

■ DEFINITION(S)–TYPES OF-IMPLICIT ■ DESCRIPTION

■ DETERMINISM–SCIENTIST, MEDIATING INSIGHT, AND-AND IDEAL CASE ■ EMERGENT PROBABILITY ■ HISTORIAN–AND ANALOGY-AND SCIENCE/MIRACLES, –AND EXPLANATION ■ HISTORICAL–
SENSE

■ INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING– INVERSE ■ INTELLECT–POSSIBLE-UNDERSTANDING

ITS NATURE

■ INTERIORITY–AS FOUNDATION ■ INTERPRETATION–POSITIVISTIC ■ MASS ■

MEANING–GENETIC SEQUENCE IN ■ METAPHYSICAL–EQUIVALENCE-INVERSE ASPECT OF ■ METAPHYSICS–AND SCIENCE, –RELATIONS OF ■ METHOD, CLASSICAL ■ METHOD(S)–APPROACHES
TO (3)-(2), –CRITICAL-AND THE NOTION OF GOD

■ MYTH ■ OPERATOR(S)–AND DEVELOPMENT ■

PARTICULAR(S)–INSIGHT INTO, –TIMES AND PLACES ■ PHANTASM/FANTASM–AND HABITUAL
KNOWLEDGE

■ PHILOSOPHY, PHILOSOPHIES–MODERNIST TENDENCY IN, –RESPONSIBILITY OF ■

QUIDDITY ■ QUOAD NOS ■ QUOAD SE ■ QUOD QUID EST ■ REASONABLENESS–OF SCIENTIST/PHILOSOPHER

■ RELATIVITY–THEORY OF ■ REVISION–OF ACCOUNT OF WORLD ORDER ■

SCHOLAR, SCHOLARLY–HORIZON ■ SCIENTIFIC–OBSERVATION ■ SELF-APPROPRIATION–AND

■ SPACE AND TIME–AND QUALITIES ■ STATISTICAL–THEORY-(4) FOUN-

EXISTENTIAL CONFLICT
DATIONS

■ SYSTEM(S)–AND LOGIC ■ THING(S), –NOTION OF-AS BRIDGE ■ TRADITION–

PHILOSOPHY AND ■ VERIFICATION–OF PHILOSOPHY AND METAPHYSICS, –OF THEORY

ADVANCE.

See PROGRESS–SCIENTIFIC

AND PRESCIENTIFIC.

See

ANTICIPATION– IN PRESCIENTIFIC/SCIENTIFIC THOUGH ■

CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–DESCRIPTION, PRESCIENTIFIC, –HEURISTIC THEOREM, –INQUIRY-ANTICIPATION IN-COROLLARIES (2)
TIFIC

■ KNOWLEDGE–PRESCIENTIFIC AND SCIEN-

■ PROBABILITY–SCHEDULE OF

COLLABORATION.

See COLLABORATION–EXCLUDES SCIENTIFIC ERROR;

POSSIBILITY–

OF SCIENTIFIC COLLABORATION/GENERALIZATION

CONCLUSIONS.

See intra Explanation-and central form-and conclusions

CORRELATIONS.

See CORRELATION(S)–AND SCIENTIFIC UNDERSTANDING

SCIENTIFIC – SCIENTIFIC
DESCRIPTION.

See CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–DESCRIPTION, SCIENTIFIC

DEVELOPMENT.

See CIRCUIT(S)–OF MATHEMATICAL AND SCIENTIFIC DEVELOPMENTS

DIFFERENTIATION OF CONSCIOUSNESS.

See

CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTI-

ATED–SCIENTIFICALLY
DISCOVERY.
DISPUTES.

See DISCOVERY–AND SCIENTIFIC PROGRESS, –IN SCIENTIFIC METHOD

See

CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(1) OF SELECTION-AND SCI-

ENTIFIC DISPUTES

ERROR.

See COLLABORATION–EXCLUDES SCIENTIFIC ERROR

“Potency, form, and act will cover any possible scientific explanation. For a scientific explanation is a theory verified in
instances; as verified, it refers to act; as theory, it refers to form; as
in instances, it refers to potency. Again, as a theory of the classical
type, it refers to forms as forms; as a theory of the statistical type, it
refers to forms as setting ideal frequencies from which acts do not
diverge systematically; as a theory of the genetic type, it refers to
the conditions of the emergence of form from potency.” (In 458.) See
also METAPHYSICS–AS KNOWLEDGE; SCIENCE(S)–RELATIONS OF
And central form. The larger context is the complex topic of the
elements of metaphysics (In ch. 15; see METAPHYSICS–ELEMENTS OF).
Lonergan distinguishes central and conjugate metaphysics; they
provide two viewpoints on the same data. The familiar metaphysical principles of potency, form, and act are central in regard
to data in their individuality (see CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE
CAUSES, –POTENCY, –FORM, –ACT); conjugate (or accidental) potency,
form, and act regard types of data and are distinguished to explain the emergence of particular things as they come to be (see
CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES, –POTENCY, –FORM, –ACT)—not
only in the cosmic process studied by natural science but also,
and principally, in cognition. For example: Mary is human by her
central form and accidental changes do not change Mary; considered from the viewpoint of conjugate form, accidental change
signifies real change in Mary. It is scientific explanation of that
single unity, the thing, the unity-identity-whole that concerns us
here. “Science advances through the interaction of increasingly
accurate descriptions and ever more satisfactory explanations of
the same objects. Unless the objects are the same, there is no relation between the description and the explanation, and so no
reason why explanation should modify description or description
lead to better explanation. But the only object that is the same is
the concrete and intelligible unity, identity, whole; for the explanatory conjugates change [see CONJUGATE(S)–EXPERIENTIAL, –
EXPLANATORY/PURE]; and the descriptive or experiential terms undergo
modifications and rearrangements.” (In 461.) See also SCIENCE(S)–

EXPLANATION

KNOWLEDGE OF FORM IN

And conclusions. “Accordingly, as long as science is developing,
the notion of the intelligible unity is indispensable. But in their
term no less than in their development, scientific conclusions
need to be supported by evidence; the evidence for such conclusions lies in change; and without concrete and intelligible
unities there is nothing to change, for change is neither the substitution of one datum for another nor the replacement of one
concept by another; it consists in the same concrete, intelligible
unity providing the unification for successively different data;
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and so without the unity there is no change, and without change
there is lacking a notable part, if not all, of the evidence for scientific conclusions.” (In 461.)
EXPRESSION. See EXPRESSION–SCIENTIFIC
GENERALIZATION. See POSSIBILITY–OF SCIENTIFIC COLLABORATION/GENERALIZATION
HISTORY. See HISTORY–AS SCIENTIFIC
HYPOTHESIS. See HYPOTHESIS–IN SCIENTIFIC DEVELOPMENT
IMAGINATION. See IMAGINATION–AND CLASSICAL SCIENTIFIC THOUGHT
INFERENCE. See INFERENCE–CONCRETE FROM CLASSICAL LAWS
INQUIRY. See NONSYSTEMATIC–AND SUCCESSIVE LEVELS OF SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY
INSIGHT.

See

MATHEMATICAL–AND SCIENTIFIC INSIGHTS; CORRELATION(S)–AND SCIEN-

TIFIC UNDERSTANDING

INTELLIGIBILITY.

“Scientific intelligibility aims at being an internally coherent system or structure valid in any of a specified set or
series of instances. It is expressed in a technical vocabulary, constantly tested by confronting its every implication with data, and
adjusted or superseded when it fails to meet the tests.” (M 229.)

INTERPRETATION VS LITERARY.
INVESTIGATION.

See

See INTERPRETATION–SCIENTIFIC-VS LITERARY

METHOD(S)–OF SCIENCE(S); FUNCTIONAL SPECIALIZATION(S)–

AND SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATION

JUDGMENT.

See JUDGMENT(S)–PROBABLE/SCIENTIFIC

KNOWLEDGE.

See KNOWLEDGE–SCIENTIFIC

LANGUAGE VS PHILOSOPHIC. “Scientists are repelled by the failure
of philosophers to reach a single, precise, universally accepted,
technical language. They point out the simplicity of this device and
the enormous benefits it has conferred on science. They lament the
obtuseness of philosophers in overlooking so necessary a procedure, and they deplore their wrong-headedness in clinging to
equivocal and even literary usage. Perhaps, however, they will
grant that the desired technical language of philosophy must be
compatible with the problems of philosophy. It would be absurd to
demand that modern chemists express their thought in terms of Aristotle’s four elements, and similarly it would be absurd to provide
philosophers with a language that was incapable of expressing
their thought. Further, the polymorphism of human consciousness
[see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–POLYMORPHISM OF HUMAN] seems relevant to
the problems of philosophy, for philosophy is concerned with
knowledge, reality, and objectivity, and these terms take on different meanings as consciousness shifts from one pattern or blend of
patterns of experience [see PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE] to another. But
the meaning of every other term changes with changes in the
meaning of the terms ‘KNOWLEDGE,’ ‘REALITY,’ ‘OBJECTIVITY,’ for the
function of all language is to express presumptive knowledge of
presumptive reality and affirm or deny the objectivity of the knowledge.” (In 451.)
LAW. See LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–SCIENTIFIC; SCIENCE(S)–AND LAW
METHOD. See METHOD(S)–OF SCIENCE(S); CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD
OBSERVATION. “To become a scientific observer is, not to put an end
to perception, but to bring the raw materials of one’s sensations
within a new context. The interests and hopes, desires and fears, of
ordinary living have to slip into a background. In their place the de-
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SCISSORS-LIKE ACTION – SCISSORS-LIKE ACTION

tached and disinterested exigences of inquiring intelligence have to
enter and assume control. Memories will continue to enrich sensations, but they will be memories of scientific significance. Imagination will continue to prolong the present by anticipating the future,
but anticipations with a practical moment will give way to anticipations that bear on a scientific issue. Just as the woodsman, the
craftsman, the artist, the expert in any field acquires a spontaneous
perceptiveness lacking in other men, so too does the scientific observer. … Still, there are differences in such developments, and to
this fact the scientist alludes when he insists that scientific observation is a matter of seeing just what there is to be seen, hearing exactly whatever sounds are sounded, and so forth. This claim
cannot, I think, be taken literally, for the impartial and accurate observer, no less than anyone else, is under the dominance of a guiding orientation. Still, the claim does possess its elements of truth,
for the guiding orientation of the scientist is the orientation of inquiring intelligence, the orientation that of its nature is a pure, detached, disinterested desire simply to know [see DESIRE TO KNOW].” (In
97.)

And eros of mind/spirit. “It [the DESIRE TO KNOW] is an intellectual
desire, an eros of the mind. Without it there would arise no questioning [see QUESTION(S)], no INQUIRY, no WONDER. Without it there
would be no real meaning for such phrases as scientific disinterestedness, scientific detachment, scientific impartiality. Inasmuch
as this intellectual drive is dominant, inasmuch as the reinforcing
or inhibiting tendencies of other drives are successfully excluded,
in that measure the scientific observer becomes an incarnation of
inquiring intelligence, and his percepts move into coincidence
with what are named the [DATA–OF SENSE]. Accordingly, it is not by
sinking into some inert passivity but by positive effort and rigorous training that a man becomes a master of the difficult art of
scientific observation.” (In 97.) See also intra Thought
PROGRESS.

See PROGRESS–SCIENTIFIC

SYLLOGISM.
THEORY.

See SYLLOGISM–SCIENTIFIC

See JUDGMENT(S)–PROBABLE/SCIENTIFIC

THOUGHT.

“The thing [see THING(S)] is the basic synthetic construct
of scientific thought and development. It embraces in a concrete
unity a totality of spatially and temporally distinct data. It possesses as its qualities and properties the experiential conjugates [see
CONJUGATE(S)–EXPERIENTIAL] that can be determined by observation. It is
subject to change and variation inasmuch as its data at one time
differ from its data at another. Through observations of qualities,
things are classified by their sensible similarities. Through measurements of changes, there are reached classical laws and statistical
frequencies. Such laws and frequencies are subject to revision, and
the revision is effected by showing that the earlier view does not
satisfy completely the data on the thing as described. Finally, not
only experiential conjugates, explanatory conjugates [see CONJUGATE(S)–EXPERIENTIAL, –EXPLANATORY/PURE], and probabilities of events are
verifiable [see VERIFICATION–OF PROBABILITY/PROBABILITY OF VERIFICATION]; the
construct of the thing is itself verifiable: for the ancient list of four
elements—earth, water, fire, and air—has been rejected, and the
new list of the periodic table has been established on the scientific

ground of HYPOTHESIS and verification: both the old list and the new
are lists of kinds of things.” (In 273.)
And anticipation. See ANTICIPATION–IN PRESCIENTIFIC/SCIENTIFIC THOUGHT
And imagination. See IMAGINATION–AND CLASSICAL SCIENTIFIC THOUGHT
And Insight (the book). See INSIGHT (THE BOOK)–AND THE MODES OF SCIENTIFIC THOUGHT

And mathematics. See MATHEMATICAL–AND SCIENTIFIC THOUGHT
UNDERSTANDING.

See INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–SCIENTIFIC

WRITING VS PHILOSOPHIC.

“Direct concern with the reader’s understanding appears in scientific writing. On the introductory level, it
aims at provoking insights through illustrations and diagrams. On
the advanced level, it becomes the TREATISE. Then all terms are defined implicitly or explicitly; all basic relations are postulated explicitly; all derived relations are deduced. Thus, the practical
insight F that guides the scientific writer’s verbal flow is reached
by transposing from logic as a science to logic as a technique; the
bulk of logic can itself be formulated in a treatise; and the only attention paid to the reader’s habitual intellectual development and
its deficiencies appears in a prefatory note that indicates the other
treatises that must be mastered before tackling the present elucubration. … Direct concern with the reader’s judgments emerges in
philosophic writing. Just as the author of an introduction to a science uses any images that, he believes, will enable the reader to
reach the relevant insights, so the author of an introduction to philosophy appeals to any insights within the reader’s intellectual
range. For as the scientist is indifferent to the images, as long as
the insights are attained, so the philosopher is indifferent to the insights, as long as the reader is made to mount to the level of critical reflection. Further, while advanced scientific writing aims at
setting forth clearly and exactly the terms, relations, and implications that proceed from understanding and provide the materials
for judgment, advanced philosophic writing is concerned, not to
submit ordered materials to a reader’s judgment, but to reveal to
that judgment the immanent controls to which ineluctably it is subjected. So it is that the philosopher keeps repeating, either on the
grand scale of the totality of questions, or with respect to particular
issues, the breakthrough that brings to light the empirically, intelligently, and rationally conscious unity of the knower, the encirclement effected by the protean notion of being [see BEING–PROTEAN NOTION
OF], and the confinement that results from identifying being with
the intelligently grasped and reasonably affirmed.” (In 593.) See also
intra Language vs philosophic
SCISSORS-LIKE ACTION:

For the general notion of the term see HEUAs instrument of interpretation, scissors-like action has application first in the process of self-affirmation
(see SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER), the process whereby one grasps
generalized empirical method (see GEM); then, on that basis, application to all methods of inquiry from data to results.
AND ALL THE SCIENCES. “Just as there is a scissors-like action proper
to any given science that has reached the explanatory stage, that
has got beyond the merely descriptive stage represented by the
classifications of botany, and reached an explanatory stage where
RISTIC STRUCTURE–FOR INTERPRETATION.

SCOTOSIS, SCOTOMA – SCOTOSIS, SCOTOMA

it’s dealing with laws—just as there’s a scissors-like action within
any science in its explanatory stage, so if you think of the totality of
the sciences, each with its own pair of scissors, you can conceive
all the sciences as a lower blade in a single bigger pair of scissors,
where you have determinations coming up from the sciences, especially from the methods of the sciences, and determinations coming
down from the SELF-APPROPRIATION of the empirically, intelligently,
and rationally conscious subject. Now this second big pair of scissors is concerned with the radical structure of the entities that are
being investigated in each of the particular sciences; it’s also concerned with the relations between the different levels of reality investigated—for example, by chemistry, biology, sensitive
psychology, rational psychology—so what it is trying to close in on
is, first of all, the internal structure of each being, and, secondly,
the relations between different levels of being. And, consequently,
insofar as it’s closing in on the relations between different levels of
being it’s also closing in upon the relations between the different
sciences.” (UB 344.) See also intra In science
AND EXPRESSION.

See

HEURISTIC STRUCTURE–FOR INTERPRETATION-UPPER BLADE-

AND TOTALITY OF EXPRESSIONS

AND INTERPRETATION.

See HEURISTIC STRUCTURE–FOR INTERPRETATION

BLADES OF, UPPER/LOWER.

See intra And all the sciences; In mathematics;

In self-affirmation; see also

HEURISTIC STRUCTURE–FOR INTERPRETATION-LOWER

BLADE, -UPPER BLADE

IN EMPIRICAL METHOD.
IN GENETIC METHOD.

See HEURISTIC STRUCTURE–FOR INTERPRETATION

See METHOD, GENETIC–GENERAL NOTIONS (7)-(7)

IN MATHEMATICS. “We found the heuristic structures of empirical
method to operate in a scissor-like fashion. Not only is there a
lower blade that rises from data through measurements and curve
fitting to formulae, but also there is an upper blade that moves
downward from differential and operator equations and from postulates of INVARIANCE and EQUIVALENCE. Moreover, it is no secret that
the upper blade owes its effectiveness to the labors of mathematicians. But what is the possibility of that upper blade? … To grasp
the answer to that question, two complementary tendencies have to
be envisaged at once. On the one hand, there is the movement of
empirical science from description to explanation, from proper
domains of data to systems of laws that implicitly define the terms
they relate; and at the end of this movement there is the ideal goal
that is to be attained when all aspects of data except the empirical
residue [see RESIDUE(S)–EMPIRICAL] will have their intelligible counterpart in systems of explanatory conjugates [see CONJUGATE(S)–
EXPLANATORY/PURE] and ideal frequencies [see FREQUENCY–TYPES OF (4)-(3)
IDEAL]. On the other hand, there is the movement of mathematical
thought that begins from the empirical residue and endeavors to
explore the totality of manners in which enriching abstraction [see
ABSTRACTION–ENRICHING/IMPOVERISHING] can confer INTELLIGIBILITY upon any
materials that resemble the empirical residue. Clearly, these two
movements are complementary. For the mathematician begins
from the empirical residue with which the empirical scientist would
end; and if the mathematical exploration of intelligible systems is
thorough, then it is bound to include the systems of explanatory
conjugates that the empirical sciences will verify in their respective
domains.” (In 637-38.)
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IN SCIENCE. “The scientist works from data through measurements
to graphs to curve fitting to laws. And that’s the lower blade of the
scissors. At the same time, he’s working down: from postulates
and invariants of his differential equations. And the two close in
upon the function that’s the law he’s looking for. And that’s a description of classical physics. But you can show that the same sort
of thing is operative in any science.” (UB 343-44.) See also intra And all

the sciences
IN SELF-AFFIRMATION.

The scissors-like action of upper and lower
blades in the method of science (see intra And all the sciences; In science) and in methodical procedures in general (see HEURISTIC STRUCTURE–FOR INTERPRETATION) has a pure form. L writes that “this procedure
was employed in its pure form in reaching the self-affirmation of
the knower [see SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER], when the inevitability
of experience, of intelligent inquiry, of critical reflection, and of
their unity combined with the subject’s awareness of his own subjection to such inevitability, to issue into his affirmation of himself
as an individual existing unity differentiated by capacities to experience, to inquire, and to reflect. Now this affirmation of oneself
as a knower also is an affirmation of the general structure of any
proportionate object of knowledge. Further investigation of the
process of knowing [see KNOWING–PROCESS OF] can determine in greater
detail the structure of the proportionate known [see KNOWING–AND
KNOWN-ISOMORPHISM OF]. This upper blade of the scissors is matched by
the lower blade of COMMON SENSE and scientific pronouncements,
which the philosopher can criticize but cannot replace; for any attempt at replacement would be to desert the method proper to philosophy and to employ the methods proper to science or the
procedures proper to common sense. Finally, to close the scissors,
there is operative the detached and disinterested DESIRE TO KNOW, reinforced by the explicit rejection of all obscurantism, and guided by
the critical dialectic that discriminates between positions and counterpositions [see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION–AND DIALECTIC] in the formulation of the results of common sense, of science, and of
metaphysics.” (In 546.)
OF MIND.

See intra In self-affirmation

PURE FORM OF.

See intra In self-affirmation

SCOTOSIS, SCOTOMA:

“Let us name such an aberration of understanding a scotosis, and let us call the resultant blind spot a scotoma.”
(In 215.) Such an aberration is dramatic bias and its refusal to understand. “Just as insight can be desired, so too it can be unwanted. Besides the love of light, there can be a love of darkness.” (In 214.)
Scotosis is the first of seven subentries in L’s explication of dramatic
bias (see BIAS–DRAMATIC; CENSOR, CENSORSHIP–CONSTRUCTIVE).
“Fundamentally, the scotosis is an unconscious process. It arises,
not in conscious acts, but in the censorship [see CENSOR, CENSORSHIP]
that governs the emergence of PSYCHIC contents. Nonetheless, the
whole process is not hidden from us, for the merely spontaneous
exclusion of unwanted insights is not equal to the total range of
eventualities. Contrary insights do emerge. But they may be accepted as correct, only to suffer the eclipse that the bias brings
about by excluding the relevant further questions. Again, they may
be rejected as incorrect, as mere bright ideas without a solid foundation in fact; and this rejection tends to be connected with ration-
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persons, to appropriate special places and times for the exercise
of the roles, and to reserve material objects for use in that exercise. Now let us say that roles, places, times, objects are sacral
when the activity involved is regarded as religious by the participants. Again, let us say that the roles, places, times, objects are
secular when the activity involved is not regarded as religious by
the participants.”

alization of the scotosis and with an effort to accumulate evidence
in its favor. Again, consideration of the contrary insight may not
reach the level of reflective and critical consciousness; it may occur
only to be brushed aside in an emotional reaction of distaste, pride,
dread, horror, revulsion. Again, there are the inverse phenomena.
Insights that expand the scotosis can appear to lack plausibility;
they will be subjected to scrutiny; and as the subject shifts to and
from his sounder viewpoint, they will oscillate wildly between an
appearance of nonsense and an appearance of truth. Thus, in a variety of manners, the scotosis can remain fundamentally unconscious
yet suffer the attacks and crises that generate in the mind a mist of
obscurity and bewilderment, of suspicion and reassurance, of doubt
and rationalization, of insecurity and disquiet.” (In 215.)
AND PERFORMANCE. Near the end of his treatment of dramatic bias
(see BIAS–DRAMATIC), and immediately after his section on performance, L summarizes: “Our study of the dramatic bias has worked
from a refusal to understand through the series of its consequences.
There result in the mind a scotosis, a weakening of the development of common sense, a differentiation of the persona and the
ego, an alternation of suspicion and reassurance, of doubt and rationalization. There follow an aberration of the censorship [see CENSOR, CENSORSHIP–ABERRATION OF], the inhibition of unwanted imaginative
schemes, the disassociation of affects from their initial objects and
their attachment to incongruous yet related materials, the release of
affective neural demands in dreams, and the functionally similar
formation of screening memories.” (In 220.) Performance, therefore,
is subject to a host of factors.
SECULAR: “Sacralization and Secularization” is the title of ch. 14 of
Philosophical and Theological Papers 1965-1980. Near the end, L
makes eight points: “It is now, you may feel, high time to clarify basic terms and, if possible, to state clear conclusions.”

(1). “The words ‘secular,’ ‘secularize,’ ‘secularization,’ ‘secularist’ are in common use. They are neutral terms that replace the
older adjective ‘profane,’ the verb ‘to profane,’ the noun ‘profanation.’ While ‘profanation’ suggests something like sacrilege,
‘secularization’ may denote what is good, what is bad, and what
is indifferent.”
(2) “What ‘secular’ does for ‘profane’ ‘sacral’ does for ‘sacred.’
Similarly, ‘sacralize’ and ‘desacralize’ denote the actions meant
by ‘consecrate’ and ‘desecrate,’ while omitting the moral judgments the latter terms express.”
(3). “While ‘secular’ is in common use—there has been a good
deal of secularizing going on for some time—‘sacral’ is not. It is
true that dictionaries acknowledge its anatomical meaning, but of
the four I consulted only one acknowledges the usage of anthropologists. Finally, the derivatives of ‘sacral,’ such as ‘sacralize,’
‘desacralize,’ ‘resacralize’ can be found in technical writing.”
(4). “The reason for the additional terms is simple enough. One
wishes to state matters of fact without making judgments of value.”
(5). “To move from verbal to real issues, one may observe that
any regularly recurrent human activity tends to generate roles for

(6). “By this definition—which is not meant to be authoritative—
the terms ‘sacral’ and ‘secular’ are relative in meaning. They do
not tell what really is sacred and what really is profane. They only tell what the participants regard as sacred and what they regard
as profane.”
(7). “The transition from ‘sacral’ to ‘really sacred’ and from ‘secular’ to ‘really profane’ involves three criteria: the personal, the
communal, and the historical. The personal criterion is the AUTHENTICITY of the individual, an authenticity that results cumulatively
from his attentiveness, his intelligence, his reasonableness, his responsibility [see TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS]. The communal criterion
is the authenticity of the individual’s tradition, for it is only a partial and qualified authenticity that results from an authentic appropriation of a defective tradition.”
(8). “The historical criterion arises inasmuch as religion itself develops, for what is authentic at one stage of religious development may no longer be authentic at another; and again, one style
of religious development may be defective in comparison with
another style.” (PTP2 270-71.)
SECULARISM : See SECULAR
SELECTION: Also

alia

select, selecting, selective, selectivity. See also inter
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See DIALECTIC–STRUCTURE OF-MATERIALS (6)-(6)

AND INFERENCE.

See INFERENCE–CONCRETE FROM CLASSICAL LAWS

SELF ... – SELF ...
AND SCHEMES OF RECURRENCE.
AND WORLD ORDER.

See RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF–SELECTION OF

See EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND WORLD ORDER-AS EXPLANA-

TORY OF (6)-(4)

CANON OF.
NATURAL.

See CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(1) OF SELECTION

See EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND CHANCE VARIATION

PRINCIPLE OF.

See PROPOSITION(S)–ANALYTIC

SELF ...:

“By the ‘self’ is meant a concrete and intelligible unityidentity-whole.” (In 343.) One early manuscript of Insight: A Study of
Human Understanding bears the subtitle “An Essay in Aid of Personal Appropriation of One’s Own Rational Self-Consciousness.” (In
775.) The present entry comprises a large selection of terms bearing
the prefix “self”—but not the most important. That distinct but not
separate entry echoes the early subtitle, and all the subentries below
are meant to illuminate its elements. Insight and all of L’s later writings, especially Method, are meant to help us achieve SELFAPPROPRIATION.
AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER. L calls on the reader of Insight to
engage the process of affirming for oneself the cognitional theory
elucidated in part one, “Insight as Activity.” The larger context is
“Insight as Knowledge” (In part two). With “Self-affirmation of
the Knower” (In ch. 11), the purpose of Insight—an “essay in aid
of personal appropriation of one’s own rational selfconsciousness”—becomes more explicit and demanding. “Am I a
knower?” (In 352.) Answering yes and knowing why it is reasonable
and responsible to do so requires personal experience of the elements of L’s cognitional theory (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY). He
presupposes working knowledge of it. He also presupposes one’s
understanding of his theory of consciousness (see CONSCIOUSNESS;
CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL). The following subentries are in systematic, not alphabetic, order.
Conditions for. “In the self-affirmation of the knower the conditioned is the statement ‘I am a knower.’ The link between the
conditioned and its conditions is cast in the proposition ‘I am a
knower if I am a unity performing certain kinds of acts.’ The
conditions as formulated are the unity-identity-whole to be
grasped in data as individual and the kinds of acts to be grasped
in data as similar.” (In 352.)
Fulfilment of conditions. “The fulfilment of the conditions in
consciousness is to be had by reverting from such formulations
to the more rudimentary state of the formulated, where there is
no formulation but merely experience.” (In 352.)
Act of. “Am I a knower? ... If I ask it, I know what it means. ...
What do I mean by ‘I’? ... ‘I’ has a rudimentary meaning from
consciousness, and it envisages neither the multiplicity nor the
diversity of contents and conscious acts but rather the unity that
goes along with them. But if ‘I’ has some such rudimentary
meaning from consciousness, then consciousness supplies the
fulfilment of one element in the conditions for affirming that I
am a knower. Does consciousness supply the fulfilment for the
other conditions? ... Do I conceive, think, consider, suppose, define, formulate, or is my talking like the talking of a parrot? I reflect, for I ask whether I am a knower. Do I grasp the
UNCONDITIONED, if not in other instances, then in this one? If I
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grasped the unconditioned, would I not be under the rational
compulsion of affirming that I am a knower, and so either affirm
it or else find some loophole, some weakness, some incoherence,
in this account of the genesis of self-affirmation? As each has to
ask these questions of himself, so too he has to answer them for
himself. But the fact of the asking and the possibility of the answering are themselves the sufficient reason for the affirmative
answer.” (In 352-53.)
As immanent law. “The foregoing account of self-affirmation
stresses its positive aspect. It is a judgment of fact [see JUDGMENT(S)
OF FACT–CONCRETE], and so it rests heavily upon the experiential
component in knowing.” L follows with a long account of the incoherence of denying that one is a knower. “Cognitional process
[see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–PROCESS] does not lie outside the realm of
natural law. Not merely do I possess the power to elicit certain
types of acts when certain conditions are fulfilled, but also with
statistical regularity the conditions are fulfilled and the acts occur. I cannot escape sensations, percepts, images. ... Not only are
the contents of these acts imposed upon me, but also CONSCIOUSNESS in some degree is inseparable from the acts. Nor is that consciousness merely an aggregate of isolated atoms; it is a unity. ...
What is that clear, precise, definitive, irrevocable, dominant
something that we name fact?” (In 353-55.)
As fact. “Fact is concrete as is sense or consciousness. Again,
fact is INTELLIGIBLE: if it is independent of all doubtful theory, it is
not independent of the modest insight and formulation necessary
to give it its precision and its accuracy. Finally, fact is virtually
unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY]: it might not have
been; it might have been other than it is; but, as things stand, it
possesses conditional necessity, and nothing can possibly alter it
now. Fact, then, combines the concreteness of experience, the determinateness of accurate intelligence, and the absoluteness of rational judgment. It is the natural objective of human cognitional
process. It is the anticipated unity to which sensation, perception,
imagination, inquiry, insight, formulation, reflection, grasp of the
unconditioned, and judgment make their several, complementary
contributions. ... Self-affirmation has been considered as a concrete judgment of fact. The contradiction of self-negation has
been indicated. ... The ultimate basis of our knowing is not necessity but contingent fact, and the fact is established, not prior to
our engagement in knowing, but simultaneously with it. The
sceptic, then, is not involved in a conflict with absolute necessity.
He might not be; he might not be a knower. Contradiction arises
when he utilizes cognitional process to deny it.” (In 355-57.)
Description and explanation of. “Is the self-affirmation that has
been outlined descriptive of the thing-for-us or explanatory of the
thing-itself?” (On this critical distinction see QUOAD NOS; QUOAD SE.)
“The study of man also enjoys through consciousness an immediate access to man, and this access can be used in two manners.” L then recaps his procedure in Insight from beginning to
this point. “As the reader will discern, the initial procedure of description gradually yielded to definition by relation; and the defining relations obtained immediately between different kinds of
cognitional state or act. But definition by this type of relation is
explanatory, and so descriptive procedure was superseded by ex-
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planatory.” (In 358.)
Two types. See DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS–AS BASIS OF EXPLANATION
Revision of. “Cognitional theory differs from other theory; for
other theory reaches explanation only by venturing into the
merely supposed; but cognitional theory reaches explanation
without any such venture: and since it contains no merely hypothetical element, it is not subject to radical revision [see COGNITION,
COGNITIONAL–THEORY-REVISION OF].” (In 366.) Are we being asked to give a
kind of fideist assent to the weakest philosophical argument, the
argument from authority? As Crowe admits, “There is no way to
prove such a supposition, for the alleged proof would necessarily
involve the use of the human mind and thus suppose what it was
trying to establish.” He later adds: “Lonergan’s position in epistemology is not therefore one that can establish its foundation in
a positive way; we cannot lift ourselves by our epistemological
bootstraps.” He also points out an ineluctable fact: “The position
is lethal against its opponents. No one can challenge it, unless he
assumes the native orientation of his mind to know and exercises
his mind in intelligent grasp [understanding of experience] and
reasonable affirmation [judgment]: that is, he cannot challenge it
without supposing it. It is this utterly lethal weapon, lethal to
one’s own doubts as well as to an opponent’s arguments, that sets
this position poles apart from a mere fideism.” (Crowe, “Bernard Lonergan’s Thought on Ultimate Reality and Meaning” 89.) Since the appearance of Insight (1957) no refutation of Lonergan’s position has been
published.
Possibility of. The possibility of affirming that one is a knower
rests on the possibility of the judgment of fact (see JUDGMENT(S) OF
FACT). “The first condition, then, of any possible judgment of fact
is the grasp of (1) a conditioned, (2) a link between the conditioned and its conditions, and (3) the fulfilment of the conditions.
It is such a grasp that effects the transition from the question, Is it
so? to a rational, absolute answer.” The judgment that one is a
knower is subject to the same conditions. “Any possible judgment of fact would be some concrete judgment. The conditions
of its possibility include the conditions of bringing together its
diverse components. There must be, then, a concrete unityidentity-whole that experiences the given, that inquires about the
given to generate the free development of systematic unities and
relations, that reflects upon such developments and demands the
virtually unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY] as its ground
for answering yes or no. It is this concrete unity that asks, Is it
so? It is this concrete unity that initiates the free development by
asking about the given, What is this? Why is it? How often does
it exist or happen? It is this concrete unity that grasps and formulates the conditioned as conditioned and that appeals to the given
to grasp the virtually unconditioned and to affirm it rationally
and absolutely.” (In 360-62.)
A privileged judgment. “Without judgments of fact [see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT] one cannot get beyond mere analytic propositions
[see PROPOSITION(S)–ANALYTIC]. Further, though self-affirmation is no
more than a judgment of mere fact, still it is a privileged judgment. Self-negation is incoherent. One has only to inquire and re-

flect, to find oneself caught in the spontaneities and
inevitabilities that supply the evidence for self-affirmation. One
has only to make a single judgment of fact, no matter what its
content, to involve oneself in a necessary self-affirmation.” (In 36566.)

And contradiction. “Each one has to come to his own conclusion
and decide whether he knows anything about experience, intelligence, and reasonableness from his own personal experience. If
he finds no reasonableness in himself, of course, we need not
bother too much about what he has to say. If he finds no intelligence in himself, we need bother still less, for he will just be talking gibberish. There are a lot of tricks connected with this selfknowing. If a person is not a knower, then he is fairly well excluding himself from ordinary discussion. In other words, while it
is a contingent fact that I am a knower, still de facto I am, and if I
talk as though I were not, I am involved in contradiction. The
contradiction is between what explicitly I say and what implicitly
I am. As Aristotle said it, What do you do with the sceptic? You
get him to talk. He cannot talk absolute nonsense; otherwise he
would not be putting forth good arguments for his position. If he
does not talk absolute nonsense, you can bring out what implicitly he is by showing him the signs of what he is, revealed in his
talking.” (UB 141.)
Foundations of. “Self-affirmation has been considered as a concrete judgment of fact [see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–CONCRETE]. The contradiction of self-negation has been indicated. Behind that
contradiction there have been discerned natural inevitabilities and
spontaneities that constitute the possibility of knowing, not by
demonstrating that one can know, but pragmatically by engaging
one in the process. Nor in the last resort can one reach a deeper
foundation than that pragmatic engagement. Even to seek it involves a vicious circle: for if one seeks such a foundation, one
employs one’s cognitional process; and the foundation to be
reached will be no more secure or solid than the inquiry utilized
to reach it. As I might not be, as I might be other than I am, so my
knowing might not be and it might be other than it is. The ultimate basis of our knowing is not necessity but contingent fact,
and the fact is established, not prior to our engagement in knowing, but simultaneously with it.” (In 356.)
Scissors-like action in. See SCISSORS-LIKE ACTION–IN SELF-AFFIRMATION
Kantian analysis, contrast with. See

COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY-

LONERGAN VS KANT (5 ELEMENTS)

Relativist analysis, contrast with. See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORYLONERGAN VS RELATIVISM (11 ELEMENTS)

APPROPRIATION.

See SELF-APPROPRIATION

AS TRANSCENDING/TRANSCENDED.
AWARENESS.

See AUTHENTICITY–NEVER SECURE

The notion of self-awareness includes self-presence
(see SELF ...–PRESENCE), experience of self as operating (see intra Experience), L’s understanding of INTROSPECTION; and the differing kinds of
self awareness that attend the levels of consciousness (see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)) in the process of self-appropriation
(see also SELF-APPROPRIATION–AND PRESENCE).

SELF ... – SELF ...
CONSCIOUSNESS, AVOIDANCE OF.

See intra Consistency-escape from (3
elements)-(1) avoid self-consciousness

CONSCIOUSNESS, RATIONAL.

See CONSCIOUSNESS,

INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(3)

RATIONAL, -(4) RATIONAL SELF- (6 ELEMENTS)

CONSISTENCY. “To appropriate a truth is to make it one’s own. The
essential appropriation of truth [see TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–APPROPRIATION OF]
is cognitional. However, our reasonableness demands consistency
between what we know and what we do; and so there is a volitional appropriation of truth that consists in our willingness to live
up to it [see CONVERSION–MORAL; AUTHENTICITY], and a sensitive appropriation of truth that consists in an adaptation of our sensibility to
the requirements of our knowledge and our decisions [see DECISION].” (In 581-82.)
Escape from (3 elements). “Man is not only a knower but also a
doer; the same intelligent and rational consciousness grounds the
doing as well as the knowing; and from that identity of consciousness there springs inevitably an exigence for selfconsistency in knowing and doing. ... How can that exigence be
met? ... Our present concern is with the efforts of men to dodge
it.” (In 622.)

(1) Avoid self-consciousness. “No doubt, moral living is difficult;
even theologians admit a sense in which it is impossible; but
our present concern is with the fact of the exigence, and not a
little of the evidence for the fact lies in the efforts of men to
dodge it. The first and most common escape is to avoid selfconsciousness. The precept of the sage was ‘Know thyself.’
But the precept at least was needed. How finely tempered must
one’s sincerity be if one is to know oneself as one is, to know
not a character sketch that explains one in terms of ancestry
and environment, but a moral analysis of one’s deeds, one’s
words, one’s mixed motives. How much simpler to pour oneself out in ‘worthwhile’ external activity and, if praise and
blame must be administered, then administer them not to oneself but to others.” (In 622.)
(2) Rationalization. “Inconsistency between knowing and doing

can be removed by revising one’s knowing into harmony with
one’s doing. Such a revision is, of course, a bold step. Not a little ingenuity is needed to transpose inconsistency between
knowing and doing into inconsistency within knowing itself.
The average mind can invent lies about matters of fact; it can
trump up excuses; it can allege extenuating circumstances that
mingle fact with fiction. But hypocrisy is no more than the
tribute paid by vice to virtue. It falls far short of the genuine rationalization that argues vice to be virtue, that meets the charge
of inconsistency not by denying the minor premise of fact but
by denying the major premise of principle. But the revision of
major premises is a tricky business; it is playing fast and loose
with the pure desire to know in its immediate domain of cognitional activity; and so the majority of men, instead of attempting rationalization themselves, are content to create an effective
demand, a welcoming market, for more or less consistently developed counterpositions presented in myths and in philosophies.” (In 622-23.)
(3) Moral renunciation. “It is without the illusion generated by flee-
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ing self-consciousness. It is without the deceit generated by rationalization. But it is content with a speculative
acknowledgment of the aspiration to make one’s own living intelligent and reasonable. It is ready to confess its wrongdoing,
but it has given up any hope of amending its ways. If you
please, it is very human; yet it also is incompletely human, for
the demand for consistency between knowing and doing is dynamic; it asks to be operative; it seeks to extend detachment
and disinterestedness into living, and it is not satisfied with a
merely speculative acknowledgment of its existence.” (In 623.)
CONSTITUTION. See TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–AS SELF-CONSTITUTING
CONTRADICTORY. See JUDGMENT(S)–AS RELATED-(3) TO REFLECTIVE UNDERSTANDING
CONTROL. “Development [see HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT] is a matter of increasing the number of things that one does for oneself, that one
decides for oneself, that one finds out for oneself. Parents and
teachers and professors and superiors let people do more and more
for themselves, decide more and more for themselves, find out
more and more for themselves. … There is a critical point in the
increasing autonomy of the subject. It is reached when the subject
finds out for himself that it is up to himself to decide what he is to
make of himself. At first sight, doing for oneself, deciding for oneself, finding out for oneself are busy with objects. But on reflection
it appears that deeds, decisions, discoveries affect the subject more
deeply than they affect the objects with which they are concerned.
They accumulate as dispositions and habits of the subject; they determine him or her; they make him or her what they are and what
they are to be. … The self in the first period makes itself; but in a
second period this making oneself is open-eyed, deliberate. Autonomy decides what autonomy is to be. … The opposite to this openeyed, deliberate self-control is drifting [see DRIFTER]. … It is in the
autonomous human subject that self-transcendence occurs [see intra
Transcendence].” (PTP2 315.)
Precarious. “In this life the critical point is never transcended. It
is one thing to decide what one is to make of oneself. It is another
to execute the DECISION. Today’s resolutions do not predetermine
the free choice of tomorrow, of next week or next year, or ten
years from now. What has been achieved is always precarious: it
can slip, fall, shatter. What is to be achieved can be ever expanding, deepening. To meet one challenge is to effect a development
that reveals a further and graver challenge.” (PTP2 315-16.)
Principle of. See DECISION–AND RESPONSIBILITY
CRITICISM.

The larger context is reflective understanding (In ch.
10; see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–REFLECTIVE). The immediate context is
the object of commonsense judgments (see JUDGMENT(S)–COMMONSENSE).
L makes three points that regard the human collaboration that results in a COMMON SENSE—belief, practical considerations and pragmatic sanctions, deviations and aberrations. He writes: “Common
sense is subject to the deviations and ABERRATIONs that have their
root in the mixed motives of man. But it is only insofar as I myself
share in those mixed motives that my understanding and my judgment will suffer the same BIAS and fall in line with the same deviations and aberrations. As long as I share in them, my efforts at
correction and selection will be just as suspect as the judgments I
wish to eliminate. It is only when I go to the root of the matter and
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become efficaciously critical of myself that I can begin to become
a reliable judge; and then that becoming will consist in the selfcorrecting process of learning [see LEARNING–SELF-CORRECTING PROCESS
OF].” (In 618.)
DETERMINATION. See LIBERTY–AND SELF-DETERMINATION
DEVELOPMENT. See HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT
DISCOVERY. “The development of knowledge and the development
of moral feeling head to the existential discovery, the discovery of
oneself as a moral being, the realization that one not only chooses
between courses of action but also thereby makes oneself an authentic human being or an unauthentic one [see AUTHENTICITY; INAUTHENTIC, INAUTHENTICITY]. With that discovery, there emerges in
consciousness the significance of personal value [see VALUE(S)–SCALE
OF-(4) PERSONAL/EXISTENTIAL] and the meaning of personal responsibility
[see JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE–COMPONENTS OF (3)-(3)].” (M 38.)
EXPERIENCE.

Self-experience is specifically “the subject experiencing himself operating.” It means making intentional operations
conscious. “Do not suppose that this experiencing is another operation to be added to the list, for this experiencing is not intending
but being conscious. It is not another operation over and above the
operation that is experienced. It is that very operation which, besides being intrinsically intentional, also is intrinsically conscious.”
(M 8.) See intra Awareness; see also COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS-

APPLYING INTENTIONAL TO CONSCIOUS

KNOWLEDGE.

“The appropriation of one’s own rational selfconsciousness ... is not an end in itself but rather a beginning. ...
The beginning ... not only is self-knowledge and SELF-APPROPRIATION
but also a criterion of the real.” (In 22-23.) The criterion is understanding.
Achievement of. The achievement of self-knowledge is integral
to the process of SELF-APPROPRIATION (“the process of selfappropriation occurs only slowly, and, usually, only through a
struggle with some such book as Insight”; M 7 n. 2). Again: “To say
it all with the greatest brevity: one has not only to read Insight
but also to discover oneself in oneself.” (M 260.)
And differentiated consciousness. “The unity, then, of differentiated consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–UNITY OF] is, not
the homogeneity of undifferentiated consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, UNDIFFERENTIATED], but the self-knowledge that understands the different realms [of meaning; see MEANING–REALM(S) OF]
and knows how to shift from any one to any other.” (M 84.)
And feelings. “Generally, it is much better to take full cognizance
of one’s feelings, however deplorable they may be, than to brush
them aside, overrule them, ignore them. To take cognizance of
them makes it possible for one to know oneself, to uncover the
inattention, obtuseness, silliness, irresponsibility [see TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS] that gave rise to the feeling one does not want, and
to correct the aberrant attitude.” (M 33.)
And human development. See intra Knowledge-and metaphysics
And interpretation. See INTERPRETATION–AND UNDERSTANDING-ONESELF
And metaphysics. “An explicit and adequate metaphysics [see ME-

TAPHYSICS–STAGES/FORMS OF-EXPLICIT (8 ELEMENTS)]

is a corollary to explicit
and adequate self-knowledge. It follows upon the affirmation of
oneself as a unity of empirical, intelligent, and rational consciousness [L later adds the fourth level, rational selfconsciousness; see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)], upon the
heuristic definition of being that reveals intelligent and reasonable affirmation [see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–BEING KNOWN IN] to be knowledge of reality, upon the account of OBJECTIVITY as experiential,
normative, absolute, and principal, that strips counterpositions
[see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION–COUNTERPOSITION-] of their apparent
plausibility. However, such adequate self-knowledge can be
reached by man only at the summit of a long ascent. For selfknowledge involves a self-objectification, and before man can
contemplate his own nature in precise but highly difficult concepts, he has to bring the virtualities of that nature into the light
of day. … This conditioning of metaphysics by self-knowledge
and of self-knowledge by human development does not imply
that self-knowledge and metaphysics are not attempted until a
sufficient human development is attained to ensure their accuracy
and adequacy. On the contrary, from the start there is present and
operative the latent metaphysics contained in the dynamic structure of all human knowing, which, if it is human, is constituted
by experience, by understanding, and by a reflective yes or no.
Similarly, from the start there is present and operative the empirically, intelligently, and rationally conscious subject. What is lacking is the appropriate set of conceptual definitions and linguistic
expressions in which the triply conscious subject could convey to
himself and to others what it is to be a human knower and what
such knowing implies in the known.” (In 258-59.)
And objectification of oneself. See intra Knowledge-and metaphysics

And revision. The revision regards the pattern of intentional operations (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS-PATTERN OF) and its role
in the appropriation of one’s rational consciousness (see SELFAPPROPRIATION). L asks: “Is this pattern not just a hypothesis that
can be expected to undergo revision after revision as man’s selfknowledge keeps developing?” (M 18.) L answers with a distinction
between producer and product. “A distinction must be drawn between the normative pattern immanent in our conscious and intentional operations and, on the other hand, objectifications of
that pattern in concepts, propositions, words. Obviously, revision
can affect nothing but objectifications. It cannot change the dynamic structure of human consciousness. All it can do is bring
about a more adequate account of that structure.” (M 18-19.) See also
COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–STRUCTURE-REVISION OF

And self-presence. See intra Presence
And the soul. See SOUL–SELF-KNOWLEDGE OF
Explanatory. See IMAGE–AND EXPLANATORY SELF-KNOWLEDGE
Explicit and adequate. “An explicit and adequate metaphysics is
a corollary to explicit and adequate self-knowledge.” (In 558.) That
is because L’s METAPHYSICS is empirical; it emerges from cognitional analysis. See intra Knowledge-and metaphysics
MEDIATION. See MEDIATION–SELF-, –MUTUAL SELF-

SELF ... – SELF ...
PRESENCE.

Self-presence refers to experiential conjugates (see
to CONSCIOUSNESS (see also CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–AND SELF-PRESENCE); to cognitional operations (see COGNITION,
COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS-CONSCIOUSNESS OF); and to self-appropriation (see
SELF-APPROPRIATION–AND PRESENCE).
REVELATION. See HISTORIAN–SELF-REVELATION OF
CONJUGATE(S)–EXPERIENTIAL);

SACRIFICING LOVE.
THERAPY.

See LOVE–SELF-SACRIFICING

See PSYCHOTHERAPY–AND SELF-THERAPY

TRANSCENDENCE. “I have been endeavoring to unfold and clarify
the notion of self-transcendence by drawing your attention to a
succession of distinct levels of human consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)]. First, I spoke of the subject in his
dreams. Secondly, I spoke of the empirical subject awake, sensing,
feeling, moving about in his world of immediacy. Thirdly, I spoke
of the inquiring subject in a far larger world constructed by imagination and intelligence, mediated by words and meaning, by and
large based upon belief. Fourthly, I spoke of the rational subject
that reflects, marshals and weighs the evidence, pronounces judgment in the light of the evidence, and by his judgment claims to
state something about some part of a world that only to a slight extent is his world of immediacy. … With judgment, then, selftranscendence, insofar as it is cognitional, is complete. But human
self-transcendence is not only cognitional; it may also be performative.” (PTP2 35.) See also intra Transcendence-performative

Affective. The process of self-transcendence follows the pattern
of intentional operations (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–STRUCTURE, –
OPERATIONS). Intellectual self-transcendence is achieved by knowledge; moral self-transcendence when one chooses value, the
truly worthwhile, over satisfaction. Affective self-transcendence
is achieved by falling in love, “when the isolation of the individual [is] broken and he spontaneously [functions] not just for himself but for others as well.” (M 289.)
And alienation. The context is the structure of the human good
(see Table 2, The Structure of the Human Good p. 563). The
structure stands on three levels. On the third one considers human freedom and responsibility. One “adverts to their basic options for self-transcendence or for ALIENATION, examines their
personal relations with other individuals or groups within the society, and notes the terminal values [see VALUE(S)–TERMINAL] they
bring about in themselves and encourage in others.” (M 359.) See
also intra Transcendence-and ideology

And collaboration. See COLLABORATION–AND SELF-TRANSCENDENCE
And conscience. See CONSCIENCE–AND SELF-TRANSCENDENCE
And conversion. See intra Transcendence-and ideology; see also

UN-

CONVERTED

Intellectual. The immediate context is intellectual conversion (see
CONVERSION–INTELLECTUAL),

especially the common blunder of naïve
realism (see REALISM)–NAÏVE), of conceiving KNOWING on the ANALOGY
of seeing (see TAKING A GOOD LOOK; ALREADY-OUT-THERE-NOW-REAL). “To
be liberated from that blunder, to discover the selftranscendence proper to the human process of coming to know,
is to break often long-ingrained habits of thought and speech. It
is to acquire the mastery in one’s own house that is to be had
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only when one knows precisely what one is doing when one is
knowing. It is a conversion, a new beginning, a fresh start. It
opens the way to ever further clarifications and developments.”
(M 239-40.)

Moral. Moral self-transcendence occurs whenever one chooses
VALUE(S);

perhaps even the morally degenerate and the EGOIST do
this from time to time. Moral conversion entails deliberately
changing “the criterion of one’s decisions and choices from satisfactions to values.” (M 240.) See CONVERSION–MORAL
Religious. See CONVERSION–RELIGIOUS
And decline. The larger context is the human good (see Table 2,
The Structure of the Human Good, p. 563). L’s immediate concern is PROGRESS and DECLINE. Both are products of obedience and
disobedience to the TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS. “A civilization in decline digs its own grave with a relentless consistency. It cannot
be argued out of its self-destructive ways, for argument has a
theoretical major premiss, theoretical premisses are asked to conform to matters of fact, and the facts in the situation produced by
decline more and more are the absurdities that proceed from inattention, oversight, unreasonableness and irresponsibility.” (M 55.)
Individual and communal “inattention, oversight, unreasonableness and irresponsibility” are the contraries of the precepts that
guide the self-transcending subject: Be attentive! Be intelligent!
Be reasonable! Be responsible! Be in love!
And dreams. See DREAM(S)–OF NIGHT AND MORNING-AND SELF-TRANSCENDENCE
And ideology. “A man is his true self inasmuch as he is selftranscending. CONVERSION is the way to self-transcendence. Inversely, man is alienated [see ALIENATION] from his true self inasmuch as he refuses self-transcendence, and the basic form of
IDEOLOGY is the self-justification of alienated man.” (M 357.) See also
intra Transcendence-and alienation

And judgments of value. See

JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE–AND SELF-

TRANSCENDENCE

And love. See intra Transcendence-capacity for
And objectivity. See CONVERSION–AND OBJECTIVITY
And originating value. See VALUE(S)–ORIGINATING
And the drifter. See DRIFTER–AND SELF-TRANSCENDENCE
And transcendental notions. “The transcendental notions [see
NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL], that is, our questions for intelligence, for
reflection, and for deliberation, constitute our capacity for selftranscendence. That capacity becomes an actuality when one
falls in love [see LOVE–BEING IN].” (M 105.)
And unrestricted questioning. “Unrestricted questioning is our
capacity for self-transcendence.” (M 105.)
As achievement. “Self-transcendence is the achievement of conscious intentionality, and as the latter has many parts and a long
development, so too has the former. There is a first step in attending to the data of sense and of consciousness [see DATA–OF
SENSE; DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS]. Next, inquiry and understanding
yield an apprehension of a hypothetical world mediated by
meaning [see WORLD(S)–MEDIATED BY MEANING]. Thirdly, reflection and
judgment reach an absolute [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–REFLECTIVE-
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AND VIRTUALLY UNCONDITIONED]: through them we acknowledge what really is so, what is independent of us and our thinking. Fourthly,
by DELIBERATION, evaluation, decision [DECISION–AND PRACTICAL REFLECTION,
–AND REFLECTIVE EVALUATION], action, we can know and do, not just
what pleases us, but what truly is good, worth while [see
VALUE(S)].” (M 35.)
As inheritance/gift. In addition to self-transcendence as achievement, we are born into a world filled with the achievements of
others living and dead. We claim these when, among these apparent existing goods, we choose what we judge truly worthwhile.
See VALUE(S); OPENNESS–THREE FACTORS

Capacity for. Our capacity for self-transcendence “becomes an
actuality when one falls in love.” (M 105.)
Cognitional. Cognitional self-transcendence pertains to the true
judgment of fact. See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–STRUCTURE, –OPERATIONS;
JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT

Ever precarious. “Self-transcendence is ever precarious. Of itself, self-transcendence involves tension between the self as transcending and the self as transcended. So human AUTHENTICITY is
never some pure and serene and secure possession. It is ever a
withdrawal from unauthenticity [see INAUTHENTIC, INAUTHENTICITY],
and every successful withdrawal only brings to light the need for
still further withdrawals.” (M 110.)
Ground of. See intra Transcendence-and conversion
Intellectual. “Intellectual self-transcendence is taking possession
of one’s own mind. It is a matter of attending to each of its many
operations, of identifying them, of comparing them, of distinguishing them, naming them, relating them to one another, grasping the dynamic structure of their emergence and development,
and so coming to clarify the workings of the mind in mathematics, in science, in common sense, in history, in philosophy. … In
brief, for intellectual self-transcendence a price must be paid. My
little book Insight provides a set of exercises for those who wish
to find out what goes on in their own black boxes. But it is only a
set of exercises. What counts is doing them. … Should one attempt to do them? As long as one is content to be guided by one’s
common sense, to disregard the pundits of every class whether
scientific or cultural or religious, one need not learn what goes on
in one’s own black box. But when one moves beyond the limits
of commonsense competence, when one wishes to have an opinion of one’s own on larger issues, then one had best know just
what one is doing. Otherwise, one too easily will be duped and
too readily be exploited. Then explicit intellectual self-transcendence can become a real need.” (PTP2 321-22.) See also SELF-

vestigator of the past. “Inasmuch, then, as investigators assemble, complete, compare, reduce, classify, select, they bring to
light the dialectical oppositions that existed in the past. Inasmuch
as they pronounce one view a position and its opposite a counterposition and then go on to develop the positions and reverse the
counter-positions, they are providing one another with the evidence for a judgment on their personal achievement of selftranscendence. They reveal the selves that did the research, offered the interpretations, studied the history, passed the judgments of value.” (M 253.)
Moral. “There are questions for deliberation [see DELIBERATION–
and they are of two kinds. There are the selfregarding questions that merely ask what is in it for me or for
this or that group of which I am a part. There are the moral questions that ask what is worth while, what is truly and not merely
apparently good. … Both sets of questions are practical. On them
hinges what courses of action will be adopted and followed. Both
sets of questions are interpersonal, for on both the lives of other
persons are affected for good or ill. Both sets of questions are existential, for on both there is being settled what I am to make of
myself, what am to be. … But along with these common features
there also are grave differences. If basically one’s questions are
of the self-regarding type, then one has not attempted moral selftranscendence. One has merely added oneself to the world’s already teeming population of moral drifters [see DRIFTER–AND SELFTRANSCENDENCE]. One has merely added another humble contributor
to the economic and political determinism resulting from competing egoisms. But when one’s basic questions for deliberation
regard not satisfactions but values—the vital values of health and
skill, the social values that secure the vital values of the group,
the cultural values that make worth while social goals and the
satisfaction of vital needs—then moral self-transcendence has
begun. One has ceased to need the carrot of desire and the stick
of fear; one has become a self-starter, a principle of benevolence
and beneficence, a genuine person whose words and deeds inspire and invite those that know him or her to aspire themselves
to moral self-transcendence, to become themselves genuine persons.” (PTP2 324-25.)
QUESTIONS FOR],

And the good. See GOOD, THE–AND MORAL SELF-TRANSCENDENCE

Interpersonal. “Just as it is one’s own self-transcendence that
enables one to know others accurately and to judge them fairly,
so inversely it is through knowledge and appreciation of others
that we come to know ourselves and to fill out and refine our apprehension of values [see VALUE(S)–APPREHENSION OF].” (M 253.)

Performative. “Human self-transcendence is not only cognitional; it may also be performative. Beyond questions for intelligence and questions for reflection, there are questions for
deliberation [see DELIBERATION–QUESTIONS FOR]. Beyond the pleasures
we enjoy and the pains we dread, there are the values to which
we may respond with all our being. On the topmost level of human consciousness the subject deliberates, evaluates, decides,
controls, acts. He is at once practical and existential: practical, inasmuch as he is concerned with concrete courses of action; existential, inasmuch as control includes self-control, and the
possibility of self-control involves responsibility for what he
makes of himself.” (PTP2 35.)

Judgment on. The context is the functional specialty Dialectic
(see DIALECTIC (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)), and the AUTHENTICITY of the in-

Religious. Humanity’s “questions for intelligence, for reflection,
for deliberation reveal man’s capacity for self-transcendence. But

APPROPRIATION
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capacity, hankering, intermittent trying are one thing; stable
achievement is another. Such stable achievement seems to occur
when one falls in love. Then one’s being becomes being-in-love
[with God]. Such being-in-love has its antecedents, its causes, its
conditions, its occasions. But once it has blossomed forth and as
long as it lasts, it takes over. It becomes the first principle. From
it flow one’s desires and fears, one’s joys and sorrows, one’s discernment of values, one’s decisions and deeds.” (PTP2 325.)
Revealing the Subject. “The subject is self-transcending. His operations reveal objects: single operations reveal partial objects; a
structured compound of operations reveals compounded objects;
and as the subject by his operations is conscious of himself operating, he too is revealed though not as object but as subject.” (M
286.)

Unrestricted thrust to. L speaks of “an apprehension of transcendent value. This apprehension consists in the experienced
fulfilment of our unrestricted thrust to self-transcendence, in our
actuated orientation towards the mystery of love and awe. Since
that thrust is of intelligence to the intelligible, of reasonableness
to the true and the real, of freedom and responsibility to the truly
good, the experienced fulfilment of that thrust in its unrestrictedness may be objectified as a clouded revelation of absolute intelligence and intelligibility, absolute truth and reality, absolute
goodness and holiness. With that objectification there recurs the
question of God in a new form.” (M 116-17.) See also QUESTION OF GOD,
THE–FORMS OF (4)-(4)
UNDERSTANDING. The context is interpretation and the need for the
functional specialty Dialectic (see DIALECTIC (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)). Although the topic is the first phase of method in theology, its FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES are relevant to all disciplines. The first phase is
incomplete “if it is restricted to research, interpretation, and history. ... These functional specialties ... approach but do not achieve
an encounter with the past.” Encounter is “meeting persons, appreciating the values they represent, criticizing their defects, and allowing one’s living to be challenged at its very roots by their
words and by their deeds. Moreover, such an encounter is not just
an optional addition to interpretation and to history. Interpretation
depends on one’s self-understanding; the history one writes depends on one’s horizon; and encounter is the one way in which
self-understanding and horizon can be put to the test.” (M 247.) For
the broader meaning of self-understanding see intra Transcendence;
Knowledge. See also SELF-APPROPRIATION

“What is self-appropriation? Insight [see INmay be described as a set of exercises in which, it is
hoped, one attains self-appropriation. The question naturally arises,
What does that mean, and why go to all the trouble? Unfortunately,
the question is so fundamental that to answer it is in a way more difficult than to attain self-appropriation. … It is much simpler to do
things than to explain what you are trying to do, what the method is
that you are employing in doing it, and how that method will give
you the results. In other words, the simple matter of attaining selfappropriation can be complicated by an enormous series of surrounding questions that are all more difficult than the actual feat of attaining self-appropriation.” (UB 3-4.) See also SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER, –

SELF-APPROPRIATION:
SIGHT (THE BOOK)]
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TRANSCENDENCE

AND ADVERTENCE.

“First of all, self-appropriation is advertence—
advertence to oneself as experiencing, understanding, and judging.” (UB 33.) “You have self-appropriation insofar as you don’t
merely understand but advert to the fact that something happened
in consciousness.” (UB 271.)

AND COGNITIONAL OPERATIONS.

see also COGNITION,

See intra And advertence; Process of;

COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS-APPROPRIATION OF

AND CULTURAL TYPES.

See CULTURE, CULTURAL–TYPES OF (3)

AND EXISTENTIAL CONFLICT. “There is a joker in this business of
self-appropriation. We do not start out with a clean slate as we
move towards self-appropriation. We already have our ideals of
what knowledge is, and we want to do self-appropriation according
to the ideal that is already operative in us—not merely in terms of
the spontaneous, natural ideal, but in terms of some explicit ideal. I
do not suppose that any of you will want to do self-appropriation
by way of measurements and experiments, but many would say
that our results cannot be really scientific unless we do it that way.
Perhaps some of you will think that the thing to do is to define our
terms very clearly, establish our self-evident principles, and then
proceed with deducing. And there can be other ideals besides these
that govern one’s procedure. Again, the results at which we arrive
may not fit in with preexistent explicit ideals, and there will arise
another conflict. ... In other words, this business of selfappropriation is not a simple matter of moving in and finding the
functionally operative tendencies that ground ideals. It is also a
matter of pulling out the inadequate ideals that may be already existent and operative in us. There is a conflict, there is an existential
element, there is a question of the subject, and it is a personal question that will not be the same for everyone. Everyone will have his
own difficulties.” (UB 17-19.) See also intra And fact
AND EXPLANATION. See SCIENCE(S)–AS EXPLANATORY
AND FACT. “The problem is not just a matter of opposition over the
basic issue of knowing as looking [see TAKING A GOOD LOOK] or as a
perfection. Far more fundamental and far more difficult is the existential problem of the subject, the shift which is the development of
the self which is to be appropriated. … There is … the cognitional
problem of fact. What is true? What do we know? The conversion,
on the intellectual side [see CONVERSION–INTELLECTUAL], is effected by the
study of facts. Whether one adverts to it or not, the finality of the
subject [see KNOWING–AS PERFECTION] is operative; but through the study
of facts one can bring the subject to a fruitful advertence to the conflict between what he holds as theory and what he does in actual
knowing and practice.” (UB 180.)
AND HEIGHTENED CONSCIOUSNESS.

See

CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL– AS IN-

TENTIONAL-HEIGHTENING OF

AND HISTORICAL STUDY. “Insofar as your self-appropriation makes
you aware of the possibility of settling for a positivist philosophy
or an idealist philosophy or a realist philosophy, insofar as you are
able to grasp that all of those three are possible ways which may
be taken by men living under certain conditions and under certain
pressures, and insofar as you are able to grasp the reasons men can
have for taking those ways, you are in possession of an upper
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blade in the study of history of philosophy and history of culture.
The fuller your understanding of the polymorphism of your own
being [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–POLYMORPHISM OF HUMAN], the better
understanding you have of yourself and the better possibility you
have for understanding others, for projecting from the present into
the past and reaching an understanding of philosophers and cultures that constitute the past. ... Thus self-appropriation provides in
history of philosophy and in history of cultures an upper blade that
combines with the lower blade to close in upon an interpretation.”
(UB 223-24.) See also HEURISTIC STRUCTURE–FOR INTERPRETATION-LOWER BLADE, UPPER BLADE

AND IDEAL OF KNOWLEDGE.

the world with encyclopedias, you would still not be giving everything. … But insofar as there is self-appropriation, insofar as
one moves towards what has to be present for other things to be
present to it, one is dealing with what conceptually is implicit
still, but is de facto my empirical, intelligent, rational consciousness. It is functionally operative in my knowing. There is an escape from the abstraction insofar as I turn to the sources that are
functionally operative in my inquiries, my investigations, my attempts to formulate. And insofar as the subject himself is a concrete being, in the measure that he has self-appropriation, in the
measure that he has moved in on the basis as it operates, whence
the ideals get expressed, he perhaps has a starting point towards
meeting it.” (UB 298.)

“There exists a problem. ... The pursuit
of knowledge is the pursuit of an unknown. It is not only a conscious pursuit but an intelligent, rational, deliberate, and methodical pursuit. The pursuit of building a house with the aid of a set of
blueprints is clearly deliberate and methodical. But how do you
proceed methodically and deliberately to the attainment of something that you do not know, something which, if known, would not
have to be pursued? We have to acknowledge, then, the existence
in man of something like a natural ideal that moves towards knowledge. Moreover, this ideal is not explicitly conceived by nature.”
(UB 13.) In his pursuit of the solution, L briefly traces the historical
development first of scientific knowledge and then philosophic to
the present. Then he specifies the solution. “The solution offered in
Insight to this problem is self-appropriation.” (UB 14.) See also KNOWL-

Problem of. “Self-appropriation is being introduced in terms of a
problem. The ideal we seek in seeking the unknown, in trying to
know, is conceptually implicit. There does not exist naturally,
spontaneously, through the whole of history, a set of propositions, conceptions, and definitions that define the ideal of knowledge [see KNOWLEDGE–IDEAL OF]. But to say that conceptually it is
implicit, that it is implicit with regard to statements, that these
statements differ in different places and at different times—they
are historically conditioned—is not to say that it is nonexistent.
While the conception of the ideal is not by nature, still there is
something by nature. The ideal of knowledge is myself as intelligent, as asking questions, as requiring intelligible answers.” (UB

EDGE–IDEAL OF

14; emphasis added.)

And analysis. See ANALYSIS–AND IDEAL OF KNOWLEDGE
And expression. “There is the general Hegelian objection, that
any explicitly formulated ideal is going to be abstract. Because it
is abstract it is going to come into conflict with the source of the
ideal, and it will be consequently a source of further discoveries
that change that explicit formulation. … The answer to that Hegelian objection is not easy; you cannot put it into a formula. But
our approach, our way to get around it, is to move in on the concrete subject, where the tendencies that are expressed in the ideal
are functionally operative. That turning in is a matter of consciousness, and we have distinguished three senses of the word
‘presence.’ The chairs are present in the room. We are present to
one another. We are all present to ourselves. And as present to
ourselves we are not looking at ourselves, we are not objects, we
are subjects. It is the present subject that counts, and that present
subject is not only present but also intelligent, reasonable, and,
when he makes decisions, self-conscious. … Finally, there is a
joker in the problem, the existential element. There are already
existent ideals, and there are those who want self-appropriation
spontaneously and naturally. Spontaneously, naturally, your ideal
of knowledge [see KNOWLEDGE–IDEAL OF] will govern your attempts at
self-appropriation, and unless your ideal is perfectly correct before you start, it will prevent you from arriving. In other words,
there is the need of some sort of a jump, a leap.” (UB 20-21.)
As abstract. “The idea of self-appropriation, the ideal as conceptually formulated, is going to be abstract; there is no eliminating
an element of abstraction there. In other words, even if you filled

Ready-made. “Why is it, if I am right in saying that insight is
fundamental in Aristotle and St Thomas, that in the course of
seven hundred years only seven scholastics advert to the possibility, and only some of those accept it? It is this existential problem [see EXISTENTIAL–PROBLEM]. It is the presence of a ready-made
ideal of what knowledge must be, blocking self-appropriation.”
(UB 18-19.)
AND IMAGE.

See IMAGE–AND SELF-APPROPRIATION

AND INSIGHT. L devotes chapter one of UB to this topic. Indeed, L
calls Insight: A Study of Human Understanding an “essay in aid of
personal appropriation of one’s own rational self-consciousness.”
(In 764.) All entries in this glossary are relevant to the relationship between insight and self-appropriation. A good place to begin is intra

Process of
AND INTERIORITY.
AND KNOWING.

See INTERIORITY–WORLD OF-ENTRY INTO-AND APPROPRIATION OF

See KNOWING–AND SELF-APPROPRIATION

AND METAPHYSICS. “We have said that the measure of one’s selfappropriation is a measure of the meaning or the significance one
can put into cognitional analysis [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–ANALYSIS];
but it is also a measure of the dexterity, the comprehension, of metaphysics, where metaphysics is concerned with being as the allinclusive or the all-inclusive of proportionate being. We are easily
brought to a consideration of the historical component in selfappropriation.” (UB 219.) See intra Historical component of

Explicit. An integral part of self-appropriation, explicit metaphysics is grasping the isomorphism of the structures of knowing
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and known (see KNOWING–AND KNOWN-ISOMORPHISM OF). That means
grasping that every term in cognitional theory (knowing as experiencing, understanding, judging) has a corresponding term in
metaphysics (the known, proportionate being). The metaphysical
terms that denote the principles constitutive of every proper object of the mind are potency, form, and act. The isomorphic pairs
are experience–potency, understanding–form, judgment–act (actuality, existence). Our minds and proportionate being are made
for each other. See METAPHYSICS–STAGES/FORMS OF-EXPLICIT (8 ELEMENTS)
AND METHOD/GEM. See GEM–AND SELF-APPROPRIATION
AND OBJECTS.

“What, then, is this business of moving in on oneself,
self-appropriation? It is not a matter of looking back into yourself,
because it is not what you look at but the looking that counts. But it
is not just the looking; it is not being entirely absorbed in the object; rather, it is adverting to the fact that, when you are absorbed in
the object, you are also present to yourself. If you were not, it
would not count. If there were no one there to see, there would be
nothing present to the seer. That to whom other things are present,
that which must be present to itself for other things to be present to
it, is not merely there. He or she is intelligent, rational, rationally
self-conscious.” (UB 16-17.)
AND PHILOSOPHY. “Philosophy is neither a theory in the manner of
science nor a somewhat technical form of common sense, nor even
a reversal to presocratic wisdom. Philosophy finds its proper data
in intentional consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL]. Its primary function is to promote the self-appropriation that cuts to the
root of philosophic differences and incomprehensions [see POSITION
AND COUNTERPOSITION; PHILOSOPHY, PHILOSOPHIES–THE QUESTION OF].” (M 95.)

Different types of. “It is possible, I believe and suggest, to classify the differences of philosophies in terms of the measure of
self-appropriation. Insofar as the self qua experiencing alone is
appropriated—we are quite well aware of ourselves as seeing,
hearing, talking, and so forth—on this experiential level, philosophies are materialistic, atomistic, sensistic, positivistic, pragmatist. If internal experience is also included, philosophies are
modernist. Modernism makes religious experience the ultimate
in religion, while the truths, the dogmas of the church, are only
symbols. So long as these symbols serve the experience which is
the ultimate criterion, well and good; but when they are out of
date, they are simply to be forgotten; the emphasis is on experience. Philosophy that places the emphasis upon experience is
one type that keeps recurring in different forms right through the
whole history of philosophy. ... Besides self-appropriation qua
experience, there is self-appropriation qua intelligent. To it we
devote the first eight chapters of Insight. It yields philosophies of
the Aristotelian type, the Kantian type, the idealist type, the relativist type, and the essentialist type. Intelligence is combined
with experience, and that is the self that is appropriated. From
the different ways in which intelligence is conceived and experience is conceived, there arises another whole type of philosophy.
... When self-appropriation qua judging is added, a third type of
philosophy is obtained. All three types develop. They develop
according to the self-appropriation of the individual, and according to the degree and the mode of self-appropriation that is pos-
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sible in a given age and a given culture. However, the
development of contemporary psychology and the development
of the sciences at the present time make possible a much fuller
and more exact self-appropriation than was possible before those
developments occurred, just as the development of language and
writing made possible an earlier self-appropriation of a similar
type.” (UB 220.) See also intra As manifested-scale of activities and products
(4)
AND PRESENCE.

“For you to be present to me, I have to be already
present to myself. Now I can be present to myself not merely as
experiencing, as empirically conscious, but also as trying to understand, as actually understanding, as reflecting and about to judge,
and as judging. The repetition of the same three steps with regard
precisely to the levels of self-presence is what gives you selfappropriation, self-knowledge.” (UB 34.)
Types of. “What exactly happens when one is trying to achieve
self-appropriation? Let us take the word ‘presence.’ It is an ambiguous word. First, you can say that the chairs are present in the
room, but you cannot say that the chairs are present to the room
or that the room is present to the chairs. The latter is a different, a
second, sense of ‘presence’: being present to someone. It has a
meaning with regard to animals. A dog walks along the street,
sees another dog on the other side, and crosses over. The other
dog is present to him, but not in the sense that the chairs are present in the room. Here we have presence to someone: I am present to you, and you are present to me; this presence is different
from the presence of the chairs in the room. Moreover, there is a
third meaning of ‘presence’: you could not be present to me
unless I were somehow present to myself. If I were unconscious,
you would not be present to me in the second sense. If you were
unconscious, I would not be present to you in the second sense.
So there is a third sense of presence: presence to oneself. To sum
up: there is a merely material sense of presence the chairs are
present in the room; there is a second sense one person is present
to the other; there is a third sense—a person has to be somehow
present to himself for others to be present to him. In selfappropriation it is the third presence that is of interest. You are
there, and your being there to yourself is the type of presence
with which we are concerned. … Now what on earth do you do
to get that presence of yourself to yourself?” (UB 15.) See intra Process of-(1) the pattern-and self presence; see also CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–AND SELF-PRESENCE

AND QUESTION OF COMMUNICATION.

See

PHILOSOPHY, PHILOSOPHIES–THE

QUESTION OF

AND SCIENCE.

See SCIENCE(S)–AND SELF-APPROPRIATION

AND SELF-AFFIRMATION.

See SELF

AND SELF-CONSCIOUSNESS.
AND SELF-KNOWLEDGE.
AND SELF-PRESENCE.

See intra And objects

See SELF

See

...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER

...–KNOWLEDGE

SELF …–PRESENCE; CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–

AND SELF-PRESENCE

AND THE BOOK INSIGHT. “To say it all with the greatest brevity: one
has not only to read Insight but also to discover oneself in oneself.”
(M 260.) L calls Insight an “essay in aid of a personal appropriation of
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SELF-APPROPRIATION – SELF-APPROPRIATION

one’s own rational self-consciousness.” (In 769.) See INSIGHT (THE BOOK)
“Just as transcendental method [see GEM] rests on a
self-appropriation, on attending to, inquiring about, understanding,
conceiving, affirming one’s attending, inquiring, understanding,
conceiving, affirming, so too therapy is an appropriation of one’s
own feelings. As the former task is blocked by misconceptions of
human knowing, so too the latter is blocked by misconceptions of
what one spontaneously is.” (M 34 n. 6.)

AND THERAPY.

AND TRANSCENDENTAL METHOD.
AND TRUTH.

See TRUTH(S),

See GEM–AND SELF-APPROPRIATION

THE TRUE–APPROPRIATION OF

AND VERIFICATION.

“In the measure that one has achieved selfappropriation, one is capable of verifying in oneself that one is a
unity-identity-whole that senses, perceives, imagines, inquires, understands, formulates, reflects, grasps the unconditioned, and
judges. But there is a difference between verifying in the one case
and verifying in the other. In the first case, one uses one’s external
senses, and one simply sees the position of the needle on a dial; one
sees the way a measuring rod is set beside the dimensions of a container. That is all that one sees; one does not even see that expression of it. The expression is simply a description of what one
happens to be looking at. But here, instead of looking out at something, one has to deal with one’s presence to oneself. The chairs are
present in the room; we are present to one another; and for us to be
present to one another, we have to be present to ourselves. For anyone to be present to me I must not be unconscious. In the case of
verifying oneself as a knower, trying to look at something is simply
turning things upside down. What counts is the looker, not the
looked-at.” (UB 135.)

AND WILLING.

“The self that we are attempting to appropriate in the
field of knowledge is a self that is guided by absolute or objective
norms. It is as though the power of logic were something immanent within me, something quite impersonal. The pure DESIRE TO
KNOW sets up exigences and tendencies that are opposed to me as a
concrete functioning unit with desires and fears. If my cognitional
process is guided by my desires and fears, the result is not knowing but simply wishful thinking. There has to be a detachment
from self in knowledge. But when the question arises of the free
act, of willing, of the practical course of action, I reach rational
self-consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(4) RATIONAL
SELF- (6 ELEMENTS)], and what is at issue is fundamentally myself.” (UB
228.)
ARDUOUS FOR AUTHORS.

“There is always the distinction between
the author’s consciousness of his activities and his knowledge of
them. Authors are always conscious of their intentional operations
but to reach knowledge of them there must be added introspective
attention, inquiry and understanding, reflection and judgment. Further, this process from consciousness to knowledge, if more than
general and vague, is arduous and time-consuming; it leads into
the impasse of scrutinizing the self-scrutinizing self and into the
oddity of the author who writes about himself writing; such authors are exceptional.” (M 166-67.)

AS MANIFESTED.

“Self-appropriation is conditioned not merely by

the fact that one is empirically, intelligently, and rationally conscious [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)]; it is conditioned
also by that fact as manifested.” (UB 219.)
Scale of activities and products (4). L proceeds to structure the
manifestation of activities and products according to the levels of
cognition (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–LEVELS OF).
(1) Sensitive. “The fact is manifested, first of all, in those activities and products that are sensible things, that can be inspected,
as it were. They are material creations such as the material
creations of modern science. You can go right back to the earliest forms of technology, man using instruments. There is a
manifestation of intelligence and reasonableness in the things
that man makes, in the way that men behave. That provides a
first level of manifestation.” (UB 219-20.)
(2) Linguistic. “Insofar as the activities and products are linguistic, one has again a fuller and more immediate manifestation.
When the level of science is reached, one has again a fuller object upon which one can reflect to attain one’s selfappropriation.” (UB 220.)
(3) Polymorphic. “And when it reaches the level of a succession

of philosophies, all claiming different things, one meets the objective manifestation and expression of the polymorphism of
the human subject [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–POLYMORPHISM OF
HUMAN]—not merely of his capacity and need to develop but also
of the possibility and fact that he develops in quite different
ways. ... It is possible, I believe and suggest, to classify the differences of philosophies in terms of the measure of selfappropriation.” (UB 220.) See intra And philosophy-different types of
(4) Cultural. Pitirim Sorokin (Social and Cultural Dynamics)
“worked out a scheme of three types of culture: sensate, idealistic, and ideational. ... There is an obvious correlation between
sensate, idealistic, and ideational cultures, on the one hand, and
the three degrees of self-appropriation, on the other. By using
Sorokin’s material, one can prolong this analysis of the subject
into terms of the development of culture.” (UB 221.)
AS SELF-DEVELOPMENT.
BLOCK TO.

See HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT

See intra And ideal of knowledge-ready-made

HISTORICAL COMPONENT OF.

See intra And historical study

INTELLECTUAL BENEFITS OF.

“Self-appropriation enables us not only
to have an analysis of particular beings in terms of potency, form,
act [see ANALYSIS–METAPHYSICAL]—conjugate and central [see CENTRAL
(SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES; CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE
CAUSES]—explanatory genera and species [see GENUS–EXPLANATORY], and
also DEVELOPMENT …, but also to grasp proportionate being as a
whole [see BEING–PROPORTIONATE-AS WHOLE].” (UB 224.) Elsewhere L speaks
of “the self-appropriation that cuts to the root of philosophic differences and incomprehensions.” (M 95.)
PROCESS OF.

An adequate understanding of several other entries
can be a helpful prelude to understanding the principle elements in
the complex and difficult process of self-appropriation. They include conversion, especially intellectual (see CONVERSION–INTELLECTUAL)

SELF-CORRECTING PROCESS OF LEARNING – SENSE(S)

cognitional operations and their pattern (see

COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–

OPERATIONS-PATTERN OF, –OPERATIONS-APPLYING INTENTIONAL TO CONSCIOUS),

and
what it means to be a knower (see SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER). L’s
remarks on bringing the pattern of operations to light in oneself are
a propos of the entire process. “We cannot succeed without an exceptional amount of exertion and activity on the part of the reader.
He will have to familiarize himself with our terminology. He will
have to evoke the relevant operations in his own consciousness. He
will have to discover in his own experience the dynamic relationships leading from one operation to the next.” (M 7.)
(1) The pattern. L’s list has been divided according to the basic
pattern. “Operations in the pattern are seeing, hearing, touching,
smelling, tasting [see EXPERIENCE], inquiring, imagining, understanding, conceiving, formulating, reflecting, marshalling and
weighing the evidence [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING; –REFLECTIVE],
judging [see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT], deliberating, evaluating, deciding
[see DECISION; JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE], speaking, writing [examples of
the decision carried out].” (M 6.) L remarks: “We have to perform
the activities and go through the routines that will bring to explicit consciousness the dynamic aspect of the process of knowing. We do not want to endow these terms simply with the static
meaning they may have as a result of merely implicit definitions;
we do not want the mere suggestion of their dynamic aspect that
is had from an implicit consciousness of their meaning. We want
to bring the dynamic aspect of these terms to explicit consciousness.” (UB 60.) See also COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–STRUCTURE-DYNAMISM OF
And self presence. “There is to them a further psychological di-

mension. They occur consciously and by them the operating
subject is conscious. Just as operations by their intentionality
make objects present to the subject, so also by consciousness
they make the operating subject present to himself [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–AND SELF-PRESENCE].” (M 8.)
Basic. L speaks of “a basic pattern of operations employed in
every cognitional enterprise.” (M 4.) Intentional consciousness
has four levels (see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)). “If for
brevity’s sake we denote the various operations on the four levels by the principal occurrence on that level, we may speak of
the operations as experiencing [see EXPERIENCE], understanding
[see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING], judging [see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT;
JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE], and deciding [see DECISION].” (M 14.)
(2) Experiencing the pattern. “Self-appropriation on the level of
experiencing oneself as experiencing, understanding, and judging
is just the experiencing. On that level, you have no statement of
what you are doing or of what you are trying to do; you are just
having experiences. Experiencing is prior to inquiry, understanding, conception, reflecting, reflective insight, and judging. As yet
you have no understanding of the basis, nor any concept of it.
You are there, and you are adverting to the fact that you are
there; you are intelligent and trying to understand, and you are
adverting to that; you are reflecting and weighing the pros and
cons preparatory to a judgment. But you are not yet judging; you
are not yet understanding this buildup, and you are not affirming
anything. You have the materials for it, but you haven’t yet arrived at the second step.” (UB 35.) See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL—
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OPERATIONS-APPLYING INTENTIONAL TO CONSCIOUS

(3) Understanding the pattern. Here we ask questions that promote us from experiencing to understanding our experiencing,
understanding, and judging. What do we do when we perform
these operations? See intra Process of-(1) the pattern for the entries
that cannot, of course, do more than explain and guide a process
that is immediate and personal.
(4) Judging the pattern. See

SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER-A PRIVI-

LEGED JUDGMENT

SELF-CORRECTING PROCESS OF LEARNING: See LEARNING–SELFCORRECTING PROCESS OF

SENSATION: There are numerous overlapping meanings among sensation; SENSE(S); SENSIBLE; SENSISM; SENSITIVE.
AND BODY. See PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–NOTION OF
AND KNOWING. See IMMATERIALITY–OF KNOWING-VS SENSATION
VS INSIGHT. “Insight is a function, not of outer circumstances, but
of inner conditions. Many frequented the baths of Syracuse without coming to grasp the principles of hydrostatics. But who bathed
there without feeling the water, or without finding it hot or cold or
tepid? There is, then, a strange difference between insight and sensation. Unless one is deaf, one cannot avoid hearing. Unless one is
blind, one has only to open one’s eyes to see. The occurrence and
the content of sensation stand in some immediate correlation with
outer circumstance. But with insight internal conditions are paramount. Thus, insight depends upon native endowment, and so with
fair accuracy one can say that insight is the act that occurs frequently in the intelligent and rarely in the stupid. Again, insight
depends upon a habitual orientation, upon a perpetual alertness
ever asking the little question, Why? Finally, insight depends on
the accurate presentation of definite problems. Had Hiero not put
his problem to Archimedes, had Archimedes not thought earnestly,
perhaps desperately, upon it, the baths of Syracuse would have
been no more famous than any others.” (In 29.)
VS PERCEPTION.

“To be alive … is to be a more or less autonomous
center of activity. It is to deal with a succession of changing situations; it is to do so promptly, efficaciously, economically; it is to attend continuously to the present, to learn perpetually from the past,
to anticipate constantly the future. Thus the flow of sensations, as
completed by memories and prolonged by imaginative acts of anticipation, becomes the flow of perceptions. It is of the latter, perceptual flow that we are conscious. It is only when the perceptual
flow goes wrong that the mere sensation bursts into consciousness,
as for example in the experience of trying to go down another step
when already one has reached the floor.” (In 96.)

SENSE(S) :

There are numerous overlapping meanings among SENSAsense(s); SENSIBLE; SENSISM; SENSITIVE.
AND ACTUATION OF INTELLECT. See INTELLECTUAL–NATURE-ACTUATION OF
AND BODY. See PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–NOTION OF
AND CONSCIOUSNESS. See CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–VS SENSITIVE

TION;

AND CULTURAL TYPES.

See CULTURE,

AND DESCRIPTION/EXPLANATION.
EXPLANATION

CULTURAL–TYPES OF (3)-SENSATE

See

DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS–AS BASIS OF
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SENSIBLE – SENSISM

AND EXPERIENCING SUBJECT.

DESCRIPTION/EXPLANATION ON BASIS OF.

AND PATTERN-EXPERIENTIAL).

The context is art (see ART–DEFINITION OF“A pattern is said to be pure inasmuch as it
excludes alien patterns that instrumentalize experience. One’s
senses can become merely an apparatus for receiving and transmitting signals. At the red light the brake goes on and at the green the
accelerator is pressed down. So there results the behavior of the
ready-made subject in his ready-made world. Again, sense may
function simply in the service of scientific intelligence. It submits
to the alien pattern of conceptual genera and species, of theoretical
schemes and models, of judgmental concern for evidence that confirms or opposes an opinion. Finally, sense may be reshaped by an
a priori theory of experience. Instead of having its own proper life,
sense is subordinated to some view drawn from physics, physiology, or psychology. It is divided by an epistemology that thinks of
impressions as objective and of their pattern as subjective. It is
alienated by a utilitarianism that attends to objects just in the
measure there is something in them for me to get out of them.” (M

BASIS OF EXPLANATION

61-62.)
AND EXPRESSION.

See EXPRESSION–SENSIBLE

AND IMMATERIALITY.

See IMMATERIALITY–OF SENSATION

AND JUDGMENT.

“A free and full control of our senses as well as of
our intellects is … a necessary condition of judgment. But sense is
relevant to judgment in another fashion, for sense is the beginning
of our knowledge [see DATA–OF SENSE]; what we know by sense determines judgment, though it does so decreasingly as we ascend
the degrees of abstraction [see ABSTRACTION–ENRICHING/IMPOVERISHINGMOMENTS IN (3)]. Automatically, the natural scientist who neglects sense
falls into error; his work is to judge things as they are presented to
the senses. On the other hand, the mathematician is not to be criticized because no real plane surface touches no real sphere at just
one point; the criterion of mathematical judgment is not sense but
IMAGINATION. Similarly, metaphysical entities are not to be called into
question because they cannot be imagined; for metaphysics transcends not only sense but imagination as well.” (V 76.)
AND LIGHT OF INTELLECT. See INTELLECT–AGENT-AS ILLUMINATING PHANTASM
AND MATTER. See MATTER–SENSIBLE VS INTELLIGIBLE
AND MOVEMENT.
AND MYSTERY.

See MOVEMENT–AS SENSIBLE OBJECT

See MOVEMENT–AS SENSIBLE OBJECT

EXPERIENCE.

See DATA–OF SENSE; DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS

HISTORICAL.

See HISTORICAL–SENSE

IN ACT.

See ACT–SENSE AND SENSIBLE IN

KNOWLEDGE.

“Sense knowledge is true; sense is aware of its own
acts of sensation. But sense, though true and though conscious,
nevertheless is not conscious of its own truth; for sense does not
know its own nature, nor the nature of its acts, nor their proportion
to their objects. On the other hand, intellectual knowledge is not
merely true but also aware of its own truth. It is not merely aware
empirically of its acts but also reflects upon their nature; to know
the nature of its acts, it has to know the nature of their active principle, which it itself is; and if it knows its own nature, intellect also
knows its own proportion to knowledge of reality. Further, this difference between sense and intellect is a difference in reflective capacity. In knowing, we go outside ourselves; in reflecting, we
return in upon ourselves. But the inward return of sense is incomplete, stopping short at a merely empirical awareness of the fact of
sensation. But the intellectual substance returns in upon itself completely. It is not content with mere empirical awareness; it penetrates to its own essence.” (V 86-87.)
True and false in. “The issue, then, is not knowledge as true or
false but knowledge as known to be true or false. Even sense
knowledge may be true or false. Just as good and bad regard the
perfection of the thing, so true and false regard the perfection of
a knowing. True knowing is similar, false is dissimilar, to the
known. But though sense knowledge must be either similar or
dissimilar to its object, it neither does nor can include knowledge
of its similarity or dissimilarity.” (V 71.)

OBJECT OF.

See PATTERN–ALIEN

STRUCTURE OF.

See OBJECT(S)–OF SENSE

VS CONCRETE UNIVERSE OF BEING.

SENSIBLE:

TION; SENSE(S);

See SENSIBLE
See BEING–UNIVERSE OF-VS WORLD OF SENSE

See UNKNOWN, THE–SENSE OF
See REAL, THE

AS CRITERION OF SCIENCE/MATHEMATICS/METAPHYSICS.

CONTROL OF.
DATA OF.

See CONTROL–OVER SENSE AND IMAGE

See DATA–OF SENSE

IN

EMPIRICAL

METHOD.

See

CANON(S)–OF

EMPIRI-

CAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(1) OF SELECTION

REAL–REASON, SENSE AS CRITERIA OF

judgment

See BEING–UNIVERSE OF-VS WORLD OF SENSE

There are numerous overlapping meanings among SENSAsensible; SENSISM; SENSITIVE.
ABSTRACTION FROM. See ABSTRACTION–FROM THE SENSIBLE
AND AGENT INTELLECT. See INTELLECT–AGENT-AS ILLUMINATING PHANTASM
CONSEQUENCES

See intra And experiencing subject

AS CRITERION OF REALITY .

See QUOAD NOS

RESHAPING OF.

See intra And experiencing subject

AS APPARATUS.

See intra Knowledge

RELATION OF THINGS TO.

AND SCIENCE.

AND UNKNOWN.

See UNKNOWN, THE–SENSE OF

REFLECTS ON ITSELF.

See PASSION–SENSING AS

AND UNIVERSE OF BEING.

See OBJECT(S)–OF SENSE

OF THE UNKNOWN.

AND PASSION.

AND SENSIBLE.

See DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS–AS

See intra And

SENSISM :

There are numerous overlapping meanings among SENSAsensism; SENSITIVE. A form of empiricism, sensism reduces human cognition and appetition to sensory and bodily
appetites. It therefore regards concepts as mere composite images,
denies universals, denies any essential difference between sense and
intellect, and between bodily appetites and the will, and denies a subTION; SENSE(S); SENSIBLE;

SENSITIVE – SENSITIVE

stantial soul.
AND COGNITIONAL MYTH.

“Over and above a clear-headed grasp of
cognitional fact, the break from both empiricism and idealism involves the elimination of cognitional myth [see WORLD(S)–MEDIATED BY
MEANING-AND COGNITIONAL MYTH]. There are notions of knowledge and of
reality that are formed in childhood, that are in terms of seeing and
of what’s there to be seen, that down the centuries have provided
the unshakable foundations of materialism, empiricism, positivism,
sensism, phenomenalism, behaviorism, pragmatism, and that at the
same time constitute the notions of knowledge and reality that idealists know to be nonsense.” (M 213-14.)
SENSITIVE: There

are numerous overlapping meanings among SENSAsensitive.
AND EMERGENCE OF HIGHER SYSTEM. The larger context is THING(S)
(In ch. 8). The topic is species as explanatory (see GENUS–
EXPLANATORY), and the fourth application of the notion regards HUMANITY. “As sensitive appetite and perception are a higher system [see
SYSTEM(S)–HIGHER] of the organic, so inquiry and insight, reflection
and judgment, deliberation and choice are a higher system of sensitive process [see intra And intellectual-and higher system]. The content
of images [see IMAGE–AND COGNITIONAL PROCESS] provides the materials of
mathematical understanding and thought; the content of sensible
data [see DATA–OF SENSE] provides the materials of empirical method
[see METHOD(S)–EMPIRICAL]; the tension between incompletely developed intelligence and imperfectly adapted sensibility grounds the
dialectics of individual and social history [see DIALECTIC(S)–OF HISTORY].” (In 291.)

TION; SENSE(S); SENSIBLE; SENSISM;

AND INTELLECTUAL. Sensitive regards the body and intellectual the
mind. In L’s thought there is no mind-body problem except insofar
as the demands of sensitive living must come under the control of
intelligent, reasonable, and responsible choice.
And consciousness. See CONSCIOUSNESS–SENSITIVE VS INTELLECTUAL

And higher system. “Man is one. No less than electrons and atoms, plants and animals, man is individual by his central potency, one in nature by his central form, existent by his central
act [see CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES]. Moreover, this basic unity extends to the distinctive conjugates of human intellectual activity. The conjugate forms [see CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL)
CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–FORM] of the atom constitute the higher system
[see SYSTEM(S)–HIGHER] of the atom’s own subatomic events. The
conjugate forms of the organism constitute the higher system of
the organism’s own chemical processes. The conjugate forms of
the psyche constitute the higher system of the animal’s own organic processes. In like manner, the conjugate forms of human
intellectual activity constitute the higher system of man’s sensitive living. In each case an otherwise coincidental manifold [see
MANIFOLD(S)–COINCIDENTAL] of lower conjugate acts [see CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–ACT] is rendered SYSTEMATIC by conjugate
forms on a higher level.” (In 538.) See also intra And intellectual-control
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intellectual activity constitute the higher system [see SYSTEM(S)–
HIGHER] of man’s sensitive living, we are confronted not with a
single but with a twofold array of facts. For human intellectual
activity provides the higher system for sensitive living both unconsciously and consciously. It does so unconsciously inasmuch
as it grounds the pattern in which sensitive experience occurs,
and in this respect it is a higher system to sensitive living as sensitive living is a higher system to organic living. But there also is
a conscious intellectual control of one’s sensitive living, and this
differs enormously from the former. For conscious intelligence is
engaged primarily in grasping the intelligible systems relevant,
not to one’s sensitive living, but to the contents of one’s sensitive
experience. By this shift from subjective acts to objective contents, it is headed towards the systematization, not of the particular animal that I am, but of the whole universe of being [see BEING–
UNIVERSE OF]. And it is within its knowledge of the universe that
knowledge of itself is attained, knowledge of its function in the
universe is acquired, and the grounds for willing the execution of
that function provided. Finally, it is through WILLING that conscious
intellectual control of sensitive living is effected.” (In 538-39.) See intra And intellectual-integration of; see also CONTROL–OF SENSITIVE LIVING/EXPERIENCE

Correspondence of. See IMAGE–AS IMAGE, SYMBOL, SIGN
Integration of. Writing of the pure DESIRE TO KNOW, L notes that
“this unrestricted openness of our intelligence and reasonableness
not only is the concrete operator of our intellectual development
[see OPERATOR(S)–OF COGNITIONAL DEVELOPMENT-AND SENSITIVE INTEGRATION] but
also is accompanied by a corresponding operator that deeply and
powerfully holds our sensitive integrations open to transforming
change.” (In 570.) “As intellectual development occurs through insights into sensible presentations and imaginative representations,
so also the intelligent and reasonable control of human living can
be effective only in the measure that it has at its disposal the
symbols and signs by which it translates its directives to human
sensibility. Finally, unless one can carry out in deeds what one
knows and wills, then the WILLING already is a failure, and from
failing will to bad will to unconcern for truth there are the easy
and, unfortunately, familiar steps.” (In 585.)
And mystery/myth. See MYSTERY–AND INTELLECTUAL/SENSITIVE INTEGRATION
And openness to unknown. See MYSTERY
And operations. See OPERATOR(S)–OF COGNITIONAL DEVELOPMENT-AND SENSITIVE
INTEGRATION

Relation of. See intra And intellectual-control of
Tension of. See TENSION(S)–OF SENSITIVE AND INTELLECTUAL
AND TRUTH, APPROPRIATION OF.

See

TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–APPROPRIATION OF-

SENSITIVE

APPETITE.
FLOW.

See APPETITE–SENSITIVE

See FREEDOM, ELEMENTS OF (4)–(1) UNDERLYING SENSITIVE FLOW

of

INTEGRATION.

And the unconscious. See UNCONSCIOUS–SENSITIVE/INTELLECTUAL RELATION OF

GRATION

Control of. “If we ask in what manner precisely the conjugate
forms [see CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–FORM] of human

LEVEL, AND COMMUNICATION.

See OPERATOR(S)–OF COGNITIONAL DEVELOPMENT-AND SENSITIVE INTE-

LIVING, CONTROL OF.

See COMMUNICATION–AND COMMON SENSE

See intra And intellectual-control of; see also

CON-
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SEPARATE – SIMILARITY

TROL–OF SENSITIVE LIVING/EXPERIENCE
MEMORY.

See MEMORY–SENSITIVE VS INTELLECTUAL

OPERATOR.
PSYCHE.

See OPERATOR(S)–SENSITIVE

See PSYCHIC–AND SENSE

SELF-APPROPRIATION AND.

See

SELF-APPROPRIATION–AS MANIFESTED-SCALE OF

ACTIVITIES AND PRODUCTS (4)-(1) SENSITIVE

SPONTANEITY.

See SPONTANEITY–AND SENSITIVE CONSCIOUSNESS

SEPARATE: See PROPER NAMES–ARISTOTLE, ARISTOTELIAN-AND SUBSTANCE-SEPARATE
SHIFT:

L’s INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS has effected the shifts in fundamentals noted in the subentries intra.
FROM LOGIC TO METHOD. See METHOD(S)–SHIFT FROM LOGIC TO
FROM PRIORITY OF METAPHYSICS. See INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS–AND PRIORITY
OF METAPHYSICS

TO INTERIORITY.

See INTERIORITY–SHIFT TO, HISTORICAL

TO THE SUBJECT.

See SUBJECT,

THE–TURN/SHIFT TO

SIGN:

Sign is usually paired with signified.
CONVENTIONAL. See MEANING–LINGUISTIC
INTERPRETATION OF IMAGE AS. See IMAGE–AS IMAGE, SYMBOL, SIGN

SILLINESS: “Spontaneously we move from understanding with its
manifold and conflicting expressions to critical reflection; again, the
spontaneity is not unconscious or blind; it is constitutive of our critical rationality, of the demand within us for sufficient reason, a demand that operates prior to any formulation of a principle of
sufficient reason; and it is the neglect or absence of this demand that
constitutes silliness.” (M 18.)
SIMILARITY: See also inter alia ANTICIPATION–IN PRESCIENTIFIC/SCIENTIFIC THOUGHT
■ CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–DESCRIPTION, SCIENTIFIC, –HEURISTIC THEOREM ■
HISTORIAN–AND ANALOGY ■ INTELLIGIBILITY–ANTICIPATION OF, –MATERIAL-VS SPIRITUAL ■
LOGIC–ANALOGY AND ■ METAPHYSICAL–EQUIVALENCE-RULES OF (3)-(3) STRUCTURAL TRANSPOSITION

■ METHOD, CLASSICAL–HEURISTIC PRINCIPLES OF ■ SENSE(S)–KNOWLEDGE-TRUE AND

FALSE IN ■ UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY–AND SUFFICIENT EVIDENCE-IN DIFFERENT CASES

AND DIFFERENCE.

See HORIZON(S)–AND WISDOM ■ INTELLIGIBILITY–VS INTELLIGENCE

■ POSSIBILITY–APPREHENSION OF P. AND IMPOSSIBILITY ■ SCIENCE(S)–NATURAL-AND HISTORY

AND SCIENCE.

See SCIENCE(S)–HEURISTIC PROCEDURE IN

AS SIMILARLY UNDERSTOOD.
CONCRETE RELATION OF.
RELATIONS OF.

See intra Two types of

See RELATION(S)–OF EQUALITY

See RELATION(S)–OF SIMILARITY

TWO TYPES OF.

The larger context is the dynamic aspect of knowing (UB ch. 3; see SELF-APPROPRIATION–PROCESS OF-(1) THE PATTERN). L’s immediate concern is heuristic procedure in science to find the
answer to the question, “How do we go about finding the ‘nature
of …’?” The central notion is similarity of data. “If the physicists
or the chemists required a different explanation for every hydrogen
atom, it would he very difficult for them to find them all because
hydrogen is supposed to make up about fifty-five per cent of the
universe; but they need only one, from the cognitional viewpoint,
because similars are similarly understood. One cannot have a dif-

ferent insight if the presentations are similar in all respects. A
number of other conclusions can be drawn from this point that
similars are similarly understood; the ‘nature of …’ is some sort of
universal.” (UB 65.) See NATURE–OF …; ANALOGY–ARGUMENT FROM
In relation to one another. “The second type of similarity is the
point to measurement. When Galileo made his measurements, he
came up with a series of measurements of distance with corresponding measurements of time, and he found a similarity in the
law relating the distance and the time. Here similarity is rather
complex. Distance and time are related to one another by a certain proportion. When the distance is 1, the time is 1; when the
distance is 2, the time is 4; and so on: s=t2. What turns out to be
common to all cases of the free fall is the relation s=gt2/2. If one
prescinds from interferences, this relation is found in every instance, and the similarity exists in the relation of the aspects of
the free fall. In other words, all the relations to us of a free fall
are forgotten. You forget about what happens when something
freely falling hits you, or what you would lose if you dropped
your watch or your glasses. … By a rather complex dealing with
distance and time, we arrive at something that is similar in every
case of a free fall. That step by means of which we arrive,
through measurement, at the relations of things to one another is
the fundamental step in the whole of the development of science
from Galileo to the present day. Modern science employs the
procedure of withdrawing from relations of things to us, considering the relations of things to one another, and attending to the
similarities there, in order to determine the ‘nature of ...’.” (UB 66.)
See also QUOAD SE
And insight into nature. “Similarities that reside in the relations of
things to one another are the proximate materials of insight into
nature. Hence the empirical inquirer, to emphasize this fact,
will say that his objective is not merely the ‘nature of ...’ but
more precisely the unspecified correlation to be specified, the
undetermined function to be determined.” (In 62.)
In relation to us. “What do we mean by ‘similar’? This brings us
again to what Whitehead called the bifurcation of nature, which
is really the bifurcation of understanding. We found this bifurcation exemplified in Eddington’s description of the two tables—
one solid and round with a smooth surface, and the other a collection of electrons that is not even imaginable. Accordingly, by
‘similar’ one may mean similar to me,’ as when one says, ‘It
looks similar,’ and in that case, the sense data, the color, shape,
sound, feel, and so on, are similar, and similarity means similarity in relation to observers, to us. But by ‘similar’ one can also
mean similarity of things in their relations to one another. Things
can be similar insofar as they are found in the same place, are of
the same size, change size at the same rate, and so on.” (UB 65.) See
also QUOAD NOS
And classification. “Sensible similarities, which occur in the relations of things to our senses, may be known before the ‘nature
of ...’ has been discovered. They form the basis of preliminary
classifications. They specify the ‘nature of ...,’ so that one states
that one is seeking the nature of color, the nature of heat, the
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nature of change, the nature of life.” (In 62.) See NATURE–OF …
UNDERSTANDING AS.

See INTELLIGIBILITY–MATERIAL-VS SPIRITUAL

SIMPLY : “In

every respect; according to its total reality; without qualification.” (S 713.)

SIMULTANEITY :

“The issue is simply whether or not ‘at the same
time’ is to be listed along with such relative terms as ‘now’ and
‘soon,’ ‘here’ and ‘there,’ ‘right’ and ‘left.’ … If you stand beside a
man swinging a hammer, then the sight and the sound of the blow are
at the same time. If you stand off at a distance of a few hundred feet,
the sight of the blow is prior to the sound. In the first case, the sight
and sound are at the same time. In the second case, the sight and the
sound are not at the same time. Still, the blow is always the simultaneous source of both light waves and sound waves. The reason why
there are different ‘apparent’ simultaneities must be that the ‘appearance’ of simultaneity has its ground in the duration immanent in the
flow of consciousness. … Time, as we have defined it, is an ordered
totality of concrete durations. It includes the concrete durations both
of our experiencing and of what we experience. Through an ordering
structure or reference frame it reaches out to embrace in a single totality all the other concrete durations which, though not experienced,
are related to the concrete durations that are experienced. … If it
were true that events simultaneous for one observer must be simultaneous for every other observer, then it would be true that expressions
of simultaneity are invariant. But there is no reason to expect invariant expressions of simultaneity, for invariance results from abstractness, and no statement regarding the particular times of particular
events is abstract. From the very structure of our cognitional apparatus, particulars are known through our senses, and our senses operate
under spatiotemporal conditions. They cannot escape relativity, and
so, if an absolute is wanted, it must be sought on the level of intelligence, which by abstraction from particulars provides a ground for
invariant expressions.” (In 179-81.) See also SPACE AND TIME–INVARIANT INTERVAL

OF

SIN: “Sin is a category not only of theological and religious thought.
One of the fundamental inspirations of Karl Marx is perhaps his hatred and critique of the sins of the bourgeoisie in the nineteenth century. There is a terrific hatred in Marx, and it is a hatred of sin. Again,
in Nietzsche there is a hatred and critique of the sins of the masses, of
what is all too human, of their resentment against human excellence
of any kind, of their desire to bring everything down to their own
level. It was against this that Nietzsche was reacting in affirming his
transvaluation of values and his ‘Superman,’ and so on. … These examples indicate that sin is a preoccupation not merely of religious
and theological thought. Sin is an evident fact in human life, something one has to think of, something that accounts for the differences.” (TE 58.)
AND ALIENATION. “Sin is alienation from man’s authentic being [see
AUTHENTICITY], which is self-transcendence [see SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE],
and sin justifies itself by IDEOLOGY.” (M 364.) See intra And ideology
AND COSMOPOLIS. See COSMOPOLIS–PROPERTIES OF (4)-(3) SPEAKS THE SIMPLE TRUTH
AND EVIL.

“Evil is the opposite of the good, and as the invariant
structure of the good [see HUMAN–GOOD-STRUCTURE OF] has many aspects,
so opposite to each of these aspects there are specific evils.” (TE 48.)
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“Sin is the source of evil in this world insofar as this world is a
human creation and a human product. It involves an objective surd,
and that surd is stopped, it is absorbed, only insofar as there is suffering. Suffering is, as it were, the absorption of the surd of sin. …
Otherwise, it keeps perpetuating itself in social evil, and not
merely in physical suffering but in the further darkening of the
mind, further weakening of the will, or indifference of the will.
And it is insofar as there is this acceptance of suffering that a halt
is called.” (UB 375-76.)
AND IDEOLOGY.

The context is science and the scientist. “Just as sin
and the justification of sin by IDEOLOGY are to be found on the side
of the object, so too they may infect the scientific subject. In particular, ideology is contagious. The sinner gains little from his justifying ideology, if the human scientist points out to all and sundry
that the justification is merely ideology.” See also CRITICISM–OF HUMAN
SCIENCES

AND INTELLIGIBILITY.

“Sin is not something that is; it is a failure. It
is not something that is intelligible; it is an irrational.” (PTP1 12.)
“Improperly speaking, the intelligible is whatever can be conceived; thus, nothing, sin, the irrational, the unintelligible, because
they are conceivable, are said to be intelligible, but only in an improper sense.” (TE 53.)
AND PRINCIPLE OF EXCLUDED MIDDLE.

“If the mathematician attributed to imaginary numbers exactly the same properties as he finds
in real numbers, then certainly he would blunder. A graver but no
less inevitable blunder awaits anyone that fails to draw the distinctions and follow the rules necessitated by the irrationality of basic
sin. For the familiar disjunction of the principle of excluded middle
(either A or not A) must be replaced by a trichotomy. Besides what
is positively and what simply is not, there is the irrational constituted by what could and ought to be but is not.” (In 690.)

AND RATIONALIZATION.

See RATIONALIZATION

AND WRONGDOING.

“As intelligently and rationally conscious, man
grasps and affirms what he ought to do and what he ought not to
do; but knowing is one thing and doing is another; if he wills, he
does what he ought; if he wills, he diverts his attention from proposals to do what he ought not; but if he fails to will, then the
obligatory course of action is not executed; again, if he fails to will,
his attention remains on illicit proposals; the incompleteness of
their intelligibility and the incoherence of their apparent reasonableness are disregarded; and in this contraction of consciousness,
which is the basic sin, there occurs the wrong action, which is more
conspicuous but really derivative.” (In 689.)
AS ABERRATION. “How can sin be aberration? What does that mean?
Human history is like human CONSCIOUSNESS: if I may use a metaphor, both of them float. Human consciousness is not a fully determined function of sensitive impressions and hereditary
equipment. Consciousness also depends upon an orientation within
the subject that is accepted and willed by the subject. There is such
a thing as freedom of consciousness—principally, of course, in the
sense that acts of will are free, but also and by way of a precondition in the sense that consciousness itself is not something determined uniquely by external objects or internal objects, by
biological or sensitive conditions and determinants. You think of
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what you please. In that sense, consciousness floats. It selects.
What comes to your attention depends not merely upon the thing’s
being there to be attended to, but much more upon your being interested. And just as consciousness floats according to the orientation of the subject—these are points on which we shall have to go
into more detail later—so also history has its orientation. There is
such a thing as the spirit of an age, and that spirit of an age can be
an aberration, it can be folly. Whom the gods destroy they first
make blind. As aberrant consciousness heads to neurosis and psychosis, similarly aberrant history heads to cataclysm.” (TE 62.)
AS CRIME.

“Sin as crime is, as it were, a statistical phenomenon.
Everything is not going to be perfect. Sin as crime is more or less
an incidental, statistical, and relatively small departure from accepted norms. It gives rise to laws, the police, law courts, tribunals,
prisons. At the same time, it generates the notion of the good as
‘keeping out of jail’—You’re a good man if you’re not in jail; that’s
all we can ask of you. It brings out the further notion that to attain
further good is a matter of having more laws, more policemen,
more courts. Against sin as crime, then, there is the law, and the
law is a fundamental element in the apprehension of the good.” (TE
59.)

BASIC.

In this philosophic context, basic sin means “the failure of
free will [see FREE–WILL] to choose a morally obligatory course of action [see DECISION] or its failure to reject a morally reprehensible
course of action. Thus basic sin is the root of the irrational in
man’s rational self-consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–
LEVELS OF (5)-(4) RATIONAL SELF- (6 ELEMENTS)].” (In 689.) “All that intelligence can
grasp with respect to basic sins is that there is no intelligibility to
be grasped. What is basic sin? It is the irrational. Why does it occur? If there were a reason, it would not be sin. There may be excuses; there may be extenuating circumstances; but there cannot be
a reason, for basic sin consists, not in yielding to reasons and reasonableness, but in failing to yield to them; it consists not in inadvertent failure but in advertence to and in acknowledgment of
obligation that nonetheless is not followed by reasonable response.” (In 690.) See intra And wrongdoing; see also EVIL
Causality of. “Now if basic sin is simply irrational, if understanding it consists in grasping that it has no intelligibility, then
clearly it cannot be in intelligible dependence on anything else.
But what cannot be in intelligible dependence on anything else
cannot have a cause; for cause is correlative with effect; and an
effect is what is in intelligible dependence on something else. …
Basic sin is not an event; it is not something that positively occurs; on the contrary, it consists in a failure of occurrence, in the
absence in the will of a reasonable response to an obligatory motive.” (In 690.)
Consequences of. See intra Moral
Irrationality (surd) of. “The order of the universe … is not a
blueprint such as might be drawn up by an architect for a building, nor is it a plan such as might be imposed by a government
given to social engineering, but it is an intelligibility that is to be
grasped only by compounding classical and statistical, genetic
and dialectical methods [see METHOD(S)–THE FOUR], that includes the

commands and prohibitions that express the WILLING of one about
the willing of others, that has room for the forbearance with
which even omnipotent will refuses to interfere with the WILL of
other persons, that contains the apparent anomaly of the trichotomy that goes beyond the principle of excluded middle [see PRINCIPLE(S)–FIRST-EXCLUDED MIDDLE] to make place for the surd of basic sin.”
(In 691-92.)
DIALECTIC OF.

See intra Reign of-and dialectical analysis

DIALECTIC OF, MINOR.

See BIAS–AND SOCIAL PROGRESS/DECLINE-MINOR

IN SOCIAL PROCESS.

“The good of order [see GOOD, THE–OF ORDER] …
develops under a BIAS in favor of the powerful, the rich, or the most
numerous class. It changes the creative minority into a merely dominant minority. It leads to a division of classes not merely by their
function, but also by their well-being. This division of classes gives
rise in the underdogs to suspicion, envy, resentment, hatred, and in
those that have the better end of the stick, to haughtiness, arrogance, disdain, criticism of ‘sloth,’ of ‘lack of initiative,’ of ‘shortsightedness,’ or in earlier times, of ‘lowly birth.’ Thus in the very
process of the development of civilizational order, there result from
sin a bias in favor of certain groups and against other groups, class
opposition, the emotional charging of that opposition, and the organization of those emotions and that opposition in mutual recriminations and criticism. In time the pendulum swings from
dominance by force and class law, through palliatives and concessions, to a shift of power and to punitive laws.” (TE 60.)

JUSTIFICATION OF.

See intra And ideology

MORAL.

“By moral evils I shall mean the consequences of basic
sins. From the basic sin of not willing what one ought to will, there
follow moral evils of omission and a heightening of the temptation
in oneself or others to further basic sins. From the basic sin of not
setting aside illicit proposals, there follows their execution and a
more positive heightening of tension and temptation in oneself or
in one’s social milieu.” (In 689.)
PHYSICAL.

“By physical evils I shall mean all the shortcomings of a
world order that consists, insofar as we understand it, in a generalized EMERGENT PROBABILITY. For in such an order the unordered manifold is prior to the formal good of higher unities and higher orders;
the undeveloped is prior to the developed; there are false starts,
breakdowns, failures; advance is at the price of risk; security is
mated with sterility; and the life of man is guided by an intelligence
that has to develop and a willingness that has to be acquired.” (In

689.)
REIGN OF.

“The hopeless tangle of the SOCIAL–SURD, of the impotence
of COMMON SENSE, of the endlessly multiplied philosophies, is not
merely a cul-de-sac for human progress; it also is a reign of sin, a
despotism of darkness; and men are its slaves.” (In 714.)
And dialectical analysis. “The reign of sin, then, is the expectation of sin. On a primary level, it is the priority of living to learning how to live, to acquiring the WILLINGNESS to live rightly, to
developing the adaptation that makes right living habitual. On a
second level, it is man‘s awareness of his plight and his selfsurrender to it; on each occasion, he could reflect and through re-

SITUATION(S) – SOCIAL

flection avoid sinning; but he cannot bear the burden of perpetual
reflection; and long before that burden has mounted to the limit
of physical impossibility, he chooses the easy way out. On both
the primary and the second levels, there is the transposition of the
inner issue into the outer social milieu; concrete situations become infected with the social surd; they are intractable without
[DIALECTICAL–ANALYSIS]; and the intractability is taken as evidence that
only in an increasingly limited fashion can intelligence and reasonableness and good will have any real bearing upon the conduct of human affairs. Finally, dialectical analysis can transpose
the issue, but it cannot do so effectively. It goes beyond common
sense to a critical human science that supposes a correct and accepted philosophy; but a correct philosophy will be but one of
many philosophies, and precisely because it is correct it will be
too complicated to be commonly accessible and too alien to sinful man to be widely accepted.” (In 714.) See also BIAS–AND SOCIAL PROGRESS/DECLINE

SITUATION(S): See also inter alia EVENT(S) ■ OCCURRENCE ■ ANALOGY OF …–
COMMON SENSE

■ ANTICIPATION– OF TYPICAL CASES ■ ART–POETRY-DRAMA ■ AUTHENTICITY–

AND CLASSICISM

■ BIAS–AND SOCIAL PROGRESS/DECLINE-MINOR, -MAJOR ■ CANON(S)–OF EM-

PIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD–(6) OF STATISTICAL RESIDUES-ELEMENTS OF(3)-(1)

■ CLASSICAL AND

STATISTICAL COMPARED–SCIENCE ■ COMMON SENSE–AND ANALOGY/GENERALIZATION, –AND
CERTAINTY,

–AND

CONCRETE

■

RANDOM.
SOCIAL.

See UNIVERSE–INITIAL SITUATION OF

See NONSYSTEMATIC–PROCESS-AS IRREVERSIBLE

See SOCIAL–SITUATION

SMILE, PHENOMENOLOGY OF: See PHENOMENOLOGY–OF A SMILE
SKILLS: “Jean Piaget analyzed the acquisition of a skill into elements.” (M 27.) (On mastery see OPERATOR(S)–AND OPERATIONS AS GROUPED.) L
offers a long and detailed account of the analysis (27-30) and concludes: “The relevance, then, of Piaget’s analysis goes far beyond the
field of educational psychology. It enables one to distinguish stages
in cultural development and to characterize man’s breaking loose
from it in play, in the climax of making love, in aesthetic experience,
and in contemplative prayer. Moreover, any technical proficiency can
be analyzed as a group of combinations of differentiated operations.
That does not define the concert pianist’s ability to project a sonata,
but it does say in what his technical skill consists. … Finally, as there
is the technical proficiency of the individual, so too there is the technical proficiency of a team whether of players or artists or skilled
workers, the possibility of their learning new operations, and of the
coach, the impresario, the entrepreneur bringing them together in
new combinations to new ends.” (M 29-30.) See also HUMAN–GOOD-STRUCTURE
OF

DIFFERENTIATED–

SOCIAL: See also inter alia SOCIETY ■ SOCIOLOGY ■ ALIENATION–BASIC FORM OF ■

■ CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–EXTROVERTED ■

BELIEF–AND APPROPRIATION OF HERITAGE ■ BIAS–GROUP-AND DEVELOPMENT, –INDIVIDUAL ■

PARTICULAR

DEVELOPMENT OF-MOMENTS IN (10)-(2)

OF UNIVERSE.
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CONSCIOUSNESS,

CONTEXT(S) ■ DECLINE–CUMULATIVE-AND INSIGHT INTO OVERSIGHT ■ DETERMINISM–

CIVILIZATION(S) ■ COMMUNITY ■ COMMON SENSE–BRANDS OF, –SPECIALIZATION OF-POLITICAL

■ DIALECTIC(S)–OF COMMUNITY ■ EDUCA-

■ CONSCIENCE–PEACEFUL OR UNEASY ■ CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–DEVELOPMENT

SCIENTIST, MEDIATING INSIGHT, AND-AND IDEAL CASE

TION–AND PHILOSOPHY ■ EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AS UNIVERSAL DESIGN-CONSEQUENT PROP-

OF-MOMENTS IN (10)-(5), –SYSTEMATICALLY

ERTIES OF (12)-(1), -(5), –INTELLIGIBILITY IMMANENT IN

NORMATIVE STRUCTURE OF-VIOLATION OF

■ ETHICS–METHOD OF METAPHYSICS AND

■ CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–AS INTENTIONAL-

■ CONTENT(S)–AND MEANING ■ COSMOPOLIS ■ CUL-

■ GENERALIZATION–AND UNDERSTANDING ■ GOOD, THE–OF ORDER ■ HISTORICAL–CONTEXT,

TURE, CULTURAL ■ DECLINE–AND CONVERSION ■ DIALECTICAL–ANALYSIS ■ DRIFTER–AND

–INTELLIGIBILITY, –SENSE ■ HISTORY–AS GOING FORWARD ■ IDEAL(S)–PROBLEM, –TYPES ■

SELF-TRANSCENDENCE

IMPLEMENTATION–AND GENERAL BIAS ■ INFERENCE–CONCRETE FROM CLASSICAL LAWS, –

VS SPONTANEITY

PRACTICAL VS ANTICIPATORY
COMMON SENSE
CLASSICAL
IST

■ INSIGHT (THE BOOK)–SUMMARY OF ■ INTERPRETATION–AND

■ IRRATIONAL–AND DEVELOPMENT OF ETHICS ■ LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–

■ LEARNING–SELF-CORRECTING PROCESS OF-AND INTERPRETER VS CONTROVERSIAL-

■ LIBERATION–PROBLEM OF ETHICAL ■ NONSYSTEMATIC–PROCESS-BASIC SITUATION OF ■

ONTOLOGICAL–ARGUMENT

■ PHENOMENOLOGIST ■ PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION–

FUNDAMENTAL QUESTIONS OF

■ PRINCIPLE(S)–MORAL ■ PROCESS–IDEAL/TYPICAL ■ PRO-

PROBLEM OF

■ EGOISM–AND ALTRUISM, –AND GOOD OF ORDER, –AND INTELLIGENCE

■ EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND HUMAN AFFAIRS-CONTROL OF ■ EVIL–

■ EXPERIENCE–AND BELIEF ■ FACT–FALSE ■ FEELINGS–ABERRATIONS OF ■

GENERAL–RULES AND THE SUBJECT ■ GENERALIZATION–OF COMMON SENSE ■ GOOD, THE–OF
ORDER-AND CHOICE, –OF ORDER-AS DYNAMIC SYSTEM ■ HISTORICAL–RELIGION ■ HISTORICITY–
HUMANITY

■ HORIZON(S) ■ HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT-DOWNWARD/UPWARD, –GOOD-

STRUCTURE OF

■ HUMOR/SATIRE–CONTEXT ■ IMPLEMENTATION–AND GENERAL BIAS ■ INFRA-

OF

STRUCTURE AND SUPRASTRUCTURE ■ INTEGRATION(S)–COMMON SENSE VS THEORETICAL, –

GRESS–AND INSIGHT INTO INSIGHT ■ SCIENCE(S)–GENERALIZATIONS OF-VS COMMON SENSE ■

IN HUMAN DEVELOPMENT-AS DEMANDED IN HUMAN SITUATION

SOCIAL–PROGRESS ■ SYSTEM(S)–ABSTRACT-AND CLASSICAL PRINCIPLES/LAWS ■ SYSTEMATIC–

■ JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE–AND DEVELOPMENT ■ LIBERATION–AND EMERGENT PROBABILITY, –

PROCESS ■ TENSION(S)–OF SENSITIVE AND INTELLECTUAL ■ TREATISE–AND INVARIANCE

PROBLEM OF ETHICAL

A SIMULTANEOUS MULTIPLICITY.

See

EMERGENT PROBABILITY–INTELLIGIBILITY

AND ARGUMENT FROM ANALOGY.
AND IDEAL PROBLEM.

See ANALOGY–ARGUMENT FROM

LEARNING–SELF-

See NONSYSTEMATIC–PROCESS-BASIC SITUATION OF

CONCRETE.
HUMAN.

See COMMON SENSE–AND CONCRETE SITUATION

See

INTEGRATION(S)–IN HUMAN DEVELOPMENT-AS DEMANDED IN HUMAN SITUA-

TION

OBJECTIVE, AS ABSURD.

See DECLINE–BASIS OF

■ SIN–AND EVIL, –REIGN OF ■ SYSTEM(S)–CONFLICTING ■

AND PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE.

See

CORRECTING PROCESS OF-LIMITS OF

BASIC.

EMERGENCE OF HIGHER SYSTEM
OF, –ORDER OF-NOT A BLUEPRINT

See PHENOMENOLOGIST

AND SELF-CORRECTING PROCESS OF LEARNING.

■ MYTH–AND TOTALITARIANISM ■ PLURALISM–

■ RESSENTIMENT ■ SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE—MORAL ■ SENSITIVE–AND

TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS-ACKNOWLEDGE YOUR HISTORICITY! ■ UNIVERSE–INTELLIGIBILITY

See PROCESS–IDEAL/TYPICAL

AND PHENOMENOLOGY.

■ LIBERTY–SUBSTANCE OF ■ MEANING–AND HUMAN LIVING, –COMMON-

REALIZED, –FUNCTIONS OF (4)-(3) CONSTITUTIVE
SOURCES OF (3)

IMMANENT IN

■ INTELLIGENCE–SPONTANEITY VS

See

PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–DRAMATIC-AS

SOCIAL

AND THE HISTORIAN.

See HISTORIAN–AND ANALOGY-AND THE SOCIAL/CULTURAL

“Man is a social animal. He is born in one family only to
found another of his own. His artistry and his knowledge accumulate over the centuries because he imitates and learns from others.
The execution of his practical schemes requires the collaboration
of others. Still, the network of man’s social relationships has not
the fixity of organization of the hive or the anthill; nor again is it
ANIMAL.
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primarily the product of pure intelligence devising blueprints for
human behavior. Its ground is aesthetic liberation and artistic creativity, where the artistry is limited by biological exigence, inspired
by example and emulation, confirmed by admiration and approval,
sustained by respect and affection. … The characters in this drama
of living are molded by the drama itself. As other insights emerge
and accumulate, so too do the insights that govern the imaginative
projects of dramatic living.” (In 211-12.) See also SUBJECT, THE–DRAMATIC
CHARACTER OF KNOWLEDGE. See BELIEF–PROGRESS, DECLINE, AND
CRISIS VS SOCIAL TRANQUILITY.

“There is a larger dialectic of
community [see DIALECTIC(S)–OF COMMUNITY]. Social events can be traced
to the two principles of human INTERSUBJECTIVITY and practical COMMON
SENSE. The two principles are linked, for the spontaneous, intersubjective individual strives to understand and wants to behave intelligently; and inversely, intelligence would have nothing to put in
order were there not the desires and fears, labors and satisfactions,
of individuals. Again, these linked principles are opposed, for it is
their opposition that accounts for the tension of community. Finally, these linked and opposed principles are modified by the
changes that result from them; the development of common sense
consists in the further questions and insights that arise from the situations produced by previous operations of practical common
sense; and the alternations of social tranquility and social crisis
mark successive stages in the adaptation of human spontaneity and
sensibility to the demands of developing intelligence.” (In 243.)
DECLINE. See DECLINE–CYCLE OF, LONGER-PROCESS-CONSEQUENCES (3)-(1)
DEVELOPMENT.

“Group bias [see BIAS–GROUP] leads to a bias in the
generative principle of a developing social order. At a first approximation, one thinks of the course of social change as a succession of insights, courses of action, changed situations, and fresh
insights. At each turn of the wheel, one has to distinguish between
fresh insights that are mere bright ideas of no practical moment
and, on the other hand, the fresh insights that squarely meet the
demands of the concrete situation. Group bias, however,’ calls for a
further distinction. Truly practical insights have to be divided into
operative and inoperative; both satisfy the criteria of practical intelligence; but the operative insights alone go into effect for they
alone either meet with no group resistance or else find favor with
groups powerful enough to overcome what resistance there is.” (In

248-49.)

And sin. See SIN–IN SOCIAL PROCESS
Bias of. “The bias of development involves a distortion. The advantage of one group commonly is disadvantageous to another,
and so some part of the energies of all groups is diverted to the
supererogatory activity of devising and implementing offensive
and defensive mechanisms. Groups differ in their possession of
native talent, opportunities, initiative, and resources; those in favored circumstances find success the key to still further success;
those unable to make operative the new ideas that are to their advantage fall behind in the process of social development. Society
becomes stratified; its flower is far in advance of average attainment; its roots appear to be the survival of the rude achievement

of a forgotten age. Classes become distinguished, not merely by
social function, but also by social success; and the new differentiation finds expression not only in conceptual labels but also in
deep feelings of frustration, resentment, bitterness, and hatred.” (In
249.)
DISTORTION.

See intra Development-bias of

DRAMATIC ARTISTRY AS.
FACT.

See PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–DRAMATIC-AS SOCIAL

See FACT–AMBIVALENCE OF HUMAN, SOCIAL

FACT AMBIVALENT.
GOALS.

See LIBERATION–PROBLEM OF ETHICAL

See HISTORIAN–AND SOCIAL/CULTURAL GOALS

GROUPS.

See BIAS–GROUP

INFRASTRUCTURE.

See INFRASTRUCTURE AND SUPRASTRUCTURE

INSTITUTIONS.

See GOOD, THE–OF ORDER; VALUE(S)–SCALE OF-(2) SOCIAL
On the main points, besides various of the entries intra, see
COMMUNITY–INTERSUBJECTIVE, –AS COOPERATIVE ■ GOOD, THE–OF ORDER ■ SCALE OF
ORDER.

VALUES–(2) SOCIAL

And constraint. See CONSTRAINT–AND SOCIETY
And general rules. See GENERAL–RULES AND THE SUBJECT
And intersubjectivity. See

COMMUNITY–TENSION(S) IN; GENERAL–RULES AND

THE SUBJECT

Breakdowns in. See BREAKDOWN–IN CIVILIZATION/ECONOMY/POLITY/SOCIAL ORDER
Good of. See GOOD, THE–OF ORDER
PROBLEMS. See MYTH–AND TOTALITARIANISM
PROGRESS.

“Progress proceeds from originating value [see VALUE(S)–
from subjects being their true selves by observing the
transcendental precepts [see TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS], Be attentive,
Be intelligent, Be reasonable, Be responsible. Being attentive includes attention to human affairs. Being intelligent includes a grasp
of hitherto unnoticed or unrealized possibilities. Being reasonable
includes the rejection of what probably would not work but also
the acknowledgment of what probably would. Being responsible
includes basing one’s decisions and choices on an unbiased evaluation of short-term and long-term costs and benefits to oneself, to
one’s group, to other groups. … Progress, of course, is not some
single improvement but a continuous flow of them. But the transcendental precepts are permanent. Attention, intelligence, reasonableness, and responsibility are to be exercised not only with
respect to the existing situation but also with respect to the subsequent, changed situation. It spots the inadequacies and repercussions of the previous venture to improve what is good and remedy
what is defective. More generally, the simple fact of change of itself makes it likely that new possibilities will have arisen and old
possibilities will have advanced in probability. So change begets
further change and the sustained observance of the transcendental
precepts makes these cumulative changes an instance of progress.”
(M 53.) See also intra Decline; see also RECOVERY
And bias. See BIAS–AND SOCIAL PROGRESS/DECLINE
And good will. See FACT–AMBIVALENCE OF HUMAN, SOCIAL
ORIGINATING],

Circuits of. In context, L is discussing the effect of group bias

SOCIETY – SOCIOLOGY

(see BIAS–GROUP) on cultural development (see DEVELOPMENT–CULTURAL).
“One thinks of the course of social change as a succession of insights, courses of action, changed situations, and fresh insights.
At each turn of the wheel, one has to distinguish between fresh
insights that are mere bright ideas of no practical moment and,
on the other hand, the fresh insights that squarely meet the demands of the concrete situation. Group bias, however, calls for a
further distinction. Truly practical insights have to be divided into operative and inoperative; both satisfy the criteria of practical
intelligence; but the operative insights alone go into effect for
they alone either meet with no group resistance or else find favor
with groups powerful enough to overcome what resistance there
is.” (In 249.) See also DECLINE–CYCLES OF, SHORTER; RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF–
IN HUMAN AFFAIRS

RECOVERY.
SCIENCE.

See RECOVERY

See SCIENCE(S)–SOCIAL

SITUATION.

For the principal data on the social situation see

INTE-

GRATION(S)–IN HUMAN DEVELOPMENT-AS DEMANDED IN HUMAN SITUATION.

And intelligibility. See DECLINE–CYCLE OF, LONGER-PROCESS-CONSEQUENCES (3)(1)

And positions/counterposition. “As individuals, so societies fail
to distinguish sharply and accurately between positions and
counterpositions [see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION]. … Just as there
are philosophies that take their stand upon the positions and urge
the development of the intelligible components in the situation
and the reversal of the unintelligible components, so too there are
counter philosophies that take their stand upon the counterpositions, that welcome the unintelligible components in the situation
as objective facts that provide the empirical proof of their views,
that demand the further expansion of the objective surd [see intra
Surd], and that clamor for the complete elimination of the intelligible components that they regard as wicked survivals of antiquated attitudes. But philosophies and counter philosophies are
for the few. Like Mercutio, the average man imprecates a plague
on both their houses. What he wants is peace and prosperity. By
his own light he selects what he believes is the intelligent and
reasonable but practical course of action; and as that practicality
is the root of the trouble, the civilization drifts through successive less comprehensive syntheses to the sterility of the objectively unintelligible situation and to the coercion of economic
pressures, political forces, and psychological conditioning.” (In 65152.)
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“Just as the social situation with its objective surd proceeds from
minds and wills that oscillate between the positions and the counterpositions [see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION], so too it constitutes the
materials for their practical insights, the conditions to be taken into
account in their reflection, the reality to be maintained and developed by their decisions. Just as there are philosophies that take their
stand upon the positions and urge the development of the intelligible components in the situation and the reversal of the unintelligible components, so too there are counter philosophies that take
their stand upon the counterpositions, that welcome the unintelligible components in the situation as objective facts that provide the
empirical proof of their views, that demand the further expansion
of the objective surd, and that clamor for the complete elimination
of the intelligible components that they regard as wicked survivals
of antiquated attitudes. But philosophies and counter philosophies
are for the few.” (In 652.)
VALUES. See VALUE(S)–SCALE OF-(2) SOCIAL
SOCIETY: “Society is studied by sociologists and social historians,
the church is studied by ecclesiologists and church historians, the
state is studied by political theorists and political historians. … What
is studied by historians is particular, concrete, ongoing. It is partly
constituted by meaning, and consequently it is changed by any
change in its constitutive meaning [see MEANING–FUNCTIONS OF (4)-(3) CONSTITUTIVE]. Further, it is subject to the distortion and corruption of ALIENATION and IDEOLOGY, and it may be weakened and destroyed by ridicule
and rejection. … On an ancient and traditional view, society is conceived as the organized collaboration of individuals for the pursuit of
a common aim or aims. On the basis of this very general definition
various kinds of society are distinguished and, among them, the
church and the state which are named ‘perfect’ societies on the
ground that each in its own sphere possesses ultimate authority. It is
to be observed that on this view church and state are not parts within
a larger whole but simply instances within a larger class. … For the
sociologist or social historian, however, anything that pertains to the
togetherness of human beings is regarded as social. It follows that
society must always be conceived concretely and, indeed, the fewer
the groups of men living in total isolation from other men, the more
there tends to exist a single human society that is worldwide.” (M 35859.)
AND CONSTRAINT.

See CONSTRAINT–AND SOCIETY

AND GOOD OF ORDER.
BASIS OF.

See GOOD, THE–OF ORDER-AND SOCIETY

See COMMUNITY–AS BASIS OF SOCIETY

Deterioration of. See DECLINE–CYCLE OF, LONGER-PROCESS-CONSEQUENCES (3)-

SOCIOLOGY : See also inter alia SOCIAL ■ SOCIETY ■ AUTHENTICITY–MAJOR/MINOR

(1)

■ CONSTRAINT–AND SOCIETY ■ CORRELATION(S)–AND STUDY OF HUMAN NATURE ■ EXPERI-

Irrationality in. See intra Situation-and positions/counterposition
SUPRASTRUCTURE. See INFRASTRUCTURE AND SUPRASTRUCTURE
SURD. “Already we have spoken of an empirical residue from
which understanding always abstracts [see RESIDUE(S)–EMPIRICALABSTRACTION FROM]; but the general bias [see BIAS–GENERAL] of common
sense generates an increasingly significant residue that (1) is immanent in the social facts, (2) is not intelligible, yet (3) can not be
abstracted from if one is to consider the facts as in fact they are. …
Let us name this residue the social surd.” (In 255.) See also FACT–FALSE

ENCE, RELIGIOUS–AND CATEGORIES ■ HISTORIAN–INTERPRETIVE POWERS OF ■ INFRASTRUCTURE AND SUPRASTRUCTURE ■ PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION–AS JUSTIFICATION OF
EDUCATIONALIST, –TRADITIONALIST VS MODERNIST (3 ELEMENTS)-(2)

■ SCIENCE(S)–HUMAN-AND

HISTORY/HISTORIAN, –HUMAN-AND NATURAL SCIENCE

AND ETHICS.

See intra Styles of

AND NATURAL SCIENCES.

“Let us now turn to such human sciences
as psychology and sociology. Two cases arise. These sciences may
be modeled on the procedures of the natural sciences. In so far as
this approach is carried out rigorously, meaning in human speech
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SORGE – SOUL

and action is ignored, and the science regards only the unconscious
side of human process. In this case the relations between history
and human science are much the same as the relations between history and natural science. However, there is much psychology and
sociology that does recognize meaning as a constitutive and normally controlling element in human action. To their study the historian leaves all that is the repetition of routine in human speech
and action and all that is universal in the genesis, development,
breakdown of routines. Moreover, the more psychology and sociology the historian knows, the more he will increase his interpretative powers. Conversely, the greater the achievements of
historians, the broader will be the field of evidence on human
speech and action that has been opened up for psychological and
sociological investigation.” (M 180.) See also SCIENCE(S)–HUMAN-AND HISTORY/HISTORIAN

OF KNOWLEDGE.

The larger context is the HUMAN–GOOD. L’s immediate
concern is belief. He notes: “The same facts are treated by sociologists under the heading of the sociology of knowledge.” (M 41 n. 15.)

See BELIEF

Gibson Winter (Elements for a Social Ethic) contrast
certain diverging styles in sociology. “After noting that the difference in approach led to different judgments on existing society, he
asked whether the opposition was scientific or merely ideological—a question, of course, that transported the discussion from the
history of contemporary sociological thought into philosophy and
ethics. Prof. Winter worked out a general account of social reality,
distinguished physicalist, functionalist, voluntarist, and intentionalist styles in sociology, and assigned to each its sphere of relevance
and effectiveness. Where Max Weber distinguished between social
science and social policy, Prof. Winter distinguishes between philosophically grounded and graded styles in social science and, on
the other hand, social policy grounded not only in social science
but also in the value judgments of an ethics. … Both in the natural
and in the human sciences, then, there obtrude issues that are not to
be solved by empirical methods. These issues can be skirted or
evaded with greater success in the natural sciences and less in the
human sciences. … To meet them head on is the problem of our
fourth functional specialty, Dialectic [see DIALECTIC (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY); DIALECTIC(S)].” (M 248-49.)

STYLES OF.

SORGE: See I–AND MY WORLD
SOUL: Some who attend more to words than meanings scoff at the
word soul because of its supposed reference to a ghostly entity inhabiting the body. “If one desires to get beyond words and suppositions
to meanings and facts, then one has to explore one’s own mind and
find out for oneself what there is to be meant; and until one does so,
one is in the unhappy position of the blind man hearing about colors
and the deaf man reading about counterpoint.” (V 8.) To those who care
about meaning, “The denial of soul today is really the denial of the
objectivity of the intelligible, the denial that understanding, knowing
a cause, is knowing anything real.” (V 34.) The subentries below (all
from V) express the most important aspects of its meaning in realist
philosophy. Note that terminology is mostly Aristotelian/scholastic;
the later L seldom uses the word; he speaks of humanity’s “intellec-

tual soul” in terms of its central form (see CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTIand of the intentional operations of intellectual
(immaterial, spiritual) consciousness (see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–AS
INTENTIONAL). See also IMMATERIALITY; SPIRITUAL
AND BODY. See OBJECT(S)–AND ACTS, POTENCIES, ESSENCES (ARISTOTLE)
AND SUBJECT. L’s introduction to V is entitled “Subject and Soul.”
The book retrieves the authentic Thomist explication of understanding and the word or verbum expressing it (see WORD–INNER). See

TUTIVE CAUSES–FORM)

CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–AS INTENTIONAL
AQUINAS’S ACCOUNT OF.

“In Aristotle there exists a systematic account of the soul, its potencies, habits, operations, and their objects.
In some respects it is startlingly accurate, but it is incomplete, and
throughout it presupposes a metaphysics. It is in the world not of
common sense and not of interiority but of theory. It is to be complemented by the fuller theory of Aquinas.” (M 260-61.) L in Verbum
fully elucidates Thomas’s account of the soul. See also PROPER NAMES–
ARISTOTLE, ARISTOTELIAN-INTROSPECTION IN

ARISTOTLE’S ACCOUNT OF.

See OBJECT(S)–AND ACTS, POTENCIES, ESSENCES (ARIS-

TOTLE)

KINDS OF. “No one will complain that Aristotle did not employ introspective techniques in his study of plant life. But one could well
complain if a method suitable for the study of plants were alone
employed in the study of human sensitivity and human intelligence. If the objects of vegetative activity are causal, it remains that
the objects of sensitive and intellectual activity are also intentional.
If vegetative acts are not accessible to introspection, sensitive and
intellectual acts are among the immediate data of consciousness;
they can be reached not only by deduction from their objects but
also in themselves as given in consciousness. Finally, when conscious acts are studied by introspection, one discovers not only the
acts and their intentional terms but also the intending subject, and
there arises the problem of the relation of subject to soul, of the
Augustinian mens or animus to the Aristotelian anima.” (V 5.) See al-

so intra Self-knowledge of
REASONING TO CONCEPT OF.

“In the second book of [Aquinas’s]
Contra Gentiles there is the magnificent reasoning out of the concept of the human soul; it runs through no less than forty-five
chapters; and that long argument provides an excellent example of
what exactly Aquinas meant by knowledge of essence. For him,
understanding was a knowledge penetrating to the inward nature of
a thing. Angels know such essences directly, for they have no
senses; but men reach essences only through the sensible doors
that surround them; they have to reason from effects to causes and
from properties to natures. Hence properly human understanding is
named reason, though—it is not to be forgotten—reasoning terminates in understanding inasmuch as inquiry eventually yields
knowledge of ESSENCE.” (V 68.)
SELF-KNOWLEDGE OF. “From Aristotle Aquinas derived a method of
empirical introspection. In the second book of the De anima, after
defining soul in general, there arose the problem of distinguishing
different kinds of soul. But souls differ by difference in their potencies. Since potency is knowable only inasmuch as it is in act, to

SOURCES – SPACE

know the different potencies it is necessary to know their acts.
Again, since one act is distinguished from another by the difference of their respective objects, to know different kinds of acts it is
necessary to discriminate between different kinds of objects.
Knowledge of soul, then, begins from a distinction of objects;
specifying objects leads to a discrimination between different kinds
of act; different kinds of act reveal difference of potency; and the
different combinations of potencies lead to knowledge of the different essences that satisfy the generic definition of soul.” (V 87.)
SOURCES: See also inter alia ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–AND
CAUSALITY

■ ART–AND THE UNIVERSAL ■ BEING–CONCEPT OF ■ BELIEF–TRUE-PROCESS OF-(1)

PRELIMINARY

JUDGMENTS

■ CANON(S)–OF METHODICAL HERMENEUTICS-(2) OF EX-

■ COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY-LONERGAN VS KANT (5 ELEMENTS)-(5) ■

CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–POLYMORPHISM OF HUMAN ■ COSMOPOLIS–PROPERTIES OF
(4)-(2) IMPLEMENTS INOPERATIVE IDEAS

■ DEVELOPMENT–ORGANIC ■ DIALECTIC(S)–STRUCTURE

OF-MATERIALS (6)-(5) CLASSIFICATION

■ DREAM(S)–AND SELF-TRANSCENDENCE ■ EMPIRI-

CISM/EMPIRICIST–AND INSTRUMENTAL ACTS OF MEANING-OSTENSIVE ■ ERROR–AND TRUTH ■
ESSENCE–PARTICULAR ■ EXPRESSION–LEVELS OF ■ FREEDOM–EFFECTIVE-CONDITIONS OF (4)(2)

■ GEM–FUNCTIONS OF (12)-(5) CONTINUOUS ■ HISTORICAL–IMAGINATION ■ HISTORY–

COPERNICAN REVOLUTION IN, –SCISSORS AND PASTE

■ HORIZON(S)–OBJECTIFICATION OF ■ HU-

MAN–DEVELOPMENT-PROBLEM OF, REAL ■ HUMANITY–AS GENUS AND SPECIES ■ IDEA(S)–CLEAR
AND DISTINCT

■ INTELLECT ■ INTERPRETATION–SKETCH OF METHOD FOR-(2) IMMANENT

SOURCES OF MEANING

TAL–GROUND

■ METALANGUAGE ■ METAPHILOSOPHY ■ NOTIONS, TRANSCENDEN■

QUESTIONING

PRINCIPLE(S)–MORAL

■

PROCEDURE(S)–

CRITICAL/CONSTRUCTIVE

■ PROPER NAMES–COLLINGWOOD, RG-IDEALISM IN, –TOYNBEE, AR-

NOLD-AND IDEAL TYPES

■ QUESTION(S)–FURTHER-AND TRANSCENDENCE ■ REVISION–OF

KNOWN VS REVISION OF KNOWING
PRESSION

■ SELF-APPROPRIATION–AND IDEAL OF KNOWLEDGE-AND EX-

■ SIN–AND EVIL ■ SPACE AND TIME–AND QUALITIES ■ SUBJECT, THE–DRAMATIC-

DIALECTIC OF

■ UNIVERSAL VIEWPOINT–AS TOTALITY OF VIEWPOINTS ■ WISDOM ■ WONDER–

AND ART ■ WORLDVIEW(S)–LONERGAN’S-INVARIANCE IN

AND HISTORICAL CRITICISM.
AND HISTORY, CRITICAL.

See CRITICISM–INNER AND OUTER

See HISTORY–CRITICAL-AND SOURCES

CRITICAL USE OF. The context is critical history (see HISTORY–CRITICAL).
L attributes “to a single process of developing understanding a
whole series of different functions.” (M 188.) There are five (see HISTORICAL–PROCESS-AND DEVELOPING UNDERSTANDING). “Now it is the distinguishing mark of critical history that this process occurs twice. In the
first instance one is coming to understand one’s sources. In the
second instance one is using one’s understood sources intelligently
to come to understand the object to which they are relevant.” (M 189.)
OF ALL METHODS. See GEM
OF ANSWERS. See INQUIRY–AND PURE DESIRE TO KNOW
OF COMMONSENSE JUDGMENTS, REMOTE. See COLLABORATION– OF COMMON
SENSE

OF DIFFERENCES.

See

DIALECTIC(S)–HEGELIAN VS LONERGANIAN-SOURCE OF DIFFER-

ENCES

OF HIGHER SYSTEMS.

See SYSTEM(S)–HIGHER-HUMANITY SOURCE OF

OF HIGHER VIEWPOINTS.

See

CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(2) OF

OPERATIONS-(7) AS SOURCE OF HIGHER VIEWPOINTS

OF INTERPRETATION, HISTORICAL.
OF

See CRITICISM–PRINCIPLE(S) OF (4)-(3),

-(4); INTERPRETATION–

SUBJECTIVE

OF KNOWLEDGE.
OF MEANING.

See KNOWLEDGE–ORIGINS OF

See MEANING–SOURCES OF

OF PLURALISM.

See PLURALISM–SOURCES OF (3)

OF RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE.
OF SATISFACTIONS.

See EXPERIENCE, RELIGIOUS

See LIBERTY–AND FEELINGS

OF SYMBOLIC APPREHENSION.
OF TRANSCENDENCE.

See

See APPREHENSION–SYMBOLIC

DESIRE TO KNOW–AS IMMANENT SOURCE OF TRANSCEN-

DENCE

■ BIAS–DRAMATIC-AND SEX ■ BREAKDOWN–IN CIVILIZA-

TION/ECONOMY/POLITY/SOCIAL ORDER
PLANATION

OF INTERPRETATION.
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See

HISTORICAL–INTERPRETATION-SOURCES

SPACE: “Let us now define Space as the ordered totality of concrete
extensions.” (In 166.) L writes about the notion of Space to illustrate
what he calls the dialectic of the concept. Note the development of
our notion of space as we move from the initial to the final understanding of space from which proceeds the word, the concept, that
expresses the understanding had by modern physics. The following
quote summarizes L’s more detailed account.
“We have first, then, the kinesthetic-tactile apprehension of space
of the infant. It is retained by every one of us insofar as we are able
to keep our balance. Next, there is the visual apprehension of
space, which is at first perfectly organized with the kinesthetictactile, but runs into problems when it is extended to the universe.
After all, the universe is not governed by our feelings. There is the
celebrated problem of people at the antipodes, and there are the
hanging gardens of the ancients. Then there is the problem of shifting perspective, the transformation of axes, and through that problem of shifting perspective and of transforming axes, the
movement out of the sensible to the purely intelligible. Geometry is
abstract and universal, it is the law, it is what is independent of any
particular standpoint in space or time, and consequently it is what
does not change when one moves from one set of axes to another.
And since you can conceive of a whole series of different types of
transformations, you will have a series of geometries: a geometry
for a transformation where there is simply a constant velocity; a
geometry for a transformation where one set of axes is spinning,
and so where there is an acceleration; and a geometry for ‘any
transformation whatever,’ where tensors are a device, a type of mathematical entity defined by the transformation problem. However,
we can see that there is a leap when we eliminate any visual space
whatever and consider simply the laws that are independent of any
visual space or act. … It can be seen from that progress that there is
a resistance at each further step. Many people argued for the metaphysical necessity of a flat earth, because they could not separate
the kinesthetic-tactile apprehension of space from the visual. There
were all sorts of resistance to the development of the geometries of
the nineteenth century, and still more to their applications in physics in the twentieth century. But while general relativity is very
much a question mark, special relativity has been constantly verified for over fifty years.” (TE 164-65.) For another and very important
example of the developmental transformation of our notions see OBJECTIVITY.
ABSOLUTE. See SPACE AND TIME–ABSOLUTE
AND ART. See ART–AND SPACE
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SPACE AND TIME – SPACE AND TIME

AND KANT. See A PRIORI–KANT’S-AND SPACE

DESCRIPTIVE-AND ANTHROPOMORPHIC PROJECTION

AND WORLD ORDER.

AND EXPERIENCE/EXPERIENCED.

See

EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND WORLD ORDER-AS EXPLANA-

TORY OF (6)-(1)

INTELLIGIBILITY PROPER TO.

See SPACE AND TIME–IMMANENT INTELLIGIBILITY OF-

ABSTRACT

MINKOWSKI.

See PROPER NAMES–MINKOWSKI, H.-SPACE

SPACE AND TIME: “Let us now define Space as the ordered totality of
concrete extensions, and Time as the ordered totality of concrete durations. Further, let us give notice that henceforth, when Space and
Time are written with capital letters, the words will be employed in
accord with the foregoing definitions.” (In 183-84.) See intra As ordered to-

talities
ABSOLUTE.

Here the relation between the terms absolute and space
regards Newton’s absolute space and time. He distinguishes “true
and apparent motion. Both are relative. But while apparent motion
is relative to other bodies, such as the train, the earth, the sun, the
nebulae, true motion is relative to an eternal set of immutable places named absolute space.” (In 176.) “If it is true that space is, then
what is absolute is the truth and not the space. Whether the space is
absolute or relative is a further question.” (In 403.) “Interpretations of
being or of absolute objectivity [see OBJECTIVITY–ABSOLUTE] in terms of
space and time are mere intrusions of imagination. Absolute objectivity is simply a property of the UNCONDITIONED; and the unconditioned, as such, says nothing about space or time.” (In 403.) “Our
position follows from our account of ABSTRACTION. Because the principle or law is abstract, its expression cannot vary with variations
of spatiotemporal standpoint. On the other hand, because we know
particulars through spatiotemporally conditioned senses, we know
them from some point and instant within Space and Time. It follows that concrete places and times are apprehended only as relative to an observer, that their totalities can be embraced only
through the device of reference frames, that reference frames will
be many, and that transformations of reference frames can involve
changes in the relativity of places and times to observers. Accordingly, it would be a mistake to look for the fixed or absolute on the
level of particular places and times; the only absolute relevant to
Space and Time resides in the abstract propositions whose expression remains invariant under permissible transformations of reference frame.” (In 183-84.)
Objectification of. “In the Aristotelian worldview [absolute
space] was supplied by the outermost celestial sphere, which
bounded effective Space and, for Aquinas at least, provided the
universe with a standard time. Newton’s absolute space and absolute time were in the first instance imaginary mathematical
constructions; but they were objectified through a confusion of
the truth of verification and the truth, prior to intelligence and
thought, that resides in a ‘really out there’ [see ALREADY–OUT–THERE–
NOW–REAL; REALISM–NAIVE]; finally, they were given a metaphysical
status by being connected with the omnipresence and the eternity
of God. Kant simplified this position by making Newton’s empty
space and time into a priori forms of sensibility.” (In 184.)
AND ANTHROPOMORPHIC PROJECTION. See VIEWPOINT(S)–EXPLANATORY VS

Space is attributed to the experienced but not to the experience, while time is attributed to both.
“Correlative to the duration of looking, there is the duration of
what is looked at. Correlative to the duration of the moving, there
is the duration of what is moved through or over. Correlative to the
duration of the grasping, there is the duration of what is grasped.
Descriptively, then, duration is either an immanent aspect or quality of an experience or a correlative aspect or quality of what is
experienced. … While duration is commonly attributed both to the
experience and to the experienced, extension is attributed only to
the latter. The colors I see, the surfaces I grasp, the volumes
through which I move, all have extension. But it would seem paradoxical to speak of the extension of the experience of seeing, of
the experience of grasping, of the experience of moving. Descriptively, then, extensions are correlative to certain elementary and
familiar experiences, but they are in the experienced and not in the
experiencing.” (In 166.) See also intra As extension and duration

AND QUALITIES.

“While we would place scientific progress in the
movement from experiential to pure conjugates [see CONJUGATE(S)–
EXPERIENTIAL, –EXPLANATORY/PURE], Galileo placed it in the reduction of the
merely apparent secondary qualities to their real and objective
source in primary qualities. … The crucial difference between the
two positions regards space and time. For Galileo they were primary qualities, for there would be extension and duration if there
were matter and motion, whether or not any animals with their
sensitive experiences existed. For us, on the other hand, there is to
be drawn the same distinction between extension and duration as
experiential and as pure conjugates as there is to be drawn between
the two formulations of colors or sound or heat or electric phenomena.” (In 107-08.) See also intra As extension and duration
AND TRANSCENDENT IDEA OF BEING. The idea of being is an integral
element of L’s argument for the existence of God. See ARGUMENT FOR
GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–AND IDEA OF BEING
AS EXTENSION AND DURATION. This entry flows from intra And qualities. “As experiential conjugates, extensions and durations are de-

fined as correlatives to certain familiar elements within our
experience. … As pure conjugates, extension and duration are defined implicitly by the postulate that the principles and laws of
physics are invariant under inertial or, generally, under continuous
transformations [see CONJUGATE(S)–EXPERIENTIAL, –EXPLANATORY/PURE]. …
Thus, on our analysis, the space-time of relativity stands to the extensions and durations of experience in exactly the same relations
as wavelengths of light stand to experiences of color, as longitudinal waves in air stand to experience of sound, as the type of energy
defined by the first law of thermodynamics stands to experiences
of heat, etc.” (In 108.) See also intra As ordered totalities
AS ORDERED TOTALITIES. “Besides the totalities of concrete extensions and concrete durations, there also are merely imaginary totalities. What a man experiences he also can imagine. As he
experiences extension, he also imagines extension. As he experiences duration, he also imagines duration. Our concern is not with
imaginary extensions or imaginary durations but with the concrete

SPACE AND TIME – SPACE AND TIME

extensions and durations correlative to experience. … Immediately, however, there arises an obvious difficulty. For neither the
totality of concrete extensions nor the totality of concrete durations
falls within the experience of the human race, let alone the human
individual. For this reason the definition refers, not to any totalities, but to ordered totalities. It is true enough that only a fragment
of concrete extension and of concrete duration falls within human
experience. Still, one can take that fragment as origin. Beyond the
extension that is experienced, there is further extension; and since
it is continuous with the extension of experience, it is not merely
imagined. Similarly, beyond the duration of experience, there is
further duration; and since it is continuous with the duration of experience, it is not merely imagined.” (In 166-67.) See also intra Concrete
vs imaginary
BEING IN.

“As Zeno argued, to affirm that something or other is
does not imply that it is within space. If it did, one could ask
whether or not the space (within which it is) is. If space is not, it is
nothing, and to affirm things within nothing is meaningless. If,
however, it is, then since ‘to be’ is ‘to be within space,’ the question
recurs; if ‘X is’ means ‘X is within space,’ it would seem to follow
that ‘space is’ means that ‘space is within space’; the second space
cannot be identical with the first, else it would not contain it; and if
it is distinct, then it can be only by being within a further space, and
so on indefinitely. … The same argument holds for being within
time. If ‘to be’ is ‘to be at some time,’ then either there is time or
there is not. If there is not, then ‘to be at some time’ is really a mere
‘to be.’ If there is time, then it has to be at some time, and that at
some time, and so forth to infinity.” (In 403-04.)
CONCRETE VS IMAGINARY. In the context of FRAME(S) OF REFERENCE
(personal, public, and special), L notes that special frames “are
mathematical if they order an imaginary space and time. They are
physical if they order concrete Space and Time.” (In 168.) This entry
flows from intra As ordered totalities. “There follows a simple criterion for distinguishing between the notion of concrete Space or
Time and, on the other hand, merely imaginary space or time.
Within concrete Space there is some extension that is correlative to
experience; all other extension in Space is related to that concrete
extension; and in virtue of that relation all other extension in Space
is concrete. Similarly, a notion of concrete Time is constructed
about a nucleus of experienced duration. On the other hand, merely
imaginary space or time contains no part that is correlative to actual experience.” (In 167.)

Corollary. “From the criterion, there follows a corollary. Imaginary space or time may or may not be structured about an origin.
But notions of concrete Space or Time must be structured about
an origin. For only fragments of concrete Space or Time enter into human experience, and so it is only by a relational structure to
given extensions or durations that totalities of extensions or durations can be concrete. In other words, frames of reference are essential to the notions of Space and Time.” (In 167.) See FRAME(S) OF
REFERENCE
DESCRIPTIVE ACCOUNT OF.
FOR US.

See intra For us

L summarizes his long account of the descriptive notions
of Space and Time (In 165-71). “It began from experiences of con-
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crete extensions and durations, and it showed that we can form notions of all concrete extensions and of all concrete durations if, and
only if, these totalities are ordered by frames of reference [see
FRAME(S) OF REFERENCE]. Essentially, then, the descriptive notion of
Space is of Space-for-us, and the descriptive notion of Time is of
Time-for-us. Again, one might say that these notions necessarily
contain, on the one hand, an empirical or material element, and on
the other hand, an intelligible or formal element. The empirical or
material element consists of concrete extensions and of concrete
durations. The intelligible or formal element orders these materials
into singular totalities. Moreover, without this intervention of ordering intelligence, the notion of Space cannot be both concrete
and all-embracing, and similarly the notion of Time cannot regard
the totality of concrete durations. … Still, these descriptive notions
of Space and Time cannot contain the intelligibility that is explanatory of Space and Time. It is true that they contain an intelligible or
formal component. But that component is the order of a reference
frame, and reference frames are an infinity. They can be the intelligibility of Space-for-us and of Time-for-us, that is, they can be the
manners in which we intelligently order extensions and durations
in accord with the convenience of the moment. But they cannot be
the immanent intelligibility that is explanatory of Space nor the
immanent intelligibility that is explanatory of Time, for reference
frames are infinite but correct explanations are unique.” (In 172.) See
intra Immanent intelligibility of
IMMANENT INTELLIGIBILITY OF.

“The set of insights by which we
grasp the intelligibility immanent in Space and Time will be the set
that is formulated in spatial and temporal principles and laws invariant under transformations of reference frames.” (In 173.) See also

EMERGENT PROBABILITY–INTELLIGIBILITY IMMANENT IN

A geometry. “The abstract formulation of the intelligibility immanent in Space and in Time will be one of the possible sets of
definitions, postulates, and inferences that systematically unify
the relations of extensions and of durations. All such possible
sets of definitions, postulates, and inferences are geometries.
Therefore, the abstract formulation of the intelligibility immanent
in Space and in Time will be a geometry. … The expression of
the principles and laws of any geometry will be invariant. For
principles and laws are independent of particular places and
times, and so their proper expression cannot vary with variations
of spatiotemporal standpoints. … Moreover, a geometry cannot
refer to Space or to Time except through a reference frame. Accordingly, the invariance proper to the expression of geometrical
principles and laws is an invariance under transformations of reference frames. … There follows at once the generic solution. The
abstract formulation of the intelligibility of Space and Time consists in a set of invariants under transformations of reference
frames. However, there is a range of such sets of invariants, and
so there remains the task of determining the specific solution. …
We note, accordingly, that the relevant intelligibility is immanent
in concrete extensions and in concrete durations. It is an intelligibility that belongs not to the imagined but to the experienced.
… If the physicist solves his peculiar problem and arrives at an
invariant expression of his principles and laws under transformations of reference frames, he cannot avoid reaching the specific
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SPECIAL – SPECIALIZATION

solution which we are seeking. For the specific solution we are
seeking is the set of invariants under transformations that is verifiable in experienced extensions and durations.” (In 173-74.)
Abstract. “If one would understand, not men’s notions of Space
and Time, but the intelligibility immanent in Space and Time,
then one must advance from reference frames to the geometrical
principles and laws whose expression is invariant under transformations. Moreover, the geometry to be reached will coincide
with the geometry determined by physicists in securing invariant
expression for physical principles and laws. … However, such a
geometry is abstract. It is abstract, not indeed in the sense that it
is not verified (for what is wanted is a geometry verified by physicists), but in the sense that it consists in a set of abstract propositions and invariant expressions and that, while applicable to
concrete extensions and durations, still it is applied differently
from different spatiotemporal viewpoints. Thus, as long as men
remain on the level of invariant expressions they are not considering any concrete extension and duration; inversely, as soon as
men consider concrete extensions and durations, each views
them differently. The endless multiplicity of different spatiotemporal standpoints and of different frames of reference, so far
from being transcended, reappears with every return from the abstract to the concrete.” (In 194-95.) See also intra Immanent intelligibility

movements, and it cannot state their laws without some reference
to places and times. Since the laws contain a reference to places
and times, they include an element that can vary with variations of
the speaker’s position and time. Accordingly, there arises a problem peculiar to physics. Just as ordinary language develops an invariant copula [is] to express general truths, so too the physicist
has to find spatiotemporal invariants if he is to employ the appropriate invariant expressions in stating laws of local motion.” (In 165.)
STRUCTURED. See intra Concrete vs imaginary-corollary
SPECIAL: See also inter alia SPECIALIST ■ SPECIALIZATION ■ CRITICISM–
PRINCIPLE(S) OF (4)-(1)
NISM

■ DESCRIPTION ■ HISTORY–GENERAL ■ IMAGINATION–AND INDETERMI-

■ INVARIANCE ■ MODEL–AND GENERAL/SPECIAL CATEGORIES ■ PROPER NAMES–

ARISTOTLE, ARISTOTELIAN-AND RELATION OF SCIENCE AND PHILOSOPHY

CARRIER OF MEANING.
CATEGORIES.

FRAMES OF REFERENCE.
HISTORY.

LANGUAGE, TECHNICAL.

METHODS.

APPREHENSION–IN WORLDS OF COMMON SENSE AND

See TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS-SPECIFICATION OF

RELATIVITY.
RESEARCH.
SCIENCES.

See HUMAN–PERSON-UNITY OF

See RELATIVITY–THEORY OF-SPECIAL

See RESEARCH (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)–SPECIAL

See SCIENCE(S)–GENERAL AND SPECIAL

SENSE OF ‘NOTION’.

See NOTION(S)

TALENT OF THE WISE.

See PRINCIPLE(S)–SYSTEMATIC

QUESTIONS.

THEORETICAL

See

CONSCIOUSNESS,

INTENTIONAL–

RELIGIOUS/TRANSCENDENT

TRANSCENDENT KNOWLEDGE.
UNDERSTANDING.

See KNOWLEDGE–TRANSCENDENT-SPECIAL

See SCIENCE(S)–KNOWLEDGE OF FORM IN

SPECIALIST: See also inter alia SPECIAL ■ SPECIALIZATION ■ CONSCIOUSNESS,
DIFFERENTIATED–ARTISTICALLY ■ CULTURE, CULTURAL–VIEW OF-CLASSICIST/NORMATIVE ■

Invariance in formulation of. See intra Immanent intelligibility of-a ge-

FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES–CONTRIBUTION OF EACH-MINOR, –DISTINCTION AND DIVISION OF-(1)
NOT SIMPLY FOR CONVENIENCE

ometry
INVARIANT INTERVAL OF.

“The correct notion of simultaneity will be
the notion implicit (1) theoretically in the Lorentz-Einstein transformation, and (2) operationally in the fact that in all reference
frames clocks are synchronized by light signals, and the velocity of
light is always the same constant. … Hence in special relativity the
measurement of any spatial or temporal difference determines a
spatiotemporal interval (1) that is invariant for all reference frames,
but (2) that resolves into different spatial and temporal components
in different relatively moving frames.” (In 193.) See intra Immanent intelligibility of-abstract; see also ABSTRACT–APPLIED TO CONCRETE-IN SPACE AND TIME
NOTION OF. See NOTION OF …–CONCRETE SPACE OR TIME (DESCRIPTIVE)
PARTICULAR. See PARTICULAR(S)–TIMES AND PLACES
PHYSICS AND PROBLEM OF DEFINING.

See

THEORY

QUESTION OF UNITY.

ometry

See FRAME(S) OF REFERENCE–SPECIAL

See HISTORY–SPECIAL

Concrete. “The intelligibility immanent in Space and in Time is
identical with the intelligibility reached by physicists investigating objects as involved in spatial and temporal relations. Hence,
to eliminate the concrete objects of physics would be to eliminate
the intelligibility of Space and of Time. Again, inasmuch as
physical objects are involved differently in spatial and temporal
relations, there result different intelligibilities of Space and of
Time. This conclusion may be illustrated by the possibility of different types of tensors being employed to secure the covariance
of different sets of physical principles and laws.” (In 174.) See also
Experienced not imagined. See intra Immanent intelligibility of-a ge-

See MEANING–INTERSUBJECTIVE

See CATEGORY, CATEGORIES–SPECIAL

of-concrete

EMERGENT PROBABILITY–INTELLIGIBILITY IMMANENT IN

■ SPACE AND TIME–

CONCRETE VS IMAGINARY ■ SUBSISTENT–AS ENS QUOD

Physics “investigates local

■ HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT-PROBLEM OF, REAL ■ JUDGMENT(S)

OF FACT–CONCRETE ■ NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL–BEAUTY-AND ARTISTICALLY DIFFERENTIATED CONSCIOUSNESS

■ PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION–AS JUSTIFICATION OF EDUCATIONALIST ■

PSYCHOGENIC ■ PSYCHOLOGY–DEPTH ■ REVISION–OF KNOWN VS REVISION OF KNOWING ■
THOMISM–FACTORS IN PASSING OF (3)-(1) HISTORICAL SCHOLARSHIP
AND INSIGHT (THE BOOK).
BIAS OF.

See INSIGHT (THE BOOK)–GOAL OF-AND THE SPECIALIST

See COMMON SENSE–BIAS OF, GENERAL

SPECIALIZATION: “Specialties may be distinguished in three manners, namely (1) by dividing and subdividing the field of data, (2) by
classifying the results of investigations, and (3) by distinguishing and
separating stages of the process from data to results.” (M 125.) L distinguishes specializations as prelude to his main concern, the functional
specializations of GEM. See FUNCTIONAL SPECIALIZATION(S); FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES

SPECIES – SPONTANEITY
DEPARTMENT AND SUBJECT. “Department and subject specialization
is the most familiar type, for everyone has followed courses on
subjects in a department. Now what is divided is no longer the
field of data to be investigated but the results of investigations to
be communicated. Again, where before the division was into material parts, now it is a conceptual classification that distinguishes the
departments of a faculty and the subjects taught in a department.”
(M 126.) See also SPECIAL; SPECIALIST
FIELD. “Field specialization is the most easily understood. As time
passes, as centers of learning increase, as periodicals multiply and
monographs follow on one another ever more closely, it becomes
increasingly difficult for scholars to keep abreast with the whole
movement in their field. For good or ill a division of labor has to
be accepted, and this is brought about by dividing and then subdividing the field of relevant data ... to make the specialist one who
knows more and more about less and less.” (M 125.)
FUNCTIONAL.

See FUNCTIONAL SPECIALIZATION(S)

OF COMMON SENSE.

See COMMON SENSE–SPECIALIZATION OF

SPECIES: The term

is central to cognitional theory (see COGNITION, COGand to the natural world. In L’s thought, the prior cognitional analysis demonstrates that the same principle governs the
emergence of intelligible species in the mind and species in the evolutionary development of the natural world (see ETHICS–METHOD OF METAPHYSICS AND). On species and its cognitional function see ABSTRACTION–
FROM PHANTASM, –OF FORM/SPECIES; PHANTASM/FANTASM–AND SPECIES IMPRESSA. On
species as “an intelligible solution to a problem of living in a given
environment” (In 290.) see EMERGENT PROBABILITY–FUNDAMENTAL ELEMENT Of.
AMBIGUITY OF. “The Latin term species translates Aristotle’s term
eidos and shares its ambiguity. It may mean a form, and then it includes neither common nor individual matter; and it may mean a
universal, and then it includes common but not individual matter.
In cognitional contexts species occurs in both senses.” (V 133.)
NITIONAL–THEORY)

AND EMERGENT PROBABILITY.

See

EMERGENT PROBABILITY–FUNDAMENTAL ELE-

HUMAN.

See HUMAN–SPIRIT

OF INQUIRY.

“Where does the ‘Why?’ come from? What does it reveal or represent? Already we had occasion to speak of the psychological tension that had its release in the joy of discovery. It is that
tension, that drive, that desire to understand, that constitutes the
primordial ‘Why?’ Name it what you please—alertness of mind,
intellectual curiosity, the spirit of INQUIRY, active intelligence, the
drive to know. Under any name, it remains the same, and is, I trust,
very familiar to you.” (In 34.) See also DESIRE TO KNOW; WONDER

SPIRITUAL:

On the two senses of the term see

AND CENTRAL FORM. “Material reality cannot perform the role or
function of spiritual reality but spiritual reality can perform the role
and function of material reality. Were man’s central form a material
intelligibility [see CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–FORM], then it
could not be intelligent and so could not be the center and ground
of man’s inquiry and insight, reflection and judgment. Inversely,
though man’s central form were a spiritual intelligibility, it could be
the ground and center of his physical, chemical, organic, and sensitive [CONJUGATE(S)]; for the spiritual is comprehensive; what can embrace the whole universe through knowledge can provide the center
and ground of unity in the material conjugates of a single man.” (In

543.)
AND EMPIRICAL RESIDUE.

AND INTELLIGIBILITY.

See INTELLIGIBILITY–SPIRITUAL

AS LEGISLATIVE, MATERIAL, SUBJECT TO LAW.

ESSENCE AS.

See ESSENCE–CONCEIVED E. AS SPIRITUAL

VS MATERIAL.

See MATERIAL–VS SPIRITUAL

SPONTANEITY : See also inter alia ACT–REMAINING IN THE AGENT ■ ALIENATION–
REMEDIES FOR

■ BEING–INTELLIGIBLE UNITY OF, –INTENTION OF-INTENDED INTENTION, ■ BIAS–INDIVIDUAL ■ CENSOR, CENSORSHIP–AND NEURAL-DEMAND

AND GENUS.

EMER-

See GENUS–EXPLANATORY

AS ARISTOTLE’S EIDOS.

See intra Ambiguity of

AS KNOWN IN PHANTASM.
BIOLOGICAL.

IMPRESSA.

See ABSTRACTION–FROM PHANTASM

See GENUS–EXPLANATORY

EXPLANATORY.

See GENUS–EXPLANATORY

See PHANTASM/FANTASM–AND SPECIES IMPRESSA

INTELLIGIBLE.
NOTION OF.

■ COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS-APPLYING IN-

TENTIONAL TO CONSCIOUS, –THEORY-LONERGAN VS RELATIVISM (11 ELEMENTS)-(9)

GENT PROBABILITY–FUNDAMENTAL ELEMENT OF
ANIMAL.

See MATERIAL–VS SPIRITUAL-

AND LAW

FUNCTIONS-PSYCHIC CONTROL OVER

See

See INTELLIGIBILITY–SPIRITUAL-AND THE EMPIRICAL RESI-

DUE

INTENDING INTENTION

AND PROBLEM OF GENERALIZED EMERGENT PROBABILITY.

ESSENCE–CONCEIVED E. AS

SPIRITUAL

MENT OF

See GENUS/GENERA AND SPECIES

See INTELLIGIBLE(S)–SPECIES

NITY–AND

INTERSUBJECTIVITY

■

CONCEPTUALISM,

CONCEPTUALIST,

■ COMMU-

–DEFINED

■

CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–TYPES OF (10) ■ CONVERSION–PSYCHIC ■ CULTURE,
CULTURAL–AND MEANING-OF SMILE IN ■ DELIBERATION–AS OPERATION ■ DIALECTIC(S)–OF
COMMUNITY

■ EDUCATION–AND FEELING

PHENOMENOLOGY AS

■ EGOISM

■

EMPIRICISM/EMPIRICIST–

■ ETHICS–PRECEPTS OF ■ FREEDOM–EFFECTIVE-CONDITIONS OF (4)-(2) ■

FREQUENCY–AND INTELLIGIBILITY ■ GEM–AND TRANSCENDENTAL PRECEPTS, –FUNCTIONS OF
(12)-(1) NORMATIVE

■ GENERAL–RULES AND THE SUBJECT ■ GOOD, THE–AND MORAL SELF-

TRANSCENDENCE, –AS SYSTEM, HIGHER, –LEVELS OF (3)-(3) VALUE

■ HISTORICAL–KNOWLEDGE,

–REALITY ■ I–AND IT, –AND THOU-AND PRIOR WE ■ IMAGE–AND EXPLANATORY SELF-KNOWLEDGE

■ INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–ACCUMULATION OF, –DEVELOPMENT OF-COMMONSENSE, –
INVERSE

See NOTION OF …–SPECIES
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■ INTELLECT–GOOD OF ■ INTELLIGIBILITY–DENIAL OF ■ INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS–

AND GEM ■ LEARNING, –SELF-CORRECTING PROCESS OF-LIMITS OF

■ LIBERATION–AESTHETIC ■

SPHERES OF BEING: See BEING–SPHERES OF, DISTINCT

MANIFOLD(S)–COINCIDENTAL-AND HIGHER SYSTEM ■ MEANING–AND LANGUAGE ■ MEMORY–

SPIRATE:

FERRETS OUT INSTANCES

“When we judge some good as obligatory, by the very fact
that we’ve so judge, through our intellectuality, our rationality, we
spirate an act of will.” (S 139.) See EMANATION–INTELLIGIBLE-AND SPIRATION

SPIRIT: Opposite: MATTER.

Synonym: IMMATERIALITY

■ MENTAL–ACTS-AND NEW LINGUISTIC USAGE ■ METAPHYSICS–AND

ALL OTHER DEPARTMENTS-(2) PENETRATES

■ METHOD, GENETIC–GENERAL NOTIONS (7)-(5) ■ OB-

JECT(S)–OF WILL ■ OPENNESS–AND PURE DESIRE TO KNOW-BASIC ORIENTATION ■ PATTERNS
OF EXPERIENCE–AESTHETIC, –INTELLECTUAL-AND SPIRAL ASCENT OF UNDERSTANDING ■ POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION–COUNTERPOSITION-AND SELF-CONTRADICTION ■ PSYCHOTHER-
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STAGE(S) – STATE(S)

APY–AND SELF-THERAPY ■ QUESTION(S)–AND LEARNING, –SELF-DESTRUCTIVE ■ SCIENTIFIC–
OBSERVATION

■ SCOTOSIS, SCOTOMA ■ SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER-A PRIVILEGED

JUDGMENT, -FOUNDATIONS OF, –TRANSCENDENCE-AFFECTIVE

■ SELF-APPROPRIATION–AND EX-

ISTENTIAL CONFLICT, –AND IDEAL OF KNOWLEDGE-AND EXPRESSION, –AND THERAPY

■ SILLINESS

■ SOCIAL–CRISIS VS SOCIAL TRANQUILITY ■ TRANSCENDENTAL–ILLUSION ■ TRUTH(S), THE
TRUE–AS SELF-CONSTITUTING ■ WHAT IS IT? ■ WILL, –AND INTELLECT ■ WORD–INNERINTELLIGIBILITY OF

AND ACCUMULATION OF INSIGHTS.

constitutes silliness. Spontaneously we move from judgments of
fact or possibility to judgments of value and to the deliberateness of
decision and commitment; and that spontaneity is not unconscious
or blind; it constitutes us as conscientious, as responsible persons,
and its absence would leave us psychopaths.” (M 18.)
OF COMMON SENSE. See COMMON SENSE, –AS INTELLECTUAL
OF INTENTIONAL CONSCIOUSNESS.

See

INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–

ACCUMULATION OF-SPONTANEOUS

OF
AND ACT.

See ACT–AS DETERMINED BY THE PRIOR ACT

AND ART.

See ART–INSIGHT IN

AND BELIEF.

See BELIEF–MISTAKEN-ELIMINATION OF

AND EGOISM.

See EGOISM–AND INTELLIGENCE VS SPONTANEITY

AND FEELING.

See FEELINGS–AND EXPLANATION, –COMMUNITY OF, AND FELLOW F.

AND INTERSUBJECTIVITY.

“Prior to the “we” that results from the
mutual love of an “I” and a “thou”, there is the earlier “we” that
precedes the distinction of subjects and survives its oblivion. This
prior “we” is vital and functional. Just as one spontaneously raises
one’s arm to ward off a blow against one’s head, so with the same
spontaneity one reaches out to save another from falling. Perception, feeling, and bodily movement are involved, but the help given
another is not deliberate but spontaneous. One adverts to it not before it occurs but while it is occurring. It is as if “we” were members of one another prior to our distinctions of each from the
others.” (M 57.) See also INTERSUBJECTIVITY; COMMUNITY–TENSION(S) IN
AND NOTION OF BEING. See BEING–NOTION OF-AS SPONTANEOUS
AND QUESTIONS. See QUESTION(S)–AS SPONTANEOUS
AND SENSITIVE APPETITE.

Sensitive appetite (like hearing’s appetite
for sound) is spontaneous.
AND SENSITIVE CONSCIOUSNESS. “Sensitive consciousness differs
from intellectual consciousness because sensitive consciousness is
governed by specific laws, while intellectual consciousness is governed by transcendental laws. The spontaneity is governed by nature itself in such a way that it is perfected through acquired
dispositions and habits; then, one can perform promptly, easily, and
with pleasure all that belongs to this determinate nature, in whatever circumstances.” (S 175.)
HUMAN.

See intra And intersubjectivity

OF COGNITIONAL OPERATIONS.

“Before inquiry brings the pattern
[see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS-PATTERN OF] to light, before the
methodologist issues his precepts, the pattern is already conscious
and operative. Spontaneously we move from experiencing to the
effort to understand; and the spontaneity is not unconscious or
blind; on the contrary, it is constitutive of our conscious intelligence, just as the absence of the effort to understand is constitutive
of stupidity. Spontaneously we move from understanding with its
manifold and conflicting expressions to critical reflection; again,
the spontaneity is not unconscious or blind; it is constitutive of our
critical rationality, of the demand within us for sufficient reason, a
demand that operates prior to any formulation of a principle of sufficient reason; and it is the neglect or absence of this demand that

See

CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–

SPONTANEITIES OF

SELF-CORRECTING PROCESS OF

LEARNING.

See

LEARNING–SELF-

CORRECTING PROCESS OF

VS INTELLIGENCE.

See

INTELLIGENCE–SPONTANEITY VS; CONSCIOUSNESS, INTEN-

TIONAL–SPONTANEITIES OF

STAGE(S): Often
OF MEANING

a synonym of LEVEL(S). See also inter alia ART–AS CARRIER

■ COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–CONTEXT, –OPERATIONS-PATTERN OF ■ COMMON

SENSE–WORLD OF ■ CONSCIOUSNESS–CLASSICAL ■ CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–
AND CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT, –HISTORY OF

■ CRITICISM–PRINCIPLE(S) OF (4)-(2), -(3), -(4) ■

DATA–OF SENSE-AND SCIENTIFIC UNDERSTANDING ■ DEVELOPMENT–ORGANIC, –PRINCIPLE(S)
OF (7)-(5) EXPLANATORY DIFFERENTIATION
ALIENATION

■ DIALECTIC(S)–OF COMMUNITY, –OF CULTURE-AND

■ EXPRESSION–AND LEARNING ■ FUNCTIONAL SPECIALIZATION(S) ■ HORIZON(S)–

DIFFERENCES IN-GENETIC

■ HUMAN–GOOD-STRUCTURE OF, –PERSON ■ IMPLEMENTATION–AND

GENERAL BIAS

■ INFERENCE–PRACTICAL VS ANTICIPATORY ■ INFRASTRUCTURE AND SUPRA-

STRUCTURE

■ KNOWING–AND KNOWN-ISOMORPHISM OF, –AND SELF-APPROPRIATION-

LOWER/UPPER CONTEXTS

■ KNOWLEDGE–AND EXPRESSION, –HEURISTIC STRUCTURE OF ■

LOGIC–AND DEVELOPMENT OF KNOWLEDGE ■ MATHEMATICAL–OPERATIONS, NUMBERS, RULES ■
MATHEMATICS–AND SYMBOLISM-(5) AND NEXT STAGE ■ MEANING–AND MYTH/MAGIC-IN FIRST
STAGE, –CARRIERS OF
ELEMENTS)-(2)

■ MEASUREMENT–RODS, CLOCKS, AND-REVISION OF BASIC CONTEXTS (3

■ METAPHYSICS–METHOD OF-GOAL OF ■ METHOD(S)–NOTION OF ■ METHOD,

GENETIC–GENERAL NOTIONS (7)-(5), –AND HIGHER SYSTEM-AS INTEGRATOR, -AS OPERATOR ■
MIND–GREEK DISCOVERY OF ■ MYTH–AND METAPHYSICS ■ NONSENSE–AND THEORY ■ OPERATOR(S)–AND OPERATIONS AS GROUPED ■ PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE ■ POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION–AND

UNIVERSAL

DEVELOPMENT-AND INTEGRATION

VIEWPOINT

■ PROCESS–IDEAL/TYPICAL

■ PSYCHIC–

■ QUESTION OF GOD, THE–AND EXPRESSION ■ RECUR-

RENCE, SCHEME(S) OF–SERIATION OF-(2) THE PROBABLE ■ SCIENCE(S)–AS EXPLANATORY, –AS
ONGOING PROCESS

■ SCISSORS-LIKE ACTION–AND ALL THE SCIENCES ■ SECULAR ■ SKILLS ■

SOCIAL–CRISIS VS SOCIAL TRANQUILITY ■ SPECIALIZATION ■ TREATISE– LIMITS OF-(3) AND GENETIC METHOD ■ UNKNOWN, THE ■ WITHDRAWAL–FROM ORDINARY LIVING

OF BELIEF (5).

See BELIEF–TRUE-PROCESS OF

OF COMPLETE AND DEFINITIVE KNOWLEDGE.

See

EMERGENT PROBABILITY–

OF THINGS (4 POSTULATES)-(4) SEQUENTIAL

OF CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT.
OF DEFINITION.

See OPERATOR(S)–AND OPERATIONS AS GROUPED

See DEFINITION(S)–STAGES OF (3)

OF FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES.

See FUNCTIONAL SPECIALIZATION(S)

OF INTELLECTUAL/MORAL SELF-TRANSCENDENCE (6).

See

DREAM(S)–AND

SELF-TRANSCENDENCE

OF MEANING.

See MEANING–STAGES OF

OF METAPHYSICS.

See METAPHYSICS–STAGES/FORMS OF

OF PHYSICAL AND MATHEMATICAL ABSTRACTION.

See

ABSTRACTION–

OBJECTIVE

STATE(S):

Noun. The way something is. See intra As political entity; see

also inter alia ABSTRACTION–CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL MODES OF ■ ANALYSIS–AND IDEAL

STATEMENT(S) – STATISTICAL
OF KNOWLEDGE
TERMS

■ COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS-INTENTIONAL-AS GENERAL BASIC

■ CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–AS INTENTIONAL ■ COSMOLOGY ■ COSMOPOLIS ■

DREAM(S)–AND SELF-TRANSCENDENCE, –OF NIGHT AND MORNING ■ FINALITY–FEATURES OF (9)(9) FLEXIBLE
INTO WE

■ FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES–DYNAMIC UNITY OF ■ I–AND THOU-TRANSFORMED

■ INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–AND COMMON SENSE ■ INTERPERSONAL RELA-

TIONS ■ JUDGMENT(S)–AS RELATED-(4) TO THE PERSON JUDGING ■ KNOWLEDGE–
COMMONSENSE, –DOMAINS OF, DISTINCT

■ LIMIT(S)/LIMITATION–OF EFFECTIVE FREEDOM ■

MATHEMATICS–VS COMMON SENSE ■ POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION–POSITION ■ PRECONSCIOUS ■ PROPER NAMES–ARISTOTLE-ARISTOTELIAN-AND THE VIRTUOUS PERSON ■
QUESTION(S)–SELF-DESTRUCTIVE ■ SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER-FULFILMENT OF
CONDITIONS

■ TERM(S)–FROM WHICH ■ UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY–ILLUSTRATION OF ■

WILLING–WILL, WILLINGNESS, AND W. AS POTENCY-FORM-ACT
AND COINCIDENTAL AGGREGATES.
AND FEELINGS.

AND TRENDS.
AS

See PROBABILITY–STATES AND

ENTITY.

See

TION/ECONOMY/POLITY/SOCIAL ORDER

inter

CHOICE

ALITY ■ AGGREGATE(S)–COINCIDENTAL-AND STATISTICAL METHOD ■ BIAS–DRAMATIC-(7) A NOTE
ON METHOD

■ CHANCE–AND PROBABILITY ■ CLARIFICATION BY CONTRAST ■ CONTINUUM–

ABSTRACTION FROM ■ COSMOLOGY

alia

■ DATA–CONVERGENCE OF, –HAZINESS OF ■ DEDUCTION–

■ EMERGENCE–FACT OF ■ EMERGENT PROBABILITY ■ EVENT(S)–AND FOR-

■ FACT–MERE MATTER OF ■ FINALITY–FEATURES OF (9)-(6) ■ FREEDOM–AND STATIS-

TICAL RESIDUES,

–EFFECTIVE ■ FREQUENCY–AND PROBABILITY ■ GEM ■ GENUS–

BREAKDOWN–IN

■ HISTORIAN–AND ANALOGY-AND SCIENCE/MIRACLES

■ IMAGINATION–AND CLASSICAL SCIENTIFIC THOUGHT ■ INSIGHT (THE BOOK)–VIEWPOINT OF ■
INTELLIGIBILITY–MATERIAL-INCOMPLETE ■ LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–ABSTRACT, –AND EMERGENT
CIVILIZA-

■ CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(2) OF

OPERATIONS-(5) TESTS IMPARTIALITY AND ACCURACY
CORRECTION OF

compared or combined or contrasted with CLASSI(see CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED). See also inter alia ACTUAL, ACTU-

EXPLANATORY-IS THE CONCEPT CORRECT?

See FEELINGS–AND NON-INTENTIONAL STATES, TRENDS, AND GOALS

POLITICAL

STATISTICAL: Often
CAL

MULATIONS

See FEELINGS–AND NONINTENTIONAL STATES, TRENDS, AND GOALS

AND PROBABILITIES.

by habit. Hume is persuasive, not because his knowledge is a manifold of sense impressions, but because it is the product of intelligent
and rational consciousness; if it were not, his account would not have
been the acceptable and reasonable account it is, even though its content is a counterposition [see]. … Here then we have a manifest tension between the author and the author’s statements.” (UB 187-88.)

AND WORLDVIEW

See AGGREGATES–COINCIDENTAL
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■ COMMON SENSE–BIAS OF, GENERAL-

■ CULTURE, CULTURAL–AND MEANING ■ GOOD, THE–OF ORDER-AND

■ HISTORY–SPECIAL ■ INSTITUTIONS–AND COOPERATION, ROLES, TASKS ■ MEAN-

PROBABILITY, –CLASSICAL-SYSTEMATIC UNIFICATION OF
TION TO THEORIES

■ METAPHYSICS–ELEMENTS OF-IN RELA-

■ NONSYSTEMATIC–DIVERGENCE OF ACTUAL FREQUENCIES, –IN DIVERGING

SERIES OF CONDITIONS, –PROCESS-INTELLIGIBILITY OF
NONSYSTEMATIC PROCESS

■ NOTION OF …–ABSTRACTION, –

■ OTHER THINGS BEING EQUAL ■ PREDICTION ■ PRINCIPLE(S)–

UNCERTAINTY ■ PROBABILITY

■ PROCESS–IDEAL/TYPICAL-CONSEQUENCES ■ PROPER NAMES–

ING–CHANGES OF, –FUNCTIONS OF (4)-(3) CONSTITUTIVE ■ MYTH–AND TOTALITARIANISM ■

ARISTOTLE, ARISTOTELIAN-WORLDVIEW, –GALILEO-WORLDVIEW-AND STATISTICAL LAW

PHILOSOPHY OF …–FOUNDATIONS OF A ■ PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION–AS JUSTIFICATION OF

CHOGENIC ■ QUANTUM–MECHANICS ■ RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF ■ RESIDUE(S)–

EDUCATIONALIST ■ SOCIETY

EMPIRICAL-ABSTRACTION FROM

CHANGES OF.

AND HUMAN STUDIES

See EMERGENCE–FACT OF

CLASSICAL/STATISTICAL.

See

CLASSICAL

AND

STATISTICAL

COMPARED–

DESCRIPTION, PRESCIENTIFIC, –EXPLANATION-SCIENTIFIC, IDEAL OF, –PROBABILITY-ASSIGNING,

See

CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–HEURISTIC

NONINTENTIONAL.

Lonergan speaks of six levels of consciousness
(in “Philosophy and the Religious Phenomenon”). Four are intentional (experience, understanding, judgment, decision), and two
non-intentional (the unconscious, the mystical; see CONVERSION–
PSYCHIC). See also FEELINGS–AND NON-INTENTIONAL STATES, TRENDS, AND GOALS
OF BEING IN LOVE.

See LOVE–BEING IN

OF INCOMPLETENESS.

See COMMON SENSE

OF PERFECTION.

See PERFECTION

PATHOLOGICAL.

See SUPERLOOK

PSYCHONEURAL.

See FREEDOM–EFFECTIVE-CONDITIONS OF (4)-(2)

STATEMENT(S):

■ SIN–AS CRIME, –BASIC-IRRATIONALITY (SURD) OF ■ SYSTEM(S)–ABSTRACT-AND

NONSYSTEMATIC

CONCEPT, –HEURISTIC THEOREM

“Hume was an extremely intelligent and reasonable
man, and he gives a persuasive account of knowledge. Now in this
account, knowledge is a manifold of sense impressions linked by
mere habits and beliefs. But if knowledge is just that, we cannot account for Hume’s account of knowledge. So we distinguish between
the knowledge he uses to give his account, which is brilliant, and the
knowledge of which he gives the account: namely, what he says
about knowledge in his account of it. It is this second knowledge that
he describes as a manifold of sense impressions linked by habit; in
Hume the author, however, and in the knowledge he uses to give his
account, we have more than a manifold of sense impressions linked

■ REVISION–OF ACCOUNT OF WORLD ORDER ■ SCHOLARSHIP–

■ SCIENCE(S)–AND THE UNIVERSAL, –CLASSICAL, –HUMAN-AND NATURAL

■ SCIENTIFIC–EXPLANATION, –THOUGHT ■ SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER-AS

IMMANENT LAW

PARTICULAR CASES

–VERIFICATION ■ STATISTICAL–STATES
HEURISTIC CONCEPT OF.

SCIENCE

■ PSY-

■ SYSTEMATIC–PROCESS-VS NONSYSTEMATIC-COROLLARIES (5)-(5), –VS

■ SYSTEMATICS (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY) ■ UNIVERSE– INITIAL SITUATION

OF, –INTELLIGIBILITY OF, –ORDER OF-NOT A BLUEPRINT, –PROCESS OF-SYSTEMATIC AND NONSYSTEMATIC ■ VERIFICATION–OF THEORY ■ WORLDVIEW(S)–CONTRASTING

ABSTRACTION, MODE OF.
AND CLASSICAL.

See ABSTRACTION–CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL MODES OF

See CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED

AND DETERMINACY.

See DETERMINISM–VS STATISTICAL KNOWLEDGE

AND INDETERMINACY. “Statistics is concerned with cases where indeterminacy is not presupposed. The mechanics of tossing a coin or
of casting dice is an entirely determinate process. There is no reason why the mathematician, given the initial position, momentum,
and twist of the die and the full information on the surface where it
is going to fall, should not be able to calculate with perfect accuracy what the result in each case will be. There is not necessarily
presupposed any indeterminacy in any single process. However,
there is a coincidental aggregate [see AGGREGATE(S)–COINCIDENTAL], an
element that is not subject to law in the sequence of tossing a coin
or casting dice or dealing cards, and so forth. That element of lack
of law, lack of scheme of recurrence [see RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF],
lack of [SYSTEM(S)], appears in the fact that before the dice are
thrown you rattle the box, before dealing the cards you shuffle
them, and so on. In other words, there is no intelligible systematic
link between the successive occasions. You have different hands in
cards because the deck is shuffled before dealing; you have a coincidental aggregate in the sequence of casting dice because, in each
case, before casting them you rattle the box. You do something to
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STATISTICAL – STATISTICAL

make the next throw independent of the previous one, in order to
eliminate any regular law linking the successive cases. When there
is that element of coincidental aggregates, you have excluded the
element of scheme of recurrence that makes possible the long-term,
systematic, accurate predictions, and you have the case of PROBABILITY.” (UB 77.)
AND INVERSE INSIGHT. See FREQUENCY–AND INTELLIGIBILITY
FREQUENCIES. See FREQUENCY–AND PROBABILITY
HEURISTIC STRUCTURE. See HEURISTIC STRUCTURE–STATISTICAL, –STATISTICAL VS
CLASSICAL

INQUIRY.
LAW.

See CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–INQUIRY

See LAW(S),

METHOD.

LAW(S) OF ...–STATISTICAL

See METHOD, STATISTICAL

RESIDUES.

See RESIDUE(S)–STATISTICAL

SCIENCE.

“Statistical science is empirical, but it does not endeavor
to measure and correlate the spatial, temporal, and other variables
that so fascinate classical investigators. Its attention is directed to
frequencies [see FREQUENCY–AND PROBABILITY] that are straightforward
numerical answers to the straightforward question, How often?” (In
77.) In addition to the other subentries herein, this topic is directly
related to CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–SCIENCE; NONSYSTEMATIC;

PROBABILITY

And determinism. See DETERMINISM–VS STATISTICAL KNOWLEDGE
And limitation of classical procedure. “Procedures of this type
lead to just one kind of science, classical science. As a result of
proceeding in this fashion, one obtains scientific knowledge of
the type associated with Galileo, Newton, Maxwell, and Einstein,
who were great physicists and great contributors to the field of
physics. Similarly, it is the type of science associated in the main
with chemistry—and so on. However, this type of science has
limitations, and it is important to grasp what those limitations are
if we are to gain some understanding of the attention that is now
being given to statistical science.” (UB 69.)
And randomness. See EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND INVERSE INSIGHT
Foundations of. In his explication of statistical heuristic structures (see HEURISTIC STRUCTURE–STATISTICAL, –STATISTICAL VS CLASSICAL), L remarks that “our purpose has been, not to work out definitive
foundations for statistical science, but to grasp in some fashion
the statistical heuristic structure that not only tackles specific
problems but also develops its own methods as it goes along, and
thereby sets up an exigence for a succession of new and better
foundations.” (In 89.) See also STATISTICAL–THEORY-(4) FOUNDATIONS
Possibility of. See EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND INVERSE INSIGHT
STATES.

“Statistical states express an intelligibility immanent [see
in coincidental aggregates [see AGGREGATE(S)–
COINCIDENTAL], and to reach this intelligibility they abstract from the
random differences [see EVENT(S)–DETERMINATE E. AND RANDOM DIFFERENCES] in
relative actual frequencies [see FREQUENCY–TYPES OF (4)-(4) RELATIVE ACTUAL].”

INTELLIGIBILITY–IMMANENT ]

(In 88.)

Verification of. “No less than the classical law, the statistical state

has to be verified. For knowledge of states is derived from particular frequencies by a leap of constructive intelligence. That
leap is neither the recognition of a fact nor the grasp of a necessity but simply an insight into possibility. The known frequencies
are satisfied by the supposition of a state that universally is manifested by events of determinate classes occurring with determinate probabilities. But further investigation can compromise this
result in a variety of manners. It may reveal an unsatisfactory
classification of events, an underestimation of the complexity of
the sequence of situations, a failure to reach representative samples. Then relative actual frequencies have to be ascertained on a
more exact or broader basis, and the constructive leap has to be
repeated in a new manner.” (In 88.)
THEORY.

L states that the statistical heuristic structure worked out
earlier (see CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–HEURISTIC STRUCTURESDISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF (10)) “may now be determined more fully in the
light of the six canons of empirical method.” (In 121; see CANON(S)–OF
EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD.) He explicates the general character of statistical theories under the following six headings.
(1) Events. “Statistical theories deal with events. For it is the
event, the occurrence, the actual happening that cannot be settled
by classical laws without the introduction of a concrete, nonsystematic manifold of further determinations.” (In 121.) See also
EVENT(S)

(2) Not processes. “Statistical theories will not analyze processes. For the processes that lead up to events fall under the patterns of diverging series of conditions. Such patterns form a
nonsystematic aggregate, and the nonsystematic as such is not
open to investigation.” (In 121.) See also NONSYSTEMATIC–IN DIVERGING SERIES OF CONDITIONS

(3) Observable events. “The distinction between process and
events raises a further question. For a process seems to be simply
a continuum of events. On what principle, then, are some events
in the continuum selected by a statistical theory? And on what
ground are the rest of the events placed beyond the field of statistical knowledge? … Clearly, the selection is effected by the possibility of observation, and in this respect there is no difference
between classical and statistical theory. A continuum of accurate
measurements just cannot be achieved. … The difference arises
in the meaning that may be assigned to continuous functions.
Because classical theory can envisage concrete process, its continuous functions can be taken to refer to a continuum of events.
Because statistical theory, insofar as we provide a meaning for it,
prescinds from process, its continuous functions express merely
the continuity of the ideal norm from which any observable
events diverge nonsystematically.” (In 121-22.) See also CLASSICAL AND
STATISTICAL COMPARED

(4) Foundations. “The foregoing distinction between classical
and statistical theories reaches back into the obscure region
named foundations. A set of logical or mathematical premises
acquires actual objective reference only through a philosophy or
a verified scientific theory. If the scientific theory is classical, the
reference may be to concrete process. But if the scientific theory

STRUCTURE(S) – SUBJECT, THE

is statistical, then the acquired objective reference can be only to
isolated events and their probabilities. Note, however, in qualification, that ‘classical’ for us is stripped of its associations with
empiricist philosophy, while ‘probability’ stands within an open
HEURISTIC STRUCTURE and receives its properties from the developing
structure.” (In 122.)
(5) Use of classical concepts. “Scientifically significant statistical theory will define events by introducing the pure conjugates
[see CONJUGATE(S)–PURE/EXPLANATORY] of classical laws [see LAW(S), LAW(S)
OF ...–CLASSICAL]. … For events must be defined if they are to be assigned any frequency but unity. In other words, only the defined
type of event is not occurring always and everywhere. … The
definition of events must be sought in conjugates [see EVENT(S)–
DEFINITION OF]. For the event corresponds to the yes in answer to a
question for reflection, and the question for reflection has its content from an answer to a question for intelligence [see REFLECTION/REFLECTIVE–QUESTIONS FOR; INTELLIGENCE–QUESTIONS FOR]. By the canon
of parsimony [see CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(4) OF PARSIMONY],
verifiable answers to questions for intelligence are in terms of
experiential [see CONJUGATE(S)–EXPERIENTIAL] or of pure conjugates. …
But statistical investigations in terms of experiential conjugates
contain no promise of scientific significance. For experience is
within the reach of everyone, but a significant contribution to
science rests upon knowledge of previous achievement. Such
knowledge in one way or another involves pure conjugates, and
so pure conjugates will be used in defining the events of scientifically significant statistical laws. Hence, quantum mechanics
defines its observables by appealing to classical physics, which
developed the notions of Cartesian coordinate, linear and angular
momentum, energy, and so forth.” (In 122-23.) See also CLASSICAL AND
STATISTICAL COMPARED–LAWS

(6) Images and parsimony. “The canon of parsimony excludes
any problem concerning the picture of objects too small to be
sensed. For the image as image can be verified only by the occurrence of the corresponding sensation. Thus, the visual image
of a small ball can be verified only by seeing a small ball, and
the visual image of a wave can be verified only by seeing a
wave. When the sensations neither occur nor can occur, all that
can be verified are certain equations and the terms implicitly defined by such equations [see VERIFICATION–OF PRIMARY AND SECONDARY QUALITIES]. … It is to be noted that this conclusion rests on a
divergence from Galilean assumptions [see IMAGINATION–AND MECHANIST
DETERMINISM].” (In 123.)
STRUCTURE(S): “What is meant by structure … is a set of entities
having relations of a certain type to one another, and the relations
that you have in the structure of knowing are relations of empirical,
intelligent, and rational consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–
LEVELS OF (5)]; and as such, unless the object you’re talking about has the
structure of another intelligent, rational consciousness, you won’t
have structure in exactly the same sense.” (UB 347.)
AND BEING. See METAPHYSICS–AS INTEGRAL HEURISTIC STRUCTURE
AND CLASSICAL LAW. See LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–CLASSICAL-A CLOSED STRUCTURE
DYNAMIC. “The parts of a whole may be things, bricks, timbers,
glass, rubber, chrome. But the parts may also be activities, as in a
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song, a dance, a chorus, a symphony, a drama. Such a whole is dynamic materially. But dynamism may not be restricted to the parts.
The whole itself may be self-assembling, self-constituting; then it
is formally dynamic. It is a dynamic structure.” (L, “Cognitional Structure” 1C
206.) The example par excellence is cognitional structure (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–STRUCTURE-DYNAMISM OF).
DYNAMISM OF. See FREEDOM–ESSENTIAL-VS EFFECTIVE
HEURISTIC. See HEURISTIC STRUCTURE
INTEGRAL. See METAPHYSICS–AS INTEGRAL HEURISTIC STRUCTURE
ISOMORPHIC.

The principal ones are the structures of cognition and
proportionate being, of knowing and known (see KNOWING–AND KNOWN,
ISOMORPHISM OF). Table 1 p. 562 comprises some structures isomorphic
with the metaphysics of proportionate being. Table 3 p. 564 illustrates the isomorphism of various sets of categories derived from
the terms and relations of INTERIORITY.
LIMITING. See CERTITUDE, CERTAINTY–AND LIMITING STRUCTURES
METAPHYSICAL. See METAPHYSICS–AS HEURISTIC
OF COGNITION. See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–STRUCTURE
OF DIALECTIC. See DIALECTIC(S)–STRUCTURE OF
OF DOING/MAKING. See DOING AND MAKING–STRUCTURE OF
OF ETHICS. See ETHICS–AND STRUCTURE OF KNOWING AND DOING
OF HERMENEUTICS. See HERMENEUTIC(S)–STRUCTURE
OF HORIZON. See HORIZON(S)–STRUCTURE OF
OF HUMAN GOOD. See HUMAN–GOOD-STRUCTURE OF
OF HUMAN INQUIRY. See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–STRUCTURE
OF HUMAN SPIRIT. See HUMAN–SPIRIT
OF INTENTIONAL CONSCIOUSNESS.

See

CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS

OF (5)

OF KNOWING.

See

KNOWING–STRUCTURE OF; ETHICS–AND STRUCTURE OF KNOWING

AND DOING

OF STATISTICAL LAW.

See

LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–STATISTICAL-AXIOMATIC STRUCTURE

OF

OF SUBJECT’S WORLD.
OF THE UNIVERSE.

See LANGUAGE–AND THE SUBJECT’S WORLD

See KNOWING–AND KNOWN-ISOMORPHISM OF

OF WORLD MEDIATED BY MEANING.
ONTOLOGICAL.

See WORLD–MEDIATED BY MEANING

See ONTOLOGICAL–STRUCTURE

TRANSPOSITION OF.

See

METAPHYSICAL–EQUIVALENCE-RULES OF (3)-(3) STRUCTURAL

TRANSPOSITION

STUDIES: See HUMAN–STUDIES
SUBJECT, THE:

Many facets of this topic are found under

SELF … ■

SELF-APPROPRIATION ■ HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT ■ AUTHENTICITY ■ CONVERSION.

The
various entries under COGNITION, COGNITIONAL and CONSCIOUSNESS are also
directly relevant to the Subject. In fact, broadly speaking, all categories of L’s thought can be traced to their roots in the terms and relations of the Subject’s INTERIORITY. For this reason, no single entry
herein should be taken as L’s only treatment of that particular topic.
For a superb systematic treatment of foundational notions and issues
see “The Subject” (2C 69-86).
ANALYSIS OF. Analysis of the subject is most comprehensively
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covered by SELF-, SELF-APPROPRIATION, and CONVERSION. L suggests that
this analysis can be prolonged in terms of the development of culture. See CULTURE, CULTURAL–TYPES OF (3)
AND ART. See ART–PRELUDE TO DISCUSSION OF
AND BREAKTHROUGH.

L’s structures his evidence for a metaphysics
with the terms breakthrough, envelopment (or encirclement), and
confinement (see METAPHYSICS–EVIDENCE FOR-(1) BREAKTHROUGH, –METHOD OF-AND
BREAKTHROUGH). The first regard the self-affirmation of the subject
(see SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER). “The breakthrough is effected in
one’s affirmation of oneself as empirically, intelligently, and rationally conscious [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)].” (In 509.)
AND COMMUNICATION. See COMMUNICATION(S) (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)–AND THE
SUBJECT

AND COMMUNITY.

See COMMUNITY–AND INTERSUBJECTIVITY, –AND THE INDIVIDUAL

AND CONVERSION.

See CONVERSION

AND DIALECTIC.

See intra Dramatic-dialectic of

AND EXPLICIT METAPHYSICS.

“Explicit metaphysics is a personal attainment.” (In 421.) The context is the method of metaphysics (In ch.
14; see METAPHYSICS–METHOD OF). “Particular subjects are many. Their
respective histories and attainments are diverse. Their outlooks on
the universe are disparate. Yet despite their multiplicity, their diversity, their disparateness, they, as they actually are, constitute the
starting point for the process that leads to explicit metaphysics [see
METAPHYSICS–STAGES/FORMS OF-EXPLICIT (8 ELEMENTS)]. There is no use addressing minds that could be or should be but in fact are not, if one
would encourage the genesis of explicit metaphysics in the minds
that are. Just as metaphysics can exist only in a mind and can be
produced only by the mind in which it is to be, so also metaphysics
can begin only in minds that exist, and it can proceed only from
their actual texture and complexion. Bluntly, the starting point of
metaphysics is people as they are.” (In 421-22.)
AND GENERAL CATEGORIES.

See CATEGORY, CATEGORIES–GENERAL-THE SUBJECT

AS BASIS OF

AND INDEPENDENCE OF TRUTH.

“While truth is a property immanent
in rationally conscious acts of assent or dissent, still it rests on the
UNCONDITIONED. But the unconditioned is independent not only of particular places and times but also of the particular mind that happens to be its subject. Accordingly, there is to any truth an essential
detachability from the mind in which it happened to be generated,
and an essential communicability, for the unconditioned cannot but
be independent of processes of transmission from one place and
time to another and from one mind to another.” (In 729.)
AND INTERPRETATION.

See INTERPRETATION–AND THE INTERPRETER

AND INTERSUBJECTIVITY.
AND LANGUAGE.

See

See COMMUNITY–TENSION(S) IN

LANGUAGE–AND THE SUBJECT’S WORLD; COMMON SENSE–

LANGUAGE OF-ORDINARY

AND MORAL IMPERATIVE.
AND NATURAL LAW.
AND OBJECT(S).

See DOING AND MAKING–AND THE MORAL IMPERATIVE

See LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–NATURAL

“Any object that is a knower is a subject, and so
we have a definition of ‘subject’: if it is true of A, or B, or C that A

is a knower, or B is a knower, or C is a knower, in the sense employed in chapter 11—a unity-identity-whole that senses, perceives, imagines, inquires, understands, conceives, reflects, grasps
the virtually unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY], and
judges—then A is a subject, or B is a subject, or C is a subject. …
Note that this definition of subject and object does not say whether
there are subjects or objects. It states what you mean by subject
and object. Moreover, it shows where the bridge comes in. We
have been describing knowledge as something going on within the
subject. How does the subject know anything besides himself, if
what we have been describing is simply a process going on within
the subject? Well, the subject, this process, can yield judgment, a
series of judgments.” (UB 171-72.) See also intra Objectification of
AND PHILOSOPHY. See INTERIORITY
AND SELF-APPROPRIATION. See SELF-APPROPRIATION
AND SELF-PRESENCE. See SELF…–PRESENCE
AND SENSES.

See SENSE(S)–AND EXPERIENCING SUBJECT

AS KNOWER.

See intra And object(s)

AS OPERATOR.

“The operations in the list [see EXPERIENCE; INSIGHT AND
are operations of an operator,
and the operator is named the subject. The operator is subject not
merely in the grammatical sense that he is denoted by a noun that
is subject of the verbs that in the active voice refer to the operations. He also is subject in the psychological sense that he operates
consciously. In fact, none of the operations in the list is to be performed in dreamless sleep or in a coma. Again, whenever any of
the operations are performed, the subject is aware of himself operating, present to himself operating, experiencing himself operating.
Moreover, as will appear presently, the quality of consciousness
changes as the subject performs different operations.” (M 7-8.)
AUTHENTIC. See AUTHENTICITY
AUTONOMY OF. See SELF ...–CONTROL
CONSCIOUS. See CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)
DEFINITION OF. See intra And object(s)
DEVELOPMENT OF. For the entries most directly relevant see HUMAN–
DEVELOPMENT; SELF-APPROPRIATION; CONVERSION
UNDERSTANDING; JUDGMENT(S); DECISION]

And doing/making. See DOING AND MAKING–AND THE SELF-DEVELOPING SUBJECT
And the image. See IMAGE–AND THE DEVELOPING SUBJECT
DIALECTIC OF. See intra Dramatic-dialectic of
DIALECTICAL TENSION IN. See INSIGHT (THE BOOK)–AND DIALECTICAL TENSION IN
THE SUBJECT

The context of L’s treatment of psychotherapy in Insight
is the effect of insight/understanding, or flight from it, on mental
health. To gain an adequate understanding of this complex topic see
also PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–DRAMATIC ■ CENSOR, CENSORSHIP–AND NEURAL, –
REPRESSIVE ■ BIAS–DRAMATIC, –INDIVIDUAL ■ PSYCHIC–DEVELOPMENT ■ CONVERSION–
PSYCHIC ■ SCOTOSIS, SCOTOMA. The larger context is COMMON SENSE and its
subject (In ch. 6). In his explication of the subjective field of
common sense (see COMMON SENSE–SUBJECTIVE FIELD OF), and specifically
the dramatic pattern of experience (see PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–
DRAMATIC.

SUBJECT, THE – SUBJECT, THE
DRAMATIC),

L explains elements in the dramatic Subject. He writes:
“The first condition of drama is the possibility of acting it out, of
the subordination of neural process to psychic determinations.” (In
212.) For more detail on elements in the dramatic Subject see CENSOR,
CENSORSHIP–AND NEURAL

And memory. See MEMORY–SCREENED
Bias of. See BIAS–DRAMATIC, –INDIVIDUAL
Dialectic of. “A dialectic is a concrete unfolding of linked but
opposed principles of change.” (In 242.) In Insight, L discusses the
dialectic of the dramatic subject in two contexts, indirectly is his
earlier account of the dramatic subject (where dialectic has not
yet been introduced), more directly as dialectical but less directly
as that of the subject in his later account of the dialectic of community (see DIALECTIC(S)–OF COMMUNITY). In the dialectic of community,
the larger context is common sense as object (In ch. 7; see COMMON
SENSE–AS OBJECT). Elsewhere, L writes: “Dialectic is concerned with
three factors. First, it is concerned with the concrete: in the present case, with the concrete subject and his Sorge [see I–AND MY
WORLD]. Secondly, dialectic is concerned with the contradictory:
the contradiction is not in propositions but in the subject, for the
subject as intelligent and rational consciousness is not identical
with the subject of Sorge; hence what is real in the WELT [see I–AND
MY WORLD] is not real in the universe of being, and vice versa.
Thirdly, dialectic is concerned with change: the contradiction involves a tension, a tension in the concrete, and so heads for
change.” (UB 184-85.) L proceeds to give a technical explanation of
the dialectic. Since the context is the Subject’s appropriation of
his/her subjectivity, L begins with the critical point of its source
in one’s position or counterposition (see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION) on the answers to the basic questions about knowledge. See
PROPOSITION(S)–AND KNOWING, OBJECTIVITY, REALITY “Further, the fundamental
dialectic within the concrete subject heading for change is manifested. Insofar as the subject speaks, what he says will purport to
be intelligent and rational; but insofar as the subject expresses
himself in the counterpositions, there will be a contradiction between what he does practically and what he holds theoretically.”
(UB 185.) L lays great emphasis on consistency in the Subject between position and expression is both word and deed, for SELFAPPROPRIATION entails no only the knowing but also the moral self.
Vs d. of community. “In two manners this dialectic of community
differs from the dialectic of the dramatic subject. First, there is
a difference in extent, for the dialectic of community regards
the history of human relationships, while the inner dialectic of
the subject regards the biography of an individual. Secondly,
there is a difference in the level of activity, for the dialectic of
community is concerned with the interplay of more or less conscious intelligence and more or less conscious spontaneity in
an aggregate of individuals, while the dialectic of the subject is
concerned with the entry of neural demands into consciousness
[see CENSOR, CENSORSHIP–AND NEURAL-DEMAND FUNCTIONS].” (In 243.)
Elements in. See CENSOR, CENSORSHIP–AND NEURAL
EXISTENTIAL.

The context is constitutive meaning (see MEANING–
CONSTITUTIVE). “Much more could be said about constitutive meaning.
It is here where man’s freedom reaches its high point, here that his
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responsibility is greatest, here that there emerges the existential
subject who discovers for himself that he has to decide for himself
what he is to make of himself.” (PTP2 110.) “We have now to think of
[the subject] as a doer, as one that deliberates, evaluates, chooses,
acts. Such doing, at first sight, affects, modifies, changes the world
of objects. But even more it affects the subject himself. For human
doing is free and responsible. Within it is contained the reality of
morals, of building up or destroying character, of achieving personality or failing in that task. By his own acts the human subject
makes himself what he is to be, and he does so freely and responsibly; indeed, he does so precisely because his acts are the free and
responsible expressions of himself. … Such is the existential subject.” (2C 79,)
And method. See GEM–AND THE EXISTENTIAL SUBJECT
FROM SUBSTANCE TO.
IDENTITY OF.

See ART–PRELUDE TO DISCUSSION OF

See intra Unity of-and transcendental ego

KNOWING AS PERFECTION OF.

See KNOWING–AS PERFECTION

OBJECT, AND PROBLEM OF TRANSCENDENCE.

See

OBJECTIVITY–NOTION OF,

PRINCIPAL-PROPERTIES OF (6)-(6)

OBJECTIFICATION OF. “The bridge between subject and object is
through absolute objectivity positing an absolute realm within
which real distinctions occur. What are distinct objects? A is, B is;
A is not B; consequently, there are two. If that is true, then in this
absolute realm there are two. If one of them is a knower and the
other is not, then one is the subject and the other is not a subject
but just an object. When you say, ‘I am,’ when you make that true
judgment, you know yourself as in that absolute realm, as posited
absolutely. That judgment does not give you a sense of yourself,
you have to have that sense to be able to make the judgment properly …. You have to be familiar with your own experience and intelligence and reasonableness. But that familiarity is just the
experiential side. When you know yourself through the judgment,
you know yourself as objectified. If the subject is not objectified,
the subject qua subject is not known in that absolute realm. It is the
subject qua objectified, qua affirmed, that is known in the absolute
realm. Once that is reached, you proceed by the principal notion of
objectivity to divide up the absolute realm into many objects, none
of which is the other, if the relevant set of judgments occurs.” (UB
173.) See also I; ROCK, THE
And operations. See CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–AS COGNITIONAL EVENT; I
POLYMORPHISM OF.

See

IMAGE–AND THE DEVELOPING SUBJECT; CONSCIOUSNESS,

INTENTIONAL–POLYMORPHISM OF HUMAN
REVEALED.

See

COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS-APPLYING INTENTIONAL TO

CONSCIOUS

SELF-TRANSCENDING.

See SELF

...–TRANSCENDENCE

TURN/SHIFT TO. The modern turn to the Subject is said to have begun with Kant. See intra Turn/shift to-antecedents to

And intentionality analysis. See

INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS–AND TURN TO

THE SUBJECT

Antecedents to. “This shift to the subject had its antecedents in
the writings of Augustine, Pascal, Kierkegaard, Newman. It developed its techniques in the interplay of modern thinkers, the
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SUBJECT, THE – SUBJECT, THE

meditations of Descartes, the critiques of Kant, the comprehensive systems of the absolute idealists, the subsequent scattering
of philosophic, scientific, and scholarly opinion that agreed only
in rejecting the ambitions of the idealists.” (PTP2 234.)
As shift of ideals. “I have been indicating the turn to the human
subject—as I happen to conceive it—in its first and basic moment [see intra Turn/shift to-first and basic moment]. But that first moment is only the thin edge of the wedge. For the shift from an
ideal in terms of logic to an ideal in terms of method involves a
shift not only in the ideal of scientific endeavor but also in the
ideal of philosophic inquiry. As long as one’s ideal is in terms of
logic, then one’s first philosophy will be, like Aristotle’s, a metaphysic. For logic operates on propositions, and it is metaphysical
propositions that are presupposed by all other propositions. But
method orders cognitional operations, and there are cognitional
operations that are prepropositional, preverbal, prejudgmental,
preconceptual; to these prior operations all propositions, including metaphysical propositions, reduce; and so from the viewpoint
of method, as opposed to the viewpoint of logic, priority passes
from metaphysics to cognitional theory.” (PTP2 247.)
First and basic moment. “It is a turn from idealized objects, objects of infallible intuitions, of self-evident truths, of necessary
conclusions. It is a turn to the actual reality of human subjects, to
a community of men and women in a common attentiveness, in a
common development of human understanding, in a common reflection on the validity of current achievement, in a common deliberation on the potentialities brought to light by that
achievement.” (PTP2 246-47.)
Not merely subjective. “I cannot insist too much that this turn to
the subject is totally misconceived when it is thought to be a turn
from the truly objective to the merely subjective. Human subjects, their attention, their developing understanding, their reflective scrutiny, their responsible deliberations are the objective
realities. Infallible intuitions, self-evident premises, necessary
conclusions are the merely subjective constructions that may
have served their purpose in their day but have been definitively
swept aside by the science and scholarship of recent centuries.”
(PTP2 247.)

“The knower, the subject. Is that given? It is given that
there is sensing, perceiving, imagining, inquiring, understanding,
conceiving, reflecting, grasping the unconditioned, and judging.
But is there any one thing there, where by ‘thing’ is meant a unityidentity-whole that senses, perceives, imagines, inquires, and so
on? … A first clarification of this issue is to say that the very nature of these acts is such that there has to be a unity. Inquiry is
about empirical presentations [see DATA–OF SENSE]. There must be one
and the same that is inquiring and is perceiving, is that to which
presentations are made. If we have perceptions and empirical presentations by themselves, and inquiry completely separate, the inquiry will not be about the presentations. For inquiry to be about
the presentations, we have to have a unity. For the insight to be
into the presentations, it must be one and the same that has the perceptions and has the insights. For conception to pick out what is

UNITY OF.

essential to the insight in the presentations, it must be one and the
same that is conceiving and understanding and perceiving. For reflection to be about the correctness of the conception, we have to
have a unity. When the link between the conditions and the conditioned is grasped by understanding, and the fulfilment of the conditions is given on the perceptual level, or in consciousness which
regards all three levels, the grasp of the unconditioned must be
combined with the other acts in a single subject. For the judgment
to proceed rationally from the grasp of the unconditioned, it must
be one and the same that grasps the unconditioned and judges. The
judgment is not simply a proper content; it depends upon all the
rest; it says yes to what has been processed through the successive
activities. On the side of the object, therefore, the single activities
are all tied together. … That would be a proof that to have a
knower of that type one has to postulate some unity. One at least
must postulate a transcendental ego that performs all of these activities, even if it is not given in consciousness.” (UB 137-38.) See also
UNITY–OF HUMAN PERSON; COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS
And transcendental ego. “Even if one’s consciousness is simply
of the single acts and there is no consciousness of one subject of
the series of acts, still one has to postulate such a subject, the
transcendental ego, the condition of the possibility of knowing.
… But, next, is that subject simply a postulate or is it given in
the process? … Knowing the different types of act, separating
and distinguishing one from the other, and seeing their relations
to one another, is quite a trick; but being the fellow that makes
the judgment and understands whatever he understands—we are
pretty well aware of him. That unity is given; it is not merely a
postulate; it is a verification of the transcendental ego, of what
would have to be postulated if we did not have the consciousness
of this identity that perceives and inquires and understands. They
are my perceiving, my inquiring, my understanding, long before
the perceiving, inquiring, and understanding are distinguished
from one another. The unity of the subject is given prior to any
thinking about it.” (UB 138-39.)
Dynamic vs static. The context is the dynamic unity of the functional specialties (see FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES–DYNAMIC UNITY OF-FIRST PHASE)
of method (see GEM). “The unity of a subject in process of development is dynamic. For as long as further advance is possible, the
perfection of complete immobility has not yet been attained, and,
for that reason, there cannot yet be reached the logical ideal of
fixed terms, accurately and immutably formulated axioms, and
absolutely rigorous deduction of all possible conclusions. The absence, however, of static unity does not preclude the presence of
dynamic unity.” (M 138.)
VS SUBSTANCE.

“In dreamless sleep we are substance without being
subject. Still, we are alive. We are operating in accord with the laws
of physics, chemistry, and biology. It may be said that we are ourselves but not that we are reaching beyond ourselves and much less
that we are rising above ourselves.” (PTP2 316.) L proceeds to describe
and explain six stages in the self-transcending Subject’s becoming
authentic (see SELF …–TRANSCENDENCE; AUTHENTICITY): dreamless sleep;
dreaming; waking; INQUIRY; reflecting (see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–

SUBJECTIVE – SUBLATION

reflective); and DELIBERATION.
SUBJECTIVE:

alia

For the principal meaning see SUBJECTIVITY. See also inter

SUBJECTIVISM ■ ASSENT ■ BIAS–AND SOCIAL PROGRESS/DECLINE-MAJOR ■ BODY ■

CENSOR, CENSORSHIP–AND NEURAL-DEMAND FUNCTIONS-PSYCHIC CONTROL OVER ■ COMMON
SENSE–DEVELOPMENT OF ■ CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–HISTORY OF-AGE OF MYTH ■
CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–AS COGNITIONAL EVENT ■ CONTROL–OF SENSITIVE LIVING/EXPERIENCE

■ DREAM(S)–OF NIGHT AND MORNING-AND SELF-TRANSCENDENCE ■ EMPIRI-

CISM/EMPIRICIST–AND MYTH ON OBJECTIVITY ■ EXISTENTIALISM–AND CLOSED CONCEPTUALISM

■ FEEDBACK–LINGUISTIC ■ FOUNDATIONALISM ■ GENUS/GENERA AND SPECIES–AND HIGHER
VIEWPOINTS

■ GIVEN, THE ■ HISTORIAN–AND VALUE JUDGMENTS ■ HISTORY–RELATIVITY OF ■

HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT-INTELLECTUAL ■ IMMATERIALITY–OF KNOWING-VS SENSATION ■ KNOWLEDGE–AND PHILOSOPHY ■ MATERIAL–EXPLANATION/DEFINITION OF ■ MEASUREMENT–AND
SIZE

■ OBJECT(S)–OF THOUGHT-AS UNIVERSAL ■ PHANTASM/FANTASM–AS INTELLECTUAL OB-

JECT-AND CRITICAL POINT IN PHILOSOPHY

■ POSITIVISM, POSITIVIST ■ PROJECTION ■ QUES-

TION OF GOD, THE–AND INQUIRY ■ REAL, THE REAL–REALLY R. ■ SENSE(S)–AND
EXPERIENCING SUBJECT

■ SENSITIVE–AND INTELLECTUAL-CONTROL OF ■ VALUE(S)–TRUE AND

FALSE

BIAS OF HISTORIAN.

See HISTORIAN–AND BIAS

FIELD OF COMMON SENSE.
INTERPRETATION.

See INTERPRETATION–SUBJECTIVE

JUDGMENTS OF VALUE AS.
MERELY.

See COMMON SENSE–SUBJECTIVE FIELD OF
See JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE–OBJECTIVE OR SUBJECTIVE

See SUBJECTIVITY

NOTION OF THING.

See THING(S)–NOTION OF-AS OBJECTIVE/SUBJECTIVE-DIFFICULTY OF

PROBLEM OF INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT.

See

HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT-

INTELLECTUAL

PROJECTION.

See

VIEWPOINT(S)–EXPLANATORY VS DESCRIPTIVE-AND SUBJECTIVE PRO-

JECTION

SHIFT TO THE SUBJECT.

See SUBJECT,

THE–TURN/SHIFT TO-NOT MERELY SUBJECTIVE

SUBJECTIVISM :

Any philosophical doctrine that claims to have no
direct knowledge or certitude about external objects. Any doctrine
which admits no objective norm of truth or of morals. Opposite: REALISM

SUBJECTIVITY :

“Through normative objectivity [see OBJECTIVITY–
conditions are linked to what they condition.” (M 263.) In this sense “objectivity is opposed to subjectivity. We
may say of a person’s opinions that they are ‘merely subjective.’
What is opposed to the merely subjective? Is it what you look out
and see? That is the popular opinion on the matter. They say, ‘He is
reading into the text.’ That is subjectivity for them, because for them
the text is not just a matter of black letters on a white background in a
certain spatial order; the thought of St Thomas or Kant is out there in
the text to be looked at. Some people read things from their minds into the text; they are not objective; they are merely subjective. That is
one sense of subjectivity. There is another way of conceiving subjectivity. This process has a guide in the pure DESIRE TO KNOW, in its FINALITY. That finality as such withdraws a man from other concerns; it
gives the detachment, the disinterestedness, of the inquirer, of the
one who is concerned to know what is. Objectivity is yielding to the
dominance of that finality; it is not allowing desires and fears to interfere with it. Insofar as your desires and fears are interfering with
this process, you have subjectivity in the sense that is opposed to objectivity. Again, INQUIRY, the demand for INTELLIGIBILITY, the demand for
COMPONENTS OF (3)-(2) NORMATIVE]
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the unconditioned) [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY], are norms immanent
within this cognitional process itself [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–
PROCESS]. Insofar as one is meeting those requirements, one is objective. Insofar as one’s desires or fears or any other factor in one’s
makeup are interfering with the execution of this process according
to its own immanent norms, one’s judgments will be merely subjective.” (UB 173-74.)
AND AUTHENTICITY. See AUTHENTICITY–AND SUBJECTIVITY
AND EXISTENTIALISM. See EXISTENTIALISM–AND SUBJECTIVITY/OBJECTIVITY
AND OBJECTIVE KNOWLEDGE. “A clarification of subjectivity, however authentic, is not objective knowledge. Still that context survives only as long as there survive the ambiguities underlying
naive realism, naive idealism, empiricism, critical idealism, absolute idealism. Once those ambiguities are removed, once an adequate SELF-APPROPRIATION is effected, once one distinguishes between
object and objectivity in the world of immediacy and, on the other
hand, object and objectivity in the world mediated by meaning and
motivated by value, then a totally different context arises. For it is
now apparent that in the world mediated by meaning and motivated by value [see WORLD(S)–MEDIATED BY MEANING, –MOTIVATED BY VALUE], objectivity is simply the consequence of authentic subjectivity [see
AUTHENTICITY–AND SUBJECTIVITY], of genuine attention, genuine intelligence, genuine reasonableness, genuine responsibility [see TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS]. Mathematics, science, philosophy, ethics,
theology differ in many manners; but they have the common feature that their objectivity is the fruit of attentiveness, intelligence,
reasonableness, and responsibility.” (M 265.)
AND VALUE JUDGMENTS.
AUTHENTIC.

See HISTORIAN–AND VALUE JUDGMENTS

See AUTHENTICITY

INAUTHENTIC.

See INAUTHENTIC, INAUTHENTICITY

OBJECTIFICATION OF. “Inasmuch as [investigators] pronounce one
view a position and its opposite a counter-position and then go on
to develop the positions and reverse the counter-positions [see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION], they are providing one another with the
evidence for a judgment on their personal achievement of selftranscendence [see SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE]. They reveal the selves that
did the research, offered the interpretations, studied the history,
passed the judgments of value. … Such an objectification of subjectivity is in the style of the crucial experiment. While it will not
be automatically efficacious, it will provide the open-minded, the
serious, the sincere with the occasion to ask themselves some basic
questions, first, about others but eventually, even about themselves.
It will make conversion a topic and thereby promote it.” (M 253.)
OF PHILOSOPHERS.
VS OBJECTIVITY.

See intra And objective knowledge

See OBJECTIVITY–VS SUBJECTIVITY

In cognitional process (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–PROCESS),
as we advance from experience to understanding and so forth, “what
sublates goes beyond what is sublated, introduces something new
and distinct, puts everything on a new basis, yet so far from interfering with the sublated or destroying it, on the contrary needs it, includes it, preserves all its proper features and properties, and carries
them forward to a fuller realization within a richer context.” (M 241.)

SUBLATION:
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SUBSEQUENT – SUPPOSITION/SUPPOSE

IN CONVERSIONS.

See CONVERSION–AND SUBLATION

IN LEVELS OF CONSCIOUSNESS.

See

ENCE–OF INSIGHTS ■ CONCEPT(S), CONCEPTION(S)–AND DEFINITIONS ■ CONSCIENCE–

CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL– LEVELS OF

LONERGAN VS HEGEL ON.

“Hegel’s sublation is through a reconciling third concept, but our development is both the accumulation of
insights moving to higher viewpoints and the reversal of the aberrations that were brought about by the interference of alien desire [see
DESIRE TO KNOW–PURE].” See DIALECTIC(S)–HEGELIAN VS LONERGANIAN
SUBSEQUENT: See CONTEXT(S)–SUBSEQUENT

SUBSTANCE: “That to which it is a proper to be through itself.” (S 295.)
“A substance is an ESSENCE simply understood. Let us, then, forget the
commonly held idea that substance is some unknown reality lying
hidden under accidents. Just as substance exists per se, so too is it
understood and defined per se.” (OPCC 47.)
AND QUOD QUID EST. See QUOD QUID EST
FROM S. TO SUBJECT. See SUBJECT, THE–VS SUBSTANCE; ART–PRELUDE TO DISCUSSION OF

MEANINGS IN ARISTOTLE.

See

PROBABILITY–AS UNIVERSAL DESIGN-CONSEQUENT PROPERTIES OF (12)-(4) ■ FREE–WILL ■
GENERALIST, THE ■ INTELLIGIBILITY–ANTICIPATION OF ■ JUDGMENT(S)–AS RELATED-(3) TO REFLECTIVE UNDERSTANDING

■ LOGIC–GRAMMAR, AND ANALYSIS, –SYMBOLIC ■ MEANING–

GENETIC SEQUENCE IN, –SYSTEMATIC-FORMAL SYSTEM
LATENT (IMPLICIT)
QUESTIONING

■ METAPHYSICS–STAGES/FORMS OF-

■ NECESSITY–OF JUDGMENT ■ NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL–GROUND

■ OBJECTIVITY–MEANINGS OF ■ ONTOLOGICAL–CONSTITUTION ■ PHAN-

TASM/FANTASM–AS INTELLECTUAL OBJECT-AND CRITICAL POINT IN PHILOSOPHY ■ POSITION AND

SUBSISTENT: “A being in the strict sense [ens simpliciter]; that
which is. Therefore, the following are not subsistents: (1) accidents,
which are in something that is; (2) intrinsic principles of a being,
which themselves are not but are that by which is constituted that
which is; (3) possible beings, which can be but are not; and (4) conceptual beings, which are only thought of but are never truly affirmed
to be.” (S 325-27.)
AND INTELLECT. See INTELLECTUAL–NATURE-AND SUBSISTENCE
AS ENS QUOD. Literally, a being that. Further: “As every being is
one, so every finite being is a whole compounded of parts, an ens
quod made up of entia quibus.” (V 70.) “There also is what is said to
simply be; for example, minerals are, plants are, animals are, people are .... Since these simply are or are in the strict sense, since
they are the ‘things’ which really are, they deserve a special name
and are thus called subsistents…. The subsistent, then, is whatever
is a ‘thing’ which is, or a that which is, or an id quod est, and it
stands in contrast to a being of reason, a possible, an accident, a
constitutive principle of a being.” (S 241.)

PROPER NAMES–ARISTOTLE, ARISTOTELIAN-AND

SUBSTANCE

METAPHYSICAL VS PREDICAMENTAL.

“Substance in the metaphysical
sense must not be confused with substance in the predicamental
sense. Metaphysically substance is an ESSENCE simply understood,
which is an intrinsic cause of a being, whereas the predicament
‘substance’ refers to a supposit either real or hypothetical.” (OPCC 51.)
OF COMMUNITY. See COMMUNITY–SUBSTANCE OF
Said of what belongs to

SUBSTANCE

rather than

ACCI-

DENT(S).

COUNTERPOSITION–AND UNIVERSAL VIEWPOINT ■ QUESTION OF GOD, THE–FORMS OF (4) ■
RATIONALISM ■ REALISM–NAÏVE ■ SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER-ACT OF ■ SILLINESS

■ SPONTANEITY– OF COGNITIONAL OPERATIONS ■ SYSTEM(S)–AND LOGIC
EVIDENCE.

See JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–EVIDENCE FOR;

UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY–

AND SUFFICIENT EVIDENCE

GROUNDS.

See GENERALIZATION–AND UNDERSTANDING-AND THE GENERALIZER ■ MATE-

RIAL–EXPLANATION/DEFINITION OF ■ PHANTASM/FANTASM–INSIGHT INTO-AS INSTRUMENTAL
CAUSE OF ■ WORD–INNER-AS INTELLIGIBLE

NUMBERS/INTERVALS OF TIME.

See

SUPPOSITION/SUPPOSE–OF SUFFICIENT NUM-

BERS/INTERVALS OF TIME

REASON, PRINCIPLE OF.

See PRINCIPLE(S)–FIRST-SUFFICIENT REASON

SUPERLOOK: “A person in a pathological state cannot spot what is
wrong in his case. However, while the person in the pathological
state cannot spot what is wrong, those who are not in that state can
spot what is wrong with him. He does not have the freedom of control of the sensitive processes that permit correct judgment. You cannot settle this question of the difference between the given and the
abnormally produced by saying that when you are normal you are
able to take a look to see what is there, and when you are not normal
you look and see what is not there. In either case, all you have is the
look, and to know whether you are normal or abnormal you would
have to have a super-look in which you would look not merely at
your looking but at what it was looking at. The difficulty would recur
with regard to the super-look. Some super-looks might be normal
and others abnormal. There is no solution on the side of the look. The
solution has to be on the side of inquiry, intelligence, working out the
characteristics of abnormal and normal states, and making the judgment that when these characteristics arise the man is out of his head,
and he will not be held responsible for what he says and does.” (UB 17576.) See also KNOWING–AS IMMANENT

SUPERNATURAL: While strictly speaking theological, the term also
belongs to natural theology (see PHILOSOPHY OF GOD).
SUPPOSITION/SUPPOSE: See also inter alia PRESUPPOSITION ■ ACTUAL, ACTUALITY ■ ANALYSIS– METAPHYSICAL, –METAPHYSICAL-ILLUSTRATION OF ■ ARGUMENT FOR
GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–ARGUMENT-AND EXTRAPOLATION/VERIFICATION, –ARGUMENTAND UNRESTRICTED ACT OF UNDERSTANDING

■ BELIEF–AND SCIENCE ■ CENTRAL (SUBSTAN-

TIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–ILLUSTRATION OF ■ CERTITUDE, CERTAINTY–AND LIMITING

CHANGE.
FORM.

■ CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL– LEVELS OF (5)-(3) RATIONAL, –MYTHIC

■ DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS–AND SYSTEM-FORMAL-TERMS AND RELATIONS OF ■ EMERGENT

(5)-AND SUBLATION

SUBSTANTIAL:

PEACEFUL OR UNEASY

See CHANGE–SUBSTANTIAL

STRUCTURES

See FORM–SUBSTANTIAL

SUFFICIENT: See also inter alia ACT–AS DETERMINED BY THE PRIOR ACT ■ ANALYSIS–
METAPHYSICAL-(2) AND THE EXPLANATORY VIEWPOINT

■ CIRCUIT(S)–OF MATHEMATICAL AND SCIENTIFIC DEVELOPMENTS ■ CLASSICAL

AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–VERIFICATION ■ COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY-LONERGAN

■ CERTITUDE, CERTAINTY ■ COHER-

VS RELATIVISM (11 ELEMENTS)

■ COMMON SENSE–AND CONCRETE SITUATION-AND PHYSICS, –AS

INTELLECTUAL-DEVELOPMENT

■ COMMUNICATION–AND COMMON SENSE ■ CONCEPT(S), CON-

CEPTION(S)–PROPERTIES OF ■ CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES ■ CON-

SUPRASTRUCTURE – SYLLOGISM
SCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–SYMBOLIC, PATHOLOGY OF ■ CONTINGENCE–OF ACTUALITY-(1) IN
BEING

■ CRITICISM–PRINCIPLES OF (4)-(4) ■ DATA–OF SENSE ■ DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS–AS
■ DEDUCTION–ABSTRACT ■ DEFINITION(S)–AND ‘ETC.’ ■ DEFINITION(S)–

BASIS OF EXPLANATION

GENESIS OF, MOMENTS IN (4)-(3), –TYPES OF-NOMINAL-VS EXPLANATORY
EXPLANATION-OF DATA
APPREHENSION OF

■ DESCRIPTION–AND

■ DETERMINISM–VS STATISTICAL KNOWLEDGE ■ DURATION(S)–

■ EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND WORLD ORDER-AS EXPLANATORY OF (6)-(2),

–OF THINGS (4 POSTULATES) ■ EVIL–PROBLEM OF ■ EXISTENCE–AND BEING ■ FORMULATION ■
FREEDOM–EFFECTIVE, –ESSENTIAL ■ FREEDOM, ELEMENTS OF (4) ■ GOOD, THE–OF ORDERELEMENTS OF (5)
OF

■ HEURISTIC STRUCTURE–CLASSICAL ■ HISTORICAL–FACTS-UNDERSTANDING

■ HISTORY–AND GROUP MEMORY ■ IMAGINATION–AND CONCEPTS ■ INFERENCE–

CONCRETE FROM CLASSICAL LAWS

AND

UNDERSTANDING–DEVELOPMENT

ANTICIPATION OF

OF-SYSTEMATIC,

–INVERSE

■ INTELLIGIBILITY–

■ INTERPRETATION–SKETCH OF METHOD FOR-(4) ■ JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–

BEING KNOWN IN, –CONCRETE
ETHICAL-IS PERMANENT
MENT

■ INFRASTRUCTURE AND SUPRASTRUCTURE ■ INSIGHT

■ LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–CLASSICAL ■ LIBERATION–PROBLEM OF

■ LOGIC–AND DEVELOPMENT OF KNOWLEDGE ■ MATTER–AND MOVE-

■ MEANING–ACTS OF-(2), –TERMS OF-(3) ■ MEASUREMENT–AND LENGTH, –AND SIMULTA-

NEITY, –AND SPECIAL RELATIVITY
CONDITIONAL

■ METHOD(S)–NOTION OF ■ NECESSITY–AND CONTINGENCE-

■ OBJECTIVITY–NOTION OF, PRINCIPAL-PROPERTIES OF (6)-(6), –PROBLEM OF-(2) ■

ONTOLOGICAL–CONSTITUTION ■ PHILOSOPHY OF GOD–AND ANALOGY ■ POSTULATE(S) ■
PRINCIPLE(S)–ANALYTIC-AND COMMON SENSE, –UNCERTAINTY ■ PROBABILITY–DEFINITION OF ■
PROPOSITION(S)–ANALYTIC-AS HYPOTHETICAL ■ QUESTION OF GOD, THE–FORMS OF (4)-(2) ■
QUESTION(S)–OF HISTORIANS ■ RELATION(S)–INTERNAL-AND THE RELATIVIST, –OF EQUALITY, –
TYPES OF (4)-(1)

■ SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER-ACT OF, –EXPERIENCE ■ SIN–REIGN

OF-AND DIALECTICAL ANALYSIS
POSSIBILITY OF

■ SOUL ■ SYNTHESIS–IMAGINATIVE VS SYSTEMATIC UNIFICATION-

■ SYSTEM(S)–ABSTRACT-AND CLASSICAL PRINCIPLES/LAWS, –AS HYPOTHETICAL

■ TERM(S)–AND RELATIONS ■ TIME–AND MOTION/MOVEMENT ■ TRANSCENDENCE ■ TRUTH(S),
THE TRUE–CONFRONTATION VS IDENTITY AS ■ UNIVERSE–PROCESS OF-AND CONCEPTUALIST VS
INTELLECTUALIST ■ VIEWPOINT(S)–EXPLANATORY VS DESCRIPTIVE-AND SUBJECTIVE PROJECTION

AND METHOD.

See

METHOD(S)–OF UNIVERSAL DOUBT-INDUBITABILITY, CONSEQUENCES

OF (9)-(4)

AND SYSTEM.

greater integer. The argument is easily generalized, and so it appears
that a surd is a surd because it is not the rational fraction that intelligence anticipates it to be.” (In 45-46.) L offers several more examples
before arriving at the notion of inverse insight. See INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–INVERSE
MATHEMATICAL.
SIN AS.

See MATHEMATICAL–SURD

See SIN–BASIC-IRRATIONALITY (SURD) OF

SOCIAL.

See SOCIAL–SURD

SOCIOHISTORICAL.

See FACT–FALSE

SYLLOGISM :

A syllogism is a simple and complete argument with
three propositions. The positing of the first two necessarily leads to
the third. L’s favorite is: If A then B, but A, therefore B. See INFER-

ENCE–DEDUCTIVE-FORM OF
AND INSIGHT. “Syllogism is a vehicle for expressing an insight.
What is the insight in question? Suppose the moon were a flat disc
that reflects light from the sun. Then you will see the whole disc illuminated if you are anywhere within the 180-degree angle on that
side of the disc. If you are on the other side of the disc, you will
not see anything at all. In either case, you would not see the series
of phases normally seen in the moon on successive nights. To account for that series of phases in the one object that is reflecting
light, there has to be a spherical object. That is an argument that
shows why the moon must be a sphere. Why must it? Because it
goes through the phases. That is the reason you know that the
moon is a sphere. On the other hand, the phases do not make the
moon into a sphere or change the disc into a sphere; they are just
the reason why you know. On the ontological side, the sphere is
the causa essendi, the ground of there being phases.” (UB 49.) See al-

so intra Scientific
See SYSTEM(S)–AS HYPOTHETICAL

ANTECEDENT.

See ANALOGY OF …–MATTER

OF SUFFICIENT NUMBERS/INTERVALS OF TIME. “On the supposition of
sufficient numbers and sufficiently long intervals of time, the realization of any possibility can be assured.” (In 473.) See EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AS UNIVERSAL DESIGN-CONSEQUENT PROPERTIES OF (12)-(6) ■ FINALITY–AND
METAPHYSICS, –FEATURES OF (9)-(5) REALIZED POSSIBILITY

SIMULTANEOUS.

See ANALOGY OF …–MATTER

SUPRASTRUCTURE: See INFRASTRUCTURE AND SUPRASTRUCTURE
SURD:
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“Let us ask why a surd is a surd. Essentially the question is
parallel to the earlier question, Why is a cartwheel round? But while
the earlier answer revealed an intelligibility immanent in the wheel,
the present answer consists in showing that a surd cannot possess the
intelligibility one would expect it to have. … Thus, the square root of
two is some magnitude greater than unity and less than two. One
would expect it to be some improper fraction, say m/n where m and n
are positive integers and by the removal of all common factors m
may always be made prime to n. Moreover, were this expectation
correct, then the diagonal and the side of a square would be respectively m times and n times some common unit of length. However, so
far from being correct, the expectation leads to a contradiction. For if
2 = m/n, then 2 = m2/n2. But if m is prime to n, then m2 is prime to
n2; and in that case m2/n2 cannot be equal to two or, indeed, to any

AND LEARNING.

“It is objected, frequently enough, that syllogism
does not represent the manner in which, as a matter of fact, we
learn and think. This difficulty has its ground, partly in the identity
of reason and understanding, partly in the type of examples of syllogism commonly found in the textbooks. Syllogism may represent
either reasoning or understanding. When we understand, we no
longer are reasoning or learning; we have reached the term and apprehend the many as one; but the stock examples of syllogism represent acts of understanding, matters that may have puzzled us
long ago but now are taken for granted. It follows that such syllogisms do not illustrate learning or reasoning for current consciousness. But take a syllogism in a field in which your grasp is not too
ready; define the terms; demonstrate the premises; and you will
find that this reasoning is bringing an understanding to birth and
that, with understanding achieved, you no longer reason but apprehend the many in a synthetic unity.” (V 66-67.) See also intra Vs under-

standing
AND REASONING VS UNDERSTANDING.

See intra And learning; Vs under-

standing
AND THINGS.

See THING(S)–ATTRIBUTES OF

AND VIRTUALLY UNCONDITIONED.

See intra Function of; see also UNCONDI-

TIONED, VIRTUALLY–GENERAL FORM OF
AS COMMUNICATING INSIGHT.

See intra Scientific-and special relativity
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FUNCTION OF.

“What is the function of syllogism? Is the function of
syllogism a matter of writing down a formula that exhibits what
happens in mental chemistry, the way the chemical formula represents what happens in chemical processes? The function of writing
out syllogisms, or clarifying your thought to the point where you
are able to put your assertions as conclusions from other premises,
is that it puts into form the object of reflective understanding [see
INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–REFLECTIVE]. Reflective understanding is
aided by the syllogistic form of exposition because the syllogism
exhibits the conclusion, the prospective judgment, the conditioned,
as a virtually unconditioned. You have the question, Is B true? Is
the proposition or set of propositions under consideration true? The
act of reflective understanding grasps that the proposition or set of
propositions is virtually unconditioned [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–
REFLECTIVE-AND VIRTUALLY UNCONDITIONED]; because of that grasp you have a
grasp of an absolute, and you say, ‘Affirm B; B is true.’ … Now
note particularly that this analysis considers the syllogism as an expression relevant to the third level of consciousness, the level of rationality [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(3) RATIONAL].” (UB 119.)
See also intra Vs understanding
SCIENTIFIC.

“The Aristotelian formulation of understanding is the
scientific syllogism (syllogismus faciens scire), in which the middle
term is the real cause of the presence of the predicate in the subject.
But the genesis of the terms involved in scientific syllogisms follows the same model: sense provides the subject, insight into sensible data the middle, and conceptualization the predicate, which is
the term whose genesis was sought.” (V 28.) The scientific syllogism
explains why something is so. “The phases of the moon are the
reason why we know that the moon is a sphere, the causa cognoscendi, and the fact that the moon is a sphere is the ontological reason for the moon having phases, the causa essendi. In the first
case, the subject is the moon, the middle term is phases, and the
predicate is sphere. In the second case, the subject is the moon, the
middle term is sphere, and the predicate is phases. This example
exhibits the relation of the three terms subject, middle, and predicate where what from one standpoint is the predicate is from a different standpoint the middle term. When phases is the middle term,
we have the causa cognoscendi, the reason why we know. But
when the sphere is the middle term, we have the causa essendi, the
reason why the thing is so.” (UB 48-49.) Another example: “An irrational cannot be measured, but the diagonal of a square is an irrational, and so it cannot be measured.” (V 240.) See also intra Vs
understanding

And special relativity. “In Insight I offer an example of explanatory syllogism as a means of communicating insight. I present a
syllogism with regard to special relativity:
If the mathematician’s insights into principles and laws do not vary
because of a constant velocity or a transformation of axes, then the
expressions should remain invariant under these transformations.
But his insights do not vary.
Therefore his expressions should remain invariant.
That syllogism attempts to communicate the insight behind special relativity. Syllogism, then, is not merely a matter of valid

conclusions, which is the single aspect that is attended to in symbolic logic [see LOGIC–SYMBOLIC]; it can also be a matter of communicating insight.” (UB 50.)
VS UNDERSTANDING. “It seems to me a grave mistake to suggest that
there is some opposition between understanding and Aristotle’s
syllogism. Syllogism fulfills a twofold function. It is obviously an
instrument for exhibiting the grounds of a judgment on the conclusion: if the premises are true, the conclusion must be true. But it is
also an instrument of developing understanding, and it is this aspect of syllogism that comes to the fore in Aristotle’s lengthy discussion of the συλλογισμός έπιστημονίκός the syllogismus faciens
scire [syllogism that makes one understand]. Moreover, St. Thomas [see THOMAS AQUINAS] was fully aware of the significance of explanatory syllogism: he conceived reasoning as simply
understanding in process, as moving from principles to conclusions
in order to grasp both principles and conclusions in a single view.”
(“TU” 117-18; see also “The Form of Inference” 1C 3-16.)

See also intra And learning

SYMBOL(S): “A symbol is an image of a real or imaginary object that
evokes a feeling or is evoked by a feeling.” (M 64.) See also FEELINGS–AND
SYMBOLS; SYMBOLIC/SYMBOLISM
AND AFFECTIVE DEVELOPMENT/ABERRATION. “Affective development, or aberration, involves a transvaluation and transformation
of symbols. What before was moving no longer moves; what before did not move now is moving. So the symbols themselves
change to express the new affective capacities and dispositions. So
the conquest of terror can relegate the Dragon to insignificant
fancy, but now it brings forth the meaning of Jonah’s whale: a
monster that swallowed a drowning man and three days later vomited him unharmed upon the shore. Inversely, symbols that do not
submit to transvaluation and transformation seem to point to a
block in development. It is one thing for a child, another for a man,
to be afraid of the dark.” (M 66.)
AND ART.

See ART–AND SYMBOLISM

AND DREAMS.

“The unconscious neural basis neither means nor
wishes in the proper senses of those terms, for both meaning and
wishing are conscious activities. But the unconscious neural basis
is an upwardly directed dynamism seeking fuller realization, first,
on the proximate sensitive level, and secondly, beyond its limitations, on higher artistic, dramatic, philosophic, cultural, and religious levels. Hence it is that insight into dream symbols and
associated images and affects reveals to the psychologist a grasp of
the anticipations and virtualities of higher activities immanent in
the underlying unconscious manifold.” (In 482.)

AND FEELING.

See FEELING–AND SYMBOLS

AND HUMAN LIVING. “As intellectual development occurs through
insights into sensible presentations and imaginative representations,
so also the intelligent and reasonable control of human living can
be effective only in the measure that it has at its disposal the symbols and signs by which it translates its directives to human sensibility.” (In 585.) See also LIVING–AND NECESSITY OF IMAGES, SYMBOLS
AND IMAGE.

See IMAGE–AS IMAGE, SYMBOL, SIGN

SYMBOLIC/SYMBOLISM – SYNTHESIS
AND INNER COMMUNICATION.

This entry follows intra And tensions,
conflicts, etc.; it speaks of a need that logic and dialectic cannot meet.

“This need is for internal communication. Organic and psychic vitality have to reveal themselves to intentional consciousness and,
inversely, intentional consciousness has to secure the collaboration
of organism and psyche. Again, our apprehensions of values occur
in intentional responses, in feelings: here too it is necessary for
feelings to reveal their objects and, inversely, for objects to awaken
feelings. It is through symbols that mind and body, mind and heart,
heart and body communicate.” (M 66-67.) See also intra Meaning of
AND LOGIC. See LOGIC–AND SYMBOLS
AND MYSTERY. See IMAGE–AS IMAGE, SYMBOL, SIGN-IN MYSTERY/MYTH
AND TENSIONS, CONFLICTS, ETC. “The symbol … has the power of
recognizing and expressing what logical discourse abhors: the existence of internal tensions, incompatibilities, conflicts, struggles,
destructions. A dialectical or methodical viewpoint can embrace, of
course, what is concrete, contradictory, and dynamic. But the symbol did this before either logic or dialectic were conceived. It does
this for those unfamiliar with logic and dialectic. Finally, it does it
in a way that complements and fills out logic and dialectic, for it
meets a need that these refinements cannot meet.” (M 66.) See intra
And inner communication
AS HEURISTIC.

See intra Differentiation of

DIFFERENTIATION OF.

“Symbols of the same affective orientation
and disposition are affectively undifferentiated. Hence, they are interchangeable and they may be combined to increase their intensity
and reduce their ambiguity. Such combination and organization reveal the difference between the aesthetic and the symbolic; the
monsters of mythology are just bizarre. Further, compound affects
call for compound symbols, and each member of the compound
may be a conglomeration of undifferentiated or only slightly differentiated symbols. So St. George and the Dragon present at once
all the values of ascensional symbolism and all the disvalues of its
opposite. St. George is seated yet high on his horse; he is in the
light and is free to use his arms; one hand guides the horse and the
other manipulates the spear. But he could fall, be pressed down by
the scaly monster, blinded by its smoke, burnt by its fire, crunched
by its teeth, devoured in its maw.” (M 65-66.) See also intra And affective
development/aberration
INTERPRETATION OF.
LAWS OF.

See LAW(S),

MATHEMATICAL.

occurs, and it is to that context with its associated images and feelings, memories and tendencies that the interpreter has to appeal if
he would explain the symbol.” (M 67.) See also MEANING–CARRIERS OFSYMBOL

TRANSVALUATION OF.

See INTERPRETATION–OF SYMBOLS

LAW(S) OF …–SYMBOLS

See SYMBOLISM–IN MATHEMATICS

MEANING OF. This entry follows intra And inner communication. “In that
communication symbols have their proper meaning. It is an elemental meaning, not yet objectified, as the meaning of the smile
prior to a phenomenology of the smile, or the meaning in the purely experiential pattern [see SENSE(S)–AND EXPERIENCING SUBJECT] prior to its
expression in a work of art. It is a meaning that fulfils its function
in the imagining or perceiving subject as his conscious intentionality develops or goes astray or both, as he takes his stance to nature,
with his fellow men. and before God. It is a meaning that has its
proper context in the process of internal communication in which it

See intra And affective development/aberration

SYMBOLIC/SYMBOLISM : See also inter alia SYMBOL(S) ■ ART–AND SYMBOLISM,
–PRELUDE TO DISCUSSION OF ■ CANON(S)– OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(2) OF OPERATIONS-(7)

■ CIRCUIT(S)–OF MATHEMATICAL AND SCIENTIFIC DEVELOPMENTS ■ COMMUNICA-

TION(S) (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)–AND THE SUBJECT ■ DEFINITION(S)–AND ‘ETC.’ ■
DIALECTIC(S)–AND THE CRITICAL VIEWPOINT ■ DREAM(S)–AND SELF-TRANSCENDENCE, –OF
NIGHT AND MORNING ■ FORMULATION–AS HYPOTHETICAL ■ GENUS/GENERA AND SPECIES–AND
HIGHER VIEWPOINTS

■ HISTORICAL–INTERPRETATION ■ IMAGE–AS IMAGE, SYMBOL, SIGN-IN RE-

LIGION, –HEURISTIC VS REPRESENTATIVE FUNCTION OF-IN SCIENCES-AS DISTINCT

■ IMAGINA-

TION–AND INDETERMINISM ■ LANGUAGE–LITERARY ■ MATHEMATICAL–AND SCIENTIFIC
INSIGHTS, –OPERATIONS, NUMBERS, RULES

MEANING–AND EXPRESSION-LITERAL,

■ MATHEMATICS–AND SYMBOLISM. –VS SCIENCE ■

–AND LANGUAGE, –INCARNATE ■ MYSTERY–AND INTEL-

LECTUAL/SENSITIVE INTEGRATION ■ NOTION OF …–INVARIANCE ■ ORTHOPRAXIS ■ PHILOSO-

PHY OF EDUCATION–FUNDAMENTAL QUESTIONS OF ■ POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION–
COUNTERPOSITION-REVERSAL OF

■ RELIGION ■ SYNTHESIS–IMAGINATIVE VS SYSTEMATIC UNIFI-

CATION-POSSIBILITY OF ■ SYSTEMATICS (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)–AIM OF ■ VIEWPOINT(S)–
HIGHER-MATHEMATICAL

APPREHENSION.

See MATHEMATICS–AND SYMBOLISM

ASCENSIONAL AND COMPOUND.
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See APPREHENSION–SYMBOLIC

CONSCIOUSNESS.

See CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–SYMBOLIC, PATHOLOGY OF

IMAGE.

See IMAGINATION–AND METAPHYSICAL ELEMENTS

LOGIC.

See LOGIC–SYMBOLIC

MEANING.

See ART–DEFINITION OF-SYMBOLIC MEANING

OPERATIONS.
OPERATOR.
SYSTEM.

See METHOD(S)–EMPIRICAL-AND HIGHER VIEWPOINT

See INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS

See CONVERSION–PSYCHIC

SYNTHESIS:

Combining of elements in a unified, more complex
form; e.g., a synthesis of relations in a system.
A PRIORI. See INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–AND A PRIORI SYNTHESIS
AND ANALYSIS. See ANALYSIS–AND SYNTHESIS
AND COSMOPOLIS. See COSMOPOLIS–SYNTHETIC VIEW
IMAGINATIVE VS SYSTEMATIC UNIFICATION. “There is … a difference
between systematic unification and imaginative synthesis. Systematic unification is effected in the logical or conceptual order. It is
attained when the totality of laws is reduced to minimum sets of
defined terms and postulates, so that any law can be related to any
other, and any aggregate of laws can be intelligibly combined and
simultaneously employed. On the other hand, an imaginative synthesis is secured when images, informed by insight, are altered in
accord with known laws. In this fashion one may imagine the sun,
the planets, and their satellites in appropriate collocations, and understand their imagined movements in accord with mechanical
laws. Clearly, such imaginative synthesis goes beyond the abstract
content of the laws and supposes that certain bodies exist in certain
relative positions with velocities less than the velocity of escape.
One has passed from the tasks of pure science; one has introduced
the suppositions and the facts that pertain to applied science. Now
the ultimate attainment of a systematic unification of classical laws
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will not include particular matters of fact, and so that ultimate attainment cannot include an imaginative synthesis.” (In 116.)
Possibility of. “As systematic unification does not include imaginative synthesis, so it does not even guarantee its possibility. It is
true enough that images are necessary for the emergence of insights, but the images may be not representative but symbolic,
not pictures of the visible universe but mathematical notations on
pieces of paper. Even if one supposed that, just as the image of
the cartwheel approximates the definition of the circle, so some
representative image approximated every classical law, nonetheless it would not follow that the aggregate of approximate images
might somehow coalesce into a composite picture that approximated to the systematic unification of all laws.” (In 116.)
JUDGMENT AS POSITING.
METAPHYSICS AS.

See JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–AS POSITING SYNTHESIS

See METAPHYSICS–AND ALL OTHER DEPARTMENTS

OF CONCEPTS.

“Mental synthesis is of concepts. As one defined
term proceeds from one insight into phantasm [see PHANTASM/FANTASM–INSIGHT INTO], so two defined terms proceed from two insights. Such multiple insights and definitions may be separate,
isolated, atomic. But it also happens that one insight combines
with another, or that a first develops so as to include a second.
Such a process of developing insight is the whole task of catching
on to a science …. Intellect puts together what before were apart.
… Note the nature of the conjunction: it is not that two concepts
merge into one concept; that would be mere confusion; concepts
remain eternally and immutably distinct. But while two concepts
remain distinct as concepts, they may cease to be two intelligibilities and merge into one.” (V 63-64.) See also INTELLIGIBILITY–AND CONCEPTS,
MULTIPLE

SYNTHETIC:

Opposite: ANALYTIC. See SYNTHESIS

MOVEMENT.

SYSTEM

And particular cases. “Particular cases are relevant both to the
genesis and to the application of abstract system. For the formulation of system comes at the end of a cumulative series of insights into different particular cases. Again, once abstract system
is formulated, it can be applied to concrete situations only insofar
as there occur insights into the situations as sensibly given; for
without such insights there cannot be selected the relevant laws
of abstract system, there cannot be determined the mode in
which the laws combine in the concrete situation, and there cannot be substituted numerical values for the variables and undetermined constants of the general formulae.” (In 109-10.) “There
does not exist a single ordered sequence that embraces the totality
of particular cases through which abstract system might be applied to the concrete universe. In other words, though all events
are linked to one another by law, still the laws reveal only the abstract component in concrete relations; the further concrete component, though mastered by insight into particular cases, is
involved in the empirical residue [see RESIDUE(S)–EMPIRICAL] from
which systematizing intelligence abstracts; it does not admit general treatment along classical lines; it is a residue, left over after
classical method has been applied, and it calls for the implementation of statistical method [see METHOD, STATISTICAL].” (In 110-11.)
AND DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS. See DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS–AND SYSTEM
AND ESSENCE. See ESSENCE–KNOWLEDGE OF
AND GOOD OF ORDER. See GOOD, THE–OF ORDER-AS DYNAMIC SYSTEM
AND HIGHER VIEWPOINTS.

The context is higher viewpoints (see
and systems. “We can always move on to further
systems, and the fact should not surprise us. Putting it ontologically, any finite essence is contingent, and insofar as one’s cluster
of insights is knowledge of ESSENCE, it is knowledge not of what
must be but of what might be, and there is room for other things
that might be. In other words, objectively a finite essence is not
what must be but simply what can be. Consequently, a system that
is an understanding of finite essences is not knowledge of something that must be, but knowledge of what can be. If knowledge
develops, if one’s knowledge gradually approaches a full understanding of essences, then in its systematic procedure it will move
through a series of systems before one accounts for absolutely everything.” (UB 55.)
VIEWPOINT(S–HIGHER)

See MOVEMENT–ANALYTIC/SYNTHETIC

SYSTEM(S): “System … is the expression

termined constants of the laws.” (In 110.) See intra Abstract-and
particular cases; see also LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–CLASSICAL-A CLOSED STRUCTURE
And Emergent Probability. See EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND ABSTRACT

of a cluster of insights.” (UB

52.) See intra As achievement
ABSTRACT.

“The particular case is the typical instance, presented by
sense or imagination and understood by insight into the presentation. In contrast, the abstract system is neither sensible nor imaginable: it is a conceptual object constituted by terms and relations
that, at least in the last resort, are defined implicitly [see DEFINITION(S)–
IMPLICIT].” (In 110.)
And classical principles/laws. “Let us suppose full knowledge
of all classical principles and laws. Then we suppose full knowledge of abstract system: for principles and laws are relations;
such relations necessarily involve the terms that they define implicitly; and abstract system consists in terms implicitly defined
by the relations expressed in verified principles and laws. …
However, if this full knowledge of abstract system is to be applied to the concrete universe, there will be needed a manifold of
insights into particular cases. For … abstract system is applied to
concrete situations only inasmuch as insight into the situations
selects the relevant laws, determines the mode of their combination, and substitutes numerical values for the variables and unde-

AND IDEAL OF KNOWLEDGE. To trace the pursuit of the ideal of knowledge L begins with Pythagoras and concludes: “What is the ideal?
It is the mathematization of nature. It starts from particular laws; it
moves towards a system; and its great achievement was Newtonian
system. It lasted for a few hundred years, but it had been on the basis of Euclidean geometry. Einstein moved it to another basis, a
more general geometry, and quantum mechanics has taken us right
out of the field of law and system. The fundamental ideal has become states and probabilities. … The ideal, then, not only devel-
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ops; it changes. So one’s ideal of knowledge, what one is seeking
in knowledge, is something that is not conceptually explicit. It becomes explicit in the pursuit of knowledge. … This particular line
of development starts from particular discoveries and moves to
Newtonian system and beyond that to the system of relativity.
When scientists still fail to obtain theories that satisfy all the data,
they change the ideal itself from law and system to states and probabilities. They begin working towards a different ideal of what
knowledge really would be if they reached it.” (UB 7-8.) See KNOWLEDGE–IDEAL OF; SELF-APPROPRIATION–AND IDEAL OF KNOWLEDGE
AND INTERIORITY. See INTERIORITY–AS BASIS OF ONGOING SYSTEMS
AND LAW. See LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–VS SYSTEM
AND LOGIC. “What is at issue is not merely the luxury of unified
science, of distinct and autonomous sciences dealing with a common object in related yet distinct and autonomous fields. There also
is at issue the liberation of the sciences from the whirligig of philosophic dialectic; for the counterpositions [see POSITION AND COUNTERwhich philosophy is involved through the
POSITION] in
polymorphism of human consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–POLYMORPHISM OF HUMAN] automatically spread to the field of scientific thought when, indeed, they do not originate, as Cartesian
dualism in Galileo and Kantian criticism in Newton, from scientific
failure to reach an adequate account of its assumptions and presuppositions. Finally, while contemporary scientific interest in logic
constitutes a recognition of this need, it is not a sufficient remedy
for the infection. For logic is static, but science is dynamic. Logic
will bring to light the eternal presuppositions and the eternal implications of an absolutely precise account of any position. But the
scientist never possesses an absolutely precise account of his present position; for his position is system on the move. It increases in
precision inasmuch as it keeps moving from one logical position to
another. Its real presuppositions are not a set of propositions but the
dynamic structure of the human mind [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–
STRUCTURE-DYNAMISM OF], and its need of LIBERATION arises, not from incautiously formulated sentences, but from the polymorphism of
human consciousness.” (In 531-32.)
AND METHOD.

See

METHOD(S)–THE FOUR-AND SYSTEM; METHOD, DIALECTICAL–AND

SYSTEM

AND STATIC TREATISE.
AND THE GOOD.

See TREATISE–LIMITS OF-STATIC T. VS MOVING SYSTEM

See GOOD, THE–AS SYSTEM, HIGHER

AS ACHIEVEMENT. “A single insight yields a conception, a definition, an object of thought; but from a cluster of insights, you build
up a system of definitions, axioms, postulates, and deductions. We
have to note that a system is quite an achievement; systems are not
numerous. There are Euclid’s geometry and subsequent developments in geometry, Newton’s mechanics and dynamics and the
building upon Newton, and the Mendeleev table in chemistry. System, then, is the expression of a cluster of insights.” (UB 52.)
AS HYPOTHETICAL.

“While empirical method [see METHOD(S)–EMPIRICAL]
can reduce the hypothetical to a minimum, it cannot eliminate it entirely. Its concepts as concepts are not hypothetical, for they are defined implicitly by empirically established correlations.
Nonetheless, its concepts as systematically significant, as ultimate
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or derived, as preferred to other concepts that might be empirically
reached, do involve an element of mere supposition. For the selection of certain concepts as ultimate occurs in the work of systematization, and that work is provisional. At any time a system is
accepted because it provides the simplest account of all the known
facts. But at the same time it is acknowledged that there may be
unknown yet relevant facts, that they might give rise to further
questions that would lead to further insights, and that the further insights might involve a radical revision of the accepted system.” (In
359.)
AS INTEGRATOR OF INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT.

See INTEGRATOR–OF

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT

CLOSED.

“You can be enclosing processes that needn’t have this
scheme of recurrence [see RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF] within. If you’re
enclosing a system with a scheme of recurrence, you have accurate
prediction in the general case. And if you’re enclosing a system
without a scheme of recurrence, then your only general predictions
will be probabilities.… I think what closure really means is this:
You have a scheme of recurrence that is not interrupted, or not upset; and when you’re speaking of a case of probability, you don’t
have a scheme of recurrence, and you don’t properly have a closure.” (UB 355.)
And explanation. See INTERPRETATION–IN AUTHOR’S OWN TERMS
And judgment of value. See JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE–AND DEVELOPMENT
Coherence of. See PROBABILITY–AND LIMITS

CONFLICTING.

“No less than understanding, misunderstanding can
express itself systematically. Again, while genuine understanding
tends to be unique, misunderstanding tends to be a manifold. Just
as there are conflicting interpretations, conflicting histories, conflicting foundations, conflicting doctrines, so too one is to expect
an array of conflicting systems. … To deal with such multiplicity,
once more one must appeal to Dialectic [see DIALECTIC(S); DIALECTIC
(FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)]. One has to assemble the manifold, ascertain
differences, reduce differences to their grounds. Such grounds may
lie in some social, cultural, historical context, in the native endowment or the formation of given authors, in the presence or absence of intellectual, moral, or religious CONVERSION, in the manner
in which the method and task … were conceived. On the basis of
such analysis and in the light of one’s own foundations and method
one will judge which systems express positions and which express
counter-positions [see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION].” (M 347.)
DYNAMIC. L often contrasts static and dynamic systems, systems on
the move (see intra Moving/on the move).
And genetic sequence. See INTERPRETATION–AND EXPRESSION
And law. See MATERIAL–VS SPIRITUAL-AND LAW
And method, genetic. See TREATISE–LIMITS OF-(3) AND GENETIC METHOD
Good as. See GOOD, THE–OF ORDER-AS DYNAMIC SYSTEM
Humanity as. See HUMANITY–AS DYNAMIC SYSTEM
Integration as. See INTEGRATION(S)–IN HUMAN DEVELOPMENT-AND DYNAMIC SYSTEM, –IN HUMANITY’S CONCRETE BEING
EMPIRICAL. “By ‘empirical’ is meant what is verified by an appeal
to sensitive observation or sensible experiment.” (PTP2 123.) On em-
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pirical system in context of directly related systems see

MEANING–

SYSTEMATIC-EMPIRICAL SYSTEM

And data of consciousness. See

DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS–AND SYSTEM-

CAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(2) OF OPERATIONS-(7) AS SOURCE OF HIGHER VIEWPOINTS

EMPIRICAL

And meaning. See MEANING–SYSTEMATIC-EMPIRICAL SYSTEM
EXPLANATORY. See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY-LONERGAN VS RELATIVISM (11
ELEMENTS)

FORMAL.

“A formal system is one in which primitive terms [see
TERM(S)–PRIMITIVE VS DERIVED] are fixed by primitive relations [see TERM(S)–
AND RELATIONS], and primitive relations are fixed by primitive terms.”
(PTP2 121.) On formal system in context of directly related systems
see MEANING–SYSTEMATIC-EMPIRICAL SYSTEM

And data of consciousness. See

DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS–AND SYSTEM-

FORMAL

And meaning. See MEANING–SYSTEMATIC-FORMAL SYSTEM
HEGEL’S. See PROPER NAMES–HEGEL, HEGELIAN-HIS SYSTEM
HIGHER.

Higher system is related directly to viewpoint, metaphysics, and nonsystematic process. See intra And higher viewpoints; see al-

so

higher systems. In man there occurs the transition from the intelligible to the intelligent.” (In 291-92.) See intra Higher-humanity source
of; see also INTERIORITY–AS BASIS OF ONGOING SYSTEMS ■ CANON(S)–OF EMPIRI-

VIEWPOINT(S)–HIGHER ■ METAPHYSICS–STAGES/FORMS OF-EXPLICIT (8 ELEMENTS)-(7)

STABLE ■ INTEGRATION(S)–HIGHER-SCIENCE AS

And coincidental manifolds. See

■ LIB-

ERATION–AND EMERGENT PROBABILITY

On the move. See intra Higher-as operator; Moving/on the move
IN KNOWING.

See SYSTEMATIC–THINKING

INSIGHT A PERENNIAL SOURCE OF.

See intra Higher-humanity source of

LOGICAL. “A logical system has three characteristics. Its root is a
set of basic terms and basic relations, where the relations fix the
terms and the terms fix the relations. By means of the basic terms
and the basic relations, other derived terms and derived relations
may be defined. Through the derived terms and relations the whole
system may be related to the data of experience. ... Such general
characteristics, however, may be found in quite different contexts.
Three such contexts merit our attention: there is the Aristotelian
type, based on a metaphysics; there is the modern type, based on
empirical science; there is the transcendental type, based on INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS.” (PTP2 166.) See intra Moving/on the move-and logic; see

also SYSTEMATIC–THINKING
MOVING/ON THE MOVE.

MANIFOLD(S)–COINCIDENTAL-AND HIGHER

SYSTEM

And method, genetic. See METHOD, GENETIC–AND HIGHER SYSTEM
And schemes of recurrence. See OPERATOR(S)–AND DEVELOPMENT

The two terms are contrasted with static
systems. Meanings are specific to context. For moving system see
intra Moving-and logic; see also GOOD, THE–OF ORDER-AS DYNAMIC SYSTEM ■ MEANING–DIALECTICAL FACTOR IN ■ TREATISE–LIMITS OF-STATIC T. VS MOVING SYSTEM. For system on the move see: INTEGRATION(S)–HIGHER ■ EXPRESSION–COMPONENTS OF-(2)
GENETIC

■ GOOD, THE–OF ORDER-AS DYNAMIC SYSTEM ■ HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT, LAWS OF

As integrator. See METHOD, GENETIC–AND HIGHER SYSTEM, –AND HIGHER SYSTEM-

(4)-(1) EFFECT, -(3) LIMITATION AND TRANSCENDENCE

AS INTEGRATOR

PROGRESS–THESIS OF

As operator. “DEVELOPMENT takes place along lines of successful
functioning. Thus, a tree in a forest puts forth branches and
leaves not to its sides but at its top. Now such a principle offers a
specification of the operator. For the operator is the higher system on the move.” (In 492.) For a fuller account see METHOD, GENETIC–

And logic. “Logic is static, but science is dynamic. Logic will
bring to light the eternal presuppositions and the eternal implications of an absolutely precise account of any position. But the
scientist never possesses an absolutely precise account of his present position; for his position is system on the move. It increases
in precision inasmuch as it keeps moving from one logical position to another. Its real presuppositions are not a set of propositions but the dynamic structure of the human mind [see COGNITION,
COGNITIONAL–STRUCTURE-DYNAMISM OF], and its need of liberation arises,
not from incautiously formulated sentences, but from the polymorphism of human consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–
POLYMORPHISM OF HUMAN].” (In 532.)
NOTION OF. See NOTION OF …–SYSTEM
ONGOING. See INTERIORITY–AS BASIS OF ONGOING SYSTEMS
REACHING. See CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(2) OF OPERATIONS-(6) AS

AND HIGHER SYSTEM-AS OPERATOR

Good as. See GOOD, THE–AS SYSTEM, HIGHER
Humanity source of. “There can be in man a perennial source of
higher systems because the materials of such systematization are
not built into his constitution. For an animal to begin a new mode
of living, there would be needed not only a new sensibility but
also a new organism. An animal species is a solution to the problem of living, so that a new solution would be a new species; for
an animal to begin to live in quite a new fashion, there would be
required not only a modification of its sensibility but also a
modification of the organism that the sensibility systematizes.
But in man a new department of mathematics, a new viewpoint
in science, a new civilization, a new philosophy has its basis, not
in a new sensibility but simply in a new manner of attending to
data and of forming combinations of combinations of combinations of data. … Man, then, is at once explanatory genus and explanatory species. He is explanatory genus, for he represents a
higher system beyond sensibility, But that genus is coincident
with species., for it is not just a higher system but a source of

■ OPERATOR(S)–AND DEVELOPMENT ■

PRINCIPLE OF SYSTEMATIZATION

REFERENTIAL.

“A formal system becomes referential when the primitive terms and relations are linked directly or indirectly (through
derived terms and relations) to the data of experience.” (PTP2 121.) On
referential system in the context of directly related systems see
MEANING–SYSTEMATIC-EMPIRICAL SYSTEM

And data of consciousness. See
REFERENTIAL

DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS–AND SYSTEM-

SYSTEMATIC – SYSTEMATIC

And meaning. See MEANING–SYSTEMATIC-REFERENTIAL SYSTEM
SCIENTIFIC.

See intra Higher-humanity source of

SYSTEMATIC: See also inter alia SYSTEM(S) ■ SYSTEMATICS (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY) ■ NONSYSTEMATIC ■ AGGREGATE(S)–COINCIDENTAL ■ ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–AND PROBABILITY/INTELLIGIBILITY ■ CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL
COMPARED–PROCEDURES-HEURISTIC ■ COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY-LONERGAN VS
RELATIVISM (11 ELEMENTS)-(1)
ART VS PHENOMENOLOGY
IN (10)-(7)

■ COMMON SENSE–ECLECTICISM OF ■ COMMUNICATION–AND

■ CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–DEVELOPMENT OF-MOMENTS

■ CONTEXT(S)–METAPHYSICAL ■ DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS–AND SYSTEM ■ DETER-

MINISM–VS STATISTICAL KNOWLEDGE ■ DEVELOPMENT–CULTURAL-DEGREES OF (4) ■ EMERGENCE–OF INSIGHT ■ EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND INVERSE INSIGHT, –OF THINGS (4
POSTULATES)
ORIGIN OF

■ EXISTENCE–INTENTIONAL-AND PERFECTION ■ FEELINGS–AND EXPLANATION, –

■ FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES–CONTRIBUTION OF EACH-MAJOR ■ HEURISTIC STRUC-

TURE–FOR INTERPRETATION-UPPER BLADE ■ HUMAN–PERSON-UNITY OF ■ IDEOLOGY ■ IMAGE–

■ INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–INVERSE-AND PROB-

AND EXPLANATORY SELF-KNOWLEDGE

ABILITY, –VS CONCEPT-AND METAPHYSICS

■ INTELLIGIBILITY–AND PROBABILITY ■ JUDGMENT(S)

OF FACT–A PRIORI CONDITIONS FOR (4)-(2), –CONCRETE-CONDITIONS FOR POSSIBLE (4)-(2) ■
LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–AND PROBABILITY, –AND SCHEME OF RECURRENCE ■ MEASUREMENT–
STANDARD UNITS OF
FROM LOGIC TO
GROUPING

■ METAPHYSICS–STAGES/FORMS OF-PROBLEMATIC ■ METHOD(S)–SHIFT

■ OPENNESS–AND PURE DESIRE TO KNOW ■ ORDER–IN SERIES, PROGRESSION,

■ OTHER THINGS BEING EQUAL ■ PHENOMENOLOGY ■ POSITION AND COUNTER-

POSITION ■ POSTULATE(S) ■ PROPER NAMES–ARISTOTLE, ARISTOTELIAN-AND SYSTEMATIC
MEANING

■ RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF ■ REVISION–AND LOGIC/DIALECTIC ■ SCHOLAR,

SCHOLARLY–HORIZON ■ SCIENCE(S)–AND WORLD OF THEORY ■ SENSITIVE–AND INTELLECTUALAND HIGHER SYSTEM

■ STATISTICAL–AND INDETERMINACY ■ TREATISE ■ UNIVERSALITY–AND

COMMONSENSE KNOWLEDGE

■ UNIVERSE–PROCESS OF-SYSTEMATIC AND NONSYSTEMATIC ■

VALUE(S)–SCALE OF ■ VIEWPOINT(S)–OF ORDER ■ WISDOM
ACCOUNT OF MEANING.

See

“The systematic exigence not merely raises questions
that COMMON SENSE cannot answer but also demands a context for its
answers, a context that common sense cannot supply or comprehend. This context is theory, [see THEORY, THEORIES] and the objects to
which it refers are in the realm of theory [see MEANING–REALM(S) OF-(2)
THEORY; THEORY, THEORIES–WORLD OF]. To these objects one can ascend
from commonsense starting-points, but they are properly known,
not by this ascent, but by their internal relations, their congruences,
and differences, the functions they fulfil in their interactions. As
one may approach theoretical objects from a commonsense starting-point, so too one can invoke common sense to correct theory.
But the correction will not be effected in commonsense language
but in theoretical language, and its implications will be the consequences, not of the commonsense facts that were invoked, but of
the theoretical correction that was made. … Mass, temperature, the
electromagnetic field are not objects in the world of common
sense. Mass is neither weight nor momentum. A metal object will
feel colder than a wooden one beside it, but both will be of the
same temperature. Maxwell’s equations for the electromagnetic
field are magnificent in their abstruseness. If a biologist takes his
young son to the zoo and both pause to look at a giraffe, the boy
will wonder whether it bites or kicks, but the father will see another manner in which skeletal, locomotive, digestive, vascular,
and nervous systems combine and interlock.” (M 82-83.)
Context of. See intra Exigence
EXPRESSION. See EXPRESSION–COMPONENTS OF-(1) SYSTEMATIC; MEANING
INSIGHT.

See INTERIORITY–WORLD OF-AND MENTAL ACTS

AND COINCIDENTAL MANIFOLD.

CONSEQUENT PROPERTIES OF (12)-(3)

EXIGENCE.

See SCIENCE(S)–MODERN-SYSTEMS OF

SOURCES OF.

MANIFOLD(S)–COINCIDENTAL-AND THE SYS-

TEMATIC

See

ABSTRACTION–CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL MODES OF-AS

COMPLEMENTARY

See

INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–SYSTEMATIC, –DEVELOPMENT OF-

SYSTEMATIC

LANGUAGE.
MEANING.

AND LAW, CLASSICAL.

See LANGUAGE–TECHNICAL-AND SYSTEMATIC MEANING

See MEANING–SYSTEMATIC

METHOD/GEM AS.

See GEM–AS WISDOM, –FUNCTIONS OF (12)-(04) SYSTEMATIC

MISUNDERSTANDING.

AND METHOD/GEM.

See GEM–FUNCTIONS OF (12)-(4) SYSTEMATIC

AND NONSYSTEMATIC.

See
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ABSTRACTION–ENRICHING/IMPOVERISHING-SUMMARY ■

CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–COMPLEMENTARITY OF, –INQUIRY-ANTICIPATION INCOROLLARIES (2), –INQUIRY-ELEMENTS OF (4)-(4) ■ COSMOLOGY

■ FINALITY–FEATURES OF (9)-

POST-.

See SYSTEM(S)–CONFLICTING

See CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–POST-SYSTEMATIC

PREMISES.

See LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–STATISTICAL-AXIOMATIC STRUCTURE OF

PRINCIPLE(S).

See PRINCIPLE(S)–SYSTEMATIC

DEDUCTION OF EXISTENCE/OCCURRENCE. “There is no systematic deduction of existence or occurrence.” (In 639.) See ACTUAL, ACTUALITY

“Let us define systematic processes by the already enumerated properties that, other things being equal, (1) the whole of a
systematic process and its every event possess but a single intelligibility that corresponds to a single insight or single set of unified
insights, (2) any situation can be deduced from any other without
an explicit consideration of intervening situations, and (3) the empirical investigation of such processes is marked not only by a notable facility in ascertaining and checking abundant and significant
data but also by a supreme moment when all data fall into a single
perspective, sweeping deductions become possible, and subsequent
exact predictions regularly are fulfilled.” (In 71.) See also DEVELOPMENT;

DIFFERENTIATION OF CONSCIOUSNESS.

EMERGENCE

(3)

■ FREQUENCY–AND INTELLIGIBILITY, –AND PROBABILITY ■ INTELLIGIBILITY–MATERIAL-

INCOMPLETE

■ NONSYSTEMATIC–DIVERGENCE OF ACTUAL FREQUENCIES, –IN DIVERGING SE-

RIES OF CONDITIONS, –PROCESS

■ NOTION OF …–ABSTRACTION, –NONSYSTEMATIC PROCESS

■ PRINCIPLE(S)–UNCERTAINTY ■ PROBABILITY, –DEFINITION OF ■ PROCESS–IDEAL/TYPICALCONSEQUENCES

■ SCIENCE(S)–HUMAN-AND NATURAL SCIENCE See also intra Vs non-

systematic
AND PREDICTION.
AND SYSTEM.

See intra Process

See ESSENCE–KNOWLEDGE OF

See

CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTI-

ATED–SYSTEMATICALLY

And process of universe. See

DIVERGENCE FROM IDEAL FREQUENCIES.

See

NONSYSTEMATIC–DIVERGENCE

OF ACTUAL FREQUENCIES

EMERGENT PROBABILITY AS.

PROCESS.

See EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AS UNIVERSAL DESIGN-

UNIVERSE–PROCESS OF-SYSTEMATIC AND NON-

SYSTEMATIC

Notion of. See NOTION OF …–SYSTEMATIC PROCESS
Order in. See ORDER–IN SERIES, PROGRESSION, GROUPING
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SYSTEMATIC – SYSTEMATIC

Vs nonsystematic. “We have been engaged in explaining that,
just as constructive insight can devise systematic processes with
all their beautiful and convenient properties, so also it can devise
nonsystematic processes [see NONSYSTEMATIC–PROCESS] with a complete set of quite opposite properties.” (In 75.) See intra Vs nonsystematic
Corollaries (5). “ It remains that a few more general corollaries be
added.” (In 75.)
(1) And novelty. “Systematic process is monotonous, but nonsystematic process can be the womb of novelty. For the possibility of leaping deductively from any situation of a
systematic process to any other situation rests on the fact that
a systematic process is little more than a perpetual repetition
of essentially the same story. On the other hand, the unfolding of a nonsystematic process has to be followed through its
sequence of situations. Significant changes occur, and as they
occur the relevant insights change. Hence … within a large
nonsystematic process there can be built a pyramid of
schemes resting on schemes in a splendid ascent of novelty
and creativeness.” (In 75.)
(2) And reversibility. “Systematic process would seem to be re-

versible; that is, it would work equally well if, so to speak,
the future were the past and the process ran backwards. For a
systematic process is the expression of a single idea. Each
successive situation is related to the next in accord with the
dictates of the idea. Hence, to reverse the succession of dictates, so that the process begins from a last situation and
moves backwards to a first, involves no new idea but merely
a different and, it seems, equally workable application of the
same idea. On the other hand, nonsystematic process may
easily be irreversible. For it is not the unfolding of some single idea, and successive situations are not related in accord
with the dictates of any single insight or any single set of unified insights. What is in control is not intelligence but any
random basic situation, and the resulting coincidental sequence of coincidental situations easily includes both the
emergence and the destruction of systematic processes.
Hence, to expect nonsystematic process to be reversible is to
expect destroyed systematic processes to reemerge from their
ruins; again, it is to expect that reversed systematic processes
will resolve into their origins at the right moment and in the
right manner though no provision is made for that resolution.” (In 75.)
(3) And closure. “The distinction between systematic and nonsystematic processes throw light on the precise meaning of
closure. For there is an external closure that excludes outside
interference. When it is applied to a systematic process, the
whole course of events is mastered by intelligence with relative ease. But when it is applied to a nonsystematic process,
then it merely leaves internal factors all the freer to interfere
with one another.” (In 76.)
(4) And empirical method. “Whether world process is systematic
or nonsystematic is a question to be settled by the empirical

method of stating both hypotheses, working out as fully as
one can the totality of their implications, and confronting the
implications with the observable facts.” (In 76.) See UNIVERSE–
PROCESS OF-SYSTEMATIC AND NONSYSTEMATIC

(5) And ‘random’. “If world process proves to be nonsystematic,
then it contains coincidental aggregates, and the word ‘random’ has an objective meaning. In that case, there would be
some interpretation of statistical science as the science of
what exists. In other words, in that case it would be false to
say that statistical science must be a mere cloak for ignorance. Moreover, even if world process proves to be systematic, still that will be true only on empirical grounds and a
posteriori; it follows that it cannot be true a priori that statistical science cannot be the science of what exists. On the present showing, then, there can be no valid theoretical
arguments that establish that statistical science in every possible meaning of the term must be a mere cloak for ignorance.” (In 76.)
SCIENCE AS.
SYNTHESIS.

See SCIENCE(S)–EMPIRICAL-AS SYSTEMATIC
See SYNTHESIS–IMAGINATIVE VS SYSTEMATIC UNIFICATION

THINKING.

“We have been contrasting two manners in which systematic thinking has been carried out [Aristotelian-scholastic and
modern science], and we have now to advert to a third. Its basic
terms denote the conscious and intentional operations that occur in
human knowing. Its basic relations denote the conscious dynamism that leads from some operations to others. Its derived terms
and relations are the procedures of common sense, of mathematicians, of empirical scientists, of interpreters and historians, of philosophers and theologians. It begins from cognitional theory [see
COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY]: What are you doing when you are
knowing? It moves on to EPISTEMOLOGY: Why is doing that knowing?
It concludes with a METAPHYSICS: What do you know when you do
it? … It differs from Aristotelian system inasmuch as its basic
terms and relations are not metaphysical but cognitional. It resembles modern science inasmuch as its basic terms and relations are
not given to sense, but it differs from modern science inasmuch as
its basic terms and relations are given to consciousness. I said that
mass, temperature, and so on, are not sensible data; but the basic
terms and relations in this case are given, but to consciousness and
not to sense [see DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS]. Unlike Aristotle and like
modern science, its basic truths are not necessities but verified possibilities. Like modern science, its positions can be revised in the
sense that they can be refined and filled out indefinitely; but unlike
modern science, its basic structures are not open to radical revision, for they contain the conditions of any possible revision, and
unless those conditions are fulfilled revision cannot occur [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY-REVISION OF].” (PTP2 167-68.) See also PROPER NAMES–
ARISTOTLE, ARISTOTELIAN-NOTION OF SCIENCE; METHOD(S)–OF SCIENCE(S)
UNDERSTANDING. See INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–SYSTEMATIC
UNIFICATION OF CLASSICAL LAWS.

See

LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–CLASSICAL-

SYSTEMATIC UNIFICATION OF

UNIFICATION VS IMAGINATIVE SYNTHESIS.

See

SYNTHESIS–IMAGINATIVE VS
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SYSTEMATICS (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY) – TASK(S)
SYSTEMATIC UNIFICATION

UNITIES.

See JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–CONCRETE-CONDITIONS FOR POSSIBLE (4)

VS NONSYSTEMATIC. The relation between systematic and non systematic is the relation between classical and statistical. See CLASSICAL
AND STATISTICAL COMPARED “The point … to our distinction between the
primary relativity of a relation and its secondary determinations is
that it separates the systematic and the nonsystematic.” (In 515.) See
intra And nonsystematic; see also NONSYSTEMATIC–IN RELATIONS

SYSTEMATICS (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY):

Seventh of the eight FUNCof method (see GEM). Generalized Empirical Method
comprises two sets of four categories (see CATEGORY, CATEGORIES–GENERAL,
–SPECIAL). The general categories pertain to the mediation of a
tradition; the special (special because essential to method in theology) pertain to the tradition thus mediated. Systematics is third of the
four special categories—Foundations, Doctrines, Systematics,
Communication. Four categories because each is tied to the
cognitional operation proper to that level (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–
LEVELS OF-SCHEMA). In the mediated phase, however, the order of
operations is reversed—decision, judgment, understanding,
experience. Thus Systematics, while the third special category, is tied
to the second level of intentional consciousness, understanding (see
INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING). Although systematics is a special category
of theology, its principles and the matter of the subentries below can
be adapted to all types of inquiry. See also SYSTEMATIC; SYSTEM
AIM OF. “The facts and values affirmed in Doctrines [see DOCTRINES
(FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)] give rise to further questions. For doctrinal expression may be figurative or symbolic. It may be descriptive and
based ultimately on the meaning of words rather than on an understanding of realities. It may, if pressed, quickly become vague and
indefinite. It may seem, when examined, to be involved in inconsistency or fallacy. … The functional specialty, Systematics, attempts to meet these issues. It is concerned to work out appropriate
systems of conceptualization, to remove apparent inconsistencies,
to move towards some grasp of spiritual matters both from their
own inner coherence and from the analogies offered by more familiar human experience.” (M 132.)
TIONAL SPECIALTIES

AND COMMUNICATIONS. “Doctrines tend to be regarded as mere verbal formulae, unless their ultimate meaning is worked out and their
possible coherence revealed by systematics. Nor is such ultimate
clarification enough. It fixes the substance of what there is to be
communicated [see COMMUNICATION(S) (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)]. But there
remains both the problem of creative use of the available media
and the task of finding the appropriate approach and procedure to
convey the message to people of different classes and cultures.” (M

142.)

is out there to be looked at and seen when one looks. One may go
further and distinguish between sensible looks (looks through one’s
senses) and spiritual looks (looks with one’s intellect, interior and
spiritual x-rays that penetrate the essence of things and see the essence that is there).” (UB 159.) See also ALREADY-OUT-THERE-NOW-REAL
AND OBJECTIVITY. “The principal notion of objectivity is concerned
with a multiplicity of objects, some of which are subjects. It involves a multiplicity of true judgments falling within a certain pattern. But absolute objectivity [see OBJECTIVITY–ABSOLUTE] is found in
each judgment by itself. The virtually unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY] is an unconditioned, and an unconditioned is an
absolute. An unconditioned is not dependent, qua unconditioned,
on anything. Not depending on anything, it is not dependent on the
subject. The process of knowing, when you grasp the unconditioned and affirm it, moves beyond subjectivity by the mere fact
that you reach an unconditioned. You step in, through the judgment, into an absolute realm. There is nothing outside being that
can take a look at it and have being as its object. If it is outside being, it is nothing. You move through judgment, through the unconditioned, to an absolute realm, and in that realm you find not only
objects but also yourself.” (UB 172-73.) See also SELF-APPROPRIATION
VS SELF-PRESENCE.

See CONSCIOUSNESS,

INTENTIONAL–AND SELF-PRESENCE

TASK(S):

For other entries wherein data include performing a task see

inter alia

ALIENATION–REMEDIES FOR ■ ANTICIPATION–IN PRESCIENTIFIC/SCIENTIFIC

■ ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–ARGUMENT-AND UNRESTRICTED

THOUGHT

ACT OF UNDERSTANDING-THE UNIVERSE

■ ART–SUMMARY REMARKS ■ CANON(S)–OF EMPIRI-

CAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(5) OF COMPLETE EXPLANATION
NEUTICS-(3) OF SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATIONS
OF COMMON SENSE

■ CANON(S)–OF METHODICAL HERME-

■ CIVILIZATION(S)–ANCIENT HIGH, –AND WORLD

■ CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–DUALITY OF ■ COMMON

SENSE–AND LOGIC, –AND RESEARCH, –BIAS OF, GENERAL-CORRECTION OF, –SPECIALIZATION OFPOLITICAL

■ COMMUNICATION(S) (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)–USE OF MODELS IN ■ COMMU-

NITY–AS COOPERATIVE ■ CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–POLYMORPHISM OF HUMAN-AND PHILOSOPHY

■ CONTROL–OF ONE’S HISTORY ■ CORRELATION(S)–AND SCIENTIFIC UNDERSTANDING

■ CRITICAL–VS EMPIRICAL IN HUMAN SCIENCE ■ CRITICISM–PRINCIPLE(S) OF (4) ■ CULTURE,
CULTURAL–VIEW OF-PLURALIST ■ EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AS UNIVERSAL DESIGN, –OF THINGS
(4 POSTULATES)

■ EXPRESSION–AND SEQUENCE-DEVELOPMENT OF ■ FEELINGS–AND DIALECTIC,

–COMMUNITY OF, AND FELLOW F. ■ FINALITY–FEATURES OF (9)-(7) UNIVERSAL ■ GEM–FUNCTIONS
OF (12)-(7) FOUNDATIONAL

■ GENERALIST, THE–AS THEMATIZER ■ GENERALIZATION–AND UN-

DERSTANDING-AND THE GENERALIZER

■ GOOD, THE–OF ORDER-AND SOCIETY ■ HERMENEU-

TIC(S)–AND EXEGESIS ■ HISTORICAL–CRITICISM, –INTERPRETATION-PROBLEM OF ■ HISTORY–
CRITICAL

■ HUMAN–GOOD-STRUCTURE OF ■ IDEAL(S)–TYPES-AND HYPOTHESES ■ INTERPRE-

TATION–AND COMMON SENSE, –AND THE INTERPRETER, –PROBLEM OF-AND HUMAN SCIENCES ■
JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–HABITS OF AND INSIGHT ■ KNOWLEDGE–NATURE OF ■ LANGUAGE–
EARLY-(3) DEVELOPMENT OF, –PHILOSOPHICAL

■ LIBERATION–AND EMERGENT PROBABILITY ■

LOGIC–AND DEVELOPMENT OF KNOWLEDGE, –COMMON SENSE AND ■ METHOD(S)–OF COMMON
SENSE

■ MODEL–UTILITY OF ■ MYTH–AND METAPHYSICS-OPPOSED/DIALECTICALLY RELATED ■

ORIENTATION–THROUGH NAMES ■ PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–DRAMATIC-AND ORDINARY LIV-

T

ING

■ PHILOSOPHY, PHILOSOPHIES–CONTRADICTORY ■ PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION–AS JUS-

TIFICATION OF EDUCATIONALIST

TAKING A GOOD LOOK:

“Knowing can be conceived as intrinsically
or essentially a matter of confrontation, of taking a look, seeing what
is there, intuition. Since knowing, on this account, is what comes
from the look, anything that comes from the subject is not knowing
at all; and if it comes from the subject, that just means it is not knowing. Knowing is what is given in the look, and what is known is what

■ POSTULATE(S) ■ PRACTICALITY–IN RESEARCH ■ RELATIVISM

■ RESEARCH (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)–SPECIAL-AND HORIZON ■ SCIENCE(S)–AND PHILOSOPHY-AND AUTONOMOUS SCIENCES, –HUMAN-AS CRITICAL, –KNOWLEDGE OF FORM IN

■ SELF-

APPROPRIATION–AND THERAPY ■ SIN–AND IDEOLOGY ■ SPACE AND TIME–IMMANENT INTELLIGIBILITY OF-A GEOMETRY

■ SYNTHESIS–OF CONCEPTS ■ SYSTEMATICS (FUNCTIONAL SPE-

CIALTY)–AND COMMUNICATIONS ■ VALUE(S)–APPREHENSION OF-AND INTENTIONAL RESPONSE
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TEACHING/LEARNING – TERM(S)

AND HUMAN GOOD.

See HUMAN–GOOD

AND INSTITUTIONS.

See INSTITUTIONS–AND COOPERATION, ROLES, TASKS

OF COSMOPOLIS.

See COSMOPOLIS–PROPERTIES OF (4)-(3) SPEAKS THE SIMPLE TRUTH-

AND DEBUNKS MYTHS

OF DIALECTIC.
OF EXEGETE.

See DIALECTIC (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)–TASK(S) OF

IN THE SUBJECT. In context, L is explaining his ordering of the elements of Insight. See intra Of sensitive and intellectual; see also INSIGHT

See EXEGESIS–AND BASIC EXEGETICAL OPERATIONS

OF HISTORIAN.

See HISTORIAN–TASK(S) OF

(THE BOOK)–AND DIALECTICAL TENSION IN THE SUBJECT ■ METAPHYSICS–AND ALL OTHER DE-

OF INTENTIONAL RESPONSE.

“Now the apprehension of values [see
VALUE(S)] and DISVALUES is the task not of understanding but of INTENTIONAL–RESPONSE. Such response is all the fuller, all the more discriminating, the better a man one is, the more refined one’s
sensibility, the more delicate one’s feelings.” (M 245.)
OF METHOD. See FUNCTIONAL SPECIALIZATION(S)
TEACHING/LEARNING: See ORDER–OF TEACHING/LEARNING

OF OPERATIONS-AS PRINCIPLE OF CONSTRUCTION

TELEOLOGY : See FINALITY
TENSION(S): See also inter alia ART–DEFINITION OF-AND PATTERN-PURELY EXPERIEN■ COMMUNICATION(S) (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)–INTERNAL ■

CONSTRAINT–AND SOCIETY ■ CONTRADICTORIES/CONTRARIES ■ CORRELATION(S)– AND EM-

■ DEVELOPMENT ■ EGOISM–AND ALTRUISM ■ FEELINGS–AND THEORY ■ GE-

NUINENESS ■ I–AND MY WORLD ■ IDEAL(S)–FORMULATION OF ■ LIBERATION–PROBLEM OF
ETHICAL

■ MEANING–REALM(S) OF-(3) INTERIORITY ■ METHOD, GENETIC–SANCTION OF GENU-

INENESS

■ PROPER NAMES–ARCHIMEDES ■ SENSITIVE–AND EMERGENCE OF HIGHER SYSTEM ■

SOCIAL–CRISIS VS SOCIAL TRANQUILITY ■ SPIRIT–OF INQUIRY ■ UNIVERSE–INTELLIGIBILITY OFAND METHODS (4)-(4) DIALECTICAL

AND THE PURE QUESTION.

See SPIRIT–OF INQUIRY

BETWEEN MEANING AND EXPRESSION.

See

MEANING–AND EXPRESSION-

DIALECTICAL FACTOR IN

BETWEEN SELF AS TRANSCENDING/TRANSCENDED.

See COMMUNITY–TENSION(S) IN; DIALECTIC(S)–OF COMMUNITY

OF CONSCIOUSNESS.

AUTHENTICITY–

COMPOUND-IN-.

“As the dialectic in the individual and in society reveals [see SUBJECT, THE–DRAMATIC-DIALECTIC OF-VS D. OF COMMUNITY; DIALECTIC(S)–OF
COMMUNITY], man is a compound-in-tension of INTELLIGENCE and INTERSUBJECTIVITY.” (In 261.) See also COSMOPOLIS–SYNTHETIC VIEW; DECLINE–CYCLE OF,
LONGER-REVERSAL-AND CULTURE

See intra Of sensitive and intellectual

FROM MORAL IMPOTENCE.

“Consciousness of moral impotence [see
not only heightens the tension between limitation
and transcendence [see HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT, LAWS OF (4)-(3) LIMITATION AND TRANSCENDENCE] but also can provide ambivalent materials for reflection;
correctly interpreted, it brings home to man the fact that his living
is a developing, that he is not to be discouraged by his failures, that
rather he is to profit by them both as lessons on his personal weak-

MORAL–IMPOTENCE]

See

INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–TENSION(S) PRE-

CEDING; HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT, LAWS OF (4)-(3) LIMITATION AND TRANSCENDENCE

OF INQUIRY.

See INQUIRY–TENSION OF

OF MATTER AND SPIRIT.
OF OPPOSITES.

See HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT, LAWS OF (4)-

See CONVERSION–PSYCHIC

See intra Of sensitive and intellectual; see also

PO-

TENCY/POTENTIAL–A TENSION OF OPPOSITES
OF SENSITIVE AND INTELLECTUAL. “The basic difficulty is from the
side of the subject. He is involved in a dialectical tension, and he
can be made aware of the fact only after he has grasped what is
meant and what is not meant by inquiry, insight, and conception as
opposed to sensible data and schematic images.” (In 293.) See also INSIGHT (THE BOOK)–AND DIALECTICAL TENSION IN THE SUBJECT “Within each man
there are both the attachment and interestedness of sensitivity and
INTERSUBJECTIVITY and, on the other hand, the detachment and disinterestedness of the pure DESIRE TO KNOW. From this conjunction of opposites there follow (1) the interference of the lower level with the
unfolding of inquiry and reflection, of deliberation and decision,
(2) the consequent unintelligibility of situations, and (3) the increasing irrelevance of intelligence and reasonableness to the real
problem of human living.” (In 293.) See also CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–

■ LIBERATION–PROBLEM OF ETHICAL ■ METAPHYSICS–AS SCI-

ENCE ■ METHOD(S)–CRITICAL-AND THE NOTION OF GOD

OF UNCONSCIOUS.

See UNCONSCIOUS–AND CONSCIOUS TENSION

DIALECTICAL.

See CONSCIOUSNESS–TENSION OF

OF HUMAN DEVELOPMENT.

POLYMORPHISM OF HUMAN

See

NEVER SECURE

CONSCIOUS.

OF COMMUNITY.

(3) LIMITATION AND TRANSCENDENCE

TECHNOLOGY : The term is most often associated with the economy
and polity in the context of the good of order (see GOOD, THE–OF ORDER).
AND CANON OF OPERATIONS. See CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(2)

PIRICAL SCIENCE

PARTMENTS-(3) TRANSFORMS ■ SUBJECT, THE–DRAMATIC-DIALECTIC OF

OF LIMITATION AND TRANSCENDENCE.

TECHNICAL: See LANGUAGE–TECHNICAL

TIAL, –DEFINITION OF-RELEASE

nesses and as a stimulus to greater efforts; but the same data can
also be regarded as evidence that there is no use trying, that moral
codes ask the impossible, that one has to be content with oneself as
one is.” (In 650.) See also MORAL–IMPOTENCE
IN PROBLEM OF LIBERATION. See LIBERATION–PROBLEM OF ETHICAL

See UNCONSCIOUS–AND CONSCIOUS TENSION

PRECEDING INSIGHT.
UNITY-IN-.

See INQUIRY–TENSION OF

See CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–POLYMORPHISM OF HUMAN

TERM(S): Term denotes something; the beginning or end point of
change; that to which something is related or referred; the first and
last in any series; a substantive phrase in a logical proposition; a
statement in an agreement or contract; a length of time; to name.
“That to which a subject is related.” (S 689.)
AND INTERPRETATION. See INTERPRETATION–IN AUTHOR’S OWN TERMS
AND MODELS. See MODEL–DEFINITION OF
AND PRACTICAL REFLECTION. See DECISION–AND PRACTICAL REFLECTION
AND RELATIONS. “The real is being; it is whatever is to be grasped
intelligently and affirmed reasonably. Now within the limits of
proportionate being, whatever is grasped intelligently is never a
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TERMINAL OBJECT – THEORY, THEORIES

term without relations or a relation without terms. To express an
insight, one needs several terms and relations, with the terms fixing the relations and the relations fixing the terms. To suppose that
there are any terms without relations or any relations without terms
is to suppose an oversight. Descriptive terms are no exception, for
they express things as related to us. Metaphysical terms are no exception, for they come at least in pairs, such as substance and accident, matter and form, potency and act, essence and existence. On
scientific terms we have been sufficiently abundant already. But
what cannot be affirmed cannot be. What cannot be conceived
cannot be affirmed. But there is no intelligent conception of terms
apart from relations or relations apart from terms, and so there is
no possibility of their being apart.” (In 520.) See also SCIENCE(S)–RELATIONS

HEURISTIC.

See CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–HEURISTIC THEOREM

MATHEMATICAL.
METAPHYSICAL.
OF FINALITY.
OF IDEALS.

See ABSTRACTION–DEGREES OF (3)-(2) FROM SENSIBLE QUALITIES

See ABSTRACTION–DEGREES OF (3)-(3) FROM ALL MATTER

See FINALITY

See IDEAL(S)–GENERAL THEOREM

ON ABSTRACTION.

THEORETICAL:

See ABSTRACTION–DEGREES OF (3)-(1) FROM HERE AND NOW

In regard to the mind as creative or theoretical see IN-

FERENCE–PRACTICAL VS ANTICIPATORY
DIFFERENTIATION OF CONSCIOUSNESS.

See

CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTI-

ATED–THEORETICALLY

THEORY, THEORIES: Theory is a

differentiation of consciousness (see
a realm of meaning (see
MEANING–REALMS OF-(2) THEORY); a stage (see MEANING–STAGES OF-(2) THEORY) in the
historical development of control of meaning (see MEANING–CONTROL OF);
and a viewpoint (see VIEWPOINT(S)–OF THEORY).
AND CANONS OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD. See CANON(S)–OF EMCONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–THEORETICALLY),

OF

And commonsense meaning. See TREATISE–AND INVARIANCE
And logic. See SYSTEM(S)–LOGICAL
And method/GEM. See INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS–AND GEM
And science. See SCIENCE(S)–RELATIONS OF
Basic nest of. See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–TERMS AND RELATIONS, BASIC NEST

PIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(1) OF SELECTION

AND COMMON SENSE.

See MEANING–REALMS OF-(1) COMMON SENSE, -(2) THEORY

OF

DERIVED.
END.

AND DIFFERENTIATIONS OF CONSCIOUSNESS.

See intra Primitive vs derived

See intra To which

AND FEELING.

FROM WHICH.

The state or condition of a being at the start of
change in it; initial term; terminus a quo. See also intra To which
INITIAL. See intra From which
ISOMORPHISM OF COGNITIONAL AND ONTOLOGICAL.

See GEM–FUNCTIONS

OF (12)-(4) SYSTEMATIC

OF MEANING.

See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–TERMS AND RELATIONS, BASIC NEST OF

PRIMITIVE VS DERIVED.

L’s principal concern is cognitional theory.
Here the primitive terms are the categories of operations—
experience, understanding, judgment, decision. All other categories
of meaning are derived from them (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–TERMS AND
RELATIONS, BASIC NEST OF). See also CONCEPT(S), CONCEPTION(S)–PRIMITIVE VS DERIVED

TO WHICH.

The state or condition of a being after a change or at the
present moment in a still continuing change; the end term; terminus a quem. See also intra From which

AND INTERIORITY.

See INTERIORITY–WORLD OF-ENTRY INTO

AND LEVELS OF CONSCIOUSNESS.

See

CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS

OF (5)-(2) INTELLECTUAL

AND METAPHYSICS.

See METAPHYSICS–ELEMENTS OF-IN RELATION TO THEORIES

See NONSENSE–AND THEORY

AND REALMS OF MEANING.

See MEANING–REALMS OF-(2) THEORY

AND SCIENTIFIC EXPLANATION.
AND STAGES OF MEANING.

See SCIENTIFIC–EXPLANATION

See MEANING–STAGES OF-(2) THEORY

AND SYSTEMATIC EXIGENCE.

See SYSTEMATIC–EXIGENCE

COGNITIONAL.

COGNITIONAL–THEORY

See COGNITION,

EMERGENCE OF.
MODE OF.

See LANGUAGE–TECHNICAL

See MEANING–STAGES OF-(2) THEORY

OF HISTORY.

See HISTORY–THEORY/THEORIES OF

OF KNOWLEDGE.

See POSITIONS

INTELLECTUAL OBJECT

OF PROBABILITY.

See PROBABILITY–THEORY OF

TERMINAL VALUE(S): See VALUE(S)–TERMINAL

OF RELATIVITY.

TERMINAL OBJECT: See OBJECT(S)–TERMINAL ■ IMAGE ■ PHANTASM/FANTASM–AS

alia

A notion accepted as a demonstrable truth. See also inter

ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–AND IDEA OF BEING-GOD THE ■ CIR-

CUIT(S)–OF MATHEMATICAL AND SCIENTIFIC DEVELOPMENTS ■ CORRELATION(S)–AND EMPIRICAL
SCIENCE

■ FACULTY PSYCHOLOGY ■ FEELINGS–AND THEORY ■ IDEAL(S)–PROBLEM ■ INSIGHT

AND UNDERSTANDING–AS PROPER ACT OF SOUL ■ KNOWLEDGE–SPECIALIZED
AND KNOWLEDGE.

See EXISTENCE–INTENTIONAL-AND PERFECTION;

SIMILATION

AND PHILOSOPHY.
GÖDEL’S.

See METAPHYSICS–AS DIALECTIC

See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–AND GÖDEL’S THEOREM

See ABSTRACTION–ENRICHING/IMPOVERISHING

QUANTUM.

See QUANTUM–THEORY

REALM OF.

See MEANING–REALMS OF-(2) THEORY

STATISTICAL.
TYPES OF.

See STATISTICAL–THEORY

See SCIENTIFIC–EXPLANATION

VIEWPOINT OF.
KNOWING– BY AS-

AND COUNTERPOSITIONS–POSITION

See RELATIVITY–THEORY OF

OF THE ABSTRACT.

THEOLOGY, NATURAL: See PHILOSOPHY OF GOD
THEOREM :

DIFFER-

See FEELINGS–AND THEORY

AND NONSENSE.

See MEANING–TERMS OF

OF MOVEMENT.

See CONSCIOUSNESS,

ENTIATED–THEORETICALLY

See VIEWPOINT(S–OF THEORY

VS COMMON SENSE.
WORLD OF.

See SYSTEMATIC–EXIGENCE

The world of theory is usually contrasted with those of
common sense and interiority (see COMMON SENSE–WORLD OF; INTERIORITY–
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THING(S) – THING(S)

WORLD OF).

See LANGUAGE–TECHNICAL-AND MAGIC

And science. See SCIENCE(S)–AND WORLD OF THEORY
Apprehension in. See

APPREHENSION–IN WORLDS OF COMMON SENSE AND THE-

ORY

THING(S): A thing is “an intelligible concrete unity. As differentiated
by experiential conjugates [see CONJUGATE(S)–EXPERIENTIAL] and commonsense expectations, it is a thing for us, a thing as described [see QUOAD
NOS]. As differentiated by explanatory conjugates [see CONJUGATE(S)–
EXPLANATORY/PURE] and scientifically determined probabilities [see PROBABILITY–OF EMPIRICAL SCIENCES], it is a thing itself, as explained [see QUOAD
SE].” (In 278-79.) See intra Notion of
ABSTRACT AND CONCRETE IN. See ABSTRACT–APPLIED TO CONCRETE-IN THINGS
AND BODIES. See BODY–AND THING
AND CAUSES. See CAUSE(S)
AND CHANGE. “Things are conceived as extended in space, permanent in time, and yet subject to change. They are extended in
space, inasmuch as spatially distinct data pertain to the unity at any
given instant. They are permanent in time, inasmuch as temporally
distinct data pertain to the same unity. They are subject to change,
inasmuch as there is some difference between the aggregate of data
at one instant and the aggregate of data on the same unity at another instant.” (In 271.) See also CHANGE–NOTION OF
AND COINCIDENTAL MANIFOLD.
AND CONJUGATES.

See EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND THINGS

See ABSTRACT–APPLIED TO CONCRETE-IN THINGS

AND DATA. A thing

is a concrete totality of data. See intra Notion of
AND EMERGENT PROBABILITY. See EMERGENT PROBABILITY–OF THINGS (4 POSTULATES)

AND IMAGE.

See IMAGE–AND THING ITSELF

AND METHOD, GENETIC.

See METHOD, GENETIC–AND THING FOR US/IN ITSELF

AND SCHEMES OF RECURRENCE.

See

EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND WORLD OR-

DER-AS EXPLANATORY OF (6)

AND SCIENCE.

See SCIENTIFIC–THOUGHT; LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–SCIENTIFIC

AS DESCRIBED/EXPLAINED.

See QUOAD NOS; QUOAD SE

AS EXISTING.

“Things are said to exist. ... It is meaningless to answer either yes or no to the question, What is a thing? On the other
hand, that answer is quite appropriate when one asks whether there
are any things. Now existence may be defined as what is known
inasmuch as an affirmative answer is given to the question, Are
there things? Accordingly, existence stands to the thing as event or
occurrence stands to the conjugate [see OCCURRENCE–AS CONJUGATE ACT].
For the existence of the thing is known by verifying the notion of
the thing [see intra Notion of], as the occurrence is known by verifying the conjugate.” (In 273.)

AS PARTICULAR/GENERAL.

“One reaches the notion of the thing [see
Notion
of
] by grasping a unity in individual data; but once the
intra
notion is reached, one can think and speak both of things in general and of things of determinate kinds specified by their conjugates or properties.” (In 274.) We can revert to the particular thing in
three ways. See intra From general notion to particular

ATTRIBUTES OF.

L takes an example from Aristotle. “Aristotle’s syllogism [see SYLLOGISM–SCIENTIFIC] aimed at putting an intelligible order
into the attributes of things. In a given totality of data there is
grasped a unity named the moon. In the same totality there is
grasped a regular series of luminous shapes named the phases of
the moon. In the regular series of phases one may grasp that the
surface of the moon cannot be flat and must be spherical. Aristotle
would name the moon the subject, its phases the middle term, and
its sphericity the predicate. He would note that the middle term accounts for the attribution of the predicate to the subject. He would
draw attention to the difference between a causa essendi [reason
for existence of] and a causa cognoscendi [reason for knowing]:
the phases are the reason why we know the moon is spherical; but
the sphericity is the reason why the borrowed light of the sun is reflected from the moon in the regular series of shapes named phases.” (In 272.)
CONCRETE UNITY OF. See intra Notion of
FOR US. See QUOAD NOS
FROM GENERAL NOTION TO PARTICULAR. As noted (see intra As particular/general), we can revert to the particular thing in three ways.
(1) “One reverts to a particular thing whose data here and now
are given; then by a simple shift of attention one moves from
‘thing’ or ‘things’ to ‘this thing’ or ‘these things.’” (In 274.)
(2) “When the particular thing to which one reverts does not lie
in the field of observation ... a spatiotemporal frame of reference
has to be invoked to provide the link between the data given here
and now and the data relevant to the particular thing in question;
through the use of such a frame of reference, one comes to think
and speak of ‘that thing’ or ‘those things.’” (In 274.)
(3) “Fully explanatory science ... deals with things, not as related
to our senses, but as related to one another. Clearly, there are data
on things only inasmuch as they are related to our senses [see
QUOAD NOS]; it follows that there can be no appeal to data as long
as one considers things themselves, things as explained, things as
related to one another, things as equivalent for all observers inasmuch as one prescinds from all observers.” (In 274.) See also
QUOAD SE

And questioning. “You can continue to ask further questions
about any particular thing until you understand absolutely every
aspect and every relation in which the thing is involved. What is
true of any particular thing is true of all of them. You can keep
on asking questions. To brush questions aside in principle—here
it is not a matter of saying it would not be practical for me to pay
attention to further questions now, because I have no hope in my
lifetime of arriving at the answers; that is not brushing questions
aside in principle, but giving a reason for not attending to these
questions—but just to brush questions aside in principle is to run
counter to the nature of one’s intellect. It is an obscurantism. The
radical meaning of obscurantism is implicitly or explicitly holding the thesis that the range of our knowledge, the range of our
DESIRE TO KNOW, is limited.” (UB 148.)
GENERA, SPECIES OF. See GENUS–EXPLANATORY

THING(S) – THING(S)
IN COGNITIONAL THEORY.
IN GENETIC METHOD.
IN ITSELF.

See COGNITION,

COGNITIONAL–THEORY

See METHOD, GENETIC

See QUOAD SE

INDIVIDUALITY OF. “What ... is the ground of the individuality of
the thing itself? The Aristotelian solution to this problem would be
to posit a prime matter [see MATTER–PRIME] that stands to the intelligible unity or form of the thing as data stand to insight; just as data as
given are prior to all insight and so prior to all distinction and relation or unification, so prime matter is conceived as a constituent of
reality that is presupposed by FORM and so, of itself, is not a thing
nor a quantity nor a quality nor a relation nor a place nor a time nor
any other positively conceivable object.” (In 274-75.) See IMAGE–AND THING
ITSELF

KINDS OF. “The notion of the thing [see intra Notion of] as an intelligible concrete unity differentiated by experiential and explanatory
conjugates [see CONJUGATE(S)–EXPERIENTIAL, –EXPLANATORY/PURE] clearly implies the possibility of different kinds of things. Moreover, since
explanatory conjugates are defined by their relations to one another, there is the possibility of distinct sets of such conjugates.
There follows the notion of the explanatory genus.” (In 280.) See GENUS–EXPLANATORY “Once things are recognized to be of different kinds,
there arises the obvious question whether there are things within
things.” (In 283.) See intra Within things
KNOWING THE. See SCIENTIFIC–THOUGHT; LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–SCIENTIFIC
NOTION OF. “The notion of a thing is grounded in an insight that
grasps, not relations between data, but a unity, identity, whole in
data; and this unity is grasped, not by considering data from any
abstractive viewpoint, but by taking them in their concrete individuality and in the totality of their aspects. For if the reader will
turn his mind to any object he names a thing, he will find that object to be a unity to which belongs every aspect of every datum
within the unity. Thus, the dog Fido is a unity, and to Fido is ascribed a totality of data whether of color or shape, sound or odor,
feeling or movement. Moreover, from this grasp of unity in a concrete totality of data there follow the various characteristics of
things.” (In 271.)

As bridge. “The notion of the thing is a bridge between commonsense knowledge and scientific knowledge on the objective side
[see KNOWLEDGE–COMMONSENSE, –SCIENTIFIC]. We have commonsense
knowledge of the thing in terms of its relations to us [see QUOAD
NOS], and those are the relations that are picked out by the practical activity of everyday living. A fundamental characteristic of
being a man of common sense is being able to drop the curtain
cutting off theoretical questions, being able to limit one’s questions. Questions go on indefinitely; any answer gives rise to further questions; but the man of common sense cuts off those
further questions where they cease to be of any practical importance. … We move away from commonsense interest when we
begin to move into scientific observation and description. We are
not yet on the explanatory level where things are related to one
another [see QUOAD SE], as they are in Newton’s theory of dynamics or Einstein’s theory of relativity or in the periodic table of
elements; but on the other hand, our interests are not the practical,
concrete interests of the desire to live that provides the limit to
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the questions that common sense will bother considering. The
field of questions is broader, and the interest that guides scientific
observation and description is some implicit or more or less explicit view preparing the way for knowledge that will be in terms
of the relations of things to one another.” (UB 104-05.)
As objective/subjective. “The notion of the thing can be brought
into explicit consciousness when a person has a good idea of
what an insight is, what common sense is, what science is, and
how the different sciences may be related to one another. However, we do not start off with that notion of the thing in kindergarten, and we may not notice any change in our notion of the
thing since we were in kindergarten. In other words, besides the
objective side of the notion of the thing, we have a functionally
operative notion or way of reacting, a knowledge of how to use
the words and how to react to things, according to the differences
of age all along the line. In fact, we attend much more to things
than to qualities, and that is something that really one does not
notice. We have to have our attention drawn to it, as it were, the
first time at least. What is first is the thing.” (UB 105-06.)
Difficulty of. “The objective aspect of the difficulty of the notion

of the thing regards bringing the notion of the thing into explicit
consciousness as a unity-identity-whole grasped by insight into
data as individual. On the other hand, there is the subjective aspect of the difficulty of the notion, rooted in the fact that, before
we develop in intelligence and reasonableness, we develop as
animals. Unless we sharply distinguish between the thing and
the ‘[ALREADY-OUT-THERE-NOW-REAL–AND BODY VS THING]’ which can be
accounted for in terms of the most elementary type of consciousness, we risk confusing them in our philosophic thought.”
(UB 108.)
RELATED TO EACH OTHER/TO US.
UNDERSTANDING OF.
UNITY OF.

See QUOAD SE; QUOAD NOS

See THING(S)–NOTION OF

See intra Notion of

VS ALREADY-OUT-THERE-NOW-REAL.

See

ALREADY-OUT-THERE-NOW-REAL–AND

BODY VS THING

WITHIN THINGS. “Once things are recognized to be of different
kinds, there arises the obvious question whether there are things
within things.” (In 283.) L explores the notion (283-84) and later, in
the larger context of the elements of metaphysics (In ch. 15; METAPHYSICS–ELEMENTS OF), and the immediate context of explanatory genera and species (see GENUS–EXPLANATORY), he summarizes his
conclusions: “In things of any higher genus, there survive lower
conjugate potencies, forms, and acts [see CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES], but there do not survive lower things. The lower
conjugates survive, for without them there would be nothing for
the higher system of conjugates to systematize. On the other hand,
the lower things do not survive within higher things. For a thing is
the concrete and intelligible unity of concrete and individual data;
the same data from different viewpoints can provide the evidence
for different conjugate forms; but the same data under the totality
of their aspects can not be the data for different things. If any datum under all its aspects pertains to one thing, then it does not pertain to any other thing; hence, if there is a higher thing, there are
data for affirming it; and the same data are not data for any other
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THINKING – THOMISM

thing. It is to be noted, however, that we are speaking not of ‘bodies’ but of things.” (In 464.) See ALREADY-OUT-THERE-NOW-REAL–AND BODY VS
THING

THINKING: See also inter alia THOUGHT ■ ABSOLUTE–AND FACT ■ ANALOGY–
ARGUMENT FROM-AND COMMON SENSE

■ ART–PRELUDE TO DISCUSSION OF ■ CONCEPT(S),

CONCEPTION(S)–PROPERTIES OF ■ CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–DEVELOPMENT OFMOMENTS IN (10)-(6),–POST-SYSTEMATIC, –SYSTEMATICALLY
LOSOPHY

■ DRIFTER ■ EDUCATION–AND PHI-

■ EXPERIENCE–AND NOTION OF BEING ■ FACULTY PSYCHOLOGY ■ GOOD, THE–AND

DESIRE-TO KNOW

■ HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT, LAWS OF (4)-(2) INTEGRATION ■ IDEALISM–AND THIRD

LEVEL OF COGNITION

■ INQUIRY–TENSION OF ■ INTELLECT–PRACTICAL ■ INTENDING– OBJECTS

■ IRRATIONAL ■ JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–AND SYLLOGISM ■ LOGIC–MATHEMATICS AND ■
MEANING–ACTS OF-(2) FORMAL, –AND WORDS ■ MEASUREMENT–RODS, CLOCKS, AND ■ METHOD(S)–SHIFT FROM LOGIC TO ■ MOVEMENT ■ OBJECT(S)–OF THOUGHT ■ OBJECTIVITY, –
EXTROVERSION AS

■ OPENNESS–THREE FACTORS-(2) AS ACHIEVEMENT, -(3) AS GIFT ■ PARTICU-

LAR(S)–INSIGHT INTO ■ POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION–COUNTERPOSITION-AND SELFCONTRADICTION

■ PROPER NAMES–ARISTOTLE, ARISTOTELIAN-AND IDEAL OF SCIENCE, –

DESCARTES, CARTESIAN-AND DUALITY
FURTHER

■ PSYCHIC–CONTAGION ■ QUESTION(S)–FURTHER-AND

■ SCHOLAR, SCHOLARLY–HORIZON ■ SCIENCE(S)–MODERN-SYSTEMS OF ■ SELF ...–

TRANSCENDENCE-AS ACHIEVEMENT

■ SUBJECT, THE–UNITY OF-AND TRANSCENDENTAL EGO ■

TRADITION–PHILOSOPHY AND-AND PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT ■ UNIVERSAL VIEWPOINT–AS TOTALITY OF VIEWPOINTS

■ VIEWPOINT(S)–OF ORDER ■ WORD–INNER-GENERAL NOTION OF (7 ELE-

MENTS)-(7)

ABOUT ESSENCES.
ABOUT TIME.

See ART–AND TIME

AND EXISTENCE.

See EXISTENCE–AND BEING

INDEPENDENT OF.
ONESELF.

See ESSENTIALISM–AND EXISTENTIALISM

See ABSOLUTE–AND JUDGMENT

See I

WITH THE BLOOD.

See QUESTION(S)–FURTHER-AND FURTHER

THOMAS AQUINAS: “After spending years reaching up to the mind of
Aquinas, I came to a twofold conclusion. On the one hand, that
reaching had changed me profoundly. On the other hand, that change
was the essential benefit. For not only did it make me capable of
grasping what, in the light of my conclusions, the vetera really were,
but also it opened challenging vistas on what the nova could be.” (In
769.) In his encyclical Aeterni Patris, Pope Leo XIII called upon
scholars to augment and perfect the old with the new (vetera novis
augere et perficere). See also PHILOSOPHY, PHILOSOPHIES–FIRST (ARISTOTLE, AQUINAS); THOMISM
AND ABSTRACTION. See ABSTRACTION–DEGREES OF (3)
AND ARISTOTLE. Relations between them are myriad. The present
topic is a metaphysically conceived psychology (see FACULTY PSYCHOLOGY–AND DIFFERENTIATED CONSCIOUSNESS). See intra And intellect; see also
PROPER NAMES–ARISTOTLE-ARISTOTELIAN; THOMISM
AND DEFINITION OF PERSON. See PERSON(S)
AND INTELLECT. “The ontological structure of intellect in the writings of St Thomas may be represented schematically as follows.
There is an intellectus agens [see INTELLECT–AGENT], on the one hand,
and there are senses [see SENSE(S)], imagination, phantasms [see
PHANTASM/FANTASM], re-presentations of the DATA–OF SENSE, and an intellectus possibilis [see INTELLECT–POSSIBLE], on the other hand. The agent
intellect illuminates the phantasm and uses it as an instrument to

impress upon the possible intellect an intelligible species [see INTELLIGIBLE(S)–SPECIES]. The possible intellect, determined by the species,
has an act, intelligere, understanding [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–AS
PROPER OBJECT OF THE SOUL], and from that act there proceeds an inner
word. It is a simple inner word [see WORD–INNER-SIMPLE], not a judgment, since in itself it is neither true nor false. The standard illustration of such an inner word is the definition. This simple inner
word is followed by a reflective process, an activity named reductio ad principia, a reduction of the definition to its principles in intellectual light (intellectus agens) and in sense whence the
phantasms were withdrawn. From that reflective process [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–REFLECTIVE] there proceeds a second inner
word, the composition or division by affirmation or negation [see
WORD–INNER-COMPOUND ]. Such is the Thomist structure of intelligence. It
can be established beyond any doubt or question from the writings
of St Thomas that this is what he meant when he spoke of intellect.
He gives, however, a strictly metaphysical account of the psychological process [see FACULTY PSYCHOLOGY], that apparently does not appeal to DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS.” (TE 108.) See also intra And introspection
AND INTROSPECTION. “If Aristotle and Aquinas used introspection
and did so brilliantly, it remains that they did not thematize their
use, did not elevate it into a proper method for psychology, and
thereby lay the groundwork for the contemporary distinctions between nature and spirit and between the natural and the human sciences.” (V 5-6.) See also PROPER NAMES–ARISTOTLE, ARISTOTELIAN-INTROSPECTION IN
AND PROOF OF GOD’S EXISTENCE.

See

PHILOSOPHY OF GOD–AND AQUINAS’S 5

WAYS

AND PSYCHOLOGY. “St Thomas presents his psychology in metaphysical terms [see FACULTY PSYCHOLOGY]. That’s his regular mode of
presenting it. And he does it because it’s the most economical way
of doing it.” (UB 333.) See intra And intellect
AND WISDOM .

See WISDOM–AS INTELLECTUAL HABIT-LONERGAN VS AQUINAS

HIS THOUGHT AND SCIENCE, ISOMORPHISM OF.

This entry cannot give
an adequate account of L’s argument. It is included to draw the
attention of the interested reader to the article “Isomorphism of
Thomist and Scientific Thought” (IC 133-41.) wherein L demonstrates the ISOMORPHISM in nine rigorously argued steps.
ON THE SOUL. See SOUL–AQUINAS’S ACCOUNT OF
THOMISM : Often wrongly thought of as a synonym of SCHOLASTICISM,
Thomism is the school of thought centered on principally the theology of Thomas Aquinas. Thomas made use of and significantly developed the Aristotelian corpus to describe and explain
systematically the data of theology. Scholasticism makes distinct use
of Thomas’s philosophy. In regard to Thomas’s theology as such, L is
a Thomist; philosophically, L’s philosophy is a radical development
of Thomas’s, principally in its shift from a metaphysically conceived
psychology to intentionality analysis (see FACULTY PSYCHOLOGY; INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS), and from a classical to an historical-critical worldview
(see WORLDVIEW(S)–CLASSICAL, –LONERGAN’S).
AND NATURAL THEOLOGY. L writes of the old theologia naturalis of
the Thomist tradition and the new natural theology (see PHILOSOPHY
OF GOD) that “starts from the self-appropriation of the existential

THOMIST/THOMISTIC – THOUGHT

subject [see SELF-APPROPRIATION; SUBJECT, THE], and it advances beyond
the realms of science and scholarship and existential subjectivity by
pushing further the questions by which subjectivity comes to appropriate itself and to constitute itself. It differs from the old theologia naturalis both in its starting point and in its procedure.
Where the old theologia naturalis begins from the material universe, the new begins from the self-appropriation of the existential
subject. Where the old proceeds from the material universe to God
by invoking the principles of a metaphysics, the new advances
from the existential subject to God by the claims of a full rejection
of obscurantism. The old and the new are analogous, for they proceed from knowledge of the finite to a conclusion about the infinite. The old and the new differ, for the old thinks of objects and
objective principles while the new adverts to the subject and the
exigences of his intelligence and reasonableness.” (PTP2 297.)
FACTORS IN PASSING OF (3).

The quotations are from L’s summary of
his more expansive treatment of the three factors (PTP2 282-87).
(1). Historical scholarship. “The development of historical
scholarship, particularly in the nineteenth century, undermined
both the medieval method of the quaestio and the later method of
the thesis. It made the interpretation not only of St Thomas but
also of scripture and the Fathers the work not of youthful seminarians but of aging specialists.” (PTP2 286.)
(2). Modern science. “The notion of a science to be derived from
Aristotle’s Posterior Analytics and implicit in the commentaries
and the obiter dicta of Aquinas was the notion of a permanent
achievement, of universal and necessary truths valid for all times.
But both modern scholarship and modern science held a radically
different view. Their endless research aimed not at discovering
what was self-evident and necessary, but what ingenuity might
discover and patient skill verify; and what was so discovered and
verified was not truth but only the best available opinion of the
day.” (PTP2 286.)
(3). Modern philosophy. “What scholars and scientists had learnt
by experience, the philosophers, for all their disagreement,
seemed to be concluding from whatever methods they happened
to follow. Kant’s rejection of the rationalists was followed, indeed, by the absolute idealists’ rejection of Kant; but a large and
imposing number of nineteenth- and twentieth-century thinkers
rejected the absolute idealists’ rejection and, though they might
differ from Kant, did accept the empirical principle. Metaphysics
based on some a priori type of knowledge was rejected, and in
general this meant that no metaphysics whatever was accepted.”
(PTP2 286.)

THOMIST/THOMISTIC:

L writes: “I wish to employ the distinction
whereby ‘Thomist’ means ‘of St Thomas’ and ‘Thomistic’ means ‘of
his school.’” (V 153 n. 5.) This distinction has two aspects. Some claim
the authority of Thomas for what are, in fact, misinterpretations, even
misrepresentations, of his thought; positively, L also calls Thomistic,
as he does in V, “piecing together scattered materials” to establish an
authentic position of Thomas’s.
THOUGHT AND SCIENCE. See THOMAS AQUINAS–HIS THOUGHT AND SCIENCE, ISOMORPHISM OF
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THOUGHT: See also inter alia THINKING ■ ACT–REMAINING IN THE AGENT ■ ACTUAL,
ACTUALITY ■ ANTHROPOLOGY ■ APPREHENSION–SYMBOLIC ■ ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–AND CAUSALITY, –ARGUMENT-GENERAL FORM OF ■ ART–AND TIME ■ BEING–OF REASON ■ BIAS–AND LOVE OF EVIL ■ COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY-LONERGAN VS
KANT (5 ELEMENTS)-(4)

■ CONCEPT(S), CONCEPTION(S)–PROPERTIES OF ■ CONCEPTUALISM,

CONCEPTUALIST ■ CONSCIOUSNESS–WITHIN ■ CONSCIOUSNESS,
SCHOLARLY

DIFFERENTIATED–

■ CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–AS INTENTIONAL ■ CONVERSION–INTELLECTUAL

■ DIALECTIC(S)–OF PHILOSOPHIES ■ DISTINCTION(S)–LOGICAL, –NOTIONAL ■ ESSENTIALISM–
AND EXISTENTIALISM

■ FEEDBACK–LINGUISTIC-AND DEVELOPMENT OF LANGUAGE ■ FINALITY–

AND SOME COUNTERPOSITIONS
STANDING

■ HISTORIAN, –AUTHORITY OF ■ HISTORICITY–AND UNDER-

■ HISTORY–AS SCIENTIFIC ■ HUMANITY–AS CONCEPT ■ IDEAL(S)–OF PURE REASON

■ IMPLEMENTATION ■ INFERENCE ■ INTELLECT–PRACTICAL ■ INTELLIGIBILITY–MATERIAL-VS
SPIRITUAL

■ ISOMORPHISM ■ JUDGMENT(S)–AS RELATED-(2) TO QUESTIONS, –NOTION OF ■

JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–AS POSITING SYNTHESIS ■ LANGUAGE–AND ANALYTIC PROPOSITIONS ■
MEANING–ACTS OF-(2) FORMAL, –TERMS OF-(3) FORMAL ■ METAPHYSICS–AS SCIENCE ■
METHOD(S)–APPROACHES TO (3) ■ NECESSITY–AND SCIENCE, –CONDITIONAL-AND THE SCEPTIC

■ NOTION OF …–DIALECTIC ■ OBJECT(S)–DEFINITION OF ■ PHILOSOPHY, PHILOSOPHIES–AND
HISTORY

■ PHILOSOPHY OF GOD ■ POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION–DIALECTIC OF ■ PRE-

SCIND ■ PROPER NAMES–FREUD, SIGMUND-INCOMPLETENESS OF HIS THOUGHT ■ PROPOSITION(S)–AND JUDGMENT ■ QUOD QUID EST ■ REAL, THE REAL–INTELLIGIBILITY OF ■
REASONABLENESS–AND GROUNDEDNESS ■ RELATION(S)–TYPES OF (4)-(1) ■ RELATIVISM–VS
EMPIRICISM

■ RESIDUE(S)–EMPIRICAL ■ SCISSORS-LIKE ACTION–IN MATHEMATICS ■ SIN ■ SO-

CIOLOGY–STYLES OF ■ SUBJECT, THE ■ SUBSISTENT ■ THING(S)–NOTION OF-AS OBJECTIVE/SUBJECTIVE-DIFFICULTY OF
OF

■ THOMAS AQUINAS–HIS THOUGHT AND SCIENCE, ISOMORPHISM

■ THOMISM ■ THOMIST/THOMISTIC ■ TIME–AND JUDGMENT ■ UNCONDITIONED, VIRTU-

ALLY–AS CONSTITUTIVE NOT REGULATIVE (KANT) ■ UNCONVERTED–AND DIALECTIC ■ WILLINGNESS–ANTECEDENT ■ WISDOM–AS INTELLECTUAL HABIT-AS SCIENCE OF SCIENCES ■ WORD–
INNER-AND OUTER ■ WORLD(S)–REFLECTION ON

AND EXISTENCE.

See EXISTENCE–THOUGHT PRESCINDS FROM

AND IMAGINATION.

See IMAGINATION–AND CLASSICAL SCIENTIFIC THOUGHT

AND LEVELS OF COGNITIONAL PROCESS.

See

COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–

PROCESS, –LEVELS OF

AND LOGIC.

See LOGIC–AND LAWS OF THOUGHT

AND MOVEMENT.

See

PROPER NAMES–ARISTOTLE-ARISTOTELIAN-ON MOVEMENT AND

THOUGHT

AND THE UNIVERSAL.
AND WORD/IDEA.

See OBJECT(S)–OF THOUGHT-AS UNIVERSAL

See WORD–INNER-GENERAL NOTION OF (7 ELEMENTS)-(4)

ARISTOTELIAN AND SCHOLASTIC.

See PHILOSOPHY,

PHILOSOPHIES–AND THE BA-

SIC AND TOTAL SCIENCE

LONERGAN’S LATER. After his breakthrough to functional specialization (see FUNCTIONAL SPECIALIZATION(S); FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES) in his generalized empirical method (see GEM), Lonergan’s interpreters began
to distinguish early and later Lonergan. For mentions herein see ACCIDENT(S) ■ CHANGE–SUBSTANTIAL ■ COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–LEVELS OF-SCHEMA, –
OPERATIONS, –PROCESS-AS HEURISTIC STRUCTURE, –THEORY ■ CONSCIOUSNESS–
INTELLECTUAL

■ DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS ■ DECISION–AND JUDGMENT COMPARED ■

FEEDBACK ■ EDUCATION ■ FORM–SUBSTANTIAL ■ FREEDOM, ELEMENTS OF (4) ■ GOOD,
THE–LEVELS OF (3) ■ ORDER–UNITY OF ■ PERFECTION ■ PHILOSOPHY OF …–FOUNDATIONS
OF A-BASIC TERMS ■ REFLECTION/REFLECTIVE ■ SELF ..., –KNOWLEDGE-AND METAPHYSICS
■ SOUL ■ UNIVERSE–ORDER OF-AND THE TOTAL MANIFOLD ■ WILL–NOTION OF

MATHEMATICAL.

See MATHEMATICAL–THOUGHT

OBJECT OF VS KNOWLEDGE.

See EXISTENCE–AND BEING
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TIME – TIME

OBJECT OF, ABSTRACT.
OBJECT OF.
RELATIVIST.

See ABSTRACTION–APPREHENSIVE

See OBJECT(S)–OF THOUGHT; REAL, THE REAL–AS OBJECT OF THOUGHT
See COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY-LONERGAN VS RELATIVISM (11 ELE-

MENTS)

SCIENTIFIC.
THOUGHT

See

SCIENTIFIC–THOUGHT ■ ANTICIPATION–IN PRESCIENTIFIC/SCIENTIFIC

■ CORRELATION(S)–AND SCIENTIFIC UNDERSTANDING ■ DESCRIPTION–AND EX-

PLANATION-AND SCIENTIFIC THOUGHT

■ IMAGINATION–AND CLASSICAL SCIENTIFIC THOUGHT ■

INSIGHT (THE BOOK)–AND THE MODES OF SCIENTIFIC THOUGHT ■ MATHEMATICAL–AND SCIENTIFIC THOUGHT

SYSTEMATIC.

See SYSTEMATIC–THINKING

VS KNOWLEDGE.

See EXISTENCE–AND BEING

TIME: “Let us now define … Time as the ordered totality of concrete
durations.” (In 166.) See also SPACE ■ SPACE AND TIME ■ DURATION(S)
ABSOLUTE. “Is one to follow Galileo and Newton and insist that,
beyond the multiplicity of merely apparent simultaneities, there is
a real, objective, and true simultaneity that is unique? If so, one
can omit further mention of the observer, and one will end up with
an absolute time that flows equably everywhere at once. It will not
be the time of clocks, which run fast or slow. It will not be the time
of the spinning earth, for under the action of the tides and the receding moon, that spin is decelerating. It will be an exact, constant
velocity that at every point in the universe perpetually separates the
present from the past and the future in precisely the same manner.”
But that is not L’s notion of time. He defines it as “an ordered totality of concrete durations.” (In 166.) Like his absolute space (see
SPACE AND TIME–ABSOLUTE-OBJECTIFICATION OF), Newton’s “absolute time is a
result of looking for the absolute where the absolute does not exist.
If it were true that events simultaneous for one observer must be
simultaneous for every other observer, then it would be true that
expressions of simultaneity are invariant. But there is no reason to
expect invariant expressions of simultaneity, for invariance results
from abstractness, and no statement regarding the particular times
of particular events is abstract. From the very structure of our cognitional apparatus, particulars are known through our senses, and
our senses operate under spatiotemporal conditions. They cannot
escape relativity, and so, if an absolute is wanted, it must be sought
on the level of intelligence, which by abstraction from particulars
provides a ground for invariant expressions.” (In 181.) See also intra

And motion/movement
AND ARISTOTLE.
AND ART.

(V 75-76.)
AND MOTION/MOVEMENT.

“One can in principle suppose any number of reference frames exhibiting as many varieties of relative motion as one pleases. One can supply each frame with clocks that,
relatively to the frame, are at rest. But a difficulty arises when one
attempts to select the frame that absolutely is at rest; and if one
cannot determine the basic synchronization, much less can one
reach the derived synchronizations. … Still, there is an alternative.
Instead of seeking the absolute in the field of particular reference
frames, one can seek it in the field of abstract propositions and invariant expressions. Accordingly, one may postulate that the
mathematical expression of physical principles and laws be invariant under inertial transformations, and one may note that from the
postulate it follows that in all reference frames moving with a relative uniform motion the velocity of light will be the same.” (In 183.)
“Two rods, AP and BQ, are equal in length if, and only if, A coincides with B at the same time as P coincides with Q. In particular,
if A coincides with B at one moment and P coincides with Q at another moment, relative motion could occur during the interval, and
so equality could not be asserted. Similarly, two clocks, R and S,
are synchronous if, and only if, readings taken at the same time
agree. In particular, synchronization cannot be asserted on the
ground that the readings from R at one series of moments agree
with the readings from S at another series of moments.” (In 192-93.)
See also intra And now
AND NOW. “Aristotle asked whether there is a succession of ‘nows’
or just a single ‘now.’ He answered with a comparison. Just as
‘time’ is the measure of the movement, so the ‘now’ corresponds to
the body that is moving. In so far as there is succession, there is
difference in the ‘now.’ But underpinning such differences is the
identity of the substratum. … Now this advertence to the identity
of the substratum, to the body that is moving, removes from one’s
notion of time the total extrinsicism of each moment from the next.
No doubt, each successive moment is different, but in the difference there is also an identity.” (M 176-77.) See also intra Experience of
AND PARTICULAR PLACE. See PARTICULAR(S)–TIMES AND PLACES
AND PSYCHOLOGICAL PRESENT.
AND SPACE.

See PROPER NAMES–ARISTOTLE, ARISTOTELIAN-AND TIME

See ART–AND TIME

AND INTENTIONAL ACTS.

object of our intellects is the nature of sensible things, and it is by
an extrapolation from sensible natures that we conceive any other.”

See PSYCHOLOGICAL–PRESENT

AND JUDGMENT. “Whatever may be hymned about eternal truths,
human judgments always involve a specification of time. Indeed,
since truth exists only in a mind, and since only the mind of God is
eternal, there can be but one eternal truth. In our minds truth ordinarily consists in the application of abstract universals to sensible
things, and such an application involves a temporal qualification.
Even when thought rises to the third degree of abstraction [see ABSTRACTION–DEGREES OF (3)-(3)], our expressions retain a temporal connotation; and this is only natural, for the proper and proportionate

See intra Experience of

See SPACE AND TIME

AND THE HISTORIAN.

See HISTORIAN–AND TIME

AND WORLD ORDER.

See EMERGENT

PROBABILITY–AND WORLD ORDER-AS EXPLANA-

TORY OF (6)-(3)

AS CATEGORY/PREDICAMENT.

See

PROPER NAMES–ARISTOTLE, ARISTOTELIAN-

CATEGORIES

EXPERIENCE OF. L’s explication flows from his explication of now
(see intra And now). “With this clue we may advance to our experience of time. There is succession in the flow of conscious and intentional acts; there is identity in the conscious subject of the acts;
there may be either identity or succession in the object intended by
the acts. Analysis may reveal that what actually is visible is a succession of different profiles: but experience reveals that what is

TOTALITY/TOTAL – TRADITION
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perceived is the synthesis (Gestalt) of the profiles into a single object. Analysis may reveal that the sounds produced are a succession of notes and chords; but experience reveals that what is heard
is their synthesis into a melody. There results what is called the
psychological present, which is not an instant, a mathematical
point, but a time-span, so that our experience of time is, not of a
raceway of instants, but a now leisurely, a now rapid succession of
overlapping time-spans. The time of experience is slow and dull,
when the objects of experience change slowly and in expected
ways. But time becomes a whirligig, when the objects of experience change rapidly and in novel and unexpected ways.” (M 177.)
INTELLIGIBILITY Of. See SPACE AND TIME–IMMANENT INTELLIGIBILITY OF

OF DURATIONS. “Let us now define … Time as the ordered totality
of concrete durations.” (In 166.) See also SPACE ■ SPACE AND TIME ■ TIME ■

STANDARD. “With the acceptance of the Copernican theory, there
vanished the primum mobile, but there remained a single standard
time, a survival Newton explained by distinguishing true and apparent motion and by conceiving true motion as relative to absolute space and absolute time. Finally, with Einstein, Newton’s
absolute time vanished, and there emerged as many standard times
as there are inertial reference frames that are in relative motion.” (M

OF VIEWPOINTS.

See UNIVERSAL VIEWPOINT

PERFECTION AS.

See EXISTENCE–INTENTIONAL-AND PERFECTION

176.)
SYNCHRONIZING.

See intra And motion/movement

DURATION(S) ■ EXTENSION(S)
OF EVERYTHING THAT IS.
OF EXPRESSIONS.

See BEING

See HEURISTIC STRUCTURE–FOR INTERPRETATION-UPPER BLADE-AND

TOTALITY OF EXPRESSIONS

OF JUDGMENTS.

See JUDGMENT(S)–TOTALITY OF CORRECT

OF MEANINGS.
TOTAL;

In regard to meaning as such see MEANING–UNIVERSE OF,
and in regard to method see HEURISTIC STRUCTURE–FOR INTERPRETA-

TION-UPPER BLADE-AND TOTALITY OF MEANINGS

OF PROPOSITIONS.

QUESTION.

See PROPOSITION(S)–AND KNOWING, OBJECTIVITY, REALITY

See METAPHYSICS–AND ALL OTHER DEPARTMENTS-(1) UNDERLIES, –AS KNOW-

LEDGE-AS WHOLE IN (NOT OF)

RANGE OF INTELLIGIBILITY.

“The idea of being is the idea of the total range of intelligibility.” (In 668.) See BEING–IDEA OF
SCIENCE. See PHILOSOPHY, PHILOSOPHIES–AND THE BASIC AND TOTAL SCIENCE
TOTALITARIAN: See inter alia CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(2) OF OP■ COMMON SENSE–BIAS OF, GENERAL-

TOTALITY/TOTAL: See also inter alia ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONER-

ERATIONS-(5) TESTS IMPARTIALITY AND ACCURACY

GAN’S–ARGUMENT-AND UNRESTRICTED ACT OF UNDERSTANDING-THE UNIVERSE ■ ART–OF LIVING

CORRECTION OF

■ BEING–AS SUPREME HEURISTIC NOTION ■ CANON(S)–OF METHODICAL HERMENEUTICS-(3) OF

TION(S)–COMMON SENSE VS THEORETICAL ■ MYTH–AND TOTALITARIANISM ■ RELATIVISM–AS

SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATIONS
WARDS

■ CRITICISM–PRINCIPLE(S) OF (4) ■ DATA–OBSCURANTISM TO-

■ DIALECTIC(S)–HEGELIAN VS LONERGANIAN-SOURCE OF DIFFERENCES ■ DIFFERENTIA-

TION(S)–OF DOCUMENTS ■ EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND ABSTRACT SYSTEM, –AS UNIVERSAL
DESIGN-CONSEQUENT PROPERTIES OF (12)-(6), –OF THINGS (4 POSTULATES)-(4) SEQUENTIAL

■ COSMOPOLIS–SYNTHETIC VIEW ■ DIALECTICAL–MATERIALISM ■ INTEGRA-

PHILOSOPHICAL PROBLEM ■ SCIENCE(S)–NATURAL-AND DIALECTIC

AMBITIONS.

See

FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES–DISTINCTION AND DIVISION OF-(3) TO CURB

TOTALITARIAN AMBITIONS

■ EX-

TRADITION: Also traditional. See also inter alia ACT–KNOWING IN ■ ARGUMENT

ISTENCE–INTENTIONAL-AND PERFECTION ■ FRAME(S) OF REFERENCE ■ GEM–AND THE EXIS-

FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–ARGUMENT-GENERAL CHARACTER OF, –ARGUMENT-

■ GOOD, THE–VS FEELINGS, SENTIMENTS ■ HISTORY–AND GROUP MEMORY, –

TENTIAL SUBJECT

COPERNICAN REVOLUTION IN, –GENERAL
LANGUAGE

■ ILLUSTRATION– OF HIGHER VIEWPOINT ■ IMAGE–AS

■ INSIGHT (THE BOOK)–METALOGICAL VS LOGICAL IN ■ INTELLECT–POTENTIAL OF ■

INTELLECTUAL–NATURE-AND COMMUNICATION ■ INTELLIGIBILITY–OF CONTINGENT ACT ■ INTERIORITY–AS FOUNDATION ■ INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS ■ INTERPRETATION–CONTROL OF

■ JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–ELEMENTS OF CONTENT-FINAL, –STRATEGIC OF VARIOUS PHILOSOPHIES

■ LIVING–AND NECESSITY OF IMAGES, SYMBOLS ■ MATHEMATICAL–AND SCIENTIFIC

THOUGHT

■ MATHEMATICS–AND SYMBOLISM-(4) AS INVARIANT ■ NOTION OF …–CONCRETE

SPACE OR TIME (DESCRIPTIVE), –INVARIANCE, –METAPHYSICS

■ NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL ■

ORDER–UNITY OF ■ PROCEDURE(S)–CRITICAL/CONSTRUCTIVE ■ QUESTION(S)–AND DESIRE TO
KNOW, –RANGE OF

■ RELIGION ■ RESIDUE(S)–STATISTICAL ■ SCISSORS-LIKE ACTION–AND ALL

THE SCIENCES, –IN MATHEMATICS
DERED TOTALITIES, –FOR US

■ SIMPLY ■ SPACE ■ SPACE AND TIME–ABSOLUTE, –AS OR-

■ SUBJECT, THE–TURN/SHIFT TO-NOT MERELY SUBJECTIVE ■ SYN-

THESIS–IMAGINATIVE VS SYSTEMATIC UNIFICATION ■ SYSTEM(S)–ABSTRACT-AND PARTICULAR
CASES

■ THING(S)–ATTRIBUTES OF, –NOTION OF ■ TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS-AND ARBI-

TRARINESS VS AUTHENTICITY

■ UNIVERSE–PROCESS OF-AND CONCEPTUALIST VS INTELLECTUAL-

IST ■ WORLD(S)–MEDIATED BY MEANING, –MOTIVATED BY VALUE

AND SPACE.
AND TIME.

See SPACE

■ COMMON SENSE–AND PRUDENCE ■ CONVERSION–PRIORITY IN, –PSYCHIC ■ CULTURE, CULTURAL–VIEW

OF-PLURALIST

EXTRINSIC/INTRINSIC
EXPRESSION OF

■

■

DENOMINATION–

■ FACULTY PSYCHOLOGY ■ GEM–AS WISDOM ■ HERMENEUTIC(S)–AND PROB-

LEM OF MODERNITY, –AS BASIC TO HUMAN SCIENCES
DEVELOPMENT-DOWNWARD/UPWARD

■ HISTORICITY–OF HUMANITY ■ HUMAN–

■ INDUCTION/INDUCTIVE–VS DEDUCTION IN L’S METHOD ■

INTELLECT–AGENT ■ INTELLECTUALISM, INTELLECTUALIST ■ METAPHYSICS–AND BEING, –
ELEMENTS OF-AND CHANGE. –ELEMENTS OF-DISTINCTION OF

■ NATURE–AND KNOWING ■ NE-

CESSITY ■ PHILOSOPHY, PHILOSOPHIES–MODERNIST TENDENCY IN ■ PHILOSOPHY OF …–
FOUNDATIONS OF A-BASIC CORRELATIONS
MODERNIST

■ PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION–TRADITIONALIST VS

■ PROCESSION ■ PSYCHIC–DEVELOPMENT-ANIMAL ■ QUESTION OF GOD, THE ■

REAL, THE REAL–ALREADY IN HERE NOW ■ REASONABLENESS–OF SCIENTIST/PHILOSOPHER ■
SCHOLASTICISM ■ SECULAR ■ SOCIETY ■ THOMISM–AND NATURAL THEOLOGY ■ TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS-(5) ACKNOWLEDGE YOUR HISTORICITY! ■ TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–DEFINITION
OF

■ UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY ■ UNCONVERTED–AND FUNCTIONAL SPECIALIZATION ■

See

METAPHYSICAL–ARGUMENTS FROM CHANGE, –

AND LANGUAGE.
AND MEANING.

See AUTHENTICITY–MAJOR/MINOR

See LANGUAGE–AND TRADITION
See

MEANING–AND HUMAN LIVING, –INCARNATE, –ONTOLOGY OF, –

INTEGRATION; METAPHYSICS–AND ALL OTHER DEPARTMENTS

STAGES OF

MANIFOLD.

AS EXISTENTIAL HISTORY.

OF DATA.

DEFINITION(S)–UNIVERSAL

■ ECONOMY–RADICAL CRITICISM OF ■ EXPERIENCE, RELIGIOUS–

AND AUTHENTICITY.

See CONVERSION–RELIGIOUS

INTEGRATING FUNCTION.

■ ART–AS CARRIER OF MEANING, –POETRY-

■ AUTHENTICITY–MAJOR/MINOR, –VS INAUTHENTICITY

WISDOM ■ WORLD(S)–AND STRICTLY UNCONDITIONED ■ WORLDVIEW(S)–CLASSICAL

See TIME

BEING-IN-LOVE.

DIFFERS FROM TRADITIONAL FORMULATIONS
NARRATIVE, –PRELUDE TO DISCUSSION OF

See MANIFOLD(S)–TOTAL

See SCIENTIFIC–THOUGHT; THING(S)–AND DATA

See HISTORY–AS EXISTENTIAL

AUTHENTIC OR INAUTHENTIC.

“The classics ground a tradition.
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TRANSCENDENCE – TRANSCENDENTAL

They create the milieu in which they are studied and interpreted.
They produce in the reader through the cultural tradition the mentality, the Vorverstandnis, from which they will be read, studied,
interpreted. Now such a tradition may be genuine, authentic, a long
accumulation of insights, adjustments, re-interpretations, that repeats the original message afresh for each age. … On the other
hand, the tradition may be unauthentic. It may consist in a watering-down of the original message, in recasting it into terms and
meanings that fit into the assumptions and convictions of those that
have dodged the issue of radical CONVERSION.” (M 162.)
DEVELOPMENT OF. See INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–DEVELOPMENT OFCOMMONSENSE

MEDIATION OF.

See COMMUNICATION(S) (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)

OF COMMUNITY.

See COMMUNITY–TRADITIONS OF

PHILOSOPHY AND.

“While philosophy has had its traditional schools
from, it seems, the days of Pythagoras, still the schools have proliferated. Instead of a single tradition with distinct departments as
in science, philosophy has been a cumulative multiplication of distinct and opposed traditions. Nor is there anything surprising about
this contrast. For in science a single method operates towards a variety of different goals, but in philosophy a single all-inclusive goal
is sought by as many different methods as arise from different orientations of the historically developing but polymorphic consciousness of man [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–POLYMORPHISM OF
HUMAN]. Hence, while a scientist is reasonable in entering into the
scientific tradition and carrying on its work, a philosopher cannot
be reasonable on the same terms; he has to become familiar with
different traditions; he has to find grounds for deciding between
them; and it is the reasonableness of that decision on which will
rest the reasonableness of his collaboration within any single tradition.” (In 453.)
And personal development. “A philosophic tradition can accelerate [one’s philosophic] development, but equally the tradition
may result in limiting one’s philosophic development. One cannot get along without a tradition: it assigns what one has to
measure up to; it provides a milieu, a language. But at the same
time one can become a plaster cast of somebody else through
tradition—using it as a surrogate for the personal self-development of thinking, questioning, etc. ….” (UB 184.)
SCHOLARLY.

‘going beyond.’ So inquiry, insight, and formulation do not merely
reproduce the content of sensible experience but go beyond it. So reflection, grasp of the unconditioned, and judgment are not content
with mere objects of supposing, defining, considering, but go beyond
them to the universe of facts, of being, of what truly is affirmed and
really is. Moreover, one can rest content with knowing things as related to us [see QUOAD NOS], or one can go beyond that to join the scientists in searching for knowledge of things as related to one another
[see QUOAD SE]. One can go beyond both common sense and present
science, to grasp the dynamic structure of our rational knowing [see
KNOWING–PRÉCIS OF] and doing, and then formulate a METAPHYSICS and an
ETHICS. Finally, one can ask whether human knowledge is confined to
the universe of proportionate being or goes beyond it to the realm of
transcendent being [see MEANING–REALM(S) OF-(4) TRANSCENDENCE]; and this
transcendent realm may be conceived either relatively or absolutely,
either as beyond man or as the ultimate in the whole process of going
beyond.” (In 658.) See also INSIGHT (THE BOOK)–VIEWPOINT OF
ABSOLUTE. See PHILOSOPHY OF GOD–AND GOD-AS ABSOLUTE
AND DESIRE TO KNOW. See DESIRE TO KNOW–AS IMMANENT SOURCE OF TRANSCENDENCE

AND FURTHER QUESTIONS.

See INSIGHT

AND INTERIORITY.

...–TRANSCENDENCE-REVEALING THE SUBJECT

See SELF

LAW OF LIMITATION AND.

(THE BOOK)–VIEWPOINT OF

See HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT, LAWS OF (4)-(3) LIMITATION AND

TRANSCENDENCE

PROBLEM OF.
REALM OF.
SELF-.

See OBJECTIVITY–NOTION OF, PRINCIPAL-PROPERTIES OF (6)-(6)

See MEANING–REALM(S) OF-(4) TRANSCENDENCE

See SELF

…–TRANSCENDENCE

VS IMMANENCE.
WORLD OF.

See KNOWING–AS IMMANENT

See EXPERIENCE, RELIGIOUS

TRANSCENDENT: “[The] transcendent realm may be conceived either relatively or absolutely, either as beyond man or as the ultimate
in the whole process of going beyond.” (In 658.) See also TRANSCENDENCE
BEING. See BEING–TRANSCENDENT
EXIGENCE. See INQUIRY–AND TRANSCENDENT EXIGENCE
GOAL OF FINALITY. See PHILOSOPHY OF GOD–AND GOD-AND FINALITY
IDEA. See ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–ARGUMENT-AND EXTRAPOLATION/VERIFICATION

See INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–DEVELOPMENT OF-SCHOLARLY

SCIENCE AND.

“Every conclusion of science is known by several
scientists, but the vast and cumulative collaboration of the scientific tradition would be impossible if every conclusion of science
had to be known by every scientist. For each science is an extensive array of elements of information and correlation, and the scientific attitude is not to spend one’s life checking over what was
settled by one’s predecessors but to proceed from this basis to further discoveries. … The theoretical and practical training of a scientist aims at bringing him abreast of present knowledge and
enabling him to carry on the work.” (In 452-53.) See also intra Philosophy

and
TRANSCENDENCE:

KNOWLEDGE.
VALUE.

See NOTIONS,

TRANSCENDENTAL–GOODNESS/VALUE

TRANSCENDENTAL: See also inter alia TRANSCENDENT ■ NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL ■ ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–ARGUMENT-GENERAL CHARACTER
OF, -DIFFERS FROM TRADITIONAL FORMULATIONS

■ AUTHENTICITY–AND CLASSICISM ■ CAPAC-

ITY–AND ACTUALITY ■ CIVILIZATION(S)–IN DECLINE ■ COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONSAPPLYING INTENTIONAL TO CONSCIOUS

■ COMMON SENSE–AND LONG-TERM CONSEQUENCES ■

CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–AS INTENTIONAL-NORMATIVE STRUCTURE OF-VIOLATION OF ■
CONVERSION–PSYCHIC ■ COSMOPOLIS ■ CULTURE, CULTURAL–CHANGE-AND CATEGORIES/TRANSCENDENTALS
LONGER

“In a more general sense, transcendence means

See KNOWLEDGE–TRANSCENDENT

ORITY

■ DECISION–AND RESPONSIBILITY ■ DECLINE–BASIS OF, –CYCLE OF,

■ DELIBERATION ■ EGOISM–AND DECLINE ■ FACULTY PSYCHOLOGY–AND INTERI-

■ FINALITY–VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL ■ HEURISTIC STRUCTURE–AND DIALECTIC ■ HU-

TRANSCULTURAL – TRANSFORMATION
MAN–SPIRIT ■ IMPERATIVE ■ INAUTHENTIC, INAUTHENTICITY ■ INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–DEVELOPMENT OF-COMMONSENSE ■ INTELLIGIBILITY–TRANSCENDENTAL CONCEPT OF ■ INTENDING–MODES OF-FUNDAMENTAL DIFFERENCE AMONG ■ IRRATIONAL ■ IRRESPONSIBILITY ■
JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE–AND CONSCIENCE ■ KNOWING–COMPOUND ■ LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–

■ METAPHYSICS–AND ATTRIBUTES ■ METHOD IN THEOLOGY (LONERGAN) ■

NATURAL

METHOD(S)–CRITICAL ■ OPENNESS–THREE FACTORS-(2) AS ACHIEVEMENT ■ ORIENTATION–AND

■ PRECEPT(S) ■ PRINCIPLE(S)–MORAL ■ PROGRESS–AND ORIGINATING

THE GOOD/VALUE
VALUE

■ PROPER NAMES–HUSSERL, EDMUND-INTUITION IN ■ QUESTION OF GOD, THE–AND EX-

PRESSION
DECLINE

■ RESPONSIBILITY ■ SELF ...–KNOWLEDGE-AND FEELINGS, –TRANSCENDENCE-AND

■ SELF-APPROPRIATION–AND THERAPY ■ SOCIAL–PROGRESS ■ SUBJECTIVITY–AND

OBJECTIVE KNOWLEDGE

■ UNIVERSE–UNITY OF-OF QUESTIONS ABOUT ■ VALUE(S)–SCALE OF ■

WITHDRAWAL–FROM ORDINARY LIVING ■ WORLD(S)– MOTIVATED BY VALUE
BEING AS.

See NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL–BEING

CONCEPTS.
CONTEXT.

See CONCEPT(S),

See SYSTEM(S)–LOGICAL

DEDUCTION.
EGO.

CONCEPTION(S)–TRANSCENDENTAL

See DEDUCTION–TRANSCENDENTAL

See SUBJECT, THE–UNITY OF-AND TRANSCENDENTAL EGO

FIELD.

See FIELD (AND SUBJECT)–TRANSCENDENTAL

ILLUSION. “It is not the detached and disinterested desire to understand correctly that can be named an illusion, for it is interference
with that desire that is at the root of all error. Nor can the unrestricted desire be named a transcendental illusion, for there has to
exist some illusion before it can be either immanental or transcendental. Nor can one say that the pure desire exists, that it is not illusory, yet in fact it is not unrestricted. After all, Kantians and
positivists are not deluded but merely mistaken when they endeavor to restrict human inquiry within bounds that everyone naturally and spontaneously transcends.” (In 707-08.) See DESIRE TO KNOW
IMPERATIVES.
LAW.

See intra Precepts

See SPONTANEITY–AND SENSITIVE CONSCIOUSNESS

METHOD.

See GEM

NOTIONS.

See NOTIONS,

ONE.

TRANSCENDENTAL

See ONE

PRECEPTS.

The fourfold structure of human intentionality includes
both consciousness and its operations. Consciousness has four levels (or five; in the religious person, L distinguishes transcendent
consciousness) and four operations (see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–
LEVELS OF (5), COGNITION, COGNITIONAL– OPERATIONS). Thus, for the religious
person, the fourth level becomes existential consciousness; it comprises moral and transcendent (thus the fifth precept, Be in Love!).
The consciousness-operation pairs are:
(1) Be attentive! Empirical–experiencing (see EXPERIENCE).
(2) Be intelligent! Intellectual–understanding (see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING).
(3) Be reasonable! Rational–judging (see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT).
(4) Be responsible! Rational-self (or moral)–deciding (see JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE; DECISION).
(5) Be in love! The fulfillment of humanity’s thrust towards selftranscendence (see SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE) is theological, being in
love (see LOVE–BEING IN) with God in response to his prior gift. See
also intra Precepts-acknowledge your historicity!
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Acknowledge your historicity! In context, L is not supplanting
the established fifth precept, Be in love. It governs the life of the
self-transcending Subject (see SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE) who answers
the question of God (see QUESTION OF GOD, THE) raised on the moral
level by affirmation of a personal God. “The structure of our
knowing and doing expresses the conditions of being an authentic person [see AUTHENTICITY]. … Since the actuation of the structure
arises under social conditions and within cultural traditions, to
the four there may be added a fifth, Acknowledge your historicity.” (PTP2 378.)
Advertence to. See ADVERTENCE
And alienation. See ALIENATION–BASIC FORM OF
And arbitrariness vs authenticity. “Arbitrariness is just unauthenticity [see INAUTHENTIC, INAUTHENTICITY], while conversion is from
unauthenticity to AUTHENTICITY. It is total surrender to the demands
of the human spirit: be attentive, be intelligent, be reasonable, be
responsible, be in love.” (M 268.)
And human affairs. See HUMAN–AFFAIRS
And human spirit. See AUTHENTICITY–AND CLASSICISM
And love. See intra Precepts-(5) Be in love!
And method/GEM. See GEM–AND TRANSCENDENTAL PRECEPTS, –FUNCTIONS OF
(12)-(1) NORMATIVE

And originating value. See PROGRESS–AND ORIGINATING VALUE
And social progress. See SOCIAL–PROGRESS/DECLINE
Specification of. “All special methods consist in making specific
the transcendental precepts, Be attentive, Be intelligent, Be reasonable, Be responsible.” (M 20.) See also GEM–FUNCTIONS OF (12)
PROPERTIES. When intentional consciousness and its operations are
conceived metaphysically (as in SCHOLASTICISM; see FACULTY PSYCHOLOGY; INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS–AND FACULTY PSYCHOLOGY), one speaks of the
transcendental properties of being (Maritain, for example). In his
intentionality analysis, where consciousness and its operations are
conceived normatively, L speaks of transcendental notions (see NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL). See also PROPER NAMES–HUSSERL, EDMUND-INTUITION IN
SOURCES OF MEANING.
SUBJECTIVITY.

See MEANING–SOURCES OF-TRANSCENDENTAL

See HORIZON(S)–AND QUESTION OF GOD

VS CATEGORICAL.

See CATEGORICAL

TRANSCULTURAL:

While the term sometimes refers to differences
and similarities between and among cultures (see CULTURE, CULTURAL–
DIFFERENCES), the term is most meaningful in regard to what is common
to all cultures. See GEM–AS TRANSCULTURAL
AND METHOD/GEM. See GEM–AS TRANSCULTURAL
ANTHROPOLOGY. See ANTHROPOLOGY
DIFFERENCES.
LANGUAGE.

See CULTURE,

CULTURAL–DIFFERENCES

See IMAGE–AS LANGUAGE

TRANSFORMATION:

The term appears most often in L’s examples
from science and mathematics, especially in Insight, of the nature of
understanding.
AND ART. See ART–AS TRANSFORMATIVE
AND CONVERSION. See CONVERSION
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TRANSPOSITION – TREATISE

AND METAPHYSICS.

See

METAPHYSICS–AND ALL OTHER DEPARTMENTS-(3) TRANS-

FORMS, –AS PRINCIPLE OF TRANSFORMATION

AND REFLECTIVE INSIGHT.

See

INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–REFLECTIVE-

FUNCTION OF

BETWEEN

FRAMES

OF

REFERENCE.

See

FRAME(S)

OF

REFERENCE–

TRANSFORMATION BETWEEN

INVARIANCE UNDER INERTIAL.

“The positive object of inquiry consists in the data inasmuch as they are considered (1) as referred to
initial axes of coordinates, say K, and (2) as referred to other axes,
say K’ moving with a constant velocity relative to the axes K. ...
The negative element in the conception of the positive object is indicated by the word ‘invariant.’ It means that the transformation
from one set of axes to another does not lead to any modification in
the form of the mathematical expression of the appropriate physical
principles and laws. But when the form of the mathematical expression undergoes no change, there is no change in the intelligibility that is expressed mathematically. When there is no change in
the intelligibility, there is no change in the act of understanding that
grasps the intelligibility and expresses it mathematically. Accordingly, the concrete meaning of the postulate is that, though there is
a difference in the spatiotemporal standpoint from which the data
are considered, still there is no difference in the act of understanding the data, no difference in the general intelligibility grasped in
the data, and no difference in the form of the mathematical expression of the intelligibility. … When the basic postulate of special
relativity is interpreted concretely in terms of (1) the data physicists
consider, (2) the insights they enjoy, and (3) the form of the
mathematical expression of the principles and laws reached by the
insights, there arises the following explanatory syllogism:
When there is no difference in a physicist’s insights, there should be no
difference in the form of the mathematical expression of physical principles and laws.
But when an inertial transformation occurs, there is no difference in a
physicist’s insights.
Therefore, when an inertial transformation occurs, there should be no
difference in the form of the mathematical expression of physical principles and laws.” (In 48-49.)

METAPHYSICAL.

See

METAPHYSICS–AS PRINCIPLE OF TRANSFORMATION, –AND ALL

OTHER DEPARTMENTS-(3) TRANSFORMS-ILLUSTRATION

OF ‘I’.

See I–AND THOU-TRANSFORMED INTO WE

OF BIOLOGICAL BY ART.
OF CONSCIOUSNESS.

See PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–DRAMATIC

See CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(4) RATIONAL

SELF- (6 ELEMENTS)

OF HUMAN LIVING.
OF MEANING.
OF SCIENCE.

See GOOD, THE–AS SYSTEM, HIGHER

See MEANING–AND EXPRESSION-DIALECTICAL FACTOR IN

See METAPHYSICS–AND SCIENCE

OF SYMBOLS.

See SYMBOL(S)–TRANSVALUATION OF

TRANSPOSITION: A genuine transposition is “a restatement of an earlier position in a new and broader context. Einstein’s special relativity was a transposition of Newton; it included Newton’s general

gravitation as a particular case. The differences were minimal when
the velocity between two frames of reference was not comparable to
the velocity of light, and no new measurements had to be made. All
the old measurements held; you might have to add a few decimal
points, but you weren’t able to measure them really. This is an example of a restatement of an earlier position in a new and broader context.” (PTP2 410.)
AND CANONS OF EMPIRICAL METHOD. See CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC
METHOD-AND TRANSPOSITION

AND METAPHYSICAL EQUIVALENCE.

See

METAPHYSICAL–EQUIVALENCE-RULES

OF-(3) STRUCTURAL TRANSPOSITION

FROM DESCRIPTION TO EXPLANATION.

See

METAPHYSICAL–EQUIVALENCE-AND

TRANSPOSITION

FROM FACULTY PSYCHOLOGY TO INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS.

See

INTEN-

TIONALITY ANALYSIS–AND PRIORITY OF METAPHYSICS
FROM LOGIC AS SCIENCE.

See SCIENTIFIC–WRITING VS PHILOSOPHIC

FROM SELF-KNOWLEDGE/METAPHYSICS TO IMAGES.

“We have found
that even adequate self-knowledge [see SELF ...–KNOWLEDGE] and explicit metaphysics [see METAPHYSICS–STAGES/FORMS OF-EXPLICIT (8 ELEMENTS)]
may contract, but cannot eliminate, a ‘[KNOWN–UNKNOWN],’ and that
they cannot issue into a control of human living [see HUMAN–LIVING]
without being transposed into dynamic images [see IMAGE] which
make sensible to human sensitivity what human intelligence
reaches for or grasps.” (In 571.)
IN INTERPRETATION. See INTERPRETATION–SKETCH OF METHOD FOR-(4) HYPOTHETICAL EXPRESSIONS

OF INNER ISSUE INTO OUTER SOCIAL MILIEU.
OF STATEMENTS TO ORIGINS IN COGNITION.

See SIN–REIGN OF

See INSIGHT (THE BOOK)–AS ME-

THODICAL

RULE OF STRUCTURAL.

See METAPHYSICAL–EQUIVALENCE-RULES OF-(3) STRUCTURAL

TRANSPOSITION

TRANSVALUATION: See SYMBOL(S)–AND AFFECTIVE DEVELOPMENT/ABERRATION; VALUE(S)–TRANSVALUATION OF

TREATISE: A treatise is a formal exposition of a given topic. Implying more form and method than an essay, it may fall short of the fullness of a systematic exposition.
AND DIALECTICAL METHOD. See intra Limits of-(4) and dialectical method
AND INVARIANCE. This entry flows from intra Limits of-(4) and dialectical method. “Not only must the treatise on human meanings dispense with precise terms, it also has to get along without definable
relations. For, as we have seen, common sense consists in a basic
nucleus of insights that never is utilized without the addition of at
least one further insight into the situation at hand. Not only does
this nucleus vary with occupation, social group, place, and time,
but essentially it is something incomplete; its content is not relations between things but a more or less invariant element in variable relations; and that invariant element is not only without
precise terms through which it might be defined, but also without
verifiability through which it might be fixed by its correspondence
with concrete situations.” (In 598.)

TRUTH(S), THE TRUE – TRUTH(S), THE TRUE
AND MATHEMATICS.

See intra Limits of-(2) and mathematics

LIMITS OF.

L principal concern is the role of LOGIC in the control of
meaning (see MEANING–CONTROL OF). Thus his preliminary statement is
followed by explications of various aspects of logic that limit the
treatise. “The treatise is subjected legitimately to logical analysis
and extension; it undertakes to define all its terms implicitly or explicitly, to prove all its conclusions, and to accept every conclusion
that follows logically from its premises. Again, the treatise stands
precisely and unambiguously upon a single level of expression, for
its function primarily is to present clearly, exactly, and fully the
content and the implications of a determinate and coherent set of
insights. Finally, the treatise approximates to freedom from relativity to an audience, for the practical insight that governs its verbal
flow is an application of logic, and this practical insight depends
simply on the principal insight to be communicated, since the treatise mercilessly disregards the habitual intellectual development
and the anticipated deficiencies in insight of its readers.” (In 596.)
(1) And logic. “The first limitation of the treatise appears in the
expression of logic itself. For it seems that the introduction and
the first approximation to one’s basic definitions and rules have
to be expressed in ordinary language. Once one begins to operate
under the guidance of the definitions and rules, everything will
proceed automatically with perfect exactitude and rigor. But one
has to take one’s initial steps into this realm of automatic security
without perfect exactitude and without perfect rigor through expression that is relative to an audience and successful when the
audience happens to be sized up correctly.” (In 596.) See also LOGIC–
AND DEVELOPMENT OF KNOWLEDGE

(2) And mathematics. “The second limitation of the treatise appears in the field of mathematics. Any department of mathematics can be cast in the form of a treatise by the method of logical
formalization. But as Gödel’s theorem [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–
AND GÖDEL’S THEOREM] implies, for every set of mathematical definitions and axioms there is also a set of further questions that arise,
but cannot be answered, on the basis of the definitions and axioms. Hence mathematics cannot be included within a single treatise, and no matter how long one’s series of treatises may be,
there always will be occasion for further discoveries and further
treatises.” (In 596-97.)
(3) And genetic method. “The limitations of the treatise become
painfully evident when one shifts from the static systems of physics and chemistry to the dynamic systems of biology and psychology. Besides the previous limitations imposed by the more
complex logic and by the development of our knowledge, there
now appears a still further difficulty. For the treatise expresses
system, and each biological species and, on the human level, each
individual psyche is system on the move. Unfortunately, treatises
cannot move; definitions and postulates have the eternal quality
of Plato’s Ideas; their implications are perpetually the same; but
the growth of an organism or the development of a psyche is a
movement from a generic, rudimentary, undifferentiated system
to a specific, expert, differentiated system; and the proper concern of the scientist in the field of genetics is not the several stages of the dynamic system but rather the operators that bring about
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the successive transformations from each stage to the next. Nor is
one to entertain the hope that some day when such operators are
well known there may be developed a more complicated logic
that will handle the operators with the exactitude, the rigor, and
the automatic security that now is enjoyed by the mathematical
treatise. For neither the organism nor the psyche develops exactly, rigorously, and securely; it advances tentatively; it adapts to
a nonsystematic manifold of circumstance; it is what it is because
exactitude, rigor, and automatic security are irrelevant to the
problems that are to be solved only vitally and by consciousness.” (In 597-98.) See METHOD, GENETIC
(4) And dialectical method. “Further limitations of the treatise
make their appearance when one turns to the human level. To the
complexities of genetic method [see METHOD, GENETIC] there have
now to be added the graver complexities of dialectical method
[see METHOD, DIALECTICAL]. … Men live their lives not in the intellectual pattern of experience nor again in the elementary pattern of
experience but, for the most part, in some alternation and fusion
of the aesthetic, the dramatic, and the practical patterns [see PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE]. In this middle way they oscillate between tendencies to emphasize now the intellectual orientation and now the
elementary; commonly they never settle outright for either view;
their minds remain ambivalent, and that ambivalence mocks all
attempts to practice Socrates’ maieutic art of definition in the
hope of bringing them to clear and distinct knowledge of what
they happen to mean.” (In 598.) See also intra And invariance
Static t. vs moving system. “While static system constitutes the
intelligibility of physics and chemistry, still our knowledge of
such system is on the move. Its more or less definitive acquisitions can be cast quite usefully in the form of a treatise; but the
contemporary state of the question in any science never consists
simply in such more or less definitive acquisitions; there also are
tentative solutions, tendencies, and unsolved problems that point
to the lines of future development yet would be quite misrepresented if expressed in the form of the treatise. Accordingly, while
the historical development of physics, chemistry, and allied sciences can be indicated by an unfinished series of treatises in each
subject, still the series of treatises cannot represent adequately the
series of states of knowledge in the subjects.” (In 597.)
Summary. “Such, then, are the limitations of the treatise, and they
reveal rather convincingly the importance of the distinction between logic as a science and logic as a technique. Logic as a science [see LOGIC–AS SCIENCE] may be deduced from cognitional
analysis [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–ANALYSIS]. Just as METAPHYSICS rests
on the major premise of the ISOMORPHISM of the structures of knowing and of proportionate being [see KNOWING–AND KNOWN-ISOMORPHISM
OF], so logic rests on the major premise of the parallel between the
conditions of knowing and the conditions of possible terms of
meaning [see ISOMORPHISM–OF CONDITIONS OF KNOWING AND MEANING]. Thus,
terms of possible meaning are subject to [PRINCIPLES–FIRST].” (In 59899.)
ON HUMAN MEANING.

See intra And invariance

TRUTH(S), THE TRUE: “We distinguish (1) the criterion of truth, (2)
the definition of truth, (3) the ontology of truth, (4) truth in expres-
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sion, (5) the appropriation of truth, and (6) the truth of interpretation.” (In 573.) See intra Appropriation of; Criteria of; Definition of; Ontology of;
see also EXPRESSION–AND TRUTH; INTERPRETATION–TRUTH OF
ABSTRACT. See ANALYSIS–METAPHYSICAL-(1) AND THE CONCRETE
AND ABSOLUTE. See ABSOLUTE–AND JUDGMENT
AND ASSENTING SUBJECT. See ASSENT; REFLECTION/REFLECTIVE– QUESTIONS FOR
AND AUGUSTINE. See PROPER NAMES–AUGUSTINE, AUGUSTINIAN-AND TRUTH
AND BEING CONVERTIBLE. “Being and the true are convertible;
whatever are convertible are not different in species; so being
is also attained by the same act by which the true is attained.
For this reason, the true is said to be the medium in which being is known.” (S 203.)
AND BEING, GOOD, UNITY. See UNITY–AND BEING, GOOD, TRUTH
AND BELIEF. See BELIEF–AND TRUTH
AND COMMUNICABILITY. See SUBJECT, THE–AND INDEPENDENCE OF TRUTH
AND CONVERSIONS. See CONVERSION–AND TRUTH
AND COSMOPOLIS. See COSMOPOLIS–PROPERTIES OF (4)-(3) SPEAKS THE SIMPLE TRUTH
AND DEFINITIONS. See PROPOSITION(S)–AND JUDGMENT
AND ERROR. See ERROR–AND TRUTH
AND EXPRESSION. See EXPRESSION–AND FALSITY/TRUTH
AND GOOD.

See NOTIONS,

AND HISTORY.
AND

TRANSCENDENTAL–GOODNESS/VALUE

See HISTORY–AND TRUTH

INTELLECTUAL/INTELLIGIBLE

EMANATION.

See

EMANATION–

INTELLECTUAL, –INTELLIGIBLE

See INTERPRETATION–TRUTH OF

AND ISOMORPHISM OF KNOWING AND KNOWN.

Knowing the truth is
possible because of the isomorphic structures (see STRUCTURE(S)–
ISOMORPHIC) of intentional consciousness (see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–RATIONAL) and of all instances of proportionate being (see BEING–
PROPORTIONATE). An adequate understanding of this isomorphism (see
ISOMORPHISM–OF CONDITIONS OF KNOWING AND MEANING, –OF DYNAMISMS OF MIND AND
PROPORTIONATE BEING, –OF STRUCTURES OF COGNITIONAL PROCESS AND THE UNIVERSE)
can be had from a number of entries that explain cognition (see
COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–ANALYSIS, –PROCESS, –STRUCTURE), being (see METAPHYSICS– OF PROPORTIONATE BEING), and relations between them (see METAPHYSICS– OF PROPORTIONATE BEING-AND COGNITIONAL ANALYSIS ).
See

JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–TRUE AND FALSE; JUDGMENT(S) OF

VALUE–TRUE
AND KNOWING.

See JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–A PRIORI CONDITIONS FOR (4)

AND OBJECT OF THOUGHT.
AND OBJECTIVITY.

See PROPOSITION(S)–AND JUDGMENT

See OBJECTIVITY–AND JUDGMENT

AND UNDERSTANDING.
APPROPRIATION OF.

Volitional. “Our reasonableness demands consistency between
what we know and what we do; and so there is a volitional appropriation of truth that consists in our WILLINGNESS to live up to
it.” (In 581.)
A threefold problem. “The essential appropriation of truth sets a
threefold problem.” (In 582.)
(1) Learning. “The problem of learning is met on the level of understanding [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING] and FORMULATION.” (In
582.)

AND INTERPRETATION.

AND JUDGMENT.

what we do; and so there is a volitional appropriation of truth
that consists in our willingness to live up to it, and a sensitive
appropriation of truth that consists in an adaptation of our sensibility to the requirements of our knowledge and our decisions.”
(In 581-82.) “Human intelligence and reasonableness function as the
higher integration of the sensitive flow of percepts and images,
emotions and feelings, attitudes and sentiments, words and
deeds. It follows that, as the cognitional and volitional appropriations of truth are solidary with each other, so also they condition
and are conditioned by adaptations of human sensibility. Here the
basic problem is to discover the dynamic images that both correspond to intellectual contents, orientations, and determinations,
yet also possess in the sensitive field the power to issue forth not
only into words but also into deeds [see LIVING–AND NECESSITY OF IMAGES,
SYMBOLS].” (In 585.)
Cognitional. “The essential appropriation of truth is cognitional.” (In 585.) Truth is in the mind; goodness and value are in
things. See intra As good

See INSIGHT

AND UNDERSTANDING–AND TRUTH

“To appropriate a truth is to make it one’s
own.” (In 581-82.) See SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER; SELF-APPROPRIATION
The following subentries are in systematic, not alphabetic, order.
Sensitive. “To appropriate a truth is to make it one’s own. The
essential appropriation of truth is cognitional. However, our reasonableness demands consistency between what we know and

(2) Identification. “The problem of identification is met on the
level of experience (where ‘experience’ is used broadly to denote not only sense experience but also intellectual and rational
consciousness) [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–A FOURFOLD EXPERIENCE].” (In 582.)
(3) Orientation. “The problem of orientation is met on the level of
reflection and judgment [see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–AND REFLECTIVE UNDERSTANDING] when at last we grasp (1) that every issue closes
when we can say definitively, ‘It is so,’ or ‘It is not so,’ (2) that
the objective of knowing is BEING, (3) that, while being is a protean notion [see BEING–PROTEAN NOTION OF], still its content is determined by intelligent grasp and reasonable affirmation and, after
affirmation, by nothing else [see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT].” (In 583.)
Meeting the problem. The three problems of cognitional appropriation run parallel to the three levels in our knowing—EXPERIENCE;
INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING; JUDGMENT(S). See also SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF
THE KNOWER; SELF-APPROPRIATION
AS CONFRONTATION. See intra Confrontation vs identity as
AS CORRESPONDENCE. See intra Confrontation vs identity as
AS GOOD. Normally, the will and the good pertain to the fourth level of intentional consciousness (see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS
OF (5)-(4) RATIONAL SELF- (6 ELEMENTS)). Nonetheless, the truth known in
judgment is a good. “In the theoretical mode the good that is pursued is the truth and, while this pursuit is willed, still the pursuit it-

TRUTH(S), THE TRUE – TRUTH(S), THE TRUE

self consists only in operations on the first three levels of intentional consciousness: it is the specialization of attending, understanding, and judging.” (M 94.)
AS IDENTITY. See intra Confrontation vs identity as
AS MEDIUM. See intra And being convertible
AS SELF-CONSTITUTING. “Spontaneously we move from judgments
of fact or possibility [see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT, –PROBABLE] to judgments
of value [see JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE–TRUE] and to the deliberateness of
DECISION and COMMITMENT; and that spontaneity is not unconscious or
blind; it constitutes us as conscientious, as responsible persons, and
its absence would leave us psychopaths.” (M 18.) See also SELF ...–
AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER; SELF-APPROPRIATION
AS SOLE CONCERN. “As intelligent, the subject seeks insight and, as
insights accumulate, he reveals them in his behavior, his speech,
his grasp of situations, his mastery of theoretic domains. But as reflectively and critically conscious, he incarnates detachment and
disinterestedness, gives himself over to criteria of truth and certitude, makes his sole concern the determination of what is or is not
so; and now, as the self, so also the awareness of self resides in that
incarnation, that self-surrender, that single-minded concern for
truth.” (M 10.)
BREAKDOWN OF. See BREAKDOWN–AND CONVERSIONS
CONFRONTATION VS IDENTITY AS. “For the Platonist, knowing is primarily a confrontation; it supposes the duality of knower and
known; it consists in a consequent, added movement. … For the
Aristotelian, on the other hand, confrontation is secondary. Primarily and essentially, knowing is perfection, act, identity. Sense in
act is the sensible in act. Intellect in act is the intelligible in act. In
this material world, of course, besides the knower in act and the
known in act, there are also the knower in potency and the known
in potency; and while the former are identical, still the latter are
distinct. Nonetheless, potency is not essential to knowing, and
therefore distinction is not essential to knowing. It follows that in
immaterial substances, as one negates potency, so also one negates
distinction: ‘In the immaterial order, the understander and the understood are identical’ [Aristotle, De anima, III, 4, 430a 3-5].” (V 85.) See also intra

Definition of
CONVERGENCE OF PROBABILITY ON. The larger context is reflective
understanding (In ch. 10; see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–REFLECTIVE).
The immediate context is probable judgments (see JUDGMENT(S) OF
FACT–PROBABLE; VERIFICATION–OF PROBABILITY/PROBABILITY OF VERIFICATION). “The
self-correcting process of learning [see LEARNING–SELF-CORRECTING PROCESS OF] consists in a sequence of questions, insights, further questions, and further insights that moves towards a limit in which no
further pertinent questions arise. When we are well beyond that
limit, judgments are obviously certain. When we are well short of
that limit, judgments are at best probable. When we are on the borderline, the rash are completely certain and the indecisive full of
doubts. In brief, because the self-correcting process of learning is
an approach to a limit of no further pertinent questions, there are
probable judgments that are probably true in the sense that they
approximate to a truth that as yet is not known.” (In 325.)
CRITERIA OF.

The larger context is metaphysics as dialectic (In ch.
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17; see METAPHYSICS–AS DIALECTIC).
Proximate. “The proximate criterion of truth is reflective grasp
of the virtually unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY]. Because it proceeds by rational necessity from such a grasp, the act
of judgment [see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT] is an actuation of rational
consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(3) RATIONAL],
and the content of judgment has the stamp of the absolute [see
ABSOLUTE–AND FACT].” (In 573.)
Remote. “The remote criterion is the proper unfolding of the detached and disinterested desire to know [see DESIRE TO KNOW–
DETACHED, –DISINTERESTED]. In negative terms this proper unfolding is
the absence of interference from other desires that inhibit or reinforce, and in either case distort, the guidance given by the pure
desire. A more positive account of the matter, perhaps, will be
suggested by clarifying the differences between six terms: INFALLIBILITY and certitude, certainty [see CERTITUDE, CERTAINTY] and PROBABILITY, ideal and actual frequency [see FREQUENCY–TYPES OF (4)-(3) IDEAL, -(2)
ACTUAL].” (In 573.)
DEFINITION OF. “Knowing is true by its relation to being, and truth
is a relation of knowing to being. … What is the relation? In the
limiting case, when the knowing is identical with the known, the
relation disappears to be replaced by an identity, and then truth
consists in the absence of any difference whatever between the
knowing and the known being. In the general case, when there is
more than one known and one of these is a knower, it is possible to
formulate a set of positive and of negative comparative judgments
and then to employ this set to define implicitly such terms as ‘subject,’ ‘object,’ and ‘the principal notion of objectivity.’ [See OBJECTIVITY–NOTION OF, PRINCIPAL] Within this context there follows the traditional
definition of truth as the conformity or correspondence of the subject’s affirmations and negations to what is and is not.” (In 575.)
DISTINCT FROM EVIDENCE. “One must distinguish very carefully between the act of understanding by which the sufficiency of evidence is grasped [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–REFLECTIVE] and the act
of affirming the true [see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT], which is a word uttered within [see WORD–INNER].” (S 205.)
ETERNAL. See PROPER NAMES–AUGUSTINE, AUGUSTINIAN-AND TRUTH-ETERNAL
EXPRESSION OF. See EXPRESSION–AND FALSITY/TRUTH
IN HISTORY. See HISTORICAL–FACTS AND DATA
IN INTELLECT, GOOD IN THINGS. True and false are in the mind while
good and evil are in realities themselves. Thus the distinct cognitive operations of JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT and JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE.
IN PHILOSOPHY. See intra Definition of
IN SCIENCE. “Instead of stating the truth about this or that kind of
reality, their [the sciences’] aim is an ever better approximation
towards the truth, and this is attained by an ever fuller and exacter
understanding of all relevant data.” (M 94.) See also KNOWLEDGE–SCIENTIFIC
KNOWN TO BE VS BELIEVED TO BE. See BELIEF–AND INFERENCE
METAPHYSICS OF.

“When we have a truth, we know something. If
we wish to go on to the metaphysics of that truth, we want, not an
abstract truth, but a concrete truth. We want, for example, ‘This
man understands,’ not ‘Man understands.’ Because what exists is
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UNAUTHENTIC, UNAUTHENTICITY – UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY

concrete, the first canon is concreteness: deal with the concrete.
We may answer general questions in metaphysical analysis, but the
way to approach them always is by an analysis of a concrete instance, because it is the concrete instance that exists. It is Socrates
who understands; it is not understanding, not cognitional process.
Cognitional process is not a being; it is a component; it is something that happens in a being. Deal with the concrete.” (UB 213-14.)
MORAL. See EXPRESSION–AND FALSITY/TRUTH
NOT IN SYNTHESIS. See JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–AS POSITING SYNTHESIS
NOTION OF, TRANSCENDENTAL. See NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL–TRUTH
OF INSIGHT. See CONDITION(S)–AND AFFIRMATION OF INSIGHT
OF PROPOSITIONS AND METAPHYSICAL ELEMENTS. See METAPHYSICAL–
EQUIVALENCE-AND TRUE PROPOSITIONS

ONTOLOGY OF.

“Ontological truth … is the intrinsic intelligibility
of being. It is the conformity of being to the conditions of its being
known through intelligent inquiry and critical reflection. Moreover,
it leads to a distinction between material and spiritual being, between the intrinsically intelligible being that is not intelligent and
the intrinsically intelligible being that is intelligent. Since the difference between matter and spirit can be shown to lie in the fact
that the material is not intrinsically independent of the merely empirical residue [see RESIDUE(S)–EMPIRICAL] while the spiritual is, there
follows a closer determination of the possibility of knowledge in
terms of MATTER and IMMATERIALITY.” (In 576.) See also ONTOLOGY
POSITIONS, COUNTERPOSITIONS ON. See POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION–
TRUTH, EXPRESSION, AND

SELF-EVIDENT AND NECESSARY.
VS ASSENT.

we come to the question of God (see QUESTION OF GOD, THE). Does a necessary being exist? Does there exist a reality that transcends the reality of this world?” … Judgment proceeds rationally from a grasp of a
virtually unconditioned. By an unconditioned is meant any x that has
no conditions. By a virtually unconditioned is meant any x that has
no unfulfilled conditions. In other words, a virtually unconditioned is
a conditioned whose conditions are all fulfilled. To marshal the evidence is to ascertain whether all the conditions are fulfilled. To weigh
the evidence is to ascertain whether the fulfillment of the conditions
certainly or probably involves the existence or occurrence of the
conditioned.” (M 102.) See also INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–REFLECTIVE-AND VIRTUALLY UNCONDITIONED

AND ANALYTIC PROPOSITIONS.

This entry pertains to the virtually
unconditioned in mathematical judgments. See MATHEMATICAL–

JUDGMENTS-AND ANALYTIC PROPOSITIONS

AND BELIEF.

See BELIEF–AND VIRTUALLY UNCONDITIONED

AND DEDUCTIVE INFERENCE.

AND DIRECT INSIGHT.

See ASSENT

See

AND ETHICS.
AND FACT.

See ETHICS–AND VIRTUALLY UNCONDITIONED

See FACT–AND VIRTUALLY UNCONDITIONED

AND FURTHER QUESTIONS.

See

Unauthenticity is L’s neologism,
apparently derived from unauthentic. See the more common INAUTHENTIC, INAUTHENTICITY

UNCERTAINTY : See PRINCIPLE(S)–UNCERTAINTY
UNCONDITIONED: “By an unconditioned is meant any x that has no
conditions.” (M 102.)
AND FACT. See FACT–CONCRETE
FORMALLY. See PHILOSOPHY OF GOD–AND GOD-AS FORMALLY UNCONDITIONED
IN KANT. See UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY–AS CONSTITUTIVE NOT REGULATIVE (KANT)
STRICTLY. See WORLD(S)–AND STRICTLY UNCONDITIONED
UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY: “If we are to speak of a virtually unconditioned, we must first speak of an UNCONDITIONED. The virtually
unconditioned has no unfulfilled conditions. The strictly unconditioned has no conditions whatever. In traditional terms, the former is
a contingent being, and the latter is a necessary being. In more contemporary terms the former pertains to this world, to the world of
possible experience, while the latter transcends this world in the
sense that its reality is of a totally different order. But in either case

INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–REFLECTIVE-AND

VIRTUALLY UNCONDITIONED

AND NATURE.

See intra And sufficient evidence-in different cases

See NATURE–AND KNOWING
See NECESSITY–AND VIRTUALLY UNCONDITIONED

AND PRACTICAL REFLECTION.

UNAUTHENTIC, UNAUTHENTICITY:

INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–AND EMPIRICAL RE-

SIDUE

AND NECESSITY.

U

INFERENCE– DEDUCTIVE-AND VIRTUALLY UNCON-

See INTELLIGIBILITY–MATERIAL-VS SPIRITUAL

AND EMPIRICAL RESIDUE.

AND LINK/FULFILMENT.

See PRINCIPLE(S)–FIRST

See

DITIONED; MATHEMATICAL–JUDGMENTS-AND DEDUCTIVE INFERENCE

See FREEDOM, ELEMENTS OF (4)–(3) PRACTICAL RE-

FLECTION

AND REFLECTIVE INSIGHT.

See

INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–REFLECTIVE-AND

VIRTUALLY UNCONDITIONED

AND SUFFICIENT EVIDENCE. “There is sufficient evidence for a prospective judgment when it may be grasped by reflective understanding [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–REFLECTIVE-AND VIRTUALLY
UNCONDITIONED] as virtually unconditioned. Hence sufficient evidence
involves (1) a link of the conditioned to its conditions, and (2) the
fulfilment of the conditions. These two elements are supplied in
different manners in different cases.” (In 339-40.)
In different cases. “In formal inference [see INFERENCE–FORMAL] the
link is provided by the hypothetical premise ‘If the antecedent,
then the consequent.’ The fulfilment is the minor premise. ... In
judgment on the correctness of insights, the link is that the insight is correct if there are no further pertinent questions, and the
fulfilment lies in the self-correcting process of learning [see LEARNING–SELF-CORRECTING PROCESS OF-LIMITS OF] reaching its limit in familiarity
and mastery. ... In judgments of fact [see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT] the
link is the correct insight or set of insights, and the fulfilment lies
in present and/or remembered data. ... In generalizations [see
GENERALIZATION] the link is the cognitional law that similars are

UNCONSCIOUS – UNCONSCIOUS

similarly understood, and the fulfilment lies in such similarity
that further pertinent questions no more arise in the general case
than in the correctly understood particular case. ... In probable
judgments [see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–PROBABLE] the link is that insights
are correct when there are no further pertinent questions, and the
fulfilment is some approximation of the self-correcting process
of learning to its limit of familiarity and mastery. ... In analytic
propositions [see PROPOSITION(S)–ANALYTIC] the link lies in rules of
meaning that generate propositions out of partial terms of meaning, and the fulfilment is supplied by the meanings or definitions
of the terms. ... Analytic propositions become analytic principles
[see PRINCIPLE(S)–ANALYTIC] when their terms are existential; and terms
are existential when they occur in definitive factual judgments. ...
Provisional analytic principles [see PRINCIPLE(S)–ANALYTIC-PROVISIONAL]
are analytic propositions whose terms are probably existential. ...
Serially analytic principles [see PRINCIPLE(S)–ANALYTIC-SERIAL] are the
analytic propositions from which follow the ranges of systems of
which some in some fashion exist.” (In 340; emphases added.)
AND THE FORM OF DEDUCTIVE INFERENCE. See INFERENCE–DEDUCTIVE-FORM
OF

AND THE SCIENTIST.

“Positively, the scientist can say that if the theory or the hypothesis is true, then it conforms to the data. But he
cannot establish the alternative, namely, that there is no other theory that would cover all the data we have at present and account
for further data that at the present are not accounted for. His argument, then, is really a matter of affirming the consequent; and the
hypothetical argument in which one affirms the consequent is not
logically valid. The scientist does not reach the virtually unconditioned.” (UB 126.)

AS CONSTITUTIVE NOT REGULATIVE (KANT). “However convinced
Kant was that ‘taking a look’ [see TAKING A GOOD LOOK] could not be
valid human knowing, he devoted his energies to showing how it
could seem to be knowing and in what restricted sense it could be
regarded as valid. Nor is the anomaly of his position surprising. If
the schematism of the categories comes within striking distance of
the virtually unconditioned, still Kant failed to see that the unconditioned is a constituent component in the genesis of judgment, and
so he relegated it to the role of a regulative ideal of systematizing
rationality. But once extroversion is questioned, it is only through
man’s reflective grasp of the unconditioned that the objectivity and
validity of human knowing can be established. Kant rightly saw
that animal knowing is not human knowing; but he failed to see
what human knowing is. The combination of that truth and that
failure is the essence of the principle of immanence [see KNOWING–AS
IMMANENT] that was to dominate subsequent thought.” (In 439.)
GENERAL FORM OF. “The general form of the grasp of the virtually
unconditioned may be put syllogistically: If A, then B; but A;
therefore B, where A and B severally represent one or more propositions. In the major, B is presented as a conditioned: If A, then B.
In the minor, the condition is fulfilled: A. We have the conclusion
because the combination of major and minor exhibits B as virtually
unconditioned. … Note that this analysis of syllogism directs attention to the conclusion, and to the conclusion as virtually unconditioned. You may ask right away, ‘How do we know the major?
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How do we know the minor?’ Those are further questions. The
point to the syllogism is that it exhibits B as virtually unconditioned, as a conditioned with its conditions fulfilled.” (UB 118-19.) See
also INFERENCE–DEDUCTIVE-FORM OF
ILLUSTRATION OF.

Grasp of the virtually unconditioned is necessary
for the concrete judgment of fact (see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–CONCRETE).
“The concrete judgment of fact may be illustrated by the simplest
example …. A man leaves his home in the morning, and everything is spic and span. When he returns in the evening, the windows are broken, there is water on the floor, and smoke in the air.
He makes the judgment, ‘something happened.’ … How does he
arrive at this judgment? First, he has two sets of sensible data, or
one present set of sensible data and a set of memories of what his
home was like when he left in the morning. On the empirical level,
then—your A, the fulfilment of the conditions—there are his present perceptions and his memories of the state of his home when
he left in the morning. Secondly, on the intellectual level, he has a
grasp of the notion of thing. It is the same home; it is the same set
of things that was in one state in the morning and is in another
state in the evening. When the same set of things at different times
is in different states, something has happened.” (UB 120-21.) In other
words, he grasped all the conditions necessary to judge correctly.
See also JUDGMENT(S)–GENERAL FORM OF
OF ACTUALITY.

See CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(4) RATIONAL SELF-

(6 ELEMENTS)-(3)

UNCONSCIOUS: L’s treatment of the unconscious is mainly in the
context of human development. The complex of categories that bear
directly on this topic include: HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT, –DEVELOPMENT, LAWS OF (4)(3) LIMITATION AND TRANSCENDENCE, -(4) GENUINENESS ■ GENUINENESS ■ CONSCIOUSNESS
AND CONSCIOUS TENSION. “All development involves a tension between limitation and transcendence [see HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT, LAWS OF (4)(3) LIMITATION AND TRANSCENDENCE]. On the one hand, there is the subject as
he is functioning more or less successfully in a flexible circle of
ranges of schemes of recurrence [see RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF–FLEXIBLE
CIRCLES OF]. On the other hand, there is the subject [see SUBJECT, THE] as
a higher system on the move [see SYSTEM(S)–HIGHER, –MOVING/ON THE MOVE].
One and the same reality is both integrator and operator; but the
operator is relentless in transforming the integrator [see OPERATOR(S);
INTEGRATOR]. The integrator resides in successive levels of interrelated conjugate forms [see CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–
FORM] that are more familiar under the common name of acquired
habits. But habits are inertial. The whole tendency of present perceptiveness, of present affectivity and aggressivity, of present ways
of understanding and judging, deliberating and choosing, speaking
and doing is for them to remain as they are. Against this solid and
salutary conservatism, however, there operate the same principles
that gave rise to the acquired habits and now persist in attempting
to transform them. Unconsciously operative is the FINALITY that consists in the upwardly but indeterminately directed dynamism of all
proportionate being [see BEING–PROPORTIONATE]. Consciously operative
is the detached and disinterested desire [see DESIRE TO KNOW] raising
ever further questions. Among the topics for questioning are one’s
own unconscious initiatives, their subsumption under the general
order intelligence discovers in the universe of being [see UNIVERSE–
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UNCONVERTED – UNITY

ORDER OF], their integration in the fabric of one’s habitual living. So
there emerges into consciousness a concrete apprehension of an
obviously practicable and proximate ideal self; but along with it
there also emerges the tension between limitation and transcendence; and it is no vague tension between limitation in general and
transcendence in general, but an unwelcome invasion of consciousness by opposed apprehensions of oneself as one concretely
is and as one concretely is to be.” (In 501-02)

AND SLEEP.

“Sleep is the negation of consciousness. It is the opportunity needed by unconscious vital process to offset without interference the wear and tear suffered by nerves during the busy day.”

(In 218.)
SENSITIVE/INTELLECTUAL RELATION OF.

“Human intellectual activity
provides the higher system [see SYSTEM(S)–HIGHER] for sensitive living
both unconsciously and consciously. It does so unconsciously inasmuch as it grounds the pattern in which sensitive experience occurs [see PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE], and in this respect it is a higher
system to sensitive living as sensitive living is a higher system to
organic living. But there also is a conscious intellectual control of
one’s sensitive living, and this differs enormously from the former.
For conscious intelligence is engaged primarily in grasping the intelligible systems relevant, not to one’s sensitive living, but to the
contents of one’s sensitive experience.” (In 538-39.) See also CONSCIOUS-

NESS, INTENTIONAL–VS SENSITIVE

UNCONVERTED: Most of what L has to say about the unconverted in
non theological contexts must be inferred from his positive explication of conversion and authentic subjectivity (see CONVERSION–AND AUTHENTIC SUBJECTIVITY; AUTHENTICITY). See also INAUTHENTIC, INAUTHENTICITY
AND ALIENATION/IDEOLOGY. See intra And self-transcendence
AND DIALECTIC. The context is the fourth functional specialty (see
DIALECTIC (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY); see intra And functional specialization). L,
discussing Dialectic as method (see METHOD, DIALECTICAL), contrasts
“what happens, first, when the dialectic is implemented by a person that has undergone intellectual, moral, and religious conversion and, secondly, when it is implemented by a person that has
not yet undergone intellectual or moral or religious CONVERSION .” (M
251.) The difference hinges mainly on the opposition between POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION. The converted, therefore, will be united in
their judgments of the meanings expressed in the data. “In the second case, the investigator may have only what Newman would call
a notional apprehension of conversion [see APPREHENSION–NOTIONAL],
and so he might complain that dialectic is a very foggy procedure.
But at least he would recognize radically opposed statements. In
the area or areas, however, in which he lacked conversion, he
would be mistaking counter-positions for positions and positions
for counter-positions. When he proceeded to develop what he
thought were positions and to reverse what he thought were
counter-positions, in reality he would be developing counter-positions and reversing positions. While the implementation of dialectic in the first case led to an idealized version of the past, its
implementation in the second case does just the opposite; it presents the past as worse than it really was.” (M 251.)

AND FUNCTIONAL SPECIALIZATION.

Generalized empirical method
(see GEM) comprises two sets of four functional specialties or
categories (see CATEGORY, CATEGORIES–GENERAL, –SPECIAL). The first four
specialties or general categories (Research, Interpretation, History,
Dialectic) pertain to the mediation of a tradition. “Neither the converted nor the unconverted are to be excluded from research, interpretation, history, or dialectic. Neither the converted nor the
unconverted are to follow different methods in these functional
specialties. But one’s interpretation of others is affected by one’s
understanding of oneself, and the converted have a self to understand that is quite different from the self that the unconverted have
to understand.” (M 271.)
AND SELF-TRANSCENDENCE. “As common meaning constitutes
community, so divergent meaning divides it. Such division may
amount to no more than a diversity of culture and the stratification
of individuals into classes of higher and lower competence. The serious division is the one that arises from the presence and absence
of intellectual, moral, or religious CONVERSION. For a man is his true
self inasmuch as he is self-transcending [see SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE].
Conversion is the way to self-transcendence. Inversely, man is
alienated from his true self inasmuch as he refuses selftranscendence, and the basic form of IDEOLOGY is the selfjustification of alienated man. … Needless to say, the unconverted
and especially those that deliberately refused conversion will want
to find some other root for ALIENATION and ideology. Indeed, they
will want to suggest, directly or indirectly, that self-transcendence
is a case or the case of alienation and that ideology is at root the attempt to justify self-transcendence.” (M 357-58.)

UNDERSTANDING: See INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING
UNDERSTANDING UNDERSTANDING: See INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–
UNDERSTANDING

UNIFICATION:

The main emphasis on unification in L’s thought regards the power of METAPHYSICS and generalized empirical method (see
GEM) to effect the unification of philosophy and science (see GEM–
FUNCTIONS OF (12)-(11) UNIFIES SCIENCE). See also UNITY
AND KNOWLEDGE. See INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–UNDERSTANDING-UNIFICATION
BY

BY INSIGHT INTO INSIGHT.

See

INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–UNDERSTANDING-

UNIFICATION BY

BY METAPHYSICS.
METAPHYSICAL.

See METAPHYSICS–AND ALL OTHER DEPARTMENTS-(4) UNIFIES

See METAPHYSICAL–UNIFICATION

OF CLASSICAL LAWS.

See

LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–CLASSICAL-SYSTEMATIC UNIFICATION

OF

OF DATA BY INSIGHT. INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–AND EXPERIENCE
OF SCIENCES.

See SCIENCE(S)–UNIFICATION OF

SYSTEMATIC VS IMAGINATIVE.

See SYNTHESIS–IMAGINATIVE VS SYSTEMATIC UNIFI-

CATION

UNITY: See also inter alia UNIFICATION ■ INTEGRATION(S) ■ ABSTRACTION–
POSSIBILITY/IMPOSSIBILITY OF

■ AGGREGATE(S)–COINCIDENTAL ■ ALREADY-OUT-THERE-NOW-

REAL–AND BODY VS THING ■ ANALOGY OF …–MATTER, –THE SUBJECT ■ ARGUMENT FOR

UNIVERSAL – UNIVERSAL
GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–AND IDEA OF BEING-AND THE GOOD, INTELLIGIBILITY, UNITY ■

METAPHYSICAL.

ART–DEFINITION OF-AND PATTERN-PURELY EXPERIENTIAL, –DEFINITION OF-RELEASE, –OF LIVING

OF A CONCRETE BEING.

■ BEING–PROPORTIONATE-AND KNOWING ■ CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES,
–FORM ■ CHANGE–NOTION OF ■ CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–INQUIRY-ELEMENTS
OF (4)-(1)

■ CLASSIFICATION–BY SUBJECT SPECIALIZATION ■ COMMUNITY–CIVIL ■ CONJUGATE
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See METAPHYSICS–ELEMENTS OF-UNITY OF
See BEING–AS CONCRETE

OF ALL OTHER DEPARTMENTS.

See

METAPHYSICS–AND ALL OTHER DEPARTMENTS-

(4) UNIFIES

(ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES, –FORM ■ CONJUGATE(S)–EXPERIENTIAL ■ CON-

OF COGNITIONAL PROCESS.

See COGNITION,

SCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–AND SELF-PRESENCE-AND I ■ CONTROL– OF SENSITIVE LIV-

OF CONSCIOUSNESS.

CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–UNITY OF; CON-

ING/EXPERIENCE
DISTORTED

■ DATA–FROM FORMULATION TO ■ DECLINE–CYCLE OF, LONGER-AND DIALECTIC,

■ DELIBERATION–AND QUESTION OF GOD ■ DESCRIPTION–AND THE KNOWER ■

ETHICS–QUESTIONS FOR ■ FINALITY–VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL ■ FORM–HUMAN CENTRAL, –
SUBSTANTIAL

■ FREEDOM, ELEMENTS OF (4)–(2) PRACTICAL INSIGHT ■ FUNCTIONAL SPECIAL-

SCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–UNITY OF
OF FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES.
OF HUMAN PERSON.

TIES–AND FIELD/SUBJECT SPECIALIZATION ■ GEM–FUNCTIONS OF (12)-(7) FOUNDATIONAL ■ HER-

OF I.

MENEUTICAL CIRCLE ■ HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT, LAWS OF (4)-(2) INTEGRATION ■ HUMANITY–

OF IDEA OF BEING.

■ IMAGE–AND THE DEVELOPING SUBJECT ■ INQUIRY–AND INSIGHT ■ INTEL-

CENTRAL FORM OF

LIGIBILITY–AND METAPHYSICS ■ JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–A PRIORI CONDITIONS FOR (4)-(4), –

■ LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–AND FORM, –SCIENTIFIC ■ LOGIC–AND SYMBOLS, –

POSSIBILITY OF
IDEAL OF

■ MATHEMATICAL–LIMIT ■ MEASUREMENT–AND LENGTH ■ METAPHYSICS–AND ALL

OTHER DEPARTMENTS-(4) UNIFIES, –AS HEURISTIC, –AS KNOWLEDGE-AS WHOLE IN (NOT OF)

■

METHOD, GENETIC–GENERAL NOTIONS (7)-(1) ■ NECESSITY–AND THE KNOWER ■ NONSYSTEMATIC–PROCESS-BASIC SITUATION OF, –PROCESS-UNDERSTANDING OF ■ NOTION OF …–
EXPLANATORY GENUS

■ ONE–NATURAL OR FORMAL ■ ONE AND MANY–AND BEING ■ ONTO-

LOGICAL–CONSTITUTION ■ OPENNESS–AND PURE DESIRE TO KNOW ■ PARTICULAR(S)–INSIGHT
INTO-DATA AND

■ PHILOSOPHY OF …–FOUNDATIONS OF A-BASIC CORRELATIONS ■ PROCESS–

IDEAL/TYPICAL-CONSEQUENCES

■ PROPER NAMES–ARISTOTLE, ARISTOTELIAN-AND BEING ■

QUESTION OF GOD, THE–AND METHOD/GEM ■ REVISION–OF AFFIRMATION ON GENERA AND
SPECIES

■ SCIENCE(S)–AND LAW-VS THING ■ SCIENTIFIC–EXPLANATION, –THOUGHT ■ SCIS-

SORS-LIKE ACTION–IN SELF-AFFIRMATION ■ SELF ...–AFFIRMATION OF THE KNOWER-CONDITIONS
FOR. -POSSIBILITY OF, .–KNOWLEDGE-AND DIFFERENTIATED CONSCIOUSNESS

■ SENSITIVE–AND

EMERGENCE OF HIGHER SYSTEM ■ SUBJECT, THE–AND OBJECT(S) ■ SYLLOGISM–AND LEARNING

■ UNIVERSE–PROCESS OF-AND CONCEPTUALIST VS INTELLECTUALIST ■ WORLD(S)–MEDIATED BY
MEANING-STRUCTURE OF

AND BEING.

See BEING–IDEA OF-AND THE GOOD, INTELLIGIBILITY, UNITY

AND COINCIDENTAL MANIFOLD.
AND DIFFERENTIATION.
AND DUALISM.
AND FACT.

See UNIVERSE–UNITY OF

See PRINCIPLE(S) OF ...–DIFFERENTIATION OF UNITIES

See DUALISM

See FACT

AND METHOD/GEM.
AND THE GOOD.
AND THING.

See GEM–AS WISDOM

See BEING–IDEA OF-AND THE GOOD, INTELLIGIBILITY, UNITY

See VALUE(S)–SCALE OF

CONCRETE OF THINGS.
DIFFERENTIATION OF.

See FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES–DYNAMIC UNITY OF

See HUMAN–PERSON-UNITY OF

See I

OF METHODS.
OF ORDER.

See BEING–IDEA OF-AND THE GOOD, INTELLIGIBILITY, UNITY

See COLLABORATION

See ORDER–UNITY OF

OF PROPORTIONATE BEING.
OF THE SUBJECT.
OF THING(S).

See UNIVERSE–UNITY OF

See SUBJECT, THE–UNITY OF

See THING(S)–NOTION OF

OF UNIVERSE.

See UNIVERSE–UNITY OF

PRINCIPLE OF.

See

CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–FORM; PROB-

ABILITY–AND CERTAINTY
STATIC.

See SUBJECT, THE–UNITY OF-DYNAMIC VS STATIC

TRANSCENDENTAL NOTION OF.

The term regards intelligible unity.
“The [transcendental notions; see NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL] are contained in questions prior to the answers. They are the radical intending that moves us from ignorance to knowledge. They are a
priori because they go beyond what we know to seek what we do
not know yet. They are unrestricted because answers are never
complete and so only give rise to still further questions. They are
comprehensive because they intend the unknown whole or totality
of which our answers reveal only part. … If we objectify the content of intelligent intending, we form the transcendental concept of
the intelligible.” (M 11.) A concept is the content of an act of understanding. The objectification is making the cognitional process explicitly consciousness, and discovering that one understood
because one grasped the intelligible unity immanent in the data.
UNITY-IDENTITY-WHOLE.

See THING(S)–NOTION OF

UNIVERSAL: This

See THING(S)

AND VALUES.

See

COGNITIONAL–PROCESS

See THING(S)–NOTION OF

See PRINCIPLE(S) OF ...–DIFFERENTIATION OF UNITIES

entry includes two meanings of universal: as epistemological term, and as worldwide.
AND ART. See ART–AND THE UNIVERSAL
AND ETHICS. See ETHICS–AND CONCRETE UNIVERSAL
AND KNOWLEDGE OF PARTICULAR THINGS.

The best example is familiar to everyone, namely the dynamic unity of intentional consciousness and its operations. See

SAL VS PARTICULAR

COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–STRUCTURE-DYNAMISM OF

AND NECESSARY JUDGMENTS.

DYNAMIC.

Of cognitional structure. See

COGNITION,

COGNITIONAL–STRUCTURE-

DYNAMISM OF

Of specialties. See FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES–DYNAMIC UNITY OF
IN TENSION. See CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–POLYMORPHISM OF HUMAN
INTELLIGIBLE, OF BEING. See BEING–INTELLIGIBLE UNITY OF
INTELLIGIBLE. See intra Transcendental notion of

AS OBJECT OF THOUGHT.
AS SUCH VS PARTICULAR.

See ABSTRACTION–APPREHENSIVE
See ABSTRACTION–AND UNIVERSAL VS PARTICULAR

ASPECT OF UNDERSTANDING.

BELIEF.

ABSTRACTION–AND UNIVER-

See JUDGMENT(S)–UNIVERSAL AND NECESSARY

See

PECT OF

BEING AS.

See

See BEING–AS UNIVERSAL

See BELIEF–UNIVERSAL

INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–UNIVERSAL AS-
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DEFINITIONS.

A HEURISTIC STRUCTURE.

See DEFINITION(S)–UNIVERSAL

DESIGN.

See EMERGENT

DOUBT.

See METHOD(S)–OF UNIVERSAL DOUBT

PROBABILITY–AS UNIVERSAL DESIGN

LANGUAGE VS VIEWPOINT(S).

See

UNIVERSAL VIEWPOINT–VS UNIVERSAL LAN-

GUAGE

LAW.

See LAW(S),

LAW(S) OF …–UNIVERSAL

OBJECT OF THOUGHT AS.
ORDER.

See OBJECT(S)–OF THOUGHT-AS UNIVERSAL

See UNIVERSE–ORDER OF

PROPOSITION AND NOTION OF BEING.

See PROPOSITION(S)–UNIVERSAL-AND NO-

TION OF BEING

SCIENCE IS OF.
VIEWPOINT.

See SCIENCE(S)–AND THE UNIVERSAL

See UNIVERSAL VIEWPOINT

WILLINGNESS.

See WILLINGNESS–UNIVERSAL

UNIVERSAL VIEWPOINT: “By a universal viewpoint will be meant a
potential totality of genetically and dialectically ordered viewpoints.”
(In 587.) The universal viewpoint arises in Insight’s argument for a scientific theory of interpretation or a methodical hermeneutics. Against
the counterposition (see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION) L argues, “If there
is no possible universal viewpoint, there is no general possibility of
rising above one’s personal views and reaching without BIAS what the
personal views of another are.” (In 605.) His theory undergoes significant development in M (see intra And dialectic).
Perhaps it goes without saying that the foundation of possibility
for gaining the universal viewpoint is human subjectivity affirmed
according to L’s philosophy. See intra And a particular philosophy
The term universal viewpoint denotes a realistic ideal. L defines
the universal viewpoint as “a potential totality of genetically and
dialectically ordered viewpoints” (In 587) possessed by an interpreter.
As potential, the universal viewpoint is a goal to be striven for but,
like SELF-APPROPRIATION, never fully achieved. As totality, the universal viewpoint “is concerned with the principal acts of meaning that
lie in insights and judgments, and it reaches these principal acts by
directing attention to the experience, the understanding, and the
critical reflection of the interpreter.” (In 588.) As might be expected,
given what we learn from the role of INTERIORITY in method (see GEM–
AND SELF-APPROPRIATION), “Prior to all … interpretation of other minds,
there is the … self-knowledge of the interpreter.” (In 23.) And: “The
proximate sources of every interpretation are immanent in the interpreter ….” (In 606.) And: “There are no interpreters without polymorphic unities of empirical, intelligent, and rational consciousness
[see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–POLYMORPHISM OF HUMAN]. There are no expressions to be interpreted without other similar unities of consciousness.” (In 590.) Besides a kind of ultimate degree of selfappropriation, the definition implies an immense erudition. In addition to expert knowledge of a given field, the interpreter possessing
the universal viewpoint will have gained accurate knowledge of the
mind as such and the history of its self-disclosure, of the historical
sequence of concrete modes and levels of expression of particular
meanings (the genetic order); and knowledge of history’s dialectical order of position and counterposition regarding the object interpreted.

“A universal viewpoint is not universal
history. It is not a Hegelian dialectic that is complete apart from
matters of fact. It is not a Kantian a priori that in itself is determinate and merely awaits imposition upon the raw materials of vicarious experience. It is simply a HEURISTIC STRUCTURE that contains
virtually the various ranges of possible alternatives of interpretations; it can list its own contents only through the stimulus of
documents and historical inquiries; it can select between alternatives and differentiate its generalities only by appealing to the accepted norms of historical investigation.” (In 588.)
AND A PARTICULAR PHILOSOPHY. After naming the characteristics of
a philosophy that could ground a universal viewpoint, L concludes:
“We would argue that the particular philosophy we are offering
also is the particular philosophy that can ground a universal viewpoint. By this we do not mean that our views will not be improved
vastly by more accurate accounts of experience, of insight and its
formulation, of reflection and judgment, and of the polymorphic
consciousness of man [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–POLYMORPHISM OF
HUMAN]. Rather our meaning is that such improvements will not involve any radical change in the philosophy, for the philosophy
rests, not on the account of experience, of insight, of judgment, and
of polymorphic consciousness, but on the defining pattern of relations that bring these four into a single dynamic structure [see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS-PATTERN OF, –STRUCTURE-DYNAMISM OF]. Again, it is
the grasp of that structure that grounds the universal viewpoint
since, once the structure is reached, the potential totality of viewpoints is reached. For more refined accounts of the elements in the
structure modify, not the potential totality, but the accuracy and
completeness with which one can proceed from the universal
viewpoint to the reconstruction of particular contents and contexts
of MEANING.” (In 591.)
AND DIALECTIC.

“See my own discussion of the truth of an interpretation in Insight [see INTERPRETATION–TRUTH OF], and observe how ideas
presented there recur here in quite different functional specialties.
For instance, what there is termed a universal viewpoint, here is
realized by advocating a distinct functional specialty named Dialectic [see DIALECTIC (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)].” (M 153 n. 1.) In M, L refers to
the universal viewpoint as “comprehensive viewpoint.” See also DIALECTIC(S)–AND COMPREHENSIVE VIEWPOINT
AND EXPRESSION.

“The problems of interpretation [see INTERPRETAbring to light the notion of a potential universal
viewpoint that moves over different levels and sequences of expression [see EXPRESSION–AND SEQUENCE; MEANING–GENETIC SEQUENCE IN].” (M

TION–PROBLEM OF]

288.) See also intra
AND MEANING.

As totality of viewpoints

See intra As totality of viewpoints

AND QUESTION OF GOD.
AS POTENTIAL.

See QUESTION OF GOD, THE–AND THE UNIVERSE

See intra A heuristic structure

AS POTENTIALLY COMPLETE. “The universal viewpoint is universal
not by abstractness but by potential completeness. It attains its inclusiveness, not by stripping objects of their peculiarities, but by
envisaging subjects in their necessities. There are no interpretations
without interpreters. There are no interpreters without polymorphic
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unities of empirical, intelligent, and rational consciousness [see
CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–POLYMORPHISM OF HUMAN]. There are no expressions to be interpreted without other similar unities of consciousness. Nor has the work of interpreting anything more than a
material determinant in the spatially ordered set of marks in documents and monuments. If the interpreter assigns any meaning to the
marks, then the experiential component in that meaning will be derived from his experience, the intellectual component will be derived from his intelligence, the rational component will be derived
from his critical reflection on the critical reflection of another. Such
are the underlying necessities, and from them springs the potential
completeness that makes the universal viewpoint universal.” (In 590.)
AS TOTALITY OF VIEWPOINTS.

“It is concerned with the principal acts
of meaning that lie in insights and judgments, and it reaches these
principal acts by directing attention to the experience, the understanding, and the critical reflection of the interpreter. Accordingly,
it differs radically from such disciplines as phonetics, comparative
grammar, the principles of lexicography, or linguistic and stylistic
analysis, for though they ultimately are concerned with meaning,
their attention is centered directly upon expression. In contrast, the
universal viewpoint is concerned with the interpreter’s capacity to
grasp meanings; it would open his mind to ideas that do not lie on
the surface and to views that diverge enormously from his own; it
would enable him to find clues where otherwise he might look but
would fail to see; it would equip him with a capacity to transport
his thinking to the level and texture of another culture in another
epoch. There are the external sources of historical interpretation,
and in the main they consist in spatially ordered marks on paper or
parchment, papyrus or stone. But there are also sources of interpretation immanent in the historiographer himself, in his ability to distinguish and recombine elements in his own experience, in his
ability to work backwards from contemporary to earlier accumulations of insights in human development, in his ability to envisage
the protean possibilities of the notion of being [see BEING–PROTEAN NOTION OF], the core of all meaning, which varies in content with the
experience, the insights, the judgments, and the habitual orientation
of each individual.” (In 588.)
Ordered. “It has its base in an adequate self-knowledge [see SELF
...–KNOWLEDGE] and in the consequent METAPHYSICS. It has a retrospective expansion in the various genetic series of discoveries through
which man could advance to his present knowledge. It has a dialectical expansion in the many formulations of discoveries due to
the polymorphic consciousness of man [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–POLYMORPHISM OF HUMAN], in the invitation issued by positions to
further development, and in the implication in counter-positions
of their own reversal [see POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION–AND UNIVERSAL
VIEWPOINT]. Finally, it can reach a concrete presentation of any formulation of any discovery through the identification in personal
experience of the elements that, as confused or as distinguished
and related, as related under this or that orientation of polymorphic consciousness, could combine to make the position or counterposition humanly convincing.” (In 588-89.)
POSITION/COUNTERPOSITION IN.
UNIVERSAL VIEWPOINT

See

POSITION AND COUNTERPOSITION–AND
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VS UNIVERSAL LANGUAGE.

“Insofar as we employ names and epithets with laudatory or pejorative implications, such as ‘real’ and
‘illusory,’ ‘position’ and ‘counterposition,’ ‘intelligence’ and ‘obtuseness,’ ‘mystery’ and ‘myth,’ it is plain enough that we are not
offering a universal language. For anyone that disagreed with our
views would prefer a redistribution of the implicit praise and
blame. Still, there would be in principle no difficulty in reaching a
universal language, for any term that was offensive to anyone
could be replaced by some arbitrary name or symbol that was free
from all the associations of human imagination and human feeling.” (In 590-91.)

UNIVERSALITY : See also inter alia UNIVERSAL ■ UNIVERSAL VIEWPOINT ■ UNIVERSE ■ COMMON SENSE–AND QUESTIONS ■ COMMUNICATION–AND COMMON SENSE ■ DEFINITION(S)–UNIVERSAL ■ ETHICS–METHOD OF METAPHYSICS AND ■ EXPRESSION–AND
UNDERSTANDING-AS PROCEEDING FROM
VERIFICATION

■ FORM–ASSIMILATED IN KNOWING ■ HISTORIAN–AND

■ HISTORY–VERIFICATION IN ■ HUMAN–BODY ■ KNOWLEDGE–COMMONSENSE ■

MATHEMATICAL–ANALOGY AND METAPHYSICS ■ MATTER–AND INTELLIGIBILITY ■ PROPER
NAMES–GALILEO-WORLDVIEW-AND STATISTICAL LAW, –KANT, KANTIAN-AND NECESSITY
AND COMMONSENSE KNOWLEDGE.

“In commonsense knowledge …
there is an absence of any systematic exploitation of universality
through universal definition and deductive system. There is no attempt to conceive things simply in their relations to one another
[see QUOAD SE]; that is something that has to be discovered. Further,
there is no technical language, because technical language simply
means language invented for the purposes of the specialized
knowledge that arises in the pursuit of knowledge for its own
sake.” (UB 88.)
AND KANT’S A PRIORI. See A PRIORI–KANT’S-AND PROPOSITIONS/INTUITIONS/CONCEPTS
AND NECESSITY. See NECESSITY
OF BEING. See BEING–AS CONCRETE AND UNIVERSAL
OF CLASSICAL LAW. See LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–CLASSICAL
OF HERMENEUTIC STRUCTURE. See HERMENEUTIC(S)–STRUCTURE
OF LOGIC. See LOGIC–AND DEVELOPMENT OF KNOWLEDGE
OF SCIENCE. See SCIENCE(S)–AND THE UNIVERSAL
VS COMMON SENSE. See COMMON SENSE–VS UNIVERSALITY
UNIVERSE:

Universe is often interchangeable with world. While
there is some overlap in terminology and meaning, here universe
means primarily what L often calls “the universe of our experience”
and “the universe of being.” This entry therefore treats of more cosmic categories; consult WORLD(S) on matters pertaining to the human
world on planet Earth. Given the synthetic character of L’s thought, it
is rightly expected that so inclusive a category as universe be intimately connected with other major categories of meaning. Moreover,
L’s primary interest is always that we understand understanding (see
INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–UNDERSTANDING). Cosmic process is isomorphic
(see ISOMORPHISM) with cognitional process (see KNOWING–AND KNOWNISOMORPHISM OF), so cognitional structure is isomorphic with the METAPHYSICS– OF PROPORTIONATE BEING, of being we can experience. The process
of cosmic development (see intra Process of) is governed by EMERGENT
PROBABILITY; like intelligence seeking understanding, Emergent Probability “does not denote any sort of efficient cause; it refers to the
immanent intelligibility of the design or order in which things exist
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and events occur.” (In 720.) Like MEANING and METHOD(S), the SCIENCE(S) are
the products of subjects who share the same natural powers to EXPERIENCE, understand (see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING), judge (see JUDGMENT(S)
OF FACT; JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE), and decide (see DECISION). All these major
categories (and their numerous associated categories) are intimately
interconnected. While the subentries below clarify significant aspects
of L’s integral view of the universe of our experience, the reader will
profit from consulting these entries: BEING–UNIVERSE OF; COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–STRUCTURE-DYNAMISM OF; ISOMORPHISM– OF DYNAMISMS OF MIND AND PROPORTIONATE BEING; FINALITY–FEATURES OF; EMERGENT PROBABILITY. Moreover, many of
these notions reappear in L’s account of general transcendent knowledge or natural theology (see KNOWLEDGE–TRANSCENDENT-GENERAL; special
transcendent knowledge, which regards theology, is outside the scope
of this glossary). For the place of the God of natural theology in the
universe of our experience see PHILOSOPHY OF GOD; QUESTION OF GOD, THE
AND PROBABILITY. See EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND WORLD ORDER, –OF THINGS (4
POSTULATES)

CHARACTER OF.
DYNAMISM OF.
EVIL IN.

See QUESTION OF GOD, THE–AND THE UNIVERSE

See FINALITY–FEATURES OF (9)-(1) DYNAMIC

See SIN–PHYSICAL

EXPANDING.

See POTENCY/POTENTIAL–PRIME-AND ENERGY

EXPLANATION OF.

See DIFFERENCE(S)–AND EXPLANATIONS OF OUR UNIVERSE

FINALITY OF.

“We also must recognize in HEURISTIC STRUCTURE itself a
clue to the nature of the universe proportionate to our capacities to
know. At the root of all heuristic structure is the detached and disinterested desire [see DESIRE TO KNOW], and so at the root of universal
process we have affirmed a directed dynamism. The pure desire
heads for an objective that becomes known only through its own
unfolding in understanding and judgment, and so the dynamism of
universal process is directed, not to a generically, specifically, or
individually determinate goal, but to whatever becomes determinate through the process itself in its effectively probable realization
of its possibilities. Finally, as our notion of metaphysics [see NOTION
OF …–METAPHYSICS] involves not only a major premise affirming an
isomorphism between knowing and known [see KNOWING–AND KNOWNISOMORPHISM OF] and a principal minor premise affirming the structure
of knowing but also subsidiary minor premises supplied by empirical science and common sense, so our affirmation of finality
rests not simply on an a priori parallel but on that parallel as supported by vast ranges of fact. For our knowing might be much as it
is, though the universe were otherwise inert, static, finished, complete, or dynamic but undirected, or dynamic and directed by deductivist necessity, or dynamic and directed naturally or artificially
to some determinate goal. But the fact is that this universe is not
static but dynamic, not undirected but directed, not deductivist nor
inflexible but the effectively probable realization of its own possibilities.” (In 475.) See also BEING–AS FINALITY
GOODNESS OF.
GROUND OF.

See intra Intelligibility of-and methods (4)

See QUESTION OF GOD, THE–AND MORAL ENTERPRISE

INITIAL SITUATION OF.

The larger topical context is the complementarity of classical and statistical investigations (In ch. 4; see CLASSI-

CAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–INQUIRY) of cosmic process (but keep in
mind that L’s purpose is to demonstrate the isomorphism between
that process and cognition; see ETHICS–METHOD OF METAPHYSICS AND). L’s
treatment of the initial situation falls between the major topics of
schemes of recurrence (see RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF) and EMERGENT
PROBABILITY. He speaks of three types of series or seriations of conditioned schemes (see RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF–CONDITIONED SERIES OF), possible, probable, and actual. Some familiarity with classical and
statistical laws (see LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–CLASSICAL, –STATISTICAL; CLASSICAL AND
STATISTICAL COMPARED–LAWS) will help one understand his remarks. He
writes: “Of the three seriations, then, the possible exhibits the
greatest complexity and variety. It depends solely on a consideration of classical laws. It suffers from the indeterminacy of the abstract, and so exhibits the process of a universe with laws similar to
ours. The probable seriation depends on statistical as well as classical laws, and indeed on the statistical laws that arise from the initial or basic situation of our world. Still, if it is not as abstract as
the possible seriation, nonetheless it is ideal. For each moment of
world history it assigns a most probable future course. But it also
assigns a series of less probable courses, and it has to acknowledge
that any of these may prove to be the fact. Finally, the actual seriation is unique, but it purchases its uniqueness by going beyond the
field of all laws, classical and statistical, and entering the field of
observation, in which alone nonsystematic divergences from probability [see PROBABILITY–AND NONSYSTEMATIC] are determinate.” (In 143.) See

also EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AS UNIVERSAL DESIGN-CONSEQUENT PROPERTIES OF (12)-(5)
INTELLIGIBILITY OF.

“The order of the universe is its intelligibility
to be grasped by following the appropriate classical or statistical or
genetic or dialectical method. Hence, to will the order of the universe is not to will the clockwork perfection of mechanist thought
but the EMERGENT PROBABILITY of the universe that exists. It is not to
demand that all things be perfect in their inception but to expect
and will that they grow and develop. It is not to exclude from
man’s world the possibility of the social surd [see SOCIAL–SURD], nor
to ignore it (for it is a fact), nor to mistake it for an intelligibility
and so systematize and perpetuate it, but to acknowledge it as a
problem and to embrace its solution.” (In 721.) See intra Process ofintelligibility of; see also OPERATOR(S)–HIGHER INTEGRATIONS AS
And methods (4). “The intelligibility of this universe is to be
grasped not only by direct but also by inverse insights [see INSIGHT
AND UNDERSTANDING–DIRECT, –INVERSE]; it is to be reached not by a single method but by the fourfold battery of classical and genetic,
statistical and dialectical methods [see METHOD(S)–THE FOUR].” (In 630.)
While there is indeed the critically important method of metaphysics [see METAPHYSICS–METHOD OF], it consists of “integrating and
implementing classical and statistical, genetic and dialectical
methods.” (In 708.) In this context, L does not comment on the classical.
(1) Classical. See METHOD, CLASSICAL
(2) Statistical. “Insofar as the intelligibility of this universe is statistical, its goodness consists potentially in unordered manifolds, formally in the effective probability of the emergence of
order, and actually in the eventual emergence.” (In 630.) See also
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METHOD, STATISTICAL

not in them alone but in the total manifold of the universe.” (In

(3) Genetic. “Insofar as the intelligibility of this universe is ge-

629.)

netic, its goodness consists potentially in the incompleteness
and awkwardness of earlier stages of development, formally in
the sequence of operators that would replace generic incompleteness by specific perfection, and actually in the attainment
of that perfection.” (In 630.) See also METHOD, GENETIC

And potential good. L is explaining the identity of being and the
good. “This step does not suppose the discovery of some calculus to measure pleasure and pain, nor does it introduce any
claim that the pleasure outweighs the pain. Quite simply it
notes that objects of desire are manifold, that this manifold, so
far from being isolated, is part and parcel of the total manifold,
and that it is in the total manifold that concretely and effectively the potential good resides.” (In 629.) Note that L’s makes an
important distinction between the good as object of desire and
the good as intelligible, i.e., value (see VALUE(S)).

(4) Dialectical. “Insofar as the intelligibility of this universe is dialectical, its goodness consists potentially in the failures and refusals of autonomous self-consciousness to be consistently
reasonable, formally in the inner and outer tensions through
which such failures and refusals bring about either the choice
of their own reversal or the elimination of those that obstinately
refuse the reversal, and actually in the consequent removal of
disorders and false values. To identify the good with the intelligibility of being is to identify it, not with the ideal intelligibility
of some postulated utopia, but with the ascertainable intelligibility of the universe that exists.” (In 630.) See also METHOD, DIALECTICAL

Complete. See

ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–AND CAUSALITY-

EXTRINSIC

ISOMORPHIC WITH COGNITION.
OF BEING.

See ETHICS–METHOD OF METAPHYSICS AND

See BEING–UNIVERSE OF

OF MEANING.

See MEANING–UNIVERSE OF, TOTAL

OF PROPORTIONATE BEING.

See BEING–PROPORTIONATE

ORDER OF. Order and process (see intra Process of) are distinct but
inseparable notions in an explanatory account of the universe of
our experience. See also EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AS UNIVERSAL DESIGN
A value. “If ... in any universe there is one actual order, if that actual order lies within being and so is not mere matter of fact, then
the order must be a value and its selection due to rational choice.
Similarly, if in every possible universe being is intelligible and
the intelligible is good, then the possibility of every universe is
the possibility of its being selected by an ultimate rational
choice.” (In 679.) For L, value is the intelligible good. See VALUE(S)

And argument for God’s existence. See

ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXIS-

TENCE, LONERGAN’S

And Emergent Probability. See EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND WORLD ORDER
And the total manifold. L is explaining the identity of BEING (the
total manifold) and the good, the object of rational choice that in
his later thought he calls VALUE(S). His concern is to locate where
this choice lies in regard to feeling. Although, again, in his later
thought he intimately relates feeling and value (see FEELINGS–AS INTENTIONAL RESPONSE), it remains that the good as such lies in the total
manifold of being.
And feelings. L is explaining the identity of being and the good.
He writes: “It will not be amiss to assert emphatically that the
identification of being and the good bypasses human feelings
and sentiments to take its stand exclusively upon intelligible
order and rational value. … Feelings and sentiments are bypassed for, though one begins from objects of desire, one finds
the potential good [see intra And the total manifold-and potential good]

And the good. “The actual good of value presupposes the formal
good of order [see GOOD, THE–OF ORDER], and the formal good of
order presupposes the potential good of a manifold to be ordered. Moreover, the realization of universal order is the realization of all existents and all events; universal order includes
all intelligibilities as its constituent parts, whether they are unities or conjugates, frequencies or the operators of development;
and universal order presupposes all manifolds that are ordered
or to be ordered. So the good is identified with the intelligibility intrinsic to being.” (In 629.)
Choice of. See intra Order of-a value

Humanity’s entry into. L speaks of humanity “confronted with a
universe of being in which it finds itself, not the center of reference, but an object coordinated with other objects and, with
them, subordinated to some destiny to be discovered or invented,
approved or disdained, accepted or repudiated.” He calls it “the
tension of human consciousness.” He regards it from two viewpoints, from the side of the object and the side of the Subject.
“On the side of the object, it is the opposition between the world
of sense of man the animal and, on the other hand, the universe
of being to be known by intelligent grasp and reasonable affirmation. On the side of the subject, it is the opposition between a
center in the world of sense operating self-centeredly and, on the
other hand, an entry into an intelligibly ordered universe of being
to which one can belong, and in which one can function, only
through detachment and disinterestedness [on the last point see
DESIRE TO KNOW].” (In 498.)
Invariance in account of. See WORLDVIEW(S)–LONERGAN’S-INVARIANCE IN
Not a blueprint. “The order of the universe ... is not a blueprint
such as might be drawn up by an architect for a building, nor is it
a plan such as might be imposed by a government given to social
engineering, but it is an intelligibility that is to be grasped only
by compounding classical and statistical, genetic and dialectical
methods [see METHOD(S)–THE FOUR], that includes the commands and
prohibitions that express the willing of one about the willing of
others, that has room for the forbearance with which even omnipotent will refuses to interfere with the will of other persons,
that contains the apparent anomaly of the trichotomy that goes
beyond the principle of excluded middle [see PRINCIPLE(S)–FIRSTEXCLUDED MIDDLE] to make place for the surd of basic sin [see SIN–
BASIC].” (In 691.)
PROCESS OF. Process and order (see intra Order of) are distinct but in-
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separable notions in any explanatory account of the universe of our
experience. There are two kinds of process (see SYSTEMATIC–PROCESS;
NONSYSTEMATIC–PROCESS) governed by two kinds of law (see LAW(S),
LAW(S) OF ...–CLASSICAL, –STATISTICAL). On actual universal processes see BEING–UNIVERSE OF ■ EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND WORLD ORDER ■ SCIENCE(S) ■ COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–STRUCTURE-DYNAMISM OF ■ KNOWING–AND KNOWN-ISOMORPHISM OF ■
METAPHYSICS–OF PROPORTIONATE BEING ■ ISOMORPHISM– OF DYNAMISMS OF MIND AND
PROPORTIONATE BEING ■ FINALITY–FEATURES OF (9)

And conceptualist vs intellectualist. “It is important not to confuse the intelligible unity of the actual world order including both
its problem and its solution and, on the other hand, the possibility
that the things of this world order might exist in any of a range of
other orders. The root of this confusion is conceptualism, which
places conception before understanding and things before their
orders; in consequence, it divides the order of things into two
parts, of which the first is necessitated by the things that are ordered and the second is an arbitrary complement added by a voluntaristically conceived divine will. It follows that the
conceptualist cannot argue from the intelligible unity of this
world order, for he acknowledges no such unity but merely a
compound of the necessary and the arbitrary. Again, it follows
that, if the conceptualist argues at all, then he argues from the natures of the things that are ordered, and so he can conclude only
to what is necessary. ... On the other hand, the intellectualist, as
he rejects the conceptualist’s suppositions, so he is not hampered
by their limitations. For him, understanding is first. The unrestricted act [see ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–ARGUMENT-AND
UNRESTRICTED ACT OF UNDERSTANDING] grasps in itself the total range of
possible world orders, and it is within the orders that the things
are known. Since every instance of possibility is included within
the total range of possible orders, since every instance of the noncontradictory is possible, since the same things admit many possible but mutually incompatible predicates, it follows that the
same things recur in many different orders. But this recurrence of
the same things within different orders is by no means opposed to
the intelligible unity [see UNITY–TRANSCENDENTAL NOTION OF] of each order.” (In 717-18.) See also intra Intelligibility of; Process of-intelligibility of;
Unity of

And effective probability. See FINALITY–FEATURES OF (9)-(7) UNIVERSAL
And Emergent Probability. See EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AS UNIVERSAL DESIGN-CONSEQUENT PROPERTIES OF (12)

And evil. See SIN–PHYSICAL
And finality. See FINALITY–FEATURES OF (9)
Blind alleys and breakdowns in. See intra Intelligibility of
Cycles in. See RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF
Generalized equilibrium of. See RECURRENCE,

SCHEME(S) OF–AND GENER-

ALIZED EQUILIBRIA

Intelligibility of. L’s remarks serve as a summary of three very
complex entries: FINALITY–FEATURES OF (9); EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AS UNIVERSAL DESIGN-ESSENTIALS OF (9), –AS UNIVERSAL DESIGN-CONSEQUENT PROPERTIES OF (12)(7), (8). “These properties are explanatory of world process. They
reveal an order, a design, an intelligibility. For they account in

generic fashion for numbers and time intervals, for distributions
and concentrations, for blind alleys and breakdowns, for enormous differentiation, for increasing systematization, for stability
without necessity, for assurance without determinism, for development without chance.” (In 151.)
Isomorphic with cognition. See KNOWING–AND KNOWN-ISOMORPHISM OF
Large numbers and long intervals. See FINALITY–FEATURES OF (9)-(5) REALIZED POSSIBILITY; EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND ABSOLUTE NUMBERS

Systematic and nonsystematic. L is arguing against those who
hold that statistical science is a mere cloak for ignorance (see NECESSITY–AND LAWS OF PROBABILITY; SYSTEMATIC–PROCESS-VS NONSYSTEMATIC-(5)).
“Whether world process is systematic or nonsystematic is a question to be settled by the empirical method of stating both hypotheses, working out as fully as one can the totality of their
implications, and confronting the implications with the observable facts.” (In 76.)
If nonsystematic. “If world process proves to be NONSYSTEMATIC,
then it contains coincidental aggregates [see AGGREGATE(S)–
COINCIDENTAL], and the word ‘random’ has an objective meaning.
In that case, there would be some interpretation of statistical
science [see STATISTICAL–SCIENCE] as the science of what exists. In
other words, in that case it would be false to say that statistical
science must be a mere cloak for ignorance.” (In 76.)
If systematic. “Even if world process proves to be SYSTEMATIC, still
that will be true only on empirical grounds and a posteriori; it
follows that it cannot be true a priori that statistical science
cannot be the science of what exists. On the present showing,
then, there can be no valid theoretical arguments that establish
that statistical science in every possible meaning of the term
must be a mere cloak for ignorance.” (In 76.)
SIZE OF.

See EMERGENT

STRUCTURE OF.

PROBABILITY–AND ABSOLUTE NUMBERS

See KNOWING–AND KNOWN-ISOMORPHISM OF

UNITY OF. “The unity of the universe of proportionate being is
threefold: potential, formal, and actual. Its actual unity is an immanent intelligible order, which we have found reason to identify
with a generalized Emergent Probability. Its formal unity is constituted by its successive levels of conjugate forms, which set up successive intelligible fields. Its potential unity is grounded in
conjugate prime potency, in the merely empirical conjunctions and
successions that constitute the inexhaustible manifold of the merely coincidental that successive levels of forms and schemes bring
under the intelligible control of system. … On the level of intelligence man’s relations to the universe are settled by his grasp of the
relations of the universe and by his rational choice of his relation
to the universe. The unity of the universe, then, is (1) the possibility and the problem of intelligible relations set by the coincidental,
(2) the successive transpositions of the problem to higher levels,
where it is met by ever more adjustable and more comprehensive
modes of unification, and (3) the realization, in accord with successive schedules of probabilities, of the compound conditioned
series of concretely possible solutions.” (In 533-34.) See also intra Intelligibility of; Process of-intelligibility of

UNIVOCAL – URPATTERN

Of questions about. “The facts of good [see GOOD, THE] and EVIL, of
PROGRESS and DECLINE, raise questions about the character of our
universe. Such questions have been put in very many ways, and
the answers given have been even more numerous. But behind
this multiplicity there is a basic unity that comes to light in the
exercise of transcendental method [see GEM].” (M 101.)
VIEW OF, INTEGRATED. See METHOD(S)–OF SCIENCE(S)-VS OF PHILOSOPHYGENERALIZED/SPECIALIZED

UNIVOCAL:

“Concepts are said to be univocal when they have the
same meaning in all applications, and they are said to be analogous
when their meaning varies systematically as one moves from one
field of application to another.” (In 385.) See also BEING–NOTION OF-UNIVOCAL OR
ANALOGOUS?

UNKNOWN:

“What is the unknown? … We talk about the nature of
life, the nature of light, the nature of energy, the nature of man, and
so on. We can talk about all of those things even though we do not
know what their natures are. What do we mean by ‘nature’? By the
nature of light we mean what we will know when we understand
light. In other words, ‘nature’ is the name of the unknown towards
which inquiry is heading. Just as the algebraist writes down x, so in
common speech we use the ‘nature of …’ The ‘nature of …’ is the
name for what we either know or do not know, that is, for what we
would know if we understood a given set of data. When you ask,
‘What?’ you ask about the ‘nature of …’ The question, What is it?
may be made more explicit: What is the ‘nature of …’?” (UB 64.) “We
can distinguish the known, the known unknown [see KNOWN–UNKNOWN],
and the unknown unknown [see intra Unknown]. The distinction is applicable to any stage of development, and it gives us a tool that enables us to speak briefly about development in the subject [see HUMAN–
DEVELOPMENT].” (TE 89.)
AND HEURISTIC PROCESS. “To illustrate HEURISTIC STRUCTURE in Insight
[p. 36], I take a simple example from algebra. When after three
o’clock will the minute hand first exactly cover the hour hand? …
Now we have to reflect on that process. What happened? The pursuit of knowledge is the pursuit of an unknown. We have given the
unknown a name x.” (UB 63-64.) At the end of his reflection on the
process L concludes: “Upon solving the equation we have our answer. That is an ANALOGY, an illustration of a heuristic process [see
PROCEDURES–HEURISTIC]. By making explicit the fact that you are heading towards some unknown, you make things more precise.” (UB 64.)
AND IDEAL OF KNOWLEDGE. See SELF-APPROPRIATION–AND IDEAL OF KNOWLEDGE
AND OPERATOR OF COGNITIONAL DEVELOPMENT. See OPERATOR(S)–OF
COGNITIONAL DEVELOPMENT

AND SELF-APPROPRIATION.

KNOWN.

TO KNOW
SENSE OF THE.

The larger context is metaphysics as dialectic (In ch.
17; see METAPHYSICS–AS DIALECTIC). L devotes a subsection of the chapter
to this topic. See also intra Unknown The data are found principally in
DESIRE TO KNOW ■ MYSTERY–AND THE KNOWN UNKNOWN ■ SELF-APPROPRIATION–AND
IDEAL OF KNOWLEDGE

■ KNOWN–UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN. “There is the unknown unknown, the range of questions that I do not raise at all, or that, if they were raised, I would
not understand, or find significant, or, if I understood what is
meant, I would see no point in asking them. I would not consider it
worth while finding out what the answer was. I could not care less
whether there is an answer to such questions or not. This is the
realm of the unknown unknown, the field of indocta ignorantia
[unlearned ignorance]. And how big it is we do not know.” (TE 89.)

See also KNOWN–UNKNOWN
UNREASONABLE: See IRRATIONAL
UNRESTRICTED: See also inter alia ABSTRACTION–AND PRESCINDING ■ ANTICIPATION–AND NOTION OF BEING ■ ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE–AND HEURISTIC ANTICIPATION

■ ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–AND IDEA OF BEING, –ARGUMENT-

AND UNRESTRICTED ACT OF UNDERSTANDING
CRITIQUE OF

■ BEING–AS OBJECT, FINAL ■ BELIEF–MISTAKEN-

■ CULTURE, CULTURAL–CHANGE-AND CATEGORIES/TRANSCENDENTALS ■ EXPERI-

ENCE, RELIGIOUS ■ FIELD (AND SUBJECT)–TRANSCENDENTAL ■ GENUS–VS BEING ■ HORIZON(S)–AND QUESTION OF GOD ■ HUMAN–ACHIEVEMENT, LIMIT OF ■ INQUIRY–AND

■ NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL ■ OBJECTIVITY–COMPONENTS OF

TRANSCENDENT EXIGENCE
(3)-(2) NORMATIVE

■ OPERATOR(S)–OF COGNITIONAL DEVELOPMENT ■ PHILOSOPHY OF GOD–

AND GOD-AND FINALITY, -AS FORMALLY UNCONDITIONED

■ PROPER NAMES–HEGEL, HEGELIAN- ■

QUESTION OF GOD, THE–AND ABSOLUTE TRUTH, REALITY, HOLINESS ■ QUESTION(S)–AND BEING,
–RANGE OF ■ SCHOLASTICISM ■ SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE-AND UNRESTRICTED QUESTIONING ■
TRANSCENDENTAL–ILLUSION ■ UNITY–TRANSCENDENTAL NOTION OF ■ UNIVERSE– PROCESS
OF-AND CONCEPTUALIST VS INTELLECTUALIST

ACT OF UNDERSTANDING.

See

ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–

ARGUMENT-AND UNRESTRICTED ACT OF UNDERSTANDING
ACT.

See UNIVERSE–PROCESS OF-AND CONCEPTUALIST VS INTELLECTUALIST

DESIRE TO KNOW.

See DESIRE TO KNOW–UNRESTRICTED

DESIRE TO UNDERSTAND.

L sometimes speaks of our unrestricted
desire to understand correctly, i.e., to know. See DESIRE TO KNOW, –

UNRESTRICTED

IN DENOTATION.
LOVE.

See INTENDING–MODES OF-FUNDAMENTAL DIFFERENCE AMONG

See QUESTION OF GOD, THE–FORMS OF (4)

NOTION OF BEING.

See BEING–NOTION OF

OPENNESS OF INTELLIGENCE/REASONABLENESS.

See

MYSTERY–AND THE

KNOWN UNKNOWN

See SELF-APPROPRIATION–AND IDEAL OF KNOWLEDGE

INTENDED BY TRANSCENDENTALS.
KNOWING THE.
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See NOTIONS,

QUESTIONING.

See QUESTION(S)–UNRESTRICTED, –RANGE OF

TRANSCENDENTAL

See MYSTERY–AND THE KNOWN UNKNOWN

See KNOWN–UNKNOWN

PURSUIT OF. “Seeking knowledge is seeking an unknown. If we
knew what we were looking for when we are seeking knowledge,
we would not have to look for it, we would have it already. If you
want a motorcar, you know exactly what you want, but when you
want knowledge you cannot know what you want.” (UB 4.) See DESIRE

THRUST

TO

SELF-TRANSCENDENCE.

See

SELF

...–TRANSCENDENCE-

UNRESTRICTED THRUST TO

UNDERSTANDING.
VS RESTRICTED.

See BEING–IDEA OF

See ONTOLOGICAL–ARGUMENT-ALL FORMS FALLACIOUS

UNVERIFIABLE: See CANON(S)– OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(4) OF PARSIMONY
UPPER BLADE: See HEURISTIC STRUCTURE–FOR INTERPRETATION-UPPER BLADE
URPATTERN:

L says that “in the procedures of the human mind we
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VALUE(S) – VALUE(S)

shall discern … a basic pattern of operations employed in every cognitional enterprise”; method is “a normative pattern,” and “the set of
relations furnish a pattern,” and “the pattern is described as the right
way of doing the job,” and “operations in accord with the pattern
may be repeated indefinitely” (M 4); and “the pattern of the relations
between the acts is similar in form to the pattern of the relations between the contents of the acts” (In 424). This pattern and its content—
the operations of intentional conscious—form the basis of L’s
thought for the simple reason that the mind and body, intellect and
sense, of the Subject are the sources of all expressions of meaning.

V
VALUE(S):

Value is a transcendental notion (see NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENL distinguishes vital, social, cultural, and personal
values (see intra Scale of). The structure of the scale of values is isomorphic (see ISOMORPHISM) with cognitional structure (see COGNITION,
COGNITIONAL–STRUCTURE) and levels of consciousness (see CONSCIOUSNESS,
INTENTIONAL– LEVELS OF (5)). “Value … is what is intended in questions for
deliberation [see DELIBERATION–QUESTIONS FOR], just as the intelligible is
what is intended in questions for intelligence, and just as truth and
being are what are intended in questions for reflection. Such intending is not knowing. When I ask what, or why, or how, or what for, I
do not know the answers, but already I am intending what would be
known if I knew the answers. When I ask whether this or that is so, I
do not as yet know whether or not either is so, but already I am intending what would be known if I did know the answers. So when I
ask whether this is truly and not merely apparently good, whether
that is or is not worth while, I do not yet know value but I am intending value.” (M 34.)
AND CHOICE. See CHOICE–AND ORIGINATING VALUE
AND DELIBERATION. See DELIBERATION–ABOUT VALUE
AND FEELING. See FEELINGS–AND VALUES, –AS INTENTIONAL RESPONSE
AND HISTORY. See HISTORY–AND VALUES
AND LOVE. See LOVE–AND FEELING
AND SCALE OF PREFERENCES. “Not only do feelings respond to values. They do so in accord with some scale of preference. So we
may distinguish vital, social, cultural, personal, and religious values in an ascending order.” (M 31.) See intra Scale of; see also FEELINGS–
TAL–GOODNESS/VALUE).

DEVELOPMENT OF

And feelings. See FEELINGS–COMMUNITY OF, AND FELLOW F.
Scrutiny of. “Deciding is one thing, doing is another. One has yet
to uncover and root out one’s individual, group, and general BIAS.
One has to keep developing one’s knowledge of human reality
and potentiality as they are in the existing situation. One has to
keep distinct its elements of PROGRESS and its elements of DECLINE.
One has to keep scrutinizing one’s intentional responses to values and their implicit scales of preference. One has to listen to
criticism and to protest. One has to remain ready to learn from
others. For moral knowledge is the proper possession only of
morally good men and, until one has merited that title, one has

still to advance and to learn.” (M 240.)
AND THE GOOD.

Not every object of desire is a value, a possible object of rational choice, although everything we choose is chosen
because perceived as a good, i.e., something to satisfy a desire. The
only cause for a specific act of will (see intra And the will) is the apprehended object of desire. Thus the bank robber, having chosen
someone else’s cash (not a value in Lonergan’s sense) to satisfy desire for wealth chooses robbery and carries it out. “Objects of desire are values only inasmuch as they fall under some intelligible
order, for the value is the possible object of choice, choice is an act
of will, and the will is intellectual appetite that regards directly only
the intelligible good.” (In 624.) See also NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL–
GOODNESS/VALUE

AND THE WILL.

“Be careful … not to think of the WILL as if it were a
natural appetite ignorant of its object, or as if it were an animal appetite that knows its object and desires it as known but without any
concern about motives or ends. For the will is such that it not only
desires good ordered in an intelligible way but also desires it because of the principle of that order, that is, the end—in other
words, it desires value.” (S 675.)

APPREHENSION OF.

“Intermediate between [JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT] and
lie apprehensions of value [see CONSCIOUSNESS,
INTENTIONAL–AS INTENTIONAL-AND APPREHENSION OF VALUES].” (M 37.) See intra Ap[JUDGMENT(S) OF

VALUE]

prehension of-given in feeling

And intentional response. “The apprehension of values and disvalues is the task not of understanding but of intentional response. Such response is all the fuller, all the more
discriminating, the better a man one is, the more refined one’s
sensibility, the more delicate one’s feelings.” (M 245.)
And symbols. See SYMBOL(S)–AND INNER COMMUNICATION
Given in feeling. “Intermediate between judgments of fact and
judgments of value lie apprehensions of value. Such apprehensions are given in feelings. The feelings in question are not the already described non-intentional states, trends, urges, that are
related to efficient and final causes but not to objects. Again, they
are not intentional responses to such objects as the agreeable or
disagreeable, the pleasant or painful, the satisfying or dissatisfying. For, while these are objects, still they are ambiguous objects
that may prove to be truly good or bad or only apparently good or
bad. Apprehensions of value occur in a further category of intentional response which greets either the ontic value of a person or
the qualitative value [see intra Qualitative] of beauty, of understanding, of truth, of noble deeds, of virtuous acts, of great achievements. For we are so endowed that we not only ask questions
leading to self-transcendence [see SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE], not only
can recognize correct answers constitutive of intentional selftranscendence, but also respond with the stirring of our very being when we glimpse the possibility or the actuality of moral selftranscendence.” (M 37-38.) See also FEELINGS–AND DIALECTIC, –AND VALUES
Transcendent. See SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE-UNRESTRICTED THRUST TO
AS LEVEL OF THE GOOD. See GOOD, THE–LEVELS OF (3)-(3) VALUE
AS
TRANSCENDENTAL
NOTION.
See NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL–

VALUE(S) – VALUE(S)
GOODNESS/VALUE

BELITTLING OF.

See RESSENTIMENT

BREAKDOWN OF.
CULTURAL.

See intra Scale of-(3) cultural

EXISTENTIAL.

See intra Scale of-(4) personal/existential

JUDGMENT OF.
KNOWING.
MORAL.

See BREAKDOWN–IN CIVILIZATION/ECONOMY/POLITY/SOCIAL ORDER

See JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE

See KNOWING–VALUE

See intra Scale of-(4) personal/existential

NOTION OF.

See NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL–GOODNESS/VALUE

OF PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION.
OF UNIVERSE.

See PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION–VALUE OF

See UNIVERSE–ORDER OF-A VALUE

ONTIC. “Relationships normally are alive with feeling. There are
common or opposed feelings about qualitative values [see intra
Qualitative] and scales of preference [see intra And scale of preferences].
There are mutual feelings in which one responds to another as an
ontic [real, concrete] value or as just a source of satisfactions.” (M

50.)
ORIENTATION TO.

See ORIENTATION–AND THE GOOD/VALUE

ORIGINATING.

“In so far as that thrust of the self regularly opts, not
for the merely apparent good, but for the true good, the self thereby is achieving moral self-transcendence [see SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE—
MORAL]; he is existing authentically [see AUTHENTICITY]; he is constituting himself as an originating value, and he is bringing about terminal values, namely a good of order [see GOOD, THE–OF ORDER] that is
truly good and instances of the particular good that are truly good.
On the other hand, in so far as one’s decisions have their principal
motives, not in the values at stake, but in a calculus of the pleasures and pains involved, one is failing in self-transcendence, in authentic human existence, in the origination of value in oneself and
in one’s society.” (M 50.)
And choosing. See CHOICE–AND ORIGINATING VALUE
And progress. See PROGRESS–AND ORIGINATING VALUE
And transcendental precepts. See PROGRESS–AND ORIGINATING VALUE
God as. See PHILOSOPHY OF GOD–AND GOD-AS ORIGINATING VALUE
PERSONAL. See intra Scale of-(4) personal/existential
QUALITATIVE. “Feelings that are intentional responses regard two
main classes of objects: on the one hand, the agreeable or disagreeable, the satisfying or dissatisfying; on the other hand, values,
whether the ontic [real, concrete] value of persons or the qualitative value of beauty, understanding, truth, virtuous acts, noble
deeds.” (M 31.)
SCALE OF. Lonergan writes: “It is by appealing to value or values
that we satisfy some appetites and do not satisfy others, that we
approve some systems for achieving the good of order [see GOOD,
THE–OF ORDER] and disapprove of others, that we praise or blame human persons as good or evil and their actions as right or wrong.” (L,
“The Subject” 81-82.) Since INTERIORITY is the source of all categories of
meaning (see URPATTERN), the structure and pattern of our interiority’s intentional operations—see EXPERIENCE ■ INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING ■ JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT ■ DECISION—also structure and pattern
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the scale of values. Moreover, since the structure and pattern of
Generalized Empirical Method (see GEM) are isomorphic with interiority, the categories of the scale of values are tied to the general
and special categories of GEM (see CATEGORY, CATEGORIES–GENERAL, –
SPECIAL). (See Table 3 p. 564 for a graphic illustration of these and
other isomorphic sets of categories.) From these examples, one can
at least glimpse how appropriation of one’s own interiority (see SELF
…–APPROPRIATION) gives one possession of the means to gain a systematic (unified, synthetic) understanding of all that can be understood—and to achieve a personal synthesis, i.e., unity among the
truths we know, the values we profess, and the works we do.
(1) Vital. Vital value is tied to EXPERIENCE. Note these other categories tied to experience: BODY, EMPIRICAL, SENSIBLE, be attentive (see
TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS-(1)), COMMON SENSE, and POTENTIAL. They provide clues to the nature of values that are vital or necessary for
human living. Sirach offers an early list: “The chief necessities of
human life are water, fire, iron, and salt, flour, honey, and milk,
the juice of the grape, oil, and clothing.” (Sir: 39:31.) We would add
shelter to the list. Vital value denotes “the particular good that
satisfies individual appetite, such as the appetite for food and
drink, the appetite for union and communion, the appetite for
knowledge, or virtue, or pleasure.” (L, “The Subject” 81-82.)
(2) Social. Social value is tied to understanding (see INSIGHT AND
UNDERSTANDING). Note these other categories tied to understanding:
SOUL, INTELLECTUAL, INTELLIGIBLE, be intelligent (see TRANSCENDENTAL–
PRECEPTS-(2)), theory (see THEORY, THEORIES), SCIENCE(S), SYSTEMATIC, and
FORM. They provide clues to the nature of values that are social or
necessary for the good ordering of human living in society. Social values are not particular goods but “goods of order.” A good
of order is “the objective arrangement or institution that ensures
for a group of people the regular recurrence of particular goods.
As appetite wants breakfast, so an economic system is to ensure
breakfast every morning. As appetite wants union, so marriage is
to ensure life-long union. As appetite wants knowledge, so an
educational system ensures the imparting of knowledge to each
successive generation.” (L, “The Subject” 81-82.) One can easily add other goods of orders: the ecclesial, judicial, financial, industrial,
commercial, medical, recreational, informational. Our society has
myriads of clubs, unions, organizations, and so on. These distinct
goods of order encompass many more arrangements and institutions, and many supply particular goods. Note the direct link between vital and social values.
(3) Cultural. Cultural Value is tied to judgment (see JUDGMENT(S) OF
FACT). Note these other categories tied to judgment: PERSON, RATIONAL, KNOWABLE, be reasonable (see TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS-(3)), INTERIORITY, PHILOSOPHY, and ACTUAL. They provide clues to the nature
of values that are cultural, “that inform the way of life of a community.” L writes: “Cultural values do not exist without the underpinning of vital and social values, but none the less they rank
higher. Not on bread alone doth man live. Over and above mere
living and operating, [people] have to find a meaning and value
in their living and operating. It is the function of culture to discover, express, validate, criticize, correct, develop, improve such
meaning and value.” (M 32.) We are born into a culture that is the
accumulated result of, usually, many generations of judgments of
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VARIABLE – VERIFICATION

fact and value (see JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE); and we add (or subtract)
value to this inheritance with our choices.
(4) Personal/existential. Personal value is tied to DECISION to act
that follows from our judgment of value (see JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE).
Note these other categories tied to decision: SUBJECT, THE; EXISTENTIAL; CHOICE, be responsible (see TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS-(4)), and FINALITY. They provide clues to the nature of values at the pinnacle
of all that we strive for and strive to be. L speaks of “the existential discovery, the discovery of oneself as a moral being, the realization that one not only chooses between courses of action but
also thereby makes oneself an authentic human being or an unauthentic one [see AUTHENTICITY; INAUTHENTIC, INAUTHENTICITY]. With that
discovery, there emerges in consciousness the significance of
personal value and the meaning of personal responsibility.” (M 38.)
And good of order. See GOOD, THE–OF ORDER-AS PERSONAL VALUE

(5) Transcendent. “One’s judgments of value are revealed as the
door to one’s fulfilment or to one’s loss. Experience, especially
repeated experience, of one’s frailty or wickedness raises … on a
more fundamental level … the question of God [see QUESTION OF
GOD, THE].” (M 39.)
Distortion of. “Rejection of one value involves a distortion of the
whole scale of values and … this distortion can spread through a
whole social class, a whole people, a whole epoch.” (M 33.)
SOCIAL. See intra Scale of-(2) social
TERMINAL. See intra Originating
TRANSCENDENT. See intra Scale of-(4) Personal/existential; see also SELF ...–
TRANSCENDENCE-UNRESTRICTED THRUST TO

TRANSCENDENTAL CONCEPT OF.

VERBUM : English lacks an equivalent for French parole and Latin
verbum to denote the dynamic aspect of an inner word of understanding and its outer expression.
COMPLEXUM. See WORD–INNER-COMPOUND
INCOMPLEXUM. See WORD–INNER-SIMPLE
VERIFICATION: The most important context for the activity of verification is the process of self-appropriation (see SELF-APPROPRIATION–AND
VERIFICATION). In regard to the general notion, L writes: “Just as inquiry
brings about the advance from the perceived and not understood to
the perceived and understood, so there is a reverse shift by which one
moves from the perceived and understood to the merely perceived. It
is this reverse shift that commonly is meant by verification. If from a
more general theory I obtain the formula PV = 64, then I can infer
that when P is 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, V will have theoretically the values 32,
16, 8, 4, 2. By setting up suitable apparatus and securing appropriate
conditions defined by the theory, I can advance from theoretical inference to an experimental check.” (In 351.)
ABSTRACT. See LAW(S), LAW(S) OF ...–CLASSICAL-ABSTRACT (4 ELEMENTS)-(4)
AND ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE. See ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–AND IDEA OF BEING-AND VERIFICATION
AND BELIEF. Accepting as true on the authority of another’s judgment of fact
In maps. See BELIEF–AND MAPS
In science. See BELIEF–AND SCIENCE
AND CERTAINTY. See PROBABILITY–AND CERTAINTY
AND COMMON SENSE. See COMMON SENSE–AND VERIFICATION
AND DESCRIPTION. See DESCRIPTION–AND EXPLANATION-OF DATA

“If we objectify the content of responsible intending [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–AS INTENTIONAL-AND APPREHENSION OF VALUES], we get the transcendental concept of value, of
the truly good.” (M 12.)
TRUE AND FALSE. “Such judgments [JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE] are objective or merely subjective inasmuch as they proceed or do not proceed from a self-transcending subject [see SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE].
Their truth or falsity, accordingly, has its criterion in the authenticity or the lack of authenticity of the subject’s being [see AUTHENTICITY;
INAUTHENTIC, INAUTHENTICITY]. But the criterion is one thing and the
meaning of the judgment is another. To say that an affirmative
judgment of value is true is to say what objectively is or would be
good or better. To say that an affirmative judgment of value is false
is to say what objectively is not or would not be good or better.” (M

AND EXPERIENCE. “Clearly, if the law of falling bodies is verified, it
is not experienced. All that is experienced is a large aggregate of
contents of acts of observing. It is not experience but understanding that unifies the aggregate by referring them to a hypothetical
law of falling bodies. It is not experience but critical reflection that
asks whether the data correspond to the law and whether the correspondence suffices for an affirmation of the law. It is not experience but a reflective grasp of the fulfilment of the conditions for a
probable affirmation that constitutes the only act of verifying [see
UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY–AND REFLECTIVE INSIGHT] that exists for the law of
falling bodies; and similarly it is a reflective grasp of the unconditioned that grounds every other judgment [see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT].”

37.)

AND IMAGES.

VITAL.

See intra Scale of-(1) vital

VS OBJECT OF DESIRE.

See intra And the good

WORLD MOTIVATED BY.

See WORLD(S)–MOTIVATED BY VALUE

VARIABLE: The word appears many times in L’s discussions of mathematics and science, especially in Insight. See also INVARIANCE
COMMON SENSE AS. See COMMON SENSE–AS VARIABLE
SCIENCES VS INVARIANT METAPHYSICS. See METAPHYSICS–AS INVARIANT FORM
VARIATION: See EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND CHANCE VARIATION

(In 694.) See also EXPERIENCE–VERIFICATION OF

See IMAGE–UNVERIFIABLE

AND INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS.
AND POSITIVISM.

See PRINCIPLE(S)–ANALYTIC-AND LOGICAL POSITIVISM

AND SELF-APPROPRIATION.
AND THE HISTORIAN.
AND THE

See INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS–AND GEM

See SELF-APPROPRIATION–AND VERIFICATION

See HISTORIAN–AND VERIFICATION

REAL. Reality can be verified only in judgment. See JUDG-

MENT(S) OF FACT–AND REFLECTIVE UNDERSTANDING
CUMULATIVE.

See CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(2) OF OPERATIONS-(4)

DIRECT AND INDIRECT.

See BELIEF–AND SCIENCE

VIEWPOINT(S) – VIEWPOINT(S)
IN CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL HEURISTIC STRUCTURES.

See CLASSICAL

AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–VERIFICATION
IN EMPIRICAL SCIENCE.

See

CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(4) OF

PARSIMONY

IN HISTORY.

See HISTORY–VERIFICATION IN

IN KNOWING FINITE EXISTENCE.

See

PHILOSOPHY, PHILOSOPHIES–AND SELF-

EVIDENT PRINCIPLES

OF CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL HYPOTHESES.

See CLASSICAL AND STATIS-

TICAL COMPARED–VERIFICATION-OF HYPOTHESES
OF CLASSICAL LAWS.

See CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–VERIFICATION

OF DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS.
OF EXPERIENCE.

See DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS–VERIFICATION OF

See EXPERIENCE–VERIFICATION OF

OF FORMULATIONS. “Verification is of formulations, and formulations state (1) the relations of things to our senses, and (2) the relations of things to one another. It follows that formulations contain
two types of terms which may be named, respectively, experiential
conjugates and pure or explanatory conjugates [see CONJUGATE(S)–
EXPERIENTIAL, –EXPLANATORY/PURE].” (In 102.) See also DESCRIPTION–AND EXPLANATION; QUOAD NOS; QUOAD SE
OF INSIGHT. See CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–AND SELF-PRESENCE-AND THE REALITY OF INSIGHT

OF INTERIORITY.

See INTERIORITY–WORLD OF-VERIFICATION IN

OF INTERPRETATION.

See

HEURISTIC STRUCTURE–FOR INTERPRETATION-UPPER

BLADE

OF PHILOSOPHY AND METAPHYSICS. “The philosophy and metaphysics that result from insight into insight [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–
UNDERSTANDING] will be verifiable. For just as scientific insights both
emerge and are verified in the colors and sounds, tastes and odors,
of ordinary experience, so insight into insight both emerges and is
verified in the insights of mathematicians, scientists, and men of
common sense. But if insight into insight is verifiable, then the
consequent philosophy and metaphysics will be verifiable. In other
words, just as every statement in theoretical science can be shown
to imply statements regarding sensible fact, so every statement in
philosophy and metaphysics can be shown to imply statements regarding cognitional fact.” (In 5.) See also KNOWING–AND KNOWN-ISOMORPHISM
OF

OF POSSIBILITY.
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OF PROBABILITY/PROBABILITY OF VERIFICATION.

There are two kinds
of probability. “The first probability, apart from random differences, corresponds to the relative actual frequency of events [see
FREQUENCY–TYPES OF (4)-(4) RELATIVE ACTUAL]. It is the regularity in the frequencies, and it is to be known by a leap of constructive intelligence that grasps the regularity by abstracting from the
randomness. ... The second probability is not known by a leap of
constructive intelligence that abstracts from random differences,
for such leaps never yield anything but hypotheses. ... The second
probability is known through acts of reflective understanding and
judgment [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–REFLECTIVE-AND AFFIRMATION]; it
means that an affirmation or negation leads towards the UNCONDITIONED; and it is estimated, not by counting verifications and abstracting from random differences, but by criticizing verifications
and by taking everything relevant into account.” (In 90.)
OF STATISTICAL STATES. See STATISTICAL–STATES-VERIFICATION OF
OF THEORY.

The context is scientific explanation in terms of the
metaphysical elements (potency, form, act). “For a scientific explanation is a theory verified in instances; as verified, it refers to
act; as theory, it refers to form; as in instances, it refers to potency.
Again, as a theory of the classical type, it refers to forms as forms;
as a theory of the statistical type, it refers to forms as setting ideal
frequencies from which acts do not diverge systematically [see
NONSYSTEMATIC–DIVERGENCE OF ACTUAL FREQUENCIES]; as a theory of the genetic type, it refers to the conditions of the emergence of form
from potency.” (In 458.) See also METAPHYSICS–AS EXPLANATORY
PRINCIPLE. See PRINCIPLE(S)–VERIFICATION/FALSIFICATION
VIEWPOINT(S): See INTEGRATOR–OF INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
AND ACCUMULATED INSIGHTS.

See

TRUTH(S), THE TRUE–APPROPRIATION OF-A

THREEFOLD PROBLEM-(1) LEARNING

AND METAPHYSICAL ANALYSIS.

See

ANALYSIS–METAPHYSICAL-(2) AND THE EX-

PLANATORY VIEWPOINT

AND METAPHYSICS.

See

METAPHYSICS–STAGES/FORMS OF-EXPLICIT (8 ELEMENTS)-(7)

STABLE

AND SYSTEM.

See SYSTEM(S)–AND HIGHER VIEWPOINTS

COMPREHENSIVE.

See DIALECTIC(S)–AND COMPREHENSIVE VIEWPOINT

COMPREHENSIVE, LESS.

See

DECLINE–CYCLE OF, LONGER-PROCESS-CONSEQUENCES

(3)-(3)

See STATISTICAL–STATES-VERIFICATION OF

OF PRIMARY AND SECONDARY QUALITIES.

The larger context is the
canons of empirical method; the immediate context is the canon of
complete explanation (see CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(5) OF
COMPLETE EXPLANATION). “Experiential and pure conjugates [see CONJUGATE(S)–EXPERIENTIAL, –EXPLANATORY/PURE] are verifiable, and insofar as either are verified, they possess an equal claim upon reasonable
affirmation. It follows that Galileo’s repudiation of secondary qualities as mere appearance is a rejection of the verifiable as mere appearance. … Inversely, Galileo did not base his affirmation of the
reality and objectivity of primary qualities upon a claim that these
qualities, as he conceived them, were verifiable or verified. Accordingly, his affirmation was extrascientific. It did not satisfy the
canon of parsimony [see CANON(S)–OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(4) OF PARSIMONY].” (In 109.)

CRITICAL.

See DIALECTIC(S)–AND THE CRITICAL VIEWPOINT

DESCRIPTIVE.

See intra Explanatory vs descriptive

DEVELOPMENT AS EMERGENCE OF.
DYNAMIC VS STATIC.

See intra Higher-emergence of

L’s remarks are a foreword to his discussion of
the relation between philosophy of God (see PHILOSOPHY OF GOD–STATIC
VS DYNAMIC VIEWPOINT IN) and the theological functional specialty Systematics (see SYSTEMATICS (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)), but they are relevant
to one’s approach to explicating any data. “The basic issue is between a static and a dynamic viewpoint. If the viewpoint is static,
then from the very start everything really is settled. Nothing new
can be added at any point after one has started. On the other hand,
if the viewpoint is dynamic, then there can be added any number of
reflections and discoveries that at the start were not included in
one’s assumptions. … The static viewpoint is the ideal of deductiv-
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VIEWPOINT(S) – VIEWPOINT(S)

ist logic. One determines one’s basic terms and relations. One determines how further terms and relations may be derived from the
basic terms and relations. One sets forth one’s postulates. One determines rules for valid inference. From this starting point, as a
fixed basis, one proceeds. But all that one can discover is what one
has already settled implicitly, for any conclusion one reaches must
already be implicit in one’s premises or else the result of faulty reasoning. … The dynamic viewpoint, on the contrary, is a moving
viewpoint. One starts from what one already knows or thinks one
knows. One advances by learning what others have discovered, and
perhaps occasionally one may discover something for oneself. No
limits are placed on what others or one oneself may discover. One’s
goal is not settled in advance. One may guess or make predictions,
but it is not impossible that the guesses or predictions may prove
mistaken.” (PTP2 199-200.)
In philosophy of God. See PHILOSOPHY OF GOD–STATIC VS DYNAMIC VIEWPOINT
IN

EXPLANATORY VS DESCRIPTIVE.

Although the context is historical
research, the principles are relevant to a general account of both
viewpoints. “I am no opponent of insight into the concrete presentations of one’s own experience. But I would note that all the explaining is done by the insight and that, unless one distinguishes
between the insight and the presentations, then one is open to the
blunder of attributing an explanatory power to the presentations
and even to associated feelings and emotions. One can know exactly the contribution made by the insight by having recourse to
concepts, to abstract formulations, to the utterance of terms and relations with the terms fixing the relations and the relations implicitly defining the terms. But if one employs this procedure, one is
involved in the explanatory viewpoint.” (In 562.) See also DESCRIPTION–
AND EXPLANATION

And anthropomorphic projection. “If one rejects the explanatory
viewpoint, one is without any defence against the tendency to regard as explanatory what merely is an item to be explained. …
Nor is the danger of such a tendency remote. For what else is at
the root of anthropomorphic projections? We have found the abstract intelligibility of SPACE AND TIME to lie in the invariants of the
geometry employed in a verified physics. But if one insists that
going beyond concrete insights is a desertion of reality, a flight to
metaphysical make-believe, then one cannot rise above one’s
personal spatiotemporal frame of reference, and one cannot distinguish between the intelligibility immanent in that frame and
mere sensitive familiarity with directions and with the lapse of
time. Without such a distinction, objective space and time are
credited not only with the intelligibility of the frame but also
with our feelings.” (In 562-63.)
And subjective projection. “There is a complementary fallacy.
Just as anthropomorphic projection results from the addition of
our feelings to the content of our insights into things, so subjective projection results when we interpret the words and deeds of
other men by reconstructing in ourselves their experience and uncritically adding our intellectual viewpoints which they do not
share. The error of this procedure promptly comes to light when

we have to deal with those whom we interpret in this fashion.
The stranger turns out to be strange when we find that his mentality is not the same as our own. A visit to the next village, to the
bordering country, to a different continent, leads first to amusement at the oddity of the inhabitants and ultimately to despair
over their incomprehensibility. But we cannot travel into the past.
So fathers are misunderstood by their sons and each century by
the succeeding century. As the data assembled by historical research accumulate, insights are revised continuously in accord
with the concrete process of learning. But besides the revisions
forced by further data, there also are the revisions due to the advent of new investigators, for history is rewritten not only by
each new culture but also by each stage of progress and decline
in each culture. Nor is there any escape from such relativism as
long as men cling to the descriptive viewpoint. Common sense
succeeds in understanding things as related to us only because it
is experimental; it deals with things with which it is familiar; its
insights are guides in concrete activity; its mistakes promptly
come to light in their unpleasant effects. But if one would step
beyond the narrow confines in which the procedures of common
sense are successful, one has to drop the descriptive viewpoint
and adopt a viewpoint that unashamedly is explanatory. No
doubt, there can be no history without data, without documents,
without the monuments that have survived destruction and decay.
But even if one supposes the data to be complete, so that there is
available a cinema of past deeds, a soundtrack of past words, an
inner reenactment of past feelings, emotions, and sentiments, still
there remains to be determined some approximation to the insights and judgments, the beliefs and decisions, that made those
words and deeds, those feelings and sentiments, the activities of a
more or less intelligent and reasonable being. Interpretation of the
past is the recovery of the viewpoint of the past; and that recovery, as opposed to mere subjective projections, can be reached
only by grasping exactly what a viewpoint is, how viewpoints
develop, what dialectical laws govern their historical unfolding.”
(In 563-64.)
HEGEL’S INCOMPLETE.

See

PROPER NAMES–HEGEL, HEGELIAN-VIEWPOINT, INCOM-

PLETE

HIGHER.

“Further questions lead to further insights only to raise still
further questions. So insights accumulate into viewpoints, and lower viewpoints lead to higher viewpoints.” (In 494.)
And empirical method. See METHOD(S)–EMPIRICAL-AND HIGHER VIEWPOINT
And empirical science. See

SCIENCE(S)–EMPIRICAL-AS DISTINCT AND AUTONO-

MOUS-AND HIGHER VIEWPOINTS

And genera, species. See

GENUS/GENERA AND SPECIES–AND HIGHER VIEW-

POINTS

And system. See SYSTEM(S)–AND HIGHER VIEWPOINTS
Emergence of. “Single insights occur either in isolation or in related fields. In the latter case, they combine, cluster, coalesce,
into the mastery of a subject; they ground sets of definitions, postulates, deductions; they admit applications to enormous ranges
of instances. But the matter does not end there. Still further in-

VIRTUALLY UNCONDITIONED – VIRTUE(S)

sights arise. The shortcomings of the previous position become
recognized. New definitions and postulates are devised. A new
and larger field of deductions is set up. Broader and more accurate applications become possible. Such a complex shift in the
whole structure of insights, definitions, postulates, deductions,
and applications may be referred to very briefly as the emergence
of a higher viewpoint.” (In 37-38.) See also intra Higher-formulation of
Formulation of. “Distinguish (1) rules, (2) operations, and (3)
numbers. … Let numbers be defined implicitly by operations, so
that the result of any operation will be a number, and any number
can be the result of an operation. … Let operations be defined
implicitly by rules, so that what is done in accord with rules is an
operation. … The trick will be to obtain the rules that fix the operations which fix the numbers. … The emergence of the higher
viewpoint is the performance of this trick. It consists in an insight that (1) arises upon the operations performed according to
the old rules, and (2) is expressed in the formulation of the new
rules.” (In 40-41.)
And new rules. “What are the new rules? At school the rules for
fractions were generalized; rules for signs were introduced;
rules for equations and for indices were worked out. Their effect was to redefine the notions of addition, multiplication,
powers, subtraction, division, and roots; and the effect of the
redefinitions of the operations was that numbers were generated
not merely by addition but by any of the operations.” (In 41.)
Illustration of. See ILLUSTRATION–OF HIGHER VIEWPOINT

Mathematical. “Higher viewpoints in mathematics are reached
inasmuch as initial images yield insights, insights yield definitions and postulates, definitions and postulates guide symbolic
operations, and symbolic operations provide a more general image in which the insights of the higher viewpoint are emergent.”
(In 59.)

See also intra In mathematics

Mounting to. The context is the truth of interpretation (see INTERPRETATION–TRUTH OF). L writes that “true interpretation has to mount
to a UNIVERSAL VIEWPOINT.” (In 762.)
Sources of. See

CANON(S)– OF EMPIRICAL/SCIENTIFIC METHOD-(2) OF OPERATIONS-(7)

AS SOURCE OF HIGHER VIEWPOINTS

Successive. In the most general case, viewpoints are linked to the
four operations of intentional consciousness—experience, understanding, judging, deciding. Thus one might regard the same data
from the successive higher viewpoints of DESCRIPTION ■ EXPLANATION
■ JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT ■ JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE.
HIGHEST. See METAPHYSICS–STAGES/FORMS OF-EXPLICIT (8 ELEMENTS)-(7) STABLE
IN MATHEMATICS. “There is a laborious process named ‘learning
mathematics.’ It consists in gradually acquiring the insights that are
necessary to understand mathematical problems, to follow mathematical arguments, to work out mathematical solutions. This acquisition occurs in a succession of higher viewpoints. One department
of mathematics follows upon another. Logically they are discontinuous, for each has its own definitions, postulates, and inferences.
But intellectually they are continuous, inasmuch as the symbolic
representation of operations in the lower field provides the images
in which intelligence grasps the idea of the new rules that govern

operations in the higher field.”

(In 336.)
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See also intra Higher-

mathematical
IN REVERSAL OF HISTORICAL DECLINE.

See

DECLINE–CYCLES OF , LONGER-

REVERSAL

IS HABITUAL ACCUMULATION OF INSIGHTS.

See

INTEGRATOR–OF INTELLEC-

TUAL DEVELOPMENT

MOVING.

See INSIGHT (THE BOOK)–AND MOVING VIEWPOINT

OF COMMON SENSE.

The viewpoint of ordinary everyday experience
and practicality. Here we consider things in relation to us (see QUOAD
NOS). Contrast it will theory. See intra Of theory, Of empirical science and
common sense; see also KNOWLEDGE–DOMAINS OF, DISTINCT; MEANING–REALM(S) OF-

(1) COMMON SENSE

OF EMPIRICAL SCIENCE AND COMMON SENSE.

L is explicating two
universes of discourse, science and common sense. “All the affirmations of empirical science contain the qualifying reservation
‘from the viewpoint of explanation.’ Similarly, all the affirmations
of common sense contain the qualifying reservation ‘from the
viewpoint of ordinary description.’ Automatically, all logical conflict is eliminated, for the qualifying reservations prevent the propositions of one universe from contradicting the propositions of the
other.” (In 320.) See KNOWLEDGE–DOMAINS OF, DISTINCT

OF INTERIORITY.

A viewpoint new to history, INTERIORITY is a new
realm of meaning (see MEANING–REALM(S) OF-(3) INTERIORITY). The viewpoint
is acquired as a result of SELF-APPROPRIATION, specifically intellectual
conversion (see CONVERSION–INTELLECTUAL). As theory is a higher viewpoint than common sense, interiority is higher than theory; it controls meaning by explicit consciousness of the norms of intentional
operations. In the most general case, viewpoints are linked to the
four operations of intentional consciousness—experience, understanding, judging, deciding. Thus one might regard the same data
from the successive higher viewpoints of description, explanation
(see DESCRIPTION–AND EXPLANATION), JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT, and JUDGMENT(S) OF
VALUE. See also intra Of order
OF ORDER. This viewpoint regards systematic thinking (see SYSTEMATIC–THINKING) and expression (see EXPRESSION–COMPONENTS OF-(1) SYSTEMATIC)
guided by a grasp of explicit metaphysics (see METAPHYSICS–
STAGES/FORMS OF-EXPLICIT (8 ELEMENTS)) and of generalized empirical
method (see GEM) as a result of intellectual conversion (see CONVERSION–INTELLECTUAL).
OF THEORY.

The viewpoint of science or of any inquiry that considers the object of inquiry not in relation to the inquirer (see QUOAD
NOS) but as it is in itself (see QUOAD SE); it operates on the level of understanding and seeks explanation. Contrast it with common sense.
See intra Of common sense, Of empirical science and common sense; see
also MEANING–REALM(S) OF-(2) THEORY
STATIC.

See intra Dynamic vs static

TOTALITY OF.
UNIVERSAL.

See UNIVERSAL VIEWPOINT

See UNIVERSAL VIEWPOINT

VIRTUALLY UNCONDITIONED: See UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY
VIRTUE(S):

Taken in its widest sense virtue means the excellence of
perfection of a thing, just as its contrary denotes a defect or absence
of perfection due to a thing. In its strictest meaning, however, virtue
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VOLUNTARISM – WHY IS DOING THAT KNOWING?

signifies a HABIT that disposes us to act readily, reasonably, and responsibly. Two kinds of virtues: those which are virtues absolutely
(simpliciter) and those which are virtues only in a restricted sense
(secundum quid). The later confer only a faculty for well-doing, and
render the possessor good only in a restricted sense, e.g. a good logician. The former, in addition to the facility for well-doing, cause one
to use the facility rightly, and render the possessor unqualifiedly
good.
VOLUNTARISM : See INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS–AND FACULTY PSYCHOLOGY

THEORY-LONERGAN VS RELATIVISM (11 ELEMENTS)-(5)

■ COMMUNICATION–AND UNDERSTANDING

■ CONSCIENCE–AND SELF-TRANSCENDENCE, –DEPENDS ON ■ CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–AND CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT, –DEVELOPMENT OF-MOMENTS IN (10)-(6), –SYSTEMATICALLY

■ CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–AS INTENTIONAL-KNOWLEDGE OF, –HISTORICAL, –
SPONTANEITIES OF

■ CONTINUUM ■ CONTROL–OF SENSITIVE LIVING/EXPERIENCE ■ CONVER-

SION–INTELLECTUAL, –MANIFESTATION OF IN METHOD, –PRIORITY IN ■ DATA–OF SENSEPROVOKE INQUIRY

■ DECLINE–AND CONVERSION ■ DEFINITION(S)–TYPES OF-IMPLICIT ■ DIA-

LECTIC(S)–HEGELIAN VS LONERGANIAN, –OF COMMUNITY ■ DOING AND MAKING–AND GOOD OF
ORDER

■ ESSENTIALISM ■ ETHICS–METHOD OF METAPHYSICS AND, –PRECEPTS OF ■ EXISTENZ

■ FACT–AMBIVALENCE OF HUMAN, SOCIAL ■ FEELINGS–ABERRATIONS OF ■ FINALITY–FEATURES
OF (9)-(2), –VS CLASSICAL TELEOLOGY

W

PRECEPTS

■ FORM–HUMAN CENTRAL ■ GEM–AND TRANSCENDENTAL

■ GENERALIZATION–OF COMMON SENSE ■ GOOD, THE–OF ORDER-AND ‘IF-THEN’ RE-

LATIONSHIPS

■

HISTORIAN–AND

ANALOGY-AND

SCIENCE/MIRACLES

■

HISTORY–

WAY OF DISCOVERY: See ORDER–OF DISCOVERY

PRESUPPOSITIONLESS

WAY OF TEACHING/LEARNING: See ORDER–OF TEACHING/LEARNING

IDEAL(S)– GENERAL THEOREM ■ IDEALISM–AS HORIZON ■ IMAGE–AND SELF-APPROPRIATION, –

WE: See I–AND THOU-TRANSFORMED INTO WE, -AND PRIOR WE

AND THING ITSELF
METHOD

■ HUMAN–BODY ■ I–AND IT ■ IDEA(S)–WHAT IS SOUGHT BY INQUIRY ■

■ IN A QUALIFIED SENSE ■ INDUCTION/INDUCTIVE–VS DEDUCTION IN L’S

■ INQUIRY–AND INSIGHT ■ INTELLIGIBILITY–AND METAPHYSICS ■ INTERPRETATION–

WELT: See I–AND MY WORLD

SUBJECTIVE

WELTANSCHAUUNG: See WORLDVIEW(S)

SIS, –STRATEGIC OF VARIOUS PHILOSOPHIES

WHAT DO I DO WHEN I KNOW IT?: The fourth of four systematically
ordered questions that give rise to four theories (cognition, epistemology, metaphysics, ethics). The question arises on the fourth level
of intentional consciousness (see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)(4) RATIONAL SELF- (6 ELEMENTS)). Answering it gives rise to an ETHICS. See also
in order (1) WHAT IS KNOWING? (2) WHY IS DOING THAT KNOWING? (3) WHAT DO I

■ KNOWLEDGE–OF THE REAL ■ LAW(S), LAW(S) OF

...–SCIENTIFIC ■ LOGIC–AND DEDUCTION, UNDERSTANDING ■ MATHEMATICAL–LIMIT ■ MATTER–
PRIME

■ MEANING–FUNCTIONS OF (4)-(2), –INCARNATE ■ MEDIATION–MUTUAL SELF-, –SELF- ■

METAPHYSICAL–EQUIVALENCE-RULES OF (3)-(2), –INTEGRATION, –ISSUES (3) ■ METAPHYSICS–
AND ALL OTHER DEPARTMENTS-(4), –AS FACTUAL, –AS KNOWLEDGE-AS WHOLE IN (NOT OF)

■ ME-

THOD, GENETIC–AND HIGHER SYSTEM-AS OPERATOR ■ MYTH–AND TOTALITARIANISM ■ NONSYSTEMATIC–PROCESS-UNDERSTANDING OF ■ OBJECTIVITY–NOTION OF, PRINCIPAL-PROPERTIES OF
(6)-(5)

KNOW WHEN I DO IT?

■ INTUITION(S) ■ ISOMORPHISM ■ JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–AS POSITING SYNTHE-

■ ORDER ■ PHILOSOPHY, PHILOSOPHIES– MODERNIST TENDENCY IN ■ PO-

TENCY/POTENTIAL–PRIME ■ PRINCIPLE(S)–ANALYTIC-AND LOGICAL POSITIVISM ■ PROCESS–

WHAT DO I KNOW WHEN I DO IT?: The third of four systematically
ordered questions that give rise to four theories (cognition, epistemology, metaphysics, ethics). The question arises on the third level
of intentional consciousness (see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(3)
RATIONAL). We gain knowledge of the real only from making a judgment of fact (see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT). Answering the question of what
we know gives rise to METAPHYSICS. See also in order (1) WHAT IS KNOWING?
(2) WHY IS DOING THAT KNOWING? (4) WHAT DO I DO WHEN I KNOW IT?

ATIC–PROCESS ■ UNITY–TRANSCENDENTAL NOTION OF ■ VALUE(S)–SCALE OF-DISTORTION OF ■

WHAT IS IT?:

VIEWPOINT(S)–HIGHER-EMERGENCE OF ■ WISDOM–AS INTELLECTUAL HABIT ■ WORLD(S)–

We spontaneously ask of our EXPERIENCE, What is it?
Arising on the second level of intentional consciousness (see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(2) INTELLECTUAL), it is a question for intelligence (see INTELLIGENCE–QUESTIONS FOR). See also IS IT?; IS IT SO?; IS IT TRULY
WORTHWHILE?

WHAT IS KNOWING?:

The first of four systematically ordered questions that give rise to four theories (cognition, epistemology, metaphysics, ethics). The question arises on the third level of intentional
consciousness (see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(3) RATIONAL). Answering the first gives rise to a cognitional theory (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY). See also in order (2) WHY IS DOING THAT KNOWING? (3) WHAT DO
I KNOW WHEN I DO IT? (4) WHAT DO I DO WHEN I KNOW IT?
WHOLE: See also inter alia UNIFICATION ■ UNITY ■ ANTICIPATION–AND NOTION OF BEING

■ ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE–AND SCHLEIERMACHER ■ ART–DEFINITION OF-AND

PATTERN, -AND PATTERN-EXPERIENTIAL

■ BEING–NOTION OF-ORIGIN OF L’S ■ BELIEF–AND MAPS

■ CAUSE(S)–INTRINSIC-AS A NATURE ■ CENSOR, CENSORSHIP–AND NEURAL-DEMAND FUNCTIONS-PSYCHIC CONTROL OVER

■ CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–DUALITY OF ■

COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS-CONSCIOUSNESS OF, –STRUCTURE-DYNAMISM OF, –

IDEAL/TYPICAL-CONSEQUENCES

■ QUANTUM–THEORY-AND VARIOUS PHILOSOPHIES ■ RELA-

TION(S)–INTERNAL-AND THE RELATIVIST ■ RESSENTIMENT ■ SCHOLASTICISM ■ SCIENCE(S)–
AND DEFINITIONS, –AND LAW-VS THING, –HEURISTIC PROCEDURE IN, –RELATIONS OF

SIS,

SCOTOMA

■ SCOTO-

■ SELF-APPROPRIATION–AND PHILOSOPHY-DIFFERENT TYPES OF, –
■ SENSITIVE–AND INTELLECTUAL-CONTROL OF ■ SIMILARITY–TWO

INTELLECTUAL BENEFITS OF

TYPES OF-IN RELATION TO ONE ANOTHER

■ SOCIAL–SITUATION-AND INTELLIGIBILITY ■ SOCIETY ■

STRUCTURE(S)–DYNAMIC ■ SUBJECT, THE–AND OBJECT(S) ■ SYSTEM(S)–LOGICAL ■ SYSTEM-

ARTIFICIAL, –MEDIATED BY MEANING-AND SOME COUNTERPOSITIONS

AND AGGREGATES.

See AGGREGATE(S)

AND CENTRAL FORM.

See CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–FORM

AND HERMENEUTICAL CIRCLE.
AND METAPHYSICS.
BABY.
I AS.

See HERMENEUTICAL CIRCLE

See METAPHYSICS–AS WHOLE

See FEELINGS–ORIGIN OF

See I–AS WHOLE

INTENDING THE.

See NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL

PROPORTIONATE BEING AS.
UNITY-IDENTITY-W.
UNIVERSE.

See BEING–PROPORTIONATE-AS WHOLE

See THING(S)–NOTION OF

See FINALITY–AND METAPHYSICS

VIEW OF THE.

See EMERGENT PROBABILITY

WHY IS DOING THAT KNOWING?: The second of four systematically
ordered questions that give rise to four theories (cognition, epistemology, metaphysics, ethics). Answering the second gives rise to

WILL – WILL
EPISTEMOLOGY–WHY IS DOING THAT KNOWING?.
ING?

See also in order (1) WHAT IS KNOW(3) WHAT DO I KNOW WHEN I DO IT? (4) WHAT DO I DO WHEN I KNOW IT?

WILL:

“As being is intelligible and one, so also it is good. But while
the intelligibility and unity of being follow spontaneously from the
fact that being is whatever is to be grasped intelligently [see INSIGHT
AND UNDERSTANDING] and affirmed reasonably [see JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–
BEING KNOWN IN], the goodness of being comes to light only by considering the extension of intellectual activity that we name DELIBERATION and
DECISION, CHOICE and will.” (In 619.) The principle entry among DELIBERATION, JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE, decision, and choice in regard to the will is
the operation of the fourth level of intentional consciousness (see
CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(4) RATIONAL SELF- (6 ELEMENTS)), decision.
See intra Notion of
A RATIONAL APPETITE.

The will is a rational appetite, i.e., it follows
reason. One among our many natural appetites, the will tends to a
good that suits it. As a rational (intellectual, spiritual) appetite, the
will tends to some reality that is good, or tends away from some
reality that is bad, according to the dictates of reason. True and
false are in a mind, while good and bad are in realities; what is
good or bad participates in the world of being outside the mind.
The good is always concrete. “As capacity for sensitive hunger
stands to sensible food, so will stands to objects presented by intellect. As a bare capacity, will extends to every intellectual object,
and so both to every possible order and to every concrete object as
subsumed under some possible order. But besides the bare capacity
that is will, there is the habitual inclination, specialized in particular directions, that constitutes the willingness and unwillingness
with which individuals antecedently are disposed to making decisions and choices of determinate kinds.” (In 621.) Thus the sequence
will, WILLINGNESS, WILLING.
ACT OF. “When we judge some good as obligatory, by the very fact
that we’ve so judge, through our intellectuality, our rationality, we
spirate an act of will.” (S 139.)
Not arbitrary. “Though the act of will is free, it is not arbitrary.
A course of action is intelligent and intelligible if it is grasped by
a practical insight. It is reasonable if it is motivated favorably by
rational reflection. The act of will has the function of conferring
actuality upon an intelligible, intelligent, and reasonable course
of action; and what is intelligible, intelligent, and reasonable is
not arbitrary.” (In 646.) See also AUTHENTICITY–AND EXISTENTIAL DECISION
AND AUTHENTICITY. See AUTHENTICITY–AND EXISTENTIAL DECISION
AND BELIEF. See BELIEF–AND WILL
AND COGNITIONAL OPERATIONS. See DECISION
AND END. See VALUE(S)–AND THE WILL
AND FREEDOM. See FREEDOM, ELEMENTS OF–(4) DECISION
AND IMAGE.

See IMAGE–AND THE DEVELOPING SUBJECT

AND INTELLECT. “Intellect functions properly inasmuch as the detached and disinterested DESIRE TO KNOW is dominant in cognitional
operations. Still, this desire is merely spontaneous. It is the root of
intelligent and rational self-consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)], and it operates prior to our insights, our judgments, and our decisions. Now if this desire is to be maintained in
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its purity, if it is not to suffer from the competition of the attached
and interested desires of man’s sensitivity and intersubjectivity, if
it is not to be overruled by the will’s connivance with rationalizations, then it must be aided, supported, reinforced, by a deliberate
decision and a habitual determination of the will itself.” (In 723.)
In belief. See BELIEF–AND WILL
Priority problem. See FACULTY PSYCHOLOGY
AND

INTELLECTUAL/INTELLIGIBLE

EMANATION.

See

EMANATION–

INTELLECTUAL

AND LOVE.

See EMANATION–INTELLIGIBLE-AND THE WILL

AND TERM OF OPERATION.

The operation of the will terminates in
things outside the mind that are either good or bad. See also VALUE(S)–
AND THE WILL

AND THE MORAL IMPERATIVE.
AND VALUE.

See WILLING–AND THE MORAL IMPERATIVE

See VALUE(S)–AND THE WILL

AND WILLING.

See WILLING

AND WILLINGNESS.
AS POTENCY.

See WILLINGNESS

See WILLING–WILL, WILLINGNESS, AND WILLING AS POTENCY-FORM-ACT

CAN PREVENT UNDERSTANDING. “The will can prevent the occurrence of intelligere [understanding] by preventing the occurrence of
a corresponding phantasm [see PHANTASM/FANTASM]. Again, the will is
the cause of an act of belief [see BELIEF–AND WILL], but though the latter
is a verbum [word], it is not a verbum proceeding directly from an
intelligere. But we cannot permit the occurrence of intelligere and
yet prevent the procession of its immediate verbum [see WORD–INNERNECESSITY OF].” (V 199 n. 33.)
CONTINGENCE OF. See WILLING–CONTINGENCE OF
DEVELOPMENT OF. See HUMAN–DEVELOPMENT, LAWS OF (4)-(2) INTEGRATION
ELEMENTS IN. See FREEDOM, ELEMENTS OF
FAILURE OF. See intra Good
FREE. See FREE–WILL
GOOD. “One is not to define good will by its resemblance to one’s
own will, or even by its resemblance to the will one would like to
possess but does not. Will is good by its conformity to intelligence.
It is good in the measure that antecedently and without persuasion
it matches the pure desire [see DESIRE TO KNOW] both in its detachment from the sensitive subject and in its incessant dedication to
complete intelligibility. A will less good than that is less than
genuine; it is ready for the obnubilation that takes flight from selfknowledge; it is inclined to the RATIONALIZATION that makes out wrong
to be right; it is infected with the renunciation that approves the
good yet knows itself to be evil. In brief, as man’s intelligence has
to be developed, so also must his will. But progress in willingness
is effected by persuasion, persuasion rests upon intelligent grasp
and reasonable judgment, and so the failure of intellect to develop
entails the failure of the will.” (In 714.)

And social progress. See FACT–AMBIVALENCE OF HUMAN, SOCIAL
HABIT IN. See WILLING–HABIT OF
INDETERMINACY OF. “The will’s decision is not determined by its
antecedents. For the remote antecedents lie on the levels of phys-
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WILLING – WILLING

ics, chemistry, biology, and sensitive psychology; and events on
such lower levels determine merely the materials that admit a manifold of alternative higher systematizations. On the other hand,
the proximate antecedents merely define and motivate the alternative higher systematizations; they present no more than a projected
formal intelligibility, which, so far from necessitating its own actuality, can attain actuality only if the will decides in its favor.” (In 644.)

MENT(S) OF VALUE

fers a long (621-24) treatment of the notion of will. Although very
worthwhile reading, to avoid confusing a metaphysically conceived notion of will in terms of acts and objects (see FACULTY PSYCHOLOGY), it is better to consult first L’s later notion of the will in
terms of INTENTIONALITY ANALYSIS and COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS.
OBJECT OF. See OBJECT(S)–OF WILL
PRIORITY OF. See FACULTY PSYCHOLOGY

“Courses of action invented by intelligence, motivated by reason, and executed by willing are contingent in their
actuality. For the insights that reveal possible courses of action also
reveal that they are not necessities but mere possibilities in need of
reflective evaluation. Reflective evaluation [see DECISION–AND REFLECTIVE EVALUATION] in turn brings to light not what must be so but merely
what for such and such reasons may be chosen or rejected. Lastly,
even when reflective evaluation reveals only one course of action
to be reasonable, there still is needed the reasonableness of actual
willing; and as the reasonableness of human acts of will is not a
natural endowment but an ever uncertain personal achievement,
there is a third and final contingence to the actuality of courses of
action. In particular, one should note the fallacy in every argument
from determinate knowing to determinate willing. For every argument of that type must postulate a conformity between knowing
and willing. But such conformity exists only when in fact willing
actually is reasonable. Hence, to deduce the determinate act of will
one must postulate the conformity; and to verify the postulate one
must already have the determinate willing that one is out to demonstrate.” (In 639.)

PROCESSION IN.

HABIT OF.

METAPHYSICAL ANALYSIS OF.

See

WILLING–WILL, WILLINGNESS, AND W. AS PO-

TENCY-FORM-ACT

NOT ARBITRARY POWER.
NOTION OF.

See intra Act of-not arbitrary

The larger context is the possibility of ethics (In ch. 18;

see ETHICS–POSSIBILITY OF). In the immediate context, his explicating the
notion of the good (see NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL–GOODNESS/VALUE), L of-

“Another procession [in addition to WORD–INNERI found in us in connection with the operation of the
will, namely, the procession of love, whereby the beloved is in the
one who loves, just as the reality spoken or understood is in the one
who understands through the conception of the word.” (S 219.)
PROCESSION OF]

WILLING: “Besides the bare capacity that is will, there is the habitual
inclination, specialized in particular directions, that constitutes the
willingness and unwillingness with which individuals antecedently
are disposed to making decisions and choices of determinate kinds.”
(In 621.) Thus the sequence WILL, WILLINGNESS, willing.
AND IMAGE. See IMAGE–AND THE DEVELOPING SUBJECT
AND SELF-APPROPRIATION. See SELF-APPROPRIATION–AND WILLING
AND THE MORAL IMPERATIVE.

“We have said that SELF-APPROPRIATION
leads to a discovery that the self to be appropriated has to develop.
Well, that discovery extends right through the rationally selfconscious knower and doer. It is the discovery that willingness is
something that has to be developed to increase my effective freedom [see FREEDOM–EFFECTIVE]. The order without and the order within,
in concrete practical judgments, can result in the judgment [see
JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE] that this is what ought to be concretely, this is
what I ought to do, or this is what I ought not to do. In virtue of the
coherence of the rationally self-conscious subject, in virtue of the
fact that one is a knower and so quite detached and has no difficulty telling someone else what he ought to do, and at the same
time a doer and consequently also telling oneself what one ought
to do, there emerges the moral imperative.” (UB 233.)
AS ACT. See intra Will, willingness, and willing as potency-form-act
When in Method L made explicit the INTENTIONALITY
of Insight, the language of willing gave way to the language
of the fourth operation of intentional consciousness, DECISION. See also CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(4) RATIONAL SELF- (6 ELEMENTS); JUDGAS OPERATION.

ANALYSIS

CONTINGENCE OF.

“Without development I am characterless, I have not yet
become myself, I am not orientated in any specific direction. Just
as a person who understands nothing will have to learn before he
will habitually be able to answer any question that arises within a
given range, so there is needed a development in the will of willingness, a habituation of the will, that comes as a result of making
choices. If we are to do those things we do not habitually do, we
have to develop in ourselves the willingness. If that willingness has
been developed, when the occasion for doing arises we will not
have to be persuaded to act. Just as we do not have to learn again
those things that we habitually know, so we do not have to be persuaded to do those things we ordinarily do; we have the willingness. On the other hand, though, until one has attained willingness
with respect to every right action, one is at a disadvantage in being
a good man. When the occasion arises for a right action, we see
that it is the right thing to do, and if we have the time, we can go
through all the reflections that constitute the persuasion to be willing to act. But usually we do not have the time; we are unwilling;
and because we are unwilling, we are unwilling to make the time.”

(UB 229-30.)
OF END.

See VALUE(S)–AND THE WILL

RATIONAL.

See WILL–ACT OF, –A RATIONAL APPETITE

WILL, WILLINGNESS, AND W. AS POTENCY-FORM-ACT.

“Human intelligence is not only speculative but also practical. So far from being
content to determine the unities and correlations in things as they
are, it is constantly on the watch to discern the possibilities that reveal things as they might be. But such possibilities are manifold. In
large part they are mutually exclusive. The inventiveness of practical intelligence can issue in practical results only if there exist the
conjugate potency, form, and act [see CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES] of WILL, WILLINGNESS, and willing, with the function of
singling out some possibilities from the manifold and by that DECI-

WILLINGNESS – WISDOM
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47.)
SION and CHOICE initiating and grounding the transition from the intellectual conception of a possible order to its concrete realization.”
And desire to know. See DESIRE TO KNOW–AND UNIVERSAL WILLINGNESS
(In 621.) Thus L distinguishes among “the conjugate potency ‘will,’
the conjugate form ‘willingness,’ and the conjugate act ‘willing.’ WISDOM : Given the centrality of intellectual subjectivity in the orderWill is the bare capacity to make decisions. Willingness is the state ing of a SYSTEMATIC, comprehensive argument; and the ISOMORPHISM of
in which persuasion is not needed to bring one to a decision. Will- being and knowing (see KNOWING–AND KNOWN-ISOMORPHISM OF) it would seem
that the primary tool of the wise, one that displaces the traditional
ing, finally, is the act of deciding.” (In 646.)
primacy of metaphysics as wisdom, is L’s method—now usually
WILLINGNESS: “Besides the bare capacity that is will, there is the called Generalized Empirical Method (GEM)—as wisdom, what he
habitual inclination, specialized in particular directions, that consti- calls in Insight “a third form of wisdom,” the intellectual habit of
tutes the willingness and unwillingness with which individuals ante- wisdom expressed in cognitional terms. See GEM–AS WISDOM
cedently are disposed to making decisions and choices of
“It is wisdom that selects the terms that determine the principles
determinate kinds.” (In 621.) Thus the sequence WILL, willingness, WILLING.
which determine everything in our knowledge. But how do we ac“Just as a person who understands nothing will have to learn before
quire wisdom? We cannot use principles here, for wisdom is their
he will habitually be able to answer any question that arises within a
source. ... We begin with the notion of being [see BEING–NOTION OF].
given range, so there is needed a development in the will of willingOne’s choice of the notion of being is going to determine everyness, a habituation of the will, that comes as a result of making
thing else. So we have to have the right notion of being to acquire
choices. If we are to do those things we do not habitually do, we
wisdom, but also we have to have wisdom to settle what the right
have to develop in ourselves the willingness. If that willingness has
notion of being is.” (UB 155.) Editorial note e reads: “Lonergan regubeen developed, when the occasion for doing arises we will not have
larly breaks the vicious circles logic cannot escape, by invoking the
to be persuaded to act.” (UB 229-30.)
dynamism of human spirit [see DESIRE TO KNOW] and the selfAND HABITUAL ACCUMULATION OF INSIGHTS. “The function of willcorrecting process of learning [see LEARNING–SELF-CORRECTING PROCESS
ingness runs parallel to the function of the habitual accumulation
OF].” (UB 413.)
of insights [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–ACCUMULATION OF]. What one
AND HORIZON. See HORIZON(S)–AND WISDOM
does not understand yet, one can learn; but learning takes time, and
AND ORDER. “Sapientis est ordinare” might be rendered in the veruntil that time is devoted to learning, otherwise possible courses of
bose but still literal: Putting things in order is the work of the wise.
action are excluded. Similarly, when antecedent willingness is
Ordering is the work of those who have and use the habit, virtue,
lacking, persuasion can be invoked; but persuasion takes time, and
of wisdom. Aquinas says: “It is the part of the wise to order and to
until that time is devoted to persuading oneself or to being perjudge; and since lesser matters should be judged in the light of
suaded by others, one remains closed to otherwise possible courses
some higher principle, one is said to be wise in any one order who
of action.” (In 646.)
considers the highest PRINCIPLE in that order.” (ST 1 q. 1, a. 6 c.) And:
AND THE MORAL IMPERATIVE. See WILLING–AND THE MORAL IMPERATIVE
“According to [Aristotle Metaph. i: 2], it belongs to wisdom to
consider the highest cause. By means of that cause we are able to
ANTECEDENT. “A person, caught as it were unawares, may be ready
form a most certain judgment about other causes, according to
for any scheme or exploit but, on the second thoughts of rational
which all things should be set in order.” (ST 2-2, q. 45, a. 1 c.)
self-consciousness [see CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–LEVELS OF (5)-(4) RATIONAL
SELF- (6 ELEMENTS)], settles back into the narrow routine defined by his
AS FIRST PHILOSOPHY. See GEM–AS WISDOM
antecedent willingness. For unless one’s antecedent willingness has
AS INTELLECTUAL HABIT. “The habit of intellect regards the first
the height and breadth and depth of the unrestricted DESIRE TO KNOW,
principles of demonstrations [see PRINCIPLE(S)–FIRST], while the habit
the emergence of rational self-consciousness involves the addition
of wisdom regards the first principles of reality. The habit of intelof a restriction upon one’s effective freedom [see intra Universal].” (In
lect is comparatively simple: grasp of first principles of demonstra646.)
tions results from knowledge of their component terms; if one
AS FORM. See WILLING–WILL, WILLINGNESS, AND W. AS POTENCY-FORM-ACT
knows what a whole is and what a part is, one cannot but see that
the whole must be greater than its part; the habit of such seeing is
UNIVERSAL. “Effective freedom [see FREEDOM–EFFECTIVE], itself has to
the habit of intellect. On the other hand, the habit of wisdom has a
be won. The key point is to reach a willingness to persuade oneself
dual role.” (V 79.) See intra As intellectual habit-as science of sciences
and to submit to the persuasion of others. For then one can be persuaded to a universal willingness; so one becomes antecedently
As science of sciences. “The habit of wisdom has a dual role.
willing to learn all there is to be learnt about willing and learning
Principally, it regards the objective order of reality; but in some
and about the enlargement of one’s freedom from external confashion it also has to do with the transition from the order of
straints and psychoneural interferences. But to reach the universal
thought to the order of reality. Principally, it regards the objective
willingness that matches the unrestricted DESIRE TO KNOW is indeed a
order of reality; for the wise man contemplates the universal
high achievement, for it consists not in the mere recognition of an
scheme of things and sees each in the perspective of its causes
ideal norm but in the adoption of an attitude towards the universe
right up to the ultimate cause. While art orders human products,
of being [see BEING–UNIVERSE OF], not in the adoption of an affective atand prudence orders human conduct, science discovers the order
titude that would desire but not perform but in the adoption of an
which art prudently exploits; but there is a highest, architectonic
effective attitude in which performance matches aspiration.” (In 646-
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WITHDRAWAL – WONDER

science, a science of sciences—and that is wisdom.” (V 79.)
Lonergan vs Aquinas. “It would seem fair to conclude that, with
regard to speculative intellectual habits, Aquinas drew the same
distinctions that … we were led to draw with regard to speculative intellectual acts. Where Aquinas spoke of the habits of intellect, science, and wisdom, we were led to distinguish between
direct understanding [see INSIGHT, DIRECT], the development of direct understanding [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING], and reflective
understanding [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–REFLECTIVE]. For the
characteristics ascribed by Aquinas to the habits of intellect,
science, and wisdom may be ascribed also to acts of direct understanding that grasp the intelligibility of data represented
schematically in the imagination [see PHANTASM/FANTASM], to acts of
developing understanding that spin the logical network of SCIENCE, and to acts of reflective understanding in which judgment
is passed upon the validity of direct understanding and of its development, and thereby the transition is effected from a mental
construction on an imagined basis to knowledge through truth of
reality.” (V 80.)
METHOD AS.

See GEM–AS WISDOM

THIRD FORM OF.
WORK OF.

See GEM–AS WISDOM

See intra And order

WITHDRAWAL: “Self-transcendence [see SELF …–TRANSCENDENCE] involves
tension between the self as transcending and the self as transcended.
So human AUTHENTICITY is never some pure and serene and secure possession. It is ever a withdrawal from unauthenticity [see INAUTHENTIC, INAUTHENTICITY], and every successful withdrawal only brings to light the
need for still further withdrawals.” (M 110.)
AND RETURN. L speaks of a law of withdrawal and return, “a time
for this and a time for that.” (PTP1 121.) Borrowed from Toynbee, the
phrase means one cannot at the same time be in the worlds of
common sense and theory (see COMMON SENSE–WORLD OF; THEORY, THEORIES–WORLD OF). See also INTERIORITY–WITHDRAWAL INTO
FROM INAUTHENTICITY. See AUTHENTICITY–NEVER SECURE
FROM ORDINARY LIVING.

“The many levels of consciousness [see
are just successive stages in the
unfolding of a single thrust, the eros of the human spirit. To know
the good, it must know the real; to know the real, it must know the
true; to know the true, it must know the intelligible; to know the intelligible, it must attend to the data. So from slumber, we awake to
attend. Observing lets intelligence be puzzled, and we inquire. Inquiry leads to the delight of insight, but insights are a dime a dozen,
so critical reasonableness doubts, checks, makes sure. Alternative
courses of action present themselves and we wonder whether the
more attractive is truly good. Indeed, so intimate is the relation between the successive transcendental notions [see NOTIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL], that it is only by a specialized differentiation of
consciousness that we withdraw from more ordinary ways of living
to devote ourselves to a moral pursuit of goodness, a philosophic
pursuit of truth, a scientific pursuit of understanding, an artistic
pursuit of beauty.” (M 13.)
CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL– LEVELS OF (5)]

INTO INTERIORITY.

See INTERIORITY–WITHDRAWAL INTO

WONDER: “Name it what you please—alertness of mind, intellectual
curiosity, the spirit of inquiry, active intelligence, the drive to know.
Under any name, it remains the same, and is, I trust, very familiar to
you. … This primordial drive, then, is the pure question. It is prior to
any insights, any concepts, any words; for insights, concepts, words
have to do with answers, and before we look for answers we want
them; such wanting is the pure question. … On the other hand,
though the pure question is prior to insights, concepts, and words, it
presupposes experiences and images. Just as insight is into the concretely given or imagined, so the pure question is about the concretely given or imagined. It is the wonder which Aristotle claimed to
be the beginning of all science and philosophy. But no one just wonders. We wonder about something.” (In 34.) See also DESIRE TO KNOW ■ DYNAMISM ■ INQUIRY ■ QUESTION(S)
AND ART.

“The very obscurity of art is in a sense its most generic
meaning. Prior to the neatly formulated questions of systematizing
intelligence, there is the deep-set wonder in which all questions
have their source and ground. As an expression of the subject, art
would show forth that wonder in its elemental sweep. Again, as a
twofold liberation of sense and of intelligence, art would exhibit
the reality of the primary object for that wonder. For the animals,
safely sheathed in biological routines, are not questions to themselves. But man’s artistry testifies to his freedom. As he can do, so
he can be what he pleases. What is he to be? Why? Art may offer
attractive or repellent answers to these questions, but in its subtler
forms it is content to communicate any of the moods in which such
questions arise, to convey any of the tones in which they may be
answered or ignored.” (In 208-09.) See also LIBERATION–AESTHETIC
AND CONCEPTS. See CONCEPT(S), CONCEPTION(S)–AS PART OF PROCESS
AND DATA. See INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–AND IMAGINATION
AND DEFINITION. See DEFINITION(S)–GENESIS OF, MOMENTS IN (4)-(1)
AND DESIRE TO KNOW. See DESIRE TO KNOW–AND WONDER
AND EROS OF THE MIND. See SCIENTIFIC–OBSERVATION-AND EROS OF MIND/SPIRIT
AND EXPERIENCE. See INQUIRY–AND EXPERIENCE
AND FINALITY. See CONCEPT(S), CONCEPTION(S)–AS PART OF PROCESS
AND IMAGINATION. See INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–AND IMAGINATION
AND INQUIRY. See INQUIRY–AND INSIGHT-AND WONDER
AND INSIGHT. See INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–AND WONDER
AND INTELLECT, AGENT. See INTELLECT–AGENT-AS SPIRIT OF WONDER, INQUIRY, CRITICAL REFLECTION

AND INTELLECTUAL CONSCIOUSNESS.

See

CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–

LEVELS OF (5)-(2) INTELLECTUAL-AND WONDER

AND INTELLECTUAL LIGHT.
AND INTENTION OF BEING.
AND METAPHYSICS.

AND PHANTASM.

See BEING–INTENTION OF

See METAPHYSICS–AND ALL OTHER DEPARTMENTS-(1) UNDERLIES

AND NOTION OF BEING.
AND PERCEPTION.

See BEING–INTENTION OF-INTENDING INTENTION

See BEING–NOTION OF-AND WONDER

See PERCEPTION

See INTELLECT–AGENT-AS ILLUMINATING PHANTASM

WORD – WORD
AND QUESTIONS.

See INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–AND WONDER; QUESTION(S)–AS

SPONTANEOUS, –SELF-DESTRUCTIVE

AND UNDERSTANDING.

See INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–AND WONDER

AS ORIGIN OF ALL SCIENCE, PHILOSOPHY.

See INTELLECT; OPENNESS–THREE

FACTORS-(1) AS FACT

EMERGENCE OF.

“When an animal has nothing to do it goes to
sleep. When a man has nothing to do he may ask questions. The
first moment is an awakening to one’s intelligence. It is release
from the dominance of biological drive and from the routines of
everyday living. It is the effective emergence of wonder, of the desire to understand.” (In 34.)

GOAL OF.

See INQUIRY–AND INSIGHT-AND WONDER

WORD: This

entry treats of the word is us as it pertains to cognitional
theory (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–THEORY). Although the precise definitions of many terms were worked out for the employment of the psychological analogy (see ANALOGY OF …–THE SUBJECT) in theology of God,
L’s explications have the added benefit of broadening and deepening
our understanding of cognitional process. The principal subentries
are Inner-general notion of (7 elements), Outer
AND CORRESPONDENCE TO REALITY. See intra Inner-general notion of (7
elements)-(2)
AND DEFINITION.
AND FEELING.

See intra Inner-simple

See FEELINGS–AND WORDS

AND GRASP OF EVIDENCE.

See intra And understanding, direct, reflective

AND KNOWLEDGE OF THINGS.

See intra Inner-general notion of (7 ele-

ments)-(5)
AND MEANING.

See MEANING–AND WORDS

AND OPERATIONS OF INTELLECT.

See intra And understanding, direct, re-

flective
AND UNDERSTANDING, DIRECT, REFLECTIVE.

On direct understanding,

see intra Inner-simple; on reflective understanding and grasp of evidence see intra Inner-compound
AS END OF PROCESS.
AS EXPRESSION .

See intra Inner-general notion of (7 elements)-(7)

See intra Outer

AS INTENDED INTENTION.
AS MEANT.

See BEING–INTENTION OF-INTENDED INTENTION

See intra Inner-and outer

AS OBJECT/PRODUCT OF THOUGHT.

See intra Inner-general notion of (7

elements)-(4)
CARRIER OF.
COMPOUND.

See MEANING–CARRIERS OF-LANGUAGE

See intra Inner-compound

INNER. “Just as the inner word is a medium between the meaning
of outer words and the realities meant, so also the inner word is a
medium between the intellect and the things that are understood.”

(V 21.) See also intra Inner-signifies and is signified

And discursive intellect. See DISCURSIVE
And law. See intra Inner-intelligibility of
And outer. “There is a twofold relation between inner and outer
words: the inner word is an efficient cause of the outer; and the
inner word is what is meant immediately by the outer. ... There is
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no doubt about this matter, though, frankly, it is just the opposite
of what one would expect. One is apt to think of the inner word,
not as what is meant by the outer, but as what means the outer;
the outer word has meaning in virtue of the inner; therefore, the
inner is meaning essentially while the outer has meaning by participation.” ... Commonly [Aquinas] asked what outer words
meant and answered that, in the first instance, they meant inner
words. The proof was quite simple. We discourse on ‘man’ and
on the ‘triangle.’ What are we talking about? Certainly, we are
not talking about real things directly, else we should all be Platonists. Directly, we are talking about objects of thought, inner
words, and only indirectly, only insofar as our inner words have
an objective reference, are we talking of real things.” (V 14-15.) See
intra Inner-general notion of (7 elements)-(2); Outer
As intelligible. “There are two aspects to the procession of an inner word in us. There is the productive aspect; intelligence in act
is proportionate to producing the inner word. There is also the intelligible aspect: inner words do not proceed with mere natural
spontaneity as any effect does from any cause; they proceed with
reflective rationality; they proceed not merely from a sufficient
cause but from sufficient grounds known to be sufficient and because they are known to be sufficient. I can imagine a circle, and
I can define a circle. In both cases there is efficient causality. But
in the second case there is something more. I define the circle
because I grasp in imagined data that, if the radii are equal, then
the plane curve must be uniformly round. The inner word of defining not only is caused by but also is because of the act of understanding [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–ACT OF].” (V 207.) See intra
Inner-intelligibility of; see also EMANATION–INTELLIGIBLE
Compound. “When we grasp that the evidence is sufficient, by
the very fact that we grasp it, and from the exigency of intellectual light as determined through that grasp, there proceeds within
our intellectual consciousness either a true affirmation or a true
negative assertion.” (S 139.) The word is called compound because
it expresses the judgment on the simple word—it is so, it is not
so. See JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT
Corresponds to outer. See intra Outer
General notion of (7 elements). “The general notion of an inner
word [see WORD–INNER] is that it supplies the object of thought [see
OBJECT(S)–OF THOUGHT].” (V 18.)
(1). “The first element in the general notion of an inner word is
had from a contrast with outer words spoken, written, imagined, or meant. Spoken words are sounds with a meaning: as
sounds, they are produced in the respiratory tract; as possessing
a meaning, they are due to imagination according to Aristotle,
or, as Aquinas seems to have preferred, to soul; it is meaning
that differentiates spoken words from other sounds, such as
coughing, which also are produced in the respiratory tract. …
Written words are simply signs of spoken words. … Finally, the
outer word that is some external thing or action meant by a
word is dismissed as a mere figure of speech.” (V 14.)
(2). “The second element to be considered is the nature of the
correspondence between inner and outer words. ... Aquinas, in
his commentary, denied a point-to-point correspondence be-
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tween inner and outer words, arguing that inner words correspond to realities, while outer words are the products of convention and custom, and so vary with different peoples.
However, since the inner word is in the intellect, and since apprehension of the singular involves the use of a sensitive potency, it should seem that the correspondence of realities to
inner words is, at best, like the correspondence between a function and its derivative; as the derivative, so the inner word is
outside all particular cases and refers to all from some higher
viewpoint [see VIEWPOINT(S)–HIGHER].” (V 16-17.)
(3). It is “connected intimately with the preceding. What is the
division of inner words?” (V 17.) See intra Inner-simple, -compound
(4). “It supplies the object of thought. What is abstract, what is
true or false is not, as such, either a real thing or a mere copy
of a real thing. It is a product of the mind. It is not merely a
product but also a known product; and as known, it is an object.” (V 18.)
(5). “In it and through it intellect comes to knowledge of
things.” (V 20.)
(6). It is necessary “for an act termed intelligere, which, I believe, is to be taken as meaning ‘understanding.’ QUOAD SE, this
necessity is universal ….” (V 22.)
(7). “The inner word of the human mind emerges at the end of
a process of thoughtful inquiry, that, until it emerges, we do not
yet understand but are thinking in order to understand, that it
emerges simultaneously with the act of understanding [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–ACT OF], that it is distinct from understanding, that it is a product and effect of the act of understanding,
that it is an expression of the cognitional content of the act of
understanding, that the more perfect the one act of understanding, the more numerous the inner words it embraces in a single
view.” (V 22-24.)
Intelligibility of. “It is native and natural for the procession of
inner word to be intelligible, actively intelligible, and the genus
of all intelligible process; just as heat is native and natural to fire,
so is intelligible procession to intelligence in act; for intelligence
in act does not follow laws imposed from without, but rather it is
the ground of the intelligibility in act of law, it is constitutive
and, as it were, creative of law; and the laws of intelligible procession of an inner word are not any particular laws but the general constituents of any law, precisely because of this naturalness
of intelligibility to intelligence, precisely because intelligence is
to any conceived law as cause to effect.” (V 47.)
Vs natural process. “All causation is intelligible, but there are

three differences between natural process and the procession of
an inner word. The intelligibility of natural process is passive
and potential: it is what can be understood; it is not an understanding; it is a potential object of intellect, but it is not the very
stuff of intellect. Again, the intelligibility of natural process is
the intelligibility of some specific natural law, say, the law of
inverse squares, but never the intelligibility of the very idea of
intelligible law. Thirdly. the intelligibility of natural process is

imposed from without: natures act intelligibly, not because they
are intelligent, for they are not.” (V 46-47.)
Necessity of. “The inner word of defining not only is caused by
but also is because of the act of understanding … Once one understands, the proportionate cause for the inner word exists; once
the proportionate cause exists, the effect follows, unless some
impediment intervenes; but no impediment can intervene between understanding and its inner word.33 Hence, granted we
understand, it necessarily follows that we utter an inner word.”
Note 33 reads: “The will can prevent the occurrence of intelligere [understanding] by preventing the occurrence of a corresponding phantasm [see PHANTASM/FANTASM–INSIGHT INTO]. Again, the
will is the cause of an act of belief, but though the latter is a VERBUM, it is not a verbum proceeding directly from an intelligere.
But we cannot permit the occurrence of intelligere and yet prevent the procession of its immediate verbum.” (V 198-99.) See also
BECAUSE OF

Objective not subjective. See OBJECT(S)–OF THOUGHT-AS UNIVERSAL
Procession of. “Whenever we understand an object, by the very
fact of understanding, there proceeds within us a concept of the
object understood, a concept issuing from the power of our intellects and proceeding from our knowledge of that object.” (ST, I, q. 27,
a. l c.) See also intra Inner-intelligibility of

Rationality of. See CONCEPTUALISM, CONCEPTUALIST–VS CRITICAL REALISM
Signifies and is signified. “Outer words signify things, not immediately, of course, but through the medium of inner words
that are true. … Hence, primarily and per se outer words,
whether spoken or written or present in the imagination, signify
and are not signified. Things, on the other hand, are signified,
but primarily and per se do not signify. Inner words, however,
both signify and are signified: they are signified by outer words,
and signify things themselves.” (S 563.)
Simple. “When we understand and by the very fact that we understand, from our intellective power, which is the general light
of intellectual consciousness, and from the knowledge contained
in the act of understanding that adds a determination to the general light, there proceeds within our intellectual consciousness a
conception or definition of the reality understood.” (S 139.)
OUTER.

Outer words concern expression of what one has grasped,
i.e., the inner word or concept.
And inner. See intra Inner-and outer
Division of. See intra Inner-general notion of (7 elements)-(2)
Signify. See intra Inner-signifies and is signified
Spoken, written, imagined, meant. See intra Inner-general notion of (7
elements)-(1)

SIMPLE.

See intra Inner-simple

TYPES OF (2).

WORK:

See intra Inner, Outer

Also work towards; at work; worker. See also inter alia

GROUNDWORK ■ NETWORK ■ DOING AND MAKING ■ TASK(S) ■ A PRIORI–KANT’S ■ ACT–OF
WHAT IS COMPLETE (ACTUS PERFECTI)

■ ANALOGY–ARGUMENT FROM ■ ANALYSIS–AND SCIENCE

WORLD(S) – WORLD(S)
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■ APPREHENSION–AND APPRECIATION OF ART, –ARTISTIC ■ ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXIS-

CONCEPT CORRECT?

■ GOOD, THE–OF ORDER-AND SATISFACTIONS ■ HERMENEUTIC(S)–AND

TENCE, LONERGAN’S–ARGUMENT ■ ART–AND ELEMENTAL MEANING, –AND EMOTION, –

LINGUISTIC ANALYSTS

■ HEURISTIC STRUCTURE ■ IDEAL(S)–TYPES-AND THE HISTORIAN ■

DEFINITION OF

■ BEING–NOTION OF-AND GENUS ■ BELIEF–AND SCIENCE, –BREAKDOWN OF ■

IDEALISM–MORAL ■ IDEOLOGY ■ JUDGMENT(S)–PROBABLE/SCIENTIFIC ■ LANGUAGE–

BIAS–AND SOCIAL PROGRESS/DECLINE-MAJOR, –DRAMATIC-(5) COMMON PROBLEM ■ BREAK-

PHILOSOPHICAL

DOWN–IN CIVILIZATION/ECONOMY/POLITY/SOCIAL ORDER ■ CAUSE(S)–EXTERNAL-IN CONCRETE

SYSTEMATICS (FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY)–AIM OF

INSTANCE

■ CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–LAWS, –SCIENCE ■ COGNITION, COG-

NITIONAL–LEVELS OF-SCHEMA ■ COLLABORATION ■ COMMON SENSE–AS INTELLECTUALDEVELOPMENT, –LANGUAGE OF, –SPECIALIZATION OF

■ COMMUNICATION(S) (FUNCTIONAL

SPECIALTY)–INTERNAL ■ COMMUNICATION–AND ART VS PHENOMENOLOGY ■ COMMUNITY–AS
COOPERATIVE-AND HUMAN GOOD, –CONVERSION AND

■ CONCEPTUALISM, CONCEPTUALIST ■

CONJUGATE (ACCIDENTAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–FORM ■ CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–ARTISTICALLY ■ CONSCIOUSNESS, INTENTIONAL–POLYMORPHISM OF HUMAN-AND PHILOSOPHY

■ CONTENT(S)–AND MEANING ■ CONVERSION–AND RESEARCH, –AS PERSONAL, –

PSYCHIC

■ COSMOPOLIS ■ CRITICAL–VS EMPIRICAL IN HUMAN SCIENCE-AND DIALECTIC ■ CRIT-

ICISM–PRINCIPLE(S) OF (4)-(1) ■ CULTURE, CULTURAL–AND MEANING ■ DATA OF CONSCIOUSNESS ■ DECLINE–CUMULATIVE-AND MEANING ■ DETERMINATION(S)–METAPHYSICAL ■
DEVELOPMENT–CULTURAL-DEGREES OF (4) ■ DIAGRAM ■ DIALECTIC(S)–AND METHOD/GEM, –
AND THE CRITICAL VIEWPOINT

■ EDUCATION ■ EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND CAPITALISM ■

FEEDBACK ■ FINALITY–FEATURES OF (9)-(6), –VS CLASSICAL TELEOLOGY ■ FOUNDATIONS
(FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTY) ■ FREEDOM–AND COINCIDENTAL MANIFOLDS ■ FUNCTIONAL SPECIALIZATION(S) ■ GEM–AND TRANSCENDENTAL PRECEPTS, –FUNCTIONS OF (12)-(11) UNIFIES SCIENCE, –OPPOSITION TO

■ GIVEN, THE ■ GOING FORWARD ■ HISTORIAN ■ HISTORICAL–

INTERPRETATION-SOURCES OF, –JUDGMENT
DEGREE

■ HISTORY–AND VALUES, –CRITICAL-OF THE SECOND

■ HORIZON(S)–DIFFERENCES IN-COMPLEMENTARY, –OBJECTIFICATION OF ■ IMAGINA-

TION–AND INDETERMINISM ■ INQUIRY–AND INSIGHT ■ INSIGHT (THE BOOK) ■ INSTITUTIONS–
AND COOPERATION, ROLES, TASKS
CONSCIENCE

■ INTELLECT–OBJECT OF ■ JUDGMENT(S) OF VALUE–AND

■ KNOWING–COMPOUND ■ KNOWLEDGE–AND CAUSES ■ LANGUAGE–EARLY-(3)

DEVELOPMENT OF

■ MATHEMATICS–AND SYMBOLISM-(1) AND SOLUTIONS ■ MEANING– CHANGES

OF, –FUNCTIONS OF (4)-(2) EFFECTIVE/EFFICIENT

WORLD’S.

■ MODEL–OF CHANGE ■ OPENNESS–THREE FACTORS-(2) AS ACHIEVEMENT ■

See COMMON SENSE–AND WORLD’S WORK; DELIBERATION–QUESTIONS FOR

WORLD(S): World is often interchangeable with universe. Here,
world refers to the human world of planet Earth; the entry UNIVERSE
treats of cosmic categories (like process); there is, of course, some
overlap.
AND ART. See ART–AND THE ARTIST
AND EXISTENTIAL PSYCHOLOGY. See DREAM(S)–EXISTENTIAL APPROACH TO
AND STRICTLY UNCONDITIONED. “If we are to speak of a virtually
unconditioned [see UNCONDITIONED, VIRTUALLY], we must first speak of
an UNCONDITIONED. The virtually unconditioned has no unfulfilled
conditions. The strictly unconditioned has no conditions whatever.
In traditional terms, the former is a contingent being, and the latter
is a necessary being. In more contemporary terms the former pertains to this world, to the world of possible experience, while the
latter transcends this world in the sense that its reality is of a totally
different order. But in either case we come to the question of God
[see QUESTION OF GOD, THE]. Does a necessary being exist? Does there
exist a reality that transcends the reality of this world?” (M 69.) See
PHILOSOPHY OF GOD–AND GOD-AS FORMALLY UNCONDITIONED
AND WELT.

See I–AND MY WORLD

AND WORK .

See COMMON SENSE–AND WORLD’S WORK

PROBABILITY–DEFINITION OF-A POSTERIORI ■ PROCEDURE(S)–CRITICAL/CONSTRUCTIVE ■

“The pioneers on this continent found shore and heartland, mountains and plains, but they have covered it with cities,
laced it with roads, exploited it with industries, till the world man
has made stands between us and nature. The whole of that added,
man-made, artificial world is the cumulative, now planned, now
chaotic, product of human acts of meaning [see MEANING–ACTS OF].” (M

QUESTION(S)–RESTRICTIVE ■ REASON(S)–FUNCTION OF ■ REASONABLENESS–OF SCIEN-

78.)

STANCES

■ MEDIATION ■ MEMORY–FERRETS OUT IN-

■ METHOD(S)–OF SCIENCE(S)-VS OF PHILOSOPHY ■ NOTION OF …–SCIENCE ■ NO-

TIONS, TRANSCENDENTAL–AND COMPOUND OBJECT ■ PARTICULAR(S)–INSIGHT INTO-AND
EXPRESSION

■ PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE–DRAMATIC-AS ARTISTRY ■ PHILOSOPHY, PHILOSO-

PHIES–THE QUESTION OF ■ POSSIBILITY–OF SCIENTIFIC COLLABORATION/GENERALIZATION ■

TIST/PHILOSOPHER
ENCE

■ SCIENCE(S)–KNOWLEDGE OF FORM IN ■ SCISSORS-LIKE ACTION–IN SCI-

■ SCOTOSIS, SCOTOMA–AND PERFORMANCE ■ SELF ...–TRANSCENDENCE-INTELLECTUAL

■ SENSE(S)–AND JUDGMENT ■ SUPERLOOK ■ SYSTEM(S)–AS HYPOTHETICAL ■ TRADITION–
SCIENCE AND

■ UNIVERSAL VIEWPOINT–AS POTENTIALLY COMPLETE ■ UNIVERSE–PROCESS OF-

OF THE WISE.

See GENERALIST, THE

See VIEWPOINT(S)–OF ORDER; WISDOM–AND ORDER

OUT THE/ITS …. The notion of working out the or its (implications,
in most cases) occurs frequently. See inter alia ANALYSIS–AND SCIENCE, –
LINGUISTIC-AND FUNCTION OF PHILOSOPHY

■ ANTICIPATION–OF TYPICAL CASES ■ ARGUMENT

FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LONERGAN’S–ARGUMENT-AND UNRESTRICTED ACT OF UNDERSTANDING-AND THE NONSYSTEMATIC

■ CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–INQUIRY-

ANTICIPATION IN-COROLLARIES (2)

■ COMMON SENSE—BIAS OF, GENERAL-AND REFUSALS ■

CENTRAL (SUBSTANTIAL) CONSTITUTIVE CAUSES–FORM ■ CONSCIOUSNESS, DIFFERENTIATED–INTERIORLY ■ DETERMINISM–SCIENTIST, MEDIATING INSIGHT, AND-AND IDEAL CASE ■
DURATION(S)–LENGTH OF ■ EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND WORLD ORDER-AS EXPLANATORY
OF (6), –AS UNIVERSAL DESIGN, –IN HUMAN HISTORY, –OF THINGS (4 POSTULATES)
AND STRUCTURE OF KNOWING AND DOING
HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL

■ ETHICS–

■ EXPRESSION–TYPES OF ■ EXTRAPOLATION–

■ FREE–ACT ■ FREEDOM, ELEMENTS OF (4)–(1) ■ GEM–AND

SCIENCE, –AS WISDOM, –DISCOVERY OF

AS INCOMPLETELY INTELLIGIBLE.

See ARGUMENT FOR GOD’S EXISTENCE, LON-

ERGAN’S–AND CAUSALITY-EXTRINSIC
EVIL IN.

See SIN–PHYSICAL

MEDIATED BY MEANING.

SYSTEMATIC AND NONSYSTEMATIC ■ VALUE(S)–SCALE OF ■ WORD

INTERDISCIPLINARY.

ARTIFICIAL.

■ GENUINENESS ■ GENUS–EXPLANATORY-IS THE

The world mediated by meaning “does not
lie within anyone’s immediate experience. It is not even the sum,
the integral, of the totality of all worlds of immediate experience.
For meaning is an act that does not merely repeat but goes beyond
experiencing. For what is meant, is what is intended in questioning
and is determined not only by experience but also by understanding and, commonly, by judgment as well.” (M 77.) See also MEANING–

FUNCTIONS OF (4)-(1) COGNITIVE

And cognitional myth. “The myth is that knowing is like looking,
that objectivity is seeing what is there to be seen and not seeing
what is not there, and that the real is what is out there now to be
looked at [see ALREADY-OUT-THERE-NOW-REAL; TAKING A GOOD LOOK]. Now
this myth overlooks the distinction between the world of immediacy, say, the world of the infant and, on the other hand, the
world mediated by meaning. The world of immediacy is the sum
of what is seen, heard, touched, tasted, smelt, felt. It conforms
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well enough to the myth’s view of reality, objectivity, knowledge. But it is but a tiny fragment of the world mediated by
meaning. For the world mediated by meaning is a world known
not by the sense experience of an individual but by the external
and internal experience of a cultural community, and by the continuously checked and rechecked judgments of the community.”
(M 238.)

And empiricism. See EMPIRICISM/EMPIRICIST–AND MYTH ON OBJECTIVITY
And idealism. See IDEALISM–AND COGNITIONAL MYTH

And error. See ERROR–AND WORLD MEDIATED BY MEANING
And feelings. See FEELINGS–AS INTENTIONAL RESPONSE
And some counterpositions. “The naive realist [see REALISM–NAÏVE]
knows the world mediated by meaning, but he fancies that he
knows it by TAKING A GOOD LOOK at what is going on out there now.
The naive idealist, Berkeley, concludes that esse est percipi [to be
is to be perceived]. But esse is reality affirmed in the world mediated by meaning, while percipi is the givenness of an object in
the world of immediacy. The rigorous empiricist, Hume, eliminates from the world mediated by meaning everything that is not
given in the world of immediacy [see IMMEDIACY–WORLD OF]. The critical idealist, Kant, sees that a Copernican revolution is overdue.
But, so far from drawing the needed distinctions, he only finds
another more complicated manner of confusing things. He combines the operations of understanding and reason, not with the data of sense, but with sensitive intuitions of phenomena, where the
phenomena are the appearing, if not of nothing, then of the things
themselves which, while unknowable, manage to get talked about
through the device of the limiting concept. The absolute idealist,
Hegel, brilliantly explores whole realms of meaning; he gives
poor marks to naive realists; but he fails to advance to a critical
realism, so that Kierkegaard can complain that what is logical also is static, that movement cannot be inserted into a logic, that
Hegel’s system has room not for existence (self-determining
freedom) but only for the idea of existence.” (M 93.)
And stages of meaning. “The discovery of mind [see MIND–GREEK
DISCOVERY OF] marks the transition from the first stage of meaning
to the second. In the first stage the world mediated by meaning is
just the world of common sense. In the second stage the world
mediated by meaning splits into the realm of common sense and
the realm of theory.” (M 93.) The third stage pertains to INTERIORITY.
See also MEANING–REALM(S) OF-(1) COMMON SENSE, -(2) THEORY, -(3) INTERIORITY
And the object. See OBJECT(S)–MEANINGS OF (2)
Structure of. The “addition of understanding and judgment is
what makes possible the world mediated by meaning, what gives
it its structure and unity, what arranges it in an orderly whole of
almost endless differences partly known and familiar, partly in a
surrounding penumbra of things we know about but have never
examined or explored, partly an unmeasured region of what we
do not know at all. … In this larger world we live out our lives.
To it we refer when we speak of the real world. But because it is
mediated by meaning, because meaning can go astray, because
there is myth as well as science, fiction as well as fact, deceit as

well as honesty, error as well as truth, that larger real world is insecure.” (M 77.)
MOTIVATED BY VALUE. “In some such context as the foregoing [the
plurality of positions on object, objectivity, subjectivity] one would
have to agree with Jaspers’ view that a clarification of subjectivity,
however authentic, is not objective knowledge. Still that context
survives only as long as there survive the ambiguities underlying
naive realism [see REALISM–NAÏVE], naive idealism, empiricism, critical
idealism [see REALISM–CRITICAL], absolute idealism. Once those ambiguities are removed, once an adequate SELF-APPROPRIATION is effected,
once one distinguishes between object and objectivity in the world
of immediacy and, on the other hand, object and objectivity in the
world mediated by meaning and motivated by value, then a totally
different context arises. For it is now apparent that in the world
mediated by meaning and motivated by value, objectivity is simply
the consequence of authentic subjectivity [see AUTHENTICITY–AND SUBJECTIVITY], of genuine attention, genuine intelligence, genuine reasonableness, genuine responsibility [see TRANSCENDENTAL–PRECEPTS].
Mathematics, science, philosophy, ethics, theology differ in many
manners; but they have the common feature that their objectivity is
the fruit of attentiveness, intelligence, reasonableness, and responsibility.” (M 265.)
MY.

See I–AND MY WORLD

OF COMMON SENSE.
OF IMMEDIACY.

See IMMEDIACY–WORLD OF

OF INTERIORITY.
OF MEANING.
OF THEORY.

See COMMON SENSE–WORLD OF

See INTERIORITY–WORLD OF

See MEANING–WORLDS OF

See THEORY, THEORIES–WORLD OF

OF TRANSCENDENCE.

See EXPERIENCE, RELIGIOUS

ORDER.

PROBABILITY–AND WORLD ORDER

See EMERGENT

PLATO’S TWO.

See PROPER NAMES–PLATO, PLATONIC, PLATONIST-TWO WORLDS OF

POSSIBLE.

“While the metaphysics of proportionate being [see METAcan be developed by appealing to
common sense and to the empirical sciences, the general properties
of any possible universe are bound to remain generalities in our
knowledge, for we have no empirical knowledge of universes
other than the one in which we exist.” (In 702.)
PHYSICS– OF PROPORTIONATE BEING]

PROCESS.

See UNIVERSE–PROCESS OF

READY-MADE.

See ART–DEFINITION OF-PURE PATTERN

REFLECTION ON. The topic is development of thought and language.
In addition to the contributions of alphabets, dictionaries, grammars, literary criticism, logics, hermeneutics, L adds, “Philosophers reflect on the world of immediacy [see IMMEDIACY–WORLD OF] and
the many worlds mediated by meaning.” (M 92.) See intra Mediated by

meaning
SITUATION, INITIAL/BASIC.

See

EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AS UNIVERSAL DESIGN-

CONSEQUENT PROPERTIES OF (12)-(5)

VIEW.

See WORLDVIEW(S)

WORLDVIEW(S):

The foundation of L’s worldview and his explana-

X (HEURISTIC) – X (HEURISTIC)

tion of it is the

of cognitional operations (see COGNITION,
and the METAPHYSICS–OF PROPORTIONATE BEING, i.e., of
all that can be intelligently grasped and reasonably affirmed. Thus his
scientific theory of EMERGENT PROBABILITY and his comprehensive theory
of DEVELOPMENT regard both knower and known in the universe of our
experience. For a more detailed explication of these points see UNIVERSE. See also inter alia CLARIFICATION BY CONTRAST ■ CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL
COMPARED, –DUALITY OF ■ COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–STRUCTURE ■ FINALITY–VERTICAL AND
ISOMORPHISM

COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS)

HORIZONTAL

■ HISTORICAL–INTERPRETATION-PROBLEM OF ■ HISTORICAL–RELATIVISM ■ HORI-

ZON(S)–POSSIBILITY OF-(2) INTELLECTUAL ■ LEVEL(S) ■ PERFECTION ■ PRINCIPLE(S)– MORAL ■
RECURRENCE, SCHEME(S) OF–VS NATURAL SELECTION ■ SPACE AND TIME–ABSOLUTEOBJECTIFICATION OF

AND COSMOLOGY.
AND DEDUCTION.

See COSMOLOGY

See DEDUCTION–AND WORLDVIEW

AND METAPHYSICS.
AND RELIGION.
ARISTOTLE’S.

See METAPHYSICS–AS HEURISTIC

See RELIGION

See PROPER NAMES–ARISTOTLE, ARISTOTELIAN-WORLDVIEW

CLASSICAL.

“The medieval decision to use the Aristotelian corpus
as a substructure involved an integration of theology with a philosophy and with a detailed account of the material universe. Such an
integration offered the advantage of a unified world-view, but neither classicist culture nor Aristotelian thought inculcated the principle that unified world-views are subject to notable changes. … For
centuries the Christian’s image of himself and of his world was
drawn from the first chapters of Genesis, from Jewish apocalyptic
and Ptolemaic astronomy, and from the theological doctrines of the
creation and immortality of each human soul. That image has been
assaulted by novel scientific traditions stemming from Copernicus,
Newton, Darwin, Freud, Heisenberg.” (M 314-15.) See also intra Loner-

gan’s
CONSTRUCTION OF.

“There are questions for intelligence [see INTELLIWe ask what and why and how and what for.
Our answers unify and relate, classify and construct, serialize and
generalize. From the narrow strip of space-time accessible to immediate experience we move towards the construction of a worldview and towards the exploration of what we ourselves could be
and could do.” (M 104.)
GENCE–QUESTIONS FOR].

CONTRASTING.

The context is generalized empirical method (see
and the complementarity of classical and statistical investigations (see CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED–INQUIRY) in ascertaining
“the main features of the universe of our experience,” a worldview.
These main features are comprised by L’s theory of EMERGENT PROBABILITY. L’s immediate concern is “how different methodological positions result in different worldviews.” (In 151-62) See also DETERMINISM–
VS INDETERMINISM ■ PROPER NAMES–ARISTOTLE, ARISTOTELIAN-WORLDVIEW, –DARWIN,
DARWINIAN-WORLDVIEW, –GALILEO-WORLDVIEW
GEM),

DARWIN’S.

See PROPER NAMES–DARWIN, DARWINIAN-WORLDVIEW

GALILEO’S.

See PROPER NAMES–GALILEO-WORLDVIEW

IN CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL INQUIRY.

See

CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL

COMPARED–INQUIRY
INDETERMINIST.
LONERGAN’S.

See DETERMINISM–VS INDETERMINISM

With customary confidence, Lonergan writes that
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“there is only one integrated view of one universe and there is only
one set of directives that lead to it.” (In 450.) “What worldview is involved by our affirmation of both classical and statistical laws?” (In
138.) To gain an adequate understanding of L’s worldview, the core
of it needs to be supplemented with his theories of DEVELOPMENT and
generalized Emergent Probability (see EMERGENT PROBABILITY–AND WORLD
ORDER, –AS UNIVERSAL DESIGN ■ CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL COMPARED ■ COSMOLOGY
■ FINALITY).
And deduction. See DEDUCTION–AND WORLDVIEW
Invariance in. L states that his account of world order “will be
relatively invariant.” The primary source of his account is based
on the cognitional analysis (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–ANALYSIS) that
grounds his empirical method (see GEM), so the variation lies in
advancing explication of the method. “The reason for this restriction is plain enough. For our appeal will be, not to the structure
of the human mind itself, but only to our account of that structure. Just as the natural sciences are subject to revision, so too
one may expect our account of inquiring intelligence to be subjected to rearrangements, modifications, and improvements. In
the measure that such changes will affect the premises of the present argument, in the same measure they will also affect the conclusions. Accordingly, the worldview to be presented will be
invariant, inasmuch as it will be independent of changes in the
content of the natural sciences; but it will be only relatively invariant, for it cannot be independent of revisions of our analysis
of empirical method.” (In 139.)

X
X (HEURISTIC):

“In every empirical inquiry there are knowns and unknowns. But the knowns are apprehended whether or not one understands: they are the [DATA–OF SENSE]. The unknowns, on the other hand,
are what one will grasp by insight and formulate in conceptions and
suppositions. … Accordingly, let us bestow a name upon the unknown. Rather, let us advert to the fact that already it has been
named. For what is to be known by understanding these data is called
their NATURE. Just as in algebra the unknown number is x until one
finds out what the number is, so to in empirical inquiry the unknown
to be reached by insight is named ‘the nature of ...’ … The first step
in the generalization is … that just as the mathematician begins by
saying, ‘Let the required number be x,’ so too the empirical inquirer
begins by saying, ‘Let the unknown be the nature of ….’… Just as
the mathematician follows up his naming of the unknown as x by
writing down properties of x, so too the empirical inquirer follows up
his declaration that he seeks the ‘nature of …’ by noting that that ‘nature of …’ must be the same for all similar sets of data.” (In 60-61.) One
can readily appreciate, even from the small sample provided, the
methodological and pedagogical utility of Lonergan’s heuristic procedures (see PROCEDURES–HEURISTIC). These procedures become available
to us when the metaphysics latent in our knowing becomes explicit
in our knowing (see METAPHYSICS–STAGES/FORMS OF-LATENT (IMPLICIT), –
STAGES/FORMS OF-EXPLICIT (8 ELEMENTS)).
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YES AND NO – ZUSAMMENHANG

Y
YES AND NO: The phrase most often denotes the alternatives in judging whether or not one’s understanding is true.
AND JUDGMENT OF FACT. See JUDGMENT(S) OF FACT–ELEMENTS OF CONTENT
AND QUESTIONS. See QUESTION(S)–CLASSES AND TYPES OF
AND THINGS AS EXISTING. See THING(S)–AS EXISTING

Z
ZUSAMMENHANG: L
FACTS

writes of “the relationship between HISTORICAL–
and their intelligible interconnections, their Zusammenhang.”

(M 168.)
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Table 1 Sets of Categories Isomorphic with the Metaphysics of Proportionate Being

POTENCY

FORM

ACT

EXPERIENCE

UNDERSTANDING

JUDGMENT

PRIME MATTER

SUBSTANTIAL FORM

EXISTING

THE HUMAN BODY

THE HUMAN SOUL

THE HUMAN PERSON

EYE

SIGHT

SEEING

EAR

SOUND

HEARING

POSSIBLE INTELLECT

INTELLIGIBLE SPECIES

UNDERSTANDING

SENSIBLE

INTELLIGIBLE

KNOWABLE

OBJECT OF DESIRE

INTELLIGIBLE ORDER

TRUTH

WILL

WILLINGNESS

WILLING

ELEMENTAL GOOD

GOOD OF ORDER

VALUE

L’s METAPHYSICS is empirical. The constitutive elements of being and all beings are not things to be imagined; rather potency, form,
and act “express the structure in which one knows what proportionate being is; they outline the mold in which an understanding of proportionate being necessarily will flow; they arise from understanding understanding [see INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING–UNDERSTANDING], and they
regard proportionate being, not as understood, but only as to be understood.” (In 521; emphasis added.) Grasping “the principle of isomorphism,”
this isomorphic relation between the cognitional operations in knowing (see COGNITION, COGNITIONAL–OPERATIONS) and the constitutive elements
of the known (see KNOWING–AND KNOWN-ISOMORPHISM OF) is, along with explicit metaphysics (see METAPHYSICS–STAGES/FORMS OF-EXPLICIT (8 ELEMENTS)), key to
L’s program of SELF-APPROPRIATION. Things exist not only in themselves but also ad extra, in relation to other things. See table 3, “The Integral ‘Thing’ in Relation to Being ad Extra.”
“The definitions I worked out, of potency, form, and act, are exactly what Aristotle uses in his psychology. Eye, sight, seeing, are
potency, form, act. The capacity to will, habits of will, and acts of will are potency, form, act. The possible intellect, habits of intellect
(the acquisition of a science), and acts of understanding are potency, form, act, again—all analogous to prime matter, substantial form,
and existence. And that in Aristotle, I believe, survives, when systematically collected. But Aristotelian physics has doubled back on the
descriptive element, and that’s why it was a block to the development of science.” (UB 366.)
In regard to the final row of cells on the good, L writes: “The three levels of the good correspond to the divisions in our knowing:
experience, understanding, and judgment. The object of appetite is a spontaneous object, just as experience is given without any reasons
being simultaneously supplied. The good of order is an intelligible unification, something in the way of organization, though it may be
much more spontaneous than any deliberately conceived organizing blueprint. Value lies upon the level of judgment; it is the rational
choice. Our notion of the possibility of ethics has its grounds in the extension of self-appropriation from the subject as knowing to the
subject as both knowing and doing. The object of experience ties in with objects of appetite, the good of order ties in with the grasping
of intelligibility, value ties in with the judgment [judgment of truth] that leads to choice [judgment of value; fourth-level].” (UB 226.)
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Table 2 The Structure of the Human Good

INDIVIDUAL
POTENTIALITY

SOCIAL
ACTUATION

ENDS

3. COOPERATION

4. PARTICULAR GOOD

“To a notable extent their operating is cooperating. It follows some settled pattern ...
fixed by a role to be fulfilled
or a task to be performed
within an institutional framework.” (M 48.) “Individuals do
not just operate to meet their
needs but cooperate to meet
one another’s needs.” (M 52.) 

“By [the particular good]
is meant any entity,
whether object or action,
that meets a need of a particular individual at a given place and time.” (M 48.)

1. CAPACITY. NEED

2. OPERATION

“Individuals ... have capacities for
operating.” (M 48.)
“Needs are to be understood in the
broadest sense; they are not to be
restricted to necessities but rather
to be stretched to include wants of
every kind.” (M 48.)

“By operating [people] procure
themselves instances of the particular good.” (M 48.)

5. PLASTICITY. PERFECTIBILITY

6. DEVELOPMENT. SKILL

7. INSTITUTION. ROLE. TASK

8. GOOD OF ORDER

“The capacities of individuals, for
the performance of operations, because they are plastic and perfectible ...

... admit development and skills
and, indeed, of the very skills
demanded by ...

... institutional roles and
tasks. Besides the institutional basis of cooperation,
there is also the concrete
manner in which cooperation
is working out.” (M 48-49.) 

“This concrete manner, in
which cooperation actually is working out, is
what is meant by a good
of order.” (M 49.)

9. LIBERTY

10. ORIENTATION. CONVERSION.
ORIENTATION IS TO VALUE

11. PERSONAL RELATIONS

12. TERMINAL VALUE

“Personal relations vary from
intimacy to ignorance, from
love to exploitation, from respect to contempt, from
friendliness to enmity. They
bind a community together,
or divide it into factions, or
tear it apart.” (M 51.)

“[They] are the values that
are chosen; true instances
of the particular good, a
true good of order, a true
scale of preferences regarding values and satisfactions. Correlative ... are
the originating values that
do the choosing; they are
authentic persons achieving self-transcendence by
their good choices.” (M 51.)

“Liberty means ... not indeterminism but self-determination. ... The
process of deliberation and evaluation is not itself decisive, and so
we experience our liberty as the
active thrust of the subject terminating the process of deliberation
by settling on one of the possible
courses of action and proceeding
to execute it.” (M 50.)

“As orientation is, so to speak,
the direction of development, so
conversion is a change of direction and, indeed, a change for
the better. One frees oneself
from the unauthentic. One grows
in authenticity.” (M 52.)
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Table 3 The Integral “Thing” in Relation to Being ad Extra

METAPHYSICS


CATEGORY


1. POTENCY

2. FORM

3. ACT

We know that Lonergan’s empirical metaphysics is not, like classical
metaphysics, explanatory but defines a heuristic structure whose constitutive principles—1. potency, 2. form, 3. act—outline the “mold” into which
every “unity identity whole,” every thing known and yet unknown, will
flow. Thus every thing denoted by a categorical name is a unity of contents
anticipated by potency, form, and act.
If every category is constituted by the unity of concrete instances of 1-23, the unity of 1-2-3 in relation to 4 constitutes a dynamic universal URPATTERN.
The primary instance of the UrPattern is the source of all expressions of
meaning: Interiority.
As source of all expressions of meaning, Interiority imitates the UrPattern and also constitutes a dynamic universal UrParadigm.

4. FINALITY

There is no fourth metaphysical term. Finality denotes
the relation of the thing to the
universe of being. “Although
subsistents are (in the strict
sense of are) on the basis of an
act of existence, still in regard
to operation they need one another, in accordance with the
order of the universe.” (S 349.)
Every thing not only is but is
also related ad extra, outside
itself.

INTERIORITY

1. EXPERIENCE

2. UNDERSTANDING

3. JUDGMENT

4. DECISION

THING

Matter

Substantial Form

Existing

Operating

ANTHROPOLOGY

Body

Soul

Person

Subject

CONSCIOUSNESS

Empirical

Intellectual

Rational

Existential1

PRECEPTS

Be Attentive

Be Intelligent

Be Reasonable

Be Responsible

SENSE

Ear/Eye

Sound/Sight

Hearing/Seeing

Heard/Seen

NATURE

Sensible

Intelligible

Rational

Transcendent

THINGS

Sensible

Intelligible

Knowable

Choosable

VIEWPOINT

Common Sense

Theory

Interiority

Transcendence

VALUE

Vital

Social

Cultural

Personal

AUTONOMY

Will

Willingness

Willing

Willed

TRANSCENDENTALS

Beautiful

Unified

True

Lovable

KNOWLEDGE

Art

Science

Philosophy

Ethics

THE FUNCTIONAL SPECIALTIES AND CATEGORIES OF METHOD IN THEOLOGY

1

1. GENERAL

Research 

Interpretation 

History 

Dialectic 

2. SPECIAL

 Communication

 Systematics

 Doctrines

 Foundations

The existential comprises the moral and religious.
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